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EDITOR'S NOTE.

IN editing this volume I have endeavored to see that the

translation conformed to the original and made clear itB meaning.

The notes appended, I hope, will be understood as explanatory,

Dot controversial i for, whatever opinion may be formed concern

ing the author's judgmentB, it can be affirmed that he has BOught

to write with truth and without bias for either side.

lORN P. NICHOLSON.
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BOOK I.-THE WAR ON THE RAPIDAN.

CHAPTER 1.

DOWDALL"B TAVERN.

Bitoation of both parties at the beginnil1&' of the year 1863o-Diooon of
the material contained in this volumeo-Hooker IIIIlUmes command of
the Army of the Potomac.-opinione of Mr. Lincoln and Halleck COli

eeming him.--Bituation of the Fedenl arroy, itB dillOOnragement, deser
tions.-Hooker revives and reorganizetl it; he restors discipline.-Reg
alar leaves of abllence; abolition of the grand divisione.-Departlll'e of the
Ninth corps; arrival of the Eleventh and Twelfth.-Changell in the per
IOnUl of the arroy.-Approaching departure of twenty-five thousand flOl
diel'l by reaIIOn of expiration of term of llel'Vice.--Bituation of the Con
federate arroy.-It haa acquired experience and is full of confidence, but
it is weakened by death, wGnnds, desertions to the interior, aDd Long
Ik'eet'. departure.-The latter is IIent against Suffolk on the lilt of Feb
ruary.-Reemiting and reorganization of the army.-Promotiona.-POlIi
lions of the army.-New defensive works.-Inaetivity of the arroy.-Lee
aDd JackflOn among their flOldiel'l.---..'!cattering of the caVRlry.-Manam
vres and small expeditions.--J. E. B. Stuart.-Ambush near Williams
burg on the 7th of February, 1863.-MOlIby'a revellgeo-A bold IItroke
llgaiDllt Fairfax Court-house, March 8.-Enoonntel'l at Moorefield, Jan
uary 3; at Point Plt!8ll8Dt, March 3O.--Jones at Philippi, .April, 1863.
8Irlrmish at Gloucester Point, February 10; at Romney, the 16th; at
&rubnrg, the 26tho-Inatead of dispersing, the cavalry operates by
m_.-Fitzhngh Lee'. Confederate brigade at Culpeper Courtrhoulle.
The Union cavalry division of Averell at Morrisville. Averell CI'08IIeS

the Rappahannock on -the lith of March at Kelly's Fordo-He advances
lI10wly toward CnIpeper.-Lee, with Stuart, goes to meet him, and attacks
him.-ViproUl charge of the Confederatea.-They are repulsed with
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great l088es.-The Federals do not hasten in pursuit of them.-Death of
Pelham.-Lee halts at Brandy Station and renews the battle.-A new
charge is again repulsed.-Hut the Federals, instead of assllming the
offensivt', retire toward Kelly's Ford.-Character of this combat.-Ap
proach of the mild Beason; Hooker prepares a new campaign.-The
expiration of the terms of service and Longstreet's absence obli..-e Hooker
to act promptly.-Hooker's ilUltructionB to Stoneman.-The bad weatht'r
checks the cavalry, April 15.-A t the end of a fortnight the wcather
enables Hooker to resume his project.-He changes hi.. plan.-Descrip
tion of the fords of the RappallltOnock and the Uupidan.-The Wilder
ness.-The Plank Road and the Tumpike.-Dowdall's Tavern l\nd Chan
celloltlViIle.-Hooker decides to CI'OS!l the two rivers above their conftu
ence.-POOlitionB of the left wing of the Southern arroy.-Details of
Hooker's plan.-lIe imprudently sl'parates himself from his cavalry.
lIe gh'es his final instructions.-Slocum, with the right, marches upon
Chancellol'!!ville.-The centre to be before Blmks' Ford.-Sedgwick1 with
the left, to croB8 the river below FrOOericksburg.-The r6k l\ssigned by
Hooker to his cavalry.-He sends it far off on Lee's rear.-The right
C1'O"SeS at Kelly's Ford on the ev...ning of the 2ISth.-Stuart waits for the
Federals at Culpeper, and allows himllelf to be cut off from Lee's army.
Plell..onton reaches the Rapidan before him on the 2!lth.-All the Con
federate posts are taken by surprise.-Stuart undertakes to join Lee.
The whole right crosses thE' Rapidan dnring the night of the 23th -3Oth.
It gets the start of Stuart in the Wild~rnee8, and on the evening of the
30th it takes position at Chancellorsville.-Anderson falls back before it
on the morning of the 3Oth.-The rest of the Confederate army hM not
moved i it is watching Sedgwick's movements.-on the morning of the
29th the lutter erects fOllr bridges.-He crossE'll over to the right bank
during the day with two divisions.-Lee's uncertainty, being menaced on
two sides.-Distribution of his forces.-He has conc~ntrated them on the
moming of the 29th.-Inactivity of Sedgwick on the SOth.-Lee fathoms
Hooker's plan, and determines to attack his right in the Wildem_.
Ordel'8 given on the evening of the 3Oth.-Continuation of the movt'ment
of the Federals.-The Second corps CI'Oll8(>8 the Rappahannock at United
States Ford.-The Third is ordered to follow it.-Bridges are erected at
Banks' Ford.-Hooker arrives at Cbancellorsville, where thirteen divis·
ions are about to assemble.-SullCeBll of his manliluvre.-eonfidellC8 of bis
arroy.-He should basten to come out of tbe forest.-He postpones this
movement to the next day.-Pleasonton Bends off a reconnoillllance toward
SpolBylvania Court-hollBe.-lt encounters Stuart in the night.-.'3angui
nary combat at Todd's Tavem.-Rout of the Confederates.-u- of the
FederalB.-Hooker's hesitatioDB on tbe morning of the 1st of May.-His
troops fall into positioDB at baphuard around Cbancellol'8ville.-He
decides at 1lIIIt to come out of the forest.-He tries to take" defeDBift
JXWition at Smith's Hill.-MclAWB' division advances against bim.
Jackson follows it, leaving only Early before Sedgwick.-He gets in
adYIUIC8 of his troop&, and pusbes AnderllOn and McLaws beyond Taber
nacle Church.-The Federals come out of the forest at laBt.-Dispoeition
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of their several corps.-Impediments, Rnd slownl'llS of their movements.
Sykes finds himself in advance of the rest of the army.-He encounters
McLaws near the Newton House.-Description of the position.-A sharp
engagement takes place about noon.-Numerical superiority of the Con
federates.-The combat spreads.-Arrival of Rodes' divi.~ion.-Jack80n

to have nineteen brigades.-Hooker could ea.~ily hold him in check.-He
suddenly orders a retreat.-Astonishment of the generals and Union
soldiem.-Fatal and unaccountable decision.-.Jackson invests the Fed
erals in the forest.-Hooker summons a coundl of ~var.-l'onsequen('es

of his error.-Description of his positinns.-They are bnd.-He sends for
the First corps.-Bedgwick's instruetions.-Lee joins .Jackson.-Daring
project of the latter adopted by Lee.-Position of the Confederates on the
evening of the Jst of May.-Jack!!On commeTlces his flank marc'h on the
morning of the 2d.-Prec-ened by Stuart, he makes a wide dt'tour.-Difli
cultie:s of his march.-Lee's precariolls l'osition.-The Federals perceive
Jackson's oolumn.-Ina('tion of Hooker.-He belie\'es the enemy to be
retreating, lind orders Sickles to follow him.-CoOlbat near Clltherine
Furnace.-Mistake of the Fedcrals.-Jackson continues his march.
Fight between Sickles and McLaws.-Jacks'>o reconnoitres HOWllrd'S
positions.-Deseription of these positions.-Weakn('l;8 and imprudent
security of the Eleventh corps.-JackROn's preparations for an attack.
Silent march in order of battle aCI'oss the fore<t.-Surprisc and ront of the
Federals.-Thpy are eagl'rly PUl'Sued.-Their efforts to reform.-Devens'
division is crushed.-Jackson attacks Schurz at lJowdan's Tavern.--His
lines get mixed up, but ('arry the position.-Schurz's disaster.-Stein
wehr's division is struck in its tum.-Pwitions ronquered by .Jackson.
Howard sends to Sickles for lISSistnn('e.- Dangerous situation of the
latter.-Obstacles at -ChancelloM<villc.-l'recipitate retnrn of Sickle<.
Jackson continues to advance.-Pleasonton arrives in time to hold him in
cheek.-Charge of the Seventeenth Penn~ylvania cavalry.-Death of Kee
nan of the Eighth Pennsylvania cavalry -The artillery brought together
by PletlllOnton checks .Jack!!On.-The Confederates re_ume the offen~i\"e.

They encounter the Third corps. lJisorder and exhaustion in the Confed
erate lines.-They hl\lt.-.Ja('kson brinW! Hill forward to the front.
He makes a reconnoissance Rhead of the skirmishers.-He mcets those of
the enemy.-In returning he is seriously wounded by his own soldiel'S.
The FederaIs advance.-Jack80n is cllrried off.-Arrival of Berry's divis
ion on the right of the Federnls.-DefeI18ive disposition, of ~Iocum.

Sickles attacks the Confederntes.-Terrible combat between Birncy and'
Hill.-The latter is wounded.-JlIck!!On on the point of being ('aptnred.
The Federals have the advantage.-The conllict ('eases at midnight.
Positions conquered by Bimey.-Berry hM m'en Ies.~ f<.rtunate on' the
right.-8tuart, while at Ely's Ford, called npon to take commllnd' of
Jackson's corps. -He adopts bis firRt messures.-Lee's demonstration'
during the evening. . Paflll' 1
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CHAPTER II.

CHANCELLORBVILLB.

Gravity of Hooker's sitoation.-POllition of his army on the evening of the
2d.-He ought to take the offensive on the moming of the 3d.-The Con
federate army is divided; the least check would be fatal.-Hooker has the
choice between Cham:ellol'llVille and Marye's Hdghts.-He remains im
movable, and directs sedgwick to take the offensive.-Stuart's po8ition on
the 3d at daybreak.-I1ooker recalls Sickles at Fairview.-Lee's instruG
tions to his lieutenanlll.-Stuart's fulIt movement.-He attacks Sickles in
retreat.-Bimey at Fairview.-8tuart masses his artillery against him.
He advances on th.. left.-He CI'tJIJIJelI Lewis' Creek.-Sickles repulses
him.-The battle rngee along 'the whole linl.'.-New attack of the Con
federates.-After a desperate struggle they are again repulsed.-Stuart
bringa his reserves into action.-8uccess of the Confederat6ll on the
right.-They are soon checked and driven back.-The Cunfed..rates
halt.-Lee's attack upon Hooker's left.-Combat between McLaws and
Hancock.-8ituation of both parties at nine o'clock in the morning.
Hooker's inactivity.-Sickles and Slocum addre8ll him in vain.-Fatal
immobility of one half of his army.-Stuart cannonades Chancl'1lol'll
TiIle.-Hookt'r is wounded.-The Federal army is without a chief.-The
Southemers aUnck Fairview once more.-Lee with the Second (',onfeder
ate corps.-Vigorous attack from the Confederate right.-The Federal line
gives way everywhere at once.-CoOncentric fire upon ChanceUorsville.
Splendid retreat of Sickles and Hancock.-The Federals abandon Chan
celllll.'sville.-Their new }XlIlition.-Lee preparf'll to attack them.-He
is stopped by the news received from Early.-Task impoeed upon Sedg
wick by Hooker.-Position oCthe Confederates on the 1st of May in front
of the latter.-Hooker's error.-8edgwick occupies Fredericksburg on the
moming (If the 2d.-He WlIIltes much time before approaching Marye's
Hill.-Enrly's arrangemenlll.-8edgwick decides at last to attack him.
The Confederate po8ition is speedily carried.-Early's line is pierced.
He falls back to the HOuthward with part of his forces j Wilcox takes the
remainder wt'lltward.-8edgwick's slowness.-Wilco.x delays him, and takes
po8itinn at Salem Church.-Lee with the First corps leaves Hooker to go
to the relief of Wilcolt.-He reaches Salem Church before Sedgwick.
The battle opens at once.-A desperate struggle brought to a close by dark
nell8.-!'edgwick's movement is checked.-Strong position of the Confeder
&tes.-The Federal! may yet rectify their mistakes.-Ditferent plans pre
sented to Hooker's consideratioD.-His wOl1nd incapacitates him, for the
present, from resuming command.-The Federal army is paralyzed.
Warren visits the Sixth corps.-Confused exchanl!'e of despatl'ht'll between
Hooker and Sedgwick.-Difficult situation of the latter.-Hookt'r, having
no longer any idea of resuming the offellllive, remains on the defensive.
Hooker waits in vaiu for Lee's attack on the 4th.-The latter takes nearly
all his forces against Sedgwick.-8tuart with three divisions detains
Hooker.-Early recaptures Marye's Hill.-He ia repulsed before Taylor's
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Hill.-Position of Sedgwick.-Lee attaclaJ him elI8tward and southward
as the Illlme time.-Anderson's success.-McLaws makes a movement,
but too late.- Night putll an end to the combaL- Sedgwick retires
upon Banks' Fonl.-Hooker might remedy his errol'll by joining him.
lIe gives him euntradictory orders.-The First corps recrosses the river.
The game is up for the Federals.-Hooker decides to retreaL-Council
of war.-A violent storm.-The rise in the river endangers the bridges.
Retreat of the army.-Exhaustion of the Confederates.-They rest on the
4th.-The Federals CI"OIllI the Rappahannock again in great haste.-The
pa.tkIlIgl! is effected by six o'clock in the morning.-Lee retums to Freder
icbburg.-Death of Jackson on the 10th of May.-Losses of both armies.
-The absence of their cavalry is the first caUlle of the defeat of the Fed
erals.-llooker too confident of victory.-Progrellll of the Federal c....
alry.-8tonemnn's ruid.-Inaction of Averell.-W. H. F. Lee goes to Gor
donsville.-8toneman at Louisa Court-house the 2d of May.-Stoneman'.
delay.-He divides his forers on the evening of the 2d at Thompson'.
Four Corners.-Wyndham cannot destroy the bridge at Colnrnbia.-GI'ef!8',
at Hanover Junction, fails to destroy the brid~ of thE' North Anna.
Stoneman recros.'le8 the Rapidan on the 7th.-Kilpatrick appears before
Richmond.-He reaches Gloucester Point on the 7th.-Davis, after de
IItroying Ashland Atation, had arrived there the day before.-An attempC
of MO!Iby llK&inRt Warrenton on the 3d of May.-Stoneman has ohtained
no Illltisfactory results.-8ituation of the Federal army.-Responsibili-
ties.-Dismissals Page 75

CHAPTER III.

SUFFOLK.

Operations alon!l" the COB11t8 of the &mthem States during tho first months
of the year l863.-Division of this chapter.-D. H. Hill and Long
Iltreet sent into North Carolina nnd South_tern Virginia.-P08itiona of
the Federals.-Keyes in the peninsula of Virginia.-Peck at Suffolk.
Engagement at Kelly's Store on January 3O.-FoIIter occupies the inland
aea.-8mnll naval operations dnrin!l" the winter.-Longstreet to attack
Bnffolk.-F08ter takes twelve thousand men to Port Royal.-Great mis
take.-F08ter returns to New &me.-Demonstration of the Confederates
againllt Fort Anderson, March 13.-Hill investll Washington on Tar
Riyer, March SO.-Foster comes to the rescue.-The reinforcements can
not reach the place.-8tep& t.'lken to raise the blockade.-Hill raises the
liege April 16.-He joins Longstreet.-Peck ordered to send three thou
IlllDd men to F08ter.-He leams the appro:lch of LongKtreet before their
departure.-Description of Auffolk.-I..OIIgstreet wantl to take it hy IUr
priRe.-Peck is on his guard.-Thp navy comes to his lIIl8istnnce.-Hanson
and ClIshing.-Longwtreet declineA to make an _nlt.-He wishes to force
the TlMIlllgC oCthe ~anllCmond.-8trong demon!ltratiollll ApriI13.-ComhM
fought at MouDt Wuhington.-General Getty, on the 14th, Bilencea the
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Confederate batteries.-The gunboats reappear at Suffolk.-The battery"
of Hill's Point.-Fruitless attempt to destroy it.-Getty takes JXlll8lllllIion of
it on the l'vening of the 19th.-Longstreet refuses to cross the Nansemond.
Reconlloi!l8Rnces of Cushing at Chuckatllck, and Corcoran toward Eden
ton.-Artillery-duels favorable to the Unionists.-Arrh·al of Hill with
large gnns; everything ready for the attack.-First news of the battle of
Chancellorsville.-Longstreet, called back to Richmond, rail1ell the siege
on the 81.1 of May.-He is not eagerly pnrsued, and reachet1 Richmond on
the 10th.-8mall naval operations in Virginia.-The Fedeml South
Atlantic sqnadron.-The Mrmlauk.-It attacks Fort McAlIister.-The
Confedemtes have two iron-clad vefllleis at Charleston.-Position of tbe
naval division blockading this port.-Ingraham attacks it January 31.
He seizeR the Mercedila.-The PalmeUo Slate and the Chicora attack
the Keystone Slute.-The Union v_I disnbled.-She escapes from the
Confederates.-Ingmham retires.-Losses of the Federnls.-The Confed
erate!! pretend to have raised the blockade.-The Federals lose the Isaac
Smith.-Arrival of the new monitors at Port Royal.-The J[tmlllllk

destroys the Nruhville February 28.-The new monitors attack the fort
March 3.-Results of this experil'nce.-Occupation of JackllODville by
negro troops.-Jacksonville is evacuated March 31.-Plunder and dis
orders.-Preparing to attack Charll'ston.-DuPont hM nine iron·dads.
Preparations for defence.-Genernls Beaure~ and Ripley.-The forts
of Charleston.-The batteries Gre~g and Wagner.-The three linel' of
defencc.-Obstacles among the passeR.-Armament of the works.-Difli·
cullies of the Uisk imposed upon DuPont.-He determines to reduce Fort
Sumter.-Btruggle for 8uprema"y between the naval Rnd land artillery'.
The Federal iron-clads cross the bar April /i.-DuPont gives the signal
of attack on the 7th.-Imposing speetacL·.-Opening- fire.-The New !l'an,
,ideJl wor'ks badly.-The monitors stopped by floating obstacles.-They
fight under steam in a circle of fire.-Slowness of their fire -The mon
itors begin to sllffer.-The lVeehfltcken is withdrawn, followed by the
POJlSnie.-Damages to the monitors.-Injuries to Fort Rumter.-Retreat
of the monitors.-Loss of the Kfokuk.-ResuItJl of the fight more favor
able to the monitors than the Federals supposed.-Disal'pointment of the
Federals.-DnPont declines making another attack.-IIe recl'088ell the
bar on the lIth.-The Secretary of the Navy orders him to renew the
attack.-He refuses.-A new plan of attack by lond and 6ell.-General ._._
Gillmore replaces Hunter June 2.-The English steamer Fingal. I'ecomes
the Allrmta.-Her construction and armament.-8he waits till June for R

favorable opportunity to put to sen.- Exaggerated hopes of the Confed
erates about the Allanla.-8he attacks two monitol"!' on the 17th of June,
and is speedily disabled.-8he strikes her f1ng.-Triumph of the fiftepn
inch guns.-DllPont is superseded by Admiral Dahlgren.-:-Naval ope
mtions in the Gulf of Mexico.-Small expeditions on the C088t of 1"101'
ida.-Commodore Bell takes the place of Renshaw west of the Missis
Ripl'i.-lTe arrives before Galveston January lO.-Entrance of the Ala
bar"" on the scene.-Operations of this privateer since November, 1862.
Negligence of the Federal government.-The Alabama evades all pur-
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BUit.-She vWtII the Bahau..1111 and hidell on the collllt of Yucatall.-Ahe
apl'eBl'lI suddenly before G.u.VeBtoll, and is chased by the HaUl'ra./.--.'3he
draws the latll'r to some distance, and, after a brief engagement, sink.
her.-The rais:ng of tbe Galvellton blockade is of no use to the Confed
endIlI.-The Federal government does not recognize it.-The Confed
erate8 bum two Federal veII!lels before Sabine City. -They capture the
BuraJaria on Lake Maurepllll.-Buming of the p'·eb/.e b~fore Pensacola,
April 27.-8W11l operations in Welltern Virginia.-JQIlee occllpiell Phil
ippi and Morgantown, March 25th and 27th.-Encollnter at Fayette
COUJt..hoUlle Page 124

BOOK n.-THE MISSISSIPPL

CHAPTER 1.

THE BAYOUS.

The capture of Vicksburg the main object of the Federals in the Weet.
Grant's forcea.-lIe i.~ preparing to reach Vicksburg by wnter.-Impossi
bility of turning this place.-Purt Hudlwn too far.-The lI~et to be intro
duced below Vick8burg and above Haines' Bluff-The bnyous of the
MiMill6ippi.-Williams' Clwal.-Porter trying to find a pas,age to reach
Yuoo River.-The arsenal of yazoo City.-The Quun of tM. We8t passes
the Vicksburg batteri,·s, February 2, 1863.-8I1e fails to destroy the
AreallMl&.-The India"ola pll88e8 in her tllrn.-Ellet, without waiting for
her, reascends Red Hiver on the Queen nf tM lV/lJft.-Csl'ture of tile Em
Jon.5.-The Quem of the West falls into the hands of the Confederale8,
and, in conjunction with the Webb, attacks and captures the Indianola.
The Williama canal deetroyed by a freshet lind abandoned.-Efforts to
open a paIIll&g8 along the left bank of the :Mississippi.-Opening of the
yazoo pallll.-An expedition penetratell it, February 2·1.-Afl.er strennous
effortll it enters Cold Water, March 2.-Situation of the Federal army.
PreparinA' to sustain the expedition to Yazoo Pa88.-The course of yazoo
River, and Fort Pemberton.-The gunboats attack the latter without
effeet..-An artificial inundation agaiDRt the fort.-Return of the expe
dition.-ItII critical situation.-Porter leads a new expedition, and Sher
man preparell to slIStain it.-Description of the country he has to trav
erse.-Porter's difficultiee.-Destruction of cotton along the rollte.-On
the 20th of March, Porter is stopped near Rolling Fork.-Sherman is not
able to join him, the road behind him being oblltructed.-He dl."terminee to
retnrn.-Return of the Milliken's Bend expedition, Mareh 2i.-Quinby
joius tbe expedition to yazoo PIl8ll.-He again attacks Fort Pemberton
in yain.-Tbe expedition is recalled by Grant.-The Confederatell deetroy
the ltldianola.-Preparations of Banks and Farragut to attack Port Hud
IOIL-Qn the 14tb of March, Farragut attempts to force a pll8llnge.-
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Description of the plaC6.-Night-rombat betwern the fleet and the bat
teriEill.-Destruction of the Miaaisaippi.-Results of Farragut's attempt.-
He pIIIl8efl Grand Gulf, March 19.-The 8witul'land and Laneaster pass
Vicbburg to join him,; the LtltlClU<ter is sank.-SitQation of the Fed
erals at the end of March.-Grant tries to reach the Mississippi below
Vicksbnrg.-FllI'J'IIgUt blockades Red River.-Moveml'nts of Pemberton's
troope.-Gl'I1nt's preplll'atioDll to descend the right bank of the ?tli88is
sippi.-He collects hia forces at Milliken's Bend.-Disagreement between
Mr. Davis, Johnston, and Pemberton: Johnston wishes to tight Grant;
Pemberton, to defend Vicksburg.-Bragg is weakened, and Pemberton not
sufficiently reinforced.-McC1emand mlU"t'hes upon Richmond, March
30.-The freshet prevents him from occupying New Carthage.-Pember-
ton IICDds a part of his cavalry to Bragg.-McClemand occupies Smith's
Plantation, April 12.-Porter forces the p&llIllIge of Vicksburg with seven
gunboats and one transport.-The Federal fleet meets at New Carthage.
Grant prepares to descend by land with hill whole army.-McClemand
ordered 10 occupy the left bank, which is defended by General Bowen.
The Federals go "id. Hard Times to avoid Grand Gulf.-Sherman makes
a demonstration upon Chickasaw Bayou, April 29.-Pembt'rton's prepara
tiona.-The Federal cavalry.-Colonel Grierson undertakes II. raid on the
Confederate railroads i Pemberton Clin only oppose him with infantry.
Grierson penetrates the interior with a portion of his forces.-Import
anee of the Southem Railrood.-Grierson traverses the 8wamps of Oka
NUIubee.-He crosses Pearl River at Georgetown on the 26th.-Aston
ishment of the inhabitants.-Grierson destroys the Missi!l8ippi Central
Ruilroad at Hazelhurst.- He deceives Wirt Adams and surprises Brook
haven.-He reaches Baton Rouge the 2d of May.-The results of this
expedition.-It reveals the interior situation of the Confederacy....... Page 178

CHAPTER II.

PORT GmSON.

Minor operations in the bll.llin of the MiASissippi from January to May.
Position of Roeecrans.-The Army of the Cumberland.-Bragg's JlORi
tion.-His forces.-Wheeler takes the offensive.-He burns four vessels.
The Federals pursue him in vain.-He appears before Dover, February
3.-Position of the Federals.-Succes.~f111 attack of Forrest.-8econd check
of the Confedemtes.-Arrival of Federal reinforcements.-Painful retreat
of Wheeler.-Arrival of Van Dorn at Columbia.-Skirmishcs at various
points.-Reinforcementa received by Rosecrans.-His designs.-Move
ments of the Federal columns.-Cobnm's brigade encounters the Con
federates on the 4th, snd attacks them on the 5th, at Thompeon's Sta
tion.-Description of the ground.-P08ition of Van Dom.-He takes the
ofkn~ive on the left.-Flank movement of Forrest.-Cobum's left is dis
lodged.-IIe is abandoned by both cavalry and artillpry.-The Federals
make a vigorous resistanee.-They are Burroanded and obliged to surren·
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der.-Refl11't.. of thn fight.-Van nom return.. to Spring Hill.-Move
menls of the l'edenl1 c"lumns.-Hall's expedition against MOl'll'sn.-The
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of North Alabama.-Combat at Da.v·s Gl\p.-PlIIIIIllge of Black Warrior
River, May I.-Forrest Cl'Olllles at Gadsden on the 2d, after Btreight.
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May the Federals 8W'l'ender to Forrest on the banks of the Chatton!t8.
Peculiarities of this chlJlle.-Pl'OIItmtion of the Ormfederate l'ftvalry.-:
Preition of the two parties in Arkanll88.-Marmaduke's expedition into
Miseouri.--He appearll befhre Springfield, January S.-Defence of this
town.-Mnnnaduke's attacks.-He is repulsed at the west, and falls bsck
upon Wood's Creek.-Combat at Hartville.-Retreat of both p~rties.

Combat at Fayetleville, April 18.-Marmaduke captures Fredericktown
on the 2111t.-He is repulsed by McNeil before Cape Giranleau.-His
retNllt IICI'OllII the swamps.-He getll away from McNeil.-Banks at New
Orleans.-His political situation.-It oblige! him to nndertake the con
quPllt of the western districtll.-Delcription of these districts.-General
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THE

CIVIL WAR IN AMERIOA.

BOOK I.-THE WAR ON THE RAPIDAN.

CHAPTER 1.

DOWDALL'S TA VERN.

THE year 1863 was destined to have a decisive influence over
the mJults of the war, which had been prosecuted for nearly

two years. This was the prevailing impression on both sid8:l,
and each party was preparing with equal deoormination for new
sacrifices.

Although the Federa.ls had gained some oorritory from their
advel"Bll.ri8:1 during the year which had just closed, they had paid
dearly for these acquisitions, and the latter months of that year
had been marked by so many disastro~ checks to them that the
mJtoration of the Union by force of arms seemed to be farther
off than ever.' It was idle to rely upon the resources of the
North, upon its stubbornness, or the strength which would ac
crue to it by the Emancipation Proclamation; there was good
reason to doubt of its success when the mJults obtained came to
be compared with the efforts they had cost. At the East the
month of December alone had seen the Army of the Potomac
exhaust its strength in vain against the redoubts of Frederic~

. burg, whilst Sherman, on the Mississippi, experienced a bloody
check before Vicksburg; finally, at the centre, the last day of
the year had been marked by the sad battle of Murfreesboro',
so desperaooly fought and yet so undecided.

The Confederacy, as we have shown at the close of the pre
ceding volume, seemed to gather strength in the midst of these

YOLo nJ.-l 1
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attacks so frequently repulsed, and it was reasonable to belie-ve
that the North would be' tired out before the South became
exhausted.

It will be seen how the perseveraqce of the free States and the
courage. of their soldiers succeeded at last in conquering adverse
fortune in the course of that year. But, before narrating the
decisive events of the month of July which marked the decline
of the Confederate power, we shall yet have to record more than
one check to the Federal arms.

We will begin by following into new conflicts the ~o large
armies which we have left fronting each other in Virginia, sep
arated by the Rappahannock, and which are about to measure
strength once more on the banks of that river before going to
seek another battlefield in Pennsylvania.

We shall then return to the operations of which the Missis
sippi was the theatre during the first six months of 1863. These
operations, which were initiated by the Federals in the midst of
~xtraordinary difficulties and terminated by the capitulation of
Vicksburg, are so well linked together that we should be loath to
interrupt their recitaL This will occupy a part of this volume.

It was o~ the 26th of January that General Hooker assumed
command of the Army of the Potomac. The President of the
republic had not entrusted him with this command without some
anxiety. The manner in which he had criticised his superior
officers caused Mr. Lincoln to fear that he might not be able to
secure that passive obedience from his new subordinates which is
so essential to success, and 6f which he had himself failed to set
an example. General Halleck, whom he had never spared, was
secretly hostile to him. But at that time he appeared to be the
only man capable of shouldering Burnside's heavy legacy; and,
after giving him some good advice,* the President left him all
the freedom of action which he needed. After what we have
already said, the reader may form an idea of the difficulties of'
the task imposed upon him. It is well known in what manner
this army was discouraged and demoralized: out of eighty-two
thollMDd soldiers and nearly three thousand officers who were .
nat present for duty, more than one half of them had obtained

* See the Appendix to this volume, Note A.
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leave of absence through irregular methods;* the service of the
outposts was neglected; the bonds of discipline were being
loosened; gloom, home-sickness, and a disposition to criticise
were becoming daily more and more prevalent among that
large body of troops lying torpid amid the mire and rime of
the clayish slopes of Stafford county. . .

But the disCouragement which was creeping into. the hearts
of all was less due to the remembrance of honorable defeats
than to the paucity of confidence inspired by the leaders. Con
sequently, the mere name of Hooker was sufficient to arrest the
progress of the evil, and the measures which he adopted for the
p~ of suppressing it were soon productive of the best re
sults. The Army of the Potomac resumed all its former habits
with that promptness which is the characteristic of troops among
whom education has developed the intelligence of the soldier.

The strictest orders were issued. to prevent desertions to the
interior, and to punish those who were guilty of that crime.
ABsisted by the President, Rooker got rid of this scourge, more
fatal to an army than the most fearful epidemic. Deserters
frequently made their escape in citizens' clothes, which their
relations sent them or which were sold to them by the inhab
itants of the country. All packages coming from the North

• were strictly scrutinized. Provost - marshals apprehended the
farmers who, to their misfortune, resided in the vicinity of the
army, and who, driven by want in consequence of the war or
yielding to the threats of deserters, became either willingly or
by force the accomplices of their flight. On the other hand,
intimidation and clemency were both used to induce the culprits
to return to their ranks. A proclamation of the President, is
sued on the 10th of March, held out a promise of complete
amnesty to all those who should rejoin their regiments 'before
the 1atof April, and at the same time Mr. Lincoln relinquished
his right to review the sentences of courts-martial in favor of
army commanders. According to the testimony of a competent
writer on such matters, General de Trobriand, this measure
produced an effect as prompt as it was salutary. It put an end

• Report of Hooker to Kalton, A88t. Adjutant-General to HaJleck, dated Feb.
15,1863.-ED.
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to the long proceedings and appeals to Washington, which Mr.
Lincoln's humanity always terminatro by a commutation of
penalty. The sentences of courts-martial, approved without de
lay by General Hooker, were immediately executro, and the
spectacle of a small number of deserters shot to death in the
presence of the troops was sufficient to restrain those who might
have been temptro to follow in their footsteps.

At the same time, th6 officers were brought to a sense of their
duty and the respect due to their chiefs by a few severe examples.
Finally, Hooker, fully aware that it was necessary to keep an
account of the causes which might mitigate the crime of a por
tion of the fugitives, established a system of regular leaves of
absence,* Securing to the most deserving the means of revisiting
their families for a few days. At that season, all military ope
rations being impracticable, such a system was not attended with
any inconvenience. All the regiments were carefully inspected ;
those favorably reported upon were awarded each the privilege
of granting leaves of absence to two officers and one soldier out
of fifty. These leaves of absence were generally for ten or fif
teen days, and as soon as they had expired the same favor was
extended to other officers and soldiers.

The organization of grand divisions, a heavy and useless ma
chinery invented by Burnside, was abolished, and a return was'
quietly made to that of army corps, which, six in number,t
contained each from fifteen to twenty-two thousand men. The
three divisions of cavalry, which had hitherto been attached each
to one of the three great commands, were united into one single
corps and placed under the command of General Stoneman.

Under the management of this excellent officer the Federal
cavalry made rapid progress, and was soon in a condition to
.undel'take, in its tum, those great expeditions into the heart of
the enemy's country which until then had only been attemptro
by their adversaries. Finally, in order to neutralize the fatal effects

* General Orders, No.3, Jan. 30,1863, Head-qrs. Army of the Potomac.-ED.
t General Orders, No.6, Feb. 5, 1863, Head-qrs. Army of the Potomac, gives

leven. But this WII8 cauRed by the withdrawal of the Ninth oorpll and the addi
tiOD of tlle Eleventh and Twelfth corps. The two latter had not been included
in the grand diw.iom.-ED.
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of inaction, Hooker ordered regimental, brigade, and division
drills to take place whenever the rigor of winter permitted~

Conaiderable changes were also made in the composition of the
army and the personnel of ita chiefs. On the 10th of Febroary
the Ninth corps, which had been under Burnside during the pre
ceding summer, WBB removed from the banks of the Rappahan
nock, and the largest portion of it was sent to Suffolk, a plaee
which the Confederates were preparing to attack in conaiderable
force. Two new corps, the Eleventh and Twelfth, took ita place.
The Eleventh, formed of the three dlvisiona of Devena, Stein
wehr, and Carl Schurz, passed for a German corps, but out of the
twelve or thirteen thousand men composing it sau-cely six thou
sand really belonged to that nationality: it is troe that a large
number of the other seven thousand were of the same origin, and
even yet spoke German. These troops had made the campaign
of Ma.n88f3l18 in Pope's army, under Sigel. But in the month of
March, 1863, the latter, having taken an unlimited leave of
absence, WBB replaced by Howard,* who had recovered from the
serious wound which had coat him an arm at the battle of Fair
Oaks. The Twelfth, composed only of the two divisiona of Wil
liams and Geary, WBB Banks' old corps, at the head of whi.h
Mansfield WBB killed in September, 1862; it WBB now com
manded by Slocum. These troops had passed the autumn in the
Valley of Virginia, where, at the. beginning of 1863, they were
replaced by new levies. Distinctive badgest were adopted for
the soldiers of each corps, varying in color aooording to the di
vision to which those who wore them belonged. These badges
not only prevented much confusion in battle, but likewise devel
oped a salutary emulation among the soldiers, who found them
selves thus united by one common symbol, and the army corps
constituted during the remainder of the war a grand military
unity. General Sickles, who had always distinguished himself
by his bravery, WBB placed in command of the Third corps in
place of Stoneman. Butterfield, who commanded the Fifth, a.
very able officer and an excellent organizer, WBB selected by
Hooker BB chief of the general staff, while Meade, who had

• Assumed command April 2.-ED.
t Circular March 21, 1868, Head-quartere Army of the Potomac.-ED.
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particularly distinguished himself at Fredericksburg, tooll his
place. The Sixth corps was taken away from Smith, who was
too great a friend of :McClellan not to be made to suffer dis
grace, and was given to Sedgwick, a brave and good ma,preuvrer,
although somewhat slow. Finally, one of the most important
branches of the general staif, that of inspection, was reorganized
and considerably increased.

While the army was regaining confidence and courage for the
hard battles it was about to fight, its effective force was not only
augmented by the return' of deserters, but also by the addition
of some ten thousand men. Unfortunately, there were in its
ranks nearly twenty-three thousand men whose term of service
expired in the month of May. These consisted of thirty-three
New York regiments and two from Maine, which, out of a total
of 20,842 men, numbered 16,472 who had enlisted for two yew'S
at the breaking out of hostilities in April, 1861 ; also eight regi
ments of Pennsylvania, mustered into service for nine months
only by the call for troops which followed Pope's disaster in
August, 1862, and which numbered 6421 officers and men under
arms. The soldiers appertaining to the first category, trained up
f;Q the hardships of war by two years of campaigning, were about
to leave a great void in the Army of the Potomac, but the law
was explicit: they were to be set free on the 1st oj May, 1863,
and if the Federal general desired to make use of them, he had
to fight before that.time. A large number of these soldiers were
undoubtedly disposed to ~nlist, but they wanted to avail them
selves of the expiration of their term of service in order, first

. of all, to enjoy a little vacation, and then to obtain the bounties
by re-enlistment which were offered both by the States and the
government to the newly-enlisted recruits.

The Confederate army had no need of recuperation from the
shock of Fredericksburg, for it had obtained an easy victory;
its losses were not great and its morale was excellent. Inured
to all kinds of fatigue and privations, accustomed to dangers of
every description by two years of desperate struggles, full of
confidence in the chiefs who had so frequently led them to vic
tory, and so perfectly certain of seeing it always perch on their
banners that they even reckoned the battles of South Mountain
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and Antietam as suooo;;aes,-tl'ained, in short, to a strict disci
pline, the soldiers of the Confederate infantry were more for..,
midable then than they had ever been before. But from the
day when they had crossed the Potomac for the purpose of in
vading Maryland their ranks had been thinned by musket-balls
and sickness, their equipments had become worn out, their very

_arms bore evidence of the service to which they had been put.
Moreover, discipline had not been able to suppress among them
the evil which had so much weakened the Federal army-de
sertion to the interior.' Many stragglers left in the rear of the
army during its lost marches, invalids who had been sent on
leave of absence to their families, had not reappeared in the
ranks.. Finally, a considerable detachment taken from it was the
means of depriving the army of BOme of its best soldiers. On
the 1st of February, Longstreet was sent with three divisions of
his corps into South-eastern Virginia, where we shall find him
at a later period laying siege to Suffolk. There, as we have
stated, the Ninth corps came for a while to hold him in check,
bnt only to be replaced by other troops which we shall soon see
at work. The cavalry was exhausted, the hOl"SeB lame, wounded,
or foundered. The artillery, always inferior to that of the Fed
erals, had also much need of reorganization. In order to place
the Confederate army once more in condition to undertake an
active campaign, the officers should have had time to work and
the soldiers to rest. The season allowed them three months yet
for preparation, and they availed themselves of it. The generals
and the government at Richmond set to work with that energy
of which they had already given' so many proofs.

The new conscription law was applied with the utmost rigor,
while leaves of absence were wisely granted to soldiers whose
terms of service were about to expire and who renewed their en
gagements. Patrols overran the whole country. for the purpose
of picking up deserters; the ranks of the army were rapidly
swollen by the arrival of new regiments and the additions made
to the old ones. The former were distributed among the varioU&
brigades, which were made to undergo a complete reorganization.
Two brigades were added to Jackson's corps, while the others re-
ceived one or two new regiments each.
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The eB'ective forne of this corps rose, within three months, Cram
twenty-fh-e to thirty-three thOOSllDd men. The I'e9OUfteI of the
whole of Virginia were collected together for the pmpose of pro
visioning the army and forming d~pMs OIpWle of securing its
BUbBistence: that of Guiney's Station especislly became of great
importanoo. The arsenals of the Confederaey ftdonbled their
ectivit.r, the blockade-rmmers made some happy ventnrel, and
the Southern 80ldiers received a large nomber of new arms, as
well as ammonition in snfficient quantity, while their equipmentB
were likewise much improved. Important reforms, in short,
were introduced in the~ of the army.

All the batteries of artillery, which ontil then had been inde
pendent of each other, were united into one single corp! and
placOO onder the command of General Pendleton. This corps was
comJ>l'J!oo(~ of eight battalions, comprising thirty~ight moonted
batteries, besides one battalion of horee artillery and one of re
l!el'Ve artillery.

The general staff was organized 80 88 to constitute a special
corps. Finally, Lee formed a regiment of engineers, similar to
thOl!C existing in the Army of the Potomac.

Promotions were granted to thoee who had particularly distin
guished themselves at Fredericksburg. To Jackson W88 awanled
the rank of lieutenant-general, which he had long deserved. The
independent division of D. H. Hill was added to his corps, which
was thUl! made to comprise one half of the army, the other half
forming that of Longstreet. Hill having been called to a terri
torial command in North Carolina, his division was given to
Rodes, a valiant officer. Jackson's old division W88 commanded
by Trimhle, and that of Ewell by Early, who had distinguished
himself in all the battles in which he had been engaged.

Lee O<'£upicd the right bank of the Rappahannock, and ex
tended his cantonments 80 88 not to encumber his troops ann to
guard the principal p8BRes of the river. Works were constructed
at nIl the important positions from Banks' Ford, above Freder
ickHbllr~, ns far 88 the neighborhood of Port Conway, where the
RappnhnnnO<'k becomes an obatacle alm08t irnmrmountable.

The left wing, formed of the two divisions of Longstreet's
corps, OC<'upied the country around Fredericksburg and all the
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locality of the late battle as far as Hamilton's Croesing; the task
of guanling the lower course of the river fell 00 Jackson.

The two armies remained thus for three long months in the
presence of each other, watching without striking a blow. The
experience so dearly bought on both sides had not been thrown
away. Hooker was not blamed for his inaction during the
rainy season, as McClellan had been the preceding year, and
at the end of those three months he found himself at the head
of an army much more homogeneous, better disciplined, and
consequently more manageable, than that of his two prede
cessors. On the other side, General Lee, favored by the season,
by the natural and artificial strength of the positions he occupied,
and by the preJJf:ige which rendered the ensanguined heights of
Fredericksburg impregnable in the eyes of both parties, was
enabled to devote himself to the instruction of the valiant banda
which up to that time had only learned to manreuvre under the
fire of the enemy. Full of solicitude for the soldiers of whom
he might at any moment ask the sacrifice of their lives, he neg
lected nothing to secure their welfare and keep up their confi
dence. He might be seen, either alone or accompanied by Jack
son, who was actuated by the same earnest zeal and the same
religious sentiments 88 himself, visiting the bivoWLe"l, encouraging
his men by words always full of kindness without descending to
familiarity, and giving them an example of devotion as simple as
it was sincere.

In the mean time, the season which paralyzed the movements of
large armies did not condemn 00 the same inactivity those small
corps of mounted troops which, not being dependent for their sub
sistence upon the intricate machinery of heavy supply-trains, did
not, like the infantry, find any insurmountable ob8table in the mud
of Virginia. The Confederate ca.valry, scattered among the coun
ties that are watered by the Rapidan, and as far as the. foot of
the Alleghanies, for the purpose of gathering the forage of which
they stood in need and to enforce the application of the conscrip
tion laws before the Federals should come to interrupt it, was
commanded by officers of too enterprising a character to be sat
isfied with such a "die; the progress which the cavalry of the
Union had lately made compelled their adversaries, morcover, to
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be doubly vigilant in order not to 108e the superiority they had
acquired during the early days of the war. Thus left to them
selves, being no longer compelled to follow the niarches of a
large army in order to watch and cover it, these bold champions
of the South were able, during that period, to mrry on what we
might properly call a fancy war. Stationed among the villages
of Virginia, where each of them contended for the honor of
having such defenders of the Confederate cause, feasted every
where, and surrounded by th08e attentions which compensate the
soldier for many months of suffering and privations, they availed
themselves of the inauspicious weather in order to rest and pre
pare for new conflicts. When the sun reappeared the sound "To
horse!" was heard, and they were quickly in the saddle, ready to
manreuvre before some of their favorite chiefs, Stuart, Jackson, or
Lee; at times a division of infantry would even be called to wit
ness their evolutions. And again, when some of the thousands
of volunteer spies who overran the Federal lines pointed out
some new hold stroke to be dealt, a detachment more or less
strong according to the importance of the enterprise received in
the evening the order for marching. From early dawn all the win
dows of the village would be crowded with women, who cheered
the dashing raiders on their departure, while the latter rushed
gayly into the country occupied by the enemy..

Stuart possessed the rare gift of communicating to those serv
ing under him the ardor which burnt in his own bosom, and of
moulding their character after his own. In achieving, within the
space of one year, the high position he occupied, and a military
reputation which justified it in the eyes of all men, he had lost
none of the brilliant qualities which had attracted public notice
from the commencement of his mreer. Passionately fond of
his profession, always endeavoring to instruct and perfect himself
in the great art of war, he had preserved all the dash of the
~·oung cavalry-officer joyfully going forth for the first time to the
field of battle. Exemplary in his conduct, warmly attached to
his family, sincerely religious, and of strictest sobriety, he found no
relaxation during the intervals of his campaigns except in the
society of young women, differing widely in this respect from
Jackson, who, it was said, only found pleasure in the company of
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old ladies or the ministers of his religious faith. His handsome
face, the ~legance of his attire, his taste for feathers, embroideries,
and brilliant scarfs, his exquisite gentlemanly address, in short,
that suavity of temper which never fOl'8OOk him,~verything in
this young general of twenty-eight was calculated to captivate
the imagination of the beautiful women of Virginia whenever he
appeared in their villages or in their half-<leserted homes sur
rounded by the pre8tige of his exploits. As to his soldiers, what
they especially admired in him was his imperturbable presence of
mind in the midst of danger and the turmoil 'of battle, and that
wonderful vigor which enabled him to retain the full use of all
his intellectual faculties when his companions were either over
come by fatigue or prostrated by privations.

Stuart's regular force was composed of three brigades, com
manded by General Wade Hampton and the son and nephew of
the commander-in chief, Generals W. H. F. Lee and Fitzhugh
Lee, who worthily bore that illustrious name. It is proper to
add to this force the brigade of General Jones, who was waging
hostilities west of the Blue Ridge in the Valley of Virginia, but
who, notwithstanding his distance, was under Stuart's command.

Moreover, wherever the Federals had any outposts there was
a small detachment of Confederate cavalry always engaged in
watching and harassing them, while Mosby and his followers
watched for an opportunity to strike at some points of the rail
roods or the dept'lts which supplied the enemy's army with pro
visi'ons. These skirmishes, which it would be impossible to
enumerate here, show that the Confederate partisans were wide
awake at all points in Virginia, resorting alternately to cunning
and audacity in order to conceal the inferiority of their numbers.
At Williamsburg, for instance, on the field of battle where so
much blood had been shed the preceding year, they resorted to
an expedient against their adv~rsaries which was susceptible of
frequent application. By means of false information conveyed
to the Federal garrison of Yorktown, on the 7th of February,
1863, a squadron of the enemy was enticed into a narrow road
bordered on both sides by a thick forest. The Unionists, who
were advanciDg cautiously, suddenly espied a small band of
Confederates, who, after firing a few shots, fled rapidly. A
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charge was immediately ordered, and the squadron rushed for
ward in pursuit. But they had scarrely broken into. a gallop
when they encountered a multitude of telegraph-wires reaching
from tree to tree across the road. The horses stumble over each
other, the men, entangled by this simultaneous·breakdown, are
unable to extricate themselves, and become expoeed in this de
fenceless condition to the fire of the Southerners, who take
leisurely advantage of the suroess of their ambuscade. This
exploit cost the Federals thirty-five men. A month later, on
the 8th of March, Mosby signalized himself by a bold stroke
of extraordinary audacity. The reader will probably remember
that the Virginia attorney, having landed on the 4th of August,
1862, at Aiken's Landing, was the first to carry to Lee the news
of Burnside's departure for Alexandria: he was then returning,
after an exchange of prisoners, from the Northern prisons, where
he had expiated, during two months, the crime of having once
slept too soundly near the Federal outposts. Since then he had
thought of nothing but to revenge himself for his mishap, and
to catch in his turn some Unionists in flagrante delirln of pro
found sleep. But his victims must be officers of high rank;
he determined to go in search of them in the very centre of
the Federal quarters, at Fairfax Court-house, between Wash
ington and Hooker's army. Several regiments were encamped
around this village, where the head-quarters of Colonel Wynd
ham, a brigade commander, and those of Colonels Stoughton*
and Johnson, were looated. Favored by darkneBS, Mosby, with
twenty-nine men, slips between these camps, surprises and gags
one guard, penetrates into the village, disposes of his soldiers so
that they may seize the principal officers of the enemy, and goes
himself to pay a visit to Colonel Stoughton, with whose quarters
he was fully acquainted. He had the great pleasure of finding
him asleep and of waking him up in person. The colonel, indig
nant at such familiarity, threatens to have the intruder arrested.

* Stoughton W8S promoted from colonel of the Fourth Vermont Infantry
to brigadier-Rtlneral Nov. 5, 181)2, but not being confirmed, hiB appointment
expiJ"('d by constitutional limitation March 4, 1863. When captured, March
9, 1863, he probably had not received notification of hiB non-confirmation, Bnd
W8S pl'lLttically still a brigadier-general, the vacancy in the Fourth Vermont
having been filled.-ED.
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" Do you know Mosby?" remarks the latter.-" What I have you
captured that wretch? tell me quickly," answers the Federal, who
believes that his sleep has been interrupWd by the bearer of this
good news.-"Not exactly; it is MOBbyhimself who has captured
you and is going to carry you off." And this was done instantly.
Wyndham and Johnson, however, were not taken, the latter hav
ing hidden himself without clothes under a stack of hay; but
many other officers had been taken by surprise like Stonghton,
while Mosby, as fortunate as he was daring, succeeded in getting
through the Federal lines unperceived, taking with him thirty
five prisoners.*

During the first months of the year 1863 the Confederate par
tisans, mounWd and on foot, showed themselves in West Virginia
at Moorefield, where, on the 3d of January, General Jones suo
ceeded in capturing about sixty Fede~ls; and again at Point
Pleasant, where they were repulsed with loss on the 30th of
March. They finally returned to the charge at the end of April,
while one detachment tried in vain, on the 28th, to force the de
file of Greenland Gap in the Alleghauies. Jones, passing through
Beverly and Philippi at the head of a large brigade of cavalry,
levied contributions upon the whole flat country and forced his
way as far as Morgantown. The latter returned into the moun
tains by way of Fairmont on the 2d, after having captured a
Federal detachment which had sought to dispute with him the
passage of the Monongahela, and completely destroyed the mag
nificent railroad-bridge across that river. At the South-east,
General W. H. F. Lee had made an unsuccessful attack, on the
10th of February, upon Gloucester Point on York River, and
a few days later, on the 25th, he cannonaded the Federal ships
in the Rappahannock, while his cousin, crossing that river some
distance below Falmouth, surprised a Federal post and captured
about one hundred prisoners at a pL.we called Leedstown. Finally,
in Northern Virginia, Captain McNeil, on the 16th of February
captured a Federal convoy near Romney. On the 26th, General
J ones, prior to his expedition along the Monoagahela, made a

* For a detailed BCCOnnt of this raid see a letter from Colonel Mosby
to a friend in Richmond, chap. vii. of Mosby and his Mm, by J. M.
Crawford.-ED.
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bold move in the Valley of the Shenandoah, and, surprising two
cavalry regiments which had been sent by Milroy for the purpose
of checking his course, dispersed them near Strasburg, taking two
hundred prisoners. A detachment of his brigade even pushed on
as far as the Potomac, and, crossing the river in boats, captured
about sixty Federals near Poolesville in Maryland.

The Federal mounted men were not so sprightly as their ad
versaries; they did not like to rush in small bands into the midst
of a country where the inhabitants were all' hostile to them, and
rendered the chances too unequal. Nevertheless, they displayed
a considerable amount of activity, and the only serious battle we
have to record during that period was provoked by them on the
banks of the Upper Rappahannock. While the Confederates
were dividing their forces in order to appear everywhere at once
and to occupy the cou~ties situated between the last-mentioned
river and the mountains effectively, the Federal tactics were to
penetrate into those localities in compact masses which would have
nothing to fear from partisan bands scattered along their route,
and could fight with numerical advantage the well-trained regi
ments of Stuart.

Toward the middle of March they at last decided to go in
search of the latter in order to measure strength with him. A
large portion of the Confederate cavalry was drawn up en h!he
Ion along the Rappahannock above and below Fredericksburg,
so Il8 to watch the course of the river and keep Lee advised of
all the movements undertaken by Hooker's army. The nucleus
of Fitzhugh Lee's brigade was at Culpeper Court-house j this
brigade, although composed of the first five Virginia regiments,
could not then bring more than one thousand sabres into line.
The right wing of the ;Federal army, from Falmouth to Bull Run
Mountain, was covered by Averell's division of cavalry, com
posed of McIntosh's and Duffie's brigades and two small regular
regiments, the First and Fifth, forming a brigade under Captain
Reno. After assembling them secretly, Averell took up the line
of march on the 16th at the head of his three brigades, number
ing between two thousand and twenty-five hundred hon;es, with a
battery of artiller~" The following morning, March 17, the col
umn left Morrisville, and retlched Kelly's Ford on the Rappa-
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bannock at an early hour. The right bank was lined with the
. enemy's sharpshooters. Lieutenant S. A. Brown, with a platoon

of mounted men of the First Rhode Island, rushes into the river
under the fire of the Confederates, arrives in their midst, takes
twenty-five prisoners, disperses the rest, and opens a passage for
the division.* The Southern cavalry, thus taken by surprise, got
back 88 well 88 they could to their horses, which they had had
the imprudence to leave at too great a distance from them, and
then hastened to cant the news of the approach of the Union
ists to Fitzhugh Lee. This general had been informed of their
march the day previous. A despatch from Lee's head-quarters
had apprised him of Averell's departure, while his scouts, keep
ing a vigilant watch over all the movements of the enemy, had
informed him of his departure from Morrisville. He had been
under the false impression that by reinforcing the post at Kelly's
Ford, the only prayticable ford for a considerable distance along
the river, he might be able to hold them in check for some time.
At the first news of the crossing he hastened with his brigade to
meet the enemy. Stuart, who happened to be at Culpeper, joined
him as a volunteer, without taking command of the troops.

The Federals had lost much time in the passage of the ford,
which was .covered by more than four feet of water: they ad
vanced cautiously and as slowly as a troop of infantry, the skir
mishers having landed in order to scour the woods. Accordingly,
they were yet at a distance of about a mile and one-third from
Kelly's Ford when they found themselves facing Lee's brigade,
which had arrived in haste, followed by a battery of artillery
commanded by the young and valiant Pelham. Averell's dis
mounted men occupied the edge of a wood, strongly intrenched
behind a stone wall; beyond this wood lay a quantity of fallow
lands which separated them from the heads of the Confederate
columns. Lee, believing that he had only an advance-guard to
deal with, hurls upon them a squadron on foot as skirmishers,
which, notwithstanding St~rt'8 efforts, is inRtantly driven back
in disorder and out of the clearing by the well-sustained fire of
the Federals. The latter have deployed themselves, McIntosh
on the right, Duffi~ on the left, and Reno in the centre, with the

.. See &/noes and Spur..-Firs/ Rhode Island OJ.ro.lry. By Denison, 18i6.
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Fifth Cavalry, while the First is kept in reserve. The battle
soon rages along the line, the Confederates 8B8uming at first the
offensive, with the more vigor that they are not aware of the
number of their adversaries. The Third Virginia dashes acroes
the fields against the centre of their line; without allowing iblelf
to be shaken by the fire of musketry, it reaches the enemy's lines
with sabres drawn, when its progress is stopped by the wall of
stones, which no horse can overleap; and while the Southerners
are trying in vain to effect a passage, exposed at short range to
the fire of the Federal.e,. Colonel Duffi~ attacks them in the rear
with the First Rhode Island, and drives them vigorously back.
The Second Virginia tries in vain to check this charge; its com
mander, having leaped over a large ditch at the head of his men,
is surrounded and captured. The fight is now carried on with
side-anna in a narrow road where the Unionists have pursued th~ir

adversaries; the latter are definitely stopped and compelled to fall
back upon their reserves. Lee, finding the left of the enemy so
strong, decides to try his right, and orders Colonel Bower to make
an effort to outflank him with his regiment, the Fifth Virginia.
But these troops have scarcely advanced a short distance in that
direction when they find themselves confronted by McIntosh's
brigade and the Federal guns. Received by a terr.ible fire, the
regiment is quickly driven back in disorder, and this causes the
retreat of the whole Confederate line. The Unionists, who have
been astonished at· so vigorous an attack, do not take advantage
of this opportunity to pre1!8 the enemy and complete his defeat.
They advance slowly, firing upon th~ small squadrons which
Stuart and Lee are vainly bringing back to the charge in order
to check their progress, and covering every group of men
within their reach with shells. One of these projectiles inflicted
a mortal wound upon young Pelham, who, at the age of
twenty-one, had already gained the esteem and admiration of
his chiefs.

The Confederates, thus repulsed, got 88 far as Brandy Station,
about eight miles from Kelly's Ford; night was approaching,
but it was absolutely necessary for them to hoodwink their
adversaries in order to prevent them from completing their
victory before dark. Lee had only three or four hundred men
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left, the remainder having been dispersed. He halted them on
the other side of a large clearing, made the greater portion dis
mount, and placed them on foot behind the shelter of a wall,
whence they could fire like infantry; he planted his artillery
behind this line, and, pla.cing himself at the head of the Third
Virginia, which had only one hundred horses left, he charged
the Federal lines with the energy of despair. He was in hopeb
of alpturing Averell's guns, but he was stopped by a wooden
fence behind which the Fifth Cavalry lay in ambush; while
they were trying to effect a passage his mounted men were taken
in the rear by a charge of the Third Pennsylvania, of McIn
tosh's brigade, and driven back upon their line of skirmishers.
But the latter presented such a bold front, and the Southern
artilleristB, anxious to avenge the death of Pelham, served
their pieces with 80 much zeal and precision, that the Unionists
thought they had to cope with a brigade of infantry which had
come to the assistance of Stuart. At the very moment when
a final effort would probably have secured him a decisive vic
tory, Averell paused, and, to the great joy of his adversaries,
who knew now his nnmeriml superiority, contented himself.
with deploying a line of skirmishers to cover his retreat, and
retraced his steps to Kelly's Ford, which he crossed that same
evening. The Confederate 1088e8 were 11 killed, 88 wounded,
and 34 prisoners; th08e of the Federals only amounted to 80
men in all:* the conflict, therefore, was not sanguinary, but we
have narrated it in detail because it was the first encounter
which took pla.oe in th~ East between two mvalry corps of
considerable magnitude without any infantry support.

It is difficult to imagine what could have beeu the real object
that Averell had in view, but we can only judge of an expedition
by the means employed, the plan supposed to have been laid, and
the results foreshadowed. The result of the combat at Kelly's
Ford to the Federals was that it enabled them, first of all, to
reconnoitre a pass of which they were to avail themselves six
weeks later; and, secondly, that it inflicted a serious check upon
the enemy's alvalry. But as regards the reconnoissance, the few
squadrons which alPtured the defenders of the ford would have

* Or 6 killed, 50 wouuded, aDd 24 mialling.-ED.
VOL. 111-2
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been sufficient, and from the moment that Averell marched
against the enemy with his whole division he should not have
been satisfied with an incomplete victory; even if his plan had
been different, he should have taken advantage of the opportu
nity to crush Lee's brigade and push at least as far as Culpeper.

Be that as it may, it is at the ford visited by this brigade on
the 17th of March that the Federal cavalry is about to open a
passage to the advancing columns of the Army of the Potomac.
The latter, in fact, is preparing to resume the offensive. Hooker
has gathered the fruit of his excellent administration, the soldiers
salute him cordially whenever they see him in their midst, the
chiefs do him justice and are ready to give him their confidence
on the first occasion he shall show himself as commander-in-chief.
The favorable season approaches, and the green attire in which
the beautiful forests watered by the Rappahannock array them
selves reminds the combatants that the moment has arrived f01"
taking the field once more.

Weare now in the second week of April. Hooker has formed
a plan concerning which he has kept the most profound silence.,
The authorities at Washington, we are happy to say it to their
credit, have been wise enough to respect his secret. The cavalry
is the first to take up the line of march, and on the 13th of April
it moves toward the Upper Rappahannock. But no one in either
army knows whether it is a feint to divert the attention of the
enemy or a movement intended to cover that of the heavy col
umns of infantry.

Notwithstanding the approach of the mild season, the roads
are not yet passable for those columns followed by numerous
wagons, while the rivers, being still swollen, render the crossings
difficult; but we have stated the reasons which will not allow
Hooker to remain any longer inactive. In the first instance, the
term of service of forty regiments is about to expire, and the
battle must be fought previous to their discharge. On the other
hand, Longstreet has only been sent to the south, with three fine
divisions detached from Lee's army, to take advantage of the
truce imposed upon the combatants on the Rappahannock by the
bad season. It is therefore probable that the return of fine weather
will bring him back near his chief; he must be forestalled.
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The Federal cavalry is under the command of an experienced
leader. Always master of himself, although very zealous, en
dowed with a clear and discriminating mind, prompt and just in
his decisions, General Sooneman in uniting three strong divisions
under his own management has placed them in a condition 00
render important services 00 the army. Hooker directs him 00
move ooward the Upper Rappahannock, as if he intended, by
marching north-westward, 00 reach the Valley of Virginia, Cl"OI!S

the river above Rappahannock Station, and then 00 strike at
the Gordonsville Railway, destroying it, dispersing the enemy's

-cavalry, and cutting off its communications.* As soon as the
weather will permit he proposes 00 C1"088 the Rappahannock with
his army below Falmouth, and 00 attack Lee on the side of Skin
ker's Neck and Hamiloon's Crossing, or, better still, 00 surprise
him on his retreat; for I.e is convinced that Sooneman's manreuvre
will suffice 00 make him abandon the positions which Burnside
has not been able 00 carry in front.

By separating his whole cavalry from the main body of his
army on the eve of decisive combats, and by relying upon a sim
ple detachment for the pnrpose of compelling thfi.enemy 00 retire
-s result which all his forces combined coula scarcely have
achieved-he committed a double error, which he repeated a few
days later, the disastrous consequences of which will be seen
presently. The unpropitious weather interrupted Sooneman's
movement. On the 17th and 18th of April, after some little
skirmishiug with Stuart's cavalry, he had taken poesession of the
principal croesings of the Upper Rappahannock, when the rain
fell down in oorrents, swelling the river, submerging the fords,
and rendering all the roads absolutely impassable. One division,
which occupied the right side of the river, and had advanced as
far as the vicini~ of Brandy Station, had the greatest difficulty in
croesing the swollen waters of the Rappahannock in order 00 reach
the left b8.nk. Sooneman was ordered 00 wait for the first falling
of the swell in the positions he occupied: he waited for fifteen
days; the waters did not regain their level until the 27th of April.
Under the influence of a burning SUD, however, the roads dried
up rapidly: there was nothing 00 further oppose the long marches

• Hooker's iDlltructioD8 of April 12.-ED.
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and the great movements of the troops across the fields of Vir
ginia. Hooker took advantage of this to modify his plan of
campaign, and, giving up the idea of going to seek his adversary
in the latter's own positions, he decided to manoouvre 80 as to
compel him to abandon them and to fight in the open country.
This new plan was involved in as much secrecy as the preceding
one. It was necessary that it should be executed quickly, because
several regiments, by reason of expiration of term of service, had
already gone home, and a few days more of delay would deprive the
Army of the Potomac of more combatants than a pitched battle.

The ground on which the two armiell were about to measure
strength had long since been examined by both parties; the river
behind which Burnside had 80 unfortunately stationed himself in
November, 1862, still separated th08e two armies; the Federals
had tried in vain to cross it at Frederioksburg and above and
below that city; as we have already stated, their adversaries had
lined the banks with works which rendered its defence easy from
its confluence with the Rapidan 88 far as the point where it
becomes a real arm of the sea. Hooker understood that the posi
tions thus protected in front must be turned by ascending the
course of the riter.

The confluence of the Rappahannock with the Rapidan occurs
at a little less than ten miles in a straight line above Falmouth.
Between these two points the Rappahannock, wide, rapid, and of
extreme'depth, presents an obstacle which the Federals could not
venture to surmount, because, contrary to the conformation of the
ground below Falmouth, the right bank is the highest and com
mands all the approaches to the river; the latter had but two
fordable crossings during the dry season; at this period they were
the only points where bridges could be thrown across, owing to
the roads leading to them and the depth of water, which affords
anchorage for boats. These are Banks' Ford, two and two-thirds
miles, lUld·United States Ford,* eight miles and a quarter, in a
direct line above Falmouth. The first pass was commanded by
the left extremity of the line of works with which Lee had
covered his whole front since the battle of Fredericksburg. The

* By way of abbreviation of "United States Mine Ford," the ford being near
the United States Mine, a gold-mine formerly worked by the government.
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second, very difficult of approach along the right bank, led to a
vast and impenetrable forest, destined to become, within the space
of one year, the scene of two of the most terrible battles fought
on the Amerimn continent. This forest, ailled the Wilderness,
or the Wild Place, covers a surface of from twenty to thirty
thousand acres, and is easily distinguished by its vegetation fro~

the surrounding woods. It occupies an elevated pebbly plateau;
its soil is steril~, but rich in oxide of iron, deeply guttered by
numerous small streams which descend at the north toward the
Rapidan and the Rappahannock, and which at the sonth form
the Po and the Ny, two of the sources of the Mattapony. From
the early days of colonization, under the government of Spots
wood, who gave his name to the county of Spotsylvania, the
iron ores of this locality have been worked openly, the soil
has been ripped up by repeated excavations, while the trees of
the forests have been recklessly cut down for the purpose of sup
plying the upper furnaces with fuel. From this destruction the
lofty trees of the forest have given place to a stunted though very
thick vegetation, consisting of dwarfed oaks, thorny plants, and •
juniper trees, among which vines and creepers of every descrip
tion are intertwined, thus forming an impenetrable thicket, across
which sinuous paths are winding---a. perfect labyrinth, known
only to the few inhabitants of that miserable region. The forest
is bounded at the north by the right bank of the Rapidan, then
of the Rappahannoek after their confluence, from Ely's' Ford
as far as United States Ford; at the west, by a tolerably fertile
valley watered by the Wilderness Run; at the south, by the
slopes which reach down to the Mattapony; at the east, by a
well-cnltivated district, where the woods are intersected by large
and numerous clearingS dotted with farms and dwellings. The
southern portion of the forest is traversed from west to east by a
large highway, being the road from Orange Court-holl.'*J to Fred
ericksburg. The old route, or the Old Turnpike, and the new road,
mlled the Plank Road, by following a parallel direction pene
trate into the forest after crossing Wilderness Run, the former
at the Old Wilderness Tavern, the latter two miles and two
thirds farther south, at Parker's Store; then they draw near
again ac1'OB8 the forest, and meet upon a barren plateau, where
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the church of the Wildel'Ile'l8 IDld the inn mlled Dowdall's Tav
ern stand; then, plunging into a ravine, the only road reascends
the heights of Fairview and crosses a new clearing, where stands
a beautiful edifice called Chancellorsville, after the name of its
proprietor. At this point the road becomes once more divided ;
the old route, which still pursues a northerly direction, and the
Plank Road, emerge from the forest at a distance of about two
and " half miles beyond Chancellorsville, and ~me at first sep
arated, the former crossing the streams which descend into the
Rappahannock, the latter following, in a general sense, the ridge
which divides the waters between this river and the Mattapony;
then they draw near again at the entrance of a cultivated plateau,
and passing, one close to the church called Zoar Church and the
other near an abandoned edifice called Tabernacle Church, they
meet again finally at the other extremity of the plateau.

The route-which retains the name of Plank Road-then
follows a narrow ridge commanding Banks' Ford at the north,
which it approaches within a distance of a little over one mile,
and the valley of Hazel Run at the south-tliat same stream
which flows at the foot of Marye's Hill, and which played so
important a" part at the battle of Fredericksburg. At a distance
of about four miles from the last-mentioned city, and six and a
quarter miles from Chancellorsville, one meets Salem Church,
loooted upon a spot where the ridge is particularly narrow; a
little' farther on, at" two miles and two-thiPds from Fredericks
burg, this ridge widens again, forming an open plateau which
terminates above the city. The slopes of this plateau are
known by the name of Marye's Hill at the 8Outh-east, and
that of Taylor's Hill at the north-west.

We have stated that the pass of United States Ford gave access
to the forest called the Wilderness a little below the confluence
of the Rappahannock and the Rapidan. Among the variOll.'l
fords which are to be met higher up along this last-mentioned
river during summer, two only are easy of access and practicable
for an army: these were Ely's Ford, situated at three and one
third miles, and Germanna Ford, at nine and one:-third miles, in a
straight line above the confiuence. A good road leads to the Old
Wilderness Tavern, south-west of Germanna Ford, where it crosses
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the Old Road and joins. the Plank Road, a little farther on, in the
midst of the forest, near the Wolfrey House. Several roads, run
ning from Ely's Ford and United States Ford, after a sinuous
course meet on a hillock where there is a small clearing sur
rounding an edifice called the White House, and forming a road
which joins the turnpike at Chancellorsville. It will be seen
that the latter point was the nucleus of all the open plI88e8 across
the stunted and thick growth of the Wilderness. It was here
that Hooker determined to plant himself with a portion of his
army, in order to compel the Confederates to abandon the
impregnable positions of Fredericksburg.

In order to reach this place he was obliged to cross the
Rappahannock and the Rapidan separately above their conflu
ence, the passes below this point being too difficult to allow of
an attack by main force, and too close to the Confederate army
for any attempt to take them by sUrprise. The course of the
two rivers favored this movement; for, prior to becoming
united, they follow parallel directions for a distance (between
ten and twelve miles" being only separated by a space of
ground varying from five to two miles in width. They
were only guarded by some cavalry pickets which 'maintained
communication between Culpeper Court-house and the brigades
of ~one and Posey of Anderson's division, which guarded
United States Ford and formed the extreme left of Lee's army.
It was a very eccentric flank movement, which had to be made
by a flank march in the presence of a vigilant and active adver
sary. The difficulty was immense. If the movement had been
undertaken by the whole army, it WlI8 to be expected that it
would have failed, as Burnside's march from Warrenton to
Fredericksburg had done six months before: it was probable
that the Federals might be forestalled by Lee, and that they
would find him everywhere on their route. Hooker, availing
himself of his large numerical superiority, determined to divide
his army into two nearly equal parts-to make the right wing
execute the flank movement, while the left wing remained facing
Lee's army at Fredericksburg, holding it in check by means of
various demonstrations, and attacking it if it should attempt to
retire. The first movement of the right wing being once accom-
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plished, the latter would desoond the Rapidan and the Rappa
hannock on the south side, until it met the enemy, who would
thus be caught between two forces, each strong enough to hold
him in check. It was a bold plan, but it possessed the incon
venience of not allowing the chief who had conceived it to direct
its entire execution in person, as it compelled him to aban
don one half of the army in order to follow the other. The
plan, however, as will be seen presently, would no doubt have
succeedcd if the commanding genernl had not himself deviated
from it. It was therefore a good plan, and reflected much credit
on Hooker's talents. The latter, unfortunately, aggravated all
the dangers by the part he assigned to his numerous cavalry.
Instead of employing it in clearing the complicated movements
that his infantry was about to execute, and in watching those of
the encmy, he sought to make it undertake a separate expedition,
the obje<'t of ·which was to destroy Lee's communications with the
capital of Virginia at a long distance back of Fredericksburg.
Counting upon vi0tory, he was thus taking precautions in order
to render it more decisive; he cven hoped, as we have observed
before, that this expedition would throw sufficicnt confusion into
the commissary department of the Southern army to compel it
to beat a retreat before he had made an attack. This blunder
deprived him of an indispensable instrument in the operations
he was about to execute.

Before putting his army in motion when he "found that the
return of mild weather would render him once more free in his
movements, Hooker tried to put the enemy on the wrong scent
by means of certain demonstrntions along the Lower Rappahan
nock. About the 21st of April, Doubleday's division proceeded
as far as Port Conway, twenty-one miles below Fredericksburg,
and made a feint of preparing to build a bridge; two days later,
the 23d, a regiment, the Twenty-fourth Michigan, having actually
effected a passage in boats, made its appearance in the village of
Port Royal, on the right side of the river. At last, on the 27th
of April, Hooker thought the moment had arrived for taking the
field. His instructions were given with great clearness. The
Eleventh and Twelfth corps, followed at a short distance by the
Fifth, formed the right wing, and were directed to proceed at
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daybreak on the 28th toward Kelly's Ford and encamp, the for
mer beyond, and the latter on this side of, the river. Hooker
accompanied them as far as Morrisville, where he gave his final
orders to their commanders, Howard, Slocum, and Meade. The
first two were ordered to proceed to Germanna Ford, the last to
Ely's Ford. Germanna Ford was so far from the enemy's army,
and Hooker had taken so many precautions to conreal his move
ments, that Howard and Slocum ought to have been able to have
crossed the Rapidan without striking a blow. They were ordered
to descend immediately by the right side of the river, so as to
free Ely's Ford in the event of Meade having met the enemy
there, and to join him in order to occupy the position of Chan
cellorsville without delay.

Whenever these three corps should be united the command
would devolve upon Slocum by right of seniority. "If you
reach Chancellorsville quickly," said Hooker to him, "the game
is ours." He foresaw that the Confederates would soon abandon
United States Ford, and he directed ponton-bridges to be thrown
over the river in order to establish direct communications with the
rest of the army. Finally, if the enemy did not appear inclined
to move to meet Slocum, the latter was to continue his march in
8 parallel line with the Rappahannock, and follow the Plank
Road in the direction of Fredericksburg until he had reached the
heights of Banks' Ford, which would have enabled the two sec
tions of the army to effect a junction by way of this pass; if the
enemy should seem disposed to attack him in front, he was to
take a good position and wait for that attack. In order to prepare
the junction of his two wings, and to avail himself of the passes
which Slocum's movement would have opened along the Rappa
hannock, Hooker ordered Couch, who commanded the Second
corps, to lead two divisions toward Banks' Ford, sending one
brigade and a battery of artillery to- wait in front of United
States Ford for the troops which were expected to come down
by the right side of the river. The third division of this corps,
commanded by Gibbon, whose encampments near Falmouth were
in sight of the Confederates, was ordered to remain there, so as
not to arouse BUSpicion.

The left wing, comprising this division, the First corps under
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Reynolds, the Third under Sickles, and the Sixth under Sedg
wick, was placed under the command of the latter. Hooker,
supposing that the whole right wing would have crossed the
Rapidan on the 29th before sunset, fixed upon that day for
beginning the operations which Sedgwick was to undertake.
General Benham, who commanded a brigade of engineers, was
ordered to throw two ponton-bridges over the Rappahannock
during the night at a place called Franklin's Crossing in re
membrance of the battle of December 13, one hundred yards
below· the mouth of Deep Run, and two others at a mile and a
quarter lower down, fronting Smithfield. The Sixth corps was
to hold itself in readiness to CroflS at the upper bridges,
Reynolds at the lower, while Sickles remained in reserve in
order to support either of the others. In the preceding vol
ume, in describing the battlefield of Fredericksburg, the reader
will remember that the road called the Telegraph Road, after
skirting Marye's Hill, stretches in a southerly direction-that is
to say, toward Richmond-passing behind the positions which
Franklin had attacked in vain on the 13th of December; the
route called the River Road, which skirts the river, becomes
divided before reaching the Massaponax, one branch of which,
called the Bowling Green Road, pursues likewise a southerly diroo
tion; finally, the railway between Aquia Creek and Richmond
follows a panillel course between the two. These three routes
supplied Lee's army with provisions, and afforded him the short
est line of retreat upon the capital of Virginia. Hooker directed
Sedgwick to cross the river on the morning of the 29th with suf
ficient force to make a demonstration against the positions of the
enemy, and to take poese"lSion of the Telegraph Road. If Lee
should happen to send a portion·of his forces westward to fight
Slocum, Sedgwick was to capture some of the Confederate works
at any cost and take a strong position along the Telegraph Road;
if the Southern army should fall back upon Richmond, the three
COrpA of the Federal left wing were to start in pursuit by way of
the Telegraph Road and that of Bowling Green. The part assigned
to this wing therefore consisted in keeping the enemy as long as
possible before Fredericksburg, in pursuing him if he attempted to
fall back upon Richmond, and in merely taking poese"lSion of his
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works and his line of retreat if he marched upon Chancellors
ville; the movements of the right wing were those intended to
effect a junction of the two sections of the army on the plateau
situated between Banks' Ford and Marye's Heights.

In thus dividing his forces into two parts destined to fight and
to manreuvre ont of reach of each other, although operating in the
same direction, Hooker evidently ran the risk of concentrating all
the efforts of the enemy upon either one or the other, and espe
cially upon the right wing, which had. assumed the offensive. It
was important, therefore, to clear the movements of this wing in
the distance, so that it ~ht know how far to advance without
exposing itself too much, and. that by signalling the approach of
the enemy in time the general-in-chief might muse a diversion
to be made by the rest of the army. In short, the whole of this
wing should have been surrounded with a curtain of skirmishers
which wonld have concealed its manreuvres and left Lee in a state
of uncertainty as to what direction it might take. The three fine
mvalry divisions under Stoneman would not have been too much
to accomplish this task. Hooker, as we have stated, had assigned
them quite another r~le, and made them undertake an expedition
which would have been very usefnl as a diversion at any other
time, but which could have no influence over the results of the
struggle of which the shores of. the Rappahannock were to be
the scene. It will be seen that Stoneman aggravated the blunder
of his chief by giving to his operations the character of'a guerrilla
expedition, and by scattering his forces, instead of concentrating
them in order to destroy the communimtions of the enemy. The
instructions which Hooker had forwarded to him on the 12th of
April, which were confirmed and completed on the 28th at the
moment when the right wing was about to cross the Rappahan
nock, directed him to cross that river with all his corps above
Kelly's Ford on the same day; to fight Fitzhugh Lee's brigade
if he should meet it, this being the only mvalry force that the
enemy could oppose to llim on that 8ide; to follow the railway
known 88 the Orange and Alexandria Railroad from Culpeper
Court-house as far as the important junction of Gordonsville,
destroying it as he went along; then to take the line mlled the
Virginia Central Railroad, and to proceed 8Outh~tward toward
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the point where this railroad and the Pamunkey River meet the
Aquia Creek line at Richmond. This was to designate t.he vicin
ity of Hanover Court-house, a name already well kno",-u to the
reader. Stoneman would thus reach the principal line of the
enemy's communlcation&-8. line he was especially ~rdered to
destroy-while a portion of his corps was intended to take the
chord of the arc he· was directed to describe, so as to protect his
left flank. The object of this large d8.our was to cut off at once
the two lines of communication from which Lee's army received
its supplies-one coming from the west and the other from the
south; but the whole expedition had been conceived on the
supposition that the enemy, being either beaten or driven back,
would be in full retreat, for Hooker had directed his lieutenant
to bar as much as possible the passage of either of the two routes
he might follow. But if, on the contrary, the Confederates held
their ground around Fredericksburg, it was evident that the
temporary destruction of either line of railway would lose all
its importance. Hooker only left one small brigade of cavalry,
under General Plea.sonton, near Slocum, in order to clear his
movements. It must be acknowledged that the intelligence, the
determination, and the activity of this officer compensated to a
certain extent for the insufficiency of the means at his disposal
for the performance of so difficult a task.

The right wing executed with much precision and success the
first part of the ·instructions of the general-in-chief. A floating
bridge of caT).vas was thrown over the river at Kelly's Ford on
the evening of the 28th, and on the following morning the three
Federal army corpA, after having passed to the other side of the
river, were already on the march toward the fords of the Rapi
dan. The Confederates had not anticipated this movement, and
Lee did not seem to have foreseen it. At the very moment that
Slocum was proceeding in the direction of Germanna Ford the
engineers of the Southern army were at work at that point con
structing a trestle-bridge in order to facilitate communications
between Culpeper Court-house and the general head-quarters,
situated above Fredericksburg. Early on the morning of the
29th, Stuart was informed of the presence of the enemy on the
right side of the Rappahannoek. He immediately assembled all
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his forces-that is to say, the brigades of the two Lees (that of
Hampton having gone farther south and been dispersed for the
purpose of recruiting and resting their horses)--and repaired at
once to Brandy Station, with a view of occupying the positions
in which he had held Averell i& check a fortnight before. His
habitual sagacity seems to have failed him on this ~ion.

Enveloped in a dense fog, he quietly waited until noon for the
attack of the Fede!flls, while the latter, not being even aware of
his presence, left him on their right and proceeded southward.
When the mist had been dispelled, finally revealing to him their
long columns in the distance, he at once fathomed their design
and tried to outspeed them along the Rapidan, in order to dis
pute to them the passage of Germanna Ford. But he was too
late, and the utmost he could do was to harass the rear-guard,
while Pleasonton's mounted men surprised the enemy's ponton.
niers on the Rapidan, capturing some of them, and, crossing the
ford, took possession of the right bank.

This rapid movement had separated Stuart from the rest of the
Confederate army. He was unable to apprise the posts stationed
en kh.elon along the Rappahannock below Kelly's Ford, which
were taken in the rear and captured before they had even heard
of the Cl"088ing of the river by the Federals; the couriers sent by
him to put the troops posted at United States Ford on their guard
were intercepted. It was on the afternoon of the 29th, in the
vicinity of the Madden farm, where he had made his head-quar
ters during the winter, that he came up with the rear of Slocum's
column with two or three regiments. He .took a small number
of prisoners and threw some detachments into confusion, but was
unable to impede the march of the Federals. It was absolutely
necessary for him to put himself once more in communication
with the rest of the army in order to clear its way during the
battle about to be fcught, and it was also important to protect the
depOts at Gordonsville, a rich prey which could not fail to tempt
the cupidity of the Federal cavalry. Stuart ordered W. H. F.
Lee's brigade, which was to have the sole charge of watching
Stoneman's movements, to move toward this point by way of
Culpeper; and, taking with him Fitzhngh Lee's brigade, ht.
undertook, notwithstanding the fatigue of his horses, to outspeeci
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the Federals, in order to pass from their right to their left, and
go to the 8BSistance of his chief.

While the small brigade of Fitzhugh Lee was crossing the
Rapidan at Raccoon Ford,' the numerous battalions of Slocum
and Aleade were crossing the river a little lower down, at Ger
manna Ford and Ely's Ford. The waters, which were still very
high, rendered these fords rather dangerous, but it was impossible
to wait for the bridges' equipages, and the soldiers, appreciating
the importance of getting speedily over this river, which had
already stopped their progress on several occasions, threw them
selves cheerfully into the current, supporting each other, whilst
the mounted men picked up those whom the waters were carry
ing oft: Ways rapidly constructed gave the field-pieces and the
wagons an easy access to the ford, and the crossing continued
without interruption during the whole night by the blaze of
fires kindled along both banks, whose lurid flames, agitated by
the wind, threw a vivid light, now on the fantastically carved
shadows of the tall trees which crowned the bank, and then
over the numerous personages forming this strange and pictur
esque scene.

On the morning of the 30th the three Federal corps were on
the right side of the Rapidan. Without wasting one moment,
they continued their march in the direction of Cbancellorsville,
which Hooker had indicated to them as the rallying-point. They
only encountered the small parties which they had easily dislodged
from the river-fords the day previous, and a single regiment of
Stuart's cavalry, which, having reached the church of the Wil
derness before them, had thus been able to cross over to their
left flank. The remainder of Fitzhugh Lee's brigade, arriving
a little later, found the troops of Slocum in possession of this
point.

By a vigorous charge it compelled the latter to come to a stop
about noon, and to deploy in order to resist its attack; but Stuart,
becoming aware soon that he would not be able to force a passage
by way of the Plank Road, determined to make a circuitous turn
southward, by way of Spotsylvania Court-house, in order to join
General Lee, who had sent for him in great haste, leading his
column through croes-roads toward a pOint called Todd's Tavern,
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situated four and a half miles BOuth-West of Chancellorsville. On
the evening of the 30th most of the troops belonging to the
Federal right wing were gathered near this latter point, those that
had not yet reached it being within a short distance and on their
way thither.

Up to this time the Confederates had not been able to throw
any serious obstacle in the way of their march. If Stuart, with
his cavalry, had not succeeded in heading them on their way to
Chancellorsville, how could the infantry have attempted it? By
withdrawing a portion of his army from Falmouth unknown to
his adversary, and by masking his earlier movements behind the·
Rappahannock, Hooker had gamed an advance the advantages of
which he could have preserved to the end. About midday on the
29th, Lee had been informed by St~rt of the passage of the
Rappahannock; it was only in the evening, however, after the
skirmish at Madden, that his lieutenant was able to give him
any Positive details regarding the strength and direction of the
Federal columns. But the magnitude of the demonstrations
made around Fredericksburg having proved to him that a con
siderable portion of the enemy's army was still in front of him,
he understood that it would be impossible for him to divide his
forces as his adversaries had done; that in order to conquer
it was essential to keep all his troops together; and that it was
yet too soon to go with his forces to meet Slocum. He therefore
merely directed General Anderson on the evening of the 29th to
take Wright's brigade along with him to Chancellorsville, in order
to watch the movements" of the enemy, and to send for Mahone'B
and Posey's brigades of his division, then holding United States
Ford. Anderson, having arrived with Wright during the night,
found these two brigades already in position at Chancellorsville,
on which place they had fallen back at the news of Meade's pas
sage at Ely's Ford. He only remained there a few hours; on the
morning of the 30th, at the approach of the enemy's columns,
he left his positions, followed closely by Pleasonton's cavalry,
with which his rear-guard had some sharp engagements. Hav
ing emerged from the forest without waiting for the Federal
infantry, he proceeded to take position around Tabernacle Church,
resting on the two roads leading to Fredericksburg. Lee had
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been informed on the evening of the 29th of the march of three
Federal corps toward the fords of the Rapidan. From that
moment he became convinced that theae forces would speedily
cross that river, unleACJ their object was to draw him away from
the real point of attack by a simple demonstration. Their arrival
at Chancellorsville could alone reveal their intentions, and he was
waiting for news from Anderson, which only reached him during
the day of the 30th, in order to satisfy his doubts. The pllSSllge
of the Rappahannock by a portion of Sedgwick's forces below
Fredericksburg therefore engrossed for the time being all his

.attention. The three corps composing the Federal left wing
were, in fact, so disposed as to be able to attack the Confederate
lines as soon as the latter had been weakened by the retreat of Ii

portion of their defenders. On the 28th, Sedgwick made them
occupy the positions which had been assigned to them, taking care
to conceal this movement, as much as possible, behind the slopes
of Stafford Heights i the bridge-equipages were brought down
during the night to the edge of the river, and at daybreak some
Federal detachment'! crossed in boats at Franklin's Crossing and
in front of Smithfield. At the latter point General Wadsworth,
who had been the first to land in person, had. to sustain a very
brisk fire from the enemy's sharpshooters, which held his command
for a moment in check. But the Federals, having soon become
masters of the right side of the river at the two points which
had been designated to them, were enabled to erect two ponton
bridges at each place. During the day two divisions crossed the
river-that of' Wadsworth of the First corps at Smithfield, and
that of Brooks of the Sixth corps over the bridges located higher
up. Such a display of forces might have been the prelude to the
main operation: Lee must have been at a loss to guess where the
feint was, whether on the Rapidan or the .Rappahannock. As it
was of greater importance to him to retain possession of Marye's
Heights than Chancellol'!lville, he only ordered three brigades,
as we have seen, to proceed toward the latter point, preparing
himself to receive the attack with which Sedgwick seemed to
menace him on the old battlefield of December 13th.

On the morning of the 28th of April the Confederate troops
were still in the positions they had occupied aftPor that battle, and
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in which they had passed the remainder of the rainy season, shel
rered by tenIB or wooden huIB. Jackson's entire corps, which of
itself constituted two-thirds of the army, since it comprised four
divisions out of six, was located below Deep Run; Trimble's
division, commanded by General Colston, at the extreme right
near Skinker's Neck; that of ROO.es, near Grace Church on the
right bank of the Massaponax; that of A. P. Hill, at Hamil
ton's Cro&'Oing; and finally that of Early, near Bernard's Cabin.
Lee's confidence in the strength of the works which had been
erected above Fredericksburg was' such that on the departure of
Longstreet with a portion of his corps he had left the whole
range of works under the charge of McLsws' single division, a
brigade of which (that of Barksdale) occupied the town which it
had so heroically pefended against Burnside; the brigades of the
other division of the First corps (that of Anderson) had been
dispersed: we have seen that Mahone and Posey kept guard
over United States Ford; Wright was in reserve at Massaponax
Church, in the rear of Early; Perry and Wilcox occupied tlte
north-western extremity of Marye's Heights, to the left of
McLaws. This army numbered about fifty thousand infantry,
three thousand cavalry, and five thousand artillery, with one
hundred and seventy pieces of cannon. In the Confederate
camps every one was enjoying the first balmy days of spring,
which had at last succeeded the storms and freshets. A large
number of officers-Jackson among the rest-who were never to
behold their domestic hearths again, shared with their families
the humble shelter of the soldier. But the very. return of fine
weather apprised them that these days of rest were numbered.
On the morning of the 29th the news of the passage of the
river had stirred the whole army. Lee hastened to concentrate
his forces. Early deployed his division above Bernard's Cabin,
while Wright placed himself in reserve near him--6 position
which he was soon to abandon, at first,for the purpose of repair
ing to Marye's Heights, then to follow his division commander
to Chancellorsville during the night. Jackson, on his side, had
brought, since morning, Trimble's and ROO.es' troops, west of the
Massaponax, and massed them near Hamilton's Crossing, one in
the front and the other in the rear of Hill's line, t4us holding his

VOL.III.-3
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entire corps within reach of the two passes which the enemy had
just opened. The day of the 30th passed without any hostile
encounter between Sedgwick's and Jackson's troops, notwithstand
ing the short distance which separated them.

The Federals, conformably with the instructions received from
Hooker, were waiting for a movement in retreat on the part of
their advel8l1ries in order to attack them, and were actually
throwing up rough intrenchmentB around them for fear of being
attacked in their turn, whilst Lee confined himself to the task of
watching them in order to fathom the designs of the Union gen
eral. When he saw the day of the 30th passing away without
any offensive demonstration on the part of the enemy, and was
notified of the passage of the Rappahannock by Couch, which
increased the enemy's forces concentrated in the Wilderness to
four corps, he concluded that the greatest danger lay in that direc
tion, and that the troops massed below Fredericksburg had but a
secondary part to play in the plan of his adversary. He at once
decided what course to pursue with that promptness which cha
racterizes great warriors. Placed between the two wings of the
Federal army, he could take advantage of this position to fight
either one or the other while still adhering to his principle of
dividing his army as little as possible. Sedgwick was the nearest
to him, with forces inferior. to his own, and he might have been
tempted to inflict a severe lesson upon that general; but these
forces, protected as they were by the batteries planted on the south
side of the river, could easily have escaped him. Besides, if he
had achieved a. success in that direction, he could not, without
danger, allow the right wing of the enemy time to take position
in his rear in a menacing attitude. After consulting Jackson, in
whose jud~ment he had the utmost confidence, he determined to
march with all the forces at his disposal against the right wing,
whose movements but a short time before had not appeared to
disturb him in .the least, and to slip away so quickly from Sedg
wick that the latter would not have time to follow and harass his
march. The nece8!l8.l'f ,orders were given on the evening of the
30th. Early's divisiaa, Barksdale's brigade, and the reserve
artillery were alone chlJ1'g8d with holding the Federal left wing
in check on the battlefield. rdf Deeember 13, and the rest of the
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army started to meet the Federals on the road to the Wilderness.
This movement only began during the night of April 3O-May 1.
We shall give a detailed lWCOunt of it presently.

In the mean while the bold plan of General Hooker was being
carried out with a precision which did equal honor to the chief
and his subordinates. Couch, with Hancock's and French's two
divisions of the Second corps, had on the evening of the 28th
placed himself within reach of United States Ford, and on
the 29th, at the news of the arrival of the heads of column of
the right wing on the Rapidan, Hooker sent Couch an order to
throw bridges,over the river, which was not fordable, and to hold
himself in readiness to cross it. On the 30th, being fully con
vinced that the great flank movement undertaken by his right
had beeu successful, the general-in-chief prepared himself to take
advantage of this favorable. result. The passage of the Rappa
hannock at United States Ford was free; Meade, whose skir
mishers had actually appeared on the right bank that day, having
by his march obliged the enemy to abandon that side of the river,
Couch was ordered to take possession and to assist Slocum in the
forest. The labors of the pontonniers having been completed by
two o'clock, the two divisions of the Second corps effected the
passage before dark, and reached Chancellorsville at ten o'clock in
the evening. The batteries of artillery and a considerable wagon
train, which Meade· had left behind in order not to embarraas
his march, crossed over in the wake of Couch. At the same
time, while he was directing this movement, about noon on the
30th Hooker sent an order to Sickles to bring the Third corp.'!,
which had been kept in reserve until then, to Chancellol'!JVille by
way of United States Ford. It was fouud necessary to take np
one of the two bridges at each of the crossings opened by Sedg
wick over the Lower Rappahannock, and forward them to Sickles
88 far 88 the heights of Banks' Ford, in order to establish a con
nection between the two side8 of the river as soon as the right
wing should have reached that point. Sedgwick thus saw the
wing whieh he commanded reduced to two corps only. New
instructions from his chief, dated in the afternoon of the 30th,
specified with more precision the part which had been assigne<l
to him: he was not to attack the enemy except in the event of
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the latter weakening some of his positions, which, when well
defended, were impregnable, and against which all demonstra
tion would be in vain. In this case his chief objective point
WDB to be Bowling Green.

From the tenor of the instructions given to Couch and Sickles,
Hooker WDB evidently preparing to concentrate, during the night
of April 30-May 1, thirteen divisions-that is to say, about
sixty-five thousand effective combatants--around Chancellorsville.
The moment had arrived for him to assume the command of those
troops in person: on the 30th, toward five o'clock in the evening,
he arrived in their midst, full of confidence and hope. The sol
diers, who had cheered him everywhere on his way, shared these
sentiments. Acute observers, criticising severely those officers who
exacted from them useless efforts or sacrifices, they had thoroughly
appreciated the advantages which their chief had secured to them
in croesing the Rappahannock and the Rapidan without striking a
blow. This confideuce on the part of the Federals was fully jus
tified. The passage of these rivers, only one of which was scarcely
fordable, by a whole army with its artillery, its trains, and eight
days' provisions on the back of the soldier, had been accomplished
at the precise hour fixed upon, without accident and without the
loss of a single wagon, and so cleverly masked that Lee, not
withstanding his great vigilance, had not been able to offer any
oppositioo. The game therefore seemed to be in the hands of the
Federals; but it was not yet played out. Hooker, dazzled by this
suooessfhl commencement, deemed the game almost won, and on
starting- for Chancellorsville he issued a general order to the army
setting· forth that the enemy would be compelled to fly in disgrace
or to figllt him on ground where certain destruotion awaited him.·
As it will be seen, this excess of confidence proved to be his ruin.
On his arrival at Chancellorsville he found Slocum there with the
greater portion of the three corps that had crossed the Rapidan;
Humphreys' division, forming the rear-guard, was to arrive on
the morning of the following day, May 1; Couch was only a few
miles distant from ClancellorsviJIe, DB he had reached that point
on the 30th of Apn1 IJt ten o"clock in the evening, and the gen-

• General Onlers, No. 1fT, Head-quarters Army of th. Potomac, April 30,
1863.-ED.
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eral-in-ehief must have known that Sickles was already On the
march to join him. It was a beautiful evening, the moon being
'at her full; the enemy was too far away to admit of any fear of
a night-attack with all its chances. A few miles from Chancel
lorsville, both on the right and the left, of the two' good roads
leading to Fredericksburg, there stretched out two wide spaces of
open country in which the Federal army could deploy at its ease
and. avail itself of the superiority of its artillery. Everything,
therefore, tended to induce Hooker to come out of the dense forest
in which hiB troops were maasing, and without delay make a new
movement in the direction of Banks' Ford, the possession of which
would have made him master of the positions of Marye's Heights
and placed him in direct communication with hiB left wing. Not
withstanding the urgent solicitations of General Pleasanton,
who advised him to make a much bolder movement-that which
Grant executed the following year, the march upon Spotsylvania
Court-house-he decided not to put a single division on the march
before the next day. While the Federal infantry was waiting
for daylight among the dark thickets of the Wilderness without
encountering any enemy except some trifling detachments, Plea3
anton was endeavoring, so far as the small number of his mounted
men allowed him, to clear the route along which he was anxious
to' see that infantry engaged. One of hiB regiments, the Sixth
New York, emerging from the forest, was pushed ahead in the
direction of Spotsylvania Court-house, where it was known that
the Confederates had parked a large train. The moonlight enabled
the cavalry to pick their way amid the tangled woods. While the
Federals were exploring a cross-road which branches out from that
of Spotsylvania at. Piney Branch to connect with Todd's Tavern
at the south-west, Stuart had reached the latter point, and, leaving
Fitzhugh Lee with hiB brigade behind him, he plunged into the
cnl88-road with only' a few mounted men, in the hope of thus
speedily reaching the Plank Road, and of arriving at Lee's
head-quart.ers before daylight, not suspecting that the enemy
might be found lurking in that direction. Suddenly he met a
Federal detachment, and was only indebted for his safety to the
swiftnei!8 of his horse. Fitzhugh Lee, on receiving an urgent
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call for llB8istance from him, despatched the Second Virginia· to
his aid, whilst preparing to bring up the rest of the brigade in
person. But the Federal scouts had also given the word of
warning to the regiment whose route they were clearing. This
was the Sixth New York, under Lieutenant-colonel Duncan
McVicar, who was leading it back toward Chancellorsville by
the same route he had followed a few hours before. The
surprise of this officer was therefore equal to that of the Con
federates. The latter were barring his retreat unknown to
themselves. Without stopping to ascertain their numbers, this
brave officer resolved to open a passage for himself through
th,eir ranks by main foree, although he had but three or four
hundred mounted men with him. He had just deployed them
in an open space when the Virginians debouched from the
woods. The Unionists received them with a murderous dis
charge of fire from the saddle, and immediately afterward
rushed upon them with drawn sabres and !'Outed them com
pletely. The Confederates scattered in every direction, those
who remained in the road being closely pursued by their adver
saries, when, the two parties becoming somewhat mixed up, the
fight was continued with side-arms at a gallop until the Second
Virginia, coming at last to the llB8istance of their comrades, put
a stop to the pursuit. The Unionists, momentarily mrried away
by their zeal, had also come to a stop, for they had gone beyond
the line where it was intended to open a way. They could now
reach Chancellorsville, but they had l08t their commander, who
was killed during the thickest of the affray.

The combat was a bloody one; indeed, the uncertain light of
the moon, which rendered it impossible at times to distinguish
friend from foe, but which nevertheless threw sufficient light
upon men and horses to enable them to guide themselves, favored
thi.; skirmish, in which the Confederates sustained serious losses.
They rallied around Lee's brigade, and in their turn even mp
tured a few prisoners. But the scene in which they have just
participated has made a strong impression upon them, and they
have hardly started in the direction of Spotsylvania Court-house,
by the route indicated by Stuart, in order to avoid another noc·

*Stuart's report, May 8, 1863, 88YS "Fifth Virginia Cavalry, Col. Tyler."-ED.
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turnal encounter, when the cry," The enemy is upon us I" started
by the rear-guard, throws the whole column into a state of inde
scribable confusion. According to the narrative of an eye-witness,
Major von Boreke, whom we have already quoted in this work,
shots are fired ,at hazard in every direction. The First and Third
Virginia, no longer recognizing each other, charge upon each
other mutually. Stuart's mounted men, generally so brave and
so steadfast, no lon~ obey the orders of their officers, and gallop
off in great disorder: At last quiet is restored, when it is ascer
tained that all this confusion has been caused by some Federals
who, carried away by their zeal, had lost themselves in the woods,
and the brigade finally reaches Spotsylvania Court-house, firmly
believing that it had escaped from the whole of Stoneman's caval
ry. The latter was then very far away from that spot, at Culpeper
Conrtrhou.se, distributing to his officers the ,·(j[e.s he had assigned
to them in the expedition of which he had charge, while the
small band which had caused so much alarm to Stuart was quietly ,
retiring to Chancellorsville.

The SUD of the 1st of May, as it rose, seemed to invite Hooker
to take advantage of the situation in which he had placed his
army. The two roads leading from Chancellorsville to Fred
ericksburg, that which skirts the Rappahannock, and the cross
roads emerging from the forest into the plain, were free; he had
only to give his army the signal for moving which all his lieu
tenants were awaiting with impatiellce. Couch had arrived, and
Sickles was Cl'088ing the bridges at United States Ford. In COll
sequence of a hesitatioll very difficult to explain this signal was
long delayed. Hooker, after making such excellent combina
tions and carrying out so successfully the first part of the plan of
his campaign, seemed to have forgotten that the point the p0sses

sion of which was to decide the fate of the enemy's army was not
to be found in the forest of the Wilderness, but on the heights of
Salem Church, which command Banks' Ford. Instead of has
tening to take possession of this point with that zeal which had
animated him when, 8B a simple division commander, he led his
soldiers against the enemy, one would have supposed that he
desired to allow the latter sufficient time to come to attack him
among the entangled lIlll.."8es of the oopsewood, whose thickness
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was so unfavorable to the largest army and the best provided with
artillery. Having told Sedgwick, as he was about to start for
Chancellorsville, that he would be on the heights situated west
of Fredericksburg on the following day, and having caused two
bridge-equipages to be brought in great haste in front of Banks'
Ford for the purpose of opening that pass as soon as he should
have reached Salem Church, he allowed the night to go by without
making preparations for any movement on the following day, and
only decided to give the necessary orders for resuming his march
in the course of the morning. Whilst waiting for the;e orders
the four corps gathered around him had settled as well as they
could in the positions they had taken on their arrival, occupying
as much as possible the open spaces they found in the forest.
Meade near Chancellorsville, Slocum on the Fairview Height!!,
and Howard still farther west near Dowdall's Tavern, h~u

brought together their artillery, their equipages, and all the
troops they were able to place in line in the clearing.'! which
border the highway at those points. Couch had remained sta
tioned on the road -leading to United States Ford. These various
chiefs had sent a few scouts to explore the forest in front of them;
they had obstructed some of the roads by cutting down the trees,
and they had established connections between the lines of their out
posts; but they had selected the camping-grounds for their troops
solely in view of the night they intended to pass there, nothing
being thought of except to prepare for the march of the follow
ing day.

The time lost, however, could yet be recovered: the enemy had
not appeared, and in preparing his instructions Hooker was evi
dently preoccupied with the idea of taking the position in which
he thought he might confidently wait for the enemy between
Chancellorsville and Fredericksburg, outside of the forest and
near Banks' Ford. He described this position in his instnIctions
to his lieutenants, locating the eentre at Tabernacle Church, the
left between Mott's Run and Colin's Run, on the hcip:hts known
88 Smith's Hill, and the right near the unfinished railroad which
skirts the Plank Road at the south. He directed them at the
lBDle time to occupy the place at two o'clock in the afternoon;
and he felt so sure of catching his adversary unprepared that he
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gave them no instructions against the contingency of their meeting
the enemy before they had taken poasession, although he was per
fectly aware that Anderson had halted on this side of Tabernacle
Church.

The Confederates, on the contrary, as we have stated, were on
the march for the purpose of disputing with him the position
which he was in so little hurry to occupy. Lee's situation was
critical in the extreme, and he could only extricate himself from
it through the rapidity and precision of his movements. McLaws,
leaving Barksdale in the town of Fredericksburg, had started
with his other three brigades in the direction of Chancellorsville
at midnight. Wilcox and Perry, who were keeping watch on
the Rappahannock, and who occupied the north-western extrem
ity of Marye's Heights, did not follow this movement, either
because Lee wished to keep them in their positions until relieved
by F..arly, or that the absence of their division commander, Ander
son, who was at Tabernacle Church, had delayed the forwarding
of the instructions which were intended for them. Pendleton
remained with the artillery reserve in order to fill the place left
vacant by the infantry in the works. The three fine divisions
which the commander of the Second. corps brought with him
numbered altogether about twenty-seven thousand men. Lee had
allowed their chief to choose the hour of departure and the route
he intended to follow, instructing him only to march upon the
enemy in the direction of Chancellorsville, and to attack him
wherever he might find him. Jackson did not wait for daylight,
hoping thereby to hide his movement a little while longer from
the enemy's troops in front of him. In the middle of the night,
Early, leaving one brigade at Hamilton's Croesing to keep guard
over the d~~ts, deployed the other three along the long range of .
hills which extends from this point to Marye's Heights, merely
occupying the principal works which lined their summits.

During this time the remainder of the Second corps had shoul
dered their knapsacks. Jackson directed in person the minutest
details of this decisive movement. When everything was ready
he was seen to enter his tent, the last he was destined to occupy,
and kneel to offer a fervent prayer to the God of battles. A pro
found silence immediately ensued amid the busy crowd which
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surrounded this venerated chief, and when he returned among his
soldiers he appeared to be animated by a new zeal: it was diffi
cult to identify this reticent and re;olute general with the simple
and modest man who for several months had been absorbed in the
daily routine of cantonments. The first rays of light showed the
long Confederate columns marching to reach, by way of circuitous
paths out of sight of the enemy, the Plank Road, which was to
Ipad them to Chancellorsville.

The heads of these columns, formed by Rodes' division, reached
Tabernacle Church on the 1st of May, about eleven o'clock in the
morning. Jackson, having preceded them, had reached the
place as early as eight o'clock. He had found Anderson, with
three of his brigades, occupied, since the previous evening, in
erecting wooden bastions which extended nearly as far 8S the Rap
pahannock. These troops were very much fatigued, the men of
Wright's brigade, in consequence of successive counter-orders,
having been obliged to march a little over twenty-eight miles in
the course of twenty-one hours. But McLaws, with his three
brigades, had arrived just two hours before. Jackson, on taking
command, deemed the reinforcement sufficient to march at once to
meet the enemy. The moments were precious: he had only a
few squads of Federal cavalry in front of him, and he hoped to
encounter the Union columns before they had emerged from the
defiles of the forest, in which their numerical superiority was use
less to them. The defensive works were interrupted. Anderson
took the Plank Road at the south with the two brigades of Wright
and Posey, the first to the left, the second to the right, of the
main road; he placed that of Mahone at the north, on the old
rood, called the Turnpike, and sent orders to Perry and Wilcox,

. who had remained near Fredericksburg, to come up in all haste.
McLaws, placing his three brigades behind Mahone, had com
mand of this portion of the line, which was formed by Kershaw
on the left, Semmes in the centre, south of the turnpike, and by
Wafford on the right, along the Mine Road, leading from Zoar
Church to United States Ford. The whole line was in motion
about eleven o'clock. Jackson's corps, whose heads of column
reached Tabernacle Church at this moment, followed it at a reI'

tain distance.
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Precisely at this hour the Federals were at last moving forward.
Meade, with two divisions, had started by the River Road, which
rons in the direction of Banks' Ford, by following the left bank
of Mott's Run, through a long range of hills. Humphreys led :
the march, Griffin following him over the same route: Sykes,
with the third division of the Fifth COrps, took the Turnpike
Road at the same time. On his right Slocum followed the Plank
Rood with the two divisions of the Twelfth corps: Hooker's
instructions directed him to start early in order to enable the
Eleventh COrps, which was to follow him, time to deploy on his
right as soon as its line of march had brought it near the turn
pike. Couch sent French to occupy Todd's Tavern with one of
his two divisions, in order to cover the army on the side of
Spotsylvania Court-house. The secend, under Hancock, was
started on the Old Road about one o'clock, in order to support
Sykes. Sickles, who had ,arrived from United States Ford with
the Third COrps, was ordered to remain massed back of Chancel
lorsville, along the road he had followed on his way up, and to
send one brigade and a battery to relieve Howard's troops at
Dowdall's Tavern: this brigade was to cover the army at the
west, 88 French covered it at the south. But some of Hookers
orders reached their destination very late; the narrowness of the
roads rendered the movements of the troops extremely slow and
difficult, and, as they all intersected each other at Chancellors
ville, this point was constantly blocked up; finallYI the reserve
batteries, which had been distributed among the various corps,
increased the difficulties of the march. The result was that
Hookers instructions were very imperfectly carried out. Sykes,
having a straight and easy road to follow, was the first to start;
Slocum, being obliged to wait until the Chancellorsville pass was
free, found himself delayed from the outset; Howard did not
leave the position he had taken the day before near Dowdall's
Tavern; while Sickles, whose heads of columns had reached head
quarters'at nine o'clock in the morning, was sent, about noon, with
the largest pprtion of his corps to that part of the forest extend
ing north-eastward of this point as far as the river, in order to
cover the right of the Eleventh corps and the pass of United Stares
Ford against an imaginary enemy whose presence had been sig-
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naIled at the west. It was four o'clock when he was re<;aIled
from this position, which had been so uselessly assigned to him.
Hooker was beginning to experience the difficulties which the

.density of the woods threw in the way of the movements of an
army like that under his command: it would seem that this fact
ought to have afforded him an additional reason for wishing to
get out of the forest quickly.

Sykes' column thus found itself in advance of those on the
right and on the left; and as Mahone, on the Confederate side,
who was following in the centre the same route as himself, but in
a contrary direction, had also placed himself in advance, it was
between these two bodies of troops that the first encounter was to
take place. The Federal mounted men fell back before Mahone,
holding him in check as well as they could, but without being
able seriously to impede his march. The road along which the
combat was about to take place is bordered at the north by woods
which cover the slopes of small ravines whose waters meet to
form Mott's Run. These ravines, which the road crosses gen
erally at a right angle, afford excellent defensive positions, but
they can all be turned from the south side, where the country is
considerably open. The principal hill between these ravines is
that on which stands the Newton house, the first to be met after
crossing the marshy stream called Big-Meadow Swamp, on the
west side of which is the edge of the forest. Higher than all the.
surrounding hills, it commands both the clearings which border
the road to Fredericksburg at the east and the plateau of Chan
cellorsville at the west; it extends northward as far as the hills
crowned by the River Road, from which it is only separated by
a small ravine, and southward to the ridge that the Plank Road
'follows, and which it strikes again at the Aldrich house, between
the points where the road to Catharine Furnace and the road to
Todd's Tavern connect with the Plank Road. Just as Mahone's
soldiers were reaching the summit of this hill, Sykes' troops were
ascending it from the opposite side. The latter belonged to the
regular brigade that we have seen fighting so valiantly at Gaines'
Mill the preceding year. Without allowing their adversaries time
to take possession of it, they rush upon them and capture the
position before they have been able to receive any reinforcement.
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Sykes, seeing at the first glance the importance of this position,
causes the rest of his division to advance at a rapid pace, and,
deploying it across the road, takes possession of all the approaches
to the hill on the side of Tabernacle Church. It is 'now about
noon.

The Confederate generals have not been less prompt in recog
nizing the value of this position, and they are preparing to dispute
its possession to the Federals with the utmost vigor. McLaws,
soon arriving to support Mahone, places Wofford's brigade on the
right, Semmes' on the left of Wofford, .and next to it that of
Kershaw. These four brigades form a much larger force than
the Federal division, which, in order not to be outflanked on
the right, is obliged to deploy l,I. whole regiment as skirmishers.

The combat begins at first between the batteries of artillery,
and soon after between the regular Federal brigade on one side
and that of Semmes on the other. The Confederates press their
adversaries by a very brisk fire, but they dare not attack them in
full force, for they have seen Humphreys' battalions drawn up on
the other side of Mott's Run, which threaten to outflank them in
their turn; in fact, the Federals, having met no enemy on that
side, have advanced within about two miles of Banks' Ford, the
rapids of which they perceive from the heights of the hills they
occupy. Wofford's brigade is pl4ced in a triangular position in
orner to watch their movements, and BOOn after Perry, then
Wilcox, coming from Falmouth, are ranged 80 as to prolong his
line beyond the Mou$in Road. Sykes, on his side, finding
himself outflanked on the right, tries in vain to assist Slocum:
his aides-de-camp are not even able to find the latter, the two
roads lying considerably apart in this section of the country,
and Kershaw's skirmishers having penetrated, by the head of
the ravine, between Sykes' position and the Aldrich house,
near which Slocum has encountered the Confederate brigades
of Wright and Posey, the latter, who are following the Plank
Road, the first on the left, the second on the right, become
engaged in a pretty sharp fight with the Federals, but they
soon find themselves hard pressed. Fortunately for them,
.Jackson, who directs their movements, has ordered Rodes'
division, forming the first line of his corps, to follow them
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clO6ely. He immediately sends for two brigades of this division:
that of Ramseur comes to take the place of Wright, while the
latter general, supported by Doles, extends his lines to the left,
beyond the unfinished railroad, in order to take the enemy in the
rear. A third brigade, under Colquitt, is sent to the neighbor
hood of Duerson's Mill to reinforce the extreme right. The
battle is about to become general. Jackson, who directs all the
operations on the Confederate side, has McLaws' three brigades,
the five brigades of Anderson, and two of Rodes in line, three
other brigades of this division being kept in reserve, followed at
a short distance by the six brigades of Hill; the third division
of the Second COrp8, under Colston, is yet very far away, and
will not arrive before night. These nineteen brigades, with their
artillery, represent a force of about thirty-Beven thousand men.
The Federals could readily bring into line a larger number of
combatants. Hancock has come to take a place in the rear of
Sykes, and is ready to support him. Howard has but a very
short distance to march to join Slocum. Without counting the
Third corps, the Unionists can oppose the Confederates with nine
divisions, which, with their artillery, cannot number less than
forty-five thousand men. The poaition they occupy, both in the
centre Rnd on the right, is easily defended; their artillery sweeps
the roads followed by the enemy, while Meade, who is advancing
on the left, menaces him seriously.

. The Federal generals were preparing to maintain the struggle
when they suddenly received an order tAl fall back, each on the
poaition he had quitted in the morning. Most of them would not
believe at first that such an order had been issued: no one could
understand that Hooker, shut up in the solitary house· which givE'S
to the locality the name of Chancellorsville, would voluntarily
abaJ:).don all the outlets of the forest, without even coming to
reconnoitre the ground, in order to allow himself to be invested
therein: Couch himself, a cold and reserved man, little disposed
to as.'lume any responsibility, implored his chief to recall such
fatal instructions. It WBS all in vain: the general was determined.
The soldiers shared the astonishment of their leaders when they
saw that, after the first engagements of this offensive campaign,

* Chancellor'B.-ED.
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they were being brought beck into the dismal forest from which
they had believed themselves so happily rid, and the confidence
which had animated them since the paseage of the Rappahannock
was considerably shaken.

The retreat of the Federals, however, was not seriously disturbed.
Sykes alone had some trouble in getting away from the enemy, who,
believing it a flight instead of a deliberate movement, was pressing
him very closely. Everywhere else the Confederates contented
themselves with following their adversaries step by step. The
right, with the exception of Wilcox's brigade, which remained
stationary at Duel'8On's Mill, crosaed Mott's Run and occupied the
Chancellorsville Road at Banks' Ford; the centre, after having
reached the position abandoned by Slocum, and planted its bat
teries there, marched down 1I8 far as Big-Meadow Swamp; finally,
three brigades of Hill's division, having crossed over to the first
line, pushed their skirmishers within sight of Chancellorsville,
and before night they were able to distinguish the front lines of
Hancock's division. The left. easily took possession of the Furnace
Road, while Ramseur and Posey followed Slocum as far as the for
est. Doles arrived at Todd's Tavern, which French had not been
able to approach, while Wright, skirting Lewis' Creek, reached
Catharine Furnace, where he found Stuart and his mounted men,
who had never ceased to watch the Federals on that side. Lewis'
Creek is a stream which flows southward toward the river Ny
lICl"08S a large portion of the forest, at the bottom of a ra,;ne
bordering the extremities of the hills of Dowdall's Tavern and
Fairview: this ravine, less wooded than the neighboring localities,
opens a kind of passage leading into the Wilderness. Stuart and
Wright determined to follow it in order to ascertain the positions
of the Federals on these hills, and to support the infantry which
was climbing up their sides llCl"088 the woods. They endeavored
to plant some pieces of cannon upon a height fronting that occu
pied by the enemy, but the Federal artillery received them at once
with such a vigorous fire that they were obliged to fall back in
great haste, after having sustained very serious losses. During
this time two of Stuart's regiments, at the extreme right of the
Confederates, completed the investment of the Federals by posting
themselves above the River Road, so as to intercept their commu-
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nications with Banks' Ford through the right bank of the river,
and to watch their movements if they attempted to emerge from
the forest at that point. This, however, was unnecessary trouble,
for on that side also the Fifth corps, by Hooker's orders, was only
thinking of strengthening itself. At this juncture night super
vened, and the soldiers of both .armies renlained in the positions
in which it had found them.

Hooker assembled his generals around him in the Chancellor
house. He had not a moment to lose in order to decide what he
should do on the following day. The 1st of May, which might
have produced decisive results in his favor, was lost through the
order to retreat which he had so unfortunately issued. His most
tried friends, those who had always found him so earnest in battle
-and the author thinks he may count himself among the num
ber-have never been able to understand the motives which
prompted that fatal order. He has since alleged that, finding
his troops attacked before thcy had entirely emerged from the
forest, hc had feared that they would not have time to get through
the defiles in which they were entangled, and that they might be
beaten in detail before they had been able to deploy themselves.
This reasoning is not sustained by subsequent investigation, for
the positions which the troops occupied when he called them back
were infinitely stronger and more easily defended than those which
he assigned to them in the evening. It is to be supposed that,
surprised at meeting the enemy sooner than he had anticipated,
he fancied that the latter was trying to conceal the abandonment
of Fredericksburg and his retreat upon Gordonsville, and that,
suddenly changing all his plans, he determined to remain in the
forest in order to compel him to come to meet him, or to be on
his flank if his line of retreat should become defined. Since his
arrival at Chancellorsville he appeared to be impressed with the
idea that Lee had no other alternative but to retreat. We shall
see the fatal results of this blunder. He rejected the proposition
of General Warren of the Engineer corps, who urged hi~ to
take again, with all his forces, the route followed by Meade, in
order to reach the Banks' Ford pass, by menacing the right flank
of the enemy, and he even gave order& to clOE'C up the front lines
formed by his troops in order to render itH defence more easy.
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But, fearing to discourage them by a new retrograde movemeni,
he subsequently countermanded this order, and each division
remained stationary, strengthening the ground it occupied by
means of abatis. He definitely gave up the offensive, thus aban
doning all the great advantages he had obtained by the successful
manreuvrffi of the preceding days. The positions of the Federal
army were indeed very bad: they had been selected in haste' and
in the dark; they had neither perspective nor eminence; some of
them were commanded by neighboring heights; they were all
surrounded by thickets which did not allow the soldiers either to
move back of their lines or to perceive the approach of an enemy;
in short, there WlUl no advantageous connection between them.
It would have been better for Hooker, since he insisted upon
fighting in the forest, not to ha'Ve come out of it; and to have
employed the 1st of :May, which he had wasted in fruitless
manreuvring, in rectifying his positions. Howard, at Dow
dall's Tavern, which he had not left, formed the extreme right;
Slocum was in the centre at Fairview and Chancellorsville;
Sickles came to place himself between them in order to rein
force them, Birney's division occupying the front line, the two
others being kept in reserve; Hancock took position on the left
of Slocum on the turnpike, in advance of the other divL'3ion of
the Second corps, that of Fren'ch, which remained massed near
Chancellorsville, as well as that of Sykes; Meade formed the left,
along the River Road, with Humphreys' and Griffin's divisions.

In thus persisting in defending the approaches to Chancellors
ville, Hooker might still have preserved the advantage of the
oft'ensive by resuming that attitude at some other point, and by
shifting the place of attack from his right to his left wing. It
would have been sufficient for him to have sent one of the army
oorps which WlUl blocked up in the forest to Sedgwick, with such
a reinforcement that the latter could have swept Early before him
and fallen upon Lee's rear.

But such WlUl not the plan of the Union general, who desired
W fight a decisive battle with the greatest possible number of
troops in the positions occupied by the bulk of his army on the
evening of the 1st of May. At two o'clock in the morning,
therefore, he sent an order to Reynolds direct.ing him to bring up

VOLoIIl.-4
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the whole of the First corps by way of United States Ford,
while the instructions forwarded to Sedgwick directed that general
to make a demonstration against the enemy's positions on the 2d
of May at one o'clock in the afternoon, without, however, run
ning the risk of a serioUB attack, such demonstration to be con
fined to the Bowling Green road. This last recommendation,
upon which Hooker laid particular stress, showed that he was not
then contemplating making Sedgwick play an active part in the
battle he was preparing to deliver around Chancellorsville. It
was at this place, however, that the fate of the campaign was to
be decided.

While the Federals were thUB falling into theBe positions, Lee
had once more joined Jackson, and Colston's division was within
supporting distance of the troops which had just invested the
Federals in the forest. Notwithstanding the unhoped-for advan
tage it had just obtained, the Confederate army was in a critical
condition. Lee had about forty-five thoUBaDd men with him
that is to say, four-fifths of his forces-but he had only been able
to effect this rapid concentration by leaving but a small body of
troops in his works before Fredericksburg, too weak to defend
them against the vigoroUB attacks of an enemy. It was therefore
necessary to act promptly, lest the enemy's left wing, by driving
Early's division before it, might succeed in effecting that junction
on the field of battle which he was anxioUB to prevent. But the
manreuvre was difficult and hazardous. His adversary, numer
ically much stronger than himself, was posted in a dense forest,
all the approaches of which he had blocked, and the roads of
which, surrounded by impenetrable thickets, were commanded at
every turn by his powerful artillery. To attack him in front in
theBe positions would have been taking the bull by the horns, and
using up his army in bloody struggles against an adversary who
was able to bring fresh combatants into the field much oftener than
he could. Whilst seated around a large camp-fire, Jack'lOn and
himself anxioUBly discUBBing the plans of attack for the following'
day, Stuart, who had never cea..~ to watch the enemy's positions
on every side, came to inform Lee that the right wing of the
Unionists at Dowdall's Tavern was unsupported, and that he felt
lure that BOrne byways mUBt lead to this point 8.C1'08S the forest.
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Jackson's genius then conceived the most brilliant idea that had
ever emanated from him during his whole career, and he proposed
to his chief to make a great flank movement around the enemy's
army, so as to strike it where an attack was least expected. A
bolder plan could not have been conceived; for, after leaving a
little more than one division ten miles behind him at Fredericks
burg, a considerable detachment had yet to be '*:t apart in order
to occupy Hooker's attention along the roads in the vicinity of
which there had been any fighting, and to go afterward to take
position on the opposite side, thus giving him a chance to divide
the army into three sections unable to effect a. junction. Such a
manceuvre would have been fatal in the presence of an active and
vigilant adversary; but Lee understood that Hooker, by going
back into the forest, had doomed himself to powerless immobility,
and that the curtain of woods in which he had wrapped himself
permitted the assailant to venture upon a manreuvre which it
would have been impossible to execute in any other locality.
However rash Jackson's plan might appear, it was the only one
that offered any positive chances of success; nor did it compro
mise the safest line of retreat, which was upon Gordonsville. Lee,
in adopting it, assigned the most perilous part of this plan to his
lieutenant. This, however, was not the most difficult, for by
allowing him to take away his ""hole army corps he assumed the
responsibility of holding Hooker in check with only seyen brig
ades, four belonging to Anderson and three to McLaws: Ander
son's fifth brigade, under Wilcox, had been sent back to Banks'
Ford to defend that important pass.

Jackson immediately gave orders for marching. His three
divisions were to start at daybreak, for he could not think of
taking his soldiers through the labyrinthine pathways of the
fore:."t in the night, and it was moreover necessary to allow them
time to recuperate their strength before undertaking a march the
success of which depended on their activity and speed.. He found

.a guide who undertook to lead them through byways as far as the
Brock Road, \vhich, coming from the south, connects successively
with the Plank Road and the turnpike two miles and two-thirds
west of Wilderness Tavern, where the extreme right wing of the
Federals terminated.
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The Confederate line, lIS we have seen, extended to the River
Road on the right, facing the Fifth corps, but the infantry on
that side did not reach beyond Mott's Run. McI.6ws' division
and two of Anderson's brigades were stationed north of the Old
Road, occupying indeed. the same ground which had been aban
doned by Sykes. Andersonls two other brigades, those of Posey
and Wright, ha,d dislodged the Federal skirmishers during the
night from the marshy ravine called the Big-Meadow SWRIp.p,
and had only stopped when in sight of the abatis behind which
the enemy WllS posted. Hill occupied, lIS far lIS the Furnace on
the left, the hill which oommands the old smelting-works. Jack
son's two other divisioDB were :massed on the Plank Road in the
rear. The latter put his troops in motion at early dawn. The
cavalry, under Stuart, took the lead in order to clear the way and
to mask this movement by keeping any of the enemy's squads,
which might have watched him, at a distance-an important task,
which WllS performed with great ability, lIS it would have been
sufficient for any of the Federal mounted men to have met the
Confedernte battalioDB to give the alarm to Hooker. Rodes
placed himself at the head of this long column, which descended
by a single road toward the Furnace; Colston followed him;
whilst Hill remained deployed in order to conceal the passage of
this division behind the positions he occupied. When he took up
the line of march in his turn, he left Posey and Wright in charge
of them. Having'reached the Furnace, Jackson took the Fur
nace Road, which winds along the stream called Lewis' Creek,
then runs south-westward to connect with the Brock Road a mile
and a half from Todd's Tavern. He WllS thus turning his back
completely upon 'the enemy in that part of the road which WllS

the most exposed to observation.
Fearing, above all, to get too near the Federals before he had

completed this flank movement, he decided not to take the Brock
Road, which would have brought him near Wilderness Church,
and, pushing still farther west in order to extend the Circle he WlI8

describing, he ,selected the road which passes near the Stephens'
and the Trigg's houses. It WlI8 then only that, making his head
of column take a circuitous tnrn, he directed it northward.
While Stuart WlI8 galloping in front through deserted roads,
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Jackson, absorbed by the idea of the .great blow he was going to
strike, was silently leading his battalions on the march. This
column was assuming singularly lengthy proportions. It .was a
rare thing, even in America, to see a body of thirty thousand
men, with ita artillery, ita ammunition, and ita ambulances,
po.ssing over a solitary CroBB-road which could' be quickly
broken up, and which was almost invariably bordered by
copsewood of such thickness that it was impossible to step
alongside of it. The Second corpS was stretched out for the
distance at least of three or four miles, notwithstanding the
zeal with which the soldiers hurried fbrward and assisted in
extricating the wagons that were from time to time buried in
the mud.

In the mean while, a strange calm seemed to pervade the two
armies lying in ambush in front of each other, and which were
nearly in close contact without perceiving it, such was the den
sity of the V!oOOs that separated them. In order to fathom its
depths, some daring men belonging to Colonel de Trobriand's
regiment,* as he himself tells us, were perched upon the tallest
trees of the forest; they could be seen balancing themselves
on the waving branches, which they caused to oscillate violently
in order to distract the aim of the enemy's skirmishers, whose
bullets whistled in their ears.

Lee, while watching his adversary closely in order to follow
the least of his movements, took every care not to provoke
an encounter so long as the manreuvre of his lieutena.llt was
not completed. Jackson's cannon were to give him the signal
of the assault he intended to make upon Hooker's positions in
order to prevent him from reinforcing his right wing at the
critical moment. The Union general, on his side, was calmly
and confidently waiting for the attack in front which he
believed to be the only alternative of the Confederates, to be
followed by a di88Strous retreat. His· soldiers were at work
strengthening their positionS in view of this attack by means of
abatis and parapeta for the artillery, which was posted on the
roads. The officers felt uneasy at the apparent immobility of an
enemy whOEle great activity was known to them from experience.

• Thirty-eighth New York.-En.
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Hooker himself, astonished at this pause, paid an early visit to
his centre and his right wing, and on his return to head~uarters

he ordered Generals Slocum and Howard to make preparations
of a defensive character in case the enemy should make a flank
attack; he especially enjoined the commander of the Elevcnth
corps to fortify his right and to cover it more completely, as his
position appeared to him to be weak, while the enemy seemed dis
posed to strike in that direction. These instructions, which were
certainly very vague, had scarcely been issued when the appre
hensions of the general-in-chief regarding his right wing were set
at rest by an incident which should, on the contrary, have con
firmed them and put him on his guard. The outposts of Birney's
division, which occupied a height commanding the small valley
of Lewis' Creek between Howard and Slocum, had noticed, about
nine o'clock in the morning, Jackson's column ascending the
opposite slopes on the other side of the Furnace. A battery of
artillery had immediately opened fire upon these troops and
thrown a few shells into their midst. It was the first division,
commanded by Rodes: the latter, on finding himself discovered,
left one regiment, the Twenty-third Georgia, at the jUDctioJ;l of
the road which runs from Dowdall's Tavern to thc Furnace, in
order to protect the flank of the column against any attacks
which might be made from that direction, and continued his
march; the troops that followed him made a slightly circuitous
turn, so as to avoid the point exposed to the enemy's fire.
Hookcr was informed that some of the enemy's battalions, fol
lowed by wagons and artillery, had been seen marching south
ward. Xothing more was wanting to convince him that Lee was
falling back upon Orange Court-house, and that the enemy's
whole army was only trying to escape from him-a fatal error,
showing how little he understood the character of his adversaries.
Sickles hastened from head~uarters for the purpose of starting
with his whole corps and Pleasonton's cavalry in pursuit of the
enemy's column, which had been signalled; but considerable time
W'Il8 lost before the two divisions of Berry and Whipple had fallen
into position in the rear of Birney, and before the latter had him
self been able to cross the woods which separated him from the
little valley of Lewis' Creek. It was near two o'clock when the
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Federals debouched upon the Furnace. The whole of Jackson's
corps had already passed, the artillery of Hill's division was with
in a short distance, but the trains of this division had not yet
crossed the junction, in front of whiqh was posted the Twenty
third Georgia. This regiment resisted for some time Birney's
vigorous attack, thus enabling the wagons to escape from the en
emy under the protection of a battery from Hill's artillery, which

- had turned back at the sound of musketry. But soon after the
Georgia soldiel'B, finding themselves surrounded by superior
forces, were obliged to surrender, to the number of about five
hundred.

After this success Sickles brought his first line to a halt in
order to wait for the remainder of his corps, which had not been
able to join him. This time Hooker entertained no further doubt
than that the Confederate army was in full retreat; and the long
train, accompanied by artillery, proceeding in a southerly direc
tion, that rear-guard which had allowed itself to be crushed in its
effort to protect it,-all appearances, in short, it must be acknow'
ledged, justified such an opinion. He thought of nothing else
than to pursue the enemy. Howard was ordered to send one
brigade to support Sickles' right, and Slocum, who was stationed
to the left of the latter, was also directed to push forward a brig
ade along the Plank Road in order to feel the strength of the
Confederates on that side. Finally, new instructions were for
,,,arded to Sedgwick. Hooker, in announcing ro him that the
enemy had taken flight and was only· anxious to save his trains,
directed him to pursue the flying column vigorously after having
taken possession of Fredericksburg. Jackson's column, however,
could not allow Sickles to advance in pursuit of it without trying
to bar his passage. Hill's last two brigades, under Archer and
Thomas, were brought back and took a position along the unfin
ished railway, two-thirds of a mile south of the Furn~ne in
which they were not attacked, and where they remained until
dark. Elsewhere, Posey's troop8, which had occupied th~ heights
situated east of the Furnace since Hill's departure, and had not
come down to take part in the conflict in which the Twenty-third
Georgia had succumbed, found themselves in their turn engaged
with Birney's soldiers, a few stray shots from skirmishers having
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at last culminated into a real battle. Anderson, on seeing Poeey
hard pressed, detached three regiments of Wright's brigade, which
was stationed on his right, and sent them to his assistance; the
fourth was about to follow them when it was attacked in its turn
by the brigade which Slocum had sent on a reronnoitring expe
dition along the Plank Road. This reoonnoissance was so feebly
,conducted that the Confederates easily put a stop to it, notwith
standing their small number, while Sickles, no longer seeing the
enemy on the road leading south, but finding him, on the contrary,
on the left, did not press Wright and Posey very hard. These
two brigades alone thus succeeded during several hours in defend
ing the central positions of the Southern army, which a vigorous
blow would certainly have captured. This blow might have been
decisive if dealt at the time when Jackson was still lost in the
Wilderness. The Federals failed to take advantage of the pa8fI

ing opportunity, and it soon became too late.
Jackson was, in fact, hastening the movements of his column,

and about three o'clock he reached the Orange Plank Road, which
he intended to follow in order to strike the right flank of the
enemy. Fitzhugh Lee's cavalry occupied at a distance in front
and on the flanks all the passes by which the skirmishers of the
Unionists could have approached the infantry. Jackson, follow
ing in their wake, advanced as far as an elevated piece of ground,
whence through the trees he could perceive the encampments of
the Eleventh corps, ·located on the plateau of Dowdall's Tavern,
and extending westwardly along the Old Road beyond the Taylor
farm. Like the watchful hunter, who, on suddenly discovering
the game he has long been in pursuit of, looks at it and rejoices
at the chance which brings the unsuspecting animal within his
reach, Jackson was astonished and charmed when, on reaching
that spot with only a few mounted men, he was enabled at once
to contemplate at leisure the rich prey upon which he was about
to hurl his legions. No one in the Federal almp seemed to have
any suspicion of the approach of danger. The simplest precau
tions required by an army situated in the midst of a dense forest
had been neglected. Hooker, by dint of concentrating his alV
airy, had left but thirty-five men to clear the Eleventh corps,
whereas it would have required at least a whole brigade to scour
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the surrounding woods far and near, so 88 to prevent any surprise.
Moreover, 88 we we have statro, Barlow, in going ·to Sickles'
assistance, had reduced Howard's forces to five brigades. In
order to defend a position 80 extended 88 that he was obliged to
guard, he had placed Buschbeck's brigade at Dowda~l's Tavern;
Schurz's division was deployed more to the westward, also facing
south, to the right and left of the church of the Wilderness. The
extremity of the line, over the fields of the Taylor farm, was
occupied by Devens' division, which fronted two ways, McLean's
brigade prolonging' that of Schurz, while the largeRt portion of
the brigade of Gilsa was drawn up triangularly in a perpendic
ular line with the Old Road and facing west. Earthworks cov
ered Howard on the south side, but his right wing was entirely
exposed and without protection, the brigade of Gilsa having been
obliged, before it could think of reducing its.own strength, to clear
a space in the.dense forest for the purpose of connecting the west
ern extremity of the Taylor farm-lands with the Hawkins clear
ing. This gap, which was necessary for loalting his encampment8,
was too narrow to shelter him from any surprise. Devens had
planted on the Old Road or turnpike the only battery he had with
him, two pieces of cannon facing west, and four facing south; he
had been able to place but two regiment8 in reserve, all the rest
of his division, which ~ly numbered four thousand men,
having been deployed on a single line.

By a kind of fatality a reconnoissance made by one of Schurz's
regiments in the direction of the Brock Road had advanced as
far as the Carpenter farm, only about two-thirds of a mile from the
enemy's column, and, returning without having seen them, had
imparted a dangerous sense of ~urity to the commanders of the
right wing. This security was not, however, fully justified, for
since ten o'clock in the morning Lee's mountro men, with a view
of reconnoitring the ground, had exchanged some musket-shots
with Howard's outpost8,. to whom these demonstrations should
have been a warning; Jackson's passage above the Furnace had
been noticed by the Federals; in short, toward three o'clock
two soldiers who had been sent out as 8COut8 came to inform Gen
eral Devens that the enemy was massing on his righ~ valuable
piece of information, which, unfortunately for him, he merely
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forwarded to his chief while waiting for orders which did not
reach him in time.

At one glance Jackson saw that the Orange Plank Road would
lead him to the front and not to the flank of the Eleventh Fed
eral corps, lnd, leaving his old brigade, known as the "Stonewall
Brigade," then commanded by Paxton, on this road, near the
Wolfrey farm, all the rest of his corps were ordered to continue
marching northward until the turnpike was reached. Toward
four o'clock, after a march of nearly ten mileil more, Rodes*
reached the turnpike, and followed it in an easrerly direction as far
as three hundred yards beyond the Luckett hOlL'le, 80 as to leave
Bufficient room for the other divisions. Four of his brigades were
deployed on both sides of this road: his own, under Colonel
O'Neal, then Iverson's brigade to the left, Doleil, and next to
him Colquitt, on the right, Ramseur, with the fifth, remaining in
rear, 80 as to fill up on the right the front of Tl"imble's divis
ion, which Paxton's absence had reduced to three brigades. This
division, commanded by Colston, followed close upon the first,
and soon feU in position behind it; Jones' brigade, then Nicholls',
north of the road, and that of Colston south of it, supporting its
right on the left of Ramseur.

It was not an easy matter to form a continuous front across the
copsewood, in which a single man would often find it difficult to
clear a passage for himself, and the very density of which seemed
to afford protection'to the Federals; 80 that the manner in which
Jack80n's soldiers succeeded in preserving their order of march
in the midst of such obstacles is a remarkable and exceptional
fact, even in America. The two lines, separated only by an interval
of two hundred yards, occupied each a front of from one and seven
eighths to two and one-sixth miles, each line being from six to seven
thousand men strong, in two ranks; this arrangement afforded a
Bpace of little more than three feet to each man. This was abso
lutely necessary to enable each individual to move between the
trees without incommoding his neighbor too much; the skirmish
ers were posted at four hundred yards in advance of the first

* Rodes had not been definitely replaced in command of thia brigade, D. H.
Hill being still the nominal chief of the diviaion of which he WBB tempornri11
in command.
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line. Finally, the regiment which formed the extremity of this
line on the left could not be refused, so 88 to cover this extremity,
and was obliged to march in column by flank. Every man took
his position in silence, orders were transmitted in a low voice, the
bugles were still, the soldiers did not salute .;Jackson with those
cheers which ordinarily were wont to announce his approach from
a distance; for the enemy must not be alarmed. The two divisions
were to follow each other closely, preserving as much as possible a
direction perpendicular to the road, the second ready to sustain the
first as soon as the combat had commenced. It was impossible
to give other instructions to the generals and colonels, who, once
engaged in the fight, would be out of the way of Jackson's imme
diate supervision, or even that of his division commanders. Time
was pressing, for the sun was sinking below the horizon; and it
was essential to take advantage of the last moments of daylight
in order to strike a deciSive blow, at the risk of losing all the
benefits of the great movement which the Second corps had just
executed.

At a quarter-past five o'clock, Hill's first two brigades, under
Pender and Heth, came up to form a portion of the first line to
the left of the road; Archer and Thomas having remained near
the Furnace, Hill had only two other brigades under his control,
those of Lane and McGowan. Leaving them instructions to fol
low him by column, and planting two pieces of cannon in the
centre of the first line on the road, the narrowness of which did
not permit a larger number to be placed in position, Jackson gave
at last the signal so impatiently waited for by his soldiers. It was
a solemu moment. While the Confederates were advancing with
difficulty across the forest the small Federal division which was
about to receive the shock of more than one half.of the enemy's
army was quietly preparing for the evening meal. The arms
were stacked, the soldiers seated about their camp-fires among
the horses and mules that were feeding around them. The first
indication of danger was the sudden appearnnce of wild game,
which Jackson's soldiers were driving before them in this novel
kind of hunt. The deer and wild-turkeys, the BOle inhabitants
of this sylvan region, burst upon the Federal lines in great fright
before any BOund had as yet announced the approach of the enemy,
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like those leavc>B which, driven by the wind, precede the storm
from afar while the sky is still cloudless and serene.

A few musket-shots are soon heard along the road, and before
Gilsa's brigade has had time to seize its arms the sentinels and
pickets, followed closely by the ConfederatRB, are seen rushing in.
Jackson's battalions, without l08ing their order of battle, have
traversed. sixteen or eighteen hundred yards of a wood of such
density that they emerge from it with their clothes torn to tatters;
joining their skirmishers, they rush at once upon all the points
of the line occupied by the brigade of Gilsa. The Federals defend
themselves as wellaa they can, but individual prowess cannot check
the impetus of O'Neal's and Doles' brigades, which surround them
on all sides: the former, getting over the abatis, is already advancing
in the midst of Gilsa's bivouacs for the purpose of attacking the
works occupied by McLean's brigade on the farm in the rear ; the
latter haa taken possession of two pieces of cannon which had been
pointed by Devens on the road,. and, soon after, of the remainder
of the battery. Before McLean haa been able to form his troops
into line the .Federal fugitives and the Confederates arrive in their
midst alm08t at the same time; the intrenchments are attacked in
the rear; the commanders, isolated like their soldiers, can neither
guide nor rally them. The Federals, however, do not yield their
ground without fighting; musket-shots are fired in every direction,
hitting the victims at short range; but the surprise haa been too
complete to admit of any remedy. In less than a quarter of an
hour sixteen hundred men, out of four thousand of which Devens' .
division was composed, have either been captured or placed Mrs
de combat; nearly all the superior officers are wounded. The
remainder precipitate themselves in great confusion, with the
wagons, the &.!DbulanCc>B, and a large number of unharnffiSed
horses, along the road in the direction of the church of the
Wilderness. The position of Talley farm is in the hands of
Doles and O'Neal, who alone have participated in the fight; for
Iverson, on the left, has not encountered the Federals, while
Colquitt, on the right, haa remained in the rear in order to keep
an imaginary enemy in check. •

Without waiting a moment's time, the Confederates continue
their march in the direction of Chancellorsville; the encampments
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which extend to the right and left of the road, west of the church
of the Wilderness, enable them to form again their line and to
pre&lrve it while marching in order of battle. It is beyond this
church that the commanding position of Dowdall's Tavern stands
-ft position which it is important to carry speedily, for it is defended
by a line of earthworks constructed acI'Oll8 the road, which cannot
be turned like those of the Talley farm. Schurz's division, which
occupies this positioD, does not Dumber more than three thousand
combatants. At the sound of cannon it has taken up arms and is
hastening to change front by facing west; but it has scarcely fallen
into line when the horde of fugitives rnshes into its ranks; carry
ing confnsion aDd disaster everywhere. In the mean time, the
first brigade, under Schimmelpfennig, abandoning its encampments,
8ucceeds in forming into line behind the works before the enemy
has been able to reach them. On the side of the Confederates
the two wings are still in the rear, but the centre hurries forward,
keeping in the direction of the road. Jackson, in the midst of his
soldiers, does not cease to urge them on by both words and gestures,
imparting to them the ardor that is burning within him at this
decisive moment--sometimes extending the left arm, according to
a singular habit of his, at other times raising his eyes heavenward
88 if absorbed in a short prayer. When about to approach the new
position of the Unionists he canses the second line to close upon
the first) the former having already recovered nearly all the dis
tance which separated them. The centre of the two lines becomes

. thns mixed up, and for the future forms but a single mass of four
brigades, which, supported by the artillery-fire from the road,
charges the positions defended by Schimmelpfennig. After a
short resistance this small band is crushed, and ita dewis are
carried off by the weight of the llBBailants. The remainder of
Schurz's division shares the fate of this rout; hiB five pieces of
cannon, which have been served to the very last moment, are in
possession of the enemy.

A little farther on, along the edge of the wood which faces
eonth, are the bivonaal of Howard's third division, under Stein
wehr; but Barlow having gone to the assistance of Sickles near
tHe Welford Furnace with one of his two brigades, there is only
one left w occupy this position. Buschbeck, who commands
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it, has had time to make preparations. After having vainly at
tempted to check the flight of the fugitives, he has drawn up his
soldiers along the edges of the wood, resting on each side of the
road. Howard and Steinwehr, who had accompanied Barlow,
have joined him at a gallop, for the purpose of making an effort
to repair the disaster. These chiefs excel themselves and rival
their adversaries in cournge: some pieces of cannon are placed in
position, a few groups of soldiers are formed again into line around
Buschbeck's brigade, and for the first time the Confederate bat
talions are brought to a stand. Jackson at the present moment
has only the four brigades of the centre with him, which, having
alone participated in the fight until now, are beginning to weaken,
but his example and intrepidity sustain the courage of the soldiers
and revive their strength; to all those who ask him for instructions
he simply replil'S, "Forward! forward I" The Federals are driven
back, while the Confederatffi, following in pursuit, penetrate into
the wood with which the road is again bordered on both sides.
Howard tries in vain to rally his soldiers; the artillerists, aban
doned by the infantry, allow themselves to be slain by the side
of their guns to no purpose; the crowd of fugitives is already
ascending the heights of Fairview, passing between the broken
or mud-imbedded wagons which encumber the road. In less
than one hour Jackson has annihilated the Eleventh corps,
captured positions which Hooker had deemed impregnable, and
completely turned the right flank of the Federal army. Upon
whom does the responsibility of the disaster to the Eleventh
corps rest? It appears to us that it rests as much upon the
general who failed to discover the flank movement of the
enemy os upon the commanders of this corps, who have allowed
themselves to be taken in the rear under the most unfavorable
circumstances.

In the mean time, the alarm has been sounded at Chancellors
ville, and Howard, while looking out for Barlow, who, unfortu
nately, cannot arrive in time to aid him, has warned Sic1dffi of
the danger whieh threatens the whole army. The position of the
Third corps ill peculiarly a dangerous one, because, having advlUlced
as far as the Furnace, it i~ now menaced with the prospect of seeing
Jackson occupy in front of it the positions commanding Le,vis'
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Creek, which it has just left, and cut off its retreat upon Chan~ .
oellorsville.

At the first news of Howard's defeat Hooker has left the latter
point with Sickles' third division under Berry, and Hays' brigade
of the Secoud corps, which were stationed in the vicinity of his
head-quarters, in order to hasten to meet the enemy. He has
hardly prooeeded a few rods when he meets the fugitives, who are
already swarming upon the plateau of Chancellorsville. The open
space in the centre of this plateau around the various roads which
intersect each other at this place only contains from fifty to sixty
acres. It is encumbered' with cannons, caissons, wagons loaded
with provisions or ammunition, ambulances, and vehicles of every
description, which it has been found necessary to heap up within this
narrow space for want of ability to park them elsewhere. This
clearing is nevertheless the only point at which the troops occu
pying the woods east, BOuth, and west can be rallied and formed
into line--the only pass, in fact, affording means of communication
between the different sections of the army. If any confusion occurs
among these vehicles, that army would be paralyzed. Such is the
fatal and inevitable consequence of the error committed by Hooker
by remaining in the centre of the forest. Sickles, on his side,
hastens to bring back his two divisions and Barlow's brigade
toward the positions he had quitted a few hours before, and near
which he has left the greatest portion of his artillery.

But Jackson has the start of him---QIl advantage of which he
mnnot fail to avail himself. He has reached the point where the
road called the Mineral Springs Road, which leads to United States
Ford by passing north of Chancellorsville, connects with the turn
pike on the left. A portion of the fugitives, whom the instinct of
self-preservation is driving toward the river, has taken this road;
by following it the Confederates can turn all Hooker!s positions.
Jackson is aware of its importance, and during the action he con
ceives, it is said, the bold project of outflanking the Federals by
that route, BO as to take them thus between two fires by cutting
off their retreat. For the time being, however, he cannot alter
the line of march in the direction of Chancellorsville' which he
has indicated to his troops, for the battle has mixed up regiments,
brigades, and divisions, ,vhile the darkness which is beginning to
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.hover over the battlefield, no longer allows him time to halt for
the purpose of re-forming their lines. Some abatis which had
been erected at the junction of the roads have faIlen into his
hands, together with several pieces of cannon belonging to
Sickles' corps. The Confederate line continues to advance acr088
the wood, and arrives at last at the entrance of the clearing which
extends as far as Chancellorsville. The clearing is intersected on
that ~ide by a strong stone wall. After passing this wall the road
reaches a ridge commanding an extensive view north, east, and
south, the slopes of which, facing those of the Fairview Hill, are
separated by a tributary of Lewis' Creek. The road winds down
these slopes, then ascends to the plateau of Chancellorsville by
passing north of Fairview. Neither Hooker, who is following
the road, nor Sickles, who is reascending from the depths of
Hazel Grove, will arrive in time to dispute the possession of
the ridge to the Confederates.

Fortunately, a man of great energy and determination has
taken the advance of them. General Pleasanton had been sent
with his brigade of mvalry to assist Sickles in pursuing the
enemy, who had been met near the Furnace; but Sickles hav
ing come to a halt and the forest presenting obstacles against any
movements of cavalry, Pleasonton had left him one regiment and
taken position along the slopes commanding Hazel Grove with
the other two and his battery of light artillery. It was there that
a message from Howard brought him information of the rout of
the Eleventh corps, asking him for immediate aid. Understand
ing at once the danger which threatens the whole army, he starts
the Eighth Pennsylvania at a gallop by the way of a wood-road
leading back of Dowdall's Tavern, with instructions.to rnsh upon
the road among the enemy's battalions in order to hold them in
check at any cost until he has been able, with the aid of the
Seventeenth Pennsylvania, to take his battery over that same road
and place it in position a little in the rear. :Major Huey bravely
executes this order. Rushing through the woods, already filled
with Confederate infantry, he falls suddenly upon the centre of
Rodes' line. About thirty of his men, :Major Keenan among the
rest, are stricken down, never more to rise. More than eighty
horses are wounded, and one half of the regiment is thus dis-
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abled;* but when the Confederates, staggered f6r a time by this
unexpected shock, are at last emerging from tOO wood, they are
received by a fire of grapeshot from the twenty-two- pieces 6f can
non, most of them belonging to the Third corps, which Pleason
ton has thns secured time to get together and turn llolJ'8im~t them~

The first discharge d~mounts the only two piece.'J of cannon that
the Confederates had brought with them, and wounds nearly- an
the artillerymen, among others Colonel Crutchfield, WAu ct>m
mands all Jackson's artillery. The Confederate infantry, how
ever, deployed upon successive lines, is advancing in good order:
some Union flags, captured from tile Eleventh coPps, waving in
front of its ranks, deceive Pleasonton and his officers for an
instant. But their uncertainty is not of long duration, amI a
formidable volley of grape-shot brings the assailants to a sudden
stop. The latter, perceiving through the evening mist the 1"ed
eral mounted men and a few soldiers of the One Hundred and
Tenth Pennsylvania infantry drawn up behind a stone wall, take
it for granted that the artillery is supported by reserves massed
back of the slope. If they could only have seen Pleasonton and
a handful of men trying in vain to bring back the fugitives, and
compelled to draw their sabres in order to prevent the artillery
men from cutting their traces and abandoning their guns, they
would not have delayed long in seizing this new prey; but the
favorable opportunity quickly slips away, and when, after having
formed their. ranks again at the command of their leaders, they
make a final effort to reach the stone wall once more, they find it

* The Eighth Pennsylvania cavalry, proceeding. at a gallop along the wood
road which connecls HlUel Grove with the Plank Road, encountered portions
of the Confederate infantry j BCllttering these, the regiment turned to the
left lUI it en~red the Plank Road, and charged with great vigor full upon
Rodes' advancing troops, meeting them a short distance east of Dowdall's Tav
em, penetrating and demoralizing that portion of Rodes' line, aml causing it to
balt for a time sufficient to allow the artillery and troops at Hazel Grove to take
position, and the cavalry 10 re-fonn and collect other troops between the enemy
and Chaneellorsrille.

In this brilliant charge the sabre alone was relied upon I.R a weapon. Five
o8icers led the CIIvalry j of these, three were killed: Ml\ior Peter Keenan, Cap
tain Charles Arrowsmith, and Adjntant John HlUeItine Haddock. The hol'lle
at Qaptain J. Edward Carpenter Wll8 shot under him, and the commanding officer
.Jone eecaped with hol'lle and rider unhnrt.-ED.

VOl•• I1I.-6
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swarming with numerous defenders. In fact, Sickles, after hav
ing stopped a party of fugitives at the foot of Fairview Hill, has
come to the aid of Pleasonton with Birney's and Whipple's divis
ions and the remainder of his artillery. He deploys these forces
to the right and left of the road at the very moment when the
Southerners, having recovered from their confusion, are about to
crush Pleasonton under the weight of their' battalions and storm
those batteries. The soldiers of the Third corps, encouraged by
the example of their chief, receive them with a close and well
sUBtained fire, such as they have not encountered since the begin
ning of the battle.

This time they are definitely checked; their impulsive strength
is exhausted. At the centre the two lines form nothing more than
a confused mass, utterly beyond the control of their officers. On
the right Colquitt and Ramseur, turning toward the south, have
stopped in some abandoned works, whence they have seen Birney's
division massed in the little valley of Hazel Grove. On thll left
Iverson and Nicholls have met with no resistance, but the wood is
of such density that, fearing to lose themselves in the dark, they
have not ventured to advance. The moon, in fact, throws but a
dim light across the trees. The mQvements of the whole line i'l
thus interrupted; the battle ceases at the same time, for the greater
portion of the Unionists are already far away, ,mile those who
have bravely offered resistance are too glad of the respite granted
them to think of provoking the en~my. In the Southern ranks
groups are forming; efforts are made to ascertain the casualties, to
reconstruct the regiments and re-form the ranks. Proud of their
success, the soldiers lay down to rest, believing their task for the
day ended; but the vigilant Jackson does not share in this illu
sion. He knows that Hooker cannot fail to come to dispute the
occupancy of positions too easily captured, and that, knowing the
ground, the Federals are not likely to allow the night to stop
them. Anticipating their attack, he orders Hill to make his divis
ion defile along the road in order to deploy it in front of the
troops who have just participated in the fight, and who have been
too severely handled to admit of their offering any serious resist
ance; he inspects their ranks in person for the purpose of restoring
order therein. Finally, on learning that the earthworks across
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the woods extend in a BOuth-easterly direction, he orde1'8 Rodes to
send a portion of his troops to occupy them. The Confederates,
as we have stated, have taken possession· of these works in the
vicinity of the road, but have abandoned them after Pleasonton's
amnonade, and this line has remained unoccupied between the two
parties.

Being desirous of reconnoitring in person this position, which
gives him the key to the whole system. of Hooker's .interior
defences, Jackson presses forward, followed only by a few
mounted men, whilst Hill, without waiting for the remainder
of his division, takes Lane's brigade, which, having escorted the
artillery along the road, is the first at hand, and posts it in front
of Rodes' division. This and Colston's division being in the
greatest state of confusion, it has been found impossible to detach
a line of skirmishe1'8 from it in order to clear the wood in front
of them. Hill' has ordered Lane to employ one· regiment in
forming this line, but Jackson passes on before the order has
been executed, and, ignorant of this fact, he advances without
mistrust in the direction of the enemy. Hill, seeing him before
him, follows him close with his staff. It is ten o'clock in the
evening. The night is dark; a profound silence has succeeded
the din of battle. The exhausted conquero1'8 are waiting for the
third line to take their place, and confine themselves to keeping
up a brisk fire along their line of skirmishe1'8, which has finally
taken position on the outskirts of the wood. On the side of the
Federals, Sickles, always ready for an attack, has asked Hooker
for permission to take the offensive with his three divisions 88

soon 88 he shall have been able to organize his line of battle. In
the mean while, Berry's and Birney's battalions, the latter BOuth,
the former north, of the position defended by Pleasonton, catiBe
their skirmishe1'8 to advance, who drive back those of the enemy
and cautiously penetrate into the forest. Birney's skirmishe1'8
soon perceive the group of mounted men on the road formed by
Jackson's sta1f, and open fire upon them. The Confederate gen
eral, perCeiving his error, rushes hurriedly into the wood, north
ward, in order to avoid the bullets and to join, RCl'08B the thicket,
his line formed on that side by the Eighteenth North Carolina,
which is stationed about one hundred yards in the rear; Hill
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joins him. The Southern soldiers, under the twofold effectB of
fatigue and fighting, had lost that coolness and self-possession
which characterizes well-tried troops; at the least alarm during
that bloody night shots were fired at random, and more than ·once
the Confederate skirmishers, meeting unawares, fired upon each
other. Lane's brigade had been warned to be on its guard against
the Federal cavalry. The soldiers of the Eighteenth, seeing
Jackson and his followers coming at full gallop toward them,
naturally believe they are about to be attacked. The first rank
kneels to the ground, and when the staff is only within twenty
paces of their line they receive it with a terrific discharge of
musketry. This volley, caused by the merest accident, and which
another accident equally trifling might have prevented, proved
more fatal to the Confederate cause than a lost battle. Jackson
is seriously wounded by three balls. Around him lie men and
horses. The animals that are not mortally wounded carry off
their riders, exposing them either to be dashed against a tree or to
fall into the enemy's lines. Jackson has received one ball in the
right hand and two in the left arm: he has no doubt been strock
at the moment when he was parting the branches of the trees
before him; nevertheless, he succeeds in stopping his horse.
Being turned toward his soldiers, whoee officers have caused their
fire to cease, he looks at them with astonishment, unable as yet to
believe in so fatal a mistake, and asking himself whether he has
not fallen into an ambush of the enemy. He faints away, and
falls into the arms of his aide-de-camp, Captain Wilbourne, the
only one who has not been wounded among those around him.
The left arm·is shattered close to the shoulder; the artery is sev
ered, and the blood flows in streams; Wilbourne has nothing but
a penknife with which to dresa the wound, through which life is
fast ebbing away. Fortunately, Hill, who has remained a little
in the rear, arrives at this critical moment, and his skilful appli
ances succeed in stopping the hmmorrhage.

The Federals, who have no suspicion of what is passing within
a few rods of them, advance very slowly, groping their way cau
tiously, but their skirmishers are already approaching the spot
where Jackson has fallen; two of them are captured by Hill by
the side of his chief, while a Unionist general, in advanee of his
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men, a.ppears for a moment near the group which surrounds him,
to dLsappear immediately after in the dark..* It is important to
hide from the enemy, at all risks, the precious prey which lies 80

clOS& to them, and while Hill is returning to his post in order to
prepare for the attack with which he is menaced, Jackson, making
a desperate effort, proceeds on foot in th~ direction of the Confed
erate lines, where he finds a litter upon which he is plsced.t

While this incident, so serious for the future of the. war, is
Jlft98ing in the dark recesses of the forest unknown to almost all
the combatants--to those who followed Jackson with enthusiasm,
88 ,veIl as to those who had learned to dread him-the Federals
are preparing to check the victorious march of the enemy by
assuming a vigorous offensive attitude themselves. On the left
Sickles has massed the whole of Birney's division on the borders
of the wood along the road which connects with the turnpike
from Hazel Grove, and it is the skirmishers of his first brigade,
under Ward, who have encountered Jackson; Whipple is placed
80 as to support him; on the right, along the turnpike, it is again
the Third corps that is about to take the offensive. As we have
stated, Hooker, at the sound of battle, had started with Hays'
brigade of the First corps! and with Berry's whole division.
This was the same division he had himself organized eighteen
months before on the borders of the Lower Potomac, and that
he had led through many battles since the day when it was
decimated at Williamsburg; it was at the head of this division
that he had acquired all his military reputation, and among these
soldiers, many of whom he could call by Dame, that he had ex
hibited all the dash to which he was indebted for this reputation.
He had thrown himself !1mong the fugitives of the Eleventh corps

.. General Revere, of whom we shRlI speak hereafter, is supposed to be the
officer thllll designated in some of the Confederate narratives.

t The Federals have asserted that Jackson WWI wounded by the first discharge
of Bimey's soldiers, and have claimed WI an honor the right of being able to
BBy that their great enemy bad fallen under their fire. This version ought cer
tainly to be more consoling to the Confederates j but, notwitbstanding some
plaWlible reasona gwen to the antbor by General Sickles, we have not adopted
it, it having appeared to us more logical to rely upon the recitRls of all tbe
eye-witnesses, the companions of Jackson, their accounts agreeing in a most
IItriking manner.

:t Bar-' brigade belonged to French's division of Couch's (Second) corps.-ED.
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with drawn sword. Under his lead Berry's troops had paseed
through the frightened crowd without being shaken by the de
moralizing spectacle, and had come, with Hays' brigade, to range
themselves north of Fairview in the positions selected by an
engineer officer, General Warren.

Slocum, on his part, although obliged to face south of Chancel
lorsville, where Lee is menacing his line of battle, has brought on
Williams' division with most of his guns---a reinforcement far
more useful, under these circumstances, than infantry. He posts
the o.rtillery upon the heights of Fairview, so as to oppose a last
barrier against the enemy in case the latter resumes the offensive,
and causes Williams to advance along the road in order to sup
port Sickles. These troops arrive just in time, toward nine o'clock
in the evening, to take position to the right of the road between
Birney and Berry, so as to complete the line of battle of the Third
corps. At the same hour, Hooker, who has accompanied this last
division, seeing that the offensive movement of the enemy has
been checked, returns to his head-quarters, where his presence is
required. But he has scarcely arrived when he receives the mes
sage from Sickles, and he renews the order he had already sought
to convey to him through Berry, directing him to attack the enemy
and to recapture as much of the ground as possible. At eleven
o'clock that night Sickles gives Birney the signal of attack.
Ward's brigade is the first to penetrate into the thicket; his
four regiments on being deployed form but a single line without
intervals; the superior officers are all on foot behind the rear
ranks; the words of Command are spoken in a low voice.

Scarcely has this brigade disappeared in the woods than the
other two, breaking into companies, ,follow in their turn.
Sickles' order is to go forward, driving back whatever may be
encountered, until the causeway is reached along which aid may
be given to Berry. The first line proceeds for some distance with
out encountering anybody, listening for th~ least noise and look
ing for the enemy behind each tree. But suddenly the few
isolated shots which, like funeral knells, had resounded in the
distance, are followed by a furious discharge of musketry which
bursts at once in every corner of the wood. Unionists and South
erners, who are looking for each other in the dark, are suddenly
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brought face to face. One BOOn hears the cheers of the battalions
that are charging upon one another: in one place the aBSailantl3

are victorious, at another point they are repulsed. Althoogh
Birney's troops, who have attacked Rodes, are still separated
from the rood by a ravine and a dense thicket, the Federal artil
lery, at the sound of musketry, advances aloug that rood and
penetrates into the wood, supported on the right by a portion of
Berry's infantry. But the remainder of this division, finding the
left of the Confederate line strongly posted on the wooded slopes
which rise north-west of Fairview, does not venture to go after it.
In the mean while, the Federal artilleristl3, having boldly planted
their pieces within less than one hundred yards of the Confed
erate battalions, open a terrific fire upon them. The grape-shot
which sweeps the right line of the causeway carries death and
confusion not only to Lane's brigade, but to the remainder of
Hill's division, which has not yet been completely formed into
line, the largest portion of which is massed in column upon that
causeway. General Hill is wounded, and one of the men who is
carrying Jackson is struck at the same time; the aides-de-camp
of the latter place him in the ditch by the roadside, anu lay
themselves alongside of him in order to avoid the shower of
projectiles which has caused the Confederate column to disperse
in an instant. The soldiers have scattered right and left into the
wood, and the road, which but a while ago was so full of life,
would have heen entirely deserted if the Federals had not been
seen approaching within a short distance. In order to get away
from them, Jackson makes another effort to walk across the wood,
but he is exhausted by the lOBS of blood, and has to be laid once
more upon a litter; and again the bearers, stumbling in the dark,
fall to the grouud with him. The unfortunate wounded general,
rolling over upon his shattered arm, received then, it is said, some
internal injuries which proved to be the ultimate cause of his
death. His sufferings did not prevent him from giving his atten
tion to the battle which was raging around him, and on General
Pender coming to inform him that his soldiers, all in confusion,
can no longer maintain themselves in their position, he replies
with his wonted firmness of voice, "They must remain in it."
Nothwithstanding all the precautions taken to conceal from the
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troops the loss of their chief, Jackson has been recognized, and
.before he has reached the ambulance near Wilderness Tavern,
.where he finds at lilst some rest, the news of his wound has
-already spread from mouth to mouth.

In the mean time, disorder reigns supreme among all the com
batants, who are running against each other at haphazard in the
thickness of the woods. The Confederates, having been surprised
while marching in single line, have lost ground. The two divis
.ions which have borne all the brunt of the battle have fallen back
upon the works captured from Schurz in the clearing near Dow
d.all's Tavern; Hill's division, which has relieved them, is still
fighting in the wood; but the Federals have recaptured the
intrenchments lying across the forest, as well as several pieces of
cannon belonging to Whipple's division which had been aban
doned a few hours before near the road. 'Vhen the original order
@f proceeding is once abandoned on either side, it is impossible
to recover it; the army corps become divided into brigades, reg- •
iments, companies, and finally into small groups, which wander
about as chance directs them, each fighting on its own account.
In this way many prisoners are taken on both sides; it frequently
happens that two friendly parties encounter each other abruptly,
and are on the point of coming to blows. But by degrees the
combat languishes, and finally dies away, both sides thinking only
of recuperating and re-forming their ranks. The woods are strewn
with the dead and wounded. It is past midnight. From time to
time firing is suddenly resumed: it is some Federal battalion
which has .nex:pectedly run ~0'8.inst the enemy's line. One of
these plll'tial engagements causes the Confederates to take up arms
again aoout U\vo o'cloek in the morning. But everything soon
falls back !inn, stHlness ~ for the time being the serious struggle
is ended, and it iI necessary to prepare for the conflict of the
morrow.

South of the road Birney DlI5 freed the approaches of the ridge
defended by Pleasonton, and driven the enemy from the height'!
oppoSite to Fairvie,v-positions the importance of which will soon
be seen-but at the north Berry has not been able to approach
Jackson's ·lcft on the slopes which it occupies. On the Confed
erate side the OfficeN ar.e bnsy in getting their shattered battalions

•
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together and in re-forming their line. Hill's division, com
manded by General Heth, has received a timely reinforcement by
the arrival of two brigadc>B which had been left at the Furnace in
the morning. But Jackson is no longer there to direct; his army
corps is without a recognized chief.

.As we have stated elsewhere, there were four grades of general
officers in the Confederate army: Lee, general, was commander
in-<:hief; Longstreet and Jackson, lieutenant-generals, had each
sn army corps; the divisions were commanded by major-generals,
while the brigades were under the lead of brigadier-generals. On
the morning of the 2d of 1t-1ay, Jackson had but one division
commander with him, A. P. Hill, and both of them having been
wounded in the evening, there were only brigadier-generals left
in his corps. Rodes was entitled to the command by right of
BeDiority, but this brave officer having neither the authoritative
rank nor the required reputation to fill Jackson's place at this
critical moment, the chief of staff of the Second corps, with
Rodes' conBent, summoned Stuart to come and take command.
It was reasonably supposed that this popular name would inspire
the soldiers with confidence for the battle to be fought on the fol
lowing day. Stuart, following Jackson's instructions, had taken
a portion of Lee's brigade, which was thenceforth useless on the
Turnpike Road, to reconnoitre Ely's Ford and try to take p0sses

sion of this pass, which might chance to lie on one of the enemy's
lines of retreat. He had just given orders to attack the. encamp
ment of Averell's cavalry, which was quietly located on the bankA
of the river, when he was informed of the heavy task imposed
npon him in such an unlooked-for manner. On reaching the
field of battle he sent word to Jackson, asking him if he could
give him any instructions. The illustrious sufferer, feeling too
weak for such a mental effort, replied that he relied entirely upon
his judgment. Stuart made at once all his arrsngementa for resum
ing the attack at daybreak by advancing his right more and more,
80 as to get nearer Lee and to assist him before Chancellorsville.
He has been criticised for not having followed the plan attrib
uted to Jackson by pushing all his forces to the left, so as to take
possession of the roads leading from Chancellorsville to the fords
of the Rapidan, near the Bullock house. Undoubtedly, if this
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manoouvre had been entirely successful, Hooker, taken between
two firffi and shut up within the clearings of Chancellorsville by
an enemy posted in the woods all around him, might have seen
his army paralyzed, and possibly thrown into disorder; but
although forty thousand men may whIP seventy thousand, they
cannot surround them: it was not to be expected that all the
corps assembled in the forest could be 80 easily conquered as the
Eleventh had been. By dint of striking with the same instru
ment, it might finally have been worn out and broken to pieces;
and Stuart was the less able to adopt 80 dangerous a plan with
troops already decimated in that this plan was directly at variance
with all that had been agreed upon between Jackson and Lee.

The latter had, on his part, faithfully carried out that portion
of the task which he had reserved for himself. As soon as the
distant echo of Jackson's cannon had announced to him the com
mencement of the attack against the right wing of Federals, he
had made strenuous efforts to occupy their left. Anderson's
division had been engaged since four o'clock with Sickles' troops
near the Furnace in one direction, and with Williamson's brigade*
of Slocum's corps near the Plank Road in the other. He had
therefore only McLaws' troops, which were posted to the right
and left of the turnpike, at his disposal. By his orders the latter
made vigorous demonstrations against the positions occupied by
Slocum's and Cosch's right until dark, at first with cannon-shot,
then by drawing sufficiently near 80 as to fire volleys of musketry,
but without intending a serious attack. The 80und of the battle
which Jackson was delivering had, in drawing nearer, proved to
Lee that the manoouvre of his lieutenant had been crowned with
success, but he had received no direct news from the Second corps.
At last, shortly before daylight, Captain Wilbourne arrived ~ear a
cluster of pine trees at the foot of which Lee was sleeping. .After
listening to his recital with considerable emotion, Lee arose, say
ing, "The enemy shall be closely pressed this morning, 88 Jack
son requests;" and he immediately gave orders for a general
attack. Stuart was confirmed in his command of the left wing,
and the measures he had adopted were fully approved.

* This WII8 Williams' division of Slocum's corps.-ED.
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CHAPTER II.

OHANCELLORSVILLE.

THE importance and multiplicity of the operations we have
to describe have. obliged us to divide the narrative of the

campaign on the Rapidan into t,vo chapters; but in order not
to interrupt the thread of the story, we will resume it, without
any preamble, at the point where it was dropped at the moment
when the bloody struggle inaugurated by Jackson against the
Federal right wing near Dowdall's Tavern was brought to an
end.

Hooker's position was a critical one, and he was about being
compelled to fight a decisive battle under very different circum
stances from those which he had expected. He was, so to speak,
blocked up on the plateau of Chancellorsville, closely pressed at
the west by Jackson, who had made a portion of his line of
defence give way, while at the east and south Lee closed the
outlets of the forest against him. As yet, only a small portion
of his army had been under fire; the rest was still fresh and
full of ardor. Reynolds had crossed the Rappahannock at
United States Ford, with the seventeen thousand men of the
First corps, during the afl:ernoon, and notwithstanding the
fatigue of these men, who had just made a march of nearly
twenty-four miles at a single stretch, with eight days' provisions
in their knapsacks and haversacks, their arrival compensated
largely for the losses which the army had sustained. The Fed
eral line formed an angle the centre of which lay above Chan
cellorsville, while the two flanks rested, one at Ely's Ford on
the Rapidan, and the other below United States Ford on the
Rappahannock. The remnants of Howard's corps formed the
extreme left along the River Road, in the positions which
:Meade had occupied on the 1st and 2d of May, and where this

'TIl
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disorganized body of troops could again form without being
exposed to another attack. On his right was Couch with the
Second corps, with the exception of Hays' brigade,* Hancock's
division in the front line; French's first brigade in reserve
in the fields around Chancellorsville.. Slocum, strongly posted
behind some abatis, defended the little valley where Mott's Run
takes its rise, his left resting on the turnpike, his centre on each
side of the Plank Road, his right having fallen back on the hill
of Fairview. Fronting Stuart was the Third corps, occupying
the heights on which the efforts of the Confederates had been
checked during the night. Its line of battle had been speedily
formed again by Sickles, and its skirmishers were in possession
of the greater portion of the wood. A powerful array of artil
lery was also ready to sweep once more the road on which the
assailants had already sustained such fearfull0BBe8. These heights,
which rise west of Lewis' Creek, are bounded at the south by the
bare hillock of Hazel Grove, which is isolated and surr01mded on
every side by ravines. Birney, who had started from Hazel Grove
to make the nightr-attack upon Jackson, had remained master of
this position, as well as of the whole of that portion of the wood
situated south of the road and west of Lewis' Creek; Whipple
was in reserve behind him on the slopes of Fairview j Berry's
division and Hays' brigade, more in the rear, were deployed
perpendicularly to the road in the woods which extend northward
along one of the small tributaries of Lewis' Creek. Thus, Sickles'
right was not brought into action, but it occupied low ground
and was covered on every side. On the other hand, the elevated
position he occupied on the left completely concealed from the
enemy the plateau of Chancellorsville, upon which the army-trains,
its reserves, and a part of its artillery were still huddled together;
the latter formed a kind of fortress flanking the batteries posted
at Fairview, and thereby enabled the Federals to prevent the
junction of the two wings of the enemy's army.

In the ravine of Lewis' Creek the road had been freed of the
broken wagons which obstructed it, and several bridges over the
stream established easy communications with the rest of the army.

In order to fill up the unoccupied space to the right of Berry,
* Hays' brigade was the second of French's division.-ED.
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into which Jackson had intended to push his left, Meade, facing
about in order of battle and traversing the Bullock clearing, had
passed over from the left to the right of the army-lines about one
o'clock in the morning. Humphreys was deployed to the right
of Berry. Griffin, then Sykes, prolonged the line on each side
of the road from Dowdall's Tavern to the Bullock farm. Rey
nolds, having reached this last-mentioned house during the night,.
had continued his march and deployed his worn-out troops along
Ely's Ford Road; he formed the extreme right, and assisted
Averell'8 brigade, which, as we will show hereafter, had lingered
in the rear of the army.

Hooker had thus seventy-five thousand men, without counting
the Eleventh corps, posted between the two wings of the enemy's
army, which, in the aggregate, could not place more than forty
four thousand combatants in the field. In this situation it was
sufficient for him to make a vigorous effort on the morning of
the 3d in order to separate these two wings definitely, and inflict
an irreparable blow upon either one or the other. Everything
pointed in that direction. The experience of the previous day
showed how dangerous was the purely defensive system he had
adopted; the position of Chancellorsville, at the junction of the
three roads occupied by the enemy at the east, south, and west, was
an excellent one for attacking that enemy upon one of these lines,
and to serve as the pivot to a great movement directed either against
Lee or Stuart; but it was a bad one for resisting an assault from
them, because they could concentrate all their forces against this nar
row plateau and crush its defenders, whose number must be limited
by its very dimensions. It was much more easy for Hooker to
take the offensive under these conditions, because in twenty-four
hOUl"S he could be reinforced by the twenty-two thousand men
of Sedgwick's corps. After having reduced the left wing by
stJCCe!l8ively detaching from it the Third corps, and then the
First, it was natural to make the Sixth follow the same route,
so 88 to bring the whole army together. The display of forces
that Lee had just made proved conclusively that Sedgwick's
demoDStration below Fredericksburg had kept but a very small
Dumber of combatants on that side. As a diversion, therefore,
it had no longer any object; but it was also certain that 8edg-
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wick could henceforth take possession of the famous Marye's
Heights. Hooker therefore had the choice between Chancellors
ville and Marye's Heights j it was easy for him to keep the first
of these positions or to capture the second, and to concentrate his
army upon either of them, so that the enemy could not dislodge
him from it. Indeed, as regards the second hypothesis, he could
have sent two, or even three, corps to Sedgwick by way of United
States Ford, and, after having closed up his lines in the forest,
have drawn Lee's and Stuart's attention while his lieutenant would
have taken possession of the works which commanded Frede
ricksburg. He was thus certain of securing, almost without
striking a blow, the advantages which Burnside had sought in
vain to obtain on the 13th of December at the cost of so much
blood. Unfortunately for him, he failed to make this choice:
he tried to retain Chancellorsville and take possession of Marye's
Heights at the same time. In order to accomplish this object,
he should at least have endeavored to occupy the enemy in every
direction by attacking him simultaneously at both points j instead
of this, he decided to leave his seventy-five thousand men on the
defensive at Chancellorsville, making the isolated corps of Sedg
wick assume the offensive, and imposing upon it the task of coming
to deliver the bulk of the army from the clutches of the Confed
erates.

On the evening of May 2d the commander of the Sixth corps
had received several despatches written by Hooker when the latter
believed JacksOn to be in full retreat. The general-in-chief in
formed him that Early's division had alone remained in front of
Fredericksburg, ordering him to cross the river and to pursue the
enemy along the Bowling Green road. Sedgwick had naturally
made all his forces Cl'088 over to the right bank without delay by
way of the bridge at Franklin's Crossing, which had not yet been
taken up, as Hooker had desired the day previous, and he had put
his heads of column on the march south-westward, in an opposite
direction to that of Fredericksburg. At ten o'clock in the even
ing, Hooker, after having witnessed the rout of the Eleventh corps,

. placed Berry in line, and, ascertaining that Jackson's movement
was interrupted, ordered Sedgwick by telegraph to cross the river
immediately at Fredericksburg, and to march upon Chancellors-
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ville with all his troops, leaving his supply-trains behind him.
Sedgwick was to be near the positions occupied by Hooker at day
break, "80 that Lee, thus taken between two fires," added the
despatch, "could not fail to be annihilated." The Unionist gen
eral had calculated that this movement would at least have the
effect of compelling Lee to fall back upon Jackson's corps, and
of opening the road to Fredericksburg and Richmond to the
Federals. Having :resolved to remain on the defensive, he took
advantage of the night to place his right in the positions in which
it seeD;led to him they could offer the best resistance. to the con
querors of Dowdall's Tavern.

The night-attack of Birney's division had obliged Stuart to
make his right fall back. Whilst he occupied, with the two brig
ades of Pender and Thomas, all the wood as far as the border
of the stream which runs into Hazel Grove north of the road,
Heth, who had 888UIDed command of Hill's division, had placed
the four brigades of Lane, McGowan, Archer, and his own (com
manded by Colonel Brockenbrough) in line of battle on the other
side, parallel to the road. The position of the Federals in front
of this line commanded all the neighboring localities. So long
as they remained masters of it they covered Chancellorsville, while
their artillery could sweep with projectiles that part of the wood
which the Confederates had preserved north of the road. But
Hooker, who had not been able to examine thoroughly in the
dark all the irregularities of the ground, having learned that
Berry had not dislodged the enemy's left from this wood, believed
himself menaced by it. The slopes of Fairview appeared to him
more easy to defend than the ridge opposite. He therefore directed
Sickles to abandon this ridge, together with the wood captured by
Birney, and to fall back upon the plateau of Chane.ellorsville by
occupying, perpendicularly to the road, a line resting on the left
of the bBtteries of artillery posted on the Fairview heightr--&
fatal order, which, as it will be perceived, seriously compromised
all the troops stationed at Chancellorsville, and involved the 1088
of this position.

Notwithstanding the SUcces3 of Jackson's manamvre, the 2d of
May had not proved decisive in its results for the Confederates,
and every hour passed in the strange position in which they found
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themselves rendered their position more dangerous. It was evi·
dent that the 3d would not elapse without an effort being made
by Sedgwick to bring the powerful aid of his twenty-five thou
sand men to his chief near Chancellorsville. Early could not pre
vent him. The greater this danger, the more determined was
Lee to act vigorously against Hooker without noticing what was
taking place at Fredericksburg. He was probably influenced by
his knowledge of Sedgwick's character-a. man of a somewhat
slow and methodical mind whom he had long known, for the
commander of the Sixth Federal corps had served under .him in
the regular cavalry. All preparations were therefore made for
beginning the battle at daybreak on the 3d. Anderson and
McLaws were to participate in it. Stuart was ordered to bear to
the right in order to assist them. The closing hours of the night
were employed in forwarding the artillery of th& Second corps,
which had unavoidably remained in the rear, and in looking out
for positions in the forest whence it could cover the Fairview
hillock.

From earliest dawn, Stuart, anxious to show his comrades that
he is not only a brilliant cavalry officer, but that he is likewise
able to lead an army corps, is occupied in rectifying his lines and
in making the Second corps take the most favorable positions for
renewing the attack. Hill's division is in the front line; his left,
resting perpendicularly to the road, is composed of Pender's and
Thomas' brigades; Brockenbrough, in the centre and a little in
the rear, occupies each side of the road; the right, which is not
brought into action at all, is formed by Lane, McGowan, and then
Archer. It is this wing that Stuart pushes forward first by pivot
ing upon the centre, in order to extend his lines south-westward
in the direction where he is to meet Lee. It is five o'clock in the
morning; provisions are about to be distributed to the soldiers of
these three brigades, who have fully earned them by twenty-four
hours of marching and fighting; but at the cry of "Let us re
member Jackson!" they are all in motion, without waiting for
anything, for they are no longer ignorant of his wound, and are
burning with desire to avenge upon the enemy the fatal accident
that has robbed them of their chief. This cry is repeated by the
rest of the division, which is advancing on the left of the road
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under Stuart's lead, and by the two other lli1es, that have passed
beyond the clearing of Dowdall's Tavern in order to get back
into the wood. Paxton, having arrived from the Wolfrey house
during the night, haa rallied the rest of Colston's troops, and
deployed his battalions north of the road, resting his left on
Nicholls' brigade: the front of the division is formed, on the
right, by the brigade the command of which Colston has given
to Colonel Warren, and by that of Jones. Rodes' division follows
this first line closely. Its chief, after having re!!tored order in its
ranks, has placed O'Neal's brigade, and then Iverson's, to the left
of the road; on the other side Ramseur's and Doles'; Colquitt,
Btill farther back, is held in reserve.

.As Hill's right waa making the movement which waa to bring
it in front of the positions occupied by Birney, the latter, in com
pliance with Hooker's instructions, was preparing to abandon
those positions in order to fall back upon the heights of Fairview.
Graham's brigade had alone remaineq. in the logworka which
travel'Be the wood, and which it had recaptured during the night.
Areher's soldiers finding themselves suddenly brought face to face
with their enemies, did not wait for the signal of attack that
Stuart waa to give them. They rushed upon them so fiercely
that Ward's brigade had to come back in all haste to support
Graham. The battle WB8 again raging, and the retreat of the
Federals waa the more difficult that their adversaries, not believ
ing it to be a voluntary act, became encouraged by this easy tri
umph. Several dismounted pieces of Federal cannon were aban
doned. Finally, after a sanguinary struggle, in which Graham's
and Ward's soldiers defended themselves foot by foot, the whole
of Birney's division came to place itself between Fairview and
the road, east of Lewio;' Creek. Archer started in pursuit, and
attacked it in this new position, but waa repulsed with loss, and
compelled to fall back on the height of Hazel Grove. The move
ment he had made in order to occupy this height had separated
him from the rest of the line, and he waa not strong enough to
resume the offensive. But he had cause to be satisfied for the
time being with the commanding position that the Federals had
voluntarily abandoned to him. The thin mist which had hovered
over the battlefield at this early hour having disappeared, Stuart,

VOL. III.-e
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whose great military qualities manifested themselv:es at this trying
moment, perceived at once the importance of this position. He
brought on the spot thirty pieces of cannon, which opened a ter
rible fire upon the weak works behind which the Federals had
formed. The plareau, which extended as far as Chancellorsville,
was soon mowed clean by their projectiles.

During this time, Brockenbrough, Lane, and McGowan, fol
lowing the road, had attacked a portion of Berry's division in
the line of logworks which traversed the wood west of the ridge
defended by Pleasanton the previous evening. The Federal
troops, which on that side, as well as at the south, had been
ordered to fall back east of Lewis' Creek, abandoned these log
works to them by slowly retiring. Stuart immwiately pushed
forward all the batteries he had yet on the road, and planted
them on the top of this ridge, whence they commanded the little
valley which the road follows to reascend the opposite slope. He
had thus, since the outset of the battle, captured positions in
which his artillery was ~ bring him a powerful aid to assist in
the attack of the new line of defence of the Federals. This line
was formed by Sickles' three divisions: Whipple, at the south,
near the Fairview Cemetery; Birney, in advance and on the left
along the slopes of the hill; Berry, ou the right of the road,
behind some abatis constructed in haste across the wooded bot
toms where Lewis' Creek takes its rise. Hays' brigade was on
the right of BerrY; Williams' division of Slocum's corps south
of the road, on which it rested its right, and in advance of Whip
ple's positions.

Protected by the fire of his artillery, which was posted along
the road, Stuart makes his line press forward in order to cross
Lewis' Creek. Heth, who is in the centre and finds no obstacles
before him, gains some ground j the two brigades of the left carry
the abatis that have opposed their progress; Lane and McGowan,
on their side, while proceeding in the direction of Lewis' Creek,
find themselves exposed to a raking fire which enfilades their
right and checks their movement. Sickles, who leads his corps,
with. as much quickness of perception as self-possession takes
advantage of this circumstance to resume the offensive, and hurls
Ward's brigade upon the Hank of McGowan and Lane. The
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Confederates, on that side, are driven back into the woOO. North
of the road the struggle is the more desperate that the fighting is
mrried on in a thick undergrowth. The Unionist general Hays
is taken prisoner. But French comes to his assistance with his
second brigade, which he brings from Chancellorsville, thus
changing the aspect of the fight. The left wing of the Con
federates is repulsed with loss and throWn into confusion. Heth
is compelled to retire in his turn ithe whole of Stuart's line is
staggering, and disorder is beginning to creep into its ranks, while
the officers are being killed in fruitless attempts to get their sol
diers to follow them. But at this moment the other hvo lines
come to take part in the battle. North of the road Nicholls find
Iverson, who form the extremity of these two lines, face to the
left alongside of Thomas, thereby checking French's movement
upon the flank of the army. During this time, Paxton, cr08sing
to the right of the road, hastens to the lI8Bistance of Lane and
McGowan j O'Neal follows him closely in order to support Pen
der and Brockenbrough. The arrival of these two brigades is
the signal for a new effort to cross Lewis' Creek i but south of the
road the Confederates are immediately repulsed, and may consider
themselves fortunate that Birney's division, decimated and ex
hausted, is no longer in pursuit of them. O'Neal's brigade, in
the centre, still pushes forward, and passes beyond the logwol'ks
captured in the morning, behind which the soldiers of the first
and second line had rallied without order. The greater portion
of Pender's and Brockenbrough's brigades join it for the pur
pose of resuming the offensive. But the troops thus formed can
not preserve their battle-line amid the coppioo-wood which extends
north of the road: it divides into two groups: one, bearing to the
left in the wood, throws itself upon Berry's right, which is posted
between the clearing of Chancellorsville and that of Bullock i the
other, under the lead of Colonel. Hall, who has just succeeded
O'Keal, the latter being wounded, bears to the right, and crossing
the road ascends the north side of the slopes of Fairview.

The rest of Berry's division occupies the summit of these slopes.
Thus attacked on all sides at onoo, it defends itself with difficulty:
the enemy's artillery, posted along the road, which has just been
reinforced, carries death and dl!struction into the rear ranks. But

•
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Sickles, whose eye takes in the whole battlefield at a glance, sends
Ward's brigade to support Berry's right in the wood, and this
timely reinforcement gives once more the advantage to the Fed
erals ill that direction. In the mean time, the Confederates, led
by Hall, have secured a foothold upon the edge of the plateau of
Chancellorsville, and, after a veritable m&k with side-arms, have
taken possession of a portion of the earthworks erected thereon.
But the check sustained by their left leaves them without support,
and exposed, in their turn, to a convergent fire. The New Jersey
brigade, which was formerly organized by the valiant Kearny,*
and is desirous of proving itself worthy of its old chief, returns
to the charge: a new conflict takes place in the intrenchments.
~neral Mott, in command of the Federals, is wounded, but his
soldiers take possession of the work again, which is strewn with
the dead and the dying; a number of 'prisoners and two regimental
flags fall into their hands, and the enemy re<:rosses Lewis' Creek
in disorder.

As yet, the right of the third Confederate line has not partici
pated in the combat. Its turn comes at last. Colquitt, after sev
eral useless countermarches, is sent to the left to support Nicholls'
brigade, whose commander has just been killed, and which French,
having rallied his troops, has vigorously attacked in the wood.
The arrival of this reinforcement gives the advantage once more
to the Confederates, while Hall, followed by those who surround
him, whom his example stimulates, recaptures the intrenchments
adjacent to the road. But this succe.."8 is of as short duration as
the preceding one, and Hall is soon driven back into the wood
whence he has just emerged. Mter this effort the combatants on
that side remain fronting each other, without venturing to come
nearer. At the same time, south of the road the two briWldes
forming the right of the third line, under Ramseur and Doles,
finally reach the logworks whic~ had been abandoned since morn-

* This was the organization known B8 the Sec Ind New Jell!eY brigadl", com
posed ot this time of the Second New York, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth
~ew Jel'l!ey, and One Hundred and Fifteenth Pennsylvania infantry. When
General :Mott, itR commander, was wounded, the command devolved on C{)lonel
William J. Sewell, Fifth New Jl'rsey volunteel'!!. The First New Jersey brigade,
of which General Kearny 11'118 the original commander, belonged to the First
division, Sixth army C01p8.-ED.

•
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ing by the Federals, and in which, as we have stated, are huddled
together in a. conf~ IWlSS the dgmll of the first two Confederate
lines. The troops composing them are without leaders: Heth and
McGowan are wounded; nearly all the colonels ha.ve experienced
the same fate, and Ramseur, unable to make his soldiers follow
him, is advancing alone,.with a portion of Doles' brigade, against
the positions occupied by Williams and Whipple on the heights
of Fairview. This attack is led with so much spirit, and is so
well supported on one side by the fire of the guns posted at Hazel
Grove, and on the other by a new dem,onstration on the part of
Colonel Hall along the rood, that it seems to foreshadow suooess.
Ramseur, undismayed by the oblique fire, which inflicts upon him
some severe losses, smles the slopes of Fairview and drives
Whipple's troops into the intrenchments which crown them: he
takes a position within short range, and from it opens a brisk fire
of musketry. Neither of the two parties is willing to yield, each
stubbornly defending the line it occupies. In the mean time,
Doles, ascending the ravine which encircles its summit south
eastward, finds himself protected by this bend in the "ground, and
thus reaches the plateau of Chanoellorsville under cover, on the
left flank of Geary and almost in Whipple's rear. He has scarcely
reached the spot when he opens a terrific fire which enfilades the
'ranks of the latter, throwing his troops into confusion. In an
other moment the Federal line will give way. But the Unionists
have not been long in discovering how small is the number of
their adversaries. Geary, wfthdrawing a portion of the troops
who are fighting Anderson, takes the Confederate brigade by the
flank in his turn, whilst Sickles hastens to bring back Ward's
soldiers against it. Doles and Ramseur, left alone on the slopes
of Fairview, are defending themselves with difficulty, when Pax
ton, at the head of the famous "Stonewall" brigade-the same
which shares with Jackson this henceforth historical appellation
comes to take position between them. These brave troop.'l carry
the intrenchments that are before them, but all the efforts of the .
Federals are soon turned against them. Paxton is killed, and his
soldiers, crushed by superior numbers, retire in their turn, with
thoee of Ramseur and Doles.

The commanders of the Second Confederate corps, haying no
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more reserves with which to renew the fight, are compt'lled to
discontinue the struggle in order to fonn theit' disorganized bat
talions again, and to allow them BOme rest. The cannonading,
however, continues on both sides without cessation. This alone
prevents them from hearing the BOunds of the battle which is
being fought on the other side of Chan~llo1'8ville; for Lee, true
to the promise he had given to the wounded Jackson, has ordered
the two divisions he has kept about him to attack the enemy in
front at daybreak. Anderson and McLaws have only seven brig
ades at their disposal; that is to say, about thirteen thousand
men to occupy a front of two miles in extent. The former
deploys his lines from the Furnace to the Plank Road in the
following order: Perry, Posey, "Wright, and Mahone. McLaws'
three brigades are deployed on the right, Semmes along the Plank
Road, \Vofford on each side of the turnpike, Kershaw between
the two. This line is too weak to undertake any attack.~ after
Jackson's fashion: it has not a single battalion in. reserve, and if
once broken the Federals could take poesession of the outlets of
the forest. The fight has to be conducted in such a manner as to
occupy and retain their forces without provoking them to take
the offensive. Since morning, Anderson and McLaws have been
pnshing their troops forward to within a short distance of the
abatis behind which tlle Federals are posted, and are exchanging
murderous discharges of musketry with them, while the artillery
of the First Confederate corps, stationed along the two roads and
on the neighboring heights, poU1'8 showe1'8 of shells beyond Hook
er's lines, well knowing that they will fall in the midst of his
reserves. This portion of the Federal line is defended by Han
cock's division, fronting that of McLaws, whilst Geary and part
of Williams' division are opposed to Andel"8On. The forces,
therefore, are nearly equal. The greatest effort of the Confed-"
erates, who have complete command of these positions, is directed
agaillst Hancock; but this chief, as intelligent as he is brave,
ailled by Colonel Miles, who was to play an important r6le in the
war at a later period, distributes his troops BO admirably that the
enemy does not venture to attack him in a close fight.

Such, then, is the situation toward nine o'clock in the morning.
South and south-east of Chancello1'8ville the combat is not carried
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on 80 M to produce serious results. At the west and BOuth
w~t the two parties occupy positions naturally strong in front
of each other; they are exchanging cannon-tiliots, which do more
harm to the Federals, who are massed on an open plateau, than
to the Confederates, who are deployed along the edge of the wood ;
but they are both equally exhausted; they are in want of ammu
nition, and are counting the number of their dead and wounded

. in perfect amazement. At this juncture the victory will fall to
the lot of that army which shall be able to attack the other with
a body of fre4 troops at any given point of the battlefield. The
Confederates, who unde1'8tand much better than their adversaries
how to utilize all their forces, have not a battalion left that is
available; they have not a man who has not been in action. Is
Hooker similarly situated ? We do not think so. In the recital
of the terrible combat brought on by three of his army corps
around the plateau of Chancello1'8ville we have'not spoken of him
until nmv, because we have found no traces of the guiding hand
of the general:in-<Jhief during the conflict. Deeply affected by
the deplorable rout of the Eleventh corps, his only thought has
been, as we have previously stated, to deliver a. defensive battle in
the positions he occupies whilst waiting for Sedgwick to come to
his assistance and deliver him from Lee's clutches. He has even
laid out a new line back of ChancellG1'8ville along the Ely's Ford
and Mineral Roads, the centre of which lies a.t the junction of
these roads near the Bullock house,· as if he had foreseen the
impending necessity of abandoning to the enemy the only routes
by which he could assist Sedgwick. The ground upon which the
battle is being fought does not admit of great manreuvres: the
troops once placed in position, all that the general-in-<Jhief has to
do is to let them fight; but he should be careful to relieve them
in time and to bring all the forces at his disposal into action. He
would thus. reap the advantages of his numerical superiority,
of which the narrow space of the battlefield threatens to deprive
him. ""ithout counting the Eleventh corpE', which has not yet
fully recovered from its disaster, he has the Fil'8t and Fifth corps
under his control; that is to say, nearly thirty-five thousand men
who have not yet fired a shot, with not a single enemy in front of
them. Sickles on the right and Slocum on the left, seeing their
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ranks thinning off rapidly, and the ammunition for both infantry
and artillery about to give out, have sent him message after message
aaking for the aid of some of the six divisions which they know
to be massed in the neighborhood. They have received no reply:
the opportune hour baa passed away at last; the moment haa
arrived when one half of the army will be vanquished by the
side of the other half, which is doomed to immobility for the
want of a single order issued in time; and the general-in-chief,
after having delayed too long iSsuing such an order, finds him
self, by a strange fatality, physically unable to give it at the most
critical moment. The wound which he presently receives does
not allow us to comment upon his conduct on this occasion aa it
deserves. He has himself stated that but for this wound he
would have adopted proper measures to sustain his lieutenants:
he might probably have succeeded in retaining possession of the
plateau of Chancellorsville. But when he waa wounded it waa
already almost too late, for he had not yet taken any pr~liminary

step for bringing reinforcements upon the field of battle, and the
causes of this strange inaction have never been explained.

The critical moment is drawing near: the Confederate artillery
is increasing its fire in order to prepare for a new attack; the gims
which Stuart has brought together on the Plank Road sweep the
entire plateau of Chancellorsville; the cannon-balls fall among
the vehicles and in the groups of officers and soldiers who are
hurrying into the clearing;' the shells are bursting in every direc
tion; finally, a projectile knocks down one of the wooden columns
of the portico of the Chancellor house against which the general
in-chief is leaning. At the shock the latter falls insensible to the
ground. Those who are near him believe him to be dead, and
crowd around him; he soon returns to consciousness, but is so
terribJy stunned that he cannot recover his senses. At this mo
ment an aide-de-camp from Sickles, Major Tremainll, arrives at
head-quarters to announce that the enemy is returning to the
charge along the whole line, and that the Third corps, being with
out ammunition, will not be able to offer resistance if not imme
diately reinforced. He finds no one to whom to address this
supreme appeal. Hooker, who has scarcely recovered his senses,
cannot listen to him; General Butterfield, his chief of staff, who
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possesses all the necessary qualities to supply his place, is at Fal
mouth j Warren baa gone during the night to join Sedgwick j

General Van Alen, who signs every order in the absence of But
terfield, has not the requisite authority to assume command or to
transfer it to another j Couch, who would be entitled to this com
mand by right of seniority, is at Chancellorsville, but he does not
consider himself justified in exercising its functions so long as he
has not been regularly appointed, and he issues no orders.

In the midst of these painful uncertainties the Confederates,
who have again formed their ranks, are beginning to attack the
positions of Fairview on all sides. An important fact has revived
their courage. Perry's brigade, posted at the extreme left of
Anderson, above the Furnace, has ascended Lewis' Creek, and is
come to the aid of Archer at the foot of the hill of Hazel Grove.
Lee---who fully understands the importance of making a final
effort to unite the two sections of his army which had been sepa
rated since the day previous-aooompanies him. His presence
affords ample evidence to the soldiers of the Second corps that
this junction, which is the crowning act of their chief's splendid
manreuvre, has been effected. Lee himself gives the signal for
this new attack. Henceforth, Anderson and McLaws have no
further need of sparing their troops. They attack with unwonted
vigor Geary's and Hancock's line of battle, upon which their
artillery concentrates a destructive fire, whilst that of Stuart,
taking advantage of the" falling back of this line upon the pla
teau, enfilades it. Anderson dislodges Geary from the earthworks
which surmount the plateau at the point where the Plank Road
begins its downward course on the south side. Archer and Perry
reach the cemetery by way of the slopes fronting Hazel Grove.
All the rest of the line, composed of an inextricable mixture of
regiments and companies, is put in motion all at once; the move
ment extends north of the road.

The Confederates reach the plateau from every direction, not
withstanding the stubborn defence of the Federals, who, having
nearly exhausted all their ammunition, fight with side-arms.
Sickles sends Major Tremaine once more to head-quarters to ask
for assistance: his mission is as unsuccessful as the preceding one.
The Confederate artillery, following the assailants, ranges its bat-
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teries upon the heights it has so long been storming. Its projec
tiles strike into the very ranks of Hancock, who is still holding
McLaws in check on the other side. The plateau is soon covered
with soldiers flying in disorder, and the abatis, filled with the dead
and wounded, catch fire. The conflagration is soon communicated
to the Chancellor dwelling, which has been converted into a hos
pital: with it perish all the victims of this frightful conflict who
had sought a protecting shelter under its roof.

Hooker mounts his horse again with difficulty, and proceeds, in
sadness and in silence, in the direction" of the new line which he
has caused to be formed in the Bullock clearing. The tJlree corps
that have been fighting since morning, pent up within a narrow
space surrounded by victorious troops on three sides, are visibly
much reduced. French has fallen back across the wood, resting
upon Meade's left. Near the road Sickles has successively brought
all his reserves into ac-'on; Franklin's brigade of Whipple's
division supports Berry, who has posted himself on each side of
this road, so as to help Williams on his left; the latter receiving,
moreove,r, the co-operation of Graham's brigade. Nevertheless,
one of his regiments finally falls back, and the SBSailants rush
into the breach thus left open, before Sickles, who is hastening as
usual to the spot where danger is most imminent, has been able to
fill it up. Berry's division is thus taken in the rear. Its valiant
chief is slain; Mott, who leads his brigade on tJle left, has just
fallen seriously wounded. Amid the confusion which their loss
creates among the soldiers, General Revere, who assumes com
mand, orders a retreat. Although Sickles causes this general to
halt on the spot, he cannot remedy the evil consequences of such
an order. The artillery, crushed by a converging fire, has already
been obliged to withdraw. The position, besides, would ll(~t have
been tenable a few moments later. Ward, 'who has been sum
moned in great haste, docs not arrive in time to take the place of
Berry's soldiers. The only question now is to fall back in good
order. Birney, with a view of covering the movement and to
free Grallam, who is almost entirely hemmed in, makes a vigor
ous charge at the head of Hayman's brigade, and BUeceeds in
checking Archer's soldiers for a while. Sickles and Slocum man
age to retain a portion of their troops in the ranks, and gradually
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retire; but it is at a fearful cost, for the officers sacrifice them
selves in the hope of influencing the soldiers by their example.
The Chancellor dwelling is abandoned. Hancock alone has main
tained his position on the left, but he too is obliged to retire, or
risk being surrounded. With the assistance of Colonel Miles he
effects with much coolness and success the retrograde movement
which has become necessary. The Confederates, who are pressing
the Federal line too closely, are severely punished, for the latter
troops have recovered their energy as soon as the edge of the wood
has been reached, while Sickles even captures a number of pris
oners. At last this line comes to a halt in the new intrenchments.
Each section falls at once into position, and places itself in a state
of defence without being seriously molested by the enemy, who is
taking a breathing-spell. The latter, however, keeps up a steady
skirmish-fire, which adds a serious loss to those already sus

tained by the Third Federal corps; after the fall of Berry, Whip
ple, another of its division commanders, is mortally wounded.

During this time Lee is in the vicinity of the Chancellor
dwelling; his soldiers are in p<JI38MSion of the whole plateau.
It is ten o'clock in the morning. It is upon this ground, con
quered at the cost of so much blood, that the ranks so terribly
thinned Qy death are at last being formed again, that the officers
of the two corps are once more brought in contact, and that Lee
can congratulate, not Jackson, who lies streixlhed upon his bed of
snfl'ering at Wilderness Tavern, but his brave soldiers, on the vic
tory achieved by their daring manreuvre. Out of seventeen gen
eral officers, the Second corps has lost six of them. The battle of
the 3d of May has been much more disastrous than that of the pre
vious day. The heights of Fairview have been captured by the
determination of, the troops, whom no want of success has been
able to discourage. We cannot avoid pointing out, however,
what we consider as an error in the mode of conducting the
attacks during these two days. By making a single division dis
play its whole front, and forming the others behind it in succes
sive lines, Jackson, then Stuart, as we have seen, created great
confusion in their order of battle at the first serious encounter.
The brigades and regiments of the various lines soon became
mixed, and each section of the front found itself under the lead
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of chiefs whom chance had brought there, while the division
commanders were unable to direct all the movements of their
troops. This inconvenience, so serious in the case of soldiers
marching in order of battle across a dense forest, would have
been avoided if each division, formed in three lines, had come in
contact with the enemy :with a front of small extent only.

The Federal line was well defined; each organization fell read
ily into its place in the same order as around Chancellorsville.
The position, which was very bad for an army desiring to get out
of the forest, was easy to defend. Yet I£e, giving his troops
only the time strictly necessary to breathe and form again, was
already preparing to attack it. He wanted to bring matters to a
close with Hooker's army before it could gather together all its
forces, and to deal it repeated blows, so as to disable it from
resuming the offensive when another conflict should take place
with Sedgwick. But at this moment alarming news came to put
a stop to his movement, obliging him to form a resolution even
more daring perhaps than that which the day previous had
brought Jackson upon the flank of the enemy.

The time has arrived, therefore, for us to mention what had
taken place within the last twenty.-four hours around Fredericks
burg, and the serious events which had so suddenly ch~ked the
Confederate general in the midst of his victorious career.

We have stated that Hooker, having decided on the evening of
the 2d to remain on the defensive, had imposed upon Sedgwick
the perilous task of coming, ~th his single corps, to relieve all
the rest of the army. This manreuvre was the more difficult to
perform because the enemy had a wide and straight road connect
ing the positions he occupied before Chancellorsville with those
that Sedgwick was going to attack. Thanks,to this road, he
could easily move his troops in whatever direction he chose,
whilst the ways of communication between Hooker and the
Sixth corps, following the left bank of the river, were long
and troublesome. Sedgwick was already on the right side,
and had pushed his troops forward in the direction of Bowl
ing Green, according to the last advices from his chief, when,
at eleven o'clock at night, he received orders to occupy Fred
ericksburg and to march upon Chancellorsville. He could not
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think or crossing the river twice in a distance of a rew miles,
80 he made his three divisions turn to the right in order to
march up the 80uth side or the river as far as Fredericksburg.
During the night General Warran brought him specific instruc
tions, and ordered General Gibbon, who occupied Falmouth with
one division of the Second corps, to come up and take position on
the right of the Sixth above Fredericksburg.

We have Been that since the 1st of May at daybreak the long
line of positions extending from Taylor's Hill at the north to
Pl'08pect Hill southward, for a distance of from five to seven
miles, was only guarded by Early's four brigades, that of Barks
dale, and the reserve artillery of Pendleton, about ten thousand
men in all. Hooker had known of this since two o'clock in the
morning. If, without waiting till evening, he had immediately
sent word to Sedgwick, directing him to march upon Fredericks
burg, instead of employing him in useless demonstrations, the
result of this movement might have been very different, as the
two sections of the Federal army would then have gone into
action at the same time. There was even a moment in the after
noon of the 2d when, in consequence of a misunderstanding,
Early vacated his positions, leaving only six regiments before
Fredericksburg. He 800n returned to them, but his line was 80
weak that in order to protect the intrenchments he had to rely
mthef on the remembrance of the 13th of December than upon
the number of their defenders.

On the morning of the 3d, at the precise hour when Stuart
was renewing the fight against Hooker's right wing, thirteen or
fourteen miles distant, Early was posted with his four brigades
upon the hills extending from Bernard's Cabin to the Howison
-dwelling, while Barksdale's brigade, supported only, it is true, by
seveml of Colonel Pendleton's excellent batteries, was left to guard
the heightB which command Fredericksburg from Taylor's Hill to
Lee's Hill, 011 a front of over three miles in extent.

The march of. the Federals during the night had been slow.
The moon, although shining quite clear on the plateau of Chan
cellorsville, was obscured by a dense fog along the humid plains
they were traversing, while the fire of the enemy's skirmishers,
lying everywhere in ambush along their route, had delayed them.
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In the mean time, Newton's division had established itself before
daylight in the city of Fredericksburg, which had been abandoned
by the Confederates. A number of inhabitants who, for the last
four months, had become accustomed to live almost at ease
between the two lines of hostile batteries, still remained there.
Howe's division was deployed on the north-west of the railway,
facing Lee's Hill; that of Brooks, on his left, had remained
massed south of the bridges erected at the Franklin Crossing,
on the Bowling Green Road, in front of the enemy's skirmish
ers, whom it had encountered the previous evening. As soon as
the day dawned Gibbon's division crossed the river at Fred
ericksburg, over a bridge which had been constructed during the
night. The Federals were only within two-thirds of a mile of
the heights which command the city, and which barred their
passage on the road to Chancellorsville. The surest way of
taking possession of these heights was to surprise their defend
ers without loss of time, and to take advantage of the numerical
superiority of the assailants in order to find out the weak point
in their line by attacking them everywhere at once with equal
vigor. But Sedgwick, always too methodical, committed again
the same error which had already proved 80 fatal to Burnside.
He began by timidly reconnoitring the positions which a few
months before had acquired such terrible celebrity. Early in
the morning two small columns advanced against Marye'sa Hill,
but a single regiment of Barksdale, ambushed behind the famous
stone wall, sufficed to check them. A little later Brooks' skir
mishers opened a brisk fire upon Early's extreme right, which
the latter had posted at Bernard's Cabin in order to retain a
portion of the enemy's forces on that side. As to Howe, having
received no positive instructions, he confined himself to the task of
watching Lee's Hill and the neighboring positions situated along
the right bank of Hazel Run, and of exchangiug cannon-shots
from a distance with Pendleton's batteries, which occupied them.

On the right, Gibbon, after having crossed the river, lost much
time in forming his ranks before taking up his line of march. A
deep canal separated him from the enemy's positions of Taylor's
Hill and Stansbury Hill. General Warren, who felt the import
ance of a speedy attack, had discovered a bridge which had been
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thrown over this canal, the platform of which only wanted ~ few
planks, and 80 called Gibbon's attention to it. But the Confed
erates, who at daybreak: were not prepared to defend this pass,
had noticed the movements of the Federals. Early, withdrawing
Hays' brigade from his extreme right, sent it to reinforce Barks
dale at Marye's Hill; Wilcox's brigade, which since the 1st of
May had been watching the approaches to Banks' Ford, was
already on the way to Chancellorsville, when its chief, having
been apprised of the passage of the Federals at Fredericks
burg, hl18tened to occupy Taylor's Hill; finally, two pieces of
the 'Vashington artillery arrived in time to cover with projectiles
the Federals, who were beginning to reconstruct the bridge.
The Confederates, protected by their intrenchments, found it easy
to stop that work without suffering much from the fire of the
8.'!l8.ilants, whose movement was thus interrupted. It was nine
o'clock, and the Federals had not yet made a serious effort to take
possession of the enemy's positions. This slowness of action was
the more unaccountable that, since morning, they had distinctly
heard the -roaring of cannon, announcing to them that a great
battle was being fought at Chancellorsville. The troope, massed
in the streets of Fredericksburg waiting for orders, were burning
with impatience.

At last, at the urgent solicitations of Warren, Sedgwick resolves
to give the signal for a decisive and direct attack upon Marye's
Hill. Two assaulting columns are formed by Newton, but much
precious time is again lost in these preparations: it is near eleven
o'clock when Colonel Spear on the right and Colonel Johns on
the left advance, each at the head of two regiments* in serried
ranks, against Cemetery Hill, north of the Plank Road. Colonel
Burnham supports this movement with four regiments, which,
being deployed 80Uth of this road, proceed in the direction of
Marye's Hill. The long line of stone wall extends before them
on both sides of the road. Barksdale has only two regiments
and six pieces of cannon with which to defend it. Seeing the
enemy debouch en ma8se and advance resolutely, he concludes

4 Spear's column 11'88 composed of the Sixty-fil'8t Pennsylvania and Forty
third Yew York, and Johns' comprised the Seventh MllB8aChusetts and Thirty
Uth New York.-ED.
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that. the critical moment has arrived: he sends for Hays and
Wilcox, but these generals are too far away to afford him any
8B8istance. The Federals are within about three hundred yards
of the place; the two cannons are firing grape-shot, and the guns
planted on the left open an enfilading fire upon them without
being able to check their progress. The Southern infantry,
having full confidence in the strength of these positions, nev
ertheless reserves its fire and allows the assailants to approach
within less than one hundred yards, when it receives them with
a volley which makes the heads of the two columns fall back.
Having promptly rallied under the fire, the assailants renew the
attack, but are again repulsed. This time, however, they have
almost scaled the intrenchments. The Confederates have accused
Colonel Johns of having sent a flag of truce at this moment, the
bearer of which, under the pretext of asking for a suspension of
hostilities for the purpose of carrying off the wounded, took
occasion to notice the small number of defenders. None of the
Federal narratives have mentioned this incident: at all events,
such a trick, unworthy of the brave officers who were to shed
their blood as an example to their soldiers, was not in the least
necessary to enable them to ascertain the number of their adver
saries, whom they had just met face to face at the distance of a
few paces. So that, going beyond Sedgwick's instructions, which
directed them to fall back in case of their meeting with a stubborn
resistance, Spear and Johns returned to the charge for the third
time. The former is killed, the latter falls dangerously wounded ;
but their soldiers reach the parapet, get over it, and, after a short
t1lB£e, capture the stone wall, with several hundred prisoners and
four pieces of cannon. Burnham has followed their movement,
and shortly after the Federals occupy the ridge of Marye's Hill.
This combat has not lasted more than a quarter of an hour, so
that Hays and 'Vilcox, who are posted on the left, have no chance
to come to the 8B8istance of Barksdale's brigade, the remnants of
which are driven back upon the Telegraph Road, which passes
behind Lee's Hill.

In the mean time, Howe, having been informed by Sedgwick
of the movement which was about to take place, has assumed the
responsibility of attacking this last position at the same time.
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Colonel Grant, at the head of six regiments deployed in· two
lines, makes a direct attack upon it, whilst three other regiments
march upon the Howison dwelling, and a third column attempts
to turn the left of the range of hills which is bounded by Deep
Run. Two of Barksdale's regiments and one of Hays' were
alone charged with the defence of this range of hills. The
Confederate skirmishers are promptly dislodged from the rail
way embankments. The main Federal column becomes divided
in scaling the slopes of Lee's Hill: a portion of it, crossing
Hazel Run, takes Marye's Hill in the rear, and reaches its
summit at the same time as Burnham; the rest, joining the
three regiments of the left, takes possession of Lee's Hill after
a very sharp fight. A number of prisoners and four additional
pieces of Cllnnon fall into the hands of the assailants. Early,
who is hastening from the extreme right with Gordon's brigade,
arrives too late to prevent the disaster; but he forms his troops
along the Telegraph Road, and falls back in good order in a
southerly direction. Hays, who had been driven back north of
the Plank Road, takes advantage of the slow movements of the
Federals to join his chief again by making a great daour west
ward. Wilcox, who is with him, taking a better view of the
situation, returIDI with his soldiers toward Banks' Ford, in order
to worry the enemy on its march upon Chancellorsville.

At half-past eleven Sedgwick was in possession of the famous
heights which for the last three months the two armies had been
accustomed to look upon as impregnable. The assault had coat
him about one thousand men. The centre of the enemy's line,
too much extended for the number of its defenders, had been
broken, and the latter, having dispersed north and south, were
hastily retreating, leaving prisoners, cannons, and, what was still
more precious, the possession of the Chancellorsville Road, in
the hands of the assailants. It was of great importance to take
immediate advantage of this. The sound of Hooker's cannon
was no longer heard, but this could afford no eXCUge for delay.
Unfortunately, Sedgwick insisted upon pushing Brooks' division
to the front line, and, as the latter was still near the bridges, this
inexcusable manreuvre made him lose nearly four hours. The
Sixth corps did not resume its march until three o'clock in the

VOL. 111.-7
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afternoon. The open country afforded him. ample facilitiE!3 for
his movements. Brooks' three brigades marched in order of
battle, one behind the other at 8 short distance, being thus
always ready to engage the enemy. But Newton's division,
which followed them, was formed in column by the flank along
the road-an arrangement which would not allow him to speed
ily participate in the combat in case Brooks should need assist
ance. Gibbon remained at Fredericksburg in order to cover the
passage and protect the immense d~~ts of Falmouth against any
sudden attack on the part of the enemy. Leaving one brigade in
the city, he took the other two to the heights on the left bank
of the river. Marye's Hill was only occupied by outposts. In
the mean while, Sedgwick was advancing cautiously along the
Plank Road. It was to be expected that the enemy would be
encountered, for ample time had been given him to recuperate.
Wilcox had maintained himself as long as possible upon Taylor's
Hill with the guns he had been able to save, and through his
skilful arrangements he had greatly harassed the Federals, who
were slowly deploying upon the plateau. Finally, when he saw
the Federals advancing, Wilcox, in order to prevent his brigade
from being cut in two, proceeded in the direction of Banks'
Ford; but having easily obtained the advance of the enemy, he
conceived the bold idea of barring the way to them, and selected
for that purpose an excellent position near &lem Church, a point
where the road is only separated from the angle of the Rappa
hannock by a space of between seventeen and eighteen hundred
yards: a stream which crosses it in its northward course toward
the river covered the position selected by Wilcox, which was in
the dense fOrE!3t; open fields stretched out on the other side of the
stream. In the centre of these fields, upon a prominent point
near the road, and at a distance of eight hundred and fifty yards
from the church, in the direction of Fredericksburg, stood the
toll-house. Salem Church occupied a site on the edge of the
road at the entrance of the wood; it was flanked by a school
house situated sixty yards south and a little in advance of the
church. These two solid edifices afforded Wilcox an excellent
support for holding the enemy in check, or at least for delaying
his progrE!38. If he had been alone; he would not have been able,
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however, to hold out long, but the slow movements of the Fed
erals allowed Lee time to come to his assistance.

We have seen, in fact, that the news· of Early's defeat had
reached the astonished commander of the Confederate army in
the midst of his troops, who were resting and forming in the
ensanguined clearing of Chancellorsville. The abatis which had
been constructed two days previously by the Federals, and the
resinous undergrowth adjoining them, had caught fire; the crack
ling of the burning wood had Bucceeded the rattling of musketry
and mingled mournfully with the cries of the wounded, who were
too numerous to be all rescued from the flames. Heavy masses
of black smoke hovered between the two armies as they were pre
paring with equal activity, one for the attack, the other for the
defence. It was, we believe, a little afrer one o'clock: the Confed
erate battalions had already formed into line, when Lee received
a message from Early informing him that Sedgwick was in poe
BeBBion of the turnpike. Bad as this news might be, he had every
reason to consider himself fortunate in receiving it at a moment
when he was not engaged, and could quickly ward off this new
danger. Lee received it without betraying the least emotion, and
determined what course to pursue without a moment's hesitation.
He concluded that Hooker had just experienced a check suffi
ciently serious to prevent his resuming the offensive before dark,
and that by confining himself to the task of watching him closely
with four of the divisious that had just participated in the battle,
without attacking him, he could send the fifth to meet Sedgwick
in order to delay the march of the Sixth corps until night. It
now fell to the lot of Longstreet's soldiers to undergo long marches
and hazardous manamVreB. Mahone's and Kershaw's brigades
immediately began moving along the Plank Road, and shortly
after McLaws received orders to follow them with Semmes and
Wofford, who formed the remainder of his division. Lee there
fore kept with him three divisious of Jackson's corps and three
of Ande1'8On's brigades, for the purpose of holding the whole of
Hooker's army in check. While McLaws' and Mahone's brigades
were marching in the direction of Fredericksburg, Wilcox WlIb

establishing himself at Salem Church, and Early, believing the
enemy to be moving on the Bowling Green Road, was making
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useless preparations to dispute it to him, far away from the real
battlefield. It was near five o'clock when Brooks' skirmishers
encountered those of Wilcox near the toll-house. The Confed
erates made a vigorous defence in the neighborhood of this dwell
ing, but they were soon ordered back to Salem ChurCh, where the
reinforcements sent by Lee were expected to arrive: it is, in fact,
in the very position of which this church is the key that all the
disposable forces should have been gathered in order to oppotlC
Sedgwick's advance in the most effective manner.

McLaws has left Wofford at the junction of the Mountain Road,
and, continuing his rapid march along the Plank Road with
his three other brigades, he· has the good fortune to reach Salem
Church before the Federals have made an attack upon this import
ant position. His line of battle is speedily formed perpendic
ularly to the road---Semmes, then :Mahone on the left, Kershaw
on the right. Wilcox falls back on this line, and, posting him
self on each side of the road, occupies the church and the school
house. The Federals are following him closely. Colonel Brown,
with the New Jersey brigade,* advances north of the road;
General Bartlett, with his own, south of it. Ke",-ton has been
ordered to deploy to the right of Brooks, but the length of his
column retards the movement. The Unionist artillery plants
itself near the toll-house and opens the fight. In less than
twenty minutes it silences the guns of the enemy, who is short
of ammunition, and the two brigades immediately advance acroes
the open space which separates them from the wood where the
enemy is posted. Although exposed to a murderous fire, they do
not slacken their pace, but penetrate into the wood; a few steps
farther and the two lines come in contact. A final discharge from
the Confederates staggers the assailants, but Bartlett rallies his
men and brings them back to the charge, mpturing the school
house and all its defenders. Taking advantage of the impulse
which this success gives him, he rushes upon Wilcox's line of
battle and breaks it down. It is a decisive moment; 'Vilcox's
brigade is almost entirely routed. But its commander is not dis
couraged. He has one regiment left in good condition; he leads
it forward to meet Bartlett, and succeeds in checking the course

* Kearny's original command.-ED.
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of the latter. The reinforcements of the Federals are at some
distance, whilst the Confederate troops can sustain themselves
with promptness. Wofford has come to take position on the right
of Kershaw, making thUB five brigades as the total amount of
forces gathered on this battlefield. Semmes, on the left of the
road, has driven back the soldiers from New Jersey. The whole
Confederate line makes a forward movement beyond the wood. A
portion of Newton's division, added to Brooks' troops, offers suc
cesaful resistance, but when the Federals attempt to resume the
offimaive, they meet with a VigoroUB opposition. Night supervenes:
they are worn out with twenty-four hours of marching and fight
ing, and have no intention of prolonging the struggle in the dark.

The battle of Salem Church had checked the menacing move
ment of Sedgwick; the Confederates occupied a strong position
which barred' his way to Chancellorsville. If he had kept his
troops more closely together durin~ the march, he might perhaps
have carried this position; at all events, the day was already too
far advanced for him to have been able to strike Lee's flank before
dark. If, on the other hand, he had shoWn more alacrity both
before and after the capture of Marye's Heights, he could have
reached the vicinity of the battlefield, if not at daybreak, as
Hooker had requested, at least about ten o'clock in the morning.
But he would undoubtedly have arrived too late to save Chan
cellorsville, and his diligence would only have resulted in expos
ing to his view the whole Confederate army turned against him.
If Hooker blamed him for not having been more swift in his
movements when he heard the cannon in the morning, he could
launch the same reproach at his chief, who, knowing him to be
on the march, isolated in front of Lee, and hearing the sounds of
t.ttle in the neighborhood of Salem Church in the afternoon, had
not endeavored to make the slightest diversion in his fayor.

These mutual mistakes, however, could yet be easily remedied.
The harmony of action which the Federals had failed to establish
in their movements amid the casualties of the 3d could secure
them 8llcce8B on the morrow. One half of Hooker's army had
not yet been under fire; Sedgwick's soldiers had all the ]J'l'elIiige
of victory. The news of the capture of Marye's Heights had
restored confidence to every one. The two sections of the Union
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army occupied strong positions; the communications between
them were easy, thanks to Banks' Ford, which Sedgwick had
disengaged, and over which General Benham had promptly
thrown some bridges. Hooker could bring these two sections
together, either by ordering the Sixth corps to join him in the
forest or by going himself to join it before Salem Church.
The latter alternative presented great advantages. The positions
which. Hooker had taken after the loss of Chancellorsville were
BO strong that a single army corps could have defended them for
a considerable length of time against Lee's attacks. In the mean
while, the remainder of the Federal troops could have joined Sedg
wick, the distance between the Bullock house and Salem Church,
by way of U nited Sta~ Ford and the bridges constructed a little
below Banks' Ford, being only between ten and twelve miles:
a portion of the army could have performed this march during
the night, and be in the positions occupied by the Sixth corps on
the 4th. Hooker would thus have secured all the advantages he
had BOught to obtain by going to Chancellorsville: Fredericks
burg was turned, and Lee separated from the heights command
ing this. city; the Federal~, posted in an open country where they
could manceuvre at ease, compelled the latter either to retire or to
come and attack them under the most unfavorable conditions with
an army extremely weakened.

Unfortunately for the Union cause, 'Hooker W8B no longer
himself. Since the shock he had received he not only suffered
terribly; but, despite all his efforts, he could not shake off the
torpor which constantly seized upon him. His aides-de-aunp
found it difficult to attract his attention in order to communicate
to him the most urgent despatches. It was evident that he had
not sufficient control of his faculties at this critical moment to
direct the movements of a great army. Under these circumstances
he should have transferred the command to another general or
caused its functions to be exercised by his chief of staff, Butterfield,
whose presence at Falmouth was no longer necessary. He did
wrong in failing to perform this duty, or perhaps he was not even
in a condition to appreciate the situation. None of those around
him dared to tell him the truth, 80 that the army found itself in
reality without a chief, without a controlling spirit.
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From the time that it had fallen back upon the works of the
Bullock clearing until evening, this army had remained inactive
in the positions it had chosen. The divisions that had just been
in action were enjoying a w~ll-merited rest; the othel'B were won
dering at the inaction to which they were doomed. . This aston
ishment increased when, toward evening, Sedgwick's cannon were

_heard thundering in the distance; and when night came without
any order having been iMued, every one understood that the blow
which had prostrated Hooker had paralyzed the whole army.
This night was passed in a state of immobility by the combatants
of both parties. When daylight appeared on Monday, the 4th of
May, it found them almost everywhere fronting and mutually
watching each other, but both hesitating alike to assume the
offensive. During the night Hooker had been fully iuformed
of the situation of the Sixth corps by Warren, who had left it
after the battle of Salem Church. The latter, whilst proceeding
in the direction of Banks' Ford, had found, a little lower down,
at Scott's Ford, the two ponton-bridges erected by General Ben
ham and the engineer brigade, with thirty-four pieces of ordi
Dance placed in a prominent position along th~ left bank, so as to
command the ford. If at this moment Hooker had been in po&

SffiSion of all his faculties, he would no doubt have conceived and
executed the simple and effective movement which he does not
appear to have thought of till after the campaign, when he had
recovered from his wound. As we have already stated, he could
have sent a portion of his army to the aid of Sedgwick by way
of the bridges, thus affording him the means for delivering a
decisive battle on the 4th in an open country, while the res~ of
the Federal troops, occupying strong positions, would have suf
ficed to retain an important fraction of Lee's forces around Chan
cellol'BVille. Instead of a promise of reinforcements or co-opera
tion, instead of positive instructions regarding the r6le he was
about to be called upon to play, Sedgwick only received a de
8p6tch from Wsrren informing him that Hooker was waiting for
the attack of the enemy in his positions, and directing him not
to 8I!8ume the offensive: by a singular contradiction, the genera.l
in-chief, while recommending him, on the one hand, to preserve
his communications with both Banks' Ford and. Fredericksburg,
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admitted, on the other hand, the probability of his recrossing
the river; and being at too great a distance, as he has said, to
give any precise instructions to his lieutenant, he authorized him
to provide for the safety of the Sixth corps as he thought best.
1AI.ter on the morning of the 4th, Hooker sent him several
other despatches, which simply enjoined him to maintain himself
as long as possible on the right bank above the bridges of Banks'
Ford, intimating the possibility of an attack by the main army
upon Chancellorsville on the following day, the 5th. Even these
messages did not reach their destination until after unheard~f

delays. In consequence of a singular neglect in the telegraph
service, 'Varren's despatch, which a mounted courier could easily
have brought in three hours, was not less than eight or nine hours
on the road, and all those that were exchanged between Hooker
and Sedgwick encountered the same fate. These delays increased
still further the uncertainty which for the last three days had
pervaded all the movements of the Federals.

Sedgwick's situation was a delicate one. The morning was
advancing without his having heard one word from his chief.
He did not dare eit.her to go forward or fall back whilst waiting
for instructions; but, hi" lines being formed for aggressive action,
and having been interrupted on his march, he was not in an
advantageous position to defend himself. Newton was deployed
to the right of the road, fronting Salem Church, on the ground
he occupied at the close of the combat; Brooks had posted him
self on his left and somewhat in the rear: the fear of being
attacked by the flank on the south side had compelled him to
draw his line of battle on this side parallel to the road; finally,
Howe's long column had bivouacked still farther in the rear,
between the Stansbury house and the Guest dwelling, and along
the road which leads to Cemetery Hill from the last-mentioned
place, the same road it had followed in the afternoon of the day
previous. The despatches he received from head-quarters gave
Sedgwick to understand that the game was not probably lost, but
given up. From the moment that Hooker relinquished the idea
of resuming the offensive, either one way or the other, on the 4th,
the role of the Sixth corps was changed; the farther it advanced
in the direction of Chancellorsville, the more it would have
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exposed itself to the concentration of all the enemy's forces
against it. With his effective force reduced to twenty thou
sand men, retreat had become a necessity for Sedgwick. He
could fall back either upon Banks' Ford or on Taylor's Hill.
In the first instance, he would have preserved an entrance to the
bridge in easy communication with the rest of the army; in the
l!OOOnd case, a commanding position not difficult to defend, whence,
having a full view of all the works of Marye's Hill from the rear,
he could prevent the enemy from recovering possession of them.
The latter choice was the best, but Hooker's instructions scarcely
allowed Sedgwick the option of acting upon it. The troops were
worn out, and the confidence of the various commanders had been
shaken by the defeat of Salem Church; in the absence of positive
instructions he was unable to adopt a decisive course of action;
he was unwilling to make any retrograde movement for fear of
provoking an attack on the part of the enemy, and 80 he left his
generals in the same state of uncertainty 'that he was in himself.
He simply recommended Howe to provide against a flank attack,
and the latter extended his lines 80 as to rest his extreme left on
Taylor's Hill, the importance of which had not escaped him.

The two sections of the Federal army, after having suooessively
lI88umed the offensive, found themselves, therefore, equally reduced
to a defensive attitude, and, without making any effort to effect a
junction, they waited until it might please the enemy to attack
them. Sedgwick with only twenty thousand men occupied a
front of nearly five milaol in length. Hooker, who had lost
almost twelve thousand men, found himself confined within the
linaol occupied on the afternoon of the 3d, with about seventy
five thousand men. Protected by breastworks and. strong abatis,
he hoped that Lee would come to attack him in his positions.
The Confederate geneml took good care not to gratify him. On
the morning of the 4th he sent Anderson, with the three brigadaol
he had left and several batteries of artillery, to feel his left flank.
These troops, having advanced by way of the River Road, en
countered Howard, who occupied a position west of Mineral
Spring Run, but they came to a stop as soon as they had ascer
tained the number of his forces, Other reconnoissances having
convinced Lee that the enemy's position could be more easily
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defended than that of Chancellorsville, he determined not to
attack him until he could do it with his whole army. It was
necessary, first of all, to get rid of Sedgwiok. The inactivity of
the Federals allowed him ample leisure to do 80: he took advan
tage of it with that promptness and vigor which was tJle secret
of his superiority over his adversaries. Anderson was ordered to
go and join Mcuws, while Heth, with three brigades of Hill's
division, came to relieve him in the positions he had taken in the
morning. The three divisions which had followed Jackson in
his flank movement remained, therefore, alone in front of Hook
ers army, although worn out by four days'marching and fight
ing and reduced to less than twenty-five thousand men.

The task of holding an enemy in check whose forces were three
times more numerous was all the more difficult for the Second
corps that the latter was obliged to envelop the Federals, and that
its concave line was consequently more extended than the convex
line of its opponents. . But the density of the forest enabled
Stuart to conceal the inferiority of his forces, while Lee, leaving
the management of this matter in his hands, counted, with just
cause, upon the vacillating disposition of his adversaries. The
event justified his expectations. In the afternoon of the 4th,
Hooker, finding that the enemy did not come to attack him,
naturally concluded that he contemplated marching against Sedg
wick. He then directed General Griffin to make a demonstration
to the right of the Bullock clearing with one division of the Fifth
corps, in order to try the Southerners on that side. The combat
was a sharp one, for the Federals lost about five hundred men,
but the attack was not pushed with vigor; 80 that, instead of
enlightening Hooker as to Stuart's weakness, it led him to believe
that he stood in the presence of very considerable forces. The
Union generals, finding themselves without either guidance or
support, displayed no longer any zeal in leading their troops, and
only fought, if one may say so, for conscience' sake. Hooker
became more and more convinced that his adversary was gather
ing his army together at Chancellorsville, and allowed the remain
der of the day to pass without stirring.

In the mean time, Lee, with all the forces at his disposal, was
preparing to attack Sedgwick in the difficult position which the
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latter did not seem in a hUITY to vacate. Early, who had seen
his division Bal.ttered by the capture of Marye's Heights the day
before, had succeeded in rallying it, with Barksdale's brigade, on
the Telegraph Road, near the Cox house, a little over three miles
south of the intrenchments from which he had been driven. He
had not been able to participate in the battle of Salem Church,
but on the morning of the 4th he had reopened communications
with McLaws, and, without waiting for instructions, had put his

.troops on the march for the purpose of attacking Sedgwick's
column in the rear and trying to recapture :Marye's Hill. While
Hoke's brigade, advancing in a direct line northward, was taking
position along the southern declivity of a hill which Beparates the
two branches of Hazel Run, the three other brigades, with that
of Barksdale, were C1'088ing this water-course lower down, reach
ing the foot of the slopes of the plateau occupied by Howe with
out encountering the enemy. Toward one o'clock in the after
noon Gordon, then Barksdale and Smith, extended their lines to
the right, and took possession of Marye's Heights without strik
ing a blow, these heights being Beparated from Howe's position
by a deep valley. Smith brought his forces up so as to form the
extremity of this line on Cemetery Hill; Barksdale again took
possession of the works of Marye's Hill, over which he had con
quered, 80 to say, the right of ownership in two battles; but he
did not venture to attack the city of Fredericksburg, which was
defended by one of Gibbon's brigades; finally, Gordon, turning
his back upon him in order to face the west, took a position along
the Plank Road, resting his left upon Hays' right. He was
scarcely settled in these positions when Early, encouraged by the
facility with which he had taken possession of them, tried to
seize upon Taylor's Hill; but the reception giv:en to Smith, who
was driven back with a loss of two hundred prisoners, convinCE'<!
him that in order to obtain any chance of suoceea it was necessary
to wait for the (J()-()peration of one or two other divisions.

This (J()-()peration did not fail him. In fact, Lee, with Ander
son, reached at the same hour the positions which McLaws had
occupied since the day previous in the vicinity of Salem Church.
Leaving instructions with. the latter to make a vigorous attack
upon the enemy in frout of him as soon as the sound of battle
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should proclaim the suooess of the manreuvre he was about to
undertake in person, he led Anderson's three brigades, making
a large dN,our to the right, DB far DB the declivities back of the
hill of which we have already spoken, and which we shall dffiig
nate by the name of the Downman house, situated on the summit.
It is along these slopes that the left of Early's line extended;
Anderson thus prolonged this line, leaving a VDBt space between
himself and McLaws, which became contracted in proportion 88

they were advancing upon the enemy. Considerable time had
been consumed in making this disposition of the troops, and it
was after five o'clock in the evening when Lee finally gave the
signal for the attack. The positions occupied by Sedgwick were
weak at the Wffit and south-west, but excellent south and east,
where they were covered by two ravines and crowned the summit
of high-reaching slopes. But on this side Howe had only six
thousand men to defend a front of more than two milffi in extent
from Taylor's Hill to the Guest dwelling. In order to cover this
front his skirmishers occupied the heights of the Downman hill,
thus supporting, in the vicinity of the house, those of Brooks,
whose division extended to his right.

It is against this portion of the Federal line that the main
effort of the Confederates, led by Lee in person, is directed.
Wright's brigade, charging lWl'088 the cultivated fields which
surround the Dowuman house, captures this large farm, together
with some of its defenders. Posey's brigade supports him on the
left, and both of them, after crossing the stream, take possession
of the heights opposite, compelling Brooks' troops to fall back
upon the Plank Road. At the centre, Hoke, making a similar
movement, scales the slopes commanded by the Guest dwelling,
while Hays takffi this position in the rear by following the track
of the road. On the right, Gordon advanCffi alone in the direc
tion of Taylor's. Hill. The attack hUB been made with rapidity
and vigor. The Federals make a dffipera.te resistance. Mills'*
brigade repels Hays' BBSault, taking a considerable number of
prisoners; but Howe's line is too weak for a long rffiistance, and,
in order to preserve the important position of Taylor's Hill, he is
compelled to abandon that of the Guest dwelling in the centre.

* Neill's.-ED.
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His line would certainly be broken if all the fOrrel which Lee
has arrayed against the Sixth corps were to take advantage of this
BUccess to attack it all at once. These fOrrel, in fact, number
more than twenty-three thouaand men, whilst Sedgwick can only
bring against them nineteen or twenty thousand, all discouraged
by the ~le they had been made to play. But, despite their ac
tivity, the Confederates cannot avoid th08e uncertainties; th08e
waverings, which so frequently cause the 1088 of a fleeting oppor
tunity on the field of battle. McLaws, not hearing the sound of
Immon, and receiving no instructions, has remained immovable.
Anderson is waiting for him to continue his march. On the right,
Hays' and Hoke's brigades, in coming together, have fallen into
inextricable confusion. Night supervenes, and with· a dense fog :
the Confederate leaders, fearing lest their soldiers might fire upon
each other, are obliged to lead them back into the ravine at the
foot of the heights they have just captured, in order to re-form
their ranks. The Federals take advantage of this respite to fall
back upon Banks' Ford. Sedgwick, as we have intimated, was
only waiting for night to make this movement, but the battle
he had just fought, besides the material losses that had resulted
from it, had greatly impaired the confidence of his troops. The
position that Sedgwick sought to occupy near the river was dif
ficult to defend; that of Taylor's Hill was much preferable. .At
all events, the commander of the Sixth corps cannot be blamed
for having directed his line of retrmt toward the bridges of Banks'
Ford, for in doing so he conformed entirely to the spirit of Hook
er's instructions. Howe, who appreciated the importance of the
heights of Taylor's Hill, abandoned them to the enemy with
regret, and only when the other divisions had already left him
far behind them. Indeed, the movement of the Federals was
executed in the midst of much confusion, and they had reason to
congratulate themselves in not being molested by the Confed
erates, who merely followed them at a distance.

The result of the battle of the 4th cau.~ no surprise at the
Unionist head-quarters, where it was immediately made known.
What might have been the consequences? If Hooker, taking
advantage of the fact that the Sixth corps effectively covered the
outlets of the bridges at Scott's Ford, had immediately started to
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join him "with the largest portion of his army, he might yet have
fought Lee that battle in the open country to which he had not
hitherto been able to compel his adversary, and probably have
made the fickle fortune of war to perch once more upon his ban
ners. Otherwise, the game was lost. There was no reason for
attempting on the 5th the movement upon Chancellorsville which .
he had not thought proper to undertake on the 4th. Sedgwick,
isolated as he was, could not fight on Tuesday the three divisions
which had forced him to retreat on Monday. He would have
been driven into the river, and compelled to recross it as soon
as Lee had got his forces together. This result once secured, the
latter was certain of being able to invest the remainder of the
Federal army in the Wilderness, and to keep it there closely
blockaded until it voluntarily abandoned a position which was
henceforth as useless as it was dangerous.

Hooker, whose mind had not yet recovered all its lucidity, did
not think of reinforcing his lieutenant, but simply advised him
not to cross the river except at the last extremity, holding out
a hope to him that he should endeavor to make a diversion in his
favor.

In the mean time,. the Confederate artillery, approaching the
bivouacs" of the Sixth corps, was beginning to harass with its
projectiles the Federals who were hastening to reach the shallow
waters of the Rappahannock. Sedgwick and Hooker were ex
changing telegraphic despatches which had to be conveyed by
mounted couriers to distant telegraph-stations. These despatches
crossed each other in such a way that the message received by one
party was never an answer to the message he had just despatched.
Another cause of confusion added to the disorder which already
prevailed in the management of the army. Sedgwick informed
his chief that he should be obliged to recross the river; then
assured him that, conformably to his instructions, he would
endeavor to maintain himself on the right bank; and Hooker
wrote to him successively in reply, first ordering him to come
back, then directing him to remain. The first despatch was
received by Sedgwick at one o'clock in the morning; the second
only reached him more than two hours later. During the inter
val the passage had been effected; the Sixth corps was on the left
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bank, and the bridges were already being dismantled. 1t was the
most striking acknowledgment on the part of the Federals of
their defeat. But, even granting that the circumstance or chance
of a despatch having been more promptly forwarded might have
kept Sedgwick on the right bank, the result on the morning of

. the 5th, considering the situation in which both his chief and him
self found themselves, would have been absolutely the same, with
the exception of a few additional victims.

At the news that Sedgwick had recrossed the Rappahannock,
Hooker understood at once that all the advantages of his position
on the right side of the river were irrevocably lOst; the provis
ions which the army had brought along with it one week previously
were nearly exhausted, and it would have required several days
to procnre fresh supplies. Finally, sad to relate, a certain num
ber of regiments whose term of service had expired the day before
insisted upon being immediately discharged, and some of them.
having even refused to fight, it was deemed expedient to send
them North. It was therefore necessary either to make a great
effort early in the morning under the most unfavorable pircum
8tances, or to go back to Falmouth. Hooker had the good sense
and the courage to D:dopt the latter alternative, and at once caused
a new line of intrenchments to be prepared near the rivet in order
to cover the passage. But, not wishing to lISBume all the respon
siBility of this decision, he summoned his corps commanders to a
council of war, in order that they might share it with him. He
even adopted the singular notion of leaving them to deliberate
among themselves. The various opinions expressed in this coun
cil of war have been the subject of numeroll8 discussions and
recriminations: it appears in evidence that the majority were in
favor of retreat. But these details are of little consequence. It
behooved the general-in-chief, who had conducted the whole <.mn

paign, to adopt the final resolution, such 88 the circumstances in
which he had placed himself imposed upon him, and to act
according to his judgment, or, if he did not feel able to do so,
to transfer the command to some one else.

Preparations for the retreat were made during the day of the
5th, the army being enveloped in a fog which had pervaded the
abnosphere since the day previoll8. The trains and the artillery
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had begun to cross the river when, toward seven o'clock in the
evening, after a terrible storm which had broken out in the after.
noon, the waters of the Rappahannock suddenly rose. Imme
diately, the ends of the three bridges were submerged: the river
was rising at the rate of one foot per hour; it became necessary
to take one bridge to pieces in order to lengthen and strengthen
the other two; the roads were in a wretched condition, and the
wagons could scarcely be made to move; the soldiers, sad and
desolate, were waiting in the rain for the bridges to be made free
in order that they might cross over in their turn.

Evening, ho,,'ever, had supervened without any attempt being
made by the enemy to disturb this movement; the latter had not
even noticed it. The Confederate army had been marching and
fighting for the last seven days, and was beginning to feel the
effects of the fatigue: Lee was obliged to take this fact into con
sideration. On the morning of the 5th he had been apprised of
Sedgwick's passage, and, almost at the same time, of the evacua
tion of Fredericksburg, which Gibbon's troops had VOO!ted during
the night. There W88 nothing left for him but to carry out the
last part of his plan and invest Hooker in his intrenchments, and,
if possible, to attack him with all his united forces. Leaving
Barksdale to keep a guard over Mar,ye's Heights, and Early the
care of watching the passes of the Rappahannock in front of
Sedgwick, he brought back Anderson and Mcuws to the vicinity
of Chancellorsville. These two divisions were to form his right
wing from this point down to the river, while the three dh-isions
of the Second corps would extend to the left in the direction of
Ely's Ford. But these movements, which had been delayed by
bad weather, not having been completed until the evening of the
5th, the contemplated attack was postponed till the following
day.

The Federals continued the passage of the river during the
whole night. No one was allowed to take any rest, for, this
operation once commenced, it was necessary that it should be
completed before daylight, at the risk of being exposed to dis
aster. The difficulties were increasing hourly. On one occasion
both bridges were submerged. Hooker was already on the left
bank with the artillery, and the latter was forming into batteries
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in order to cover the passage, whilst. three-fourths of the army
were crowded together on the opposite bank among the narrow
roads which ran down to the river. By dint of severe labor the
communications were reopened; the unpropitious weather which
had delayed the march of the Federals had also proved an
impediment to their adversaries; and when daylight appeared
the greater portion of the army had crossed the river without
having been seen by a singl& Confederate soldier.

The Fifth corps soon found itself alone on the right bank,
established in the breastworks it had occupied for the purpose
of covering the passage. Ita turn came at last. It crossed over
the two bridges, leaving the post of honor-which was the rear
guard of the whole army-to the regular infantry. This ope
ration was performed in fine order. By eight o'clock in the
morning, which was dark and gloomy, the last Federal foot
soldier had crossed the bridges. The engineer brigade imme
diately set to work to dismantle them: the Confederate skir
mishers, who had finally made their appearance, were l{ept at a
distance, and at four o'clock in the afternoon the bridges were
again packed upon their p.quipages. The rain was falling in
torrenta. The excitement of the conflict no longer existed to
make the soldier forget ~ sufferings and privations. The
Federal army, trudging along with difficulty through the mud,
once more took the road to Falmouth, and on the 7th each
corps was Ileaain settled in the cantonments it had occupied
during the winter. It was the fourth time that these troops
had thus returned to their old quarters-twice without having
encountered the enemy, and twice after having fought bloody
and fruitless battles. An army capable of enduring such
reverses without becoming discouraged must have possessed,
notwithstanding ita imperfections, some rare qualities.

On the morning of the 6th, Lee soon perceived that the
defensive dispositions of the enemy, the unfavorable state of
the weather,' and the fatigue of his own soldiers rendered it
imp0t8ible for him to harass Hooker's retreat. He accordingly
pnthis column!! on the march in the direction of Fredericksburg.
They also, therefore, reached their old cantonmenta again, but in
a frame of mind very different from that of their adversaries.

VOL.III.-a
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Full of conJidence in their own strength and the ability of their
leaders, their only regret was that so many companions-in-arms
were left behind them, dead or wounded, who could not share in
their triumph. Among all these victims there was one whose
loss was an irreparable calamity to the Confederate army. On
the morning of the 4th of May, Lee, writing to Jackson, said,
II It would have been better that I had been wounded instead of
you." Lee was undoubtedly too IQodest, for no one could have
succeeded him in the command without detriment to the army;
but he was also well aware that no one could take Jackson's place
under him. Unfortunately for the Confederates, thi.a place was
henceforth to remain vacant, for he never again appeared at the
head of his soldiers.

Soon after he had reached the ambulance at Wilderness Tavern
his arm was amputated. Notwithstanding his exhausted condition,
the operation had proved successful. On the 4th he was carried
to Guiney's Station, between Fredericksburg and Richmond, where
he received every careful attention and many comforts which it
would have been impossible to have obtained in the vicinity
of a battlefield. But, after having apparently recovered some
strength, he was attacked with inflammation of the ehest, caused
either by a former cold or by the applications of cold water
which he constantly asked for, or more probably by the effects
of his fall. His constitution, shaken by wounds, and weakened,
above all, by the hremorrhage, could not withstand the inroads
of this illness: on the 10th of May he passed away like a soldier
and a Christian, breathing the names of his brave lieutenants in
his last humble prayers.

He died in the zenith of his fame, after having seen his most
brilliant operation secure a splendid victory to the Army of
Northern Virginia, and, unfortunately for that army, the last
victory it was destined to achieve in an open country. The
battle of Chancellorsville is probably the most interesting to
study of all those that were fought in Virginia, ·for the two
adversaries depended upon complicated and boldly-conceived
manreU'\Tes for suocess. The Confederates prevailed over their
enemies by reason of the greater mobility of their troops, the
energy they displayed in the attack, the far-sightedness and
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decision of their leaders, and, finally, by reason of' 'the ~~
of their adversaries. Their loaaes amounted to 10,281- mtm,..
8700 of whom were wounded and 1581 killed, without coQnting
from one thoUBaIld to fifteen hundred prisoners; they had no less
than six generals placed JwrB de combat. The Federals lost in
killed, wounded, and prisoners 17,197 men. A few pieces of
cannon were captured on both sides.

The absence of Stoneman's fine cavalry had probably been the
principal cause of Hooker's defeat, as he had deprived hiInBelf
of all means of obtaining information when about to enrer 8Jl

impenetrable forest. Such was Jackson's own opinion, expressed
a few days before his death. Whatever Stoneman might have
done, his operations having no influence over the results of the
battle, he could not atone for the wrong which this absence,
ordered by Hooker, inflicted upon the army. To bring our
recital to a close, we must say a few words concerning these
operations, and follow Stoneman for a while in his rapid incur.
sion through Virginia---an incursion which, after all, did but
little damage to the enemy. .

It was the first time that the cavalry of the Army of the
Potomac had undertaken one of those great raids the monopoly
of which had hitherto been enjoyed by Stuart. This first effort
showed the great progress that had been made by the cavalry
of the Army of the Potomac in two years. But the plan which
Hooker h8.d laid out for Stoneman, and to which we have
previously alluded, supposed a priori that the enemy would
be beaten. Stoneman was to cut off his retreat, destroy the
railway between Aquia Creek and Richmond, aloug which it
was presumed he would fall back, demolish the d~~ts where he
would be seeking to .procure supplies, and, if possible, eyen to
bar the way to him. We have seen how the fortune of war upset
Hooker's calculations. From the moment that he had failed w
compel Lee to retreat the rdle assigned to Stoneman lost almost
all iiB importance. If he had been able to completely intercept
the communications of the Confederate army with Richmond, he
would no doubt have caused it serious embarrassments; for it
lived almost from hand to mouth, and during its short stay in
the Wilderness the provisions which arrived from the Confed-
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erate capital were forwarded to it from Guiney's Station, the
nearest point on the railroad, in wagons: it had not been able
to ~ along a sufficient quantity to last during the operations.
Still, this army, inured to privations, situated in a friendly
country still possessing some resoUroeB, would not, we are per
fectly convinced, have been obliged to retreat in consequence of
this simple interruption, which, indeed, could not have lasted
long; for Stoneman, isolated between Richmond and Fredericks
burg, would not have been able to have maintained himself along
the railway, while the greatest damage he would have been able
to have inflicted could very soon have been repaired. Not know
ing the result of the battle, his duty was certainly to act as if the
expectations of his chief had been fulfilled; but if the latter
had erred through overweening confidence, Stoneman aggravated
Hooker's fault by not following implicitly the instructions that
had been given him.

Stoneman crossed the Rappahannock on the 29th of April, 8

few hours after Slocum's column, but he did not display subse
quently the same celerity as the infantry. Buford's division and
Gregg's brigade, detached from Pleasonton's division, which had
crossed the river near Kelly's Ford under the immediate leader
ship of the cavalry commander, encamped after marching a short
distance, and thus found themselves in the rear of the army, which
was proceeding in the direction of Chancellorsville. The second
division, under Averell, was still more in the rear, having crossed
at Rappahannock Station. It will be remembered that it was the
part of this division to cover the first on the west side, while the
latter, following the railway from Gordonsville to Richmond
called the Virginia Central Railroad-eastward, should destroy
the Aquia Creek line in the neighborhood of Hanover Junction.
Stoneman, instead of keeping this division within his reach, de
prived himself entirely of its services by ordering Averell on the
30th to watch and attack the enemy's cavalry on the side of
Rapidan Station, without giving him any instructions for the
future; and the latter, far from supplying this deficiency, was
not even able to come up with the enemy at a time when
fighting was going on all around him.

We have seen. that Stuart, taking one of his two brigades
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along with him for the purpose of harasBing and outstripping
the Federal column which WlI8 marching upon Chancello1'8ville,
had directed W. H. F. Lee 00 cover the junction and the d~pOts at
Gordonsville with the other. The latter had left Culpeper, and
was at Rapidan Station on the 30th. Averell came 00 attack
him there on the morning of the 1st of May, but he allowed
himself 00 be diverted during a portion of the day by a. use
lese juBiflade, and only clO8ed upon the enemy when it was
too late 00 aecure any important SUC0088. Under cover of the
night Lee got away from .him, and led his mounted men 00
Gordonsville at a single stretch. Leaving Averell on that side,
he hastened in pursuit of Stoneman, whose movements were much
more menacing 00 the railwa.ys of Virginia. In fact, Buford's
division and Gregg's brigade, after crOlllling the Rapidan sepa
rately, had encamped in the evening of the 30th on the right bank,
near Raccoon Ford, and on the morning of the 1st of May they
had started for Louisa Court-house, having sent a detachment 00
clear their right flank along the Madison Road. It was this rapid
movement in the interior of Virginia which caused W. H. F. Lee
to follow in the track of Sooneman, although his force Wall not
sufficient 00 seriously harass his march.

On the morning of May 2d, Stoneman entered the village of
Louisa Court-house without striking a blow, to the great aston
ishment of its inhabitants, who little expected such a visit, and
he set about at once 00 destroy the railway which passes through
it. A few hours later W. H. F. Lee reached Gordonsville. But
Averell, instead of following him, resolved, for BOme unexplained
retson,oo fall back with his whole division on Hooker's army,
and encamped at Ely's Ford in the evening in the rear of this
army, where, it will be remembered, Stuart waa preparing 00
attack it when he WlI8 interrupted by the news of Jackson's
wonnd. In fact, the great conflict WlI8 already progressing
around Chancellorsville before a single Federal trooper had
reached the Virginia Central Railroad: the expedition was yet
very far from the Aquia Creek line, the only important line to
be destroyed. This delay WlI8 caused, in the first instance, by the
fact that Hooker, anxious 00 reach Chancello1'8villc, had made his
infantry croM the Rappahannock before his cavalry; secondly,
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that the latter had been extremely slow in its movements during
the march of the 29th and 30th; and finally, that the untimely
retreat of Averell had deprived Stoneman of one half of the
forces he should have had at his disposal.

Under these circumstances the latter should have marched with
rapidity and kept his troops close together. He did not do 80.

The day of the 2d was passed at Louisa Court-house. In the
afternoon Lee came to feel the Federals, but after a sharp engage
ment he was compelled to fall back upon Gordonsville. So long
88 the Unionist column did not become divided it could pursue
its way at leisure and accomplish its work of destruction without
anything to fear from the enemy. In the evening this column
encamped at Thompson's Croes-roads, where the road from Fred
ericksburg to Columbia intersects that from Charlottesville to
Richmond. It was at this place that Stoneman carried out a
plan he had conceived-an excellent plan if the object of the
Union general had been to throw trouble and confusion into
the whole of Virginia, and not to intercept Lee's communica
tions with Richmond in the most effective way possible.

Calling his principal officers together, he explained to them
this plan, comparing his corps to a bombshell which bursts in
the midst of the enemy, hurling fragments in every direction,
each of which catJSe> as much havoc 8B a whole projectile. He
forgot that, in order to destroy and demolish, the shell, powerless
for this purpose, must be replaced by a solid ball. He divided
the thirty-five hundred mounted. men he had with him into seven
detachments, assigning to each an independent task. We shall
merely state in few words what they did and the route they
followed. .

While Stoneman and Buford remained at Thompson's Cross
roads with five hundred men to serve 8B a rallying-point to the
other detachments, Colonel Wyndham, at the head of a regiment,
proceeded by a forced march toward Columbia, a little town sit
uated on the James River. The canal, following this river and
crossing the Rivanna stream over a bridge near the town, gave it
great strategio importance. Wyndham found it in a defenceless
state, and took possession of some warehouses, but by IlOme strange
oversight, the destruction of the bridge not having been taken into
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consideration, he had not the necessary materials for blowing it up.
Not daring to prolong his stay beyond a few hours, and learning
that the enemy was approaching, he retraced his stepe, and joined
Buford again that sa.me evening. W. H. F. Lee, who fully appre
ciated the importance of the bridge, had hastened to the spot in
order to dispute it to the Federals, and his approach no doubt
was the means of securing its safety. Two other detachments,
under Captains Drummond and Merritt, al~ joined Buford's
reserve on the evening of the 3d, after having destroyed some
of the bridges of the Virginia Central Railroad. ~neral Gregg
followed this sa.me road with two regiments as far 88 Hanover
Junction, where he struck the Aquia Creek Railway. He thus
followed the route traced out for Stoneman, and undertook the
work of destruction for a considerable distance. But, fearful lest
his small fo~ might be surrounded by the enemy, he was unable
to accomplish this with the care and I\lethod that were necessary
to render it effective, and he again joined Buford on the 4th,
without having destroyed the great bridge of the Aquia Creek
Railway on the North Anna, the demolition of which would have
interrupted all traffic by that line for some time.

In the mean while, Stoneman and Buford, after having en
camped a short distance east of Thompson's Cross-roads on the
4th, at a place called Shannon's Hill, and brought together all the
detachments whose return was anticipated, proceeded northward
again on the 5th, pas!!ing through Yanceyville; they were fol
lowed by Lee, whose pursit of Wyndham had once more led him
to Stoneman's rear, but who could not seriously molest them.
On the 7th the column crossed the ll.apidan at Raccoon Ford,
without any attempt having been made on the part of the enemy
to disturb its march, and on the following day, taking the same
rood by which it came, it crossed the Rappahannock at Kelly's
Ford.

Two regiments remained behind, the Second New York and
the Twelfth Illinois; these, under the leadership of two intel
ligent and enterprising officers, Colonels Kilpatrick and Davis,
separately traversed the whole of Virginia as far lIB the sea, and
accomplished during this incursion all that could be expected
from 8uch small detachments. The former, marching all night
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in the direction of Ric~mond, reached the Aquia Creek Railway
at Hungary Station on the morning of the 4th, burnt the d~t,
<Jut down the telegraphic lines and tore up the rails; continuing
his daring march, he forced his way through the outposts which
surrounded the Confederate capital, passed between the redoubts
which enveloped it at intervals, and captured a considerable num
ber of prisoners in sight of the city; then, leaving the enemy
astounded at so much audacity, he crossed. the Chickahominy near
Meadow Bridge, destroyed the railway-bridge, quickly gained the
banks of the Pamnnkey at Hanoverto,vn, and, being ferried
over, succeeded at laSt in plaCing that river between himself and
the enemy, who was pressing him closely. On the morning of
the 5th, starting again for the north, he crossed the Matt&pony,
and reached the Rappabannock~ at the village of Tappahannock.
From thence, in order to throw the detachments that had been
pursuing him all the way fram Richmond on the wrong scent, he
suddenly turned once more southward; picked up on the way a
squadron of the Twelfth Illinois; and finally, on the 7th, reached
the strong place of Gloucester Point, at the entrance of York
River, which was occupied by the Federals.

Here he found Colonel Davis, who had arrived the day before.
The latter had started at the same time as himself, and had fol
lowed, more to the northward, along the South Anna, a parallel
direction with his own. His route being the shorrest, he reached
the Aquia Creek Railway at Ashland, which neither GJ"('gg at
the north nor Kilpatrick at the south had expected to strike
before the following morning, about six o'clook in the evening
of the 3d. So that, arriving unexpectedly, he had a chance of
intercepting a train of cars coming from Fredericksburg. His
presence along the line connecting Richmond with Lee's army
threw the capital into a state of extraordinary confusion. Two
hours later he occupied the other line at Hanover Junction. The
stations ,vere destroyed, as also some of the cars, one or two loco
motives, and a large quantity of provisions; the railroad-ties
which had been wrenched off with the rails were formed into a
pile and set 'on fire; while two small bridges, one on Stony Creek,
near Ashland, the other on :Machumps Creek, near Hanover, were
burned. But these damages were of small importance: in order
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to adequately destroy the usefulness of the two lines of railway
it wouid have been necessary to have burned the two bridgeil of
the South Anna, which, 8B the reader will remember, had played
so important a part in McClellan's oompaign during the month
of May, 1862. To effect this would have involved the loss of a
few hours: Davis did not consider himself sufficiently strong to
risk this delay, and, like Gregg a little more to the northward, he
allowed the opportunity of inflicting serious damage upon the
eOemy to slip from him. After having passed through Hanover
Court-house, and given his soldiers a short rest, he struck the
""'hite House line of railway at Turistall's Station on the morning
of the 4th, just 8B Kilpatrick W8B making his appearance at Hun
gary. Less fortunate than the latter, he encountered a detach
ment of infantry, which blocked the way to Williamsburg after
having ooused him some losses; but he turned northward, crossed
the Pamunkeyat Plunkett's Ferry and the Mattapony at Walker
town on the following day, almost at the same time that Kilpat
rick was effecting a passage a little higher up, and finally reached
Glouooster Point.

To close the recital of the oovalry operations co,incident ~th
the battle of Chancellorsville, it will be sufficient for ns to men- ,
tion another bold stroke a.ttempted by Mosby upon the rear of
,the Federal army. Wishing to take advantage of Stoneman's
absence and to harass the communications of that army while it
Was engaged with Lee's troops, he flung himself on the 3d of
May, with three hundred mounted men, upon the railroad run
ning from Alexandria to Warrenton Junction. But General
Stahel, who had charge of guarding this line, was, as usual,
upon his guard, and sent a squadron after him which put him
to flight.

On the 7th of }Iay, whilst Hooker was returning to Falmouth,
the whole of Stoneman's oovalry was regaining the Federal lines
along the borders either of the Upper Rappahannock or of York
River. The railroads it had intercepted were already repaired,
and.the interruption of the railway service was so short that Lee's
army W8B not inconvenienced by it. This fact affords the best
proof that the real object of the expedition had not been accom
plished. But it was not altogether fruitless to the Federals: it
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gave a certain degree of confidence to their cavalry, made it
understand how easy it ww! for it to overrun an enemy's country,
and taught it at the same time that the destruction of a line of
railway in ordHr to be effective should be performed with great
care--a lesson which was not lost in the future.

The battle of Chancellorsville was a defeat, but not a disaster,
for the Federal army. The latter was coming back exhausted,
reduced in numbers, but not discouraged, as was the case after
the useless butchery of Fredericksburg. Its leader had com
mitted some errors, but he had also displayed some of the attri
butes that should characterize a commander-in-(lhief. He cannot
be held responsible in the judgment of his country and of history
for the want of a controlling direction which had given so much
advantage to the Confederates since the morning of the 3d----since
that fatal hour when, stricken down like so many others around
him, his feeble hand had been equally powerless in wielding the
baton of command or for transferring it to one of his lieutenants.

The share of responsibility resting upon each one gave rise to
lively discu.~ions and bitter recriminations, but none of the sol
diers who had crossed the Rappahannock during that memorable
week entertained the least doubt as to the gravity of the check
sustained. Three of Hooker's subordinates paid for the faults of
all, although the errors for which they were made to Buffer had
exercised no influence over the general result of the battle.

•Averell had been' deprived of his command on the 3d of
May, even while the action was pending, by the general-in
chief, who reproached him for his inaction; and a few days
later Hooker insisted upon Stoneman being superseded by Pleas
onton. Finally, ~neral Revere, who had commanded Berry's
division for a short time after the death of the latter, being
charged with having given the signal of retreat at the most
critical moment of the battle, was arraigned and tried before a
general court-martial and dismissed from the military service.*
Although Hooker's check had been strikingly obvious, he had

* This dismill8al, announced in General Orders, No. 282, War Department,
A.-G. 0., August 11, 1863, was revoked by Special Orders, No. 302, War Depart
ment, A.-G. 0 .• September 12,1864, and his resignation accepted, to date from
August 10, 1863.-ED.
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no sooner returned to Falmouth than he sought to palliate it
in a general order addressed to his. army.* But this pompous
language was not aUculated to fill up itB ranks and to restore it
all it had lost.

Diminished by oomootB and the expiration of a large number
of enlistmentB, this army needed recuperation before resuming
the offensive. Lee was not to allow it time to do so.

• General Orders, No. 49, Head-quarters Arm., or the Potom~ May 6,
1863.-ED.



CHAPTER III.

SUFFOLK.

WE must suspend the recital of the struggle that is faking
place between the two great armies of the Potomac and

Northern Virginia, and avail ourselves of the rest which they
enjoyed after the battle of Chancello1'8ville to cast a glance at the
operations of which the long coast of the Confederate States was
the scene during the first half of the year 1863, and to say a few
words relative to the combats fought in Virginia by bodies of
troops acting independent of Hooker's and Lee's armies.

In the second volume we have brought the narrative of the
operations undertaken along the coast of the Southern States to
th~ close of the year 1862. We have seen the Federal navy pur
suing a double object: on the one hand maintaining its indispu
table superiority on the sea by closing all access to the coast to
neutral flags, and by fighting the armed vessels of the Confed
erates; on the other hand, either singly or in concert with land
troops, taking possession of this coast, reducing or investing the
fortresses commanding the entrance of the ports in order to lessen
and facilitate the task of the blockading squadrons. We shall con
tume to follow in this place the division we have adopted, which
was indicated by flIat .of those squadrons, two of which were
stationed along the Atlantic coast, one north and the other south
of Charleston, and two in the Gulf of Mexico, one east and the
other west of the mouths of the Mississippi.

We find them on the 1st of January under the respective
commands of Admirals Lee, DuPont, Bailey, and Farragut; but
the latter, so fully occupied with a portion of his vessels in the
waters of the Mississippi, is obliged to leaye the control of the
remainder of his squadron to subordinates.

The operations of Admiral Lee's fleet, called the North Atlan
124.
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tic Squadron, present but little interest in themselves, but they
are intimately connected with those of the detachments of land
forces stationed along the coast which will have to sustain, during
that period, struggles of sufficient importance to exercise a cer
tain influence upon the total bearings of the war. The recital
of the battles fought in South-eastern Virginia and on the inland
sea of North Carolina is the more appropriate in this place, after
the battle of Chancellorsville, that we shall meet in these combats
a portion of Lee's 8Oldie1'8 under" the command of such leaders as
Longstreet, D. H. Hill, Hood, and Pickett, who until then had
always been arrayed against the Army of the Potomac. In fact,
D. H. Hill had been !lent into North Carolina for the purpose"of
imparting a better organization to the militia of that State, and
about the 26th of February, Longstreet, with three divisions,
under Hood, Pickett, and Anderson, had taken up his quarte1'8
at Petersburg, south of Richmond. A military department had
been created for him, and a fourth division, newly formed, under
General French, had been added to his command. His first <me

was to fortify by a series of works, in which he placed one half
of his forces, the line of the Blackwater, an important tributary
of the Chowan River, which nIDS southward to about twenty
miles west of Suffolk. Thanks to these works, he felt sure of
being able to resist henceforth any offensive movement of the
Federals on that side.

The Richmond government must have considered the danger
imminent to have BBSembled such important forces along the coast
to the detriment of Lee's army, in whose ranks ten thousand men
more or less could exercise a decisive influence on the day of bat
tle. The Federals on this oomsion were gathenng the fruits of
McClellan's campaign against Richmond, which were not entirely
llEt at the time of the evacuation of Harrison's Landing. They
had then preserved the important positions of Williamsburg and
Yorktown on the Virginia peninsula, of Norfolk and Suffolk on
the right bank of the James. These were points whence an
army, speedily transported by sea, could always debouch for the
PIUJlO8e of operating either against the city of Richmond itself
or against the lines of railways running south from that town.
The Fourth army corp8, commanded by General Keyes, had charge
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of these positions. It occupied Fortress Monroe, Yorktown, and
Fort Magruder near Williamsburg with one division; the other,
under General Peck, was located at Norfolk and Suffolk. The
latter town, situated on the Nansemond River at the point where
it forms a creek running into the James, is only separated by a
few miles of mainland from the vast marsh called the Dismal
Swamp. The impenetrable bogs of this swamp encircle with a
thick belt the black and infectious waters of Lake Drummond,
the accursed spot of the Indian legends, the horrors of which
Thomas Moore has sung in one of his most poetical ballads, and
extends as far as the vicinity of the inland sea of North Carolina.
Suffolk thus commands an isthmus which connects Norfolk with
the mainland. Hence the importance of this position, which Peck
hastened to occupy on the 22<1 of September with the nine thou
sand men of his division, and which he began at once to fortify.
The Confederates allowed him to proceed without interruption
until the month of January, 1863. At this period they began to
take notice of the scope he had given to these works, and, fearing
lest he might make them the basis of incursions against their rail
ways, they watched him a little closer. General Pryor mme with
one brigade to station himself on the Blackwater River, and on
the 26th he advanced as far as within eight or nine miles of
Suffolk. Peck immediately sent forward the Corcoran brigade
against him. The latter on the 30th of January found him
posted at a point called Kelley's Store, and attacked him vigor
ously. The Federal artillery soon silenced that of Pryor, but
when the infantry tried to carry the strong positions he occupied,
it was repulsed. The Confederates, however, did not consider
themselves able to maintain their ground, and availed themselves
of the advantage they had obtained to retire. They were not long
pursued. The losses of the Federals amounted to one hundred
and twenty men, those of their adversaries to aoout fiftren only.
But from that time the latter did not again venture into the
neighborhood of Suffolk. •

We have pointed out elsewhere the distribution of the forces
which under General Foster had charge of defending the princi
pal towus and ports of the inland sea of North Carolina against
any offensive return of the enemy. Posted at the entrance of
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three great rivers, within reach of railways of great importance
tD the Confederacy, he had shown, by his expedition Soouinst
Goldsborough in November, 1862, that his presence was not an
idle threat. .

The Federal navy kept up a connection between the various
stations of the land-forces, protected them in oose of need with
its powerful guns, and participated in the reoonnoissances, the
small expeditions, which were undertaken for the purpose of
preventing the enemy from approaching them. Thus, on the
8th of January two steamers,* combining -their movements with
those of a regiment of cavalry, ascended the Pamunkey River
88 far as the White House, and destroyed some large depl'lts of
grain; on the 30th of the same month a Federal gunboatt entered
the waters of the Perquimans River, which runs from the Dismal
Swamp into Albemarle Sound, reached the town of Hertford, and
destroyed the bridge of a road through which the Confederates
drew their supplies from the neighboring districts. In short, on
the 4th of March a naval expedition dispersed some partisan
bands in the bay of Pungo on the Pamlico River.

The role imposed upon the navy was a difficult and dangerous
one: it was required to put to sea in all kinds of weather, to
navigate along a difficult coast, destitute of lighthouses, fre
quently occupied by the enemy, and to chase blockade-runners
at the risk of striking against sunken reefs. The vessels, for
the most part old merchant-i!hips, were often commanded by
improvised officers. On the 14th of January the steamer
Columbia was wrecked near Masonboro' Inlet on the coast of
~orth Carolina; notwithstanding the efforts of a vessel t sent to
her assistance, she was destroyed by the enemy and her crew
taken prisoners. On the 23d of February two Union ships,1I
having attempted to attack a blockade-runner at the entrance
of Cape Fear River, were driven back by the fire of Fort
Caswell, an old Federal work which defended its entrance.

At the approach of the mild season, from the middle of .March,
• The gunboata MaJIaaka and Qnmnodore Morris, and l\Il army-tug, the May
~-ED.

t With fifty men or the Twenty-seventh M_husettll on board.-ED.
t Two, the Penobllrof. and the Chmbridgc.-ED.
I The DaeotaA and the Monticello.-ED.
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the Confederates determined to employ the forces assembled m
those latitudes for an offensive campaign. They proposed to
confine themselves no longer to the task of simply harassing the
Federals and shutting them up in their Positions, but to recapture
all those positions from them. Longstreet was to direct their main
effort against Suffolk, the fall of which would involve that of
Norfolk. Once masters of this fine port and its arsenal, they
would be able to again close the James River, the most direct
route to Richmond, the only one able to supply with provisions
an army besieging that capital; they could even harass Federnl
vessels as far as Chesapeake Bay. In order to facilitate this
operation, Hill was ordered to draw the attention of the Union
generals toward North Carolina, and to make them believe that
the attack was to be directed against Foster's troops, which had
recently been singularly reduced in numbers.

In fact, at the end of January the government of Washington,
being no doubt desirous of satisfying public opinion in the North,
which was always clamoring for the capture of Charleston and
felt vexed at beholding the cradle of secession still standing,
decided to send a powerful reinforcement to the troops assembled
at Beaufort under Hunter's command, and Foster was ordered to
take twelve thousand of his best soldiers ~ him. This was a
great error, because even if those troops had succeeded in cap
turing Charleston-s very doubtful matter, as the event proved
the only result would have been to gratify political hatred without
exercising hardly any influence on the war. In order to o.ocom
plish this object, two well-trained and organized divisions were
unnecessarily exposed to a murderous climate; whereas in North
Carolina, a much healthier country, they would have been able,
under Foster's direction,' to continue the operations they had so
successfully commenced the preceding autumn. These operations,
directed against the lines of railways which supplied Richmond
with food, could have been considered as connected with those of
the Army of the Potomac, and would sooner or later have been
of great help to it. The Federal government, through unac
countable neglect, had not even notified Hunter of the powerful
reinforcement which had thus been sent to him. Foster had
embarked at Beaufort in North Carolina on the 2d of February.
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When he arrived at Port Royal nothing was found in readines
for his BOldiers. He was received as an intruder; soon after
Hunter took advantage of Foster's temporary absence to break
up the corps which the latter had brought him, and distributed
its troops among his own ·brigades. A quarrel between the two
chieftains naturally followed, and Foster was compelled to retum
to New Berne alone, leaving in the hands of Hunter the troops he
had organized, and which were destined to remain too long inactive
among the Sea Islands. He tried to conceal from the enemy this
weakening of his forces by employing in the best way he could
the troops that remained with him, to which were soon added a
few recruits. During the month of March he undertook, to this
effect, several reconnoissances into the interior of the country;
but he could not deceive the Confederates, who were thorougWy
informed of all that was taking place in his camps. This was a
tine opportunity for them: Foster, being menaced, could not fail
to ask Keyes for reinforcements, and if he was left to his own
resonroes an effort would be made to drive him into the sea,
instead of making ~ simple demonstration. Hill began by
attempting a bold stroke against Fort AndeI'BOn, a considerable
work which the Federals were erecting on the left bank of the
Neuse in front of New Berne. This was to harass Foster at the
mart. important point of his command. On the 13th of March,
General Pettigrew, following some by-roads with one or two
Confederate brigades, took advantage of the absence of the
greater portion of the Federal vessels that were guarding the
Neuse to burst suddenly upon the fort, which was occupied by
a small garrison. The first attack was vigorously made, but
after a not very sanguinary engagement the well~irected fire
of the two Federal gunboats * was not long in making the
88Bailants beat a retreat.

Following the execution of this plan, Hill, who was striving
to magnify the number of his soldiers in the eyes of his adver
8lUi.es, conveyed them from the banks of the Neuse to those of
Tar River; on the 30th of March he came with one division to
invest the small town of Washington, which the Federals had
converted into a d~~t for supplies for the fleet, and which was

* The HuneAback and the HetRl.-ED. •
VOL.m.-ll
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surrounded by a belt of redoubts and half-bastions. This plaoe,
situated on the left bank of the Tar, was occupied by a small
garrison; two gunboats were at anchor in the river. While the
Confederate infantry were occupying some old works which had.
been erected the previous year when' thiR same town had. been
attacked, considerable detachments with a powerful artillery force
took position on the opposite side of the river, carried off the
buoys which indicated the course of the channel, and thus suc
ceeded in blockading the garrison. At the first news of the
attack General Foster had repaired to Washington by Ika, and
had reached that town before the investment. Two brigades had.
followed him close with ammunition upon transports, while most
of the vessels stationed in the inland sea came over for the pur
pose of co-operating with him. But the Confederate batteries,
skilfully posted and admirably served, succeeded in preventing
the passage of the transports. The attempts at landing on the
part of the Federals were frustrated, and it was with the utmost
difficulty that a single vessel, the McDenner,* succeeded, by for
cing the blockade, in carrying the reinforcement of a detachment
of infantry to the besieged, together with the ammunition of which
they were beginning to feel the want.

The troops sent by land from New Berne were not more fortu
nate. Spinola's brigade, which had left Fort Anderson on the 8th
of April, was stopped the following day at Blount's Mills by the
Confederate cavalry, and forced to turn back. A second expedi
tion, formed of Naglee's entire division, was organized a few days
later, but was unable to start before the 17th. In the mean
while, the Washington garrison was holding out bravely, not
withstanding the dangerous position in which it was placed,
while the fire of the gunboats did not allow the besiegers to
approach sufficiently near the place to make an assault. They
do not appear, however, to have seriously contemplated an attack
by main force, their principal object, as we have stated, being to
divert the attention of the Federals from the campaign which
they were preparing elsewhere. At all events, the Union vessels
constantly exposed. to their fire had suffered greatly, the sup-

* This WIIS thlil Ceres, under the command of acting volunteer Lieotenant
J. llacdea.rmid.-ED.
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plying of the garrison was becoming more and more difficult, and
it was waiting with the utmost impatience for the lIS8istance which
was to reach it by land, when on the 16th of April the besiegers
suddenly disappeared.-

The news that Hill had received from Longstreet had prompted
him to this step, and, turning his back uPon Washington, he had,
with all his troops, started to join the latter. The demonstration
he had just made was entirely successful. In fact, Foster, finding
himself seriously menaced, had asked for reinforcements. He was
promikd ten thousand men, three thousand of whom were to be
detached from the Fourth army corps.

Hill, who was in command of a large division, had made the
Carolinians believe, and through them the Federals, that his
forces were much more numerous. Longstreet, on his part,
having spread the rumor that he was going to lead his troops
to Charleston, the Federal military authorities had yielded cre
dence to it, and were the less reluctant to take away one brigade
from Peck that on the 14th of March the latter had received with
Getty's division, detached from the Ninth corps, the effeetive
force of which amounted to from nine to fourteen thousand men.
This is what Longstreet, who was perfectly well informed by his
spies of all that was taking place in the Federal camps, was wait
ing for, in order to strike a decisive blow against Suffolk. On the
10th of April the troops intended to join Foster took the cars
that were to convey theM from Suffolk to Norfolk: just as the
first train was about to start, Peck received a despatch fro111 Gen
eral Viele, who was in command at the latter place, informing
him that Longstreet's whole army was on the march to attack
him. A letter which, by a fortunate chance, had been taken
from a Confederate emissary a few moments before, had revealed
in time the preparations of the enemy, the arrival of a bridge
equipage, and the concentration of troops which was being effected
along the lines of the Blackwater. Peck kept all his troops
and prepared himself for the attack of which he had been
notified.

Suffolk formed a vast intrenched camp, consisting of redoubts
and lunettes connected by a continuous belt of about ten miles in
length; notwithstanding its extent, this belt was easily defended,
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about six miles of it being protected by water-COUn:eB. At the
north it was bordered by the deep waters of the Nansemond; at
the west, by a considerable tributary flowing from the right. side
of this river; at the north-east, by the large.streain called Jericho
Creek. At the BOUth-east the belt had been extended beyond this
stream in order to command the isthmus which separates it from
the Dismal Swamp: this isthmus was, moreover, intersected by
the discharging-channel which carries the waters of the swamp
into the Nansemond. At the BOUth a double line of works sup
plied ti.e absence of natural obstacles. But Peck had not only u;
defend the space comprised between the river and the swamp.
Below Suffolk the Nansemond pursues its winding course for 9

distance of four miles in a straight line, or say about eight milet.
by following its sinuous course, as far as a promontory called Hill's
Point, where the stream, receiving the waters of a river called
the 'Western Branch from the west, forms a vast estuary which
takes the name of Lower Nansemond.

This estuary was too broad for the Confederates to think of
crossing it. But a bar of small depth off Hill's Point preventB
large vessels from reaching the Upper Nansemond. Between
Suffolk and Norfolk the river, narrow and tortuous, bordered by
dense forests, and fed by marshy streams, was very difficult to
defend, and seemed to invite Longstreet to force a passage: he.
had the bridge-equipage necessary for this operation, and his
numerical superiority enabled him to u,ndertake it. In fact, he
had left the lines of the Blackwater with his four divisions, about
thirty thousand strong.

Being convinced that Hill's demonstrations had succeeded in
weakening Peck and deceiving him in regard to his intentions, he
wished to take advantage of his strength in order to carry the
works of Suffolk by surprise. It was a rich prey, well calculated
to tempt the skilful lieutenant of Lee, who, invested for the first
time with an independent command, was burning with desire to
signalize himself by a brilliant exploit. Besides the strong gar
rison, which, driven into its intrenchments, would be reduced to
capitulate, Suffolk contained a large number of heavy guns, all
kinds of provisions, and, among other things, more than sixty
miles of rails for railroads. Once master of this point, Norfolk
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with ita arsenal, BO indispensable to the fleet which blockaded
James River, waS at his mercy. On the 12th of April the troops
were on the march along the roads which, coming from the west
and BOUth, converge at Suffolk, while Hood, following that of
South Quay, captured the advance-postB of the cavalry which
Peck had sent out as a reconnoissance in the direction of the
Blackwater.

On the following day about noon the Confederates appeared
simultaneously on both sides of the Nansemond. Anderson's and .
Pickett's divisions, coming from the BOuth, one by the route de
bonching upon Fort Dix, the other by the Somerton Road, drove
back the Federals into their works; whilst at the west, Hood,
following the Roanoke Railway, took position along the water
courses which protected the Fedenu front, and French, fol
lowing the left bank of the Nansemond, appeared in front of
Suffolk. Bnt the defenders of this place were fully prepared;
they had at their head a chieftain and BOme leaders whose intelli
gence and activity compensated for their small numbers. Peck
bad entrusted Getty with the task of guarding the long line of
the Nansemond from Suffolk to Hill's Point, the weakest place
on his whole line; he himself, with his division, occupied the
intrenched camp and the borders of the discharging-channel,
having posted a detachment of cavalry at South Mills, south of
the Dismal Swamp, in order to cover the road, which, passing
around the swamp on this side, would have enabled the enemy to
reach Norfolk by turning his position.

The Federal navy was represented in the waters of Suffolk
only by a river-boat* carrying a battery of light howitzers, and by
two small vesselst hired by the agents of the War Department.
Bnt Admiral Lee immediately sent to their assistance all the ves
sels that were then in the harbor of Newport News whose small
draught enabled them to get over the shallows of the Nansemond.
On the evening of the 12th the naval forces assembled on this
river numbered two vessels below the bar of Hill's Point and six •
above; four others were to follow in quick succession. It is true
that they were too lightly built to resist the enemy's artillery:

* The Moont Walkington, Lieutenant R. H. Lamson.-ED.
1 The Well End. and the Smull Brigga.-ED.
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some of them were steamers intended for river-service, whose flat
bottoms supported a frail construction of iron and planks; the
others were small merchantrvessels, whose weak frames could
scarcely resL~ the recoil of the guns. But they were commanded
by two energetic and daring officers. Lieutenant Lamson had
charge of guarding the Nansemond above Hill's Point, and Lieu
tenunt Cushing below. The latter, who distinguished himself
during the war by several brilliant actions, was first in command
in virtue of seniority.

On arriving in front of the Federal works, which had been put
in a perfect state of defence, provided with heavy guns, and well
garrisoned by Peck's infantry, Longstreet saw at once that all
surprise was impossible, and did not deem it expedient to ventun'
an attack by main force. He tried to avail himself of his numer
ical superiority in order to turn those works. While Ander
son's and Pickett's divisions were to occupy the besieged along
the right bank of the Nansemond, Hood was to join French in
order to force a passage below Suffolk. The character of the
river between that city and Hill's Point was, as we have stated,
favorable to such an operation: Getty's seven thousand men had
great difficulty in effectively guarding the eight miles entrusted to
their care. Longstrcet's first object, before attempting a passage,
was to get rid of the Federal vessels, which could interrupt the
operation or cut up his bridges if he succeeded in throwing any
across the river. To effect this, strong works were erected in
front of the principal angles of the river, while the field-artillery,
concealed in the woods, would hold itself -in readiness to occupy
them as soon as one of the enemy's vessels should come in sight.
It seemed that these vessels, whose lower works and machinery
had no protection whatever, would be speedily destroyed or com
pelled to put back to sea, thus leaving the pass perfectly free to
the Confederates. In order to divert the attention of the Federals
while these works were being constructed, the troops stationed
south of Suffolk made strong demonstrations against that place
during the day of the 13th, while a swarm of skirmishers, am
bushed along the left bank, were trying to harass Lamson's
flotilla.

Some of the Confederate batteries were in readiness on the fo1-
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lowing day, the 14th: the opportunity for testing their strength
was not long coming. The flotilla which had charge of watching
the whole course of the river proceeded on the morning of that
day toward the estuary of the Lower Nansemond, along the
banks of which the enemy had shown himself, when all of a
sudden one of the hoatile batteries opened fire upon it. The
smallest vessels passed. through without much injury, but the

- Mount Wcuhingtcm, presenting a much wider surface, was struck
by several balls and her machinery damaged. Unable to
manreuvre in that condition, she ran aground near the bar in
front of Hill's Point. The Confederates, perceiving her situa
tion, immediately brought forward some field-pieces, which they
placed in a small work in process of construction at that point,
and began to riddle her with shot at a distance of seven hundred
and fifty yards. She would inevitably have been destroyed, in
spite or'the vigor with which Lamson defended himself, if Lieu
tenant Cushing had not come in time to his assistance with the
steamer Cctmmodore Barney. For the space of four hours these two
vessels, as also the river-boat Ste:pping-St01U!8, held out against
the Confederate artillery and skirmishers until the tide enabled
the Jfount Washington to get free and resume her course. Cush
ing did not join her again until after he had silenced the enemy's
guns. But this engagement was very costly to the Federal vessels,
which were greatly damaged by the projectiles of the Confederates,
and had a large number of wounded on board.

On the following day the latter, feeling encouraged by the
results they had achieved, armed several new batteries along the
left bank of the river. But General Getty, on the opposite side,
had not been inactive. In, order to be able to convey his forces
with greater facility to the point which might be menaced, he
had constructed along the river a new road which passed over the
tributary streams, until then deemed impassable, and connected
various works which had been erected in front of the enemy.
These works were also speedily fortified, 'and the main battery
of the Confederates, constructed at the extreme point of NorHeet*
for the purpose of covering their passage, was so vigorously
cannonaded that it was soon reduced to silence. Lamson took

* Otherwise known as Norfleet's fann.-ED.
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advantage of this on the morrow to go up the river, where the
presence of his vessels afforded much encouragement to the land
troops. The latter had been constantly pressed by the skirmishers
of the enemy, who were endeavoring to find out the weak point of
the Federal line, but without attacking it seriously. Longstreet,
in fact, had changed his tactiail. He was gathering his forces
below Suffolk, fully convinced that by multiplying his batteries
along the river he would finally obtain complete command of iiB
course, and might then effect a passage which he did not dare to
attempt by main force. By declining to run the risks of this
operation in the hope of rendering his success more certain, he
allowed his adversaries, on the contrary, time to prepare them
selves and complete their means of defence. Nevertheless, he
mme very near succeeding. The battery of Hill's Point had
been completed, its elevated position sheltering it from the fire
of the flect; the guns which were dismounted on the 13th had
been replaced by others of larger relibre. Although the range
of their fire was reduced by the embrasure;, they had entire com
mand of the pass, and again reused serious damage to the flotilla
when it proceeded up to Suffolk. Lamson determined to destroy
it. On the evening of the 16th he landed a few companies of
infantry, but these troops were seized with such a fearful panic
that they had to be re-embarked without approaching the enemy.
Admiral Lee, thinking that his vessels were too much exposed in
the tortuous current 6f the Nansemond, ordered them to evacuate
at once that portion of the river comprised between Suffolk and
Hill's Point; this was to invite the enemy tQ attempt a pMBage

which the Union troops, disco~ by the withdrawal of the
gunboats, could not have prevented.

Fortunately for the Federals, Lamson was not so easily induced
to give up the game: in concert with General Peck he resolved to
try another bold stroke upon the battery of Hill's Point. This
time General Getty determined to lead his sOldiers· in person, in
order to encourage "them by his own example. Delays reuse the
loss of one night; finally, the attack is fixed for the evening of

* Three hundred men, composed of detachments from the Eighty-ninth
New York, Lieutenant-colonel Engla.nd, and the Eighth Connecticut, Colonel
Ward.-ED.
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the 19th. Time is pressing, for on the previous day two ves
sels* having passed up the river, the battery has done them
much harm and killed their pilots. Two works have been con
structed and fortified by the Federals in front of this battery i
at six o'clock in the evening they open fire upon it, supported
by the whole ·flotilla, which had been collected together for this
purpose, with the exception of the Stepping-Stones, she being
loaded. with troops hidden from the enemy's view by canvas
BCreeDs along the sides, and comes down the river as if with the
intention of forcing a passage. As BOOn as she arrives nearly abreast
of the battery the UnionistB cease firing, and Lamson, suddenly
veering his vessel around, runs her aground a few yards above
the redoubt. Before its defenders have time to turD: their guns
against the asaailants the latter have landed, and, rushing forward
under the lead of General Getty, they find themselves already in
their midst. A second battery rises in the rear of the first, from
which it is only separated by a deep ravine. A. portion of the
Confederates are trying to defend themselves in it, but they have
scarcely fired a gun when the howitzers landed by Lamson open
fire upon them i the Federal soldiers pursue them into their
work, notwithstanding the roughness of the ground, and compel
them to surrender. One huqdred and sixty-one prisoners, together
with five pieces of cannon, remain in the hands of the conquerors,
who leave a strong garrison in the redoubt. They have only a.
few wounded on their side.t .

This brilliant feat of arms completely paralyzed the Confed
erates. Instead of seeking to cross the river, they occupied them
selves solely with the task of protecting their positions, which they
thought to be all menaced at once. Longstreet, feeling convinced
that the passage of the Nansemond would be no less difficult than
the capture of Peck's lines by assault, determined to reduce the
latter through the slower process of a regular siege. The weak
works that his soldiers had erected were transformed into par
allels, the intrimte windings of which were infinitely multiplied.
In order to push forward the operations with vigor it required
more men and gl1ns of heavier mlibre. Hill, who was already
marching upon Suffolk after having abandoned the investment
1I The .Aim and the CIzar de Lion.-ED. t Four killed and ten wounded.-ED.
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of Washington in North Carolina, was ordered to hasten his
march, while guns of large calibre were sent from Richmond
for the purpose of arming the batteries of the besiegers.

The evacuation of the redoubt at Hill's Point, ordered by
Peck on the 20th, which led to the withdrawal of the Federal
vessels below the bar, did not induce the Southerners to resume
the offensive. Satisfied with increasing their works, they left this
r6le to the Federals, whose courage had just received an additional
stimulus by the arrival of a few reinforcements. Thus, on the
22d, Cushing landed with his sailors on the western shore of the
estuary, and led a reconnoissance as far as the village of Chucka
tuck, about three miles in the interior; on his return he drove off
a squad of cavalry that was trying to surround him. Two days
later, at the other extremity of the line, near the Dismal Swamp,
G€neral Corcoran's brigade, supported by two other detachments,
made a sortie along the Edenton and Somerton roads, which dis
lodged the Confederates from their advance posts and drove them
back into their main works. The operations on both sides were
thenceforward confined to the construction of new batteries and a
constant interchange of projectiles, without either party assuming
the offensive. In these artillery duels the advantage rested inva
riably with the Federals, who with their well-served guns silenced
those of the Southerners whenever the latter were unmasked.
Longstreet at that time was only provided with field-pieces.

It was not long, however, before he received some siege-guns
sent from Richmond. These being at last placed in the ad
vance works of the Confederates and in some of the fortifica
tions situated along the river, he tried the range of their pro
jectiles on the 30th of April. Elsewhere, the heads of Hill's
column had just reached his camp, and on the 2d of :Mayall
the forces of this general, amounting to more than ten thousand
men, having arrived, it seemed that the moment had come for
striking a decisive blow. But the news that the government of
Richmond had received on the same day from the borders of the
Rappahannock suspended its execution, most opportunely for the
Federals. On being informed of the movement which on the
1tlt of May had brought Hooker's right wing to Chaneellorsville,
Mr. Jefferson Davis, in pursuance of a desire expressed by Lee,

•
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had telegraphed Longstreet to return immediately to Richmond
with all his forces. He was to cover that city or rejoin the Army
of Northem Virginia, according to circumstances. He had not'a.
moment to lose to execute the orders of the President. Longstreet
only remained before Suffolk long enough to withdraw his mat~

riel, and on the 3d of May, precisely one year after the evacuation
of Yorktown, he abandoned all his positions, which were occu
pied on the following day by the Federal forces of land and sea.

His first stopping-place was on the Blackwater. At three
o'clock in the morning Peck was apprised of the retreat of the
enemy. Wishing to ascerta'n his movements at once, in order
to be on his guard in CllBe it should prove to be only a feint,
and to harass him if he was falling back upon Richmond, he
immediately puts the larger portion of his small army on the
march, without allowing himself to be intimidated by the numer
iml superiority of his adversaries. Getty, with about seven thou
sand men, crosses the Nansemond over the Suffolk bridge, and
advances rapidly in pursuit of them along the direct route to
Richmond, which passes by Providence Church and skirts the
Petersburg Railway BOuth of the WeStern Branch. In the mean
while, two detachments are crossing the river a little lower down
in the hope of striking the flank of the enemy's rear-guard.
Landing, one near the village of Chuckatuck, the other at Hill's
Point, they propose to march up the Western Branch along both
sides of the stream. But Longstreet has taken every measure
to cover the retreat of his army. The largest portion of Hill's
division forms the rear-guard, which, availing itself of all the
advantages that the ground offers, disputes it inch by inch to
Getty from noon till evening. The Federals, having been unable
ro effect a breach in his lines, in spite of several attacks vigorously
made, come to a. halt at nightfall in an exhausted state, while the
Southerners take advantage of the darkness to join the main body of
troops on the borders of the Blackwater. The other two detach
ments have been separated and paralyzed by Longstreet's cavalry,
which has prevented the first from crossing over to the right side
of theWestern Branch, and has driven the second upon Hill's Point.

On the morning of the 4th the Unionists, having ascertained
that their adversaries have crossed the Blackwater, give up the
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pursuit. Nevertheless, although he iB no longer molested, Long
street cannot make hiB army undergo long marches. The rail
roads at hiB disposal, being in a very bad condition, are scarcely
sufficient to convey hiB supplies, and cannot be made available for
the transportation of hiB infantry, which the arrival of Hill has
swelled ro six divisions.* Consequently, he does not reach Rich
mond until the 10th of May. On the 11th hiB rear-guard aban
dons the line of the Blackwater.

The fate of arms had been decided a week since on the borders
of the Rappahannock, but the vicrory had singularly weakened
Lee's army. Deprived of Jackson and ten thousand of its bra
vest soldiers, thiB army, in order ro accomplish the task which had
been aasigned to it, needed a powerful reinforcement. Longstreet,
in joining it with hiB four divisions, enabled it ro nndertake the
offensive campaign which we shall describe presently.

At the beginning of the siege of Suffolk the Confederates had
made a strong demonstration against Williamsburg. In order to
prevent a repetitiou of the same, General Keyes, after ha~ng

inspected the course of the Mattapony in person, caused a detach
ment of infantry to be landed at West Point, at the entrance of
thiB water-course into York River. These troops, stationed in a
'8IDal1 fort under the protection of the gunboats, were a menace to
the Confederates who occupied the peninsula, and they kept the
entrance to the river free. At the end of May, Keyes, fearing
lest the Southerg.ers might succeed in capturing this garrison,
withdrew it; but on the 4th of June he got up a new expedition,
in conjunction with the naval forces, in the watel'B of the Mattapony.
Taking advantage of the fact that the evacuation of West Point
had lulled the vigilance of the enemy, the Federal gunboats as
cended the river as far as twenty miles above its mouth; the troops,
landed during the night, proceeded to Aylett's, where they utterly
destroyed a large foundry, and, the object of the expedition being
accompliBhed, returned to Y orkrown without a.ocident.

The navy, as will be seen, afforded powerful aid to the land
troops scattered along the coast of Virginia and North. Carolina.

* This comprehended the whole of Longstreet's command (Department of
Virginia and North Carolina), which consisted of Elzey's, French's, D. H.
Hill's, Whiting's, Hood's, and Pickett's divisions.-ED.
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We shall not stop to enumerate the prizes it made in those waters,
and, having no further incident of importance to notice before the
1st of July, a date we shall not reach in this chapter, we will pass
to the second part--that is to say, to that which relates to the
ooast of South Carolina, of Georgia, and East Florida.

We left the Federals at the close of 1862 IIUl8ters of a large
number of points along that coast. Their central d~pOt is in the
bay of Port Royal, where their fleet finds excellent shelter for
victualling purposes, and near which the land-forces are stationed.
These forces have been collected together for the purpose of block
ading Charleston and attacking that place by land and sea at the
same time.

Since Hunter succeeded Mitchel on the 30th of October, 1862,
theerainy season has not allowed him to undertake such an ope
ration. Whilst waiting for more favorable weather the fleet of
Admiral DuPont is preparing for the rd18 it will have to play at
this siege by testing the strength of its iron-clad vessels against
the works which the enemy still possesses along the coast. In
fact, in anticipation of the battles he might have to fight in the
1.y of Charleston, the Federal government had given DuPont all
the vessels of this class of which it was in possession at the time.
The MO'T/.itor, which was lost on the 30th of December while on
her way to join him, had been replaced, on the 24th of January,
by another vessel of the same character, called the Moo.tauk, a
"monitor," to use the term thenceforth applied to all ships of this
class. Others were to follow shortly. In order to try the resist
ing power of this new vessel, DuPont Bent her to the Ogeechee
River to attack a large work constructed by the enemy at Genesis
Point, called Fort McAllister, which closed the navigation of that
river to the Federals. They were the more anxious to penetrate
into the waters of the Ogeechee because the steamer Nashville, of
which we have spoken before, had taken refuge in those waters a
few months previously: they knew that she had been equipped
and armed for cruising purposes, and were apprehensive lest BOme
Cortunate chance might enable her to elude the blockade.

On the 27th the M011J.auk, commanded by Captain Worden
the 811JDe who had made himself famous while ill command of
the Monitor at Hampton Roads-brought her broadside to bear
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upon Fort McAllister at a dista.n(',e of twelve hundred yards, and
for the space of four hours the fire of her two heavy pieces, eleven
and fifteen-inch guns, was directed against that work. The Con
federates replied vigorously to the last, although one of the
enemy's shells had dismounted one gun, killed an officer, and
wounded seven soldiers. The ~AI01ltauk retired after having
exhausted all her ammunition. She bore the marks of num('rOlL~

cannon-balls which had done her no harm, and Worden, satisfied
with this experience, obtained at the common expense of both
combatants, reported in favor of this new implement of war.

The Confederates, however, were fully determined to make use
also of this kind of machine against their adversaries: instead
of allowing themselves to be discouraged by the loss of the
)fanassas, the Virginia, the Arkansas, and other" rams" wl1ich
they had hurled against the Federal fleets, the ephemeral successes
of these vessels had inspired them with great confidence. Thanks
to the activity of General Ripley and Commodore Ingraham, who
commanded the land and naval forces at Charleston, the hulls of
two steamships had been strongly clad with iron after the fashion
of the Vilginia, provided with a ram, and supplied with some
heavy guns; these improvised iron-clads were respectively named
the Palrlletto State and the Chicora, and were completely equipped
during the month of January. The Confederates had thus out
stripped their adversaries, who at that date had not yet a single
iron-clad ve--'lSC1 before Charleston. This superiority could not
last long; they resolved to take advantage of it, and were not
long in wanting an opportunity. They found out that ~he two
most powerful ships in the enemy's fleet, the sloops-of-war
Powhatan and Canandaigua, had been sent at the same time,
through a singular imprudence, to coal at Port Royal: all the
othen:;, ten in number, were old merchant-ships: they were
armed with heavy guns, it is true, but their hulls could not
resist projectiles, and their boilers were particularly exposed.

We have described elsewhere the approaches of the port of
Charleston. A. line of sandbanks stretches out from north to
south for several miles eastward, leaving three passes of small
importance on the side of Sullivan's Island, while the main pass,
called Main Ship Channel, hugs the coast of Morris Island for
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a distance of four or five miles, and empties into the open sea at
the BOuthern extremity of the bank. The ships loaded with stones
which the Federals had BUnk in these passes had been absorbed
by the sand, together with their contents: the passes were free, but
the entrance of each WIIB, lIB formerly, marked by a bar of small
depth. The blockading fleet kept outside of these bars, and had
therefore a VlIBt extent of water to watch. One portion kept
guard over the northern passes; the remainder, separated by a con
siderable space, guarded the principal entrance. The Housatonic,
the A:ugusta, and two others * formed the northern division; the
Mercedita and the Keystone State, the one of eight hundred and
the other of fourteen hundred tons, were in front of the southern
bar; the MemphiJJ and the Quaker City more in the rear. On the
evening of the 30th of January the whole fleet, as usual, was under
steam, moored to anchor-buoys, ready to slip their cables and fall
upon any blockade-runners that might happen to heave in sight.
It had made an important capture during the day, that of the
English steamer PrinceB8 Royal, coming from the Bermudas, and
the hope of new prizes not less lucrative stimulated the vigilance
of the Federal crews. But a dense fog stretching over a perfectly
mIm sea enveloped each of their vessels with a veil that was im
penetrable to the most practised eyes.

Commodore Ingraham on the Palmetto State, followed by the
Chico1'a, took advantage of this fog to venture unperceived into
the main pass; and, overcoming all the difficulties of such
navigation in spite of the darkness, got over the bar at four
o'clock in the morning, being fully convinced that he would not
have to go far to encounter the enemy, whom he proposed to
surprise. In fact, espying through the mist the lights of the
MfTcedita, he makes for that vessel with the greatest speed.
The Palmef10 State is within a hundred yards when she is
signalled by the lookout, and before her hull, which is but a
few feet above water, has been clearly defined, he has got so
close that the enemy's vessel cannot give her guns the necessary
depression to reach him. He then fires a single cannon-shot
against his adversary, which passes through her boiler, and,
ramming her almost at the Bame moment, springs a large leak

* The SWtin and the Otta1Oll.-En.
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in her side. The Federals, coDBidering theDlBelves lost, offer to
surrender. Not wishing to load his vessel with prisoners, Ingra
ham receives a Federal officer on board, who alpitulates in the
name of the whole crew and acknowledges himBelf a prisoner
on parole. Without taking any further notice of the Meroedita,
which succeeds in stopping her leak and allows herself to drift
into the open sea, the Palmetto State joiDB the Ohicora for the
purpose of attacking the Keystone State, which is preparing for
the fight. The two Southern iron-clads, approaching this vessel,
one on either side, throw a few shells into her, which set her on
fire in the fore hold. The Keylltone State, whose machinery remaiDB
intact, withdraws rapidly, but her commander, Lieutenant Levy,·
does not allow himself to be intimidated by the fate of the Mer
cedita, and will not give up the game: he partly extinguishes the
fire, and, putting on a heavy pressure of steam, heads for the
Chicora with a speed of twelve knots, determined to board and
sink her. Unfortunately for him, just as he is getting near a
shell bursts both his boilers. The scalding steam is rushing
through every part of the vessel; more than one-fourth of the
crew have either been killed or wounded, and the disabled ship
is left at the mercy of her adversary. The latter riddles her with
shot, to which, owing to the short distance that separates them,
she is not, as was the alBe with the Mercedita, in a condition to
reply: the ship is on fire, the water is pouring in from every
direction, and Levy* lowers his flag; but Captain Tucker, who
is in command of the Chicora, believing this to be a ruse of the
enemy, refuses to recognize the signal and renews the fight, which
has been interrupted for an iDBtant. It was a fortunate chance
for the Keylltone State, for at this moment the Memphis comes to
her assistance, and in spite of the enemy's projectiles succeeds in
taking her in tow before the Chicora, whose movements are very
slow, has been able to get up to her. The Quaker Ouy has come
in her turn to exchange shots with the Confederate rams, without
allowing them to come too close to her. It is six o'clock; the
day has dawned. The Augtt.Bta, having witnessed the fight from
a distance, comes up at last, followed by the H()1J,8(JJ,onio. Ingra
ham, dreading to measure strength with so many adversaries at

* Commander W. E. Le Roy.-ED.
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once npon veeaels whose slow movements render them almost
unmanageable, gives the signal of retreat, and abandons the
pU1'8Uit of the Ke:y1lf.fJm Staie.

The small Federal veeaels have prudently withdrawn, but the
Howalonic and the Augusta pursue the Confederates, firing at
long range and trying in vain to cut off their retreat. While the
Keroedita and the KtyBtone State are being towed away from the
scene of action, Ingraham recrosses the bar and anchors in the
north channel, about two-thirds of a mile from the guns of
Fort Moultrie, where the authorities of Charleston, who dur
ing the action had not moved from under the cover of the
guns of the fort, were waiting for him on board of two small
vessels.

The combat WBB ended at eight o'clock. The Confederate ships
l'EHmtered the port of Charleston late in the afternoon. The losses
of the Federals were heavy, the warning a eerious one. They
had been made to understand that their improvieed wllr-veeaels
were pitted against formidable adversaries. But the blockade
had not been interrupted for a single instant: notwithstanding
their impenetrable armor, the lisBailants had not been able to
force the fleet to abandon the waters it had been ordered to
guard.

Nevertheless, the Confederates BOught to avail themselves of
the comparative advantage they had gained to proclaim the rais
ing of the Charleston blockade. It is well known that, accord
ing to international laws, in order to be recognized by neutrals
the blockade of a port must be effective, and that the restrictions
which it imposes upon them cease to be in force if the power
establishing such a blockade does not maintain it permanently,
whether it voluntarily withdraws ita veseels or that the latter are
compelled to give way before a suPerior force. The blockadll
thus raised cannot be re-establiBhed except by again granting tl.l

neutrals all the delays required for ita proclamation: this 8ecuretJ

the opening of the port for a few weeks at least. Such had been
the result of Renshaw's disaster at Galveston, the blockade of
which port the Confederates had effectually raieed. But the
opening of that port, eeparated by immense deeerta from the rest
of the Confederacy, was of small importance, while that of the

VOL. IIl.-tO
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bay of Charleston would have rendered the greatest possible ser
vice to the cause of the South. An effort was made to make
neutral powers believe that the fleet charged with guarding this
bay had been destroyed or dispersed. To effect this the positive
successes achieved by Commodore Ingraham were exaggerated,
and some consular agents on board of one of the small steamers
which had appeared in the waters of Moultrie certified that after
the conflict they had tried in vain to discover the whereabouts of
the Federal fleet. It is probable that they looked for it among
the narrow northern passes, whereas it had rendezvoused at the
entrance of the southern pass for the purpose of giving chase to
the iron-clads; which did not prevent the blockade from being
effective. Perhaps their accommodating vision had been obl3cured
by the fog. However that may be, they took good care not to go
out into the offing to verify the fact to which they pretended to
testify, and their evidence, formally contradicted by that of all
the Federal officers, was not taken into consideration by the neu
tral powers. No merchantrvessel was imprudent enough to ven
ture in the midst of the Union fleet on the strength of the procla-
mation of the Confederate authorities. .

Just as the blockading squadron was resuming its positions Du
Pont learned that on the previous day it had experienced another
check not f~ from the bay of Charleston. The group of islands
extending south of this bay, upon which the Federals had long
since obtained a footing, is bounded by the estuary of Stono
River. Some Union vessels occupied the entrance of this arm
of the sea, deep but tortuous, and sometimes llBCended it for a
considerable distance in search of blockade-runners, who, it was
said, could communicate with Charleston by that way without
passing through the entrance guarded by DuPont. The Confed
erates determined to lay an ambuscade for them, and erected some
batteries along both banks of the Stono, which they fortified,
taking care to mask their guns. On the 30th of January, the
Union steamer Isaac Smith having penetrated into the channel,
they allowed her to p888 without revealing their presence; then,
when the vessel had proceeded as far up as Legareville, she was
attncked by the cross-fire of these batteries, which riddled her
with shot and soon obliged her to haul down her flag. Another
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VE9!eI,* which had hastened to her lIS8istance, had barely time to
make her escape in order to avoid the same fate. This was
another proof, in addition to many others, of the imprudence of
venturing· among narrow and sinuous water-courses with wooden
vessels without the support of infantry able to cle8f the banks for
their passage.

The absence of iron-clads came near proving very disastrous to
the fleet IIS8eIDbled in front of Charleston. The Montauk, the
only vessel of that class which was then under DuPont's com
mand, had been provisionally detached, as we have stated, from
the fleet. But her return was no longer a sufficient reinforcement
for the future. Three new monitors, the PaB8aW, the Patapsco,
and the Nahant, having been equipped during the month of Feb
ruary, were immediately sent to DuPont; four others were soon
to follow. Their arrival was the signal for the grand attack
which was relied upon for subjugating the cradle of secession.
In the mean while, the three first-named vessels were despatched
to the mouth of the Ogeechee, in order to undergo the same trial
llll the Hcmln/uk. DuPont also proposed at the same time to
destroy the NaBhfYille, which, as we have remarked, could not be
reached except by pllS8ing under the fire of Fort McAllister.
But the intrepid Worden, availing himself of a fortunate chance,
did not allow his comrades time to come up to divide with him
the honor of this bold stroke. Watching incessantly the NaBh
11ilk, which he considered as destined to belong to him, and whose
mastB he frequently got sight of above the flat banks of the Ogee
chee, he discovered, on the evening of the 27th of February, that
this vessel, while manoouvring, had run agrotmd one mile above
the enemy's fort. On the following morning, at daybreak, he
ascended the river, and while the gunboats that followed him at a
distance were endeavoring to occupy the attention of the Confed
erate guimers, he brought his broadside to bear against the very
dike which barred the river nine hundred yards from the guns
of the fort. The latter immediately directed their fire against the
spunky little craft which had come to defy them to their very
teeth. But Worden, trusting to his armor, did not take the trouble
of replying, but quietly opened fire upon the NaBhlJille. The Ogee-

• The Onnmodore McDonough.-ED.
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cbee, in its numerous windings, passes close to the fort, then glides
away from it before watering its base. By a fatal chance, the Con
federate ship, which had run aground at a considerable distance
from the fort, in following the current of the river found herself,
owing to this ~ngle, within two-thirds of a mile only in a direct
line from the Montauk, to which all her side was exposed. .After
having deliberately determined this distance by means of some
preliminary shots, the monitor, firing upon her as at a target,
lodged some enormous fifteen-inch shells. in her hull, and soon
set her on fire. As the Na,shviJ1e, which was loaded with powder,
blew up with a tremendous crash, Worden quietly retired, with
out having received the least damage from the projectiles of the
enemy: he would ha,:e been absolutely intact but for the explo
sion of a torpedo, which did some injury to the bottom of his
ship.

The other monitors arrived on the following day, and on the
3d of March they proceeded in their turn to make trial of their
strength against Fort McAllister. The Montauk did not accom
pany them, the experience she had acquired being deemed suf
ficient. The narrowness of the channel obliging the three
Federal vessels to proceed in file, the Pa8iJaic, which was fore
most, advanced to within one thousand yards of the enemy's
fort, and had concentrated upon her nearly the whole fire of the
seven pieces of heavy calibre which this work mounted. She
sustained this fire during eight hours without having a single
man wounded, but the mechanism of her turret was terribly
shaken and the deck greatly damaged; and Captain Drayton,
who commanded the naval division, perceiving that the enemy's
fire had not slackened, and concluding that it would be impos- ".
sible to silence it, gave the signal for retreat.

This experience, which.was soon to be confirmed in a striking
manner, showed that by dint of effort to render the monitors
invulnerable some of the offensive qualities necessary to men-of
war had been impaired: if their guns were well protected, their
fire was too slow to reduce even a simple earthwork like Fort
McAllister; but the time for experiments was past, and it was
agaiI18t the formidable citadels at the entranc,:e of Charleston
harbor that these vessels were now to be led.
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Before continuing our narrative we propose to devote a few
lines to the small feats of arms which were performed during
the month of March along that portion of the coast which is now

. occupying our attention. It was shown in the first volume that
the Federals, after having occupied the town of Jacksonville in
Florida, had evacuated it, thUB subjecting those inhabitants who
had compromised themselves through PIeir. sympathy for the
national flag to severe reprisals. They renewed and aggravated
the same error in the spring of 1863. This is the way it hap
pened. The organization of colored troops forming at Beaufort
under the auspices of General Hunter had made great progress
during the winter. Two regiments, commanded by white officers, ,
were in complete onler; they were sufficiently drilled and armed.
General Saxton, who, as has been said, had special charge of
everything concerning fugitive slaves, was desiroUB to give em
ployment to these soldiers. The refugees from Florida never
ceased to assert that this State had been entirely stripped of
troops by the Confederate government, that it would require but
a small force to take possession of it, and that there would be
found in it, besides some valuable material resources, the entire
black population ready to swell the ranks of the 'new regiments
composed of colored men. Saxton determined to send two of
these regiments to Jacksonville. They went up St. John's River
upon transports, and on the 10th of March they occupied this
point without striking a blow. But the Confederates gathered
their forces, and soon confined the Unionists within the limits
of the town. The latter fortunately received a timely reinforce
ment. Two white regiments had been sent from Beaufort to
relieve the colored troops, and allow them to go into the inte
rior of the country for the purpose of establishing an armed
propaganda, from which great results· were anticipated. They
arrived on the 21st of March, and drove back the Confederates,
whose attacks were beginning to become serious. But the pro
jected expedition had to be given up. Political animosities,
which always assert themselves whenever the negro is in ques
tion, became mix~ up with military matters, and gave rise to
bitter rivalries between the immediate leaders of the white forces
and the organizers of the colored troops. The town of .Tack-
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BOnville and its inhabitants were the victims. General HunOOr,
believing that the fo~ detached from that side would be
required for the operations he proposed to undertake against
Charleston, recalled them all to Beaufort on the 31st of March.
The incidents which marked this third evacuation rendered it
particularly unfortunate for the Federal cause. Jacksonville,
celebrated for the mildness of its climate, was, before the war,
the rendezvous of numerous families who came there to find a
shelter against the rigor of the winters of the American conti
nent. They had brought comfort and luxury to the place:
charming villas nestled under palm trees, while gigantic oaks
and orange trees formed long and pleasant avenues. Most of
the proprietors, devoted to the cause of the Union, did not ven
ture to face the return of the Confederates, and took refuge on
board the Federal transports. Here they were badly received,
and, to render their exile still more bitter, they had to witness
the almost complete destruction of the town, which was burned
and pillaged by the Federal soldiers in the midst of a confusion
which did not permit the leaders either to identify or to punish
the guilty parties.

But let us resume the narrative which has been for a moment
interrupted. The month of March, when storms were yet too
frequent to enable the monitors to keep at sea in the dangerous
harbor of Charleston, had expired: it had been remarkable for
the capture or destruction of a number of blockade-runners, and
among others two large steamers, the Queen of the Wave and the
Georgiana, which, being hotly pursued by Federal ships, w~
driven upon the coast and abandoned by their crews. The opera
tions against Charleston were about to commence. A regiment
of infantry had occupied Cole's Island, on the left bank of the
Stono River, on the 28th of March-a position extremely well
chosen for commanding both this arm of the sea and the entrance
of the long channel which under the name of Folly River runs
as far as Secessionville. The navy had completed its prepara
tions and collected together all the forces it could dispose of.
These forces comprised nine iron-clad vessels. They were
the four monitors already mentioned, the Jfontauk, the PaBJfaic,
the Patapsco, and the Nahantj three others, named the Weehatc-
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ken, the aztskill, and the Nantucket j the iron-clad frigate New
I,·O'1I8ide8 j and, finally, the Keokuk, a species of monitor differing

\ from the original type in so far that it carried two stationary tur
rets, each furnished with four portholes and containing but one
single gun on a revolving platform. This pattern, which exposed
the portholes much more than in that of EriC880n, was intended to
avoid the accidents already frequently caused. by the balls striking
the point of contact of the deck and the moving turret. The mon
itors, all of the same appearance, carried each two guns in its tur
ret: this turret, surmounted by a small iron cage intended for the
pilot, wag composed of eleven sheets of iron, each one inch thick
and fastened together; those of the Keokuk and the New IrO'lUfidet
had only five- and six-inch armor. These ships could single
handed face the fire of the forts of Charleston; the wooden ves
sels outside the bar were to confine themselves to the task of
maintaining the blockade.

For the last two years the Confederates had been constantly at
work increasing and completing the defences of the city which
they knew to be 80 eagerly coveted by their enemies. Beauregard,
deprived of the command of the Army of the West by Mr. Davis,
had received, by way of compensation, that of the forces stationed
in South Carolina. But the real organizer of the defence of
Charleston was General Ripley, who, like Beauregard, was an old
Federal efficer of engineers, a man of fertile resources, profoundly
versed in his science, and of untiring energy. He had made a
wonderful use of the means which Nature and art had placed
in his hands. The large gap which allows the sea to run into
the beautiful bay of Charleston opens between two sandbanks,
analogous to those bordering the coast of North Carolina, and
extending, one east-north-eastward and the other south-south
westward. At the angle formed by these lowlands are the
banks which compelled the blockading-squadron to keep at a
long distance from the entrance. Behind the sandbanks immense
swamps, in~rsected by numerous channels, stretch out as far 88

the cultivated plains of James Island and Mount Pleasant, thus
forming a belt equally impassable for the naval and land forces.
The ships entering Charleston are obliged to pass between Fort
Moultrie, situated at the extremity of the northern bank, called
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Sullivan's Island, and Fort Sumter, which stands upon II. sand
bank, a continuation of the southern bank called Morris Island.
A space of fifteen hundred yards separates the two forts. A third
work, built of masonry, relied Castle Pinckney, formerly consti
tuted the entire defences of Charleston; it stood upon a low
island in the inner bay, very close to the city. This bay has a
length of not less than foUr miles; and, although the surround
ing shores are far apart, at some points more than two miles and
a half, the navigable portion has a width of only one mile and a
quarter; it becomes still narrower south of Castle Pinckney in
consequence of a sandbank which, under the name of Middle
Ground, divides it into two unequal passes, the widest of which
is at the south. At the upper end of the bay, at the junction
of the two rivers, Ashley and Cooper, which empty their waters
into it, stands the city of Charleston, once rich and prosperous,
but now existing only for the war and through the war. Her
wharvro were no longer frequented except by blockade-runners,
which chiefly brought her arms and ammunition, and whOf!e
arrivals the increase of the Federal fleet had for some time
rendered much more rare. Too far from the entrance to be
reached by the projectiles of the enemy, she was near enough
for her inhabitants to see the struggle which was about w decide
their fate, while tlle high steeples, which in the evening were
clearly defined between a burning sky and the sombre profile of
Fort Sumter, seemed w the Union sailors like a tempting vision
which an invulnerable guardian forbade them to approach.

The system of defence against naval attacks had, in fact, been
completed by General Ripley with the close of the year 1862.
Two batteries had been erected, so as to flank eastward and west/""
ward the half circle of sandbanks of which Moultrie occupied the
m03t salient part: the first, named Beauregard, commanded the
approaches to the open sea; the other, called Bee, flanked the'
fronts of Sumter north-(l88t and north-west. The latter was
much the weaker, never having been finished. Morris Island
was occupied by two new works: one, in front of Sumter, at
Cummings Point, which was at a later period to take the name
of Battery Gregg; the other commanded a narrow strip of
solid ground between the marsh and the sea; it was then a
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simple battery called Wagner, which a few months later, after
much labor,W88 converted into a fort ofconsiderable magnitude; it
commanded the main channel, which skirts Morris Island. These
batteries, with much permanence, constructed of sand, the mate
rial which offers the best resistance to projectiles, were supplied
with trenches and immense iron-clad covers: they formed, with
the eastern fronts of Sumter and Moultrie, the first circle of
converging fire which was to .strike the Fedeml fleet whenever
it should attempt to force a passage. The interior of the bay
was equally well defended. A fortress had been erected upon
blocks and piles in the centre of Middle Ground, the faces of
which were covered with large horizontal beams. General Rip
ley, whose name had been given to the fort, had by means of
~is happy innovation thus replaced the walls of masonry usual
in the construction of a casemated battery, which the chamcter
of the soil did not allow him to build without immense labor in
laying the foundation. At the south, along the coast opposite to
James Island, a large work had been erected under the name of
Fort Johnson. Forts Pinckney, Ripley, and Johnson thus formed
a second line, which, supported by the guns of Sumter and Bat
tery Bee, would have completely hemmed in the vessels bold
enough to pass through the first. Finally, a third line of defence
was composed of a battery at the extremity of. the city of Charles
ton itself, and another located on the right bank of Ashley River.
In order to give these concentric fires all their efficacy, it was
necessary to keep the enemy's vessels as much as possible within
the space reached by the projectiles of each line. To effect this
long rows of wooden piles had been sunk in deep water and in
all the passes where the current W88 not too strong: special care
had been taken with these obstacles in order to introduce false
entrances calculated to lure on the vessels of the enemy, so that
they might pass over the torpedoes lying at the bottom, which
could be fired by means of electricity. The deep portion of the
main pass remained open to navigation, but a movable obstruction
was ready to close it in case of attack. This consisted of floating
casks supporting large cables, from which were suspended net
tings and ropes calculated to embarrass the steering of such vessels
88 might not allow themselves to be intimidated by the threaten-
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iog aspect of these contrivances. Two or three cables thus dis
posed, one behind the other, formed serious obstacles which com
pleted the two principal lines of defence: they were to extend
from Fort Sumter to Fort Moultrie and from Fort Ripley to Fort
Johnson. In short, the channel was strewn with floating torpedoes ;
but, to judge from the only one which exploded, these engines,
yet imperfect, were too weak to do any serious damage to the solid
hulls of the monitors.

Several hundred guns of all constructions and of different calibres
had been collected together for the armament of the forts of Charles
ton. The number of pieces forming the first circle of defence-
that is to say, that which protected the entrance of the channel
-amounted to sixty-nine. Besides five mortars and about fifteen
cannon of small calibre, there were two new specimens of seven
inch rifled guns of Brooke's pattern,* which discharged enormous
slugs of beaten iron, and some old rifled brass thirty-two and forty
two pounders, and several large naval howitzers, also of brass, hav
ing diameters of eight, nine, and ten inches, with which the Con
federates did not hesitate to fire balls of immense weight. Fort
Sumter-which, as the reader will remember, had a tier of case
mated batteries--oontributed to the amount thirty-three pieces of
cannon, mounted over its eastern and north-ea.stern fronts. Each
work had a good and numerous garrison; officers and soldiers,
nearly all of them belonging to the city of Charleston, vied with
each other in their zeal to prepare for its defence. The range of
each gun was known, and buoys among the passes marked the
distances, carefully measured, at which the enemy's vessels could
be reached with almost faultless precision.

The task of the Federal navy, as will be seen, was a singularly
difficult one. The government, yielding to the unthinking pre!&
nre of public opinion, was calling for the capture of Charleston.
But DuPont was unable to imitate the bold stroke which had
delivered up New Orleans to Farragut's fleet. The latter, after
having forced the passage of Forts Jackson and St. Philip, had
before him the immense artery of the Mississippi along which he
could guide his vessels with impunity, whilst DuPont, had he

* The guns of the Brooke pattern were cast at the Tredegar Works, Rich
mond, Va.-ED.
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proceeded as far as the third circle of defence prepared by the
Confederates, would have found himself cut off from all chances
of retreat. Having once reached this point, he could undoubt
edly have bombarded and burnt a portion of the city of Charles-"
ton; but this barren success would have been dearly bought, for
all the vessels which could have ventured so far, being unable
to turn back, would finally have fallen into the power of the
enemy. In order to avoid such Ii disaster, insWad of simply
endeavoring to pass under the fire of the Confederate works, it
was necessary to silence that fire and to disable the works. It
was not enough to demolish a few guns and to destroy some
embrasures; it was important to prevent the enemy from repair
ing the damages that might be inflicted upon him; it required,
as in the case of all sieges, to be ready to occupy the' batteries
the defenders of which might have been momentarily driven off
by the guns of the besiegers. This task could not be accomplished
except by an army landed for that purpose: .confiding it to mere
detachments would have been to expose the latter to an offensive and
victorious return of the larger force commanded by Beauregard.

DuPont adopted the only plan which, in the midst of all these
difficulties, offered him some chances of success. He decided to
concentrate his efforts against the walls of Sumter, which, in con
sequence of their height, presented a large target for his guns,
while, the work itself being isolated by the waters, the Confed
erates could be prevented from building it up again if once
destroyed. Having ·achieved this result, he hoped to be able to
reduce the two batterieEl located along the sandbank of Morris
Island; for the small size of this bank and the swamps which
separated it from the mainland would have enabled the few
regiments collected at Cole's Island to have taken permanent
possession of it. It was therefore of paramount importance to
destroy Fort Sumter before all: the north and north-west fronts
being the most vulnerable, DuPont was desirous of making the
attack on that side, but in order to do this it was necessary to
get over the pass and the first line of the enemy's defences.

The machines of war with which he was about to venture
upon this undertaking had 88 yet only been tested against Fort
McAllister: though they had withstood its fire, they had not
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!!uooeeded in silencing it, and the trial could not be considered
as sufficient. The bay of Charleston and the defences with
which it bristled bore some resemblance to those of Sebastopol.
It was before this latter place that the last great battle between
ships of war and forts had been fought eight years previously.
The advantage had then been entirely in favor of the latter.
Has the invention of the monitors given the navy the supe
riority over the land artillery?

DuPont was looking for the solution of this problem among the
Charleston passes. In order to bring on the conflict, he required
certain meteorological conditions in his favor: first of all, a very
strong tide to enable the large frigate New h'omides to get over
the bar; then at such an hour that the squadron would have to
fight during the ebbing tide, which rendered her evolutions more
easy; and finally, a perfect calm, for the least sea prevented the
monitors from making use of their guns. On the 5th of April the
attacking squadron was assembled in front of Charleston: DuPont
hoisted his flag on board the New Ir0T/.8ide8, while the Keokuk, tak
ing the lead as the least sluggish in her movements, proceeded,
under the direction of a distinguished engineer, Captain Boutelle,*
to sound and buoy the bar. On the following morning the whole
fleet croSsed the bar in front of the central or Swash Channel, and
cast anchor at the entrance of the harbor before noon. This pa...'lS
had been selected in preference to the southern one, which was
the best, because the latter would have led too close to the bat
teries of Morris Island. There was found, strange to say, one
foot of water more than was laid down in the charts which had
been drawn before the immersion of the famous stone fleet. The
Confederates, being notified of the presence of the Federals in
the channel, were already on their guard, and DuPont, wishing to
avail himself of the returning tide, WIIB preparing for the attack.
But a dense fog, hovering over the placid waters and the sand
banks for which both parties were about to contend with so much
animosity, doomed the assailants to immobility, as if to oblige
these men who were so eager to destroy each other to once more
compose themselves prior to the battle.

Finally, on the 7th the clear weather and calm sea favored
* or the U. S. Coast Survey.-ED.
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DuPont's plans of attack. Having to depend upon the tide, he
'waited until noon to give the signal for weighing anchor. The
narrowness of the channel obliged the Union vessels to proCeed
in single file. The Weehawken was to lead the way under the
direction of Captain John Rodgers, an officer of the highest
distinction. The task was a perilous one. In order to diminish
its dangers, a species of triangular raft from which was suspended
grappling-irons, intended to catch and carry off the torpedoes,
had been fastened in front of the ship's bow. The anchor of
the Weehawken having become entangled in this machinery, it
required considerable time to disengage it: the fleet was unable
to start until a quarter-past one. It had yet sufficient daylight
before it to measure its strength with the enemy. Three mon
itors, the PaBBaw, the Montauk, and the Patap8co, followed the
Weehawken; then, with the admiral on board, came the frigate
NetJJ IrO'll8ide8, which occupied the centre in order to facilitate
the transmission of orders. Directly astern of her rode the Cat8
kill, the Nantuclca, and the Naham, the column being closed by
the Keokuk. .

A battle between a fleet and a fortress presents in its surround
ings all the solemnity of an ancient tournament: it admits of no
surprises or masked manreuvres. As soon as the sun, dispelling
the mist on the morning of April 7th, had thrown a flood of light
over the Federal· fleet, the defenders of Charleston understood
that the day for the attack had arrived. While the Unionists
were putting their floating iron-clads in order a steady and well
regulated activity prevailed in all the Confederate batteries; the
minutest details of the armament were critically examined. Every
man was at his post; the forts located in the inner bay were ready,
like all the rest, to take part in the fight, while the population of
the city, quickly informed of these preparations, was haatening in
the direction of the wharves in anxious expectation. Nothing,
therefore, waa wanting to imPart an interest to the struggle
neither the magnificence of the prize which waa its object, nor
the swarms of idle although not unconcerned spectators, nor even
the courteous salute prior to the first passage of arms.

Indeed, when the Federal column, which was advancing slowly,
W88 within sixteen hundred yards of Fort Sumter, the flag of the

,
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Confederacy and that of the State of South Carolina were hoisted
above the parapets of this fort, and immediately saluted by thir
teen guns loaded with blank cartridges. All the field-glasses of
the Southern officers were levelled at the monitors, whose turrets
alone, painted either black or gray, were reflected on the glisten
ing surface of the waters, looking all the more formidable as
they advanced because they were smaller in size and less exposed
to the projectiles of the enemy. At three o'clock the first shot
was fired by Fort Moultrie at the Weehawken. This vessel, nnder

. whose keel a torpedo had just exploded, replied immediately,
but by directing her two shots against Fort Sumter, as had been
ordered. In an instant all the enemy's batteries opened fire upon
the foremost monitor, while the others, following close, came to
take part in the conflict. But at the very first stage of the strug
gle Admiral DuPont's plan of battle was modified by unforeseen
circumstances. The frigate which carried him, having got into
a narrow channel, with scarcely any water under her keel, steer
ed very badly; she came near colliding with two of the nearest
monitors, and was obliged to cast anchor in order to right herRelf.
DuPont, being thus brought to a stop within one thousand yards
of Moultrie, allowed the vessels that were following hi;ID to pass,
and merely exchanged a few cannon-shots with the enemy at long
range. In the mean while, the WE'/!hawkm, having advanced
for the purpose of turning the guns of Fort Sumter, had per
ceived, at 8 distance of a few hundred yards, the double line of
casks and cables which barred her passage, and which the flood
tide, which had just made, was driving back toward the interior of
the bay. Not daring to force her way against this obstacle, which
appeared too formidable, she took a position within eight or nine
hundred yards of Fort Sumter, while the other three monitors fol
lowed as closely as possible. These vessels were thus placed in the
centre of the circle of defences prepared by General Ripley-a posi
tion which was the more unfavorable for them because shots were
being fired from various directions at once, 80 that they could not,
by turning their turret, cover the portholes, which were the weak
est points. The manrellvre which was to bring them in front of
the most vulnerable part of the fort was therefore abandoned from
the first, and the vessel which carried the admiral, with the larg-
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est number of guns,' was kept away from the scene of action.
The other four vessels, however, were approaching in their turn,
and before half-past three o'clock they began firing alternately
upon Forts Sumter and Moultrie and against the battery of Cum
ming's Point. The entrance of the bay of Charleston presented
at this moment a truly wonderful sight. The eight Federal ves
sels, collected within the space of two-thirds of a square mile,
steaming slowly forward and backward in the midst of a dense
volume of smoke, not wishing to remain stationary for fear of
facilitating the aim of the enemy's guns, were driven hither and
and thither by the contrary currents of a slack tide, manreuvring
so as to avoid coming in contact with each other, and with the
greater difficulty that their pilots were obliged to look through a
narrow fissure between two plates in order to guide them. On
every side the Confederate batteries, placed af convenient distances
and well manned, poured volleys of cannon-balls and shells" in
their midst, with such rapidity that one could frequently count
88 many as thirty per minute. Nevertheless, these valiant little
ships, steady at the post of danger, persisted in directing their
fire against the walls of Sumter. Every now and then one or
two flashes illumined the atmosphere amid the smoke, and their
enormous projectiles went forth, either to shake the solid battle
ments or to explode within the interior of the fort. But the
principal defect of these implements of war was soon made man
ifest to those who managed them as well as to their adversaries.
Their fire was too slow to be effective: more than ten minutes
would elapse between the discharges of their twin pieces. In
order to effect a serious breach in so m.assive a work as Fort Sum
ter they should have been able to remain for an almost indefinite
period under the terrible fire to which they were exposed. Could
one hope for so much from the solidity of their armor? One
should rather have been astonished at finding them still resisting
after three quarters of an hour of such a trial. The vessels which
had beeu first under fire in this action were beginning to suffer
seriously. At four o'clock the Weehawken withdrew to some dis
tance from Sumter; her side-plates were shattered in many places,
and a cannon-ball had pierced her deck. The Pa88aw followed
this movement, for she had been still more seriously damaged ;
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one of her guns had been entirely disabled, while a rifled pro
jectile, after shattering the eleven plates of the turret, fortunately·
at the top, had greatly injured the pilot-house. About the same
time the Keokuk, which was the last to fall into line, outstripped
all the other vessels, and, with a degree of audacity which the
defenders of Sumter were the first to admire, advanced as near
as seven hundred yards from the fort. The Confederate artillery
forthwith concentrated its fire against this new adversary. Its
projectiles, fired in volleys from .the batteries, and thus striking
the sides of the vessel all at once, were not long in penetrating
her plates, which, as we have already stated, were of much less
thickness than those of the other monitors. At the end of half an
hour she had been struck about ninety times, and, as her position
did not allow her to make use of more than her' forward turret,
she had not succeeded during the same space of time in firing more
than three caonon-shots. Nineteen of the enemy's balls had pierced
her through, at and just below the water-line; others, passing en
tirely through her turrets, had scattered death among the gunners
who were crowded within- these narrow recesses; sixteen of them
were fatally wounded, and the brave commander, Rhind, seeing
that his vessel was about to founder, and not in a condition to fire
a fourth shot, withdrew from the conflict. It was now half-past
four o'clock. The fire of the monitors had again slackened; the
shots which had struck their turrets at the point of contact with
the deck, without absolutely preventing their revolution embar
rassed them greatly and rendered the process of aiming very dif
ficult. The Pa88aw had withdrawn; the Patapsco could only
make use of one of her two guns. Of the three vessels that had
arrived last, two had also been seriously damaged: one of the
Nantucket'8 guns had beeh completely disabled after the third fire,
while on board the Nahant the failure to use the precaution which
had been adopted on board the other vessels had proved fatal to
the gunners: the shock of the enemy's projectiles upon the plates
had loosened their numerous bolts, and, for want of an inner lin
ing of sheet iron to keep them in position, this new kind of ca.n
ister-shot had killed or wounded seven persons; the vessel's
armor had been greatly damaged; finally, a last shot having
rendered her turret immovable, she became disabled and retired
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from the contest. The New Ironsides, keeping at a distance of
one thousand yards, had nevertheless been struck several times.
The effect of the enemy's projectiles, one of which had carried
away a port-shutter, showed that this vessel, excellent for firing
brOadsides in rapid succession, and much less vulnerable. than a
wooden frigate, would have speedily shared the fate of the Keokuk
if she had ventured to approach the enemy's batteries.

It was difficult to estimate the damage mused to the masonry
of Fort Sumter, but the fire of the Confederates had not slack
ened. There was no longer any hope of silencing it: it was
therefore useless to prolong the struggle. At half-past four
o'clock DuPont gave the signal for retreat; but this sign~l was
not immediately perceived, and the monitors foremost in the
fight did not withdraw from the conflict until a quarter-past
five. The Confederates, having become chary of their projectiles
in anticipation of a new attack, did not attempt to harass their
retreat, and before sunset the whole iron-clad fleet cast anchor
near the New I"01rJ1ides, inside of the bar. The Keokuk alone was
unable to join it; Captain Rhind succeeded with mueh difficulty
in taking his disabled ship out of reach of the enemy's guns;
by dint of hard work he kept her afloat during the whole night,
bnt a considerable sea having risen on the morning of the 8th,
the Keokuk was submerged, and sank in a few fathoms of water
about tw~thirds of a mile from .Morris Island beach, all the
crew being saved.

On both sides the combatants engaged in this duel with new
arms had been taught their importance for the future of the
artillery and iron-clsd vessels; they had consequently noted
down their smallest details with the scrupulous mre of II

scientist who is trying experiments in his laboratory. Leaving
the New Iro7Utides, which had played an insignificant part in the
combat, out of the question, the eight Federal turreted vessels
bad come into line with sixteen guns, fifteen of which only
had done service, it having been impossible to make use of the
second turret of the Keokuk. Out of these fifteen guns, there
was one one-hundred-and-fifty-pounder rifle and fourteen of
Dahlgren's pattern, seven of which were of fifteen inches mli
bre and seven of eleven inches. This arm was as new to the

VOL. III.-11
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ordnance department as the vessels that carried them were to
the navy. Admiral Dahlgren, who combined the consummate
experience of a naval officer with all the science of the artil
lerist, had substituted for the old howitzers, denominated
columbiads, guns of enormous calibre of iron, cast uPon
Rodman's plan, which gave them. an immense power of resist
ance. At a later period experience demonstrated that these
cannon could throw, without danger, projectiles of the largest
size, those of fifteen-inch calibre weighing not less than four
hundred and fifty pounds, with a charge of seventy' pounds of
powder. But the dread of an explosion still held back the
ll'edel1l1 officers, who had singularly reduced their efficacy by
employing them only in throwing shells and loading them with
no more than thirty-five or fifteen pound charges of powder,
according to their calibre. In this combat, which had lasted
nearly two hours, these fifteen guns had discharged one hundred
and thirty-one projectiles, one hundred and twenty-five of which
had been fired against Fort Sumter. As numerous splinters had
struck the wall, it was impossible to make an exact calculation of
the shots that had carried home: they were supposed to amount
to fifty or fifty-two. The greater portion had caused but trifling
damage, but a certain number of shells had penetrated the ma
sonry to a great depth, some of them as much as five feet, causing
large rents in its sides, and at one place tearing it for the length
of eight yards: two or three of them, having fallen through the
embOl8ures, had exploded in the casemates. It was a remarkable
result if one takes into consideration the small number of projec
tiles, the weak charges of powder, the irregularity of aim, which
sent them sometimes in one direction, and again in another, with
out the ability to follow the system adopted in storming batteries j

and finally, the distance which separated the monitors from l"ort
Sumter. It is true that the Federal officers asserted that they had
approached within six hundred yards of its walls, but we deem it
proper to put more faith in the statements of their adversaries,
who had measured this distance beforehand, estimating it at eight
or nine hundred yards. There was enough in this to impart con
fidence in the efficacy of the double system of turreted vessels
and large iron cannon with smooth bore for storming naval for-

•
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tifications. But the Federals could not show these results, and
were more impressed by their own injuries than by the damage
lSused to the enemy's works. The Confederates had fired. 2209
shots, of which, deducting those that had struck the New Ironsides,
346 had hit the eight turreted vessels. With the exception of the
Keokuk, none of thel:le ships had been seriously damaged, and, but
for the negligence we have alluded to in regard to the Nahnnt, no
one would have been wounded on board of them. If they had
failed to reduce the forts of the enemy, the cause of this failure
must be looked for, first, in the floating obstacles which they had
not deemed themselves able 00 surmount, then in the slowness of
their fire and the BJDa11 charges of powder they had used. It was
difficult to renew the experiment under the same conditions, as it
would undoubtedly have involved the lOBS of several vessels; it
showed, at all events, that by learning more thoroughly how to
make use of these ships and their ordnance, by employing them
in the successive reduction of exterior works, as was done subse
quently, in conjunction with the land-forces, they could render
the most valuable services.

But too much reliance had been placed upon them, and the
disappointment of naval men as well as the public was in pro
portion to the hopes that had been conceived. On the morning
of the 8th the captains of the monitors, all well-tried and brave
officers, declared to DuPont that they would not be able to make
another attack without running the risk of useleEiJly sacrificing
their vessels. This was a wise suggestion: the admiral, who
entertained the same opinion, adopted it without hesitation. He
remained four days longer in the waters of Charleston, watching
closely the enemy, who confined himself to the task of fishing
up, by means of boats, the guns and some of the d~}yri.8 of the
Keo1r:uk. But on the 11th he decided to recrOBB the bar, believ
ing that the monitors were too much exposed to be injured by the
first storm that might occur on that dangerous coast. On the
12th the fleet had resumed the positions it had occupied prior to
the attack, with the exception of the Pa.8JIaw, which had gone
North to undergo repairs.

The check experienced by the monitors inspired the defenders
of Charleston with excessive confidence. Public opinion at the

•
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North was highly excited on the subject. Mr. Lincoln insisted
that DuPont should take his fleet back inside of the bar, fearing
lest the relinquishment of the operations against Charleston might
enable the Confederates to send a portion of the defenders of this
city to Lee's army. The Secretary of the Navy, on the other
hand, yielding to other influences, was urging DuPont to promptly
renew the attack in order to set free the monitors, which were to
go to the Gulf of Mexico for the purpose of either reducing
Mobile or to reascend the Mississippi as far as Vicksburg. These
instructions demonstrated that the Secretary had not yet realized
the results of the 7th of April. The admiral could have recrossed
the bar, kept the enemy constantly occupied, and by degrees have
perfected himself in the management of his vessels; but in order
to do this these vessels should not have been taken away from
him a few days later. For his own part, DuPont did not believe
that these vessels could playa useful 1·dk before Charleston: he
stated this deliberately. The Seeretary of the Navy having
soon decided to leave him the six monitors, he sent them to
the bays of Port Royal and North Edisto, instead of keeping
them in sight of Fort Sumter. The government did not in
sist, but determined to supersede him as soon as the moment
for resuming active operations against the cradle of secession
had arrived..

The Washington authorities had at length profited by the
experience acquired on the 7th of April, and recognized the
fact that these operations, in order to be sucCC88ful, should be
combined between the War and Navy. D('partments. It was
time, for, as we have stated, the fine army corps which Foster
had brought to Hilton Head from North Carolina in the begin
ning of February had remained inactive since then. Whether

• General Hunter was waiting for the result of the campaigns
which were being prosecuted along the borders of the Nanse
mond, the James, and the Potomac, or rather that his attention
was distracted from his strictly military duties by his solicitude
for the maintenance, the education, and the arming of fugitive
negroes, he suffered the whole spring to pass without giving any
other employment to his troops than the task of guarding the too
numerous posts they occupied. The month of J\we thus arrived
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without any incident of the least importance to disturb the mo
notonous life of the soldiers and sailors.

The government, thinking that the moment had finally arrived
for another effort to carry out its projects against Charleston, con
fiQed the siege operations to an officer of undoubted ability. On
the 2d of June, Hunter WIlS superseded by General Gillmore.
A better choice could not have been made. The conqueror of
Pulsski combined the science of the engineer and the artillerist
with the inventive genius, the audacity, and energy required for
so difficult an enterprise. Admiral DuPont persisting in his
incredulity regarding the efficacy of the monitors in the opera
tions about to be undertaken, his removal WIlS a natural conse
quence of Gillmore's advent and the instructions that had been
given him. But before relinquishing the command he had cred
itably exercised for the 1IlSt two years he had the satisfaction of .
being able to announce to his government a brilliant exploit
which deprived the Confederates of a vessel upon whose success
they had built the most extravagant hopes. .

On the 12th of November, 1861, the English steamer Fingal,
forcing the blockade, had entered Savannah River with a valuable
cargo of small-arms and cannon. But since that period the vigil
ance of the Federal sailors had not allowed her to put to sea..
This vessel, of twelve hundred tons, two hundred and four feet in
length and forty-one feet in breadth, had been built at G1IlSgow;
her hull was solid and her machinery powerful. The Confed
erate government, seeing that she wss unable to continue trading
with England, purchllSed her with a view of converting her into
a man-of-war. The hull, which WIlS of iron, was cut down to
within two feet of the water-line, while in the centre of the new
deck, constructed at the water's edge, there WIlS erected a case
mated battery having the shape of a truncated rectangular pyra
mid, whose four faces had an inclination of twenty-nine degrees
with the horizon. The object of this extraordiIUj.ry inclination
\\"'as to make the projectiles of the enemy glance off. In order to
secure this result without diminishing the altitude too much, and
to leave a level surface on the top, the two lateral faces jutted out
considerably beyond the hull: a strong piece of timber connected
them under the water with the lower works, which they were
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thus intended to protect. On the terrace stood the smoke-staek,
and the pilot-house whence the vessel was steered. When fully
loaded she had a draft of fifteen feet nine inches, and she carried
four rifled cannon, two of six-inch and two of seven-inch calibre,
of the Brooke pattern, similar to those which had disabled the
Keokuk in front of Charleston. The battery, however, had but
three portholes on each side, 80 that the two seven-inch guns could
be 80 pivoted as to work at the end or at either of the nearest
broadside portholes by means of iron traverse circles. The armor
was composed of timber eighteen inches thick, covered by two
layers of rolled iron, in plates two inches thick and seven inches
wide, made no doubt from flattened railroad iron, adjusted
crosswise, those of the first layer being horizontal and the others
vertical; doors of equal solidity closed each porthole. The Con
federates, who did not possess the means for manufacturing thick
armor out of a single block, were in hopes that this construction
would be able to resist the projectiles of the enemy: the remem
brance of the fight in Hampton Roads seemed to justify this
expectation. In fact, the Atlanta-such was the new name of
this ve8..'lCI-had been constructed upon the same principles as the
Virginia: in order to complete the resemblance she had been
furnished with a powerful iron ram. A new instrument had
moreover been added to this aggressive arm: this was a torpedo,
containing fifty pounds of powder, suspended at the extremity of
a long rod of iron u"nder water, at some distance in front of the
spur. This torpedo could be fired either through an electrical
apparatus or by percussion on striking the side of an enemy's
vessel.

After a first attempt, which took place in January, 1863, for
the purpose of forcing the channel at Fort Pulaski-an attempt
which was abandoned in sight of the whole Federal fleet assem
bled in the waters of Savannah River-it was at last determined
in the month of .Tune 'to send the Atlanta to sea. In order to
avoid the guns of the fort, it was decided to take her by way of
Augustine Channel to Wilmington River, which empties its waters
into Warsaw Sound. This is the pass which the Federals had
vainly attempted to follow previous to the capture of Fort Pulaski.
The Atlanta, rapid in her movements, had been fitted out in view
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of a long campaign on the Atlantic; she was to go and attack the
various Federal stations along the coast, raise the blockade of
Charleston, and even ~efy the Union flag in the ports of the
North. Thanks to the torpedo which she carried at her prow,
and which, we believe, had recently been added, it was supposed
that she would have nothing to fear even from the monitors
themselves. Consequently, the Confederate sailors were not in
the least alarmed when they heard that DuPont, who was fully
informed of the presence of the Atlanta in Wilmington River,
had sent the Weelunoken and the Nahant to those waterB for the
purpose of watching her and preventing her from coming out.
Being obliged to unload their vessel in order to enable her to
get through the Augustine Channel, which was shallow, they
bad thus allowed the Federals time to prepare for their rece~

tion. If the Atlanta had met nothing but wooden ships in
Warsaw Sound, she could easily have overcome them; once in
the open sea, she could, without venturing near the forts and
the iron-clad vessels, have ha.ra.ssed the Federal stations along the
Southern coast, and even destroyed BOme commercial ports in the
Northern States. She had a crew of one hundred and forty-five
men, twenty-one of whom were officers, who, for the mOBt part,
had Berved in the Federal navy. Her captain, William A. Webb,
had been at the Naval School with John Rodgers, who commanded
the Weehawken. On the evening of the 16th of June everything
was ready; at daybreak the following day the Atlanta moved off
rapidly, followed by two small steamers loaded with sightseers, •
and intended, it was said, to bring back to Savannah the enemy's
vessels, of whose impending capture no one entertained the least
doubt.

The two monitors were at anchor near the mouth of the river;
the guard-boat which went np every night had just returned. It
was at quarter-past fonr in the morning when the Atlanta., com
ing down with a full head of steam, was sighted at a distance
of three miles. To descend this narrow and difficult river, Ca~
tain Webb had chosen the hour of flood-tide, which facilitated
the action of his rudder. The monitors heading toward the'
sea by the influence of the tide, Rodgers did not wish to turn
them in the channel where he was, for fear of running them
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aground at this critical moment. The WethalDken, slipping her
cable, passes down the river while preparing for the fight: the
Nahant does the same. The Confederates believe the enemy to
have taken flight, and pursue him at full speed: their eagerness
is !luch that they neglect the necessary precautions for navigating
th~ shallow waters. The Atlanta touches ground once, and the
second time is completely stranded, the current driving her athwart
the channel. Before she is able to right herself the monitors have
turned rouud and are approaching the Confederate craft, which
they believe to be preparing for a fight. The WeehalDken advances
first; the Nahant, having no pilot, follows in her wake at some
distance. At five o'clock in the morning the Atlanta fires her
first shot at a distance of about a mile and a half; the projectile,
passing over the Wethawken, strikes the Nalw71t without doing
her any harm. The Federals reserve their fire, so as not to bring
on the action except at close range, while their adversaries, con
fiding in their strength, appear to adopt the same tactia!. A lapse
of twenty minutes supervenes; finally, the Weehawken, leaving
her consort behind, comes up to within three hundred yards
of the Atlnnta, which has not yet been able to extricate herself.
Rodgers himself points his fifteen-inch gun: the enormous ball
strikes the armor of the enemy's vessel, and, in spite of its in
clination, pierces it through and through, covering the between
decks with iron and wooden dUJris, by which a large number
of persons are wounded; the shock is so violent that more than
forty men are thrown down. This first shot is the decree which
decides the fate of the Atlanta by utterly demolishing her pre
tended invulnerability. Officers and sailors see all their dreams
vanish in an instant, realizing the fact that they are at the mercy
of their adversaries. Nevertheless, they try to defend themselves:
the gun which protects the lateral face has been disabled; the two
pivot guns are endeavoring to reply, but the gunners are so dis
concerted that they can hit neither of their adversaries. Besides,
they have smrcely time to compose themselves. The projectile
of the eleven-inch gun of the Weehatcken, which was fired almost

. immediately after the other, has struck the inner extremity of the
armor, and has been arrested by the massiveness of the wood.
But the second discharge of the two pieces suffices to complete
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the defeat of the Atlanta by shattering one of the port-shutters
in one direction, and in another the house in which the three
pilots of the Confederate ship are sheltered; two of thein are
wounded. Captain Webb, perceiving the ravages which a few
minutes' fight has caused to the battery which he had thought
impregnable, and unable to get away from the SIlndbank upon
which he has stranded, hoists the white flag just as the Weehaw
ken fires another shot, which fortunately passes too high. The
Federals received the vessel from his hands, and the two steamers
that had escorted her speedily returned to Savannah to carry the
news of the disaster of which they had been witnesses. The con
flict lasted fifteen minutes: the Atlanta had fired four shots, the
Weehawken five, the Nahant none. These few minutes sufficed
to demonstrate the power of the fifteen-inch gun: they showed
that a full-sized ball of beaten iron, fired by this piece of ord
nance with a sufficient charge of powder, easily penetrated four
inches of iron and eighteen inches of wood. The monitors, with
their turrets of eleven inches thickness, were undoubtedly, at that
time, the only vessels capable of offering resistance to this projec
tile. They were therefore the best armed vessels both for attack
and for defence; they were also, unfortunately, the slowest in
their movements.

The Atlanta, with her mattrid and personnel, was a magnificent
prize. A few days after, having complimented the brave Rodgers
upon his success, the Secretary of the Navy, at the request of
DuPont, relieved the latter of his command. Admiral Foote,
who was appointed in his place, having been carried off by a
premature death before he had embarked, the South Atlantic
squadron was entrusted to Admiral Dahlgren. He reached Port
Royal on the 4th of July-a date rendered memorable by the
events which marked that epoch in other sections of the theatre
of war. The operations against Charleston were ahout to be
pushed with vigor. Gillmore, who had arrived a month pre
viOlL'lly, had commenced them at once; but we must reserve their
recital.

The narrative of naval operations in the Gulf of Mexico will
not detain us long. The division charged with maintaining the
blockade east of the Mississippi, under command of Commodore
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Bailey, extended its supervision to the western coast of the Florida
peninsula: it had thus to keep guard over a multitude of creeks
and passes in which the small vessels that carried on active con
traband trade with the English colony of the Bahama Islands
found shelter. The Federal sailors, unable to venture with their
ships among these dangerous labyrinths, had been in the habit of
exploring them in boats, and of endeavoring by this mea.ns to cap
ture blockade-runners which they suspected to be lurking some
where. These bold expeditions, which possessed all the attractions
of partisan warfare-the chase, the ambuscade, the surprise, and
the boarding excitement-were the only things to distract their
attention from the monotony of the blockade. Most of them
were successful: in the course of one month the Confederates
were deprived of five vessels, one of which was captured on the
23d of February in St. Sebastian River; another was destroyed
near Mosquito Inlet on the 2d of March; a third in the Ock
lockonnee on the 20th; and the last two at Baysport on the 24th.
By way of retaliation, two expeditions were repulsed with the loss
of some men on the 20th of March in the bay of St. Andrews,
and at Gadsden's Point on the 27th. The latter was drawn into
an ambuscade by some Confederate partisans, who with blackened
faces and clothed in petticoats played the rdZc of fugitive negresses
on the beach trying to obtain the protection of the Federal flag.

The naval division which blockaded the Gulf of Mexico west
of the Mississippi having been reduced to the strictest necessary
requirements by Farragut's operations on that river, had expe
rienced, as the reader will remember, a signal check on the 1st of
January, 1863, before Galveston. The first six months of this
year, which had commenced so unpropitiously, were only noted by
new misfortunes, although of less gravity. This division, after the
death of Renshaw, had been entrusted to Commodore Bell, a sailor
of great distinction; the officers placed under his command were
full of zeal, and many of them posses...o:ed the experience, know
ledge, and daring necessary to accomplish the difficult wk which
had been assigned to them. But their crews were composed of
bad materials. There were no non-commissioned officers, the gun
ners did not understand their business, and most of the vessels,
formerly belonging to the merchant service, were unsound.
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As soon as Farragut was informed of the loss of Galveston and
the precipitate retreat of the veBSels that bad succeeded in effecting
their escape from the bay, he bad sent Commodore Bell, with the
slooIH>f-war Brooklyn and five gunboatB--the Hatteras, the Scioto,
the Cayuga, the New London, and the aiflon-to blockade that
port once more, and, if possible, to recapture the city. On the
11th of January these ships had just collected at the entrance of
the bay, and were announcing their arrival to the Confederates by
throwing a few shells into the batteries which defended the p&-'\S,

when, toward evening, a sail was sighted in the horizon. The
HaJ.te/"aB was ordered to go and ascertain her character. The two
vessels soon disappeared in the twilight. A brisk but short can
nonade was heard in the offing; then everything was once more
quiet. The Hatie'/"aB did not reappeal'. At ~rly daylight Bell
started in search of her, and finally, at a distance of twenty miles
from land, he came across the two masts of this ship protruding
from the shallow waters where she had foundered. A few debris
of the wreck were floating aroUlld this silent witness, but she
seemed to have calTied her secret with her to the bottom of the
sea: no shipwrecked mariner Wll8 there to reveal it. In the even
ing a boat which bad escaped the disllSter gave an explanation of
the affiUr.

In the preceding volume we left the Confederate privateer
Alabama at the end of November, 1862, slipping away from the
Federal slooIH>f-war San Jacinio, which had tried to blockade
her in the port of St. Pierre, Martinique. The Secretary of the
Navy at Washington persisted in sending in pursuit of this fast
sailer vessels which were much inferior to her in speed, and from
which she could easily get away when by chance she happened to
encounter one. At the same time, he left without any protection
whatever those well-known points where the Alabama Wll8 sure
to make rich captures, such as the whaling-station neal' the Azores,
where Semmes had struck his fiI-at blows against the merchant
marine of the United States, and the channel of the Bahamas,
where all the American trade with the Gulf of Mexico passed.
Thus free in his movements, Semmes proceeded to lie in ambush
along the route of the steamers plying between Aspinwall and
New York, hoping to seize upon some one of them a cargo of
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California gold, which would have enabled him to fit out another
privateer in England, and, aa he himself very wittily remarks in
his Memoi1'8, would have sufficed to develop the growing navy of
the Confederate States in British ports. But chance did not favor
him. After capturing a steamer that waa sailing in a contrary
direction, on board of which he had the satisfaction of capturing
and releaaing on parole a number of Federal officers and sol
diers, an accident to his machinery rendered him for some time
utterly powerless. But a bolder project, and one more worthy of
thc military flag which he flew so boldly when in pursuit of in
offensive merchantmen, soon called him into other waters. Gen
eral Banks was then enlisting troops in Massachusetts,.destined, it
was said, to land at Galveston for the purpose of invading Texas.
In reality, they were to assist the fleet in conquering the Lower
Mississippi, and we have seen that only two regiments were de
spatched in the direction of Galveston. But the newspapers
positively announced that a whole army waa to land on the
10th of January on the coast ~f Texas. Semmes conceived the
idea of falling suddenly upon the fleet of transports which con
veyed thi~ army while it was being landed. In order to conceal
his whereabouts he hid himself during the period of one month
among the small islands of the Yucatan coast; then, on the 11th
of January, he suddenly appeared before Galveston. Instead of
the immense unarmed fleet into which he had hoped to throw
confusion even before they had. recognized him, he only saw five
or six Federal men-of-war under steam, which from a distance
were bombarding the city he had thought them masters of. He
guessed at once what had taken place. He could not think of
attacking the squadron of the enemy, and waa no doubt about to
retire greatly mortified when his adversaries afforded him the
opportunity of fighting under favorable conditions.

It waa, in fact, the sails of the Alabama that Bell had espied
on the evening of the 11th of January, and in ordering the
Haikras to go and reconnoitre her he was sending that vessel,
without suspecting it, to almost certain destruction. Semmes
slackened the speed of his ship, for he wanted to draw his
adversary, whose movements were rather slow, as far aa possible
from all chances of aid. Lieutenant-commander Blake, who was
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in command of the latter, soon noticed this manamvre, and real
ized the fad that he was about to fight a desperate battle. He
prepared himself for the encounter and resolutely continued the
pursuit, although his vessel was evidently inferior in every respect
to the one to which he was giving chase. The Hatteras was a
merchant-vessel, which, like many others, had been converted
into a man-of-war by placing a few guns on her deck; she
carried six or eight, the heaviest of which was a rifled thirty
pounder. But it had been found impossible to remedy the defects
of her construction: the hull was weak and very high above the
water; the essential parts of the machinery were not protected at
the level of the water-line; instead of a screw, she was supplied
with side-wheels, easily broken.

In the mean while, night had supervened. Semmes, deeming
the moment favorable for commencing the fight, came to a halt
at last" but, according to his habit of disguising his flag until the
very last moment, he replied to Blake's summons that his vessel
was an English man-of-war. A usele:lS subterfuge, for the Hat
teraa,~hich was only within seventy-five yards of the Alabama, had
scarcely lowered a boat for the purpose of verifying this strange
assertion when the Confederate vessel fired upon her adversary,
while an officer ran up a flag bearing the name of the already
famous privateer. The Federals were ready to respond, which
they did without delay, and the two ships, manreuvring 80 as to
rake each other, went off side by side, under full steam, leaving
behind them the long-boat of the HaJ.teraa. The latter, being
thus abandoned, witnessed the conflict from a distance, and finally
succeeded injoining the fleet the following day.

The struggle was of short duration. The heavy guns of the
Alabama, admirably served by gunners who had acquired much
experience in England, soon completely disabled the HaU.eras.
The Federal gunners do not appear to have shown much skill,
for none of their shots caused any serious damage to their adver
saries. At the end of a quarter of an hour Blake, seeing his
machinery shattered, his hull pierced at the water-line, and the
water pouring in in every direction, was obliged to surrender. He
was received with all his crew on board the Alahama just as his
vessel waR sinking. Semmes, satisfied with his brilliant success,
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paid no further attention to Galveston, and repaired to Jamaica,
where we will leave him for the present.

Commodore Bell had only arrived before Galveston on the 10th
of January. The battle which had scattered the Federal fleet was
fought on the 1st of the month. The entrance of the port was
therefore free for the period of ten days. General Magruder
hastened to take advantage of this to announce the raising of the
blockade. He had a right to do BO. The~ was very different
from that of Charleston, to which we have previously alluded.
Neutral vessels were therefore at liberty to trade with Galveston
until the expiration of the time required by law for ~e issuing
of a new proclamation of the blockade. Unfortunately, none of
these vessels were on the spot to export the cotton that had accu
mulated in Texas, and none came from foreign parts to this dis
tant mart at the risk of having the question of international law
decided in the United States courts at their expense. Indeed, the
government of Washington, instead of issuing a new proclamation,
insisted that the blockade had never been raised, and Commodore
Bell was instructed to maintain it in all its force and strictness.
The neutral powers made no remonstrance.

The early part of this year, which had already seen such a
bad beginning in these waters by the capture of Galveston and
the loss of the Hafleras, was destined to bring about nothing but
disasters to the Federal squadron. Two sailing vessels, the Morning
Light and the Velocity, blockaded the entrance of the port of Sabine
in Sabine Pass. The Confederates had fitted out at this port two
river-steamers, which they had surrounded with walls constructed
of bales of cotton. About the 20th of January, taking advantage
of a dead calm, these steamers boldly put out to sea to attack the
Federal ships, which the absence of wind had doomed to immo
bility; a few raking shots were sufficient to compel them to
surrender. But, being unable to bring them back into port in
consequence of their draft of water, they were obliged to set them
on fire on the 23d, in order to keep them from the steamships
that Commodore Bell had sent for the purpose of recapturing
them.

Two months later, as we will show hereafter when speaking of
the military operations in Louisiana, one of the ships belonging
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to the squadron, the Diann, was captured by the Confederates in
the waters of Bayou TeeM. The month of April brought on
still further misfortunes. On the 7th a river-steamer, the Bar
Tataria, which the Federals had fitted out as a. guard-ship to
watch the wate1'8 of Lake Maurepas, near New Orleans, ran
aground at the mouth of the river Amite, when her crew, finding
themselves attacked by a large number of partisans ambushed
along the shore, were obliged to abandon her after setting her
on fire. On the 18th some Union officers, having landed near
Sabine City for the. purpose of watching the Confederate ships,
were surprised by a detachment of the enemy, and a number of
them were either captured or killed; among those killed was
Lieutenant-commander McDermot, who commanded one of the
blockading vessels. Finally, on the 27th, the gunboat Preble,
stationed at Pel1H8.cola, accidentally caught fire and was completely
destroyed.

Before concluding this chapter we have a few more words to
say concerning the small feam of arms of which West Virginia
was the theatre during the first six months of the year 1863.
The small armies that are contending for the possession of this
section of country, surrounded by high mountains and a deep river,
Baltter and reassemble, advance and fall back, meet and separate,
without taking any notice of the great operations that are taking
place in the neighboring States. The Federal troops occupy the
principal poinm on the Virginia side of the Ohio, the whole valley
of Monongahela, where McClellan made his debut, and the'solUCCS
of the upper tributaries of the Potomac in the Alleghanies; Gen
eral Kelley occupies this last region between Romney and Moore
field. The Confederate forces, very much scattered, are, for the
most part, commanded by General Jones. The latter opens the
campaign at thc end of March by coming down the Kanawha in
small boom with a few companies of his best troops. Having
arrived near the town of Point Pleasant at the entrance of this
river, he lands and attacks the small Federal garrison, but after
a brisk fight is repulsed. Hoping to have thus put the enemy
on the wrong scent, he makes preparations for a stupendous raid
into the rich valley of the Monongahela. He gets his troops
together, equips them, a..ad at the end of April comes down from
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the high gorges of the Greenbriar Mountain into the valley of
Tygart at the head of several thousand' mounted men. On the
24th he takes possession of Beverly, and the next day of Philippi.
On the BlI.me day a detachment of his column makes a demonstra
tion on the side of Moorefield against a Federal post which holds
the defile of Greenland Gap. Whilst Kelley is occupied by this
feint, Jones, following the course of Cheat River, by a rapid
march pushes as far as Morgantown on the Pennsylvannia fron
tier, where he arrives on the 27th, picking up an immense booty
on his way. Then, retracing his steps, he rallies a portion of his
troops who had followed another route, and on the 29th he appears
suddenly before the town of Fairmont, situated on the right side
of Tygart Valley River, near its junction with the Monongahela.
A little lower down, below the junction, the railroad between
Grafton and Wheeling, the only line which connects this section
of country with the Northern States, crosses from the right to the
left side of the Monongahela over a magnificent iron bridge three
h~ndred yards long. It is this great work that Jones wishes to
destroy, and whilst the defenders of Fairmont are vainly waiting
for him, barricaded in their town, he seizes a suspension-bridge
thrown over the stage-road a little below the railway-bridge, and
only defended by a few soldiers. He is thus enabled to cross the
river, and, capturing about one hundred men who are guarding
the viaduct in the rear, compels them to lay down their arms,
and, contrary to the provi!!ions of the cartel of exchanges, releases
them on parole. Barrels of powder are introduced into the inte
rior of the piles of the bridge, which are composed of enormous
brass tubes, and their explosion causes the whole structure to
crumble to pieces. After this Jon~ quickly falls back upon the
mountains, while the Federal troops hasten from Grafton to pro
tect the railroad; but too late. After this expedition we have
only to mention a trifling engagement in the vicinity of Fayette
Court-house on the borders of Ncw River. After Jones' check
in front of Point PleaBll.nt the Federals had ascended the valley
of the Kanawha, which bears the name of New River in the
upper part of it" course, and had occupied the approaches of the
defiles of Cotton Hill, which had been so warmly disputed the
previous year. On the 19th and 20th of May, after a few
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skirmishes, a Confederate detachment attacked them in their
intrenched camp at Fayette, but were unable to dislodge them.

While these insignificant conflicts occupied a few isolated
detachments in West Virginia, the two great armies that were
watching each other near Fredericksburg had remained sta
tionary. The moment was approaching when they were once
more to encounter each other on the bloody field of battle.
But before returning to the borders of the Rappahannock and
undertaking the recital of these struggles, which will occupy
the .latter half of this volume, we must devote a few pages to
the no less· important operations of which the borders of the
MissiB8:ippi were the theatre at the same time.
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BOOK II.-THE MISSISSIPPI.

CHAPTER 1.

. THE BA YOU8.

I N the preceding volume we described the fruitless attempt
made by Sherman against Vicksburg. Since that time the

mpture of this citadel has become the :main object of all the
efforts made by the Federal armies of the West. Every one
feels that in losing the Mississippi and its communimtions with
the States of the extreme West the Confederacy will be deprived
of the conditions indispensable to its existence. Jefferson Davis,
on visiting his native State, talks loudly of the necessity of de
fending Vicksburg at any cost, and the Union generals freely
accel?t the challenge which he hurls at them.

Since the 17th of January, the day when Grant joined the army
of McClernand on his return from Arkansas, until the capture
of Vic~sburg, the military and naval operations were 80 clObCly
('.()nnected that we have not deemed it practicable to divide their
recital. We shall continue it here as far as the memorable July
4,1863; after which we will resume the narrative of the struggle
between Lee and the Army of the Potomac, which was interrupted
after the battle of Chancellorsville.

The four chapters composing this portion of the volume will
comprise, first, all the efforts made by Grant in the course of thn~
months and a half along the left and right banks of the Missis
sippi for the purpose of surmounting the obstacles which pre
vented him from approaching Vicksburg; then the operation
which enabled the Union general to overcome these obstacle!>
by cr088ing the Mississippi below the enemy's defences; after
ward the aggressive mmpaign which terminated in the invest
ment of the rlace; finally, the siege and the capitulation.

We shall be obliged to interrupt this recital from time to time
178
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THE BAYOUS.

er to speak of the operations of Banks and Farragut along
weI' Mississippi: we will show the eft'orts they made to

Grant and Porter, so as to bring about that junction of the
fleets which was the crowning glory of their triumphant

ement. We shall also have to give a rapid sketch of the
operations which marked the first six months of the year

both east and west of the Mississippi. Blunt and Holmes
e one hand, Roeecrans and Bragg on the other, after the
yencounters of Prairie Grove and Murfreeshorough whic~

signalized the close of the year 1862, appear to be resting
calmly waiting for the result of the great conflict of which
sburg is the prize; consequently, in the States in which they
ntending for supremacy, in Missouri and Arkansa.~, as well
Kentucky and Tennessee, we have nothing to record during

'00 but trifling feats of arms utterly unconnected with each

e opportunity oft'ered to the Fe<lerals for destroying the
ished works, mounting but a few guns, which alone corn
ed the Mississippi during the summer of 1862, had passed.
an's campaigns at Chickasaw Bayou and those of Grant
the Yallabusha had just taught them, through hard expe

, that henceforth it would be as difficult to turn Vicksburg
approach it from the front. These obstacles only aft'orded:
a fresh stimulll8. Public opinion, which was in perfect:

rd with the sentiments of army men, demanded that there
Id be no drawing back before any sacrifice in order to
mplish the object in view. Thanks to the reiuforcements
had received, Grant found himself at the end of January

one hundred and thirty thousand men under his command....
rder to be able to bring as many as possible before Vicksburg;

limited theoocupation of the reconquered districts which he
behind him to such places as Iuka, Corinth, Memphis, and
stations located along the railroad connecting them. The

of Mound City, almoat in fro:l1t of Memphis, which served
a rendezvous for Southern partisans, was destroyed; General
ge, with a division of infantry and the cavalry brigade of

onel Cornyn, stationed himself at Corinth; Colonel Grierson
This included the l'ntire force in the Department of the Tennessee.-ED.

/'
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and his mounted men had charge of guarding the railway-line.
Grant caused all the garrisons stationed above Memphis to occupy
the eastern shore of the Mississippi, being well aware that the
Confederates would not be able to obtain a footing in that section
of country, and that small detachments could not protect it against
any new raid on the part of Forrest or Morgan. Henceforth, all
hi", supplies followed the course of the river, the guarding of which
was excllL'lively entrusted to the gunboats. General Washburne,
who occupied Helena, and had led a successful expedition in the
direction of Lagrange on the 3d of January in order to free its
approaches, was charged with the defence of this important point,
which occupied a portion of the territory of the State of Arkan
BllS, and he kept an advance post at Clarendon on the White
River.

McPherson, who still occupied Holly Springs, and whose cav
alry kept watch over the banks of the Tallahatchie, started again
by the Memphis road on the 21st, and everything was ready for
transporting a considerable portion of the army by water as far
as Vicksburg. Grant reserved for himself the right of directing
this great expedition in person. By this arrangement McCIer
nand was reduced to the command of his single army corps,
88 Sherman, under him, had been a few weeks previously. He
remonstrated, stating that the President had granted him the
exclusive right of leading any expedition along the Mississippi;
but in vain. More fortunate than McClellan, Grant was sustained
by the government at Washington; his relations with his subor
dinate, however, were always of a very delicate nature. The two
other corps, the Sixteenth and the Seventeenth, which constituted
the bulk of his army, were, as we have above stated, commanded
by Hurlbut and McPherson.

The hills extending from Haines' Bluff to Vicksburg stretch
out beyond the city, following close the course of the MiJflissippi
as far as Warrenton; then, standing apart in order to leave a pas
sage for the Big Black River, and returning to hug the shore a
short distance beyond this point, terminate at last in an acclivity
upon which stands the village of Grand Gulf. The Yazoo first,
then the Mississippi (which waters the base of these hills), form a
natural moat whioh no army could cross without the aid of a nu-
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merous and powerful fleet. This moat is not separated from the
heights except in the lower part of the Yazoo: the Federals, hav
ing control of the pass at this point, had learned to their OO8t that
the obstacle of Chickasaw Bayou and the neighboring swamp!!
rendered this control useless to them. It was impoBSible to make
an attack from the front, between Haines' Bluff and Warrenton,
upon this range of cliffs bristling with redoubts and cannon: it
was therefore necessary to turn it at either extremity; but this
operation, which was to be initiated by the crossing of the Yazoo
above Haines' Bluif, or the Mississippi below Vicksburg, could
only be accomplished by the aid of naval vessels, and the latter
were not in a condition to penetrate into those parts of these two
rivers where their co-operation would have been necessary, On
one side rafts of timber and torpedoes obstructed the navigation
of the yazoo in the vicinity·of Haines' Bluff even more effectively
than at the end of December, and on the other Pemberton was
completing the armament of the earthworks, which threatened any
vessel attempting to force the passage of Vicksburg with almost
certain destruction. Instead of erecting batteries at the water's
edge,'which would have been exposed to the converging fire of the
men-of-war, he had placed his guns on the summit of the cliif, so
as to give them a plunging fire and protect them from the naval
guns, which could not attain suffioient elevation to reach the~.

In short, he had spaced and isolated them in such a manner that
they scarcely presented a mark in case of bombardment. It is
true that this arrangement had been strongly condemned by
Johnston. He had told the Confederate engineers that these
batteries had been constructed rather with the view of protect
ing all the approaches of the city than to intercept the passage
of the enemy's vessels: if placed closer, they would undoubtedly
have been more exposed, but they would also have been able to
concentrate a destructive fire upon those vessels; whereas, placed
as they were, they could not support each other. The Federal
fleet had thus a chance of avoiding their fire by passing success- .
ively in front of them. These wise suggestions were not heeded,
Pemberton thinking that he had not time to replace his large
guM before the attacL of the Federals. Besides, notwithstand
ing their defectB, the Vicksburg batteries were yet sufficiently
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formidable to keep the latter in check. A few months sooner
they would have been able to have turned Vicksburg by ascend
ing the river and making New Orleans the base of operations.
This is what Williams had done in the summer of 1862 with
insufficient forces. But since then the Confederates had built the
for.tress of Port Hudson, before which the Federals, if they had
transferred the theatre of war as far as that, would have met
with the same difficulties they had encountered at Vicksburg.
The aid of the fleet was indispensable, not only for fighting the
enemy, but also for traversing the half-submerged country which
borders the right bank of the Yazoo and that part of the Mississippi
below Vicksburg. The Confederates, relying upon the natural
obstacles, had left only a few guerillas in that section of country.
They knew that if Grant had intended to traverse the space
which separates the two rivers in order to cross the last above
Haines' Bluff, he would have been obliged to build hundreds of
bridges, to construct a causeway hundreds of miles long, and to
plunge his army into almost impenetrable swamps. He thought
at first of leaving Porter in front of Vicksburg, and of descend
ing the right bank of the Mississippi as far 8S Port Hudson in
order to assist Banks; but, in addition to' the distance, the Red
River would have interposed an almost insurmountable obstacle.
Besides, Pemberton, having control of these rivers, would always
have had it in his power to harass him, to head him off every
where; and the repulse of Chickasaw Bayou was too recent a
lesson to allow Grant to separate himself from Porter's fleet.
These two officers, therefore, determined to m.ake every effort, by
following roundabout passes, to introduce men-Qf-war either into
the Yazoo above Haines' Bluff or into that part of the Missis
sippi which separates Vicksburg from Port Hudson.'

The peculiar character of the immense alluvial plain traversed
by the great river had until then obstructed the operations of the
Federals. Now, on the contrary, it proved to'be in their favor.
From Memphis to the sea the Mississippi encounters no hills but
those extending along the left bank between Vicksburg and Port
Hudson. Everywhere else the Father of Waters flows on with
out hindrance in a bed which may be said literally to be of its
own creation; for, like the Po in Polesinea, the Rhine in Hol-
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land, and the Nile in Egypt, it has exhausted this bed by con
tinuous depoRits, and at the same time reduced its proportions by
means of natural dikes that ~ve been formed along its shores.
In some places these dikes have been strengthened by artificial
levees; but, like an all-powerful and capricious master, after
having first pretended to respect these fragile barriers, we see it
during its overflows breaking down each of them alternately;· at
one place overflowirtg its banks in order to invade a small penin
sula at which it has been nibbling for several years, in another
direction stretching out through a vast circuit, and leaving a
wretched swamp in place of the deep channel where the largest
ships were wont to navigate. Man seeks to control its caprices;
and if the engineer is skilful, if he knows how to open a new
p888 at the proper point, he succeeds in facilitating navigation
by closing all extraneous passes; but sometimes the river rebels
against all restraints and all allurements: an eddy suffices to
neutralize its docility, and it persists in leaving completely
dry what was apparently the best channel. Like a king sur
rounded by his court, it flows toward the sea escorted by numer
ous rivers, which, instead of bringing it tribute, are fed by its
own waters, and, running in a parallel direction, form by its own
sides the network of bayous of which we have already spoken.
Along the left bank the network is suddenly interrupted by the
ntassive character of the bluffil, and the bayous empty into the
Yawo, which skirts the base of these heights, like a vast drain
ing-channel. The bayous only reappear below Port Hudson to
form the tributaries of Amite River, discharging their contents
into the vast sheet of water called Lake Pontchartrain. At the
west the line of bayous, meeting with no resistance, is much more
developed, existing for a distance of about six hundred miles in
a straight line from the first infiltrations which are formed near
Cape Girardeau, across the lake and the river St. Francis, the
marshes of Helena, the White River, the mouths of the Arkansas,
the Bayou Macon, the Washita River, the Tensas River, and part
of Red River, as far as the long and tortuous channel of Atcha-

.fslays (signifying in the Indian language the "lost waters");'
which channel, in fact, loses itself among the neighboring lakes
and swamps of the Gulf of Mexico.
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Some of these channels are deep and navigable. Could they
not be made available for surmounting the obstacles which
obstructed the Ya.zoo and the MiBBiaBippi? Grant ~d Porter
determined to make the attempt at three different pointll at
once, and set to work about the latter end of January.

;Firat of all, they resumed the work which hlld been com
menced by Williams for cutting off the narrow atrip of land
which the MissiBBippi embraces in passing' before Vicksburg.
The deflecting channel WllB only about twenty-two hundred yards
long. It would have been sufficient to impart to it a depth of
ten feet to enable the greater portion of Davis' fleet to pass,
the waters, which were very high at this moment, promising to
reach this level with ellBe. In 1862 these waters had already
passed through the trench which WllB opened by Williams, and
it had been found necessary to construct a strong levee at each
extremity to prevent them from overflowing their banks during
the progress of the work. Once open to the fleet, this channel
would have deprived Vicksburg of all itll importance, and,
although Grand Gulf WllB protected at the north by Big Black
River, lIB the first-mentioned place is by the Ya.zoo, the Con
federates would not again have found 80 strong a. position there,
the course of the Big Black not being bordered by any swamp
or bayou. This plan, simple to all appearances, whose success
would have been productive of decisive results, plellBed Mr.
Lincoln, who strongly insisted upon its being carried out. The
President cpuld not appreciate from a distance the difficulties
which, lIB we will show presently, ended by musing its failure.

Grant had foreseen these difficulties, and tried to find among
the bayous on the' right bank a more unfrequented pass in order
to reach the Mississippi between Vicksburg and Port Hudson.
At about seventy-five miles above Vicksburg an abandoned frag
ment of the old bed of the river forms an immense horseshoe,
known by the name of Lake Providence: it is separated from
the MissiBBippi by a strip of land only about one mile wide. A
channel called Bayou Baxter connects it with Bayou Macon, a.
navigable water-()()urse, through which one can auooessively reach
the WlIBhita., the Tensas, and the Red River, and thence strike the
waters of the Mississippi. Among this chain of lakes, rivers,
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and bayous it was hoped to find a passage for the fleet, and
whilst a portion of Sherman's troops were at work in Williams'
channel, McPherson would land with a considerable detachment
of his own corps near Lake Providence and open a trench in
order to establish a connection with the river.

He had gone to work on the 29th of January. But Porter,
knowing how doubtful was the success of such an attempt,
resolved at the same time to explore the network of the bayous
which follow the left bank of the Mississippi toward the tribu
taries of the Yazoo.--tl, network which had already been recon
noitred by Hovey's cavalry at the close of the year 1862. There
was formerly a pass in this network of bayous frequented by
small steamers plying between Memphis and Yazoo City. It
was a bayou called the Yazoo Pass, from twenty to thirty yards
wide, with a depth of between eight and ten. It branches off
from the Mississippi at the village of Delta, nearly in front of
Helena; after traversing Moon Lake, which, like Lake Provi
dence, is an abandoned fragment of the old bed, it runs eastward
by winding through a most fertile section of country, and empties
into Cold Water River, one of the tributaries of the Tallahatchie,
which becomes itself the source of the Yazoo by forming a junc
tion with the Yallabusha at Greenwood. .As this deflecting
channel frequently overflowed its banks, the government of the
State of Mississippi, in order to stop these inundations, a few years
before the war had caused the communication between the great
river and Moon Lake to be closed by means of a strong levee,
thus interrupting the navigation of yazoo Pass. If he suooeeded
in reopening it, Porter would gain a double advantage: in the
first instance, he could, by way of this pass, nia.ch Yazoo City,
which, during the last six months, had become one of the
principal arsenals of the Confederates. All the vessels which
Farragut had driven before him after the capture of New
Orleans had found shelter in this place; here they were fitted
out, covered with armor, and others constructed. It was from
this place that the Arka1l8a8 had started on her cruise, and this
unapproachable arsenal was a perpetual menace to Porter's fleet.
He was in hopes of destroying it by turning the defences which
constituted its protection. Then, once in control of the Upper
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Y&.Zoo, he could open the Haines' Bluff route to Grant's whole
army, and the latter would be able to renew the campaign of
December, 1862, against Vicksburg without fear of having his
communications interrupted, as they would no longer have to
depend upon the unreliable support of railways, but their safety
would be secured by a river-route and protected by the fleet. At
the end of January the first strokes of the pickaxe .were dealt at
the artificial levee which obstructed the Y &.zoo, and a mine was
prepared for opening a breach.

Porter, however, was not satisfied with these works, which the
soldiers compared to th08e of the beaver, the first denizen of
these great rivers.

Since the destruction of the Arka'18aB the Confederates had
only a few weak vessels between Vicksburg and Port Hudson,
and those afloat in the Y &.Zoo were not yet in a condition to enter
the Mississippi waters. One or two of the ships composing Por
ter's flotilla were not only sufficient to give the absolute control
of the river to the Federals, but to destroy the commerce which
was being carried on between Texas and the rest of the Confed
eracy by way of Red River. It was through this channel that
the Confederate armies received a large portion of their supplies.
It was therefore of the utmost importance to intercept them. We
have already seen the naval brigade and the ramB organized and
commanded by General Ellet and his brothers signalize them
selves in many combats along the borders of the Mississippi.
This energetic family was always to be found in the front rank
wherever there was any danger to encounter. Colonel Charles R.
Ellet, with the Queen of fAe lJ''est, had received the ~rilOU8 mis
sion not only of forcing the Vicksburg pass under ·the fire of the
enemy's batteries, but also of attacking and sinking a Confederate
ship which was being fitted out and at anchor almost alongside of
the quay of Vicksburg. Ellet had intended to attempt this opera
tion during the night, but, having been delayed by an accident,*
he only arrived before the batteries of Vicksburg, which saluted
him with a shower of balls, on the 2d of February and in the
daytime. He does not allow himself to be repulsed, few of the
projectiles having struck the Queen of the Weat, and their effect

* See Ellet's report to Porter, Febrnary 2, lls63.-En.
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being deadened by a double row of bal~ of cotton. The Fed
eral steamer makes for the enemy's vessel, but the force of the
current causes her to swerve from her course, and her shot misses
the mark. She has time, however, to throw three shells into the
hull of her adversary, which set her on fire. But a conflagra
tion has also broken out in the wall of cotton which the Federal
ram carries: Ellet and his sailors turn aside from the fight in
order to extinguish this fire, and when they have at last mastered
it they find themselves below Vicksburg, out of reach of the
enemy's balls.

The obstacle so much dreaded was therefore surmounted. Ellet
was not long in taking advantage of his new position. As soon
88 he had repaired da.mageB and provided himself with a good
supply of fuel, he started for that part of the river where the
Federal flag had not been seen floating for the last nine months,
and where his unlooked-for p~nce promised him some import
ant prizes. He did not even meet the only adversary capable of
coping with him, the steamer Webb, which was iIi the waters of
Red. River. In the course of a few days he captured another
steamer and destroyed vast quantities of provisions. Having
returned to the anchorage below Vicksburg on the 5th of Feb
ruary, he started again on the 10th, each time braving the pre of
the batteries that the Confederates had erected at Warrenton.

Porter had promised him to send one of his vessels, the In
dianola, to support him: this vessel, having been delayed by some
unforeseen cause, passed under the guns of Vicksburg on the
13th without experiencing any serious damage, and at once con
tinued her course toward Red River, where the Queen of the West
had preceded her. But these two ships, which, sailing together,
would have had uothiug to fear, were not destined to meet.

Ellet, after exploring a portion of the Atchafalaya, continu~
to ascend the Red. River, actuated by the hope of fighting the
Wthb, which Porter has especially directed him to destroy. On
the 14th of February he surprises one of the steamers employed
by the Confederate government in the transportation service, the
Era No.6: he has taken possession of her and placed some of
his men on board as a crew. But as neither himself nor his men
are acquainted with the very difficult navigation of Red River,
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he has m08t imprudently ordend the pilot of the Era to direct
the OOUI'Se of the Queen of the West. After proceeding for a short
distance the smoke of several steamers engaged in getting up
steam in order to make their escape is seen curling above the tree
tops: the Federal ve8l!el cautiously doubles a winding turn in the
river, hoping to be yet in time to surprise the enemy, but at the
same moment he is saluted by a battery which rakes the whole
length of his ship. Instead of obeying the orders of Ellet, who
directs him to back out, the pilot runs the vessel aground in full
sight of the enemy's guns. By this act of devotion to his cause,
which might have C08t him his life, this oourageous man, named
George Wood,* delivers up the Queen of the West to the Confed
erates. Shortly after, the vessel, riddled with balls and unable to
extricate herself, ~as abandoned by Ellet and a portion of the
Federal sailors, who floated down the river on bales of ootton,
and thus reached the gunboat De Solo and the Era, which had
remained out of reach. They took with them George Wood,
and, 80 far from doing him any harm, they made him pilot of the
Era, which he soon tried to run aground as he had done with the
other ship. Pursued by the Webb, Ellet met with the IndiaflOla
near Natchez, whose presence brought the Confederate vessels to a
stop. .But their number was soon increased by the Queen of the
West, which had again been set afloat and speedily repaired. The
r~le.s were once more changed. The India1Wla, leaving the mouths
of the Red River, which it had blockaded until the 23d, was try
ing to gain the anchorage-gro.und below Vicksburg, in the hope
of falling in with BOme other Federal ship, but her progress was
delayed by two tenders loaded with ooal fastened at her sides.
The Confederates took advantage of this circumstance to give
chase and attack her. On the evening of the 24th the Webb and
the Queen oj the We8t, escorted by two small vessels, oome up
with the Indianola, whose movements are embarraBaed by the
tenders, between Grand Gulf and Warrenton, and fire several
shots into her. Her hull is soon staved in, leaks are sprung in
every direction, and just as she is about to founder her oom
mander hauls down the Federal flag. The Confederates, who

• Ellet iu hili report to Porter, Febnlary 21, 1863, giveJI the pilot's name B8

Garvey.-ED.
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took poaaession of her, had time to beach her, and soon placed
her again in fighting order.

The suOOOl8ful passage of the Vicksburg batterie3 had, then,
only been the means of giving the Confederates two new and
powerful ships, which secured to them more thoroughly the con
trol of the whole C01ll'8e of the Missi88ippi between Vicksburg
and Port Hudson. Thenceforth a whole fleet would have to be
brought between these two places by braving the fire of each
fort. Porter and Farragut were men of too much determination
of character to hesitate before such ventures, and we shall find
both of them undertaking the task suCCe38ively.

But, first of all, we must follow the progress of those works
the object of which was to open a 1038 perilous route to naval
vessels. Grant, who had arrived at Milliken's Bend on the 2d
of February, had been very active in pushing them forward.
The completion of Williams' channel was attended by a great
many difficulties. In order to secure the required depth it had
been found neoesaary, after penetrating a layer of black alluvial
soil, to attack a very compact substratum of sand l¥ld gravel.
They had succeeded at last in rendering the channel navigable
for a dredge-boat, which, being introduced by means of a narrow
deflection, replaced manual labor to great advantage, when, on the
8th of March, the Mississippi broke down the dam which pro
tected the entrance of the channel, in spite of all that had been
done to strengthen it. In an instant an enormous volume of
water ruBhed forward with such violence that instead of simply
traversing the channel it demolished the two levees which had
been constmcted on its borders. The encampments of the divis
ion employed in this work were immediately flooded: every man,
abandoning arms and baggage, hurried off 8B fast 8B po88ible before
an enemy to whom the bravest could turn their backs without any
sense of shame. The 1088eB in provisions, material, ammunition,
and horaes were immense. The small peninsula was completely
submerged, and the water, instead of flowing back into the Mia
si88ippi, spread among the bayous of the right bank and swept 8B

far 8B Red River, rendering that whole section of country more
imp888&ble than ever before. And yet, strange to say, it had not
deepened the channel, and in spite of all the efforts of the en-
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gineers the principal current of the river refused to abeorb it.
Turned aBide by the formation of the bank, the current persisted
in following the old bed, which drove it under the walls of Vicks
burg. The Confederates, on their part, not being satisfied with
the river as an auxiliary, had erected batteries on the cliflS facing
th.e lower outlet of the channel, intended to enfilade it in such a
manner that the navigation of this new route, if it should ever
becom~ practicable, would prove even more dangerous than that
which the Union fleet was desirous to avoid. From this moment
the hope of making use of it had to be relinquished, although
the work of repairing the levees of the channel, in order to
re-establish the water-routes which the freshet had submerged,
was continued for three weeks longer.

The works which were intended to open a pass by way of Lake
Providence did not promise a better result. They had, however,
been initiated under favorable auspices. Grant had visited them
on the 4th of February, and a few days latter a narrow channel
had put the lake in communication with the river. The news of
the opening of this channel, exaggerated by the press, had caused
great commotion in the Confederacy. It was thought that the
entire Mississippi, forsaking its ancient bed, was about to precip
itate itself into Bayou Macon, the WaBhita, and the Atchafalaya,
and that it would abandon New Orleans to discharge its waters
into the Gulf of Mexico farther west. Nothing of this kind
happened, and the deflection of the waters had no other effect
than to obstruct all future works. Between Lake Providence and
Bayou Macon there occurred a depression of the ground occupied
by an immense swamp which fed a rank and thick vegetation,
under which Bayou Baxter, reduced to the size of a small stream,
disappeared entirely. The swamp was flooded in an instant, and
in order to open a practicable pass for naval vessels it was deemed
necessary to cut down the trunks of trees, then to pull np the
stumps of enormous white oaks and cypresses to disengage them
from the iron-wood which covered it. The men, who were at
work with the water up to their shoulders, conld not long endure
such fatigue. The route which it wI¥! thus sought to open in the
forest was not less than about fifteen miles in length: the whole
of McPherson's corps was engaged in this work for several weeks.
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But 88 it was found that this pass, once practicable, could only
admit of the pasaa.ge of small steamers, and that Porter's large
vessels would not be able to avail themselves of it, the project
waf~ finally abandoned during the month of March.

The reconnoissances that had been made in the Y &ZOO Pasa in
the beginning of this month had been productive of better results.
Just at the time when the Federals had lost the Qu.een oj 1M Wut
and the Indianola, when Williams' channel and that of Lake
Providence were closed to them, when therefore it seemed impos
sible for them to turn the Vicksburg batteries by. way of the
south, the entrance of the Y &.Zoo was thrown open to them, and
they had good reason to believe that they had at last a good
route to follow for investing the citadel of the enemy.

The mine prepared in the dam which obstructed the Y &.Zoo
P888 had been fired on the 2d of February, the very day when
the Queen oj the W~ passed Vicksburg and Grant arrived at
Milliken's Bend. The waters, rushing with great force into the
bed they had so long occupied, BOOn opened a channel ninety
yards in width as far as Moon Lake. A combined expedition
was immediately organized for the purpose of penetrating into
it. Two gunboats, partially armored, the OltillicolM and the De
Kalb, accompanied by five steamers of light draught carrying
two regiments from Missouri * intended for sharpshooters, and
followed by about twenty transports with Roes' division of
McClemand's corps on board, nearly five thousand men strong,
entered the waters of Moon Lake under command of Lieutenant
Watson Smith of the navy. During this time an engineer officer,
Colonel Wilson, with a few hundred soldiers, had suooeeded in
opening a pass to the flotilla as far as the Tallahatchie. It was
a laborious and difficult task. As BOOn as the dike had been
attacked, the Confederates, guessing the object of their adversa
ries, had obstructed the course of the Yazoo P88S below Moon
Lake. Wilson had been obliged to carry off, sometimes for a
distance of several miles, the trees which encumbered the bed
'of the bayou, and which a few skilful strokes of t1ie axe had
felled, requiring superhuman efforts to pull them out. The
water, which was spreading through the breach, had BOOn flooded

* The Twelfth and Seventeenth regiments, from Sherman's COrps.-ED.
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the whole surrounding country, and it was through these m8l'8hy
or submerged tmctB of land that Wilson's soldiers were advancing
with the saw in one hand and a musket in the other, alternately
working and exchanging shotB with the Confederate partisans.
Finally, allowing nothing to deter them, they succeeded in over
coming all obstacles, and on the 2d of March the expedition
entered the deep and navigable bed of the Cold Water.

.As soon as Grant was informed of this, he thought of making
the largest portion of his soldiers follow the same route. The lat
ter had suffered much-ilOme in consequence of inaction, others by
being compelled to work in the marshes in the middle of a cold,
damp winter. They were scattered along the right bank: of the
Mississippi from the neighborhood of Memphis as far as Vicks
burg-l\IcClernand at Helena, McPherson at Lake Providence
and Milliken's Bend, Sherman at Young's Point. The overflow
of the river having flooded all the surrounding country by infil
tration, even the levee became at last the oniy piece of dry ground
where the Federals could find footing. Crowded upon this nar
row strip of land, they could not find a space sufficient for the
sanitary requirementB of a camp, and they were soon obliged to
dispute this land with the dead, whoee numbers were increasing
at a fearful rate, and whoee bodies prudence and charity alike for
bade being thrown either into the swamp or into the river. Me
Clernand received instructions to embark Quinby's division, and
make it follow Ross't McPherson held himself ready, with his
whole corps and one division of Sherman's, to enter the Yazoo
PlL!lI.l for the purpose of renewing the campaign which had failed
in December, 1862, by resting on the Tallahatchie.

In the mean while, Watson Smith's flotilla, after having expe
rienced some difficulties in the yazoo Pass in consequence of the
rapidity of the current, which did not allow it to be navigated
during the night, had moved down the Cold Water, and on the
10th of March entered the Tallahatchie, a river of sufficient
depth and width to admit of easy navigation, without fear of
mnning against the trunks of trees which had so long obstrocWd
itB passage.

But it had given the Confederates eight days to prepare for an
attack the promptness of which was the principal element of success,
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of which the latter cleverly availed themselves. The Tallahatchie
and the Yallabusha form a junction a little above the village of _
Greenwood. The Y &zoo, which takes itB source from the con
fluence, Hows in a different direction from that of the Tallahat
chie,80 as to leave a peninsula nearly four miles in length between
them, which at the narrowest point is only four hundred ~d fifty
yards wide. At this point the Confederates had constructed &

work of considerable magnitude, known as Fort Pemberton,.
which completely commanded the course of the Tallnhatchie:
it consisted of aseries of bastions dividing the peninsula in two,
to which a mixture of earth and cotton-bales imparted both
solidity and prominence. Two heavy guns and a battery of field
artillery constituted its annanent. The waters of the TaJ:tahat
chie, in overflowing itB banks, had submerged all the approaches
to this work and turned the peninsula into a veritable island.
Ross's troops therefore could not land to make an attack, and the
task of reducing it fell exclusively upon the two gunboatB. The
OtiUiootlle opened fire on the 11th of March, but this vessel was
too weakly built and her armor too fragile. Most of the enemy's
balls penetrated her through and through; others, loosening the
bolts of her plates, did still more damage to, her between-decks,
and she was obliged to abandon the attempt after having had four
men killed and fifteen wounded.

On the 13th, the impossibility of an. attack by land having
become manifest, the two gunboats fired up. again: for a while
the De Kalb silenced the guns of the fort, but Roes did not dare
to land his troops on the only accessible- point, which was too
much in sight of the enemy's works, for-the purpose of making
an assault. In this fight the Confederate· garrison had only one
man killed and twenty wounded. Not wishing to have recourse
to force, the Federals tried to dislodge it by less dangerous means.
The fort was only two feet above the- level of the river: it only
required a slight overHow, therefore~ 00- Hood it. It was hoped to
produce an artificial inundation by cutting-through the levee of the
)lissisBippi at Austin, above Delta, 80 as to throw a larger volume
of water into the Tallahatchie. But this watersp~ over such an
immeDEe space that the level of the river was not sensibly affected ;
and after waiting five days Ross decided to retrace his steps.

VOL. nr.-13
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His position WllB indeed becoming critiool. The railroad from
Jackson to Grenada paaaes by Carrollton, within reach of Green
wood. By this route, as wep as by that of the Yazoo, where he
had several vessels, Pemberton could rapidly transport a sufficient
number of troops to Greenwood to crush ~' small division,
isolated, as it was and out of reach of any assistance. Several reg
iments had already left Vicksburg, and a few batteries placed along
~~ Cold Water could bar the passage to the Federals, who were
too far away from the MissiRRippi to reach it by any land route.

As BOOn as Grant became aware of Ross' situation he deter
mined to make a diversion in his favor which migh'l. possibly open
another route to Yazoo City, and which would, at all events, give
Quinby time to join the expedition with sufficient forces to extri
cate it.

The indefatigable Porter, finding that the great overflow in the
beginning of March was destroying all the works of Williams'
channel, thought that if it closed the route against him on one
side, it might, in return, open a pass in the labyrinth of bayous
bordering the mouth of the Yazoo for debouching into this river
between Yazoo City and Haines' Bluff. A reconnoissance made
in Steele's Bayou, which ordinarily is only a large ditch, where
he found five fathoms of water, had convinced him that the
undertaking was worth a trial. He had immediately organized
an expeditiou composed of his best and mOBt powerful ships, such
as the Louisville, the 6incinnati, the Carondelet, the Mound Oily,
the Pittsbu1'g, four mortar-boats, and four tow-boats. Grant had
accompanied it on the 14th 88 far 88 Steele's Bayou. On his
return to Milliken's the general-in-<lhief was informed at the
same time of the repulse sustained by the gunboats on the Talla
hatchie and the movements of the enemy in the direction of
Greenwood. He immediately ordered Sherman to follow Porter,
to support and assist him in reaching the Yazoo. Once in the
waters of this river, the Federal fleet could have destroyed all
the enemy's vessels that happened to be there, taken Greenwood
in the rear, and made navigation safe 88 far as Yazoo Pass. Sher
man, resting on this new base; would have been able to take a
strong position on the border of the Yazoo, and crossed this river
in order to turn Haines' Bluff.
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The route followed by Porter Wll8 tortuous and difficult.
Among the tributaries on the righ~ bank of the Yazoo, lI8Cend
ing it from ita mouth, one meets, first of all, Steele's Bayou,
which at times runs within three-quarters of a mile of the Mis
sissippi; then a water-course of larger size called Deer Creek; and,
finally, Sunflower River, a stream of considerable dimensions.
Channels which were then full to overflowing establish a com
munication between these water-courses before they reach the
Yazoo: the Rolling Fork brings the waters of the Sunflower
into Deer Creek, and lower down the Black Bayou conveys th08C
of Deer Creek to Steele's Bayou. Deer Creek empties into the
Yazoo in front of Haines' Bluff, and the Sunflower about fifteen
miles higher up. Porter's plan WlI8 to lI8CCDd successively Steele's
Bayou, Black Bayou, Deer Creek, and the Rolling Fork in order
to descend the Sunflower afterward 1I8 far 1I8 the Yazoo.

On the 15th, in spite of many difficulties, he had reached a point
in Steele's Bayou which is only separated from the Mississippi at
Eagle Bend by a marshy space of about three-quarters of a mile:
Stuart's division of Sherman's corps WlI8 landed near the latter
point, crossed the S\vamp, not without difficulty, re-embarked on
board the transports that Porter had brought along with him, and
followed the route he had laid out. At the same time, Grant,
countermanding the order he had given to McPherson to proceed
in the direction of yazoo Pass, kept him ready to support Sher
man's movement.

After leaving Steele's Bayou the navigation became extremely
difficult. Porter had not repeated the error committed in the
Yazoo Pass, when, in preparing the route for the vessels in
advance, a warning had been given to the enemy, who had
thus ample time to put himself on his guard. Porter Wll8

well aware that it was important, above all, to take his adver
saries by surprise, and with his enormous iron-clad steamers he
dashed into the narrow channel, whose waters had never been
disturbed except by the paddle of the Indian or the oar of the
negro boatman. The branches of the trees hung over these placid
waters, while the intertwined bindweed formed every now lI.Dd
then a kind of bridge spanning the water from side to side;
but the heavy iron-clads passed throug~ these obstacle.<l, breaking
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and tearing everything in their way. When some abrupt bend
was reached, it became necesaa.ry to heave the vessels round on
the spot by means' of ropeS; oocaaionally a tree of too large
dimensions required the use of the axe to open a passage. At
the end of twenty-four hours of assiduous labor Porter had
traversed the Black Bayou, which is nearly three miles long,
and Sherman, with a portion of Stuart's troops, joined him at a
point named Hill's Plantation just as he was entering Deer
Creek. From this point the infantry took the land route to
reach the Rolling Fork, which was only about fifteen miles dis
tant, whereas the fleet, by following the windings of Deer Creek,
had at least twenty to travel.

According to the information he had received, Porter did not
anticipate meeting any serious obstacle in the water-course last
mentioned, and up to that moment everything had presaged suo
cess. The enemy, taken by surprise, had not sought to obstruct
his way. The inhabitants of this rich section of country did not
conceal their astonishment at the sight of the Federal vessels,
being unllble to explain to themselves how they had got there.
In the mean while, the agents of the Confederate government set
about executing the instructions they had received, directing them
to burn all the cotton liable to fall into the enemy's hands. At
first, only a few isolated fires attracted the attention of the Fed
eral Bailors gathered on the decks of their respective ships; but
the flames soon spread out in every direction: in the evening they
lighted up every point in the horizon by their sinister glare, and
during the daytime the white smoke of the burning cotton rose in
thick spiral columns above the forest. Seeing his approach sig
nlllled in this fashion, Porter hastened the speed of his vessels, but
the obstacles were increasing at every step.

Having at length arrived within four miles of the Rolling Fork,
he found a number of felled trees across the bayou. In propor
tion as the Federals freed the channel by dint of enormous efforts,
the Confederates, musket in hand, were compelling the negroes
collected on the neighboring plantations to obstruct it a little
farther up, out of reach of their shots. Pemberton, on his part,
hastened to despatch five thousand men from Haines' Bluff, in
order to stop the Federals on the Rolling Fork before they had
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time to debouch into the great current of the Sunflower. On she
evening of the 19th, Porter had only about nine hundred yards
more to ron to enter the waters of the Rolling Fork, where he
hoped to encounter fewer difficulties. But on the morning of the
20th, when his men, exhausted by constant labor, had resumed
their work, the enemy suddenly made his appearance. While
they were pulling up, one by one, the small willow trees which
completely filled the bed of Deer Creek, a masked battery posted
along the edge of a wood opened fire both upon the gunboats and
the workmen. The situation Wll8 becoming critical. The whole'
of that section of country lies flat: here and there only may be
seen some conical-shaped hillocks from thirty to fifty feet high,
known by the name of Indian mounds-monuments undoubt
edly consecrated by the first inhabitants of this country to war
riors who had become illustrious in their day among their
tribes. But the bayous which traverse this plain have deeply
hollowed it, so that their banks overtop the level of the highest
waters by several yards. Consequently, the heavy cannon of the
gunboe.ts were rendered powerlese, and a few field-pieces planted
on the upper deck could alone reply to the enemy's fire. The
latter was not very enterprising, but he had succeeded in inter
rnpting the labor of freeing the pass from obstructions, and Porter
BOOn learned that he was'actively at work in felling trees behind
him and throwing them into Deer Creek, so as to cut off his
retreat. The danger was imminent. Sherman was yet far away:
he was still waiting at Hill's Plantation, with his advance-guard,
for the remainder of his troops, a portion of which had remained
on board the transports, while the rest were at work in' widening
the pass in the Black Bayou. Shut up in a channel which was
obstructed at both ends, surrounded by high banks which par
alyzed their ordnance, and so close to each other as to admit of no
evolutions, Porter's ships would have been lost had they been
attacked by a few thousand determined men. The admiral under
stood this, and immediately gave the signal for returning.

Whilst all the available men, numbering about three hundred,
are following the bank of the bayou by land in order to interrupt
the enemy's workmen bUJ:ly in obstructing its passage, the gunboats
nnfasten their rudders and with much difficulty begin moving
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backward, sOOrn foremost,. now striking against the bank on one
side, then rebounding to the other side, groping their way like
blind people; for until they have re-entered the waters of the
yazoo they cannot find room to turn round. The danger is
increasin"g at every step of this painful journey; the number of
the ConfederaWs, who are following these unwieldly ships like
a pack of hounds barking at an animal at bay, is constantly
increasing, and they are becoming bolder and bolder every hour.
On the 20th, Porter finds himself absolutely blockaded: an old
coaling barge, sunk across the river, completely obstructs his
passage, and while the enemy is actively at work trying to
render this obstacle insurmountable, on the other side the pass
which the Federals have just traversed in their retrograde
movement has been closed by stumps of trees newly thrown
into it. The Southern sharpshooters do not expose themselves
to the fire of the Northern sailors, but, hidden in the bushes or
behind trees, these skilful marksmen rain showers of balls upon
them as soon as they show themselves. Those who have landed
are obliged to re-embark in order to avoid this invisible foe:
all attempt to free the pass is abandoned, and Porter is prepar
ing to leave the ships in order to cut his way on foot sword in
hand, when a brisk discharge of musketry announces to him the
arrival of help which he already despaired of receiving. A
negro who had been deputed by him to carry an urgent appeal
to Sherman has succeeded in reaching the latter during the
evening of the 19th-20th.· The Union general loses not a
single moment in hastening to the assistance of the fleet. Col
onel Giles A. Smith, who happened to be at Hill's Plantation
with the Eighth Missouri, started on that very evening. Porter
receives from him a valuable co-operation, together with the
anllouncement ·of approaching deliverance. In fact, Sherman,
having remained alone at the entrance of the Black Bayou,
boldly jumps into a boat to go in search of the remainder of
his troops: on his way he overtakes those that are encamped
along the borders, and puts them on board some barges, which
a gunboat, happily met and already loaded with troops, takes
in tow. Night has supervened: in spite of the darknesa, the
veesel forces her way through the bayou, and on the morning
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of the 21st Sherman himself, at the head of two brigades, starts
on the same errand, following the levee bordering Deer Creek.
He is on foot like his soldiers, for it has been fonnd impossible
to bring any horses, and his example stimulates their zeal. The
march is long and painful, the ground being at times completely
submerged. Finally, before noon, nearly twenty-one miles have
been accomplished: the fire of naval howitzers is heard from
behind a clump of trees; soon after a detachment of the enemy,
leading a squad of negroes bent upon obstructing the river along
Porter's path, is met and dispersed. The latter, with the assist
ance of Smith's soldiers, has freed Deer Creek and resumed his
retreating movement; but, being constantly ha1'8B!led, has only •
progressed a few miles in twenty-four hours. Finally, an officer
mounted on the bare back of a horse appears on the bank: it is
Sherman, who, having found the animal on his way, has taken
possession of it in order to join t\.J.e fleet with greater speed. The
latter is saved, but the expedition has failed.

Porter, taught by danger, is anxious to get out of the labyrinth
into which he has penetrated. Sherman has not a single mounted
man to clear the borders of the river, nor any artillery to cover
them; even his infantry will barely suffice to protect the ganga
of laborers employed in mrrying off the trees which the enemy
has felled and carefully distributed along the whole route. Indeed,
this enemy is there in force j he can rapidly concentrate his troops
at any point of the Rolling Fork or the Sunflower that he pleases,
and thus stop the progress of the fleet. It is impossible either to
take him by surprise or to organize a methodical campaign against
him in a section of country so full of difficulties. Finally, Ross'
flotilla, which it was important to set free at any price, has been
assisted by Quinby on the Tallahatchie, and we know that Grant
has ordered the latter to bring the troops and vessels that had
been repulsed in front of Fort Pemberton to the Mississippi.

The return of Porter and Sherman was attended with much
trouble, but the enemy offered no molestation. They had not
achieved the result~ they had anticipated, and Grant was greatly
disappointed j but they had probably saved Ross by diverting the
attention of the enemy from him. They reached Milliken's on
the 27th of March..
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In the mean time, Quinby, with a portion of his troops, had
made a rapid march, and met Ross on the 19th of March at a
short distance above Fort Pemberton. He resolved to make
another attack upon this work, landing some of his troops, and
occupied a few batteries which had been erected by the Federal
navy. But, being without guns of heavy calibre, he could do
no harm to an enemy protected on all sides by the flood. In
order to reduce the fort it would have required a fleet, which the
dimensions of the Yazoo Pass did not permit of being brought
to this point. After waiting about ten days for the arrival of
McPherson, of whom he was only the advance-guard, Quinby,

• as we have stated, had been ordered to return to Helena, which
place he reached in the early part of April.

The loss of the Queen of the West and the Indianola had given
the Confederates absolute control of that part of the Mississippi
between Vicksburg and Port Hudson. Porter, it is true, had
taken revenge for this disaster by a ruse which had proved com
pletely succes.~ful. On the deck of an old boat he had con
structed a turret of painted wood, which gave her the appearanCf:
of a monitor, and in the evening of one of the earliest days of
March he had set her afloat on the river above Vicksburg.
The forts soon noticed this strange craft, and opened a terrific
fire upon her, but had not succeeded in sinking her. At early
daylight they saw with consternation that she was pursuing her
silent course. The telegraph had soon communicated the alarm
along the whole course of the river, and, fearing lest the Indian
ola might become the prey of this formidable adversary, her com
ma.nder was ordered to destroy her. The flames were yet devour
ing her when the falp-e monitor ran aground a little higher up,
thus making known to the Confederates the ruse of which they
had been the victims. But the loss of the Indianola did not
prevent them from retaining exclusive control of the river.

It required a vigorous effort to dispute this control of the river
to them. It was from the south that this effort was first made.
The instructions given to Banks and Farragut directed them to
attack Port Hudson, and endeavor to reduce this place whilst
Grant was operating against Vicksburg. Circumstances had not
permitted them until then to conform to these i.nstructions. Banks
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had been occupied by the Brashear City expedition and the <mes
of governing New Orleans, where the despotic rule of his predeces
sor had left him an extremely difficult task to perform. Farragut
had seen all his forces absorbed by his operations along the coost
of the Gulf of Mexico. The blockade of Mobile and the unfor
tunate occurrences at Galveston and Sabine Pass had not per
mitted him to remain in the waters of the Mississippi, where, to
blockade Port Hudson, he had left only a few rams and mortar
boats, unfit for navigation in the open sea.

But in the beginning of March an attack upon this place was
finally resolved upon. Banks collected all his available forces
at Baton Rouge, amounting to about twelve thousand men, and
Farragut, entering once more the river with his sloops-of-war, got
his fleet together a little below Port Hudson. In order to invest
the place he determined to force the passage of its batteries, 80 as
to command its approaches both from above and below. This
difficult operation once accomplished, Banks was to commence
the siege by land, while some of Farragut's ships would ascend
the river to within sight of Vicksbu~g.

On the 13th of March everything was ready, and Farragut was
giving his last instructions, always practical and clear, to the cap
tains whom he had already led in enterprises not less perilous.
The fleet which was to force the passage was composed of the
sloops-of-war Hartford, Riehmmul, Mi88iBsippi, and Monongahela,
and the three gunboats Albatro88, Genesee, and Kineo. During
this operation the mortar-boats were to bombard the enemy's bat
terieS; and on the 13th, Banks, having arrived at Baton Rouge a
few days previously, had pushed his reconnoissances as far as in
front of Port Hudson in order to harass the garrison.

At half-past nine o'clock on the evening of the 14th the fleet
received the signal for departure. The three gunboats were each
fastened to a sloop-of-war in order to facilitate their motions, as
these large ships had great difficulty in lL.'lCending the current,
which is very strong at this point: lashed to the port side, the
gunboats were protected by the hulls of the sloops-of-war against
the shots of the enemy. The Hartford, leading as usual, had
the Albafr0B8 at her side; the Richmond followed her, and, as she
was the slowest sailer, the best gunboat, the Genesee, had been
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8SBigned to her as a helpmate; then came the MOOO'TIga1l.ela, fa&
tened to the gunboat Kineo j last of all came the M"'Ul8imppi,
which, being a side-wheeler, could not take a gunboat alongside
with advantage.

The position of Port Hudson rendered this attempt extremely
difficult. The village is situated.on the left bank of the Missis
sippi, on the summit of a cliff forming a semicircle which encom
pSSBeB a large angle of the river: on the opposite side a low sandy
point, called Thompson's Point, stretches out to the centre of this
semicircle, driving the principal current against the foot of the
acclivity, the lower part of which is gradually crumbling away in
consequence of the continuous action of the waters; a number of
Confederate batteries were erected from the edge of the water to
the foot of the slope, while others crowned the summit of the
cliff. If you seek to avoid the current, you are carried by the
eddies over the shoals of Thompson's Point; if you bear to the
eastward in order to double this promontory, you run the risk of
being thrown by the force of the water against the steep bank on
the right side of the river. Navigation at this place is at all times
difficult. How much more must it be, then, in the midst of
the inevitable confusion of a night-combat I In order that the
pilot of his vessel might be the better able to direct her course
by keeping clear of the smoke, Farragut had placed him in the
mizzentop, and had. constructed a long tube by means of which
orders could be transmitted directly to the tiller.

The fleet was slowly ascending the river, carefully hiding all
its fires, and the Hartford had already pSSBed the first batteries,
when a rocket thrown by BOme Confederate sentry on the right
bank rose suddenly in the air. Before· its luminous track had
disappeared a cannon-ball, fired from the opposite side, strikes the
water in front of the Hartford: the Federals are discovered, and
the fight is about to commence. It is twenty minutes past eleven
when the flotilla of mortar-boats opens fire in its turn, and the
sky is soon furrowed by the large thirteen-inch shells which pres
ently fall in the midst of the enemy's works. Shortly after an
immense fire is kindled on Thompson's Point, and Farragut's ves
sels, standing out in the darkness like BO many fantastic Chinese
figures, present in this sinister light large targets to the well-sus-
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tained fire of the Confederates. The Unionists reply to this fire,
and, drawing close to the enemy's batteries near the edge of the
water, substitute grape-shot for shells, whose ravages soon suoceed
in silencing the enemy's cannon. But the guns posted higher up
on the crest of the hill, which rake the whole river, are beyond
the reach of their shots, and do them much injury.

The Hartford, ascending the current with extreme difficulty,
succeeds at last in doubling Thompson's Point; but at this mo
ment the force of the current causes her to. swerve from her
course, and she almost strikes against the bank on the left side
of the river. Farragut, backing the Alhatro88 and going ahead
strong on the Hartford, at length heads up the river, and resum
ing their regular course the vessels soon pass out of reach of
the enemy's batteries. The Richmond followed them closely: she
had already doubled Thompson's Point sucoossfully, avoiding a
torpedo which exploded at a short distance from her rudder,
when a cannon-ball shattered the safety-valve chambers of two
of her boilers, and, the steam escaping, the machinery, which was
already in very bad condition, was no longer able to give her
headway against the current. All the efforts of the Gene.8ee
were useless, and the Richmond, no longer abie to advance, was
obliged to turn back. The Monongahela, which was following
in her wake, had been stranded at the extremity of Thomp
son's Point, being exposed for thirty minutes to the converging
fire of the enemy; but with the aid of her gunboat, the Kineo,
she had succeeded in extricating herself, when an accident to
her machinery prevented her also from proceeding any farther.
Her commander had been wounded, and the second officer, Ull

abl~ to follow the admiral, fell back with the Richmond below
Port Hudson. Finally, the Mi8siBsippi ran aground shortly after
on the same point, but having no gunboat at her disposal, she was
unable to free herself, and after vainly trying for half an hour to
get out of this dan~rous position, her machinery was shattered by
several cannon-balls. Convinced of his iIiability to save her, her
commander caused her to be abandoned and set on fire; a portion
of her crew gained the right bank, and proceeded on foot as far 88

where the mortar-boats lay; some were picked up by the gunboat
Kineo, which had come back, but too late, to save her, and the
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remainder of the saved found refuge on the Richmond and Pen
sacola. The flames rising above the masts of -this vessel were
saluted with a shout of joy from all the Confederate batteries,
conveying at the same time to Farragut, who was left alone above
Port I;Iudson ,vith the Hartford and her gunboat, the intelligence
of the destruction of one of his ships. It was two o'clock in the
morning. While the rest of the fleet were rallying around the
mortar-boats, and everybody was counting the 10l38eS, attending to
the wounded, and aclCertaining the extent of da.mages, the JIiBBis
sippi, having been lightened and set afloat by the conflagration,
was seen drifting like a blazing phantom in the morning mist,
then disappeared shortly after with a tremendous explosion.

The Federals had one hundred and three men disabled. The
1088 of the MisBiuippi, and the return of four out of the six vessels
which were to pass the batteries, rendered the attempt of the 14th
of March a positive failure: Banks, on being informed of it, took
the back track and returned to Baton Rouge. From what he had
been able to learn, the garrison of Port Hudson consisted of six
teen thousand men, and he could not think of laying siege to it
with the forces at bis disposal. He set about to find, by way of
Bayou TeeM and Red River, a route less dangerous for turning
the batteries of Port Hudson. But the moment has not arrived
to follow him in this new mmpaign.

The repulse at Port Hudson was partly compensated for by the
passage of the Hartford and the Albatros8. There was nothing
between Vicksburg and Port Hudson that could offer any resistance
to these two vessels. On the 16th they made their appearace at the
mouth of Red River, but Farragut would not stop there. Hoping
to be able to assist Grant in his operations, and at the same time
to receive some ammunition and perhaps reinforcements from Por
ter, he continued his course up the river. On the 19th of :March
he forced the passage of the Grand Gulf batteries, which only cost
him six men, and mme to anchor below Warrenton, whence he
could put himself in communimtion with Porter's fleet. The
latter was at that time in Deer Creek j but the intrepid General
Ellet, who had remained at Young's Point with· his rams, soon
mme on board the Hartford by land, and promised the admiral
that two of his vessels, the Switzerland and the Lanea8ter, com-
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manded by his two brothers, Colonel and Lieutenant-oolonel
Ellet, would force the Vicksburg passage in order to join him.
They were to assist him effectually in intercepting all the com
munications that the Confederates had established between the
two sides of the Mississippi, and to destroy, if possible, the War
renton batteries•. The two rams started during the night of the
24th of March, but, their progress having been delayed, it was
daylight before they were able to pass VicksbUrg. Theyexpe
rienced a terrible fire. The Lancaster, an old ship, almost rotten,
was sunk by a cannon-~ll which burst her boilers; the Switzer
land came to anchor alongside of the Hartford after having
received some damages, which were promptly repaired. This
affair gave rise to severe remonstrances with General Ellet on
the part of Porter, who refused. to send Farragut any more
vessels by the same !;pute, but promised him to do so by way
of the channel of Lake Providence, which it was then con-
templated to recapture. •

The Federals, notwithstanding their wonderful energy and
perseverance, were therefore but little more advanced than in
the month of January, when they had com~enced struggling
against Nature in order to avoid approaching the works of
Vicksburg from the front. All their efforts had failed, but
the tenacity of their leader and their inventive powers would
not permit them to consider themselves beaten.

It remains for us to show how, by a bold stroke on the part
of the navy and the persistent labors of the army, this object
was finally accomplished, while some expeditions of secondary
i:nportance on the part of the Federal cavalry into the State
of Mississippi prepared the way for those successes which were
to end in securing the undisputed possession C?f the Great River
to the Federals.

From the moment that he had become convinced of the
impossibility of reaching the Upper Yazoo, Grant had fallen
back npon the idea of crossing the Mississippi below Vicks
burg in order to invest that place. The arrival of Farragut
was an additional reI80n for adopting this plan of campaign,
and he had informed the admiral of his intention to send a
reinforcement of twenty thousand men to Banks by water to
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888ist him in capturing Port Hudson. If this obstacle to nav
igation was once destroyed, the whole of Farragut's fleet would
be at the disposal of the army, and Vicksburg could ('$ily be
attacked from the south. Whilst waiting for this expedition
Farragut moved down the river on the 1st of April, passed
Grand Gulf, and returned. to the mouth of Red River, which
it was important to blockade, and whence he could, in case of
necessity, commUnicate with Banks by way of Atchafalaya.

This blockade deprived the strong garrison occupying Port
Hudson, under the command of General Gardner, of indispen
Bable resources. Consequently, finding that Banks had given up
the idea of laying siege to it for the present, Pemberton with
drew a portion of the garrison. He stationed the brigades of
Rust and Buford at Jackson, a point highly important for him to
protect against the incursions of the Federnl cavalry, and where
these troops could obtain. pr~visions, which were very scarce at
Port Hudson.

This movement was rendered the more necessary by the fact
that Pemberton had just been deprived of the co-operation of
VanDorn. We know what services this general had rendered
a few months previously by interrupting the campaign under
taken by Grant along the Yallabusha. He had. gathered.around
his old regiments all the recruits to be found about the dlip(Jts
north of the MiBSiBSippi who had been at all drilled. Leaving
the others under the command of General Chalmers, he had thus
succeeded in forming a corps of four thousand moun~ men, with
whom he had gone, by Johnston's order, to join Bragg at Tulla
homa. His arrival had been of great assistance to the Army of
the Tennessee: covering the whole country east of Duck River,
he had enabled the Confederates to pick up in that rich section
the provisions that the only railway-line through which they
received their supplies could not have brought them. Without
his support, Bragg would have been obliged to retire to Chatta
nooga during the winter. But, on the other hand, his absence
was severely felt by Pemberton, and Steven...'IOn's division of
infantry, which was left with him as a kind of compensation,
could but imperfectly supply Van Dorn's place.

In the mean while, as soon as Grant had. resolved to operate
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on the Mississippi below Vicksburg, he put his troops in motion
in order to occupy that portion of the right bank in force. Once
established there, he fully expected that Porter would find means
to bring him the men-of-war and transports which he should
require for crOBSing the river. In fact, as he had told Farragut,
if he were to send an army corps to Port Hudson, he would have
to repair with his whole army to some point whenre he might, in
case of need, assist it,. and at all events prevent Pemberton from
leaving Vicksburg in order to crush him. With this object in
vi~w, he selected the village of New Carthage, situated on the

. right bank about twenty-two miles below Vicksburg. From this
base of operations he intended to attack either Warreuton' or
Grand Gulf, whose batteries had fired upon Farragut. Onre
master of one of these two points, he could prevent Pemberton
from going to the assistance of Port Hudson, and oblige him
either to leave Gardner to his own resources or to come out and
attack the Union army in the open· country. With the aid of a
few vessels he could, if he did not leave the borders of the river,
keep his communications open with New Carthage, and fAlm this
place with Milliken's or Young's Point by land.

This was a bold plan, especially with an army possessing so
few of the elements of mobility. All his generals represented to
him the'danger to be incurred in thus placing the enemy between
the Federal army and his base of operations, and of venturing
between two hostile citadels without having the safety of his
communications secured. Sherman himself begged him to desist
from an attempt which he believed would prove disastrous, and
to return to Memphis in order to renew the campaign by land,
resting on the Tallahatchie. But Grant's determination was not
to be shaken. .

He was anxious ro act. For the last three months the power
fnl army entrusted to his care had only been employed in clean
sing muddy channels, and the good sense of Mr. Lincoln, who
8ustained the conqueror of Donelson, found it difficult ro with
stand the demands of those who were clamoring for a more enter
prising chieftain. To return to Memphis, whatever might be the
ultimate plan of the campaign, would have looked too much like
a retreat, and would have had a disastrous effect both on public
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opinion at the North and on the mcrral8 of thE'"army. .Besides,
Grant was already foreseeing the brilliant operations which enabled
him to find the keys of Vicksburg at the end of the route he was
then following.

His army, heretofore scattered along the Mississippi, was con
centrated at Milliken's. Hurlbut sent from Memphis all the
regiments he could spare; McClernand, leaving only an indis
pensable garrison at Helena, brought him the remainder of the
troops oocupying that section of Arkansas; McPherson definitely

. abandoned the works of the Lake Providence channel; a third
division, recently formed under the command of General Tuttle,
waS added to Sherman's corps. Grant had nearly eighty thou
sand men about him.

These forces were far superior to those that Pemberton could
bring against him, which had held him in check until then, not
by their number, but through the aid that Nature had afforded
them. At the moment when the return of mild weather was
evidently about to give the signal for a new aggressive campaign
to thei~adversaries, the Confederates should have combined all
their efforts and concentrated their means of action for the defence
of those points the conquest of which was the object of this
campaign. But that harmony between the government and the
various chiefs which had contributed 80 largely to the successful
defence of Virginia did not exist in the West.

On the 24th of November, 1862, General Joseph E. Johnswn,
who had scarcely recovered from the severe wound he had received
at the battle of Fair Oaks, had been placed by President Davis
at the head of all the Southern forces stationed between the Mis
sissippi and the Alleghanies; but at the same time, whether
through excessive solicitude for his health, or out of regard for
his favorite general, Bragg, w whom he did not wish to assign a
too subordinate r6k, he had directed Johnston to take up his
head-ql1arters at Chattanooga, and to exercise only a general and
distant supervision over the troops in the field. This situation,
analogous to that which Halleck had oocupied the previous year in
the Federal armies of the West, was scarcely fitted for a soldier of
Johnston's worth: he soon found that it did not confer upon him
any influence over the general management of military operations.
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His first thought had been to procure reinforcements for Pem
berton, whom Grant was then menacing, as we have seen in the
preceding volume: he had requested the President to draw these
reinforcements from Arkansas, where General Holmes was lying
inactive with an army of fifty-five thousand men, and no enemy
in force before him. His request had been refused in such a
peremptory manner that Mr. Randolph, the Secretary of War,
who had warmly supportOO it, tendered his resignation after this
occurrence. When Mr. Davis went to the West in December,
1862, Vicksburg was already seriously menaced: it was abso
lutely necessary to send reinforcements to Pemberton, but the
President preferred to draw them from Bmgg's army instead
of Holmes'; in spite of Johnston's protestations, he took away
Stevenson's division, together with a brigade of McCown's divis
ion, from the Army of the Tennessee, which he despatched to
Pemberton on the 20th of December. These troops arrived at
Vicksburg on the 7th of January, when the issue of the cam
paign was no longer doubtful, the Federals being already in full
retreat; but they were terribly missed by Bragg on the battlefield
of Murfreesborough, for it can be said without exaggeration that
their presence in the ranks of his army on that oocasion would
have secured him the victory. The visit of the President to
Vicksburg threw yet more light upon this fatal diversity of
opinion existing between the leaders of the Confederate armies of
the West. If, on the one hand, Mr. Davis disagreed with John
ston and Pemberton, both of whom were urging him to send at
least twenty thousand men from Holmes' army to Vicksburg, on
the other hand these two generals could not come to an under
standing either as to the manner of fortifying Vicksburg, as we
have already stated, nor, which was a more serious matter,
regarding the very object of the campaign which was about to
open in the spring. Pemberton attached the highest importance
to the strong plaoo itself, and was disposed to make everything
subservient to its defence-to sacrifice everything rather than
abandon it; Johnston, on the contrary, only looked upon this
place as an auxiliary of more or less value, but of secondary
consideration in the forthcoming campaign, the main object of
which ought to be to beat the enemy's army if possible, leaving

VOL. III.-I'
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the Southern .Army of the Mia:lissippi intact. In proportion as
the march of events pro~ we shall see this misunderstand
ing between Johnston and his subordinates becoming more and
more pronounced. Again Mr. Davis turned a deaf ear to the
sage counsels of the former, and sent him back to Chattanooga,
giving him to understand that, notwithstanding his nominal
authority, he was not tQ issue any orders to Pemberton in
future.

In the mean while, the latter, encouraged by the facility with
which the Federal soldiers had been repulsed on the Yallabusha,
allowed himself to be lulled into a delusive sense of security.
He thought only to defend certain points on the right bank
of the Missia:lippi against any sudden attack that the Federal
ships might attempt. To effect this, he had confided the task
of guarding Grand Gulf to one of his best officers, General
Bowen; who occupied that place with his Missouri brigade, about
three thousand strong. But the detachments he had sent to the
opposite side of the river could not stop the Federals for an instant
whenever Grant should come down that way with a large force.
The only obstacle the latter had to fear was the character of the
ground. The great overflow of the river had flooded that section
of country to such an extent that no army could pa&'l through it
on foot. . But there was found a natural channel affording a way
of communi~tion which had already been examined by Grant
long ago. He had not sought to render this channel practi~ble
for large steamers, ~use it would have been impossible to find
~ping-ground in the neighborhood for the large number of
men required to perform such work. Now it was only a question
of securing a passage for the boats, tenders, and small vessels that
would be employed in transporting troops, materials, and provis
ions. This pass was the Roundaway Bayou, which takes its
source in the adjoining swamps of Milliken's, and after pursuing
a winding course M far as the village of Richmond reaches New·
Carthage. At a short distance from this point, at Smith's plan
tation, it becomes divided: one branch runs back into the Missis
sippi, passing before New Carthage; the other branch continues
iiB cotmJe under the name of Bayou Vidal, losing itBelf at some
distance from that locality among the marshes, which, in their
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turn, become the souroes of new bayous. A trench was opened
from Young's Point for the purpose of putting the Roundaway
Bayou in communication with the river 001'088 the small channels
by which it is fed at this point as far as the vicinity of Duckport
village. In the mean time, McClernand, having left Milliken's
on the 30th of March, was marching upon Richmond. From
this place he was to endeavor to reach New Carthage with as
many troops 8S he could manage to push forward along the
half-submerged roads of that country. Richmond was occupied
without fighting by the Federal advance-guard, and the road
from Milliken's to this village rendered almost passable in a
few days; finally, on the 6th of April, some flatboats, with
howitzers on board, descended the bayou for the purpose of
taking possession of New Carthage. This little town had been
evacuated, but the freshet having broken down the levees of the
channel, it was completely surrounded by water, and it would
have been useless to think of bringing an army there. This new
difficulty compelled McClernand to halt Ollterhaus' division, the
only one on the march, at Smith's plantation, and to try to reach
the Mississippi lower down by going around Bayou Vidal. Pend
ing this movement, the Duckport trench was progressing, thanks
to the workmen who had been brought over from Williams'
channel, which had been entirely abandoned. Finally, in order
tAl mislead the enemy, Grant had sent a few troops to make a
reconnoissance in Deer Creek as far as Haines' Bluff.

He found it an easy ma!fer to deceive Pemberton, for the latter,
not being aware of the tenacity of his adverslry, had believed
him to be in fnll retreat toward Memphis at the very moment
that McClernand was moving on New Carthage.• He had no
doubt been confirmed in this false impression by the reports of
his spies, who from the hanks of the Mississippi had noticed a
large number of transports ascending the river; these were ves
sels that Grant had kept near him until then in anticipation of n
campaign on the Y&zoo, or a flood which might have compelled
him to gather up those of his troops whose camps ran the risk of
being snbmerged. At the reqnest of Halleck, he had sent back
these I!hips in ballast, as they were wanted in the waters of the
Tennessee to supply the Union army around Murfreesborough
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with provisions. As a sequel to his mistake, the Confederate
general wrote to Johnston in the early part of April that the
Federals, despairing of reducing Vicksburg, were sending rein
forcements to Rosecrans, and, far from doing anything to resist
this new attack with which he was menaced, on the 11th of April
he had sent the Rust and Buford brigades, stationed at Jackson,
to Tullahoma, together with that of Tilghman, detached from
Vicksburg. The Vaughn brigade was to follow the latter, rais
ing the reinforcements intended for Bragg's army to eight thou
Sllnd men. It was only on the 16th of April that intelligence
received from Memphis made Pemberton aware of the real move
ments of his adversary. The orders he had given were coun
termanded, but much valuable time had been lost.*

Between the 8th and 12th of April two divisions of McCIer
nand's corps had arrived at Smith's plantation and New Car
thage. But dwing this time the waters of the Mississippi had
fallen, leaving the Roundaway Bayou, which a few days before
seemed to afford a p8BB easily navigable, almost dry. The works
in the Duckport trench were abandoned, and it was found neces
Slry to construct 8Cl'OBB the marshes and muddy channels adjoin
ing the bayou a wagon-road which could alone, in future, con
vey supplies to the Thirteenth corps, and afford the means of
transporting supplies for the rest of the army in front of Grand
Gulf. This position, in fact, was the same that Grant had desired .
to take po88e8Bion of in order to establish himself in it with his
whole army. .

In order to effect this operation the aid of the fleet was indis
penSable, Porter decided at last to follow Farragut's example
and boldly furce the passage of Vicksburg, which for the last
three months he had vainly endeavored to turn. The night of
the 16th of April, the period of the new moon's advent, was
designated for this dangerous enterprise, and the Federal com
modore determined to take along with him seven of his best
ships. The Bf7Iton, which carried his flag, the La Jlaydte,
loshed to a small steamer mlled the Geru!'/'al Price, the Louu
ville, the MountZ City, the PitfsbU1'g, and the Carondelet, were to

* General Pemberton's report to Adjutant-general Cooper, from Meridinn,
Mia., November 1, 1863.-ED.
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proceed in the order we have named: most of them had tenders
in tow loeded with coal, an indispensable article for them in the
future. Three army-transports, the Forest Queen, the Henry
Olay, and the Silr;er WaDe, had been ordered to follow them,
and to take advantage of the combat to slip rapidly along the
right bank; the TusCU7Ilbia, bringing up the rear, was to pick
up the stragglers and force them to accelerate their movements.

The evening of the 16th of April was clear and the sky
fretted with stars. A light fog hovering over the waters of the
great river did not prevent anxious spectators, who had come
ont of the Federal camps in thousands, from noticing the sombre
profile of the Vicksburg heights, which stood out in bold relief
under the canopy of heaven.

At nine o'clock Porter gives the signal of departure, so as not
to be overtaken by daylight before he has poMed the batteries.
The Federal ships have long since kindled their fires, in order
not to betray their presence by their smoke: not a light is to be
seen on board; the transports have been encompassed round by
large stacks of wet hay, so as to deaden the effect of combustible
projectiles. The whole fleet is being gently drifted onward by
the current, each vessel following the one preceding her at a dis
tance of about fifty yards. The Benton has already passed the
first batteries when, at a quarter-past eleven, the enemy perceive
her. Flashes of cannon immediately illumine the atmosphere on
all sides; an immense wood-pile, which has been prepared on the
summit of the hill, blazes out quickly, casting a vivid light over
the ships that have come to brave the formidable citadel. Some
children, hidden away among the ruins of the De Sow village on
the right bank, reply to this signal by setting fire to some wooden
shanties, which throw an additional glare over the waterS of the
river. The Federals reply to these blazing batteries the best way
they can. In spite of the danger, the inhabitants of Vicksburg,
roused by the sound of cannon, hasten to witness this stupendous
sight, following with deep emotion the varying fortunes of the
struggle which is to decide their fate. The women who have col
lcted under the verandahs are counting the shots fired by the en
emy's vessels; they even brave the projectiles which are beginning
to fall over the houses spread out in terraces through the city.
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The Benton passes at a distance of forty-five yards from the
;quay, and fires her broadside into the batteries that are posted
along the water's edge. Aided by the 'rapidity of the current,
she does not remain more than half an hour under fire; before
midnight she has passed the last of the enemy's works. The
La Fayelk and the Price follow her closely, but they come in
contact with the LouiBvilk, which, having been misled by the
bright light on the rightrhand shore, is compelled to make two
full turns, and the Confederates, taking advantage of this accident,
concentrate all their fire upon the three ships. The latter, how
ever, succeed in extricating themselves, and are soon out of their
reach. During this time the MQUnd Oity has passed them; the
Pittsburg and the Carondelet, being momentarily embarrassed by
the current, draw near the enemy's batteries. Perceiving the
circle of fire through which they have to pass, the hearts of
the captaius of two of the transports fail them, being sailors in
the merchant service who have been hired with their vessels by
the Secretary of War. They have already turned their bows up
the river, when the Tuscumbia, which is watching them, compels
them to resume their course; and this delay enables the enemy
to bring all their guns to bear on them. The Henry Clay, pene
trated by a shell, is soon transformed into a vast brazier, by the
aid of which the proceedings on the river are seen with alarm
from the Federal camps: the Forest Queen, having become dis
abled, is saved by the TUscumbia; while the Silt'er Wave again
joins Porter's fleet.

The Warrenton batteries are passed without accident before
night has drawn to a close, and soon after the fleet is brought
to ll. halt in order to wait for daylight to continue the navigation,
which is henceforth free from danger. The Federals at Kew
Carthage were impatient to know the results of the combat, the
sounds of which, echoing along the shores of the Mississippi,
had brought them news during the night. At daybreak they
got sight of the blackened planks of the Henry Clay, then of
some boats set adrift during the fight, which the current W88

rapidly carrying off. The inhabitants, being Secessionists, were
already greeting these sad dan-iB.88 messengers announcing the
destruction of the fleet, when the fleet itself hove in sight, 88
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sound and intact as it was before the conflict: not a single man
had been killed, twelve only had been wounded, and, with the
exception of the Henry Clay, none of the vessels had sustained
anything but trifling damage. The great problem was therefore
solved; the junction of the fleet and army below Vicksburg was
effected, and the real work of the campaign was about to begin
in earnest.

Encouraged by this success, Grant immediately ordered six
new transports to be got ready, 'Yhich, by forcing the passage in
their turn, were to bring over to him all the matb-iel he yet
needed. He did not wait for them to commence operations.
.A.c!signing to McClernand the place of honor at the head of the
army in order to gratify the burning ambition of ~is subordinate,
he enjoined him to try to take possession of Grand Gulf: having
once made sure of a point of disembarkation on the left bank,
the latter was merely to occupy it. The passage by main force
of one of the four largest rivers in the world was so difficult an
undertaking that it became necessary, at any cost, to take advan
tage of the first moment of surprise, so as not to allow the enemy
time to recover from its effects.

The batteries of Grand Gulf had been increased and reinforced
by General Bowen since Farragut had passed them. But the
former, as we have stated, had but three or four thousand men to
defend this position, which was fortified only on the water-side.
We know that Pemberton had not seriously believed in Grant's
movement until he had seen the Federal fleet pass below Vicks
burg, and the reinforcements he was preparing to send Bowen
could not reach him for some days. Among the lowlands extend
ing between Grand Gulf and Warrenton there is an old landing
place called Congo Island, whence a. road leads to the border of
the Big Black River. It was not occupied, and afforded great
facilities for landing. The naval force, after having protected
this operation, could cov~r the passage of the Big Black near it'!
mouth above Grand Gulf. Grant had recommended McClernand
to make sure of this point, which was so necessary to his future
movements, as soon as possible. Porter had scarcely arrived at
New Carthage when he earnestly solicited the oo-operation of
the Thirteenth corps in order to take poesession of tAis point.
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McClernand positively refused, and the favorable opportunity,
of which he failed to take advantage, soon went by. Finally,
Grant, whose plans had been too long frustrated by the slowness
of a lieutenant to whom he had desired to afford a chance for
achieving some brilliant exploit, hastened to New Carthage. But
Pemberton, on his part, despatched Green's brigade, the Sixth
Mississippi, with a battery of artillery, to Bowen. Congo Island
.was occupied by Confederates, and the garrison of G~d Gulf
was thenceforth sufficiently st~ng to resist any sudden attack.

In the mean while, the Federal troops stationed on the right
bank of the Mississippi had not remained altogether inactive. A
passable road had been constructed along Bayou Vidal, and the
larger portion 8f the Thirteenth corps had gone to take position
at Perkins' Landing, lower down than New Carthage, where the
embarkatiou could be more easily effected.. The transports, si."'t
in number, which had to force the passage of Vicksburg were
ready, haying on board all the material necessary for the cam
paign. The larger portion of" their crews, who had not enlisted
in the army, but were simply engaged by contractors who had
hired these vessels from the owners, refused to expose themselves
in such a venture. But in a few hours many willing men, able
to take their places, were fouud among the regiments encamped at
Milliken's-machinists, Mississippi sailors, and pilots-who came
forward in larger numbers than were required. On the evening
of the 22d of April the transports, thus fitted out, started by the
route which had been laid out by Porter a few days before, and,
having no armament, sustained the fire of the Vicksburg bat
teries without replying to them. Only one among them, the
Tigre8/l, was sunk: it was unfortunately the one which carried
all the equipments for the hospitals. The others escaped with
some damage and a small number of wounded. In order to
repair this damage, there was again found in the ranks of the
army men of all trades, and in a few days machinists, black
smiths, carpenters, caulkers, etc., taken from the Thirteenth
corps, made every trace of the enemy's balls disappear.

The arrival of the five vessels was indispensable for tmnsport
ing the whole army to the hostile bank of the Mississippi; but if
they sufficed for simply ferrying over these troops from one side
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of the river to the other, they could not, in view of their small
number, be made to navigate those waters even for a few hours.
Congo Island being well defended, it was impossible to avoid
landing within sight of the guns of Grand Gulf. It was for the
naval force to silence these guns. On the other hand, the army
had to descend once more the right bank of the Mississippi, in
order to reach the point of embarkation. A new rood was
constructed, which, running apart from the river in order to
avoid the swamps, made a circuit of the old basin known by the
name of Lake St. Joseph, and connected with the levee at the
Hard Times plantation, a little above Grand Gulf. It was a
repetition of the same labors and the same difficulties that were
encountered in order to reach New Carthage. Finally, on the
28th of April the whole of the Thirteenth corps had arrived at
Hard Times, partly by land, partly by water on board the trans
ports. The Seventeenth, under McPherson, was following clOse,
and the road from Hard Times to Milliken's, although very bad,
was sufficiently passable to be used by the commissary department
for supplying the army.

Grant resolved not to lose a single moment in taking possession
of Grand Gulf with the oo-operation of the fleet. The latter
had orders to attack the enemy's batteries, and as soon as these
were silenced the transports were to land about ten thousand men;
that is to say, all they could carry. These troops were to make
an attempt to penetrate into the Confederate works, and, at all
events, to plant themselves on the eastern shore.

Sherman had remained above Vicksburg with his corps.
Grant, placing entire confidence in his judgment, had assigned
to him the thankless but important task of covering his com
munications. He had instructed him to watch Vicksburg, and
to attack the place' immediately in case the Confederates should
diminish the strength of its garrison; in short, he had recom
mended him to draw their attention as much as possible in the
direction of Haines' Bluff. He had left him the choice of means,
for he did not wish him to compromise himself by a demonstra
tion of too great a magnitude, which in the army and with the
public might be taken for a failure, and expose him again to the
severe censures of which he had already been the subject after the
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repulse at Chic~w Bayou. In thus writing from New Car
thage to his lieutenant, whom he had left above Vicksburg, Grant
had certainly no intention of throwing upon him any portion of
his responsibility· as commander-in-chief, for one of his chiefest
merits had always been to shield his subordinates. But he knew
very well that the very form of his letter and the considerations
before which he appeared to hesitate would prove a stimulus to
the proud and high-minded Sherman, and silence any objections
he might feel disposed to raise against this thankless undertaking.
Indeed, the latter set immediately to work. On the 29th of April
he landed a large portion of his troops on the left bank of the
Yazoo, at the very place where he had fought the enemy a few
months before, making them march along the bayou in sight of
the enemy's works, and feigning to prepare for throwing bridges
acro'!S, while some vessels kept up a distant cannonade against the
batteries of Haines' Bluff.

By this time Pemberton had at last been made to realize the
full danger of his situation. The troops which had been sent to
Bragg were returning in great haste, and going to take position
along the Big Black River. Five thousand men were hastening
from Vicksburg to reinforce the brigade already stationed at War
renton. On the 28th of April, when the attack on Grand Gulf
,...as no longer a matter of doubt, another detachment of equal
force was sent after them; one brigade, taken from the garrison
of Port Hudson, was ordered to Jackson, and all the troops scat- .
tered about under Loring for the defence of the lines of railway
were concentrated in the last-mentioned town. The prompt exe
cution of these movements could alone secure their success, but it
was prevented by the audacious raid of a body of Federal cav
alry, which traversed the whole extent of ground occupied by
Pemberton's command, destroying the telegraph lines, the bridges,
the stations, and the supplies of the army.

Grant had for a long time been thinking of hurling his cavalry
against the railway lines of the enemy, but .the necessity of pro
tecting West Tennessee had not permitted him sooner to collect
together the required forces for securing the success of such an
enterprise. Finally, when he had decided to attack Vicksburg
from the south, he gave orders to Hurlbut, who was in command
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at Memphis, to organize a great raid, an art which the Con
federates seemed until then to have alone possessed. The office1"8
of the Union mvalry, taught by the example of Morgan and
Forrest, had concluded to profit even by the experience which
had cost them 80 dear. Why, in fact, should not they as well
as their adversaries have resorted to those practices of partisan
warfare which they had learned together when fighting against
the Indians? Their lto1"8es and men, trained for the last two yea1"8

. to long marches, fatigues, and privations of every kind, could cer
tainly 888ume in their turn an aggressive r&e, which is the easiest
played in a war of this description. They therefore ventured to
organize three great expeditions, one of which, that of Stoneman
in Virginia, has already been described; the other two, under
Colonels Grie1"8On and Streight, ended very differently. While
Stoneman was operating at the eastern extremity of the line
which separated the belligerent1l, Streight was to pierce this line
toward its centre, and Grie1"8On at the west near the Mississippi.
Since the commencement of the year the latter had had nothing
to do but guard the neighborhood of Memphis and the Corinth
railway. He had only met the enemy on one oocasion, at Cov
ington on the 10th of March, when he had dispel"Bed a band of
Confederates four hundred strong. On the 17th of April he left
La Grange, near Grand Junction, and took the field with his own
regiment, the Sixth Illinois, together with the Seventh of the same
State and the Second Iowa---i!eventeen hundred ho1"8es in all
accompanied by a battery of artillery. Grant, wishing to leave
him perfect freedom of action, had given him no positive instruc
tions, simply directing him to cut up the railroads and destroy the
de~ts in the rear of Pemberton.

On the 18th, crossing the Tallahatchie above New Albany,
Grierson entered the open country of the enemy. In order to
fulfil his mission faithfully he tried to find out the weak and
vulnerable points of the enemy, while he avoided any serious
engagement. Every. morning when he did not feel himself
pressed by any considerable force he divided his command into
various small columns, which he despatched in several directions,
in order to cover the largest possible extent of country and mis-
lead the enemy in regard to his movements: these oolumns ren-
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dezvoused at a given point early in the morning, some arriving
there during the day or in the evening, others marching part of
the night in order to reach such point sooner or later according
to the task assigned them.

Between Tallahatchie and the village of Pontotoc there were
fOlmd several camps of instruction which served as d~pOts to the
newly-organized regiments of Confederate cavalry. The detach
ment sent forward by Grierson dispersed dIem on the 19th, and
encamped south of Pontotoc.

On the following day, as the enemy was beginning to muster
his forces for the purpose of starting in pursuit of him, he got
together all the weakest materials he had on hand, both in men
and horses, about one hundred and seventy-five men in all, and
sent them bu.ck to La Grange with the booty, the prisoners, and
one piece of cannon. Just as the Southerners, deceived by the
passage of this column through the streets of Pontotoc, were
imagining that Grierson was retracing his steps, the latter was
penetrating into the interior of the country, and on the 20th
was encamping between Houston and Starkville, thus drawing
closer to the Mobile and Ohio Railway, which he hoped to be
able to damage.

Pemberton had not enough cavalry to protect all the points that
were menaced at ouce. The small number that remained with
him consisted partly of recruits which VanDorn had left under
General Chalmers between Grenada and Oxford, and of Wirt
Adams' brigade, which was encamped in the vicinity of Port
Hudson, and was watching the Federals stationed at Baton
Ronge. Pemberton was therefore obliged to oppose the rapid
movements of Grierson's cavalry with infantry; despairing of
his ability to overtake them, he wished at least to prevent them
from destroying his principal dep6ts: the troops that were return
ing from Tullahoma were stationed en kh.elon along the Mobile
and Ohio Railway at Okolona, Macon, Meridian, and etlpeCially
at Enterprise, where there was an arms-factory of considerable
importance. But in 80 doing he deprived himself of soldiers
who would have been of great utility to him elsewhere. Chal
mers' mounted men were pushed forward in the direction of
Corinth, in order to compel Grierson to come back to defend
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this place: this insignmcant diversion was not attended by any
8Uccel!8. Unable to caUBe the enemy to be watched closely,
Pemberton could only obtain information of his movements
through the exaggerated and contradictory reports of the inhab
itants, and did not know which way to look for them. He
wrote to Johnston, 8tating not only that Beveral expeditioDB had
penetrated into the interior of his lines, but that a whole Fed
eral army was marching from Memphis upon Gt:enada.

Grierson had divided his brigade. Colonel Hatch, with the
Second Iowa and one piece of cannon, had marched from Stark
ville toward the east, and was to return to La Grange after hav
ing destroyed the Mobile and Ohio Railroad between Macon and
Okolona: he found this line toQ well guarded for the accom
plishment of his task, but he regained the Federal lines in per
fect Bafety. During this time the two other regiments, about one
thousand Btrong, were still pushing southward. Taking advan
tage of the confusion of his adversaries, who were gathering all
their forces for the purpo8e of preventing his return northward,
Grierson conceived the idea of 8triking the railroad line which
W88 of the greatest importance to the enemy. This was the
Southern Railroad, a line completed since the beginning of the
war, which connected Jackson on the Mississippi Central with
Meridian on the Mobile and Ohio Railroad: it was, in fact, the
only railway line through which Pemberton communicated with
Bmgg'8 army at Tullahoma, with the d~pOts and the factories
situated in Georgia, and with Mobile, whence he derived nearly
all his 8upplies. But in order to 8uooeed it was necessary to
avoid 8toppages under any pretext whatever, so that all detached
squadrons, either for the purpo8e of feints or for burning bridges
or for destroying military establishments, were ordered to proceed
by forced marches in order to join the rest of the troops, who
could not wait for them. A large shoe-factory, an object of great
value to the Confederate army, was demolished during the move
ment. After passing through Louisville, Grierson reached the
immense 8wamp in which Pearl River derives its source, and
which is known by the name of Oka Nuxubee. It was import
ant, at My coet, to gain the bridge over Pearl River, on the road
from Louisville to Philadelphia, before the enemy had an oppor-
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tunity of occupying or destroying it. The troops penetrated into
the swamps during the night; it was a. terrible march. The rain
made darkness still darker; it was impossible to distinguish the
trace of any road in the midst of the dense forest, where the
ground was covered with two or three feet of water; every now
and then the men stumbled into a quagmire wherein men and
hol'Be8 suddenly disappeared; the ranks of the column had to
be kept closely massed to prevent the rear from losing itself.
At last this formidable swamp was crossed; even the artillery
succeeded in getting through, only about twenty hol'Be8 being
drowned. On the 23d, Pearl River was cr088ed, and Grierson,
after pushing his way beyond Philadelphia, on the following
morning took possession of t\le Southern Railroad at Newton
Station. He had accomplished the principal object of his expe
dition. The railroad was destroyed with method; a large number
of ea.rs were burned, the tracks torn up, severnl locomotives were
blown up with powder; in short, squads of cavalry were started
eastward and westward for the purpose of setting fire to all the
important bridges as far as possible. Pemberton acknowledged
that this line was rendered completely useless for more than one
week; and this long interruption was the more unfortunate for
him that it occurred at the very period of the passage of the
Mississippi by Grant's army.

After having granted some rest to his troops, Grierson became
convinced that it would· be less dangerous for him to continue his
march southward than to try to return northward. He therefore
decided to take the Raleigh route, and to proceed to Georgetown
in order to cross over to the right side of Pearl River: thence he
could shape his course either toward Grand Gulf, in the hope of
joining Grant's army, or to Baton Rouge, where he was sure to
find the garrison which Banks had left there. The Confederates
did not expect to see their audacious enemy venturing so far: in
the mean time, they were everywhere in motion in order to sur
round him. Pemberton was sending out despatches of eyery
description, ordering Loring, who happened to be at Meridian, to
mount two regimentR of infantry, without thinking that it would
be impossible for his lieutenant to collect the necessary number
of animals with sufficient speed. He forwarded troops to the
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north, and stationed some of them at Jackson; he occupied the
Southern Railroad the day following the destruction of a portion
of it by Grierson; he concentrated his forces for the purpose of
preventing the latter from giving any assistance to Grant, and
caused Gardner:'s cavalry to occupy the point where the direct
route from Philadelphia to Baton Rouge croases Pearl River.
But the Georgetown crossing was not yet guarded when the
Federal scouts reached it on the morning of the 26th: a few
hours later the whole brigade was on the other side of the
river; the men were ferried over and the horses crossed by
swimming.

The inhabitants of the sections of country which Grierson's
soldiers were thus traversing were so little prepared for their
appearance in thOBe latitudes that tJley alm08t invariably took
them for Confederates. When they inquired whence came those
blue coots with which they were not familiar, they were told in
reply that they had been captured at Holly Springs, and there
npon some facetious remarks would sometimes be bandied round
concerning the cowardice of the Federals. The scouts, according
to the universal custom of both parties, were disguised, and wore
the light brown overcoats of the Confederates. Frequently also,
when they went out alone to cut down the wires of some neigh
boring telegraph, they ft88umed the garb of civilians. One of
these, meeting a squad of the enemy's cavalry which was about
to strike the :flank of the column, succeeded by false represen
tations in making it take the wrong track. Sometimes, however,
the inhabitants would prepare to dispute a passage to the Federals,
but they never dared to offer resistance when they found them
selves face to face with them; and Grierson, after having dis
armed them, contented himself with sending them back to their
homes. His object in treating them thus, and scrupulously
respecting their property, was to belie the odious and ridiculous
rumors which had been spread through the South regarding the
ferocity of the Federal soldiers.

Whilst Grierson was cr088ing Pearl River for the second time
he was joined by Captain Forbes *with thirty-five men, whom he
bad detached from Starkville for· the purpose of making a dem-

* Of Company B, Seventh illinois Cavalry.-ED.
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onstration against Macon. Finding the railway-station there well
defended, Forbes had proceeded toward that of Enterprise, but
on arriving at the latter place with his small baud he had fallen
in with the whole of Buford's brigade, which Pemberton had
despatched toward that point. Without appearing in the least
disconcerted, he steps forward as the bearer of a flag of truce,
demanding the surrender of the place. The Confederate general,
believing that the whole Federal cavalry is at hand, takes this
proposal in a serious sense, and asks for time to reflect. "I will
come in an hour for my answer," says Forbes to him; and he
makes off immediately at full gallop. Falling again into Grier
son's track, he follows it for several days, and finally overtakes
him without having 108t a single man or horse.

On the very day that the Federal column croased Pearl River
it reached the Mississippi Central Railroad at Hazelhurst, and set
to work at once to destroy it. A considerable amount of supplies
and ammunition was captured both at Hazelhurst and farther
down at Gallatin. Grierson was marching directly upon Grand
Gulf. But the enemy had at last fathomed his design, and Wirt
Adams' cavalry, superior in numbers to his own, was preparing
to block his way. He exchanged a few musket-tlhots with it, the
first he had fired. Adams had intended to attack him on the
29th, but Grierson succeeded in getting away from him. In order
to make him believe that his object was to gain Grand Gulf,
which Porter was storming on that very day, he made a feint in
the direction of Fayette village, near Rodney on the Mississippi;
then, suddenly turning southward, he reached Brookhaven Sta
tion along the railroad, where he surprised a drilling-camp and
took two hundred prisoners, whom he released on parole. Fol
lowing the track, he continued his work of destruction; but this
time the Confederates started in pursuit of him in earnest, for
they could no longer have any doubt as to the road he had taken,
Baton Rouge being the only point which he could henceforth
rench. Consequently, holding his little baud close together, he
Jlushed on by forced marches, notwithstanding the exhausted con
dition of his men nnd horses. Being obliged to croes the Tick
faw River twice, he encountered each time some bauds of the
enemy, which he dispersed after a few shots. A considerable
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water-course, Amite River, still sepamted him from Baton Rouge,
and the only bridge by which he could cross it was located in the
dangerous vicinity of Port Hudson. Thanks to the mpidity of
his movements, he succeeded in taking possession of it on the
evening of the 1st of May, two hours before the arrival of a col
umn of infantry which had been sent to dispute his passage.
Henceforth he was almost without opposition. Having encoun
tered on his route the camp of Hughes' mvalry, sent in pursuit
of him, he surprises and destroys it, taking a large number of
prisoners; a little farther on another detachment of cavalry,
charged with guarding Comite River, experiences the same treat
ment, leaving forty men in his hands. After this last success the
Union geneml, fording the river, arrives at Baton Rouge on the
2d of May, where his small band is" received with acclamations by
Augur's division, which had come in solid phalanx to meet these
bold partisans, who were thus emerging from the very heart of
the enemy's country. They only left behind them three men
killed, seven wounded, five sick (one a surgeon), and nine miss
ing; they had taken more than five hundred prisoners, who were
all released on parole-in a. somewhat irregular way, it is true;
destroyed between fifty and sixty miles of milroad and tclegmphic
wires and a considemble amount of provisions, and thrown the
utmost confusion into the movements of the enemy. They had
avenged themselves for the disaster of Holly Springs, and demon
strated. by this mid into the interior of the Confedemcy that the
latter, as was said by Grierson, was but a hollow shell. While
all the forces and all the resources were conveyed to the frontier,
there were left in the interior neither available. men nor horses,
nor any other snpplies except those belonging to the government.
Nowhere could there be found materials with which to organize
any kind of resistance; the negroes, finding that all the whites
had gone to the war, worked in a. slovenly way; agriculture lan
guished, comm~ was suspended, misery reigned everywhere.
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CHAPTER II.

PORT GIBSON.

BEFORE resuming the narrative of the campaign which
Gmnt and Porter have just opened, we must, as we have

intimated, cast a glance at the armies that are watching one
another in the·other sections of the immense basin of the Mis
sissippi north-east and north-west of Vicksburg. They are feel
ing each other without daring to come in contact, each seeming
to have no other object in view than to prevent its oppopent from
joining Gmnt or Pemberton without its knowledge. In Louisiana
the Unionists are striving to capture Vicksburg from the rear;
the Southerners are sparing no efforts to harass their march. We
will continue the recital of these secondary opemtions till the early
part of May, and resume it in the following chapter, when we
shall reach that phase of the history when the surrender of Vicks
burg shall change the entire face of the war in the West.

Rosecmns, unwilling to acknowledge himself as vanquished on
the borders of Stone River, has gathered the fruits of his obsti
nacy; he occupies Murfreesborough, which Bragg has abandoned
to him by retiring as far as Tullahoma. He strongly intrenches
himself, unable to do more in his new positions. Thomas, in the
centre, is stationed above Murfreesborough along the routes lead
illg stmight to the enemy by way of Woodbury, Bradyville, Man
chester, and Shelbyville; McCook on the right and Crittenden
on the left each keeps his respective wing from being dmwn into
action, in order to surround Murfreesborough and form a junction
on Stone River below this city. As the latter will not always
enjoy thi.~ protection, the genius of the Fedemls conceives the
idea of converting it into a stronghold which may serve as the
basis of opemtions in an offensive campaign and a .mllying-point
in case of defeat, without being exposed to a sudden attack. like
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that of VanDorn upon Holly Springs. While the troops are
building intrenchments along the whole vast circumference they
oocupy, earthworks, more compact and of greater strength, encir
cle the city itself, and are erected around a large central fortress
susceptible of serving as an intrenchment. But the place will
poseess no value unless it is strongly connected with the Northern
States, which supply the army with food: this is the first condi
tion required for reinforcing this army, and thereby enabling it
to resume the offensive. The reconstruction of the railroad from
NMhville is therefore the first object to occupy Rosecrans' atten
tion: the work is pushed with vigor. The task of guarding the
city of" Nashville and the railroad-track is entrusted to Steedman's
division, recently arrived from Kentucky. The Cumberland
being easily navigable above this city, and of great assistance
in supplying Rosecrans with provisions, Forts Heiman, Henry,
and Donelson, which dominate its course, are placed within the
sphere of his command on the 25th of January. This river
route is the more useful on account of the long railway line from
Louisville to Nashville being greatly exposed to incursions from
the enemy's guerillas. These partisan bands set the closest vig
ilance at defiance. Thus, for instance, since the opening of the
Nashville and Murfreesborough branch on the 25th of January
they have captured one traiu. Twice, on the 15th and 26th of
February, between Louisville and Nashville, they have seized
trains destined for the army: on the second occasion the perpe
trators of this bold fltroke conceived the atrocious idea of running
a locomotive at full speed, without an engineer, to meet an ordi
nary train of passengers, and if, by a fortunate chance, it had not
been stopped before meeting it, the shock would undoubtedly
have cost the lives of many innocent persons. The necessity of
guarding these long railway lines abstracts from the Unionists
more than one-third of their active forces: bffiides Steedman's
division, another, and a very large one, under General Gor
don Granger, is kept within the borders of Kentucky. So that,
notwithstanding the apparent superiority of his effective forces,
Rosecrans cannot bring into line more soldiers than his adversary
beyond Murfreesborough. The Federal government promises him
reinforcements. In the mean while, his army, previously desig~
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nated lIB the Fourteenth corps, is reorganized, divided into three
corps, and called the Army of the Cumberland. Thomas, Mc
Cook, and Crittenden each retains the troops under his respective
command, forming the Fourteenth, Twentieth, and Twenty-first
corpa.*

The positions taken by Bragg are very strong. The great
plateau of the Cumberland, forming the hJhelon farthest west of
the Alleghanies, extends southward 1I6 far lIB the thirty-fourth
degree of latitude; the Tennessee, after travt'rsing from ew:;t to
west the first chain of hills, called Waldron's Ridge at the north
and Lookout Mountain at the south, hugs the eastern base of the
plateau as far lIB Guntersville, where it winds around its extremity
as it flows in a westerly direction. The waters which descend on
the opposite side of this plateau toward the plains of Tennessee
are absorbed on one side by Duck River, and on the other by
the tributary of the Cumberland called Caney Fork. These two
rivers cover Bragg's front, which extends from McMinnville on
the right to Columbia on the left, plIB8ing through Manchester and
Shelbyville. The infantry is Concentrated between these two latter
points and Tullahoma; the first two mentioned are occupied by
Morgan's cavalry on the right and Wheeler's on the left. All
the roads traversing the plateau of the Cumberland pass through
defiles easy to defend: the aridity of the soil and the rough
climate of this plateau are moreover calculated to oppose a seri
ous obstacle to the Federals if they attempt to force the line of
Caney Fork and of Duck River. But, on the other hand, the
character of this section of country does not afford the Confed
erate army the necessary means of subsistence. These must be
sought for at Columbia, and even farther yet in the rich country
between Duck River and the Tennessee. As we have stated, the
cavalry which Van Dorn had organized at Grenada came, during
the month of February, to occupy this section of country and to
protect it effectively against the incursions of the Federals. It
WlIB, besides, the only reinforcement granted to Bragg. He had
asked for twenty thousand men to repair his loeses: the Rich
mond government did not even reply to him.

* General Ordel'l, No.9, War Department, Adjutant-general's Office, January
" 1868.-ED.
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The weakness of his adversm-y and the bad season proved a
substitute for reinforcements during the early months of 1863.
The operations which marked this period in Tennessee and
Kentucky are nothing but a consecutive series of small warlike
exploits, without any connection between them and without any
influence over each other: we shall proceed to enumerate them
in chronological order.

The Confederates, anxious, no doubt, to indemnify themselves
for their forced retreat, are the first to take the offensive. Eight
days have Bal.rcely elapsed since they have left Murfreesborough
when Wheeler, braving the rigol'fl of the season, is already in the
field with one of his brigades. Pushing directly toward Nash
ville, he burns one of the bridges of the Columbia Railroad about
eight or nine miles from the city, then descends on the right side
of Harpeth River, and on the 13th of January reaches the banks
of the Cumberland, where he surprises four transports which were
going up the river loaded with provisions destined for the Union
anny. The Confederate artillery, by a well-directed fire, stops
these vessels, which are utterly defenceless, and promptly com
pels them to capitulate. The crews, released on parole, are sent
back on one of the transports; the other three are burned. The
gunboat, Major Sli~l1, which arrives too late to save them, becomes
in her tum a prey to the flames. After destroying some important
d~~ts along the right side of the river, which some adventurous
horsemen crOBS by swimming, Wheeler turns back without baving
been molested; but he gives only a few days' rest to his men, and
starts out again on an expedition which this time proves of much
more importance. The Federal cavalry, which seems paralyzed
by the audacity of its adversaries, confines itself to the task of
reconuoitring the neighborhood of the posts occup~ed by the
infantry, abandoning the remainder of the country to the South
erners. Wheeler is thus enabled to bring together on the very
banks of Harpeth River, near Franklin, less than twenty miles
{rom Nashville, the greater portion of his division, Forrest's and .
Wharton's brigades, with a detachment under Major Hodgson;
that is to say, about three thousand men, with two batteries of
artillery. This concentration of troops- has not escaped the notice
of the Federals, and Rosecrans puts at once a considerable force
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in motion to block the way of the Confederates. He has cause
to fear that Wheeler, one of whose brigades has been signalled at
Triune, may throw himself between Nashville and Murfreesbor
ough. With this impression, General Jefferson C. Davis, at the
head of his division of infantry and two brigades of cavalry
under Colonel Minty, is despatched from Murfreesborough for
the purpose of striking him in the rear by way of Eagleville,
whilst Steedman, with a portion of his forces, is to march upon
Triune from Nashville. Davis reaches Eagleville with his infan
tryon the evening of the 31st of January, whilst Minty, making
a wide danur southward as far as Unionville, captures a depOt of
about three hundred Confederate cavalry at Rover, between the
latter village and Eagleville. Bnt this capture is all that results
from the trap laid by the Federals. Wheeler, being fully con
vinced that he would be ~ooked for between Nashville and Mur
freesborough, has suddenly taken a direction which leads him far
away from the enemy's fol"OO8 which are expecting to circumvent
him. With his mounted men he pushes on by forced marches
toward the north-west, leaving far behind him the infantry which
has been sent in search of him, as well as Minty's squadrons, whose
dHour southward has greatly delayed them. While his astounded
adversaries meet at Frankl.in, he has reached the borders of the
Cumberland, made his appearance at Palmyra on the 2d, and
before the little town of Dover on the 3d. The reader will
undoubtedly remember !Jiat this town is situated on the left
bank of the Cumberland, less than two miles above Fort Donel
son, and is comprised within the fortified enclosure which Grant
had besieged one year previously. As this post had to be entrusted
to a small garrison, the enclosure had become useless, the Federal
engineers having preferred the position of Dover to that of the
old fort for the location of the garrison. The town had been sur
rounded with parapets commanding the ravines that bordered it
north and south. In the centre there rose a large earthwork,
having the public buildings as a part of the defences: a thirty
two pounder placed in this work enfiladed the principal streets.
At the north-west the enclosure rested upon a fortified cemetery,
affording an excellent position for a batttery. The garrison was
composed of the Eighty-third Illinois, two sections of artillery,
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and a squadron of cavalry---about seven hundred able-bodied men
and four field-pieoos-under the command of Colonel Harding.

On the 3d of February, after a march of more than forty
miles, which the rain and cold have rendered extremely pain
ful, the Confederate cavalry makes its appearance before Dover;
Forrest, who is following the line of the Cumberland, having
destroyed BOme important forges and captured nearly the whole

- Union squadron which occupied them, reaches the heights situated
south of the village. Wharton captures the mounted scouts of
the enemy, and soon completes the investment on the land-side
by extending the left of the Confederate line as far as the river
by way of the north. Harding has hastily made his preparations
for the combat: he h88 sent for assistance to his chief, Colonel
Lowe, who occupies Fort Henry, and ~ placed the sick, non
combatants, and the women upon one.of the two transports that
are moored close to the landing-place. The other vessel descends
the river with a full head of steam, in the hope of meeting some
man-of-war which might afford the assistance of its heavy guns
to the Dover garrison.

Wheeler has ordered his two lieutenants to begin the attack at
half-past two. At the appointed hour, Forrest, deploying his
eight hundred mounted men along the hill opposite to that upon
which the houses are located, steadily advances in order of battle:
crossing the ravine which separates them, he gallops up the slope
under a shower of bullets. The Federal troops, being well posted,
inflict upon the assailants fearful losses, but are unable to check
their headlong dash: they charge upon the Unionists, who are
scarcely two hundred strong on this side, getting over the work
and penetrating into the town. But here the combat assumes a
different aspect: the defenders have rallied within the central
earthwork and are occupying the neighboring houses; a mur
derollS fire is directed from all sides upon the Confederate
mounted men, whose movements are greatly embarrassed by
their animals: Wharton has failed .to bring Forrest assistance.
The former, in fact, who has two thousand men under his com
mand, has made them dismount for the attack: he has not been
able; therefore, to act as promptly as was necessary, and has not
yet approached the position of the Unionists, when the latter,
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combining all their forces against Forrest, compel him to recroes
the ravine. Wharton, on seeing this, is bronght to a halt. But
the Confederates, anxious to take advantage of the last moments
of daylight, soon return to the charge, and with greater unanimity
of action; not, however, before having first endeavored, through
the bearer of a flag of truce, to induce their adversaries to capit
ulate. Harding holds out bravely against a force five times
his superior. While Forrest's mounted men are still charging
in the very streets of Dover, without allowing themselves to
be checked by the first line of defences, Wharton covers with
projectiles the four Federal field-pieces posted in the cemetery,
reduces them to silence, and by a vigorous assault makes him
self master of this position. But being short of ammunition, he
finds himself checked in front of the first habitations. Forrest,
on his side, has been unable to carry the intrenchment. His
bravest companions have fallen around him; Colonel McNairy
has been killed, and he himself has lost two horses; he fights in
vain at short range and with the pistol; his men are also short
of ammunition; notwithstanding the moonlight, partial darkness
favors the defenders, and the Confederates are obliged to abandon
the ground they have so dearly bought. The Federals pursue
them at the point of the bayonet and take about thirty prisoners.
It was time, however, for the sake of Harding's small b&td, that
the fighting should cease. These men, who, for the most part
have never before been under fire, have fought admirably, en
couraged by the example of their chief, but their strength and
ammunition are alike exhausted, and one hundred among them
are unfit for service. They are not aware of the losses they have
inflicted upon the enemy, and have reason to believe that if day
light finds them in that position all resistance will be useless.
But at eight o'clock in the evening a cannon-shot fired in
the distance revives their hopes; a few shots sounding a little
nearer dispel all doubt, and soon the large hull of the gun
boat Lexington shows itself upon the silver-crested waters of
the Cumberland. This vessel, warned in time of the danger
which menaced Harding, has left, with a few others, a fleet
of transports loaded with troope which she was convoying, and
hurls her enormous projectiles upon the hills occupied by the
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Confederates. If the latter had intended to renew the attack on
the following day, the arrival of thffie new enemies would suffice
to dissuade them from the attempt. They have sustained severe
losses, amounting to two hundred and sixty men, which cannot
be sufficiently compensated by the capture of a gun taken from
the enemy. They are short of provisions. Consequently, they
think of nothing but to beat a retreat, so as to avoid the Federal
forces that are rushing in every direction in pursuit of them.* The
transports which the Lexington was convoying were bringing from
Louisville to Nashville the whole of General Granger's division,
from eight to nine thousand men strong; Colonel Lowe arrives
from Fort Henry with reinforcements; finally, General Davis
follows in Wheeler's track. The latter quickly retraced his
steps, but on learning at Charlotte that Davis was on the march
to ~t him, he suddenly turned to the right and reached the
village of Centreville, by way of Piney Factory, along the lower
course of Duck River. This march was slow and difficult;
the roads were covered with frost and the streams half frozen:
'Vheeler's soldiers suffered iritensely, but their adversaries, who
had been delayed by the same causes, were unable to overtake
them. Finally, having succeeded in fording Duck River, the
Southern cavalry arrived at Columbia on the 18th of February,
worn out with fatigue and mounted upon horses which for the
most part were unfit to renew the campaign. Its repulse was
complete, and Forrest, who had condemned the plan of the
expedition, grew thereby in t~e estimation of his comrades.
Fortunately for Bragg, Van Dorn, with his new division,
reached Columbia at a time when Wheeler w,as no longer in
a condition to defend the line of Duck River. He brought
with him nearly five thousand mounted men. The Federals
were not long in being made aware of his presence.

Whilst Wheeler was thus drawing a portion of the Union
forces in pursuit of him, the neighborhood of Murfreesborough
was the theatre of small encounters, the mention of which in a
few words will be sufficient.

From the end of January, the Federals~ anxious, no doubt, to

• Bee report of Colonel Abner C. Harding, F~b. 6, 1863. He W88 promoted
to brigadier-general U. S. Vo1&. May 22, 1863.-ED.
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avenge the disaster of Hartsville, assume the offensive against
Morgan, who covers Bragg's right wing. On the 26th, General
Palmer sUrprises a detachment of Southern cavalry at Woodbury,
taking about one hundred prisoners; on the 1st of February a
new surprise awaits the latter at Milton, on the Liberty road,
with similar results. The Union general Reynolds, following
up· this success, advances, by way of Auburn, as far as Liberty on
the 3d, breaking up some recruiting-camps and capturing d~pOts

of supplies laid up by Morgan; thence, on the 8th, he proceeds
north-westward toward Lebanon, which the latter has caused to
be occupied by a strong detachment; he captures this village
with its garrison, picking up considerable booty and nearly six
hundred prisoners. Finally, on the 15th, a trifling encounter at
Cainsville brings this series of engagements to a close. R0se
crans' left wing finds itself thus completely freed; the en~y's

troops are driven back upon McMinnville and the plateau of
the Cumberland.

But the Confederates, in order to take their revenge, soon
transfer the theatre of this petty warfare more to the northward:
by worrying their adversaries in Kentucky they keep back the
reinforcements which Rosecrans needs in .order to assume the
offensive. On the 23d of February a band of Confederate
mounted men advance to within a few miles of Lexington, and
only stop at Athens, south-west of this city, before the forces that
have been sent in haste to meet them. On the same day a de
tachment of about seven hundred mounted men, under Colonel
Cluke, taking advantage of the alarm caused by this demon
stration, makes its appearance in the villages of Winchester and
Mount Sterling, destroying all the provisions that were found
there; on the 25th, after a skirmish at Licktown, near the latter
village, Cluke getB away from Colonel Runkle, who had been
sent in pursuit of him, and returns to the mountains whence
he had emerged by way of Hazel Green and the Prestonburg
road.

Since the beginning of the year both parties seem to have
abandoned Western Tennessee by common aoeord. It is sufficient
to mention a few slight skirmishes, such as that at Ripley on the
8th of January, that at Ayresburg on the 30th, and that at
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Bolivar on the 13th of February, between the Confederate scouts
and detachments from the garrisons of Fort Pillow and Memphis.
But at the moment that Cluke invades the plain of Kentucky the
Federals, in order to divert the attention of their adversaries,
determine to make a demonstration along that section of the
Tennessee River which crosses the northern part of the State of
Alabama, and which furnishes abundant provisions to Bragg's
army. On the 26th of May five Union gunboats, ascending the
river, make their appearance before Tuscumbia and Florence, de
stroying the ferries and trying in vain to find one of the enemy's
vessels which has eluded them. A brigade of cavalry under Col
onel Cornyn, detached by General Blair, who is in command at
Memphis, has combined its movements with those of the fleet:
arriving at Tuscumbia only a few hours after the Federal ships,
it takes advantage of the excitement caused by their appearance
to approach the town by way of the south and penetrate into it
unperceived.. The few detachments of the enemy that happen to
be at Tuscumbia are captured and dispersed; contributions are
exacted from the principal inhabitants; and the Federal column
moves off, mrrying with it horses, wagons, and booty more or
less legitimately obtained.

In the mean time, the presence of Van Dorn and the power
ful reinforcements he haa brought with him have enabled the
Confederate cavalry to resume its audacity; this time it is not
afraid even to show itself in the neighborhood. It draws nearer
and nearer to the Federal army, driving in its outposts and men
acing its communications with Naahville by way both of the east
and the west. The situation of Rosecrans would have become
intolerable if the reinforcements to which we have heretofore

.alluded had not arrived in time to enable him to get out of it.
On the 1st of March, the presence of a strong detachment of

the enemy having been reported at a point less than eight miles
8Outh-east of Murfreesborough, General Stanley, with seven hun
dred mounted men and sixteen hundred infantry, has started to
attack it. The Unionist cavalry, getting ahead of the rest of
~e column, soon reach the village of Bradyville, where they
find their adversaries, numbering between seven and eight him
dred men, strongly po8ted. Their assault is conducted with so
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much dash that they dislodge them without allowing the infan
try time to come up to take part in the fight. The Confederates
speedily beat a retreat and scatter, leaving about one hundred of
their men in the hands of the assailants. On the following day,
the 2d of March, the brigade of regular infantry was pushing a
reconnoissance in an opposite direction as far as Eagleville. A
detachment of Confederate cavalry endeavoring to defend this
village was dispersed by the regulars, who returned to Murfrees
borough after having BCOUred the country and picked up a con
siderable amount of supplies.

These are but small and isolated events. But Rosecrans is
about to be in a condition at last to make a serious effort to put
his adversary to flight and compel him to fall back upon the
Tennessee.' In fact, Gran~r's division hllB relieved that of
Steedman, which occupied Nashville, enabling it to advance in
the direction of Murfreesborough. Rosecrans has stationed it at
Antioch. New regiments, coming from the camps ..f instruction
in Kentucky, soon swell the number of Granger's soldiers to more
than fourteen thousand; his division is about to assume the pro
portions of an army corps. One of his subordinates, Gilbert,
who had only brought one brigade, is already in command of
two; since the 12th of February he has taken them to Franklin,
on the road from Nashville to Columbia; on the 24th Crook's
brigade is conveyed by water as far as Carthage on the Cumber
land. Nashville is only occupied by Baird's infantry brigade
and the cavalry brigade of Green Clay Smith.

On the 1st of March, Rosecrans makes preparations for a con
siderable movement of troops. His plan h.aving been frustrated
by the disllBtrous result of the fight at Thompson's Station, which
we will relate presently, it is difficult to say exactly what object
he had in view. It is natural to suppose, however, that he would
not have put such an important section of his army on the march
for the purpose of making mere reconnoissances a few miles from
his encampments. He no doubt intended to advance as far as the
line of Duck River, between Shelbyville and Columbia, to pierce
it near the latter point with a portion of his forces in order to
turn the left wing of the enemy, and thus compel him to evacuate
the country whence Bragg drew his supplies. The retreat of the
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latter as far as Chattanooga, the loss of the Cumberland plateau,
might have been the consequence. Unfortunately for him, while
noticing the new exhibition of audacity on the part of the South
ern cavalry, Rosecrans was not aware of the powerful reinforce
ment it had received by the arrival of Van Dorn at Columbia.
He formed his plan as if he had only Wheeler's squadrons,
weakened by their repulse at Dover, to contend with, and
committed the error of establishing the point of concentration
for his various columns in the very heart of the country occu
pied by the enemy.

The Federal troops were put in motion in the early part of
March. On the 2d, Smith's cavalry takes position at Brentwood,
BOuth of Nashville, replacing Coburn's brigade, which had left
this village the previous day in order to join Gilbert at Franklin.
The general movement commences on the 4th. There are three
columns on the march. The strongest, the left one, is composed
of the whole of Sheridan's division and Minty's two brigades
of cavalry. Leaving Murfreesborough, it is to march toward
Eagleville, and thence to proceed in the direction of Columbia
in order to assist the right column along the railroad. The lat
ter consists of Coburn's brigade and about six hundred mounted
men under Colonel J oroan. The third column, in the centre,
is formed of Steedman's troops. The latter, who has already
taken position at Nolinsville, is to advance by way of Triune
upon Harpeth, in order to support and connect the two other
columns.

On the 23d of February, Van Dorn, as if he had foreseen
Rosecrans' inteutions, was marching with all his forces from
Columbia to Spring Hill, and preparing to take the offensive
on his side. Coburn, having the shortest road to travel, was
the fi1'8t to meet this unlooked-for adversary. He had five reg
iments uuder his comm~d-the Thirty-third and Eighty-fifth
Indiana, the Nineteenth Michigan, the Twenty-eecond Wisconsin,
and the One-hundred-and-twenty-fourth Ohio; Jordan's mounted
men and Captain Aleshire's battery':'-twenty-eight hundred and
thirty-fleven men and six pieces of artillery in all. His soldie1'8
were brave and zealous; most of their chiefs were men of intel
ligence and self-denial; but nearly all of them were on the field
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of battle for the first time, and had never been under fire. The
recent movements of the enemy had not been reported to the
Federals, and Gilbert, believing that the approaches of Duck
River were only guarded by Wheeler's mounted men, had
directed Coburn to lead his small column to Spring Hill.
Having reached this point, it was to divide, a portion of it
to go to Sheridan's assistance by the Lewisburg and Bolly
Hill road, the remainder to .push a reconnoissance as far as
Columbia, and to fall back afterward upon Spring Hill. He
was so far from anticipating any serious resistance that he had
added a train of eighty wagons to Coburn's force, intended to
gather up provisions on th~ way. Van Dorn had sent a strong
detachment of cavalry, with two pieces of artillery, along the

.turnpike between Nashville and Columbia, in order to watch the
neighborhood of Franklin. On the morning of the 4th, almost
in clOBe vicinity of this village, Coburn falls in with the troops
above mentioned, and in order to open himself a passage is
obliged to deploy his forces. This is precisely what his adver
8lU'ics desired. After a trifling skirmish they fell back in the
direction of Spring Hill. Van Dorn, having been informed of
the movements of the Federals, starts to meet them on the morn
ing of the 5th. Having been made fully acquainted with the
nature of the ground by some officers, natives of this district, he
determines to wait for Coburn a few miles above Spring Hill at
a swall station called Thom'pson's Station, situated on the railroad
running alongside the turnpike.

In the mean time, Coburn, astonished at having met the
enemy in force so near Franklin, has sent to Gilbert for fresh
instructions. The latter directs him to send back his wagons
and continue his march. But, being obliged to advance with
caution, the Fedemls come to a halt for the purpose of encamp
ing about eight miles from Franklin. During the night some
fugitive negroes inform Coburn of the presence of VanDorn
at Spring Hill with a considerable force. Coburn immediately
communicates the fact to his chief, but, notwithstanding the short
distance which separates him from Franklin, he waits in vain for
a reply. Finally, toward eight o'clock in the morning, having
received no new instructions, he takes up his line of march. An
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hour later his scouts fall in with those of the enemy about th~
quarters of a mile north of Thompson's Station. The country
into which he has penetrated is very rough. A range of pamllel
hills, the last link in the mountainous chain of the Cumberland
plateau, runs east and west perpendicularly to the railroad and
the turnpike. The hills, which are very steep and most of them
covered with juniper-plants, obstrnct the sight. Coburn, bound
by his instructions, seeing no enemy before him, advances along
the turnpike. The cavalry engaged in clearing his wings dis
covers no one, for VanDorn has massed the whole of his
troops near the station: these troops compriue the brigades of
Forrest, Armstrong, and Whitfield and two batteries of artillery
--about five thousand mounted men and eight pieces of cannon
in all. It is therefore with a force twice as large as that of
Coburn that Van Dorn is awaiting the latter in a well-chosen
position.

In drawing near the station the railroad and the turnpike pass
through a cultivated valley which forms a gap in one of the ridges
of which we have just spoken. The station is thus commanded
by two hillocka-one to eastward, the other westward-the prin
cipal slopes of which bear northward and southward. The east.
ern slope is rather narrow; the western slope, extending farther,
is bounded. at the north by a ravine, beyond which rises another
acclivity. After passing the station the turnpike and the railroad
traverse a valley of considerable width, cleared and intersectoo
by wood and stone fences, before it reaches a new range of
hills, extending, like those preceding, from east to west. It is
upon the latter that Van Dorn has posted his division. Forrest,
with a battery of artillery and his two thousand men, equally
skilled in fighting on foot and on horseback, forms the right: a
projecting part of the hill whi«;h he occupies on this side places
him almost east of Thompson's Station and in advance of the rest
of the Confederate line. On the left Van Dorn has posted King's
battery along the turnpike, on the summit of the slope which it
ascends after crossing the valley at its widest stretch: that portion
of the railroad which ascends slantingly, bearing westward, covers
the front of this position. The slope left of the turnpike is occu
pied by Whitfield's brigade, stationed behind a stone wall; on the
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right by Armstrong's brigade, which forms a connection with that
of Forrest. The two last-mentioned brigades have dismounted.
The Confederate outposts occupy the station and the heightB com
manding it. Before long they are attacked by Coburn's advance.:
guard, whose infantry is supported by dismounted cavalry. After
a brisk engagement they speedily fall back upon their line, and
the Unionists remain masters of the position. .

In the mean time, Van Dorn, who is steadily waiting for them,
takes care to conceal the number of his forces in order to draw
them upon the ground he has selected. The Federal mvalry,
having met with no enemy around its wings, has fallen back, and
at the first musket-shots fired from the station has massed itself
close to the infantry. If it had continued to follow the Lewis
burg road, which at this point runs nearly parallel to that to
Columbia, and is not very far from it, it would have discovered
Forrest's position, observed his movement, and reported in time
the danger which was about to menace Coburn. But the latter,
seeing only a few enemies in front, advances against them, as
Gilbert had directed him. Just as his oolumn appears at the
entrance of the defile at the opposite extremity of which the
station is located, King's battery opens fire upon it. Coburn
immediately makes preparations for the fight. The two hillocks
commanding the station are occupied-the one to westward, on
the right, by the two Indiana regiments, the one to eastward,
on the left, by the Nineteenth Michigan and the Twenty-second
Wisoonsin. The battery, reduced to five pieces by the breaking
down of the sixth during the previous day's engagement, is
divided between these two detachments. The One-hundred-and
twenty-fourth Ohio remains in the rear with the train; the
mvalry has to cover the extreme left, two squadrons on foot
stretching out the line on this side.

While the Federals are deploying, Forrest's battery, posted on
the right of the Southerner;s, joins its fire to that of King's bat
tery. Coburn, believing that he has only the forces he has met
the previous day before him, orders the two Indiana regiments to
C1'088 the valley which separates them from the slopes occupied by
this last battery, and to mpture the enemy's guns. The Federals,
advancing in double oolumn, deploy above the station. Well
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drilled in manoouvring, although never having been under fire,
they have all the self-possession which the want of familiarity
'with danger sometimes imparta, and they march boldly under the
fire of the enemy's battery. But the moment has arrived for the
Confederates to show themselves. A portion of Armstrong's
brigade bears to the left in order to support that of Whitfield,
which, being strongly posted behind the wall, opens a terrific fire
of musketry against the assailants. The latter do not yet allow
themselves to be held in check, and get within one hundred and
fifty yards of their adversaries without having responded to their
fire. But they cannot proceed farther, and throw themselves
flat upon the ground in order to offer a less conspicuous mark
to the terrible fire that is being directed against them. The
danger is not lessened, and their leaders, becoming convinced
that the enemy's position is impregnable, give the order for
retreat. The Confederates seize this opportunity to assume the
offensive, and, pU1'Ruing the Unionists with shouts of victory,
they press them close, trying to prevent them from forming again
on the heights which they have so imprudently abandoned. But
the Indiana soldiers reach these heights before them, and, turning
round quickly, send them a few volleys of musketry which com
pel them to fall back behind the station to prepare for a new
attack. Coburn, becoming aware of the numeriml superiority
of the enemy, decides to beat a retreat at once. He sends word
to his train to proceed in the direction of Franklin, and orders
Colonel Jordan to bring on his cavalry to sustain the movements
of the infantry. But the Confederates hold their prey in hand,
and are not disposed to let it escape. Forrest, as soon as he sees
the enemy's right bring on the fight, is seized with a happy idea:
he orders Colonel Starnes to attack the Unionists' left with two
of his regiments at the extremity of the hillock situated east
of the station, and, taking the five other regiments along with
him, he makes a detour by way of the Lewisburg road in order
to bar the retreat to the Federals. Starnes promptly executes
the task assigned him. At the moment when Coburn is pre
paring to retire, the two regiments he has stationed on the left
are vigorously attacked. The half-battery which supports them
precipitately leaves the field of battle: its example is followed by

VOL. III.-lll
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the pieces posred on the right. The dismounred cavalrymen, who
form the extreme Federal left, are driven back: Forrest's artil
lery occupies their position and takes the Umonist regiments in
flank. Colonel Jordan, seeing Coburn's lines thus broken, does
not think it proper to execute the orders he has received: instead
or going to the assistance of his brave comrades, he takes his
cavalry and Aleshire's battery back to the place where the train
and the regiment left in charge of it are waiting. The Nine
teenth Michigan and the Twenty-second Wisconsin, thus turned
and deprived of the support they had relied upon, form them
selves en potence, facing east; but they cannot long defend them
selves in this position, and are driven back west of the turnpike,
upon the hillock which the Indiana regiments still hold. The
hill situated north of this hillock affords an excellent posi
tion. The Federal cavalry, the artillery, and the One-hundred
and-twenty-fourth Ohm might, by posting themselves there,
secure the retreat of the rest of the brigade, but the troops,
influenced by Jordan's action, do not appear to think of any
thing else but to leave the battlefield, and they speedily follow
the train along the Franklin road. These troops are soon joined
by a portion of the Twenty-second Wisconsin, which during the
recent change of front Lieutenant-colonel Bloodgood has sepa
rated from the rest of the regiment with untoward haste. For
rest's manreuvre, however, has not failed to attract Coburn's
attention: he is trying to make his line fall back in order to gain
the heights upon which he expects to give assistance to the rest
of his troops. But this movement is interrupted by a general
attack from all the enemy's forces. While Starnes is pressing
Coburn's left, Armstrong and Whitfield charge him again in
front and on his right. The Federals defend themselves bravely,
and finally succeed in repulsing the persistent assaults of their
adversaries. Coburn avails himself of the respite that this advan
tage gives him to bring all his forces to the rear. But Forrest
soon makes his appearance, and again obliges him to stop. The
combat is renewed with violence: the Federals, having the advan
tage of .position, once more drive back the assailants. Forrest
then, instead of persisting in attacking them on the flank, orders
his mounted men to get back into the saddle, and, rapidly gaining
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the rear of the enemy, reaches the hill which Jordan has not been
able or is unwilling to occupy in advance of them. Leaving a
portion of his forces in this position, he advances with the remain
der against the small Federal band, reduced to about twelve him
«ired men, which, being pressed on other sides, has gained the
summit of the ravine in the hope of forcing a passage toward the
north. This time the Unionists are hemmed in. Coburn deter
mines 00 make a desperate bayonet-charge upon the enemy in
front of him, but Forrest, arriving in the midst of these valiant
soldiers, who have not even a cartridge left 00 defend them
selves with, prevents him. All further struggle is imPossible.
Coburn surrenders with all those who have not forsaken him.
A few shots from King's battery still fall among the compact
group of soldiers of both parties who have ceased fighting.
Finally, the firing stops. Forrest at once sends forth his mounted
men in pursuit of Jordan and those who had followed him, but
they cannot be overtaken: Coburn's resistance has saved them
by giving them the necessary start to reach Franklin, where they
will carry the news of his disaster. The conflict has lasted for
nearly seven hours. It is four o'clock in the afternoon. The
Federal prisoners, numbering about thirteen hundred able-bodied
men, speedily conveyed to Shelbyville, suffered much on that
march, but the Confederate officers, who admired their courage,
treated them with a degree of consideration which was not meted
out to them afterward in the gloomy prisons of Richmond. The
Confederate 1088eB amounted to tl!irty killed and one hundred and

. twenty-five wounded. Those of the Unionists were in the neigh
borhood of three hundred.

The battle of Thompson's Station demonstrated what a nume
rous and well-handled ravalry ran do against infantry when the
latter comes in contact with it. If Forrest's soldiers, who fought
80 well on foot, had not been mounted, they would not haye had
time to surround their adversaries. This general, some of whose
actions we have been obliged 00 denounce, as also his tx>o-frequently
manifested contempt for the usages of civilized' nations, on that
ooal.'~ion exhibited the instinct of a true warrior.

The fatal resnlt of Coburn's expedition seems 00 have prodnced
the same effect upon Rosecrans that the disaster of Ball's Bluff
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fifteen months previously had upon McClellan. He appears to
have been equally alarmed at the inexperience of the young
troops that were sent to him in order to swell up his ranks, and
by the large forces which the enemy had so unexpectedly dis
played. If, .as everything leads us to suppose, the movements
he had just ordered were the prelude to an aggressive campaign,
he relinquished his original design and reduced them to the
proportions of simple reconnoissances. It was expedient, before
all, however, not to remain passive under this check: it was
necessary to prevent VanDorn from taking advantage of his
success, and to bring a sufficient force against him so as to drive
him back upon Duck River.

While the Confederate general, not being ready to take the
offensive, was falling back on the 6th of March from Thompson's
Station upon Spring Hill, Gilbert, expecting to be attacked, was
bringing all his forces into line south of Franklin. Granger
hastened to join him, bringing Baird's brigade from Nashville
and that of G. C. Smith from Brentwood. In short, Rose
crans, fearing lest the Confederate mounted men, henceforth
free in their movements, might feel disposed to renew the
attack on Dover, caused the garrison at this post to be rein
forced by those of Fort Henry and Heiman, which were aban
doned and dismantled.

In the mean time, Sheridan's and Steedman's columns on
the 4th and 5th had accomplished without difficulty the task
which had been assigned to the!D. The former, having arrived
near Rover, halfway between Eagleville and Unionville, had
on the right proceeded with his infantry to~ the first of these
two villages, and on the left had sent Minty's cavalry in the direc
tion of the ReOOnd. The latter had encountered the Southern
outposts at Rover, had dislodged them, and driven them· back
upon their main body at Unionville. After a sharp engagement
in this last-mentioned village, he had repulsed the Confederatal
in the direction of Shelbyville, inflicting upon them a loss of
fifty-two prisoners, and had joined Sheridan on the evening of
the 4th at Eagleville. Steedman, on his side, rapidly advan- ~

cing by way of Triune and Harpeth, had finally overtaken
Roddy's brigade of Confederate cavalry at Chapel Hill, near
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Duck River, a village lying contiguous to Fulton, and forced
him to retreat.

The Federal line, both on the left and in the centre, had there
fore advanced with ease as far as Duck River on the 4th of March.
The next day, when Coburn so unexpectedly encountered Van
Dorn's COrpB, Sheridan and Steedman had continued their move
menU! without difficulty. The former had deployed his whole
division above Eagleville, only about seven or eight miles from
Bolly Hill, where Coburn was to come to his assistance; the
latter, making another attack upon Roddy, had driven him
beyond Duck River, and, crossing in pursuit of him, had taken
sixty prisoners.

Rosecrans has been informed of the destruction of Coburn's
brigade on the same evening. He immediately adopts all neces
sary measures for protecting his right wing at Franklin and the
approaches of Nashville, and for connecting, by means of a solid
line, -this position with that of Murfreesborough. While Granger
is hastening to Franklin, Steedman, on the morning of the 6th,
falls back upon Triune, where he hastily intrenches himself,
while Sheridan, collecting his division together, brings it to the
rear toward the north-west. Jones' and Heg's brigades are sent
from Murfreesborough to cover his left, and they dislodge a
Confederate detachment from the village of Middleton.

On the following day, the 7th, the movement ordered by Rose
crans is executed. One brigade from La Vergne Station rein
forces Steedman at Triune, a central point important to occupy
in foroe. Sheridan, on his side, arrives at Franklin with his
entire division simultaneously with a second brigade brought
from Nashville by Granger. Minty's cavalry closely follows,
and joins him on the morning of the 8th.

During this time Van Dorn has merely caused the approaches
of Frauklin to be watched by Starnes, who, at the head of two
regiments, captures a few Federal outposts. On the 8th, Granger,
with six brigades of infantry and two of cavalry, resumes the.
offensive, marches upon Thompson's Station, and encounters
Starnes, who tries to hold him in check at a distance of half
a mile or thereabouts from the battlefield of the 5th: after a
vigorous resistance the Confederates regain Spring Hill. Van
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Dorn, being thoroughly informed regarding the forces of his
adversaries, does not attempt, at such a distance from his base
of operations, to make a stand: he falls back, with all his com
mand, upon Rutherford Creek, a stream which runs almost
parallel with Duck River a few miles north of Columbia.

.As Duck River, swollen by the winter rains, threatens to carry
away the bridge which alone can secure his retreat, and Ruther
ford Creek itself, ordinarily an insignificant rivulet, has become
a considerable obstacle, he leaves to Forrest, with his brigade
and four pieces of artillery, the task of holding the enQffiY in
check along this stream, while all the rest of his troops, his
artillery, and his trains, proceed to Columbia on the left bank.
The Federals, delayed by the rains, advance slowly. On the
9th their heads of column arrive in front of Forrest's positions,
and it is only on the 10th that Granger is enabled to make a
serious effort to cross Rutherford Creek. The whole day passes
without his succeeding in the attempt. During this time R0se
crans puts new forces in motion in order to strengthen his line,
for fear of an aggressive return on the part of the enemy.
Jefferson C. Davis' entire division, to which Reg's brigade
belongs, is advancing from Salem and Middleton toward Eagle
ville for the purpose of covering Steedman's left, and on the
following day he effects a junction with him, whilst R. S.
Granger's* brigade proceeds to Versailles to support him.

Finally, on the 11th of March, Gordon Granger, ascending
Rutherford Creek in search of a ford, succeeds in getting his
cavalry across; the infantry and artillery cannot follow-ft
fortunate circumstance for Forrest, as the rising of the waters
in Duck River has just cut off his retreat upon Columbia by
carrying away the bridge in front of this village. While the
Unionists are affecting the passage of Rutherford Creek he reaches
Chapel Rill, where he finds a ford which enables him to cross
Duck River.

There are no Confederates left on the right bank of the last
mentioned river, but the season renders operations of any magni-

* The reader must Dot confound the brigadier-general R. S. Grangl'r with hia
Damesake, the division general, who on this account we shall designate in future
by his full name, Gordon Granger.
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tude impossible, and Rosecrans is Blltisfied with the success obtained
without any serious conflict--a fruitless success, for he is under the
necessity of bringing back all his troops into the encampments
they have left a few days before, and VanDorn, having promptly
reconstructed the Columbia bridge, returns on the 15th to station
himself at Spring Hill with all his forces. The position of the
two armies, therefore, is not in any way changed: Rosecrans will
require three months to prepare for his aggrea;ive campaign,
during which the Confederates will continue to harass him with
their numerous cavalry, whilst, as a compeDBlltion for his infe
riority in this arm, he will oppose them with columns of infantry
of extreme mobility.

On the 18th of March the Federals ·resume the offensive. This
time their efforts are directed against Morgan, who is trying to
press hard against their left wing. Colonel Hall* is sent from
Murfreesborough with thirteen hundred men and two guns
belonging to Reynolds' division into the district which lies
north-6lBt of this town. His mission is to drive out the Con
federate bands which infest it. He performs his task conscien
tiously, traversing the villages of Cainsville and Statesville, which
these bands hasten to evacuate at his approach; he then pro
ceeds toward the stream of Smith's Fork, and resumes his march
in the direction of Murfreesborough by way of the Liberty an4
.Auburn road. But Morgan, having been apprised of his march
on the 19th, hastens with his brigade in pursuit, overtakes him
near Auburn, and, trusting in his numerical superiority, propoaes
to attack him on the following day during his retreat. Hall, who
has soon been made aware of the vicinity of his formidable
adversary, cautiously falls back on the morning of the 20th,.
folly determined not to allow him the choice of ground, and to
halt in order to bring on the action whenever he may find a
favorable position. He naturally hopes that once in pursuit of
him, Morgan would not hesitate to attack him, whatever that posi
tion might be. He finds such a position about three-quarters of a

* Colonel Albert S. Hall, One-hundred-and-fifth Ohio. His force consisted
of the Eightieth and One-hundred-and-twenty-third Illinois, One-hundred-and
fintt Indiana, and One-hundred-and-fifth Ohio infantry, with a section of the
Nineteenth Indiana battery and one company of Tennessee cavalry.-ED.
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mile south of Milton, which he has just passed through in follow
ing the Murfreffiborough road. This rood, in emerging from the
village at the south side, runs through a cultivated plain, then
leaves the thick juniper-bushes to the right and left, beyond
which the road winds around the bare slopes of a hill called
Vaught's Hill, which extends for a considerable distance west
ward, and terminates eastward near the road. It is upon this hill
that Hall has determined to wait for the enemy. He tries, first
of all, to delay his march by stubbornly disputing his way 8CI'088

the woods with which the approaches of this position are covered.
In the mean time, Morgan has ordered his men to dismount; the
resistance offered by the Federals obliges him to deploy his forces
and to bring his artillery to the front. Hall, who has four small
battalions with him, masses them about the hill. He places two
of them west of the road, one on his right, en potence, facing east,
and the fourth in reserve along the southern declivity; his two
guns command the gentle slopes which the enemy will soon have
to climb in getting out of the bushes. This movement is per
formed with some difficulty under the fire of the Confederates.
The latter closely press the Federals, charging them in the centre
with the ardor and confidence of soldiers who are sure of success.
They stagger the Unionists' line, but do not succeed in breaking
it. Morgan re-forms his troops, and finding that he cannot effect
a breach in his line in front, he tries to turn it from the rear.
His forces, divided into two columns, attack Hall's position vig
orously from the east and west at the same time. The Federal
right, having fallen back upon the summit of the hill, repulses
all assaults. The left has, most opportunely, made a backward
movement which places it in an analogous position, facing west.
But it is less favorably posted, and resists with difficulty;
fortunately, a reinforcement taken from the centre restores its
advantage. The Federals th us form a square, occupying the
four sides of the hill, into which the Southern cavalry tries in
vain to break. The projectiles plough the ground in every
direction around Hall's position. The latter, however, holds out,
and Morgan, irritated in consequence of his resistance, determines
to bring matters to a close by a violent assault. He gets all his
forces together, and charges once more the enemy's line in front.
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But he is completely repulsed; the slopes of the hill are covered
with his wounded, this imprudent attack having secured victory
to the Federals, who have only about fifty men disabled, while
the Confedemtes have lost more than three hundred. They fall
back upon Auburn, enabling Hall to return to Murfreesborough
without being molested. On the side of Franklin it is also the
Unionists who resume the offensive. On the 21st they surprise a
post of Texas cavalry at College Grove on Harpeth River, most
of which they capture.

Forrest, however, has just obtained an important command, for
Van Dorn's cavalry having been reorganized and divided into two
divisions, Forrest receives one of them, while the other has been
88i!igned to Jackson. The opportunity 800n offers him a chance
to signalize himself in this new command. He learns that the
remnants of Coburn's brigade which had escaped the disaster
of Thompson's Station have been left in charge of the milway
from Kashvi]]e to Franklin. Colonel Bloodgood, with the
remainder of the Twenty-second Wisconsin, occupies Brent
wood; the Nineteenth Michigan, reduced to two hundred and
thirty men, is stationed in a kind of block-house in the vicinity
of a bridge on one of the tributaries of Harpeth River. Forrest
naturally supposes that the remembrance of their defeat still
weighs heavily upon these men and their leaders: he might
easily get the better of them if he could reach them, and is
desirous to complete the stmtegy of the 5th of March' by their
capture. But in order to reach them he must slip between
Nashville and Granger's division, stationed at Franklin. Van
Dom allows him to make the attempt. He at once starts out
on this expedition on the evening of the 24th of March. In
order to avoid Franklin, he proceeds eastward of this point with
six regiments of cavalry and one battery, while Starnes, with two
regiments, takes the westward track, the rendezvous being in front
of Brentwood. Forrest arrives at this place with a portion of his
forces on the morning of the 25th. Without waiting for Arm
strong, who is following him with the remainder, he takes such a
position as to be able to cut off Bloodgood's retreat, who is on his
way to join the Nineteenth Michigan. As 800n as Armstrong has
made his appearance the Confedemtes surround on every side the
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small Federal forCe thus taken by surprise. A few minutes' fight
ing sufficetl to decide Bloodgood to repitulate with the five hun
dred men of his command, and to undergo the fate from which he
had only esreped three weeks previously by a too-hasty retreat.
'Vithout losing a moment's time, Forrest, leaving Starnes, who
had just joined him, to take rere of the prisoners and to collect
the booty, starts at a gallop in the direction of the block-house
on the Franklin road which is occupied by the :Nineteenth
Michigan. He quickly surrounds it, and a few cannon-shots,
fired into the palisade behind which the Federals are massed,
prove sufficient to bring them also to terms.

The sucoesa is complete, but the Confederates must hasten to
get away from the troops which Granger cannot fail to send
against them as soon as he hears of this daring repture. Indeed,
Smith's revalry has already been despatched in pursuit 'of them..
While a Confederate regiment has pushed forward to within sight
of Nashville, spreading alarm in the repital of Tennessee, Forrest
speedily resumes his march. Finding that his long line of pris
oners and wagons loaded with booty reonot keep pace with him,
he leaves them in charge of the Tenth Tennessee, and pushes
forward with the rest of his reva1ry in order to give his men
time to make a long halt. But they have hardly dismounted
when he learns that his train has been attacked. Smith, arriving
with six hundred mounted men, has made a vigorous charge upon
the Tenth Tennessee, which has defended itself with difficulty,
having already had several of its wagons reptured when the
timely arrival of Forrest relieves it. Smith's forces are too
inferior to those of his adversary to enable him to continue
the fight; he pauses and falls back before Forrest's first charge,
leaving him to take his booty to Spring Hill in peace.

Encouraged by this new success, and by the false rumor that
the Federals were about to evacuate Franklin, VanDorn deter
mined at last to go and attack them in this position. He was in
hopes of taking them by surprise, but, taught by experience, they
kept good watch, and were informed of the design of their adver
sary as soon as he made a movement in that direction on the 9th
of April. Granger, who had only five thousand infantry at
Franklin, was on that day reinforced hy Stanley's revalry
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division, which had been sent for from Triune, whilst Smith's
division, about twenty-five hundred horses strong, proceeded to
take position at Brentwood.

On the morning of the 10th, Van Dorn advances in two col
umns, taking the Columbia road with Jackson's division: Forrest's
is on the right, along the Lewisburg road, Armstrong at the head,
followed by Starnes' brigade and Freeman's battery at a distance
of about two miles.

Jackson, having arrived in front of a wood which covers the
approaches to Franklin, meets with a stubborn resistance on the
part of the Fortieth Ohio. The three hundred men of this
regiment, who are waiting in vain for assistance or an order to
retreat, keep his head of column for a long time in check, and it
becomes necessary to deploy the whole division in order to compel

. them at last to fall back upon the outer dwellings of Franklin.
The Federals, having to traverse a vast open space, effect their
retreat in khe1muJ of companies without allowing their lines to be
broken by the Southern cavalry, which is closely pressing them.
In the mean while, Armstrong has advanced as far as the suburbs
without encountering any resistance. But he is soon interrupted
in his movement by the news that Starnes is being attacked in his
rear. In fact, Stanley, with a portion of his cavalry, has made a
wide dUnur eastward, suddenly falling upon the right flank of
Forrest's second brigade, which was most imprudently marching
without scouts. The Fourth regular cavalry arrives at a gallop,
striking the battery on the march, overturning it, and cutting
down the gunners. The captain is killed; the guns, with a
considerable number of artillerymen, are captured. But Starnes,
causing the rest of his troops to dismount, returns into line and
wrestH the prey from the regulars. The latter, taken in their
turn both in front and in flank, are obliged to beat a retreat.
Starnes, continuing his march, soon joins Armstrong in front
of Franklin. But, notwithstanding the forces he has at his di.'1
posa!, VanDorn declines making an attack upon the town. .A t
the entrance of every street his mounted men are received with
murderous volleys of musketry, whilst shotH from an unfinished
fort situated on the right bank of Harpeth River, in a position
which commands nearly all the approo.ches to the town, harass
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his lines very seriously. He had anticipated surprising the Fed
erals on their retreat; convinced of his error, he recalls his troops
and leads them back to Spring Hill. The combat at Franklin had
cost about one hundrd men to each side.

On the same day, much more to the westward, a detachment of
VanDorn's .cavalry which was making a reconnoissanre between
Duck River and the Tennessee, met and dispersed at Waverley
a party of U Dion cavalry coming from Fort Donelson, who in
search of horse3 had pushed their expedition as far as that
plare.

The attempt against the Federal right on the part of the Con
federates, which had just miscarried before Franklin, was to be
the last for a long time. Van Dorn would undoubtedly have
endeavored to retrieve this defeat, but he perished a few days
later, being stricken down in the midst of his offirers by a hus
band whom he had offended. His death was a great loss to the
cause of the South. We have criticised in severe terms his defec
tion in Texas at the time of seression; we will endeavor now to
do justice to his rare military talents. Stuart, Morgan, Fitzhugh
Lee, Grierson, Kilpatrick, Kautz, and others were remarkable
cavalry officers: Sheridan and Wilson in the armies of the North,
Van Dorn in those of the South, were the only generals of mount
ed infantry; no one knew as they did how to handle this complex
and difficult instrument. The latter was replaced by Forrest in
his important command. Forrest possessed some of the qualities
of his predecessor, but he lacked sound military education; he
was not, like Van Dorn, an officer of the old regular army.

Up to the 1st of May we have no encounter to mention between
the hostile forces which occupy Franklin on one side and Spring
Hill on the other, with the exception of a slight skirmish at Car
ter's Creek, near the road from Nashville to Columbia, between
a party of Federal cavalry coming from Murfreesborough and
a detachment of Texas cavalry: some of the latter were taken
prisoners.

The numerous forces that Morgan had displayed before Hall
at the battle of Vaught's Hill were a menare to the Fedeml left
wing, and Rosecran.~ a few days before the engagement at Frank
lin determined to drive· away from his lines so venturesome an
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adversary. In order to accomplish this result, the Federals
required a decided numerical superiority. On the evening of
the 1st of April the brigades of Croft and Hazen, of Palmer's
division, left Murfreesborough, accompanied by a detachment
of cavalry, the former following the direct Woodbury route, the
latter making a wide d8.our for the purpose of surrounding this
village and preventing the retreat of a strong Confederate detach
ment which happened to be in the place. But the Southerners,
who were completely on their guard, received timely notice of the
movement, and succeeded in getting away, leaving about thirty
pri~)Ders in the hands of the Federals. While they were rapidly
falling back upon McMinnville, the Federals attempted another
bold stroke against the remainder of Morgan's forces, which had
not left the valley of Smith's Creek since the 20th of March.
This expedition was entrusted to Stanley's cavalry, which had
not yet been sent to Granger's 888istance, and to a' brigade of
infantry-ftbout two thousand sabres and twelve hundred mus
kets. On the 2d of April, Stanley encounters Morgan's outposts
at Auburn, and drives them before him in the direction of Lib
erty as far as Snow Hill, a point where Morgan had for some
time past made his general head-quarters and 888embled the bulk
of his forces. The Confederates, being vigorously attacked, are .
BOOn obliged to beat a retreat, leaving about thirty men in the
hands of the ~lants. The two Federal columns had sroreely
returned to Murfreesborough when General Mitchell, who WllB

then in command at Nashville, learned that a detachment of
Morgan's cavalry had had the audacity to establish a recruiting
d~pOt only a few miles from the capital of Tennessee, on the
Lebanon rood. He started on the morning of the 6th of April
with three hundred and fifty mounted men, surprised the d~pfJt

at the village of Green Hill, between the Hermitage and Silver
Spring, and dispersed it, taking about fifteen prisoners.

Van Dorn's attack upon Franklin, by drawing Rosecrans'
attention to his right, had caused him to suspend the move
ment which was entirely to relieve his left. But llB soon as
he felt reassured regarding the fate of Granger he resumed his
task, and was able to lead Stanley's cavalry back to Murfrees
borough. On the 20th of April, General Reynolds left Mur-
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freesborough with his whole division, one brigade of mounted
infantry,* and seventeen hundred of Minty's cavalry. This time
the Federals pushed as far as McMinnville, to where Morgan had
retired after the affair of Snow Hill, and which he occupied with
about seven hundred men. He had no idea of offering any resist
ance to the powerful column sent against him; McMinnville
was hastily evacuated. The Federals picked up nearly one hun
elred prisonel'R in the place and destroyed the Tullahoma railroad
bridge. This operation drove Morgan beyond Caney Fork along
the Cumberland plateau, and cut off the supplies which Bragg's..
army was receiving from the country circumjacent to McMinn-
ville.

The reinforcements which had reached Rosecrans' army during
the month of March had weakened the Federal troops in Ken
tucky, that everlasting battlefield of partisans, who, to whichever
army they might belong, were sure to find sympathizers among
the sharply divided population of that unfortunate State. Con
Flequently, the Confederates immediately thought of taking advan
tage of the opportunity to organize a new raid against the d~pOts

and lines of communication of the Army of the Cumberland.
General Pegram's troops, stationed in the BOuth-eastern portion

of the State, along the western slopes of the Cumberland :Moun
tain.<;, received some reinforcements from Knoxville. Toward the
middle of March, in order to divide the attention of the Federals,
he sent Colonel Cluke with two regiments to gather booty in the
plain extending between Winchester and Rogersville. Cluke
came down from the mountains where the Kentucky River takes
it" sourcc, striking the Lexington road, which the Confederates
had already followed the previous month, and, meeting with no
resistalwe, imprudently came to a halt in the neighborhood of
OwenKville and Mount Sterling.

At the news of his incursion, Burnside---who, as we have
stated, has been invested with the supreme command in Ken
tucky-prepares to make him pay dear for his audacity. Taking
advantage of the time lost by the Confederates, two Federal reg
iments proceed to post themselves at Hazel Green in order to bar
their passage, while other troops are sent from Lexington to 8B8ist

* '{;nder Colonel John T. Wilder.-ED.
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in sUITOunding them completely. But Cluke, seeing his retreat
cut off, returns to Mount Sterljng, captures the small Union
garrison which occupied this point, and on· the 20th of March,
forcing his way through the troops that have been sent in pursuit
of him, gains, by another route, the inaccessible plateau whence
he had emerged.

In the mean while, Pegram, who has gathered together the
remainder of his cavalry at Monticello, in the upper valley of th~
Cumberland, has advanced along the road foliowed the previous
year by Zollicoffer, which leads to Danville and Lexington by
way of Miil Springs and Somerset. Whilst the Federals are try
ing to surround Cluke he crosses Cumberland River, and rapidly
passes through the village of Somerset, causing a portion of his
cavalry to dismount in order to make the inhabitants believe that
he has a. brigade of infantry with him, and to deceive the Federal
spies as to the number of his troops. On the 18th of March his
scouts, who have preceded him, appear before Stanford. The
Unionist force which occupies the village promptly falls back
upon the garrison of Danville, consisting of a brigade of infantry
and a regiment of cavalry under General Carter. The whole of
Pegram's force, having once more got into the saddle, reaches the
neighborhood of Danville by a forced march on the evening of
the 19t1l, while the Federals are still watching Cluke's mo,;e
ments. Carter, unaware of the strength of his adversary, does
not dare to wait for him, and after depositing the supplies gath
ered in Danville at Lexington, takes up his line of march for
Camp Dick Robinson, in order to cross to the other side of the
Kentucky River. But on the morning of the 20th, before this
movement could have been completed, Pegram's head of column
attacks a portion of the Federal forces which are still occupying
Danville. They resist long enough in the streets to enable the
trains to get away, and afterward join the rest ·of the brigade at
the Dick River bridge. Carter is not disturbed any further, ond
whilst, P08ted behind the Kentucky, he is watching Pegram's
movements, the latter overruns the whole left bank of tllis river
with impunity. Finally, General Gillmore, commanding the
division to which Carter belongs, having brought some reinforce
ments to the latter, they cross the Kentucky together on the 24th.
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Pegram does not wait for them, and hastily resumes his march
toward Monticello. On the morning of the 25th, Carter is on
his track with two regiments of mvalry and two of mounted
infantry, one thousand men in all. The pursuit is hot: the Con
federates soon abandon most of their booty on the road, arriving
at last near Somerset on the evening of the 29th, where they take
a strong position a mile .and a quarter north of this village in
order to wait for the Federals. Gillmore, who has joined Carter
with two hundred men, attacks them on the 30th, in the morning.
After having driven back the Confederate outposts, he finds the
latter posted upon a high wooded hill which stands crosswise of
the road. Pegram, trusting in his numeriml superiority-for he
has more than two thousand men under his command-thinks that
he has drawn his enemy into a trap, and tries to surround him.
Whilst he holds him in check in front, hi~ two best regiments,
under Colonel Scott, make a dltour to the left, and come to strike
the Federal troop in the rear. But this troop has dismounted,
and in spite of its numeriml inferiority boldly rushes up to the
assault; the Confederates, fatigued, discouraged, or maybe anx
ious for their booty, make but a faint resistance, and abandon the
field with a considerable number of prisoners. This hasty retreat
upsets all the daring plans of Pegram. When Scott, sabring the
stragglers and already menacing the artillery, reaches the road
which the Unionista have followed, the fighting has ceased on the
other side, and Gillmore is able to concentrate his forces against
him. Scott throws himself into a wood, where he dismounts and
presents a bold front; finally, as he is on the point of being sur
rounded, he reaches the plain and esmpes from the Federals. The
latter have lost fifty men, Pegram about three hundred. Gill
more pUl"l'll1ed him as far as the Cumberland. The State of Ken
tucky was free for some time. In fact, during the whole month
of April we have but three ill&ignificant skirmishes to notice
between some Union detachments and Confederate partisan,
engaged in hunting for recruits or in picking up horses-oDf
at Demasville on the 10th, one at Pikeville on the 15th, and
the third at Helena on the 20th.

After having passed one month on the borders of the Cum
berland, near the scene of the Somerset conflict, General Carter
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was ordered to continue his aggressive movement and to croes the
river in search of Pegram in a locality where he believed him
self perfectly safe. In fact, new levies had arrived, increasing
Burnside's forces, and the latter was already preparing the
expedition he was about to undertake for the purpose of con
quering East Tennessee. The bulk of Pegram's brigade, com
posed of four or five regiments and a battery of artillery, tem
porarily commanded by Colonel Morrison, was at Albany, a
small village on the frontier of Tennessee. Colonel Chenault,
with his regiment and Cluke's, was watching from Monticello
the crossings of the Cumberland. During the night of the 30th
of April, Carter, notwithstanding numerous difficulties, attempted
to cross this river: the fords being submerged, several boats
foundered or were upset. Finally, in the course of the morning,
the passage was effected at three different points, and Carter pur
sued his way toward Monticello with three ~giments of cavalry
and five of infantry, two of which were mounted. Chenault, at
the first notice of his approach, very imprudently caused a
meeeage to be sent to Morrison stating that he had now the
opportunity of driving a detachment of the enemy into the
river: then, when he saw more than two thousand Federals
with artillery, instead of a small detachment, before him, he
abandoned Monticello in such haste that he even neglected to
apprise Morrison. There are two roads that start from thiE.
village, both running southward: one leads to Albany on the
right; the other, on the left, to Jamestown, Tennessee: at about
six or seven miles from Monticello a cross-road connects these two
roads. Chenault, being hotly pursued by Carter, took the first,
and finally halted in a very strong position near the cross-road,
along the hills called Short Mountain. In the mean while,
Morrison was advancing upon Monticello by the other road.
Fortunately for him, he met :with a party of Federals, which
decided him to stop in time and endeavor to join Chenault by
way of the cross-road. But the latter had' again abandoned his
position after a trifling skirmish, and Morrison found the James
town road occupied by Carter's troops. They at once attacked
him, and he relDsted them for a while, but was finally dislodged,
and fell back upon Travisville, in the direction of Jamestown.

VOL.IlI.-I7
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The losses were very. small on both sides, but a considerable advan
tage had been gained by the Unionists: East Tennessee was free..

The other extremity of this State, Western Tennessee, lying
between the river and the Mississippi, was at that time nearly
forsaken by both parties. The Federals were satisfied with the
control of the waters; the Confederates did not dare to venture
in force on a peninsula hemmed in by the gunboats of the enemy.
Consequently, we shall have no military exploit of any note to
mention in this region during the months of March and April.
We will only state, incidentally, that on the 10th of March,
General Grierson, whose name is well known to the reader, had
dispersed at Covington a strong band of Confederate guerillas
commanded by Colonel Richardson, but that the latter, rallying
his troops, had avenged himself on the 29th by falling suddenly
upon a detachment of the Sixth Illinois at &merville, upon
which he inflicted severe losses.

On the 17th of April, Grierson has set out once more for the
purpose of invading the Confederate territory in the rear of
Pemberton. As we have stated, another expedition of the same
character has been organized by Rosecrans against the communi
cations of Bragg's army. In order that these hazardous enter
prises may prove successful, they should be executed in the midst
of heavy movements of troops calculated to distract the attention
of the enemy and throw him on the wrong acent. Rosecrans and
Grant understood each other in this respect. The latter causes a
strong demonstration to be made by the Memphis garrison toward
the south, in a direction parallel to that which Grierson has taken.
On the 18th of April three regiments of cavalry and one of
infantry* take up the line of march, following the Grenada rail
road: they drive some weak detachments of the enemy before
them, and, passing through the village of Hernando on the 19th,
they reach the Cold Water River bridge. The first encounter
they have on this river is favorable to them; then successive
reinforcements arrive; giving the advantage alternately to the

* This force COD8isted of three regiments of infantry-viz. Twelfth and
Thirty-third Wisconsin and Forty-tint Illinois j also a detachment of the
Fifth Ohio cavalry and the Fifteenth Ohio battery. It W&8 commanded by
Colonel George E. Bryant, Twelfth Wi8COD8in infantry.-ED.
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Confederates and the Federals, the latter of .whom finally retire,
.satisfied at having fulfilled their mission of drawing upon them
selves the attention of the enemy.

At the same time the troops stationed at Corinth were making
a similar movement eastward, in order to aid the expedition which
Rosecrans had just organized. On the 17th three brigades, com
manded by General Dodge, advanced toward Tuscumbia by fol
lowing the line of railroad from Memphis to Charleston. By a
singular chanoo, Roddy's Confederate cavalry brigade of Bragg's
army had just been sent by J. E. Johnston to join that of Pember
ton, reaching Tuscumbia at the moment when Dodge was leaving
Corinth. The latter immediately started to meet them. On the
18th of April the Federal advance-guard, consisting of three
regiments of infantry, one of cavalry, and two batteries of
artillery, which were marching rather incautiously, suddenly
encountered Roddy, who was waiting for it along Bear Creek,
between luka and Dick8l>n. The Federals attacked him, and
were repulsed, leaving 'about one hundred prisoners, with a piece
of artillery, in his hands. This success of the Confederates was

of ahort duration: in fact, the day following Dodge arrived at
Bear Creek with his whole forre, capturing the ford and driving
Roddy before him in the direction of Tuscumbia. The Confed
erate general fell back, defending himself step by step; Dodge,
on his part, deemed it expedient not to advance too fast, because
the troops which were to accomplish the great raid projected by
Rosecrans had not been able to communicate with him until the
20th, and they required a few days' time to complete their equip
ment. Streight's brigade, brought by rail to Nashville, had
embarked, on the 11th of April, on a fleet of transports which
had landed him at Palmyra on the Cumberland: thence he had
proooeded by land to Fort Henry, while the fleet, descending the
Cumberland and the Ohio, overtook the fleet of General Ellet
at Paducah, together with the gunboat Lexington, and, thus
convoyed, ascended the Tennessee. Finding Streight at Fort
Henry, his brigade was again taken on board, and landed on the
evening of the 19th at Eastport, at the very entranoo of Bear
Creek. It was impossible to be more promptly at the rendezvous;
but Streight's troops were not mounted, it having been found
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impoSsible to embar!t with them the seventeen or eighteen hun
dred horses which were indispensable for the projected expedition.
Dodge had brought a number; more were wanting; it WB8 expected
that some might be picked up in the country, but few were found.
Finally, at the end of two or three days, a portion of the brigade
was mounted, and Streight ready to start. In the mean while,
Dodge, gaining upon Roddy, had arrived before TUscumbia, which
he entered on the 24th; Streight closely followed him, and, having
joined him, took position on his right, south of the town. It was
of importance to confound the two troops in the eyes of the enemy
for a few days, in order that at the moment of separation Dodge
might lead him on the wrong track, thus giving Streight the
necessary start to get away from him. But the time lost by the
Federals between the first engagement at Bear Creek and the
capture of Tuscumbia was fatal to them, for these four days
enabled Bragg to bring on a formidable adversary to oppose
them. On receipt of Roddy's despatches he had ordered Forrest
to hasten to the aid of the latter with hi's whole brigade. The
order, which was forwarded on the 23d, was promptly executed:
a regiment of this brigade, sent direct toward Tuscumbia, arrives
at Bainbridge on the 27th, where it crosses the Tennessee, while
on the same day Forrest, with the remainder of his troops, crosses
the river at Brown's Ferry, and promptly gains the village of
Courtland, on the railroad from Tuscumbia to Decatur. He
could not have arrived more opportunely: Dodge, leaving a few
troops at Tuscumbia and in the village adjoining, South Florence,
had resumed his march on the morning of the 27th, and was
ad,'ancing along the railroad, while Streight was bearing south
ward in order to reach Russellville. The former was in hope of
drawing all Roddy's attention to himself, thus enabling Streight
to pass behind him unperceived. This plan would have succeeded
if the Federals had had only Roddy and his twelve hundred men
and four guns to cope with. But on the morning of the 17th he had
been reinforced by the six hundred men that Forrest had sent to
Bainbridge, and had posted his forces behind Town Creek, a small
stream which empties into the Tennessee near the rapids called
Muscle Shoals, where the fords had been entirely submerged by
the recent rain&.
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The Federals had reached the opposite side during the evening,
and on the morning of the 28th they attacked Roddy's strong
positions. But Forrest, by a night-march, had reinforced the
latter before daylight, and Dodge met with such a stubborn re
sistance along the whole line that he soon gave up the idea of
dislodging his adversaries. Besides, the presence of a regiment
in his rear, which Forrest had sent to make a demonstration at
Florence by way of the right bank of the Tennessee, mused him
uneasiness; it might be the advance-guard of the whole mvalry
corps, which he still believed to be commanded by Van Dorn,
and whose approach he had been apprised of by his spies.
Finally, he learned that Streight had reached New Hope, a
small village situated at the head-waters of Town Creek,
during the day of the 28th, having thus passed beyond the
enemy's line of defence. He imagined, somewhat too soon, that
his mission was accomplished, and on the evening of the 28th
he gave the order for retreat to his troops. He regained Corinth
by traversing the rich district which lies south of the railroad,
picking up a large amount of booty and destroying everything
that .he could not carry away. In order to cover this movement,
Colonel Cornyn, who accompanied him with his cavalry, extended
his lines still farther on his left, pillaging and burning even more
than the former, and joined him at last at Corinth in the begin
ning of May, after a slight encounter on the 6th near Tupelo
with the Confederate colonel Ruggles, who was trying to bar
his way.

In, another direction, the flotilla which had brought Streight
over had left immediately after landing him, and the vessels
convoying it had a small fight on the 25th at the entrance of
Duck River with some light artillery posted along the bank in
order to prevent the passage of the transports, whose return had
been foreseen by the Confederates. The powerful naval guns
soon silenced them.

Henceforth, Streight's small column was therefore left to its
own resources for accomplishing the perilous task that had been
assigned it. This task consisted in reaching and breaking up
the Atlanta and Chattanooga Railroad, which alone connected
Bragg's army with the rest of the Confederacy. Streight during
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his passage WlIB to destroy all the military establishments that the
enemy possessed in the northern part of Georgia, especially those
of Rome, where there was a large factory for moulding cannon
and projectiles. He was then to select the best route for getting
back into the Federal lines, avoiding as much as possible all
encounter with the troops Bent in pursuit of him. But in thus
sending him into the heart of the enemy's country his superiors
failed to give him, as we have already stated, the means for mov
ing with all necessary speed in order to secure success. His col
umn was composed almost exclusively of foot-soldiers, who had
no knowledge whatever of horsemanship and were utterly igno
rant of the art of managing hol'8e8. These animals, moreover,
were very inferior, being either old mules or cast-off horses that
had been found either at Eastport or Tuscumbia, and they were
not in sufficient number: more than three hundred of Streight's
soldiers were on foot at starting, the inhabitants of the neigh
borhood having prudently removed or hidden the horses which
the Unionists had counted upon appropriating for their own
UBe.

The Confederates were making much better preparations for
the trial of speed which was about to take place and to decide
the issue of the expedition. Their scouts had apprised them of
Streight's movements as soon as the latter had reached Newburg.
So long as the engagement on' Town Creek lasted, Forrest had
thought of nothing else but to hold Dodge in check: so soon,
however, as he found his line of retreat safe, he concentrated all
his attention upon the troops which had so boldly ventured in
his rear. He had learned, in fact, that Streight had crossed the
head-waters of Town Creek. Leaving only a small force along
this stream, and directing Roddy to thro\v himself, with two
regiments, between Dodge and. Streight in order to definitely
separate them, he fell back upon Courtland that very evening.
In the morning of the next day he reached Moulton, where
Roddy was not long in joining him. The two brigades he had
with him were composed exclusively of experienced horsemen,
mounted upon well-trained animals inured, like themselves, to
every kind of fatigue. All sick men and jaded horses were
discarded. The teams of his eight pieces of artillery were care-
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fully selected and doubled. Everything was ready to give chase
to the enemy.

Streight, after lingering a few hours at Moulton, had resumed
his march at one o'clock in the morning in the direction of
Blountsville; he had about twelve hours the start of the Confed
erate cavalry. It W88 very little. The OO'UDtry through which
he was Passing W88, fortunately for him, very rough, affording
him everywhere the means for delaying Forrest's march.

South of Chattanooga t1J.e chain of the Alleghanies soon loses
itself in a range of hills which appear to have been thrown into
the centre of the large and fertile plain of Georgia somewhat at
haphazard, the ridge reaching farthest westward, known by the
name of :U>Okout Mountain, being the only one which extends
beyond GJt}sden, separating the wate1'8 of Coosa River from those
of the Black Warrior, one of its main tributaries. Beyond this
latter water-ooU1'8e the ridge is prolonged ea.atward by a moun
tainous plateau which traverses the whole northern section of the
State of Alabama, bordering the left bank of the Tennessee from
Huntersville: there the river deflects to the westward 88 far 88

Eastport, where it finally takes a northerly direction. The waters
descending both north and south from the plateau are massed into
deep gorges, the passage of which is ea.ay to defend. The road
from Moulton to Blountsville crosses the dividing-line of these
waters about halfway between the two villages, through a gap called
Day's Gap. On the evening of the 29th, Streight halted the bulk
of his column a few miles in advance of this pass, leaving a few
troops behind him to hold the enemy in check, whom he expected
to find on his tracks, for he had just been informed of Dodge's
premature retreat.

Forrest, on arriving at Moulton, had promptly made arrange
ments for overtaking him. Whilst Roddy, with three regiments
and one battery, W88 following the trail of the Federals, he turned
north-mstward with the rest of his forces, in order to prevent
Streight from gaining the banks of the Tennessee, and to cut off
his retreat if he should attempt to retrace his steps. The night
W88 already far advanced, but the Confederates were still urging
on their' horses, anxious to overtake their adversaries. The two
columns had finally come to a halt-one at Danville, the other
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more to the northward. But Forrest, learning that the enemy's
rear-guard was at a short distance from this village, makes his
mounted men resume their march, and goes in person to direct
the movements of Roddy's column.

The Federals are on the march at daybreak on the 30th: feeling
themselves closely pressed, they. have burnt most of their wagons
during the night, the provisions and ammunition being packed
on the backs of beasts of burden that have been picked up in the
country; all the footrsoldiers are mo.unted. The main column
is in motion, but before the rear-guard has been able to fall
back, Forrest's cavalry, led by his brother, falls upon it and drives
it in disorder toward the defiles of Day's Gap, which Streight has
had time to reach. The Union general takes advantage of this
strong position to offer resistance and prepare for the combat.
His soldiers, quickly dismounting, take possession of the slopes
over which the road passes, the field-howitzers commanding all
its approaches.

The Confederate advance-guard, which has lost time in gath
ering up the provisions scattered behind them by the Federals,
is brought to a halt; Captain Forrest has been mortally wounded.
His brother arrivffi at last with Roddy's column, which he imme
diately deploys for the attack; the centre is composed of a dis
mounted regiment and two pieces of artillery. Two mounted
regiments on the right, Forrest's escort on the left, try to sur
round the enemy's position, as they did at Thompson's Station, but
Streight does not allow himself to be intimidated by this demon
stration. He maBSffi all his forces upon the objective point of the
Confederate centre. .A murderous discharge drives back Roddy's
dismounted cavalry in disorder. Streight takffi advantage of this
and charges them at the head of a portion of his forces. The
assailants are completely routed; the two guns they had brought
'forward are captured. Forrest is obliged to bring his wings to the
rear. Satisfied with the severe lesson he has administered to his
adversaries, Streight returns to his position and waits for another
attack. But Forrest does not dare to attempt it, and contents
himself with keeping up a uselcs'l fire of musketry. He allows
the Federals quietly to resume their march about two o'clock, and
does not attempt any pursuit until fully assured of their retreat.
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The departure of Streight after his victory at Day's Gap shows
that he is desirous to avoid further conflict at any cost, and that
the chase will be a long and difficult one. In order the more
surely to overtake him, Forrest sends Roddy to Decatur with the
wounded, the prisoners, and disabled, and two regiments intended
to cover his rear. The remainder, consisting of three regiments,
is again divided into two columns: the Eleventh Tennessee pro
ceeds toward Somerville to watch the northern roads; the other
two regiments follow the direction of Blountsville. Forrest takes
the advance of them with his escort in order to attack the rear
guard of the enemy and to compel him to come to a halt. He
overtakes him. toward five o'clock about six or seven miles from
Day's Gap, at the ford of Long Creek, one of the tributaries of
the Black Warrior.

The FederaJ,s, surprised as they are crossing the stream, are at
first driven back in disorder, but they soon form again and cover
the ford. As soon as Forrest has been joined by his two regiments,
he crosses Long Creek in his turn, and leads them on foot to
attack the strong positions occupied by Streight back.of this
stream alongside of the mountain, which borders it at the east.
Night has come; the two small bodies are fighting in close prox
imity, unable to distinguish their lines except through the light
reflected by the fire of musketry. The echoes, repeating each shot
a hundred times among the narrow .gorges of the mountain, give
to this engagement the sounds of a battle. The fighting thus
continues for three hours; the two chieftains have each several
horses killed under them. At last, about nine o'clock, whether
he. fears to be turned by a detachment of the enemy sent along
his rear, or that he thinks the moment has arrived for resuming
his ~, Streight gives the order for retreat. The empty
wagons are destroyed: the two pieces of cannon he has captured,
being of no further use for want of ammunition, are spiked and
abandoned; and the wounded remain on the gr~nd. It is abso
lutely necessary to gain upon the enemy: notwithstanding the
fatigue of his men, who have never halted except to fight, he
compels them to march all night. On the 1st of May the
sun finds them yet on the road, and it is eleven o'clock in the
morning when they finally reach Blountsville.
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Forrest has followed them 80 closely that twice during the
night he has overtaken their rear-guard, pressing it very hanI.
The march is therefore extremely fatiguing for the Federals,
whose chief is desirous to avoid an encounter at all risks. They
have not been allowed to stop for an instant, even to let their
exhausted animals quench their thirst. Mter two hours devoted
to the destruction of the last wagons and to the comfort of the
beasts of burden, they are obliged to leave Blountsville and
resume their march toward Gadsden. Forrest, in fact, is
approaching, being henceforth sure of the direction iRken by
the Federals: notwithstanding a halt of several hours, his men,
better mounted than their adversaries, enter Blountsville just as
the latter are leaving it. The inhabitants of this town, surprised
by, first, the unexpected arrival of the enemy, then of the Con
federate cavalry after them, are undecided whether to fly or
remain, and, stricken with fear, look with amazement upon the
passage of these hostile columns that are carrying war into the
very heart of the Confederacy.

In the mean while, Forrest, after having given his soldiers at
Blountsville the rest and food they stand in need of, forces them
once more into the saddle, whilst Streight, still hastening the
pace of his column, crosses the Black Warrior River, penetrates
into that mountainous section of country called Sand Mountain,
and does not come to a halt until midnight, after a march of
nearly thirty miles. Forresi presses hard upon his rear, and
overtakes it at the ford of the Black Warrior, but toward nine
o'clock in the evening the pursuit is interrupted by an engage
ment in which he makes a few prisoners. The Federals thus
gain an advance on him, which they soon lose by iRking a rest
from midnight until daylight on the 2d of May, Forrest having
resumed his march at the very moment that his adversaries had
('.orne to a halt. It is in vain that they burn all the bridges
behind them in ,>rder to retard his movements; in the course of
the morning the Confederates overtake their rear-guard at Will's
Creek at the very hour when their head of column has at last
reached the banks of the Coosa at Gadsden.

Forrest's soldiers, however, seem to have exhausted their entire
strength: the dread of falling into the hands of the enemy does
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not stimulate them like their adversaries, and the number of
stragglers is increasing every hour. A stop must be made.
Forrest, in order to continue his pursuit, selectB six hundred
mounted men among the m08t active of his followers, takes two
pieces of artillery, and orders the rest of his force to follow him
the best way they can, while the disabled are sent back to Decatur.

Streight, on his part, having arrived at Gadsden about eleven
o'clock, has only passed two hours in this village, where he has
found a considerable number of horses, which he has distributed

I among the worst mounted of his cavalrymen, and,. after destroying
some important d~pOtB of provisions, has again struck the road to
Rome, his objective point, toward one· o'clock. But on arriving
at the village of Turkey Town he is obliged to allow his soldiers
to halt for a while. They have scarcely commenced making coffee
when, about five o'clock in the evening, the approach of the enemy
is again reported. Desirous to secure them some rest, he imme
diately sends one of his regiments, the Seventy-third Indiana,
into the woods adjoining the road, displaying only a line of
skirmishers in order to draw his adversaries unawares under
the c1'08S-fire of invisible combatants.

Forrest has closely followed the Federal rear-guard from Will's
Creek, alm08t constantly exchanging shots with it. Being momen
tarily detained by the Black Creek stream, whose bridge has been
destroyed, he succeeds in croBBing a ford which a young girl of
the country has pointed out to him by braving the enemy's fire,
and he reaches Gadsden toward two o'clock. A messenger is
immediately despatched to Rome by a by-road, in order to warn
the inhabitants of this town of the danger which threatens them,
and Forrest resumes his marcli along the road followed by the
Federals. But he has only three hundred mounted men with
him. With this force he charges the Seventy-third Indiana,
avoiding the ambush, which his ·scouts have discovered in time.
The encounter is a bloody one: Colonel Hathaway, who is in
command of the Federals, is killed, with a considerable number
of his men. A timely reinforcement, brought by Streight, restores
the equilibrium between the combatants, alid Forrest pauses to
wait for the remainder of his column. The Unionists, on their
side, are exhausted ~ fatigue and want of sleep: they can neither
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continue the forward march nor make an aggressive effort to return
against the handful of men that is harassing them: the two foroeB
remain thus fronting each other until night. In the mean while,
Streight, finding himself more and more closely pressed, has come
to the conclusion that his safety depends upon the possession of
Rome, and, while the bulk of his colwnn is resting, he sends Cap
tain Russell, with two hundred and fifty mounted men, selected
among those the least affected by prostration, to surprise and occupy
this town. However desirable this oecupation might be, it is our
belief that in this he committed a grave error; for if, instead of
depriving himself of the help of his best mounted men, he had
hurled them upon the advance-guard which alone accompanied
Forrest, he would probably have prevented him from continuing
the pursuit until the arrival of the main bOdy of his troops.
But, deceived by appearanres, he believes himself to be in the
presence of foroeB superior to his own, and, instead of attacking
them in order to get rid of them, he only thinks of making his
escape. Consequently, as soon as night has come the Federal
column is once more on the march: the rear-guard, after having
waited until ten o'clock in the evening, falls back by way of the
Round Mountain Forge, a vast establishment which the Con
federate government had turned into a cannon-foundry, and
which the flames have destroyed with all its machinery. This
detachment joins the rest of the troops at the village of King's
Hill, but it does not find that rest upon which it had counted,
because Streight is determined to gain the Chattooga River, one
of the tributaries of the Coosa, in all haste, in order to place its
deep and rapid waters between him and the enemy who is
pursuing him 80 eagerly. As the jaded horses are proceeding
at a very slow pace, it becomes necessary to shorten, and even to
suppress, all stoppages, in order to make up for this loss of time.
Before daylight the column encounters the first water-rourse,
called Little River. But at this place more time is lost in
drinking. The ferry-boat which performs the service for the
road is too small to convey the whole brigade in good time. It
becomes necessary to ascend the river until a ford can be found
and a passage effected-a long and painful operation, the conse
quences of which prove fatal to Stre.ight, far in the midst of the
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prevailing darkness the relerve of ammunition is submerged and
~nsequently lost.

On the 3d of May, at daybreak, the Federal column, dmgging
painfully along on the road to Rome, reaches the village of Cedar
Bluff: the men, who for the last seventy-two hoUl'8 have travelled
nearly one hundred and fifty miles and fought three important bat
tles without more than six hours' rest, are overcome by fatigue:
they slumber on their horses, and the .want of sleep deadens their
sense of obedience or the fear of the enemy: the bravest among
them steal away to enjoy a moment's rest. Nevertheless, Streight
is still pushing them forward toward the Chattooga. At last
this much-coveted water-course is gained and crossed, and the
Federals, after getting over the bridge, burn it behind them.
This time they consider themselves safe. While the rear-guard
remains alone in poaitiori on the left bank of the Chattooga, the
rest of the troops scatter in search of provisions through the rich
country which extends as far as the Coosa. Each man disposes
of himself according to his fancy: the fires are kindled and the
meal is being prepared, when, all of a sudden, about nine o'clock
in the morning, the firing of musketry announces the arrival of
the enemy. Forrest, who has been joined by his whole force dur
ing the night, has left Turkey Town with five hundred troopers:
he has found a ford, and, forcing its passage, has already set foot
on the other side of the obstacle upon which Streight relied for:
holding him in check.

Forming their ranks in haste, and upsetting their pots and
pans, the Federals gather around their chief on an adjoining hill
ock. They are ~till ready to fight with him, but their strength
fails them and their arms drop from their hands; isolated in an
enemy's country, finding that each day's march takes them still
farther from all help, they have become hopeless, and discour
agement is portrayed on their counten~. With a wonderful
perspicacity, Forrest has formed a correct idea of the exhausted
condition of his adversaries. They are three times more nume
rous than his own troops, and he cannot attack them without
betraying his own weakness: it is by craft that he must try to
subdue them. He places his two guns and a portion of his sol
diers in a conspicuous poaition, deployed like a line of skirmishers
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covering some forceR of great magnitude, and does not hesitate to
detach the rest of his troops so as to make a show of surrounding
the Federals both right and left. While the latter, intimidated,
are watching this manreuvre, he sends them a flag of truce, boldly
summoning them to surrender. Streight, who has valiantly led
his troops during these trying times, spurn'! at fil'Bt this proposal
with indignation, but the condition to which his soldiers are re
duced soon caU8CB him to hesitate as to the expediency of fighting
another battle. Besides, he is short of ammunition. Carried on
the backs of mules, the cartridges that are not wet have been torn
during the process of transportation. Caught between the deep
waters of the Coosa and the extremity of the slopes of Look
out Mountain, he has before him an enemy whom he believes to
be superior to himself in numbefs; behind him, as the main issue,
the town of Rome, which undoubtedly' is in a state of defence.
Being already staggered, he agrees to repair to Forrest's lines in
order to ascertain the number of troops which the latter has at
his disposal. The Confederate general, by dint of impudent
mendacity, by giving the most fantastic orders to his aidetHle
camp, and by adroitly disposing his small band, succeeds in
magnifying his force tenfold to the dulled vision of his unfor
tunate adversary. The latter, having returned among his com
manders, readily makes them 8hare his impressions, and the
capitulation is signed: 1466 men, six of whom are superior
officers, surrender their arms to a force which numbers less
than five hundred combatants. Consequently, in order that they
might not be tempted to back out on discovering his weakness,
Forrest is obliged to resort to new stratagems. The remainder
of his forces has at last arrived, bringing him the reinforcement
which he needed. It was time, for the Federal detachment of
Captain Russell' has also returned from its reconnoissance in the
neighborhood of Rome, which he had found in a state of defence:
if these two hundred and fifty men had arrived a little sooner,
they might have changed the aspect of things; nothing was left
for them but to submit to the capitulation which had been signed
during their absence. The number of Federal prisoners amounted,
in all, to seventeen hundred. They were well treated, and most
of them promptly exchanged. But the governor of Georgia
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made a demand on the military authorities for the detention of
their chiefs, pretending that they had been guilty of conspiring
to get up a servile insurrection, and as such they were amenable
to the criminal courts of his State. This absurd demand pre
vented their release for a consideral»e time, as we will explain
hereafter. .

We have entered into the details of this strange race between
Streight and Forrest bemuse it presents the only example of the
kind in the h"istory we are narrating. In fact, it can only be com
pared to a regular hunt: once started in pursuit of their game,
the Confederates are never thrown off the Beent and never lose
the. trail. Like a tired pack of hounds, they only stop at times
to shake themselves; the advance alone, consisting of three or
four squadrons, closely presses the Federals. The latter might
then assume an aggressive attitude and crush their impudent
adve1'8aries; but, having fought valiantly at "the commencement
of the chase, they only think of getting away. They exhaust
themselves in vain efforts to escape the pursuit, taking no notice
of the weakness of the enemy; so that, in the end, they fall
panting into his hands, unable" to defend themselves in spite
of their nnmber, vanquished by fatigue, or, to express it more
forcibly, hunted down like a stag at bay.

It is true that the conquerors have purchased their succees at
the price of hardships the effects of which they feel as soon as
the ardor of pursuit ceases to sustain them. They must make a
halt of two days in order to obtain rest: at the end of that time
five hundred and fifty mounted men are alone able to reach the
town of Rome, and when they enter it, after a march of only ten
or twelve miles, more than three hundred among them have their
horses foundered. In the mean while, the false rumor of another
Federal raid obliges Forrest quickly to return to Decatur. This
new march completes the exhaustion of his animals, and when
he reaches the borders of the Tennessee, on the 10th of May, his
~valry is entirely used up. He will require some time to recu
perate. We shall leave him for a while, in order to say a few
words relative to the battles fought during the first four months
of the year on the right bank of the Mississippi in the States of
Missouri and Arkansas.
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In the preceding volume we left the Federal army under Blunt,
after the victory of Prairie Grove, masters of the north-western
part of the latter State, occupying a strong position among the
Ozark Mountains, covering Missouri, into which State the Con
federates dare no longer veature, and pushing reconnoissances as
far as the borders of Arkansas. The Union general continues to
menace his adversary in this direction, and on the 26th of Jan
uary one of his detachments of infantry, scarcely numbering one
hundred men, arrives suddenly at VanBuren, and succeeds in
taking possession of a steamer with three hundred Confederate
soldiers on board. Hindman, on his part, has fallen back upon
Little Rock, where the largest portion of his anny is concentrated.
The forces he brings back from his unlucky mmpaign against
Blunt only represent one-third of this army. Thanks to the
venturesome disposition of Arkansas planters, aooustomed to set
tle their difficulties with arms in hand, the Confederate ranks in
this region are always well filled, and Hindman has nearly fifty
five thousand soldiers under his command. His army, more pow
erful than that of Bragg or that of Pemberton, seems lost in the
immense section of country which it is ordered to occupy-we
will not say defend, for the very extent of this country protects
it against all attacks on the part of the small Federal bodies
stationed at the two extremities of the State, at Cane Hill and
Helena. As we have stated, Johnston, since the end of Novem
ber, has requested in vain that the largest portion of Hindman's
forces might be sent to Vicksburg. The mmpaign of Prairie
Grove has shown that they could not serve the Confederate muse
usefully in those distant regions. But Johnston's advice was not
heeded: it was feared, perhaps, that the soldiers of the Far West
might be disinclined to go beyond the Mississippi to fight, and in
the beginning of January we find Hindman's army assembled on
the borders of Arkansas.

Unable seriously to resume the offensive, he tries to starve out
his adversary in order to compel him to evacuate the advanced
position he occupies in the Ozark Mountains. At this season of
the year the Army of the Frontier mnnot subsist except through
the aid of wagon-trains, which with difficulty bring it provisions
by the mail-road from Rolla, passing through Marshfield, Spring-
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field, and Cassville. ~pOts, oohelooed in th08e towns and pro
tret.ed by a few detachments, facilitate this indispensable servioer
It is this line of nearly two hundred and twenty miles, the weaker
on aooount of its length, that Marmaduke has been ordered by
Hindman to break up. With two brigades of mvalry-My about
twenty-five hundred horses-and four pieces of artillery he is 1;&

invade Missouri, destroy the provision-d~pOts on the road,- aud
advanoe as far lIS possible in the direction of St. Louis, thus com
pelling Blunt, who will be reduoed to starvation, to evacuate
Arkansas without striking a blow. Marmaduke starts from
Clarksville in the early part of January, and speedily reaches
the Missouri frontier, keeping sufficiently eastward of Bhmt to
escape from him altogether. On the 6th of January he gains
the borders of White River, near Forsyth, without any suspicion,
of his approach having been entertained by the Federals. At
last one of their FBtrols meets him south of Ozark village, and
gives the alarm to the troops which occupy this place just in time
to prevent their capture. On the evening of the 7th, Marmaduke
takes up his quarters at Ozark, and the news of his invasion is
conveyed to Springfield. Since the battle of Wilson Creek this
little town has assumed great importance: besides the storehouses
of which we have spoken, it contains hospitals of considerable size
and a rendezvous of militia regiments from all parts of the coun
try, most of whose soldiers have received temporary leaves of
absence since the enemy has evacuated their State. Two generals
~ne commanding the Federal troops, the other the local militia
-several officers, some sick and convalesoents, three small can
non without carriagPs, and very few .able-bodied combatants,
were in this place, around which efforts had recently been made
to erect a chain of earthworks. The town of Springfield, situated
on the borders of a vast forest and the open prairie which extends
south-westward, is intersected at right angles by two streets run
ning toward the cardinal points. On the west side there stood
two forts, designated as Nos. 1 and 2: the first, a vast pentagonal
structure, with magazines and iron-clad trenches, was a perfect
citadel. Fort No. 2, and anoth~ which was intended to cover
the town on the east side, were unfinished. On the south side,
8Cl'088 the mall-rood, there was a double crown-work covering the

VOL. III.-18
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entrance of the town; a little above this work the solid edifice of
~ college had been surrounded by a high palisade, thus forming
an advance-post of importance.

At the news of the enemy's approach all necessary measures
for receiving him are taken. The Federal general Brown sends
back part of his stores, and locks up the remainder in Fort No.1;
during the entire night people have been at work building car
riages for the purpose of mounting the pieces of cannon which
were in the place; all the convalescents request to be supplied
with arms, and under the direction of the medical corps they
organize a battalion which receives the appropriate appellation
of the "Quinine Brigade;" General Holland, on his part, hastily
calls back his militia, and all thoee who are able eagerly respond
to this appeal. On the morning of the 8th the Federals have
fifteen hundred men under arms. The enemy does not keep
them waiting long, for he marches quickly and. with confidence,
expecting to find a prey easy to capture. He has deployed his
forces on the prairie, his centre on foot, his two wings mounted.
His approach is reported about ten o'clock in the morning. The
Federals fall at once into position, resting their centre upon the
college, the right wing on Fort No.1, and the left on the fort
lying e&Cltwaro. The Confederates, who are advancing cautious
ly, drive back the mounted scouts of the enemy, opening the fire
of their artillery upon the town. At one o'clock the combat is
general along the mail-road; the Federals make a good defence,
but they have very little shelter, and cannot long resist the well
trained troops of Marmaduke. Their centre is driven back upon
the double crown-work, and by a vigorous effort the Confederates
take poesession of the college.

Instead of availing himself of this advantage to attack Spring
field by the east side, Marmaduke merely makes a feeble demon
stration on that side, which is the most vulnerable, and concen
trates all his efforts upon the enemy's right. The Unionist line
is driven back, but, supported by the fire of Fort No.1, it BOOn
rallies and resumes the fight from the houses on the outskirts of
the town. The assailants can do nothing against the fort, whO£le
elevation defies all attempts to storm it. Already fatigued and
discouraged by their fruitless efforts, they return to the charge
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against the Federal centre about. four o'clock; they effect a breach,
but J:heiieft'orts prove unavailing before the work which intersects
the road. An aggressive return on the part of the Umonists, dur
ing which Gi!neral Brown is wounded, drives them again upon
the college, and night, soon supervening, puts an end to the con
flict. They had IOBt about two hundred men, the Federals one
hundred and fifty. The latter, who were greatly alarmed at the
outset., had recovered confidence, and were unflinchingly waiting
for another attack. Marmaduke did not dare to venture. On
the morning of the 9th, covering his retreat by a strong demon
stration against the enemy's left, he started eastward in the direc
tion of Houston. On the evening of the same day the bulk of
his troops enalmped in the neighborhood of the stream of Wood'R
Fork, while Colonel Porter, with his advance-guard, reached the
village of Hartville in the COUl'8e of the same morning. At the
first news of the attack on Springfield, Curtis, who was in com
mand in Missouri, had telegraphed General F. H. Warren, who

• was stationed with his brigade at Houston, to send all the forces
he could spare to Brown's assistance. A few hours later seven
hundred men, most of them infantry, with a section of artillery
under Colonel Merrill,* were on the road, and by a forced march
reached Hartville at daybreak on the 10th. Informed of their
approach, Porter had fallen back during the night upon Mar
maduke's column.

The Federals, after receiving a reinforcement of one hundred
and fifty men, had continued their march toward Springfield, and
had halted in the afternoon for the purpose of going into encamp
ment only a few miles from the spot where Porter had just joined
his chief. Learning dnring the night of the arrival of the enemy
in his vicinity, Marmaduke sends a strong detachment to recon
noitre his position before daylight; bnt knowing nothing as to the
number of his forces, he dares not attack him openly, thus losing
the opportunity of crushing him in the lowlands near Wood'8
Creek, where Merrill had stationed himself. On the contrary,
he tries to get away in order to reach Hartville, thus entirely
abandoning the aggressive alillpaign he had undertaken against
Blunt's communialtions. Encouraged by his retreat, Merrill

• Colonel Lewis Merrill, Seoood Mi880un cavalry.-ED.
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immediaooly start8 in pursuit of him, and about eleven o'clock
on the lOth he arrives before Hartville, which the Confederates
have occupied for the lnst hour only. . Marmaduke opens· the
combat in the -outskirts of the village as soon as he sees the
Federals appear along the wooded ridge of a hill which com
mands the place. But their position is a good one, and all his
efforts to carry it are fruitless. The U niooists, who have soon
ascertained the numerical superiority of the enemy, forbear
attacking him, merely repelling the charges of his cavalry and
exchanging brisk voUeys of musketry with his infantry, posted
among the houses of Hartville. Finally, about four o'clock,
discouragement seems to have seized upon both parties at once.
Marmaduke, who has lost many men and several superior officers,
gives the order for retreat to his exhausted troops, having no
doubt but that Merrill, on his part, will do the same, and leaves
a regiment of two hundred and fifty men in the centre of his line
to which it was forgotten to give the order of departure. After
having bravely repelled a last attack, this regiment thus remains, •
through accident, sole master of the battlefield. During the night
:Marmaduke falls back as far as the northern branch of White
River, in the direction of Vera Cruz., whilst Merrill hasoons to
reach the village of Lebanon. On the following day, being
apprised of the departure of the enemy, he returns to Hartville.
Marmaduke had agaiu struck the Arkansas route. A regiment
of Federal cavalry followed his rear-guard step by step as far as
Batesville, and did not return until after having compelled it to
recross the White River in haste on the 4th of February.

The Confederates did not renew the attempt which had just
failed before Springfield and Hartville. Although Hindman
had declined to join Pemberton to fight Grant's army, he was
solely occupied with the operations of this army, which was so
placed as to menace alike both sides of the l\1isRissippi.

Since the capture of the fort which bore his name he fancied
himself menaced as far as Little Rock. The Unionists, on their
part, could derive no advantage from a campaign which would
have obliged them to reinforce Blunt's army at the expense of
Grant's. Consequently, we have no warlike incidents to mention,
eit~er in Missouri or Arkansas, during the three months following
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Marmaduke's retreat. The opa.rtisan bands whim had devastated
the former of these two States seem to have likewise disappeared.
The last of them, after retiring to Bloomfield, among the impen
etrable swamps lining the right bank Qf the· MiMissippi, was
dislodged from this village on the 27th of January, and then
dispersed by a. bold stroke on the 3d of February in the vicinity
of one of those marshes, called Mingo Swamp. It was only at
the end of April that Hindman felt a.t last the neeessity of taking
advantage of the mild season to harass his adversaries, who passed
their time in trying to amuse him by means of insignifkant dem
onstrations. He was probably in hope of obliging them to send
beyond the Mississippi some of the new regiments intended ro
augment Grant's army; but he did not think it expedient to bring
his army into the field, leaving the offensive rOle to be played by
his cavalry alone. Whilst General Cabell, with two thousand
men, leaving the Boston Mountains, where he had spent the
winter, should advance toward the encampments of the Federal
army on the frontier, and endeavor to surpri'*l some of its detach
ments, Marmaduke, taking an opposite direction, was again to
invade Missouri, this time by followiug the line of marshes
along the Mississippi, and carrying fire and sword among the
d~pOts located near the great river between St. Louis and Cape
Girardeau, the richest section of the State.

Cabell, having only a short distance to travel, is the first to
encounter the enemy. On the morning of the 18th of April he
arrives suddenly before Fayetteville, a village occupied by Col
onel Harrison with two regiments raised in Arkansas, one of
cavalry, the other of infantry-less than one thousand men in all.
The Confederates penetrate into the town before the Federals
have been able to assemble to defend its approaches; the combat
opens in the streets, but the assailants, being greatly exposed,
sustain serious 10!lSe8, and when, at last, finding themselves in
possession of the houses, they emerge into the open CO~lDtry on
the other side, they find the small Federal force re-formed, well
posted, and steadily waiting for them. Their first attack is re
pulsed, and Cabell, dreading, no doubt, the arrival of Union
reinforcements, decides upon a speedy retreat. That very even
ing he disappeared in the direction of the Boston Mountains,
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leaving about fifty wounded in the hands of Colonel Harrison;
the latter had forty men disabled.

In the mean while, Marmaduke was on the march at the head
of four brigades of cavalry and several batteries of artillery.
Ascending the right bank of Big Black River, he penetrated
into Eastern !r1issouri. On the 20th of April his advance-guard
"\\"::18 crossing the river of that name near Rives' Store and
driving back the Federal BCOUtB upon Patterson village, where
W::18 Colonel Stuart with about four hundred men of Davidson's

. Union brigade. Stuart evacuates the village and retires towan!
the north, escorting the trains of provisions and materials entrusted
to his care. Toward evening, hotly pressed by the enemy, he
reaches Big Creek (one of the tributaries of the river St. Francis),
across which he forces a passage at the cost of about fifty men.
While Stuart is continuing his retreat northward, toward Pilot
Knob, Marmaduke, with all his forces, is marching direct upon
Fredericktown, and on the 21st takes possession of this import
ant position without striking a blow. He had tqus penetrated
into the heart of Missouri, piercing the Federal lines and leaving
behind him the forces charged with the defence of that State
on the left, the garrisons of Springfield and Houston, before which
he had failed three months previously; on the right, General
McXeil's brigade, which, in order to cover the large d~~t8 that
had accumulated along the ·bordel1l of the Mississippi, had been
stationed near Bloomfield, above the marshes extending east of
the St. Francis River. From Fredericktown he could prooeed
either north-westward in order to destroy the railway line from
St. Louis to Ironton, or south-eastward to take possession of
the port of Cape Girardeau on the Mississippi, and endeavor
to interrupt the navigation of the river. He adopted this latter
plan. On the morning of the 23<1 he started for Jackson, a
large village situated about seven miles north-west of Cape
Girardeau.

In the mean while, the Union general Vandever, who commands
the qistrict, has recalled McXeil in great haste, ordering him on
the evening of the 20th to post himself at Fredericktown in order
to block the way to the invaders. ~icNeil, starting on the 21st
at daybreak, reaches Dallas on the following day after a fatiguing
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march across the great Mingo Swamp. On his arrival he learns
that Marmaduke is already in poasession of Fredericktown, and,
quickly guessing at his intentions, he does not hesitate to violate
the letter of his instructions in order to reach Cape Girardeau in
advance of the enemy and dispute him its poasession. During
the day of the 23d he brings his brigade to Jackson by a forced
march of nearly fourteen miles, and on that same evening he
proceeds in person to organize· the defence of Cape Girardeau.
He finds about five hundred men at this post; the arrival of his
brigade on the 24th runs up the number of its defenders to sev
enteen hundred men, with ten pieces of field-artillery. The three
smaIl forts covering the approaches of the town are put in order,
notwithstanding their want of elevation, and armed with ten guns
of heavy calibre. During the entire day steamers are busy in
conveying the non-combatants to the other side of the river, as
well as the maUriel collected in the de~ts. McNeil soon discov
ers how happy was the idea which prompted him to act. In fact,
Marmaduke's head of column has arrived at Jackson only a few
hours after the departure of the Federals, and on the morning of
the 25th, Colonel Carter, with two brigades, appears before Cape
Girardeau. The town is immediately invested, and the Confed
erate artillery opens fire. But the Federals have taken a position
which enables them to defend all the approaches: they ro'lt upon
the works and reply vigorously. Several times the Southern C8V-'

aIry, dismounting, try to break through their line; they cannot
succeed in approaching it, and at half-past two o'clock, on seeing
steamers arriving from St. Louis with reinforcements, they aban
don an attack which has been very clumsily conducted. After
having vainly endeavored to intimidate his adversary by calling
upon him to surrender, Marmaduke, who has arrived in the
evening with the remainder of his column, makes another att.'lCk
against his positions on the morning of the 26th, but fails, as
Carter has failed the day before; and being no doubt unable to
again bring his disheartened soldiers into action, he suddenly
makes up his mind toward two o'clock to retreat. Fearing,

. perhaps, being driven into the Mississippi by the troops just
arrived from the north, he abandons the idea of continuing the
(BDlpaign, and speedily takes up his line of march for the south,
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in order to reach Arkansas by way of Bloomfield and the swamps
which l\:lcNeil has traversed a few days previously.

The latter, without losing a moment's time, start.s in pursuit of
him through that labyrinth, with all the windings of which he is
well acquainted. On the morning of the 27th he is on the track
of the Confederates, who,that they may avoid the impassable
lagoons of Little River, are obliged to make a wide dttoUl1' to the
westward in order to reach Dallas. On his side, General Van
dever tries to cut off their retreat, and on the same day inflicts
some losses upon them at the pllB8llge of White Water River, one
of the tributaries of Little River. But, afraid of venturing into
this difficult region, he holds back and restrains the fiery McNeil,
filO that the latter arrives first at the ford of Castor River, then at
Bloomfield, a few hours after the rear-guard of the enemy, and
each time too late to attack him. On the evening· of the 29th,
McNeil, at the head of two brigades of cavalry, resumes the
pursuit in the direction of St. Francisville, which Marmaduke
has been following in order to reach, with the greatest possible
speed, the river St. Francis, beyond which the Confederates will
be safe. McNeil overtakes him on the morning of the 30th, and
presses him sharply; several times his cavalry charges and drives
the rear-guard of the enemy in disorder, but the latter finally
succeeds in escaping hiin. On the 2d of May the last cannon
shots are exchanged between the two parties from both sides of
the St. Francis; on the following day Marmaduke is once more
in Arkansas. He never appeared again in Missouri, and the
tranquillity of that State was scarcely ever disturbed afterward,
the scat of war being gradually transferred far away from its
frontiet'S. Dllring the ensuing months, to which we shall have
no occasion to rOOllr, there is 8cal'cely a mention of any skirmish
between the small Union detachments and the Confederate par
tiMn bands: one only took place in the districts which have been
in dispute since the beginning of the war. On the 28th of May
the Southerners obtained a slight advantage along the borders of
Little Black Riv~~ between Martinsburg and Rives' Store. The
other encounters took place nort·h of the Missouri River, where,
on all sides, as has already been shown, the inhabitants were
organizing in companies of foot or mounted militia, who carried
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on a petty warfare until the coming of the Federal troops restored
peace. The principal Confederate band was formed in the mid
dle of May; on the 19th it put to flight the UniomsiB of the
little town of Richmond; on the 21st it pillaged that of Plat1B
burg; thence it pushed forward as far as Lincoln county, in the
neighborhood of the Mississippi, where it agaiu defeated the
Northern militia; but at last, being ha.rtUlSed on all sides whilst
trying to cross the Missouri, it was, in iiB turn, caught and dis
pe1'8ed at Rockport.

We will pause here for the purpose of returning to Louisiana,
and follow for a while Banks' operations on the right bank of
the Mississippi. They will naturally bring us back to Grimt's
operations, for they are identiool in their object, and these two
generals, by turning the two places which close the navigation
of the river against them, are in hopes of assisting each other
between Port Hudson and Vicksburg.

After the battle fought on the 14th of March by Farragut's
Heet against the batteries of Port Hudson, Banks had returned
to New Orleans with a portion of his troops, leaving only Augur's
division at Baton Rouge, and intending to gather all his forces in
order to take possession of Bayou TeeM, and to try to reach the
borders of Red River by this route. With Farragut's aid he
calculated to return thence to the Mississippi, and to join Grant
in investing Port Hudson by way of the north.

Arriving at New Orleans at the close of 1862, he bad made
some efforts to conciliate, as much as possible, the inhabitants of
the great city which he was ordered to occupy, and to induce
them to accept the Federal government by allowing the authority
he was deputed to maintain there weigh lightly upon them. He
also proposed to adopt some measures for reviving the prosperity
of this city, and to prove that in taking possession of the key of
the Mississippi the Washington government, not satisfied with
conquering an important military post, aimed at restoring to the
Union the principal mart of the South. The maritime block
ade of the Federals, which had closed this great emporium of the
cotton-trade, had been followed by the land-bloc~ade of the Con
federates, which surrounded it with an impassable barrier. Since
the starry flag had again floated over the " Queen of the Missis-
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sippi" her commerce waa even less than at the period when the
blockade-runners carried the preCious bales of cotton to Nassau
by avoiding the vigilance of Union cruisers.

In 'order' to show America, and especially Europe, that the
conquests of the national armies instead of destroying the cotton
trade were calculated to instil new life into it, the enemy's line,
which isolated New Orleans, should have been kept at a distance,
and a portion at least of the fertile country which formerly sup
plied her markets have been reconquered. The purely military
interests were more than once sacrificed to this political object;
and it is for this reaaon that Banks determined to occupy the
region watered by the Atchafalaya and the Bayou TecM-an
operation which would have been by far too eccentric if it had
only been a question of imitating against Port Hudson the flank
movement which Grant waa preparing to execute around Vicks
burg.

We have described elsewhere the section of country watered
by the tributaries of the Mississippi, a portion of which Weitzel
had already occupied at the close of 1862.

Since then he had made several expeditions for the purpose
of extending his rule there. We have alluded elsewhere to the
combat he fought on the borders of Bayou Tech~ in January,
1863. An attempt to open the Plaquemine Bayou and to reach
Butte-A-la-Rose on the Atchafalaya'had failed. But he had strongly
posted himself with five thousand men in the little town of Brashear
City, which occupied an important position at the entrance of Lake
Chestimachee, a little below the junction of the TecM and the
Atchafalaya. A line of railway connected this place with New
Orleans, and it W8B accessible to vessels of heavy draught. Not
withstanding the accidental loss of one of his steamers, the
Kirunllan, which sank before Brashear on the 23d of February,
Banks made this town his base of operations, and by the end of
March he had collected in it all the troops he waa able to bring
into the field. Several vessels, detached from the blockading
squadron, came to join him; and finally, on the 10th of April,
after many delays, everything waa ready for this campaign.

The Confederates, having been long aware of his movements,
had aasembled all the forces they could command west of the
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Missisaippi in order to dispute with him the possession of a coun
try whoae productions were so valuable. General Richard Taylor,
an officer of wonderful energy, was in command. The Queen of
the WMt, captured on Red River in February, had been brought
to Lake Chestimachee by way of the Atchafalaya; several small
steamers had been rigged as men-of-war and strengthened with
cotton-bales; Ii few days previous a fortunate chance had delivered
into the hands of the Southerners one of the best iron-clad
advance-boats of the Federal navy. The Diana, having impru
dently advanced up the Bayou TeeM on the 29th of March, was
suddenly attacked by a field-battery supported by infantry. The
crew had been deeimated by the musketry; the howitzers, fired
at poinli-blank, had disabled the vessel, causing her to" fall into the
hands of the enemy.

The peninsula which separates Lake Chestimachee from the
sea, terminating on the borders of the Atchafalaya, is bounded at
the south by vast swamps, and is divided throughout into two
narrow strips of land by Bayou TeeM. It was at this place
that Taylor was waiting for his adversaries with forces which
were greatly inferior in number to theirs. The Diana, the
Hart, and several transports supported his army along the bayou.
Banks, throughout the whole extent of his department, had about
thirty thousand men under his command, but one half of them
were volunteers recently enlisted, whose engagements, being of
very short duration, would soon expire, some in May, others in
August. Being obliged to leave some troops in New Orleans, at
Baton Rouge, and along the c'oast, he had only three divisions
left-about fifteen thousand strong-with which to begin the
campaign; five or six gunboats were to accompany him. On
the 9th and 10th of April he landed Emory's and Weitzel's
divisions at Berwick City, in front of Brashear, on the other
side of the Atchafalaya. During this time Grover's division,
which had embarked on board three transports and the four
gunboats, the Clifton, the Estella, the Calhoun, and the Arizona,
was to proceed to the south side, more to the westward, and by
rapid sailing occupy, between the lake and the bayou, the only
line of retreat open to the troops who might have resisted the
attack made in front by Banks. But in order to secure complete
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success this double operation should have been conducted with
great speed; and Banks' army was not accustomed to rapid

. marches and sudden attacks. Much precious time was lost on .
both sides in long reconnoissances and useless skirmishing.

Banks began moving on the 11th of April. Emory was
marching at the head of the column, following the right bank
of the TeeM. Like all the lands watered by the bayous of
Louisiana, this section of country was early colonized, the water
courses affording cheap means of communication to the early
settlers. Rich cotton- and sugar-fields extend all along the bayou,
while the soil, confined between its waters and the wooded swamps
which cover. the shore of the Gulf of Mexico, is cultivated with
great care. It is unnecessary to add that on this alluvial soil the
eye cannot discover the slightest break in the ground. Between
the two villages of Pattersonville and Centreville the peninsula
was divided by a line of continuous works, on the right resting
upon the wooded swamps, and extending on the left beyond the
bayou as far as the lake. Some guns of heavy calibre, several
field-batteries, and the armament of the Diana moored alongside
of the bayou defended ~his strong position. The Federals came
to reconnoitre it on the 12th, and exchanged a sharp cannonade
with their adversaries, but without seriously attacking them. On
the 13th a portion of Banks' army crossed over to the left bank
of the bayou by restoring the bridge, which was half submerged,
and around which the belligerents had already fought the pre
ceding autumn: it was hoped by. this means to turn a position
which the Federals did not dare to approach in front, and to force
some field-batteries, which had been posted to enfilade the troops
stationed along the right bank, to move away. .

In the mean while, Grover, who WIIB delayed by the difficulties
of navigation, had landed on the 12th a little higher up, opposite
a place called Irish Bend, where the bayou, making an angle at
the north, is only separated from the lake by a space of about
three-quarters of a mile. The troops he had encountered had
not been able to offer any seriOllS resistance, and on the Bame even
ing he had complete control of both sides 'of the bayou. At the
news of this movement, Taylor, leaving only such troops before
Banks as were necessary to guarantee the safety of the forts, had
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started to meet Grover with five thousand men. His objeet was
to try to drive him into the lake, so as to reopen the pasaage of
the bayou to his vessels: if he failed. in the attempt, he expected at
least to keep Grover long enough in cheek to enable him to evac
uate his works during the night and save his little army, which
was in danger of being caught between two fires. On the 13th,
after a march of six or seven miles, he met the enemy's troops
coming down the left bank. A fierce combat ensued. The Fed
erals were several times repulsed; finally, Dwight's brigade suc
ceeded in carrying one of the Confederate positions which had
been warmly disputed. But night had come, and Grover had
only gained a few hundred yards. During this time the troops
which had been left in front of Banks had skilfully employed
this general, who by a vigorons attack might have carried their
works and fallen upon Taylor's reserves. The latter, in order
to conceal their weakness, had assumed the offunsive and engaged
in numerous skirmishes in the woods; then, when night came,
they had stolen away and joined Taylor, who, ascending the right
bank of the TeeM" had gained a considerable advance upon his
adversaries by means of rapid marches. But the Diana, having
been unable to force the passage of the bayou, was burned,
together with several transports and an iron-dad vessel in pro
cess of construction, which was also caught between Banks ~d
Grover.

On the 16th, the Federals, still following the bayou, arrived at
New Iberia, where Taylor was again obliged to abandon three
or four transports that could not follow him farther in his
rapid retreat. Several Confederate factories, two of which were
cannon-foundries, with a large number of salli-works, had fallen
info the hands of the Federals by the same stroke. On the 17th.,
Grover resumed the pursuit, and encountered the Southern rear
guard on the borders of Bayou Vermillion, one of the sources of
the TeeM, which runs on the right toward the sea. The pass
was carried after a brisk skirmish, but it required. two days to
reconstruct the bridges needed for the army; and it was only on
the 20th of April that the latter occupied Opelousas, the chief
place of this whole province.

Taylor's "troops were not in a condition to offer any resistance.
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Having reached the borders of Bayou Cocodue, north of Ope
10UBllB, they had divided. The Texans, refusing to proceed any
farther toward Red River, had struck once more the road lead
ing to their own State. The remainder, terribly disheartened,
had remained with Taylor, who was falling back upon Alexan
dria. But the Confederate general knew very well that he would
not be able to maintain himself in this town, and that in order to
reOrganize his army it was necessary to take it into the vast north
western solitudes of Louisiana, where it would not be molested
by the Federals.

In the mean while, the gunboats, after landing Grover, had
gone in search of the Queen of tM West. This vessel was attacked
and destroyed; then the flotilla, ascending as far as the extremity
of the lake, carried, on the 20th of April-the day when Banks
made his entrance into Opelousas-the Confederate works of'
Butte-i\-la-Rose, which commanded the entrance of the Atcha
falaya. Two gunboats, the Arizona and the FAiella, took advan
tage of this to ascend the bayou as far as its source, and, enter
ing the Mississippi, joined Admiral Farragut on the 2d of May.
A sure and easy way was therefore open for turning the batteries
of Port Hudson.

The political considerations which had prompted Banks' cam
paign did not allow of his traversing too rapidly the country
which Taylor had just ceded to him: it was important to take
permanent possession of it. Far from imitating his predecessor,
who, on beholding the large proprietors desert their plantations,
had confiscated the whole Lafourche district by a stroke of the pen,
he endeavored by equitable proceedings to reassure all those
who were disposed to accept the Federal authority as a fact and
resume the cultivation of their lands. But at the same time he
strictly enforced the Emancipation Proclamation, and omitted
nothing to bring into operation the new resources it might offer
for the war.

As we have already observed, thil! great political act, which
imparted a new chlU'llCter to the con1lict, and finally consecrated
the true principles whim were destined to triumph with the Fed
eral armies, was calculated to open the way fOl' the aqmission of
negroes into the mnks of those armies. But there were many
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prejudices to be overcome in order to reach this supreme consecra
tion of the civil and political equality of the two races. Banks
has the credit of being the first to meet this requirement on a
large scale, and during his sojourn at Opelousas he formed the
nucleus of a corps recruited among the black population of that
oountry, which, under the name of Corps d'Afi-ique, rendered
important service!! during the subsequent campaigns.

Banks' advance-guard had taken the road to Alexandria on the
22d of April. Taylor, on his side, had fallen back upon the
banks of Red River, in the direction of a considerable earth
work called Fort De Russy, which commanded the course of thtl
river below this town, and which until then had prevented the
possage of vessels sent by Farragut to reconnoitre it. But, fear
ing to be cut in two, he had abandoned it at the approach of the
Federals, thus leaving the route to Alexandria open to Porter's
Beet, which, after passing Grand Gulf, as we have just mentioned,
had entered Red River in the beginning of May. On the 6th it
appeared before Alexandria, and a few moments later, by a for
tunate coinCidence, the heads of columus of Banks' army were
seen entering this city. Tue campaign undertaken by this gen
eral was therefore ended.

Taylor was retiring toward Shreveport with a handful of men,
pursued by Weitzel, who followed him as far as Grand Ecore:
all the resources of his army were destroyed; his war-vessels and
transports had either been captured or burned; he had lost two
thousand prisoners and twenty pieces of artillery. In short,
Banks at Alexandria held the key of the whole country: the
bayous were open to him; he had complete control of Red River,
and was in communication with Porter and Farragut; he had
only to descend the river with the larger portion of his army to
be able, at his own option, either to assist Grant or to invest Port
Hudson.. But before we follow him in the new campaign he is
about to undertake we must return to Grand Gulf, which the
Federal fleet and army are preparing to attack on the 29th of
April.

The cliffs of Grand Gulf are situated immediately below the
mouth of Big Black River, which waters them at the north, and
face an angle of the Mississippi, which, running from west to
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east, laves their base, to follow afterward a southerly direction.
The upper batteries _enfiladed the river above. A little lower
down the heights fade away from the bank upon which the little
town of Grand Gulf is situared. Below this town Bowen had
erecred a second line of batteries, which commanded the railway
from Grand Gulf to Port Gibson. At this angle the depth of
the river is too great to admit of any anchorage. The current is
extremely rapid: in the middle of the stream it attains a speed
of six knots, while along the bank violent eddies render naviga
tion very difficult. The Confederates, taught by their experience
at Vicksburg, had erected no battery at the water's edge: all
their cannons lined the summit of the cliffs at a height which
it was difficult for the gunboats to reach, and where their simple
recoil was sufficient to protect them against any direct fire.

The task of Porter, who was ordered to reduce these batteries,
was therefore a difficult one. He despatched four vesssels, the
Pittsburg, the Loui8t1ille, the Mound Oity, and the Carondelrl, to
attack the lower batteries, whilst with the Benton, the Tuscumbia,
and the La }i'a.yeU.e he opened fire upon the upper works. The
vessels, finding it impossible to obtain a mooring, were obliged
to fight under steam, while the current, driving them constantly
among the eddies, imparted such irregularity to their motions
as to affect the precision of their aim. In the mean while,
the fire of the lower batteries, much less. protecred than the
others, was silenced after a bombardment of three hours, the
gunners being obliged to abandon their pieces, although they were
not dismounred. The four ships which had attacked them then
reascended the river in order to assist the rest of the squadron.
In fact, the admiral had not met with the same success against
the upper batteries, which, although riddled with balls, were still
replying with great vigor. For a moment, it is true, they had
ceased firing, and were thought to be silenced. The vessels with
Osterhaus'division on board had even received from Grant the
signal agreed upon, and had come forward for the purpose of
landing his force upon the enemy's shore. Fortunately for the
Federals, this imprudent nuwreuvre was promptly stopped by the
renewal of hostilities, and the transports were able to get away
with their precious cargo before being exposed to the projeo-
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tiles of the Southerners. They had thus escaped from certain
destruction, for Porter's vessels, which had to face these projec
tiles, were beginning to sustain damages and to lose many men
without obtaining any result. It was evident that they would
never suooeed in dismounting the enemy's guns, protected as they
were by the batteries on the summit of the cliffil, and that the
latter would be ready to bombard the transports whenever they
should attempt to effect a landing. Under such circumstances
this landing was impossible, and after a combat which lasted five
hoUl'8 and a half Porter took his fleet out of reach of Grand
Gulf.

TIlls fruitless attack, the uselessness of which was demonstrated
a few hours later, had cost him eighteen men killed and fifty-six
wounded. It had ended at two o'clock. Grant and Porter de
cided at once to renew before Grand Gulf the flank movement
they had already performed in order to avoid attacking Vicks
burg in front. The troops on board the transports were landed
on the right bank, and, traversing the small peninsula which the
Mississippi encircles opposite Grand Gulf, they marched from
Hard Times to the De Schron plantation, where the whole of Me
Clernand's corps and a portion of McPherson's were assembled
on the morning of the 30th. At six o'clock in the evening Por
ter's ships, still riddled with balls-one of them had been struck
forty-seven times--renewed the combat against the batteries of
Grand Gulf. But this time it was solely for the purpose of
drawing the enemy's attention while the transports were rapidly
descending the river. When he saw them all safe and sound on
the other side, the Union admiral followed them in his turn,
and at daybreak on the 30th all the vessels were assembled at De
Schron's. None of them had sustained serious injury, and they
were ready to convey the army, which had reached this point at
the same time they did, to the opposite side of the river.

The embarkation of troops began at once, although the place
where they should be landed on the other side was not yet settled.
It was well known that below Grand Gulf the enemy had no
batteries, and could not offer any serious resistance against the
croesing of the river; but it was important to find some solid
ground for landing, and they could not go far in search of it

. VOL. 111.-111
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without stretching immeasurably the line which connected the
Federal army with its bose of operations. Belo,v Grand Gulf
the hills become separated from the river, and they only draw
near again at Rodney, about nine or ten miles lower down:
the marginal lowlands throughout this distance were so much
submerged that Grant was afraid of not being able to find a
landing-place. But on the morning of the 30th, just as the
transports were about to start, he was informed by a negro that
in the village of Bruinsburg, situated about four miles below
Grand Gulf on the left bank of a river called Bayou Pierre,
there was an excellent road leading across a dry and somewhat
elevated piece of land lIB far as the hills· situated at no great
distance from the Mi88issippi, and from there to the village of
Port Gibson. Bruinsburg was at once selected as the landing
place, and during the day of the 30th the larger portion of the
Thirteenth corps occupied this village without having exchanged
a single shot with the enemy. This left bank, which Grant had
so long endeavored. to gain, was finally trodden by his soldiers,
and he was right in saying, when writing on that occasion, that
the game was already half won. His position, however, was
still very preoo.rious. His army was distributed en ~chilon along
a line extending from Milliken's, where Sherman was stationed,
to Bruinsburg, where McClernand had landed, passing by Hard
Times, which was occupied by McPherson. McClernand was
separated from the rest of the army by the MiBBi88ippi. Pem
berton, by getting together the troops stationed at Vicksburg,
Grand Gulf, Jackson, and Grenada, could have organized an
army of at least fifty thousand men, and endeavored to crush
the Federal troops while they were yet kept asunder by the
rivet.' In short, the Confederate ships th~t were riding in the
waters of the Yazoo could have attacked the few vessels left by
Porter above Vicksburg, or paBBed them in order to take a posi
tion between the latter city and Grand Gulf in that part of the
river which had been abandoned by Porter on the evening of
the 29th, and proceeded to bombard the Federal encampments
and dl\p~ts at Perkill8' and Hard Times.

In order to ward off these dangers, Grant had but one resource
-5peed. He knew how to act promptly, and had, moreover, the
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good fortune to find himself facing an adversary who lost much
precious time.

One battery was hastily constructed at Perkins', and armed
with guns of heavy calibre brought over by ox-teams. But, 88

the land-route from Milliken's to De Schron's was so bad that it
required several days for a wagon to go through, Grant ordered
two transports exclusively loaded with rations to descend the
Mississippi, by forcing the batteries of Vicksburg and Grand
Gulf, with the necessary supplies for the army in the campaign
it was about to undertake. In the mean time, three days' rations
were distributed to the Thirteenth corps, which, without loss of
time, was to proceed to the highlands, whose possession was indis
pensable in order to reach Port Gibson, and thus take the position
of Grand Gulf in the rear. On the 30th, at sunset, one division
occupied these heights. During this time the passage was being
rapidly effected. The width of the Mississippi below Grand Gulf
varies from fifteen hundred to two thousand yards, but the dis
tance from De Schron's on the right bank to Bruinsburg on the
left was over five miles. The number of transports was limited:
the whole of Porter's fleet came to their assistance; the gun
boats were loaded with soldiers, all the baggage being left at De
Schron's; the cavalry and artillery horses crossed over separately,
after the infantry; Grant himself was on foot during two days.
Finally, in twenty-four hours after the foremost soldiers had
landed-that is to say, on the morning of the 1st of May-the
whole of the Thirteenth corps, with one division of the Seven
teenth, was planted on the left bank. The remainder of the
latter corps was to follow as speedily as possible.

Although he had received almost hourly notice of Grant's
movements along the Mississippi, of his presence at New
Carthage, at Perkins', at Hard Times, and of his arrival at De
Schron's-although the passage of nearly the whole Federal fleet
before Vicksburg, Warrenton, and Grand Gulf clearly revealed
the enemy's entire plan of campaign-yet Pemberton had only
adopted very insufficient measures for coneentrating his army
nror the point where Grant was likely to attempt a landing. At
the last moment Sherman's demonstration on the Yazoo added
still further to his hesitation, and decided him to recall a portion
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of the troops he had sent to the relief of Bowen from Hankinson's
Ferry, where they had already arrived; finally, the destruction
of the Southern Railroad by Grierson caused a fatal delay in the
concentration of his forces. It was only on the 28th of April
that he issued the nOOessary orders for assembling at Jackson,
under Loring's command, the troops scattered along the railroads
and those he believed himself able to detach from Port Hudson
aad Grenada. But the bulk of his army remained immovable
at Vicksburg. As he says himself in his report, he was anxious,
above all, not to strip this place. Being solely occupied with the
importance of the positions he had defended until then, he wanted
to protect Jackson without abandoning Vicksburg, and, with this
object in view, after having divided his forces, he was willing to
sacrifice the first mentioned of these two cities in order to save
the second. In this instance he followed the example of Halleck,
who, by persisting in preserving certain posts of an entirely
relative value, had brought on the disaster of Harper's Ferry
in the preceding year. Grant, on the contrary, understood that
a great victory, no matter where achieved, would eventually
secure him the po!!Be88ion of Vicksburg and Jackson, whereas
if vanquished he would not be able to preserve either of these
places, even if he had succeeded in effecting an entrance into
them. Consequently, he thought only of gathering his troops
together, while Pemberton was dividing his own. It is only on
the 30th of April, at the news of the landing at Bruinsburg, that
the Confederate general, reassured as regards Haines' Bluff, sends
considerable reinforcements to Bowen. The latter had only two
brigades at Grand Gulf, his own and Tracy's, which had joined
him the day previonsly-about five thousand men in all.
Baldwin's brigade, detached from Vicksburg, reached Han
kinson's Ferry on the Big Black on the evening of the 30th,
and on the morning of the 1st of May it joined Bowen at Port
Gibson. Loring was also ordered to march to his assistance,
but the distance being great, he could not arrive in time. The
Vicksbnrg garrison had not left its encampments.

Bowen was therefore obliged with his two brigades to hold
out against the Federals, who were already in po8Be8Bion of the
heights extending about two miles and a half around Bruinsburg.
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He had been told that they numbered twenty thousand men: he
would not believe it, and determined to risk everything to stop
them. He was a brave and intelligent officer, and made the best
possible disposition of his troops to atone for his numerical infe
riority.

A branch of the railroad connects Grand Gulf with Port
Gibson by crosaing Bayou Pierre over a suspension-bridge.
Below this bridge the river is deep, and yet not navigable, thus
presenting an obstacle to the Federals difficult to surmount. It
was evident, however, that Port Gibson, and not Grand Gulf, was
the first point they intended to make for: thence they could -gain
the fords of Bayou Pierre above the bridge, and, following the
line of the Big Black, cut off the retreat of the Grand Gulf

. garrison and march upon Jackson by way of Rocky Springs
and Raymond. It was by way of this route that Bowen waited
for the arrival of the reinforcements which Loring was to bring
him. He decided, therefore, to defend Port Gibson, and to effect
this he stationed himself about two miles in advance of this place,
so as to be able to reach the railroad-bridge in mae he should fail
to maintain himself in his position. This position was decidedly
well chosen. The Bruinsburg road becomes divided, forming
two parallel roods nearly two miles apart, and joining again at
Port Gibson. The ground is rough and covered with thick
underwood. The two roads are separated by a deep and marshy
ravine full of magnolias, vines, and reeds, forming an impene
trable thicket. Farther on, continuing in the direction of Port
Gibson, these roads encounter a ridge which commands both and
terminates the ravine. It was at this place that Bowen had
posted his troops. His soldiers, resolute and well-trained men,
with a few batteries of artillery steadily waited for the attack of
the Federals, who, having arrived by way of two different routes
separated by an impassable swamp, were unable to deploy and
take advantage of their numerical superiority. McClernand's
corps comprised four divilrions, but it had been found necessary
to leave sO many men in the hospitals, the garrisons, and among
the posts stationed en 00l1R1on along the route, that this corps
was reduced to sixteen or seventeen thousand combatants. On
the 30th of April, in their order 8B these divisions landed at
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Bruinsburg, they took up the line of march, the Fourteenth,
under Carr, taking the lead, followed by the Ninth, under Oster
haus, then by the Twelfth (comprising the old Army of Arkan
1lllS), under Hovey, and finally by the Tenth, under Smith. The
troops had· been on the march nearly the whole night, exchang
ing musket-shots with the enemy's skirmishers, and lighting up
the woods by means of a number of shells thrown at random
over the woods in the direction where the enemy was supposed
to be lodged-quite a common practice in Amerim. The night
WIl8 warm and beautiful, and, notwithstanding their fatigue, the
troops were full of ardor; for after four months of thankless
labor in mud and water they found themselves at last upon
solid ground and fronting that adversary whom they had so
much trouble in overtaking. Consequently, at daybreak on the •
1st of May they commenced the attack with vigor. Osterhaus'
division takes the rood to the left; McClernand, with the other
three, that on the right. Carr's division, which is in advance
on this side, having been received by a well-directed fire, fails
to effect a breach in the position of the Confederates, and has
even several of its guns dismounted by a battery posted on their
extreme left. But Hovey soon comes to its assistance, detaching
one brigade for the purpose of menacing the enemy's right across
an almost impenetrable thicket; and, making a vigorous attack
upon Bowen's left, he carries the battery which had checked the
progress of Carr's soldiers. Four mnnon, with several hundred
pri~ners, fall into his hands. But the Confederates retire upon
a second ridge, where they find a still stronger position than the
first. During this time Osterhaus is exhausting himself in fruit
less efforts to dislodge them from the position they occupy on the
other road, which forms their extreme right.

In the mean time, the booming of cannon has penetrated as far
as Bruinsburg. Grant, borrowing a mvalry-hol'Be, has repaired
to the battlefield about ten o'clock, and after ascertaining the
progress made by McClernand has proceeded to the left, where
reinforcements are most needed. He has not long to wait for
them, for McPherson, hastening his march, appears on the scene
of action with two of his brigades before noon. The latter are
immediately sent to Osterhaus' relief. But Bowen also receives
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fresh troops. Baldwin's brigade, which had left HankiJJeon's
Ferry the previous day, comes to swell the number of. hia
troops to about seven thousand five hundred men. The Federals,
on their side, who have nearly nineteen thousand men on the
ground, can only bring a small portion of them into action at
once. The arrival of McPherson, however, hllS changed the
aBpect of the battle on the left. While Osterhaus is renewing
the attack in front, he hllS caused a diversion to be made by J. E.
Smith's brigade, which, cr088ing a ravine, falls upon the right
flank of the Confederates, throwing disorder into their ranks.
On the other side McClernand is slowly gaining ground. Not
withstanding the number of men at his disposal, he asks for im
mediate and strong reinforcements, and at last Grant sends him
Stevenson's brigade of Logan's division of the Seventeenth corps;
but the latter only arrives in time to witness the retreat of the
Confederates. Although staggered by this unequal and desperate"
struggle, Bowen's soldiers preserve their ranks nevertheless, and
defend themselves most stubbornly.

Night supervenes at last. The Federal troops, worn out by
suooesaive' watches, come to a halt within two miles of Port
Gibson, where their victory secures them an easy entrance for
the following day. This combat had cost them one hundred and
thirty killed and seven hundred and eighteen wounded. Bowen
had four hundred and forty-eight men disabled, leaving six pieces
of cannon and all his wounded, with three hundred and eighty
four able-bodied prisoners, in the hands of Grant. The Confed
erate general Tracy was killed.

Bowen's movement upon Port Gibson, which would have been
8uccessful if sufficient reinforcements had reached him in the
course of the day, was probably too rash: his defence had been
excellently conducted, but his defeat, although an honorable one,
WlIS not the less complete. Thenceforth, Grant was firmly
established upon the left bank of the river. After four months
of effort and labor he had at last turned the positions of Vicks
burg: the real campaign was about to commence in earnest.
During the first three months, devoted to the expeditions of
Yazoo P8S8 and Steele's Bayou, in the vain attempts to open the
Williams channel and that of Lake Providence, nothing that
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he undertook had proved successful. If the season of the year
was .not taken into aocoWlt, one might almost accuse him of
having too long persisted ill the search of byways, to fall back
at 198t upon the only effective means, the passage of the gunboats
and transports before the batteries of Vicksburg, which plan had
presented itself to him from the first. But the campaign which
was opened on the 1st of May by the brilliant fight at Port Gib
son would not have been practicable during the first three months
of the year, for at that period the muddy roads would not have
allowed Grant to put his army in motion and to supply it, as he
did in the month of May. The mild weather had come, and
both in the West and East people were preparing for a decisive
struggle in the summer of 1863. Without bringing the war to a
close as yet, this struggle was to establish definitively the superior
ity of one or the other belligerent.



CHAPTER III.

CHAMPION'S HILL.

GRANT had the choice of various plans of mmpaign. He
might have tried to 8B8ist Banks with a portion of his army

and reduce Port Hudson, whilst the remainder, stationed at Grand
Gulf, could have prevented Pemberton from interfering with
this operation. But Banks being still on the Bayou TecM, much
time would have been lost in waiting for him. The land-route
being impractimble, the small number of transports to be found
below'Grand Gulf limited to a very small figure the numper of
the forces which Grant could bring before Port Hudson. A large
portion of the army would have remained inactive, and all Banks'
troops coming to aid Grant in the attack upon Vicksburg after the
capture of Port Hudson would scarcely have compensated for the.
advantages which this long delay would have given to the Con
federates. Grant being, moreover, well aware that Port Hudson
was only an advanced post of defence, whose fate was bound up
with that of Vicksburg, re80lved to attack the latter place at
once, to the neglect of all posts of secondary importance. After
having seen his slow movements become a subject of derision
with the enemy, he was about to confound the latter by the
boldness of his action and the rapidity of his blows.

On the very evening of the fight at Port Gibson, Bowen, with
his brave little band, had recrossed the l'IOuthern branch of Bayou
Pierre, which runs east of the town, leaving a detachment at the
north charged with the defence of the railway-bridge and with
preventing the enemy from turning it at this point.

On the morning of the 2d, McClernand was upon his tracks.
Aided by a diversion made by his left, he constructed a floating
bridge over the southern branch of the bayou, whilst Logan's
division, on his right, ascended its course, to cross it higher up

2117
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by fording. Crocker, who, like the latter, belonged to McPherson's
corps, followed him closely. He had landed at Bruinsburg the
previous day, when his soldiers, hastily placing three days' pro
visions in their haversacks, marched the whole night in order to
join their comrades.

Bowen had halted on the 2d in the neighborhood of Grand
Gulf with the greater portion of his troops. Loring, who was
coming to his assistance, was at Rocky Springs when he learned
of his defeat. He immediately despatched Tilghman's brigade
to Grindstone Ford, on the northern branch of Bayou Pierre, in
order to dispute its passage to the Federals, who were advancing
on that side, and who might, by a forced march, have cut off the
only line of retreat which Bowen had left, that of Hankinson's
Ferry bridge on the Big Black. Leaving his troops near this
bridge, he proceeded to Grand Gulf, the evacuatiou of which,
ordered by Pemberton even before the combat at Port Gibson,
was at once commenced. From the moment that Porter had
braved its batteries and Grant had turned them by land, this
place had ceased to p088eB8 any importance. The siege-guns,
together with the magazines, were destroyed, and all the troops
started for Hankinson's Ferry. Loring could not, in fact, with
his limited resources, think of defending the passes of Bayou
Pierre. After having made th~ best resistance he could,
Tilghman had been compelled, 011 the morning of the 3d, to
abandon Grindstone Ford to McPherson, whoae troops formed
the head of the Federal column, and shortly after the latter
crossed the river over the bridge, which had been imperfectly
destroyed. All the Confederate forces which happened to be
south of the Big Black were already wending their way toward
Hankinson's Ferry. The Federals were marching with all
possible speed, and the rear-guard of the Confederates, in
spite of its fatigue and want of ammunition, was several times
obliged to face about to hold them in check. But Loring, with
the bulk of his troops, had greatly the advance, and when the
Federals finally reached Hankinson's Ferry on the evening of
the 3d, there was not a single enemy left south of the Big Black.
They had, however, pressed the Confederate rear-guard. so hard
that the latter had no time to destroy the bridge behind it.
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In the course of this day BOme of Porter's sailors had occupied
the abandoned works of Grand Gulf, and Grant, arriving there
only with his escort a few hours later, at once took all the
necessary measures for establishing his new base of operations
at this point. He might yet have taken up once more his cam
paign project against Port Hudson, but Grand Gulf, to be occu
pied for any length of time by an army, was too difficult to sup
ply; the transportation by land from Milliken's to Hard Times
was too slow and insufficient, while the conveyance of provisioDs
by water was extremely dangerous: on the morning of the 3d
the Vicksburg batteries had sunk the two ve&lels loaded with
supplies which Grant had so persistently demanded of the com
missary department. A letter from Banks, dated from Ope
lousas, had informed }lim that he would not be able to appear
before Port Hudson sooner than the 10th of May, and that, this
place once captured, he could only spare him twelve thousand men
to aid him in the siege of Vicksburg. In short, the larger por
tion of his army was already on the Big Black, and it was better
to take advantage of a first success in order to push it forward
than to retrograde for the purpose of beginning a new campaign.

From this moment Grant's resolution was irrevocably formed.
His plan was based upon a new conception peculiar to the Amer
ican war. His retreat from the Yallabusha to Holly Springs
after the destruction of his stores by VanDorn had taught him
that his army might be separated from its base of operations
during a certain period of time, and, by taking along a few pro
visions to be used during forced marches, be able to live for the
most part upon the resources of the country through which it was
passing. His sagacious mind had perfectly understood that what
was not feasible in Virginia, a country impoverished by the cul
ture of tobacco and with armies of a hundred thousand men mov
ing slowly through it, might be undertaken in the State of Mis
sissippi, a country rich in cattle, by an army of from thirty to
forty thousand, which, being more easily put in motion, covered
at the same time a much wider area of ground. He therefore
took Grand Gulf, not as a base of operations, but simply as a
point of departure, and determined to throw himself into the
enemy's country in order to place himself between Vicksburg,
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which he desired to reduce, and the rest of the Confederacy. In
this way he would compel Pemberton either to come out of his
fortifications to fight him in the open country, thus sacrificing all
the advantages of his position, or to shut himself up in Vicks
burg and allow himself to be invested.

The undertaking was a bold one, for the State of Mississippi
is very unli~e European countries, where reBOurces of all kinds
are concentrated in cities and towns, where numerous conveyances
and well-kept roads render the requisitions for and the transpor
tation of goods equally easy. Grant was destined to encounter
but a few stray villages; he had to march almost at random, to
scour forests in order to find out the locale of plantations, and to
collect provisions scattered among the farms: in order to put that
huge mass of humanity constituting an army in motion, he had
to follow pathways scarcely defined. Finally, the number of
soldiers he Wll8 able to take along with him did not amount to
more than forty-five thousand men, whilst Pemberton in his
department had nearly sixty thousand, without counting the
numerous reinforcements which were on their way to join him.

But, having neither railway, road, nor d~pOt to defend, Grant
could unite all his forces to strike a decisive blow wherever he
thought proper, and for preventing the concentration of troops
which, as we will show 'presently, were scattered over a vast
extent of country, he relied upon the confusion into which his
sudden attack would throw the counsels of the enemy. Besides,
contrary to the custom of most Union generals, he believed his
forces to be numerically less than they were in reality: in his

. calculations he computed Pemberton's troops at thirty thousand
combatants. Circumstances, the errors of his ad,rersaries, and
the care he took in keeping his army united, were eqnally
serviceable to him and made his success certain.

We have already spoken in a previous chapter of the battle
ground where the fate of Vicksburg WlI8 about to be staked.
We must, however, add a few details to that description. It is
bounded on the east by Pearl River, which waters Jackson, the
capital of Mis8issippi-on the west by the Yazoo and the Missis
sippi, one above and the other below Vicksburg. The Big Black,
an important river, runs between the Pearl and the Yazoo, and
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in a parallel direction with these two streams, but much nearer
the second; it gradually inclines to the westward, emptying itself
into the Mississippi above Grand Gulf. This water-course, nav
igable for small steamers and almost invariably leveed, presents a
serious obstacle. It is nowhere fordable, but by following a few
narrow roads leading to its banks one occasionally finds either a
wooden bridge or a ferry-boat. The principal crossings, begin
ning from below, are-Hankinson's Ferry, about ten miles in
a direct line above its mouth; Hall's Ferry, seventeen miles;
Baldwin's Ferry~ twenty-three miles; the railway-bridge, called
Black River Bridge, thirty-Qne miles; and that of Bridgeport
village, thirty-four miles. The space between the Big Black
and the Mississippi forma a plateau of considerable elevation
and very uneven; east of the Big Black the ground rises in
gentler acclivities; consequently, it is overrun by numerous
streams, such as the Big Sandy, Five-Mile Creek, Fourteen
Mile Creek, and Baker's Creek, a tributary of the last, all of
which, after rain-storma, become impassable torrents. Only one
railroad, about forty miles in length, passes through this section
of country from east to west, connecting Vicksburg with Jack
son, alm08t in a direct line; hence the important part which
these two places have played during the war. The bridge called
Black River Bridge is situated about eleven miles from Vicks
burg. Along this line there are four principal stations, at nearly
equal distances from each other: Bovina Station, first in going
from west to east; Edwards' Station, beyond the Big Black;
then Bolton's Station; and finally Clinton, the nearest to Jack
son. The principal town of this district is Raymond, south of
the railway, seven miles from Bolton and Clinton. It is the
county-town, and the junction of a certain- number of roads,
which radiate thence toward Jackson at the east, New Auburn
and Cayuga at the west-south-west, Utica at the south-west, and
Bridgeport at the north-west.

As we have stated, tfle Confederate forces were very much
divided. Pemberton had at first committed an almost irrepar
able error by remaining in Vicksburg with a considerable por
tion of his troops, instead of following, by a parallel movement,
Grant's march when the latter descended the right bank of the
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Mississippi, in order to oppose his landing. On the 3d of May,
Loring, with his division and the three brigades that had fought
under Bowen at Port Gibson, occupied the right bank of the Big
Black i~ the vicinity of Hankinson's Ferry. A single brigade,
under General Beall, had been left at Port Hudson, whilst the
remainder of Gardner's division was on the march toward Jack
son. In the early part of May, Gregg reached the latter town,
where W. H. Walker's brigade was doing gnrrison-duty since his
mission to Tennessee had been countermanded. Gardner followed
Gregg at some distance with two brigades, num.bering five thou
sand men; finally, Gist's brigade was coming from the east as
rapidly 88 the condition of the Southern Railroad, which had just
been cut by Grierson, would allow him. At the north, Grenada
and Fort Pemberton were occupied by two brigades. The rest
of the Confederate army was at Vicksburg and in its vicinity.
Its total force was fifty-nine thousand four hundred and eleven
men. Among this number, under command of Wirt Adams,
there werc scarcely two thousand mounted men.

From the moment he learned the issue of the fight at Port
Gibson, Pemberton thought of nothing but to cover Vicksburg.
To effect this, he determined to station his army along Big
Black River, in order to prevent Grant from crossing it, count
ing upon the detachments he had ordered to unite at Jackson
to protect the latter city from a sudden attack. .But, however
desirous he might be to protect this place, he feared above all
to compromise Vicksburg, where, besides a considerable quantity
of artillery, there were stores of provisions and clothing most
precious to armies as poor as those of the Confederacy. The loss
of these Rupplies, if they could not be carried off in time, would
no doubt have been terrible; as to" the place itself, it no longer
possessed, in a strategic point of view, any value whatever since
the Federal fleet had successfully passed its batteries, and Grant,
crossing the river with impunity, had taken possession of Grand
Gulf: these batteries no longer deserved the risking of an army
for their defence. Their importance had been exaggerated: they
had been called the Gibraltar of the Mississippi; President Davis
had publicly declared that they would defy all the efforts of the
Federals, and on the 7th of May, after the combat at Port Gib-
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BOn, he still telegraphed to the unfortunate Pemberton to defend
Vicksburg and Port Hudson at any cost. The latter, therefore,
could not abandon those places without a fight. Instead of leay
ing small garrisons in each of them, and collecting all his forces
in order to crush McClernand and McPherson at Hankinson's
Ferry, he ordered Gardner to return two thousand men to Port
Hudson after sending Maxey's brigade to Jackson, and placed
all the troops he could conveniently detach from Vicksburg en
khelon at crossings of the Big Black-Hall's Ferry and Baldwin's
Ferry.

A glance at the map will suffice to show that the railway from
Vicksburg to Jackson was the line which Grant would endeavor
to seize before all, for he would thus have a chance of separating
from Pemberton all the forces that were assembling in the latter
town; whereas, if he marched direct upon Vicksburg, he would
draw them upon himself and facilitate their concentration. To
strike this line successfully he required to have all his troops
around him: it was better, therefore, to expose his army to all
the perils of isolation than to weaken it by placing a portion
en ~chelon over a long line of communications.

Leaving Pemberton to keep a useless watch over the crossings
of the Big Black, which he had no idea of disputing, Grant started
to ascend the east side of this river, ready to turn either to the
left or to the right according as the troops from Vicksburg or
those from Jackson offered him a favorable opportunity for bat
tle. He rested his left, formed by McPherson, upon Hankin
son's Ferry; McClernand, on the right and in the rear, extended
his lines from Bayou Pierre to the village of. Willow Springs.
The expedition he was about to undertake required considerable
preparations. Supplies of every kind, especially of food, were
forwarded from Milliken's Bend to Hard Times by a road about
sixty-four miles in length, transported thence by water to Grand
Gulf, then sent after the army in wagons which had crossed the
river and upon conveyances picked up in the country. McArthur's
division of the Seventeenth corps, which had remained on the right
bank, was charged to protect the trains which carried these sup
plies as far as the point of embarkation.

But the troops stationed on the left bank of the Mississippi
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would not suffice for the perilous rempaign that Grant was about
to undertake. On the day of his landing at Bruinsburg he had
given orders to Sherman to join him with all the forces he could
command. The latter had. left the neighborhood of Chickasaw
Bayou on the 1st of May, and, leaving Blair's division at Milli
ken's Bend to guard the d~p6ts of the army, started at once in
the direction of Hard Times with his two other divisions, under
Steele and Tuttle. He arrived there on the 6th of May, crossed
the Mississippi as rapidly as he could, and joined the army on the
8th in the vicinity of Hankinson's Ferry. Hurlbut, who was in
command at Memphis and at Corinth, had. received orders to
send Lauman's division to Milliken's and Hard Times by water,
in order to relieve those under Blair and McArthur, so as to
allow them to overtake their two corps commanders, Sherman
and McPherson, before they reached the enemy.

Grant had. left Grand Gulf on the evening of the 3d of May
for Hankinson's Ferry, whilst Porter was proceeding ·with a
portion of his fleet toward Red River, leaving at the entrance
of the Big Black, under command of Captain Owen,* such vessels
as were necessary to watch the mouths of this river, where the
Confederates had some small steamerS, and to protect the trans
portation of troops and material from one side of the river to the
other. While waiting for Sherman, Grant made all the neoo3BlU'y
preparations for the march he was about to undertake; but, wish
ing to husband the rations that the soldiers carried in their haver
sacks, he determined to preserve his communications with Grand
Gulf as long as possible, and only to break them off at the last
extremity. He collected large supplies at this point, and abridged
the distance which separated them from the stores located above
Vicksburg. To effect this, a line of transports was established
between Grand Gulf and the extreme end of a new road, much
shorter than that of Raymond, leading to the right bank of the
river from Young's Point, lower down than Warrenton. He
thereby saved some of his supplies in the event of being obliged
to retrace his steps by some untoward check.

It was only on the 7th of May that, having ascertained that
Sherman was at Hard Times, Grant resumed his march. Dur-

* Lieutenant-commander E. K. Owen, commanding the LouiniUe.-ED.
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iog these few days he had pushed several reconnoissances along
the right bank of the Big Black, but nowhere was the enemy
found in force. Indeed, Pemberton, instead of utilizing these
four days to attack him before he could seriously menace hiS
communications, kept his forces massed near Vicksburg and
along the Jackson railroad. He had fully understood that
Grant intended to strike this line, which was of such import
ance to him, but being still beset by the fear of uncovering
Vicksburg, he only made preparations for defending that section
of it comprised between the latter city and the Big Black. He
had selected Bovina Station as a point of concentration for his
troops, not intending to crosss the Big Black except for the pur
pose of fighting Grant at Edwards' Station, where he had per
suaded himself that the latter, still following the course of the
river, would come to seek him. It was to Grant's interest to en
courage this idea, for he had heard of the concentration of troops
that was taking place at Jackson. To the detachment already on
the spot were to be added, by Pemberton's orders, regiments that
had come from Tennessee and Mobile: it was already announced
that Beauregard would assume command of these forces, but, in
reality, they were about to be led by a much more formidable
chieftain. Grant determined to disperse this force, yet far off,
before the arrival of reinforcements would form it into an army,
and to strike a blow in the direction of Jackson which should
completely secure the safety of his rear and his right flank before
attacking Pemberton on the side of Vicksburg. In order to
accomplish this object, he proposed to leave an army corps on
the left, which should slowly ascend the right bank of the Big
Black, and, while avoiding an encounter, would make some dem
onstrations calculated to detain Pemberton between Bovina and
Edwards' Stations. At the same time, while the centre of the
army was marching in n direC't line along the railroad, which it
would destroy at Clinton, the other wing, bearing to the right by
way of Raymond, was to look out for the troops assembled in the
vicinity of Jackson, and, if pOl3Bihle, take possession of the cap
ital of Mississippi in order to destroy this important network of
railroads. If" these operations were successfully accomplished,
Pemberton would find himself cut off from the reinforcements
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he WaB expecting. The three Federal corps were then to return
toward the Big Black, keeping together as close as possible, attack
ing the enemy's troops that had remained on the right bank, and
driving them back into Vicksburg with their commander.

The position taken by the latter at Bovina and Edwards' Sta
tions, which left Jackson with the rest of the railroad entirely
unprotected, was admirably calculated to favor this design. But,
besides the battlefield, obstacles might be encountered elsewhere.
Grant, who knew the precise and methodical mind of Geneml
Halleck, with Mr. Stanton's ignorance of matters appertaining to
the art of war, and their influence over Mr. Lincoln's mind, fully
understood how his plans would be received at Washington. He
took good care, therefore, not to make them known to the gov
ernment until he WaB sure of being out of reach of reply. More
fortunate than McClellan, he had no telegrnph fastened to his

. flanks, the nearest telegrnph-Qffice to his head-quarters being at
Memphis.

On the 8th of May, McClernand, who had taken position on
the right of the army, arrived at Rocky Springs by the Grand
Gulf and Jackson road. McPherson was skirting the Big Black,
and Sherman relieved him at Hankinson's Ferry with one of his
divisions, while the other followed the road taken by McClernand.
We have already mentioned several times the small amount of
confidence with which the military abilities of the latter general
inspired Grant: he feared to entrust him with the taBk of attack
ing the enemy's forces that were collecting in front of Jackson,
and made him bear to the left and encamp, on the 9th, at Cayuga,
on the bank of Sandy Creek, along the Rocky Springs road,
while McPherson, turning suddenly to the right, passed behind
him, and took the road to Utica. On the 10th the latter took
position about six miles beyond this town, in the direction of
Raymond. McClernand was on the bank of Five-Mile Creek,
on the road leading from Cayuga to Edwards' Station, and Sher
man between the two, near the point where the road from Cayuga
to Auburn crosses the same stream.

The moment had arrived for Gmnt to abandon his communica
tions with Gmnd Gulf, and the road over which his wagons had
to pass backward and forward to convey his supplies was constantly
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obstructed. Sherman, in going over it, had been struck so forcibly
with this confused. state of. things that he had written to Grant,
alluding to the fact as constituting a serious danger, and Grant had
replied by explaining to his lieutenant the project he had formed
of pursuing his march without keeping up his communications
with Grand Gulf, which would put an end to all these difficulties.
Finally, on the 11th of MAy, the wagons, instead of being sent
back empty, as usual, to the Grand Gulf dtipat for supplies, were
loaded with biscuit, salt, coffee, and cooking utensils, and distrib
uted among the various brigades; besides this, every man placed
in his haversack three days' rations, which with care might suf
fice for five; and it was expected to find enough fresh meat in the
country to make supplies last for three or four weeks. The plan
tations were to furnish the required amount of forage and corn
for the animals. A large quantity of ammunitioh naturnlly
accompanied the army. On this very day, just as Grant was·
writing to Halleck, telling him that he should not be able to
communicate with him again, the l~tter was receiving the first
despatch informing him of Grant's plan.

The excitement in Washington was very great, it being only a
few days after the defeat at Chancellorsville. The President and
his military advisers were frightened at Grant's rashne8S, and
Halleck sent him at once a despatch in which he was directed
to retrace his steps in order to caITy out the first project of a
junction with Banks. As Grant had foreseen, this despatch did
not reach him in time to stop his movement; he only received
it after victory had vindicated his course. The last courier sent
out by him carried a letter intended for Banks: being unable to
aid him in the reduction of Port Hudson, as the latter had
requested, Grant proposed, in his turn, that he should come and
join the Army of the Mississippi before Vicksburg.

On the 11th, Grant was rapidly pushing his right forward in
the direction of Jackson, while his left was advancing cautiously,
for fear of precipitating an engagement with Pemberton. He
had been informed that the latter was waiting for him at
Edwards' Station, where he was fortifying himself. It was
of importance to the Federals that he should remain there
until they had disposed of the enemies they were about to meet
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at Jackson. To avoid drawing his attention toward himself, the
Union general determined not to cross the line formed by Baker's
and Fourteen-Mile Creeks after their confluence. On the 12th
of May, McClernand WllB to take up his position along this
water-oourse by resting his left on the Big Black, so as to watch
Baldwin's Ferry, while Sherman would advance lIB far lIB

Fourteen-Mile Creek on the road from Auburn to Raymond,
and l\IcPherson, by mean'l of a long march, reach the latter
place on the same evening. The cavalry, which WllB not very
numerous, was to cover the rear of the army.

McClernand's left had exchanged a few musket-6hots with
Tilghman's brigade, posted at Baldwin's Ferry, while the
presence of a large portion of the Federal army at Fourteen
Mile Creek confirmed Pemberton more and more in the" opin
ion that the latter was marching upon Edwards' Station for the
purpose of forcing the passage of the Big Black at the railroad
bridge. He therefore wrote to Gregg, who had arrived in Ray
mond from Port Hudson, saying that the city of Jackson was
not menaced, and directing him to press the Federals close, in
order to take them in flank, as soon as they attacked Edwards'
Station.

In pnrsuance of this order or some previous instruction'l, this
general had ddvanced beyond Raymond on the Utica road with
his own and Walker's brigade, which had come from Jackson
before him. His cavalry cleared the road for a considerable
distance, and lIB soon lIB the enemy had been signalled he came
to a halt on the borders of a stream called Farnden's Creek,
about two miles and a half above Raymond. He had six or
seven thousand men with him,* and waited the attack of the
Federals in an excellent position along the outskirts of a wOOd
on the summit of a gentle declivity reaching down to the stream.
This water-oourse, with high banks, presented an obstacle very
difficult to overcome: Gregg's artillery Commanded the road over
which the Federals had to pllBS; his infantry WllB deployed on the
left and occupied some clumps of trees along the borders of the
stream. McPherson had but one division with him-Logan's,

* Johnston in his report MyS that on the following day he found these two
brigades at Jackson, presenting. total of six thou8llDd men.
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numbering about six thousand men-the other division, Crock
er's, having remained at some distance in the rear. He deploys
Leggett's brigade to the left and right of the road. A brisk
engagement immediately follows: the Confederates having the
advantage of position, their artillery brings Leggett to a full
stop. Then McPherson sends one battery to his extreme right
for the purpose of enfilading the line of battle of the enemy.
The latter attempts an offensive movement in order to carry the
battery which his guns have not been able to silence, but in vain :
he is repulsed. Logan, wishing to avail himself of this advan
tage, orders Dennis' brigade, which has not yet been in action,
to CI'088 Farnden's Creek and to attack the enemy's positions.
These troops advance boldly. But while the combat is thus
raging on the right of the road, the left of the Federals is
menaced by a flank attack on the other side. Dennis is already
driven back toward the stream, when Logan's Third brigade,'
under Stevenson, oomes to his assistance, and by a successful
charge determines the retreat of the Confederates. The conflict
was ended when Crocker arrived on the field of battle, and at
five o'clock in the evening the conquerors entered Raymond.

. They had lost 69 killed, 341 wounded, and 30 prisoners.
Gregg, who was falling back upon Jackson in great haste, had
100 killed, 305 wounded, and 415 prisoners, leaving two dis
mounted guns on the battlefield of Raymond.

On the evening of the same day, May 12th, while McPherson
was encamped around Raymond, Sherman, who with the centre
had crossed Fourteen-Mile Creek near its source, was at Dillon's.
McClernand, very close to him and a little in the rear to the left,
occupied the approaches of Montgomery's Bridge along the same
stream: his mission was to impress the enemy with the idea that
he was preparing to cross it and march upon Edwards' Station.
Grant's army thus formed, from Raymond to Montgomery's
Bridge, a line almost parallel with the railroad, from which it
was separated by a distance of about seven and a half miles..
But a considerable space intervened between the left wing,
composed of McClernand's and Sherman's corps, and the right,
formed of McPherson's.

The news of the battle of ,Raymond decided Grant to modify
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his plans. In fact, Gregg would not have undertaken such a
march to meet McPherson withont feeling that he was well
supported: the Federal commander had, moreover, just been
iuformed that Geneml Johnston, whose presence was worth a
whole army, was expected at Jackson with the reinforcements
sent from Tullahoma. He feared that McPherson was not
strong enough alone to capture the capital of Mississippi, and
he resolved to start eastward with all his forces in order to
assist him. He fully relied upon his ability to conceal this
movement from Pemberton and come back before this general
had been able to make a diversion in favor of the troops assem
bled at Jackson. But this manreuvre was not to delay a still
more urgent operation, such as the occupation of the railroad,
which alone could effectually divide the two sections of the
enemy's army. McPherson was ordered to march upon Jack-

. son, not by the direct route, which passes near Mississippi
Springs, but by reaching Clinton Stntion by way of the north,
and by following the railroad from this point. Sherman,
who was at Dillon's, was directed to proceed eastward toward
Raymond, where he was to meet McPherson's columns and
follow in their track. By this half-turn of the whole army to
the right McClernand found himself, for a moment, forming
the rear-guard; he had been instructed to follow Sherman in his
turn, by way of Dillon's, as far as Raymond with three divisions ;
the fourth was detached for the purpose of joining, at Auburn,
Blair's division of Sherman's corps, which had arrived from
Grand Gulf by forced marches, bringing with it a train of
considerable magnitude.

On the morning of the 13th, therefore, the whole Federal army
was seen turning its back upon Pemberton, before whom it only
left some cavalry squads, and proceeding eastward in a long single
column. But it soon adopted an order of march which would
enable it to concentrate itself and form more rapidly in battle
array. Sherman having reached Raymond before the last of
McPherson's troops had left that place, Grant made him take
the direct road to Jackson by way of Mississippi Springs.
During this time, McClernand, deploying his division in sight
of the enemy's outposts, quietly fell back under cover of this
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demonstration. On the 13th, at two o'clock in the afternoon,
McPherson struck the railroad at Clinton, destroying the track
and telegraph-wires: the despatches intercepted by him proved
that Pemberton was still waiting for the Federals at Edwards'
Station. He proceeded in the direction of Jackson, and soon
brought his troops to a halt for the night. This interruption of
railway communications was an irreparable blow to the Confed
erateS, and the loss of the telegraph caused the utmost confusion
in their movements, despatches between Jackson and Vicksburg,
being carried on horseback, instead of reaching their destination
in an hour, only arrived at the expiration of one or two days.
On the same evening, the 13th, Sherman had passed beyond
Mississippi Springs; McClernand had two divisions at Raymond,
and one between the two routes followed by McPherson and

• Sherman. The army was therefore united, and all its divisions,
save those of Blair and Smith, which had not yet reached New
Auburn, were sufficiently close to one another for mutual support
in case of attack.

This movement had not been made a moment too soon, for,
since the morning of the 13th, Grant had had a dangerous enemy
before him: Johnston had arrived in Jackson. This illustrious
chieftain, who had given evidence of his prowess at Bull Run
and on th~ Virginia peninsula, had not exercised active command
since the serious wound he had received in the preceding year on
the battlefield of Fair Oaks. At the close of the year 1862, as
we have stated, he had been invested with supreme authority,
although purely nominal, over all the armies of the West. Mr.
Davis was accused of not liking this general, so deservedly pop
ular, but public opinion had imposed this choice upon him, which
reduced Braxton Bragg and Pemberton, the supposed favorites of
the President, to the rank of subordinates. Johnston, after hav
ing commanded ad interim Bragg's army for a few days in Feb
mary, and inspected Vicksburg shortly after, had taken up his
quarters at Chattanooga, where he very soon fell seriously ill, and
had not yet quite recovered when the news of the battle of Port
Gibson reached him. He understood at once the danger that
Pemberton was incurring, and, judging of the situation from a
wider and more correct point of view than the latter, telegraphed
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to him, " Concentrate all your forces to beat Grant: su~ will
restore you what you have sacrificed to obtain it." If,Pemberton
had followed this advice, the issue of the campaign would prob
ably have been different. At the same time Johnston received
the tardy instructions of Mr. Davis, ordering him to proceed in
person and direct the campaign against Grant; but, being still
sick, he was not able to reach Jackson until the 13th of May, too
late to join Pemberton. In this city he found Bragg and WaIker,
who had arrived from Raymond during the night with six thou
sand men. These troops, worn out by a hard-fought battle in
which they had borne a most honorable part, were alone within
reach at this moment for defending the important position of
J ack~n. But Maxey's brigade was expected on the following
day from Port Hudson; Gist's brigade, from the east, sent by
Beauregard, was within only one day's march. Their arrival
would place eleven thousand men at Johnston's disposal to occupy
the works surrounding Jackson: other reinforcements were shortly
expected. An order from President Davis had detached the in
fantry brigades of Ector and McNair from Bragg's army, and to
Pemberton had restored Jackson's division of cavalry, which
Van Dorn had recently brought with him. All these forces had
been directed toward the capital of Mississippi. If Grant allowed
him time, Johnston could therefore very soon place this city in a
condition to resist all attaCks. On his arrival he learned that
Pemberton was waiting for the enemy at Edwards' Station with
the larger portion of his troops, and shortly before the interrup
tion of telegraphic communication he received a despatch from this
general, dated the day previous, announcing that Grant was before
him and preparing to force the passage of Baker's Creek with
almost his entire army. The news received from Clinton informed
him at the same time of the occupation of this point by a Fed
eral corps, said to consist of four divisions, which he believed to
be Sherman's corps, whereas in reality there were only two divis
ions from McPherson's corps. He understood at once that Pem
berton, by persisting in linking the fate of his soldiers with that
of Vicksburg, would eventually be cut to pieces and driven back
into that place. Even if the latter had to be sacrificed, it was
above all essential to save these thirty thousand combatants, whose
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loss to the Confederate cause nothing could replace. It was there
fore necessary tp begin by effecting a junction of the two sections
of the army between which Grant had just placed himself.

From the despatch of Pemberton, announcing that nearly all
the enemy's forces were before him on Fourteen-Mile Creek and
Baker's Creek near Dillon's--that is to say, south of Edwards'
Station-Johnston must have believed that the corps occupying
Clinton was at a considerable distance from the rest of the Fed
eral troops. Consequently, on the 13th he wrote to Pemberton,
directing him to abandon Edwards' Station with all his forces,
and to march eaBtward in order to attack this corps .near Clinton,
while he would himself come out of Jackson and join him in the
neighborhood of that town. Pemberton, by leaving the care of
defending Vicksburg to the two divisions which garrisoned the
place, would by this bold manceuvre have brought thirty or
thirty-five thousand men to Clinton. It is true that Johnston
had been deceived regarding the position of the Federal army,
and that his lieutenant would have found it united, instead of
surprising three or four isolated divisions, as he had hoped; but
even if this attack had been repulsed, the manceuvre prescribed
to Pemberton would, as it will be seen presently, have prevented
the disasters which his obstinacy in covering Vicksburg was pre
paring.

While the latter remained inactive at Edwards' Station, with
out even noticing the enemy's departure f.!.nd that Johnston had
not the necessary forces about him to take the initiative, as was
his wont, the Federal columns were advancing upon Jackson by
the converging roads of Clinton and Raymond. On the evening
of the 13th, Grant ordered McPherson and Sherman to attack
Jackson at the same hour by these two roads, whilst McClernand
was to remain in the rear, in order to hold Pemberton in check
if the latter should attempt to Cl'088 Baker's Creek.

The morning of the 14th was stormy: the march, which had
begun at four o'clock, was very painful, and when, about half
past nine o'clock, the head of McPherson's column, formed by
Crocker's division, arrived in sight of the p08itions occupied by
Johnston outside of the town, the storm was 80 violent that it
became necessary to postpone the attack for fear of wetting the
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cartridges, of which the Federals had to be very chary. Sher
man, following the Raymond road, had deployed to the right on
nearing Jackson, thus leaving a space of about two miles and a
half between his left and McPherson's right; but the enemy was
too weak to take advantage of this division of the forces of the
assailants, and Grant was anxious to cut Johnston oft' from all re
treat in the direction of the south-a useless precaution, however,
for the Confederate general had taken measures to fall back in
the direction of the north. McClernand occupied Clinton with one
division, Mississippi Springs with another, and Raymond with a
third; the fourth had remained at New Auburn, where Blair, hav
ing left Grand Gulf on the 12th, had joined it; finally, McArthur,
who commanded the Third division of McPherson's corps, had
brought on one of his brigades, under Ransom, and was march
ing toward Utica. These reinforcements swelled Grant's active
force to twenty-four brigades, or about forty-eight thousand men.
Thus distributed, McClernand had eight brigades, divided into
four divisions; Sherman, nine brigades, forming three divisions;
and McPherson, seven brigades, six of which composed two
divisions, the seventh being upon detached service.

Johnston had received no reinforcements during the night
except a few regiments from Georgia. When he found that the
Federals were arriving in force by two routes, he realized the
fact that he could no longer defend the city of Jack'3on, and
immediate preparations were made for evacuating it. It was a
delicate operation, but on this occasion he succeeded in deceiv
ing Grant as completely as he had McClellan the preceding
year at Yorktown. While the material of war, the money, and
the archives of the State were being sent northward, in the
direction of Canton, by the Mis.'lissippi- Central Railroad, he
placed nearly all his forces in an advantageous position along
the road followed by McPherson, whose progress would have
interrupted the evacuation, in order to hold this general in check
as long as possible. A small body of skirmishers and a few
field-pieces, which he had sacrificed, alone remained in the
works adjoining the Raymond road, in order to delay Sher
man's march.

The latter was waiting for the signal to attack these works
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that McPherson's guns were to give him. Finally, about eleven
o'clock, the rain having stopped, this general opened fire. The
Confederates occupied a' semicircular hill, over which the road
followed by their adversaries passed~n the right, woods; in the
centre and on the left, an undulating clearing which their artillery
commanded; one battery enfiladed the road. McPherson had
placed Crocker's division in the front; Logan was ready to sup
port him with two of his brigades; the third, under Stevenson,
masked by a wood, formed the extreme left, and was to outflank
the right of the Confederates in order to strike a road which leads
into Jackson by way of the north-west, and which would have
brought it upon their rear. A ravine full of thickets separated
the combatants. It is here that the conflict begins. The Fed
eral skirmishers are driven from it. Then Crocker, pushing his
whole line forward, takes possession of the place, not without
experiencing severe losses, and dislodges the Confederates from
the position they occupy. But the latter retire into their works,
situated a little over a mile in the rear. McPherson follows
them, and, not daring to attack them in front, shells them from
a distance in order to wait for the effect of the movement under
taken by Stevenson. It is now two o'clock. During this time
Sherman, on the right, has repulsed the Confederate skirmishers,
crossed a stream the passage of which has not been seriolL~ly

disputed, and arrives in front of some works occupied by nume
rous guns, which open a sharp and well-directed fire upon him.
Grant, who is with him, allows himself to be checked for more
than two hours by the weak detachment with which Johnston
opposes his forces. He has sent one regiment to the right, to
push on as far as Pearl River and endeavor to turn the enemy's
positions. Time passes without his receiving any news: at lac;t
he proceeds in person to that side and joins this regiment, which,
finding no one to oppose its progress, was about to enter Jackson.
The city was deserted, Johnston having evacuated it with all his
troops. One hundred and- fifty artillerymen had alone remained,
bravely sacrificing themselves in order to save their comrades, and
continued to fire upon Sherman.

The latter then had only to come forward and capture them,
with the ten pieces of monon they were serving. At the same
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moment the works which had checked McPherson's progress
were abandoned. Seven pieces of artillery were found in them.
Stevenson, who by his tardy movement had favored the retreat
of the enemy, tries in vain to cut him off from the Canton road.
It was too late, for the last Confederate soldiers had prereded him
along this road. At the cost of five hundred men disabled, two
hundred prisoners, and seventeen guns left in the hands of the
enemy, Johnston had saved his army and nearly the whole of
his mattriel. The advantages secured by Grant were nevertheless
considerable. The junction of the railway lines and the supplies
found at Jackson were destroyed, while the army which was
being organized for the purpoee of assisting Pemberton had lost
its point of concentration. The Federals had {orty-one killed
and two hundred and forty-nine wounded.

On the 14th, at three o'clock, the Federal flag was waving
over the capitol at Jackson. The troops, fatigued by long
marches, and for the last two days reduced to insufficient rations,
found plenty of provisions in the city; but some of the soldiers
tried to indemnify themselves to too great an extent for their past
privations: having found a rum-shop, they got inebriated, and
subsequently gave themselves up to acts of plunder which were
suppressed with difficulty. The Catholic church was set on fire,
aud out of a spirit of revenge some old Federal prisoners applied
the torch to a hotel where they had been ill-treated the previous
year. All the Confederate stores, the cotton-warehouses, a large
spinning-factory (whose machinery might have been employed in
military arsenals), were likewise burned under Sherman's direc
tion; finally and especially, the railroads leading from Jackson
to the four cardinal points were systematically destroyed for a
long distance from the city.

Johnston, with the troops that had fought in the morning,
encamped on the evening of the 14th seven miles from Jackson,
on the Canton road. His object in marching northward was
to preserve some means for uniting his forces to those of Pem
berton. But he left Maxey's brigade at the south, and Gist's,
which had not arrived in time to follbw him, at the east. He
directed both of them to take up a position between Meridian and
Jackson, and to join him as soon as they had united with the
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reinforcements sent from the East, which would increase thE'ir
forces to the number of thirteen thousand men: in the mean
while, they were to protect the centre of the State against the
incUl'BioDS of the Federals. Finally, he sent another despatch
to Pemberton, which did not reach him in time, recommending
him not to hesitate before any ~fice in order to secure the
junction of their forces. But, astonished at seeing more than
one-half of the Federal army appear before Jackson at the very
moment when Pemberton had informed him that this same arJP.Y
was in front of him near Baker's Creek, he wrote to his lieuten
ant recommending him to menace Grant's communications with
the Mississippi, thus hoping to renew the attempt which had
proved 80 successful at Holly Springs. In fact, neither himself
nor his lieutenant had as yet realized the fact that Grant, in order
to manoouvre between them, had broken his communications, and
was no longer restrained by the heavy chain which no Federal
army up to this time had dared to throw off.

We left Pemberton on the 13th on the banks of Baker's Creek.
He had placed Loring between this stream and Baldwin's Ferry;
Bowen, who was at the head of a strong division, and Stevenson,
in command of another, were in the neighborhood of Edwards'
Station ; Vaughn's brigade occupied the Big Black River Bridge J
Smith's and Forney's divisions did garri80n-duty at Vicksburg,
Haines' Bluff, and Warrenton. Pemberton estimated these last
two divisions at seven thousand five hundred men, and the.
marching portion, composing the rest of his army, at nineteen
thousand combatants. We will show farther on that one-third
ought to be added to this number, and that the ten brigades he
was able to put in mo~on, leaving Vaughn at Big Black River
Bridge, should be reckoned at twenty-five thousand men. On
the 14th he received Johnston's first despatch near Bovina, where
he had his head-quarters. The instructions it contained upset
all his plans; nevertheless, he wrote to his chief, saying that
he should exreute his orders, and started for Ed wards' Station.
But, having reached this place, he could not resign himself to
thus give up the Vicksburg road. Instead of putting his army
on the march, he summoned a council of war. The majority
was in favor of instantly obeying Johnston's orders; the minor-
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ity favored a move southwanl; Pemberton was in favor of
remaining stationary; and, finding himself alone in this opin
ion, he thought of harmonizing all difFerenre8 by siding with
the minority. Therefore, instead of bearing to the left in order
to get nearer Johnston, he decided to turn to the right, so as not
to uncover Vicksburg, and to march upon Dillon's, to which, he
had at last learned, Grant's rear-guard had fallen back. This
movement was directly at variance with that he had been ordered
to make, and was calculated to place the enemy's army between
his own and Johnston's, thus rendering it more and more impos
sible to effect that junction which the latter had recommended
as of paramourit importance. In announcing his decision to his
chief he requested the latter to meet him at Raymond, as if the
enemy's whole army had not passed over that road. On the
14th he issued his order of march as follows: Wirt Adams'
cavalry was to clcar the road; Loring was to form the head of
column, Bowen the centre, Stevenson the rear-gnanl. But· he
again lost much precious time, and his troops did not start for
Dillon's until the afternoon of the 15th. On reaching the point
where the Raymond road crosses Baker's Creek it was found
that the bridge had been carried off and fording was impracti
roble, the rain of the previous day having swollen the smaller
streams. It became necessary to turn back in order to find a
cros.';in~, and reascend Baker's Creek as far as the bridge of
Edwards' Station road to Clinton. Fortune was therefore bring
ing back once more, although somewhat late, the Confederate
general to that Clinton road where his chief had summoned him.
But he did not avail himself of this last chance: after crossing
the bridge he took the first cross-road to the right in order to
get back to the Raymond road. In these marches and counter
marches much time had been lost and but little ground gained.
It was past midnight when the troops took to their bivouaes,
some along the Raymond road, others on the cross-road; the
army was only five miles abo,'e Edwanls' Station. 'Vishing to
allow the soldiers some rest, and beginning to fear that he had
ventured too far, Pemberton issued no marching orders for the
following day. He could learn nothing relative to Grant's
movements.
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The latter, however, had not been idle, and was encamped that
evening very near him. Johnston had addressed his despatch of
the 14th to Pemberton in triplicate. One of his messengers was
a spy, who carried the despatch that same evening to the Union
head-quarters. Grant, having no doubt but that Johnston's
orders would be executed, immediately took the necessary steps
to meet Pemberton. He could not tell at what distance from
Edwards' Station he should find him: if the latter had been
expeditious, the meeting must take place during the day of the
15th; but even in that case he could yet prevent the junction
of his two adversaries, who had placed him in a difficult position
between their combined forces at the north and the Vicksburg
works at the west. Bolton Station being the point toward which
it was probable they would both direct their course, he resolved
to forestall them, and ordered l\1cClemand, who was now in the
lead, to put his four divisions on the march toward this point,
these divisions being en rehelon as follows: Carr at Mississippi
Springs, Hovey above Clinton, Osterhaus at Raymond, and Smith
at New Auburn. Blair's division, which was near the latter, was
directed to follow its movement, while McPherson would strike
the Clinton road at daylight, and, if feasible, proceed as far as
Bolton, situated" at a distanee of twenty miles from Jackson. The
troops were to follow parallel roads as far as practicable, in order
not to stretch ont the columns. Sherman, who found himself
thus forming the rear-guard, remained temporarily at Jackson,
where he completed the destruction of the railroads and covered
the army in its change of front.

At nine o'clock on the morning of the 15th, Osterhaus' cavalry,
which had the shortest distance to travel, occupied Bolton. On
the same evening, notwithstanding the difficulties and obstacles
caused by the narrow and muddy roads, five divisions were en
camped in the vicinity of this station, the two divisions of
McPherson at a little distance in the rear, Hovey at the station
itself, Osterhaus and Carr on his left, on the Raymond road. A
little farther on the left, but within their reach, Smith bivouacked
north of the town of Raymond, which Blair had just occupied.
Grant therefore held his seven divisions on a front of small
extension. It was a few hours later, as we have mentioned,
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that Pemberton brought his soldiel"B, worn out by useless coun
termarches, to a halt on the road leading from Edwards' Station
to Raymond. He intended to proceed toward this point in the
course of the following day. Grant, on his part, had instructed
McClernand to advance in the direction of Edwards' Station at
daybreak, without, however, precipitating an engagement, for he
believed his adversary to be farther north and on his way to
Bolton. But during the night both generals received intelli
gence which modified their respective plans. Northern men,
always industrious, had at all times provided engineel"B for
Southern railroads. Two of these employ~ arrived at the Fed
eral head-quartel"B in Bolton on the morning of the 16th at five
o'clock. They came from Edwards' Station, where they had left
the enemy's army united and preparing to move forward. Grant
immediately Bent a despatch to Sherman, who had spent the day
of the 15th in completing the destruction of the railroads and
d~pM.8 at Jackson, ordering him to start at once for Bolton with
his two divisions. This order was executed without delay:
Steele's division left at an early honr on the 16th; Sherman,
with Tuttle's division, followed it toward noon. Three roads,
pUl"Buing an almost parallel COUrBe, cr088 each other on the road
from Raymond to Bolton, running eastward toward Edwards'
Station. The southern route is the identical road leading from
the latter point to Raymond; the middle one, which Pemberton
had crossed the day before, leads directly to the bridge over Ba
ker's Creek; the northern road connects Clinton with Edwards'
Station. After following the course of Baker's Creek for some
distance, the latter road turns abruptly southward, as if to avoid
a high ridge called Champion's Hill, thus forming a junction
with the i'lecond at the crossing of the road that Pemberton
had taken in order to get back to the Raymond route after
the detour he had been obliged to make, and along which
Bowen's and Stevenson's divisions were encamped. Hovey
was ordered to take the northern route, followed by McPher
son's corps; Osterhaus and Carr, the middle one, which they
were facing; Smith and Blair, that of the south. On the
morning of the 16th the whole army was in motion: Grant
accompanied Hovey.
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At the same hour that the Union general was issuing his
instructions Pemberton received another despatch from Johnston,
dated on the morning of the 15th, in reply to the one in which
he had informed him of his movement upon Dillon's. The com
manding general positively disapproved of this movement, and
ordered him to proceed in the direction of Clinton and to endeavor
to unite their divided forces. This time Pemberton deemed it
proper to obey. He thought, very justly, that the safest route
was not that which posaes south of the railroad, striking the latter
at Bolton, but the route called the Brownsville road, which passes

, round the right bank of Baker's Creek and follows the railroad
track north for a certain distance. By following this route he
had a greater chance of avoiding the Federals during the flank
movement which would bring him in the neighborhood of Clin
ton. To accomplish this, it was necessary to recross Baker's
Creek. His whole army was ordered to face about, as Grant's
army had done the previous day, and to take the road over which
it had just marched; so that Stevenson led the advance, Bowen
remained in the centre, and Loring followed him.. Adams' caT
airy was to cover this retreat.

But the movement had scarcely begun when, at seven o'clock iu
the morning, Adams was attacked by the skirmishers of Smith's
division, which had left Raymond before daylight. The first en
counter took place at a point situated within four miles of Ed
wards' Station. Smith, having speedily reached this point, opened
fire with his artillery upon the enemy's rear-guard. During this
time the rest of the Confederate army was continuing its march
along the cross-road: it was advancing slowly, clearing its right
flank, ail the wagons having been sent forward in the direction
of Baker's Creek bridge.

Pemberton's march is soon interrupted. In fact, at the boom
ing of cannon on his left, Osterhaus, who is following the middle
route, quickens his steps and strikes the enemy's column at the
main crossing, where the cross-road connects with this route. .A.
brisk combat immediately follows. Pemberton has no choice left.
He cannot continue his retreat without running the risk of being
cut in two; he must fight. Fortunately for him, the ground on
which he has just been surprised offers BOrne excellent defensive

YOL.III.-2\
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positions. Stevenson, on reaching the crossing, instead of turning
to the left in order to gain Baker's Creek bridge, continues straight
forward along the road which follows the eastern declivity of
Champion's Hill, and which, being somewhat steep, presents a
formidable obstacle to the assailants. This declivity is covered
with woods and is intersected by deep ravines; on the north side,
on the contrary, the slopes which reach down toward Baker's
Creek present some open spaces of ground under cultivation. In
short, the summit of Champion's Hill, which is about seventy feet
above the plain, is destitute of trees and offers a favorable position
for posting field-pieces. Stevenson plants himself upon this hill;
Bowen occupies the crossing at the foot of the southern declivity ;
Loring deploys to the right along the cross-rood and as far as the
Raymond road. Thus a strong position defends the Confederates'

. left, while a road running parallel with their front connects every
part of it for a distance of nearly four miles. The Federals, on
the contrary, are advancing by three different routes, which, near
the enemy's line, pass through an impenetrable forest scarcely .
accessible to a single horseman. In emerging from these nar
row defiles Grant's columns find themselves among clearings

.commanded 011 every side by the enemy's positions. Pemberton
has at least twenty-two or twenty-three thousand men in line,
and the advantages of the ground he occupies amply compensate
him for his numerical inferiority. In fact, Grant will only have
about thirty thotL'Wld men under his control when Crocker, of
McPherson's corps, who brings up the rear on the Bolton rood,
shall have arrived on the field of battle.

Hovey, who precedes him, has not been long in encountering
Stevenson's outposts north-west of Champion's Hill. Just before
reaching the angle which the road makes in the direction of the
south, he has made a halt, and his wagons, by obstnicting the
road behind him, delay the arrival of McPherson's corps for
some time. Grant, having been apprised by the latter that a
battle is imminent, immediately takes measures for attacking the
enemy. McClernand, who is posted along the central rood with
Osterhaus and Carr, is ordered to push forward and to combine
his movement with that of the left column that is following the
Raymond road. Grant would have desired to wait until MeCler-
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nand was seriously engaged before beginning hostilities on the
right; but, as we have stated, communications are not easy
between the various Federal corps, and McClernand, embar
rassed by the obstacles he encounters, is in no hurry to execute
the orders of his chief. At eleven o'clock his cannon have not
yet been heard, when the firing of musketry between Hovey and
Stevenson, who are very close, culminates in a real battle. Grant,
who is expecting every moment to see his two other columns fall
into line, can no longer delay the signal of attack.

Hovey forms his two brigades into line on the left of the road,
facing the eastern declivity of Champion's Hill. Logan, who
8Upports him, deploys on his right, beyond the angle of the road,
along the barren slopes which reach down toward Baker's Creek,
and faces south, 80 that his line forms a right angle with that of

. Hovey. Two batteries placed at his extreme right open an en
filading fire upon Stevenson's division, which Hovey attacks in
front. The latter climbs the slopes before him, and pushes for
ward for a distance of nearly six hundred yards, dislodging the
enemy from all the positions he tries to defend: eleven pieces
of artillery and three hundred prisoners fall into his hands.
But his tired soldiers have reached an intrenchment halfway
down the road, before which they are exposed, without shelter,
to a murderous and plunging fire. They cannot get beyond it,
and find themselves in a critical position. Grant sends Sanborn's
brigade of Crocker's division, which had just arrived, to support
them: it retrieves the fight, without, however, being able to get
beyond the trenches, while Logan is menacing Stevenson's left
flank.

The latter is compelled to place Barton's brigade in a trian
gular position: pressed on all sides, and having only Cummings'
and Lee's brigades left to defend a position which was no doubt
a fine one, but too extended for the forces at his command, he
instantly calls for assistance. In order to relieve him, Pemberton
orders Bowen and Loring to make a vigorous attack upon the
Federal centre. But this order is not executed, and Loring
remains fronting McClernand, as motionless as the latter. Not
withstanding the injunctions of the two generals-in-chief, the
combat, therefore, is confined to the slopes of Champion's Hill•
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The Federal left and the Confederate right are watching each
other to no purpose, for Bowen is not to make the attack until
Loring give.'! him the signal. But the road in front of the
Confederate line gives Pemberton great advantages, while the
Federal columns, shut up in the woods, cannot mutually sup
port each other. He detaches Cockerell's and Green's brigades
from Bowen's division, and hurls them upon Hovey and San
born. The Federals are driven back to the bottom of the hill,
and lose at once both the ground and the cannon which they had
conquered with so much difficulty.

The extreme left of the Confederates does not meet with the
same success; a charge made against McPherson's two batteries
is repulsed with great loss, while Logan is still advancing,
threatening more and more to turn them on that side.

It is half-past twelve o'clock: Grant listens in vain, hoping to
hear the sound of the cannon of McClernand, who should have
come into line with his fifteen thousand men long ago. Hovey
is completely repulsed, and Logan's movement has left an open
space between their two divi.,ions into which the enemy might
throw himself. Fortunately, the last two brigades of Crocker
arrive at this moment. Grant immediately orders them to fill
the gap. Boomer begins the attack, Holmes follows, and Hovey's
division, encouraged by this reinforcement, resumes the offensive.
It llcoouin takes possession of the five guns, and for three-quarters of
an hour the conflict is carried on along the slopes of Champion's
Hill. Pemberton, on his side, in vain orders Loring to come to
the relief of the left wing with all his force, leaving only Tilgh
man's brigade to hold McClernand in check. This manreuvre,
which the road connecting all the Confederate positions rendered
easy of execution, would perhaps have enabled Pemberton's army
to retire in good order and to avoid the disaster which was in store
for it. But Loring, who clearly saw McClernand's corps immo
vable in front of him, was particularly desirous to neutralize this
general by keeping him in that position through a constant
menace: he did not deem it proper to weaken his front, and
failed to stir.

In the mean while, Logan takes advantage of Hovey's "SUOOeB8

to extend his lines more and more to the right, while Smith's
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brigade completely envelops this position by way of the west:
he thUB reaches the extension of the central road which leads
from the crossings to the bridge over which Pemberton had
crossed Baker's Creek the previoUB day. The left wing of the
Confederate army is completely turned, and the Federals are
masters of the line of retreat. It is true that a single Union
brigade has ventured so far alone, and that it may be crushed if
not supported in time., But its presence has caused great con
fusion among Stevenson's soldiers, who thUB find themselves
taken in the rear: they disperse and run before Logan. It is
four .o'clock. Pemberton's personal efforts succeed, however, in
rallying a portion of the fugitives. Bowen, on the other decliv
ity of Champion's Hill, sUBtains the fight most energetically with
his three brigades. Loring, who was preparing, but too late,
to make an offensive movement, finally responds to the urgent
appeals of his chief and Aends Buford's brigade to the left.
The latter comes to the relief of Stevenson, and for a moment
retrieves the fortunes of the battle. Grant, who has remained
near Hovey, not seeing McClemand appear, and ignorant of the
decided attitude that Logan has jUBt assumed, calls back the latter,
whom he finds too much exposed. Logan, obeying this order
with reluctance, brings back his troops a little to the rear, halt
ing them soon after in order to wait for further instructions.
He asks his commander to support him in a final effort which
may secure the defeat, and probably the utter destruction, of
the enemy's army. Upon this suggestion Grant orders him
to resume his flank movement, whilst Hovey and Crocker
attack the positions which they have already frequentv lost
and recovered on the front and left.

The enemy has forestalled them by a speedy retreat. Steven
son's division is, for the most part, dispersed: its commander
believes he has eighty thoUBaDd men in front of him; Bowen's
division is exhausted; Loring has sent but one brigade to the
battlefield, and since then nothing has been heard of him. Pem
berton orders Bowen to bring thed~ of his command to the
rear: all the corps that still preserve some organization, all the
combatants who have not yet taken to flight, follow this move
ment and accelerate its action. Fortunately for this army, now
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in a disordered coQdition, Logan has had n<) time to bar the way,
and it finally reaches Baker's Creek bridge, leaving behind, it
is true, a number of prisoners and guns. Loring, who was
endeavoring to reach Champion's Hill through a by-road, finds
nothing but enemies before him, and is obliged to throw himself
abruptly upon the Raymond road. Grant, in fact, had occupied all
the positions so long defended by Stevenson, while McClernand,
finding no longer even fugitives in sight, had advanced as far as
the crossing. Osterhaus was sent in pursuit of the enemy, a por
tion of the Seventeenth corps being ordered to follow him, while
the two divisions under Blair and Smith, which happened to be
on the Raymond road, and had been reinforced during the day
by Ransom's brigade, were charged to press hard upon Lor
ing's retreat. Hovey's, Logan's, and Crocker's divisions, having
borne all the weight of the conflict, halted along the slopes of
Champion's Hill, where the dead and wounded were piled together
in such vast numbers that these soldiers, although tried on many
a battlefield, called the plaoe "the Hill of Death."

Bowen was directed by Pemberton to cover the bridge of
Baker's Creek with two brigades, an~ to wait there for Loring,
who was to form the rear-guard. But after a trifling engagement
Bowen found himself turned by way of his left, a portion of
Osterhaus' troops having crossed Baker's Creek higher up and
menaced his flank. He nl:pidly fell back upon Big Black River
Bridge, without waiting for Loring. The latter, with the rear
guard, had been obliged to fight a sharp battle on the Raymond
road, during which General Tilghman was killed, and in the mean
time the column formed by Osterhaus and Carr had cut him oft'
from the approaches to Baker's Creek Bridge. Then Loring,
despairing of his ability to clear another passage for himself to
Big Black River Bridge, abandoned all his artillery and wagons,
and flung himself into the woods at the head of six thousand
men in order to escape south, and thus jllin Johnston. After
wandering about during four days, he finally reached the city
of Jackson on the 20th of May with the larger portion of these
troops. On the evening of the battle the Confederate army W88

crossing Big Black River over the railroad-bridge. The skil
ful and intrepid Bowen had again reoeived the post of honor,
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being ordered to defend this important pa93, while the other corps,
continuing their march in a state of indescribable confusion, did
not stop until one o'clock in the morning, in the vicinity of
Bovina Station.

The battle of Champion's Hill, considering the number of troops
engaged, could not compare with the great conflicts we have already
mentioned, but it produced remIts far more important than most

- of those great hecatombs, like Shiloh, Fair Oaks, Murfreesborough,
Fredericksburg, and Chancellorsville, which left the two adversa
ries fronting each other, both unable to resume the fight. It was
the most complete defeat tbe Confederates had sustained since the
commencement of the war. They left on the field of battle from
three to four thousand killed and wounded, three thousand able
bodied prisoners, and thirty pieces of artillery. But these figures
can convey no idea of the magnitude of the check experienced by
Pemberton, from which he could not again recover. The strong
est of his divisions (Loring reached Jackson with 5778 men) had
been isolated, and could not again get into line for 80me time.
The others were 80 reduced in number as to envy the fate of
the latter: driven beyond Big Black River, definitely separated
from Johnston, they could not avoid total destruction except by
seeking refuge in Vicksburg, which was destined to become their
prison. They were no longer in a condition to attempt, even
under a commander other than Pemberton, the bold march which
alone could have saved them from the terrible fate of an army
shut up in a strong place. Grant's losses, amounting to 426 killed,
1842 wounded, and 189 prisoners, were borne exclusively by the
fifteen thousand men forming the two divisions under McPherson
and Hovey; the latter had 1083 men disabled-that is to say, one
third of his effective force-while Osterhaus' division had only 90.
Out of twenty-four men struck in Smith's division, on the extreme
left, there was not a single man killed. The conduct of McCler
nand, who during the entire day failed to bring the fifteen thou
sand men under his command into action,· despite the repeated
orders of his chief, was very properly denounced by Grant.
Loring remained motionless before him with only six or seven
thousand Confederates, 80 that, in reality, the battle was fought
by fifteen or sixteen thousand men on each side.
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This battle was the crowning work of the operations conducmd
by Grant with equal audacity and skill since his landing at Bruins- .
burg. In outflanking Pemberton's left along the slopes of Cham
pion's Hill he had completely cut off the latter from all retreat
north. Notwithsmnding the very excusable error he had com
mitted in stopping Logan's movement for a short time, the latter
had through this manreuvre secured victory to the Federal army.

Johnston had po.ssed the whole of the 16th at CalhOlm Station,
waiting for news and resting his little army, worn out by conflicts
that were always followed by speedy retreats. He had received
in the evening at Livingston a despatch from Pemberton, written
tlmt very morning, in which the latter announced his determina
tion of marching north, and minutely describing the route which
his chief had to follow in order to bring about the much-desired
junction near Edwards' Station. Upon the morning of the
17th, Johnston had put his troops in motion, leading the advance
with two brigades. In spite of the fatigue of his men, he had
already marched fifteen miles in the direction of Edwards' Station
when a messenger from Pemberton brought him the fatal news
of the battle of Champion's Hill, together with a letter contain
ing B still more painful piece of intelligence-that of his retreat
toward Vicksburg and the determination he had formed to shut
himself tip in this place an9- abandon Haines' Bluff. Johnston
had no other alternative but to return to Livingston. He did not
regret his inactivity on the 16th, for, had he obliged his soldiers
to march for hours on tlmt day, the distance to be travelled would
not have allowed him to bring them in time to Champion's HilI
to take part in the battle. He would have had but one chance,
perhaps, of changing the issue of the struggle between his lieu
tenant and Grant: it would have been to have started in person
on the 13th, the day of his arrival at Jackson, in order to join
Pemberton and take command of his army; he would have
saved it by abandoning Vicksburg. But, being yet very ill, he
was unable to mount his horse. He had, besides, done all that
was necessary to ward off the danger which menaced this army,
and he would have succeeded if his instructions had been promptly
and conscientiously carried out. In fact, Pemberton received them
on the morning of the 14th: nearly his whole army was then at
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Edwards' Station; he could have put it in motion during the
.day for Clinton by the Brownsville road, which passes about four
miles north of Bolton; by marching from seven to nine miles
on that day his heads of columns would have found themselves
in the evening of the same day above this point. Now, it was
only at nine o'clock in the morning on the following day that the
first Federal mounted men made their appearance il). that vicinity;
Hovey's infantry only arrived toward noon, McPherson in the
evening, and the rest of the Federal army was at that hour still
near Jackson and Raymond. Pemberton, therefore, could have
continued his march on the 15th. If he had advanced in the
direction of Clinton, he would have fallen in with the Federal
right; if, on the contrary, he had marchffi toward Calhoun,
where Johnston was, he would have joined the latter without
encountering the enemy. But even supposing that a battle had
been fought either at Bolton or on the Clinton road, and that
Pemberton had been as completely beaten as he was at Cham
pion's Hill, he would, instead of finding himself shut up in
Vicksburg, have been driven north, and would thus have given
Johnston the means of causing the siege of Vicksburg to be
raised, and at all events have preserved fifteen or eighteen
thousand soldiers to his cause who were shortly after included
in his fatal capitulation.

But he was so determined not to be separated from Vicksburg
that, according to his own report, he would have fallen back upon
this place even if he had repulsed Grant at Champion's Hill;
and then his success would only have resulted in adding the six
thousand men of Loring's division to the long list of prisoners
whom six weeks later he surrendered to Grant.

The day of the 17th was the sequel and completion of the
victory achieved by the Federals the day before. While a mass
of fugitives who deserted their colors were hurrying along the
Vicksburg road, and carrying to the inhabitants of Vicksburg
the news of the disaster, with the prelude of the terrible scenes
of which this city was to be the theatre, Pemberton was try
ing to cover his retreat as well as he could. All the trains
had crossed the bridge of Big Black River, but nothing had
been heard from Loring: it was necessary to wait for him in
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order to secure his passage. Besides, the head of the bridge
was so strong that it was of BOme advantage to make use of it
in order to hold the enemy in check for a while longer. At the
point where the railroad crosses the Big Black this river makes
a considerable angle westward. The western shore is higher than
the other, and open in that part which is encircled by the river.
This part is divided by a bayou about three feet deep and from
eighteen to twenty feet in width, which, communicatiug with the
two extremities of the arc described by the Big Black, forms an
island of less than sixteen hundred yards in width above the
bridge. This island had been fortified by abatis and half-bas
tions, which Bowen undertook" to defend. To these three bri
gades Pemberton added Vaughn's of Smith's division, which had
not been in action the day before; Gates occupied the extreme
left; Green took a position between him and Vaughn, who was
placed in the centre near the railroad; the extreme right was
entrusted to Cockerell. Twenty field-pieces fortified the intrench
ments. The ground beyond the bayou was everywhere open,
except on the Confederate left, where a row of willow trees along
the borders of the still water extended as far as the front of
Vaughn's left.

The Federal army resumed its march on the morning of the
17th. Sherman, having reached Clinton by a forced march, was
directed to proceed to Bridgeport, where he was to cross the Big
Black. In thus turning the left of the enemy he was in hopes
of obliging the latter to evacuate the other passes and to separate
him still more from Johnston; but his main object in this move
ment was to reach Haines' Bluff, to take the formidable works
which had impeded his progl'css the preceding winter, and to come
down upon the Yazoo in order to establish communications at last
with the "fleet. He had with him the only bridge~uipage of the
army, composed of India-rubber floats. Blair was ordered to join
him.

McClernand took the road leading to the Big Black River
bridge, with Carr's and Osterhaus' divisions, followed close by
McPherson. He had started at half-past three o'clock in the
morning, and arrived early in front of the enemy's positions,
which were invested by Osterhaus on the left and Carr on the
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right, Lawler's brigade of this division forming the extremity
of his line near the river.
. These positions were so strong that McClernand hesitated to

attack them, and for a long time confined himself to a simple
cannonade. Finally, Colonel Kinsman of Lawler's brigade dis
covered, in that part of the line occupied by Vaughn, a point where
the abatis constructed by the enemy appeared more aooessible than
elsewhere: he suggested to his chief that an attack be made, which
was at once ordered. Nowithstanding a furious fire, fifteen hun
dred men crossed the open space which separated them fropt the
bayou, while the rest of the brigade, advancing among the willow
trees, attracted the attention of the extreme left of the Confeder
ates farther off. Kinsman is killed at the head of the assailants,
but his soldiers have crOl'l8ed the water: those under Vaughn do
not wait for them, but fly in disorder. All the other troops sta
tioned along the bayou at once break their ranks and rush forward
in order to reach the pass of the Big Black before the Federals.
The latter, perceiving the rout of their adversaries, start at a
full run in every direction, endeavoring to outspeed them. The
railroad-bridge had been covered with new planks, so as to render
it passable for infantry, while a steamer placed athwart the river
also maintained connection between the two shores. But the sol
diers who guarded these crossings, fearing lest they should fall
into the hands of the enemy, set fire to the bridge and the steamer.
The flames soon oppose an insurmountable barrier to those unfor
tunates who are trying to escape from the island upon which they
have been thrown. Some of them jump into the river, where
.nearly all of them meet their death; most of them surrender
without resistance. Out of four or five thousand men engaged
in this battle, seventeen hundred were made prisoners; eighteen
pieces of artillery and five stands of colors fell into the hands
of the conquerors, who had only 29 killed and 242 wounded.

The destruction of the Big Black River bridge could not stop
the progress of the Federals long, for the enemy was not in a
condition to oppose its reconstruction; and, furthermore, Sherman
was BOOn to cr088 the river higher up, at Bridgeport. Neverthe
less, for want of a bridge-equipage, Grant's march was sufficiently
delayed to give Pemberton time to speedily bring back into Vicks--
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burg the remnants of those corps which had not yet found their
way to that place. These soldiers, who up to that time had fought
so valiantly, and who, for the most part, counted more than one
brilliant victory in their record of service, had lost all confidence
in their chief, and even in themselves. It required the protection
of the guns of Vicksburg and the sight of the works, which they
had been taught to consider impregnable-it needed, above all,
the presence of the eight or ten thousand fresh troops that Pem
berton had left there-to restore order to this shattered army.
The garrisons of Haines' Bluir, of Snyder's Mill, and of War
renton were immediately recalled, with all the' 'T1U1.IR-riel that could
be removed; the heavy artillery posted in these detached works
was abandoned; and on the morning of the 18th, Pemberton,
with all his troops, shut himself up inside of the vast fortifica
tions constructed around Vicksburg. His forces, including the
sick and a very small number of wounded-for those of Cham
pion's Hill had all remained on the battlefield-amounted to
thirty-three thousand men.

Toward noon on the 18th, while he was apportioning his sol
diers among the lines of works he would have to defend, he
received a despatch from Johnston dated on the evening of the
17th. The latter, on being apprised of his retreat and the aban
donment of Haines' Bluir, had ordered him to evacuate Vicksburg
with all the troops he could take with him. This despatch com
pletely summed up the situation in few words: "If Haines' Bluff
is untenable, Vicksburg is of no value and cannot be held. If,
therefore, you are invested in Vicksburg, you must ultillilltely
surrender. Under such circumstances, instead of losing both
troops and place, we must; if possible, save the troops. If it is
not too late, evacuate Vicksburg with its dependencies and march
north-eastward." This order was a veritable thunderbolt for tlle
unfortunate Pemberton.' The council 9f war which he soon called
together declared that the condition of the troops rendered the
evacuation ordered by his chief impossible. Undoubtedly, in
ordinary times, the thirty thousand soldiers composing the Army
of the Mississippi would not have allowed themselves to be shut
up by the forty-five thousand Federals who were marching against
them, and we shall see that a few days only will suffice to enable
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them to recover, behind the works of Vicksburg, all those military
qualities for which they had been distinguished up to this period.
But at this critical moment Pemberton could not have found ten
thousand men to follow him. The council of war was still in
session when the Federal artillery announced to him that the
question was settled and that it was useless to discuss it any
longer. .

McClernand's and McPherson's soldiers had been at work all
night throwing bridges over the Big Black, and at eight o'clock
in the morning the Thirteenth and Seventeenth corps were again
marching toward Vicksburg. At noon on the 17th, Sherman had
joined Blair and the bridge-equipage at Bridgeport; the passage
was effected without opposition, and the next day he found him
self on the other side of the Big Black with the three divisions
under his command. In the course of the day he reached Walnut
Hills, between Haines' Bluff and Vicksburg: the northern route
was thenceforth closed against Pemberton. Grant and Sherman
ascended together an eminence which comman~ed the whole course
of the Yazoo: it was the centre of that formidable position before
which the last-mentioned general a few months before had seen
all his efforts frustrated. Chickasaw Bayou, which had proved so
fatal to him, wound its course at their feet. Those works which
then bristled with cannon and bayonets were now silent and de
serted. But in the distance, above the tops of the trees which
overshadow the Yazoo in almost every direction, one could per
ceive the smoke of the Federal steamers. The army was there
fore about to find a new base of operations. Sherman confessed
to Grant that until this moment he had not believed in the suo
cess of his undertaking.

On the morning of the 19th the investment of Vicksburg was
complete. McClernand on the left, McPhe!'l.'lOn in the centre,
and Sherman on the right, surrounded the place from the Mia
sissippi on the south to the Yazoo at the north. Pemberton had
abandoned all the outer works without a fight. The army having
established communications with the fleet, the bluffil of Chicka
saw Bayou became one vast d~pllt, where it found those supplies
of which it stood most in need.. Finally, Johnston, who had
marched the entire day of the 17th in the hope of joining Pem-
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berton, realized that it was too late, and once more took the
road to Jackson, where he was going to try to form a new
army.

The Confederates had committed great errors: the responsibil
ity of a disaster which had from that moment became inevit
able must be divided between President Davis and General Pem
berton. The former did wrong in allowing Holmes to remain all
winter in Arkansas with forces half of which would have sufficed
to defend that State, whilst the other half would have secured to
Pemberton the means of coping with Grant. All the measures
he adopted for saving Vicksburg were too dilatory. Johnston,
after being detained at Chattanooga by the will of the President,
was only sent into Mississippi for the purpose of witnessing from
a distance the defeat of a lieutenant who had rebelled against his
orders. If the wounded hero of Fair Oaks had always been lis
tened to, and if he had been charged in time with the task of
frustrating Grant's operations, the Confederates, at the cost of
painful but necessary sacrifices, would have been able to bring
against him a truly formidable army. Holmes, abandoning the
centre of Arkansas, would have come with about thirty thou
sand men to join Pemberton at Vicksburg or menace Milli
ken's Bend and prevent the Federal navy from blockading that
city on the river-side. ~dner, evacuating Port Hudson, would
have brought his little army to Jackson, instead of sending only
a few regiments. Finally, since Lee could dispense with Long
street's corps and gain the battle of Chancellorsville without him,
instead of letting those choice troops waste their time and trouble
in an operation of so little importance as the siege of Suffolk,
they might have been sent to the borders of the Mississippi.
The troops taken from Bragg and Beauregard in the early part
of May should have been forwarded sooner in order to reinforce
Pemberton, or all those whose departure had been ordered after
the battle of Champion's Hill should have been sent with this
first instalment, to place Johnston at once in possession of the
elements for forming a real army.

Pemberton's. mistakes are shown by the narrative of the cam
paign itself: it is sufficient, therefore, to sum them up in a few
words. In a strategic point of view he committed a serious blun-
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der in sacrificing everything, even the welfare of his army, to the
exclusive idea of covering and protecting Vicksburg; he forgot.
that essential principle in war of which his illustriouS adver
sary never lost sight: that the most important military positions
have but a relative value, and that the object of all the operations
of an army must be the destruction of the army opposed to it.
In a tactical point of view he never knew how to dispose of his
forces on the battlefield, and on the 16th he allowed himself to
be toyed with for the space of four hours by Hovey, whom he
could either have detained with a handful of troops while he con
tinued his march in person, or have crushed by a sudden attack
before the rest of the Federal army had arrived.

In order that we may not be obliged to interrupt at a later
period the recital of the siege of Vicksburg, we will devote the
balance of this chapter to the minor feats of arms during the
months of May and June of which Tennessee, Kentucky, and
Arkansas was the theatre.

In the first of these States the two armies of Bragg and R0se
crans remain facing each other, without leaving the positions they
have occupied since the beginning of January. The Union gen
eral, despite the urgent request of Halleck, does not think it time
as yet to attack his adversary, and the latter considers himself
fortunate that this respite is thus granted him, for the reinforce
ments that have been sent into Mississippi have considerably
reduced the effective force of his army. The Richmond govern
ment, after taking from him Stevenson's division in December,
1862, and the brigades of Ector and McNair at the end of April,
for the benefit of Pemberton, has ~in ordered him, at the news
of the battle of Champion's Hill, to send the old cavalry division
of VanDorn and Breckinridge's division of infantry to the city
of Jackson. On both sides the belligerents are feeling each other
by reconnoissances or sudden attacks, trying to surprise isolated
posts without provoking any serious action. Forrest has returned
from Georgia after Streight's defeat. .As a reward for this exploit
he is appointed to succeed Van Dorn: his five brigades of cav
alry are separated into two divisions, but the departure soon after
of Jackson's division leaves him with only two brigades, under
Armstrong and Starnes. His forces, thus reduced, remain inac-
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tive until the beginning of June. The Federal OOovalry takes
. advantage of this to display a little more boldness.

On the 16th of May, General Palmer, at the head of his cav
alry escort, charges and disperses a squadron of the Third Geor
gia at· Bradyville on the Murfreesborough road. Five days later,
on the 21st, General Stanley starts from Murfreesborough with
two brigades of Turchin's cavalry division for the purpose of sur
prising two Confederate regiments whose presence had been re
ported at Middleton on the Shelbyville road. .A. night-march
brings him in front of the enemy, whom he attacks suddenly on
the 22d at daybreak: the Confederate! are surprised before they
have a chance to form, and most of them make their escape into
the woods, while Stanley returns to Murfreesborough with sev
enty-three prisoners. .A. few days later Colonel Cornyn, who had
already pillaged Tuscumbia on two occasions, left Corinth with
the Tenth Missouri OOovalry,* and, moving once more toward
that city, on the 27th of May attacked Florence, which was
occupied by a portion of Roddy's OOovalry brigade. He dis
lodged the defenders, and only left the city after he had
destroyed its factories, together with the arms and ammunition
that the enemy had accumulated in the place.

During this tim,e, at the other extremity of the enemy's lines
it was again the Federals who undertook to break the monotony
of OOomp-life by some bold strokes. On the 26th one of their
detachments advanced to within twelve miles of McMinnville,
dispersing a squad of Southern OOovalry: another rendezvous,
formed at a short distance from Carthage, experienced the
same fate on the 31st.

The return of mild weather, however, and the necessity of keep
ing Bragg's army busy in order to prevent it from assisting Pem
berton, tog-ether with the arrival of important reinforcements,
made it Rosecrans' duty soon to resume an aggressive campaign.
He still withstood the urgent requests of his government, alleg
ing that he was in want of artillery and cavalry horses, and that,
besides, he could more effectively hold the enemy's forces in check
by keeping them at Tullahoma than by driving them out of Ten-

* Comyn's command W88 composed of the Tenth Missouri, Seventh Kanllllll,
Fifteenth Illinois cavalry, and Ninth Illinois (mounted) infantry.-ED.
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nessee; but at the same time he was preparing for a forward
movement by concentrating his army in the neighborhood of
Murfreesborough. The troops that Granger had brought from
Kentucky, which had been numerically increased by a reorganiza
tion of the various commands, formed a fourth corps under the
name of a reserve. The largest portion of this corps, for the
purpose of getting near the rest of the army, left. Franklin and.
established its quarters at Triune.

Forrest, being informed of this movement, sought to take
advantage of it and capture the small garrison of Franklin,
which was reduced to two regiments-one of infantry, the other
of cavalry. Granger had left this city on the 3d: early on the
morning of the 4th the Confederates came to attack it. Starnes
followed the Columbia road, and Armstrong, that of Lewisburg,
on the right. The city, situated on the left bank of Harpeth
River, which runs from south-east to north-west, was not in
trenched, but commanded by a fort with a powerful armament
which stoQd at the east, on the other side of the river, overlook
ing all the surrounding country. At the approach of the enemy
the Federal cavalry proceeds to take position above the city, be
tween the two roads, while the infantry, crossing the Harpeth,
retires into the fort. Forrest's first attack is repulsed on the
right and left, first by the fire of the dismounted Union caval
ry, then by an aggressive charge which they make on horseback.
But Armstrong, advancing with all his forces under the fire of
the fort, which is cannonading him from acI'088 the river, pen
etrates into the city by way of the south, thus turning the posi
tions of its defenders; at the same time the latter are again
outflanked by Starnes and the artillery, which Forrest pushes
forward by hand: they fall back upon the right bank, leaving
Franklin in possession of the assailants. In order to render his
SUcceJ8 complete, Forrest has caused Armstrong to ~ross over to
the same side a few miles higher up, so 88 to invest the Federals,
cut them off from the Triune road, and poss~bly reduce them to
surrender. But Granger, at the first news of the attack on Frank
lin, has sent Campbell's cavalry brigade, numbering four regi
ments, to succor the place. These troops arrive at the moment
when Armstrong is preparing to surround the positions of the

VOL. 111.-22
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Unionists on the right bank, and by a vigorous attack they com
pel him to regain the other side in great haste. Forrest, with the
remainder of his troops, covers the passage, but the garrison of
Franklin, seeing him come out of the city, crosses the bridge
once more and resumes the offensive. The Confederates, being
pressed on all sides, retire along the Columbia road, and come
to a halt a few miles south of Franklin. The next day, almost
without a fight, they abandon the position they have taken, and
return to Spring Hill.

Their stay here did not last long, for six days later, General
Bragg having determined to ascertain the strength of the Federals
at Triune, Forrest despatched Starnes' brigade toward that point.
On the 11th the latter made a vigorous attack upon the outposts
of Mitchell's cavalry, which covered. the encampments of Gran
ger's corps, taking a few prisoners, but soon found himself in
the presence of a numerous force, which compelled him to beat a
speedy retreat, not without sustaining serious losses. Rather than
retrace his steps, Starnes took advantage of the occasi9n to make
an excursion to the rear of the Federal lines: he again pushed
forward in the direction of Nashville, reached Brentwood, where
he once more burned the railroad-bridge on the Little Harpeth
River, and, passing west of Franklin, returned to Spring Hill.
Not having found the results of this reconnoissance sufficiently
remunerative, he determined to repeat it without delay and with
a larger force. Leaving a few outposts in front of Franklin, he
started. eastward with his division, receiving, on the other side of
the Harpeth, two regiments that had been detached from Wheel
er's division, which covered. the centre of Bragg's army, and on
the 20th of June he marched upon Triune, driving before him a
Union regiment which he encountered on the road. By a skilful
disposition of his forces he made the Federals believe that they
were about to be attacked by a corps composed of all arms, thus
obliging them to shut themselves up in the fortified position of
Triune and to dep~oy all their forces. Satisfied with this result,

. he quickly withdrew just as a combat was about to commence,
the issue of which. could not have been favorable to him.

Rosecrans' preparations rendered. these reconnoissances more
than ever necessary. The Union general, having been informed
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of the numerous reinforcements that had been sent to Johnston's
army from Bragg's lines, had resolved to resume the offensive,
although the date of his movement had not yet been fixed. His
corps commanders, having been consulted on the 15th, had asked
for a further delay of eight days, and Rosecrans had readily
granted their request, contrary to the advice of General Gar
field,* his chief of staff. With his forces reduced in number,
Bragg was well aware that it would be difficult for him to main
tain himself at Tullahoma, notwithstanding the strength of the
positions he occupied. His desire to obtain reliable information
relative to the designs of his adversary can alone explain a sad
and melancholy incident of which the post of Franklin was the
theatre. On the evening of the 8th there arrived at the quarters
of Colonel Baird, commanding that post, two mounted officers
wearing the uniform of the Federal staff, and provided with passes
signed by Rosecrans accrediting them as inspectors under the
names of Colonel Auton and Major Dunlap. Colonel Watkins,
who was in command of the cavalry at Franklin, had some
doubts as to the genuineness of their papers: while they were
being detained under varions pretexts, Baird hastily telegraphed
to Murfreesborough for information, and received in reply the
proof of the imposture. The two visitors were arrested, and on
finding themselves detected acknowledged that they belonged to
the enemy's army. Colonel Auton was an old officer of the reg
ular army named Williams, who had served as a chief of squad
ron in the Sixth cavalry at the outbreak of the war, and after
having been discharged had en~ the service of the Confederate
army. The deserter had become a spy: he was tried during the
night, and, with his companion, W88 hung at nine o'clock in the
moming·t

On the 23d of June, Rosecrans issued his marching orders.
We shall defer to our fourth volume the recital of the campaign
which brought him to Chattanooga.

Nothing of military importance had occurred in Kentucky
during the two months which had just elapsed. A few engage-

* In letter of June 12, 1863.-ED.
t A detailed account of this remlU"kable episode will be found in TM United

&nnee for March: Philadelphia, 1881.-ED.
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ments only had taken place on the borders of the Cumberland
between Pegram's Confederate troopers and Carter's Union men.
After a few insignificant encounters--on the 25th of ~y at
Fishing Creek; on the 28th near Somerset; and on the 31st
more to the south, near Monticello-the Federals determined to
send out a reconnoissance toward the latter point. Two mounted
regiments left Somerset on the evening of the 8th of June, and
overtook a third regiment which had arrived from Mill Springs
on the left bank of the Cumberland. The column, under the
command of Colonel Kautz, came np with Pegram's soldiers on
the morning of the 9th, and drove them back in disorder beyond
Monticello, taking possession of this village. But the Confed
erates, having promptly re-formed their ranks, attacked Kautz's
troops, who, fortunately for them, had already started for the
north. The Unionist rear-guard was very hard pressed; Kautz
came back to its assistance and succeeded ill relieving it, but only
after a desperate and sanguinary struggle. Toward nightfall he
was finally able to regain the banks of the Cumberland.

A few days later a Federal column commanded by Colonel
Sanders croesed this river higher up for the purpose of attempt
ing a much bolder and more important reconnoissance. Travers
ing the whole Cwnberland plateau, Sanders had suddenly made
his appearance in East Tennessee, passed between Kingston and
Clinton, reached and destroyed the railroad at Lmoir Station;
then, making a feint in the direction of Knoxville, had passed
north of that city, cut the railroad once more at Strawberry
Plains and at Mossy Creek, ant finally re-entered Kentucky by
way of Barton village. General Burnside had ordered these
reconnoissances in order to pave the ,vay for the army he was
to lead during the summer into ElI8t Tennessee---il. country

• which, as we have already stated, had remained faithful at
heart to the Union, although in the power of the Confederates,
and whose conque.'lt, for this reason, appeared to be an easy task.
But Sanders had found that the forces occupying that section
of country were numerous, and, Burnside's army not being suf
ficiently organized, the projected expedition was postponed.

The Confederates, on their part, were trying to harass this
army by sending out guerillas as far as those districts where the
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Federal power appeared to be most firmly rooted. One of these
guerilla bands had tAken up its quarteI'S in the neighborhood of
Louisville, and committed serious depredations, until it was finally
di"persed on the 13th of June near Wilsonville. Another band
was organized near Maysville, higher up along the course of the
Ohio: it became necessary to send against it the troops which
occupied Mount Sterling under Colonel de Courey. The latter
made such disposition of his forces as to cut off its retreat south,
and while a detachment was menacing the Confederates in the
direction of Flemingsburg, he proceeded toward the stream called
Triplett's Creek to wait for them. The latter, in fact, came 00
look for a passage where he expected to meet them; a sharp
action took place between them, and the Coufederates had already
lost some men when the two Federal fomes which were to effect
a junction having, by mistake, fired upon each other, the former
availed- themselves of the opportunity to make their escape. A
third troop of Southern partisans exhibited still greater audacity.
It consisted of about one hundred mounted men, who, passing
through the small village of Elizabethtown, pursued their way
north-west in the direction of the Ohio. Taking advantage of
the state of the river, the waters of which were very low, they
forded it on the 18th of June near Leavenworth, leaving some
of the command on the left bank: these were to wait for them
the next day a little higher up with a ferry-boat that was to take
them back into Kentucky. It was their intention to employ these
two days in making raids for horses in the State of Indiana; and
they pushed forward as far as the town of Paoli, about twenty
eight miles in the interior, without meeting with any serious
resistance. :aut the militia, having tAken up arms everywhere
along their route, soon compelled them to turn "back. They
arrived on the 19th at the point designated for the recrossing,
when, instead of the friendly boat which was to carry them over, •
they found a small Federal steamer barring their passage, and
were obliged to surrender, almost to a man, to the cavalry that
had been sent in pursuit of them.

The war in Arkansas was reduced to the Bame insignificant
proportions as in Kentucky. Marmaduke had hardly returned
from his fruitless campaign against Cape Girardeau when the
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garrison left by Grant at Helena, on the right bank of the Mis-"
siasippi, was ordered to undertake an expedition into the west
ern section of Arkansas, toward which the Southern general had
retired, and whence the Confederate cavalry obtained nearly all
its forage. Colonel Clayton left Helena on the 6th of May with
about one thousand men, traversed the whole section of country
between White River and the St. Francis, and finally proceeded
northward as far as the village of Wittsburg on the last-mentioned
stream. But Marmaduke, going to meet him, soon compelled him
to withdraw. The Federal troops, divided into two columns, came
near being captured on the 11th of May. Having reached Tay
lor's Creek, Clayton succeeded at last in repulsing the attacks of
the enemy, and was thus enabled to cover his movemetlts under
shelter of L'Anguille River, while on his right Colonel Jenkins
held General Carter likewise in check at Mount Vernon, inflicting
upon him a loss of about one hundred men. The expedition re
turned to Helena the following day. Thenceforth, all the efforts
of the belligerents in Arkansas were concentrated around the lat
ter post and that of Milliken's Bend: the great conflict which was
raging around Vicksburg drew them toward the Mississippi.

It is only beyond the western boundaries, in Indian Terri
tory, that the war is still being prosecuted, but in a kind of inde
pendent way. Schofield, who superseded Curtis on the 24th of
May" in the supreme command of Missouri and Arkansas, has
taken Herron's division from Blunt and sent it to increase the
number of Grant's forces. The Army of the Frontier, reduced
to a single division, confines itself to the task of preserving its
positions; the Confederates who are watching it have also suffered
a like diminution; consequently, they can attempt nothing serious
against it, but endeavor at least to harass it. A detachment of

•eight hundred Federals, under Colonel Phillips, had been sent by
Blunt to the neighborhood of Fort Gibson, on the Arkansas, for
the purpose of recruiting volunteers for his regiments among the
tribes of Cherokees and Creeks who ocCupy both sides of this
river---<>ne on the left, the other on the right: he was stationed
in II small redoubt called Fort Blunt. A large flock of sheep
which was to supply food for his men was grazing in the neigh
borhood. On the 20th of Maya detachment of Southern troopen',
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just arrived from Van Buren, crosses the Arkansas, approaches
the Federal camp unperceived, and drives off the flock. Phillips
starts immediately in pursuit, recaptures a portion of his sheep,
and ~r a brisk engagement drives the Confederates beyond the
Arkansas. A few weeks later, Phillips' troops being in want of
provisions, a large train coming from Missouri under the escort
of fifteen hundred men proceeded in the direction of Fort Blunt
by following the valley of the Neosho. This force, composed
of whites, negroes, and Indians, was attacked on the 1st of July
near Cabin Creek by the Cherokee colonel Waitie at the head of.
four hundred mounted men, half of whom were Texans and the
other half of his own nation. After a fight which lasted the
whole oay the Federals succeeded in dislodging their adversaries
on the following day, and, having dispersed them, forced the
passage of the river.

On the 3d of May, just as Grant was leaving Grand Gulf in
order to throw himself into the enemy's open country, Porter,
with four vessels, was turning his back upon this city and
descending the stream as far as the mouth of Red River. Here
he found Admiral Farragut, and, as we have already stated,
reached Alexandria on the 6th, at the same time that Banks'
advance-guard arrived, after taking possession of Fort De Russy
on the way, which had been abandoned by the en·emy. The Fed
eral army, which had left Opelousas on the 5th of :l\Iay, was con
centrated at Alexandria 011 the 9th.

When, after the battle of Port Gibson, Grant decided to
undertake an immediate campaign against Pemberton, he invited
Banks, as we have mentioned, in a despatch forwarded on the
10th of May from Auburn, to join him before Vicksburg. It
was- impossible for Banks to respond to this invitation: he could
not transport his whole army from Alexandria to Grand Gulf by
water, and if he had been able to do so he would thereby ha'9"e
exposed New Orleans and all the neighboring districts of
Louisiana to the incursions of Taylor on the one side and of
the garrison of Port Hudson on the other. Besides, to leave
Alexandria was to abandon the rnatJriel of the army and the
d~p6ts that had been established in the place, together with the
five or six thousand negroes who had come to seek freedom under
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the shelter of the Federal flag. Banks determined, therefore, to
march upon Pltrt Hudson with the forces at his command, and to
invest that place. If he could not mpture it hy a Budden attack,
Be would wait for the reinforcements that Grant was to send him
after the fall of Vicksburg. The latter was informed of this
d.ecision, which was certainly the best that could be arrived at.

The army left Alexandria on the 14th and 15th of May, a
portion of it embarking upon transport-ships, while the remainder
reached the Mississippi by land, crossing the Atchafalaya at Sims
POr4 and landing on the 23d of May in front of Bayou Sara, on
the left bank of the river, about fifteen miles above Port Hudson.
The Confederates should have abandoned this latter point after
the Federal navy had found in the Atchafalaya the means of
turning the batteries which alone imparted any value to the place,
wid sent the garrison which occupied it to Vicksburg. But we
have seen how Mr. Davis had ordered Pemberton to defend Port
Hudson at all hazards: he thought of being able thereby to
preserve one means of communication with the States of the Far
West; and this general, who had made every preparation for
evacuating the place since the beginning of May, instructed
Gardner, who was already t'n the march with most of his troops,
to return to Port Hudson and to shut himself up in it if necessary.
On being apprised of the landing of Banks at Bayou Sara, John
ston wrote to him again, ordering him to abandon Port Hudson
immediately; but it was too late. On the 24th, Banks had
appeared before the place, to which Augur and T. W. Sherman*
had brought him about thirty-five hundred men from Baton
Rouge. Gardner sent a detachment, under Colonel Miles, to
stop these last-mentioned troops, but he was defeated at Plain's
Store in a combat where the Federals lost one hundred and fifty
men and the Confederates seventy. On the 25th, Port Hud'lOn
was invested by a force of fifteen thonsand men. Gardner had
about seven. thousand able-bodied soldiers with which to defend
this place, and provisions for seven or eight weeks. The garrison
was proportioned to the extent of the works entrusted to his charge:
these encircled the hills forming the back part of the steep bluff

* Not W. T. Sherman, but the general of whom we have already spoken in
the expeditioll to Port RoyaL
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that overlooks the Mississippi, describing a semicircle, the two·
extremities of which rested on the river. A stream covered its
approaches on the north side. The works consisted ,of a series
of detached forts surrounded by a continuous line traced en
cl·tmaill~e and redans of great strength, with parapets, ditches,
batteries, and parade-ground. In front of this line there were
bastions for infantry, with some abatis: it was divided into two
parts by the short Clinton railroad, which ran ellStward. The
forts on the north side were three in number: two were of large
dimensioos--one of a pentagonal shape, the other square-with a
small redoubt betweeo the two: at the south, two successive lines
of bastions, the left of which rested on the railroad; and more
to the right, over the summit of a ridge, a large redoubt in the
shape of a bastion, called the Citadel, which commanded all the
surrounding localities. The Citadel WllS connected by lines of
redaD8, flanking it on one side, to the batteries erected.along the
river; on the other side, to a redoubt forming the centJ.'e of the
southern and eastern lines.

Banks, believing the garrison to be less numerous and the works
not so strong llS they were in reality, prepared to make a general
assault upon the place on the 27th of May. The Federal army
was composed of five divisions, but the effective force of these
divisions was reduced to an average of less than three thousand
men each. Weitzel occupied the extreme right, his troops com
prising two negro regiments which were going to receive the
baptism of fire; Grover came next; then Dwight, who had
replaced Emory. The centre WllS formed by Augur, the left
by Sherman. The Federal fleet, which had been watching Port
Hudson from below since the fight of the 14th of March, consisted
of four vessels-the :JlonongaJuda, the Richmond, the Esse:r:, and
the Genesee. The two ships that had forced the passage of the
Confederate batteries with Farragut, the Hartford and the Alba
troBS, had returned from Red River with Banks, and their mission
WllS to cannonade the place from above. The attack WllS to take
place at the same hour along the whole line, while the two naval
divisions occupied the enemy with their fire.' On the Confederate
side three brigades occupied the line of defence: Steadman was
stationed in the works of the left, or the north; Miles, in those
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of the centre, or the east; Beall, in those of the right, or the
south.

About ~n o'clock the fleet opened fire, and at this signal
Weitzel, Grover, and Dwight moved toward the abatis. The
Confederates awaited them in their exterior lines. A desperate
combat, which lasted the whole day, took place in front of these
lines. Augur and Sherman did not put their troops in motion
until later, thus allowing the enemy time to re-form his ranks,
but their efforts were none the less energetic. The Confederates'
line of defence, skilfully arranged, gave them an immense advan
tage, while the Federals, fully exposed to the enemy's fire from
all directions, sustained fearful losses without being able to dis
lodge their opponents. They often gained the height of the
parapet, but each time were repulsed. At the close of the day,
however, Weitzel, who had crossed Sandy Creek, succeeded in
maintaining his position in front of the abatis. But on the left
the Federals were obliged to look for shelter in the woods situ
ated at some distance from the advanced lines of the besieged.
Notwithstanding the ground gained at the north, which contracted
the dimensions of the place, the failure of the assault proved a
serious check for Banks, in consequence of the heavy losses he
had sustained, amounting to 293 killed and 1540 wounded.
These figures afford sufficient proof of the courage displayed by
the Federals in this conflict of more than ten hours' duration.
The two negro regiments had particularly distinguished them
selves: their behavior on this first trial produced a great impres
sion in the army and in the Northern States, where so many
people still denied these freedmen the right of shedding their
blood in behalf of a cause which was truly their own. Colonel
Paine was killed at their head, as also three other colonels, while
Sherman lost a leg.· The Confederates, sheltered behind their
works, had only about three hundred men disabled.

The next day, after having asked for an armistice to bury the
dead and gather up the wounded, Banks began erecting a coun
tervallation line around the place. This general, who had dis
played no great military qualities in his campaigns, was not,
however, wanting either in courage or determination: his eheck
did not discourage him. His troops were full of ardor, feeling
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the importance of the task which had been assigned to them: for
a whole fortnight they were busy in constructing works which
extended for nearly two miles. The heat was intense, and con
stant watching and sickness had decimated the besiegers. They
were at last menaced with beiI)g besieged in their turn, notwith
standing the efforts of Grierson, who had stationed himself at
Clinton for th.e purpose of covering their movements, and who
had succeeded on the 1st of June in defending this village
against the attacks of the enemy. In fact, the Confederate
cavalry completely blockaded them, and kept them constantly
on the watch. Taylor, at the west, gathered his scattered troops
together in order to come to the relief of the place. The latter
was nevertheless completely hemmed in,and all its communica
tions with the exterior entirely cut off. With the ~istance of
the navy, guns of heavy calibre were placed in position by the
besiegers. A fierce fire was then opened upon Port Hudson by
the fleet and land-batteries. The garrison, short of provisions,
without medical stores, and worn out by the bombardment, was
sustained only by a vague hope of the relief which Johnston or
Taylor might bring. Nevertheless, it rejected all the propositions
that were made to it. On the 11th of June, although he had
received none of the reinforcements expected from Grant, Banks
attempted to take possession of the exterior Jines: he was afraid
of losing too much time in regular approaches over the difficult
ground that lay before him. The attack was made at three o'clock
in the morning, but the Confederates were on their guard and
repulsed the assailants at every point. The latter, far from being
discouraged, immediately applied themselves to the task of making
new preparations, and during two days the artillery, having been
reinforced, hotly engaged the enemy's batteries, and finally suc
ceeded in dismounting a few guns. Every preparation was made
by the garrison for the reception of the assaulting columns, which
had managed to draw nearer the intrenched lines.

On the 14th of June, at daybreak, the Federals made the
assault from every point, and, although unable to carry any, of
the works, nevertlleless succeeded in making themselves masters
of important positions, thus gaining along the whole line from
three to six hundred feet of ground. On the left the column
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led by General Dwight, favored by a ravine, reached the ridge on
which the Citadel stood: it succeeded in obtaining a foothold on
it, and fortified itself so 88 to command all-the approaches. On
the right the main attack had been entrusted to the four brigades
·of Paine's division, which, at the .signal of their chief, bravely
rushed forward against the enemy's works. The Federals, who
had about three hundred yards to traverse under the cross-fire of'
these works, found themselves suddenly checked by asmall ravine
bristling with abatis of whose existence they had no suspicion:
compelled to turn back, they left a large number of wounded on
the ground, among whom was their general.

This new assault had cost Banks in the neighborhood of seven
hundred and fifty men. The results obtained were not propor
tionate to the price paid for them. Consequently, their fatiguing
labors and struggles, so frequently unsuccessful, had demoralized
these somewhat inexperienced troops. The time of service of a
number of regiments had expired, and they were unwilling to
expose themselves to new dangers, considering their engagements
88 no longer binding: the Fourth Massachusetts W88 in open
rebellion. Banks W88 obliged to resort to a more methodical
course of proceeding: and the trenches were regularl~' opened
against the Citadel. We shall leave him busy hemm~g in the
garrison-whose hopes, with the scanty provisions that are left
them, are growing less each day-to go in search of Grant, who
had undertaken similar operations against Vicksburg, but on a
larger smle.
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CHAPTER IV.

VICKSBURG.

As we have stated in the preceding chapter, on the 18th of
May, the day following the battle of Big Black River

Bridge, Pemberton had brought back his demoralized army into
the works of Vicksburg; the abandonment of Haines' Bluff and
Wamut Hills had given the Federals a new and easy base of
operations. The siege of Vicksburg, which the Confederate
general seems to have done ever)'thing in his power to render
inevitable, was about to commence.

The Federals knew nothing of the place except the long line
of bluf1S which rises from Chickasaw Bayou for a distance of
about four miles and a half below Vicksburg, gradually receding
from the l\fi88issippi below this small town, and leaving between
it and the river a low and marshy space, to break off at the border
of a stream called the Big Bayou, beyond which the line of bluf1S
rises once more. This bluff forms the extremity of a plateau
from one and a quarter to two and a half miles in width, the
entire surface of which is intersected by deep valleys. The Big
Bayou encircles it south and east. Along the eastern declivity of
the plateau the rains, descending toward the stream, have pene-

. trated the soft clayish soil so as to form ravines whose banks are
almost perpendicular, and whose windings constitute impa&'38ble
ditches flanked by natural bastions. The largest of them have
a development of from twenty-one hundred to thirty-two hun
dred yards; the others, only a few hundred. One main fissure
traverses the plateau in itH widest extent, from north to south,
for a distance of about six miles and a half; at the bottom of
this valley flows a little stream called Stout's Bayou, which
connectH with Big Bayou a little above the gap that the
latter stream has opened for itself in the bluft: North-east

Mil
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of Vicksburg is the culminating point of the plateau, forming
the continuation of the heights which separate Stout's Bayou from
Big Bayou. A ridge, running westward toward Vicksburg, be
comes detached from it to form a junction with the summit of the
cliffs which line the borders of the river below the town, thus en
circling the whole of" the small baSin of Stout's Bayou. A deep
ravine with steep baDks which pours its stream into the very
city of Vicksburg, and whose bottom is covered in certain places
with an impenetrable thicket, separates at the north this first
ridge from a second, which follows a parallel course as far as the
river. They are connected, for a certain distance north~ward,

by a succession of hillocks which describe a semicircle around the
head of the ravine too extensive to be comprised in the system of
defences of these heights. But fronting the culminating point of
the first ridge there is a steep hill almost as high, forming part of
the second ridge, and separated from this point by the ravine only,
which at this place is quite impassable. Beyond the second ridge
there is another ravine as difficillt as the first, which empties into·
the river precisely in front of the angle it describes before Vicks
burg: it is commanded at the north by some heights connected
with the sides of Walnut Hills, which Sherman had taken
possession of on the morning of the 19th.

The Confederate engineers had laid out a vast intrenched camp
along these various ridges, whoee irregular form was adapted to
the character of the ground, and which, by encircling the whole
plateau, presented a line of fortifications of nearly eight miles in
extent on the land-side and about four miles on the river-side.
It was a series of detached lunettes and redans with a strong
profile, flanking each other mutually, some being only separated
by two or three hundred feet, the others being placed at a dis
tance of twelve or fifteen hundred feet, where the steep acclivity
of some ravine rendered it unnecessary to place them nearer. A
continuous line of half-bastions, protected by large abatis, formed
a connection between all these works. The enclosure extended
from the batteries erected along the river by following the north
ernmost of the two parallel ridges as far as the hill situated i~_

front of the culminating point; then it descended into the ravine,
to connect directly with this point. whence it pursued a south-
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westerly course, clinging to the summit of the ridge which sep
arates the slope of Big Bayou from that of Stout's Bayou to
within one mile and three-quarters of their confluence. Having
reached this locality, it plunged into the valley of this last-men
tioned bayou, traversing it in qrder to ascend the acclivity on the
other side and join the batteries crowning the' bluff above the
river. North-eastward, the forests which covered all the ap
proaches of the· works, the steepness of the ravines, and the
copse-wood. that filled them, imparted strength to the positions
of the Confederates. South-eastward, the soil was more cul
tivated and presented gentler acclivities. The works, therefore,
were more approachable on this side; consequently, their num
ber had been multiplied, and each ridge which stretched above
the principal line was crowned with two or three redans or
redoubts. .

The roads which branched out of Vicksburg were---south-south
west, that to Warrenton, which followed the summit of the bluff;
south-south-east, that to Hall's Ferry, which, after traversing the
enclosure, descended by very gentle declivities between two ravines
as far as Big Bayou; eastward, that to Baldw~n's Ferry and the
railroad, which passed the works at the point where they lay
closest to the city at a distance of about sixteen hundred yards
from the nearest houses; north-eastward, the Jackson road and
the one named the Cemetery road, which followed the two par
allel ridges above mentioned; and finally, northward, the road
to Yazoo City, which skirted the foot of the bluff.

.Ail far as one may judge by an examination of the map, this
sketch gave Vicksburg the appearance of a great intrenched
camp. The Confederates, as usual, had yielded to the natural
temptation of inexperienced armies, believing that they are add
ing to the strength of a position by multiplying to excess the
works defending it. This defect had not escaped the observation
of the sagacious Johnston upon his visit to the Army of the Mis
sissippi in December, 1862; but, as we have already remarked in
regard to the batteries commanding the river, he had pointed out
-this detect in vain: his advice was not heeded. Experience has
shown how well founded were his criticisms. If these works had
been 80 constructed as to afford shelter only to a garrison of from
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Beven to eight thousand men, they would have been quite sllf
ficient to secure to Vicbburg the role belonging to that place by
not allowing the batteries intended to block the pasaage of the
river to be taken in the rear; they could have sustained a siege
long enough to allow an army of relief time to come to deliver
the garrison, and Pemberton would never have thought of shut
ting himself up in it with all his troops. The extent of the space
they occupied, on the contrary,. neutralized their value unless de
fended by an army. It was the fear of disgarnishing them which
influenced Pemberton during the whole campaign, not allowing
him to quit the place lest it should be left without a sufficient
garrISon.

When all his troops were collected together, he found himself,
as we have stated, with about thirty-three thousand men; but
besides the sick and wounded the number of "non-combatants was
still further increased by the addition of a mass of soldiers who,
smarting under their late defeat, refused to be brought again under
fire, for, if we may believe the ~port of this general, the com
batants he had then at his disposal did not amount to more
than ten thousand five hundred men.

Grant's army, reduced by fighting and rapid marching, did not
reach forty thousand men. Intersected for a long distance by
deep ravines and covered with forests, the ground on which
it was about to operate rendered his task extremely difficult.
But the Union generals were far from foreseeing the difficulty,
believing they had only ten or fifteen thousand men to contend
with. The ease with which they had carried the intrenchments
at the Big Black River bridge made it almost a duty on their
part to try and carry these by assault, the success of which the
discouragement of the enemy rendered possible, thereby sparing
the army the labors and fatigues of a long siege. Grant decided
to cut the matter short on the 19th of May, and not to appear
before the place except for the purpose of storming it. The right,
formed by Sherman, had been pushed forward in order to inter
cept all communications 1x>tween Pemberton and Johnston; and
it had taken possession on the morning of the 19th of some outer
works which had been abandoned by the enemy. McPherson,
who occupied the centre, had bivouacked at a distance from these
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works, on the Jackson road, and McClernand, who followed him.,
bearing to the left, was ordered to attack the Confederate line
south of the Baldwin's Ferry road. The three corpR were to
carve out a passage for themselves ac1"08S forests and ravines, drive
before them all detachments of the enemy's forces they might
meet outside of the intrenchments, and to halt in .sight of the
latter; then, at two o'clock, on a signal agreed upon, to make a
simultaneous ll88ault along the whole line. But, whilst Sherman,
having only a small space of ground to traverse, arrived in posi
tion '\'lith the larger portion of his troops before the time agreed
upon, McPherson and McClernand, in spite of all their efforts,
found themselves delayed by the difficulties of the ground. Sher
man himself had seen his division of the right, commanded by
Steele, compelled to halt upon a height where it had occupied
some works. He nevertheless commenced the attack with Blair's
division.

The summit of the ravine is traversed, but the abatis obstruct
the march of the FedEPI soldiers. Finally, the Thirteenth reg
ulars,* which we hqve already Seen sustaining the honor of the
old American army in many battles, succeed in surmounting this
obstacle, and, led by Captain Washington, they rush upon the
Confederate intrenchments. Two regiments only can come to
their assistance: they maintain their ground at the foot of dle
parapet, but are unable to scale it. Washington has been mor
tally wounded in the act of hoisting a flag, which falls into the
hands of the Confederates; his battalion has lost one-third of ita
effective foree. The assault has failed, but the two brigades
under Giles A. Smith and Thomas Kilby Smith, of Blair's
division, remain in the woods nearest to the enemy's line until
evening. In the centre, McPherson has only been able to cause
a fruitless demonstration to be made· by Ransom's brigade; on
the left., McClernand has not succeeded in forming his line before
night, and has satisfied himself with a useless cannonade.

The Federal 1088e8 amounted to four or five hundred men.
Grant, however, did not consider this trial sufficient, and deter-

*The Thirteenth U. S. infantry here mentioned was one of the new regi
mentB authorized by the lIcl of Congre88 of July 29, 1861. William T. Sherman
1I'U itB colonel.-ED.
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mined to renew it on the 22d. But he had first to give some re>t
to his trooPS7 rectify their positions7 extend them southward in
order to invest the place7open easy communications between them,
and, above a1l7 secure them regular supplies of provisions. In
fact, if, while traversing a new district each day, they had been
able to find in it some resoui-ccs, this was no longer the case as
soon as they came to a halt. Besides, the supplies of hard bread,
of salt and coffee, as well as the ammunition which they had car
ried from Grand Gulf7were exhausted. The 20th and 21st were
devoted to these various requirements. In order to feed the army
with greater facility7 two large de~ts were established-one at
the north7on Chickasaw Bayou7and the other south, at Warren
ton; the latter replaced all those that had been temporarily estab
lished at Grand Gulf.

During this time Pemberton was making active preparations
for the siege and reorganizing his army. The assaults of the
19th had been repulsed solely by Smith's and Forney's troops,
which had not left Vicksburg during the whole campaign. The
former had been posted on the left from the river to the other
side of the Cemetery rood. These were the troops that had
offered resistance to Blair. The others were stationed "across the
Jackson and Baldwin7s -Ferry roads. Stevenson's division occu
pied the whole space on the right7together with the Hall's Ferry
and Warrenton roads; they had only exchanged a few artillery
shots with McClernand7s extreme left. Smith's division was
reinforced by detachments from Loring7s division, which had
followed the rest of the army; a regiment five hundred strong
was given to Stevenson, while Bowen's division was held in
reserve to enable it to afford relief at any of the menaced points.
The works on the land-aide were mounted with one hundred and
two guns, most of them field-pieces. An almost equal number, of
heavier calibre, commanded the course of the river. Notwith
standing the extreme ·difficulty of transportation over muddy
roads, half-dilapidated railways, and rivers incessantly menaced
by the Federal fleet, Pemberton had succeeded in collecting for
his army inside of Vicksburg two months' provisions7 together
with a considerable quantity of ammunition. But there was a scar
city of percussion-caps; consequently, he forbade all firing on the
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part of skirmishers and recommended the artillerymen to be
sparing of their powder. In his situation this was a necessary
precaution, but it enabled Grant's army during the days of the
20th and 21st to draw closer to the works and rectify its positions
with impunity.

The Federal fleet, on the contrary, never ceased firing shells
and bombs, which killed many people, dismounted several guns,

. and caused much damage to the city. Yet the inhabitants
refused to leave it, preferring to make their homes in caves
cut in the sides of the ravines, after the manner of the Egyptian
tombs, where they were sheltered from the enemy's projectiles.
A large number of horses and mules, having become useless,
were driven out of the works, but the Federal soldiers amused
theIDSelves with shooting them between the two lines, and their
CRrC88!leB, being exposed to a torrid sun, soon poisoned the air
that was breathed by both besieged and besiegers alike.

The general assault was fixed for the 22d at ten o'clock in the
morning: the corps commanders had regulated their watches so
as to secure greater unanimity to the movement. They were to
make their troops advance at once in columns of platoons over all
the roads leading to Vicksburg, north-east, east, and south-east:
Believing that they had failed on the 19th because the attacks
had been limited to those portions of the enemy's line adjoining
the roads, they had carefully examined all this line during the
two following days, and selected new points of attack. The
crews of the vessels which had remained above planted six mor
tars on large rafts moored close to the bank, so as to be able to
fire into the works over the strip of land and the turning-point
in the river. These mortars fired bombshells during the entire
night, and at seven o'clock in the morning Porter came with the
iron-c1ads* that were lying below Vicksburg to place himself with
in four hundred and forty yards of the lower batteries, upon which
he poured a shower of shot. From three o'clock in the morning
Grant's artillery had made Pemberton aware of the attack that
was preparing against him. When daylight appeared the skir
mishers, advancing as close as possible along the edge of the
woods and among the ravines, which afforded them some shelter,

* The Benton, Moond Oity, C'.hrondekt, and TUlCUmbia.-ED.
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came to mingle the sharp crack of their rifles with the louder
booming of the cannon. During four hours the Confederates,
surrounded by a circle of fire, were exposed to the m06t terrible
bombardment that can possibly be conceived. Their firing, at
first brisk and precise, soon began to slacken in that part of the
line facing the river, while on the land-eide the balls of Grant's
sharpshooters finally prevented the gunners from serving their
pieces.

At last, at the hour agreed upon, the llSBaulting columns were
formed, and the three Federal corps moved forward at the same
moment.

Sherman had become convinced that he could not attack the
enemy except by following, by way of the Cemetery road, the
line of hillocks connecting the northern ridge and the hill which
commanded it to the neighboring heights. Everywhere else it
was necessary to traverse either of the two ravines, and the
difficulties of the ground did not admit of a sufficient number
of troops being brought forward at once for the purp08e of
storming the works. The Confederates were fully aware of
this, and had taken particular care to fortify the bare approaches
of the Cemetery road. A strong bastion surrounded by a ditch
commanded them the more easily that this road wound along a nar
row ridge, and after following the ditch of the bastion it entered
the enclQl;ure of the inside walls. More to the right, the fortified
front extended along the ravine, lowering at a point where the
latter became more narrow. Blair's division was ordered to
attack the bastion, and while waiting for the decisive moment
it took p06ition as n~ as possible to the enemy's defences
without eXp06ing itself to their fire. A detachment of one
hundred and fifty resolute men led the march with planks to
bridge the ditch; Ewing's brigade followed it in column by flank,
a formation rendered necessary by the narrowness of the road.
The two other brigades, not being able to deploy alongside of the
latter, were held in reserve. On the Confederate side, Shoup's
brigade of Smith's division defended the bastion, while a bri
gade of Forney's division was p06ted on the right of the road.
Ai ten o'clock precisely Ewing pushes his column forward at a
double-quick through the open space that has to be traversed,
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and the entire artillery of the division, covering with projectiles
that portion of the enemy's line which it is sought to carry, does
not allow its defenders to interrupt the march of the assailants.
The latter crOSB the ridge and climb the gentle slope along
which the road ascends as far as the bastion; they are about
passing beyond this work and reaching the inside wall at the
point where the road penetrates, when the Confederates open
upon them such a terrific fire from all the fronts commanding
this point that the assaulting column hesitates and halts. The
Federal soldiers, unable to advance and unwilling to fall back,
throw themselves into the ditch of the bastion, planting their
colors on the' parapet, and quickly throw up a small breast
work in .order to shelter themselves from the fire by flank.
The two other brigades protect them by firing upon every Con
federate who shows his head above the parapet. But they cannot
penetrate the fiery" circle which Ewing was unable to enter without
unnecessarily exposing themselves to inevitable destruction. The
latter, therefore, is recalled, and Blair, hoping to find less formid
able obstacles elsewhere, orders Giles A. Smith, in conjunction
with Ransom's brigade of McPherson's corps, to croes the ravine
into which he has descended on the left for the purpose of
attacking the works extending south of the C~metery road.
Notwithstanding the steepness of the acclivity, the copse-wood,
and the abatis which obstruct their march, the Federal soldiers
draw near the enemy's intrenchments, but they have lost that
cohesiveness which is so necessary in delivering an assault,
and, being' divided into small groUPA, they emerge successively
in sight of these works in proportton as the ground has
more or less retarded their movements. Being received by a.
regular and well-sustained fire, they become engaged. in a useless
musketry-duel with a portion of Forney's division. Finally,
the boldest among them rush upon the parapet, dragging a
number of their comrades after them. But at this moment
Forney receives a timely reinforcement. Bowen has sent him
two brigades, which double the number of his forces, and the
defenders of the point attacked by Ransom find themselves,
like those on the Cemetery road, stro~ger numerically than the
assailants. At the expiration of half an hour this new attempt
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in its turn proves a failure; at about two o'clock in the after
noon the Federals are driven back into the woods fro~ whence
they had emerged.

On the right of Sherman, Steele has finally taken a position
whence he has advanced again,st the extreme left of the enemy's
line near the river. But for a distance of more than four hun
dred yards he had to ascend slopes ander cultivation, command
ed by the works forming this line. The Confederate division
under Smith, which occupied these works, had opened a
destructive fire upon him: he had vainly gathered together his
forces for the purpose of carrying the battery nearest the river.
His efforts proved fruitless, and before two 0'clook he was obliged
to abandon the idea of a new attack against these formidable
positions.

In the mean time, McPherson was approaching, by way of the
Jackson rood, the culminating point before mentioned, which stood
in front of him. His soldiers had displayed the same courage
as those of Sherman, but, being obliged to follow a narrow and
open ridge like those on the Cemetery rood, they were equally
unsuccessful. His line extended beyond the Jackson road on the
right, and on the left as far as within half a mile of the railroad.
Ransom's brigade, which alone represented McArthur's division,
formed the extreme right. Logan, in the centre, had placed the
two brigades under Leggett and J. E. Smith along the Jackson
road, while his third brigade, under Stevenson, was deployed on
the left over the slopes which reach down toward the ravine
whence the Big Bayou derives i~ source. Finally, Quinby's
division extended on his left, separated by this ravine from the
enemy's works, which at this point made a deep salient angle;
this condition of the ground did not allow him to attack them
vigorously, and his action was confined to some trifling dem
onstrations.

Logan, on the contrary, had given the signal of attack at ten
o'clock, and Leggett had advanced while the firing of the Federal
guns was increasing in intensity. But he had not been able to
reach the enemy's works, and Smith, who had come to his l18Sist
ance, had, like him, been driven out of the open space, of which
the Confederate cannon had complete command. Stevenson,
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protected by the sinu08itiell of the ground, succeeded in climbing
the slopes that stood before him, but, his line being thinned, he
found himself too weak to approach the bastions which crowned
their summita, and was likewise repulsed. The attack of which
we have already spoken, and which Ransom led against the'
right of Forney's division, took place a little later.

McClernand formed the left of the Federal army. Before him
the works of the place, following the summit of the hills, receded
more and more from the borders of Big Bayou, so that he had
been able to take a position on the other side of this stream along
the counterfortB of the slopes, the summit of which was occupied
by Stevenson's Confedemte division. A. J. Smith and Carr were
deployed right and-left of the railroad, along a mvine of small
depth which the road formerly crossed by a wooden bridge,
before penetmting a deep trench on the other side.

The only battery of heavy artillery brought over by Gmnt,
consisting of six thirty-pounder Parrott guns, was posted in the
rear of Carr's right, and its fire succeeded in effecting a breach
in the salient angle of one of the principal redoubta of the enemy,
where two guns were dismounted. At a distance on the left there
was, first of all, Osterhaus, sepamted from Carr by the prolonga
tion of the valley, which trended eastward in the direction of the
bayou, and beyond if Hovey, w:jlo was at a greater distance from
the enemy's line than the others. There was between Hovey's
left and the river a space of more than three thousand yards
which the Fedemls had not been able to invellt. Gmnt had
merely sought to cover this space by placing on the Warrenton
road two brigadell of McArthur's division, recently landed,
which were ordered to join their fire to that of the fleet against
the batteriell erected on the summit of the bluff at the southern
extremity of the enclosure.

McClernand's, attack takell place at the same hour as that of
the two other corps. Smith and Carr cross the valley at a double
quick under the cross-fire of the enemy's batteries. Lawler's
brigade of Carr's division, which had achieved distinction at the
Big BJack River bridge, and Landram's brigade of Smith's divis
ion, reach the works with great quickness, while a detachment
of the Twenty-second Iowa scales the pampet of a lunette, of
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which it finally takes poB8e88ion. But the rest of the line has
been broken, and cannot take advantage of this first success.
The lunette itself is commanded by the main line of the Con
federates: a hand-to-hand fight follows, grenades are hurled in

I every direction, and men fire upon each other at close range.
The defenders, who would not abandon their post, and the
888ailants, who have penetrated into the work, are nearly all
killed or wounded within this narrow space. The survivors,
being exposed on all sides to the projectiles of both friends and
foes, throw themselves flat upon the ground, and remain in that
position for several hours, almost motionlesa side by side. One
man only among the Federals, Sergeant Griffith,* found the
means of making his escape by jumping the parapet j and he
had even the good luck of taking several prisoners with him.

The two other brigades of Smith and Carr have been held in
reserve. Their commanders, Burbridge and Benton, lead them
to the relief of their comrades: they are decimated in their turn
while traversing the valley, but they do not allow themselves to
be checked by their losses nor by the sight of the dead and
wounded which the preceding attack has scattered all along
their route. They even take with them a small howitzer, which
Captain 'Whitet bravely plants in front of an embrasure of the
enemy. The salient angle, which had been struck in the morning
by the projectiles of the heavy artillery, is reached jabout sixty
men enter the redoubt, hoisting a flag upon the parapet. The rest
of the two brigades find shelter in the ditch, where they defend
themselves. The point thus secured was of the highest importance,
and if the Federals had taken immediate advantage of this first
success, the enemy's line would have been pierced. But they were
too much scattered and weakened to be able to do this. Steven
son, who is in command of the defenders, calls for volunteers to
recover the position lost. Two companies of Waul's Legion, from
Texas, undertake this task and rush upon the Federals who occupy

* JOlleph E. Griffith, company I, Twenty-l!eOOnd Iowa infantry. For his gal_
lantry he wns promoted by Grant to a first lieutenancy. Soon afterwanl he
received an appointment to the, West Point Academy, from which he wns grad
uated June 17, 1867, and appointed to the engineer corp8.-En.

t PILtrick H. White of the Chicago Mercantile battery.-En.
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the angle of the redoubt: the latter, surrounded on all sides, are
taken prisoners. The combat, however, is continued between those
of the assailants who are in the ditch and the defenders who are
masters of the interior of the work. Two Federal flags float for
a considerable length of time between. them, until at last each
party carries off one of them. But this conflict is without results
for Grant's soldiers. Hovey and Osterhaus cannot give them any
assistance, because, having been repulsed in all their attacks, they
cannot occupy the enemy except by keeping up a sharp fire of
musketry against him. McClernand, seeing the two flags still
floating on the enemy's parapet, believes that his soldiers are in
possession of the work, and sends for McArthur to come to him.
The latter was about to attack a battery which the fleet had
silenced when this message was received: he started at once,
but the distance being great, he could not arrive in time, and
subsequent instructions made him take another direction before
he had reached this section of the battlefield. After resisting
the enemy, who was pouring shell into their midst, for a con
siderable length of time, Carr's and Smith's soldiers have been
compelled to seek a less dangerous position in the rear, and have
abandoned the ditch, full of dead and wounded, which they
have so valiantly disputed to the Texans. In the mean while,
McCle~and has apprised Grant that he has taken possession of
two works, asking him both for reinforcements to cJmplete the
victory and a diversion in his favor along the rest of the line.
The Federals, repulsed everywhere, have abandoned the idea
of murderous assaults the uselessness of which has been fully
demonstrated. The general-in-chief has gone to join Sherman
at the post of observation which the latter occupies at a distance
of only two hundred yards from the enemy's line; the dead are
gathered up and the wounded cared for. Up to this time, all his
troops being en~aed, Grant, who has but little confidence in
McClernand's judgment, has not sent him the reinforcements
which the latter has been asking for since the beginning of the
action. Nevertheless, upon his repeated assertions that he is in
poesession of two of the enemy's works, he determines to gratify
him. While he is proceeding in person to the latter's head
quarters, he leaves directions with Sherman and McPherson to

•
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renew the attack unless they receive counter-<>rders in due time:
the latter was also to send one of Quinby's brigadeB to complete
the success announced by McClernand. Toward four o'clock the
Federals renew the fight-with less unanimity and dash, although
with as much courage 1I8 in the morning. Steele, on the right,
descends once more into the ravine~ leaving again within it sev
eral hundreds of killed and wounded. He is repulsed. Mower's
brigade of Tuttle's division attacks the bastion before which
Ewing has sustained such cruel losses: it reacheB the parapet,
but is driven back in ita turn upon Blair's division, which has
deployed for the purpose of sustaining it. McPherson reoeiveB
another check along the Jackson road. He is obliged to bring
back to the charge Logan's division, which has already been
severely tried, and which the concentric fire of the enemy is
decimating for the second time. Quinby has sent Boomer's
brigade, which has fought so valiantly at Champion's Hill, to
McClernand. But the difficultieB of the ground delay it on the
road, and it is almost dark when it arriVeB in front of the works
which no one is any longer disputing to the enemy. The latter,
on the contrary, has assumed the offensive, and the brave Boomer
is killed while protecting the retreat of Smith's division, which is
taken back to a less exposed pMition.

This bloody and fruitless conflict cost the Federals three thou
sand men,' among whom was an unusual proportion of killed.
The COllfederateB had only eight hundred men disabled. The
check which Grant had just experienced was complete and deci
sive. This check was due, in the first instance, to the error com
mitted by Grant in believing the enemy's army to be reduced to
twelve or fifteen thousand men, in counting upon ita discourage
ment, and in not eBtimating the strength of the works erected
before him at their true value. We must also attribute this dis
aster to the extreme difficulty of the ground, which obliged the
assaulting columns to advance in a long narrow line against some
points which were in no other way approachable-a formation
which rendered the attack ineffective and prevented the timely
arrival of reserVeB; in short, it did not admit of rapid commu
nimtions from point to point in the line of assailants.

This severe lesson taught Grant that it would require some

•
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other means to reduce the place. It did not, however, set him
permanently against this system of simultaneous attacks against
positions too strong to be carried by llS88.ult; for, as we shall see
shortly, he tried the same thing again, although with another
army, in the disastrous battle of Cold Harbor, which was an
exact repetition of the llS88.ult on :Vicksburg.

Important results, however, had been accomplished. The
energy displayed by the aggressors made Pemberton believe
that he was surrounded by more than sixty thousand men,
and prevented him from attempting a sortie en maB8e, which
might possibly have secured the escape of the best portion of
his troops. Grant, who had brought all his men into action,
had not, however, been able to put more than from thirty-two
to thirty-five thousand men in line. Besides, notwithstanding
the failure of the assault, he had gained much ground aDd occu
pied positions which shortened to a great extent the operations
of a regular siege. The Federal navy had fought the batteries
which commanded the river for the space of four hours, silencing
several of them, and a force of considerable magnitude was thus
turned from the defence of the lines which Grant waa attacking.
But the din of battle not reaching aa far aa Porter's position, the
latter had retired about half-paat eleven o'clock. He had brought
back his vessels in a tolerably good condition, in spite of the large
number of shots that had been fired into them, while his losses
were insignifioo.nt.

During two days Grant would not aak for a suspension of hos
tilities, leaving a large numbe! of unoo.red-for wounded exposed
to the most excruciating sufferings between the two armies.
Finally, Pemberton, more humane than the latter, proposed an
armistice: the conflict was suspended for a few hours on the 24th
of May, and the victims of the struggle who were yet alive were
mrried off amid the manifestations of regard which the two
armies interchanged on this solemn occasion.

The siege of Vicksburg presents a singular example, not only
in the war we are now describing, but, in some respects, in the
military history of modern times prior to the events of 1870.
From the nature of the works of the place, their development
over a space of nearly thirteen miles, the oo.libre of the guns
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used on both sides exoopt near the river-in short, from the
relative numerical strength of the besiegers and that of the
besieged, it was a conflict between two intrenched armies rather
than a siege in the strictest acooptation of the term. But what
made it differ from the operations of the same character which
had previously taken place in Europe, such as the siege of
Sebastopol, is that the Confedemte army was completely in-:

• vested in the intrenched camp where it had retired after its
defeat while a new army was forming outside for the purpose
of breaking its blockade. Consequently, one may ask if the
German officers, who have shown so much discernment in select
ing in the American war all that was applicable to the European
continent, have not derived some useful information from the siege
of Vicksburg for the campaign of 1870. The conqueror of
Champion's Hill, in order to gather the fruits of his splendid cam
paign, had a triple task to accomplish: to render the investment
of the place complete, and to surround it with lines sufficiently
strong not only for preventing the enemy from introducing into
it supplies that would have prolonged the defence, but also for
driving back any sortie in case Pemberton, with the available por
tion of his army, should have attempted to force a passage out; to
undertake regular siege-opemtions against several points at once,
in order that the defenders, being menaced on all sides, might not
be able to concentrate their defence on the day of the llSBIlult;
finally, to make every preparation for keeping Johnston away
from the place, and to drive him back if he attempted to
succor it.

The forces at Grant's disposal on the 23d of May, reduced to
thirty-five thousand men at the utmost by the assault of the
previous day, were not sufficient for such a tas,k. By deploying
his whole army he could not even completely envelop the place.
Bllt besides the troops which were under his immediate control
at Memphis aud Corinth, and which he hastened to send for, the
prestige of victory and the importance of the results to be obtained
secured him the prompt despatch of the reinforcements he asked
for from the government at Washington.. The latter, stimulated
by public opinion, even anticipated his request, and omitted
nothing to furnish him with all the resources he might need.
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Lauman's division had already been shipped from Memphis,
where it was stationed a few days previously. It arrived below
Vicksburg on the 24th of May, and proceeded to take McAr
thur's place on the left of the Federal army, the latter going to
the centre to join the Seventeenth corps, of which it formed a
part. Two other divisions, under the auspices of Hurlbut,
were organized in Memphis, and forwarded to Grant uuder the
command of Kimball and 800y Smith. The former arrived
before Vicksburg on the 3d of June, and the latter on the 8th
of the same month. In the mean while, Schofield, who com
manded the Army of the Missouri, sent a strong division to
Grant under Herron, who joined the besiegers on the 11th of
June. Finally, some troops which up to that period had been
waging hostilities in the East came to take part in the labors
and success of the Army of the Tennessee. The Ninth corps,
organized in Washington under Burnside, was on the way to
Kentucky, whence it was to operate against Knoxville. Two
divisions were temporarily detached from it, and General Parke
took them to Vicksburg, where he arrived on the 14th of June.
The six divisions whi~h in three weeks thus swelled Grant's army
presented an effective force of forty thousand men. This army,
therefore, was more than doubled, reaching the figure of seventy-·
five thousand combatants.

Grant did not wait for the arrival of these reinforcements to
begin his siege-operations. The intrenchment was opened at
various points on the 23d of May. But the most pressing work
was the construction of passable roads to form a connection
between all the sections of the line of the besiegers--their camps,
in order to secure a supply of provisions, and their approaches,
so as to be able to concentrate considerable forces with rapidity
at any given point on the day of assault, and 10 enable them
mutually to assist each other. The d~p6ts ~blishedwithin the
lines only received supplies to last three or four days, so that they
might be easily l'vacuated if the army should suddenly raise the
siege and take the field against Johnston. The best sites, those
nearest to the water, which had become very scarce at that season,
were selecte4 for camping-grounds of the troops, who soon covered
them with huts made of the branches of trees. The very obstacles
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presented by the peculiar formation of the ground, however, which
militated against an attack by main force, favored the methodical
operations of a siege. The deep ravines which had checked the
lI88l1ulting columns afforded an excellent shelter and admirable
covered ways when there was time to use the axe for cutting a
practicable rood through the dense thickets with which the bottom
WaB covered. The woods which had broken the ranks of the
assailants masked their first approaches, while the slopes they
had found it 80 difficult to climb in order to reach the works
situated on the summit made it easy, from their very inclination,
to cut off the trenches which had been dug along the sides. The
positions of which the Federals had remained masters after the
attacks of the 19th and 22d were within from four to six hundred
yards of the enemy's works; batteries and drilling-places, con
nected by means of strong bastions which took the place of the
second parallel, were erected: in this way much time and trouble
was saved. The works relating to the approaches and circum
vallation undertaken by each division were naturally adapted to
the irregularities of the ground before it.

Steele's division formed the extreme right of the Federal army:
the heights it occupied, bordered by the ravine where it had 100
80 many men on the 22d, presented slopes of too great inclination
in front of the enemy's positions to admit of trenches being con
structed in that locality. These slopes, however, gradually become
gentler in the vicinity of the river. Woods' brigade began build
ing approaches along these acclivities against a strong battery
which commanded both the Mississippi and the Yazoo City road,
of which we have already spoken. Sherman, believing that the
enemy had taken away the heavy guns with which this battery
was mounted in order to strengthen his defences on the land-side,
imagined that a vessel could easily silence the few pieces which
he supposed to have been left in the work, and that he might
support Woods' labors by enfilading the enemy's lines.. He
asked for Porter's C<Klperation, and on the 27th of May the
Cincinnati, which lay above Vicksburg, came down the river
and opened fire at short range upon the point designated. But
the enemy's heavy guns were .still in position, and soon covered
her with shot: her weak armor and the bales of hay that encircled
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her could not sufficiently protect her, and she soon began to leak
in every part; her commander had barely time to take her back
toward the right bank, when she sank before the eyes of the
inhabitants of the tOwn, who had come out of their shelters to
witness this exciting spectacle.' Fifteen men were drowned and
twenty-five killed or wounded. Neverthele88, Woods succeeded
in pushing his trench forward as far as the border of the stream,
and posted himself on a small hillock, whence his sharpshooters
commanded the battery. He thus compelled the enemy to aban
don it; but the stream did not allow him to go any farther, and
he cortfined himself to the construction of some batteries which
were armed ~th eight-inch guns supplied by the navy.

Thanks to a bend in the ground, Tuttle, who was on the left
of Steele, succeeded in descending into the valley which separated
him from the enemy; he traversed it, bringing with him, perpen
dieularly to his wor~, a double sap, covered with blinds and faa
cines of cane; then, ascending the opposite slopes, where he was
concealed by the inclination of the ground, he succeeded in taking
position at a distance of thirty yards from the enemy.

Sherman entrusted his principal approach to Blair: it was direct
ed against the bastion which the latter had already attacked on the
22d of May on the Cemetery road. He succeeded in planting
twenty-four pieces of artillery, within four hundred yards of this
work. Thence a trench was pushed as far as a solitary tree
where the road passes nine hundred feet farther along the ridge:
a strong drilling-place was constructed at this point, connected
with the batteries by means of several approaches. A double sap
prolonged the approaches by following, on the right, the flank
of the last hillock, which was crowned by the bastion: coming
round again upon the latter, it brought the besiegers within fif
teen yards of the ditch. '

Ransom's brigade occupied the front of McArthur's division,
forming McPherson's right. As we have stated, it had before it
ravines difficult of .access. Roads were built which enabled it to
communicate with Blair and a line of bastions constructed on the
opposite slope without difficulty. It could come out of these
fortifications to support the principal attack directed against the
bastion on the Cemetery road.
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Logan's division, in the centre, was stationed on the Jackson
road. Following the ridge traversed by this road where he had
l08t so many men on the day of the assault, Logan opened against
the works situated along the culminating point a strongly-oon
structed parallel trench, furnished with small causeways and
battlements formed of sacks of earth.

Quinby on the left, as well as Ransom on the right, was C\)n
fined by the character of the ground to labors of secondary im
portance: the former constructed roads to facilitate communica
tions in the event of an assault, and the defence of the lines in
case of sorties.

McClernand's principal approaches were made on his right
against the works which Smith's and Carr's soldiers had already
disputed with so much obstinacy to the defenders of Vicksburg.
These two division commanders were separated from each other
by a deep ravine. The former directed his approaches along the
Baldwin's Ferry road; the latter kept close to the trench through
which the railroad intersected the ridge that the Confederates had
fortified: he proceeded to within ten yards of their principal work,
and established, at a distance of less than sixty yards, a strong
parallel with drillinNuarters, where he could assemble his troops
for the purpose of making the assault.

During the early stages of the siege the Federals did not extend
their lines farther on the left, but concentrated all their efforts
against that section of the place situated north of the railroad :
it was this section upon which the Confederates had expended
less labor, because up to this time they had only made provision
against an attack by main force, and they relied as much upon
Nature as upon science to protect them on that side. But when
the regular operations had once commenced they set actively
to work to increase their defences along this portion of their
front.

From the 24th of May to the 11th of June all the works at
the south were only invested by Hovey's and Lauman's divis
ions, Osterhaus having been sent to the Big Black River bridge
to cover the rear of the army: their role was confined to the
maintenance of an effective blockade. But the arrival of Her
ron with nearly ten thousand men enabled them at last to under-

••
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take more active operations. Hovey marched to within a short
distance of the enemy's line, and joined his labol'll to those of
Carr. Lauman, supported by a .battery of which the navy had
supplied both guns and gunners, opened a trench on the right of
the Hall's Ferry road against a most salient angle of the Confed
erate works, and notwithstanding the frequent sorties of the enemy
he.pushed his excavations to within a few feet of the ditch. Her.;.
ron toward the close of the siege conducted two approaches, one
on the left of Hall's Ferry road, the other on the 'Varrenton
road, within a short distance of the works, but his main task was
to establish lines that would secure the complete investment of
the place:

This enumeration will convey an idea of the magnitude of the
works undertaken by the Federal army on the Vicksburg plateau.
Many appliances considered necessary in an ordinary siege were,
however, wanting. With the exception of a battery of thirty
pounders and some guns contributed by the navy, it did not
possess any guns of heavy calibre: there were none to be found
in the arsenals of the West, and it would have required too
much time to get them from Washington, New York, or Pitts
burg. It became a matter of necessity to arm all the siege
batteries \\;th field-pieces, which could cause no serious damage
to the earthworks of the enemy, and were only able to throw
shells into them and protect the works of approach. The Coehorn
mortars were also wanting: they were replaced by wooden mor
tars, cut out of the heavy trunks of trees, bound with iron;
which produced excellent results. In short, the Army of the Ten
nessee was without a corps of engineers. There was not a single
company of sappers, and among the whole general staff there
were but four officers of this arm: the- old pupils of West Point
-who, as is well known, had all followed special COUl'8eB of
instruction in this school-were obliged to teach their comrades
in the very trenches the first rudiments in the art of laying sieges
and to organize sappers selected from among the most intelligent
men of each army corps.

In return, the fugitive negroes, armed with pickaxes and
shovels, afforded much assistance to the soldiers in their labors
of excavation. The latter appear to have been less skilful in
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digging than their comrades of the Army of the Potomac. But
their inventive genius and the dexterity acquired by most of
them, either as pioneers or in the trades they exercised prior to
enlisting, greatly facilitated the task of their officers. They found
ready at hand all the materials necessary for the work of a siege
wood for the construction of platforms and the interior repairs of
causeways; wild grapevines, which, although somewhat heavy,
formed excellent gabions; cane was used for fascines; bales of
cotton from the neighboring plantations, covered with a coot- J

ing of earth, constituted an almost impenetrable armor; the
skins of oxen killed for the army were used in many places
for covering the outside of the parapets; the barrels which had
contained provisions for the army were filled with earth and
surrounded by large fascines of cane, which afforded complete
protection against Minie balls. In the ravines enfiladed by the
enemy which the parallels had to traverse trunks of trees placed
on top of each other formed a series of blinds which entirely
protected the troops that were obliged to follow these pathways.
The soil itself favored the deepest excavations, but the enemy
having only field-pieces with which to answer the besiegers, the
thickness of the parapets did not exceed six or seven feet.

The defence of the garrison was courageous and stubborn, but
almost invariably passive. The length of the lines it had to
occupy rendered its service excessively arduous. In no narra
tive of the siege has any mention been made of abria blindhl.
The Federals were able to use their ammunition lavishly, con
stantly throwing shells into the works, and from time to time
opening the fire of all their batteries as if they were preparing
for an assault: they thus kept the besieged on the alert, com
pelling them to concentrate all their forces near the points most
exposed, where they inflicted considerable losses upon them. The
labor of repairing the works and the dismounted guns occupied
the Confederates all the time. The mortars planted by the Fed
eral navy above the peninsula never ceased firing shells, against
which no point in the place was protected.

To the incessant labors and watches of the besieged were added.
privations of all kinds. The plateau· of Vicksburg having but
few springs, the tepid, muddy, and unwholesome water of the
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Mississippi had to be brought to the t!OOp8 in barrels. Their .
rations were insufficient and of bad quality. The salt pork which
constitutes the staple food of Ameriam armies fell short toward
the middle of the siege: this want was supplied for some time by
the cattle that had been collected a few days before the investment,
together with such animals as could be found in the city: at a
later period this lean meat had to be replaced by the flesh of mules,
which many people preferred. As is the case in all sieges, cats
and rats figured largely at the mess-tables, and the accounts given

.by the besieged show that the Louisiana soldiers, the inheritors
of the traditions of French cookery, were alone able to find mellDS
to disguise the character of the least appetizing meats. Horses
being scarce and necessary to the army, they were only eaten when
they fell victims to the ravages of the siege. For instance, back
of a portion of the line there was a pleasant green hill covered
with the richest kind of grass, but incessantly ploughed by the
projectiles of the Federals. Almost daily some unfortunate .ani
mal which had been left free would climb the slope step by 8tep,
nibbling at the fresh gras'l, but it had scarcely reached the summit
when it fell down wounded or slain. In the night the Confed
erate soldiers would go to pick up their meal among these slaugh.
tered animals, and occasionally a fortunate chance would throw a
fine stray cow in their way instead of an emaciated horse. These,
however, were but trifling resources. The bread and biscuit rations
were reduced to the smallest quantity: at the end of the siege, as
it appears, there was only half a biscuit distributed daily to each
man. The defenders of Vicksburg had large supplies of sugar,
salt, and chewing tobacco--that comforter for so many ills in the
New'Vorld-but they had neither tea, coffee, spirituous liquors,
nor any other kind of stimulant. Consequently, the sick soon
filled the principal dwellings of Vicksburg, which had been con
verted into hospitals.

Alongside of the soldiers there was a civic population of three
thousand five hundred inhabitants or refugees, whom the love of
country, that sentiment so deep seated and so legitimate, had kept
at home and doomed to all the horrors of the siege, or who had
been driven into Vicksburg in spite of themselves from fear of the
enemy. These unfortunate people knew nothing of the war except

•
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its sufferings and anxieties. The town, built in terraces above
the Mississippi, was particularly exposed to the shells which the
Federal fleet was constantly throwing in every direction to hlU'llS8
the defenders. The houses soon became untenantable. People took
refuge in caves, which were enlarged by cutting into the gravel
of the bluff. The construction of these underground dwellings
became a species of traffic: the negroes who built them sold them
for thirty to fifty dollars apiece, their value varying according to
the amount of security they afforded.

It was also necessary to economize the ammunition and keep it
for an assault or a sortie. Pemberton had a million more cart
ridges than percussion-caps, which discrepancy rendered the for
mer quite useless. Every expedient was resorted to in order to
supply this want. The cartridge-boxes of the killed and wounded
among the Federals were carefully examined, while some daring
individuals would undertake secretly to introduce tbese indispen
sable articles of ammunition into the place. Some, carrying them
around their waists, would slip during the night across the thou
sand ravines which intersected. the Federal lin('S, dimbing acolivi
ties in the dark which in the daytime would have given one the
vertigo, and bringing to the besieged from outside, besides their
precious freight, news and words of encouragement; others, dis
guised as Federal soldiers, would wander through the enemy's
lines, carrying a canteen filled with percussion-eaps appended to
their shoulder-belts, which they dexterously threw at the Con
federate skirmishers whenever an opportunity offered: nearly
three hundred thousand caps were thus introduced.

The strict economy to which they were subjected paralyzed the
defenders, especially during the early stages of the siege. )Iost
of the Union batteries, once established, silenced almost enth-ely
the fire of the besieged. As soon as a Confederate gun tried to
break this silence fifteen or twenty cannon concentrated their fire
upon it, and those serving it became a target for the balls of a
swarm of Federal skirmishers, who were always on the lookout.
In closing their embrasures the besiegers were soon able to make
use of wooden blinds with impunity, which would only have been
an additional danger if a bullet had struck tbem. The Confed
erates were, moreover, in a most disadvantageous position for the
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use of the rifle, for, having to fire from an elevated site upon those
below, they were obliged at each shot to expose almost half their
bodies above the parapet; consequently, they seldom ventured to
engage in this kind of unequal warfare with the trenches.

The labors of the besiegers, therefore, were seldom seriously
interrupted, and their losses in the trenches were very trifling.
'Ve can mention but one vigorous sortie in the whole course of
these operations. In the night of the 22d of June, Cummings'
brigade of Stevenson's division surprised Herron's men at work
near the Hall's Ferry road, destroying their trenches and making
twelve prisoners. But this was an isolated exploit, and the Con
federates did not actively interfere to delay the works of approach
until the end of the siege, when they felt themselves too closely
helIlll1!ld in .

.The Southern generals frequently carried their anxiety to spare
their men and ammunition too far, and by constantly forbidding
the useless firing of muskets they allowed actual periods of truce
to take place between the outposts of the two armies; which were
all in the interest of the assailants, because these temporary sus
pensions of hostilities enabled them to prosecute their works in
safety. Favored by these intervals of truce (generally nocturnal),
the two lines of skirmishers would begin with an interchange of
news at a short distance; then they drew nearer in order to con
verse more at ease and enter into political discussions; at times
they would become so thoroughly mixed up that the officers of both
parties were obliged to come to an understanding for the purpose
of drawing a line of demarcation between their respective forces.
But after having thus yielded to the cravings of humanity and
forgotten for an instant their cruel trade, these same men would
take up their muskets again, ready at the least alarm to resume
the fight.

The sufferings and privations, however, were not the exclusive
lot of the besieged. The want of water and extreme heat dis
tressed the Federals exceedingly, giving rise to numerous disell8~ .
among them. The danger of an attack from Johnston, which
might have compelled them to raise the siege, also entailed much
anxious solicitude upon the generals and a considerable increase
of labor on the soldiers.
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In fact, it was not without cause that Pemberton relied for his
deliverance upon the intervention of the chief from whom his
errors and misfortunes had separated him. The latter, as we have
stated, having no knowledge of the battle which had just been
fought at Champion's Hill, had started on the 17th of May for
Brownsville, in the hope of meeting Pemberton on the road from
Edwards' Station to Clinton, north of the railroad; and on receiv
ing the despatch in which his lieutenant announced the defeat he
had sustained the day before, he had immediately sent him the
order above mentioned, directing him to evacuate Vicksburg. On
the 18th, having been apprised of the combat at the Big Black
River bridge, he fell back north-westward upon Vernon, a vil
lage situated near the Big Black, twenty-six miles above Bridge
port: he thereby kept a passage open for Pemberton, in the hope
that the latter, in obedience to his orders, would have ascended
the right bank of this stream instead of falling back upon Vicks
burg. But the next day, on being informed of the investment of
the place, he thought of nothing else but to collect his scattered
forces, giving them as a rallying-point Canton and the town
of Jackson, which the Federals had abandoned since the morning
of the 16th. His first care was, in fact, to reorganize the army
intended to deliver Vicksburg. The Confederate government
had determined to spare no effort to afford him the means to
accomplish this object. Whilst Taylor, on the right bank of the
Mississippi, was ordered to gather all his forces for marching
from west to east to the relief of the besieged city, several bri
gades started from Mobile and Tullahoma to join Johnston.
Finally, the latter sent Gardner a mes...omge ordering him to
abandon Port Hudson and to bring all his forces over to him
-a message, as we have seen, which did not reach this general,
Port Hudson being already invested. Johnston, however, had
not long to wait for the first reinforcements. On the 20th and
21st of May he hailed the arrival at Jackson of Gist's, Ector's,
and MeNair's brigades, detached from Tullahoma, and also
Loring, who, with his six thousand soldiers, had been wander
ing about since the battle of Champion's Hill. Maxey joined
him on the 23d. Finally, on the 3d of June, Breckinridge's
division and Evans' brigade swelled the total amount of John-
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ston's army to twenty-seven thousand men, three thousand of
wbom, under Jackson's command, were mounted.

It is true, this anny was badly equipped for taking the field:
it bad but little material and scarcely any borses. The troops
that bad rome from Tullahoma and Mobile by railroad had
brougbt neither artillery nor wagons. Yet the town of Jack
son was not sufficiently distant from Vicksburg to render these
difficulties insurmountable, and if Johnston, by starting imme
diately after Evans' arrival, bad attacked Grant before Vicks
burg on the 7th or 8th of June, the position of the latter would
have been extremely critical. In fact, previous to the land
ing of Herron, which took place on the 11th of .June, the
reinforcements he bad received from Hurlbut did not increase
the number of his army to more than fifty-two thousand men.
Pemberton had at least twenty or .twenty-two thousand in
fighting condition, which, with Johnston's twenty-seven thou
sand, would have made a difference of only three or four
thousand men between the Confederates and their adversaries.
At this date the communications between the two Southern
armies were yet sufficiently open to enable them to act in con
cert and carry .out the plan which Pemberton suggested to bis
chief at a later period. This plan was to make Johnston men
ace the Federal lines at the north and draw Grant's forces to
that side, while the garrison would take advantage of their
absence to cut themsel"es a passage by way of the Warrenton
road. But Johnston, on the faith of his lieutenant's reports, had
persuaded himself that the Federals numbered more than sixty
thousand men on the day that Vicksburg was invested. He had
come to the conclnsion that Grant's anny would not be sensi
bly increased during the siege. Pemberton himself in his last
despatch, dated the 22d of June, which crossed the Federal
Jines, told hiIQ that he could not attempt to deliver the place
with less than forty thousand men: he had but twenty thousand
in a condition to take the field. The Richmond government was
always promising him reinforcements, which only came in small
detachments, and was no doubt urging him to take the offensive,
either against Grant or against Banks; which latter plan was alto
gether impracticable. Before starting, Johnston desired to wait
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for the men and material that had been promised him. He thus
allowed an opportunity to escape which never occurred again.

Grant, however, did not conceal from himself the danger to
which he might be exposed. Since the 22d all his cavalry had
been sent out to clear the country as far as the Big Black River,
to destroy the bridges that had been thrown over this stream and
its tributaries, and to pick up as many cattle as possible; Oster
haus had followed it and occupied the railroad-bridge; a corps
of twelve thousand men, temporarily formed of detachments
taken from various divisions, was sent on the 26th of :May,
under Blair's command, to oppose an expected movement of
Johnston. At the end of one week this corps returned to
Vicksburg, after having followed the course of the yazoo
for a distance of forty-four miles.

A few days previously Portez: had sent five ships* to visit this
river and to destroy all the enemy's vessels that might happen
to be lying there. The Federal Beet, arriving at Haines' Bluff
on the 20th, had been the first to occupy this position, which

•had been abandoned by the enemy, and on the following day it
reached Yazoo City at the very moment when a fire kindled by
the Confederates was consuming the arsenal, together with three
powerful vessels far advanced toward construction. 'Vhen Blair
took up his line of march a new expedition ascended the Yazoo :
it proceeded as far as the 'vicinity of Fort Pemberton, penetrated
into most of the tributaries of the river, and destroyed nine
transport-ships of the enemy. These movements, however, were
not sufficient to protect the Federal army, which, as we have
stated, was only as yet forty thousand strong. The key to all
Grant's positions was at Haines' Bluff. He knew that if
Johilllton succeeded in taking posses.c;ion of this point, he would
be compelled to raise the siege in order to recapture it. The
naval force was temporarily entrusted with the tailk of guarding
it. The naval brigade, still under the direction of the valiant
family of Ellets, was charged with this important mission. At
the same time, :Mower's brigade, with twelve hundred mounted
men, was detached from Sherman's corps for the purpose of keep-

* The De Kalb, (}hoctaw, Linden, Petrel, and Forest.Roae, UDder the command
of Lieutenant-commander John. G. Walker.-En.
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ing a watcl1 over the crossings of the Big Black; and Kimball's
division, which had landed on the 3d of June, was immediately
sent after it. It was not on this side, however, that the Confed
erates directed their first efforts to relieve Vicksburg, but against
Milliken's Bend, where there were large d~~ts in ('harge of a
single Federal brigade under General Dennis. This prey was
the more tempting because several regiments of this brigade were
composed of negroes, who were thought by the Confederates to
be inropable of fighting. On the 7th of June a detachment
from the Army of the Arkansas, about three thousand strong,
attempted to ,surprise Milliken's Bend. But the Federals, white
and black, vied with each other in exhibitions of courage, and
the gunboats soon came down to aid them in repulsing the
assailants. After this occurrence Mower's brigade was sent to
reinforce the garrison of Milliken's Bend.

This diversion, however, did not deceive Grant in regard to the
point where he was to expect the principal attack of the enemy:
he knew that it was between the Yo.zoo and the Big Black.
Consequently, Booy Smith's division, which had just landed on
the 8th, was stationed at Haines' Bluff, where it relieved the
naval brigade. In the course of three days it created on these
heights a vast intrenched camp capable of sheltering more than
forty thousand men. It was, in fact, the point on which Grant
intended to rest in case of a check or a defeat. At Haines' Bluff
he was master of the Yo.zoo, kept up his communications with
the Mississippi, and always menaced Vicksburg, the siege of
which place he could resume at the first opportunity. From
the 14th of June, the successive arrivals of Herron and Parke
having swelled his forces to the number of seventy-five thousand
men, he felt sure of being able to hold Johnston in check. One
half of his army was to take charge of this matter. Booy Smith's
and Kimball's divisions formed a corps of twelve thousand men,
which occupied Haines'Bluff under General Washburne. Otl;u~r

detachments were stationed en khelon from this point as far as the
Yo.zoo, while the divisions under A. J. Smith and Herron were
ready to join them at the first signal. The command of this army
of observation was given to Sherman. An almost continuous line
of half-bastions, interspersed with redoubts for the field-artillery,
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from Haines' Bluff to Big Black River, was completed by the
22d of June. This enormous work of circumvallation, which
had a development equal to that of the lines of countervallation,
enabled Sherman to hold in check all the forces that Johnston
could bring against him, by allowing him time to concentrate
the troops for repulsing an attack, whatever might be the point
manaced.

This epoch, from the 22d to the 25th of June, marks the
termination of the first period of the siege. The situation of the
two !W.versaries may be summed up in a few words: Grant's army,
which on the 22d of May only numbered thirty thousand com
batants, has now reached seventy-five thousand. It has erected
around Vicksburg from twelve to thirteen miles of fortifications,
and constructed eighty-nine batteries, in which, a few days later,
two hundred and twenty pieces of artillery were placed in position.
Eight approaches have been directed against the place by Woods,
Tuttle, Blair, Logan, A. J. Smith, Carr, Lauman, and Herron;
at some points the foremost saps are within only ten or fifteen
yards of the enemy's works. Finally, a corps of observation
is loCated between the Yazoo and the Big Black; it keeps watch
over a long line of circumvallation extending from river to river
and resting its left upon the intrenched camp of Haines' Bluff.

Meanwhile, Johnston has gradually formed an army of twenty
six thousand men: he has gathered the material and the means of
transportation, and is preparing to take the field. In Vicksburg
the scarcity of provisions is beginning to be felt; the ammunition
is used sparingly, and the health of the able-bodied men, whose
numbers are daily reduced by sickness, is attended to. The
artillery-fire has ceased completely, and the combatants are so
near each other that they are obliged to fight at short range.
The Confederates are throwing grenades into the trenches of
the besiegers, which cause much damage: they try to undermine
their works, and the Federals reply by resorting to the same
means. This kind of warfare soon gives rise to fresh incidents.
Logan's soldiers succeed in mining the great redan situated on
the Jackson road, which was guarded by a portion of Forney's
division. On the 25th of June, at half-past three o'clock in the
af!:ernoon, a violent explosion was heard, and the air was filled
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with the fragments of the salient angle of this work, leaving a
vast crater in its place; the whole interior was laid in ruins; a
few Illlppers engaged in digging a countermine were crushed;
nearly all the BOldiers--few in number, however-who guarded
the redan were killed, and it is even 8S8erted that BOme among
them were thrown alive into the Federal lines, where they found
themselves prisoners as a result of this strange mode of travelling.
A column of infantry soon climbs over the d~ri8 which the
explosion hOB piled up in heaps, but the enemy is not taken
unawares: he hll.B erected a second line at the entrance of the
work. The Sixth MiB80Uri rushes forward in its turn to dispute
the redan to the Unionists; being repulsed in this attack, it never
theless succeeds in maintaining its position behind the new obsta
cle and pours a perfect torrent of grenades and packages of lighted
cartridges upon the II8Bl1ilants, who are crowded within the crater.
Cockerell's brigade comes to its assistance, and the combat is thus
continued the whole night. In the morning the interior of the
redan is abandoned by both parties, and the Federals plant them
selves upon the remnants of the exterior parapet. They had lost
about thirty men, and had only gained a few feet of ground, but
they had weakened the enemy's line of defence.

In order to add to his discomfiture, a new mine was begun
under another redan, situated on the left of the JackBOn road,
and on the 1st of July its explosion entirely destroyed this work,
killing and wounding a large number of Confederates: BOme of
them were buried under the d~bris, but disinterred we and BOund
several hours after. In consequence of the position of this mine,
the greater portion of the earth WOB thrown to the side of the
besiegers, who quickly took possession of this kind of parapet and
planted themselves on it, but did not try to carry the second line
of the defences. Thenceforth the shovel and the pi()kaxe were no
longer sufficient: it was necessary to prepare for the assault which
was to give the final blow to the garrison. The parallels were
enlarged and the drilling-grounds widened: all the necessary
materials-ladders, planks, fascines, gabions--were got together
near the points of attack, and the batteries BO arranged Il.B to con
centrate their fire at a given signal. The BOlemn hour was

approaching.
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After a resistance which challenges the admiration of their
enemies the defenders have reached the end of their resources.
At the North as well as at the South the whole country follows
with emotion the struggle of which Vicksburg is the price, and
which is to have a decisive influence over the isBue of the war.
Consequently, the Confederates make a final effort to win a game
which seems to be irrevocably lost.

Whilst Johnston is at last putting his army in'motion the Con
federate troops which occupy the vast territories west of the Mis
sissippi are making vigorous efforts in order to oblige Grant to
detach a portion of the forces encamped before Vicksburg, in
hopes that Pemberton would he able to take advantage of this
weakening to pierce the lines that are drawing close about him.
Kirby Smith, who is exercising supreme command in this im
mense district, similar to that which Johnston exercised between
the Alleghanies and the Mississippi, has organized two expedi
tions, to which the sudden attack on Milliken's Bend on the 7th
of June was but a faint prelude. One of these expeditions,
which Schofield and Blunt, paralyzed by Herron's departure,
cannot disturb, is entrusted to the Army of the Arkansas. This
army, too long inactive under Holmes, is to attack Helena, the
only point that the Federals possess· in East Arkansas, from
which place they constantly menace Little Rock and all the
centre of the State. If Vicksburg is to fall, Helena may prob
ably replace it. The other expedition, commanded by the ener
getic Taylor, is to reconquer the Louisiana districts that Banks
took possession of in April, capture Brashear City, try to inter
rupt the navigation of the Lower Mississippi, and even menace
New Orleans, thus obliging the Army of Louisiana to raise the
siege of Port Hudson.

The fifty-fi.ve thousand men that Holmes had under his com
mand at the beginning of the year had seen their number dimin
ish since then. As soon as Banks had taken the field it became
necessary to detach a portion of them to hold him in check. In
order to undertake new operations in Louisiana, Taylor was again
obliged to borrow from Holmes a portion of the forces which
occupied Arkansas. Holmes was left, therefore, \\;th only the
troops stationed en €chelon at the various posts which marked the
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limits of his occupation over a territory which stretched from
the Mississippi to the deserts. On the 16th of June these troops
were ordered to furnish some detachments which were to meet at
Clarendon on the 26th. But heavy rains swelled the streams and
broke up the roads to such a degree that, after unparalleled efforts,
the whole of the forces only reached the point of concentration on
the evening of the 30th. The army intended to be formed was
composed of Price's division of infantry, comprising Parsons' and
McRae's two brigades, one 1868 strong, and the other numbering
1227 men; of Fagan's brigade, with about eighteen hundred
men; of Marmaduke's division of cavalry, 1750 strong; and of
Walker's brigade of cavalry, numbering one thousand horses-
in all, two thousand eight hundred mounted men and nearly five
thousand infantry, with two or three batteries of artillery. On
the 3d of July, Holmes arrived within five miles of Helena.
But the information he obtained led him to the conclusion
that the task he had proposed to accomplish would be beyond
his strength.

The little town of Helena is situated upon low ground on the
right bank of the Mississippi. At a distan.ce of a little more
than half a mile from the river, and in It parallel direction, there
is a chain of hills, which lit the east take the form of gentle and
open slopes, but whose approaches on the west side abound in
timber and deep ravines. When Curtis occupied' Helena in
July, 1862, he constructed a large and solid work, to which his
name was given, between the town and the hills, near the Clar
endon road, which in that region is called the Cemetery road:
the guns of this fort commanded the gentle slopes of the hills,
the ravines which divided them into three hillocks, and all
the surrounding plain. After the capture of Arkansas Post,
in January, 1863, Grant had stationed at Helena a large por
tion of the Thirteenth corps. When this general was called to
Milliken's Bend, McClernand left in it a small division, num
bering about three thousand men, under Prentiss. The better to
defend this important position, the latter had erected redoubts on
the three hillocks situated on the other side of Fort Curtis: that
of the centre was near the Cemetery road; that of the right, or
at the north, was on the hill called Reiter's Hill; and that at the
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BOuth was known by the name of Fort Hindman. Several lines
of bastions formed a connection between them and defended their
approaches; on the right of Reiter's Hill, on the plain and near
the river, there was a fourth work which blockaded the 'Sterling
road.

The slow movements of the Confederates had deprived them
of every chance of a surprise: the garrison had been on its guard
for the last two days. Holmes called a council of war. Price
advised against making an attack, stating that the demonstration
had already produced all its effects by compelling the enemy to
leave one division at Helena, and that even if they should succeed
in capturing the place, which was doubtful, they would not be
able to hold it, the low grounds adjoining the river being always
at the mercy of the Federal gunboats. Holmes would not listen
to this sensible advice, and put his army on the march during the
night. The attack was to be made at daybreak-by Price in the
centre, against the redoubt on the Cemetery road; by FI1olJ'8n on
the right, l1olJ'8inst Fort Hindman. The cavalry formed the left
of .the army; Marmaduke was to dismount the larger portion of
his division and make an assault upon the work which crowned
the summit of Reiter's.Hill, whilst Walker's brigade would try
and slip between this work and the one situated on the bank of
the river.

The roads which the Confederates had to traverse were in such
a bad condition that they had to leave their artillery behind them.
At four o'clock in the morning Fagan, on the right, opened the
fight. The Unionists were ready to receive him, his approach
having been signalled two hours before. A deep ravine, then a
series of abatis, and three successive lines of half-bastions, sep
arate Fagan from Fort Hindman: none of these obstacles, how
ever, can stop him; his BOldiers climb the steep acclivities of the
ravine, cross the abatis, and carry the nearest works. But on
arriving, out of breath, in close range of the guns of the redoubt,
and being received by a volley of grape-shot, they are obliged
fall back: they find shelter behind the third bastion and begin
firing upon the fort. The whole brigade is engaged., and unless
it is reinforced it will be impossible for it to carry the immense
work before which its first effort has failed.
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In the centre, Price, having arrived before daylight in front of
the enemy's positions, has lost some time in placing McRae's bri
gade on his left, which is to take the Federal redoubt in the rear
whilst Parsons attacks it in front. At last, about five o'clock,
these two brigades rush forward: the Union artillery cannot stop
them; the work is captured, with most of ito defenders. Several
'pieces of artillery fall into the hands of the Confederates, but
their muzzles having been choked with balls, they are rendered
useless. On the left Marmaduke merely makes a faint demon
stration, and does not even attempt to attack the redoubt of
Reiter's Hill; whilst Walker, allowing himself to be checked
by a small Federal detachment, gives him no assistance.

The Union line is pierced, but the assailants are exhausted by
the very effort they have made, for they have no reserves to take
advantage of this first success. The freshness of the morning
has been succeeded by an oppressive heat. Price's troops are in
a state of disorder impossible to describe. The Federals, on the
contrary, in spite of the smallness of their number, have not lost
courage: Fort Curtis and the three redoubts they still occupy
concentrate their fire upon the work which the enemy has cap
tured. Holmes hastens to the spot and makes one supreme effort.
He hurls Parsons' brigade against Fort Curtis, ordering McRae
to rally his scattered troops as much lIB possible and to attack Fort
Hindman, before which Fagan's brigade is still to be found. But
this double movement is productive of disastrous results. Par
sons' soldiers, in coming down the hill with more dash than
order, are cut down by tile guns of Fort Curtis and those of the
gunboat Tyler, which is lying at anchor in the river. The Con
federates, unable to approach the fort, scatter among the gardens
which surround it, and are soon dispersed. More than one-half
of them are killed, wounded, or captured. The remainder make
their escape in the beat manner possible. In thl! mean while,
McRae has bren able to collect only two hundred and fifty men:
he has to cross a ravine which is enfiladed by the guns of Fort
Curtis, and when, at the head of this small band, he ventures to
approach Fort. Hindman, he is brought to a halt by a terrific fire;
finally, after sustaining serious losses, he finds himself obliged to
look for refuge near the position occcupied by Fagan.
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The attack has been a failure. At ten o'clock Holmes gives
the signal for retreat. The remnants of Price's division, stationed
in the work of the centre, evacuate it under a fire which causes
great ravages among them, and toward evening the whole army
sadly winds its way in the direction of Clarendon. On the same
day, the 4th of July, 8B we will see presently, Grant W8B makin~

his entry into Vicksburg.
The Federals were unable to pursue the enemy: they were

scarcely three thousand strong, and the latter had left eleven hun
dred prisoners in their hands, among whom there W8B a large
number of wounded. Holmes' losses amounted to 1636 men;
those of Price,* to hardly 250.

After this combat the Army of the ArkallS8B plunged into the
interior of this State 8B quickly as it had come out, whilst Walk
er's cavalry brigade descended the Mississippi in the direction of
Milliken's Bend, It roamed for a long time around the Fed
eral dcp(>ts, seizing every occasion to capture such detachments 8B

were imprudent enough to stray too far from them, and prevent
ing the enemy from occupying the rich plantations of the interior
whence he could have procured both provisions and cotton.

The expedition led by Taylor into Lower Louisiana made a
better beginning than that of Holmes.

The necessities of the war had finally prevailed over political
considerations among Banks' advisers. As soon 8B this general
was able to ship the material, the wagons, the sick, and the
fugitive negroes that had gathered in Alexandria, he evacuated
this place in order to 8B8emble all his forces in front of Port
Hudson. In the beginning of June he had abandoned all the
country between Bayou TeeM, the Mississippi, and Red River
-a country he had taken possession of six weeks before.
Taylor, collecting his forces, soon made his appearance there,
occupying Alexandria, OpeloU&l.'l, and even Fort De Russy,
without striking a blow. The Lafourche district alone remained
in the hands of the Federals. But its defence was entrusted to
troops numerically weak and greatly scattered, to invalid soldiers
and officers affected by the prostrating climate of Louisiana, to
regiments newly formed and badly disciplined. Since the cam-

* Prentiss.-En.
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paign of April, no one among these small garrisons had expected
to see the enemy appear. No preparation had been made to
receive him, and everybody was leading 8 life of the greatest
unconcern amid the campa of the sick and of fugitive negroes and
the immense depOts of supplies, ammunition, and material which
qffered a prey to be coveted by the Confederates. Brashear City
continued to be the centre of Federal establishments in that dis
trict. Protected by a gunboat and 8 large fortification mounted
with heavy guns on the side of Atchafalaya, covered at the north
and south by marshes which extended on one side to the lake,
and on the other side, as far as the eye could reach, toward the
shore of the Gulf of Mexico, this town seemed to be protected
against any sudden attack. A few small posts were kheloned
along the New Orleans railroad, the Bayou Lafourc~e, Thibo
deaux, and Lafourche. Finally, at Donaldsonville, 8 point
where this bayou emerges from the Mississippi, a fort had been
constructed along the edge of the river, which was in charge
of Major Bullen,* an intelligent, energetic officer, with two
hundred and twenty-five men.

At the news of Taylor's return to Alexandria and Opelousas,
the Texans, most of whom had left him, hastened to join his
force again. These daring partisans were admirable soldiers for
such an expedition. as he was abont to undertake. Inured to the
hardest modes of life, sober, active, excellent horsemen, always
ready to dismount and fight on foot or on the water-but little
amenable to rigorous discipline, it must be allowed, and as quick
in picking quarrels as they were eager in battle, but without
rancor and full of devotion to the chiefs who knew how to make
themselves loved by them-they hastened the more readily to dis
pute the rich provinces of Louisiana to the abolitionists because,
full of undeserved contempt for the Creoles whom they were
coming to defend, they relied on this opportunity for showing
how vastly superior they were flo them.

Taylor had about six or seven thousand men under his com
mand, most of them mounted. He divided them into t,vo col
umns. One, formed by Colonel Major's brigade, was ordered to
descend the river in the direction of Bayou Lafourche by paBliling.

. * Of the Twenty-eighth Maine.-ED.
YOLo III.-25
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between the Atchafalaya and the Mississippi. He himself, with
Mouton's and Green's brigades, followed the Bayou TeeM. He
proposed to make an assault upon Brashear City from the front,
whilst Major would attack this place in the rear after having cut
off its commnnications with New Orleans. This bold- plan met
with complete success.

On the 10th of June, Major crossed the Atchafalaya at Morgan's
Ferry with two regiments of cavalry and one of infantry, and after
making a demonstration in front of Port Hudson, proceeded with
great speed toward Plaquemine, of which he took possession.
Here he captured a detachment of invalids and destroyed three
small Federal transports. At Bayou Coula, on the 10th, he recap
tured, to use his own expression, about one thousand stolen negroes.
On the 20th, avoiding Donaldsonville, he passed through Thibo
deaux, which had been abandoned by the enemy; then he contin
ued his march along the right bank of Bayou Lafourche in order
to reach Terrebonne and destroy the railroad at this point, the only
line of retreat for the garrison of Brashear City. At the news
of his approach Colonel Stickney, who commanded the garrison,
brought all the able-bodied men he was able to get together to
Terrebonne-say, about three or four hundred. He had posted
himself with this small band in a work forming the entrance to
the bridge on the right side of the bayou, and repulsed the attacks
which Major directed against him on the 21st. But, in the mean
while, a Confederate detachment had taken possession of the rail
road west of this work, which was thereby turned. Major has
tened to take advantage of it: leaving Stickney and his troops
behind him, he pushed his heads of column toward Brashear City,
whose weakened garrison became thenceforth isolated: he was to
meet Taylor's two brigades in front of this place. On the evening
of the 23d he was only a short distance from it, having reached a
canal called Bayou Bamf, whose crossing was defended by a small
Federal fort.

During this time, Taylor, assembling his troops at Patterson
ville on the Bayou TeeM, had ma~hed in the direction of Brashear
City, and on the 22d he occupied Berwick City, situated in front
of this town on the other side of the Atchafalaya. His artillery,
having been placed in position, caused much confusion among the
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garrison, which was not expecting such an attack, and drove off
the Federal gunboats guarding the river, which at this point
separates the two towns. During the ,night three regiments of
dismounted Texan cavalry crossed the Arohafalaya in boats they
had found in the Bayou TecM, and posted themselves in the
vicinity of the Federal works behind a <mlal which had pro
tected their landing. In the mean time, three hundred more
mounted Texans got into sma,ll boats, wh08e oars were mufBed
that their strokes might not be heard on board any Federal
vessels that should happen to be on the lake. Lmnching boldly
upon its waters in these frail boats, they traversed it for a dis
tance of nearly thirtA:len miles to go to the relief of Major, east
of Brashear City. In the morning they landed in the midst of
marshes filled with dwarfish palm trees, inhabited by alligators,
and considered by the Federals as impassable. A few hours later
they suddenly debouched upon the mainland, and their appearance
threw the ,defenders of Brashear City into great confusion. The
other troops of Taylor, who had crossed the Arohafalaya the day
before, had only to enter the place to take possession of it. It
was at this m6ment that Major, whose cannon had heen the signal
of attack across the marshes, opened fire upon the fort of Bayou
Breuf. This work immediately surrendered, and in the evening
Taylor's small army was united in Brashear City. It was the
mistress of the whole of West Louisiana. The key of this prov
ince had fallen into its hands, with storehouses whose value WILl!

estimated at more than two millions of dollars. During this
b~ief campaign it had captured about twenty pieces of artillery,
nearly eighteen hundred soldiers of the enemy-moet of whom,
it is true, were either sick or convalescElDt---and more than five
thousand negroes, who were remanded into slavery.

Stickney llad fallen back upon New Orleans, the garrison of
which did' not number more than seven hundred men. Taylor
did not venture to follow him: he knew that he would find
Farragut's fleet alongside of the levees of this great 'city. But,
encouraged by his success, he sent out Green's and Major's bri
gades to attack Donaldsonville, which the latter had not dared to
approach a few days previously with his scanty troops: These
two brigades of cavalry numbered nearly, three thousand men.
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During the night of the 26th, Green made them diBIDount and
attack the fort with great vigor. But the two hundred and
twenty-five men in charge of it, assisted by three Federal gun
boats, repulsed all his attacks, and he was compelled to beat a
retreat, after losing one hundred and seven men taken prisoners
and one hundred and fifty-three disabled. He was not even able
to save a detachment of considerable size which was caught between
two fires, except through the not very honorable expedient of bring
ing them back under the protection of a flag of truce. After this
check he contented himself with merely erecting a few batteries
along the river-eide, intended to intercept the passage of trans
ports laden with provisions for Banks' army.

The latter, notwithstanding Taylor's success, had no idea of
raising the siege of Port Hudson: he knew that, once master of
this place, he would soon be. able to recapture what he had just
lost. The fate of the whole Mississippi Valley depended, in
fact, on the great struggle that was going on before Vicksburg,
and it may be said that, so far as regards their mutual designs,
Taylor was not more successful than Holmes, inasmuch as neither
of them had been able to divert the Federals from the siege they
had undertaken. Grant expressed the sentiments not only of his
army, but of the entire North, in announcing that he should
remain before Vicksburg until he was able to enter it, if he had
to wait thirty years.

In concluding our account of the subordinate operations in
the game of which Vicksburg was the stake, we must say a
few words concerning the cavalry encounters which took place
in the northern part of the State of Mississippi. After Grierso~'s

expedition, which took him as far as Louisiana, the Federal
cavalry which had remained around Corinth found itself much
weakened. Reinforcements, however, soon arrived, which en-:
abled it to take the field once more. On the 25th of May this
body of cavalry resumed the offensive, and, pushing forward as
far as Senatobia, after a brief engagement drove the Confederates
beyond the Tallahatchie. During the month of June the latter,
anxious to conceal their real weakness, showed themselves very
active. On the 4th, Wirt Adams' troopers, who covered
Johnston's small army, advanced as far as Satartia on the
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Yazoo River, and did not retire until after meeting the superior
forces of Colonel Kimball. A fortnight later the Confederate
Ruggles undertook to cut the railroad from Memphis to Corinth
at Pocahontas, but the Federals having been -warned of his move
ments, Colonel Phillips proceeded as far as Ripley to meet him,
and repulsed him on the 16th of June at Rocky Crossing on
the Tallahatchie, taking about thirty prisoners. Another Federal
detachment, under Major Henry, was less fortunate. He was
surprised on the same day at Hernando by a second Confederate
column, under General Chalmers, who, in order to support
Ruggles' movement, was advancing directly upon Memphis:
Henry was taken prisoner, with nearly the whole of his force,
numbering four hundred men. In order to avenge this disaster,
Colonel Mizner was immediately sent, with one regiment, in
pursuit of Chalmers. He reached Panola, destroyed tile rail
road-bridges in the neighborhood of this village, and then,
striking in the rear Chalmers' troops, which had taken a
position farther north, on the borders of Cold WIlter River,
~e drove them back so vigorously as to compel them to disperse
in order to avoid Henry's fate. These trifling engagements
evidently did not exercise any serious influence over the
campaign.

Will Johnston be more fortunate than Holmes and Taylor?
Will he be able to overcome the tenacity of the Federal general?
Such were the questions propounded by every one. He did not
possess the means for doing what was expected of him. In order
to afford him these means, the Confederate government should
have taken away from Bragg a portion of his army, abandoning
Tennessee, and by that same act opening the gates of Atlanta to
Rosecrans. It would have been a,great risk, but it might probably "
have been rewarded for this bold determination. Johnston did not
dare the responsibility of taking it, and the reinforcements that
were forwarded to the town of Jackson could not compare with
those ,vhich doubled Grant's army in three weeks.

Nevertheless, Johnston, having finall'y received the material he
was expecting, set out for Big Black River on the 29th of June
at the head of twenty-six thousand men, and encamped on the
1st of July between Brownsville and that stream. He was still
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in hope of being able to make a diversion which should enable
Pe:rnberton to make hig escape. But he was too late. If he
had crossed the river, he would neoe88arily have come in contact
with the works which Sherman occupied with an army superior
to his own. Conscious of his inferiority, h~ made useleM recon
noissances during two days in order to find a favorable crossing.
Pemberton, on his part, was so completely surrounded that none
of Johnston's messages reached him. He was aware that every
thing in the Federal oo.mp was ready for an assault, and that he
would probably not be able to repulse it, and that, even if he
should succeed in doing so, the want of provisions and ammu
nition would oblige him to capitulate 8 fe.w days after. The idea
he had entertained for a moment of crossing the river in hastily
constructed boats was impracticable: he could not have effected
such a passage secretly. On the' 2d of July he consulted his foW'
division commanders, who replied that under no circumstances
were their men in a condition to bear the fatigues of an active
campaign.

Even if Johnston had made 8 diversion in their favor, they
would not have had the strength to make their escape, and they
should only have come out of their intrenchments to be captured
or destroyed a little farther on. There was nothing else to be
done, therefore, but to obtain the best possible conditions from
the enemy, and on that 'account it was important not to wait
until the last ration of food was exhausted.

On the 3d of July, the very day on which the battle of
Gettysburg was ended, General Bowen, accompanied by a flag of
truce, presented himself before the Federal outposts, asking for
the appointment of a' commission to discuss the terms of capit
ulation. Grant having declared that he could only treat per
sonally with Pemberton; the r\vo generals met at three o'clock
at the foot of 8 solitary tree which stood within two hnndred
feet of the Confederate lines.

The white flag was floating over all the fortifications. The
incessant roar of the cannon had been followed by a silence
which was the more solemn because it was unusual, the siege
having now lasted forty-five days. The weather was oppressively
warm; a pending storm seemed to hesitate whether to burst or
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not, DB if it desired to imitate the combatants, whose suspended
strife W!l8 ready to be renewed at the slightest signal. The
parapets, battered by cannon-shot, were covered with an anxious
crowd of Confederate soldiers watching the two individuals whose
conference was about to decide their fate. Pemberton and Grant
shook hands, but after an hour's talk they separated without
having arrived at any conclusion, because the former insisted
upon leaving the place free with all the honors of war. General
Bowen, who, with other officers, witnessed from a distance this
interview, and who appreciated, better than Pemberton perhaps,
the necessity for yielding in time, then came forward llIld proposed
to have a preliminary talk with some Federal officers for the
purpose of ascertaining what conditions would be likely to be
accepted by the two generals-in-chief. He appears even to have
tried to enter upon this discussion at once. But Grant, who knew
the rights and duties of a commander, soon broke off this confer
ence. The armistice was prolonged until the following morning.
In the course of the evening the Federal commander made known
his ultimatum to Pemberton.* The latter should deliver into
his hands the town and the material, himself and all his army
remaining as prisoners of war; but inasmuch!l8 Vicksburg was
the point where, by the convention of September 25, 1862,
prisoners were to be liberated on parole, they should all enjoy
this privilege. As soon as each man had inscribed his name in
the prisoners' register and signed his parole~papers, Pemberton
and his army should leave Vicksburg, accompanied by thirty
wagons, the soldiers taking nothing but their personal effects in
their knapsacks, the officers keeping their swords and one horse
each. The convention of the 25th of September stipulated that
all prisoners taken by either party without any conditions should
be liberated on parole within ten days after their capture: in
according this treatment to Pemberton's soldiers, Grant, in the
first place, secured an entire freedom of movement for his army,
hoping, in the second place, that the vanquished soldiers of
Vicksburg, by carrying their recriminations against the leaders

* Progt"eJCB (Philadelphia, July 30, ISS1) contains a letter from Lieutenant
general Pemberton, giving in detail the preliminaries and circumstances of
the surrender, which differs materially from auy other account.-En.
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who had betrayed them, with the recital of their sufferings,
through the Confederacy, would spread therein the fruitful seeds
of discouragement.

On the morning of the 4th of J uly-a day when the whole of
America celebrates the anniversary of the Declaration of its inde
pendence-the white flags reappeared upon the Confederate works:
they made known to both parties that Grant's conditions had been
accepted by Pemberton after consultation with all his generals.
At ten o'clock precisely the Federals beheld long columns of
men, dressed in brown or in gray, emerging from those works
which until then they had not been able to approach except at
the peril of their lives. Some defile by way of the postern-gates,
others jump over the parapets, which are thenceforth useless: they
stack their muskets, and, silently planting their colors upon that
soil which haa been watered by the blood of their comrades, range
themselves in front of their lines. These troops number thirty
two thousand six hundred men, of whom twenty-one hundred
and thirty-eight are officers and fifteen are generals; the artil
lery consisted of seventy-two guns, more than half of which
were field-pieces.

Logan's division was the first to enter Vicksburg: it had fully
deserved this honor. Grant rode at the head. He immediately
repaired to the head-quarters of Pemberton, where the latter,
seated under a verandah, was watching, with his staff, the entry
of the conquerors. At his approach this group of officers did
not rise to salute him; but, victory having given him the right
not to be too fastidious, he pretended not to have noticed the
slight, and, addressing himself to Pemberton, asked him how
many rations were wanted for his army, the Federals being
obliged to feed it until its departure. On Pemberton replying
that his forces numbered more than thirty-two thousand men,
Grant could scarcely conceal his astonishment, for since the
beginning of the siege he had been under the impression that
he had only fifteen or twenty thousand men before him.

On that same day Sherman took his departure in order to place
himself at the head of the Army of Observation: he took with
him Steele's division, and was joined by the Thirteenth corps,
commanded by General Ord. A fortnight before, McClernand
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had been relieved of the command of this corps. Subsequent
to the assault of May 22d, Grant had accuSed him of having,
through exaggerated statements contained in his despatches, caused
great and useless sacrifices to the army by obliging it to renew the
attack. McClernand aggravated his faults by publishing, in an
irregular manner, a congratulatory order in which he criticised the
other army corps, and Grant availed himself of this violation of
discipline to relieve him at once. Sherman's army consisted of
his own corps, the Fifteenth, commanded by Steele; of the Thir- •
teenth, under Ord, reinforced by Lauman's division; and of the
Ninth, commanded by Parke, to which was added Sooy Smith's
division-more than forty thousand men in all.

It was important to drive back, as far as possible, Johnston,
whose presence had been signalled along the Big Black. Since
the 30th of June this general had been vainly endeavoring to
find the flaw in the armor of his opponent: the reconnoissances
he had pushed forward between Haines' Bluff and the Big Black
having convinced him that the Federal positions north of the
railroad were impregna.ble, he decided to approach them from
the BOuth; and was about starting in that direction on the 5th
of July when he hew of the capitulation of Vicksburg. He
immediately fell back to JackBOn, which he reached with his army
on the evening of the 7th. On the 5th, Sherman had gathered
his three corps together on the Big Black, crossing this river at
three different poin~rd on the right, at the railroad-bridge;
Steele in the centre, at Messenger's Ferry; and the Ninth corps
on the left, at Birdsong Ferry. The passage of the two fil'8t
mentioned corps was completed by the 6th of July, the Ninth
corps not reaching the other side of the river until the '7th. On
the following day the whole army was assembled at Bolton, and
on the 9th it appeared before Jackson. The heat was stifling;
and the troops suffered terribly during the march.

Johnston did not possess the means of holding the Federals in
check in an open country, bnt he found a solid support in the
works surrounding Jackson. For the last two mouths he had
labored to develop them, with very insufficient resourees at his
command, and had formed a contiuuous line describing a semi
circle around the city, the two extremities of which rested on
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Pearl River. Unfortunately for him, this line was weak in itself,
consisting of half-bastions or simple rifle-pits, forming a connec
tion between batteries of too little prominence; and, moreover, it
was commanded by the enemy's guns at many points. An army
of thirty thousand men, still full of ardor and supported by
numerous artillery, occupied these lines. This army was com
posed of four strong divisions: that of Loring was at the
extreme right, and Walker's in the right centre; the left centre
was formed by French, and the extreme left by Breckinridge;
Jackson, with his cavalry, covered the two wings as far as Pearl
River above and below the place.

Sherman, not deeming it feasible to carry this position by
8B8ault, resolved to compel his adversary to abandon it without a
fight or to assume the offensive. The place was partially invested
by the Thirteenth corps on the right, the Fifteenth in the centre,
and the Ninth on the left. Lines of countervallation were imme
diately made: the bales of cotton which had been found in the
neighborhood constituted excellent parapets; and the two wings
were gradually extended far enough to enable their works to rest
on Pearl River above and below Jackson. While a musketry
and artillery fire kept the besieged on the alert, detachments of
cavalry traversed the country north and south. Some of them,
advancing as far as sixty miles, destroyed the important railway
palled the Mississippi Central Railroad, thus reducing Johnston
to a single line of communication with the exterior, that of the
Southern Railroad. By extending his lines as far as Pearl River,
Sherman was in hope of being able to turn Johnston's position by
degrees, and to thus menace this second line.

On the 12th of July, Lauman, who formed the extreme right
of the army, sustained a bloody check while endeavoring to

.execute this movement. On that side the railroad follows a par
allel direction with Pearl River for some distance west of this
wa~r-course. The Confederate works made a salient angle at
the point where they intersected the road, and the line comprised
between the railroad and the river again pursued its course south
eastward in an oblique direction. Not being cognizant of this
disposition of the ground, which the woods prevented him from
noticing, and ignoring, as it appears, the instructions of his chief,
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Lauman, after paasing beyond the railroad line, on which Hovey •
rested his right, marched directly eastward in order to reach Pearl
River. During this march he strock the enemy's works, and,
taking them for mere advanced intrenchments, tried to capture
them. Breckinridge was there in full force waiting for him, and
he was repulsed with a loss of nearly five hundred men and three
stands of colors. The next day he succeeded in taking aposition
a little lower down on the Pearl, out·of reach of the enemy's
guns, whilst Parke, on the left, reached the river above Jackson
·almost at the same time. Grant did not forgive him for· his
improdence, and deprived him of the command of his division.
In the mean while, the Federal force had been increased, and a
heavy fire directed upon the place since twelve o'olock in the
morning. But the ammunition was beginning to fail, and it
became necessary to await the trains that brought fresh supplies,
which were not due until the 16th: after receiving them Shet
man intended to resume operations with vigor, and, if he discov
ered a weak point in the enemy's line, to attack it immedi"tely.

Johnston did not allow him time to carry out his project. He
had supposed that the want of water for cooking purposes in
the neighborhood would not have permitted the Federals to take
a position in front of the place and make regular attacks upon
it. He felt strong enough to repulse a sudden attack, but not for
sustaining a siege: the. works were not in a condition to resist a
bombardment, his gunS were of too small calibre, and the Federal
batteries, posted in commanding positions, covered all the camps
of his army with projectiles. Finding that, notwithstanding the
difficulties of the operation, Sherman was beginning to invest
him, he made immediate preparations for a retreat which had
become necessary; but he would wait until the last moment. He
finally learned that Sherman had received the ammunition he was
expecting, and the evacuation was accomplished during the night
of the 16th with that success and precision which marked all sim
ilar operations made under the direction of this skilful general. The
army crossed the Pearl River over ponton-bridges which had been
prepared for the passage of the Big Black River, and, proceeding
eastward, it reached Brandon on the 17th. When the Federals
entered Jackson on the morning of the same day, they found
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• nothing but insignificant trophies: the bridges of Pearl River
were on fire, and the enemy, following the line of the Southern
Railroad, which he destroyed behind him, was already out of
reach of their guns. After stopping for a few days at Morton,
Johnston finally reached Meridian. On the 18th, Sherman sent
out after him Steele's division, which proceeded as far as Bran
don, but he had no idea of pursuing the Confederates beyond that
point: he returned to Vicksburg on the 25th of July, after
accomplishing the destruction of railroads, d~p<)ts, and a portiolJ
of the fortifications around Jackson, and making liberal distri
bution of provisions among the inhabitants of this wretched coun
try, whom the war had reduced to the most abject poverty. He
had lost about one thousand men, and Johnston six hundred, in
the siege of Jackson. But, notwithstanding the insignificance of
this loss, the Confederate army was doomed for some time through
this campaign to utter helplessness.

At the same time an expedition made up of military and
naval forces was sent against Yazoo City. The place had been
occupied on the 13th of July. The Twenty-ninth North Car
olina, which was doing garrison-duty there, had surrendered
almost without a fight; but the Federal gunboat De Kolb had
previously been sunk by the explosion of a torpedo while ascend
ing the river. ,

The effectS of the capture of Vicksbnrg were soon felt through
out the entire lower valley of the Mississippi. Since the assault
he had delivered against the works of Port Hudson on the 14th
of June, Banks had adopted the same system of attack that
Grant had pursued against Vicksburg. But, with the exception
of Grierson's cavalry, which in spite of its activity was scarcely
sufficient to clear him, no reinforcement had reached the small
Federal army. The latter was then reduced to ten thousand men.
Nevertheless, instead of sending him reinforcements, Grant was
asking Banks to bring troops over to him, which would have left
the whole Lower Mississippi and New Orleam utterly defenceleB8
and exposed to the combined attacks of Gardner and Taylor.

Notwithstanding their numerical weakness, the besiegers had
vigorously pushed forward the approaches against the citadel of
Port Hudson along the ridge captured by their left in the assault
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of the 14th of June. These approaches were within ten yards
of the enemy's works, under which a mine had been sprung.
To apply the match, they only waited for the completion of a
trench on the extreme right, which would have enabled them to
make the 8s."lault at two points simultaneously.

On its own part, the garrison, reduced to twenty-five hundred
able-bodied men by a siege of forty-five days' duration, had
exhausted all its provisions. The hope that Johnston would
come to deliver them after calLc;ing the siege of Vicksburg to be
raised alone sustained those valiant soldiers. But Banks on the
6th of July is apprised of Pemberton's capitulation: the news is
spread at once through all the camps; a cry of joy goes up from
all the trenches of the besiegers, while all the Federal soldiers
who occupy the lines nearest to the place hasten to communicate
the news to their opponents. On that same evening the bearer of
a flag of truce presented himself at Banks' head-{).uarters, asking,'
on the part of Gardner, for an official confumation of this event.
He was handed a copy of Grant's despatch, and on the following
day the place capitulated. The garrison, numbering .6408 men,
like that of Vicksburg, were taken prisoners, and released on
parole a few days later, excepting the officers, who were sent to
New Orleans. Banks took possession of Port Hudson on the 9th,
and immediately set about the task of recovering from Taylor the
section of country the latter had just seized. Finally, even before
the surrender of the place, seven transports were getting under
way, having Grover and Weitzel on board, with the largest por
tion of Banks' army; the remainder were left at Port Hudson
and Baton Rouge. These two divisions arrived at Donaldsonville
on the same day, and began landing. At once, Green, who had
remained in the neighborhood, assembled his forces on the 12th
of July, and, falling suddenly upon the advance-guard of Grover,
put it to flight, after capturing three pieces of artillery and three
hundred prisoners. He was, however, soon compelled to retire
before the small Federal army, which, striking the route followed
by Major a month before, took possession of the whole Lafourche
district without striking a blow. On the 22d of July, Taylor
evacuated Brashear City, and retired toward the'interior by as
cending the Bayou TeeM.
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011 the 16th of July, for the first time si~ce the beginning of
the strife, a ve&'lel coming direct from Cairo was moored at the
wharves of New Orleans. The Federal flag which floated at her
mast's head had not drawn a single eannon-@hot upon her during
the whole voyage. The Mi,,'lsissippi was open, the Confederacy was
split in two, and the States of the Far West, being no longer able
to supply the Southern annies with the resources they so much
needed, had but an insignificant part to play for the remainder of
the war.

A few days previously Vicksburg had witnessed the last act
in the great drama which we have followed in all its various
phases. The registration of prisoners and the signing of parole
tickets had occupied a week. In the mean time, the two armies,
encamping together, lived on the most friendly terms. They had
learned to respect each other. Seven hundred Confederates
'refused to return South; others openly announced their inten
tion of not again joining the army. Pemberton wanted to com
pel them all to follow him, and requested Grant to supply him
with anns to prevent his soldiers from deserting before they had
reachcd the camps where they had to wait for an exchange. The
Federal general naturally refused, the police of the Confederacy
being none of his business.

Finally, on the 11th of July all the preliminary arrangements
were completed. All the able-bodied men of the Confederate
army assembled in companies, regiments, brigades, and divisions,
as if about to undergo an unarmed inspection, and, led by their
chiefs, took up the line of march along the Baldwin's Ferry road,
by which they were to reach the Big Black River bridge and Ray
mond. The Federal soldiers were drawn up in line on both sides
of the road. Their chiefs had strictly enjoined them to observe
silence and to manifest the utmost regard for the feelings of the
vanquished-a superfluous injunction, for the two armies were full
of kindly feeling for each other, and during the eight days they
had passed side by side the Unionists seemed to have taken upon
themselves the task of making their adversaries forget the painful
situation in which they were placed. Grant did not make his
appearance: satisfied with the victory he had achieved, the appro
bation of his country, and the respect of his enemies, like' a true
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citizen of a free country he attached no importance whatever to
the insolent pomp of a capitulation. He despised those fonnal
ities so humiliating to brave though unfortdnate soldiers, and
which are the supreme delight of men with whom military ge
nius is associated with vulgar souls. Neither salvoes of artillery
nor shouts of joy on this oocosion fonned a contrast with the grief
of those brave Confederate soldiers who, with tears in their eyes,
C8Bt a last lingering glance upon the place whose ramparts they
had so heroically defended. In passing the intrenchments the
roll-ca.ll was formally gone through, and that was the end of it.
On the evening of this mournful day their column disappeared
behind the woods which surround Vicksburg. Shortly after it
crossed the Big Black River bridge, and then the battlefield of
Champion's Hill. It is easy to imagine what must have been
the feelings of these soldiers and their unhappy leaders in again
beholding the mournful scene of their defeat. Must they not
have envied the fate of those who had perished with arms in
hand during these fatal encounters, and who had thus been spared
the spectacle of this grievous i88ue of a long campaign ?

They had not, however, reached the end of their troubles. The
heat .was suffocating, the road dusty, the water scarce and of bad
quality, the men worn out by watching and privations. The
country they were traversing was ravaged by the war and aban
doned by its inhabitants. They were made to avoid the town
of Jackson, which Johnston had but recently evacuated, so that
until their arrival at Brandon they did not see a single house
nor W1lS there a friendly hand held out to them by way of encour
agement. Physical sufferings and discouragement soon engen
dered irritability and insubordination among these men, who had
been so well disciplined up to the present time. .AB Pemberton
had predicted, their dissatisfaction broke out when, instead of
being sent home, they were told that they were about to be taken
to distant camps and wait to be exchanged, so that they might
again join the annies in the field. The government, knowing how
difficult it would be to again pick them up when once inside of
their homesteads, had decided to grant them no leave of absence.
A large number deserted immediately: the remainder, having ar
rived. at Brandon, mutinied. when it was BOught to force them on
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board trains of cars which were ready for them. They loudly
demanded the body of the unfortunate Pemberton, that they
might hang him.• The officers, who alone had preserved their
arms, had to draw their swords in order to compel obedience.
When they landed at Demopolis, whence they were to be sent
into the interior, exasperated by the insulting remarks of women
who crowded around all the stations to reproach them for their
capitulation, they attacked the guard who had charge of them,
and were only brought to submission with great difficulty. Grant
had shown much political sagacity in predicting that the return
of this vanquished army, by disseminating discouragement every
where, would do more serious damage to the cause of the South
than even the loss of Vicksburg.

The 3d and 4th of July, 1863, mark a decided epoch in the
war, and it may be said that they divide the history of it into
two parts. In the first the amount of success is rather in favor
of the Confederates, despite the 1088 of Kentucky, Missouri, a
portion of Tennessee, and Louisiana. The progress of the Fed
erals is so slow that unless one has a thorough knowledge of their
tenacity and resources the impression would be that the slave
holding Confederacy is certain of obtaining recognition af the
end of a few years.

In the West, Rosecrans hIlS remained inactive near the battle
field of Murfreesborough for the last six months; Arkansas is
abandoned and New Orleans menaced; finally, during the last
year Vicksburg has been holding the Federal fleets and armies
in check.

At the East, the Southern soldiers have met with success after
success. As will be seen in the latter part of this volume, it is no
longer Richmond, but Washington, Baltimore, and Philadelphia
that are menaced in the beginning of the summer of 1863. In
the course of five months the Army of the Potomac has sustained
two sanguinary defeats, and ~ has transferred the war to the
BOil of the free States. But ~'s invasion has been brought
abruptly to a stop before the heights of Gettysburg on the day
preceding the capitulation of Vicksburg, which changed the
whole aspect of. the war in the West. From this moment, not
~ithstanding the desperate courage of their opponents, the defeats
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of the Federals will be promptly repaired, while their victories
will be productive of decisive results.

"The Misaissippi should belong to a single nation." Such had
been the first cry of the volunteers from the North-western States
at the news of secession. This wish was realized, and by the
same stroke slavery, the <Rose of the war, received its death-blow.
The conquest of the mighty river, which had so unfortunately
begun with the combat at Belmont, was completed two years later
by the same general who had sustained this first reverse. Colum
bus and Island No. 10, the forts of New Orleans and Memphis,
Vicksburg and Port Hudson, have successively fallen. The <Rn
non which bristled over the battlements of these citadels have
been silenced for the remainder of the war.

Before closing we may sum up in a few words the six months'
<Rmpaign which has led to this great result. In January, 1863,
we find Vicksburg stronger than it had ever been: Grant has not
succeeded in reaching the place by land, and Sherman has sus
tained a bloody check amid the surrounding mlU"flhcs. Haines'
Bluff 'covers this town on the Yazoo--Port Hudson forbids an
approach from the south. During three months Grant has been
·vainlY trying to turn these positions: Porter and Farragut are not
more fortunate. The ships which force the passes of Vicksburg and
Port Hudson find themselves blockaded between these two cita
dels. Finally, by a bold movement, Grant places his army south
of Vicksburg, while Porter's fleet comes to aid its passage to the
other side of the Misaisaippi. The battle of Port Gibson secures
him the possession of this bank. At Raymond and Jackson he
dhTides his adversaries into two parts, thus interfering with the
movements of Johnston. At Champion's Hill and at Big Black
River Bridge he fights Pemberton and compels him to shut. him
self up in Vicksburg. Haines' Bluff is occupied on the 18th of
May, and the place invested on the 19th. A useless assault is
attempted on the 22d, and the labors of the siege at once com
mence.

In the mean time, Banks has marched from New Orleans upon
Alexandria, and, embarking on Red River, has come to invest
Port Hudson. He tries in vain to carry this place on the 27th
of May and the 14th of June, but the ground gained during

VOL.III.-28
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these two days enables him tn invest the garrison a little closer.
Holmes and Taylor west of the Mississippi, and Johnstnn at the
east, make fruitless demonstrations tn relieve the besieged fort
resses. Fresh reinforcements have doubled Grant's army, which,
in addition tn its siege-labors, has constructed a line of fortifica
tions intended tn put a stnp tn Johnstnn's attack. Finally, on the
4th of July, Pemberton capitulates, and three days later Gardner
surrenders the works at Port Hudson tn Banks. •

Since the 1st of May, Grant's army had taken 42,059 pris
oners, and that of Banks 10,584 from the time it took the field
in the middle of April. Grant had bought his victnry at the
OQBt of 1243 killed,7095 wounded, and 535 prisoners, or 8873
men in all;* Banks had lost three or four thousand. But the
number of killed and wounded in the armies that were opposed
tn them amounted tn nearly twelve or thirteen thousand; which
number, being added tn the prisoners taken by these two gen
erals, gives a tntal of sixty-five thousand combatants taken from
the Confederate ranks in the course of three mon~ 10fil8 still
more difficult tn be repaired than that of the fortresses and prov
inces which the sacrifices made by these soldiers were unable tn
save.

.*A revised Ilt8tement of casualties during the operations against Vicksburg,
from May 1 to July 4, 1863, prepared in the office of the adjutant-general of the
army, shows 1511 killed, 7396 wounded, and 453 captured or missing-a total of
93~O.-ED.



BOOK III.-PENNSYLVANIA.

CHAPTER 1.

LEGISLATION.

WE have reached the most critical period of the war, and a
collective glance at the situation of the two sections of the

American people armed against each other is necessary to an
understanding of the importance of the military events we are
about to narrate in this book. The war has been progressing
for the last two years, and its continuation has destroyed those
illusions with which both parties had begun the struggle. The
South, encouraged by its early successes, had arrived at the
conclusion that the North, nnable to undergo heavy sacrifices
for any length of time, would consent to the dismemberment
of the fedemtion of States or to the formation of a new gov
ernment guaranteeing the maintenance and expansion of slavery.
The North had imagined that it had only a simple insurrection
to deal with, and was in hope that a single victory would suffice
to restore the Union without effecting any change in the Federal
status, and without touching the social question which had just
shaken this status to its very foundation. We have shown how
the battle-ground had been gradually widened, how the deep
seated causes of the antagonism between the North and the
South had been developed with irresistible force, in spite of the
constitutional euphemisms which had hitherto concealed them.
In issuing his proclamation emancipating the slaves, :Mr. Lincoln
had been in1luenced much more by the provocations of slave
holders than by the pressure of abolitionists. At the beginning
of the year 1863 the question was therefore clearly dmwn between
the two hostile governments of Washington and Richmond. It
was a struggle between two social conditions thenceforth incom
patible under the same laws.· The original qu~l regarding

'03
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State Sovereignty was forgotten. After having cleverly turned
it to account, the iron hand of Jefferson Davis had crushed out
this pretended sovereignty in the network of a centralized des
potism a thousand times more powerful than the authority exer
cised by his opponent. All the advantages of the military and
political position were in favor of the Confederates. During the
Jast two years they had been inured to the hardships of war and
the voids made in their ranks had been promptly filled. Not
withstanding the extraordinary efforts of the free States, they had
held their, numerous soldiers in check everywhere. The year
1862 was brought to a close in the West by Sherman's diBastef
before Vicksburg and Grant's retreat; in the centre, by the inde
cL-;ive battle of Murfreesborough; and in the East, by Burnside's
disaster in front of Fredericksburg. The Confederates, forming
one compact state notwithstanding the extent of their territory,
remained masters of Richmond and the Mississippi; they had

. not, therefore, been seriously damaged. They had only to main
tain this position to accomplish the object they had in view
the recognition of their independence. Time ,vas on their side,
whether the war should be prolonged without any decisive suo
cess for either party, until the North should herself acknowledge
her weakness, or whether some unforeseen incident should occur
to alter the course of events and make a diversion in their favor, .
as had nearly happened in'regard to the Trent affair. It was for
this reason that they clamored so persistently for recognition by
Europe. This diplomatic act in itself would have made no
change in their military condition, in the blockade which fet
tered their movements, or in the privileges enjoyed by their shipe
of war as belligerents; but it would have caused much irritation
in the North, and perhaps finally involved it in a war with some
of the powers of the Old WorId. The political situation of the
free States at this period seemed to encourage the hopes of those
who thought that the South was indebted for success to the
weariness of the war felt by the North. The restoration of the
Union pure and simple, without touching the question of slavery,
had been the common programme which united men of the most
opposite views in a patriotic effort to sustain Mr. Lincoln. It
having been demonstrated that this programme was impracticable,
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each party had resumed its own view of aft8irs, taking advantage
of the proclamation abolishing slavery to put it in circulation.
All Republicans had joined the abolitionists in support of the
President. The latter had seen arrayed in opposition to him,
with the same differences as were exhibited two years before, the
two parties which we have already mentioned as having in 1861
taken the names of War Democrats and Peace Democrats. The
former party, still pretending to fight for the restoration of the
Union"was resorting to all' sorts of expedients to conciliate the J

South while waging war against her, and debating the question
of slavery without attempting a radical solution of it, ready to
accept the most opposite propositions in order to encompass this
end-from gradual emancipation extending to some remote, unde
fined period to the adoption of all the compromise measures which
had vainly been proposed two y~ previously. The latter party,
which had been silent during these two years, was no longer
afraid to speak. The War Democrats taunted Mr. Lincoln with
having been beaten, and the Peace Democrats taunted him for
making war. The latter, to whom their adversaries had given
the name of "Copperheads," were suspected, very naturally, to
be the accomplices of the South. A large number of them, in
fact, as the sequel will show; were included in that category. In a
war between two nations', citizens may counsel peace while serving
their government loyally, and without their fidelity being called
into question; in a civil war, when one of the two contending par-

. ties finds in the ranks of its opponents men ready to approve and
to support verbally the demands the enemy is resolved to make at
the point of the sword, the position of such men is, to say the least,
a very false and dangerous one so far as their honor is concerned.
At the beginning of 1863 we find, then, a "peace party," to which
every new check, every new tax, and every new levy, imparts more
strength and assurance-to which the stringent measures adopted
by the government at Washington against some of its political ad
versaries, the burden of military rnle in certain sections, finandal .
disturbance, and disappointed ambition, hring each day some new
recrnits. The orators of this party are those who in 1861 defended
the right of holding public meetings, the men of action whom
physical force alone had prevented at that period from making
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common muse with the insurgents. But, whilst opposition to
the Republimn party and the President's policy is gaining
strength with the public, it has as yet exercised no direct influ
ence upon Congress, where it is only represenOOd by a weak
minority. The composition of this body, in fact, mnnot be
modified until the electors shall be mlled upon to choose the
Thirty-eighth Congress. The Thirty~venth, whose labors we
have followed since the extra session of July, 1861, began, as
we have seen, its third and last session on December 1, 1862; it
came to a close~ together with its powers, on the 4th of March,
1863. The principal measures which characterized this session,
inspired by the policy which had guided its action since the day
of its first meeting, must be bri~y enum~rated here, for they
exercised a powerful influence over the situation we have to
de..QCribe.

In our first volume we explained the state of legislation in
regard to questions relating to slaves, the army, the finnces, and
individual liberty at the opening of the session. The President's
message was almost exclusively devoted to the first of these
questions. It was natural for Mr. Lincoln to desire to connect
the legislative power with the abolition policy which he had
adopOOd. Up to this period the acts of Congress had no object
in view except the treatment of slaves coming from the States
at war with the Union. The Presidential proclamation of
September 22d also aimed at this clasa of slaves exclusively:
these various acts and proclamations were simply war-measures
justified by the insurrectionary condition of certain States, but
utterly inapplimble to the Union collectively.

We have mentioned elsewhere the fruitless efforts made by Mr.
Lincoln to induce those of the slave States that had remained
loyal to the Federal cause to enact some laws guaranteeing
gradual emancipation. Fully convinced of the importance of
such legislation, he asked Congress to make it the subject of a
constitutional amendment. But this sage advice was not listened
to. The fate of war mlLc;t be the arbiter: it was imperative that
the victorious Union troops should destroy slavery, together with
the armies enlisted under its banner, before its defenders in the
Xorth could be prevailed upon to abandon the institution. All
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the measures propoeed by the President were thus rendered
useless. Besides, if in proposing these measures he was
inspired by a wise foresight, it may be said that the rep1"&
sentatives of the American people rea80ned logi~IIy in p0st.
poning their consideration of the subject: the OOC8Sion was not
favorable for carrying out a constitutional reform. War was
the only thing that absorbed the thoughts of the nation, and

- the abolition of slavery in the rebel Stares could only be urged
as a military measure until the restoration of peace should permit
of its being constitutionally sanctioned. All the attention of Con
gress, therefore, was concentrated on devising laws to confer upon
the executive power the means for carrying on the war.

The m08t important among these was undoubtedly the con
scription law, to which we made some allusion in the first volume.
The moment had arrived when the principle of obligatory service
had to be reduQed to practioo. The soldiers who had enlisted for
three years in 1861 still constituted the principal nucleus and the
m08t solid element of the Federal armies, but their number, which
at the outset ranged as high as six hundred and forty t,hOU8&lld
men, had been greatly reduced by sickness, desertion, and the
bullets of the enemy. The regiments that had been raised
in response to the call of 1862 were only enlisted for a period
of nine or twelve months: their term of service expired in May,
1863.* These two ~lls for volunteers had nearly exhausted that
portion of the population dispoeed to rally spontaneously under
the Federal flag, nor would the second call have proved suooessful
but for the fact that the duration of service had been shortened.
The results of this measure were" injurious to the army. The
Scarcity of labor had brought about an increase in the rate of
wages, which proved a new obrtacle against enlistments. To
neutralize this, the government, the States, and the cities resorted

* There were two principal calls made in 1862-the first, dated July 2d, for
300,000 three yearfi men, and the IIeCOnd, August 4th, for 300,000 militia for
nine month..

Under the call of Jnly 2d, 421,465 men were furnished, and under that of
Augllllt 4th, 87,588 were obtained. It 11'88 the latter whOlle terms of service
expired in May, 1863.

Be8ides th-, 15,007 men for three months' service were, by special authority.
furnished in May and June, 1862.-ED.
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to the system of bounties, which, 88 we have stated, had only the
effect of encouraging desertion through the advantages which
re-enlistment offered. The sufferings and privations of a
soldier's life had oooled the enthusiasm of the moat zealous.
The volunteers were waiting patiently for the day of their
discharge, fully determined to leave the service unless their
able-bodied fellow-citizens were compelled to share their labors
and their dangers. ThOBe who had not responded to the first
call of thoir country when in danger were leas anxious than
ever to don the unifonn. It was easy, therefore, to foresee the
hour when the Federal armies would be broken up if voluntary
enlistments were alone relied upon for maintaining them. The
obligatory service which for more than one year had been im
posed upon the Southern BtaWs by the government at Richmond
had therefore become a necessity in the North. This principle
once established and applied, a considerable renewal of enlist
ments might be expected, because those who were unwilling to
continue in the seryice 88 long 88 their neighbors remained at
home were all disposed to anticipate a forced levy in order to
secure the advantages of the volunteer system. At the end
of January, when this proposed law was under consideration,
eYerybody understood that the continuation or cessation of
hostilities depended upon the vote of Congress. To reject the
law was to give up the struggle; to Yote for it was to assert
openly before the South and to Europe a determination to carry
on the conflict to the bitter end at the cost of the most cruel
sacrifices. It was this consideration which caused it to be accepted
by the majority, in spite of the serious revolution it would effect
in the manners a.nd customs of the American people. It was
stubbornly opposed by the Democrats, who, although numer
ically weak on the floor of Congress, felt themaelYes sustained
by a powerful party in the country. Some abolitionists were
desirous to substitute an amendment proYiding for the enlist
ment of all negroes, free 0'; sla.ve, until a black army of one
hundred and fifty thousand men should thus have been
organized.

It required the impending di880lution of Congress to harmonize
the two houses on the text of this law. Having been voted· for
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on the 28th of February, three days before the closing of the
lle8Ilion, and promulgated on the 3d of March, it had the effect
of a political bequest from the Thirty-eeventh Congress. In
imposing this law upon the American people it subjected their
patriotism to a severe test. If the annual conscription of a
class of young men seems a very heavy burden in a country
accustomed to obligatory aervice like that of France, one may
imagine the effect upon a population used to the greatest amount
of immunity in regard to such matters, by a law placing at a
single stroke all the able-bodied men composing it at the disposal
of the military power. It effectually established the principle
that, with certain exceptioJlll, all men from the age of twenty to
forty-five were liable to be forced into the military service. Ac
cording to a statistical calculation not very reliable, the twenty
four districts thus formed in the States loyal to the Union com
prised a little more than three million one hundred thousand men
capable of bearing arms, without counting those already in the
field. The exemptions were limited to the high officers of the
Federal government, to the governors of States, and the supports
of families. The functionaries of the different States, judges,
clergymen, and even members of Congress, were not exempted.
The law made no distin(,'tion 88 to color. It called for all citizens
of the United States, and very properly considered as such all
foreigners who, although without regular naturalization-papers,
had exercised electoral rights. It excluded, 88 a matter of course,
all persons who had been branded with infamy, and it provided
for a new census to be taken of the entire population of able
bodied men, and its subsequent division into two classes. The first
embraced all persons between the ages of twenty and thirty-five,
and all unmarried men above the age of thirty-five and under
forty-five; the second, all married persons between the ages of
thirty-five and forty-five. All men thus included in the new cen
'us were liable to be drafted from the 1st of July, 1863, to the 1st
of July, 1865, and to continue in the service during three years,
while the mere fact of having been included in the new census
placed ~em under military rule in regard to all infringements
of this law. This severe enactment was the one most repugnant
to American habits, and had called forth the bitterest opposition
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in both houses of Congress, because it deprived a considerable
portion of the nation of the privileges of the habeas corpu8 act.
But the majority had properly retained it in the body of the law,
of which it was the only effective feature and without which ·it
would have been a dead letter. The privilege of procuring sub
stitutes, so indispensable in a system which admitted of so few
exemptions, had naturally been adopted. But, by a strange
anomaly, there was added to it the system of exemption, which
was so different in itB scope and purposes: any individual who
had been drafted could procure his freedom by the payment of
the sum of three hundred dollars into the Federal treasury.

A considerable number of' enrolling-officers were required to take
the new census and place the system of drafting-which we will
explain presently-in force. The Congressional districtB were taken
as the basis of this organization: a provost-marshal was appointed
in each district to direct, with the aid of a board, the operations
of the new' census and the drawing by lot. It constituted, with
the oo-operation of a physician and a commissioner, a revising
board. A provost-marshal-general was established at Washing
ton for the purpose of centralizing all the labor through the
medium of assistant prov08t-marshals-general, directed to take
post at State capitals.* Exemptions could only be decided upon
by the revising board. The new censua--which for this reason
admitted of no exceptioJUl-r-WaB made to serve as the basis of
conscription from July 2, 1863, whenever, to complete the levies
voted by Congress, a deficiency in the number of volunteers
rendered drafting necessary. It will be remembered that up
to this time these levies could only take effect through vol
untary enlistmentB. The quota of each State had been fixed
in proportion to itB entire population. At first, the required
number of these contingentB had been exceeded, but such was
not the case in regard to the great levies of 1862. Certain States,
although fully credited with the above-mentioned excesses over
the first calls, were found to have not yet completed the quota
which had been assigned to them. These differences were due
not only to the greater or less amount of military zeal which
animated the population of these States, but also to great differ-

* Principal cities.-En.
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ences in the relative proportions between women and men~ the
latter being far more numerous in the newly-settled States of the
West. It was an error not to have taken this proportion into
account in establishing the quotas required from each State.
However that may be, it was found in 1863 that out of the
States which had remained loyal to the Union, nine were still in
advance, while twelve States and the District of Columbia were
behindhand in regard to their quotas. While waiting for a new
0011 this deficiency could not be filled except by conscription, the
burden of which was to be borne by those States alone. As the
drawing by lDt did not take place until the month of July, we
will defer noticing the resultB of this first effort at obligatory
service to the latter part of this volume. We shall only mention
in this place the main features of the law, and a few words will
suffice to state them in full.

The new census once concluded, the drawing by lot was to
classify all the men belonging to the first class. As the sub
division of the quotas between the districtB depended upon the
number of volunteers which each had already furnished, and
required, consequently, a long time to settle, it was decided to
enroll temporarily three-tenths of those included in the new cen
sus, and to proceed immediately to their revision, leaving the
rectifiootion of the contingent figures until such time as the neces
sary data could be procured for that purpose. It was thought
that the exemptions would only diminish the number of men
thus drafted by one-third: experience has shown that this calcu
lation was incorrect. The drafting once completed, it was the
duty of the provost-marshals to forwat:d the conscriptB to the
various de~ts, to examine and approve the substitutes, to receive
the price of exemption, and to go in pursuit of refractory con
scriptB.

We shall see presently that this initiatory law was not pro
ductive of the direct results that were expected from it, for the
number of men whom it forced into service was altogether insig
nificant. Still, it was very useful in stimulating voluntary enlist
mentB and re-enlistmentB en maBBe of the old regiments; in putting
an end to the formation of new regimentB, which weakened the
armies and depleted the treasury; in establishing a strict supervision
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over the physical oondition of the DeW eoldien, the want of which
had already compelled the authorities to di8cbarge nearly two
hundred thoosmd men after they had been equipped; and, fiually,
in affonling the general govemmeot the means for strengthening
itB armies in a direct manner, without depending eolely upon the
good pleasore of the f'oncticmaries in the various States.

We have ~w a few words to .y ooooeming the financial
measures adopted during this MIlle 8eIIli0ll of Coogrea We
have shown what was the oondition of the Federal Treasury
when this eeesion was opened in December, 1862. It was oeces

ary to provide for the deficiencies in the appropriatioDll made
for the current year, which expiftd on the 30th of June; 1863,
and, 88 CongreM was to adjourn from the 3d of~ to the
8th of December, to make the estimates meet the wants of the
ensoing year.

Up to the 1st of July, 1862, the Treasury had already paid out
the 80m or $220,175,370, other than for principal of public debt;
and the accumulated requisitions beyond 1"eJl()(1ree!l amounted to
$48,354,701. On the other hand, the following was the oon
dition of its paper: The notes in cireulation, including the gold
notes, repM!ented the 80m of $222,932,111; thOEle which had
been received by the government and exchanged for certificates
of deposit amounted to $80,798,650; the fractional currency, to
$3,884,800; the oontractms had accepted $87,363,241 of certif
icates or indebtedness; lastly, the Treasury had been able to place
in the market, at the current rate of 66, the 80m of $23,750,000
of the 5-20 six per-cent. bonds authorized by the act of 25th of
Febrnary, 1862.

Finally, the existing laws placed at the dispoeal of the govern
ment vari008 llOOl'Ce8 of credit or considerable importance. It
could issue notes, or" greenbacks," to the amount of $27,067,889,
and, moreover, receive $20,201,350 (the total amount of deposits
being limited to five hundred millions) in exchange for certif
icates of deposit, and place them again in circolation. No re
striction having been imposed upon the issoe of small notes, it
was thought that their issue ooold be increased to the amount
of $36,115,200. The amount of certificates of indebtedness
being limited to one hundred millions, it still left a margin
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of $12,636,;58 over aod above that amount. It was U10 hoped
to place on the market about $35,000,000 in five-twenty bonds
before the 30th of June, 1863. These resourees amounted alto
gether to $131,021,197: added to th088 which had been realiaed
since the 1st of July aod the regular sources of revenue, they
presented an aggregate of over five hnndred millions. According
to the calculations of the Secretary of the Treesury, the excesB
of expenses over these receipts was, on the 30th of June, 1863,
$2;6,912,617, and the estimates for the twelve snt't'eeding months,
deducting the available BOnrees of revenue, was '627,388,183.
He had therefore to ask Congress to grant him, by BOrne new
financial measures, the means of obtaining the enormous sum
of '904,300,700 in the course of eighteen months.

We have shown what difficulties the government had to en
counter in placing its bonds on the market) and in what small
proportion it had been able, np to that time, to fund its debt.
How was it to ask for the loan of additional thousands of
millions which the war would 80 quickly swallow up't It was
not enough to enact a law authorizing the issue of su<.'h bonds j

it was necl'S8lU"Y to find means to indure the public to pUr<.'hase
them. It was, however, of the utmost importance to avoid, at
any cost, the dangerous temptation of increasing the <.'ir<.'ulation
of paper money beyond limitation.* :Mr. Chase, a man of <.'lear
and 'rigorous intellect, foresaw this danger, and pointed it out to
Congress. The aim of his whole financial policy was to convert
the greenbacks into interest-bearing bonds, either qirectly or
through some intermediate process, such as the issue of cer
tifimtes of deposh. From the day of his entranre into the
Treasury Department he fully understood that the funded debt
alone could supply him with permanent resources-that the
creation of this debt depended solely upon the credit of the
government, and this same credit upon the guarantee that could
be given to the creditors of the Treasury for the payment of the
interest in specie. He had secured this guarantee by the act
of Congress imposing new taxes which more than doubled the

* In this brief statement we have followed the very thorough lind interestinr
work of the anonymolll author who has edited the article on" Federal Financel"
in the volume of the A_iean ()gclopmdia for 1863.
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actual revenue of the Federal Treasury during that year. The
rise in the price of all commodities in consequence of former issues
of paper money had brought about some important modifialtions
in trade, which, for fear of a sudden depreciation at the end of the
war, had a tendency to bear upon the Federal funds. Mr. Chase
was right in believing that the difficulties experienced in 1862 in
finding subscribers to the Federal loan would not again occur in
1863, provided that a certain clause in the law which at that

. period had rendered this placing of bonds almost impossible
was expunged, bealuse this clause directed that the five-twenty
bonds, when bought with greenbacks, should be received at par,
although there was considerable difference between the depre
ciation of bonds and that of paper money. The debt, however,
could not be funded as fast as he had desired: in order to
meet the most urgent expenses he was obliged to resort tem
porarily to other sources besides the loan. As we have stared
before, the army could not wait: the pay of the soldiers had
been delayed for more than a month. In order to provide for
this payment it was necessary to resort to a new issue of paper
money. But at the same time prudence required that measures
should be adopted to prevent a glutting of the market with the
paper of the Treasury. In the preceding year, prior to the sus
pension of s~ie payments by the banks, the latter had in cir
culation notes to the amount of $130,000,000, whilst the epecie
circulation, including the metallic reserve of the banks in the
States loyal to the Union, represenred the sum of $210,104,000.
In December, 1862, the circulation of bank-notes amounted to
$167,000,000, whilst that of greenbacks was 8210,000,000, the
gold and silver having almost entirely disappeared. It will
therefore be seen that the Federal paper had purely and sim
ply been substituted for the latter, without doing any injury to
the paper of the banks, which had increased to the extent or
thirty-seven millions. In order to make room for a new issue
of greenbacks without increasing to excess the toW amount of
paper in circulation, it was therefore necessary to reduce that of
the banks. In order to bring about this result, and to facilitate
the funding of the debt at the same time, Mr. Chase proposed
quite a new system, which, after a long discussion, was adopted
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by Congress on the 25th of February, under the name of the
" National Currency Act." This law authorized the formation of
corporations under the name of "national banks," with a capital
of at least $100,000. These corporations, constantly under the
control of a special bureau in the Treasury Department, had to
deposit Federal bonds in this bureau equivalent to one-third of
their paid-up capital, at the current rate of iI!terest, and to increase
the number of these bonds whenever their value had depreciated
in the market. In exchange for this deposit, for which it paid
the banks interest, the Treasury Department furnished them with
bank-notes for nine-tenths of the amount deposited: these notes
were identical in character, and were signed by the officers of the
bank to which they were issued. An annual tax of two per cent.
upon these bank-notes ;as assessed, but as the law applied this
tax to all bank-notes, whether in circulation, on deposit, or in the
vaults, the supply might be considered as gratuitous. If any of
thE'Be notes were protested, their value was to be reimbursed by
the Treasury Department, provided a sufficient guarantee was
given: they were received in payment of all taxes, with the
exception of custom-house duties, the same as greenbacks; they
were therefore of precisely the same current rate of value. The
total amount of these notes was limited to three hundred and
seventy-five millions. Finally, each bank was compelled to have
in its vaults greenbacks equivalent in value to one-fourth of its
circulation. In the mind of the legislator this law was to bring
about the conversion of private banks, which encumbered the
pathways of trade with inconvertible paper which was refused by
the Federal Treasury, into national banks with a uniform and.
regular circulation. The first effect of their creation was to com
pel them to purchase large quantities of Federal bonds, and thus
to assist in placing the loan on the market by raising its value;
the second effect was to withdraw a certain amount of greenbacks
from circulation; the third was to gradually replace the paper,
more or less depreciated, which the ba.Dks had formerly thrown
upon the market without stint, and without troubling tllemselves
about the position in which they appeared to stand toward the
government as its competitors, by issuing a uniform currency
analogous to the greenbacks and easily convertible eitlJer into
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Federal bank-notes or bonds. It was not long before the eft'ectl!I
of this law made themselves felt. The circulation of the private
banks, which on the 1st of.January, 1863, had been $180,637,000,
fell on the 30th of June to $158,576,400. At this period there
were already in existence 134 national banks, which had deposited
Federal bonds to the amount of $3,676,000.

The other financial measures adopted by Congress can be easily
enumerated. On the 17th of January, driven by necessity, it
passed a resolution authorizing the President to issue noteS to the
amount of $100,000,000 to pay the arrears due to the soldiers.
But it was only on the 3d of March, just as it was about to
adjourn, that Congress voted the laws required by the Secretary
of the Treasury in order to meet the cuvent expenses until the
1st of July, 1864. We have stated that the deficiency of 1862--63
,vas estimated at $300,000,Ooo-that of 1863-64, at $600,000,000.
Congress authorized a double issue of six per-rent. bonds, cor
responding with these two figures, the total amount being
$900,000,000. These bonds, being payable after ten years and
before the expiration of the fortieth year, were commonly known
by the name of "ten-forties."

But at this date, the 3d of March, the arrears amounted to
$72,171,189: they increased much more rapidly than the returns
from the loan placed on the market. It was necessary, there
fore, to procure temporary relief while waiting for the negotia
tion of the loan. Through this same law Congress authorized.
the creation of four hundred millions of Treasury notes bear
ing six per-cent. interest, payable in greenbacks at the expira
tion of three years-s reimbursement in view of which the
issue authorized by the act of 17th of January was increased
by fifty millions: it was hoped that these Treasury notes would
be gradually converted into interest-bearing Federal bonds, their
circulation being but an anticipated loan destined to be prompt
ly funded.

We have mentioned that a portion of the loan called five
twenties had been taken up; there yet remained $476,250,000
to be disposed of on the 3d of March. Out of this amount we
have apportioned $35,000,000 to the resources which it was
hoped to realize before the 30th of June, 1863. The Secretary
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at this date must still have had $441,250,000 at his disposal.
If we add to these figures the sum of $3,000,000, representing the
certificates issued on gold deposits, we shall have, as a total of the
resources created but not realized, for the period intervening till
the 1st of July, 1864, the sum of $2,055,271,197.

It must be acknowledged, to the honor of the American people
and the statesmen who had to bear the heavy burden of these
financial questions, that this almost fabulous sum did not destroy
the national credit. The bold but just calculations of Mr. Chase
were realized. A contract made with a large Philadelphia firm
:MffiBJ'B. Jay Cooke & Co.......:.who in consideration of a commission
of three-eighths of one per cent. undertook to place the Federal
bonds on the market, greatly facilitated the consolidation of the
debt. The revenue derived from the tax encouraged lenders.
Notwiths1anding the issues of bank-notes, in spite of the de
feats of the Federal armies during the early part of 1863, the
natural reaction against excessive stockjobbing caused the price
of gold to fall forty-seven per cent.-that is to say, to the rate
of 125-in the early part of July. From the 1st of May the
Federal bonds were sold at the rate of $50,000,000 per month
until the supply was entirely exhausted.

Consequently, when the fiscal year was ended, the situation, not
withstanding the enormous burdens that weighed upon the Federal
Treasury, was much better than could possibly have been expected,
for the national credit had been strengthened in the midst of the
greatest trials. Thanks to the wise policy which had resolutely
imposed the new taxes, the ordinary receipts had more than
doubled. They amounted to $111,399,766-without counting
the contributions in kind furnished by the States-$69,059,642
of which were from· custom-house duties and $37,640,787 for
internal revenue. A large increase could be anticipated for
the ensuing year-an increase, it must be acknowledgt.>d, that
weighed heavily upon producers and consumers, causing much
dissatisfaction. In the general statement of receipts the sale
of five-twenty bonds figured to the amount of one hundred
and seventy-five millions, the issue of United States notes and
fractional currency to more than three hundred millions, cer
tificate. of deposit to $115,226,762, and certificates of indebt-

VOL. III.-27
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edneM to $157,479,261. The aggregate or these receipts,
tngether with the fonds remaining in the Treasury nults on
the 1st of July, 186-3, amounted to '901,125,674.86. The ex
penditUJ'f.8 were $895,796,630.65; thus learing, with all aerounts
Ilettled, a balance in the Treasury of $5,329,().l.!.21; but in this
exhibit the redemption and reimbursement under every fonn fig
ured to the amount of $181,086,635.07. The real expenses, there
fore, amounted to '714,709,995.58, of which $599,298,600.80
were for the War Department and $63,211,105.27 for the Xavy
Department.

We have only one won! to say in i"egard to questions relating
to indi\"idual liberty, which, 88 was the aISe with the preceding
8C88ions, afforded the opposition during the debate on military aDd
finan(,'ial matters an opportunity to attack openly the policy of the
government. As we have already mentioned aboye, these protests
against arbitrary imprisonments led to important discussions, with
out, however, altering the determination of the majority on this
8Ubject. The military authorities scarcely exercised any of that
power which the Presideut had conferred upon them, exrept for
the purpoBe of going in pursuit of deserters and their 8OOOmplices.
Sc,mctirnes, driven to extremes by the virulence of newspaper at
tacks, they made nse of this power to intimidate the most daring
offendcl"f!; but these severe measures were seldom resorted to. Thus
it happened with Mr. Boileau, the editor of a Philadelphia news
paper, who, having been arrested in the month of January in con
BCquence of some articles openly favoring the South, was restored
to liberty and the use of his printing-presses at the end of eight
days on his promise to be more guarded in the future. In the
month of December, after laying on the table all propositions
censuring the government, Congress proceeded to discuss, and
finally adopted on the 3d of March, 1863, so memorable in leg
islative history, an indemnity act, or a law endorsing the meas
ures taken by the President for the purpose of suspending the
writ of lweas COTpUlJ, and confirming explicitly the powers
which, in the absence of a positive constitutional enactment,
he had deemed it his duty to exercise on his own responsi
bility.

He soon made use of this power in a striking manner, and in
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connection with a matter which caused more excitement through
out the country than all the arrests of the preceding year. The
party known as "Peace Democrats" had as a recognized leader
in the House of Representatives Mr. Vallandigham, a member
from Ohio. Of an ardent temperament, endowed with brilliant
powers of eloquence, he had managed with consummate art, in
his defence of the secession theory, to reach without ever over
stepping the extreme limits beyond which his language would
have constituted an act of high treason. The citizens of Ohio,
among whom were many Democrats, but few advocates of peace
at any price, elected General Schenck in his place in December,
1862. But Mr. Vallandigham, still holding his seat at the
Capitol until the end of the session, took advantage of it to
introduce certain resolutions in favor of the absolute recognition
of the Southern Confederacy, which were naturally rejected;
later he came forward as a candidate for the office of governor
of Ohio, and during the ensuing election campaign harangued
more vehemently than ever against the policy of the government.
General Burnside, who in the command of the territorial depart
ment of Cincinnati* had found BOrne temporary compensation
for the disfavor which had fallen upon him after his defeat, hav
ing published an ordert threatening to have any person shot who
should give aid and comfort to the enemy in the State of Ohio,
Valhmdigham made an open attack upon this order. Five days
later, on the 5th of May, he was arrested and tried before a mil
itary tribunal. Serious troubles broke out after his arrest in the
little town of Dayton, where he resided. The writ of habeaB.
oorpU8 issued in his behalf by a Cincinnati judge was presented
to the military authority without effect; but, despite the increas
ing excitement produced in this town by the arrest of a man
of such high distinction, the ca1L<;e was publicly prosecuted and
with the ordinary guarantees of the law. Mr. Vallandigham
defended hiniself with great ability and force. He was never
theless adjudged guilty~o said the sentence-of having openly

* General Burnside wns in command of the Department of the Ohio, with
head-qnarters nt Cindnnnti.-En.

t General Orders, ~o. 3.~, Hend-quarters Department of the Ohio, April 13,
11l63.-En.
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expressed his sympathies in favor of the enemy, and condemned
to be imprisoned during the war. This penalty, entirely political
in its character, inasmuch as· its duration depended upon the
chances of war, was commuted by Mr. Lincoln into another
penalty still more political in its character-that of banishment j

and in enforcing it the President adopted the strange expedient
of sending Mr. Vallandigham into the enemy's lines. Thus
transported into the midst of the Confederates, he had the
sagacity not to compromise himself with them, and repaired to
Canada, whence he finally returned to his home without being
molested. In thus prosecuting him the Federal government
committed a great error. Right or wrong, this action was
viewed as a manreuvre to prevent the election of a political
opponent, an advocate of an unpopular cause. Mr. Vallan
digham BOon became a victim, a martyr, and if he had otherwise
possessed the slightest chance his prosecution would have secured
his election. The War Democrats, who before had spurned him,
were loud in his defence, and the support they found in publio
opinion in censuring this action of the government gave President
Lincoln much cause for reflection. Consequently, he manifested
a great deal of regard and deference for the representations that
were made to him by BOme of the leaders of this party, and he
went so far, we believe, as to express a tardy but sincere regret
for the arrest of Mr. Vallandigham, which, as it appears, was
ordered by Burnside without his knowledge.

After enumerating the measures adopted by Congress to com
plete the effective force of the Federal armies, to meet the expenses
of their maintenance, and to enable the executive power to break
down all the resistance that might be encountered in recruiting
them, we must, before resuming the recital of their operations,
point out what were the military resources and the organization
of the forces at the disposal of the government at Washington
after two years of war.

In the month of November, 1862, the Federal army numbered
775,336 men armed and equipped, and in December the Secretary
of War, in his report to Congress, estimated their number at more
than 800,000-332,000 of whom, in conformity with the law of
July 17, 1862, were enli3ted for three years. These forces were

------------_.- =-=~---~-----=-=-
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divided into more than one thousand regiments. The term of
service of a great many volunteers, 88 we have before stated,
expired in the spring of 1863, but the government, being aware
that Congress would not refuse it the means to maintain, and even
to increase, the effective force of its armies, had prepared its esti
mates in the anticipation that during the summer there would be
one million of men under arms.

It was not enough, however, that these men should be carried
on the muster-rolls of the army: they had to be effectively main
tained on it, and the number of absentees reduced 88 much as
possible. We have shown elsewhere how large was the list of
absentees from the Army of the Potomac in the beginning of
1863, and mentioned some of the measures adopted for the
purpose of reducing it. The conscription law, by placing
everywhere provost-marshals charged with. the duty of pursuing
and arresting. refractory conscripts, enabled them likewise to look
out for deserters, whom the Federal authority had not previously
possessed sufficient means for capturing: this law contributed
more to filling up the skeletons of regiments in this indirect
way than could have been done directly by drafting. During
the first six months which followed the creation of provost
marshals, from the 1st of May to the 1st of November, 1863,
the latter arrested not less than 22,000 deserters or refractory
conscripts, the reports making no distinction between these two
classes of offenders. The bad example, however, was too often
set by the officers in prolonging their leaves of absence without
permission: in order' to correct these abuses,' two examining
boards were established at Annapolis and Cincinnati, before
which all officers on sick leave were ordered to report in person
as soon as they were in a condition to travel, and where questions
regarding the extension of leaves, admission to hospitals, or return
to the armies in the field were settled. Finally, a law was enacted
on the 18th of April, 1863, creating an invalid corps,* which,
by affording some honorable employment to men who had been
wounded or overtaken by sickness in the line of duty, made it

* Organization announced in General O"ders, ~o. ]05, War Department, A.-G.
0 .• April 28, ]863, and designation changed to" Veteran Re8erve C'orp.q" by Gen
eral Ordel'8, No. Ill, War Department, A.-G. 0., March 18, 1864.-ED.
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possible at the same time to utilize their services, instead of dis
charging them with a pension, which was an onerous burden for
the appropriations to carry. Six months later, on the 1st of No
vember, this corps numbered 491 officers and 17,764 soldiers:
more than three-fowths of them were already organized into
regiments of two battalions. The first battalion, with six com
panies, comprised the ablest-bodied men, armed with muskets,
who had to do garrison-duty in the towns, the arsenals, the vari
ous posts in the interior, and perform the functions of the provos~

marshal's police; the second battalion, with four companies, com
posed of the most infirm, was employed in the hospitals and the
various offices. The formation of this corps was the means of
restoring to active sp.rvice in the field an almost equal number of
soldiers capable of bearing the fatigues of war, and of furnishing
men capable of performing, at the same time and in a regular
manner, the services of the interior, which was its special charge.

A brief analysis of the reports presented to Congress in 1862
and 1863 by the quartermaster-general will suffice to explain the
enormous amount of the military estimates, and the reader will
excuse these few technical details, as they will enable"him to
thoroughly understand the magnitude of the means employed in
carrying on the war. It will be remembered that the quarter
master's department had charge of furnishing all the materiel
of the army: as we have. described it in the first volume, it
formed, at the outset of the struggle, a IQodest bureau, which
it was found necessary to transform suddenly into a vast depart
ment. In each of the years 1861, 1862, and 1863 the Secretary
of War is asking for the necessary funds to increase the personnel
of this department by more than one hundred clerks, both men
and women, and a special law is enacted to this effect on the 7th
of February, 1863. Their number, however, is still insufficient,
the number of accounts rendered exceeding the calculation. A
statement of the maltriel on hand in each body has to be furnished
monthly by each brigade and regiment, and in every quarter by
each company. Now, in November, 1862, there were 300
brigades, 1000 regiments, and 10,000 companies, which makes
55,600 accounts to verify for this year; in 1863 each company
commander has to furnish monthly sta~ments of the mnUriel
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declared .unfit for service, together with an account of the fresh
71lclth'~l he has received; the number of these accounts, which
must all be audiood, amounts, therefore, for this new year, to
120,000. One may form an idea from these figures to what
magnitude the accountability of this department had attained.
.A verification still more important and difficult was that of the
articles supplied, the amount of which was settled by the. pay
master's department. On the 1st of December, 1862, the un
settled accounts for articles furnished amounood to $105;000,000 ;
seven months later, on the 30th of June, 1863, their number was
4884, representing 8193,289,247.14, and the settled accounts,.
2342 in number only, amounood to $118,463,312.03.

But if the Treasury suffered from these difficulties and delays,
which, in the end, added to its expenses, they did not prevent the
armies from being provisioned and the government from aug
menting its immenae flWibiel in order to supply the constantly
increasing necessities of the war. It will be easy to form an
idea of the importance of this materiel when it is known that it
comprised not only the equipment of troops, hospital supplies,
forage, and fuel, but even horses, wagons, locomotives, apd cars;
and, finally, even all the steamers used for the army. The river
fleet, whose operations in 1862 we have described, and which
Foote had commanded with 80 much ability, was equipped by
the quartermaster's department; it coll8isood of 45 vessels and 38
mortar-boats, measuring altogether 19,494 tons. On the 16th of
July it was transferred to the Navy Department, but the quarter
master-general still retained control of the nine iron-clad rams,
armed under the direction of Colonel Ellet, which had rendered
such important services on the Mississippi.

At the breaking out of the war the task of organizing trans
portation by rail was one of the greatest difficulties the military
administration had to overcome. On the one hand, it had to
employ the railroad lines of the Northern States without inter
fering with their ordinary business i on the other hand, it had to
manage those running among the localities of the seat of war
whose traffic had been suspended by the conflict. The com
panies which controlled the former had different schedules of
rates, and in consequence of the interruption of trayel oycr the
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great commercial highway they were crowded with the produce
of the Western States, which had no other outlet. A paramount
interest demanded that the independence of the companies, as well
as the convenience of travellers and trade, should be made BUb

servient to the necessities of the war. Congress understood this,
and by a law enacted on the 31st of January, 1862, it authorized
the President to seize upon railroads, and to use them for military
purposes, whenever he deemed it necessary. But the patriotism
of the railroad officials rendered this extreme measure useless. A
few months later they entered into an agreement with the Secretary

. of War, establishing a uniform schedule of prices for the trans
portation of soldiers on the basis of two cents per mile for each
man; afterward their resources were placed at the service of
the government without reservation, whenever the latter stood in
need of them, without causing any conflict or giving rise to
serious difficulties. The government therefore had only direct
charge of the lines located within the radius of inilitary ope
rations--a very heavy burden, it is true, for we have already
shown by numerous examples that the fate of the armies in the
field depended upon the manner in which those lines were
managed. In order to deriye any benefit from so delicate an
instrument it required a Pe1'8Dnllel of experienced officers and
chiefs endowed withspeeial aptitude for the business, because
the least error committed in this ser,'ice might be attended with
disastrous consequences. These chiefs, therefore, were always
selected with care; and under the direction of Colonels McCal
lum and Swords, of Mr. Anderson, the young and ilIlL'Jtrious Mc
Pherson, and especially General Haupt, the task of placing the
railroads and their man~O'Cment in a condition for the service
of the army became a real science, to which we propose referring
again at the close of this history. The report for 1863 gives us
some curious figures concerning the transportation by land, and by
water which complemented it. To secure this double serYice the
department, on the one hand, purchll.'Jed 64 locomotives and 899
cars during that" single year; on the other hand, it hired 632
sailing vessel'J (32 of which were large three-masters), 695
tenders, and 1407 steamers of all dimensions, at the cost of
$13,788,044.
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The following statement will convey an idea of the aggregate
amount of transportation by the quartermaster in the course of
that year, both through the resources directly at his disposal and
by contracts C?ncluded with the railroad companies and the own
ers of vesse~, from the 1st of July, 1862, to June 30, 1863:

~~.. ~I ,~ ~1:: ~ c: II ~§~
e- li. ~
~~ ~ i-.... :<l
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I~--u~-tl-~~-..-~ce-...-.~to-...-~-..-~~-~-.~-..rre-...-.I.S-..~-.~-~-.~-~.gs--)::-::1-784-17-'~-.4 i146,594 4't~Nt: t174,2;71

Ordnance stores (in barrelsand kegs) 354:659 72 776 386;7;>6 78088
Guns, ete....... ......... ......... ......... ...... 833 ,I 1,093 '
Ordnance stores (in barrels aud packages). 43O,666} 753,569 }
Animals.. 126,~ .£37,354 109,0091 753,144
FOr&Ke, fuel, ete. (tons)............ 39,354 88.438

1Soldiers......... 1,264,602 567.397

The cost of this transportation was-by land, $8,030,003.03; by
Jakes and rivers, $9,476,681.73 j and by ocean, $4,798,385.02.

A. few words upon the most important supplies furnished to the
armies will close our sketch j and in order that we may complete
two official reporlA, both incomplete, we shall embrace in this
summary the two years comprised between the 1st of July, 1861,
and the 30th of June, 1863: the figures we append herewith were
considered by the SecretarY of War as below the real amount.
During the year 1861-62 the government bought 109,799 horses
and 83,720 mules: what disposition was made of them is not
stated, but at the beginning of the fiscal year, July I, 1862, we
find in the d~pM8 14,842 and 16,899 respectively of these ani
mals. During that year the purchases amount to 174,832 horses
and 86,254 mules, of which, 45,755 horses and 46,226 mules are
still to be found in the d~p6ts on the 30th of June, 1863. The
horses captured from the enemy, numbering 7783, and mules,
6915, afforded no compensation for the losses sustained from all
causes, amounting to 57,476 horses and 17,170 mules. When it
is known that the new census of 1860 credited the Northern
States with a total of 4,688,678 horses and 454,081 mules, it will
be understood how heavily the war weighed upon the production
of the horse-breeding States.
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With regard to the 'TIK1lb'iel, we shall confine OU1'8elves to the
selection of a few figures among the moo important. Thus, the
number of army wagons purchased in 1861-62 was about 20,000 j

the following year, 12,730; the number of ambulances was 2500
the first year and 3511 the second. The number of tents bought
or manufactured in 1861-62, besides 85,656 shelter-tents, footed
up as follows: 42,392 Sibley tents and 70,735 common tents, cap
able of sheltering altogether 989,555 men; moreover, 5518 hos
pital-tents and 24,500 wall-tents, intended for the use of officers.
The hard experience of the war BOOn demoustrated the worthless
ness of most of these 143,145 tents, intended to afford shelter to
one million of soldiers and a hundred thousand officers: it was
impossible to transport them during an active campaign, and
when the armies were stationary it was better to substitute in
their place auxiliary tents for summer made of the branches of
trees, and in winter log cabins, better ventilated, and consequently
better heated and leas liable to breed typhoid fevers.

Among the articles manufactured during the first year for the
equipment of the troops we find 1,281,522 greatcoats, 1,446,811
uniform ·coats, 3,029,286 pairs of trousers, 1,458,808 blankets,
and 3,446,520 pairs of shoes. The manufacture of goods for
the following year, of which we have no details, must have been
about the same, if we may judge from the aggregate e<m, which
amounted rffipectively to 354,589,984 and $55,887,510. The
year 1862-63 gives us more details in regard to other supplies,
such as 373,348,246 pounds oats; 335,812,088 pounds corn;
629,173,124 pounds hay and fodder; 95,829,799 pounds mixed
grain; 186,615 pounds of leather, and horseshoes to the num
ber of more than two million.

Among the arms and ammunition furnished by the ordnance
department we will mention 1373 field-pieces during the first
year and 1108 during the second; and also 653 and 188 siege
guns, and finally 1206 and 41 sea-coast guns and mortars, amount
ing in all to the enormous figure of 4569 cannon and mortars;
7284, then 3465, gun-carriages, cais80ns, etc.; 987,291, then
991,387, infantry and cavalry accoutrements; 968,840, then
582,736, small-arms for foot-soldiers; 213,991,127 cartridges
for the first year, and 166,867,457 for the second; finally,
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during the latter year, 373,192,870 percussion-mp8. As it will
be seen, while the armament of the fortifications mounting
heavy guns. was completed during the first year, the losses,
repairs, and disuses on the one hand, and on the other hand
the larger number of combatants, necessitated enormous deliv
eries of accoutrements, field-pieces, and muskets. Notwithstand
ing the increase of the effective force of the armies and the
greater degree of animosity exhibited in the struggle during
this second year, the consumption of cartridges had diminished
by nearly one-fourth, showing that the soldier had become
more careful of his ammunition while on the march and less
wasteful on the field of battle. Nevertheless, he still consumed
more than two percussion-mps to every cartridge.

It must also be acknowledged that his arms and ammunition
are of much better quality than in the preceding year-a pro
gress indirectly implied by the character of the supplies furnished
during this second year, the object of which was, above all, to
replace the worthless matb'iel that the armies had received at the
commencement of the war. National industry, rapidly devel
oped and perfected, had gradually substituted its own products
for the refuse which Europe had been sending across the
Atlantic. Stimulated by the pressing demands of the govern
ment, great improvements were then made in the manufacture
of steel and iron which have not been subsequently lost. The
Secretary of War, leaving the manufacture of cannon exclusively
to private establishments, applied himself during this time to the
t4sk of increasing the number and importance of home factories
for the production of small-arms; so that, whilst out of the 2481
field-piE!('.Eig delivered to the armies 2250 had been purchased since
the commencement of the war, the difference of 231 pieces repre
senting the wretched material lying in the arsenals; we find that
the national factory at Springfield has manufactured in the course
of the first two years not less than 327,592 muskets, and 250,000
during the following year. On the other hand, the government
at the outset of the war had 437,433 stored away, bnt, as we
have stated elsewhere, 8 considerable portion of these last-men
tioned arms were of an antiquated pattern, and had even been
condemned for some years. The number of muskets bought with-
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in the lost tro years amounted to 1,622,552, of which 836,000
were kept in reserve in the various d~~ts---a reserve, part of
which was indeed unfit for tlse, seeing that it comprised, besides
the old material, the refuse of all the arms procured in Europe.

Among the numerous laws enacted on the 3d of March by the
Thirty-seventh Congress a few hours previous to adjournment
was one organizing in a. definite mariner, and establishing as a
special branch of the military service, the signal corps. Those
composing it had different grades of rank conferred upon them.
The corps thus consisted of about two hundred officers attached
to the staffs of various armies, under whose command was placed
a. certain number of soldiers who had received private instruc
tion. .An examining board was instituted for the purpose of
selecting the officers. This new organization, added to the vast
improvements introduced in the system of day and night signals,
enabled this corps to render service to the armies in the field even
more important than those .rendered in the past-services the
more valuable in that they combined the employment of the
portable electric telegraph with the aerial telegraph. These two
systems, which were the mutual complement of each other, had
naturally to be united: they could not have. been entrusted to
better hands. We have stated that at the commencement of the
war use had been made of portable electric apparatus intended to
follow the generals as far as the battlefield. The experience of
two years had wrought vast improvements in this apparatus, which
had ~hed t,hat point of perfection that enabled it to work
easily a line from five to seven miles long, and whose maximum
effect, thanks to powerful electro-magnets, reached twenty miles.
In the hands of experienced soldiers this telegraph oould, with
great facility, be constructed at the rate of nearly two miles per
hour, thus cOmbining the two essential conditions which were to
Nnder it effective-rapidity of construction and the transmission
of matter over considerable distances. Consequently, the expe
rience obtained at the battles of Fredericksburg and Chancellors
ville having proved its usefulness, the number of telegraphic
equipages was increased from thirteen to twenty in the month •
of May, 1863: the Army of the Potomac had in its employ no
less than five.
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The importance of this portable system, however, was a small
matter compared with the ordinary electric telegraph, whose im
mense network formed a connecting link between all the armies
in the field from the shores of the Atlantic to the prairies of the

. Far West, the signal corps performing a secondary part alongside
of the one that had charge of all this network. We have spoken
of its organization at the beginning of this history. Since then
we have shown by numerous exwnples the services it rendered in
the hands of skilful and honest operators--the dangers to which
the armies were exposed when this powerful instrument was
entrusted to agents who were wanting in intelligence or hon
esty. We shall confine ourselves to saying, in addition, that
under the management of Colonel Stager, Major Eckert" and a
few other distinguished officers the telegraphic establishment
intended solely for the service of the armies soon acquired an
immense importance. On the 1st of July, 1862, the lines rep-

• resented a length of over three thousand five hundred miles.
In the following year there were constructed eighteen hundred
miles more, which made the total length of wires used by the
army a little over five thousand miles. In the course of this year
the network of wires thus extended transmitted no less than
twelve hundred thousand despatches, being at the rate of thirty
three hundred daily.

'Ve shall conclude this sketch by saying a few words on the
organization of the mediml service. A military history would
not be complete, in our opinion, if after enumerating the move
ments of those large bodies of troops called armies we were not
to let the reader see the interior organization which gives them
life and keeps up their activity. We must speak of the care
taken of the wounded, of the colossal task which consists in
repairing, as much as possible, on the day after the conflict, the
ills which humanity has inflicted upon itself. It will be some
atonement for such a sad exhibition to show the salutary expe
rience acquired during the war, and the progress made among the
military hospitals by what is perhaps the most useful of all
sciences-medicine. The Federal armies could not escape those
peculiar diseases which develop themselves under the combined
influ~nce of a large agglomeration of men, of excessive fatigues,
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and of a certain degree of excitement-of a climate tending gen
erally to extremes, and a soil prolific in fever-breeding exhala
tions. But if these armies suffered from the effects of lung dis
enses, and especially typhoid and swamp fevers, they knew
nothing of those terrible epidemics which in spite of the prog
ress of science haye ravaged our European armies in nearly all
the wars that have taken place during late years. When we take
into account the total absence of cholera on the American con
tinent during these four years of war, one is tempted to exclaim,
with its inhabitants, that there is a special Providence for the
United States; but when we find the scurvy everywhere crushed
out in its incipiency, and the yellow fever, after having invaded
Hilton Head in the fall of 1862, being promptly isolated and
subdued, we must do full justice to the wise precautions of the
medical corps, whose advice was seldom controverted by the
executive authorities.

During the first year of the war the medical department was
organized with a full knowledge of the experience acquired in
Europe by a physician whose name will ever be famons--Sur
geon-general Hammond. The American armies were soon de
prived of his services in consequence of certain incidents about
which we have nothing to say, but which gave rise to discussions
that were probably pushed to bitter extremes by party spirit.
Fortunately, the impetus had been given, and Hammond's suc
cessors had only to follow the path traced out by him. They
generally met with a cordial co-operation on the part of the gen
erals and the various executive officers; nevertheless, as it hap
pens with all armies, their relations with these officers occasioned
some difficulties, and they sometimes complained with consider
able warmth of the state of dependence on the quartermaSter for
field materials in which they found tllemselves, and on the mil
itary eugineers for the construction of permanent hospitals.

In voting for the first volunteer calls Congress had naturally
intended to provide for a medical corps, but the law was not
adopted till the 2d of July, 1862, by which this corps was def
initely organized, it having been temporarily in active service
since the early days of the war. It still bore evidenct> of the
haste in which it had been drafted. Consequently, in gl'l\Dting

•
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one surgeon to each regiment of infantry it was forgotten to make
a similar provision for the cavalry and artillery, while the num
ber of those attached to the hospitals was altogether insufficient.
The examining boards appointed for the purpose of directing
the choice of brigade and regimental surgeons were not, and could
not be, very strict; in the year 1861-62 they had declared in favor
of admitting two hundred physicians with the rank of major, and
two hundred and fifty assistantB. The surgeon-general asked for
fifty more of the first grade and two hundred and fifty of the
second, with the addition of sixty for the regular army. Two
years later these provisions are singularly exceeded, for we find
the medical staff numbering not less than three thousand surgeons
and fifteen thousand nu1'BflB. Fortunately, the system of inspec
tion, which was strongly developed from the beginning, corrected
most of the imperfections prevailing in the medical corps: prac
tical advice, simple and direct instructions, and some rare in
stances of severity, enabled the inspectors, with the aid of corps
commanders, to remedy the chief abuses caused by ignorance or
the inexperience of beginners.

Consequently, at the end of the second year many improvements
may be noticed. In November, 1862, there were 151 general
hospitals, capable of accommodating 58,715 siCK and woupded;
the total number of the latter, both in the general and field hos
pitals, was then nearly ninety thousand. The number increased in
September, after the Antietam campaign. At the same period in
the following year we find 182 hospitals, containing 84,472 beds:
these figures, however, do not exprt'SB all the progress that WllS

made during this time, for a certain number of hospitals, organ
ized the year previous under unfavorable circumstances, were
closed and replaced by establishments infinitely superior in every
respect. The latter were supplied with large steam-laundries,
combining usefulness with economy. Finally, the second bat
talions of the invalid corps not only restored to active service,
as we have remarked, a certain number of healthy soldiers pre
viously employed in the senice of th"e hospitals, but also replaced
a large number of civil nurses who could not furnish any of the
necessary guarantees for the performance of the work of devotion
of which they had charge. On the other hand, in the examination
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of volunteers the new appliances introduced by the medical corps
also contributed to the amelioration of the sanitary condition of
the army. When it W88 thought that the war would not last
more than a few weeks, or some months at the utmost, it seemed
unfair to close the ranks of the army against invalids who were
willing to risk being killed for the sake of the national honor:
people appeared to think that they would have no time to be sick.
The lowest limitation 88 to age in regard to enlistments W88 eigh
teen years; but although this was a very low figure, the rule was
frequently violated in favor of youths of sixteen and seventeen.
The winter of 1861-62 soon demonstrated that the goventment
W88 the first to suffer from this injudicious toleration, for the
sickly men and youths it' had equipped at a great cost only
entered the ranks to fill up the hospitals soon afWr. These
abuses ceased to a great extent during the second year. The
reports in connection with this period do not give us the total
number of men under treatment, but they show that on the 30th
of June, 1863, this number represented 145 per 1000 of the total
effective force of the armies, computed 88 follows: out of 1000
soldiers, 110 sick and 25 wounded, 91 of whom were in the
general and 54 in the field hospitals. Supposing a total of one
million men under arms, it would be sufficient to multiply each
of these figures by the thousand to find out the total number it
represents, or nearly so.

Let us conclude with an exhibit which shows in the most
striking manner the progress made in the sanitary condition of
the armies. The mortality from sickness, which in June, 1862,
W88 4.7 per 1000, fell in June, 1863, to 3.9 per 1000.

Before proceeding to the consideration of another subject, we
must mention those private institutions which, under the inspira
tion of charitable zeal, played an important role during the war:
their place in our .work is naturally by the side of the official
medical corps whose efficient auxiliaries they were. We desire
to speak chiefly of the Sanitary Commissions. We shall wait till
the conclusion of this history to form an estimate of the indis
putable advantages and point out the inconveniences of this kind
of institution, and we shall show, relying upon the evidence of
most competent men, all the benefit to be derived from them in
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times of war. But the moment hlU! arrived for us to give a brief
sketch of their origin and development.

The national movement in respolli!e to the first call of the
President caused volunteers to rally around the flag of the Union
and aroused the charitable zeal of non-comootants among all
classes of society. They could not serve the Federal cause
better than by preparing to alleviate the sufferings of those
who were about to take up arms in its defence. There WIU! a
place alongside of the official organimtion which properly be
longed to private enterprise, and in which the latter could render
the greatest services. From the beginnillg of May there WIU!

formed in the principal cities of the Union, and especially in
New York, aid societies, some composed of women, others of
physicians. Feeling that their isolated efforts would be fruit
less, some of these societies selected delegates in order to give
their labors a common direction by acting in accord with the
government. Fortunately for the success of the work at the
outset, a man WIU! found particularly well adapted for the wk
of organizing and conducting such labors, in the person of Dr.
Bellows, who, by his zealous labors in sanitary matters, was
naturally designated to assume its management. His authority
and his experience dispelled many prejudices and Baved the greaii
association which WIU! forming under his presidency from much
trouble. The first communication from the delegates to the
Secretary of War, written on the 18th of May, was followed by
another five days later with more distinct propositions. It asked
for the appointment of a consnlting commission composed of em
ploy~ of the government and of persons not connected with the
administration, to act independently and gratuitously, whqse only
privilege should be to visit the armies and to penetrate into camp.'!
and hospitals in order to ascertain whatever might be found useful
to the health of the soldiers, to communicate confidentially to the
medirol corps the results of their researches, and to give a prac
tical direction to the efforts of private charity. The labors of this
commission embraced-first, the condition of the material, clothing,
etc., of the volunteers i second, their diet and the preventive
measures to be taken against sickness; third, the manner in
which the hospitals, ambulances, and medical stores were or-
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ganized; or, in a few words, what assistance sick men received.
After some hesitation the Secretary of War, on recommendation
of the surgeon-general, approved this project, and on the 9th of
June, 1861, appointed the commission, which shortly after took
the name, thenceforth celebrated, of the United States Sanitary
Commission.

The latter had scarcely been constituted when it addressed its
first appeal to the public, calling for all well-disposed persons to
co-operate in its labors, and suggesting the formation of com
mittees for the purpose of collecting contributions in money and
in supplies. It addressed itself more particularly to life-insurance
companies, as being directly interested in diminishing the chances
of mortality among volunteers, who before leaving for the seat of
war insured their lives at premiums that were naturally very high.
At the same time, to members of the Commission, whose number
was rapidly increasing, was assigned the task of visiting the armies
without delay for the purpose of setting on foot the inquiry which
was the immediate object of its creation. Finally, an order of
the 13th of June, as a sequel to that of the 9th, gave this Com
mission a definite organization. . Its labors consisted in instituting
inquiries, giving advice, exercising a surveillance, and, in short,
in collecting and forwarding relief through direct channels. In
order to facilitate this labor, the Commission Was divided into
three committees, whose duty was to establish relations-first,
with the Secretary of War; 8eOOnd, with the officers and sur
geons of the armies; third, with the authorities of the various
States and local societies. They thus became a powerful medium
between the official organization and the private charities which
it centralized.

We have stated that the dependence in which the medical
department was placed toward the military authorities for all
supplies of materials, and especially for the means of trans
portation, had involved this service in frequent diffipulties.
The Commission, as soon as it had set to work, having relied
upon the means of transportation used by the government,
encountered the same difficulties, which should be attributed
to the novelty of the situation', and not to any hostility on the
part of the military administration. In order to solve these
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difficulties the Commission strock out at once info a new path :
its intervention, instead of being advisory, beeame really auxiliary
through the organization of a special transportation service, at
first of material, then, a short time after, of the sick themselves.
Beginning with ambulances, wagons, and coaches, it gradually
embraced special cars on railroads and steamboats for the rivers,
which brought in provisioDB and carried out men, the whole
being naturally under the pe1'BOD&1 care of special attendants,
whose numbers increased constantly. Thanks to these resources,
the Commisamn was really able to perform the task it had un~

dertaken, that of filling the voids that were found -to exist in
the medieal service. While the latter had sometimes to wait for
weeks before it could receive the medicines and articles of food
it had requested for the use of the soldiers, whose arrival was
delayed by administrative formalities, the Sanitary Commission,
free from all obstacles and always ready to act promptly, came
to its 888ist.ance. Its intervention was especially effective in
combating the scurvy, which appeared in South Carolill.a and
also along the Mississippi during the summer of 1863; and it
may be said, without great exaggeration, that Vicksburg was
captured by the fresh onions and potatoes of the Sanitary Com
missioB.

At the period we have now reached the Commission, although
not having as yet attained all the development it will have at a
later date, is completely organized; its powerful network extends
over all the Northern States; its abundant relief reaches the Fed
eral armies in every direction; we can therefore specify, in advance
of the statistical figures to be given .hereafter, what was then its
organization.

The labors of the Commission were divided between four
departments, the functions of which were briefly 88 follows:
First, the inspection department, composed of a corps of phy
sicians, whose duty it was to visit the armies and to proseeute
constantly the inquiry which was originally almost the sole
object of the organization. Seco7,n, the department of general
relief, comprising all the adjuncts of the Commission, and a
bureau, serving as a link between the Commission and them.
These adjuncts consisted of twelve societies or branches, dividing
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among themselves, under difFerent names, an the territory of the
Xortbem States, and serving, each in its own district, 88 a centre
to local 88I!OCiatiOD8 established in every town and village. To
these 88I!OCiatiOD8, whose number varied from one hundred and
fifty to twelve hDDdred per district, was assigned the task of
collecting donations in money and in kind, which were forwarded
to their respective branch societies. The latter transmitted weekly,
along with the former, an lIOOOWIt of the goods or' effects it had
registered and deposited at the central bureau of the CommUtrion.
This bureau, in its tum, according to these aooou.uts and the re
ports of the iD8pectors, directed the trausmialion of the goods-
either directly to the armies, if that was necessary, or to the eleven
general d~ts of the Commission, which were supplied either in
this way or by the purchase of medicines and other commodities
of value. Third, the department of field relief, charged with
the di.'ltribution of all that the former bad collected. Controlled
by two chief inspectors, one for the East and the other for the
West, it comprised a superintendent attached to each army corps,
who, with a complete personnel and ample material, had charge
of, and relieved the wants of, the soldiers. Avoiding all inter
ference with the duties of the medical service, it distributed its
relief to all alike, without showing favor to any particular State
or corps, whatever might he the place the articles it bad to distrib
ute came from-s considerable advantage over the local associa
tions, which could not avoid a certain degree of partiality, so fatal
to discipline, and of which the generals had frequently occasion to
complain. Its agents, going to help and relieve the wounded even
on the battlefield, and conductiug them afterward to their ambu
lances when those of the medical service were crowded, paid equal
attention and bestowed the same care without distinction on both
parties. This did not prevent the Confederates from treating those
who fell into their hands as prisoners of war: four of them cap
tured at Gettysburg underwent a terrible captivity at Richmond.
FourtJ" the department of private relief, under the direction of
two general secretaries-one for the East and the other for the
West-charged with giving aid to the soldiers outside of the
armies. Under their auspices places of shelter were established
in all the large cities, where lodgings, with board and mediml
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advice, were secured to all thOEle who had not yet entered the
ranks, who were on their way to the hospitals or returning from
them, who were on convalescent leave of absence, or for some
cause or other had wandered away from their corps. During the
year 1864 these establishmenta afforded shelter to an avemge of
seven thousand five hundred soldiers. Six d(i~ta (homes) had like
wise been founded, affording shelter, for a longer period of time
than the above-mentioned establishmenta, to sick or helpless sol
diers who were waiting for the settlement of their 8CCOunta; and
sometimes they had long to wait, as is well known. Two other
establishmenta of a similar character-one in Washington, the
other at Annapolis-gave shelter to the families of soldiers, with
regular ;permita, on their way to visit their relatives in the armies ;
and refreshment-saloons in all the principal cities and at railroad
stations, always, like the rest, gmtuitously supplied, secured food
for the soldiers on their way to join their regimenta. The hos
pital-wagons and boata already alluded to, which received the
wounded and the sick in the very centre of the armies, and
which saved them much suffering by conveying them without
delays, and almost without jolting, to the large establishments
of the North, were also dependent upon this department. It
was through ita agency that clothing, provisions, and medicines
were forwarded, with more or less chance of reaching their
destination, to the unfortunate prisoners who were perishing
from want in the hands of the Confederates; and when the
Richmond government, having adopted a more rigorous policy,
objected to the transmission of such articles, they were sent to
the exchanged prisoners, who, for want of immediate relief,
would frequently have died before reaching their homes.
Finally, not satisfied with affording soldiers material aid, this
department aseumed toward the soldiers the r&e of guide and
protector. On the one hand, five offices-at Washington,
Philadelphia, New York, Louisville, and New Orleans-took
charge of collecting the money due to them, of assisting them
in making out their papers and 8CCOunta, and of protecting them
against swindlers; while, on the other hand, in the four first-
mentioned cities there were offices connected with the hospitals
which centmlized the information that could be obtained con-
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crro.iJIg all soldes who had been at any~ even for the
briefest period, UDder the care of the medieaJ. department,
The!e oftices enabled families to find out, a1molt without fail,
thUle among their relatives who seemed lost in the midst of
tbe3e irnJDESlSe bodies of armed men, and thus relieved much

iRlffering and pot an end to a great deal of anxiety.
The figures we ba,'e given demonstrate more eloquently than

any comment that ooold be made what private charity can
IIL:romplish when properly direct.ed.. We shall only add one
irhtauce, by way of cooclosion, in anticipation of the chrono
logical order of this history. In the month of October, 1864,
the society whose organization and achievements we have jll5t
related had already received $5,000,000 in cash, one-third of
which was contribut8l by the Pacific States, although Vel)- re
mote from the seat of war.

The other societies baving the same object in view are only
entitled to a brief notice, for the rae they played was of
secondary importance. 'We can only mention the Western
Sanitary Commission, which, being entirely independent of the
former, though equally national-that is to say, intended for
the relief of soldiers of all the States without distinction-had
but a limited field of action. Creat8l on the 5th of September,
1861, by General Fremont, and reconstituted by the Secretary
of War on the 16th of DeCember, 1862, its special mission was
to carry relief into hospitals. It would be imp<&rible for us to
gi,-e the names of the local independent societies, all of which
were of more or less service, especially in assb"iing the sick and
wounded soldiers in the interior, but whOEe unfortunate partial
i~' we have already mentioned wherever they penetrated into
army~ntres.

Before resuming the recital of military events, which we have
interrupted, let 118 cast another rapid glance over the interior
situation of the Southern States at the period we have DOW

rroched. No military measure of importance having marked
the session of Congrese, which lasted about four months from
the 12th of January, 1863, and the consideration of the Confro
ernte finances having brought 118 down to the second volume,
cl~ing with the end of the said session, in order to complete this
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sketch it only remains for us to speak about two questions which
occupied the attention of the government, of Congress, and of
the publio-the questions relating to retaliation and impress
ments. The importance which these two questions then llBSumed
~hows, without any comment, how critical the situation of the
Con~ederacy had already become-how easy it was, despite the
assurances of Mr. Davis, to foresee the impending exhaustion of
its resources.

The President's message calling the attention of the Congress
at Richmond to the Emancipation Proclamation of Mr. Lincoln
contained one reflection which, with the exception of a few
fanatics, no one could have taken in earnest. He invoked the
commiseration of his fellow-citizens for the sad fate of those
thousands of beings belonging to an inferior race, till then
peaceful and contented with their life of labor, whom the
proclamation would doom to certain destruction. Presuming
that the only object of the Federal government was to kindle
a servile war, he announced his intention of delivering thence
forth all prisoners with the rank of commissioned officers to the
authorities of the various States, to be punished as accomplices in
this crime. By promising compliance with the demands of the
most noisy portion of ~he public for terrible retaliations, he was
thus shrewd enough to sQift the responsibility of their execution
upon other shoulders. Notwithstanding its docility, the Congress
did not humor this manreuvre. It insisted, on the contrary, that
the President should carry out this thrrot of retaliation in a direct
manner, authorizing him to establish courts-martial in the armies
for the purpose of summarily trying Buch officers of the enemy
who should, by their exactions or their violence against non-com
batants or prisoners, have acted in contravention of the ordinary
rules of war, or who should have commanded colored soldiers or
induced a servile insurrection. Negroes caught alone with arms
in hand were to be given up to the local authorities, to be sold
for the benefit of the latter. We will see presently that these
orders, without being carried i~to effect by the Confederate
government for fear of provoking new retaliations upon their
own officers, interrupted the exchanges and exposed Union
prisoners to cruel suffering.
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The impressment law was one of the inevitable consequences.of
the financial and economical crisis. The producers, who saw the
Confederate paper depreciating with frightfw. rapidity, would no
longer sell their commodities, even at the most exorbitant rates,
fearing to be soon left with nothing but worthless bank-notes in
their hands-worthless, however large their number. The con
sumers, the government being the chief among them, w~ thus
threatened with absolute famine. In order to avoid this disas
ter, Congress decided that the government had a right to seize,
by means of impressments and by payment in paper-money, all
such commodities as it might need wherever it should think
proper to get them, leaving only to each individual a quantity
strictly necessary for family consumption. By this method it
sought not only to facilitate the circulation of food-supplies,
but also to oblige agriculturists, through the fear of tllese
impressments, to throw their products on the market. The
fixing of prices was the essential and most delicate feature of
this measure: certain provisions softened its despotic character.
Under the superintendence of a central board the law provided
for the appointment of two commissioners in each State, one to
be named by the President, the other by the governor of the
State; these commissioners to be clothed with authority to fix
every two months the price to be Pilid by the administration
for each commodity. It WIIS the law of ~mum, but it was
only applicable to those middlemen who had not themselves pro
duced the articles demanded by the impressments: when tlleBe
articles were seized 011 the very spot of their production, their
valuation was left to the free estimate of two or three arbiters
selected from among the neighboring farmers, who acted in the
capacity of an expropriation jury. The consequences of this
restriction, which favored producers, went beyond the intentions
of the legislator. The farmers kept their commodities exclusively
for the government, but they invariably agreed among themselves
to fix a value on these commodities which the latter deemed exces
sive. The law had to be modified. Having once abandoned
ordinary methods, the government had to 'push arbitrary means
to their utmost limit. It needed the commodities, and it was
determined to have them at its own price: it could not tolerate
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any resistance, open or disguised. It was therefore stipulated
that if the officer making the impressment did not approve
of the price fixed by the arbiters, he could always appeal to
the commissioners, who caused their own schedule of prices to
be applied; and the superinteudent having directed these
officers never to accept higher prices than those contained in
this schedule, the role of the arbiters became nullified by this
fact. The government was thenceforth able to regulate the
maximum at its own pleasure. Finally, another maximum
was determined upon for manufactured goods, limiting the
benefits which might accrue to contractors for the government
from such traffic.

Such a system could not fail to give rise to great abuses: the
impressments bore heavily upon certain sections of the country
and their farmers, while they spared others; and the administra
tion agents took advantage of their. arbitrary power to procure
cheap food for their families and· friends. These abuses, how
ever, were mere trifles compared with the vexations inherent in
the system itaelf. Consequently, there was much dissatisfaction:
complaints and protests broke out in every direction. If these
were not more violent, it was because the people were afraid
lest by attacking the government too vehemently they might
weaken the cause in behalf of which every family had sent its
SOOB into the army.

It had to be acknowledged at once that the rise in the price of
articles of food was due not only to the depreciation of govern
ment paper, but also to two other causes still more serious-the
diminution of the amount of these commodities and the difficulty
in the way of transpol-tation. Those districts of the Southern
States which produced the largest quantity of cereals, Central and
Western Tennessee and the Valley of Virginia, were in possession
of the enemy; the latter also occupied the coast of North Carolina,
whose fisheries formerly furnished the principal food of the black
population. The harvest for the year 1862 had everywhere been
very poor: it had been much worse in the Southern States,
because the negroes had taken advantage of their masters'
absence to do little work, and that carelessly; the institution,
shaken to its very foundation, was no longer in force, in spite of

•
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appearances. The few white people who had remained on the
plantations, having cause to dread a servile insurrection, resorted
oftener to entreaties than to force to compel their slaves to work.
On the other hand, the difficulty of transportation caused the
scarcity of food to be still more sensibly felt. The want of
horses, which had been taken for the use of the army, and the
wretched condition of the roads, impeded local travel. But it
was chiefly owing to the bad management of the railroads that
the equilibrium could not be established between the abundance
of certain districts and the poverty of others, that the armies
could not be regularly supplied with provisions, and that meat
from Texas did not arrive in sufficient quantities. The speed of
the trains on the Virginia lines had been reduced to ten miles
per hour. For want of iron the worn-out rails could not be
renewed, nor the rotten cross-ties be replaced for want of work
men. Consequently, the government had the greatest trouble
in building the two branches" of railway running from Selma,
Alabama, to" Meridian in Mississippi, and from Danville to
Greensborough in North Carolina, although it had concentrated
all its efforts upon this work, the strategic importance of which
we have indicated elsewhere.

Under the influence of these complicated causes the spring of
1863 ushered in a veritable famine, with its melancholy train of
suffering and violence. It was feared at one time that the block
ade would oblige the Confederacy to succumb before the famine
like a besieged city. Immense quantities of cotton and tobacco
were rotting on the soil, which, through a fatal shortsighted
policy, was still worked so as to be made to yield products which
were thenceforth useless. The armies were at times short of pro
visions. The most important places, like Vicksburg, were
insufficiently supplied with food. Finally, disturbances among
women who were clamoring for bread--disturbances which were
directed, as always happens everywhere under similar circum
stances, against monopolists-broke out first at Salisbury in
North Carolina on the 19th of March and at Raleigh on the
26th; then even at Richmond on the 2d of April, and.on the
15th at Mobile. In order to ward off the evil, at least for the
future, the government conceived the idea of prohibiting the

•
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cultivation of the BOil except for cereals. It was gUided, how
ever, by its advisers. On the 10th of April, Mr. Davis through
an official proclamation appealed to the patriotism of all planters,
conjuring them to devote themselves exclusively to the production
of articles of food: the local authorities followed his example.
This appeal was the more thoroughly appreciated inasmuch as
the change in the cultivation of the soil so persistently demand
ed was, so to say, rendered imperative by the laws of political
economy. The culture of the soil had necessarily to be adapted
to the wants of consumers. The area of fields sown with
cereals was considerably increased; attention was given to the
mising of cattle and hogs. This transformation, which at a later
period brought abundance to the Confederacy in the very hour
of its military reverses, had the immediate effect of driving away
famine by throwing all the provisions that could yet be found
on the market. But, as we have already observed, it finally
brought about a result quite unexpected by those who had BO

eagerly clamored for the change. In fact, if in the winter of
1862--63 the Confederacy was almost starved out, this very
famine was a bulwark as effective as its armies against invasion,
and we have seen how at this period the lOBS of the d~pM8 of
Holly Springs compelled Grant to beat a speedy retreat; whereas
in the winter of 1864-65 the resources accumulated in Georgia
enabled Sherman to accomplish his march to the coast, which
two years previously would have been impossible.

In the midst of these great difficulties the statesmen of the
South found BOme enco~ement and strong ground for hope
in contemplating the difficulties which had likewise overtaken
the government against which they were waging war. As
we have stated elsewhere, the first Emancipation Proclamation
of the President, that of September 22, 1862, by rendering the
rupture between the Democratic party and the executive power
irrevocable, had placed the latter, for the first time, face to face
with a powerful constitutional opposition. It is true that its
leaders had adopted a programme difficult to execute. Blaming
Mr. Lincoln for the defeats of the Federal armies, they promised
victory if they should attain power, and proposed to prosecute
the war with greater vigor, while renouncing all restrictive

•
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measures, which they denounced 88 tyrannical, and by seeking
to conciliate those even whom they pretended to be able to
conquer on the battlefield by means of concessions regarding
constitutional questions. But the arbitrary acts, the unjust
favors, the most necessary measures for defence even, the SllS

pension of the haheas corpw, the increasing rates of taxation,
added daily to the number of discontents who joined the ranks
of this opposition.

The elections that took place during the autumn of 1862 in
ten of the States, either for the office of governor or for Repre
sentatives in Congress, soon revealed the strength of this oppo
sition. :Mr. Horatio Seymour, who had distinguished himself
by the vehemence of his attacks upon the administration, was
elected governor of New York: Out of one hundred and
twenty-four Representatives elected, the opposition succeeded in
obtaining sixty-seven, thus gaining thirty seats over the dele
gation elected two years before-an advantage which reduced,
but did not destroy, the preponderance of the Republican party,
which could alw.ays count upon the suffrages of the New England
States. The returns of these local elections gave to the Democrats
a small majority of 35,000 votes out of 2,422,000 voters, whilst
in the same States Mr. Lincoln had received in 1860 a majority
of more than two hundred thousand votes over his competitors.
Public opinion was therefore' shaken: the most zealous partisans
of the President's policy acknowledged that a general vote on the
question of emancipation, and even on the war, might not perhaps
be in his 'favor. It is true that a close analysis of this ballot
would have enabled a judicious observer to foresee how shortlived
was likely to be the reaction which had produced it. The vote of
soldiers under arrns-a fatal and dangerous institution in itself,
which ended in being generally practised by the volunteers-was
at this time a privilege only exercised in a few States: this portion
of the suffrages gave an enormous majority to the government.
So that, far from being discouraged, the men who fought the war
insisted upon its continuation, and, enlightened by experience,
they judged the slavery question with far more sagacity than
their fellow-citizens who remained at home. For however short
a period the struggle might be prolonged, they were destined to
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exercise an immense influence over the latter, and gradually
modify their opinions.

These local manifestations could not compel Mr. Lincoln to
change his policy, which was endorsed by both houses of Con
gress. It was in response to the threats of the opposition that,
mixing up, like the ~tter-most unfortunately for the army
civil aft:airs with military matters, he had deprived McClellan of
his command. We have seen that the emancipation announced
on the 22d of September was proclaimed on the 1st of January,
1863.

The leaders of the Democratic partj found themselves, in the
mean while, in the situation, painful, for sincere patriots, of all
oppositions which lay aside their arms in times of war. The
disaster of Fredericksburg, the check of Chickasaw Bayou, the
inaction of Rosecrans after Murlreesborougli, were 80 many
political victories for their cause. The vote of three North
eastern States-where the Republicans, hitherto all-powerful,
had considerable trouble in electing their candidates--showed
in the months of March and April what progress the Democratio
party had made. Shortly afterward the arrest and banishment
of Mr. Vallandigham caused a greater excitement throughout the
country, inasmuch as these acts of summary justice were coincident
with the defeat at Chancellorsville. Finally, to all these causes
of discontent were added the preliminary operations of the con
scription law. All those who were opposed to the war either
from conviction or interest, those even who approved it, but on
condition of not being forced to take part in it in person, were
tcrribly alarmed when they saw their names on draft-lists, and
from that moment became bitter adversaries of the government.

The leaders of the opposition, thus sustained, became every day
bolder, and, as always happens in similar cases, the heat of the
conflict caused them to modify by degrees their programme.
Convinced that the South could not be conquered, they only
Mught for a plausible pretext to treat with, and recognize the
independence of, the Confederacy. The party of War Democrats

• disappeared and was merged into that of Peace Democrats, which
two years before was only a very weak minority. Europe, With
the exception of Russia, almost unanimously espoused the canse

j)
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of the Peace Democrats. It looked upon the efforts and. perse
verance of the Federal government 88 the effect of blind infat
uation, of sanguinary obstinacy, while the government of the
Tuileries, despising the healthy traditions of the French mon
archy, proposed to England to interfere for the purpose of
imposing a mediation. It is true that. France had not the
courage to follow out the policy it had adopted in regard to
Mexico. Taking its wishes for reality, it became so thoroughly
convinced of the impending defeat of the North that it deemed
it wiser to let the destruction of the Union be accomplished
without interference, an essential result of the success which
has attended its Transatlantic combinations. Nevertheless, the
French despatch of the 9th of January, 1863, W88 a menace

'/which might be realized at any moment. .
Let us sum up 'in a few wOI:ds the situation of the two adver

saries. The South saw her finances ruined, her paper worthless;
the conscription and the impressments could alone fill up the
ranks of her armies and feed them. The total number of her
able-bodied population did not admit of any hope that her effect
ive forces could be increased in the future, while famine threat
ened to paralyze her military operations. The word" famine,"
in fact, is not an exaggeration when speaking of the -difficulty of
feeding the best-organized army, that of Lee, even when it lay
inactive on the Rappahannock. A general officer would some
times be reduced to the necessity of abstracting a few handsful
of corn from his horses, which he roasted, so 88 to add to his
meagre allowance of food. An idea may be forrped from this
of the distress everywhere prevailing among other troops where
they could not live exclusively on the resources of the country
they occupied. The Confederate soldiers, inured to the hard
ships of war by two years' campaigning, and commanded by
experienced leaders, were full of confidence in· their superiority
over the Federals. The Army of Northern Virginia, victorious
at Chancellorsville in spite of its numeriwl weakness, had been·
reinforced by the return of Longstreet with three divisions, and
if it was not quite 88 strong 88 it was ten months before, it may
be asscrted that it had never been more formidable, more capa
ble of a great effort. In the West, Grant W88 detained before
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Vicksburg, whose defences were then considered impregnable,
but the Secretary of War was aware that the resistance of this
place was limited to the extent of its provisions, and that famine
would win the day within a few weeks.

It was therefore largely in the interest of the Confederate gov
ernment to strike a decisive blow on the battlefield: it possessed
an instrument in its armies as perfect as could possibly be desired,
while the difficulties in the interior, as well as military consider
ations, made it then a duty on its part to risk everything to end
the war by a final victory.

Moreover, the political situation of her adversaries afforded to
the South the only chance for accomplishing the object she had
pursued from the day she had· assumed the position of a sovereign
power. This object, the independence of the slave States, simple
in appearance, was not so in reality. We have shown elsewhere
that the political and social institution of slavery could not be
maintained except on condition of its being respected beyond the
boundaries of its own domain. Its advocates, after having long
controlled the Union, had drawn back from the moment that
the central executive power slipped from their hands. But as to
this flmdamental institution of the new Confederacy, the vicinity
of a great hostile power comprising all the free States, the real
master of the continent and spreading rapidly over the vast terri
tories open to colonization, would have been still more fatal than
the maintenance of the Union as it was in 1861. In order that
a. slaveholding community may expand and prosper it must have
nothing to fear from its neighbors: if independence was the object
of the Confederacy, supremacy was therefore the indispensable
means to guarantee it. If the soldiers who were lavish of their
blood on the battlefields thought that they were only fighting to
repel an invasion from the North, the sagacious men who directed
their movements ·knew full well that a purely defensive policy
would not suffice. After having abandoned the Union, might
·they not prevent its reconstruction to their injury? There was
nothing chimerical in this hope: its realization depended on the
fate of battles. One secession might bring on another. Many
interests, both polipcal and commercial, were bound to divide
the Western States, the Central and Eastern States, as BOon as
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the governing principle, the national bond which had hitherto
kept them united, was repudiated. This new crisis seemed to
be approaching. The parties which in 1861 had set aside their
quarrels in order 00 defend the Constitution were again in open
conflict. Those in favor 'of peace, whose number had· rapidly
increased, no longer concealed their hopes, and scarcely disguised
their sympathies for the South. In the large cities popular dis
content, muttering in secret, only asked to make common cause
with those who, arms in hand, were fighting the lawful govern
ment. The sequel proved that formidable insurrections were
ready to break out: they would have incited new seceeding
movements, dragging along the timid and the wavering, par
alyzing the action of the government, and breaking the Union
inoo a thousand fragments. The latter disappearing with the
authority that represented it, the Confederacy, strongly consti
tnted, fonnded on the common interest of all its members, wonld
become the dominating power by the side of States greatly
divided, it may be oorn to pieces by a new civil war, among
which it could select allies, or rather proMghf, without fear of
rivals.

In order to make the Federal edifice, already so terribly shaken,
thus 00 crumble, a single great vicOOry was perhaps sufficient; but
this vicOOry had to be achieved on the enemy's territory: a defen
sive success ,vas not enough to accomplish the object, nor was
it expedient 00 wait until the North had given up the game
through sheer exhaustion. By invading the free States the Con
federate armies would not only afford BOrne relief to the popula
tions of the South, which had been sorely tried for the last two
years; they would show 00 Europe that the moment had arrived
for reaching out a friendly hand to a power capable of maintain
ing its independence by such efforts. To Lee's army was awarded
the great and perilous honor of performing this task. Pember
ton had been shut up in Vicksburg with the remnants of his
army since the 18th of May. Bragg's only care at Tullahoma
was 00 free himself, without troubling himself about gaining the
distant shores of the Ohio unless powerfully reinforced.

It is true that Longstreet had proposed 00 Lee to go and rein
force Bragg with his army corps, in order 00 undertake, by way
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of Kentucky, the campaign of invasion which was to decide the
fate of the war. But this campaign could not have produced the
same results as that of which Washington, Baltimore, Philadel
phia, and the mines of PeDllsylvania were the immediate objec
tive points. Indeed, on that side the Army of Northern Virginia
had but a few days' march to accomplish in order to cross the
Potomac: it knew all its fords. Taught by experience, it could
renew the campaign of the preceding year under better auspices.
If, as was the case after the two battles of Manassas, the capture
of Washington itself should seem above its power, it need not
run against the fortifications of the capital in order to succeed.
It could either occupy the large cities of Pennsylvania, cnt the
Northern States almost in two and paralyze them, or by deliver
ing Baltimore from Federal rule isolate the capital of the Union
and force Mr. Lincoln and his government to abandon it in dis
grace or allow himself to be blockaded within its walls. Above
all, it could by threatening either ~f. these operations drive the
Army of the Potomac from the formidable positions it occupied
along the Rappahannock, and either draw it away from the forti
fications of Washington, its base of operations and its refuge in
case of defeat, or oblige it to resume the offensive under the most
unfavorable circumstances. Between the armies which invaded
the Confederacy in every direction Lee could thus choose his
adversary in order to strike him a decisive blow. If this blow
should not suffice to end the war, if the Army of Northem Vir
ginia should even be compelled to recross the Potomac, it would
have succeeded in breaking up the plans of the hostile generals,
turned the tide of war during the mild season, and thus made a
gain of one year. It was better to attempt this invasion, notwith
standing all its ri.~ks, than to continue making the heaviest sacri
fices for such victories as that of Chancellorsville-a fruitless vic
tory, for if it had reduced the ranks of both parties in the same
proportion, the Federals alone could have been able to fill up the
voids, while summer, by opening all the roads to Richmond,
would probably have obliged Lee to leave Fredericksburg for the
defence of the capital.

In the mean while, several officers-including the commanuer
in-chief of the Army of Northern Virginia, according to some

VOL. III.-211
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accounts-were busy in mlculating the losses that an aggrt>iiSive
campaign might inflict upon this army, whose. ranks it was so dif
ficult to fill through the process of recruiting. They would have
preferred that ·the army had confined itself to the task of repul
sing the Federals, of keeping them away from Richmond, in using
ita strength in fruitless efforts, rather than compromise, in such a
venture, all the advantages they had gained with so much trouble
during the last two years. Some politicians also feared-without
cause, in our opinion-that an invasion, even a successful one at
the outset, so far from shaking the determination of their adver
saries, might be the means of putting an end to party struggles in
the North and unite all men once more in defence of the Federal
power. One of the most enlightened among them, Vice-Presi
dent Stephens, on being informed that the campaign we are about
to describe had opened, wrote to Mr. Davis on the 12th of June,
proposing to go to WflBhington with words of peace before the
Confederate soldiers had crossed the Potomac. But the confi
dence and zeal of the latter put an end to all hesitatiou on the
part of their leaders: public opinion, excited almost to frenzy by
success, imperatively demanded that the seat of war should be
transferred to the soil of the free States. "If the general wants
provisions, let him go and look for them in Pennsylvania," said
the chief of the bureau of subsistence, it is reported, in reply to a
demand for rations addressed to that department by General Lee.
In a purely military point of view this step was perhaps impru-

. dent; but in the situation of the two adversaries, policy, being for
once in perfect accord with the popular sentiment, counselled the
attempt.
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CHAPTER II.

BRAND Y STATION.

ON the 3d of June, 1863, Lee put his army in motion. The
future of America was about to be decided for ever.

This army bore but little resemblance to the brave but undis
ciplined troops that had defended the Manassas plains two years
before. It had even become, through its organization and disci
pline, its experience in fighting and marching, much superior
to what it was the preceding year, when its chieftain led it

• into Maryland for the first time. The extreme confidence that
animated it, as we have observed, imparted to it immense strength
on the field of battle, but it also inspired it with an imprudent
contempt for its adversaries. From the day following the battle
of Chancellorsville the government and the generals had applied
themselves to the task of reinforcing and reorganizing it. The
return of the three divisions that had been besieging Suffolk, the
forwarding of new regiments which had been withdrawn from
points of least importance for defence, and, finally, the arrival of
a large number of recruits, had during the latter part of May .
carried its effective force to eighty thousand men, 68,352 of
whom were infantry. The latter had been divided into three
army corps, each comprising three divisions. Up to this time
the nine divisions of the Army of Northern Virginia had been
partitioned between Longstreet and Jackson, to whom Lee allowed
great freedom of action over the whole extent of the battlefield
where each happeped to be in command. Being deprived of the
services of him who, of his two lieutenants, W8s most accustomed
to exercise independent command, and obliged thenceforth to give
more personal attention to the management of battles, Lee felt
that it was necessary to reduce the size of his army corps in
order to render them more manageable. Longstreet retained the
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First i Ewell and A. P. Hill were placed at the head of the Boo
ond and Third, and each of them had the ~nk of lieutenant
general conferred upon him. If these last two officers, to recall
the comparison made after the death of Turenne, were the "small
change" for Stonewall Jackson, it might be said with truth that
the minor coins were of sterling value.

No one could dispute to Ewell the honor of succeeding Jackson
in the command of the Second corps. We have seen him at his
brilliant dlibut charging the gate of Mexico in 1847 with
Kearny's squadron. A Virginian by birth, like Lee and
Jackson, he possessed on that soil, so fruitful in valiant soldiers,
a beautiful residence near the city of Williamsburg, in the heart
of the old colony of English Cavaliers. This dwelling, of brick
and wood, square built, with a lofty flight of steps, of sombre
aspect, and standing alone in the centre of a vast clearing, sur
rounded by a magnificent forest, had been for a year in p0sses

sion of the Federals. After having almost invariably played the •
principal r6w in the operations directed by Jackson, Ewell,
severely wounded at Chantilly, had not been able to look on
his domain for rest and health. Finally, after nine months'
absence, he rejoined on crutches the army which had not for
gotten his services. More fortunate than his old chief, he had,
thanks to his robust and active temperament, successfully borne
the sufferings consequent upon amputation, and seemed to be suf
ficiently restored to health to fight for the' recovery of his patri
mony. Having lost one leg, he had himself fastened to his saddle
and resumed his command. He had the required energy, firmness,
and activity to be the.leader of soldiers who, knowing their own
value, were severe judges of the qualities possessed by their chiefs i
but he lacked the unerring quickness of perception of his prede
cessor, which could discover instantaneously the weak point of an
adversary.

A. P. Hill, like Ewell, was a Virginian. 14ving also partici
pated in all the labors of Jackson, be had been slightly wounded,
almost at the same time as ,the latter, in the terrible affair of
Dowdall's Tavern. Gifted with a degree of perseverance equal
to any emergency, he was always ready to take charge of the
most difficult undertakings, and inspired his chiefs, his comrades,
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and his subordinates with equal confidenoo. His force of will
overcame the weakness of a shattered constitution, which had
emaciated his manly faoo. He was 'never sick on the day of .
battle. We have stated that his name was the last uttered by
Jackson's lips as he lay on his deathbed. He waited for the

.completion of his task to respond to this mIl and to join his
chief. The latter had fallen in the midst of victory; A. P.
Hill perished in the last hour of the war, when all hope was
100t save the privilege of dying like a soldier with sword in ~

hand.
The reorganization of the artillery completed the changes

effected by Lee in the distribution of his foroos. Up to this
time the batteries were divided betweeQ the divisions, sometimes
even specially attached to some particular brigade: they had to
be detached in order to employ them singly or unite them in
groups, henoo a miserable scattering on the battlefield. They
were all now plaood under the command of General Pendle
ton, a brave and energetic offioor who had been tried under
fire. Some of these batteries formed an independent reserve;
the rest, while still remaining under his control, were 88Bigned
temporarily to the army corps. The artillery consisted of fif
teen battalions, each composed of four batteries of four pieces
sixteen guns in all. These battalions, commanded by experienced
offioors, while remaining under the controlling direction of Gen
eral Pendleton, were divided between the three corps, each receiv
ing five-making eighty pieoos of artillery. Three of the bat
talions were each speciqlly attached to a division, while the other
two formed a reserve. Five mounted bat~ries of six pieoos each
composed the light artillery of Stuart's alvalry division.

The alvalry, reinforced and newly mounted under the super
vision of Stuart, had, after Chanoollorsville, taken up its old
quarters at Culpeper, and occupied the triangle comprised between
the Rapidan and the Rappahannock, watching the right wing of
the Federals along this latter river, and still menacing their lines .
of communication. In this position it covered the roads that the
Confederate army had to follow if it desired to advanoo in the
direction of the North. In fact, as Lee could not think of
crossing the Rappahannock by main foroo in the faoo of
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Hooker's army, he had only two plans of campaign to follow
if he assumed the offensive: either to turn his right wing in
order to forestall him at Manassas and before Washington, or to
push forward toward Maryland by the valley of the Shenandoah,
masking his movement behind the Blue Ridge. The first plan,
which had proved successful the preceding year against Pope,
was too hazardous to be tried again a second time in the face of
an adversary taught by experience. Lee adopted the second,
which left the enemy in a state of uncertainty for a longer space
of time and enabled him to outvie the latter in speed. .

This movement was not without danger, for it oonsisted in
turning the right wing of the Federals; and in order to acoom
plish this the latter had ~ be detained before Fredericksburg by a
large display of troops while Lee's heads of oolumn reached the
banks of the Shenandoah. His army was thus stretched along
a line which throughout its entire length exposed its flank to the
attacks of the enemy. The utmost secrecy oould alone ward off
the danger of these attacks.

The forest of the Wilderness had resumed its wonted stillness,
disturbed only by the footsteps of Confederate scouts; the grass
had covered the oorpses and the d~bris of every kind which lay
scattered among the woods; the Federal trenches, the torn and
shattered trees, and the vestiges of fires, alone recalled to mind
the conflict of the 3d of May. Precisely one month to a day
had elapsed since this battle when Longstreet's First division,
under McLaws, penetrated this henceforth historical Wilderness.
Another division followed it closely; the Third, under Hood, was
already on the banks of the Rapidan, and the whole army corps,
crossing this river, rea:ched the neighborhood of Culpeper Court
house on the evening of the 7th.

A portion of Ewell's oorps had started. in the same direction
on the 4th; the remainder moved forward on the morning of the
5th: Hill's corps, therefore, was the only one left to occupy the
positions from Taylor's Hill to Hamilton's Crossing in which the
army had passed the winter, and it had to be ~eployed along this
line in order to oonceal the departure of two-thirds of the army.
The vigilance of the outposts had, in fact, prevented Hooker's
spies from reporting this departure to him: no one had been able
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to C1'OB8 the river for several days. But the movements of troops
mused by the removal of Hill's divisions could not altogether
avoid attracting the attention of the Federals. Besides, they
knew their adversaries too well not to anticipate an attack the
moment that they did not resume the aggressive themselves.

A few words on the situation of the Army of the Potomac for
the last month will enable the reader to understand why, contrary

- to its tactics of the preceding year, it lay waiting, inactive in its
positions, for the Confederates to take the initiative of a new
mmpaign.

Whilst the latter saw their ranks filling up, those of the Union
army were thinning out in an alarming manner. The expiration
of their terms of service carried off five thousand well-tried men
in the month of May, and ten thousand in June; the fatigues of
a short but distressing mmpaign and the first heats of summer
increased the number of sick; desertions had not been entirely
stopped; and the recruiting of regiments already organized was
almost at a standstill.

The active infantry force that Hooker had at his disposal was
thus reduced to eighty thousand men. The artillery was thence
forth too numerous, and out of proportion to the above figures.
The mvalry, on the other hand, worn out by Stoneman's raid,
needed a few weeks' rest to recuperate. The authorities at
Washington might have reinforced the Army of the Potomac
by discontinuing or reducing the number of useless posts and
garrisons, but the most sad experience had failed to induce
them to abandon this system of scattering the troops. At the
very moment when all the Confederate forces were leaving the
coast to join Johnston in the West or Lee in Virginia, a whole
army corps was left at Port Royal, one division at New Berne,
two at Suffolk, and one in the peninsula of Virginia, to waste
away without a purpose, without any plan of mmpaign; whilst
in the district which the Army of the Potomac was called upon
to ·defend, entire corps, such as the Washington garrison under
Heintzelman, Stahel's six thousand mvalry in the neighborhood
of ,Manll8Sll8, and Milroy's division in the Valley of Virginia,
acted independently of Hooker and under the immediate direc
tion of Halleck; the commander-in-chief of the Army of the
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Potomac not being even informed of the orders these officers
received. Lee's projects conld not have been more effectually
8ubserved.

Hooker no longer inspired his army with the same confidence
as before Chancellorsville: the council of war that was held prior
to the retreat had given rise to BOme painful retrospective discus
sions among BOrne of his generals, the knowledge of which had
reached WlIBhington. Halleck, without daring to request Hook
er's dismissal, shared the opinion of those who believed that the
burden of command was too heavy for his shoulders, and, far
from being urged to act, it was recommended to him to wait
for a favorable opportunity.

It was during this state of expectancy, about the end of May,
that vague rumors got afloat foreshadowing the impending move
ment of the Confederates. The Federals were not alone to suffer
from the indiscretions of politicians and journalists: there were
also men in the South who, for the silly satisfaction of being
considered well informed, worked incessantly in their endeavors
to fathom military secrets, and hastened to divulge them. The
Richmond papers published that Lee was about to undertake
an aggressive movement, and it was openly announced in the
streets of the capital that he would invade Maryland at the head
of eighty-five thousand men. Hooker thought justly that his
adversaries were not likely to' come to attack him in his positions
at Falmouth, and try to turn him; but he was under the impres
sion that they were about to resume the campaign plan of the pre
ceding year, and proceed toward Manassas by crossing the Rappa
hannock near its source. ,He WllB confirmed in this opinion by the
gathering of Stuart's cavalry at Culpeper and the increasing bold
ness of the guerillas who infested the country in his rear; for one
of these bands even attempted, at Greenwich on the 31st of May,
to capture a train intended for his army. It required, however,
the removal of the encampments of Hill's corps on the 4th of
June to induce him to BUSpect a serious movement on the part
of the enemy, and to decide to emerge from his inactivity in
order to make sure of the fact. On the morning of the 5th
the pontonniers were ordered to throw two bridges over the
Rappahannock at the point known by the name of Franklin's
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Crossing. The Sixth corpe, which was encamped in the neighbor
hood, sustained them and held itself ready to cross the river. This
movement might be only a simple demonstration j it might also
he the beginning of an operation which would have proved very
dangerous for the enemy. Hooker, with the same sagacity he
had shown in planning the battle of Chancellorsville, was fully
convinced that an attack upon the weakened lines of Fredericks
burg while a portion of Lee's army was probably pushing forward
along the Culpeper road was the best means for preventing the
invasion projected by his adversary. If the movement of tile
latter was not yet fully defined, he could thus stop him. If, on
the contrary, he allowed him time to advance farther toward the
North and to further Separate his columns, he could then make
a sudden attack with superior forces upon the troops which his
presence at Falmouth detained on the Lower Rappallannock, and
crush in its isolation one of the army corps whose co-operation
was indispensable to Lee for an aggressive campaign.
. Such a project was at once bold and well conceived: it had, in
our opinion, great chances of success; but there was one obstacle,
mOre difficult to overcome than rivers, or eyen hostile batteries,
which did not allow Hooker to execute it: this was the instruc
tions he had received along with the command of the army.
These instructions formally directed him to cover Washington
and Harper's Ferry. Washington, surrounded by formidable
fortifications perfectly armed, had a numerous garrison, while
Stallel's cavalry division, by clearing the approaches for a consid
erable distance, did not permit the enemy to attempt a surprise
against the place. Harper's Ferry, we have already shown, had
no strategic importance whatever; nevertheless, if it. was desired
to preserve this position, which had been very unnecessarily forti
fied, there could have been brought to the place five or six thou
sand men who under Milroy occupied Winchester and the lower
part of the Valley of Virginia. But the requirements of General
Halleck for the defence of these two points, after having fettered
the movements of McClellan on the Chickahominy and in the
Antietam campaign, were not likely to yield to Hooker's repre
sentations. On the 5th of June the latter had asked for permis
sion to act independently of these instructions, and to manreuvre
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his army 118 he thought proper, in order to be able to Rtrike the
enemy wherever he could find the occasion to fight him to advan
tage were he to let him advance northward, while he himself
should menace the Confederate capital. This permission Wll8 re
fused. Halleck tried to prove to him tbat it would be better to
follow in the wake of Lee's heads of column, whose direction no
one could 118 yet exactly foresee; while Mr. Lincoln, recapitulating
the scientific demonstration of his military director by a homely
comparison, gave the form of an apologue to a telegram addressed
to the commander of the Army of the Potomac: "I would not
take any risk of being entangled upon the river, like an ox
jumped half over a fence, and liable to be torn by dogs front
and rear, without a fair chance to gore one way or to kick the
other."

These instructions were positive and formal. Hooker had no
other alternative but to conform to them. He had asked that all
the forces which might have to operate against Lee should be
united under one single command in order to combine their
efforts. General Halleck deemed the superior control exercised
by him from his office at Washington 118 quite sufficient for that
purpose. The Army of the Potomac, doomed to act on the
defensive, could not thenceforth prevent the enemy from accom
plishing his design.

Hooker did his best not' to allow himself to be surprised or
forestalled by Lee. The bridges had been thrown over the river
in the afternoon of June 5th, after a pretty sharp engagement
with the Confederate skirmishers. As the latter were harassing
the pontonniers a great deal, a Federal detachment had crossed
the river in boats and dispersed them, after taking about one
hundred prisoners. On the morning of the 6th, Hooker made
Howe's division cross over to the right side of the Rappahannock.
Lee, alarmed at this movement, caused a portion of Hill's corps
to advance, holding himself ready to recall Ewell, who had been
on the march since the day previous. But Hooker had his
hands tied: when he saw the display of forces Howe provoked,
he stopped the latter, without having been able to ascertain
whether he had the enemy's whole army before him or only a
portion of it. As to Lee, he soon discovered the weakness
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of this demonstration. Perfectly at ease on the point, he made
preparations to join Longstreet, instructing Hill to follow him as
soon as the movements of which he was about to take the direc
tion had compelled the enemy to abandon the banks of the Rap
pahannock.

Hooker bad determined to feel the enemy at both extremities
of his line at once. Whilst Howe was crossing the river he
made preparations for a large oovalry reconnoi&<Jance in the direc
tion of Culpeper. He was not aware, as we have remarked, that
Lee's army was itself on the march toward this point. But he
knew that the enemy's whole oovalry was gathered there; that
Stuart, reinforced on all sides, had nearly ten thousand sabres
at his command; and, even if the signs and rumors had not
informed him, he was too well acquainted with the character of
this young general not to feel convinced that he would not remain
long inactive with such forces at his disposal. In what direction
would he strike? Was he about to undertake a simple raid or to
cover the movemeniB of the enemy's infantry? It was necessary
to make sure of this, and if possible to bafHe his plans by a sud
den attack. Unfortunately, the Federal oovalry had not yet en
tirely recovered from the long march it had made in the begin
ning of May. In spite of the eft"ortB of its new chief, General
Pleasonton, who had deserved this position by his brilliant beha
vior at Cbancellorsville, the three divisions composing it scarcely
numbered seven thousand five hundred sabres. In order to make
up for Pleasonton's numerical inferiority, it beoome necessary to
add to his command the two infantry brigades under Ames and
Russell, detached from the Eleventh and Sixth corps, which
counted about three thousand men under arms. Notwithstand
ing the excellent qualities of these foofrBoldiers, their co-operation
interfered with the mobility of the column of oovalry, and con
sequentlydestroyed part of iiB chances of success. The troops
under Pleasonton's command were all 8OOttered: in order to aft"ord
them time to concentrate, Hooker directed him not to cross the
Rappahannock until nine in the morning. While he was pre
paring to strike a sudden blow in the direction of Culpeper,
Longstreet, unknown to him, had reached this village with all
his infantry on the evening of the 7th. The arrival of Lee,
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who joined him before evening, W'aS hailed by every one as sure
proof that the hour for important operations had arrived. The
general-in-<lhief found his cavalry thoroughly prepared for the
r~f£ it was about to play.

Stuart, jnstly proud of this splendid force, had some time
before asked Lee to come with some friends and review it.
"Here I am," said the general-in-<lhief to him, pointing with
his finger to the bivouacs of the First corps,-" here I am with
my friends, according to your invitation." It was agreed that
on the following day Lee and his "friends "-that is to say, all
of Longstreet's soldiers-8hould ·witness the cavalry review.

With the exception of some regiments det.aehed on outpost
duty, all Stuart's cavalry was assembled on the 8th in a beau
tiful open plain between Culpeper and Brandy Station. Gene
ral Lee, motionless on his horse, his head covered with a broad
brimmed hat, occupied an elevated position near a pole upon
which was flying a large Confederate flag. For the army
assembled around him, this man with a long gray beard, as
wise as he was brave, of dignified mien, whose profile stood out
in fine relief under a dazzling sky, brought by his mere pres
ence a certain pledge of victory to the symbol of the Sonthern
cause which floated by his side. The simplicity of attire, the
immobility and serions countenance, of the general-in-<lhief, who
no doubt was already revolving in his mind the chances of his
new campaign, were in strong contrast with the brilliant uniform,
the gay deportment, and cheerful looks of Stuart as he passed,
sword" in hand, with his troopers before their companions-in
arms. As if real war, with its sufferings and risks, had not
been enough for him, Stuart omitted none of the features which
in times of peace constitute a sham fight, with its conventions
and improbabilities, such as dashing, headlong charges suddenly
stopped, cannonading against a fictitious enemy-for even pow
der, so precious in warfare, was not spared-while the distant
sounds of thi.~ pretended battle reached the very bAnks of the
Rappahannock, to the astonishment of the Union scouts who
were watching along the course of the river.

The campaign was about to commence. Stuart was to menace
the Federals in the vicinity of Warrenton in order to conceal
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from them the movementB of the infantry, which was about to
turn itB bock alm08t completely upon them as it proceeded north
westward, by way of Sperryville and Thornton's Gap, to reach
the valley of the Shenandoah. On the evening of the 8th the
Confederate cavalry bivouacked in the neighborhood of Brandy
Station, halfway between Culpeper and the Rappahannock.
Stuart established his head-quarters upon a barren hill of con
siderable height, which under the name of Fleetwood Hill
stretches out north-east of Brandy Station perpendicularly to
the railroad, and overlooks the wooded country surrounding it.
Jones' brigade, composed of Virginia partisans recently attached
to Stuart's corps, watched the fords of the Rappahannock, while
Fitzhugh Lee's brigade, commanded by Colonel Munford, its
chief being sick, had gone to encamp at Oak Shade on the other
side of Hazel River, along the road which all the cavalry had to
follow. The other three brigades, under the respective commands
of Generals Robertson, Hampton, and W. H. F. Lee, as well as
the mounted artillery, were 8B5embled at Fleetwood. Never
had Lee's young and brilliant lieutenant been in command of a
finer or more numerous body of men: these brigades contained
each from four to five regiments, alm08t equivalent to the Federal
divisions, constituting a total effective force of more than nine
thousand five hundred troopers, well mounted, well accOutred,
and accompanied by thirty pieces of artillery perfectly equipped
and well served.

This time, however, it waS the Federals' turn to outBpeed and
surprise their adversaries. They had able and experienced com
manders to lead them. Unnssumi;ng in his deportment, reserved
and reticent, Pleasonton possessed correct judgment, quickness
of perception, decision of character, and great determination of
purpose. The cavalry was divided into three divisions, under
Generals Buford, Gregg, and Colonel Duffie. The two first
mentioned had already been accustomed to independent com
mands: being fully acquainted with the kind of warfare they
were called upon to wage, they had succeeded in inspiring their
soldiers with the fullest confidence. Since the battle of Kelly's
Ford the Federal troopers had ceased to believe in the superiority
of their adversaries. This was one great advantage in their favor.
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Pleasonton, although fully aware that the bulk of the enemy's
forces was assembled at Brandy Station, knew nothing of the
disposition that Stuart had made of his troops: he had therefore
to clear the principal movement directed against this point, and
to hold himself ready either to push forward and disperse the
hostile cavalry on every side if he should succeed in surprising
it, or to fall back in case of his not being. able to dislodge it.
He formed two columns: with the first, composed of Buford's
division and Ames' infantry, he proposed to cross the Rappa
hannock at Beverly Ford, about two miles above Rappahannock
Station, and march directly upon Brandy Station, situated at a
distance of four and a half miles. The second column, com
prising the other two divisions of cavalry and Russell's brigade,
under Gregg's command, was to cross the river at Kelly's Ford,
much lower down, and to divide afterward. Duffie, taking a
south-westerly direction, was ordered to push as far as Stevens
burg, to find out whether the enemy occupied the road between
Chancellorsville and Culpeper, and whether he had any troops
on the march along that road, and to cover the left against any
offensive movement on their part. In the mean while, Gregg,
with his division, was to proceed toward Brandy Station in order
to strike the rear of the cavalry which Buford was to attack in
front, while Russell, bearing to the right in order to make short
work with his infantry, would endeavor to assist the latter
between the. railroad and Beverly Ford.

At daybreak on the 9th the two Federal columns crossed the
river, which was enveloped in a dense morning mist. The Con
federates, solely occupied with their own projects, had abandoned
the Rappahannock below the railroad line, and Gregg was able
to cross it not only without encountering any resistance, but eyen
without Stuart being informed of his presence on the right bank.
At Beverly Ford, Buford's head of column, formed by Colonel
Grimes* Davis' brigade, took advantage of the fog to surprise
and disperse Jones' outposts, stationed along the riveP. It came
near capturing by the same stroke the whole of Stuart's artil
lery, four mounted batteries, which the latter, while preparing for

* Colonel Benjamin F. Davis, Eighth New York cavalry. By his army lIIII!O

ciates he was familiarly called " Grimes" Davis.-En.
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the projected passage of the river, had imprudently caused to be
placed about half a mile in advance of the encampmentB occu
pied by the brigade of Virginia partisans. Th~ encampmentB
were located back of a wood, the edge of which extended twelve
hundred yards from the ford. No one suspected the approach of
the enemy: the ho~ were picketed, the men at work on fatigue
duty, and the entire troop would have been captured but for the
protection of the wood, which enabled the skirmishers who had
been driven from the bank to form again on foot and to pour
a sharp fire into the Federals, which brought the foremost
squadrons to a halt. Jumping quickly into the saddle, a por
tion of Jones' troopers come up at full gallop, and vigorously
resume the offensive against the Eighth New York. The two
bodies of troops become mixed up, a combat with sabre and pis
tol follows, and the Federals are repulsed. Colonel Davis, in
trying to rally them, falls mortally wounded. This premature
death deprived the Federal cavalry of one of itB best and most
brilliant officers. A captain in the regular army, highly esteemed
by his superiors and comrades, Davis had already distinguished
himself by his daring and sagacity in coming out of Harper's
Ferry a few days· before :Miles' capitulation, thus saving the
brigade placed under his command. He is promptly avenged :
the Eighth Illinois, coming up in itB turn, throws the Confeder-

• ates into disorder, carries off a portion of Stuart's baggage, and
drives the fugitives acr088 the wood and the remainder of their
bivouacs upon the main body of Jones' brigade, which the latter
has been forming in haste about two miles from the river. The
artillery, which, after the first discharge, has promptly fallen back,
supportB the line. This time Jones steadily waitB for the assailantB,
for it is only a question of detaining them long enough to enable
Stuart to come up with reinforoementB. The Confederates lU'e not
accustomed to see their adversaries assume the offensive with 80

much spirit. Ames' brigade, which has cr088ed the river, is de
ployed along the edge of the wood and occupies it in front, while
Buford's second brigade, inclining to the right, prepares to attack
them in flank. But the fire of the Confederate artillery is imme-

* Colonel Davis led the Union cavalry ont of Harpel's Ferry during the night
immediately preceding the IRI1TeI1der.-ED.
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diately directed against the latter. The Fifth and Six\h regulars
succeed in relieving the rest of the brigade, without being able to
recover their advantage; for Stuart, who has just arrived from
Fleetwood with a portion of his forces, in his tum hurls two
regiments upon iiB flank, which compel the Federals to beat a
speedy retreat.

At the first news of the passage of .Beverly Ford by the enemy,
the commander of the Confederate alvalry had hastened with most
of the forces at his disposal, W. H. F. Lee's and Hampton's bri
gades: Fitzhugh Lee's brigade, under Munford, was hastily reallled
from Oak Shade, while Robertson remained watching Brandy
Station. The forces 80 promptly gathered before Buford enabled
Stuart to resume the offensive at onoo. It was about ten o'clock
in the morning. But the Federals, strongly posted along the
edge of the wood and sustained by the fire of infantry, kept
him at a distance, while Munford vainly endeavored to turn
them by menacing the river-crossing. The combataniB, instead
of coming to close quarters and crossing swords, remained thus
watching each other and exchanging a fire of artillery and small
arms.

Pleasonton had already secured the information which Hooker
had charged him to obtain on the right bank of the Rappahan
nock. He had found in Stuart's baggage certain instructions
addressed to the latter which could admit of no doubt as to
the movement of the enemy's whole army toward the Valley of
Virginia; he had learned from these that the Confederate cavalry
was to attempt a descent upon the Manassas and Fredericksburg
Railroad* in order to cover this movement. But, finding the
occasion favorable, he determined to strike a blow which should
paralyze this cavalry and prevent it from alrrying out iiB
projected plan. Besides, he could not forsake his other two
divisions, and, seeing that he had to do with a strong force, he
decided to wait for the termination of the manreuvre they had
commenced.

Stuart, on his part, was preparing to attack him vigoronsly,
when unexpected news was brought him which stopped him
abruptly. The signal-station established on Fleetwood Hill

* Orange and Alexandria Railroad.-ED.
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apprised him of the approach of' a large Federal column which
,vas coming up on his rear and was already menacing Brandy
Station. This was Gregg, faithfully performing the task which
had been assigned to him. Stuart's situation was a dangerous
one": having', numerous and enterprising enemy before him,
he. saw himself threatened in his rear by a new adversary, who,
finding but a single brigade in his way, would not fail to place
him between two fires before long. It would soon be out of
his power to prevent Gregg and Buford from joining tbeir
forces on the battlefield, and thus inflicting upon him a com
plete defeat. There was no time to be lost to prevent this
jlmction. Following Lee's example at Chancellorsville, Stuart
does not hesitate for a moment. Availing himself of a slight
advantage he has just obtained over Buford to leave only W.
H. F. Lee's brigade and that of Fitzlmgh Lee before him, he
hastens with Hampton's and Jones' troops and a portion of his
light artillery to meet Gregg.

In the mean while, the latter' had" become engaged in a despe
rate struggle, and if the contrary wind' prevented the Federals near
Beverly Ford from catch"mg the' !!Ound of the combat that was
raging in that direction, its echoes reached him the more distinctly
and hastened his mardl. Hi~ l5('.()uts have penetrated unawares
into Brandy Station, nearly capturing a train as it was entering
the place. But Robertson, llaving- rormed his brigade, again
takes possession of it; for tt short time, however, for one of
Gregg's two brigades, commanded" by a brave English officer
whom we have already had occasion to mention, Colonel Percy
Wyndham, comes promptly to diSpute it with him. While one
section of the Federal artillery is cannonading !!Orne of the enemy's
pieces posted back of Fleetwood HiH, Wyndham hurls the First
Marrland against the station on the left. The Federal troopers
rush into it at a gallop, picking up a number of prisoners and dis
lodging the Confederates from it. Wyndham's whole brigade,
supported on the right by Kilpatrick"s, then rapidly advances
upon Fleetwood Hill. Robertson charges them in vain. After
a brisk combat the Southern troopers are dispersed. Wyndham
captures three of the euemyrs guns, as also a cluster of buildings
constituting Mr. Blrrbonr"s" residence, which stands on the summit

VOL. III.-30
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of the hill where Stuart had passed the night. It is at th~ crit
ical moment that the latter makes his appearance on this new bat
tlefield. He must, at any cost, recapture Fleetwood Hill from
the enemy, who, master of this position, commands the whole
country. He hurls all the troops under his coFand against
Wyndham, whose aquadrons have been somewhat scattered dur
ing the fight. The Federals are at first driven back, bnt they
form again, return to the charge, and recover their vantage
ground.

The Confederate troopers are astonished at this unwonted
display of audacity on the part of their adversaries, but they
promptly recover themselves, and close upon them in their turn.
Swords soon take the place of pistols, which the combatants have
lW time to reload. Wyndham, pressed by superior forces, has
fallen back near the station, taking with him his two guns,
together with the three pieces he has captured from the enemy.
Gregg, in order to relieve him, orders Kilpatrick's brigade to fall
upon the left Hank of the Confederates. The latter, strong in
numbers, do not yield one inch of ground. Their leaders per
form prodigies of valor, for this is a decisive moment. Along
all the slopes of Fleetwood Hill and around Brandy Station the
hostile lines are mixed in such a 'T1IJJk as was never before wit
nessed in America: cannon are wrenched from each other's p0s

session, changing hands several times. On both sides the losses
are heavy; Colonels Hampton, Butler, and Young are wounded
on the Confederate side, and three superior officers in Wyndham's
brigade alone.

Yet in. the presence of forces twice as numerons as its own
Gregg'~ division maintained itself with difficulty north of the
railroad. There was no assistance within reach. On the left,
Duffili, who had been sent in an opposite direction, had fo~nd

one of the enemy's regiments at Stevensburg, and put it to flight
af~ a sharp engagement, during which he made a number of
prisoners; bnt, although only within three or four miles of Brandy
Station, it does not appear that he thought of going to take part
in the combat which was fought by the Third division, and to which
he might have secured victory: at all events, he did not join it
in time, and only made his appearance in the evening on the
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banks of the Rappahannock.* On the right, RW!8ell's infantry,
notwithstanding their efforfB to keep np with the cavalry, are still
too far behind to be able to sustain it. Finally, still more to the
right, Buford has indeed resumed the ofrensive, and is slowly
driving W. H. F. Lee before him, who, while expoBing himself in
order to conceal the weakness of his force, is seriously woui:J.ded.
But Lee's efforfB are not in vain, for he has delayed the march
of Pleasonton, and the combat at Brandy Station will come to an
end without the latter being cognizant of the fact. A final charge
by G1lneral Young has driven Kilpatrick's brigade beyond the
railroad, and almost at the same time Wyndham, after having
lost the five pieces of artillery 80 long dispnted, has been obliged
to abandon Brandy Station. Kilpatrick's regiments return sev
eral times to the charge, but this is only done to cover the move
ments of the rest of the division. The Federals, moreover, have
soon cause to consider themselves fortunate in having got out of
the struggle in which they were engaged. Just as they are leav
ing Brandy Station they see 'before them long trains of cars which
stop to unload, first one battalion, then several others. Swarms
of infantry, whose bayonets from afar are glistening in the SUD,

form into line close to the road, and soon present an imposing
force. It is, in fact, the head of 'COlumn of Ewell's corps, which
at the first news of the battle Lee has sent in great haste from
Culpeper to Brandy Station. Rodes' division is already de
ployed, Early's follows it close; but Gregg does not allow them
time to overtake him. He falls back by way of his right in
order to find Russell and 888ist Buford, whom he has not
been able to meet in passing over the ground occupied by
the enemy.

During this time the forces of W. H. F . .Lee had retired before
Buford, who was pressing them closer and closer, abandoning all

* Colonel DuffitS arrived on the battlefield near Brandy Station about, 4 o'clock
in the afternoon, in time to cover with his division the return of the other two
divisions to the north bank of the Rappahannock. In his report, dated June
12, 1863, Colonel DuffitS Hays: "Upon my arrival Dear Beverly Ford, General
Pleasonton directed me to move with one brigade to 8Upport General Buford,
and send the Second brigade on the road leading to Rappahannock Ford to
Cover thecl"OIllling of the Third division. :My command Cl"OIllled Beverly Ford
at about five P•••"-ED.
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the positions they had defended until then; so that Pleasonton
and himself soon united with both Russell's infantry and Kil
patrick's cavalry. Stuart, on his part, following the movement
of the latter, had joined that portion of his foroes which he had
left in order to repair to Brandy Station. The two hostile army
corps were therefore fronting each other, mutually watching and
cannonading. But Pleasooton, satisfied with the results he had
obtained and the ground he had gained, and not hearing anything
from Duffi6, did not wish to renew the oombat. He had proved
to the Confederates that his cavalry were fully as good as theirs.
His sudden attack, the close fighting with small.arms, and the
losses he had inflicted upon the enemy, made Stuart relinquish
his design, if he had entertained such, of attempting a raid upon
the rwr of the Federal army. On the other band, Pleosonton's
reconnoissance had not only revealed to him the strength of the
Confederate cavalry, but also the presence of a numerous infantry
force at Cnlpeper. This was the most important result for the
future of the campaign: he was not, then, confronted by a mere
squadron of cavalry, but by a portion of the Army of Northern
Virginia. Lee's movement was unmasked. Pleasanton could
not communicate to his chief more important or more reliable
information: he hastened to forward it to him. It arrived in
time to enlighten Hooker and decide him to follow his adver-
sary. .

About five o'clock Pleasanton gave the order for retreat, which
was effected without difficulty. Before dark all the troops had re
crossed the Rappahannock. The losses on both sides were serious,
amounting to nearly six hundred men for each of the two ~ver

saries, between two hundred and fifty and three hundred of whom
were prisoners, and most of them wounded. The Confederates
had captured two dismounted guns; the Federals canied off' a
stand of colors. But the importance of the. battle of Brandy
Station cannot be measured by these figures, for it opens a new
era in the war we are describing. For the first time the Federal
cavalry, confiding in its own resources, has gone m ma&!e to
attack that of the enemy. For the first time these two bodies of
troops have fought a regular pitched battle, in which the infan
try and artillery have played but an insignificant part; and, as a
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natural consequence of this change of tactiM, sabres and pistols
have in these encounters taken the place of the musket; for the
first time the 88bre has made a large number of victims.

The conflict of the 9th ()f June could not thwart Lee's plans
nor seriously embarrass Stuart as to the rdle which had been·
assigned to him, as it was his duty, above all, to cover the move
ments of the infantry; but he foresaw that this rdle would be
a difficult one in the presence of so stubborn an adversary. It
was a serious warning to the Oonfederate cavalry to be on its
guard and keep close together, in order that the veil which it
was charged to draw between the two armies might not be
pierced again.

With regard to Hooker, he knew on the moming of the 10th
that General Lee, with a portion of his infantry, was at Culpeper
the day before. But the information obtained by his troopers at
the CORt of their blood not being under control like the news
gathered by the enemy through their intercourse with the inhab
itants, all in sympathy with the cause of the South, was naturally
very imperfect. Thus, while the two army corps of Longstreet
and Ewell were at Culpeper on the 9th, the Union general be
lieved that the latter was still on the right bank of the Rapidan
in the neighborhood of Chancellorsville. Consequently, he could
not yet fathom the designs of his adversary. Did the latter intend
to make a descent into the Valley of Virginia, supporting his
cavalry with a corps of infantry, or did he propose to renew the
movement which had secured him the victory of Manassaa the
previous year, by 'boldly throwing himself between Washington
and ~e Army of the Potomac? Such were the two eventual
ities which Hooker asked his government to be prepared for.
Without attempting to form an idea of the bold and brilliant
conception by which Lee, with all his army, was going to aliJ.>
through his hands in order to reach Pennsylvania before him, he
had fully understood that the valley of the Shenandoah might
be the scene of an expedition after Jackson's fashion. We have
stated that he had notified his superiors of the fact since the
5th: he renewed this warning on the 10th in announcing the
battle of BraDdy Station. No notice was taken of it at Wash
ington: we shall see presently the consequences of this neglect.
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It was evident that the enemy, whatever might be his ulterior
plan, had commenced an aggressive campaign, and that byextend
ing his left 88 far as Culpeper he weakened his right at Fredericks
burg. Hooker, being master of the Rappahannock fords, had
only to march upon the poaitions at Hamilton's to capture all the
famous defences of Marye's Hill, which he had already caused to
be evacuated once by his manreuvres. His army, admirably con
centrated, posae8Iled every advantage over the Confederates, who
were even more scattered than he had imagined. He would
have had only Hill's single corps to fight. Ewell, although
he was still unaware of the fact, was too far away to be able to
harass him during this operation. It is true that Longstreet
could have struck his rear from Culpeper and separated him
from Washington, but such a desperate attempt could neither
have afforded relief to Hill's corps, which a speedy retreat alone
could save, nor have seriously menaced the true base of oper
ations of the Army of the Potomac, which was upon the river at
Aqnia Creek.

Hill once dislodged, the road to Richmond was open. Hooker,
with that unerring judgment for which, unfortunately, he was
more distinguished in the council than on the battlefield, appre
ciated all the benefit that could be derived from the movement
of his adversary. Why not march directly upon the capital of
the enemy? It was an almost infallible means of cutting short
Lee's projects of invasion; and if the latter, to use a comparison
which it is said he had just employed in talking with his generals,
should attempt to play" queen for queen," if he should sacrifiee
Richmond in order to march upon Washington, all the advan
1age would have redonnded in favor of the Federals. In war,
IS well as at chess, such play always benefits him who has most
resources. The game was not equal, for Washington with its
immense fortifications, its formidable artillery, its garrison of
thirty-six thousand men, which Schenck's troops, coming from
Harper's Ferry and Baltimore, would have increased to fifty
thousand, could have defied all Lee's efforts; whilst without an
army to cover Richmond, President Davis could not have de
fended his capital for five minutes, completely disgarnished as
it was at that time. The fifteen thousand men that General
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Halleck had unnecessarily left under Keyes' command in the
peninsula of Virginia since the siege of Suffolk had been raised
would then have swelled the ranks of the Army of the Potomac,
while the latter, as Hooker himself said, would have been greatly
the gainer by being farther away from Washington.

But, putting the capture of Washington out of the question,
the game would not have been equal. In fact, between the
invasion of the Nortb by the Southern armies and that of the
South by the armies of the Nortb there was a difference about
which too mu~ cannot be said when all the features of the
war are taken into consideration. The Federal armies could
attempt the conquest of the Southern States systematically. Iu
Virginia especially the coast afforded everywhere bases of ope
ration which enabled them to establish themselves with more
or less strength throughout one-half of that State. The re
souroes of the Confederacy were limited in men, material, and
means of transportation. Being limited in men, Mr. Davis
was not able to improvise any kind of defence if Lee's army,
upon which the safety of the Confederacy depended, should be
engaged in waging war in the Northern States. Limited in
material, there was not enough on hand to repair, as his adver
saries could do, the losses which he might have sustained in that
region. Limited in means of transportation, these would have
been found completely wanting 011 the first serious. trouble caused
by the enemy in the disnrmngement of railroad lines, while the
damage, which in the North would only have proved an insig
nificant trifle, would paralyze all the railroad service necessary
to the continuation of the 'war. Lee's army, freed for a while
from the Army of the Potomac, could undoubtedly have caused
incalculable injury to the Northern States; but there was too
much to destroy, too many immense spaces of ground to traverse,
a hostile population too numerous to get through, for such injury
to compensate for the harm which his adversaries would have
been able to inflict upon the Confederacy during the same period
of time. In order that the invasion might produce decisive results,
Lee should have been able, by a brilliant victory previously
achieved, to cripple the Army of the Potomac for some time.
We shall refer again to this subject, to show how much the
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Confederates had cause to regret having believed for a moment
that matters could have turned out differently.

All that we propose to demonstrate at present is that Hooker's
idea was correct and suggestive. He did not succeed in convin
cing either the President or General Halleck. He was told in
reply not to mind Richmond, but to attend to Lee's army, and to
pursue or attack the latter either on the march or in its encamp
ments; as if the movement against Hill was not the best way to
strike at the weak point of this army and to thwart all the proj
ects of its chief!

Hooker had nothing to do but to manreuvre so as to follow
his adversary-to cover Washington and, if po85ible, Harper's
Ferry. He had to avoid, on the one hand, being taken in
the rear, as Pope had been; on the other, not to allow him
self to be drawn too far from the capital in some position
where the enemy might be able to concentrate all his forces
against him.

Such was, in fact, Lee's secret desire: his own report pro,"es
it; and if Hooker had followed the advice of Halleck and Lin
ooln, recommending him to try to cut the enemy's column in two,
he would have done precisely what his adversary most earnestly
wished. We will prove this when we shall have shown the posi
clans subsequently occupied by the Confederate army. Thence
forth., to accomplish this thankless and difficult task, Hooker
had to liSe as much vigilance as prudence. Allowing Lee to
assume the offensive r~le, he had to guess his movements, to fol
low him, to be everywhere on his guard, and to prepare for a
great battle which circumstances might either hasten or delay;
in short, he had to learn not to dispute any apparent advantages
to the ooemy, nor to allow himself to be disconcerted by the com
motion tha.t sueh advantages might rouse in the North.

Unfortlinste1y, the position in which Hooker was placed by his
government reDdered this task still more difficult. The chieftain
who had to hold 8uch an adversary as Lee in check should have
had direct and entire control of all the troops that could be called
upon to take p&rt in the campaign. Such was not Hooker's case.
'Ve have stated eleewhere that a small army occupied the mouths
of the James awl York Rivers. Since the raising of the siege of
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Suffolk this force should have been reduced to such garrisons 88

were necessary for the defence of strategic positions; but whereas
Longstreet had brought back his army corps to Fredericksburg,
Keyes was left at Yorktown with forces too small to exercise
any serious influence over military operations, and yet sufficiently
numerous to make the Army of the Potomac bitterly regret their
absence. We have seen that Keyes, besides the garrison, had
about fifteen thousand available men: since the early part of
June he had formed the project of marching them against Rich
mond, thinking that he would thus oblige the enemy to retain a
portion of the reinforcements intended for Lee in that city, or
that, finding the capital disgarnished, he might surprise and cap
ture it. The Washington authorities, who had encouraged this
scheme, acknowledged that it was impracticable, but only after
Keyes had returned to Yorktown without having encountered a
solitary enemy or attempted aught against RichmQ.Dd. ..As will
be seen presently, this fruitless expedition was brought to an end
on the very day when the fate of the nation WIUI being decided
in Pennsylvania. At the North a body of troops of the same
strength found itself in a similar position: it consisted of Mil
roy's and Tyler's divisions-one about six thousand nine hundred
strong, and the other numbering nine thousand men....:....stationed
at Winche8ter and Harper's Ferry.

Since McClellan's departure for the Virginia peninsula in the
month of March, 1862, we have witnessed a continuation of the
quarrel which broke out at that time between the commander of
the Army of the Potomac and the authorities at Washington con
cerning the occupation of the Valley of Virginia: the latter still
desired to keep a small independent army on the borders of the
Shenandoah in order to close the outlet of this stream against the
enemy, as it afforded the easiest way for invading the Northern
States.

Fremont's defeats and Miles' disaster, which had caused this
valley to be dubbed in the North with the name of the "Val
ley of Humiliation," had not enlightened the Secretary of War
regarding the danger of his plan. It was undoubtedly neCessary
to protect the rich counties of Western Maryland and Southern
Pennsylvania against the incursions of Virginia partisans; the
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Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, which~ a v88t strategic im
portance, had to be secured against their depredations; but these
troopers, 80 swift in their movements, and yet so few in number,
should have been opposed, as was done in the West, by small
posts ~cheloned in block-houses connected. by active and well
mounted regiments of cavalry. Amply sufficient for keeping
partisans in chedk, the troops in these posts, instead of offering
a tempting prey to the enemy, could have been withdrawn with
out loss whenever a real invasion took place. Instead of this,
Harper's Ferry had been converted into a stronghold compri
sing a vast range of fortifications to defend this crossing of the
Potomac, although the river was fordable in summer at various
points a short distance higher up: then, in order to protect the
railroad, Winchester had been fortified in the same manner.
Large quantities of mafhoiel had been subsequently deposited in
these two places when it was found necessary to place strong
garrisons in them; so that the sixteen thousand men under Tyler
and Milroy found themselves attached to two points which p0s

sessed no strategic value whatever in themselves, and which were
only thus guarded on account of their artificial importance. Of
cavalry, which alone could have been useful to him, Milroy had
absolutely none: he could not clear his way for any distance
along the road which had once led Jackson's soldiers to victory.
Surrounded by a network of hostile partisans who defied capture,
he did not extend his rule south beyond the junction of the two
bmnches of the Shenandoah. On the other hand, he exercised his
power, it is said, with extreme severity: his exactions and rigor
ous measures against the inhabitants who refused to take the oath
of allegiance had been made the subject of protests on the part
of the Confederate government.

Milroy, Tyler, the Baltimore garrison, and General Kelley's
division, which occupied West Virginia, were subordinate to
Gilneml Schenck. In Washington itself General Heintzelman
was in command, who, besides the d~p(lts, the regiments under
instruction, and the artillery of the forts, had under his control
several tholl.'Wld infantry ready to take the field, and Stahel's
division of cavalry, numbering six thoUdand horses, whoee only
task was to pursue Mosby and thc few hundred partisans led by
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this daring chief. Heintzelman's total forces amounted to no
less than thirty-six thousand men.

Keyes, Schenck, and Heintzelman 8cted under the immediate
authority of Halleck, who sought thereby to add the command
of these detached corps to the supreme direction of the various
armies-a command which he did not relinquish even when he
seemingly allowed Hooker to exercise its functions for a while.
The latter, therefore, was in the same situation in which McClel
lan was placed one year previously.

On the 11th of June the commander of the .Army of the
Potomac began the movement which was rendered necessary by
that of his adversary. The presence of)JE!e with a portion of his
army at Culpeper obliged Hooker to extend his right wing along
the Upper Rappahannock, which his cavalry was no longer strong
enough to defend. His army had to prepare to face westward,
whether Lee's intention was to cross this river or to ascend it, in
order to reach the valleys which stretch out along the two slopes
of the Blue Ridge.

On the 11th the Third corps was ordered to take a position
along the Rappahannock between Beverly Ford and Rappahan
nock Station. On the 12th two other corps were sent to occupy
positions whence they could afford him speedy relief or dispute
the pa.BIieS of the Bull Run Mountains to the enemy if the latter
should follow the road which Jackson had traced out the preced
ing year. The First corps proceeded to establish itself at Beale
ton Station, and the Second,* more in the rear, at Catlett's Station:
they reached these points on the 13th. The right wing, thus com
posed of three corps, was placed under Reynolds, commanding the
Fit'St corps, an officer in whom Hooker justly placed the utmost
confidence. Echeloned along the railroad, this wing could easily
concentrate itself either on the Rappahannock or at Warrenton,
or at Manassas if Washington itself was menaced. Hooker re
mained with the left wing, compoeed. of the other four corps,
near Falmouth, facing south.

In the mean while, Lee, being under no obligation to discuss
his plan of campaign with his government, and exercising abso
lute authority over the various bodies of troops which had to

* It W88 the Eleventh.-ED.
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co-operate in its execution, pursued it with ~is wonted zeal.
The invasion of the Northern States being his object, he had
selected from the very outset the way he intended to· follow,
from which he did not deviate until he had reached the banks of
the Susquehanna. We have described the valley of the Shenan
doah at sufficient length to obviate the necessity of pointing out
in this place the advantages it oft'ered him. The ridges running
parallel to the Blue Ridge and the Bull Run Mountains, inter
seeted by a few defiles easily occupied, formed, at the east, a species
of screen, which entirely masked his movements, while the valley
itself, wide and pOS!leBSing good roads, aft'orded him great facilities
for the performance of those long marches which constituted the
chief element of the superiority of his soldiers over their adver
saries. It is true that by following this valley he got away from
Washington, but this was, in our opinion, the best reason for
choosing this route. The position of Washington on the border of
Virginia may at times have been a source of anxiety to the Fed
eral government: owing to this exaggerated and thoughtless anx
iety, it had proved a serious obstacle in all aggressive campaigns
undertaken against Richmond, but at the same time it has been an
incalculable advantage in a strategic point of view. Washington,
barely defended, had prevented Johnston's victorious army from
advancing as far as the Susquehanna in July, 1861, and eblisting
the whole of Maryland in support of the Confederate cause. A
few months later, the Federal capital, surrounded by powerful
works, became an impregnable base of operations for the Army
of the Potomac on the very boundary of the enemy's territory.
When Lee had driven Pope's troops, conquered at Manassas, back
into these works, he became convinced that his great victory did not
open to him the gates of Washington, and the next day he turned
his back upon this city and pushed his way into Maryland. The
position of the capital, located near the seaboard and connected with
the coast by a line of railway to Annapolis and Baltimore, enabled
the Federals to keep it as a base of operations, even though the
invader should pass beyond it to the north: the latter could only
invest it and isolate it by making a complete circuit in order to
take a position along Chesapeake Bay. This manoouvre exposed
him to attack in flank by the Federal army, which, remaining near
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the capital, occupied the interior of the circle he would have
to describe. If,· on the other hand, he passed near Washington
without stopping to lay siege to the place, he ran the risk of see
ing this army fall upon his rear. It was therefore in Lee's inter
est not.to go near it, and to endeavor, while moving away from it,
to draw his adversaries after him. In fact, the more he separated
them from their base the more he weakened them, thereby increas
ing his chances in the decisive battle he had to deliver either south
or north of the Potomac before he could make the free States
seriously feel the weight of the invasion.

We have stated elsewhere that the Blue Ridge and the Valley
of Virginia extended from the left bank of the Potoma.c under
the name of South Mountain and Cumberland Valley. From
Chambersburg the waters of the last-mentioned valley flow south
toward the Potomac: at about the same elevation as this village
the general direction of the adjacent mountains inclines strongly
to the north-eastward, while a slope trending in a contrary direction
from the preceding one conducts the water-oourses which lave its
base toward the great Susquehanna. River, into which they empty
in the vicinity of Harrisburg, the capital of Pennsylvania.. The
Virginia. Valley route had also the advantage, therefore, of con
ducting the Confederates by the most direct route, enabling them
to cr088 the Potomac where it is always fordable in summer, and
masking their movements behind the South Monntain ridge, to
the very heart of the powerful commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Harrisburg, in fact, is not only the political superior of wealthy
Philadelphia: it is also one of the capitals of the iron and coal
trade, one of the centres of the large Carboniferous basin wDich
supplies all the workshops, 88 well as all the steamships of the
the United States, with anthracite coal. The destruction of the
railway lines which radiate from this basin, of the machinery
which extracts the combustible material, and of the forges that
consume it, would have d~lt a terrible blow to the aggressive
power of the North.

It was again the Second corps which was ordered to preeede
the rest of the army into the Valley of Virginia, where Dearly
every village reminded it of some glorious combat. The memory
of Jackson sustained his old soldiers in this new campaign, and
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the brave officer who had the honor to sucooed him was about to
show himself worthy of being their leader. The Federals thought
that the bloody oonflict of Brandy Station would not allow Lee
to extend his columns, and that he would hesitate to expose his
flank to an advel'8lll'Y who had just crossed the Rappahannock
in order to attack him near Culpeper. But he did not allow him
self to be embarrassed for an instant by this demonstration. Stuart,
with four of the brigades that had fought at Brandy Station, was
directed to watch the enemy's cavalry. If he had intended to
cross the Rappahannock, that project was abandoned: the tSlk
of masking the movements of the infantry was sufficient occu
pation for him, preventing a thought of undertaking a raid on
his own account. Longstreet remained at Culpeper with his
corps, to form the centre of the long column which was to
extend from Fredericksburg to within sight of the Maryland
mountains; and on the morning of the 10th, Ewell resumed his
line of march. Two brigades of cavalry were ordered to clear
his way. Imboden's brigade, which was already among the
upper valleys of the Alleghanies above Romney, was instructed
to cover his left and del!troy the track of the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad, in order to prevent Milroy from receiving rein
forcements from the West. Jenkins' brigade preceded the
infantry into the valley of the Shenandoah, which it had left
only a few days before. These two brigades, which had but
recently been really attached to the Army of Northern Vir
ginia,* were admirably adapted for the performance of such a
task: not only did every BOldier know the ground he was about
to travel over, but, as the event demonstrated, their presence
caused no alarm to the Federals, who for many months past
had been in the habit of coming in contact with them.

Accustomed to marching, not burdened with heavy loads-for
they carried only a blanket, BOrne cartridges, and a little bread
sleeping in the open air, relying upon t;p.e resources of the country
for food, Ewell's BOldiers advanced rapidly toward the Valley of
Virginia. His three divisions and twenty batteries, which had
left Culpeper on the 10th, passed through Sperryville, Gaines'

• Jones' brigade is reported u" attached" in the returns of this army for the
month of May. Imboden'. brigade wu never officially connected with it.
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Cross-roads, and Flint Hill, C1'OEl8ing the Blue Ridge at Chester
Gap, and, pUBhing beyond Front Royal, reached the banks of
the Shenandoah at Cedarville on the evening of the 12th. Ewell
immediately made all necessary arrangements for reaping the
greatest possible benefit from the ignorance which his adver
saries were still laboring under in regard to his movements.
Although he had already marched fifty miles since the day
previoUB, Rodes led his division as far as Stone Ridge, five
miles farther on the direct road to Berryville. It was, in fact,
a question of surprising McReynolds' Federal brigade, which
Milroy had posted in this village for the purpose of connecting
Winchester with Harper's Ferry. Jenkins was directed to pre
cede Rodes in this movement. Ewell, with ife rest of his corps,
proposed to gain the main road from Woodstock to Winchester
at the west, in order to reach that city by the front. Thoroughly
informed concerning the slightest details of the enemy's positions
by partisans who were constantly penetrating the Federal lines,
and partioularly by an officer as bold as he was intelligent-Major
Harry Gilmor, whose military career was full of adventures
Ewell was enabled to form his whole plan of attack in advance.

We have already described the configuration of the neighbor
hood of Winchester on the occasion of the fight at Kernstown.
Between this village and the town itself, south-east of the latter,
stand the hills which the Federals occupied when Jackson received
a check: the highest of them is called Bower's Hill. The posi
tion is covered by Abraham's Creek, which afterward turns north
eastward, encircling a portion of the town. Bower's Hill is only
the extremity of a range of hillocks, similar to those to be found
in that country, which, under the name of Applepie Ridge, ex
tends for a distance of about twelve miles in the direction of
Martinsburg and the Potomac. North-west of Winchester, Apple
pie Ridge is composed. of three parallel ridges, the farthest one
commanding the other two, and the nearest being almost within
a stone's throw of the city. It was upon this last-mentioned
ridge that the Federals had erected their system of defences the
preceding year. This consisted of a continuous enclosure and a
fortification fmming a large redoubt. The intervening ridge,
called Flint Hill, had remained unoccupied during the whole
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winter. It was only within the last few weeks that the Federals
had begun to fortify it: the works, scarcely laid out, only mounted
a few field-pieces. This new fortification was the only one of
which Ewell had no knowledge; consequently, his plan was to
send the Third division, under Early, to take possession of Flint
Hill, while Rodes cut oft' the enemy's line of retreat toward the
Potomac, and Johnson, with one division, detained them on the
old battlefield of Kernstown, so that they would find themselves
invested in Winchester as Miles had been the year before at Har
per's Ferry.

On the morning of the 13th, Early reached the main road near
Newtown, and pushed on toward Winchester, whilst Johnson was
marching in the swpe direction, following the Front Royal road
on his right. Milroy did not as yet have the least suspicion that
a force fully three times as large as his own, and composed of the
lliite of the Confederate army, would make an attack upon him
within a few hours. In order to obtain all available information
he had taken every precaution which the nature of the. task en
trusted to him required. He had organized a band of guerillas,
known by the name of "Jessie Scouts," whose members, dis
guised as Confederate soldiers, overran the country and enacted
the part of spies as much as that of warriors. On the 12th he
sent out two strong reconnoissances on the 'Voodstock and Front
Royal roads. The first encountered a portion of Jenkins' bri
gade in the vicinity of Newtown, and even succeeded in drawing
these troopers into an ambush where they sustained serious losses;
but their presence in those localities was nothing unusual. The
second expedition was not pushed far enough, and Milroy com
mitted the error of attaching too little importance to the intelli
gence it brought him regarding the arrival at Front Royal of one
of the enemy's corps. He could not imagine how a portion of
Lee's army should have been able to leave the banks of the Rap
pahannock and come in search of him at Winchester without
Gt!neral Halleck being informed of the fact, and notifying him
accordingly, with his instructions in regard to the matter. In
fact, we have shown that the general-in-chief had been apprised
since the 10th of the presence of Lee with an army corps at Cul
peper-that Hooker, after vainly requesting to be allowed the
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control of all the troops in Virginia, had pointed out the valley
... of the Shenandoah, to the authoritiffi at Washington, as being the

point particularly menaced by this concentration of the enemy's
fo~; and the reports that Pleasanton sent him from the Upper
Rappahannock concerning the probable movements of the enemy,
all of which contained the same information, were forwarded
directly to Halleck. Yet the latter never gave the unfortunate
Milroy any intimation of these facts, and left him in utter
ignorance of the danger that menaced him. It is true that at a
later period, the 11th, when he was better informed, he sent a
despatch to General Schenck indimting Harper's Ferry as the
only point to be defended, and directing him to leave nothing
more in Winchester, either in material or troops, than he needed
to watch the valley; but, by a still stranger oversight, he issued
his instructions in a general form, without alluding to the possible
approach of an army corps of the enemy or particularizing in any
way how those instructions were to be carried out. Cbnsequently,
Schenck did not deem it necessary to direct Milroy to evacuate
Winchffiter. He revoked the order issued to that effect by his
chief of staff, who had received the despatch during his absence,
and, while preparing to leave the place himself, recommended
his lieutenant to remain there and defend it until he received
further instructions; which instructions were never destined to
reach him.

Such was the situation of the Federals on the morning of the
13th. From daybreak, Milroy, conforming to his instructions,
prepared to make a stand against what he believed to be a mere
incursion of the enemy's cavalry. McReynolds was recalled
from Berryville; his two other brigadffi advanced BOuth of Win
chester and took position-that of General Elliott on the right,
and Colonel Ely's brigade on the leftr---on the battlefield of Kerns
town: being obliged to leave a portion of their effective force in
the forts, these troops did not number altogether more than five
thousand men. Notwithstanding their numerical weakness, they
made a bold stand before. the imposing forces which Ewell de
ployed in front of them.

Elliott occupied the hills on the other side of Abraham's Creek :
Early had to bring his whole division into line and outflank his

VOL.lII.-31
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right in order to dislodge him. The Federals, recrossing the
stream, occupied Bower's Hill in great force. Night was ap
proaching; Early's soldiers, who had marched nearly seventy
five miles in three days, were fatigued, and did not molest them
in this new position. On their right, Johnson encountered
Colonel Ely's line about two miles and a half from Winches
ter, and after a brisk engagement drove it slowly before him.

One may form an idea of the astonishment of Milroy and his
officers on finding themselves attacked by such forces: the mys
tery was soon unravelled. The first prisoner who fell into their
hands informed them that he belonged to Hays' brigade of the
Second corps of Lee's army. Milroy might have evacuated Win
chester during the night-he could undoubtedly have saved the
largest portion of his division and his artillery-but the instruc
tions of his chief were explicit, and he was naturally ignorant of
the fact that at the very moment when Jenkins cut off his retreat
in the afternoon of the 13th the telegraph was bringing him in
structions of a different character. He thought that the Army
of the Potomac would follow close upon that of Lee, and that
the defence of Winchester would not be without effect. Besides,
his retreat would have seriously compromised the fate of Mc
Reynolds' brigade, which was then on the march, and which
only joined him at ten o'clock in the evening. He decided to
remain. It was a misfortune for him, but he should not be
blamed for it.

During this time Rodes had been marching upon Berryville,
but the prey he had hoped to find there had escaped. McRey
nolds was on his way to Winchester, not by the direct road, which
he knew to be too much exposed, except by making a large circuit
to the north. The Confederate cavalry alone was able to follow
him. Rodes, deceived as to the direction he had taken, and
having entirely l08t his track, went to look for him toward
Martinsburg, and bivouacked on the evening of the 13th at
Summit Station, between Winchester and Charlestown.

The day of the 14th was to decide ~Iilroy's fate and that of
his troops. Daylight having appeared, he could no longer think
of evacuating the place in the presence of the enemy's forces that
were menacing him; but he had taken advantage of the nig1J~
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•
to abandon the positions he had occupied. the day before, and to
concentrate his small band among the forts and in the northern
part of the city. Early in the morning Ewell had reconnoitred
the ground from the heights of Bower's Hill: he had noticed the
new works erected on Flint Hill. It was decided that Early
should carry them by assault whilst Johnson drew the enemy's
attention in the direction of the south. The former started at
once with three brigades, beginning with a retrograde movement
in order the better to conceal his object, and by describing a large
arc of a circle west of Winchester through devious roads which
the inhabitants hastened to point out to him.

In order to avoid the enemy's patrols, and to keep constantly
hidden behind the swells in the ground, he thus retrograded
three miles from Wincht'Ster, traversed the Romney road
unperceived, and finally reached the foot of the third hillock,
.Applepie Ridge, the highest and most distant from Winchester,
at four o'clock in the afternoon. The summit of this ridge,
situated a little more than a mile from the works of Flint Hill,
was crowned with a wood which admitted of its being secretly
occupied. After having reconnoitred the place, the heat being
intense, Early gave his troops some rest. In the mean time,
Ewell was directing attacks upon the Federal positions from
Bower's Hill-attacks which his numerical superiority rendered
most effective-but, hobbling about on his crutches, without
noticing the projectiles that were falling around him, he paid
but little attention to these attacks, turning all the time his
field-gl888 toward the heights which Early was to storm. .As
to Milroy, posted upon a kind of observatory which stood in
the centre of the fort, he watched attentively the combat that
was taking place at the south, and, turning his back upon Flint
Hill, seemed to have no suspicion of the danger which menaced
him on that side. He had sent out a reconnoitring party on the
Pughtown and Romney roads, which, having no doubt gone a
little ahead of Early's column, returned without having encoun
tered a single enemy. Deceived by this report, he committed the
error-the only one for which he could be severely blamed-of
not clearing the approachej; of Flint Hill and of not placing a
single post upon the surrounding heights. In other respects· he
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•.could do nothing but wait passively for the moment when it
should please the enemy to make a decisive attack.

In the mean while, the day is lingering out slowly in the midst
of partial engagements, though every one felt that some severe
blow would soon be struck. Finally, at six o'clock a discharge
of artillery is heard north-west of Flint Hill. Ewell has recog
nized Early's twenty pieces of artillery, which had been hauled
up the hill and placed in battery along the edge of the wood
fronting the enemy's works, without the latter having noticed the

.circumstance. Milroy has only to turn round to see the unfinished
works of Flint Hill covered with shells anti the fire of their guns
speedily silenced: he issues an order to reinforce the garrison and
to attack the enemy's batteries; but too late. In less than half
an hour after the latter have opened fire Hays' brigade, emerging
from the wood, rushes forward to the assault, scales the acclivity
of Flint Hill, and penetrates the works at the moment when
the defenders, too few in number to offer any serious resistance,
are falling back upon the place, protected by the fire from the
fort. Hays immediately directs the fire of the guns he has just
captured against this fort, and Milroy is compelled to acknow
ledge the impossibility of repairing this disaster by an aggressive
return.

The Confederates, on t~eir part, satisfied with the results
obtained, and seeing night approaching, deemed it unnecessary
to attack the forts in which Milroy had gathered his troops.
From the position they occupied they could have demolished
these forts and coyered the Federals with shot wherever they
might be looking for shelter: the latter, to fill up the measure
of their misfortune, had. neither provisi'ons nor ammunition left..
The investment of the place, therefore, could only result in an
immediate capture.

Fortunately, Milroy had the night before him to avoid~t the
cost of painful sacrifices, it is true-the disgrace of a capitulation
similar to that of Miles. Sustained by the advice of a council
of war-quite superfluous, however-he made immediate prep
arations for evacuating the place. Leaving his sick, wounded,
artillery, and wagons behind him, he set out with his cavalry
and infantry, avoiding the town of Winchester, whoee inhabit-
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ants would not have failed to betray his movements, and gained'
the Martinsburg road without being perceived by the enemy.
The Confederates seemed to have somewhat slackened in their
wonted vigilance, for the Union column had already marched
five miles in the stillness and darkness of the night when, just
as they were reaching Rocktown, General Elliott, who was at the
head, was received by a sudden volley of musketry fired at close
range from a wood. and fields on the right of the road. This
time the Federals were again unlucky, for they did not succeed in
avoiding their adversaries. Ewell had wisely thought that they
would probably make an effort to get away from him; but as he
was desirous, while barring their way to Harper's Ferry, to hold
his forces ready to invest them if they should remain in the place,
he directed Johnson to take position during the night, with three
brigades, about two miles and a half east of Winchester. John
son, finding the road, which had been indicated to him as being
very rough, made a wide d~r in order to plant himself along the
railroad at Stevenson's D~p6t, near Rocktown. He had reached
this point about half-past three o'clock in the morning with two
brigades-the third, under Walker, having been delayed by some
misunderstanding-when from the station he heard the Federal
column passing along the Martinsburg road, only a few hundred
yards from the railroad. He started at once to attack it in flank. I

But the Federals were sufficiently strong in numbers to hold him
in check: they were stimulated by the necessity of forcing a paa
sage, and, the column having promptly closed up its lines at the
point which had been attacked, Milroy assumed the offensive, try
ing at first to break the centre, then to effect a breach successively
into both of the enemy's wings. The Confederates, being hard
pressed, resisted with difficulty. This was the time for the Federals
to have continued their march. Milroy gave orders to that effect:
unfortunately, the darkness and confusion prevented their execu
tion. He waited in vain for McReynolds' brigade, which fonned
the rear-guard, and which had no doubt already been scattered.
This delay was ruinous. In fact, it gave Walker's brigade time
to join Johnson and to fall upon the left flank of his forces, whilst
Gordon, with one of Early's brigades, h88tened at the sound of
battle toward the road they had just followed. Milroy, finding
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"himself menaced on all sides, directed all the troops which yet
remained under his control to follow the Martinsburg road, which
was yet free, trying to delay the pursuit of the enemy in order
that he might then push forward to the right in the direction
of Harper's Ferry. But the column soon became divided. The
largest portion gained the Alleghany ridges on the left in great
disorder: it finally reached the Potomac at Hancock without
being pursued, but still continued its precipitate retreat as far
as Pennsylvania, where it caused consternation and alarm every
where. Other bands of fugitives, among whom was Milroy, arrived
at Harper's Ferry without having been molested. They had thus
avoided Rodes, who, following an imaginary enemy, had pushed
as far as Martinsburg, whence he had dislodged a detachment of
Tyler's division in the evening. He had captured from the latter
six guns and two hundred prisoners, but in consequence of this
march he had not been able to receive Ewell's instructions in time
to completely cut off Milroy's retreat. The victory of Winches
ter delivered into the hands of the Confederates, aooording to their
own reports, 3358 able-bodied prisoners, 700 sick and wounded,
23 pieces of artillery, and 300 wagons: the small amount of
pt'ovisions left behind by the Federals was seized by the fore
most soldiers who entered the forts. These various engagements
cost the Second corps only 47 killed, 219 wounded, and 3 pris
oners. It was a brilliant oommencement of the campaign which
was about to open: it was the more fortunate because it struck
the Federals at a point about which they were particularly
sensitive. From the manner in which he had directed their
marches, combined their attacks, and gathered the fruit of their
manreuvres, Ewell won the confidence of Jackson's old soldiers.

No one, however, at the North, when telegraphic communica
tions with Winchester were cut off in the afternoon of the 13th,
suspected the fate which menaced this place, and the Washington
authorities did not believe in the presence of Ewell in the Valley
of Virginia until the 14th, when Milroy's fate had already been
vil'tually settled.

On the 12th, however, Hooker, always vigilant, having learned
from a negro that Ewell's corps had passed by Sperryville, con
cluded that, not being able to attack Hill near Fredericksburg,
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he ought not allow himself to be detained any longer by him on·
the Lower Rappahannock, and that it was time to follow the
movements of the enemy toward the North with all his forces.'
On the 13th the several corps of his army were on the march.
The Second" Sixth and Twelfth corps, which he had kept within
reach of Falmouth, were directed toward Dumfries, and thence
to Fairfax Court-house, with the reserve artillery, the trains, and
all the lIwih'iel which had not been shipped on the Potomac, it
having been decided to abandon the Aquia (''reek dep6t. The
three corps stationed along the Upper Rappahannock, and Sykes,
who with the Fifth was watching the junction of the two rivers,
being thus placed between the enemy and the route followed by
the bulk of the army, were ordered to cover this movement, to
follow it, and to halt at Man3S88B. Once in these new positions,
facing west, Hooker's right and left became inverted. It was a
retreat which could· not.be disguised, but which circumstances
rendered unavoidable: the initiative belonged thenceforth to the
Confederates; and without taking into consideration the marches
he might have to perform, either forward or backward, nor the
ground he might be obliged to relinquish, Hooker thought of no
other duty but to hold himself ready to ward off the blows which
Lee was about to strike against the moat vulnerable points.

The programme laid out by Lee was carried out in every par- .
ticular. On the 13th his army was deployed over a stretch of
ground exceeding one hundred miles in length, or rather divided
into three parts, separated by thirty-five miles on one side and
about sixty-six on the other. In this diElposition, apparently 80

dangerous, Hill's corps, 88 we have shown, was the only one
exposed. This corps, added to that of Longstreet, would have
been sufficiently strong to fight a defensive battle against Hooker,
but it would have found it difficult to resist long enough, sin
gle-handed, to allow the First corps time to return from Cul
peper. Longstreet, on the contrary, was not menaced as Hill, who
was watching the movements of his adversaries along the left
bank of the river, and holding himself ready to follow them;
80 that on the morning of the 14th, when he saw that the latter
had abandoned the Falmouth heights, he promptly set out to
join Longstreet.
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On the 15th the situation of the two armies was therefore con
siderably changed. The movement of the Federals was being
completed: the Army of the Potomac, concentrated at Maoftll!llls
and at Fairfax, covered Washington, ready to fight the enemy if
he should advance against the capital. This movement was accom
plished very quietly. The Second and Sixth corps, which closed
up the march, reached the positions assigned them in the evening.
The army thus occupied the territory which up to that time had been
under the surveillance of Stahel's division, which had been added to
Hooker's cavalry: at this moment it was a useful reinforcement.
Pleasonton was watching at the west, along the Rappahannock and
nesr Warrenton, the point of contact with Jones' cavalry.

The news of Milroy's disaster, spreading like wild-fire, had
caused a profound sensation in the North. People saw in it the
sure sign of an impending invasion. On being informed of the
investment of Winchester the day before, the President,' General
Halleck, and the Secretary of War, in a series of despatches
bearing evidence of the confusion into which this news had
thrown them, had asked Hooker either to go to the relief of
Milroy or to adopt their favorite plan of cutting the enemy's
column in two. " If the head of Lee's army is at Martinsburg and
the tail of it on the plank-road between Fredericksburg and Chan
cellorsville," said the President, "the animal must be very slim
somewhere." On the 15th, Milroy's fate was known, and his con
duct more severely critici~ than it deserved to be. This time,
however, it was Harper's Ferry itself, the object of Halleck's pre
dilections, which was thought to be menaced by the larger portion
of Lee's army, and the general-in-chiefimmediately advised Hooker
to march upon Leesburg in order to prevent Lee from crossing the
Potomac. North of this river, General Couch, having been ordered
in great haste to Harrisburg, was trying to organize the Pennsylvania
militia; but the calls of the governor did not meet as yet with
many responses, and Couch's zeal could not compensate for the
ignorance of his recruits. Terror already prevailed throughout
the whole Cumberland Valley. In fact, Jenkins' troopers fol
lowed the fugitives so close that on the evening of the 14th
he com pelled them to cross the Potomac at Williamsport, after
dislodging them from Martinsburg. The substantial population
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of all the neighboring towns in Maryland, remembering the
incursions of the previous year, fled in crowds, with all they
could carry off with them; horses, mules, and especially cattle,
which they knew the Confederates were greatly in need of, were
driven northward in large herds, and these caravans, increasing
in size at every step by the fear they created on all sides, finally
reached Harrisburg.

On the 16th the capital of Pennsylvania was in a great stat~

of excitement, and while the people worked day and night in
raising barricades and regular fortifications, which they would
probably have had no means of defending, a solid mass of fugi
tives was hurrying along the left bank of the Susquehanna, think
ing there was, no safety except north of that river. Never, it is
stated, had the bridge-toll produced. such heavy receipts. It was
precisely in the hope of not finding Cumberland Valley com
pletely deserted that Jenkins was pushing northward so rapidly.
On the morning of the 16th he entered GreenC88tle, the first
Pennsylvania village, and reached Chambersburg during the
night. He seized all the horses, cattle, forage, provisions, and
medical stores he found there, paying in Confederate paper for
part, and confiscating the rest; but his soldiers did not commit
any act of plunder, and the inhabitants themselves were obliged
to do justice to their discipline and good behavior. It is as
serted, however, that he took a number of free negroes, whom he
sent &uth to be sold as slaves. On the 17th, while people were
expecting to Bee him continue his. raid, and the Federals already
believed that the whole of Lee's army was at his back, he sud
denly retraced his steps and joined General Rodes, who with three
brigades had taken position at Williamsport on the left bank of
the Potomac. In fact, Ewell's soldiers had to wait for the two
other corps, which they had left so far behind. Lee was obliged
tAt concentrate his forces before entering Pennsylvania, and to hold
them always ready for battle. Ewell's th~ divisions, therefore,
remained between Williamsport and Winchester until the 19th,
the day of Longstreet's arrival within reach of the latter city.
Imboden, at the west, had made a movement on the 16th similar
to that of Jenkins, and, occupying Cumberland on the 17th, had
cut oft' General Kelley's communications with Maryland.
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As BOOn as Lee, who had remained at Culpeper, was apprised
that Hill was on the way to join him, feeling thenceforth at ease on
that point, he put all the troops about him in motion. To deceive
the Federals and cover the march of Hill, who was to follow
the route traced out by Ewell as far as Winchester, he ordered
Longstreet to croes the eastern slope of the Blue Ridge as if he
was marching upon Leesburg, and not to return west of this
c;hain except through Ashby's Gap and Snicker's Gap. The
First corps-whose effective force Pickett had raised to three
divisions by his arrival from North Caroiina with three brigades
-took up the line of march on the 15th. Stuart was ordered to
cover this moyement by keeping on his right. The cavalry divis
ion, reduced to four brigades by the departure of Imboden and
Jenkins, had been watching the Upper Rappahan~ock since the
combat of Brandy Station, carefully noting all the movements
of the Federals on this side. Stuart left Hampton's brigade
along this river to continue watching it; one regiment of W. H.
F. Lee's brigade remained a little lower down to accompany Hill ;
that of Fitzhugh Lee, commanded by Colonel Munford, clearing
the route which Longstreet had to follow, proceeded toward Bar
bee's Cross-roads; while Stuart., bearing more to the right, crossed
the Rappahannock at Hinson's Mills with Robertson and Colonel
Chambliss, the latter of whom commanded W. H. F. Lee's bri
gade since the latter had been wounded at Brandy Station. Jones
was directed to watch Estham River, and to join the rest of the
division after the whole army had crossed this water-oourse. The
next day Stuart struck the railroad from Man8S88.'l to Salem and
Piedmont without having met the enemy.

Pleasanton had followed the movement of the Federal infantry
in the direction of Washington, while Longstreet quietly planted
himself at the foot of the eastern slopes of the Blue Ridge, with
out having sucooeded, as he had hoped, in drawing the attention
of the Federals, who did not even suspect his presence in that
locality.

As we have stated, Milroy's defeat had alarmed General Hal
leck about the safety of Harper's Ferry. Believing every rumor
that was set afloat among the frightened population along the
left bank of the Potomac, he sent several despatches to Hooker,
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urging him to relieve that place, which he already fancied to be
besieged and about to surrender. Consequently, the commander
of the Army of the Potomac, who appreciated the danger of
dividing his forces so near the enemy, issued the necessary orders
on the 16th (a day of rest granted to his troops) for putting all
his army corps in motion on the morning of the 17th, en khel(YT&,
by the right bank of the river which waters Washington, in the
direction of Harper's Ferry, which place he expected to reach i:q
two forced marches. Bnt as BOOn as General Halleck was apprised
of this, being now enlightened in regard to Tyler's real position,
he disapproved of this movement, and Hooker had to halt his
army just as it was about to move. The Federals were·not only
ignorant of the projects, but also of the real position, of their
adversaries. They knew that Lee's army was between Culpeper
and Winchester, but was it prepating to march upon Manassas
in order to compel the Army of the Potomac to resume the same
position it had occupied in 1861, or did it contemplate the inva
sion of Pennsylvania? Nothing as yet foreshadowed the solu
tion of this question.

Hooker wondered at the inactivity of the conquerors of Win
chester, and although he thought, justly, that Lee would probably

. march northward instead of eastward, he sometimes believed that
the only object of all this great movement was to cover a cavalry
raid beyond the Potomac. It is true that the government, far
from aiding him to solve this mystery, worried him by making
itself the echo of the most extravagant rumors, and by giving
him orders-let us rather say vague and contradictory instruc.
tions, as we have just seen. In what concerned him, being ex
clusively occupied with the idea of not allowing himself to be
cut off from Washington, he did wrong, in our opinion, in mov
ing away too quickly from the enemy by a divergent march, and
by bringing back his cavalry as far as Manassas, rendering it
impossible for him to follow and watch Lee's movements. A
fortunate chance, without relieving him from this state of uncer
tainty, enabled him at last to obtain some knowledge regarding
the positions of the enemy.

During the night of the 16th and 17th he had decided to wait
between Manassas and Centreville until Lee had defined his

•
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movements, thinking that as he could not prevent him from
crossing the Potomac, it was therefore better to wait to attack him
until he had separated himself from his base of operations. In
order to watch and thwart his movements he would have desired
that Pleasonton, with his entire corps, had passed along the right
bank of the Potomac, and that a column of fifteen thousand men,
taken from the garrisons of Washington and Baltimore, might
come to form a junction with him when, following Lee's march,
he should have reached the eastern slope of South Mountain.
The first project was not relished by the President; the second
met with all kinds of obstacles, which we will explain here
after.

The counter-order issued to the army, however, did not reach
Pleasonton in time, as he had set off at daybreak for the purpose
of clearing his march. He waJJ already on his way to Aldie when
ordered to come back. The country he was passing through was
very rough, covered with woods, and consequently favorable to
sudden attacks and any secret movements which the enemy might
attempt: in front of him la)· the range of high hills which Aldie
Gap divides. Appreciating the importance of having the other
slope reconnoitred, he asked and obtained permission to continue
his march as far as the foot of the Blue Ridge: if he did not
encounter the enemy, he was to push forward, by way of~
burg, as far as the neighborhood of Harper's Ferry. Gregg's
division was at the head, the Second brigade, under Kilpatrick,
forming the advance. Three regiments of this brigade, followed
very closely by a portion of the First, proceeded toward Aldie.
Colonel Duffi~, with the First Rhode Island, detached by Kil
patrick, had been at Thoroughfare Gap since morning, and was
to join him at Middleburg.

On the same day, Stuart, after receiving some detailed informa
tion from Mosby regarding the positions which the Federals had
occupied the day before, and believing them still far distant from
the Bull Run Mountains, left his bivouacs' along the Manassas
Railroad to occupy the passes of these mountains. Chambliss,
following the road which crosses Thoroughfare Gap, was ordered
to post himself at Salem in order to watch this defile; Munford
to p8B8 through Middleburg and occupy Aldie; and Robertson to

•
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stop at Rectortown, so as to be able to support either of them.
Men and horses were alike worn out, and the generals, believing
themselves to be far away from the enemy, abated somewhat of
that vigilance for which they were ordinarily noted. Munford,
who alone had a long road to travel, halted his column at Dover,
and only sent a few squadrons to occupy the village of Aldie.
Stuart had remained with his staff at Middleburg, where old
friends and new admirers vied with' each other in entertaining
the young and brilliant general.

About two o'clock, however, the Federal scouts suddenly en
countered thOBe of Munford at a short distance from Aldie. Kil
patrick, with the Second New York, his old regiment, at once
charges and pursues them, and takes possession of the village.
But, having been warned in time of the approach of the enemy,
Munford has hastened from Dover with his brigade. This en
counter was a complete surprise on both sides. Their forces were
about equal, consisting of four regiments of cavalry and a battery
of artillery to each party. While Kilpatrick, coming out of the
village, deploys his brigade, Munford makes immediate prepara
tions for the fight. After traversing the village of Aldie, situated
on a stream which flows through one of the gaps of the Bull
Run Mountains, the road divides, one branch of it running west
ward toward Middleburg and Ashby's Gap, the other north-west
ward in the direction of Snicker's Gap. Between the two there
is a hill, at the foot of which winds the Middleburg road, while
the other ascends the northern slope: it is upon this barren hill
that Munford plants himself, placing his artillery on the summit
and filling an encl08ure, compoeed of a fence and a ditch back of
the dividing-point in the rood, with dismounted cavalrymen.

The Federals attack this strong poeition with wonderful vigor:
the Second New York makes a rush against the encl08ure, and,
dismounting, sabre in hand drives in the line of skirmishers,
taking a large number of prisoners, while the Federal artil~ry,

without noticing that of the enemy, directs its fire upon the cav
alry reserve. But it is on the Snicker's Gap rood that the strug
gle is to be decided, for this road, ascending the hill, leads to the
culminating point of the poeition. Munford has fully under
stood this, and unites all his forces on this side to fall upon the

•
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Federal right. The latter offers resistance, the officers setting an
example to their soldiers: Colonel di Cesnola of the Fourth New
York, who had been placed under arrest, charges unarmed at the
head of his troops, and Kilpatrick, to reward him, hands him his
own sabre in the very midst of the fight. But, seriously wounded,
he falls into the hands of the Confederates, and on this side the
Union cavalry is brought back in disorder. In the mean while,
the First Maine, belonging to the First brigade, has been sent by
Gregg to the relief of Kilpatrick. The latter, with the aid of
this reinforcement, rallies his men and resumes the offensive on
the right. The two forces become intermingled; they fight with
small-arIDB, and considerable losses are sustained on both sides.
Finally, supported by his battery, which is firing grapeshot,Kil
patrick succeeds in making the enemy's column give way. The
Confederates fall back: on seeing this, the Federals press them on
all sides, taking possession of the position t1ley have occupied.
At the Mme time, Munford learns from a despatch sent by Stuart
that he is menaced in the rear, and quickly falls back upon Mid
dleburg. Kilpatrick, feeling satisfied, halts on the field of battle:
he has lost a large number of soldiers and officers in this desperate
conflict; he has taken about one hundred prisoners, and left as
many in the hands of the enemy.

It is the movement of Colonel Duffie by way of Thoroughfare
Gap, which was accomplished' in the midst of the greatest dangers
and with wonderful daring, but also with heavy loss, which finally
led to the retreat of Munford. Duffie, with his two hundred and
eighty men, had unexpectedly made his appearance in front of
Chambliss' brigade, but he had Iiucceeded in disguising his nu
merical weakness from the Confederates, who were entirely worn
out and little desirous, undoubtedly, to bring on an action; so
that, while Chambliss was under the impression that he had a
superior force to deal with, Duffie, stealing away in the night, was
rapidly marching upon Middleburg. Stuart, who happened to be in
this place, had barely time to, make his escape and join Robertson,
sending Munford the information which determined him to give
up the game. Shortly after Duffie was in possession of Middle
burg, and hastened to barricade its approaches. The Confederates
soon came to attack him. Stuart, burning with desire to revenge

•
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himself for the precipitare race he had been compelled to ron, at
tacked him at dusk with Robertson's entire brigade. After a
strong resistance, Duffill's small band was obliged to retire by
the same road it had come. Then it encountered Chambliss, and
only succeeded in effecting its escape after having again sustained
very serious loss. These two combats OO8t Duffi~ two-thirds of
his effective force. During the night Munford joined Stuart at
Middleburg, where the three Confederate brigades of cavalry
found themselves united.

At the news of these engagements, which clearly indicated the
direction followed by the bulk of the enemy's forces, Hooker re
solved to cause his whole army, which he would not divide upon
any consideration, to make a movement westward in order to hold
it ready to C1"088 either the defiles of the Blue Ridge or the fords
of the Potomac as circumstances might require. He sent the
Fifth corps to Aldie, with instrnctions to place Barnes' division
at PleaBOnton's disposal in order to sustain him in his operations
against Stuart near the Blue Ridge. On the 18th the other army
corps were directed k> take the following positions, which they
occupied that same evening or the next morning: the Twelfth
corps in the vicinity of Leesburg; the Eleventh in the rear, along
the Aldie road, near Goose Creek; the First near Herndon Station;
the Third at Gum Springs; the Second remained at Centreville,
and the Sixth at Germantown. All these army corps were thus
drawn within a sector of a circle resting on the Potomac, facing
west, and all within mutual helping-distance.

In the mean while, the two bodies of cavalry were preparing
for a new conflict. Stuart, making Munford, whose troops had
been much under fire, pass to the rear at Union, had, in con
junction with Robertson and Chambliss, taken position at Mid
dleburg, where he hoped to see Jones' brigade, coming from the
Rappahannock, make its appearance during the day of the 18th.
Pleasonton, on his part, while waiting for the infantry reinforce
ment promised, but which had not yet been able to join him, was
preparing to attack Stnart with his two divisions. He made his
appearance before Middleburg on the morning of the 18th: after
a few skirmishes it was sufficient for him to menace Stuart's left
flank to compel the latter to evacuare the village and retire west-
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ward toward Rector's Cross-roads. Jones not having yet arrived,
and Hampton being expected on the following day, the Confed
erate general did not wish to provoke a serious engagement.
Pleasonton, on his part, being desirous to allow the infantry time
to join him, did not push matters to extremes.

On the 19th, having deployed his divisions, Buford on the
right and Gregg on the left, Pleasonton resumed his aggnBlive
movement. Stuart, although he had not yet received the rein
forcement he was expecting, determined to make a stand against
him, and, whether he relied on the valor of his soldiers, or that,
encouraged by the slowness of the enemy's movements during the
preceding day, he underrated his strength, he even thought of
attacking in his turn and planting himself in Middleburg. He had
taken position, with Chambli88 and RobertlilOn, about fifteen hun
dred yards back of Middleburg, resting his centre on an isolated
wood in the middle of the plain: back of this wood rose a hill
upon which he had posted his artillery. Gregg, with his two
brigades deployed, makes a vigorous attack upon this position
early in the morning. His dismounted troopers, outflanking the
enemy's line, direct their fire upon that portion of the line which
is unprotected, and make it give way: then the Federal centre
rushes forward to charge the wood, dislodging the Southerners
from it, who fly in disorder to the other side. Stuart's defeat
would have been complete if the Ninth Virginia, which had
remained in reserve, had not rushed to the front to check the
Union troops, while the Confederate artillery poured a cross-fire
upon them. They are obliged to fall back into the wood; but
they take a strong position in it, and from this place of shelter
deliver a severe fire upon the unprotected position of their adver
saries. The latter make fruitless efforts to reoo.pture the wood.
Stuart at last gives the signal of retreat, which is effected in good
order, and comes to a halt within a short distance of Middleburg
in a new and stronger position, where the Federals did not come
to look for him on that day. The combat had been bloody, the
heaviest losaea being on Stuart's side. .AB usual when the situa
tion became critical, he performed prodigies of valor: his chief of
staff, Major von Borcke, a Pruseian officer, had been seriously
wounded by his side. Fortunately, he recovered, as his death
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would have deprived us of one of the most interesting books
that has been written about the war.

In the COUl'8e of this day, Munford, who was watching the
road between Aldie and Snicker's Gap from the other side of
Union, had been obliged to fall back toward. the vil18ge before
the superior forces brought on by Buford along that route. We
have stated that in coming out of Aldie the road divides: both
branches, after crossing Goose Creek Valley, the chain of the
Blue Ridge, and the Bwift current of the Shenandoah, lead to
Winchester. But, whereas the former crosses the defile of
Snicker's Gap, the la~ter, more to the south, crosses Ashby's
Gap after having suooessively passed through Dover, Middle
burg, Rector's Cl'OS&-roads, Upperville, where several roads
converge, and finally Paris, located in the very gorge of the
mountain. It is this last-mentioned road that Stuart was fol
lowing.

Jones' arrival on the 19th, and Hampton's on the following
day, gave the latter a numerical superiority over the enemy's
cavalry, of wh"ich he was fully determined to take advantage.
The day of the 20th, however, passed without any serious
encounter, because the last reinforcements that were expected
on both sides did not arrive until evening. On the side of the
Federals these reinforcements consisted of the infantry division
of General Barnes. Stuart had sent Jones to support Munford
at Union, thus extending his left as far lIB the Snicker's Gap
road, and had kept Hampton, with his other two brigades, near
Rector's Cross-roads.

The Federals did not allow him time to MSume the offensive,
most fortunately for him, for he hllB a.ckno,,-ledged since that he
would thereby have been exposed to a serious disaster. Leav~

ing Barnes with two brigades at Middleburg to cover his com
munications, Pleasonton only took along with him one brigade
of infantry under General Vincent, which he added to Gregg's
division. While the latter, supported by a. battery of artillery
under the immedia.te direction of the corps commander, WlIB to
push the enemy along the Ashby's Gap road, Buford, who was on
the right, was ordered to menace his flank, so as to compel him to
fall back upon the defile. Before eight o'clock, Vincent's bri-

VOL. III.-Il2
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gade and the artillery, taking the advance, attacked the positiOD8
that Stuart had occupied with his three brigades for the last two
days on a small stream called Cromwell Creek. Pleasonton's
artillery soon silenced the Confederate guns, and the latter, find
ing themselves attacked by' infantry, abandoned their positions
80 precipitately that they left two dismounted pieces in the hands
of the assailants-trophies which were the more precious to them
88 being the first that had thus been captured by main force from
Stuart's batteries. Then Kilpatrick, with'his fine brigade of cav
alry, pushing forward to the front, presses close upon the enemy
and takes possession of the bridge over <;rt>ose Creek before the
latter has been able to destroy it. Stuart, who has rallied his
men, checks him a little farther off in front of an excellent posi
tion; but the Union infantry having' soon made its appearance,
he gives once more the order of retreat. He has sent word
to Jones and Munford on his left, directing them to fall back
upon Upperville, making the best resistance they could against
the forces in front of them. His troops having lost all hope
of success since they found themselves confronting the infan
try, his only care is to delay the march of the Federals long
enough to give his brigades on the left time to join him at
Upperville before he has been driven back upon Ashby's Gap.
A large open plain exteJ?ds from Goose Creek to this village.
Stuart, who has twelve or thirteen regiments under his control,
makes them fall back by khelon~ manreuvre which the nature
of the ground seldom admits of being performed in America, and
which was executed in order and coolness under the fire of the
Federal guns. It is true that this manreuvre was made easy by
the absence of the Union infantry, which was readily kept at a
distance, so that Pleasonton had only his two cavalry brigades
left to follow an enemy superior in numbers.

In the mean while, Buford with his division had attacked both
Munford and Jones, and, although both parties were nearly of
equal strength, the Federals soon obtained a marked advantage.
When the Confederates were ordered to fall back upon U pper
ville, their retreat once more emboldened the assailants, while
Gamble's brigade, returning constan,tly to the charge, inflicted
upon them severe losses. It pres.....oo them so closely that
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Stuart, dreading to see Buford's column come up after them
between Upperville and Paris, and thus cut off his retreat in
the direction of the defile, determined to continue it at once,
without stopping at Upperville.

.As his head of column was leaving this village, Hampton, who
had just entered it with the rear-guard, was again attacked by
Kilpatrick. He immediately wheeled about, charged the enemy,
and drove him back so vigorously that the Union general came
near being captured. But the rest of his brigade soon comes to
his assistance. A combat with small-arms follows between the
two forces, that are becoming more and more mixed up. They
push and jostle each other along a road bordered by fences, behinq
which are posted Confederate skirmishers on the Upperville side,
while the other side also presents an array of dismounted Federal
troopers. .Hampton finally falls back, and, rapidly pushing for..
ward in advance of Robertson's brigade, leaves to the latter the
task of covering the retreat. This brigade is soon attacked by
the Federals, who are emerging from Upperville, and is obliged
to gain the approaches of Paris in great haste. The efforts it
makes to delay the march of the enemy cost it dear, one of its
colonels being left wounded on the field. Chambliss, who has
come to its assistance on the left, also loses one of his colonels,
Lewis, who two days before had so valiantly led the charge of
the Ninth Virginia.

By thus falling back Stuart had lost about eight miles of
ground: he could not retrograde farther without abandoning
the defile and exposing Jones and Munford to be surrounded
and captured. Fortunately, the positions where he had placed
his artillery were good. Pleasonton's infantry was far away and
his cavalry worn out. He halted and installed himself in the
village of Upperville. On his right, Buford had continued his
hot pursuit of Munford and Jones, who joined Stuart at Paris.
While the former was skirting the foot of the Blue Ridge slopes
with his division, his scouts climbed up the ridges. From the.
summit of this natural observatory they had a full view of the
whole lower valley of the Shenandoah: from Winchester to the
Bolivar Heights near Harper's Ferry nothing escaped their
observation. They saw long oolumns of infantJ"y JI18.rching
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northward in the direction of the Potomac, while others were
approaching Ashby's Gap. The former, as we shall explain
presently, comprised Ewell's corps, which was on the march
toward Pennsylvania, the others being the reinforcements sent
by Longstreet to Stuart. The information that Pleasonoon had
gathered was thus confirmed: the movements of the enemy's
infantry, which Stuart had, up to this time,80 successfully con
cealed, soooo revealed. The success of the Union cavalry was
now complete, the moral advantages being as great as the mate
rial results. It had attacked the enemy's cavalry wherever it was
found, and always came out victorious in the end. The highest
praise bestowed on the new attributes it had just displayed is to
be found in the reports of its adversaries, who were all the time
under the impression that they had to cope with foroos double
their own, whereas, in reality, the number of comblitantB was
about equal. The Federal troopers, after being taught expe
rience in the hard school of defeat, feel thenceforth their own
worth, and, thanks to the confidence which these latter successes
have inspired them with, they will hereafter be a match for their
adversaries.

The combats fought between Aldie and Ashby's Gap cost the
Confederates 510 men, and the Unionists about the same number.

While Stuart was en~ at Middleburg, Longstreet had fol
lowed the route which Lee had traced out for him. On the 19th
he passed through Upperville, while his columns occnpied defiles
of the Blue Ridge-McLaws at Ashby's Gap, Hood at Snicker's
Gap, a connection being formed between them by Pickett, who
was posted on the summit of the ridge. On the 20th, Long
street, having been ordered to hold himself in readiness to croes
the Potomac, deemed it expedient to draw near this river, and,
abandoning the Blue Ridge, he crossed the Shenandoah. The
next day, on learning that Stuart was in full retreat and pressed
on every side by the enemy, he hastened to send McLaws back
to Ashby's Gap. The latter arrived toward evening, and Wok
the place of Stuart's troopers, who fell back to the second line in
search of that rest of which they stood greatly in need. Besides,
they had no longer any cause for trouble in that direction.
Unwilling to allow himself 00 be drawn Wo far away from
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Washington, Hooker's instructions to Pleasonton were explicit.
The latter, satisfied with the infotmation he had obtained, fell
back upon Aldie the following day, followed, or rather warohed,
by some of the enemy's scouta.

The moment had arrived for Lee to give his impatient soldiers
the order of invasion. His forres were assembled along both
banks of the Potomac, and, since he could not draw Hooker
toward him in the Valley of Virginia, it was necessary for him
to march boldly northward in order to compel the Army of the
Potomac to change ita tactics or make the free States pay heavily
for ita wanness. He was at the head of an army even more
numerous, better disciplined and equipped, than that with which
he had penetrated into Maryland the preceding year; but, on the
other hand, the enemy was also much more formidable than then.
Instead of having only to cope with the vanquished troops of
Man8B88B, driven back helter-skelter into Washington, he felt
that he was warohed by an army ready for battle which a vig
ilant chieftain handled with ease. Consequently, he could not
altogether get rid of many apprehensions on leaving the soil of
Virginia, in whose defence he haa hitherto met only with success.
The proof of this will be found in the letter he wrote to :Mr.
Davis on the 23d, just as he was ordering his army to CI'Ol!8 the
Potomac. He was asking him earnestly to send on the last avail-

.able man that could be spared, and to assemble at Culpeper, under
Beauregard's command, all the forces that were to remain in Vir
ginia: the army thus formed, more formidable on account of ita
chieftain's name than for ita numerical strength, would have made
a show of menacing Washington and effected a useful diversion
in favor of that other army which was about to invade the North
ern States. Lee's idea was correct: it could not be realized for
want of troops, as all the generals of the Confederacy were ask
ing for reinforcements at the same time; and the reply of the
President, which was intercepted in the early part of July by the
Federals, revealed to them this scarcity of men at the very mo
meut when it would have been of the utmost importance to the
Confederates to have been able to conceal the fact.

In the mean while, Ewell was already in full march toward the
North. Lee, believing himself Irtill strong enough, with the rest
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of his troops, to hold Hooker's army in check if the latter should
attack him upon ground of his own selection, had caused a por
tion of the Second corps to cross to the left bank of the Potomac,
without, however, moving it away from the river. On the 20th
of June, Early, leaving Winchester, took position along the right
bank at Shepherdstown, as if' for the purpose of menacing Har
per's Ferry and watching its garrison; Johnson, crossing the
river, had posted himself at Sharpsburg, on that bloody battle
field which contained the bones of so many Confederate soldiers j

while Rodes, who was already on the other side, had advanced as
far as Hagerstown. This time Maryland was effectually occu
pied, and the uneasiness which to<:>k posse&'lion of the public in
the North was justified. On the 21st, before knowing the result of
the battle of Ashby's Gap, Lee, wishing to take advantage of this
uneasiness in order to throw confusion in the ranks of his adver
earies, adopted a bold resolve. He ordered Ewell to march as far
as Harrisburg and take possession of this capital if possible. By
striking Harrisburg his object was to reach the White House and
disturb the deliberations of the Federal government. Rodes arrived
on the 22d, and Johnson on the 23d, at Greencastle, whilst Jenkins,
preceding them, entered Chambersburg, and Early, bearing to the
right, occupied Cavetown at the foot of the Blue Ridge. It Waf

on this same day, the 23d, that Lee, being apprised of Pleasonton'h
retreat, issued marching orders to his other two army corps.

Hill, crossing the Potomac first, reached Chambersburll; on the
27th; Longstreet, moving toward the Williamsport ford, and
forming the rear-guard on this occasion, crossed the river on the
25th and 26th, and on the evening of the 27th brought his three
divisions together a little south of Chambersburg. Lee, therefore,
had two-thirds of his army massed near this village, while Ewell
was pushing rapidly forward, covering as much ground as possible,
driving his troops across the rich section of open country before
him with a degree of audacity which was justified by the weak
ness of the small number of adversaries he was likely to encounter
in that direction.

Imboden, who had extended his lines westward as far as the
Cumberland Mountains, returned to Hancock to operate on his
left and lay other districts in Pennsylvania under contribution:
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he occupied McConnellsburg, then bl'Qught his booty to Cham
bersburg, a central point, whence it was forwarded south with
that of the rest of the army. Jenkins, on his part, was raid
ing along the Harrisburg rood. Ewell, having given one day's
rest to his troops at Chambersburg, had resumed his march, with
Johnson and Rodes, in the direction of this latter city; Early, on
the other hand, after rounding the west side of the mountains from

- Cavetown to Greenwood, turned abruptly to the right to Cr088

them and descend upon Gettysburg, so as to fill Stuart's place,
whose absence we will soon explain.

The section of country thus invaded by Ewell was one of the
richest agricultural districts in Pennsylvania, and consequently in
the United States. For the first time the Confederate soldiers
found themselves in the enemy's open country. This country
had known nothing of the war except through the visits of pur
chasing agents and the departure of large bodies of volunteers
who responded to Mr. Lincoln's call. Abundance reigned every
where, striking the Southern troops with astonishment, who had
been accustomed to all sorts of privations in the valleys of Vir
ginia, so long since devlL'ltated.

The requisitions of their chiefs, regularly imposed upon the
villages they occupied, soon satisfied their wants. They made
the Northern population pay largely this time the costs of the
WRr which had so long weighed upon them and their families,
but no disorder was added to these exactions in the country thus
occupied: there was neither plundering nor incendiarism. Most
of the Southern papers, however, forgetting the good behavior
of the Army of the Potomac in Virginia, exaggerating tlle un
avoidable sufferings which the war had entailed upon the Southern
States, and "magnifying the excesses committed under the Federal
uniform (for the most part by partisans or isolated detacllments),
demanded that Pennsylvania should be laid in ashes and blood.
But the Confederate generals, understanding much better the true
interests of the policy they were subserving, and not wishing to
exasperate the people of tlle North, were desirous to confront
them under the most favorable auspices. The strictest orders

• were issued by the commander-in-ehief, prohibiting pillage· un
der any form whatever: his injunctions were even too rigorous
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to be scrupulously carried ·out. In fact, government officers were
alone authorized to make such requisitions upon the inhabitants
of the country as were necessary to the 8U8tenance of the soldiers
-requisitions which were paid in Confederate bonds or notes:
the regimental officers, who, under certain restrictions, should
have been invested with this privilege, only exercised it among
isolated detachments. Following the same idea, the sale of spirit
ous liquors was prohibited in all the towns occupied by the Con
federates. Finally, his orders having been occasionally violated
or criticised, Geneml Lee, when he saw his whole army gathered
together on the soil of Pennsylvania, issued a proclamation from
ChlWlbersburg on the 27th recommending moderation, respect for
non-oombatanta, and the discarding of all thoughts of revenge-
a proclamation teeming with the loftiest sentimenta, which the
biographers of this Christian soldier may always quote as a
model for such chieftains as may be called upon to lead an
army of invasion.

These injunctions did not prevent the Southern generals from
going in search of and collecting all the resources that could be
useful to the army: requisitions, laying all the small towns of
that part of Pennsylvania under contribution, supplied them with
shoes, hats, and goods of all kinds to replace their wornout habil
iments; large supply-trains filled with provisions and cattle were
sent into Virginia; finally; in a few days, Jenkins and Imboden
had supplied all their troopers with fresh horses. It is said that
the latter found that Pennsylvania horses, much larger and better
fed, had less blood, and consequently less stamina, than those of
Virginia, which are so remarkable for their docility and powers
of endurance.

The mountains, a continuation of the Blue RIdge, which
border the Cumberland Valley at the east, incline, as we have
observed, north-eastwaro from Chambersburg, terminating at the
elevation of the town of Carlisle before reaching the Susquehanna.
A parallel chain of less importance, which is a continuation of
the Bull Run and Catoctin Mountains, extends east of the former,
forming between the Potomac aud the Susquehanna a much larger
valley thau the Cumberland. It is watered at the north by a.
large number of small tributaries of the Susquehanna, and at
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the south by the Monocacy, which gets its source in the vicinity
of Gettysburg, and which, after passing near Frederick, emptietl
into the Potomac at Nolan's Ferry, below Point of Rocks. These
two valleys, which Nature had fashioned like those of Virginia,
have been greatly improved by man, especially in the northern
section of Pennsylvania. They are in a high state of cultiva
tion: neither impenetrable forests, like those of the Wilderness,
nor even large wooded areas, such as surround Washington, are
to be met; villages abound; the roads are numerous and gene
rally well kept. Two lines of railroad tmverse this section of
country-one, that of the Cumberland Valley, between Harris
burg, Chambersburg, and Shippensburg, by way of Carlisle; the
other, the Northern Centml, connecting Baltimore with Harris
burg, with two branches-one running west from Hanover Junc
tion, by way of Hanover, to Gettysburg; the other eastward,
from York to Wrightsville, where it crosses the Susquehanna
over an immense. wooden bridge about one mile and a quarter
long, to connect again with the Philadelphia line. This bridge,
available for vehicles, W88 the only one to be found at that time
on the river below Harrisburg. A third line of railroad passes
through the lower part of the valley of the Monocacy: it is a
part of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, which, passing close
by Frederick, runs down to Point of Rocks and thence follows
the course of the Potomac 88 far 88 Harper's Ferry.

Ewell, by a forced march, reached Carlisle with his two divis
ions on the 27th: the next day a band of scouts, with some officers,
proceeded to reconnoitre the approaches of Harrisburg. Despite
all the efforts of the inhabitants of this city to put it in a state of
defence, the Confederates could probably have easily taken p0s

session of the suburbs on the left bank. Ewell was preparing
for this operation when an order from Lee suddenly put a stop
to his movement.

Early· had been sent east of the mountains to cover the right
wing of the army and to watch the roads north of Baltimore
and west of Philadelphia. A glance at the map will show that
the Confederate army assembled in the Cumberland Valley in
proportion as it advanced northward moved farther away from
Washington, and finally turned its back entirely upon the base

,
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of operations on which the Federal army rested: it therefore
behooved Lee to cause all the avenues through which detach
ments of the enemy's troops might fall upon his flank, from
either Washington or Baltimore, to be carefully reconnoitred.
It was for the cavalry to perform this duty, but Stuart having
remained in Virginia to keep a close watch over Hooker's
movements, this task was assigned to Early. Lee had not been
able to add more than one regiment to his division, com'prising
a few hundred sabres, and his infantry, long inured to forced
marches, had to make up for the absence of cavalry by their
own activity. They left Greenwood on the 26th of June in two
columns, and reaching Gettysburg in the evening dislodged from
it, after a slight skirmish, about a thousand Pennsylvania militia,*
brought there in haste, who could not offer any seriOWl resistance.
The division, after having bivouacked at Gettysburg and Mum
masburg, reached the neighborhood of Berlin on the 27th and
York on the 28th. Gordon's brigade, following the railroad, had
marched with greater speed than the others, and arrived at York
at an early hour. Early immediately directed it to proceed to
Wrightsville, where the great bridge of the Susquehanna crossed
that stream. Lee had ordered Early to burn it, but the latter
general, meeting with no resistance, conceived the hold plan of
crossing the river over this bridge and ascending the left bank
in order to assist Ewell 'at Harrisburg. Consequently, Gordon
was instructed to take possession of it if possible. When within
a short distance of the village he encountered a detachment of
Unionists, which a few shells sufficed to disperse; but his sol
diers, worn out with fatigue, could not vie with the enemy in
speed, and they had scarcely started in pursuit over the bridge
when they were driven back by the flames. The Federals, not
having succeeded in cutting the bridge, had determined to burn it:
in a few hours it was entirely destroyed, together with, a portion
of the village, and the flames from this immense blazing pile,
lighting up the atmosphere on the evening of the 28th of June,
announced to the alarmed population on the right bank of the
Susquehanna that the enemy had reached the river. In the
mean time,. Early was levying contributions upon York and

* The Twenty-ilixth militia regiment, under Colonel Jennings.-En.

,
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. sending detachmentB to destroy the Northern Central Railroad
and its branches to the largest practicable extent.

'We shall leave him now to return to Virginia, where, on the
22d, we left the Federal army and Stuart's cavalry, which is
watching it, along the line of the Bull Run Mou"ntains. On his
arrival at Fairfax, Hooker, foreseeing that he would have to go
through a campaign in Maryland, had sent two bridge-equipages,
under proper escort, to the mouth of the Monocacy, and on the
18th everything was ready for throwing these bridges over the
Potomac at Nolan's Ferry. The Second corps, in taking position
at Leesburg the next day, as we haye stated, was only within ten
miles of this point. Hooker, however, was yet ignorant whether
Lee, by not marching either upon l\Ian88S88 or Washington,
would decide to push northward; and as he intended to 888ume
the offensive against his line of retreat if the occasion offered,
he did not wish to be drawn to the left bank of the Potomac
before being fully convinced that the whole Confederate army
had left the soil of Virginia. Consequently, he was waiting
in the positions taken on the 19th for positive information
upoll. this point, without allowing himself to be disturbed by
the cries of distress coming from Pennsylvania blaming him
for his inaction. He took advantage of this waiting-spell to
organize reinforcements destined to join his army as soon as it
had entered Maryland: in fact, from this moment it covered
Washington and Baltimore so completely that the garrisons of
these two places could have been safely raluced 80 as to form
a column which would have increased the effective force of
the Army of the Potomac.

The authorities at Washington threw all kinds of obstacles in
the way of this project: General Butterfield, who had been sent
to organize this column, could only secure twenty-five hundred
men that General Lockwood brought from Baltimore,* instead
of fifteen thousand upon whom he had counted; and Hooker,
having sent for a brigade of Crawford's division which had been
888igned to him, General Slough, military governor of Alexan
dria, where this brigade was uselessly stationed, detained it in

* Lockwood's brigade was brought from the lower counties of Maryland, bor
dering on Chesapeake Bay and the Potomac River.-ED.
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defiance of the orders that had been received, and was sustained
by Halleck in this act of insubordination.

The movements of the Southern cavalry north of the Potomac
had given rise, as we have stated, to the most extravagant rumors,
and the Federai authorities had great difficulty in distinguishing
truth from fiction. .AB BOOn as Lee's battalions had set foot on
the soil of Maryland the Southern general experienced in his
turn some of those difficulties against which his adversaries had
hitherto to struggle. Instead of being wrapped up, thanks to
the connivance of an entire population, in an impenetrable veil,
through which he could perceive all the movements of his oppo
nents, he found himself surrounded with voluntary spies, who,
after counting his regiments and talking with his soldiers, who
were constantly asking for something to drink, proceeded, as BOOn
as the latter had departed, to report to the enemy all they had
seen and heard. On the other hand, soldiers disgusted with the
profession of arms, who in Virginia would not have dared to
leave the ranks for fear of being betrayed by the inhabitants,
finding now a good opportunity for deserting, carried much valu
able information to the enemy; so that Ewell's movement upon
HagerstOwn, which was executed on the 22d, was known to
Hooker on the 23d, and on the 25th the latter was fully informed
of the passage of the Potomac by Hill's corps at Shepherdstown.

Two bridges had been thrown over the river by the Union
general at Edwards' Ferry, near the mouth of Goose Creek, and
in rear of the positions occupied by the Second corps at Leesburg.
On learning of the arrival of Ewell at Hagerstown, he at once
despatched three army corps to hold the left bank of the Potomac
and to cover Washington. These were the First, the Third, and
the Eleventh, which happened to be nearest the bridges, and
which Hooker had placed temporarily under Reynolds' com
mand. On the 25th they stationed themselves around Poolesville,
a village in Maryland "situated not far from the river, at the inter
section of several roads, and at an equal distance from Washing
ton, Harper's Ferry, and Frederick.

That same day, on receipt of fresh intelligence, the commander
in-chief determined to follow the Confederates into Maryland
with the remainder of his army. Reynolds led his three army
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corps toward the defiles of South Mountain, making some detach
ments occupy Turner's Gap and Crampton's Gap, while the bulk
of hia forces took position in the village of Middletown, on the
road between Frederick and Boonesboro'. The reader, by bear
ing in mind the campaign of 1862, will appreciate the import
ance of this movement, which shut out Lee from all access to
Eastern Maryland, while it opened to the Dnionista a pa8IlIIge lead
ing to the communications of the Confederate army with Virginia.

During thia time the other four army corps, the reserve artil
lery, and the cavalry, converging in their turn toward Edwards'
Ferry, crossed the Potomac during the day of the 26th: the
Sixth corps, which had arrived from Centreville, having bivou
acked at Dranesville, was the last to cr0f!8 during the morning
of the 27th, and entered the valley of the Monomcy en ~chdon

near its mouth and below Frederick; the Twelfth corps, which
had arrived from Leesburg, pu.<ilied farther on in the direction of
Harper's FerIj-. The Army of the Potomac thus took, in June,
1863, the same position it had occupied under McClellan before
the battle of Antietam. Hooker could not have made a better
choice to hlU'8S8 hia adversary. The operation had been well
conceived and admirably executed. The seven army corps,
with the artillery, cavalry, and the immense supply-trains, had
effected the passage .of the Potomac over two bridges of boats in
two days and a half: thanks to their celerity, the movement
ordered upon receipt of the news that Lee's army had begun
cr0f!8ing the river was accompliahed in twenty-four hours after
the last of the enemy's battalions had left the Virginia shore.
The two adversaries, although separated by more than forty
miles, followed each other very closely.

From the first day the Confederates experienced all the dif
ficulties to which an army of invasion is necessarily exposed
difficulties that were new to them, for in the preceding year they
had not advanced far enough into the hostile country to encounter
them. On the one hand, being obliged to extend their lines in
order to occnpy the country, destroy the resources of the enemy,
and gather provisions, they had nevertheless to be always ready
to concentrate for battle; on the other hand, they were not 8Q

well informed 88 their adversaries. In fact, whilst Hooker, 88
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we have seen, was fully posted as to their march, Lee was com
pletely ignorant of the crossing of the Potomac by the Federal
army. On the 27th of June, when this passage had been in
operation for two days, and the Federal army was already massed
at the foot of South Mountain, he believed it to be still in Vir
ginia. He trusted to Stuart's vigilance to apprise him of the
movements of the enemy, and if he had received from the latter

. the information he was expecting, he would certainly not have
committed the imprudence of despatching Ewell's corps in the
direction of the Susquehanna. But the vigor with which Pleas
onton had driven the Confederate cavalry beyond the Blue Ridge
had completely masked too pa..o;sage of the Unionists to the
left bank of the river. To make up for lost time, Stuart should
have thrown himself between the two armies, and thus dispelled
the uncertainty under which Lee had been laboring for some
days. It was at this moment that an unfortunate misunderstand
ing deprived the general-in-<Jhief of the useful co-operation of
his too-zealous lieutenant.

Stuart was burning with desire to avenge the checks that Pleas
onton had just made him suffer. He could not think of attacking
the Federals, firmly posted as they w~re along the Bull Run MoUD
tains, whence they overlooked the plains and watched all his move
ments. The Second army corps having arrived from Centreville
on the 20th to take position at Thoroughfare Gap, he thought
that the whole Feder.tl army was stretched behind this range of
hills, and that between it and Washington there were only some
storehou."es, dep6ts, and detached posts. He conceived the idea of
repeating the manreuvre which had twice proved successful in the
preceding year, and to make a complete circuit of this army by
passing between. it and Washington. He intended, by following
a southern direction, to outflank its left wing, then to proceed
northward, leaving Centreville on his right, reach Dranesville,
cross the Potomac, and join Lee in Maryland. This plan had
one serious defect: it was like an intermediate act in a play with
out any connection with the principal piece. The two operations
of this kind performed by Stuart the year previous on the Chiek
ahominy and along the Potomac were undertaken while the two
armies were both stationary: they consequently partook of the
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character of extensive reoonnoissances. Until then, during the
active campaigns, Stuart's rdle had been either to cover or to clear
the army. This time he was undertaking a dangerous movement
at a moment when he must have expected to find the enemy on the
march; consequently, he could not foresee what d&urs he would
have to make to avoid him, and from the very first he started in
a contrary direction to that followed by the Confederate army.
He submitted his plan to Lee, and has·stated in his report that
the latter authorized him to execute it, even pointing out to him
the contemplated movements of Ewell's corps, that he might join
Early's division between Gettysburg and the Susquehanna. The
official account of the general-in-cllief, no less positive, is directly
at variance with this statement. According to this account, Stuart
did not propose the movement on the enemy's rear except as a
means for delaying his passage over to the left bank of the
Potomac. This consideration alone influenced Lee in allowing
him to penetrate into Maryland east of the Blue Ridge, but
upon the express condition that the cavalry should resume its
natural place on the right flank of the army as soon as the enemy
had started for the North. This, as it will be seen, was a conces
sion made by Lee to the views of his lieuteDlnt, and, 8S almost
always happens in such cases, the somewhat vague terms used by
the former were no doubt interpreted by the latter in a sense most
suitable to his wishes. Hence a misunderstanding which raised a.
question of veracity. between them, the consequences of which
proved fatal to their cause. In fact, when Lee alluded to the
rear of the Federal army as he was talking to his lieutenant, the
latter did not suppose that he meant the rear of his columns on
the march northward, but rather his base of operations at the
east; when he mentioned York as the point near which he might
encounter Early and join the head of the Confederate army by
following its right flank without ceasing to cover it, Stuart looked
upon this last-mentioned city as a mere point of rendezvous to be
reached a.fter he had accomplished the raid he contemplated.

Lee thought that he should only be deprived of the important
services his cavalry had rendered him since the beginning of the
campaign for a few days; consequently, he had soon cause to
regret the authorization he had too ea.~ily given to Stuart. The
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latter lost not a single moment in taking advantage of it. He
left about four thousand cavalry with Generals Robertson and
Jones, with the charge of watching the Blue Ridge and the
front of the enemy's army: then, without paying the least atten
tion to Longstreet's directions, who had requested him to remain
within his reach, he set off during the night of the 24th with
the brigades of Fitzhugh Lee and W. H. F. Lee, commanded
by Colonels Munford and Chambliss, together wit~ Hampton's
brigade. The troopers carried three days' rations for themselves
and one day's forage for the horses: six guns and a few am
bulances were the only vehicles that accompanied the division.
In coming out of Salem, where the latter had assembled, Stuart,
who headed the column in person, took the northern route; then,
darting suddenly across the fields, he struck the eastern route
and reached one of the mountain-passes south of Thoroughfare
Gap, called Glascock's Gap. Turning north-eastward, he pro-

. ceeded toward Haymarket. But here commenced the difficul
ties he had not foreseen. Before reaching Haymark~ he found
a whole Federal army corps on the march along the road he had
proposed to follow. It was the Second, on its way from Thor
oughfare Gap to Gum Springs to relieve the Third, on the march
toward Maryland. Stuart, placing his artillery in position, had
the satisfaction of cannonading the column and of throwing con
siderable disorder into the ranks; but he did it no harm, and to
disguise his movement he was obliged to make a large circuit
southward. His horses having but little to eat, he had to halt
and let them graze. A single brigade pushed on as far as Gaines-
ville. Centreville was occupied: the whole section of country
which separated this point from the front of the enemy's army
was overrun by columns of troops which he might meet at any
moment. The plan he had formed could not therefore be car
ried out: if he had relinquished it and retraced his steps, he
would have returned in time to discover the passage of the
Federals into Maryland, apprise Lee of the fact, and join Early
i!1 Pennsylvania. He persisted in his project, and, not being able
to effect a passage west of Centreville, determined to force his
way at the east. Delayed by the necessity of letting his horses
graze again, he was unable to get beyond the Occoquan, which
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he reached at Wolf Run Shoals on the 26th, and arrived in .' ,
two columns on the 27th at Burke's and Fairf~x Stations. ' ;,. \
He found everywhere traces· of the departure of the 'Federal" ' ' J
army, gathered some provisions that had been left behind, s.nd .... .; /
had no encounter except with a regiment of cavalry, which he .
quickly drove back into Washington after mpturing two hun-
dred men. Pursuing his route in the track of the Unionists,
he arrived at Dranesville, which place the Sixth corps had
left in the morning. He had not succeeded, therefore, in turn-
ing the Federal army, which had crossed the Potomac before
him, and he simply found himself in its rear. He had only to
push on as far as Leesburg to ascertain the fact, and by ascend-
ing the right bank of the Potomac he could, without encounter-
ing any obstacle, have promptly carried the news of this passage
to Lee, with the valuable co-operation of his mvalry. But, mis-
takenly, he thought that the whole Federal army was march-
ing upon Leesburg along this bank, and fancied that he coulcl
quietly join his chief by passing through Maryland. A ford
which was not watched by any of the enemy's posts was pointed
out to him near Dranesville: he determined at once to avail him-
self of it.

It was at a short distance from the magnificent falls of the
Potomac, at a place where the river, rushing down a precipitous
declivity, spreads out among stones and rocks which break the
force of it" current. But this ford, which was easy for horses,
seemed imp3&'lable for artillery. Stuart did not allow himself to
be thwarted. The caissons were emptied i the gun-<l8.rtridges
and shells were divided among the troopers, and the su~merged

mnnon and wagons were dragged across the river. Night had
supervened, and the watery moon threw but a faint and uncertain
light over the agitated surface of the stream: the long line of
horses, sunk up to their breasts in the water, oscillated to and fro
under the pressure of the current and kept on their course with
difficulty. Nevertheles.." at the end of a few hours the huge
shadow'S that were silently Bitting across the river had all climbed
up to the other side. Thus, without firing a single shot, did
Stuart enter Maryland, and he hastened to destroy the canal adja-

,cent to the river. On the 28th, after a few hours' rest, in two
YOLo III.-:{3
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columns he resumed his march in the direction of Rockville.
He had, in fact, been informed of the movement of the Army of
the Potomac, the whole of which lay between himself and that
of Lee, and was marching northward, being greatly in advance
of his own troops. It will thus be seen that Lee, Hooker, and
Stuart were all three pursuing a parallel course, the second being
between the two bodies of the enemy and separated from each of
them by a range of hills. There was no means of conveying any
intelligence to Lee: the passes by which Stuart had calculated to
join him were blocked; there was nothing else to be done but to
beat the Federals in speed in order to find Early along the Sus
quebanna. The Southern troopers were undoubtedly able to
throw the rear of the enemy's army into some confusion, but
these ephemeral and barren successes could not compensate for
the injury which their absence from the flank of the Confederate
army caused the latter at such a critical moment.

From their first entrance into Maryland, Stuart's men had
picked up isolated soldiers and wagons belonging to the adminis
trative departments oi the enemy, putting some small detachments
to flight, and, after trifling a while with one of them, entered the
town of Rockville, situated on the direct road connecting the Fed
eral capital with Hooker's head-quarters at Poolesville,* with
out striking a blow. They had scarcely dismounted when they
were infonned of the approach of a supply-train loaded with
forage, coming from Washington. Chambliss, with his brigade,
in order to capture this rich prey, immediately gets back into
the saddle; Stuart, who would not have missed such a feast for
anything in the world, leads the chase at a gallop. The supply
train, composed of one hundred and fifty wagons, extends a dis
tance of nearly two miles, and is within only one mile of Rock
ville ,vhen the troopers who are clearing its march, rushing sud
denly to the rear with the cry, "The enemy is upon us!" scatter
slann and confnsion through the long line of· wagons. Each
driver is endeavoring to turn his team around: some get en
tangled, others are upset across the road; those who have been
able to recover the track leading straight to Washington dash

* At this time Meade WlI.ll in command, with head-qnarters at Frederick.
Rockville is on the main road from Wllllhington to Frederick.-ED.
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forward at a frantic rate of speed, each trying to outstrip his
fellow-teamster in the race. The Confederates, flourishing their
sabres, arrive in the midst of this panic, and, cutting their way
through the wagons, reach those farthest off, which they stop
alm08t within sight of the forts of Washington. From this
moment the whole train is in their power: the wagons already
broken are burned; about one hundred of them are carried off.
The troopers who accompanied the train never stopped until
they had reached the capital. For Ii. moment Stuart was tempt
ed to follow them, and by a bold dash between the forts heighten
the commotion which his presence at Rockville could not fail
to create. But night was approaching, his horses were tired, and
the necessity of speedily rejoining his chief prevailed over every
other consideration.

In spite of the exhaustion of both men and animals, it became
therefore necesBl!l'Y to resnme the march during the night, and on
the morning of the 29th the two columns struck the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad at Hood's Mill and Sykesville. They had
thus followed the eastern slope of the hills which form the
boundary of the Monocacy basin at the east. The occupation of
the railroad connecting Washington and Baltimore with the town
of Frederick, where the centre of the enemy's army was located,
might have proved a serious BOurce of trouble to the latter if
it had intended to remain there, and if Stuart had had time to
destroy the track entirely. He only set fire to two small bridges,
being unable to capture any train, and having gathered new
information regarding the movement of the enemy toward the
north, he gave up the idea of continuing his work of destruction
to concentrate his thoughts in finding means of joining Early.
In the afternoon of the 29th he was on the march, pursuing a
north-westerly course toward 'Vestminster, where he intended
to Cf08B the hills and take the Gettysburg road. His advance
guard met with" a hot reception in this town from a squadron of
the First Delaware, and did not succeed in taking possession of
it until after an engagement in which it sustained BOrne 10SB€6.

On the morning of the 30th of June the whole division was
marching in the direction of Hanover, where Stuart hoped to
find Early, or at least BOme reliable information concerning hil
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position, and to be able to communicate with head-quarters.
Six days of constant marching, nearly all that time without
sleep, food, or news from the rest of the army, were beginning
to impair the strength of this fine body of troops.

The last night had to be employed in distributing hay to
the horses, which until then had eaten scarcely anything except
greeu grass: there were to be escorted four hundred prisoners
and more than two hundred wagons picked up on the road.
This train was a great encUmbrance, but Stuart would not be
separated from it. The ammunition was rapidly diminishing,
and finally it was known that a division of the enemy's cav
alry had encamped the night before at Littlestown. The leaders
felt uneasy on finding that, no matter how rapidly they pushed
northward, they could not succeed in getting ahead of that
enemy in whose rear they had so imprudently slipped. Cham
bliss led the march with his brigade, followed by all the artil
lery; Hampton formed the rear-guard, separated from the first
by a space of about two miles and a half, which was occupied
by teams; Fitzhugh Lee covered the left flank of the route
traversed.
. On reaching the hillocks which overlook Hanover, the Con

federates perceived coming from Littlestown a long column of
the enemy's cavalry, which was pns."ing through the village in a
northerly direction, and thUs occupying the road which they were
themselves so anxious to follow. The situation was a trying one:
retreat was becoming impossible; audacity ws the only resort.
Chambliss began the attack. A few words will suffice to explain
this new encounter betweeu Kilpatrick and Stuart, as unexpected
to them as was that of Aldie two weeks before. Stahel's cavalry,
added to Pleasonton's corps, had been reorganized and divided
into two brigades under the command of two officers of great
distinction-Farnsworth, a man who had already acquired much
experience, and who perished within a few days without an
opportunity to show the full measure of his worth; and young
Custer, who, after having successfully passed through all the
perils of the great war, fell a victim thirteen years later to the
tomahawk of the red-skill8. Kilpatrick, whom the late con
1lictB had brought conspicuously to the front, was assigned to
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the command. This new division was at Frederick when, on
the 28th, the news of Stuart's arrival at Rockville was promul
gated. Pleasonton, who had unsuccessfully hunted the latter
the preceding year, adopted different tactics on this occasion
against him. Instead of sending his alvalry on his track in
order to harass him, he resolved to let him load himself with
booty, which could not fail to slacken his movemeuts, and to
manreuvre between him and the Confederate army, so as to
keep him away from it as long as possible. He could not
have adopted a better plan. This task was entrusted to Kil
patrick. The new division commander set off on the same
day, and, following the Middleburg and Taneytown road, he
encamped at Littlelltown on the 29th, while Stuart, as we have
remarked, had brought his head of column to a halt a few
miles from this village. Whether it was that Kilpatrick had
been too quick in his movements for the inhabitants to come
forward and supply him with information, or that they had
been struck with terror by the arrival of the Confederates, he
was not apprised of the vicinity of the enemy's cavalry. Think
ing only of maintaining his position on the right flank of Early,
who, as we have seen, was at York the day before, he started
for the latter place. Custer bore to the left with his brigade
toward Abbottsville, while Farnsworth followed the direct route
by way of Hanover. It was at this place that the two antag
onists, marching in a different direction, found themselves face
to face about ten o'clock in the morning.

On perceiving the enemy the Federals sent a detachment
forward to reconnoitre; but Chambliss came up at a gallop,
drove it before him, penetrated into the town, and cut the
Unionist column in two before it had time to form again. If
the length of the train behind which Hampton was marching
had not detained the latter at too great a distance for him to
join his comrade in time, the Federal brigade would have been
annihilated. But the prompt arrival of help soon extricated.
it from the dangerous situation in which it was placed. Kil
patrick and Farnsworth, returning with the Fifth New York,
charge the Confederates in turn, who are occupied in picking
up prisoners, and after a sanguinary engagement drive them
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out of the town. Colonel Payne, at the head of the Second
North Carolina, tries in vain to resume the offensive by a flank
movement: this attack is repulsed, and he is taken prisoner.
Stua~ takes p~ition on a height south of the town, whence
his artillery keeps the enemy at a distance, and waits for his
other two brigade&-not for the purpose of forcing a passage,
hut to cover the movement by means of which he wants to
get away, with his train, from a struggle which he considers
unequal.

Fitzhugh Lee is the first to arrive, and attacks the rear of
the enemy's column, which, by its fo.rmation in line of battle,
hIlS become Kilpatrick's right. But the latter, who wishes,
above all, to cut off his adversaries from the Gettysburg rood,
concentrates his forces upon this point, while Custer, coming
to his assistance, BOOB gains ground over the Southerners.
Stuart, on his part, hoping to find Euly on the Susquehanna,
and not daring to venture between the bulk of the enemy's
infantry and cavalry, hIlS decided to proceed eastward, by way
of Jefferson, in order to reach the neighborhood of York.
This is precisely the direction that Kilpatrick is m<J6t anxious
to see him take, so that he is in no way uneasy on account of
this movement. Hampton, who with scarcely any opposition,
has entered the town, which the Federals have abandoned for
the purpose of strengthening their right, covers once more
the march of the train. While Kilpatrick is giving some rest
to his worn-out troops, deferring till next day their departure
for Heidlersburg, where he hopes to intercept Stuart, the latter
hIlS not 1<J6t a moment's time in getting in advance of him. It
WIIS indispensable, in fact, that by one of those extraordinary
efforts which select troops alone are capable of making he
should succeed in pll8Sing between his adversary and the insur
mountable barrier of the Susquehanna before daylight. This
night-march was terrible: whole regiments, says Stuart, were
dozing on horseback, and men, tottering in their saddles, fell
off like so many masses of inert matter. Finally, at day
break on the 1st of July, the column reaches Dover, but only
to experience a new and bitter disappointment. Stuart learns
that Early, after having occupied that whole section of country,
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has left it suddenly for the east. It becomes therefore necessary
to take up the line of march once more, in pursuit, not of the
enemy, but of that friendly infantry which seems the more
rapidly to vanish like a phantom as the efforts that are .made
to approach it increase. Finally, in the afternoon of July 1st,
Stuart arrives at Carlisle with one brigade, after having ridden
more than one hundred and twenty-five miles since the previous
morning, having halted only long enough to fight the battle of
Hanover. There, again, instead of Ewell's soldiers, he merely
finds traces of their march, without any cue to aid him in fath
oming the mystery of their precipitate retreat. In the mean
time, his provisions are giving out, his ammunition is nearly
exhausted, and the town of Carlisle refuses to receive him.
Uneasy, irritated, having only a portion of his forces about
him, and d£'prived of his supply-train, which has remained
far in the rear, Stuart, in order to compel the town to yield,
fires into it the last shells which remain in the caissons; but
to no purpose. Besides, new anxieties soon demand his atten
tion and occupy his thoughts.

He receives at last instructions from his chief, from whom he
had been separated seven whole days. The information he was
able to give him taught him nothing, for the damages he had
caused to Hooker's rear had been of no assistance to the Con
federate army. Instead of bringing news, it W8.<i he who was
coming in search of it, and that which reached him was of a
serious character. A battle was imminent; he had failed to per
form the proper r8le of the cavalry toward the infantry before
the encounter; he must at least be near it at the critical moment.
The three brigades were immediately ordered to march separately
npon Gettysburg. .

We have left Hooker on the 27th of June concentrating his
army along the left bank of the Potomac between the Monocacy
and the slopes of South Mountain. Reynolds is at the head of
three anny corps at the foot of these slopes, near Middletown;
three other corps are in the rear, stationed around the town of
Frederick; while Slocum, with the Twelfth, following the course
of the Potomac, has already reached Knoxville, and is within
only three miles of Harper's Ferry, where there are nearly
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twelve thousand men under General French; the mountain
defiles which had cost :McClellan so dear the year previously
are under Hooker's control. He can therefore either repeat the
manreuvre of the latter, and, marching upon Harper's Ferry
and Sharpsburg, menace Lee's line of communication, or follow
still the movement of this general toward the North, and by
keeping him as much as po88ible west of the mountains oblige
him to extend his line still farther. The first of these two plans
is the boldest and most effective. It is, in fact, calculated to put
a stop to the invasion at once, and restores to the Federals the
double advantage of strategic aggression and the choice of ground
upon which they can compel their adversaries to come and fight
them. Slocum, having once reached Harper's Ferry, will find
his army corps increased by the addition of twelve thousand men,
whom he can lead into the Cumberland Valley by way of Sharps
burg, while Reynolds has only a day's march to accomplish to
enter this valley by way of Boonesboro'. Finally, the bridges
which Lee may have on the Potomac, the supply-trains he is
sending South, the ammunition he must be expecting, will all fall
into Hooker's hands by the same blow. Consequently, this is the
plan he has adopted, at least until fuller information regarding
the movementB of the enemy can be obtained: he has even begun
to put it into execution by sending Slocum to Harper's Ferry,
and by going there himself on the 27th, when an unforeseen
occurrence suddenly puts a stop to this delicate operation.

The troops gathered at Harper's Ferry, as we have just stated,
were placed under his command. Thinking, very properly, that
the safety of the army and the cause he was defending might
depend upon the presence of an additional division on the field
of battle, he determined to sacrifice all Secondary considerations
to the concentration of active forces, and was therefore desirous
of taking French with his army. In pursuit of this idea he
had ordered preparations to be made for carrying off all the
maUriel at Harper's Ferry and in the fortifications on :Maryland
Heights. We have already stated how greatly G1:lneral Halleck
had exaggerated in 1862 the importance of this point, which
guarded neither the Potomac fords nor the entrance into Mary
land: :\Iiles' disaster, brought on by his obstinacy in not evae-
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uating the place at that time, had not enlightened him in the
least. Consequently, when, on the evening of the 26th, Hooker
telegraphed him that he intended to abandon this post, whose
garrison, wanted elsewhere, was only a useless bait for the enemy,
and asked him if he had any objection to this plan, he replied at
once, formally refusing his consent except in a case of absolute
necessity. This refusal was not prompted alone by military con
siderations more or less plausible. Inasmuch as Halleck imme
diately granted to Hooker's successor what he had refused to the
former, we have a right to believe that the commander-in-chief
had ~ized this opportunity to compel the commander of the Army
of the Potomac to resign by depriving him of all freedom of
action, without which he could not continue to perform the ardu
ous task imposed upon him. Halleck's mistrust of Hooker was
indeed no secret. The latter was fully aware of it, and, being
unwilling that the personal animosity of which he was the vic
tim should again compromise the fate of the army, on receipt of
Halleck's reply-which he found at Frederick on his return from
Harper's Ferry-he requested to be relieved of his command.

While waiting for the President's decision he made the new
dispositions which Halleck's instructions rendered necessary.
Unable to take French along with him, he relinquished his
project of attacking Lee's rear in the Cumberland Valley.
Slocum was recalled to Middletown,* and all the marching
orders prepared to put the army on the march toward the
North, following the eastern slopes of the mountains.

On the morning of the 28th, General Hardie arrived at Fred
erick with an order appointing General Meade to the command
of the Army of the Potomac in place of Hooker. For the sec
ond time within the space of a year President Lincoln had
selected the worst possible moment for making a change in the
chief command of this army. This change might have been
reasonable on the day following the battle of Chancellorsville;
it was singularly inopportune at present, when the two armies
were about to be engaged in a decisive conflict.

Far from justifying it, the manner in which Hooker had
bandIed his army for the last fortnight deserved nothing but

* Slocum was ordered to Frederick (not Middletown) by Hooker.-En.
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praise: if the relations of the latter with some of the corps
commanders were unpleaaant, they had never done any injury
to the service; and, on the other hand, the confidence with which
he inspired the soldiers was of itself a power for his army. }Iore
fortunate than McClellan, Hooker was afforded new opportunities
to serve his cou~try, and we shall soon again find this brave sol
dier upon other battlefields.

General Meade, who is to command the Army of the Potomac
until the close of the war, was an officer of the engineer corps.
Simple, modest, reticent, but possessing a correct judgment, a
mind clear and precise, together with a coolness which never
faltered in the midst of danger, he had risen by his own
merit from the grade of brigadier-general in the Pennsylvania
Reserves to the command of the Fifth army corps. He was but
little known except to his subordinates and some other gene
rals, for neither his deliberate and methodical mind nor his tall,
thin figure, with eyes whose somewhat sad expression his glasses
but half concealed, was calculated to make a strong impression
on the masses and inspire enthusiasm. But he was esteemed by
his companions-in-arms and respected by his adversaries: when
his old comrades who wore the Confederate uniform, and who,
since the battle of Chancellorsville, professed a profound contempt
for Hooker, were told of his appointment; they said to each other
that they would have to look sharp after their new adversary.

The day Hooker transferred the.Army of the Potomac to his
successor, tllis army, comprising French's forces, Lockwood's
brigade, which had arrived at Frederick on the 26th*, and all
available detachments, numbered little less than one hundred
and five thousand men under arms. Meade, who had not
aspired to his new position, was himself conscious how ill-timed
was the displacement of Hooker, and had the good sense to
make no changes in the personnel of his head-quarters, even
retaining his chief of staff, General Butterfield. With his
appointment be received the most unlimited power to dispose
of all the troops assembled in Maryland, without taking into
consideration those imaginary divisions in departments which had

* Lockwood's brigade reached the vicinity of Frederick on the evening of
June 2ith.-ED.

•
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so frequently embarrassed his predecessors. The first despatch he
received from Halleck authorized him to remove at his pleasure
the garrison of Harper's Ferry: the forces of Schenck and Couch
were also placed under his command.

His SUcceB80r at the head of the Fifth corpJl was General
Sykes, an energetio officer who had particularly distinguished
himself at Gaines' Mill. Meade set to work at once on the
28th, without allowing the army time to feel the interregnum.
Hooker had informed him that Lee, not having brought along
his bridge-equipages, could certainly not think of orossing the
Susquehanna with his army, and that, consequently, after baving
reached that river, his design must be to follow the right bank,
so as to cut off Baltimore and Washington from the Northern
States. While the enemy was describing this large arc of a
circle, the Federal army could, by keeping within an interior
arc, follow him, fall upon his flank whenever it pleased, and
at the Bame time cover these two oities without having to fight
a battle at their gates. Meade did not agree with Hooker on
this point i and very justly, for it now appears that Lee, taking
advantage of the shallow waters of the Susquehanna, was ready
to make a portion of his army oross to the other side of the
river to seize Harrisburg: the poasesaion of this city would in
fact have secured him a' permanent pass, together with the means
of penetrating to the very beart of Pennsylvania. But, although
he could freely dispose of French's troops, Meade did not dare
to follow out the bolder and more promising plan his predeces
sor'had conceived, the execution of which Halleck had prevented.
He had no intention of crossing South Mountain for the purpose
of placing himself between Lee and Virginia, for fear, no doubt,
of leaving Baltimore unprotected and Philadelphia itself exposed.
Whatever might have been the plans of the enemy, he thought
it necessary, before all, to follow Lee northward, and to hhrass
him sufficiently to oblige him to come and engage the battle him
self. He had nothing to do, therefore, but to indorse and carry
out the orders issued by Hooker for the march of the 29th.*

We have stated that the valley situated east of South Moun
tain parallel with the Cumberland Valley enlarges at the north,

* Hooker issued no orders for the march of the 29th.-ED.
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and almost assumes the form of a triangle whose base lies on
the Susquehanna and the upper part at the mouth of the
Monocacy on the Potomac. From Frederick, which is situaWd
in the narrow section, several roads diverging from this point
follow a north.erlyand north-ea.sterly direction: the main roads
are the Harrisburg road, by way of Emmettsburg, Gettysburg,
and Heidle1'8burg, at the north; the York road, by way of Mid
dleburg, Taneytown, Littlestown, and Hanover, at the north
east, which separate in coming out of Frederick; and the turn
pike, already mentioned, which at Gettysburg branches off from
the :first to the eastward to form a junction with the second at
York. These roads are intersected almost perpendicularly by
a large number of other roads, forming something like the
radius of a sector whose arc is the railroad of Cumberland
Valley, with Baltimore for ita centre. All the roads in which
we are now interested start from Westminster. In 1863 this
village formed the extremity of a branch railroad running
from Baltimore as far as the foot of the hills of which we
have spoken. The various roads starting from this point form
each a connection with one of the South Mountain passes: the
one running farthest south, by way of New Windsor and Fred
erick, reaches Crampton's Gap i the next one, by way of Union,
Middleburg, and Mechanicstown, the pass of Cavetown i the
third, by way of Frizzellburg, Taneytown, and Emmettsburg,
that of Waynesboro'i finally, the last, passing by Littlestown,
Two Taverns, and Gettysburg, crosses the mountains west of
Cashtown and descends toward Chambersburg by way of Green
wood and Fayetteville. A glance at the map will show mnch
better than this explanation that the two centres of communi
cation in this valley are Gettysburg and Westminster: each
of these two villages forms the terminus of a railway line, and
the former, besides the roads already enumerated, possesses four
or five others of less importance, which lead to Hanover at the
eastward, south-westward to Fairfield, north-westward to Mum
masburg, and thence to Shippensburg by way of the mountain,
and north-eastward to Hunterstown. The town of Gettysburg, as
we have shown, is situated almost at the dividing-point between
the waters of the Susquehanna and those of the Potomac, but
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it still belongs to the basin of the latter river. The small
streams of Rock Creek and Marsh Creek, which flow from
north to BOuth within a few miles west and east of the town,
unite to form one of the branches of the Monoowy; 8 third
is the Big Pipe Creek, which, descending from the Manches
ter hills, passing between Taneytown and Frizzellburg and
watering Middleburg, flows west-fiouth-west as far as its con
fluence with Marsh Creek. The rich valley which is intersected
by BO many roads presents at the centre a compact layer of fer
tile laud; on approaching South Mountain one finds an undu
lating ground with ,; substratum of slate, the roughness of which
has been smoothed away by the action of time. Still nearer the
mountain, along a line which passes by Emmettsburg and Gettys
burg, there rises a long range of ridges running parallel with the
general direction of the chain. The very hard rocks of which
they are composed, having resisted the ravages of time better
than the slaty material which was their original covering, form
a series of groups of abrupt ridges and isolated peaks which
frequently assume the most fantastic shapes, and present alter
nately, as in the vicinity of Gettysburg, actual strongholds con
structed by Nature, or, as at Emmettsburg, a confused mixture,
a veritable chaos, of natural ruins.

When Meade assumed command, his first idea, while waiting
for the enemy's intentions to be more clearly developed, was' to
prevent him from Cr<l8Sing the Susquehanna and marching upon
Baltimore. With this view he put his troops on the march in
three columns, pursuing divergent routes. The army was there
by to be BO distributed as to be able to deploy rapidly along
the line from Westminster to Waynesboro', and hold the whole
breadth of the valley by resting on South Mountain on the left,
whose passes it would guard, and with the right on the hills,
across which it would communicate with Baltimore and Wash
ington. Two forced marches, which left too many stragglers
behind, brought him into these positions, BOme of which were
only occupied late in the evening of the 30th of June.

The left column,* under Reynolds, was composed of the First
* By the change of front executed after leaving the line of the Rappahannock

the right wing of the army, under Reynold&, had become the left wing.-En.
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and Eleventh corps: the former reached Emmettsburg on the
29th, and encamped the next day Ii few miles beyond the Gettys
burg road on Marsh Creek, while the Eleventh took its place at
Emmettsburg. The Third and Twelfth army corps formed the
centml column: the latter established itself, with geneml head
quarters, at Taneytown; the former, leaving this point in the after
noon of the 30th, on receiving intelligence of the appearance of the
enemy at Fairfield turned round to the left and p~ed to take
position near Emmettsburg, in order to strengthen the wing com
manded by Reynolds. Finally, the Second, ~ifth, and Sixth army
corps, composing the right, encamped at Frizzellburg, Union, and
New Windsor: the long distance they had to travel not allowing
the two last-mentioned corps to strike the road from 'Vestminster
to Waynesboro', this wing found itself a little out of range.
Gregg's division of cavalry, which was to clear the way, was not
even able to reach the first of these last two villages, through
which, as we have stated, Stuart had passed the day before.

Meade's plan being once adopted, these dispositions were wise;
but it is difficult to account for the instructions given by him to
French, whom a strange caprice of Halleck had just restored
to the Army of the Potomac with his eleven thousand men: It
seems that a reinforcement of so much importance should have
been immediately incorpo1'!1ted into this army: Meade did not
deCide either to take it with him or to leave it at Harper's Ferry.
He ordered French to evacuate this position, to send all the mate
rial found in it, with four thousand men as escort, to 'Vashington,
and to plant himself with his other seven thousand men at
Frederick. This half measure was a great mistake: if its ob
ject was to avoid displeasing Halleck, it was taken in vain, for
the evacuation of Harper's Ferry caused much oexcitement at
Washington, and deprived the Army of the Potomac of a fine
division which might ha"e played an important rdle on the
field of battle.*

Pleasanton had distributed his cavalry very judiciously for the
purpose of covering the movement of the army and clearing it
on all sidffi, without following Stuart's example, who, through

* For instructions from Meade to French relative to the movementll of the
latter, see despatches of June 29 and July 1, in Addenda, by ED.
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his indiscreet zeal, had put it out of his power to render the
same BerVice to his chief. It has been stated that Meade
wished Pleasonton to undertake an expedition of the same cha
racter, and that the latter had pointed out ita dangers: if such
was the case, he had no great difficulty in persuading him. His
real merit consisted in handling his wvalry during the few days
intervening between the passage of the Potomac and the close
of the battle of Gettysburg with a degree of skill, foresight,
and decision which contributed largely to the victory of the
Federals.

Whilst Gregg was bearing to the right, and Kilpatrick per
forming the double task of keeping Stuart at the east and clear
ing the advance, Pleasonton had placed Buford's division on his
left. It was the strongest of the three, and ita chief, a thorough
soldier, justly inspired it with entire confidence. Kilpatrick, as
we have stated, after having pushed rapidly as far as Littlestown
on the 29th, had on the 30th remained at Hanover, the scene of
the bloody combat he had fought with Stuart. Buford, on his
part, after having sent General Merritt, with his new command
(the regular cavalry brigade) to watch the outlet of the Hagers
town road in the valley of the Monocacy at Mechaniffitown, made
a bold dash along the western slope of South Mountain in order
to ascertain if the enemy had lingered on the borders of the An
tietam on the left flank of the Army of the Potomac. Leaving
Middletown* at daybreak on the 29th, and descending toward
Boonesboro', he followed the range of the ~ountains in a north
erly direction as far as Waynesboro', and, crossing them again at
the Monterey defile without having encountered the enemy, halted
at Fonntain Dale, situated halfway. It was scarcely dark when
this vigilant chief perceived in the distance, along the Fairfield
road, the bivouac-fires of a hostile body of troops, probably
Davis' brigade of Heth's division. Before daylight on the
30th he bore down upon Fairfield for the purpose of attacking
it, but after a few shots he became convinced that he could not
accomplish his object without artillery; and while the enemy
was falling back toward the north, Buford, not daring to engage
in an artillery-fight whose echoes might arouse the Confederate

* With Gamble's and Devin's brigades.-ED.
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columns, left the direct Gettysburg road, and, following his
instructions, overtook Pleasonton* at Emmettsburg.

Several indications made the latter believe that the enemy
was preparing a movement against the Army of the Potomac,
and being aware that it was to push its left wing as far as
Gettysburg the next day,· he could not allow the Confederates
to establish themselves in the place. He therefore ordered
Buford to repair speedily to that city, take possession of it, and
maintain himself in it until the arrival of the FirSt corps. This
order was executed in the afternoon. On reaching Gettysburg,
Buford learned that a brigade of the enemy, coming from Cash
town, had appeared in front of the place one- hour before him,
but that at his approach it had suddenly retired in the same
direction.

Information of a somewhat vague character gathered by
Meade seemed to show that for the last two days Ewell had
made no farther advance northward, and that the rest of the
Southern army lay between Chambersburg and Cashtown. The
speedy retreat of the enemy corroborated this intelligence in
the mind of the general-in-chief, leading him to think that
Lee, apprised of his movement, was about to give up the
invasion in order to devote his attention exclusively to the
Army of the Potomac. He did not know, however, upon
which of the mountain-slopes, and with what intentions, Lee
was going to concentrate his forces. Buford's encounter seemed
of itself to· indicate that this concentration would take place
on the eastern slope. From this moment, thinking that Harris
burg and Philadelphia were no longer in danger, and that
the first object of his rapid march northward was conse
quently attained, he determined not to manoouvre any fur
ther except in preparing for the battle which was thenceforth
inevitable. His troops were tired; some army corps of new
formation had been unable to keep up with the pace of the
soldiers experienced in marching for the last year or two; the
regular supplies had failed in consequence of the interruption
of travel on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad; it wlls Oece5

s.-u-y to re-establish communications with Baltimore, first by
*Reynolda.-ED.
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the Westminster line, then by that of Hanover. For all these
reasons combined, Meade decided upon continuing to advance
slowly until he was fully posted in regard to the designs of
the enemy, and, in case the latter should come to meet him, to
take a defensive position which might secure him all tactical
advantages in the fight, either by speedily concentrating his
forces upon the point most menaced, or by bringing his columns
one day's march to the rear. His marching-orders were issued
to this effect on the evening of June 30th, to be executed the
following day at daybreak. They directed Reynolds to pro
ceed with the left column to Gettysburg, making the First
corps occupy this village, wlUle the Eleventh remained some
what in the rear, leaving the Third at Emmettsburg for the
purpose of covering his rear along the Greenmstle road. The
Twelfth, which alone has remained in the centre at Taney"':
town, is to march toward Two Taverns in order. to connect
Reynolds with the right, whiL'lt the Second will leave Frizzell
burg to form, in conjunction with the latter, the central column,
and relieve him at Taneytown. Finally, the Fifth and Sixth
have each a long march to perforpl-the one from Union to
Hanover, where it will form the first line on the right; the other
from New Windsor to Manchester, where it will occupy the
second line, within supporting-distance of the latter. The army
will thus present a broken line to the enemy-who may be sta
tioned either west or north-facing in both these directions, the
upper part of the angle resting upon Gettysburg.. The posi
tion of the roads converging upon this tQwn makes it especially
the capital. point of this line, a~d Meade has very judiciously
stationed three army corps out of seven in the neighborhood.
This movement, however, is only ordered as a new step in
the advance which he is pursoing cautiously, intending to
push as far as the Susquehanna if necessary. He does not
know at this hour that the larger portion of Lee's army
has crossed South Mountain, and if he occupies Gettysburg
it is not with the intention of blocking the principal outlets
along the t'aStern slope of this chain against him. In fact,
foreseeing the possibility of the enemy coming to attack him
on this slope, he advises Reynolds to assemble all his forces

VOL. 111.-3'
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either at Gettysburg or at Emmettsburg, in order to delay
his march; but he holds himself ready, by a rapid concentration
in the rear, to take a position, selected in advance, which will
enable him to cover Washington and Baltimore, and to wait
steadily for the 88BRults of the Confederate army. The occu
pation of Emmettsburg, Gettysburg, and Hanover has no other
object but to cover this concentration and to detain the enemy
until it is accomplished. The position thus selected extends
along the left bank of Pipe Creek from Manchester to Middle
burg. Having no knowledge of the topographic details of
the country, nor of the remarkable position to which chance
was about to lead him at Gettysburg, he makes a judicious
choice upon a Rimple examination of the map.

On the morning of the 1st of July he addressed detailed
instructions to his corps commanders, indicating the positions
they were to take along Pipe Creek in case circumstances should
oblige him to .remain on the defensive. Some of them objected
to this backward movement on the first encounter with the en
emy, alleging that it might have the effect of demoralizing the
soldiers; others, with more plausibility, remarked that the posi
tion was too exclusively defensive, that Lee would certainly not
come in ses.rch Qf the Army of the Potomac, and that the only
way to eompel Lee to fight an aggressive battle was to throw
themselves boldly 8Ol'O88 hi5 path. The fortune of war cut short
all these disc1i88ions by bringing the two combatants into a field
which neither of them had chosen.

We will therefore leave the various Federal columns which on
the 1st of J I1ly were oeeupied in executing the movements that
had been prescribed to them, in order to show what were the
movements of the Confederate army at the same time. We have
mentioned the positioDS it occupied during the 28th. In the
evening a spy broaght Longstreet news of the passage of the
potomac by the eaemy's army: it was the first intelligence the
Confederates had received of such an important movement
executed behind them during the last two days. Lee, know
i.ng nothing of Stuart's imprudent venture, belie"ed him to be
still occupied in watching Hooker, and concluded from his silence
that the latter had not stirred sime the battle of Ashby's Gap.
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The presence of the Federal army in the valley of the Monocacy
cut short his invading march northward: he unde1'8tood, as well
as his advel'8lU"Y, the danger to which he was expoBed if this
army C1'088ed South Mountain to faU upon his rear in the Cum
berland Valley and cut him off from Virginia. Ewell, being
already near the banks of the Susquehanna, could not come
back quick enough to defend his communications directly. He
adopted a COUl'8e which was both daring and wise (the merit of
which LongBtreet in his report arrogated to himself), and decided
either to forestall or to impede this manreuvre of the enemy by
crossing the eastern slope of the mountain himself. In this way
he menaced Baltimore, and even Washington, by way of the
north, making it impossible for the Fedemls to move westward
away from their capital, and obliging them to come back to
defend the communications of the latter city with the free States.
The Army of the Potomac being once brought back in pursuit
of him, he hoped to be able to draw it northward behind him,
and probably not be obliged to fight it except within sight of
Philadelphia. Therefore, on the 29th, just as Meade was taking
up his line of march, he ordered his se\'eral army corps to assem
ble between Cashtown and Gettysburg.

An examination of the map will show that this latter town,
being at about an equal distance from York, Chambe1'8bQrg, and
Carlisle, and located at the intel'8ection of nearly all the roods
trave1'8ing South Mountain, was the point ar~und which the Con
federate army would naturally concentrate itself. It presented, it
is true, the serious inconvenience of being outside of the territory
the army then occupied, but this inconvenience was the almost
inevitable consequence of the relative positions of the two armies.

, Indeed, the Confedemtes in pushing their invasion northward
almost turned their backs upon their adversaries, and conse
quently, if they faced about in order to concentrate by getting
near their base of operations, they were forcibly taken out of this
territory. Besides, Lee, not knowing the direction that Meade
had just given to his columns, could not foresee that the latter
was going to Gettysburg for the precise purpose of intercepting
the road from Chambe1'8burg to York. Early had passed over it
two days before without encountering any serious resistance; oon,..
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sequently, the general-in-chief, attaching no importance at that
time to the occupation of this town, gave no positive instructions
to hiB generals in regard to the matter: intending to concentrate
his forces a little nearer the mountains, he gave them no precise
directions either for taking possession of it or to come to a halt
before reaching the place. Lee's instructions reached Ewell early
on the 29th, just as he was preparing to attack Harrisburg. In
order to gather all his troops in front of the capital of Pennsylva
nia, he had called Early back to Carlisle; and the latter, promptly
obeying orders, encamped on the 30th about three miles east of
Heidlersburg. A fortunate chance made him fall in with his
chief, who had arrived with Rodes' division, near this village.
This and Johnson's division had started on the 29th for the pur
pose of reaching the neighborhood of Cashtown and Gettysburg
in pursuance of instructions from the general-in-chief: while the
former marched directly southward, leaving South Mountain on
the right, the latter was retJ.'acing its steps along the Cumberland
Valley from Carlisle to the vicinity of Chambersburg, and, turn
ing to the left at Green Village, halted on the evening of the
30th not far from Scotland, at the foot of the western slope of
the mountain, on a road connecting with -the Gettysburg turnpike
at the entrance of the Cashtown defile. Johnson intended to
cr088 this defile the next morning, in order to join the remain
der of the Second corps near the sources of the Monocacy.

The movements prescribed to the rest of the army were much
slower. The whole of Longstreet's corps being at Chambersburg,
and Hill's a few miles farther east, near Fayetteville, Lee deter
mined to make both of them debouch through the same pass upon
Cashtown and Gettysburg by placing them en hiheltm along the
road which Johnson was looking for on his side. In order to
avoid throwing this enormous column of more than sixty thou
sand men into confusion, it was necessary to regulate and shorten
the stages of the march, and to advance with the greater precau
tion because there was not a single regiment of cavalry left to
clear the march. Heth's division of Hill's corps took the lead,
and encamped at Cashtown on the 29th; on the 30th, Heth
ordered Pettigrew's brigade to push on as far as Gettysburg, in
order to make a requisition for shoes, of which, it was said,
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this town still possessed large supplies, notwithstanding Ewell's
recent visit.

This brigade, having no suspicion of the proximity of the
Federals, was about to enter the place with the numerous wagons
that followed in its wake, and was preparing quietly to take p0s

session of it, when itsBOOuts signalled the approach of Buford's
column. The latter, after the interruption to his march, as we
have seen, had quickened the pace of his horses in order to make
up for lost time, and entered Gettysburg before eleven o'clock in
the morning. Pettigrew had not looked for him: surprised at
this unexpected encounter, ignorant of the enemy's forces, and
finding himself too much exposed eight miles away from the rest
of his division, he fell back upon Marsh Creek, halfway to Cash
town. He halted his troops near this stream, and hastened to
apprise his chiefs of the presence of the enemy in Gettysburg;
so that the two parties, which had an equal interest in being first
to take possession of this town, had successively neglected to do so
during the morning of the 30th of June; but, thanks to Buford's
promptness, the Federals still retained the advantage. Pettigrew's
forces were'too small numerimlly for him to take advantage Qf
his position on Marsh Creek and attack the Union cavalry at
Gettysburg without waiting for the arrival of Heth's division,
which had remained at Cashtown.

Pender, on his part, had reached this village during the even
ing of the 30th. Anderson, who was following him, did not
arrive till the next day. Finally, Longstreet, leaving Pickett's
dh-ision at Chambersburg, made a march with the other two, and
halted at Greenwood at the entrance of the mountains. The
march of the column, therefore, had been very slow, and on the
evening of the 30th, forty-eight hours after Lee had determined
upon his movement" he was not yet master of the point of con
centration he had chosen. It was even a strange circumstance, at
variance with his instructions, which put on the march the troops
that were to dispute the possession of the place with the Federals.
In fact, General Hill, having. received Pettigrew's report, under
stood at once that the latter had encountered a mounted advance
guard, not infantry troops, and thought it would be easy to dis
lodge it. Being obliged, on the one hand, in the absence of
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Stuart, to employ infantry to clear his march, and dt>Sirous, on
the other hand, to secure ,the distribution,of shoes to his men, of
which they stood so much in want, he ordered Heth to march
upon Gettysburg at daybreak on the 1st of July with his whole
division-il. remarkable instance of the influence which the most
trifling incidents frequently exercise over the fate of war. Lee,
in his turn, as soon as he was informed of the presence at Gettys
burg of Meade's cavalry in force, without suspecting as yet that
he was going to encounter his infantry there, felt the importance
of this point. He ordered Hill with his Second division, under
Pender, and the eight batteries of the Third corps, to follow Heth.
Anderson, HOod, and McLaws, posted en ~chelon behind him, were
directed to follow his movement. Ewell, on his part, knowing
Hill to be at Cashtown, and not having been informed in time of
the movement of his entire corps upon Gettysburg, led his col
umns, according to the instructions he had received on the 29th,
toward the first mentioned of tht'Se two villages. Rodes took the
most direct route, while Early was ordered to make a d~tour south
eastward, in order to strike a road passing by Hunterstown and
Mummasburg, a village situated only about five miles north of
Gettysburg. With regard to Johnson, separated from his chief
by the massive proportions of the mountains, he could not receive
his ,instructions; and, besid,es, he had no choice as to the route to
be followed: he had to come to Greenwood to take his place in
the rear of the rest of the army along the turnpike. Ewell bit
terly regretted the d&ttT he had caused it to make in order to
reach this route, instead, of taking it along with him over the
eastern slope of the mountains. He would thus have reached
the battlefield half a day's march sooner, in time to'decide the
victory.

This summary, which the reader may find somewhat long, was
necessary to show how the two armies, each marching in ignorance
of the movements of the other, bath suddenly changing their direc
tion, while their cavalry crossed their paths, alternately missing
each other or meeting unexpectedlY, had finally on the 1st of
July taken a direction which brought them face to face at Gettys
burg.. The recital of the battle they are about to fight will form
the subject of the next two chapters. Before closing the present
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one we will mention in a few words what was done during those
few days by the detachments of Federal troops which, without
belonging directly to tlie Army of the Potomac, were neverthe
less within its sphere of action.

We left General Couch at Harrisburg, busy in preparing, to the
best of his ability, for the defence of that city, and endeavoring,
with the aid of another general whose name is equally familiar ~
us (W. F. Smith), to organize the Pennsylvania militia. He did
not pretend to oppose the march of the Confederates with these
troops, but by pressing them and watching them closely wherever
they went he could, without ever being drawn into a fight, keep
the run of their movements and furnish the Federal authorities
with.valuable information. This is what he did. On the 29th
he apprised Halleck of the time when the stoppage in Ewell's
march occurred; on the morning of the 30th, as soon as the latter
had commenced his backward movement, he also sent word to"the
authorities at Washington, and despatched Smith at the same time
in pursuit with all the cavalry he could muster. It is this
detachment, following Ewell's track, which had just occupied
Carlisle when Stuart made his appearance before that city on
the 1st of July. Through his firmness and excellent defensive
arrangement Smith succeeded in organizing a resistance which,
as we have stated, deceived the Confederate general: after
having withstood the fire of the enemy's artillery witllOut being
able to reply to it, he managed with his raw troops to hold the
~lite of the Southern cavalry in check.

The communications. between Halleck and Meade, frequently
interrupted by Stuart, were often slow and difficult; nevertheless,
on the evening of the 30th the chief of the -:\-rmy of the Potomac
received the first intelligence of Ewell's movement. Chambers
burg was mentioned as the probable point of concentration of the
Confederates. u.pon this information, Meade, thinking that they
would assemble west of South Mountain, made all his arrange
ments for the 1st of July. In the mean time, a directQr of the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company, Mr. Scott, who subsequently
became Assistant Secretary of War,'" and who had organized a

* ThomWl A. Scott WBB appointed AlllIistant Secretary of War by Secretary
Cameron in 1861.-ED.
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thorough system for gaining information in the country occnpied
by the ConfederaWs, wId Couch on the night of the 30th that
they were concentrating on Gettysburg instead of Chambers
burg. It was impossible to be more promptly or more correctly
informed. Unfortunately, this intelligence, forwarded by a courier •
from Frederick, did not reach Meade until the evening of the 1st,
when it was no longer of any value, for the events of that day
had but too clearly revealed the intentions of the enemy.

While preparations were thus being made for the decisive
conflict in Pennsylvania, and all the forces that the Federals
were able to raise north of the Potomac were at last animated
by a common impulse, and while French himself, abandoning
Harper's Ferry on the 30th with all its garrison,* was. pro
ceeding toward Frederick to take an active part in Meade's
operations, the troops that Halleck had so improperly left in the
peninsula of Virginia had likewise taken the field. The Fourth
anny corps, assembled at Yorktown and Williamsburg under
Keyes, was transported by water about the 20th of June to
White House, where a brigade of cavalry had preceded it by
land. The instructions given 00 Keyes directed him to start
from this point for the purpose of cutting the railroads running
from Richmond northward, and to menace the enemy's capital.
Many people had hoped that by a bold stroke the Fourth anny
corps might be placed in possession of this city. The Confederate
government had sent all the troops it could dispose of to Lee,
reducing those which guarded the capital and the coost 00 a figure
which, compared with the garrison of Washington, was indeed
insignificant, but less so than the clamors of the inhabitants of
Richmond had led the Federals 00 suppose. Only three brigades
had been left in North Carolina: Clingman at ·Washington, Col
quitt at Kinston, and Martin at Weldon. But five brigades
were stationed at Richmond and in its vicinity: Ransom and
J eDkins, at the south, extended their lines as far as Petersburg;
Wise aDd Cook along the suburbs of the city; finally, Corse at
Hanover Junction. It is true that on the 24th the latter was

* French moved to Frederick with only two brigades (Kenly'~ and Morris'),
while the others (ElliolL's and Smith's) guarded the matb-ia taken from the
fortifications of Maryland Heights to Washington.-ED.
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sent 00 Gordonsville, leaving only one regiment behind him; but
notwithstanding his departure the Confederates could yet muster
eight or nine thousand men in the works which surrounded the
capital: it was more than was necessary 00 protect it from any
sudden attack.

On the 25th, Colonel Spear was sent by Keyes, with about one
thousand cavalry, 00 destroy the railroad-bridge over the South
Anna near Hanover, 00 which allusion has already frequently
been made. Crossing the river by fording, he attacked at once,
on both sides, the regiment that Corse had left 00 guard the
Cl'088ing: dispersing it, after having inflicted upon it some heavy
1088eS, he burned the bridge and returned 00 White House on the
28th. This operation, well conducted, but without any import
ance, inasmuch as Lee was no longer at Fredericksburg or Cul
peper at the end of the railroad line, was the only incident of
the campaign. After Spear's return Keyes despatched General
Getty on the 1st of July, with eight thousand men, 00 Hanover
Court-house, and on the same day he started himself, with five
thousand, in the direction of Richmond as far as Baltimore
Cl"088-roads. But these two columm~ advanced very cautiously.
While the city of Richmond was in a state of excitement, Keyes,
after a skirmish in which he lost about twenty men, seeing the
uselessness of the campaign he had been made 00 undertake, fell
back upon White House on the 3d. Here he found Getty, whose
venture had been productive of no other result than the capture
of the Confederate general W. H. F. Lee, wounded at Brandy Sta
tion, in a farm-house where he was being cared for. After this
expedition the Federal government did at last what it should
have done before: the largest portion of the Fourth army corps
was incorporated with the Army of the Potomac.



CHAPTER III.

OAK HILL.

ON the 1st of July, 1863, the whole Southern army, as we
have seen, was on the march since morning to concentrate

itself at Gettysburg. Ewell, who had at first proceeded in the
direction of Cashtown by cross-roads, having learned that Hill
was going beyond this village, immediately took the direct~
converging upon Gettysburg, where he intended to assist the
Third corps. Lee's army, which had been divided for the last
eight days, was then about to be massed, either on that or the
next day, east of South Mountain, thus menacing Baltimore and
WlIShington: its chief relied upon ~his demonstration to bring
back the Army of the Potomac, which he believed to be yet at
a considerable distance in pursuit of him, and oblige it to attack
him in a defens.ive positio~ which he thought he had ample
time to select and occupy. It is stated that he had assured his
lientenants that he should not take the offensive on the field of
battle.

The Federal army was arrayed en khelon at greater distances,
and Meade, equally desirous of securing the advantages of a
defensive position, held himself ready to assemble it by a con
centrating movement in the rear; but, whatever might have
been his final determination, it was necessary for him to occupy
Gettysburg, either for the purpose of covering this movement
or for advancing. We have seen that his cavalry, forestalling
the enemy, had established itself in this village on the previous
evening, while the First and Eleventh army corps, starting at the
same hour with Hill's and Ewell's soldiers, were marching, like
them, toward this point. Fortunately, being fully acquainted
with the character of his former comrades, who had become

638
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his subordinates within the last three days, :Meade entrllBted the
task of clearing and directing his left to two men equally noted
for quickness of perception, promptness of decision, and gal
lantry on the battlefield-Buford and Reynolds. So that, by
one of those singular chances which play so important a part
in war, at the very moment when the Southern general, believ
ing that he was mustering his army at a considerable distance
from the enemy, had selected for this purpose a point which one
of his army corps had jllBt crossed without difficulty, this point
was precisely the one selected by his adversary, while the latter,
w~o did not wish to expose himself to the dangers of a concen
tration in front of his lines, had so conducted the march of his
troops that his left wing was about to rush unexpectedly against
the heads of column of the whole Confederate army.

The end of June had been rainy, with frequent storms, which,
while imparting the freshness of spring to the leaves of the forest
and the grass of the meadows, had at the same time broken up
the roads over which the combatants of both armies were march
ing in close column. Before bringing them face to face in hostile
array we will leave them for a while, pursuing their way with
the carelessness of the soldier, who is too familiar with the mul
titudinollB risks of war to ponder over them, and devote a few
lines to the description of the surroundings of Gettysburg, a rich
and beautiful country, whose atmosphere at this early morning
hour was so strongly surcharged with warm vapors that the
sun found it difficult to dispel them, while its slanting rays,
piercing through heavy, opaque clouds, flashed over the long
and solid wall of South Mountain, a lofty barrier which shuts
out the whole horizon at the west.

The irregularities of the ground, as we had occasion to remark
in regard to the entire region of country adjoining this chain, are
due to the prevalence of rocky ridges lying parallel to its general
direction, sometimes emerging from the soil,in steep, ragged
notches resembling ruined castles or fantastic pyramids. A
hard-working population settled upon this fertile land has
almost entirely cleared it, so that the woods, much more scarce
than in Maryland, and the rocks, less numerollB than at Em
mettsburg, only constitute isolated points of support in the

\
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centre of a territory adapted for deploying armies and the
evolutions of artillery.

The streams which traverse this section of country were at this
season altogether insignificant. The principal ones, Willoughby
Run and Rock Creek, pursue a parallel course from north to
south, one west and the other east of Gettysburg, emptying
themselves lower down into Marsh Creek. The banks of
these two resemble each other. Covered with woods, those
of "Rock Creek, 88 its name implies, are bristling with rocks,
which, rising as high as one hundred and twenty, and even
one hundred and fifty feet, above its bed, have prevented the•woods from being cleared. Those of Willoughby Run are not
so high nor so steep, and are less wooded. The battlefield is
comprised between the right bank of the former and the left
bank of the latter. The hills that are met on this ground may
be divided into two groups, diRposed in analogous fashion, whose
formation reveals a geologieallaw which is common to the whole
section of this country. Each group forms a combination of
three ridgeS starting from a common point, alike in elevation and
abmptness. The central ridge, the highest and longest, follows
a southerly direction; another, equally straight, but less elevated,
south-south-westward; the third, extending east-south-eastward,
is short, and split into two sections, as if, by the general direc
tion in the upheaving of the ground, it had been thwarted in
its formation. The starting-point of the first group is a ridge
situated one and a quarter miles north-west of Gettysburg, in
the direction of Mummasburg, called Oak Hill, on account of
the thick forest of oaks which covered it. Its central ridge
is about two miles long and very narrow, with considerable ele-:
vation for two-thirds of that distance, being throughout inter
spersed with small woodR, farms, and country-houses. Among
these habitations there is a Lutheran seminary (which has given
it the appellation of Seminary Hill), the belfry of which, located
on the culminating-point, overlooks the whole surrounding coun
try. The south-western ridge is, at first, only separated from the
one last mentioned by a narrow strip of land which deepens in
proportion 88 they diverge. It borders the COUl'8e of Willoughby
Run. The third consists of several round hillocks which grad-
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ually decrease in size as far as Rock Creek. Amid the vast
cultivated fields covering these hillocks there may be seen a few
farm-houses, the Crawford farm-house among the rest, and at
six hundred feet from Rock Creek the almshouse. The second
group is situated south-east of the first; its starting-point is
twenty-eight hundred yards from Oak Hill. It was well known
before the battle by the name of Cemetery Hill, on account of
the cemetery which crowns the summit, as if in advance, by
some ominous forethought, it had been placed there upon a point
where so many victims were to perish at once. This rock-girded
pinnacle rises abruptly about eighty feet above a large valley
which is watered by Stevens' Run, a small stream that flows
from west to east and connects with Rock Creek after havWg
wound around the foot of the hillock occupied by the Craw
ford farm-house. The small town of Gettysburg is situated in
this valley on the south side of SteVeD8' Run, and its streets,
lined with houses behind which some fine orchards are seen
stretching out, rise in gentle acclivities to the base of Ceme
tery Hill. The principal ridge, which starts from this point
with a southerly direction, soon de<'.reaseB in size; the rocks
disappear"; the slopes, bare at the west, became less rugged on
this side: at the east, on the contrary, the bed of Rock Creek
deepens still more rapidly between declivities that are covered
with thick forests. At a distance of sixteen hundred yards
from the extremity of Cemetery Hill the line of elevation has
lessened by about twenty yards; then it rises again to the length
of two-thirds of a mile, to terminate at last in the shape of two
hills with bold outlines which proudly command all the neigh
boring localities, and whose fantastic rocks seem, from a distance,
absolutely inaccessible to man. That farthest south, which is the
highest, rises to a height of not less than two hundred and ten
feet above Gettysburg; it is known by the name of Round Top;
the other mlled Little Round Top, separated from the first by a
distance of five hundred and fifty yards, is less in height by one
hundred and five feet. Both of them, connected by a narrow
defile, form at tlle west a declivity, at the foot of which flows a
small marshy stream, Plum Run, whose bed is more than three
hundred feet below the summit of Round Top. The opposite
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bank of this stream, although not so high, is as wild and steep as
the sides of the Round Tops, and the colonists, jealous, no doubt,
of the legends of the mother-oountry, in the middle of the eight
eenth century gave the name of Devil's Den to one of the numer
ous caverns that are to be found there. On both sides a strong
v~a-etation, which derives its sus~nance from the fertile soil that
is fed by the decomposition of syenite rocks, penetrates through
the blocks of stone that are piled up in every direction, while
gnarled and knotty oaks cover the irregularities of the ground
with their thick foliage. This wood extends westward as far as
the undulating plateau, where it stretches out, zigmg fashion, to
the very centre of the cultivated fields. The eastern ridge, very
short, as in the other group, and terminating likewise on the banks
of Rock Creek at a distance of about seventeen hundred yards
south of the almshouse, presents the same features as the heights
of the Round Tops. It is 0. ridge which, possessing steep accliv
ities at the north, connects Cemetery Hill with the wood-oovered
rocks of Culp's Hill, then, suddenly decreasing in altitude with
out losing any of its steepness, inclines toward the south by
following the course of Rock Creek, which the equally wooded
slopes of Wolf's Hill command from the opposite side. A large
gap separates Culp's Hill from an eminence situated two-thirds
of a mile farther south, called Power's Hill. The third ridge,
still resembling that of the other group by its direction and
paucity of elevation, detaches itself from the first at a distance
of about five hundred and fifty yards from the central point, and
pursuing a south-westerly course, gradually diminishes in size and
spreads out like the latter. At about one thousand or fifteen hun
dred yards from this place these ridges are reduced to an almost
imperceptible rise in tlie ground, the one at the west attaining a.
height of from forty to fifty feet, and the other from twenty to
thirty, above the depression which separates them, and in which
Plum Run takes its source. The first, therefore, commands the
second for 0. distance of about seven or eight hundred yards;
which is not enough, in an artillerist's point of view, to impart to
it a tangible superiority in an open country. It is in the midst
of these slight undulations that the link of connection between
the two groups is to be {ou.d: the central eection of the first,
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which prolongs the ridge of Seminary Hill by its depression,
becomes amalgamated with the eastern section of the second near
the point where the latter has less elevation. Eight or nine hun
dred yards more to the south, at a point which has become histor
ical under the name of Peach Orchard-which we will call "the
Orchard "-the line of altitude turns suddenly westward, form
ing a. slight gap, and at the end of four hundred yards pursues
a southerly direction by following a. narrow ridge almost entirely
covered with woods, the eastern slope of which commands Wil
loughby Rim as far as its confiuence with Marsh Creek.

The town of Gettysburg is naturally the centre of all the roads
traversing this section of country. At the north three roads
become separated even before having crossed Stevens' Run: the
first, at the north-west, leads to Mummasburg by crossing the
prolongation of Oak Hill ridge; the second, at the north, leads
to Carlisle, leaving the almshouse on the right; the third, at the
north-east, which passes in front of this institution and crosses
Rock Creek shortly after, bears toward Harrisburg. The Han
over railroad approaches the town from the east, following
the right bank of Stevens' Creek: it was not running beyond
Gettysburg, but the work intended for its extension toward
Chambersburg was progressing outside of the town, west-north
westward, intersecting, by means of deep trenches, the two ridges
which descend from Oak Hill toward the ~uth and south-west.
Two roads also cross these two ridges: the first is the turnpike,
which follows the unfinished railroad-track very closely; the other
is a common cross-road, which at the west-south-west runs in the
direction of Fairfield and Hagerstown, crossing Marsh Creek at
the ford called Black Horse Tavern. The seminary stands be
tween the two, above their dividing-line. As at the north and
west, three roads start south and two east of Gettysburg. The
latter are those of Hunterstown, north-eastward, and of Hanover,
BOuth-eastward, which Early had followed in his march upon
York. The highways southward are, in the first place, the Bal
timore turnpike, south-south-east, which on leaving Gettysburg
ascends the summit of Cemetery Hill, leaving Culp's Hill on
the left, and descends upon Rock Creek between the base of
this hill and the slopes of Power's Hill; then, at the BOuth, the
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Taneytown rood, which crosSes the main section of the second
group above Cemetery Hill, and follows halfway the eastern slope
of this section, leaving the summits of the Round Tops on its
right;· finally, at the BOUth~Uth-west, the Emmettsburg rood,
which follows precisely the line of elevation of the third ridge
across vast cultivated fields only divided by fences, and inter
spersed with farms DB far DB the Orchard, where it pursues its
original direction by crossing a ravine which connects with Plum
Creek below Devil's Den.

This enumeration would not suffice to make the reader under
stand the importance which so many converging roads must have
given to Gettysourg if we were not to add that in times of war
in the United States the turnpikes playa rdle similar to that of
the highways which traversed France and the Flemish provinces
during the wars of the seventeenth century; in fact, the other
roads, being miserably constructed and poorly kept, are not avail
able for heavy transportation, and the macadamized highways
necessarily attl"llct armies, which in order to m~ve with rapidity
are obliged to follow them; therefore, DB we have seen, three of
these highways--those of Chambersburg, Baltimore, and York
centred at Gettysburg.

Such is the ground upon which unforeseen circumstances were
about to bring the two armies in hostile contact. Neither Meade
nor Lee had any personal knowledge of it; and if, by examining
the maps, they had BOrne idea of the importance which the com
bination of ten roads and one railway imparted to Gettysburg,
they had no information concerning the strong positions that
Nature had created at will, DB it were, all around this town.
Ewell and Early, who had passed through it a few days before,
do not appear to have made any report to their chief on the
subject. Buford, who, when he arrived on the evening of the
30th, had guessed at one glance the advantage to be derived
from these positions, did not have time to give a description of
them to Meade and receive his instructions.

The unfailing indimtions to an officer of BO much experience,
however, revealed to Buford the approach of the enemy. Know
iug that Reynolds WDB within Bupporting-distance of him, he
boldly resolved to risk everything in order to allow the latter
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time to reach Gettysburg in advance of the Confederate army.
This first inspiration of a cavalry officer and a true soldier
decided in every respect the fate of the campaign. It was
Buford who selected the battlefield where the two armies were
about to measure their strength: it must be granted that he was
sure of the approbation of his two immediate commanders, both
being animated by the same zeal which prompted his own action
Pleasonton, who had sent him from Emmettsburg to Gettysburg
at the first news of the enemy's appearance on the Cashtown road,
and Reynolds, whom he knew to be determined to provoke the
conflict as BOOn as he should find an opportunity. Buford did
not deceive himself in regard to the periIs of his situation. The
unexpected encounter he had with Pettigrew's brigade the day
before in sight of Gettysburg, the information obtained from
stragglers who had been left in his hands by the latter, convinced
him that he stood in the presence not of detached partiffi, but of
infantry columns of the enemy marching with the confidence
imparted by superiority of numbers. It was easy to arrive at the
conclusion that at least a large portion of the Confederate army
was about to concentrate at Gettysburg. This is what made it at
once so important and difficult for him to retain possession of this
point with the two brigades of cavalry which constituted all his
force. " Rest assdred," lie said in the evening to General Devin,
who commanded one of his brigades, "that the enemy will attack
us in the morning. Their skirmishers will come thundering along
three lines deep, and we shall have to fight like devils to main
tain ourselves until the arrival of the infantry."

It was with this forethought that Buford took advantage of the
last hours of daylight to post his small force in such a manner as
to conceal his weakness as much as possible. He had not at that
time more than forty-two hundred mounted men with him: to
cope with the enemy's infantry the latter had to be fought on foot,
while the necessity of holding the horses by the bridle necessarily
reduced by one-fourth his effective force on the battlefield. Di&
posing of his troops in a circular arc from west to north-east of
Gettysburg, Gamble's brigade on the left, Devin's on the right,
he pushed his scouts far ahead along all the roads the intersection
of which he held. After having apprised Meade and Reynolds
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of the dispositions he had made and of the supposed movements
of the enemy, he waited for daylight, whose dawn was to mark
the great battle for which preparations were being made on both
sides.

His anticipations were BOOn realized, and from six o'clock. in
the morning his scouts along the Cashtown road reported the
presence of the heads of column of Heth's division, which, after
overtaking Pettigrew's brigade, was rapidly advancing upon Get
tysburg. Buford hastened to make the final· arrangements for
the battle. Devin, having no one before him at the north, left;
only a few patrols on that side, and took position between the
M:ummasburg road and the railwaY-<lUt. Gamble, on his left;,
pushed his first line to the banks of Willoughby Run, extend
ing his lines as far as the Hagerstown road; the reserve troops,
dismounted like the rest and ready to take part in the combat,
were massed along the ridge which descends from Oak Hill at
the west, and consequently in advance of Seminary Hill. The
mounted artillery which accompanies the division has taken a
position so as to enfilade three roads: it opens fire a little before
nine o'clock. Heth immediately deploys his two advance bri
gades, Davis' on the left and Archer's on the right, both of them
south of the Chambersburg road. About eight o'clock in the
morning this first line, preceded by a close corumn of skirmish
ers, openly descends the slopes of the right bank of Willoughby
Run, confirming Buford's prediction by the vigor with which its
attack is made. The Federal cavalry, well ambushed, reply by a
well-sustained fire, which stops the assailants, making their lead
ers believe that they have an infantry corps to cope with. This is
the first serious encounter of the two armies upon the soil of the
free States. A murderous struggle takes place at once on the
banks of the stream. The Union cavalry is less numerous than
that of their advel"8aries, for they have to deal with two strong
brigades; but they are as solid and determined, with carbine in
hand, as well-trained infantry, while their artillery, perfectly well
served, sustains them by means of a most effective fire. In the
mean time, Buford, who is aware that Hill's whole corps has
encamped at Cashtown, and who perceives in the distance the
long columns of the enemy along the road, calculates with' anx-

•
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iety the length of time during which his small band may be able
to check the march of the enemy. Fortunately, the latter has
no idea of the immense advantages he might secure at a small
cost by taking poeeession of the town of Gettysburg and the
heights that command it before the arrival of the Federal infan
try. Heth has been ordered by Lee not to press the enemy if he
finds him in force, in order to give the other divisions time to
come up: in view of the unexpected resistance he has encountered,
he leaves Archer and Davis fighting with the Federals, unwilling
to engage the rest of his division until Pender's troops are within
supporting-distance of him. BuforI, on his part, causes his last
reserves to advance up to the first line, which is beginning to suffer
seriously from the enemy's fire: he directs the fire of his artillery
in person and encourages the combatants by his example, thus
prolonging the struggle while preparing to lead back his small
band to the natural citadel of Cemetery Hill whenever the con
flict becomes too unequal. This moment is drawing near: A. P.
Hill, although sick, has hastened forward at the sound of the
cannon. Pender's column follows him close; the ~mbat is about
to assume a new aspect.

It is, however, at the very moment when the sacrifices made by
Buford in order to preserve his position appear to be useless that
he reaps the reward of his tenacity. Reynolds' Soldiers have
marched as rapidly as those of Hill, and the officer of the signal
corps, who, stationed in the belfry of the seminary, turns his
anxious looks from the Cashtown road, which is covered with
hostile troops, to that of Emmett~burg,finally discovers in the
distance a large column of infantry. In that direction none but
friendly troops could be expected. Buford, having come up in
full haste in order to verify this glorious n~ws, which will pre
clude him from giving the order of retreat, has scarcely reached
the observatory when he hears his name called by a well-known
voice. It is Reynolds, who, having been informed of the enemY'fI
attack half an hour before, proceeded in advance of his columnlll,
and fol~owing the sound of battle has come at full gallop to
bring the assurance of speedy relief to the Federal cavalry and
iiB valiant chieftain. Wadsworth's division, eneamped upon
Marsh Creek, about five miles from Gettysburg, had heen .the
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first to start at eight o'clock in the mo~g on receiving the
news forwarded by Buford to Pleasonton the previous evening:
the two other divisions of the First corps, commanded by Row
ley and Robinson, got under way half an hour later, under the
direction of Doubleday, making a forced march to join him.
The Federal BOldiers and their leaders are fired by extraor
dinary zeal: like Antleus, who gathered new strength whenever
he touched the earth, it seems that the idea of fighting on the
BOil of the free States, in the midst of a friendly population threat
ened with a terrible invasion, doubles their energy and their
activity. The hesitations, the delays, and the frequent discour
agements which seemed to p!ralyze the best-conceived plans in
Virginia have given place to a noble emulation which urges them
to dispute with each other the honor of dealing the swiftest and
heaviest blows to the enemy. Without taking any account of
their numbers, Reynolds himself, notwithstanding the immense
responsibility weighing upon him, gives them an example of this
zeal by contributing more than anyone else to inspire them with
it. Sad and dejected, it is said, before the meeting of the two
armies, he has become invigorated as 800n as he has felt his
proximity to the adversaries· with whom he desired to come to
blows since the opening of the campaign.

We have already mentioned what were Meade's intentions and
the instructions he had sent to his lieutenants on the evening of
the 30th. Before beginning a narrative which we shall not again
be able to interrupt before the close of the day, we must say a
word about the dispositions he made on the morning of the 1st
of July, although they were speedily modified by subsequent
events. The news of the encounter between Buford and Petti
grew's brigade at Gettysburg, which had been sent"by the former
on the evening of the 30th to Reynolds, his immediate chief, had
not yet reached head-quarters. Buford in his despatch conveyed
positive information regarding the positions of the enemy's three
corps, which no longer admitted of any doubt that their concen
tration was to be effected at Gettysburg by way of the northern
and western routes. The information his army had picked up to
the present hour, and the advices which Couch had forwarded

. from Harrisburg, already clearly revealed to Meade the move-
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ment hy which.Lee, collecting his scattered columns in the val
ley of the Susquehanna, was preparing to fight the Army of the
Potomac; but the bloody conflict in which Stuart had just been
engaged with Kilpatrick in the village of Hanover induced him
to think that the concentration would take place in the district
occupied by Ewell, north-east of Gettysburg, which would render
it impossible for his army to sustain itself in this latter position.
He felt, therefore, that the formidable adversary who had already
so frequently snatched the victory from his· predecessol'll was ap-·
proaching him, without being able to guess on which side his
blows would fall. Having only been invested with the supreme
command within the last three days, he felt dispoeed to act with
the utmost circumspection. He had already obtained an import
ant result. Lee, had he been able to ignore the Army of the
Potomac, would bitherto have preferred an aggressive campaign
in the free States rather than a veritable invasion. Adopting
the latter course, he now finds himself menaced by this army,
and comes to a halt, forced to preserve on the field of battle the
r~le of assailant whicb he had assumed in crossing the Potomac.
Meade, extremely perplexed, feared that he had advanced too far
by pushing his left to Gettysburg and his right to Hanover. He
would not, however, countermand the movement already in prog
ress, nor order a retrograde march for the morrow upon Bal
timore. He confined himself, therefore, to the task of sending
detailed instructions to his corps commanders regarding the manner
of performing, as soon as he should order it, this march as far as
the line of Pipe Creek. Believing the enemy to be far more dis
tant than he was in reality, he thought that he had time to make
his choice and to determine either upon a retrograde movement or
an aggressive manceuvre. His despatch to Reynolds especially
showed distin<:tly the state of uncertainty he was laboring under,
manifesting at the same time the confidence he had in the judg
ment of his old comrade,* to whom he allowed great latitude in
the d!rection of the left wing. It is probable that Reynolds did
not receive this last despatch, which was forwarded too late to

*At the hreaking out of the. war Meade and Reynolds each commanded a
brigade in McCall's division, where the author had the good fortune to make
their acquaintance.
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retich him before his departure from Marsh Creek.. He had start-
ed, therefore, in compliance with the orders received the day pre
vious. These orders directed him to station himself at Gettys
burg or in its vicinity with the First and Eleventh corps, but
contained no instructions as to what he should do in the presence
of the enemy. Meade merely told him that he did not contem
plate advancing beyond the positions indicated for the march of
July 1st, and that he should wait for the movements of the enemy
to determine his own. In view of the intelligence which Rey
nolds had received from Buford in the morning, these indications
were no longer of any account to him, for it W8B evident that
hostilities would commence at some point or other before Meade
would be able to accomplish all the movements he had projected.
But his cavalry was menaced on the very ground he had been
formally ordered to occupy. All hesitation, therefore, was im
possible for him: he must reach Gettysburg in ad"ance of the
Confederate column which had been reported by Buford, compel
his adversaries to show their strength, and, if possible, preserve
the important strategic position he had been ordered to occupy,
until Meade should otherwise determine. It appears that on
approaching Gettysburg he immediately noticed the magnificent
position of Cemetery Hill, which has been described above: it
could not, in fact, have escaped his trained military eye, and
it may be that, on seeing it, he understood that by maintaining
himself there he would secure for the Army of the Potomac
the most favorable battlefield that it could have possibly desired.
The confidence reposed in him by Meade and the absence of
any positive instructions justified him in making the attempt.
Although death did not allow him time to explain his views to
his chief, we may be permitted to believe that this idea prompted
the dispositions he adopted on his arrival.

It is three-quarters past nine: while rapidly descending the
stairs of the belfry to go meet Reynolds, Buford cries out to him,
"The devil is to pay ;"-" But we can hold on till the avival
of the First corps;" and the two chieftains, starting at a gallop,
rush into the midst of a shower of balls to revive the zeal of
Gamble's men, who have been struggling on foot for the last hour
and a half. Finding their position a good one, Reynolds sends
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an order to Wadsworth's division to come up and relieve them.
At the same time he sends a message to the other two divisions
of the First corps, urging them to push forward, and also to
Howard, who has left Emmettaburg with the Eleventh corps
after the latter,requesting him not to atop on the road, as he
had been directed, but to come and take position near them at
Gettysburg.* In a few hours two army corps will therefore be
88Bembled at Gettysburg. In the mean time, the enemy must
be imposed upon and held in check with the few troops that are
already on the ground. The First division of the First corps,
commanded by Wadsworth, following the direction that Reynolds
had marked out before leaving it, has not entered Gettysburg.
It has turned to the left, and at ten o'clock has ascended the
eastern slope of Seminary Hill. Wadsworth, who at an advanced
age had joined McDowell's staff as a volunteer, and whom we
shall see fall gloriously in the Wilderness the following year, has
acquired through practice BOrne of the necessary qualities for the
command he is exercising. Doubleday, to whom Reynolds has
transferred the command of the First corps, and who in the
course of this day will exhibit as much tenacity as presence of
mind, has come to join him, leaving behind him the other two
divisions, which are making a forced march. But Wadsworth
has only two small brigades under him-Qne commanded by
Cutler; the other, called the U Iron Brigade," by Meredith.

The Federal cavalry still occupy the slopes bordering Wil
loughby Run on the west between the two roads to Hagerstown
and Cashtown: north of the latter they maintain their posi
tion on horseback along the cutting of the unfinished railroad,
about fifty yards back of the stream, along the ridge which
descends BOuth-west of Oak Hill. This ridge, of which we have
already spoken, and which will p1ay an important part in the
battle, extends far beyond the Hagerstown road: being entirely
bare and only intel'spersed here and there with fences, it is not so

* One of Reynolds' aides-de-camp, Captain Rosengarlpn, has even IlIl8erted
that Reynolds had designated Cemetery Hill as the point which Howard was
to occupy, but the latter has formally denied it, claiming all the honor of
having IIelected this historical plateau for the purpose of placing there hia
rellerves.
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high as the ridge of Seminary Hill, and forms something like a
first line of defence in advance of the latter, from which it is
only separated by a strip of land sufficiently deep to afford shel
ter to reserves. There is but a single obstacle to be met with
along its western slope: it is a small wood, triangularly shaped,
whose base rests upon Willoughby Run, and rises, by following
a slight depression in the ground, almost to the summit of the
ridge, the extremity of which, on this side, is about one hundred
yards south of the Cashtown rood. It is mlled McPherson's
Wood, after the name of the owner of the adjacent farm. The
infantry has not a moment to lose, for, north of this road and the
railway, Davis' Confederate brigade is advancing in good order,
and its well-sustained fire is having a crushing effect upon the
weak line of Federal skirmishers, who mn find no shelter in this
direction. SOuth of the road Archer has crossed the stream with his .
brigade, the larger portion of which rushes into the wood in order
to reach under its cover the summit of the slope it has to mrry.
Cutler's brigade is at the head of the Federal column. Reynolds
leads it in person on the Cashtown road, which must be abso
lutely barred against the enemy, advising Doubleday to place
Meredith's brigade, which is following the first, on the left, and
to extend his line as far as the Hagerstown road. The division
artillery, relieving Calef's mounted battery, takes a position along
the Cashtown road, which it enfilades, while Cutler deploys his
brigade to the right under the very fire of the enemy.* The
infantry finds itself engaged along the whole line even before it
has got into position, for on the left Doubleday, understanding
at a single glance the importance of the wood into which Archer
has just penetrated, has ordered Meredith to take possession of it.
This wood, in fact, if it remains in the hands of the asSailants,
gives them a foothold in the centre of the Union line, which it
cuts in two; whereas if the Federals are masters of it they will
find in it a point of support which, like a bastion, ,will flank
this .line both north and south. At the moment that Meredith

* General Cutler, writing November 5, 1863, to the governor of Pennsylvania,
accords the honor of the opening tire to the FiftY-lIixth Pennsylvania infantry,
Colonel J. Wm. Hofmann commanding, and requests that the fact be recorded in
the archives of the State.-ED.
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begins his attack, Reynolds, leaving to Wadsworth the task of
leading the right, l'eCl'OBSe8 the road, and, seeing the extreme
right of the Iron brigade approach the point of the wood,
advances with ita chief under the well-sustained fire of the
enemy's skirmishers hidden in the bushes. While he is encour
aging his soldiers by his own example, at a distance of less than
sixty paces from the latter he is struck in the head by a ball, and
expires without uttering a word.

Reynolds Wll.'l undoubtedly the most remarkable man among all
the officers that the Army of the Potomac saw fall on the battle
field during the four years of ita existence; and Meade could say
of him that he Wll.'l the noblest and bravest of them all. A grad
uate of West Point, he had early distinguished himself in that
Mexican army which Wll.'l destined to become the nursery of staft"
officers both North and South. His former comrndes, who had
become either his colleagues or his adversaries, held him in the
greatest estimation on account of his military talents, for under
a cold exterior he concealed an ardent BOul; and it Wll.'l not the
slowness, but rather the clearnes.'l, of his judgment that enabled
him to preserve his coolness at the most critical momenta. The
confidence he inspired, alike in his inferiors, his equals, and his
commanders, would no doubt soon have designated him for the
command of one of the Union armies. It would have been a
fortunate thing for the cause he was serving with devotion and
earnestness without having ever sought to elicit appreciation of
his merita. His untimely death-he Wll.'l forty-three years old
-Wll.'l not without some benefit to that cause, for by making a
vigorous fight in the battle which cost him his life he secured
the possession of Cemetery Hill to the Army of the Potomac,
against which the full tide of Southern invasion broke. We
will cite, in conclusion, ll.'l the most beautiful homage paid to his
cha.rilcter, the unanimous regrets of the inhabitanta of. Frede
ricksburg, of which town he had been the military governor, who,
although pll.'lBionately devoted to the cause of the South, mourned
him ll.'l if he had been one of their own people.

Reynolds is struck at a quarter-past ten. Fortunately, the
Federal soldiers, carried away by the excitement of battle, do not
perceive the loss they have just sustained. Meredith hll.'l pushed
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forward into the wood at the head of his first regiment, without
even waiting for the rest; the latter follow him en khelon. His
soldiers push forward with a dash which astonishes the Con
federates, and, breaking their line, capture more than one thou
sand prisoners---among whom is General Archer himself-drive
the remnants of the enemy's brigade beyond the stream, .and,
pushing these disorganized troops at the bayonet's point, plant
themselves along the slopes bordering the opposite bank.

This is a. brilliant beginning for the Federals, but this success
is counterbalanced by the check which Cutler, at the same time,
has just experienced at the other extremity of the line. In fact,
Wadsworth hOB scarcely placed three regiments* of this brigade
to the right of the railroad, when the latter are obliged to sustain
Davis' entire effort on ground, which, OB we have stated, affords
them no support at all. Consequently, in a. very short space of
time they are obliged to abandon the first line of the heights to
Davis, and to fall back from two to three hundred yards on the
main ridge which connects Oak Hill with Seminary Hill. They
find shelter in a thick wood, which at this point covers the two
acclivities of the ridge; their retreat, however, has been effected
with so much haste .that one of these regiments, the One-hun
dred-and-forty-seventh New York, which WOB nearest to the rail
way-cut, delayed by the death of its colonel,t finds itself almost
surrounded; the other two regiments, the Fourteentht and
Ninety-fifth New York, which Reynolds had posted between
the Cashtown road and the wood, remain isolated, while the
battery stationed on the road cannot be withdrawn except by
sacrificing one of its pieces. This retreat, however, does not stop
here, and a portion of Cutler's soldiers are brought back to the
rear, almost to the very outskirts of Gettysburg. Doubleday, on
15eing informed of Reynolds' death, which throws all the responsi
bility of the command on his own shoulders, hastens in this direc
tion in order to redeem the fortunes of the day. The Sixth Wis
consin, which hOB been left by Meredith in reserve at the seminary,

* The Fifty-aixth Pennsylvania, Seventy-ai.s:th and One-hundred-and-(orty
lIeventh Nell' York.-En.

t Lieutenant-colonel Frnn/'Js C. Miller, commanding the One-hundred-and
forty-seventh Nell' York, was lIeverely wounded, not killed.-ED.

t State. militia (Fourteenth Brooklyn).-ED.
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eagerly rushes to the front, bears to the right, overtakes that por
tion of Cutler's brigade which bas remained on the left of the rail
road, and with the aid of a piece of a.rtillery opens a murderous
fire upon Davis' brigade. The latter, which is advancing in line
against the wood where the Fourteenth and Ninety-fifth New
York have taken refuge, is thrown into confusion by his enfila
ding fire. The Confederates try to front about tD the right and
croas the railway-track, in order to face this new enemy, but they
are driven back into the cut, almost two entire regiments being
surrounded and captured with their colors. This new success might
have been still more complete if Cutler's whole brigade had re
mained within reach.. However that may be, the d~bris of the
One-hundred-and-forty-sevooth New York are freed and the en
emy driven back in the direction of Willoughby Run.

It is about eleven o'clock. The combined attacks of Davis
and Archer have completely failed. These two brigades have
lost more than one-half of their effective force. Heth has come
to a halt in order to replace these vanquished troops with his
two other brigades, under Pettigrew and Brockenbrough, which,
being deployed to the right, have not, up to the present time,
been much under fire. The energy of the Federals and the
loases they have inflicted upon him have led him to exaggerate

. their numbers and to act with greater circumspection.
The Confederates are beginning to find out that their sudden

attacks en ffllUlBl1 are more dangerous and more difficult of execu
tion along the open, hilly country of Pennsylvania than among
the thickly-wooded settlements of Virginia, where they did not
stand in dread of slanting fires. Doubleday avails himself of
this respite to rectify and strengthen his line; Meredith, under
the orders of the latter, resumes his position east of the stream,
and occupies the edge of McPherson's Wood; Cutler is brought
back by him to his former position, and he causes the division bat-
teryto be relieved bya mounted battery. He knows that the remain':
der of his corps is approaching, and impatiently waits its arrival.

Fortunately, while the Confederates are contenting themselves
with a very fruitless cannonade, Doubleday, about half-past eleven
o'clock, at last sees in the distance Rowley's and Robinson's
divisions, each containing two brigades and presenting a total
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of between five and six thousand men. For the purpose of rein
forcing the line of battle, the first is divided and posted on both
sides of the wood conquered by Meredith-Stone's brigade on the
right, and Biddle's on the left, with a portion of the army corps'
artillery. The other division remains in reserve near the sem
inary, around which it hastily digs a few trenches. The arrival
of this reinforcement is opportune, for Heth will soon renew the
attack, and this time with all his forces combined. While
Brockenbrough is trying to outflank Biddle's right and to
capture the Herbst farm, where the latter has stationed an
advance detaehm1!nt, Pettigrew, taking with him all that is left
of Davis' brigade, makes an impetuous assault upon Stone's sol
diers: the latter, recruited from among the sturdy lumbermen
of the great forests of Pennsylvania, form one of the fin~t

brigades in the Federal army, and are known by the name of
" Bucktails," in consequence of the ornament appended to their
caps. Animated by the idea that they are defending the soil of
their native State, they all cry out with one accord in planting
themselves in the position to which they have been assigned,
"·We have eome to stay!" "And," adds General Doubleday
while narrnting this incident of the battle, "they kept their
word; for. the ground was an open one, the position extremely
exposed, and a large number of them fell upon that spot, never
to leave it again."

Their first check has deprived the Confederates of some of
their daring, and after an hour's fighting they give up the idea
of carrying the Unionists' positions. Hill has Pender's division
of four brigades under his control, which, with Heth's other
four, would secure him a considerable numerical superiority
over the six brigades of the First Federal corps. He is sup
ported by a formidable artill1!ry, for, besides the two division
battalions, he brings with him all his reserve pieces-ten bat
teries in all. The battle, however, has been brought on in so
strange and unllilual a manner that Hill, knowing nothing of the
strength of his adversary and the designs of his chief, hesitates,
no doubt, to bring all his troops into line, and merely concentrates
the fire of his eighty guns upon the positions of the Federals, on
whom he inflicts some heavy losses.
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The latter, however, 800n receive new reinforcementB. How
ard, with Barlow's division, has left EmmettBburg soon after the
First corps, sending his other two divisions, under Schurz and
Steinwehr, in order to expedite the movement, by way of the
Taneytown road. On receipt of Reynolds' first message he
ordered each of these divisions to press forward, and, following
the example of those who have preceded him, he hastens to
Gettysburg in person. At half-past eleven we find him on the
top of one of the houses of the town observing the localities in
order to se~ect positions for his troops, when he hears of Rey
nolds' death, and finds himself by right of seniority relIed upon
to succeed him in the command of all the forces assembled on
the battlefield.

It was a heavy task for an officer who had not even yet made
his appearance on that battlefield, and who possessed no informa
tion regarding the movementB of the enemy and the preliminaries
of the fight. But from his observatory he perce~ves a number
of roads converging toward him from every point in the horizon,
and may therefore arrive at the conclusion that these roads will
soon be crowded with a large portion of Lee's army marching
upon him, whilst no other corps from the Union army can,
according to given orders, come to join him at Gettysburg.
Seeiug that the First corps keeps the enemy well in check, he
very wisely allows Doubleday to complete the task in the per
formaD<)6 of which he has been 80 successful up to this moment,
and occupies himself with the measures to be taken in order to
support him. He has no more hesitation than Buford and
Reynolds regarding the necessity of defending Gettysburg as
long as possible, and of bringing together for that purpose all
the forces within reach. As Buford called upon Reynolds, and
he upon Howard, 80 the latter calls in his turn upon Sickles,
who is to reach EmmettBburg in the morning with the Third
corps, and to stop there, for Reynolds has been killed before
sending him any message, intending no doubt to have done
80 at a later period. Now urgent instrnctioDs are forwarded to
the division commallders of the Eleventh corps, with a verbal
report addressed to Meade. The combatantB of the First corps
are unacquainted with these details, but soon the occupant of the
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observatory, precisely as he had signalled the opportune arrival
of Reynolds, informs Buford of the approach of the Eleventh
corps, the corps flags which bear its distinguishi.ng n1ark having
enabled him to recognize it with certainty. In fact, at a quarter
before one Schurz enters Gettysburg with his division. Howard,
who leaves him in command of the Eleventh corps, directs him
to take this division, henceforth under the command of Schim
melpfennig, and Barlow's, by the Mummasburg road to the right
of Doubleday, and to leave Steinwehr's division, with the corps'
artillery, on the heights of Cemetery Hill.

But the approach of a new adversary does not allow Schurz to
airord the assistance to the First corps which he was preparing
to bring it. Devin's cavalry, who are clearing the roads at the
north for a considerable distance, see looming in sight several
columns of the enemy, but find it difficult to delay the march of
their advance-guard. It is Rodes' division, which, after having
marched during the morning in the direction of Cashtown, h08
received instructions from Hill at Middletown directing it to pro
ceed to Gettysburg. This d&ur has caused Rodes to lose two
precious hours. Ewell, who accompanies him, astonished at
finding the enemy at Gettysburg, becomes still slower and more
circumspect in his movements than Hill, and allows himself to
be detained for a while by the Federal cavalry. He does not
wish to be drawn fully into the fight before hearing from Early,
whom he has directed to march upon Gettysburg from Heidlers
burg. Nevertheless, at the first glance he has recognized the
importance of the position of Oak Hill, and has directed Rodes
to plant himself there. Nothing could have been more danger
oDS for the Unionists, and the arrival of Ewell by way of the
northern routes, changing as it does all the conditions of the
fight, is in no way compensated by the reinforcement which
Howard has just brought upon the ground.

Two parallel ridges which intersect west ofGettysburg the Mum
masburg, Cashtown, and Hagerstown roads offer, it is true, some
excellent defensive positions against any enemy coming from that
direction j and the number of combatants with which Hill attacks
Doubleday might be doubled if Howard could hold them in check
by extending his line to the right as far as the culminating height
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of Oak Hill. But the roads followed by Ewell take the whole of
this line precisely in flank and in the rear, and would lead him to
Gettysburg in the rear of Doubleday while the latter would be
engaged in front by Hill. In order to avoid this danger the two
Federal corps should either be taken back to the rear of Gettys
burg and led to the summit of Cemetery Hill, where they will
present a formidable front on every side without the risk of
being turned, or form a line sufficiently strong to stop Ewell
before Gettysburg, and en potence above Doubleday. The first
manreuvre would be premature, for Howard cannot yet foresee
what forces he is about to encounter, and, knowing that Sickles
is on the way to join him, he must try to maintain his position
until the arrival of this important reinforcement. The second
alternative does not yet occupy his mind, for at the moment when
Rodes is preparing to take position on Oak Hill he is ignorant of
the danger that threatens him on the north side, believing that
he has only to cope with the troops that are fighting on Double
day's right near the Cashtown road. Consequently, he has ordered
Schurz to post Schimmelpfennig's division among the oak-coppices
from which Oak Hill derives its name, and two batteries of artil
lery between this division and the extremity of the line of the
First corps. As to Barlow, he no doubt intends to leave him on
the second line, or place him on the right along the prolongation
of Schimmelpfennig's line. After having ta!{en his measures and
addressed. an urgent request for assistance to Slocum, he finally
leaves the height on which he had tarried back of Gettysburg,
and toward two o'clock visits the line formed by the First corps;
but his only instructions consisted in recommending Doubleday
to hold fast in his positions, assuring him that the Eleventh corps'
would· take care to repulse all the attacks of the enemy on the
right. This encouraging promise will not be 80 easily carried
out as Howard imagines.

In fact, Ro<les is already advancing to occupy Oak Hill. It is
a quarter-past two o'clock. In order to seize upon this position
with more certainty, and to command the whole of the enemy's
line, he has left the Newville road and deployed his division
across the ridge whose direction he is following. O'Neal's bri
gad~ is in the centre; Doles' line extends to the left. 88 far 88
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the road; Iverson is on the right, sustained in the second line by
Ramseur and Daniel, who are ready to prolong his front in order
to give assistance to Hill's left. The five batteriffi of this division,
having gone into position at once, concentrate the fire of one hun
dred guns upon the battle-front of the FedeJ'llls. Oak Hill is thus
occupied at the very moment that Schimmelpfennig's skirmishers
are starting in the direction of this hill. Howard, returning from
the left, learns at this juncture that the enemy is reported as
almost on his rear in the direction of Heidle1'8burg. Whether it
is fear of this new danger or that he deems the position naturally
too strong, he dOffi not venture to attack it with his infantry. He
merely caUBffi his two batteries to open a not very murderous fire
from a distance against Ewell's artillery, which has taken imme
diate possffiSion of the most commanding point and is beginning
to rake Doubleday's line by a slanting fire. Since he dedined to
occupy Oak Hill, Howard should have brought back the Eleventh
corps to the rear in order to form a strong connection between his
left and the right of the First corps. He could thus on this side
have rffited it upon the railway-cqt, and by keeping his right
more and more disengaged as far as Rock Creek have covered it
by the stream which flows at the foot of the almshouse. Instead
of this, he leavffi unoccupied between these two corps a space
battered by the guns of Oak Hill, to which his two batteries
cannot reply effectively, and instead of closing up his Hne
by a retrograde movement of Schimmelpfennig, divides it by
carrying forward his extreme right, formed by Barlow's divis
ion. Being no longer able, as he had. at first intended, to place
it in position along the extension of Doubleday's front, he tries
'to poRt it perpendicularly to the latter. This manamvre has
become necessary in order to check the march of Dolffi, who is
making his appearance on the eastern slope of Oak Hill. But
the ground he has to defend, comprised between this ridge and
the course of Rock Creek, presents no strong position to which
he can cling; it slopes down in gentle undulations from the hills
to the stream, while the character of the soil, thoroughly open,
nnder excellent cultivation, and traversed by numerous roads,
will favor whichever of the two adversariffi has the superiority
of numbers and guns. Seeing but few enemies before him,
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inasmuch as Doles' brigade is the -only one that happens t.o be
on this side at the moment, and entirely forgetting the danger
that threatens him in the direction of Heidlersburg, Schurz
endeavors to push his line as far as the border of a small stream
which derives i~ source from Oak Hill, intersects the Carlisle
road near the dividing-line of the Newville road, and empties
into Rock Creek below Blocker's farm. This position is marked
on the right by a small wood which commands the last-mentioned
water-course, but it has no real strength, and, being more than
thirteen hundred yards di8tant from Gettysburg, it has the incon
venience of being exposed on both sides: taken in flank on the
left by the extremity, Oak Hill and the Mummasburg road, it is
equally liable to be turned on the right by way of the Heidlers
burg road, which passes back of the wood, and along which the
enemy has already been reported to Howard.

But before Schurz has completed his movements a new and
violent attack on the part of the Confederates against all Double
day's positions invites our attention to this point. It i" half-past
two: four of Rodes' five brigades and five batteries of artillery
posted along the summit and the western slope of Oak Hill
menace, not the Eleventh corps, but rather the flank of tht"
First. At the sight of this reinforcement Hill determines to
renew the fight with Heth's soldiers; who have had time to
recover breath, while Pender's troops are ready to yield support.
Rodes, on his part, deploys his right in order to form connection
with him. I verson, Ramseur, and Daniel, crossing the Mum
DUlBburg road, make a semi-diversion to the left for the purpose
of attacking Cutler's troops in front. These trOQpS, in fact, are
facing west along the edge of the coppice situated north of the
railway, in which they have taken refuge early in the day. This
manreuvre is almost entirely accomplished under shelter of the
woods which for a long distance extend along the western slope
of Oak Hill. During this time Rodes' artillery is crushing with
its projectiles the guns that Doubleday has posted along the Cash
town road, and, after having compelled them to take refuge near
the seminary, he opens fire upon Cutler's right flank.

Doubleday, finding his line menaced on this side, and the enemy
about to penetrate within the space which separates him from the

VOL. 111.-311
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Eleventh corps, calls for his reserves, and sends one of the two bri
gades of Robinson's division, which has remained on the Seminary
heights up -to the present moment, to prolong this line on Cutler's
right. These troops, under General Baxter's command, proceeded
beyond the wood, and, following the ridge of the hill, reached the
Mummasburg road at its culminating point despite the fire of the
enemy's artillery. Rodes, who sees them thus advancing openly,
deems the occasion favorable for driving them back, and hurls
O'Neal's brigade upon their flank. But this body of troops, under
bad management, and already shattered by the fire of Howard's
two batteries, ventures, while in a disordered state, to attack the
Federals, who, making a rapid change of front to the right, wait
for it steadily behind.a stone wall running parallel to the road.
The Confederates are repulsed with heavy loss, and the remnants
of O'Neal's brigade, thrown into the greatest confusion, find it
very difficult to rally beyond reach of the Unionists' fire. Nev
ertheless, the movement of Rodes' right is accomplished, and
Iverson comes in his turn to llB8ail Cutler's and Baxter's positions
from the west. If these manoouvres had been less desultory and
unconnected, the simultaneous attack of Rodes' troops would cer- .
tainly have been crowned with success; but on this occasion he
seems to have been very poorly supported by his subordinates.
Baxter, who sees Iverson coming, has had time to face about to
the left again, and he fortunately finds another wall perpendicular
to the first, which affords his soldiers a solid protection. Double
day, who is attentively watching the much-oontested battlefield,
sends him at this moment a timely reinforcement. By his order
General Robinson pushes his second brigade, under General Paul,
to the right, and takes a position with Baxter in the angle of the
two walls. South of the Cashtown road Doubleday has main
tained the positions conquered in the early part of the day on
Willoughby Run. Meredith, covered on the left by Biddle, still
occupies McPherson's wood, and Stone, more to the north, extends
his lines as far 88 the Cashtown road; and, as his right at this
point is placed at about two hundred and fifty yards in advance of
Cutler's left, he has drawn up this right triangularly, or en potence,
making it face Oak Hill. Cooper's battery, posted behind the
ridge occupied by Meredith so 88 to enfilade the entire slopes of
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Seminary Ridge from south to north, batters Cutler's front from
a distance of about one thousand yards.

Iverson's attack falls upon Robinson's two brigades; but, whilst
the latter check him in front, Cutler, supported by Stone's fire and
Cooper's guns, emerges from the wood and takes him in flank.
The small Confederate force makes a vigorous defence, but is
almost annihilated, leaving a large number of men upon the fatal
threshold of the wood where it had become engaged, together
with about one thousand prisonel's--that is to say, two-thirds of
its effective force-in the hands of the Unionists. Daniel, who
has a larger space of ground to traverse, ~ives too late to save
Robinson. He pushes forward, however, toward Stone, whose
salient position is more exposed, approaching him by way of the
north. A desperate combat takes place near the railway-cut:
Daniel takes possession of it, for Stone~ who has only three regi
ments in hand, is menaced at the same time on his left by Pet
tigrew, whom Heth has p03ted in front of him for several hours.
Daniel, however, gains but a small space of ground, aud the two
antagonistic forces continue to fire at each other, without being

. able to effect a break. into ~ch other's lin~.

It is about a quarter to three. The three brigades, engaged
without concert of action by Rodes, have not been succes.4uI.
More to the right, Reth, taking advantage of the renewal of the
conflict, has made a fresh attempt against McPherson's wood, but
Brockenbrough's brigade, to which he entrusted the execution of
this task, has been, after a vigorous attack, repulsed with losses
by Meredith.

The combat, however, is soon to assume a different aspect.
Ramseur comes up to Daniel's assistance, and Hill determines at
last to support the hitherto fruitless efforts of Reth with three
brigades of Pender's division, which has not as yet been under
fire, keeping only Thomas' in reserve.

'Vhile the Confederates are thus preparing for a concerted
movement which their numerical superiority renders certain of
success, they obtain an easily-achieved advantage on thew left

, which renders the situation of the First corps more and more
dangerous.

In fact, the two brigades of Schimmelpfennig's division, 88
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they are advancing between the Oak Hill slopes and the Carlisle
road, are taken in flank by Rodes' artillery, and 80 fearfully
shaken by the fire that Doles has only to push forward against
the first, commanded by Colonel von Amsberg, to drive it back
upon the second. He thus compels the whole division to fall back
as far as a cross-road connecting the Carlisle road with that of
Mummasburg-a road lined with fences, which enable Schim
melpfennig momentarily to re-form his troops. To the right of
the Carlisle road Von Gilsa's Federal brigade has promptly dis
lodged the enemy's skirmishers from a small wood upon which
Barlow has to rest, and the latter loses no time in sustaining him
with his second brigade. But the decisive moment has arrived;
the battle, which began at the west, then reached the north, is
now about to extend north-eastward. While Ewell, from the
summit of the ridge whence he overlooks the whole country, is
watching Rodes' brigades wasting their energies in vain efforts
against Doubleday's right, he finally discovers eastward Early's
division coming up by way of the Heidlersburg road, and deploy
ing along the slightly wooded hills whose bases are wll'8hed by the
watcrs of Rock Creek. Three brigades are drawn up in front
line-Hays in the centre, along the road; Hoke on the left;
Gordon on the right; the fourth brigade, under Smith, is held
in reserve. The division artillery opens fire against Barlow, who
at this moment is manreuvring to relieve Schimmelpfennig by
taking Doles in flank. Gordon, on his part, is advancing for the
purpose of crossing Rock Creek, and attacks the position which
Gilsa has just occupied. His Georgian soldiers, marching in bat
tIe-array and in perfect order, disappear for an instant among the
large groves of willow trees which line the banks of the stream:
the firing of musketry follows, but this does not prevent them
from reappearing, still in the same order, on the other side of the
stream. Their bayonets form a dazzling line amid the sheaves
of golden wheat which they trample under foot in their J>aBBaoa-e.
At last they fire a volley and rush to the assault. After an ener
getic resistance the Federals, finding themselves about to be sur
rounded "by Doles on one side and Early's troops on the other,
are obliged to yield ground, leaving a large number of killed
and wounded behind them, the valiant Barlow among the rest.
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Notwithstanding this reverse, his division forms again upon his
reserves, at about four or five hundred yards distance. His left,
reaching as far aB the Carlisle road, is endeavoring to form con
nection with Schimmelpfennig; his right is drawn across the Hei
dlersburg road, while its centre rests upon the JlleStlive masonry of
the almshouse buildings.

This position, better than the former one, might have been
defended for a greater length of time if the Eleventh corps had
intrenched itself within it at once; but the already vanquished
troops which sought a tardy refuge there could not hope to pre
serve it long in the presence of the superior forces of the enemy.
In fact, Hays and Hoke have crossed Rock Creek in their turn,
and take the defenders of the almshouse in flank, while Gordon
attacks them in front. Everything gives way before them.
Doles, following Early's movement and encouraged by his
example, drives before him the whole of Schimmelpfennig's
division, which haB not been able to withstand the attack of
this single brigade, and which in its precipitate flight outvies
in speed the runaways of the other division. It is about half
past three o'clock, and it is only at this moment that Howard
thinks of ordering the retreat of the Eleventh corps. If he
had not delayed so long in giving this order, the retrograde
movement in the presence of an enemy who had shown but
little enterprise could have been executed without difficulty or
any serious lOBS, and consequently the position of Cemetery Hill
would have been more strongly occupied.

The Eleventh corps, already so unfortunate at Chancellorsville,
WaB once more completely routed, so that the order of retreat in
its present existing condition must have appeared to those who
received it a perfect mockery. Such WaB not the case with the
First corps, which could have executed this movement in good
order, and thus have avoided useless lOBS, if the notice had been
forwarded to it a little sooner. Unfortunately, this notice did
not reach Doubleday, who sent to Howard for instructions several!
times, but in vain. The officer despatched by the latter either
l08t his way or did not properly deliver the verbal message with
which he had been entrusted, probably confounding the two almost
homonymous elevations of Seminary and Cemetery Hill.
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Be that as it may, at half-past three o'clock, when the Eleventh
corps was already completely routed, the First was still continuing
the struggle in the positions it had been defending since morning.
But Doubleday, who appreciated the new danger to which he was
about to be exposed, sent his chief of staff to Howard to ask
either for an immediate reinforcement or the order of retreat.
Howard, who from the summit of Cemetery Hill beheld all the
phases of the conflict at a glance, and saw the enemy's battal
ions on all sides preparing to surround the First corps was not
willing, it is said, to i88ue this neceSsary order,*at the risk of sacri
ficing all that yet remained of Reynolds' brave soldiers; and the
only reinforcement he offered to Doubleday was Buford's cavalry.
He knew, however, that a portion of this division was already en
gaged on the left of the First corps, and that the remainder, under
Devin, was covering with difficulty the retreat of his own corps on
the extreme right. The task of the Union ffiyalry in this direction
was the more hard because they were not only exposed to the fire
of the enemy's artillery, but also to the Federnl guns posted on
Cemetery Hill, whose projectiles fell into their midst. Buford
-who, like Howard, was surveying the whole battlefield, but
whose quick and energetic mind was not hampered in its judgment
by the weight of responsibility-had much sooner recognized the
magnitude of the danger, and was at that very moment addressing
a despatch to Meade urging him to send reinforcements, adding
that, in his opinion, the troops were without leaders. Howard
himself, however, was soon made to realize the perilous condition
of the First corps.

In fact, whilst Pender, after having replaced the exhausted
and discouraged troops of Heth, falls with his whole division
upon the three small brigades of Stone, Meredith, and Biddle,
now reduced to less than five hundred men each, Rodes, finding
his left disengaged by Schurz's defeat, gives the order for a
general attack. The remnants of Iverson's and O'Neal's brigades

* See Bates' Balik ()f GeUylburg, pp. 87, 88. Some pefllODS have thought thRt,
_ing from a distance the line of the Second Confederate colJl'! advancing in
good order, Bnd having 10llt sight of his own troops, he mistook the enemy's line
for that of the Eleventh corps in retreat, believing that the First was mflicientl,
protected to obviate the necellllity of itll immediate recall

•
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form again upon that of Ramseur, and thE'1'le troops, supported by
the fire of more than thirty pieces of artillery, make a rapid
descent upon the stone wall behind which Robinson's division
is posted. The latter defends itself to the best of its ability: its
chiefs-one of whom, General Paul, is seriously wounded-eet
the men a good example; but the retreat of the Eleventh corps
has left Robinson completely isolated. Consequently, it is nnjlL'lt
on the part of Howard, after having neglected to llMume the
proper direction of the First corps, to have accused it, in his
first despatch to Meade, of having allowed its left to be turned,
and by yielding ground to have forced the Eleventh to a prem
ature retreat. On the contrary, it was the disorderly disbanding
of this latter corps, and especially of Schimmelpfennig's division,
which compelled Robinson- to abandon the position which until
then he had 80 bravely defended, thereby involving the 1088 of
Doubleday's position. In fact, Robin80n, hemmed in on three
sides, is obliged to fall back upon the wood oocupied by Cutler.
This retreat is executed in good order, and, although 80rely
pressed, the Federals succeed in maintaining their position in
the wood. But the conflict sustained by his right against supe
rior forces having exhausted all his reserves, Doubleday ren
no longer advantageously resist the new assault which Hill has
just directed against his centre and left. At four o'clock the
three brigades which Pender has pushed forward oocupy the first
line, leaving Heth's worn-out troops behind them. These are
deployed south of the Chambersburg road--.ume on the right;
McGowan's brigade, commanded by Colonel Perrin, in the cen- .
tre; Scales on the left, near the road. The latter, after having
relieved Brockenbrough's brigade, boldly descends the slopes
facing McPherson's wood, in the direction of Willoughby Run.
But Meredith's soldiers, hidden in the bush, receive the assailants
at eighty paces with a fire which carries consternation into their
ranks. Pender and Scales are !!lightly wounded; the soldiers of
the latter retreat in disorder, their chiefs being unable to bring
them back to the combat. On the right Lane has allowed him
self to be intimidated by the fire of a Union detachment of
cavalry which General Gamble has caused to dismount: he has
halted, thus leaving Perrin to continue the movement alone.
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But the latter is more fortunate than the rest of Pender's divis
ion. Biddle's Federal brigade, which is opposed to him, has not,
like Meredith, found a wood to rest upon so as to disguise its
weakness. Exposed in an open country without any reserve, in
vain it riddles the assailants with bullets, sustaining an equal
amount of losses with them and utterly unable to _check them.
Perrin, after having re-formed his line on the other flide of Wil
loughby Run, advances against it without paying the least atten
tion either to Lane or Scales. Biddle is obliged to fall back in
great haste before him, and to find a refuge among the slopes
of Seminary Hill. The defenders of McPherson's wood, finding
themselves taken in flank, evacuate a portion of the wood in
order to face the enemy who is threatening to turn their lines.
On perceiving this movement Scales' soldiers gather fresh cour
age: throwing themselves upon Meredith and Stone with renewed
eagerness, the latter are taken between two fires, and sustain ter
rible losses, for Perrin's left is already manreuvring to cut off their
retreat.

Fortunately, Doubleday, although he has not yet received any
instructions, understands that he has not a moment to lose in
withdrawing if he does not wish to seethe retreat degenerate into
a rout. He hastily recalls Meredith and Stone to Seminary Hill,
which affords him an excellent support for covering this retreat.
While Robinson oocupied ilie seminary he surrounded it with
improvised trenches. Doubleday gathers the decimated battal
ions of Meredith, 'Stone, and Biddle behind these defences,
although these troops have lost two-thirds of their effective
force, and places a few cannon near them: he thus, by a well
directed fire of infantry and artillery, succeeds in checking the
enemy, who is cautiously advancing. The energetic defence of
Robinson and Cutler in the wood north of the railroad has
enabled all the Federal batteries, which were in extremely
exposed positions, to withdraw, leaving behind them only a
dismounted piece. On the extreme left, south of the Hagers
town road, Gamble still holds Lane in check, who is trying to
turn Doubleday's line by way of the south; but the stalwart
resistance around the seminary cannot be prolonged before the
united efforts of Pender's division: it could have no effect but
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to facilitate the retreat. It is near four o'clock when the
extremely attenuated lines of the First corps descend the eastern
slopes of Seminary Hill, the possession of which is abandoned.
it being deemed useless to make any further sacrifices to retain
it. Hill, after having taken possession of it, has no serious
intention of going in pursuit of the Federals, whose excellent
behavior brings Perrin to a halt, he alone having ventured to
follow in their track. Doubleday thus succeeds in crossing
Stevens' Run by following the convergent roads of Cashtown
and Hagerstown, and he BOOn finds himself inside of Gettys
burg. The disorderly crowd of the two divisions under Barlow
and Sehimmelpfennig has preceded him, and is crowding the
streets of this little town, which are fortunately both wide and
straight. Ewell, more enterprising than Hill, has closely followed
his adversaries. Ramseur and Doles have kept pace with the
movements of the First corps; Hays and Hoke, driving before
them Devin's troopers, who are vainly endeavoring to check
their course, approach the city on the eastern side. Fortunately,
Howard, who is performing feats of valor at this critical moment,
has caused Costar's brigade of Steinwehr's division to come down
from Cemetery Hill, posting it in front of the town. He thus
succeeds, with the aid of a few troops of the First corps, in
holding the enemy in check for a short time. But at last, not
withstanding all their efforts, Howard and Doubleday are obliged
to abandon the place, where they are in great danger of being
hemmed in. All' the troops that have preserved good order fall
back on Cemetery Hill. The whole of the First corps reaches
the place, with the exception of Stone's brigade-which has wit
nessed successively the fall of two commanders lind a large number
of its officers-the remnants of which, being the laM; to penetrate.
the streets of Gettysburg, are lost among the crowd of fugitives
with which they are encumbered. The Confederates, who enter
the town by two sides at once, fall in the midst of this crowd,
picking up nearly four thousand prisoners. The remainder scatter
about the country, reaching the Federal bivouacs the best way
they can. General Sehimmelpfennig himself, mixed up with the
crowd, had barely time to conceal himself under a load of wood,
and kept out of sight in Gettysburg for three days before he was
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able to join his corps. Two cannon were abandoned in the streets
and fell into Ewell's possession.

The situation of the Federals was critical in the extreme.
They had brought into action ten brigades of infantry, two of
cavah-y, and ten batteries, about sixteen thousand five hundred
men in all, against fourteen brigades of the enemy's infantry and
twenty batteries of artillery, aggregating more than twenty-two
thousand men, for the Confederate brigades were much stronger
than those of the Federals. Of these they had no more than
five thousand men left in a fighting condition. The First corps
was reduced to twenty-four hundred and fifty men. Out of the
eleven thousand missing, nearly four thousand had been left on
the field of battle and aboJlt five thousand were taken prisoners;
the rest had scattered. The fugitives crowded the road leading
out of Gettysburg for the purpose of scaling the slopes situated
south of the city, and without pausing near their leaders along
the ridge of Cemetery Hill they hurried in the direction of
Taneytown and Westminster, carrying confusion and" discourage
ment into the ranks of the regiments that were coming to their
assistance. It is true that on the heights of Cemetery Hill there
was a nucleus of troops still fresh which would not have aban
doned this position without a fight, and which could have served
as a rallying-point to the dOJriB of the First and Eleventh corps.
These were Von Steinwehr's two brigades and a few reserve bat
teries of the latter corps. While in the occupancy of Cemetery
Hill, General von Steinwehr had not allowed himself to be dis
tracted by the grand and thrilling spectacle of the battle which
he witnessed from a distance: taught in the thoroughly practical
school of the Prussian army, he had understood that this position
would soon aWord a last rallying-point to his comrades fighting in
front, and he had applied himself to the study of its strength and
weakness. Slopes of considerable ruggedness, overtopped here
and there by sharp acclivities, rendered this position ea...ClJ to
defend against any direct attack from infantry; but the open
plateau which these slopes encompassed on three sides was visible
to and dominated by the neighboring heights within reach of
cannon-shot; consequently, he had made good use of his sol
diers in constructing bastions and earthworks, behind which he
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had posted his artillery. Despite these wise precautions, how
ever, there were still wanting sufficient forces to occupy the
position thus prepared, and troops determined to defend it.

The reinforcements that could be relied upon wePe yet far
away. But sometimes at a critical moment a single individual
may bring a moral force on the battlefield worth a multitude of
battalions. This individual arrived opportunely, just as How
ard, after performing prodigies of valor, was slowly leaving Get
tysburg. This was General Hancock. It was, we believe, a few
minutes tt> four o'clock; according to Hancock's testimony, it
was only half-past three; Howard, in his despatch to Meade,
written on that very day, and consequently more authentic than
the articles published by him since, says that it was four o'clock.
There is but little difference in the affirmations of the two most
important witnesses thereon. It was one o'clock in the afternoon
when Meade, at his head-quarters in Taneytown, was suocessively
informed of the battles fought by Buford against Hill's corps, of
Reynolds' arrival on the battlefield, and of his death. During
the entire morning he had received numerous despatches appris
ing him in a positive manner of the approach of the enemy, and,
not knowing as yet on which side he would make his appearance,
he had made every preparation for bringing back his various col
umns to Pipe Creek. In the event of Reynolds coming back to
Taneytown with the three corps under his command, which ·were
the most exposed, positive instructions had been given to the
Second and Twelfth, directing them to support him in his retreat
by advancing toward Gettysburg. The route to be followed by
each corps had been designated. This early news, therefore,
had decided Meade to fall back upon the line selected by him a
few days previously. But presently, on being made acquainted
with the gravity of the struggle going on at Seminary Hill, he
saw that it was too late to draw back. His concentrative move
ment upon Pipe Creek was greatly compromised by the sudden
appearance of the enemy at a point which his left was to occupy
before beginning the movement. The strategic position of Get
tysburg had to be defended by a whole army, or simply occupied
by a squad of soldiers ready to retire at the first serious attack.
From the moment that Meade hesitated about taking the
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advance of Lee ;with all his forces, the despareh of two army
corps to near this town was an error which could only be ex
cused on the score of his ignorance of the latest movemeniB of
the enemy. Buford and Reynolds, in provoking the battle for
the possession of Gettysburg, had obeyed the spirit of the instruc
tions he had given them, but they would certainly not have done
so if they had not found ground admirably suited for delivering
the decisive battle which was impending. Meade, although a
native of Pennsylvania, was not aware of the advantages of this
ground, which he had never visited. It was, however; necea;ary
for him to decide at once either to bring back the troops that
were engaged, and concentrate all the other corps upon Pipe
Creek or some adjacent position, or, as he had himself intimated
to Reynolds in a despatch written the day previous, take the
whole army to Gettysburg, concentrating his forces upon the
point of attack selected by the enemy. In order "to take so
serious a step, Meade should have gone in person to reconnoitre
the localities around which the conflict was carried on, being
only separated from it by about thirteen miles. But, as we have
already stated, the Union generals-in-chief, notwithstanding their
activity and courage, left their head-quarters reluctantly, for,
making constant use of the telegraph for the transmission of
their orders, they found it inconvenient to be at any great dis
tance from the office. Unwilling to go to Gettysburg himself,
Meade, upon the advice of Butterfield, his chief of staff, sent
General Hancock in his place. The latter had just arrived at
Taneytown with the Second corps from Frizzellburg, where he
had passed the night. Meade, who reposed a well-deserved con
fidence in this chieftain, had just explained all his plans to
him: he had selected him, although the junior of Howard and
Sickles, to replace Reynolds in the command of the left wing,
requesting him to decide, after an inspection of the ground,
whether it was expedient to deliver a battle either at Gettysburg
or at some neighboring point back of the town, or to fall back
upon Pipe Creek. From the moment that Meade declined as
suming the responsibility of this decision he could not have
selected a more competent officer to act in his place than Han
cock. Howard was no doubt endowed with as much coolness as
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courage, but he had not yet exhibited all those military qualities
which at a later period distinguished him as Sherman's lieutenant.
He had almost always been unlucky: the remembrances of the
recent rout of the Eleventh corps--a rout for which he was
wrongfully held alone responeible---still weighed heavily upon
him; in short, he did not possess that indescribable gift, that
ardor and contagious self-reliance, which imparts to a chieftain
a. boundless authority over those surrounding him-qualities for
which General HanOQCk was especially distinguished.

The latter as soon as he arrived assumed the command and
applied himself to the task of restoring order a.mong the troops
who were. hurrying in great confusion toward Cemetery Hill.
The Eleventh corps, under the personal direction of Howard, re
forms around Von Steinwehr, whose forces are drawn up across the
Taneytown and Baltimore roads: the fugitives who cover these
roads are brought back into the ranks. Howard had ordered
Doubleday to place himself on his left; Hancock points out to
him with precision the position which two of his divisions ,are to
occupy on the heights at the foot of which the Emmettsburg
road winds, taking from him Wadsworth's division in order to
place it over the dominating hillock of Culp's Hill. As we hllNe
already mentioned, this wooded hill commands the valley of Rock
Creek, faces the heights of Wolf Hill and Benner's Hill, and
completely flanks the plateau of Cemetery Hill, with which it is
connected by a ridge with steep acclivities. About five o'clock
Wadsworth was taking possession of this important position.
Order had gradually been restored in the Federal lines. The
soldiers, encouraged by the sight of a powerful artillery firmly
planted, got back to their ranks. They were again ready to
wait for the enemy without flinching and to make an energetic
defence.

But it had taken them one hour thus to re-form under the eyes
of the Confederates; and the historian will now ask, as the Union
ists theml!elves were then asking each other in astonishment, How
is it that these adversaries, generally so prompt in striking blow
after blow and to take advantage of the first success, have allowed
them this precious respite, instead of gathering by a final effort
the fruits of their victory? When Ewell entered Gettysburg in
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the midst of a mass of fugitives disarmed by fear, and was pick
ing up prisoners by the tho~nd, the sun, which was still high
in the heavens, promised him more than three hours of daylight:
he had time, therefore, to deliver and to win a new battle. The
two divisions of Early and Pender-that is to say, one-half of
the Confederate forces-had not been in action more than one
hour; two of their brigades had not been at all enga",ooed; vic
tory, moreover, imparted strength and confidence to the most
exhausted. In short, more fortunate than their adversaries, the
Confederates had in their midst the respected chieftain whose
slightest wishes had hitherto been eagerly obeyed. Lee was on
the ridge of Seminary Hill before half-past four, whence he sur
veyed the battlefield around him so stubbornly disputed by HiII
at his feet the town of Gettysburg, which Ewell had just entered,
and in front of him the slopes of Cemetery Hill, which the Fed
erals were scaling in great confusion. Hill and Longstreet were
at his side, Ewell only two-thirds of a mile from his post of
observation. Hill's corps, as we have stated, had not seriously
harassed Doubleday's retreat. Lee did not order him to cross
the wide and open valley which separates the heights of Seminary
Hill from those of Cemetery Hill in order to attack the Federals
in the position along which they were forming with 80 much dif
ficulty. This valley and the, opposite slopes, which the next day
were to be 80 thoroughly drenched in blood, did not, however,
present any fonnidable obstacle. It is true that the Southern
general, on perceiving that Ewell was pressing the enemy closer,
sent him an order by Colonel Taylor to attack the hill, if he
could do 80 with any chance of success, as soon as he saw his
troops in the town; but he had himself very serious doubts on
the subject, Colonel Long, whom he had charged to make as
thorough an examination of the enemy's positions as possible,
having reported that they were very strong. So that, while
ordering Ewell to make the attack, he recommended him at the
same time, according to the language of his report, to avoid a
general engagement 80 long as the army had not arrived on the
ground. According to Colonel Taylor, who was the bearer of
the despatch, the order to attack the enemy was much more per
emptory, and John80n has since stated to the latter that he did
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not understand why it was not carried out. Lee would seem to
have been disposed to aim at a partial SUC0088 by dislodging the
Federals from their last retreat, but in order to achieve this result
he did not wish at this moment to risk a new battle with the only
forces under his control. It was for this reason that he had not•pushed the Third corps forward. This extreme caution may be
condemned, but the motives can be easily understood.

Lee had not in the heart of Plmnsylvania the same freedom of
movement as in Virginia. He had to think of his communica
tions and a poasible retreat. Stuart, from whom he had not heard
for the last eight days, was no longer at his side to keep him
acquainted with the strength of the enemy's forces and.to trace
out the route for his battalions to follow. The latter had so sud
denly come in contact with the enemy in the morning that the
Confederate generals were in constant expectation of /lOme new'
surprises. They perceived, along the ridge of Cemetery Hill, by
the side of the fugitives who were still in great confusion, other
soldiers in serried ranks supported by heavy artillery, and sup
posed that Howard had just been reinforced on coming out of
Gettysburg. Good order· having been fully restored in all the
Union ranks completed the deception.

It has been said, and very justly, we think, that if Jackson had
been alive and in command of his army corps on the 1st of July,
he would not on that day have left Cemetery Hill in the hands
of the Federals. The fact is, that Lee, having the utmost con
fidence in his lieutenant, would not have hesitated to risk a great
deal in order to afford him the means of striking a decisive blow:
he would not probably have waited for Jackson to ask him to
direct Hill to make a useful diversion to the direct attack 'On
Cemetery Hill.

Early, however, who had penetrated into Gettysburg at the
head of Hays' brigade, had an idea to undertake this attack as

.soon as he found himself master of the town; but, notwithstand
ing Hays' solicitations, he did not dare to take the responsibility.
He referred the matter to Ewell, sending at the same time a
message to Hill requesting the latter to sustain him; which mes
sage, being received in Lee's pre;;ence, did not naturally deter
mine any serious movement of the Third corps. But while' he
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was waiting for instructions from his immediate chief his atten·
tion was directed elsewhere. General Smith, whose brigade had
not been in action, and who, consequently, should have passed to
the first line, had halted on the left in the rear, close to the York
road, upon the mere rumor that a new corps of the enemy was
coming up by way of th~t road. Although he did not put much
faith in this news, Early sent Gordon with a second brigade in
that direction, less for the purpose of stopping this imaginary
enemy than to take command of the two united brigades. Thus
deprived of one-half of his division, Early by himself could
no longer attempt anything against Cemetery Hill. Matters
would Rot have proceeded thus under Jackson. Ewell did not
exercise the Bame influence over his lieutenants as Jackson did,
and on this occasion was poorly served by some of them. O'Neal
had allow:ed his brigade to take part in the fight without his per
sonal direction. Iverson, in the heat of the struggle, had caused
his chief to be informed that he had seen one of his own regi- .
ments pass over to the enemy: finally, Smith, through his c~
dulity, paralyzed Early's movements.

Rodes' troops having suffered fearfully, and his artillery not
being yet in position, Ewell had really only two brigades at his
disposal; consequently, he thought he was acting in conformity
with Lee's instructions by w.aiting for Johnson's arrival with the
Third division to make the attack. Hill's immobility and the
very text of his own instructions convinced him that Lee was
less anxious to take possession of Cemetery Hill than to avoid a
general engagement at that time. Johnson, who had passed the
night with the corps artillery, not far from Chambersburg, between
Scotland and Greenwood, had had about eighteen miles to travel
over a road encumbered with vehicles of every description, and
notwithstanding his speed he only reached ~ttysburg a little
before sunset. He had been preceded on this road by Ander
son's division of the Third corps, which being hastily sent for in
the morning by Hill from Fayetteville, where it had bivouacked,
reached the borders of Willoughby Run before six o'clock, when
it was brought to a halt by an order from its chief.

Lee, having determined not to provoke a decisive battle until
the concentration of his army was accomplished, must naturally
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have resorted to every device in order to complete this concentra
tion before that of his adversary. This was easy for him to do;
for, as we perceive, two of his three army cOrps were entirely
under his control at the close of the day. Longstreet was still
absent. Pickett's division had remained at Chambersburg for the
purpose of covering the defiles of South Mountain: an order to
join the army was forwarded to him, but it could not reach him
before the next day. The other two divisions, under McLaws and
Hood, had started from Greenwood in the morning, after having
successively aided in the passage of Johnson's division, all the

.supply-trains of the Third corps, which occupied a space of no
less than thirteen miles, together with Anderson's troops. They
followed the same road as the latter at a certain distance from
each other. MffiSengers were sent to expedite their movements,
but the extraordinary order which had directed the supply-train
to pass before them had caused a great lOElB of .time which could
Dot be repaired; iIi fact, the road, muddy and broken up, 'Yas
encumbered by vehicleS loaded with provisiolls and ammunition
that were proceeding in the direction of the battlefield, and by
others that were already returning with BOme of the wounded.
Consequently, McLaws' head of column did not reach Marsh
Creek till nine o'clock in the evening, when it halted, while
Hood's division was unable to establish its bivouac near it until
midnight. •

From five o'clock in the evening the p<>sition of the Federals
had been greatly improved; Culp's Hill, which Early could have
taken possession of without striking a blow, and whence he could
have struck them in the rear, was occupied by Wadsworth. A
quarter of an hour later the arrival of the first fresh troops, BO
impatiently looked for, was finally communicated to Hancock.
It WllS Sickles and Birney, who were coming from Emmetts
burg with a brigade of the Third corps. The urgent call that
Howard had addressed him about half-past twelve o'clock was
the first intimation that Sickles had received of the battle that
was being fought at Gettysburg. His marching orders, dared
the day previous, directed him to make preparations to occupy
this toWIJ; Meade's instructions, on the contrary, forwarded in
the morning, marked out for him a retrograde march toward Pipe

YOLo IlI.-aT
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Creek. In short, he learned that subsequently to the sending of
these instructions a battle had commenced in which two corps
might have to struggle against the whole of the enemy's army.
Among so many contradictory statements, Sickles, always eager
for a fight, could not hesitate: he determined to hasten to the
assistance of his comrades. The corps, the command of which
he had resumed during the last three days, was. only two divisions
strong. Leaving one brigade from each division at Emmcttsburg
under De Trobriand and Burling to cover the outlet of the moun
tains, he set out about three o'clock. He brought along Bir
ney's, Graham's, and Ward's brigades, sending Humphreys,who
was then. engaged in reconnoitring, an order to follow with the
rest of the Second division. The latter, without waiting for its
chief, started before four o'clock, but it was delayed by the sup
ply-trains of the First and Eleventh corpe, and, taking the wrong
road, came near falling in with the rear of the Confederates near
Marsh Creek at Black-Horae-Tavern, and, in short, only reached
Cemetery Hill about one o'clock in the morning. But scarcely
had Graham fallen into poaition on the left of the First corps
when a new reinforeement----a most important one this time-
enabled Hancock to give more extension and solidity to his line.
Slocum, according to the general plan, had led the Twelfth corps
from Taneytown to Two Taverns since morning. He bad hardly
reached this point, which is only five miles from Gettysburg, when
he received Howard's· despatch asking for assistance, and had im
mediately made his whole corps resume the line of march in the
direction of Gettysburg. Reaching the borders of Rock Creek
about half-past four o'clock, he had noticed the wooded heights
along the left bank of this stream, which, under the name of
Wolf Hill, dominate all the neighboring localities; and not
knowing on which side the battle was raging, the sound of
whose mnnon he heard, he had ordered his First division, under
Williams, to take possession of it. The latter, ascending the left
bank of the stream, soon fell in with Ewell's scouts, and was
preparing for an attack when he was informed that the enemy
being master of Gettysburg, the possession of Wolf Hill was no
longer of any importance. .He halted on the banks of the
stream a little below Culp's Hill, the slopes of which Wads-
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worth had just esmladed. In the mean while, Geary's divis
ion, which was following Williams, had continued its march
upon Gettysburg, arriving near Cemetery Hill at about half-past
five. In compliance with Hancock's directions, it occupied the
immense space extending between Graham's small brigade and
the lofty hillock of Round'Top, whose importance had not failed
to attract the notice of the commander of the Second corps. Half
an hour later, SloCum, who had left Williams as soon as he under-,
stood the situation of the combatants, arrived in person at Ceme
tery Hill. Hancock, in compliance with Meade's orders, turned
over the command to him. His task was accomplished. From
the moment of his arrival on the ground he saw that the position
of Cemetery Hill, completed, in a tactical point of view, the
strategic advantages presented by Gettysburg: it commanded the
town and all the roads adjoining it. Instead, therefore, of fall
ing back, at the risk of greatly discouraging the soldiers, for the
purpose of taking a defensive position before which Lee would
probably not appear, another and much better position was found,
inasmuch as it was more compact and that this time the enemy
could not avoid making an attack without implicitly avowing
himself vanquished. About half-past four o'clock Hancock sent
a message to Meade, telling him that he believed the position easy
to defend with good troops, although on the left it was not very
strong. At a quarter past five he sent him the same message in
writing; finally, at seven o'clock he started himself for Taneytown
in order to give him a verbal account of the situation.

Meade had not waited for his arrival to determine what course
to pursue. At last clearly divining the play of his adversary, he
had not· allowed himself to be disconcerted about the unforeseen
incidents of that day; and as soon as he had been able to ap
preciate the gravity of the situation, toward five o'clock-that
is to say, even before receiving Hancock's first report-he had
deliberately adopted the simplest course of action, which was
also most in conformity with the principles of war: this was to
concentrate his army between Gettysburg and Taneytown. He
had at once sent for the Sixth corps, which was entering Man
chester at that very moment. From very proper prudential rea
SODS he had merely directed Sedgwick, who was in command
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of this corps, to halt on the borders of Willoway Creek, a strong
intermediate position between Pipe Creek and Gettysburg, if he
should hear that the troops engaged at that point had been obliged
to beat a retreat. About half-past six he received Hancock's two
messages, and decided at once in favor of Gettysburg. Since two
o'clock in the afternoon the Second corps had been on the march
toward this point, so that Hancock met it only a few miles from
the battlefield: he brought it to a halt, in order that his troops
might protect, in case of need, the rear of the army against any
flank movement on the part of the enemy. There was no neces
sity of making any changes in the orders already issued to enable
the whole army to mareh upon Gettysburg, except in two instances:
tlle Fifth and the Sixth corps. One had left Union in the morn
ing, and could not fail to be in the neighborhood of Hanover;
the other must already have left Manchester. The concentration
thus commenced by the initiative action of the several chiefs, even
before it had been decided upon by Meade, was then much easier

"to accomplish than a retrograde movement of any kind.
As will be seen, the night-time was considered on both sides

as the favorable moment, not for rest," but for preparing for the
great struggle that was to take place the next day. If darkness
had prevented Johnson from delivering the assault on Cemetery
Hill, it could, on the other hand, aid him in taking possession of
a position favorable to the projected attack. This position was
Culp's Hill, which some Confederate officers had escaladed when
it was not yet occupied by Wadsworth. He was desirous to plant
himself in it before daylight, but the detachment which recon
noitred the place having fallen among Federals and been almost
entirely captured, he gave up his project. These incidents exer
cised a powerful influence over the battle of the following day.

In fact, Lee, finding a portion of the Federal army in front of
him, and arriving on a battlefield that had been gained in a man
ner which was as glorious as it was unexpected, had no idea either
of planting himself in a defensive position or of manreuvring so as
to cOmpel his adversary to attack him. He had discarded the plan
-a most dangerous one in our opinion-which Longstreet had
8uggested to him, of turning the left of the Federals: he held
his adversary before him, and was anxious to strike him. It was
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upon the right of the latter that he proposed to direct his decisive
blow. The obstacles were greater than on the other side, but the
wooded country was also much more favorable to a bold manreuvre
and a sudden attack like that of Jackson at Chancellorsville: the
wood neutralized the superiority of the Federal artillery. Lee,
however, having visited Ewell during the evening, the latter
explained to his chief that the principal forces of the enemy
were massed in front of "him, and that he should certainly avail
himself of the night to intrench on that side. Lee, impressed
by these arguments, determined to look out for a.point of attack
along the Fede~l left. He even thought for a moment of aban
doning Gettysburg, in order to bring back the Second corps to
his right and con~ntrate all his forces in that direction; it would
have been the wisest and most skilful course to pursue. He dis
carded this idea upon the assurances given by Ewell that his
troops could attack and carry Cemetery Hill as soon as Longstreet
had broken the lines of the Federal left. He moreover attached
great importance to the capture of this height, which seemed to
him to be the key to all the enemy's positions. The objective
point was all marked out and designated to his soldiers on the
right. It was the Round Tops, whose uneven summits were secn
rising like two dark towers over the valley lighted by the raye
of the moon, which was then at her full.

Thie light favored the march of the Federal soldiers, who were
hastening by every road in the direction of the town (almost un
known till then) where the destinies of America were about to be
decided. It threw a lurid glare over the cemetery, surrounded
by tall pines, which the vanquished of the previous day occupied
around Hancock, and which :Meade, arriving at last from Taney
town to assume the direction of the battle, was traversing with
his numerous staff about one o'clock in the morning. The cold
rays of the moon, flitting playfully across the trees, whitened the
large tombstones in the shadow of which the living, oppressed by
fatigue, were lying like dead men for whom a powerful magical
influence had, by the waving of a wand, conjured these mournful
monuments into existence. 0cffisionally a soldier would rise up,
his eyes haggard, abruptly wakened by the tramping of horses'
feet, or some wounded man turned on his side with a groan on
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the damp ground which was absorbing his blood. Then every
thing was still again, waiting for the sun to revive the energies
of the combatants, a large number of whom were destined to see
him rise for the last time.

The critical hour had arrived. The battle was about to be
fought under different conditions from any of those that had
preceded it; and, if it should accrue to the advantage of the
Confederates a new phase of the war would be inaugurated.
For the first time the Federals found themselves reduced to
play a purely. defensive role along the northern bank· of the
Potomac. When, during the preceding year, the clashing of
arms had been l~rd along this bank, it was McClellan attack
ing his adversary, already driven back to th~ river and ready
to recross it. This time, on the contrary, the Army of the
Potomac was the only barrier which still interposed obstacles
between the large Northern cities and an invader stimulated by
the hope of seizing so rich a prey. Everything seemed to con
spire against it, even the government whose last hope it was.
The chieftain that the government. had just given to this army
had only been in command for the last three days: how could
one expect of him that quickness of perception, that precision in
hi'3 orders, and from his subordinates that blind confidence so
necessary on the battlefield? Lee, who had exercised the su
preme command for the last thirteen months, and had already
won four great victories, possessed on that very account a supe
riority which was worth many battalions to him. The supe
riority of numbers was undoubtedly on the side of the Fed
erals, but it was not sufficient to guarantee them success; and
Meade, deceived by exaggerated reports regarding the strength
of his adversaries, was even ignorant of this advantage. Con
sequently, during this night, full of anxiety, how much must
he have regretted the scattering of the Federal forces against
which all his predecessors had vainly protested, Out pf the
sixty thousand men, more or less well organized, who were in
Washington, the Federal government could easily have detached
ten thousand to reinforce the Army of the Potomac: the same
thing may be said of the fourteen thousand under Peck, who
since the 1st of ~1ay had scarcely had an enemy before them
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at Suffolk, and from eight to ten thousand of the twelve thousand
who under Keyes were occupying their leisure hours in the lines
of Yorktown in projecting a sudden descent upon Richmond.
In short, by leaving in Baltimore the thirty-five hundred men
charged with holding the Seression element in check, and by
employing a thousand men in escorting the maltrnl of Har
per's :Ferry 88 far 88 Washington, General Halleck might have
ordered French to join Meade, instead of leaving him at Fred
erick, where his presence would have been henceforth purposeless.
Out of the ninety-seven thousand men thus divided, there were at
l~t sixty thousand in a condition to take part in the campaign,
thirty-eight or forty tho~d of whom, perfectly useless where
they were stationed, could have been added to the Army of 4le
Potomac before the 1st of July. Thus reinforced, the Union
general would have been certain of conquering his adversary,
who was too much compromised to fall back, and even to inflict
upon him an irreparable disaster. But Lee was right in rely
ing upon the military sluggishness of the Federal government.
Meade, without wasting his time in vain regrets, had not a mo
ment to lose in preparing, with the resources placed in his hands,
for the supreme struggle, of which the battle of the 1st of July
was only the prelude.

Let us see what was, on the morning of the 2d of July, the
distribution of thetle forces, of which only a portion, as we have
seen, was collected near Gettysburg when Meade reached Ceme
tery Hill at one o'clock in the morning. The Eleventh corps
occupied this hill, along which it had rallied-8churz's divisioR
across the Baltimore road; Steinwehr's on the left; on the right
and rear that of Barlow, then commanded by Ames. The First
corps was divided: Wadsworth, on the right of Ames, held
Culp's Hill; Robinson, on the left of Steinwehr and across the
Taneytown road, extended as far as a clump of trees called Zeig
ler's Grove; Doubleday, who had .transferred the command of
the corps to General NewtOn, was in reserve with his division in
the rear of &hurz. The combined artillery of these two corps
covered their front, sheltered to a great extent by the light earth
works constructed on Cemetery Hill the previous day. South of
Zeigler's Grove, Hancock had, since the evening of the 1st, pro-
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longed the Federal left with the troops he had at his disposal as
far as the sugar-loaves of the Round Tops, so as to present a solid
line to the enemy's troops, which he then perceived on Seminary
Hill. Birney, with Graham's and Ward's brigades of the Third
corps, bearing to the left of Robinson, extended along the ridge
which prolongs Cemetery Hill as far as the depression where the
latter Seems to lose itself for a while, to rise again afterward
toward the Round Tops. Geary, in this direction, with a divis
ion of the Twelfth corps, was developing on Birney's left as far
as the smallest of these two hills, which he had roused to be
occupied by two regiments.* Williams, with the other division
of the same corps, had halted within a mile and a quarter in the
rear of Cemetery Hill, on the left bank of Rock Creek, near the
point where the Baltimore road crosses this stream. :Finally,
Humphreys, who had been on the march since four o'clock in
the afternoon, arrived on the ground, and the darkness not
allowing him to select his place, he massed his two brigades a
little in the rear and to the left of Birney's line.

In the mp.an while, after a long conference with Hancock,
Howard, and some generals of his staff, :Meade had not waited
for daylight to reconnoitre the position where the fortune of war
had just brought him. Being very near-sighted, he required
considerable time to study the ground. The moonlight enabled
him to visit. the positions of his soldiers with ease, but it was
only toward four o'clock, when the early rays of die sun imparted
to the objects around their natural appearance, that he could form
a correct idea of the whole. He was at once struck with the weak
points they presented: being convinced, however, that it was too
late to look for others, he thought only of drawing the best pos
8ible advantage from those which circumstances had placed within
his reach. At this moment, in fact, all the troops that had not
already gathered around him were about to start for the purpose
of joining him.

The Second corps, which had come to a halt a few miles from
Gettysburg, on the Taneytown road, resumed its march; De Tro
briand's and Burling's brigades left Emmettsburg; and the Fifth
corps had arrived the day before at Bonaughtown, a village

* Fifth Ohio and One-hundred-:1Il~-(ortY·lleventhPennBylvania.-ED.
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about six miles on the Hanover turnpike. In the course of three
consecutive days, from the 29th of June to the 1st of July, this
corps Imd marched over sixty-two miles from Frederick, Maryland,
but notwithstanding the fatigue of his men, General Sykes had
pushed them forward in the direction of Gettysburg since break
of day. The Si.xth corps, which, on the 1st of July, was station
ed at Manchester, more than thirty miles from Gettysburg, had
been on the march since seven o'clock in the evening, and, thanks
to this forced march, was expected to arrive in the afternoon. The
cavalry, on its part, was preparing to cover the positions which
the army had first occupied: Buford, with Gamble's brigade,
cleared it on the left, along the Emmettsburg road; but 011 the
right Devin's brigade, not being able to maintain its ground be
fore Ewell, near Gettysburg, had passed to the second line on the
Taneytown road. Merritt, with the regular cavalry brigade, had
been hastily called from Mechanicstown; Kilpatrick, who fol
lowed Stuart as far as the neighborhood" of Heidlersburg, had
been ordered to fall back on Two Taverns; Gregg, who was at
"\Vestminster with his division, had left Huey's brigade to protect
the depOts and the line of the railway, and was advancing with
the other two brigades in order to take position on the right of
the army. The reserve artillery, which had halted at Taneytown
on the morning of the l~t of July, had been placed on the march
by Mead-e, and was to join him on the morning of the 2d.

These night-marches were extremely trying to the soldiers,
reducing, to a great extent, the bodies of troops that were
dragging along in the rear, the darkness of the night crowding
the roads with stragglers. Those who had halted during the
night had, for the most part, as will be seen, long distanCes to
travel. Consequently, the troops reached Gettysburg very much
exhausted-a bad condition to be in for fighting; but the first
thing to be done was to reach the place, and it was not paying too
dear for such an important result. Thanks to these forced marches,
the whole army was assembled by nine o'clock in the morning,
with the exception of fifteen thousand men of the Sixth corps,
and even the latter were sure to arrive in time if the conflict lasted
a few hours. .This concentration, effected with so much rapidity,
was as creditable to Meade as to his soldiers.
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Lee, on his part, was also gathering his forces, the following
being the positions they occupied at daybreak: Ewell's entire
corps was drawn up on the battlefield, with Johnson on the left,
resting on Rock Creek, upon Benner's Hill; Early, in the centre,
facing the ridge which connects Culp's Hill with Cemetery Hill;
Rodes, on thc right, at the foot of the 11lSt-mentioned hill, his
main force occupying the town of Gettysburg, while his right
formed a connection with the Third corps on Seminary Hill.
The two divisions of the latter corps, which had fought on
the prcvious day, retained the positions that had been takcn beforc
sunset. Pender was on the left, above the seminary; Heth, on
the right, along the ridge; Hill's third division, under Ander
son, was posted about one and a half miles in the rear, on the
Cashto,vn road, between Marsh Creek and Willoughby Run. A
large portion of the First corps-that is to say, McLaws' and
Hood's divisions, with the exception of LLw's brigade-had fol
lowed close upon And~rson along the same road, and had halted
threc-quarters of a mile on the right bank of Marsh Creek;
before four o'clock Anderson was proceeding toward Seminary
Hill; Hood and McLLws, after giving their soldiers only two
hours' rest, had, like Anderson, put their columns in motion
also, and were advancing toward Gettysburg while waiting for
orders assigning them their proper place on the battlefield. At
the same time, Pickett was leaving Chambersburg, and Law
the village of New Guilford, where Longstreet had sent him the
day before. We have seen that Stuart, having at last received
his instructions, was leaving the neighborhood of Carlisle in great
haste for the purpose of joining his chief at 'Gettysburg. By
nine o'clock in the morning the whole Confederate army WIlS

therefore assembled around the town, with the exception of Stu
art's cavalry and the six thousand infantry which Pickett and
Law could bring into line. The opportunity of attacking the
Federal army while still divided had vanished with the la.'-It
glimmer of daylight on the 1st of July; but in resuming the
battle on the morning of the 2d, Lee had the great advantage of
finding his adversaries scarcely recovered from the combat of the
previous day and the rapid marches they had undergone-of :mr
prising soldiers worn out by fatigue, and officers utterly unao-
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quainted with the ground, within lines still wretchedly formed,
aIld in positions miserably selected, and deprived of the support ,
of a large portion of their own artillery. In bringing his tro!lps' "
into action at nine o'clock in the morning he could hardly'ha~e __ .
exacted from them an effort similar to those he had obtained at
ManllSS88 and Chancellorsville. .

'Ve must pause at the juncture when Meade, after examining
the ground, has issued his orders. The Federals are beginning
to rectify their positions. The First and the Eleventh corps have
not altered theirs, but the Second, having arrived at seven o'clock,
has been placed by Hancock, in pursuance of Meade's instruc
tioD..'l, to the left of the First; Hays' division, on the right, is
resting upon Ziegler's Grove; Gibbon's division is in the centre;
on the left Caldwell's reaches out along the dividing water-line
between Plum Run and Rock Creek, as far as the height on which
stood the Hammelsooch house, his skirmishers occupying the Go
dori house on the Emmettsburg road: each of these three divisions
possesses a front of two deployed brigades, the third being kept in
reserve. In orner to make room for them, the Third corps has closed
its ranks, and is bearing to the left. The ground upon which it is
about to take position will be the scene of so important and des
perate a struggle that it is necessary to complete the general de
scription we have heretofore given by details the usefulness of
which the reader will at once acknowledge.

We have stated that a line from the upper strata of rocks formed
by a slight convulsion of the earth eight hundred feet in length,
much less elevated than the ridge of which it is the continuation,
rises gradually as far as the commanding point occupied by the
farms of Want and Sherfy-to which we have given the appella
tion of "orchard"-where it is suddenly interrupted by declivities
of considerable steepness. The line of rocks, broken at the wffit,
becomes again united, through a depression in the ground of only
Il few yards, to a new ridge which, by its direction, its declivity to
eastward, and the woodoo character of its western front, resembles
that of Seminary Hill. The culminating point of this ridge is
occupied by a few houses which we shall designate by the name
of Warfield, one of their proprietors. Willoughby Run waters
the foot of the hill at the west. The road from Gettysburg to
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Emmettsburg, after passing below Ziegler's·Grove as far as the
Want house, with the exception of a strip of land about l1jne
hundred yards in length between the houses of Godori and
Smith, inclines to westward and intersects directly the head of
the little valley where it derives its source. The hillock, as its
English name of "Peach .orchard" implies, is thickly covered
with peach trees, which are largely cultivated in that country,
where the fruit is distilled. It is a commanding position, possess
ing extensive views, but was covered by the position of Seminary
Hill; consequently, strong at the east, weak at the west, and com
manded for a distance of over five hundred yards by the 'Varneld
ridge, behind which the enemy could make preparations for his
attacks with impunity. A road, called the Millerstown road,
branching off from the Hagerstown road near Marsh Run, at the
Black Horse Tavern, crosses Willoughby Run, ascends the left
bank until it strikes an isolated schoolhouse, when, winding up
to the 'Varfield farm, it intersects the Emmettsburg road at the
Peach Orchard, and subsequently pursues a south-easterly course
to cross Plum Run, and finally to connect with the Taneytown
road north of the Little Round Top; the road skirts the Peach
Orchard hillock by following the base as far as Plum Run. This
stream, after taking its source near the Trostle brick house, runs
from north to south through a valley interspersed with isolated trees
and bushes: before striking the'road it passes between two woods,
one of which, at the east, rests upon the Weikart house, while the
other, at the west, triangularly shaped, skirting the north side of
the road, runs as far as the Trostle house. Below the crossing-the
stream, being marshy, rushes into the wild gorge comprised between
the Round Tops and the rocky hill of the Devil's Den. This
hill forms the continnation, at the south, of the rocky line which
the road follows after leaving Peach Orchard, and which it aban
dons to cross Plum Run. The wood,; by which it is covered are
separated from this road by a large field of wheat, adjoining on one
side the wood of the Trostle house, which stretehes down as far as
a little valley where an insignificant tributary of Plum Run flows
from north-west to south-east. That portion of the Devil's Den
facing this valley is more woody and less rocky than tllat fronting
Round Tops. At the extreme end of the wheat-field two
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branches of the small tributary form a junction, one of them
running through the field it.'*!lf; the other, taking its source
We8t of the Emmettsburg road and following the base of the
Peach Orchard, leaves the Rose farm on the right and crOBBeS,
before reaching the above-mentioned wheat-field, a wood which cov
ers both its sides. This wood, bounded at the east by said wheat
field, at the west by these identical slopes, extends, at the point of
its longest distance, from the borders of the road ahove mentioned
as far as the neighborhood of the Timber farm; south of this trib
utary of Plum Run there are open fields and fenced-in meadows
sloping down by gentle gradations in front of Round Top, and
which a by-rood traverses, forming a junction between the Blyder
farm on the borders of the stream Rnd the Emmettsburg road
near the point where the latter intersects the Warfield iidge,
below the gorge by means of which Plum Run works out a
pa...<l,..<qtge through the rocks of which we have just Ilpoken-a
country ensy of access and under general cultivation, stretching
out as far as the Taneytown road, completely enveloping this
rocky section on the south side.

By following this de8l'l'iption on the map it will be seen that
the Round Tops were to serve as a resting-point for the left of the'
Federal army, like Culp's Hill on its right and Cemetery Hill in
its centre. The direct line connecting them with this last hill
passed through the lower Hat cuuntry, and was but little adapted
to artillery manoouvres. The commanding hillock of the orchard
seemed from its very position to invite the Federals to plant
theIllSClves there. It covered their left, preventing the enemy
from approaching them in front or from disguising any Hank
movement; in short, the stream which watered the base of the
hill at the south constituted a considerably strong line as far as
the Devil's Den. But, notwithstanding these apparent advan
tages, the occupation of the orchard presented many inconveni
ences to the Federals; it allured them through the collective at
tractions of positions which they could not dillpute to the enemy
without endangering the whole battlefield.

Entirely isolated at the north and north-west from the line adopt
ed by Meade, indifferently connected with the latter at the west, the
orchard presented a salient angle which was the more difficult-to
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defend, being commanded on one side, while its elevation on thC1
other side rendered it impossible for the Federals to recapture it .
when they had once lost it. It would have been necessary, there
fore, in order to take practical possession of the place, either to
occupy it with a considerable portion of the army, and surround
it with intrenchments, as Steinwehr had done at Cemetery Hill, or
simply to place a few troops with instructions to fall back as soon
as they had compelled the enemy to disclose his forces.

At four o'dock in the morning, Meade, being dCilirolls to re
inforce his right, which, being nearer the enemy, seemed to him
destined to play the principal part, had ordered Geary to abandon
his position llear Siekles in order to occupy the eastern slopes of
Culp's Hill to the right of Wadsworth. Williams being already
at Rock Creek, the whole of the Twelfth corps was to be thus
assembled on this side. Geary had taken up the line of march
at five o'clock, lelwing vacant all that portion of the line he had
occupied, from Siddes' left to the Little Round Top. The ar
rival of the Second corps, which came to take position between
the First and the Third, enabled the latter to bear to the left in
this direction. Retwpen six and seven o'clock in the morning
Meade sent his son to Sickles with orders to take the position
which Geary had jUi't left. This position, as we have stated,
extended as filr aH the slopes of the Little Round Top, which
Geary had stroll~ly occupied since the previous evening. The
order was most positive, and ~Ieade has been blamed for not
having attended to the execution of said order in person;
nor did he endeavor to ascertain if the occupation of the
summit of Culp's Hill had been effected,'relying upon Slocum
and "Tadsworth to do that; besides, the commanding aspect of
this hill indicated it ·sufficiently as the most import'!nt point to
hold along the Federal left. But, Gf>.ary having started at an
curly hour, Sickles, entirely occupied with his own troops, had
no knowledge of the position held by Geary, nor of the extent
of his line, and, as no one had been left behind to supply the
lleCC8l>llry explanations, Meade's order no longer possessed the
same clearness in his estimation that it did when receh·ed. The
Little Round Top, which he perceived at a considerable distance,
W88 &'parated from him by low grounds which offered no advan-
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tage for posting his four brigades, no commanding point for pla
cing his artillery. Consequently, when Colonel Meade arrived,
between eight and nine o'clock, to ascertain if the order which
he had brought from his father had been executed, Sickles
answered him that he could not distinguish the position in
which he was to replace Geary. Nevertheless, like an obedient
lieutenant, he had not waited for fresh orders to extend his
line to the left, and before nine o'clock Birney was deploying
Graham's and Ward's brigades in the direction of Little Round
Top. At the same time, he saw the two other brigades of his
own corps arriving. De Trobriand and Burling, who had left
Emmettsburg at daybreak, being still ignorant of the situation
of the two armies near Gettysburg, had followed thc direct road
leading to this town, and thus passed between thc lines of skir
mishers of both armies over the hillock of the orchard; they had
exchanged a' few shots with the Confederate skirmishcrs, leaving
a certain number of stragglcrs, who had not been able to keep up
with their pace, in their hands; but they arrived without encoun
tering any serious resistance. De Trobriand took position be
tween Graham on the right and 'Yard, who had. bcen resting
UpO)1 the hase of the Little Rounl} Top, on his left. Bur
ling joined Humphreys' division, which had remained massed
with the artillery of the Third corps on the left and a little in
the rear of the Second, which was posted on the hill of Ziegler's
Grove. So that, toward nine o'clock, Sickles occupied the posi
tion dcsignated by Meade; but, as he had only deployed one
of his two divi'lions, he could not reaeh beyond the base
of the Little Round Top, and did not set foot upon the hill
itself. The blame which may be attached to the Union general
in-chief does not consist in his having designated ill an insufficient
manner a position which the character of this hill clearly inn.i
catOO, but in having entrusted a line of too great extent to a sin
gle corps. In fact, this line, which required a stronger force in
consequenee of its presenting points extremely vulnerable, should
have possessed a development of at least one and a quarter miles,
even if the Little Round Top had been occupied; whilst on the
right of Sickles the Second corps had only a front of a little over
twelve hunch'ed yards to dcfend. But Meade, believing that the
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decisive struggle would take place on his right, was not disposed
to weaken either this wing or his centre for the .benefit of the
left, and did not seem to attach sufficient importance to the de
fensive dispositions which the latter might adopt. Sickles, how
ever, after having deployed Birney's troops, sought to complete
the formation of his corps from the moment that the arrival of
Burling's brigade had filled up the ranks of Humphreys' divis
ion: 110t being entirely satisfied with the position where the latter
was massed, although it was sufficiently flanked both on the right
and left, he only left Burling in it, and caused the other brigades
to advam,'e about four hundred yards along the direct prolongation
of the Second corps. This new position was much worse than the
preceding one; for Humphreys was located at the very extremity
of the valley of Plum Run, and was commanded still closer by the
ridge which the Emmettsburg road follows. Lffiving a second
line, composed of five regiments massed, at an equal distance be
tween Burling and his first line, he formed the latter by deploy
ing the seven regiments which were left him, and pushed forward
his advance-posts at once as far as this road, which he was anxious
to clear. The Federal skirmishers, after having occupied the
Rogers mansion, pulled do~n all the fences which occupied the
ground on that side--a precaution which, at a later period, facili
tated the movements of the division.

During this time the Federal right was taking a firm position
and receiving important reinforcements. The Fifth corps, hav
ing arrived before six o'clock in the morning on Rock Creek,
had temporarily taken position on the right of Williams' divis
ion; but at eight o'clock, when Geary came to post his troops
on Culp's Hill, Slocum, who was in command of these two corps,
brought hack all his forces on the west bank of the stream.
Geary planted himself upon the wooded flank of CuIp's Hill,
which commanded this side of the creek as far as the streamlet
flowing from Spangler's Spring. Williams prolonged his line
in the same directibn by resting his right on the conical hillock
called :McAllistel"'s Hill, taking advantage of the natural rough
ness of the ground, which we will describe in detail preflently.
These two divisions speedily made intrenchments along their front.
The Fifth corps took position near the main road, in sight of
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the. bridge of Rock Creek, thus forming a reserve which, while
supporting the right, could, by means of direct paths, hasten with
equal rapidity to the lISSistance of the left or the centre of the
line. Finally, the reserve artillery, which arrived at the same
time, WIlS parked, by Meade's orders, in a position not less central
between the Taneytown and the Baltimore roads.

~ By nine o'clock in the morning the Federal line was there-
"-fore rectified. All the corps save one had arrived, and, not

withstanding their exhausted condition, each had taken the
pooitions lISSigned by the general-in-chief. Through the one
which he had designated for the Fifth corps he was already
prepared to take great advantage of the very form of this
line, the two extremities of which had fallen to the rear. The
enemy had not, during these first five important hours of the day,
fired a single cannon-shot to annoy the Federals or to interrupt
their preparations. Astonished at this inexplicable silence on
'the part of an adversary ordinarily so active, Meade concluded
that Lee had not finished his concentration, and had only the
for<.'e8 engaged the previous day about him. He at once con
ceived the idea of taking the offensive in his turn, and of antici
pating him by attacking the positions of Ewell on Benner's Hill
with the Twelfth and Fifth corps.. This bold project was justi
fled by qppearances, and the point of attack well chosen: the
Confederate Second corps was, in fact, the easiest of approach,

• the open country extending between the rest of the Southern
army and the Federal positions being an obstacle in the way of
such an attack, the importance of whioh Lee WIlS soon to experi
ence in turn. But appearances alone were favorable; for Long
street's two divisions, being at that moment within reach of Get
tysburg along the CllShtown road, could have formed a junction
with Hill in order to defend Ewell. Fortunately for Meade,
GeneraL; Slocum and Warren having deemed the country very
difficult to be traversed, he decided to wait for the arrival of the
Sixth corps. The enemy did not allow him to resume hi'J
project.

Lee, in fact, hIlS the greatest interest in striking quick and
heavy. We must now see how he is employing the morning of
the 2d of July, during which the FederalS are preparing to

VOL. III.-38
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receive him, to present the various plans he can adopt, and examine
the motives which determine his choice. We have shown that
before continuing his march northward he had been obliged to
measure strength with the Federal army. In order to preserve
his communications, to receive ammunition, to send back his
booty and sick, and to transform his movement into a positive
invasion, it was necessary as soon as practicable to render it impos
sible for this army to attack him. He has drawn it into a pursuit,
and then has suddenly turned against it, while the simultaneous
arrival of Hill and Ewell before Gettysburg has enabled him to
crush two Federal corps. Lee, however, was not able to g-ather
the fruits of his victory that same evening, and on the morning
of the 2d of July he found the greater portion of the Union
army in front of him. He has four alternatives to select from:
he has the choice to retire into the gaps of the South Mountain
in order to compel Meade to come after him; or to wait steadily
in his present positions for the attack of the Federals; or, again,
to manreuvre in order to dislodge them from those they OOeupy
by menacing their communications by the right or the left;
or, finally, to storm these positions in front, in the hope of carry
ing them by main force. The best plan would undoubtedly haye
been the first, because by preserving the strategic offensive Lee
would thus secure all the adv~ntages of the tactical gefensive.
Once master of the mountain-passes, he oovers his retreat upon.
Hagerstown or Hancock on one side, while still menacing the
very heart of Pennsylvania on the other. Meade, being hard
pressed by public opinion) will be compelled to attack him in as
formidable positions as those of Cmmpton's and Turner's Gaps,
where the preceding year a handful of men 80 long resisted Mc
Clellan's assaults. Lee, by way of excuse for not having adopted
this plan, has alleged the impossibility of bringing to the rear in
time the supply-trains which were crowding on the road from
Chambersburg to Gettysburg: this excuse does not seem to us to
be admissible, for the same trains were able to retrograde, with
out obstruction, during the night of the 4th and 5th, and such a
movement would have been less dangerous afrer the victory of
the 1st than after the defeat of the 3d. The truth is, that the
ardor and assurance of the Confederate army, the mutual oon6-
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dence of the chieftains and soldiers, together with their contempt
for their adversaries, do not allow Lee to take a step backward
which would have the appearance of a retreat. To wait unfliuch
ingly for Meade's attack in the position which the chances of war
have just delivered to the Confederates is a middle course, full of
inconveniences and without any advantages. The position of Sem
inary Hill is a very strong one, it is true, but it is isolated; it can
not mask a movement either toward the Potomac or the Susque
hanna, and may be easily turned. Besides, Lee could not remain
motionless upon these hills, for, drawing as he does his resources
from the country, he cannot supply his ·army with rations except
by scattering it: to wait would therefore be fatal to him; it
would redound entirely to Meade's advantage, whQ can promptly
rereive the supplies he requires, and the reinforcements which
are increasing daily his numerical superiority. In short, in the
midst of an offensive campaign suddenly interrupted the temper
of the Confederate army would not brook inaction any better
than retreat. It is expedient, therefore, either to manamvre for
the purpose of dislodging the enemy or to attack him in his posi
tions. He adopts the second of these plans: he will fail, but
that is not a sufficient reason for believing that he has made a bad
choice. The principal survh'ors among Lee's lieutenants have
publicly made known their opinions regarding the advant.'lges
and disadvantages of these two plans, and are divided in their
preferences. In order to carry out the first, so as to compel Meade
to abandon his positions without wrenching them from him by
main force, it would have been necessary to menace his base of
operations at Westminster, east-south-east of Gettysburg; but
this cannot be done in turning it by way of the north without
becoming absolutely isolated and abandoning the entire line of
retreat, and consequently without encountering more dangel'S than
the Federals would be subjected to. It is therefore by way of
the south that the Confederates are obliged to manreuvre; but on
this side the difficulties are equally great. In order to strike the
'Vestminster line it is necessary, first of all, to deliver the town
of Gettysburg to the enemy-an important position and dearly
bought; afterward a change of base must be effected in order to
rest upon the Fairfield and Emmettsburg roads, and to descri~

•
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at least one-third of a complete circuit around the Federal army
a flank march the more dangerous because it would be undertaken
in a hostile and open country; finally, it is necessary to wait for
the cavalry, whose co-operation is indispensable. It is true that
Meade, who must be acquainted with his weak points, greatly
dreads this movement, but it is also true that he has taken every
necessary measure to avert the most serious consequences to him
self. In fact, if the positions he occupies near Gettysburg were
imprl:'gnable, everything should be tried to drive him out of them,
rather than to storm them in front; but they are not better· than
those of Willoway and Pipe Creeks, upon which he is ready to
fall back. Lee therefore cannot be blamed for having preferred
a dh-ect attack. His whole army, with the exception of some
generals, demand that this attack shall be made; a resistless
impulse seems to spur it on to battle. It believes itself invin
cible-a powerful element of success when this blind confidence,
which makes it forget all thoughts of retreat, neglect all cal
culations of numerical force, and scorn the adversary, is not
shared by the leaders. But in the Confederate anny nearly
all these generals have undergone the contagion. Lee himself,
the grave and impassive man, will some day acknowledge that
he has allowed himself to be influenced by these common illu
sions. It secms that the God of armies has designated for the
Confederates the lists where the supreme conflict must take place :
they cheerfully accept the alternative, without seeking for any
other.

If Lee cannot be blamed for the decision he has adopted, it
is impo~l"ible not to recognize the faults he commits when this
determination hn.'l once been settled. 'Ve have seen how import
ant it is for him to carry out this determination without delay;
yet when he returns from his conference with Ewell on the even
ing of the 1st of July he does not appear to have as yet clearly
decided upon his plan of battle for the following day. He no
doubt desires to wait for daylight in order to reconnoitre the
ground, but this uncertainty causes him to lose much precious
time. At daybreak of the 2d he is in the saddle: he has de
cided to make the attack on the right, and orders Longstreet to
place his two divisions on that side, along the prolongation of
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Hill's line, so as to be able to begin it at once. But he does
not appear to have as yet determined either upon the hour
when it is to be made, the point against which it is to be
directed, or the number of troops to take part in it. Accus
tomed to find in Jackson a lieutenant to whom it was not neces
sary to give any precise instructions-who upon a mere sugges
tion would adopt all necessary measures for striking the point
designated for his attack with the greatest rapidity and with
the ntmost possible vigor-Lee on this OOcasion did not take
into· consideration Longs~reet's character, with whose strong and
weak points, his energy and tardiness, he must, however, have
been well acquainted. It is evident to us that from the evening
of the 1st of July there was a misunderstanding between these
two generals. On his return from his conference with Ewell,
Lee, having decided to entrust the main attack to Longstreet,
had made him some suggestions, but had given him no orders.

Instead of making himself thoroughly acquainted with the
wishes of his chief, and preparing for making the attack at an
early hour, the commander of the First corps only thinks of sug
gesting a new plan of battle. At dawn, with this object in view,
he has hastily repaired to head-quarters. This time he has re
ceived orders, although still of a very vague character j Lee did
not give his instructions the precise and peremptory form which
should characterize all that emanates from a general-in-chief.
Consequently Longstreet, not seeing any advantage in pressing
the attack, loses much precious time, either through design or
mental sluggishness, while his chief, relying entirely upon his
promptness, proceeds to examine in person the Federal right,
which Ewell is still preparing to attack.

Lee does not return from this errand until nine o'clock in
the morning, and we must believe that he finds Longstreet still
delayed in his preparations by difficulties of execution which
add to his own reluctance, for the rest tlf the morning is devoted
to reconnoitring with him the ground upon which the Fir8t.
corps is to advance, as far as the Warfield ridge. It is not until
eleven o'clock, therefore, that he gives him formal instructions.
He, however, merely directs Longstreet, according to a statement
of the latter, to envelop the enemy's left) and to begin the attack
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against this point by following as much as possible the Emmetts
burg road. If these assertions are correct, he must have been
enlightened by means of verbal explanations, because the Em
mettsburg road runs almost parallel with the front of the two
armies, and it was then only occupied by a few Federal pickets;
consequently, we shall find Longstreet deviating in a singular
manner from the letter of his instructions. It is evident, how
ever, that Lee, convinced of how much the position of the orchard
will be useful for the decisive attack, has been under the impres
sion that he should begin by taking possession of it, inasmuch as
it would be the first point to be met on the Emmettsburg road.
The Round Tops are no doubt too prominent for the general
in-chief to deem it necessary to call the attention of his lieu
tenant to this double sugar-loaf, the profile of which Ewell had
shown him by moonlight the day before, where on the tops the
flags of Meade's signal corps were seen fl,ring; but he had not
the lellEt suspicion that such a position was at that moment only
occupied by a dozen men, and what an easy prey it would be for
Longstreet to seize if he could ~h the place unnoticed.

By directing the First corps to storm the extreme left of the
enemy, Lee assigns Longstreet, therefore, a rae analogous to that
which .Jackson had so well performed at Chancellorsville. But the
ground being more open than in the forest of the Wilderness, ren
ders the manreuvre more difficult and less effective, inasmuch as it
cannot altogether escape the enemy's notice. Besides, Lee has not
placed in the hands of Longstrect the means of action which two
months previously had secured Jackson's snccess. In fact, having
at that time only five divisions with him, he gave hid lieutenant
three of them, and kept but two to hold Hooker in check. There
is no doubt that in order to occupy the attention of the adversary
a larger display of force is required on the cultivated hills 'of
Gettysburg than around Chancellorsville; but it must also be said
that, thanks to the nature 6f the ground, the artillery could supply
the absence of a numerous force of infantry. The very disposi
tion of the two lines of the enemy ought to decide Lee to concen
trate all his means of action upon a single point in order to strike
a decish'e blow, should he be obliged even to strip the rest of his
front to accomplish this purpose. In fact, from Benner's Hill,
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along the left bank of Rock Creek, as far as the extremity of
Seminary Hill, the Confederates form an extensive and conwve
line, which will be still further lengthened when Longstreet, de
ploying beyond the Emmettsburg road, shall try to outflank the
Federal left: this line will possess a development of about five and
a half miles, and its extremities, placed face to face at a distance of
about three miles, will be separated by the whole Dl888 of the enemy's
army. This army occupies, therefore, an inverse and convex posi
tion along an arc of little less than four miles, the chord of which
is only two thousand two hundred yards in length. If it be
always dangerous for the smallest army to approach the adyer
sary by two wings at once, the form of the Union line renders the
execution of such a plan particularly difficult for the Confeder
ates. Yet Lee has not dared to diminish the too-extended front
occupied by his left wing, and still less to strip it under the very
eyes of the enemy in order to reinforce his right. He has there
fore left three divisions of the Confederate Second corps on this
side, although he has declined to· assign it the first rule in this
day's work. He cannot, however, doom the entire corps to
absOlute inaction, and before leaving Ewell has dire<-1ed him to
attack the enemy with vigor when the sound of cannon shall
announce the commencement of the battle on the right wing.
The Confederate Third corps, placed in the centre, will have to
support its two neighbors as soon as the Federal lines shall appear
to be shaken by either attack. So that, by a train of errors inti
mately connected with each other, LEe deploys his army upon a
more extended front than that of Meade, without concentrating
anywhere the necessary force for breaking up the enemy's lines.
The first attack is to be made on the right with only two divi&
ions; then, without any other notification than the clashing of
arms in this battle-a sign always unreliable-three divisions will
undertake the second attack at the other extremity of the line;
finally, if success appears to favor them, the right centre, by con
necting these two attacks, shall take part in the battle. Shall we
find in these dispositions a proof of LEe's hesitations regarding
the point where it is ex~ient for him to strike his adversary,
or should we rather think that he does not dare entrust to any
body a mission fully as important as those which Jackson had
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80 well performed·at Manassas and ChancelloI'Bville? This
last 8upposition is justified by the part which Lee will take in
the direction of the battle, and which we 8hould he tempted to
designate as insignificant, if we could do 80 without intending to
cast blame upon him. Once the game opened, just as if Jackson
was still living he continueS to leave an extraordinary latitude
to his lieutenants: the absence of a sufficient general staff-the
great defect of American armies-made this, perhaps, a matter of
necessity on his part. After having allotted to each man his
separate ,'die in the action which is about to take place, he will
remain, so to say, a spectator of the struggle, receiving hardly
any message and scarcely issuing any order. The intri~ies of
the machine he has to manceuvre make it too difficult for him
to guide it properly when it is on the march.

The plan adopted by Lee has the inconvenience of increasing
this very defect by making success dependent upon the com
bined' action of several corps between which there is absolutely
no connection; thus he commits, in his turn, the fault he made
Hooker and Sedgwick pay 80 dearly for on the banks of ,the
Rappahannock; and this fault, the L'OIlBequences of which we
shall see developed during each phase of the battle, will be ag
gravated, as it frequently happens, by the hesitations of his lieu
tenants, who are obliged, for t~e fiI'Bt time, to manreuvre in sight
and under the fire of the enemy: this will prove to be the prin
cipal cause of his defeat.

Longstreet, as we havc stated, did not approve of the plan of
attack which he was charged to execute, and, before receiving
detailed instructions, did not display much alacrity in preparing
himself for it: he found his forces reduced, at that time, to six
brigades, altogether insufficient for 8uch a task, and he was in
hopes that the attack would be deferred till next day, in order to
allow time for Pickett's division and L1W'S brigade to join him. If
Lee had given him a formal order, or if he had himself felt the
necessity of beginning the action as soon lIB pos.o;ible, he could have
brought seven brigades into line by nine o'clock in the morn
ing, At this hour, indeed, the sixte~n pieces of cannon com
po!;illg his artillery corps, which had left Greenwood under the
direction of Colonel Alexander, arrived at Seminary Hill, while
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Wilcox's brigade, which had been left by Hill on Marsh Creek,
behind the bivouaaJ of the First corps, had reached the adjoining
woods of Warfield without being seen by the enemy, where Mc
Laws came to relieve it toward four o'clock in the afternoon.
Longstreet preferred to wait, finding, no doubt, that through one
of those long days of July he had no need of hurrying in order
to conquer and gather the fruits of victory. It is true that Lee,
beginning to be impatient, directs him to attack without Law's
brigade, which can only arrive at noon; but the geneml-in-chief
soon yields to his pressing request, and allows him to wait.for
Law. Three-quarters of an hour have scarcely elapsed when
Law joins Hood's other brigades, which are massed back of Sem
inary Hill at the west, behind the right of the Third corps, The
latter, as well as Alexander's batteries, has long been in position:
Ewell is waiting for the signal agreed upon.--- The sun, the burning sun of July, has already crossed the zen-
ith, and the same silence continues to prevail along both SrII\ies.
Meade, becoming more and more astonished at the inaction of the
enemy, tries in vain to guess the canse. The post of observation
pI8eed on Little Round Top signals the movements of troops
toward the south. The Union geneml suspects, not without some
cause, that the Confederates are seeking~ disguise a flank march,
their object being to turn his position between Taneytown and
Gettysburg; for he cannot otherwise account for their delay in
making the attack. Having abandoned the idea of taking the
offensive, he must foresee all that can tempt the enemy. If the
latter sueOOeds -in turning him, it will be necessary to make the
army fall back, either upon Willoway or Pipe Creek. He there
fore directs his staff to examine the position of each corps and
the ronds by which they can fall back j the chief of !!taff, Gen
eral Butterfield, is preparing at the same time a general order
indicating the direction which each of these corps will have to
take. Finally, wishing to be informed by his lieutenants regard
ing the condition of his troops, and the character of the ground
which each of them will have to defend, as well as the various
measures to be adopted according to what the enemy may do, Meade,
who is still treating them as confidants, summons them to meet in
council at his head-quarters near Ziegler's Grove. It has been
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since attempted to find in these measures a proof that Meade
was preparing to abandon the positions of Gettysburg, and also
pretended that on that very da, he would have executed this proj
ect, which was already settled in his mind, if he had not been
prevented by the attack of which we shall speak presently.
Meade, on the other hand, has asserted that the order, drawn up
by Butterfield and shown to several officers, had been written
without his knowledge. But if the reverse had been the fact, we
could only see in these preparations the proof of an extremely wise
forethought: the measures adopted on the ground by the Union
general-in-chief formally contradict the idea attributed to him.

Nevertheless, one of those blunders that frequently occur on
the battlefield was the means of compromising the safety of the
Federal line just in that part which will be the first to be men
aced. Meade, believing that Gregg's division of rovalry had
joined him and was clearing his left flank, had authorized Pleas
onton to send back to Westminster Buford's two brigades, which
had been so severely tried the day before. He had been wrongly
informed: Buford alone covered this flank. Meade only learned
this fact at one o'clock; he immediately directed Pleasonton not
to strip him entirely; but it is too late. Buford is gone; Merritt,
who is comiug from Emlllettsburg, is still far away, and Sickles
has therefore only the skirmishers of his infantry to watch the
movements of the enemy, whose numerous indications reveal his
preSence in force on that side. In fact, since nine o'clock in the
morning Birney's skirmishers have been attacked by thoae of Wil
cox from among the trees with which the 'Varfield farm is cov
ered at the east, and the whole Confederate brigade comes forward
for the purpose of supporting them. When, shortly after, Sickles,
being apprised of the untimely departure of Buford, decided,
in order to ward off all surprise, to replace him, by causing
his whole line of skirmishers to advance 8S far as the Emmetts
burg road. This general, whose military instinct has fathomed
the en~my's intentions, justly suspecting that Lee's main effort
would shortly be directed against that portion of the Federal linp.
which has been entrusted to him, is not satisfied with this move
ment. In order to protect the important position of the orchard,
he has charged Colonel Berdan to push forward a reconnoissance
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with two regiment'3 along the Millerstown road as far as the small
wood, where musket-shot'3 have been exchanged with the enemy.
Toward noon he penetmtes into the midst of these clusters of trees,
but being soon attacked by Wilcox's brigade and badly punished
by Poague's battery of Hill's corps, he is obliged to fall back
upon the orchard. This engagement cost him severely, but it has
revealed the presence of a numerous enemy, who is masking his
movements and seems disposed to turn the Fedeml left. In the
mean while, Sickles, thinking only of the attack with which he
believes himself menaced, has requested Meade to send him fresh
instructions: finally, about eleven o'clock, receiving no reply, he
repail'S to head-quarters for the purpose of obtaining them. He
informs Meade that Geary has left him no clearly-defined position
to defend: not finding any standpoint along the line which he
occupies, he would desire to advance with all his forces as far as
the Emmettsburg road; and he immediately request'3 his chief
either to ascertain for himself the necessity for making this move
ment or to send Geneml 'Varren to settle the matter in. his place.
Meade, being under the impression, no doubt, that 'the attack of
the enemy would not be aimed at his left, and probably also kept
back by the vicinity of the telegraph-office, declined either to
leave his head-quarters or to separate himself from General War
ren. He merely repeated to Sickles the order to remain in the
positions taken the day before by Geary, and, according to an eye
witness, he even pointed out to him with his finger the hillocks
of the Round Tops as the point on which he should align himself.
This was an error on his part, for if he entertained any confi
dence in Sickles' sagacity he should have taken his objections into
cousidemtion, and, in the contrary case, to control them without
delay. In fact, whether the commander of the Third corps was
or was not mistaken in his estimates, he simply desired to receive
positive instructions, instead of mere suggestions which allowed
him a latitude the limit'3 of which seemed to him very vague.
Finally, he obtains permission to take along with him General
Hunt, chief of artillery, and, quickly returning, makes a recon
noissance of the line along which he would have liked to place his
troops. Hunt points out the positions which appear to him the
best for his arm of the service, but, in consideration of the plan
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of the general-in-chief, he refuses to pronounce a formal opinion
regarding the occupation of this new line, which modifies the
entire order of battle. He returns to head-quarters, completing
the examination of the ground as far as the Little Round Top,
and requests Meade to go himself to the left before approving the
proposed movement. Several hours have thus elapsed; Meade,
who has summoned all his corps commanders, and is waiting for
Sickles among the rest, expects, no doubt, to have then a better
understanding with him. But the latter, on learning the result
of Berdan's reconnoissance, has no longer any doubt regard
ing the projects of the enemy, and becomes more and more
uneasy at having to receive his attack upon the ground which he
actually occupies. Being left in a state of uncertainty by Hunt's
departure, he determines at last to take possession of the Emmetts
burg road. as far as the orchard with his whole corps a little before
two o'clock.

He thus finds himself, as we have stated, in a more command
ing position than if he had remained within the line from Ziegler's
Grove to Little Round Top, especially if he had left Humphreys
in the low grounds which descend toward Plum Run. Never
theless, it presents such serious di.fficulties that one cannot approve
of the initiative steps taken by General Sickles in planting him
self there. On one side, in fact, the Emmettsburg road plung
ing into a piece of ground between the Godori and Smith houses,
it would be necessary to reach out as far as the ridge within two
hundred yards more to the west in order to prevent the line from
being commanded at this point; on the other side, the position of
the orchard presents a very salient angle, easy to attack on both
sides, having no morasses, and being situated about four hundred
yards from a wooded ridge a little more elevated, behind which the
enemy can prepare for his attacks; finally, this curved line, mn
Ring from Ziegler's Grove to the Little Round Top by way of the
orchard, has a development nearly double the preceding one, which
is already too long: the result will be that the fropt of the Third
corps, thus extended, will lose its power of resistance, while it
will be impossible to fall back sufficiently with the two wings in
order to reach their natural resting-points both on the right and
left. If the enemy, as there is reason to fear, attempts a flank
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movement by way of the BOuth, and seeks to conceal his march
behind the Warneld ridge, it is this very ridge that should be
occupied, because it completely masks the view of the orchard.
But it is on his front, and not on his extreme left, that Sickles
seems to have anticipated an attack. Consequently, he caoses the
line of battle of Birney's division to advance about five hundred
yards, thus abandoning the left bank of Plum Run and the slopes
of the Little Round Top, the importance of which he does not
appear to have then fully appreciated, in order to place himself
on a line with Humphreys: subsequently, he makes the whole
division perform a left half-wheel by taking Ward as a pivot, so that
Graham with the marching wing may come to occupy the orchard;
the three brigades, with the exception of the extreme right of the
latter, find themselves facing south. It is not without regret that
the soldiers of Birney's left leave the positions they occupy to go
into action upon ground which afford~ much greater facilities to
the enemy for approaching them. This general, wishing to occupy
the line of the stream running from the Rose house to Plum Run,
pushes them forward without allowing them to complete the con
version entirely. Ward takes position in the wood which covers
the flank of Devil's Den above this stream; his left rests upon
the left of Plum Run, thus finding itself separated from the
Little Round Top, which remains" exposed without means of
defence to a surprise on the part of the enemy; his right extends
as far as the summit of the triangular wheat-field of which we
have already spoken. De Trobriand, coming to his assistance in
this field, forms his line across the wood situated up the stream,
along the slope adjoining the left bank of the tributary, prolong
ing it through the fields by ascending in the direction of the
Peach Orchard hillock, upon which Graham is posted; but in
order to connect with this position he is obliged to deploy a whole
regiment, the Third Michigan, as skirmishers. Birney's division,
thus formed, presents its right flank to the enemy along the
Emmettsburg road: in order to cover it as much as possible,
Humphreys, by Sickles' order, proceeds in the direction of this
same road, with all his force, a little before three o'clock. But
the position which is thus assigned to him presents serious dangers
in its turn. In fact, to strengthen the too-extended line of Bir-
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ney, Sickles takes from him Burling's brigade, which he places
in reserve in the rear of Ward and De Trobriand; Humphreys,
leaving to his two other brigades the formation which he has given
them in the morning, rests his left on Graham, near the Sherfy
house, his right resting, without any connection, on the patch of
ground where the road is commanded from the enemy's side, while
his line having already nearly eight hundred and fifty yards of
development, he cannot even extend it as far as the Godori holL.."C
on the other side of the valley. Gibbon, who commands the divis
ion on the left of the Second corps, finding himself thus separated
from Humphreys'right by a space of over five hundred yards,
naturally does not follow this movement, the object of which he
cannot underst-'md. This break in the battle-front of the Federals
is the more dangerous because the Godori house llJld the surround
ing farmR situated upon a commanding point are easily accessible to
the enemy, owing to a large cluster of trees adjacent thereto within
a few hundred yards. Gibbon, feeling the danger, and yet unable
to prolong his line as far as the road without exposing it to be
enfiladed, directs two regiments to occupy the house, so as to serve
as a connecting-link between the two corps. Humphreys, on
his part, sends his skirmishers to free the ground in his front
of the fences and trunks of trees which might intercept his fire
and harass his movements. Finally, the five batteries of the
Third corps, soon reinforced by' three others taken from the
reserve artillery, are placed in such a manner as to cover the weak
points of the line as much as possible. On the right Seeley's bat
tery is posted near the Smith house, commanding the valley into
which the Emmettsburg road descends; Turnbull oomes shortly
after to take position on the left. Randolph occupies the front
of the western angle itself, behind the Sherfy house, while the
south front bristles with the batteries of Clark and Bigelow, that
are posted over.an intrenchment dug out along the road which
runs in the direction of Plum Run: thirty pieces of cannon thus
defend the position of the orchard. Winslow, with twelve how
itzers, very formidable at short range, is planted in the wheat
field behind De Trobriand; finally, Smith has succeeded in scal
ing the hill of Devil's Den with his battery, whence heoomrnands
the gorge of Plum Run and all the wooded slopes extending 88
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far as the Emmettsburg road. Sickles, having been summoned
to head-quarters, has left the command of his troops to Birney.
But at the very moment when the generals are about to assemble,
the cannon's voice, which is hcard on the left, calls ea<:h of them
to his post. Sickles has had no time to dismount from his horse.
Meade on this occasion does not hesitate to follow him. It is
half-past three o'clock: the battle is at last about to commence.

The interminable preparations of the Confederates are therefore
....:-----completed. We have seen how much precious time has been lost

up to noon. At this hour Law joins Hood lind McLaws, who
have stacked arms and lire waiting for him on the right bank of
Willoughby Run, between the roads to Chambersburg and
Hagerstown, fronting the battlefield of the previous day. The
two divisions. take up the line of march. McLaws at the head,
under the lead of Colonel Johnston of the general staff, proceeds
toward the schoolhom;e of \Yilloughby Run. Thence a road wind
ing through the w'Obds ·will lead him to the Emmettsburg road
beyond the orchard, thus enabling him to surround the Federal
left. But, having reached a h~lfway point, the Confederates per
ceive the summit of the Little Round Top between two hills, as
also the flags that lire being waved by the Federals on the look
out who occupy it. .As Lee has given formal instructions to dis
guise the march of the First corps, McLawsis brought to a halt
while waiting for orders; finally, the column makes a retrograde
movement in the direction of the Hagerstown road, to follow it
as far as the Black Horse Tavern, and there to take the Millers
town road, in order to reach the schoolhouse by a deviation of
about five miles.*

* Longstreet has blamed C~lonel Johnston for having caused his first division
to make thislon~ and useless d~tour. McLaws and Johnston 8seert, on the con
trary, that the direction of the Black Horse Tavern was given by Lon.ll8treet
himRelf. We cannot reconcile these different allE'gntionsj but we will observe
that, in eithE'r case, the responsihility belong>! to the commander of the First
corpi'. who ~hould have been near the head of his column in order to dirert its
movements. Johnston adds,that the d~tour impoeed upon McLaws' division
was an insignificant one, which did not cause him to 10lle much time. An exam
ination of the map is suffident to prove that this W!gertion is inarllllillSiblE'. But
the conseqnences of the delay in LongstreE't's attack were !lO serious that we
have not desired to withhold any of the excusE'S alleged by the various inter
ested parties.
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This countermarch causes McLaws to lose more than two holll'S.
Lee, who for the last hour has been expecting to see him emerge
every moment, does not understand the cause for this delay, and
becomes impatient to no purpose. On his own part, Ewell, whQ
receives no instructions, wishing to make the most of his time,
plants his artillery upon Benner's Hill, fires a few shots against
Culp's Hill, and sends forward reconnaissances to feel the Fed
eral positions. Longstrcet, who has proceeded by a more direct
road with his columns to the spot where they are to form, finally
shares this impatience 8n the part of his chief, and repairs to the
front of his troops in order to accelerate their march. He can
cause McLaws to turn back from the road which he has so un
fortunately taken, but he still finds Hood at the point where the
latter ha.'\ been brought to a halt. The commander of the First
corps, finding that there is no longer any reason for concealing his
march, ina.<;mllch lIS the ~vholc coluDln must have been signalled a
long time since froDl the summit of the Little Round Top, orders
Hood to strike the Emmettsburg road direct by passing behind
the Warfield ridge. Hood thus precedes McLaws along this
road, and by taking his right wing he may begin the attack even
before the latter ha.'\ fallen into line. Lee, to whom Longstreet
has hastened to announce hi'! speedy entrance into line, has caused
Ewell to be told to hold himself in readiness to support him
aoout four o'clock. Hood, on his own part, leaving on his
left the wood which Wilcox occupies in front of the orchard, where
McLllWS will have to form, has drawn up his four brigades in
line of battle west of the Emmettsburg road, Law on the right,
with Benning behind him; Robertson on the left in the first line,
with Anderson in the second line. At three o'clock he receives
the order to attack in conformity with Lee's instructions; that is to
say, by keeping his left near the road. But the reports of his skir
mishers make known to Hood the difficulties of the road he has
been directed to follow. It is known, in fact, that the left of the
Federnls, instead of terminating, as the Southern general-in-chief
had thought, in the neighborhood of the orchard, wa.'! prolonged
in return from this point as far as Plum Run, thus forming a con
vex line of great strength and difficu.!t of access. . More to the
south the open fields which extend from the Emmettsburg 1'0ad,
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by winding around the rocky base of the Round Tops as far as the
Taneytown road, where the enemy's supply-trains are parked,
seemed to invite the Confederates to surround the extremity of
the Union line on that side. The ground is favorable for a flank
movement of this limited character, which would not compromise
the whole army into making a flank march. Hood has been ask
ing from his immediate chief permiBBion to make the attempt. But
Lee's order is peremptory: the plan of battle cannot be changed
without his consent; and Longstreet has already loet so much
time that he dares not assume the responsibility of further delay.
Although it is not within the conditions foreseen by Lee, he
applies himself to cause the instructions given by the latter to be
executed literally, and comes to show Hood the direction he is to
follow. The objective point is the Devil's Den hill, and the
task of attacking the orchard both in front and in flank falls
again upon MCLaWB. At half~past three o'clock the four bri
gades of the fonner take up the line of march by descending
toward Plum Run, their right extending in the direction of the
road connecting the Slyder house with the Emmettsburg road.
The two armies facing each other are about coming to blows at
last.

VOL. III.--311
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CHAPTER IV.

GETTYSBURG.

'THE importance of the battle of Gettysburg has compelled us
, to divide its narrative into two chapters, but this second part
cis only a continuation of the first. The great struggle has been
,going on since the morning of the 1st of July, Botwithstanding the
:temporary cessation which occurred during the earlier partof the 2d.
The movements of Longstreet's corps which we have just described
-have been noticed by the Federals posted at the orchard; their
.a.rtillery opens fire upon the adjoining woods of Warfield; several
batteries of Longstreet's which have taken position near this farm
,reply to them; 'Vilcox on one side, Graham on the other, cause skir
mishers to advance, and the musketry-fire becomes rapidly intense.
It is at this moment that Meade, accompanied by Sickles, ~hes
the new line which the latter has caused his troops to occupy. Struck
with its extension, he sees that a single corps is not sufficient to
defend it; he prepares at once to reinforce it, and sends Geueral
Warren, whose quickness of perception inspires him with the
utmost confidence, to select the points which stand most in need
of assistance. Sickles, finding that his chief does not approve of
his recent movement, proposes to fall back. But Meade, showing
him the woods on their left, answen; that it is too late: in fact,
while the artillery-fire against the orchard is increasing, the vol
leys of musketry announce that more to eastward Hood has
opened the fight. The latter was to have caused his front to
make a half-wheel to the left in order to attack that portion of
the Federal line occupied by De Trobriand and Ward; but
while advancing beyond the Emmettsburg road he has at once
recognized the importance of Little Round Top, and, direct
ing Law to bear no longer to the left; but to the right, he orders

1110 •
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him toward this point. Robertson, perceiving this movement,
imitates it at once in order not to break up the line, and, crossing
the tributary of Plum· Run in front of the western part of the
Devil's Den, he dashes forward to attack this position a few
minutes before four o'clock, preceded by a swarm of skirmishers.
The Federals, who have seen on the opposite slopes the serried
lines of the assailants advancing with their flags flying and shout
ing their war-cry, are ready to receive them. 'Ward waits for
their attack in good positi~ns and without flinching, but as he
has sent Berdan with the Third Maine to the orchard, his brigade
is reduced to five regiments. A desperate struggle takes place
along the rocky slopes which the Confederates are beginning to
climb: fortunatelr for :Ward, Robertson, in extending his left for
the purpose of surrounding him, exposes his flank to De Tro
briand, and on this side his soldiers begin to fall back. He is
obliged to take the remainder of his force to their assistance, and
Ward, thus freed, recovers the ground he has just lost. The
First Texas, which was trying to seize the nearest guns of Smith's
battery, redeems the combat on the left, but the Federal guns,
being thenceforth free, inflict severe los.'!eS upon the assailants,
who are trying in vain to capture them. During this time, Ander
son, who was to support Robertson, has not followed his move
ment on the right, and is about to strike the centre of De Tro
briand's line, which is its strongest part. Being obliged to cross
the ravine under the enemy's fire, he has been repulsed with great
loss. Besides, two regiments having become separated from
Robertson's brigade, and continuing to march with Law's troops,
this brigade would find itself isolated and in a most critical posi
tion but for the timely arrival of Benning. This general, hav
ing, like Anderson, adhered to his onginal direction, thus find!
himself in the rear of Robertson. These three brigades at the
same time renew the attack. De Trobriand and Ward offer tne
most desperate resistance; Smith's and Winslow's batteries sup
port them as much as the nature of the ground will allow. The
woods, the rocks, and the slopes give the defenders great advan
tage, but they are much weaker numerically than the Southern
ers, who rush to the attack \Vith desperate energy; consequently,
their losses follow in quick suooession, and their line is speedily
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thinned, there being no reserve to reinforce it. The combat thus
begun does not cause Hood to lose sight of the Round Tops.
The highest seems inaccessible, and, moreover, the view. of the
enfilading Federal line is hidden from him by the smallest; it is
this one, together with the surrounding slopes, that it is neceseary
to take possession of. Law, entrusted with this task, penetrates
into the small valley of Plum Run, to ascend it again between
the slopes of Devil's Den and those of the Round Tops; his bri
gade is reinforced by the two regiments that have been detached
from that of Robertson; he has under his command sOldiers from
Texas and Alabama, tried in various combats, ardent as the sun
under which they were born, indefatigable and insensible to dan
ger,-resembling, in one word, the brilliallt Hood, who has long
been training them and is encouraging them by his presence.
Ward had only placed a single regiment; the Fourth Maine,
before Little Round Top in the bottom of the valley where the
Plum Run flows, but he has had time to reinforce it with the
Fortieth New York, which De Trobriand has Bent to his assist
ance when attacked by Robertson, and the Sixth New Jersey,
detached from Burling's brigade. The three regiments, BOOn
increased to four by a new contribution from this brigade, go
into ambuscade behind the rocks and resist Law's furious attack;
nevertheless, they lose ground ~d uncover the approaches of the
Little Round Top. In order to support their retreat, Ward is
obliged to strip his right; De Trobriand, compelled, in his turn,
to extend his left in order to fill up the space thus formed, places
the Seventeenth Maine in the wheat-field behind the wall which
at the south separates this field from that portion of the wood
abandoned by Ward. Winslow fires his guns against this wood.
By thus increasing the length of his line De Trobriand only
keeps two small regiments in the centre, for he cannot call in the
Third Michigan without breaking all connection with Graham.
He, however, holds out against AndeI'Mn's second lI8ll8.ult; the
latter is wounded and his troops are repulsed. But Benning's
arrival has dealt a fatal blow at Ward. The Confederates once
more climb the hill, driving the Federals, who dp.fend them
selves foot by foot, ending by taking possession of three pieces
of Smith's artillery. The Federal infantry in falling back leaves
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almost without support the rest of the battery, posted more in
the rear upon a steep hillock whence it commands the Plum
Run gorge.

At the aame time, a portion of McLaws' division falls into
line. Longstreet's orders directed this division, once out of the
wood it occupied, to deploy in two lines across the Emmettsburg
road, with Kershaw, then Semmes, on the right, Barksdale on the
left, and Wofford behind him: it was thus to follow this road
in order to attack the position of the orchard as BOon as Hood
had turned it. But the latter, having extended his line to the
right at a great distance from the road, McLaws cannot follow
this direction without exposing his own flank. After waiting for
BOme time, he decides to modify his dispositions. About five
o'cloCk Kershaw is ordered to cross the Emmettsburg road,
instead of following it in a northerly direction, to support Hood's
left; Semmes is to march in his wake. Kershaw soon reaches
the Rose house, but from this point forward the nature of the
ground retards his movements; finally, he crosses the upper part
of the tributary of Plum Run, and shortly after half-past five
o'clock he attacks the wooded hill occupied by De Trobriand's
centre; he extends his left against the weak line connecting the
latter with Graham and covering Clark's and Bigelow's batteries.
Near the Emmettsburg road the Confederates, not having yet
brought their infantry into action, direct the fire of all the guns
which they can place on the Warfield ridge against Humphreys'
two brigades and that of Graham. Finally, a portion of the.ar
tillery of Hill's corps Cllnnonades the positions of the Second
corps of the Army of the Potomac. The Union batteries reply
to them with great vigor.

As we have stated, Meade, being convinced since his arrival
upon the ground that Sickles could not defend his position single
handed, had promised him immediate reinforcements. He had
authorized him to ask Hancock for a division from his right,
and had informed him of the approaching arrival of the Fifth
corps. In fact, before leaving his head-quarters he had ordered
Sykes to come with this corps to the support of the left of the
Third, which seemed to him thenceforth to be especially men
aced. Sykes, going in search of his troops to a distance of over
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one mile back of the Round Tops, had put them at once on the
march. He was ordered to place them on the extreme left, along
the prolongation of Birney's line; so that when the latter, seeing
Hood's attack foreshadowed, asked him with great earnestness
for some immediate help, he would not at first allow any of his
regiments to be turned from the direction he had given them.
But baving crossed Plum Run with Barnes' division, he W8.i

ahie to reconnoitre the ground in person: soon after, about half
P:l:!t four o'clock, he proposed to Birney to have the centre of his
line reinforced by Barnes, provided that this line, extending to
the left, should cover Smith's battery, which was at the time
greatly "exposed, and the valley of Plum Run. Birney readily
accepts the proposition, and sends Burling's two regiments, with
that of De Trobriand, which we have seen opportunely arrive in
this new position. Sykes, on his part, pushes forward Tilton's
and Sweitzer's brigades of Barnes' division, which he had halted
in the rear of De Trobriand. Sweitzer takes position on the
right of the latter in the wood where the combat is going on,
his left adjoining the ravine and facing south, the rest of the
line forming a right angle and facing west; Tilton prolongs his
front in this direction along the cleared slope which rises as far
as the orchard.

While this movement is being E;xecuted, Kershaw, crossing the
ravine, as we have mentioned, advances against these very posi
tions. His attack is at first directed against Sweitzer, but the
latter, being posted on favorable ground, offers resistance. He
then turns against Tilton's brigade, which is much more exposed.
It has no support, its right is ';1nprotected, and it falls b&ck.
Its retreat is followed by that of Sweitzer, despite the energy
with which it defends itself in the wood. The troops of the
Third corps that are fighting on the left of these two brigades,
whose arrival had brought them assi!ltance, are again compro
mised. Still farther on the extreme left the combat has extended
its area and assumed greater importance j all the troops at Sy kes'
disposal are successively directed toward that portion of the line
which ~Ieade has entrusted to his care.

In order to show how the slopes of Little· Round Top, but
lately stripped, are rapidly swarming with defenders, we must
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go back to the condition of affairs two hours before. About &

quarter to four o'clock; Warren, following Meade's instructions~

had reached this hill, and was climbing it for the purpose of sur
veying the country. The officers of the signal corps stationed on
the top having informed him that they thought they had seen
the enemy's lines in the woods between Plum Run and the
Emmettshurg road, he had ordered Smith's battery to fire a shot

- in that direction. Just as the projectile passed whistling above
the trees all the Confederate soldiers had instinctively raised their
heads, and this simultaneous movement being communicated to
the polished arms they held in their hands, Warren had caught
their reflection, like a streak of lightning, winding with &

long trail among the leaves. This momentary apparition had
been a revelation to him; lie had divined the danger which
menaced ,Little Round Top, aud understood, by the same token,

'the importance of this position. It was neoolSarJ to hasten in
order to find defenders for it. Following iu the wake of Sykes,
who had just crossed the hill on foot with Barnes' division, he
had found him near the wheat-field completing the reconnoissance
of which we have spoken. The commander of the Fifth corps
had immediately ordered Colonel Vincent, who was in command
of Barnes' Third brigade, to proceed to occupy the foot of Lit
tle Round Top; Hazlett's battery was to co-operate with him.
Warren, going in advance of them, had reached his post of
observation to witness the first attack of Law against the four
regiments which alone are defending the gorge of Plum Run.
One moment later the bulk of these troops was falling back upon
the flank of the Devil's Den hill, while a party of sharpshooters
was trying to find shelter among the rocks scattered along the
western flank of Little Round Top. The Confederates were
hastening in pursuit of them; their projectiles already reached.
the elevated post whence Warren was watching this exciting
scene. He could not, however, see Vincent's brigade, which,
encompassing the hill at the west, had disappeared in the woods~

This position, easy to defend and im:poesible to recapture, whose
importance 'Warren alone seems to have then understood, was
therefore about to fall into the hands of the enemy without
striking a blow. The young general of engineers makes a last
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effOrt to IlBve it. He directa the officers of the signal earps, who
are preparing to abandon a post without defenders, to ooutioue
waving their Sags, in spite of the enemy's fire, in order to

deceive him and detain him fOf' a few moments hiIe he is
going to ask for assistance from a body of troops hose col-
omn he sees moving along the rood followed a short time since
by Barnes. It is the Third brigade of Ayres' division of the
Fifth corps, under command of General Weed, and is preced
ing the rest of the division at a considerable di..~. Weed.
has gone forward in advance to ask for instructions from Sickles ;
bot the first regiment that Warren encounters is commanded
by Colonel O'Rorke, his friend, and during a certain period
of time his subordinate, who does not hesitate to respond to
the pl'eSl'!ing demands of his fonDer chief. While the re.-t of
the brigade is continuing its march, O'Rorke causes the column
of the One-hundred-and-fortieth Xew York, which, fortunately,
is of considerahle strength, to scale directly the acclivities of
Little Round Top.

During this time, Vincent, hastening the pace of his soldiers, has
reached the southern extremity of this same hill. On this side
it is not so steep 88 on the other sides, being prolonged by a ridge
whieh about halfway presents a horizontal stretch of nearly one
hundred yards in length, desce~ding thence by gentle gradations
88 far as the foot of the large Round Top. This ridge affords an
excellent position to Vincent for barring the~ to Law's
soldiers, who are rapidly advancing in his direction. He posts
himself along the western slope, with the Sixteenth Michigan on
the right, below the very summit of the hill, the Forty-fourth
New York and the Eighty-third Pennsylvania in the centre, and
the Twentieth Maine, under Colonel Chamberlain, on the left, along
the extremity of the ridge. These troops could not have arrived
more opportunely. Hood, after being for some time held station
ary by the difficulty of keeping his soldiers in the ranks under the
fire of a Federal battery posted at the bottom of the ~rge, has
at last reached the foot of Little Round Top, which he points
out to them 88 a prey thenceforth easily captured. A great yell
goes up from the ranks of the assailants, who rush with impet
u08ity upon the centre of Vincent's brigade. But upon this
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ground all the advantages are in favor of the defence, while the
fire of the Unionists, sheltered among its inaccessible recesses,
stops the Confederates, who stumble at every step they take in
their efforts to reach them. They do not tum back on that
account, but, posting themselves in their tum behind the rocks,
engage in a murderous encounter with Vincent's brigade, which
defends itself almost at the point of the muzzle. Law, seeing the
resistance which this small band makes in front of him, determines
to tum it. He extends his left for the purpose of outflanking the
Sixteenth Michigan, and attacks it with so much vigor that it can
not resist the onslaught. The situation is becoming serious for the
Federals: Vincent is entirely isolated from the rest of the army,
and no longer protects the principal point of the position, the
summit of Little Round Top, on which the officers of the signal
corps are bravely continuing to wave their colors.

At the very moment when the Sixteenth Michigan is succumb
ing, O'Rorke's soldiers, by a really providential coincidence, reach
at a full run this summit, which Warran points out to them as .
the citadel to be preserved at any cost. At their feet lies the
vast battlefield, wllence are heard vague noises and savage
cries, the rattling of musketry, the cannon's roar, and where
all the incidents of the combat are seen through a cloud of
smoke; but they have no leisure to contemplate this spectacle,
for they find themselves face to face with Law's soldiers, who
are climbing the hill on the opposite side. A few minutes' delay
among the Federals would have sufficed to put the Confederates
in possession of the summit. Never perhaps was seen the win
ner of 8 race secure such a prize at 80 little cost. The Unionists,
although surprised, do not, however, hesitate. They have time
neither to form in line of battle nor even to load their guns or
fix bayonets. O'Rorke calls them and pushes them forward. A
large number of them fall at the first fire of the enemy; the rest
rush down upon the latter at a run, brandishing their muskets
aloft; and this movement suffices to stop the Confederates. The
Federals take prisoners those among the assailants who had been
foremost in the race, and open a brisk fire of musketry upon the
others. Vincent's right, having recovered from its check, comes
to their assistance. Hazlett's battery has scaled Little Round
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Top with the One-hundred-and-fortieth New York; the most
extraordinary efforts, together with the co-operation of a portion
of the regiment, have been required to haul the pieces of artil
lery as far as the summit. Although the position is very danger
ous, for showers of bullets are falling around the guns, which
cannot be depre<>sed enough to reach the enemy along the slope
which he is scaling, Hazlett boldly tak~ his position and
directs his fire against the Confederate reserve in the valley:
he 'knows that the p~noe of his guns enco~ the Union
infantry. The Federal line, thus strengthened, prE'8ents an im
pregnable front to Hood's assaults; the position of Little Round
Top is safe for the present. But this advantage has been dearly
bought: in a few minutes the One-hundred-and-fortieth New
York has lost more than one hundred men, a large number of
officers being wounded. The valiant O'Rorke has paid with his
life for the example of bravery which he set to his soldiers. Hav
ing left West Point two years previously with the highest honors,
he had been destined, in the judgment of all his comrades, for the
most elevated positions in the army.

A personal and desperate struggle takes place along the
whole front of the two bodies of troops. They watch each other,
and aim from behind the rocks and bushes; some of the com
batants are seen here and there climbing trees in order to ReCure
a better shot; the balls whistle in every direction; two pieces
of Smith's Federal battery take the line of the assailants
obliquely, throwing shells into their midst. The dead and
wounded disappear among the rocks. On both sides the officers
perform prodigies of valor, for they feel the importance of the
disputed position. Law is not satisfied with musketry-fire,
which may be prolonged without any decisive success: he
wishes to pierce the enemy's line, and brings back against tlle
One-hundred-and-fortieth New York the soldiers of his com
mand who had been stopped by the unexpected arrival of this
regiment; but Vincent, who had assumed command of the whole
line, hastens with a few reinforcements, and the attack is re
pulsed. The combatants are beginning to be exhausted on both
sides; the Federals have seen Vincent fall glorionsly with a large
number of his men j the losses of the Confederates are also
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heavy; the most serious one is that of Hood, who, being always
at the post of danger, has been badly wounded in the arm.

We have reached a period when, on the other side of Plum Run,
Kershaw's arrival causes Barnes' two brigades to lose the ground
they had reccvered, and compromises once more the positions
so stubbornly defended by Ward and De Trobriand. The for
mer, weakened by his struggle with Robertson, can no longer
resist Benning, who is pressing him on the right and left at the
same time; Smith with great difficulty saves the three ~1DS

remaining in his possession; the entire hill of Devil's Den is aban
doned by the remnant of Ward's brigade and the three regiments
that had joined it. The Confederates, crowding the wood, take
the Seventeenth Maine, posted 'behind the wall, in flank, and,
proceeding to the wheat-field, force Winslow to remove his
guns to the rear, and menace the flank of De Trobriand's weak
line. The latter is assailed at the same time in front by An
derson's troops, and outflanked on the right by KerShaw, who,
driving back Tilton and Sweitzer, advances in the wood until
close upon their rear. De Trob!iand is compelled to give ground
in turn, his brigade being reduced to a handful of men. The
troops posted on his right, near the orchard, cannot afford him
any assistance, for the artillery which they defend, long exposed
to the fire of Longstreet's batteries, which take him almost in flank,
is seriously threatened by Kershaw's left. On this side the Eighth
South Carolina. bravely advances against the guns of Clark and
Bigelow, who appear to be poorly supported; but jnst as it
approaches, the One-hundred-and-forty-first Pennsylvania, which
was hidden in a sunken road, rises suddenly and stops it by a
murderous fire. Notwithstanding this success, the UnionistB,
anxious about their artillery, take it back beyond the sunken
road, thus still further uncovering De Trobriand's right. For
tunately, Caldwell's strong division, which Meade has detached
from the Second corps as soon as he had realized the importance
of Longstreet's attack, arrives in time to relieve the soldiers of
Birney and Barnes. One of his brigades, commanded by the
valiant Cross, supportB the remnants of De Trobriand's com
mand. Another, under Kelly, which forms the left of the divis
ion, and has crossed Plum Run near the road, supports Ward
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along the slopes bordering on the right bank of this stream a
little lower down. It is the Irisb brigade, which, organized by
Meagher, has already followed through many a battlefield the
old golden harp embroidered on the green flag of Erin. It will
fight with its wonred gallantry, for each soldier is ready to sacri
fice his life with the more readiness that he has been prepared to
die as a Christian. .As the moment is drawing near for marching
against the enemy all the ranks are kneeling, and the chaplain,

_ motmted upon a rock which affords him a natural pulpit, has pr0

nounced a general absolution to the whole brigade in the midst of
a religious silence only interrupted by the fire of artillery. The
command "Forward!" immediately follows the sacred word of
the priest, and the Irish have at once rushed into the thickest of
the fight. They suddenly stop Anderson's brigade in its advance.

In the mean while, Birney, rallying around Cross a portion of
De Trobriand's soldiers and Burling's two regiments, which have
been driven back on that side, places himself at their head and
lp.ads them against Kershaw, whose long line cannot sustain this
shock. It is forcibly driven back upon Semmes' brigade, which
has followed Kershaw very closely, and, fortunately for him, is
within one hundred and fifty yards in the rear of his right. These
fresh troOPtl advance against the first line of Caldwell's division,
which has only achieved this success against Kershaw and Ander
son at a great sacrifice, Cross being among the first to be killed.
But they soon encounter new adversaries j for Caldwell, seeing
the losses of his first line, has caused the second, composed of
Zook's and Brooke's brigades, to advance. Semmes' troops are
driven back to the other side of the ravine before they have been
able to set foot upon the hill, whence Kershaw, on the left, is
likewise dislodged. The latter, persisting in not giving the
order of retreat, sees his brigade divided into squads fighting
iBolared on a rough and wooded ground; the Confederates, almost
surrounded in their turn, retire toward the Rose house, where
Kershaw is rallying the largest portion of his brigade: his left
wing maintains its ground and has not been shaken. Reinforce
ments, equally needful, arrive about the same time on the extreme
Federal left, in front of Little Round Top. Before the combat
had begun at this point Sykes had directed Ayres' division
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toward this position : Weed's brigade, which preceded the other
two at a considerable di.Iltance, had been turned aside, without the
knowledge of the commander of the Fifth corps, by a pressing
call from Sickles, and it was going to the assistance of the Third
corps when Warren went to seek O'Rorke and his I'E'giment.
AB soon as Sykes was informed of this fact, he ordered Weed,
who had not yet fallen into line, to return with all poasible haste
to take the position already occupied by the One-hundred-and
fortieth New York. This order was promptly executed. "\feed
reached Little Round Top at the moment when Vincent was mor
tally wounded, and when both sides were preparing to renew the
struggle which had been temporarily suspended. He takes posi
tion on the right of Vincent's brigade, of which Colonel Rice
has assumed the command, thu.~ enabling him to reinforce his
left. Chamberlain, on his part, in order to keep the enemy in
check, has been obliged to place a portion of the Twentieth
Maine en potence above the defile which separates the two summits.
It is, in fact, against this point that Law directs all his efforts,
and the combat is resumed with fresh vigor, without allowing
Weed time to deploy his battalions. His soldiers, having speed
ily recovered, rush to the assault with the earnestness of men who
have never encountered an ob8tacle without breaking it down. He
strives to outflank the Federal line in order to reach Little Round
Top by way of the eastern side of the ridge: his troopl'l have
been under less fire on this side, but they have to do with the
Twentieth Maine, which defends its position with all the vigor
of the strong race of backwoodsmen among whom it has been
recruited: again they fight hand to hand, the assailants still try
ing to turn their adversaries during the combat, the latter pro
longing their line and bringing it more and more to the rear in
order to frustrate this manoouvre.

In the mean while, the battle, confined up to this moment to
the ground comprised between Plum Run and its tributary, rap
idly assumes exwnsive dimensions. Meade has ordered all the
force at his disposal to take position on his left. The Sixth corps,
whose heads of column have arrived at about two o'clock at the
Rock Creek bridge, and are resting after a long and fatiguing
march, has relieved the Fifth in this position. We have already
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seen Sykes hastening to throw four brigades of this latter corps
into the fight; the other five brigades, under Ayres and Craw
ford, are 00. the way to join them. From the left his position
fortunately approaches the extreme Federal right, which in its
turn is stripped for his benefit. At five o'clock Williams' division
has moved from the banks of Rock Creek, and is following in
the tracks of the Fifth corps; half an hour later a despatch to Geary
also puts him in motion with the brigades of Kane and Candy, leav
ing only Greeue's brigade to cover the front which was latelyoccu
pied by the Twelfth corps. Humphreys has long since sent Bur
ling ~ the left; Sickles takes away from him two more regiments,
and borrows one from De Trobriand, in order to reinforce the
position of the orchard, which the enemy's artillery and Barks
dale's skirmishers are riddling with balls. The Second corps has
furnished CaIdwell's division to defend the line occupied by Wani
and De Trobriand. The latter, hy making 80 long a resistance,
have thus enabled Meade finally to place on his left much more
numerous forces than those of the assailants.

In fact, Hood's division has for a long time alone sustained the
burden of the attack. It is exhausted. Robertson has been
wounded, together with all the superior officers of his brigade;
Benning, menaced in flank by Caldwell, dares not go beyond the
summit of Devil's Den; McLaws, who has been in position
since four o'clock, has as yet only brought into action in front of
the orchard two of his brigades to Impport Hood, and one of them
only within the last quarter of an hour. The other two have not
attacked the orchard, expecting that the defenders of this posi
tion had either been turned or that Colonel Alexander's artillery
had broken their lines by his fire. It is six o'clock, and Hill,
in order to follow, is waiting in vain for the troops posted on
his right to take up the line of march: the large open space
which separates him from the enemy will not permit him to
advance except by a collective movement, when his right flank
would be protected. Besides, as we have stated, McLaws, who
is to follow Hood's movement, must, on the contrary, accord
ing to :Lee's orders, determine that of Anderson;* and the

* The reader must not confound Anderson's division of Hill's corps with An·
del'8On's brigade of Hood's division.
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-latter will be followed by Pender if the opportunity is favor
able, Heth, with Hill's third division, remaining then alone in
reserve.

At last, McLaws, seeing Semmes and Kershaw forced back in
disorder by Caldwell, decides to attack the orchard. Sickles has
given to Graham the effectives of two brigades to defend it,
but it would require strong intrenchments to cover a position so
destitute of natural shelter on its two flanks. The Confederates
slacken the fire of their artillery; the infantry is in motion.
Barksdale advances against tbat one of these two flanks which
lies opposite to the west. .Wofford, placed in the rear of his
right, comes by a half-wheel to attack the south front by lL..~ist

iug some of the battalions of Kershaw's brigade which have not
joined in bis retreat. Graham, wrapped in a vortex of fire, sees his
troops rapidly diminish around him. It is in vain that a regular
battery has come to relieve that of Ames at the point most exposed
-that Randolph has silenced some of the enemy's guns-that all
the Federal gUJlB are firing grapeshot into the ranks of the assail
ants, for the Confederate infantry penetrates into the orchard and
takes possession of it; Graham is wounded and taken prisoner;
11is soldiers share his fate or are dispersed along the slopes of the
hillock, which they rapidly descend; Sickles hastens from the
Trostle house, but a bullet breaks his leg, and he is obliged to
transfer the command to Birney. The batteries posted on the
right along the Emmettsburg road abandon positions which it is
no longer possible to defend. Those on the left continue to fire
almost at short range, causing the guns after each fire to be drawn
back a few paces. But nothing can prevent the defeat of Birney's
division, which, out of scarcely five thousand men, has lost two
thousand. Barksdale, followed closely by several batteries, rushes
into the open breach between Humphreys' left and Barnes' right,
and, leaving to the troops that are to support him the task of
striking these divisions in the rear, he still pushes forward. The
grapeshot thins the ranks of his soldiers, but his example sus
tains their courage. On his right, Wofford, following his success,
bears to eastward in order to take in flank the enemy's regiments
that are holding Kershaw in check. It requires les.'l than an
hour for the Confederates to achieve this success, which changes
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the aspect of the combat; they have two hours of daylight to
take advantage of it.

In the centre, Hill, following strictly Lee's instructions, has
tens to push forward in rapid succession Anderson's three bri
gades, commanded by Wilcox, Perry, and Wright, against Hum~
phreys. The first-mentioned commander, who has been shown
by the general-in-chief himself since four o'clock what direction
to take, inclines at first to the left, in order to avoid meeting at
the orchard McLaws' line, running almost perpendicularly to his
own; then he faces to the right in line of battle, for the purpose
of attacking in front that portion of the Emmettsburg road
occupied by I:Iumphreys. The other two brigades fonn on his
left.

At the extreme left Ewell has at last put his columns in motion
against Culp's Hill, whose defenders can certainly receive no fur
ther assistance. As we have stated, he was to begin the attack
as soon as he should hear the sound of Longstreet's guns; but he
found how imprudent it was to put any trust in such a signal: the
contrary wind did not allow the sound of the cannonade-which
had been in progress against the orchard since half-past three
o'clock-to reach him. He has only heard Hill's 8rtillery, which
opened fire about five o'clock; he immediately prepares for
battle. Six batteries posted on Benner's Hill support the attack
of Johnson's division against the slopes of Culp's Hill. But at
the end of one hour these guns, utterly unprotected, are silenced
by those of the Unionists, sheltered inside of the works con
structed the day before; the young and gallant Major Latimer,
who commands them, is killed; a single battery still sustains the
fire. Johnson, finding the north and north-ell8t fronta of Culp's
Hill too strongly defended, determines to attack the Federals in
the very gorges of Rock Creek'in order to turn their positions by
the way of the south-east. He requires some time to bear to the
left and reach these gorges. When, finally, about half-past six
o'clock, the firing of musketry is heard among the rocks, whose
loud echoes repeat for the first time such sounds, the battle is in
progress along the whole front of the two armies. Between
Johnson on the left and Anderson on the right the' Confederate
infantry, it is true, has Dot yet taken part in the combat j but
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Ewell's and Hill's guns, encompassing the heights of Cemetery
Hill and Ziegler's Grove on both sides, cover them with pro
jectiles, thus connecting the two attacks.

Before describing J ohIl8On's attack we must follow Longstreet's
progress.. Whilst Barksdale leaves Humphreys almost behind
him, Wilcox and Perry advance directly against the front of the
latter, wllile farther on Wright menaces his flank. It is near
seven o'clock. Humphreys has· only two brigades with him; his
left L'l turned; his right, poorly connected with the Second corps,
which Caldwell's departure has weakened, is only covered by two
regiments of Harrow's brigade, and three strong brigades are on
the march to attack him. In order to anticipate them, Hum
phreys, like a true warrior, desires to go forward to meet them.
But Birney, foreseeing a disaster to his own division, orders him
to fall back, keeping his left from participating in the movement
and bringing his right back to the Second corps. This move
ment, difficult of execution in the midst of the tumultuous sounds
of battle, ~ accomplished with wonderful precision: the battal
ions are massing in double column, and execute a backward march
in line; then, making a quarter-wheel without accelerating their
pace, and, halting at the point indicated to them by their chief,
they resume the line of battle, and open at once a well-sustained
fire of musketry against the assailants, who are almost upon them.
Humphreys also succeeds in taking position along the line which
it is important above all to preserve. But the trial was a hard
one; he will himself acknowledge hereafter that he thought at
one time all was lost. He has left one-half of his effective force
upon the battlefield, and it is necessary to count the flags that are
floating along his line in order to realize the fact that it represents
ten regiments. The detachment from the Second corps, under
Colonel Devereux, which covered his right, has found no lellS
difficulty in retiring in good order among the wounded lying
on the ground and stragglers wandering over the field of battle.

The consequences of the loss of the orchard are, however, as
fatal to Barnes as to Humphreys. Sweitzer has posted himself
on the right of Zook in that part of the road which has just
been recaptured from Kershaw. Tilton has again formed his
liI~c, farther up on the ground which the latter has already cap-

VOL. 111.-40
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tured from him: as on that ()(l('8Sion, his right wing is withont
support. It is against this wing that Wofford, after the cap
ture of the orchard,descend~ with all the intrepidity that recent
success has given to his soldiers. Tilton's brigade, not yet
recovered from the combat in which it has been engaged, suc
cumbs under their effort. Kershaw immediately takes advantage
of it in order to resume the offensive against Sweitzer and Zook;
Semmes joins him. Barnes' two brigades, hard pushed in front
and in Hank, are driven out of the wood. Caldwell's soldiers,
who in their turn are placed in the same position, and are more
over menaced on the left by Hood's troops, evacuate the wood and
the wheat-field, the bloody soil of which is covered with the dead
and dying. Zook is killed; the losses are enormous. The Con
federates, posted in the wood, command all its approachffi; their
artillery, descending the slopes of the hillock of the orchard, takes
the Unionists in flank. Brooke charget' it with his brigmle in vain;
he is repulsed and seriously wounded.* The Federal line is ir
revocably broken, and all the forces which have until then held
Longstreet in check on the left are unable to re-form it. Out of
eight brigades brought into action by the commander of the First
Confederate corps, six are making desperate attacks upon them.
The Union troops, most of them in complete disorder, fall back
on the wooded hillocks which line the left bank of Plum Uun.

But Kershaw and Semmes, exnausted in their turn, have
halted in the wood whence Barnes and De Trobriand have
just been dislodged. Only two brigades have passed over the
Millel'8town road: on the left, that of Wofford pushes forward in
order to support. Barksdale on the right; that of Anderson, who
has just been wounded, occupies the wood beyond the road, bring
ing se\·eral of the enemy's guns which it has captured back of the
Trostle house, and even tries to cross Plum Uun, but in vain.

In the mean while, Hancock, who on the news of Sickles'
wounds has been entrusted by Meade with the command of the
entire left, is endeavoring to unite the two parts of the Fed
eral line. Humphreys has just completed his movement.
Most of the guns attached to his division, having lost all

* Colonel Brooke was severely bruised, but did not relinquish hie com
mand.-ED.
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their horses, have been abandoned in the patch of ground
behind which he has posted himself, but they remain within
the circle of his fire as a tempting prize for the enemy.
Bigelow's battery, having no longer a single soldier to sup
port it, takes position in front of the Trostle house and fires
grapeshot upon the Confederates, who are advancing from every
direction against it: one after the other the gunners fall near
their wounded chief, their- pieces being sacrificed; but they have
succeeded in delaying the march of the enemy on the left. These
examples of bravery would not, however, have sufficed to save
the Federals if at this critical moment they had not been firmly
established on Little Round Top, the real point of support for
all their left" Ayres, bringing the two regular brigades of
Day and Burbank, has crossed Plum Run and occupies the
crest of Devil's Den on the right bank with a portion of Ward's
soldiers, who have not been dislodged from it. The retreat of
Barnes and Caldwell uncovers his right flank, thus leaving him
isolated in advance of the rest of the line; but, although attacked
on three !'ides by Hood's and l\IcLaws' troops, he forces a pas
sage through their oblique fires. His regl~lar troops once more
justify their old reputation; not a single man has left the ranks,
and they allow themselves to be decimated without flinching.
Eleven hundred combatants a.llly out of an effective force of two
thousand are left standing when, falling back gradually, they
finally take position on the right of Weed, east of Plum Run, ~

along the northern base of Little Round Top.
About an hour since we left the two parties in conflict along

the flank opposite to this elevated position, and Law's soldiers,
in spite of their reduced number, rushing against the Twentieth
Maine. The firing of musketry is again heard along the whole line.
'Veed, who sets an example to all around him, is mortally wound
ed near Hazlett's battery, whose commander, stooping to receive his
last words, is struck in his turn, and falls lifeless upon the body

.of his chief; nearly all the superior officers are either killed or
wounded. But the enemy is also exhau!.olted": in order to sur
round the left of the Federals he has prolonged his line to too
great an extent. Colonel Chamberlain takes advantage of it to
charge the enemy in his turn. The Confederates, surprised by
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this attack, are repulsed, leaving behind them more than three
hundred wounded and prisoners. It is at this moment that Gen
eral Ayres takes position, with his two brigades of regulars, on
the right bank of Plum Run. Although he cannot long main
tain himself in this position, his presence, which closes entirely
the gorge of the stream, is sufficient to deter the Confederates
from making any fresh attack against Little Round Top. At the
very moment when he is obliged to fall back, General Crawford,
bringing McCandless' brigade on the hill that Vincent and Weed
have &wed at the cost of their lives, assists its brave defenders in
driving back the assailants to the other side of Plum Run. The
remainder of this small division is not long in joining its chief.
The latter, placing McCandless on the right of Barnes' soldiers,
and Fisher with his second brigade on the left, forms a solid line
on the western slope of the hill, which the regulars prolong across
the Millerstown road. On this side, therefore, Plum Run Bepa
rates the combatantB. Longstreet, satisfied with the advantage he
hM obtained, does not display so much eagerness in attacking
positions so strongly occupied by the left of the Unionists.

But Barksdale and Wofford threaten to separate this left from
all the rest of the Federal army, and thereby to demolish the
defences upon which it rests. These two brigades, that have as yet
Buffered but little, advance rapidly, driving before them stragglers
and groups of soldiers belonging to all the corps, over an open
country which secures a vast field of action to the Confederate
artillery. The latter has taken advantage of it: while Hill's
gUllS, with a portion of those belonging to Longstreet, are endeav
oring to absorb the attention of the Federal pieces, the five bat
teries of Alexander follow the Southern infantry step by step,
and are beginning to riddle Humphreys' weak division with balls.
In order to fill up the gap that has heen made in their line, the
Unionists are obliged to re-form along the very positions that
Sickles had abandoned a few hours before. If he thought them
unsuitable in the morning, how will they be able to maintain
themselves in thein after the check they have just experienced?
Although commanded by the Emmettsburg road, these positions
nevertheless present advantages of which the soldiers eagerly
avail themselves. The little valley of Plum Run, which sepa·
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rates them from this road, is, as has been stated, full of bushes
and trees. The Confederates have found there a shelter against
the fire of the artillery of the Second corps, which, in proportion
8B they advance, takes them more and more in flank. In order to
get out of the place they will have to climb an acclivity of. about
thirty feet. Although very gentle, this acclivity affords a certain
advantage to ~e Federals. It is a last chance, of which they
must avail themselves if they do not wish to see the enemy take
possession of their communications with Baltimore. The more
the position they have taken favors the defence so long as they
maintain it, the more irreparable will be the lOBS if they happen
to lose it. Consequently, Hancock brings all the forces at his
disposal to the point thus menaced. Although the Second corps
is already deprived of Caldwell's division, which, being extremely
weakened, has not been able to resume the place it occupied in
the morning, as Meade had directed, he detaches two regiments
from H~ys' division for the pHrpose of supporting Humphreys,
and, taking with him Willard's brigade of the same division,
pushes it more to the left, to the very centre of the open space it
is sought to fill. Finally, General Hunt brings forward thirty
or forty pieces of reserve artillery, forming the brigade of Major
McGilvery, which, having been hastily called at the time of
the attack upon the orchard, have not been able to arrive in time
to defend this point, but render a still greater service by taking
pOsition along the left bank of Plum Run. This formidable
battery, the centre of which faces the TI'08tle house, commands,
along a front of about six hundred yards, all the slopes of this
bank, and is able to cross fire with Hancock's artillery: it covers
the remnant of the three divisions. that Longstreet has just
driven back beyond the stream, and closes like a solid bastion
one-half of the breach which they have left open. :Meade also
hasteps forward, his abrupt departure from the central point
where he was stationed even causing a certain panic at his
head-quarters. In the mean while, the troops he has sum
moned from the right are already in motion. Williams' divis:..
ion h88 struck the cross-road which directly connects the Taney
town and Baltimore roads near the field of conflict: this divi&.
ion is closely followed by one of Geary's brigades u~der Candy,
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but the other stmys off, and finally comes to a halt beyond
Rock Creek. General Lockwood, who has arrived from Balti
more and joined the Twelfth corps with two regiments on that
day, has gone in advance of Williams, affording a useful support
to McGilvery's guns. More to the south, Bartlett's brigade of
the Sixth corps is marching on the track of Crawford, and two
other brigades, forwarded by Sedgwick, will soop follow in the
Bame direction. Finally, Meade, seeing the danger increase, mIls
upon Newton to weaken Cemetery Hill as much as possible in
order to assist Humphreys.

All these troops, once assembled upon the field, will be greatly
superior in numbers to those of the assailants; but will they
arrive in time to eheck the progress of the enemy, or will they be
beaten in detail? This is what Meade at half-past seven o'clock
is anxiously asking. In the mean time, it would be the very
moment for the Confederates to attack him simultaneously at all
points. If the discharges of the artillery posted on Seminary Hill
were not an obstacle to both sight and hearing, Hill and Lee
would perceive the smoke and hear the sound of the conflict that
Johnson is prosecuting upon Culp's Hill. Two brigades of
Anderson's and the whole of Pender's division are only waiting
an order to continue the attack which is progressing from the
right to the left, and make an attempt to carry Ziegler's Grove by
assault, the suC(',css of which would be decisive. This order is·
not given, and the troops which might perhaps achieve a victory
remain motionless. Generals Posey and Mahone, who, being on
the left of Wright, ought to be the first to follow him, have, as
it appears, received instructions not to advance unless the success
of the attack seems to them certain: they wait in vain for an
order from Anderson, their immediate chief. Pender, being
posted more to the left, hastens to the right of his line for the
purpose undoubtedly of leading it against the enemy, but .he is
mortally wounded by the bursting of a shell, and General Lane,
who succeeds him, only takes command after the fight is over.
In the mean while, tlle three brigades led by Anderson, seeing
nothing but stragglers before them, and dead and wounded men
and spiked guns around them, believe that vk10ry is sure, and
boldly advance to reap the fruits. In this rapid movement the
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lines are broken and all directions confused: they follow Hum
phreys, and although, according to Hill's orders, they ought to
take the right as their guide, they soon find themselves separated.
from Barksdale, whose objective point i$ the breach that Willard
is endeavoring to close. These three brigades no longer march at
the same pace. At the moment when they pass beyond the strip
of wooded land back of which Humphreys has taken position

- their ardor is increased by the sight of the abandoned guns, which
the latter has not been able to drag after him; but Perry's
Floridians come to a halt near these pieces, and cannot afterward
recover their dash. Anderson's front is therefore reduced to two
brigades; he extends it for the purpose of forming a junction with
that of McLaws, thus weakening it at the very moment when he
has most need to be strengthened. The confusion over the battle
field increases; the contending lines become mixed amid the smoke
which envelops them. One of 'Vilcox's regiments reaches Hum
phreys' left unperceived: Hancock encounters it, and hurls again~t

it the First Minnesota, which stops its progress, but at a great
sacrifice. 'Villard, whose two wings are equally deprived of all
support, sees his brigade decimated; he soon falls dead among
the corpses that surround him. Hancock prodigiously exerts
himself in order to restore the line. More to the left, Meade
places himself at the head of Lockwood's soldiers. These two
regiments penetrate into the wood situated north of the Millers
town road, on the other side of Plum Run, and attack Ander
son's brigade. McCandless supports them, so as to connect them
with the rest of Sykes' troops. Finally, Bartlett's, Nevin's, and
Eustis' brigades of the Sixth corps arrive in time to reinforce the
line formed by the Fifth from Little Round Top to McGilvery's
batteriCB: they take the place which Lockwood occupied on the
right near these guns, relieve the troops that have suffered most
on the left, assist them in repulsing the last attempts of Law,
and protect the whole of this wing from a new attack.

The day is waning. The sun darts its oblique rays across
Seminary Hill and over the smoke-wrapped slopes of Cemetery
Hill and the Round Tops. Without feeling at all disconcerted, the
brigades of McLaws and Anderson, which form the left of the
Confedernte attack, make a last effort almost at the same moment.
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Their leaders feel that it i> necessary to break the new line of the
enemy before he has had time to look around him, but they are
too much divided to strike a heavy blow. McLaws, with two
brigades, is separated on hB right from Hood, who can no longer
advance, and on his left from Anderson, who is inclining north-
ward. ,

During this time their adversaries are rapidly re-forming and
fortifying themselves'. C:mmberlain has scaled the slopes of the
Great Round Top with a few soldiers, and captured a squad of
the enemy which had cOme' to reconnoitre. Fisher's brigade
joins him in occupying this commanding position, thus closing
all access to the Confederates at this point. At the extreme left
Sedgwick has placed himself ·behind this rocky eminence, ready
to support the three brigldeR he has sent toward Plum Run. On
his right, Williams finally strikes the Taneytown road and masses
his tl'00PS behind McGilvery's artillery. Finally, Newton, prompt
ly responding to Meade's call, has brought Doubleday's division,
with a portion of Robinson's, to the weak point at the depres
sion in the ridge connecting the Round Tops with Cemetery Hill.
He covers the right of Willard's brigade, and gathers around him
the batteries and scattered troops that caJlnot maintain themselves
without assistance, thus forming a line capable of frustrating Me
Laws' efforts. The fiery Barksdale, still young despite his long
white hair, seems to brave death on his horse, which is plunging
through the thickest of the fight, but he falls at last under the
fire of one of Burling's regiments. His soldiers, who, carried
away by his example, rush upon the Federals, are too few in
number, and, being repul~ed, leave their dying chief in the hands
of the enemy. Wofford, who supports them on the right, cannot
go beyond the flats of Plum Run; Anderson's brigade is not
within reach. Longstreet, who directs the combat in person, is
waiting in vain for the brigades of Kershaw and Semmes, that
have suffered too much to abandon the ground they have captured
from Caldwell, to renew the attack. At this juncture Anderson's
division scales at last the slopes along which Humphreys and
Gihbon are posted. Wilcox, on the right, followed at a collsider
able distance by Perry, is the first to make the attack. On the
left, Wright, receiving the oblique fire of several guns posted on
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the edge of a small wood above Gibbon's front, rushes forward
and captures them; but Webb's brigade emerges from its position
to dispute their possession: a desperate struggle ensues at this
point.

A timely reinforcement would probably suffice to secure the
possession of Ziegler's Grove to Anderson's two Qrigades, and,
consequently, of the very centre of the Federal line. The
remainder of Hill's corps is watching all the incidents of the
conflict from the summit of Seminary Hill, and is anxious to
participate in it; Lee, Hill, and Anderson are spectators of this
exciting scene; and yet nobody stirs. Anderson does not summon
Posey and Mahone to come to him; Hill does not give the order
for the attack to Pender's division: he WtVts for the night,
and then only causes it to advance, as if he were yielding to a
kind of tardy and useless remorse. Finally, Lee, who for some
time had been in the vicinity of Posey's brigade, approves of this
inaction by his silence, and assumes all its responsibility before
history. Wright, encouraged by the sight of the crowds that are
encumbering the Baltimore road, and believing himself already
master of the northern ridge of Cemetery Hill, fights with des
perate energy; but in the space of a quarter of an hour he loses
nearly two-thirds of his effective force, and falls back before
Gibbon's division, which is arrayed against him. Wilcox, taken
in flank by McGilvery's artillery, instead of the retreating soldiers
he was pursuing meets Humphreys in good order on one side
and Hancock's reserves on the other, thus finding himself with
in a circle of fire where he leaves five hundred men .out of the
sixteen hundred which composed his command. Rather forsaken
than vanquished, these two brigades strike once more the
Emmettsburg road. The last effort of the Confederates against
the Federal left wing has failed. Twilight has come; the firing
of musketry ceases; that of the artillery languishes; the smoke
clears away. But in proportion as silence prevails there, the
sound of the battle which is progressing along the opposite wing
is more distinctly heard.

We left Johnson at six o'clock preparing to attack Culp's
Hill through the gorges of Rock Creek. Neither of the con
tending parties can bring artillery to this point, which is an
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advantage to their respective infantry. Early and Rodes, posted
at the foot of the open slopes of Cemetery Hill, must wait until
the Federal left has been broken in order to attack in their turn.
If this movement is not effected at the same time as that of Long
street's, it is not a preconcerted omission, as has been pretended,
fol"' the pur~ of making Meade strip his right, but because
Ewell, as we have stated, has not heard the booming of the guns
of the First corps. Perhaps it may also be proper to attribute
his delay to the absence of Smith's and Gordon's two brigades of
Early's division, detached the previous evening along the York
road for the purpose of fighting an imaginary enemy: they have
remained during the night in their peculiar position. Ewell, hav
ing committed the error of believing a rumor which no doubt OI'ig
inated with the movements of Kilpatrick's Federal cavalry, does
not decide to summon Smith's and Gordon's brigades until the very
moment he should have begun the attack, and is obliged to wait for
them before giving Johnson the order of attack. 'Ve must, before
all, describe in this place the ground the possession of which Ewell
is about to dispute with the Federals, and the manner in which
it is occupied by the latter. Howard and a portion of Robinson's
division are posted on Cemetery Hill with a numerous artillery.
This height is connected by a continuous ridge with the rooky
and wooded summit of Culp's Hill, of which Wadsworth hold,;
the north front: he has erected a little below the summit strong
breastworks, composed of trunks of trees, stones, and earth.
The culminating point of Culp's Hill does not exceed in height
by more than two yards that of Cemetery Hill; it commands by
thirteen yards the lowest point of the ridge, and by more than fifty
the waters of Rock Creek. At the foot of this hill this stream
winds eastwardly, then resumes its course southerly. The wooded
and rocky slopes are gentler toward the east than toward the north;
they extend farther at the south, forming a small plateau, cleared at
the west, intersected by a ridge, and terminating at the south-east,
above the stream, in a steep hillock. Two small valleys descend from
the lowest point of this ridge-one eastwardly, toward Rock Creek,
the other southerly. The last-mentioned crosses a field bounded
by a stone wall, then penetrates the flank of an acclivity covered
with bushes, meeting with a marshy swale which descends in the
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direction of Rock Creek from the Spangler house by following
the base of Culp's Hill. A fresh and shady spring, called
Spangler's Spring, spouts out at the base of the hillock, presently
losing itself in this marsh.

Before :Meade had stripped his right, Geu-y's division, and
more to the south that of McDougall* of the Twelfth corps, occu
pied the east front of Culp's Hill to the right of Wadsworth, as
far as Spangler's Spring. They have erected intrenchments
which follow this front as far as the edge of the valley, descend
ing in the direction of Rock Creek, are continued on the other
side south-eastward by skirting, for a distance of about fifty yards,
the stone wall above mentioned, and terminate finally between
Rock Creek and the spring. On the other side of the swamp,
which is almost impassable at this point, the Colgrove and Lock
wood brigades had intrenched themselves along the stream, extend
ing their right as far as the vicinity of the Baltimore tnrnpike.
This position is a strong one, but too much extended, and too
near the turnpike, which it is important to defend at any cost, it be
ing the line of retreat of the army. At the south it is covered by
Power's and McAllister's Hills, which are occupied by Slocum's
artillery; but more to the north a triangular wood, intervening
between the marshy swale, the small valley which descends
at the south, and a cross-road, would enable the enemy to reach
the Spangler house by surprise, and thence the road itself. At
this juncture Lockwood's and Williams' brigades are summoned to
the left. Two of Geary's brigades that have followed them do
not arrive in time to participate in the fight on this side, and their
absence is sensibly felt on the right, for the third, under Greene, be
ing left alone, cannot furnish with troops the whole line of intrench
ments, extending to a distance of nearly sixteen hundred yards.

It is at the moment when nearly the whole Twelfth corps is
abandoning this position that Johnson puts his ·columns in motion
to attack it. Leaving the open slopes which he occupied, he
descends in the direction of Rock Creek, and BOOn finds himself
masked by the woods that are lining the right bank: his division,
drawn up in two lines, the left resting on the Taney house, crosses
without opposition the numerOUR fords of the stream. His artil-

* McDougall commanded the Fil'8t brigade of Ruger'8 divi8ion.- ED.
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lery has been left on Benner's Hill; the infantry penetrates the
wood and advances in the direction of the plateau, Jones' brigade
on the right, followed by that of Nichols; Steuart on the left,
followed by Walker. The intrenchments constructed by McDou
gall from the ravine to Spangler's Spring are no longer defended
except by the small detachments of Greene's brigade. Steuart,
driving back the Federal skirmishers, carries all that part extend
ing south of the ravine; but he is taken obliquely by the Fede
rals who have remained in the other portion of the works.
Greene, seeing the right wing thus turned, prolongs the line
which he still occupies toward the west, and posts his right on
the other side of the ravine, which descends at the south toward
the triangular wood. He thus afford~ it a point of support, cov
ering on the most dangerous side the approaches to the turnpike.
He immediately asks the generals who oreupy C-emetery Hill for
reinforcements; but his dispositions are scarcely completed when
the Confederates advance against him on all sides at once. Steu
art and Walker reach the stone wall, and take possession of the
entire southern portion of the plateau extending as far as the
front of the small wood on which Grecne's right is resting. The
latter could not offer them any resistance; but the approaching
nightfall having rendered them cautious, and being ignorant of
the proximity of the Baltimore turnpike, Steuart and Walker
remain in the works that have been captured, exchanging from
thence useless volleys of musketry with the enemy. Jones, sup
ported by Nichols, precipitates himself upon Greene's left. The
Federals are greatly inferior to them in number, but the
intrenchments they occupy crown a real wall of rocks: lying in
ambush behind the highest blocks and the knotty trunks whose
roots are interwoven with the stone, they firmly wait for their
adversaries. The latter, being obliged to climb the slopes of
Culp's Hill in line of battle, have been unable to keep within
their ranks among the rocks and gaping holes hidden by the
foliage. Their efforts break down before the obstacle, from the
summit of which their adversaries receive them with a well-eU8
tained fire. The Federals, being completely sheltered, lose but
few men; the as.emilants, on the contmry, make immense though
useless sacrifices. Jones is wounded; Nichols comes to relieve
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his troops, despite the darkness. But Greene has been reinforced
by one brigade from Schurz's division; Wadsworth has extended
his right to sustain him; finally, Kane returns in time from his'
unfortunate march over the Baltimore turnpike to check Steuart's
skirmishers on the other side. Nichols' assault is repulsed; all
the efforts of the Confederates are frustrated; and, although a few
muskeHhots are still exchanged, the conflict is ended about ten
o'clock iu the evening.

Ewell's attack has not been confined to this part of the Fed
eralline, and if the order of the narrative obliges us to give suc
cessive descriptions, the reader will not forget that these separate
combats take place at the same time on the left, on the right, and
in the oontre. In fact, the commander of the Second Con
federate corps has scarooly seen Johnson plunge into the thick
copsewood with which Culp's Hill is covered than he gives the
order of attack to Early and Rodes. But again the Southern
generals cannot execute their movements with that collective
energy indispensable to success. Nothing is easier, apparently,
than to combine Early's movements with those of Rodes: the
former has deployed his troops to the left of Gettysburg, in the
direction of Rock Creek; the latter is posted in the town itself;
no obstacle intervenes either between them..<>elves or along their
front. Yet while the two brigades of H(>ke and Hays are
advancing in magnifioont order on the left of the city, Rodes has
not yet deployed his division on the other side. This last-men
tioned general has either been too slow 01' Early too quick,' and
the orders transmitted by Ewell to these two generals have not
been issued or construed in the same manner. Rodes was under
the impression that he was to use his own judgment concerning
the opportunity for making the attack,.while Early, going fully
into action, relies upon his immediate co-operation. The result
is that Cemetery Hill is only attacked by two brigades, Smith
having remained on the Hanover road for the purpose of lW'isting
Stuart, who has at last made his appearanoo: Gordon alone has
responded to Early's summons, who keeps him in reserve.

At seven o'clock in the evening Hoke and Avery (who is in
command of Hays' troops) scale the eastern front of Cemetery
Hill under a terrific fire of artillery. They are soon received by
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a brisk discharge of musketry, but nothing stops their progress;
they pierce the lines of Barlow's two small brigades. These,
commanded by General Ames, have not yet fully recovered
from their check of the previous day; the assailants drive them
back in disorder upon the intrenchments mounted with cannon
which form the second line along the ridge of the hill, and, pass
ing almost without any effort in the midst of the disordered Fed
erals, they penetrate the works. The remainder of the Elev
enth corps, reduced to three brigades, is posted along the west
front of Cemetery Hill, baek to back with Barlow's division.
Finding themselves thus menaced in the rear, Steinwehr
and Schurz cause a portion of their troops to about-face and
come to the a."Sistance of this division. They find the enemy in
possession of the northern extremity of the hill, which stretches
toward Gettysburg, and disputing to the Union artillerists the
works which constihlte the key to the whole position. For the
space of one hour the two Confederate brigades are stubbornly
struggling against the Federals, who, being superior in num
ber, are endeavoring to drive them back to the foot of the hill.
But no one comes to their assistance, while their adversaries
receive new reinforcements. It is near nine o'clock in the even
ing. A short time before, Hancock, hearing the sound of Early's
attack, has spontaneously sent two regiments of the Second corps
to 'Vadsworth, with Carroll's' brigade to Howard's assistance.
The latter brigade arrives just at the moment when the issue of
the' desperate struggle that 'is going on around the guns seems
exceedingly doubtful. After vainly soliciting Lane's co-opera
tion, Rodes has at last deployed his division j his skirmishers
scale the west flank of Cemetery Hill, which Steinwehr and
Schurz have just stripped, and are already opening fire, when
Ramseur, who commands the brigade on the right, comes sud
denly to 11 haIt, thus interrupting the whole movement.

It appears that, seeing Lane's troops, which have also got near
the enemy, remain motionless, Ramseur has been unwilling to pUllh
beyond their lines without fresh instructions. During the time
thus wasted Carroll captures the position conquered by Hoke, and
Avery; the latter is killed. Early, not finding himself supported
by Rodes, dares not put his last brigade in jeopardy, and the
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assailants are finally obliged to fall back. It is only then that
Rodes is ready to take part in the combat; but finding, in his
turn, no one to support him, he allows himself to be overtaken
by the night without leaving his deployed position east of Gettys
burg. The attack directed against the Federal centre has com
pletely failed, because out of seven brigades that were present on
the field of battle two only have been engaged.

While the two armies were thus contending, Stuart's and Kil
patrick's cavalry, which had been pressing close upon each other
for some days, were getting near the field of battle. On the
evening of the 1st, Stuart, as we are aware, has finally received
Lee's orders in the neighborhood of Carlisle. His several detach
ments are at once directed upon Gettysburg from all the points
they occupy. Kilpatrick, who has been unable to go beyond
Berlin, guessing Stuart's intentions, hastens to Heidlcrsburg for
the purpose of getting in advance of him; but he arrives too
late, and night overtakes him in the vicinity of this village.
Horses and men are both in want of rest, and only start south
ward at a late hour the following day for the purpose of covering
the right of the Union army, in conformity with Pleasonton's
orders. Their route leads them in the track of Stuart, who,
knowing himself to be pursued, has left Hampton's brigade in
the suburb of Hunterstown in order to prevent them from falling
upon Ewell's rear. About four o'clock in the afternoon Kil
patrick finds Hampton drawn up in line of battle back of this
village, across the Gettysburg road: he immediately deploys his
two brigades. Farnsworth is on the right; Custer is forming in
front of the enemy, and soon assumes the offensive. He is
promptly driven back by Hampton, who, charging in his turn,
is likewise repulsed. The Confederates, satisfied with having
blocked the way to the Federals, do not renew the struggle, and
the latter, having received new instructions, resume the march
after losing about thirty men. They will arrive toward three
o'clock in the morning at Two Taverns, whence they will go and
take the position on the extreme left which Buford has prema
turelyabandoned, by making the tour of the army. The last
mentioned general encamps on the evening of the 2d at Taney
town, whence he will start on the following day for Westmin'lter.
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Gregg, who CODlJIJaIId5 the !!eroDd division of cavalry, has left
Huo=y's brigade in thig vi.I.bge to gu:ud the supply-tnins. He
had left Hanover, with the other twu brigades, at daybreak, and
has already taken up the ~-ition on the right of the srmy which
PIea.."Onton had assigned to Kilpatrick.

Thi3 position will be the scene of an imporiant lDttle the
next day; it is proper therel'ore to describe it in a few words.
The spare compri..o:ed. between the York and Baltimore turnpikes
forms a triangle, having Getty5burg for its apex, and for its base
a rood railed the Dutch road, '* which ronnects these two high
ways at distances re::,-pect:ively of six and foor miles from the ci~·.

The Hanover road dirides the apex of the triangle, and cr<HleS

the base about three miles ea8t of Gettysburg, near the Reeyer
house. In this triangle the ridge of Benner's Hill prolongs that
of Culp's Hill, while the defile of .Rock Creek alone sepal"llteJ
~IcAlli.-rrer'5 Hill from Wolf Hill. This eminence becomes
more extended toward the north, forming terraces from west to
east, of which "the highest, <2lled Brinkerhoff's Ridge, commands
a view of Ge~'"burg,and even Cemetery Hill, and terminates in
an abrupt incline studded with woods and rocks. The trs\"eller
who, following the Hanover rood, reaches this snmmit, sees
before him an undulating and cultivated plain which extends
eastward as far as the eye can reach. At his feet a narrow and
deep Yalley is separated from'this plain by a smaller range which
does not intercept his view. This rsnge and the creek which
waters the valley bear the same name: one is called Cres;' Ridge,
the other Cress' Run. The oppn country situated west of these
elevations offers an easy passage to the cavalry, and allows Stuart
to gain the Baltimore road by concealing himself behind Brin
kerhoff's Ridge. A cross-road branching off' from the York
road at about two miles and a half from Gettysburg enveloJlll
the extremity of this ridge, crosses Cress' Run, passes over Cress'
Ridge, and, striking the Dutch road a little to the north of
the Reever house, seems to be expressly built for the purpose
of facilitating the march of his squadrons and artillery. The
Federals understand this perfectly. Gregg, therefore, on arriv
ing from Hanover, has not halted at the village of Bonaugh-

* Ita loc'll1 designation is the Low Dutch (or Salem Church) road.-ED.
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town. He has pursued his way as far as the vicinity of the
Reever house, situated on a hill whence a very extended view
can be obtained: his pickets are posted on Cress' Ridge, while
he extends his line south-west, in order to join Slocum's right
near Rock Creek. Stuart is yet some distance oft; but Lee,
justly fearing that the Union cavalry, whOlle presence has been
revealed at Hanover, may harass his left, has ordered Jenkins
to cover this wing. When Johnson advances in the afternoon
for the purpose of attacking Culp's Hill, he is instructed to
make a reconnoissance with his brigade as far as the summit
of Brinkerhoff's Ridge. But Gregg, apprised of his approach
in time, sends some of McIntosh's cavalry to oppose him.
The latter reach the ridge at the same time as their adver
saries, and after a short fight, in which Jenkins is seriously
wounded, they remain masters of the position. In the mean
time, the Confederate cavalry, so imprudently scattered by Lee,
are hastening from every direction-to precede him if he should
push forward, or to cover his retreat if he should be vanquished.
Imboden has left McConnellsburg, after destroying the bridges
of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad; Jones and Robertson, left
by Lee amon~ the defiles of the Blue Ridge, have at last been
summoned by him, and cross the Potomac at ·Williamsport. They
are all to join him in the course of the following day.

As two electric clouds, driven by contrary winds, are attracted
toward each other by an irresistible force until the lightning,
flashing at the point of their contact, gives the signal of the
approaching storm, so in the same way the two hostile armies,
both marching somewhat at random, find themselves forcibly
drawn toward the spot which a fortuitous encounter had desig
nated, and the spark ignited on the morning of the 1st of July
near Gettysburg has speedily brought about the terrible storm of
the 2d. We have stated the reason why the Confcderntes have
not given up the aggressive 'r6le. They have acquitted them
selves during its performance with the courage and ardor that
have so frequently secured victory to them. Nevertheless, they
have not· achieved the results which they thought themselves
entitled to expect from their enormous sacrifices. The condition
of the battlefield has been against them, and in favor of the Fed-
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erals, whose artillery and infantry, being placed on the defensive,
have had the advantage of firing steadily, frustrating the attacks
of the Confederates, which were frequently disconnected when
not directed by the great Jackson, their principal element of suo
cess; but it must also be acknowledged that serious faults have
been committed--faults calculated to astonish the individual who,
after having followed the Army of Northern Virginia through
all its great struggles, is studying the manner in which it has
been handled at Gettysburg during the 2d of July.

Lee's first error was in giving too excessive a development to his
line. He justly abandons the idea of making his principal attack
on the left, bemuse Cemetery Hill is too much exposed and too
well fortified, while Culp's Hill, too rocky, is inaccessible to
artillery; but he should from that moment have confined his
efforts on that side to a simple feint, and, instead of extending
that wing to the valley of Rock Creek, have rested it on Gettys
burg, in order to be able to place the most potent means of action
in the hands of Longstreet.

The attack made by the latter was too long delayed. If he
had commenced sooner, he would have found the Federals not
so well posted on the ground, not having yet located all their
artillery nor received the reinforcements of the Sixth corps.
After Hood's delay comes that of a portion of McLaws' division:
the position of the orchard, which the latter is to carry, is at once
the most accessible and the most important. If he had pushed
all his troops forward at the moment when KeJ'ihaw, single
handed, brought on the conflict on his right, the success achieved
on that side would have been less dearly bought and more
decisive for the assailants.

The inaction of Anderson's two brigades and of Pender's
division has been productive of still more serious con&>quenoes.
General Hill has testified to the fact in his report, without giving
any explanation. Must we conclude from his silence that at the
time of giving the order of attack to this division he finds it yet
too much disordered from the losses of the previous day to be
engaged in such an assault? Lane having been relieved of his
temporary command by General Trimble on the following day, it
may be supposed that his discontented chieftains held him respon-
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sible for the inaction of his troops. Anderson and his two lieu
tenants, Posey and Mahone, have declared that their instructions
left them full latitude to judge of the chances of an attack, and
that they had not deemed them sufficiently favorable to justify
them in giving the order for making it. Wlioever takes into
consideration the efforts made by their neighbors .t the same time
will no doubt look upon this excuse as insufficient, revealing, on
the other hand, a want of harmony in the orders issued by the
general-in-chief. 'Vhoever may be blamable, the error cannot
be repaired. At last, Ewell has been enabled to secure bl'ttl'r
harmony in the movements of Early and Rodes; the latter, how
ever, has not been better able to sustain the troops fighting by his
side than Lane.
. In the course of this day, which should have been a decisive

one, Lee has only brought into action seventeen brigades out of
the thirty-seven composing his infantry. It is true that among
the other twenty there are three of them yet absent, and fourteen
that have been in action the day before; but the Confederate vet
erans would have considered themselves insulted if they had been
told that they could not fight two days in sUcee&'3ion. Hood has
scaled the slopes of Little Round Top; McLaws has struck the
weakest point of the enemy's line; Anderson has scaled Ziegler's
Grove; Early has disputed the possession of the intrenchments
of Cemetery Hill to the Federal artillerists; Johnson OC<'upies a
portion of Culp's Hill; and, to use Lee's own language, the advan
tages gained are of sufficient magnitude to induce him to renetv
the struggle on the following day. In short., if the Confederates
have not penetrated into the really defensive positions of the
enemy, they have been so near proving sUcee&'3ful that Lee can
not, be blamed for having assumed the offensive on that day.

I n fact, the situation of Meade at the close of the battle is
alarming, in spite of the advantages he has obtained. Sickles'
movement has brought on a conflict outside of the line he had
chosen in the morning. The occupation of Devil's Den llas
undoubtedly postponed the hour when the Confederates might
be able to strike this line, but the reinforcements that are con
stantly arriving in these eccentric positions have been exhausted
without succeeding in their efforts to preserve the orchard from
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the moment that Lee made a resolute attack upon it. If. the
Federals had waited for him, massed between the Round Tops
and Cemetery Hill, supported by two powerful batteries of artil
lery, they would have inflicted upon him, on the 2d of July, the
the check which 'he experienced the next day. Meade, however,
has taken full advantage of the condition of the ground to con
centrate his forces upon the point menaced. Out of fifty-two
brigades, forty-two of which have been engaged, thirty-aix of
them seriously, the general-in-ehief cannot be blamed for having
stripped his right 80 much in his anxiety to reinforce the left.
The losses of the army are, unfortunately, very great. They
amount to more than twenty thousand for the two days' fighting,
without counting the stragglers that are crowding the Baltimore
road and the men dispersed by the combat who have not been
able to rejoin their commands. The enemy has not spoken his
last word, and Meade has cause to fear that another day's fighting,
equally as murderous, may cause his whole army literally to melt
away. Without ordering a retreat, his duty is therefore to antici
pate and to prepare for it. In the evening, before the combat has
ended on the right, he summons a council of war at his head
quarters for the purpose of ascertaining the opinions of the COrp!

commanders, the condition of their troops, and taking measures
for the morrow. He asks them, "1. Under existing circum
stances is it advisable for this' army to remain in its present posi
tion, or to retire to another nearer its base of supplies? 2. It be
itg determined to remain in present position, shall the army attack
or wait the attack of the enemy?" While maintaining certain
mental reservations, they declare against any aggressive movement,
impossible at this hour, and against retreat, which was alone in
question. :Meade, while adding, it is said, that the actual position
of the army seemed bad to him, coincides with this opinion. If
he had found that his lieutenants inclined to the opinion that
their troops had suffered too much to continue the struggle, he
would undoubtedly have given the order of retreat. But it is
of no consequence, for, whatever may be the opinion of a council
of war, the general-in-<:hief, being alone responsible, should, if
the decision is a good one, receh'e all the credit of it.

Every one, therefore, is preparing for the battle that is to be
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fought on the following day. The moon seems to be shining
with the same splendor as on the previous night, for the purpose
of favoring those soldiers who are overrunning the field of car
nage to carry oft' the wounded. The Federals are re-forming
their ranks among the dead, too numerous to occupy their atten
tion at this moment. Each man takes his positiQn in silence, for
the exaltation of victory is not felt to cause men to forget their
fatigue, the Buffering of their comrades, and their own chances of
being killed the next day. "I wish I· were already dead," said
the gallant Birney, whispering to one of his lieutenants, at the
sight of the small number of determined soldiers who surrounded
him. In the mean while, Meade's orders are being promptly
executed. The four brigades of the Twelfth corps, marched from
the left to the right, reach the Baltimore turnpike about eleven
o'clock at night, but they find the enemy in the woods they occu
pied before their departure. Kane's brigade, making a d~tour,

goes to join Geary in the positions defended by Greene. Wil
liams' division, increased to three brigades by the arrival of
Lockwood, is waiting for daylight in order to dispute to John
·son the intrenchments in which he had planted himself, without
striking a blow, on the previous evening. The Sixth corps sup
plies reserves to portions of the line that are most seriously men
aced, and sends Shaler's and Neil.l's brigades to the extreme right,
along the east side of Rock Creek. On the 'left, the Fifth corps,
which happens to be alone in t.he first line, extends itself so as to
occupy the steep acclivities of the Great Round Top and to antici
pate any flank movement on the part of the enemy. The Third,
which is the most disabled corps, is kept in reserve: its officers
stop the progress of the stragglers, ~ringing together all isolated
commands and picking up those that have strayed from the ranks.
Caldwell's division has resumed its position on the left of the
Second corps, but it is greatly weakened; and Hancock, deprived
of Carroll's brigade, which has remained on Cemetery Hill
between Ames and Wadsworth, can scarcely arm the front, which
was easily occupied in the morning with strong reserves, by deploy
ing all his men. The three divisions of the First corps are sepa
rated: Wadsworth is on the right, upon Culp's Hill; Robinson,
with all his force, on Cemetery Hill, between the Eleventh and
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Second corps. Doubleday, who was posted between Gibbon and
the Fifth corps, having been relieved during the evening by Cald
well, is bearing to the right, and places Stannard, who has jlU¢
joined him with a strong brigade from Vermont, between Cald
well and Gibbon, a little in advance of the line of the Second
corps. He occupies the small wood in which Webb and Perry
have been contending over a few pieces of artillery. Pleasanton's
orders are to wait for Kilpatrick at Two Taverns. He will send
back Custer to the right in order to form a junction with Gregg's
division, and will go with Farnsworth's brigade to take position
on the left, where Merritt will join him with his regular troopers :
once united, they will calL';e much trouble by watching the right
of the enemy. Buford remains at Westminster.

The Confederates, on their side, are preparing to renew the
battle. They can neither retreat-for that would be to acknow
ledge themselves beaten-nor wait for the attack of the Federals
along Seminary Ridge, as it would be necessary to abandon all
the positions they have just secured. The flank movement is as
impracticable on the 3d as on the 2d, but without making a flank
march the Federal left wing might be outflanked. It would"
require, it is true, to contract the line of battle, to reinforce it on
tlle right, which would involve the evacuation of Culp's Hill:
it is a sacrifice the more nece888ry becam;e the army would thus
abandon the concave line which has paralyzed its operations;
be:;ides, any other attack would be attended by great difficulties.
The advantages obtained on the left are more apparent than real,
for Johnson cannot take his artillery on the plateau he is about
to reach, and which is swept by the Federal guns.. At the centre,
from Cemetery Hill to the vicinity of Little Round Top, the
ground is open and swept by the croes-fire of the Union artillery.

. Ou the right the rocks of the Round Tops are impregnable
citadels which could not have been carried except by a surprise;
a little more to the south, on the contrary, the ground, rough yet
passable, would perfectly suit the tactiC'! of the Confederates:
Longstreet, master of the banks of Plum Run, could easily crose
it below the Round Tops for the purpose of surrounding them,
as Hood had proposed to do before the battle of the 2d.
Although this manceuvre would be somewhat lengthy, all the
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necessary forces could be brought together in order to execute it
during the afternoon. It appears that Lee had at first adopted
this plan, but, influenced by the advantages obtained over the
Third Federal COrp8, he decided simply to resume on the 3d the
movement he had performed the day before. A fatal and inex
plicable resolution! He thus persisted in adhering to the tactics
of a double attack by way of the two wings, without thinking

- that the more ground they gained the easier it would be for
Meade to lead his forces from one wing io the other in order to
rt>pulse them successively. The instructions he gave to his lieu
tenants were, moreover, so vague that he seemed to leave to each
commander the task of fighting a separate battle according to his
own fancy. In fact, he apprised Ewell that the battle would
commence on the right at daybreak, directing him to take the
offensive at the same hour, and yet it was only on the morning
of the 3d, long after the hour specified, that Longstreet received
the necessary orders to put his troops in motion.

Ewell, in the mean while, is concentrating all his efforts upon
his left. Johnson is reinforced by Smith's brigade, which has
been detached from Early's division since the 1st; Rodes sends
his old brigade and Daniel's to support him on the extreme left,
thus enabling Johnson to resume the offensive with seven bri
gades; the remainder of the Second COrp8, thus reduced to five
brigades, will only support him in ease of his succeeding in dis
lodging the Federal right and turning Cemetery Hill. These
movements have been promptly executed; but at the other
extremity of the line there is nothing ready for an early
morning attack. Pickett, coming from Chambersburg by a
forced march, has halted at a distance from the field of battle
on the evening of the 2d; Longstreet, informed of his arrival,
has given him no information regarding the operations of the
next day; consequently, he only comes at seven o'clock in the
morning to announce in person the approach of his head of col
umn, which he has forestalled. It is only at this juncture that
Lee issues positive, orders for the attack which Longstreet is to
direct. In order that this 'attack might be executed by the
extreme right, it would be necessary to reinforce the two divis
ions that have been so much under fire on this side the day
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before. If the general-in-chief has thought of doing so, he
gives up the idea, and designates the heights which Anderson
has attacked on the evening of the 2d as the most favorable point
for breaking the Federal line. Several hours of the morning
thus pass before any measure has been adopted on the right for
renewing the struggle.

Ewell was not apprised. of this delay: he has urged Johnson
to attack as soon as he has received the three brigades that have
been assigned to him. . But even if Lee had ordered him to wait
he could not have postponed the battle, for the darkness of the
night alone prevents the Federals assuming the offensive on that
side: they cannot allow the enemy to remain in the works he has
just taken; he must be dislodged before he discovers how near
he is to the Baltimore turnpike. Williams, with whom Slocum,
commanding the entire right wing, has left the Twelfth corps,
plants his artillery on the Power and McAllister Hills, whence it
sweeps the distant front of the wooded plateau occupied by John
son. Ruger's division menaces the Confederate left by way of
the south along the banks of Spangler's streamlet. During this
time, Geary, resting his right on the triangular wood, strikes in
the rear with his left that portion of the intrenchments occupied
by the enemy. At early dawn the fire of the Union artillery demol
ishes these weak intrenchments, stopping at the end of a quarter
of an hour to allow the infantry to advance. But Johnson fore
stalls the Federals, hurling his battalions against them. The
Confederates come up in three lines, scarcely separated from each
other, and attack their adversaries with vigor. They have at
last obtained a view of the Baltimore road covered with wagons,
troopers, and straggling infantry, who are pushing toward the
south in crowds, seized with a foolish terror in spite of the efforts
of several- squadrons of Union cavalry to preserve order along
this important highway. This sight stimulates their atdor. The
shock is terrific, and a desperate strnggle takes place among the
rocks with which the ground is thickly covered. All the batteries
of Meade's reserve that have not been summoned to the left con
centrate their fire upon the slopeS occupied by the assailants.
Sedgwick, south of the road, is preparing to oo-operate in case
the enemy should succeed in obtaining a foothold upon the open
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ground which extends to the right of Geary. The marshy
stream which runs down from the Spangler house stops Ruger's
progress, but Lockwood, who has just been joined by the rest
of his brigade, proceeds to llo!lSist Geary. The conflict is pro
longed without losing any portion of its desperate character.
Cannon-balls and shells pour upon the Confederates, who have
not a single gun with which to reply. The Unionists, being
reinforced, present to them an impenetrable front on all sides.
The hours are slipping away j the sun, which is rising higher and
higher, is absolutely scorching. At times the combat languishes,
then is renewed again with fresh violence. Doring the intervals
of silence Johnson tries in vain to catch the sound of Longstreet's
attack, which would relieve him by distracting the attention of
the enemy. He alone sustains all the brunt of the struggle---a
terrible struggle, hand to hand, man to man, impossible to
describe, for it is made up of incidents as numerous as the com
batants themselves. But Jackson's soldiers, accustomed never to
back out, are still unwilling to give up the hope of victory. On
the right, Jones and Nichols maintain their position without gain
ing or losing ground. Walker has been detached at the extreme
left on the banks of Rock Creek to watch Ruger's movements.
Steuart and the largest part of the reinforcements sent to John
son occupy the position which is at once the most menacing and
the most exposed at the entrance of the wood, for if Ruger
becomes entirely separated from Geary they receive the cross-fire
of artillery and musketry without shelter. Finally, after seven
hours' fighting, the Confederates, feeling that they are wasting
their resources in vain, make one last effort to break the right of
Geary so as to reach the Baltimore pike. But Kane, having been
reinforced by Shaler's brigade, is ready to receive them. Steu
art, wishing to outflank his right, extends his line as far 88 the
stream, and after having re-formed it leads his men to the charge.
The bravest among them would perhaps have hesitated if he had
not set them an example, for they know that they are called to
perform a desperate act j but they all follow him with a rush
into the circle of fire where the enemy is awaiting them. Useless
heroism, for the skirmishers that Ruger has thrown across the
stream open a murderous fire of musketry against their left flank
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while they are fighting Geary's troops in front, and after a stub
born resistance they are finally repulsed. Ruger immediately
crosses the stream, Geary penetrating the wood with him. The
Southerners, exhausted, cannot withstand this combined move
ment of the Twelfth corps; they are driven out of the in
trenchment~ thrown up on the slopes of Culp's Hill, and pushed
back on the left bank of Rock Creek, leaving three stand of
colors and about five hundred prisoners in' the hands of the
enemy: the success of the Federals on the right wing is complete.
It is eleven o'clock, and the c::>Inbat is over on that side; it has
not yet commenced along the rest of the line.

It is now the hottest time of day; a strange silence reigns over
the battlefield, causing the Felleral soldiers, worn out by fatigue,
to look upon the impending general attack, which they have
anticipated since early dawn, as extremely long in coming. Gen
eral Lee says in his report that by harmonizing the action of his
several corps he had reason to rely upon success; but it is pre
cisely this concert of action that he was not able to establish. In
fact, between seven and eight o'clock in the morning, when the
conflict had been progressing along the left for at least four hours,
he is still occupied in assigning places to the troops that are to
make an attack upon Ziegler's Grove. Moreover, he does not
even appear to have come to any positive decision regarding this
attack; Longstreet is endeavoring to make him resort to a Bank
movement against the extreme left ilf the enemy. During the
long examination which absorbs the attention of the two generals
Pickett's fresh troops, which have long since reached Seminary
Hill, and Bre destined to play the first rdle in the combat at
whichever point it may be delivered, remain with their arms at
rest, vainly waiting for their orders. It is only at ten o'clock
that they take position in the vicinity of the orchard, a little in
the rear of the Emmettaburg road.

The troops engaged the day before have abandoned a large
portion of the open space extending in front of the new position
of the enemy. Their pickets are on the left, along the Emmetts
burg road; they stretch beyond it on the right for a distance of
a few hundred yards. Anderson occupies the Smith and Rodgers
houses with the commanding ground on this side of the Godori
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house; but, leaving only some detachments on the ridge, he has
brought back the bulk of his forces to the western slope and to
the woods, which afford them some shelter. Longstreet's left holds
the orchard; Wofford, at the centre, has re-entered the wood
situated west of the wheat-field which he had abandoned the
evening of the previous day; the right joins the Millerstown
road, resting on Devm~ Den, and extending along the east bank
of Plum Run in front of the Round Tops, at the foot of which
Robertson and Law have passed the night. The Confederates
thus occupy the line along which the Third Federal corps had
formed the day before. At daybreak Colonel Alexander places
the six reserve batteries of the First corps along the Emmetts
burg road; the rest of the artillery of this corps is presently
posted in their vicinity by Colonel Walton, forming a slight con
cave line of seventy-five pieces of artillery from the orchard to
the point which commands the road east of the Godori house,
arming all the ridge from which Humphreys was dislodged the
day before, at a distance of from nine hundred to thirteen hundred
yards from the enemy's line. The batteries of Major Henry to
the right of the orchard cross their fire with that of the rest of
the line; those of Alexander are ranged above this position, at
the summit of the slope running· down to the Trostle house; on
his left, and somewhat in the rear, is located the Washington
Artillery, with Dearing's and Cabell's battalions. This artillery,
thus placed ahead of the infantry, is, according to Lee's instruc
tion, to batter the enemy's position which he proposes to attack.
In the mean while, all the troops that are to participate in the
attack take position back of the ridge, so that the Federals cannot
see them distinctly: Wilcox has been drawn up in line of battle
since daybreak, about one hundred and fifty yards west of the
road, above the house of H. Spangler. Pickett plants himself
behind Wilcox in the strip of ground which separates Warfield
Ridge from that of Seminary Hill. Kemper's and Garnett's
brigades are deployed, the former immediately behind the ridge,
which is crowned by artillery; the latter on its left. Armistead
posts himself at first still more to the left, but he is soon obliged
to abandon this position, which is too much exposed to the fire of
the Federal artillery, and to take shelter behind the other two
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brigades, ready to move into line at the first signal. A light bat
tery of Hill's corps accompanies these brigades. All the artillery
of this corps, crowning the ridges of Seminary Hill, is preparing
to support the assault; fiually, a portion of Ewell's artillery will
also open fire against Cemetery Hill.

About eleven o'clock, Pickett having caused the Godori house
and some stacks of straw which might embarrass his march to
be set on fire, brisk volleys of musketry are exchanged between
the skirmishers of both sides: the artillery participates, but after
three-quarters of an hour this useless cannonade is gradually
brought to an end. The two armies remain immovable; it seems
as though both dreaded the solemn moment when victory would
be declared in favor of one of them.

During this time the Federal cavalry makes ibil appearance·
in the rear of Hood's division. Kilpatrick, having reunited
Merritt's and Farnsworth's brigades, has crossed Plum Run
below the· Round Tops at about eleven 9'clock, has turned the
hill situated south-west of this rocky eminence, and is emerging
into the open fields extending for a long distance on this side.
Adopting, in a contrary sense, the plan which Hood had formed
in order to reach the Federal supply-trains, he endeavors to strike
the Emmettsburg road, along which those of the enemy are to be
found. At the first news of this movement, Law, who takes
Hood's place, has detached Roberbilon's brigade to stop him.
Farnsworth, stimulated by the hope of capturing from the en
emy a portion of the reserve ammunition and supplies that are
so precious to him, charges the Southern infantry with three regi
menbil, but, after crossing two stone fences in pursuit of the enemy's
skirmishers, his bold attack breaks down before the well-sustained
fire of their line of battle. His troopers, whom he is trying to
retire by the right towan! the Slyder house, are driven back into
a rough piece of ground, wandering about in a state of confusion
acr0e8 the roads, barriers, and thickets, and falling at last one after
the other under the enemy's fire. The last to arrive with their
chief in the vicinity of Plum Run find themselves shut up within
a network of fences, where they are either captured or killed.
Farnsworth is among the latter. His death was a great loss to
the Federal army. Distinguished for dashing braver>", full of
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forethought and vigilance, he poaaessed all the qualities essential
for a cavalry officer.

Merritt was not more successful on the Emmettsburg road,
•which he is following on leaving the last-mentioned village: on
this side the l:lupply-tr:ains and the parks of artillery of the
Confederates are protected by Anderson's brigade. The Federal
regulars, having vainly attempted to tum his position, dismount
for the purpose of attacking it in front, but they are repulsed
after a brisk volley of musketry. Early in the afternoon Kil
patrick orders Merritt back, and leads him to the left of the army
with the remnants of Farnsworth's brigade. The losses of the
Federals are heavy, but they have obtained an important result:
by drawing toward them two of th~ enemy's brigades they have
weakened Longstreet's right to such an extent that the latter can
not even attempt a diversion at the moment when the decisive
attack is made.

In the mean while, Lee is making the final preparations for this
attack. After having designated since morning Pickett and his
gallant Virginians to sustain the principal charge, he has not yet
selected the troops that are to support him, nor settled the order in
which the rest of the army is to take part in the combat. He
wishes with Longstreet to examine once more the ground before
making the attack. He seems to have relied at first upon Hood's
and MeLaws' divisions to sustain Pickett's, for no order has yet
been given to Hill's troops, which alone, in case of their failure,
can accomplish this task. Several officers of the general staff
have asserted that this plan \Vas even adopted, and that Lee
ordered Longstreet to see it carried out-an· assertion which the
latter denies in the most emphatic manner. Inasmuch as Lee
would not have allowed his lieutenant to violate his order under
his own eyes, we are to believe that the examination of the
positions of the First corps and those of the enemy caused him to
abandon this plan entirely. This supposition is the more probable
in view of the fact that the general-in-chief, having under those
circumstances visited the positions of Wofford in company with
Longstreet, asked the former if he could attack the acclivities
which be had failed to carry the day before, and that Wofford
plainly declared the thing to be impossible. It is therefore the
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salient point formed by the front of the Federal Seoond corps
that it is expedient to attack in spite of the defences with which
it seems to be covered: not only does the formation itself render
it more accessible, but its loss would prove more fatal to the Fed
erals than that of any other portion of their line; for if the Con
federates succeed in posting themselves there, they take thedefenders
of Cemetery Hill and Culp's Hill in the rear. But in order that;
Hood and McLaws might be able to C<H>perate in this attack,
they would be obliged to abandon the positions conquered with
130 much difficulty on the right, and leave the ground free to the
extreme left of the Federal army. The sounds of the battle in
which Robertson and Anderson are engaged near the Emmett&
burg road reach Lee's ears to remind him of the danger which
menaces him on that side. Finally, Longstreet ha.'J asserted
since that the two divisions led by him the day before had suf
fered too much to again undertake a decisive effort. They
might, at all events, have assigned to them a very useful and
less perilous task than the assault on Ziegler's Grove by musing
a portion of these two divisions to make strong demonstrations
against the left wing of the enemy. The nature of the ground
would have enabled troops relatively few in num~r to drnw
Meade's attention without compromising themselves, and thus to
turn aside a portion of his forces from the point designated to
Pickett. But Lee does not· appear to have thought of this
diversion. Longstreet, who disapproves of his plan, does not
assume the responsibility of making it, and the soldiers of Hood
and McLaws, after having fought almost alone the previous day,
are doomed in their turn to remain inactive spectators of the pow
erless efforts of their comrades.

It is to Hill that Lee applies for the force necessary to support
Pickett. Anderson, whose division forms the right of the Third
corps, ha.'3 deployed, as we have stated, Wilcox's brigade above
Pickett's line. The other four brigades are formed in the rear, in
the same order as on the previous day: Perry, then Wright on
the right, partly masked by the left of the latter; Posey, next
Mahone, on the left, along the extremity of Seminary Hill,
occupy the positions which they did not leave during the com
bat of the 2d. The brigades of Thomas and Perrin having

----------------- --"I
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come forward in the course of the preceding evening, Pender's
division finds itself formed in two lines, while its front, reduced
by one-half, enables Heth to take positiou between it and Ander
son. Hill's troops, however, in this deployed order could not
effectually sustain Pickett's attack. Consequently, Lee orders
General Trimble, Pender's successor, to bring the two brigades
of his second line, under Lane and Scales, to the rear of Heth's
troops, actually commanded by Pettigrew. In this way six bri
gades support Pickett on the left, attacking with him the Fed
eral positions at the same time. Wilcox, in order to protect
Pickett's right flank, will advance as soon. as he receives the
order. All the troops of the Third corps destined to participate
in the attack are placed under Longstreet's command, and the
latter is authorized, if he deems it necessary, to push Perry's and
Wright's brigades forward. He directs Pickett to designate to
each officer the exact place that has been assigned to him. This
concentration no doubt weakens, but does not entirely strip, the
defensive line which the general-in-chief is obliged to preserve in
case of a reverse: the positions which Pickett and 'Vilcox are
about to abandon are covered with a powerful artillery. Ander
son, drawn up in line of battle behind Heth and the two brigades
of Trimble, is ready to fill the space which the latter will leave.
This line has, from one wing to the other, a development of at
least five miles: it is therefore weak at all points, and if the pro
jected assault does not succeed there is no reserve left to prevent
a counter-attack.

Longstreet learns at last that everything is ready; his orders
are awaite:d to open the fire which is to precede the assault.
He has placed Colonel Alexander at the entrance of the wood
near Wameld's to ·watch the effects of the cannonade and to apprise
Pickett when the moment for making the charge arrives; but,
having no faith in the success of the attack, he writes to Alexan
der, advising him not to give the order unless the enemy is driven
from his positions, or unless he deems the latter sufficiently dis
organized to secure the SUCcesB of the attack. Alexander naturally
declines to assume the responsibility which his chief wron~ly

desires to impose upon him; his ammunition is limited, and he
will not open fire unless the attack L'I determined upon. Long-
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street, thus driven to the necessity of declaring his intentions
formally, sends word at last to Colonel Walton, directing him to
give the signal agreed upon. Much time baa been lost, for it is
already one o'clock in the afternoon. Two cannon-shom fired on
the right by the Waahington Artillery at intervals of one minute
suddenly break the silence which was prevailing over the battle
field. It means" Be on your guard I" which is well understood
by both armies. The solitary smoke of these shots has not yet been
d.ispersed when the whole Confederate line is one blaze. To the
seventy-five pieces of cannon of the First corps are added sixty
three of the Third corpe which Hill has placed in line, and
which, with the exception of Poague's battery, ranged within the
line of the former, are posted along the prolongation of 8emi-

.nary Hill at a distance of about thirteen hundred yards from the
Federals. One hundred and thirty-eight pieces of cannon there
fore obey Longstreet's signal. The Federals are not at all sur
prised at this abrupt prelude: they have had time to recover from
the shock of the previous day, and have made good use of it.
Meade, assisted by Hancock and his several corps commanders,
has spent all the morning in rectifying the line; the general dis
position is not changed, but the whole portion of the front which
the enemy seems to be menacing is occupied by a stronger foroe.
Stannard's brigade of Doubleday's division is formed in first
line in column of regiments deployed i behind it the rei't
of the division is drawn up in the same order. Birney,
who has reorganized the Third corps, holds the space of merely
two hundred and fifty yards which Doubleday has left vacant in
drawing his lines closer: the three brigades of his 0\VD division
are likewise formed in columns by regiments i that of Hum
phreys is massed in the second line, more to the left. Two bri
gades of the Sixth corps, under Torbert and Nevin, have taken
position on the right above Caldwell, so as to cover McGilvery's
artillery on the left. G1lneral Hunt is examining and rectifying
with untiring zeal the position of his batteries. Those of the
reserve, engaged somewhat at random, have been consolidated.
Those army corps which have left the largest portion of their
supply-trains in the rear find their guns short of ammunition;
the reserve artillery supplies this deficiency. At the extreme left
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two batteries of the Fifth corps crown the steep ridge of Little
Round Top. McGilvery, with his eight reserve batteries, occu
pif'.S the position in which he rendered such valuable service the
day before, from the Weikert house on the left to the depression
which separates the base of Little Round Top from that of Ceme
tery Hill. This depression, which affords no good positions, sepa
rates him from the four batteries of the Second corps, placed by
Major Hazzard in the rear of the infantry along the rocky lint!
which gradually trends northward; one of them is placed half
way on the left; the other three, under Arnold, Cushing, and
Brown, are located on the high ridge. Woodruff's regular bat
tery occupies Ziegler's Grove. Finally, to the right of the front
exposed to the enemy's fire a regular battery, and eight others·
belonging to the First and Eleventh corps, form under Major
Osborne an irregular line turning north-westward and northward.
The Union artillery is thus divided into three groups: McGil
very on the left, with forty-four pie003, along the prolongation
of the slopes of Little Round Top; Hazzard in the centre, with
thirty pieces, resting on Ziegler's Grove; Osborne to the right, on
Cemetery Hill, with about fifty pieces, a large part of which, it is
true, do not command a view of that portion of the line that is
chiefly menaced. Finally, five reserve batteries hold themselves
ready to take the place of those it will be necessary to relieve.
The Federals therefore have eighty pieces of artillery to reply to
the enemy. In conformity with Hunt's orders, they wait a quar
ter of an hour before replying, in order to take a survey of the
batteries upon which they will have to concentrate their fire.
They occupy positions affording better shelter than those of the
Confederates, but the formation of their line gives the latter the
advantage of a concentric fire.

More than two hundred guns are thus engaged in this artillery
combat, the most terrible the New World haa ever witnessed.
The Confederates fire volleys from all the batteries at once, whose
shots, directed toward the same point, produce more effect than
successive firing. On the previous day their projectiles passed
over the enemy; they have rectified the elevation of their pieces
and· readily obtain a precision of aim unusual to them. The
plateau occupied by the Federals forms a slight depression of the

VOL.III.-42
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ground in the centre, which hid83 their movemenUl, but affords
them no shelter from the enemy's fire; the' shells burst in the
midst of the r83erve batteries, supply-trains, and ambulances; the
houses are tottering and tumbling down; the head-quarters of
General Meade are riddled with balls, and Butterfield, his chief
of st.a.1f, is slightly wounded. In every direction may be seen
men seeking shelter behind the slight83t elevations of the ground.
Nothing is heard but the roar of cannon fLIld the whistling of
projectiles that are piercing the air. A still larger crowd of
stragglers, wounded, and non-oombatants than that of the day
before is again making for the Baltimore turnpike with rapid
haste.

In the mean while, the Federal infantry, motionless under this
fire, stands the trial with remarkable composure. The artillerists
are sustained by the excitement of the conflict, but they are aL'lO
the mOflt exposed. The men who are serving the guns must be
relieved, and pr83ently the guns themselves are successively dis
mounted. The reserve batteri83 come to take their places, silen
cing the guns of the enemy, who is advancing too boldly upon
Gettysburg for the purpose of taking Cemetery Hill by enfilade.
During this struggle, 80 d83perate and murderous, despite the
distance intervening between the combatants, Nature seems
inclined to favor the Confederates, for a slight breeze from the
north-east, driving the smoke over their positions, covers with
a thick veil their batteries and the valley through which they
are advancing to the assault. This assault, as we have stated,
is directed against the salient point occupied by Hancock. It is
against this point, therefore, that the Confederat83 should concen
trate their fire, but, on the contrary, they scatter it along the
whole extent of the enemy's line. This error was noticed with
astonishment by the Union artillerists; 80 that wheD, a few years
later, peace had brought them into close contact with their adver
saries, General Hunt met General Long, Lee's secretary, who had
formerly been his pupil at West Point, and asked him to explain
the cause of it. U It was owing to the interference of the gene
rals /I (commanding the army corps and divisions), replied Long.
In noticing this error he added: U I said to myself that you must
have been entirely forgetful of the principles you had inculcated
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upon os in your teachings." The losses of the Confederates, how
ever, although inferior to those of the Unionists, are not the less
severe. Longstreet's artillery has Buffered greatly; Kemper's
brigade, posted in the rear of Wilcox, loses in a few minutes more
than two hundred men-a sacrifice that could easily have been
avoided. Lee and Longstreet, always at the post of danger, visit
the batteries in person under a shower of shells. The sight of
them encourages the soldiers. They say to one another, "It is
true that the latter does not approve the plan of battle, but he
waits for the signal of attack with no less ardor." In the mean
while, the ammunition-wagons being too much exposed, it becomes
necessary to plare them at a distance; hence a great difficulty in
supplying the batteries, that have scarcely more than sixty rounds
apiece, including grape. The total amount in reserve being less
than one hundred rounds, it becomes necessary, moreover, to econ
omize the ammunition in future. Consequently~ Colonel Alex
ander, hoping speedily to silence the Union guns, intends to give
Pickett the signal of attack after a quarter of an hour's cannon
ade. But time is Hying; the caissons are getting empty, while
the fire of the Federals, concentrated upon certain points by
Hunt's orders, is still as regular and precise as at the commence
ment. The matter, however, must be brought to a close; it is
near two o'clock. Alexander writes to Pickett, saying that if he
wishes to charge, the moment has arrived, notwithstanding the
intensity of the enemy's fire, for he no longer hopes to be able
to silence it. The latter calls upon Longstreet, but cannot obtain
any instructions from this general, who is cruelly tried between
his own convictions and the orders of his chief: he leaves him,
stating that he is going to put his troops in motion; Longstreet
makes no other reply except by nodding affirmatively. On return
iIig to his division Pickett is at all events waiting for new direc
tions or a favorable opportunity when an urgent message from
Alexander decides him at last to give his soldiers the signal of
attack. He is informed-what he might have found out himself
in spite of the roaring of the Confederate cannon-that the
enemy's guns scarcely make any reply. The Federal artillery
appears to be silenced from the lack of ammunition. The
opportunity so long waited for has therefore at last arrived-a
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mistake which the assailants will soon find out to their sorrow.
In fact, about a quarter-past two o'clock, Meade, believing that
enough l;\mmunition hIlS been expended, and wishing to provoke
the attack of the enemy, orders the firing to cease; Hunt, who
is watching 'the battlefield in another direction, issues the same
order at the same moment, and causes two fresh batteries, taken
from the reserve in the rear of Hancock's line, to advance. For
a while the voice of the Confederate cannon is alone heard.

But new actors are preparing to appear on the scene. Pickett
bas caused the object of the charge they are about to execute to
be explained to his soldiers. As the ranks are re-forming many
of them can no longer rise; the ground is strewn with the dead,
the wounded, and others that are suffering from the heat, for a
burning sun, still more scorching than that of the day before,
lights up this bloody battlefield. But all able-bodied men are at
their posts, and an affecting scene soon elicits a cry of admiration
both from enemies and friends. Full of ardor, as if it were rush
ing to the assault of the Washington Capitol itself, and yet march
ing with measured steps, so as not to break its alignment, Pickett's
division moves forward solidly and quietly in magnificent order.
Garnett, in the centre, sweeping through the artillery line, leaves
Wilcox behind him, whose men, lying flat upon the ground, are
waiting for another order to support the attack. Kemper is on
the right; Armistead is moving forward at double-quick to plaoe
himself on the left along the line of the other two brigades; a
swarm of skirmishers covers the front of the division. The
smoke has disappeared, and this small band perceives at last the
long line of the Federal positions, which the hollow in the ground
where they had sought shelter had, until then, hidden from its
view. It moves onward full of confidence, convinced that a
single effort will pierce this line, which is already wavering, and
feeling certain that this effort will be sustained by the rest of the
army. Taking its loss into consideration, it numbers ho more
than four thousand five hundred men at the utmost, but the aux
iliary forces of Pettigrew, Trimble, and Wilcox raise the number
of assailants to fourteen thousand. If they are all put in motion
in time, and well led against a particular poiut of the Federal
line, their effort may triumph over every obstacle and decide the
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fate of the- battle. Marching in the direction of the salient posi
tion occupied by Hancock, which Lee has given him as the ob
jective point, Pickett, after passing beyond the front of Wilcox,
causes each of his brigades to make a half-wheel to the left. This
manreuvre, although well executed, is attended with serious diffi
culties, for the division, drawn up en khelon across the Emmetts
burg road, presenta its right fiank to the Federals to such an
extent that the latter mistake the three OOhelons for three sue
oessive lines.

The moment has arrived for the Federal artillery to com
mence firing. McGilvery concentrates the fire of his forty
pieces against the assailants, the Federals even attributing the
change in Pickett's direction to this fire--a wrong conclusion, for
it is when he exposes the flank that the enemy's shots cause the
greatest ravages in his ranks. If the thirty-four pieces of Haz
zard bearing upon the salient position could follow McGilvery's
example, this artillery, which Pickett thought to be paralyzed,
would suffice to crush him. But, by order of his immediate
chief, Hazzard hOB fired oftener and in quicker llucression than
Hunt had directed, and at the decisive moment he hOB nothing
left in his caissons but grapeshot.* He is therefore compelled to
wait until the enemy is within short range. Pickett, encouraged
by his silence, cr0S8e8 several fields enclosed by strong fences,
which his skirmishers had not been able to reach before the can
nonade; then, having reached the baBe of the elevation he is to
attack, he once more changes his direction by a half-wheel to the
right, halting to rectify his line. The Confederate artillery is
endeavoring to support him, but is counting ita shots, for it is
obliged to be sparing of its ammunition: the seven light pieces
intended to accompany the infantry, being wanted elsewhere,
fail to appear at the very moment they should have pushed for
ward, and no other battery with sufficient supplies can be found
to take their place.

But, what is still more serious, orders do not seem to have been.
clearly given to the troops that are to sustain Pickett. On the
left Pettigrew has put his men in motion at the first order,
but, being posted in the rear of Pickett, he has a wider space- of

* See Appendix, Nate B.
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ground to go over, and naturally finds himself distanced; more
OV€f, his soldiers have not yet recovered from the combat of the
previous day: from the start their ranks are seen wavering, and
they do not advance with the same ardor as those of Pickett.
Covered by a line of skirmishers, th~ four brigades of .Aroher,
Pettigrew, Davis, and Brockenbrough are deployed from right;
to left on a single line. But such a line of battle is always diffi
cult to maintain. The left slackens its pace; the right, on the
contrary, urged on by the two brigades of the intrepid Trimble,
is endeavoring to join Pickett, whom his half-wheel conversion
has drawn near it; the four brigades thus find themselves
ranged en b'ludon, like those of Pickett, although in an inverse
order. Scales, on the right, in rear of Archer, with lAme
on his left, following Pettigrew's brigade, is in BOOOnd line
abreast of the last-mentioned oohelon. Presently, these troops,
through their imposing appearance, attract a portion of the
enemy's attention and fire, and at a distance of two hundred and
fifty yards they stop to reply with volleys of musketry. On the
right, Wilcox has remained inactive a considerable time, being
probably detained by a divl?'Bity of opinion among the chieftains
regarding the r6le that is assigned respectively to them. In fact,
while Pickett, who is too much engaged to watch his movements,
depends upon him to cover his right during the attack, Hill, his
proper chief, does not desire to bring him into action unless the
principal assault is sUcceBBful. Finally, in pursuance of an order
from Pickett at the moment when the latter has halted in the
vicinity of the Godori house, Wilcox pushes his brigade forward
in a column of deployed battalions. In order to get sooner into
line, and thus to draw a portion of the enemy's fire, he marches
directly on. He cannot, however, recover the distance that sepa
rates him from the leading assailants, the latter having disappeared
in a hollow; then, becoming enveloped in smoke, he loses sight
of them, and, following alone his <lirection to the right, does not
succeed in covering their flank.

In the mean while, Pickett, causing his skirmishers to fall back,
hll8 again put his troops in motion, without waiting for his oohelons
to get completely into line: the artillery and infantry parted along
the ridge he is to capture open a terrific fire of grape and mus-
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ketry' against him at a distance of two hundred yards, while the
shot and shell of McGilvery take his line again in flank, ~using
frightful gaps in its ranks, killing at times as many as ten men by
a single shot.

Before narrating the terrible encounter that is impending we
must give a sketch of the ground which is about to be 80 desper
ately disputed. In the prolongation at the south-west of the

~ hillock properly called Cemetery Hill stands the plateau desig
nated by Lee as the objective point of the attack, which we shall
call Ziegler's Grove, from the name of a small wood which
descends the slope opposite to Gettysburg. The ridge of this
plateau, the summit of which is very level, is bordered at the
west by rocks which project from the soil, sometimes to a height
of four or five feet, forming a wall, as on the summit of Culp's
Hill. The wood is defended by Woodruff's guns, posted along
the lower edge, masking the right of the Third division of the
Second corps, commanded by Hays. Farther on, the natural
wall affords the latter strong defensive positions; fifty yards south
of the wood, above a spring called Bryan's Well, it is crowned
for a distance of nearly three hun~red yards by an ordinary
stone wall. Back of this line is deployed the remainder of Hays'
infantry; two batteries are posted along the ridge. To the left
the wall follows a westerly course, of about eighty yards, to form
a junction with another ridge emerging from the soil. Gibbon's
division, whose front is four hundred and fifty yards in length, is
covered by another wall surmounted by a common post-and-rail
fence. Owen's brigade, commanded by General Webb, is on the
right, in an angle above Hays' position, Hall in the centre.
About one hundred yards farther up the wall terminates abruptly
behind the small wood, an intrenchment prolonging the line of
the fence in the direction of the level grounds which Birney occu
pies, and which are covered by the Federal artillery. In the
salient angle formed by the wood Doubleday has placed Stan
nard's brigade. The four brigades are ranged in two lines:
three batteries, posted along the ridge near the second line, fire
over the first, their front being flanked by Hays on the right and
Birney on the left.

Seeing their adversaries advancing against these formidable
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positions, those amongst the Federals who fought under Burn
side have the same opinion: they are at last avenged for the
Fredericksburg disaster. The assailants also understand the
perils that await them. On the left, Pettigrew is yet far off;
on the right, Wilcox strays away from them and disappears
amid the smoke. Pickett therefore finds himself alone with
his three brigades. Far from hesitating, his soldiers rush for
ward at a double-quick. A. fire of musketry breaks out along
the entire front of Gibbon's division. The Confederate ranks
are thinning as far as the eye can reach. Garnett, whose brigade
has kept a little in advance, and who, although sick, has declined
to leave the post of honor, falls dead within a hundred yards of
the Federal line; for an instant his troops come to a halt. They
are immediately joined by Kemper, who at a distance of sixty
yards in the rear has allowed their right to cover his left. The
two brigades form a somewhat unsteady line, which opens fire
upon the enemy. But the Confederate projectiles flatten them
selves by thousands upon the strata of rocks, which is I!OOn cov
ered with black spots like a target, and upon the wall behind
which the Unionists are seeking shelter. The game is too
uneven: they must either fly or charge_ These brave soldiers
have only halted for a few minutes, allowing .Armistead the
necessary time to get into line. Encouraged by the example
set by their chiefs, they scale the acclivity which rises before
them: their yells mingle with the rattling of musketry; the
smoke soon envelops the combatants. Gibbon, seeing the enemy
advancing with such determination, tries to stop his progress by
a counter-charge, but his voice is not heard; his soldiers fire in
haste, without leaving their ranks; the Confederates rush upon
them. Unfortunately for the 8B8ailants, their: right not being
protected by Wilcox, their flank is exposed to the little wood
which stretches beyond the Federal line. Stannard's'soldiers,
concealed by the foliage, have suffered but little from the bom
bwment; Hancock, always ready to seize a favorable oppor
tunity, ronscs them to form en potence along the edge of the wood
in ordcr to· take the enemy's line in flank. Two regiments from
ArmistR.ad's right thus receive a murderous fire which almost deci
mates and disorgauizes them. The remainder of the brigade
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throws itself in the rear of the centre of Pickett's line, which,
following this movement, momentarily inclines toward Hays in
order to attack the Federals at close quarters. Armistead, urging
his men forward, has reached the front rank between Kemper and
Garnett-if it be yet poasible to distinguish the regiments and
brigades in this compact m88B of human beings, which, all cov
ered with blood, seems to be driven by an irresistible force supe
rior to the individual will .of those composing it-and throws
himself like a solid body upon the Union line. The shock is ter
rific: it falls at first upon the brigades of Hall and Harrow, then
concentrates itself upon that of Webb, against which the 88B8il
ants are oscillating right and left. The latter general in the midst
of his soldiers encourages them by his example; he is pre3ently
wounded. The struggle is waged at close quarters; the Con
federates pierce the first line of the Federals, but the latter, dis
lodged from the wall, fall back upon the second line, formed of
small earthworks erected on the ridge in the vicinity of their guns.
These pieces fire grapeshot upon the 8888ilants. Hancock and
Gibbon bring forward all their reserves. To the left of Webb,
Hall, seeing his right outflanked, has rectified his line by means
of a half-wheel to the rear, which places him on the flank of the
88Bailants; farther on, Harrow, not being directly attacked,
advances with his left, and, in spite of the disorder inevitable
under such circumstances, he succeeds in almost taking Pickett's
line in reverse. The troops posted on the right and left hMten
toward the point menaced. Humphreys sends Carr's brigade to
the 8I:!8istance of the Second corps. The regiments become mixed;
the commanders do not know where their soldiers are to be
found; but they are all pressing each other in a compact mass,
forming at random a living and solid bulwark more than four
ranks deep. A clump of trees, in the neighborhood of which
Cushing has posted his guns, commanding the whole plateau,
is the objective point that the Confederates keep in view. Arm
istead on foot, his hat perched on the point of his sword, rushes
forward to attack the battery. With ale hundred and fifty men
determined to follow him unto death he pierces the m88B of com
batants, passes beyond the earthworks, and reaches the line of guns,
which can no longer fire for fear of killing friends and foes india-
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criminately. But at the Bame moment, by the side of Cashing,
his young and gallant adversary, he falls pierced with balls. They
both lie at the foot of the clump of trees which marks the extreJne
point rellrChed by the Confederates in this supreme effort. These
few trees, henceforth historical, like a snail on the strand sttuck
by a furious sea, no longer possessing strength enough to draw
back into its shell, constitute the limit before which the tide of
invasion stops-a limit traced by the blood of some of the bravest
soldiers that America has produced.

In fact, if the Federals have thus seen a large number of their
chieftains fall, and their artillery left without ammunition, the
effort of the assailants, on the other hand, is exhausted. On
the right Wilcox has started in great haste to cover Pickett"s
flank, but the direction he is following leads him to the loW'
grounds interspersed with bushes whence Plum Run derives its
source, separating him from this division, to which he can no
longer afford wpistance. Pettigrew, on the left, does his best to
support him. His own brigade and that of Archer have reached
Hays' line, but have failed to effect a breach. Trimble, who is
following them closely, sustains them vigorously. Lane has
already penetrated the first line of the Federals, drawn up, as
it is elsewhere, at the foot of the acclivity, and, beginning to scale
it, he draws near the wall which, as we have stated, stands at this
point about halfway from the summit. Archer and Scales, cov
ered on their right by the movement of Pickett, who has passed
the Bame wall at the point where it skirts the plain, have pre
ceded Lane by a few minutes. But Pettigrew's two brigades of
the left, having remained in the rear, cannot or will not arrive
in time tQ support them. After a combat at short range-very
brief, but extremely murderous, in which TIimble is seriously
wounded-his troops and those of Pettigrew retire, even before
the two brigades under Thomas and Perrin have reached their
position, and while Pickett is still fighting on the right. The
regular fire of Hays' impregnable line drives the assailants from
that point in the greatest ciisorder as· soon as they have taken one
step in retreat. The four brigades of the Third Confederate
corps that have thus been repulsed leave two thousand prisoners
and fi~ stands of colors in the hands of the enemy. A. few regi-

______ .__ --...oIIIll,
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menta of Archer's and Scales' brigades, which outflank Hays on the
left, throwthemselves on the right and unite with Pickett's soldie1'8,
who are still contending with Gibbon. This reinforcement is, how
ever, quite insufficient for the Confederates, who thus find them
selves isolated, without support and without reserves, in the midst
of the Federal line. Kemper is wounded in his turn. Out of
eighteen field-officers and four generals, Pickett and one lieuten
ant-colonel alone remain unharmed: there is hardly any one left
around them, and it is a miracle to see them yet safe and 80und
in the midst of such carnage. The division does not fall back;
it is annihilated. The flags which a while ago were bravely float
ing upon the enemy's parapets fall BuooeBBively to the ground, only
to be picked up by the conq~ero1'8. A number of 8OIdie1'8, not
daring to pass a l!eCOnd time the ground over which the Federals
cross their fire, throw down their arms: among those who are
trying to gain the Southern lines many victims are stricken down
by cannon-balls. The conflict is at an end. Out of four thou
sand eight hundred men that have followed Pickett, scarcely
twelve to thirteen hundred are to be found in the rear of Alex
ander's guns; three thousand five hundred have been sacrificed
and twelve stands of 00101'8 l08t in this fatal charge.

In the mean while, Wilcox, having lost sight of Pickett, has
reached the foot of the acclivities along which the Third Federal
corps is mBBSed. .After having re-formed his brigade in the low
ground oove1"9d with bushes which borders these acclivities, he
deploys it and resumes his march in order to support Pickett,
whom he believes to be still fighting on his left. The Unionists,
who from their commanding position overlook the whole battle
field, are BBtonished at the display of 80 much audacity, for at
this juncture the great struggle is already ended. At a distance
of two hundred yards from Wilcox's line, and within its compaB8,
stands the wood into which Stannard has just brought back the
troops that have performed 80 Useful a divel'8ion against Pickett
on the other side. Seeing a new adversary, he causes them to go
through the same manreuvre in an opposite direction, pushing
forward as far as a strong fence two regiments whose fire
takes the whole Confederate line in Hank. The latter come to a
halt, replying to the fire of the enemy; but they BOOn realize
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their isolation: the Federal artillery riddles them with shot; the
guns that should have supported them are silent for want of
ammunition. They recall to mind the disaster of their comrades
and retire precipitately, leaving tWo hundred of their men on the
ground. During this time Pickett's soldiers, mixed up with
thoee of Pettigrew and Trimble, have taken the shortest way to
cross the valley, and instead of making for their point of depart
ure have thrown themselves more to northward, along the extrem
ity of Seminary Hill, not far from the spot selected by Lee for
watching the battle.

The combat was so qnickly determined that the reinforoeDlents
intended for the assailants have not had time to cover their retreat.
To the right of Pickett's old position, which is no longer occupied
except by artillery and the remnants of Wilcox's brigade, Me
Laws makes Wofford's and Barksdale's brigades, commanded by
Colonel Humphreys, advance a little: the latter deploys a portion
of his forces as skirmishers to the right of Wilcox, forming in
the vicinity of the Confederate guns a barrier which would prove
very weak, no doubt, if the Federals made a serious effort to
pierce it. More to the left, Perry and Wright are only waiting
for orders to renew the combat. But Longstreet forbids their
advance, justly declaring that a. new attack would only result
in the useless shedding of precious blood. In fact, it is no longer
a question of renewing the assault, but rather to put a stop to the
disorganization of the army. Seated impassively upon a wooden
fence, he thence directs the members of his staff, who are pro
ceeding in every direction, to gather up the stragglers. In
the midst of the latter Lee quickly mounts his horse and
t!ndeavors to retain them by his speech, uttering a word of
ellcourageII).ent for each, and even taking upon himself the
'" hole responsibility of the disaster.

These men, a.lways accustomed to follow, and full of blind
admiration for him, stop short at the sound of his voice. But
the disorder is great; on every side the wounded are forming sad
processions that are pressing forward in the direction of the ambu
lances. The Confederate generals only succeed in rallying a small
number of combatants, whom they range in haste close to the
guns, against which they expect to see the enemy advance with
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troops elated by viotory. This artillery, without support, per
forms, it is true, prodigies of valor in order to conceal its weak
ness; and one of Henry's batteries, posted alone in. advance of
the line to the right of the orchard, continues the fight under the
concentrated fire of the enemy's guns.

On the side of the Federals there is great anxiety during the
struggle. Meade, who was on the left, has hastened to the spot
at the moment of Pickett's defeat, followed by the reduced bat
talions of the Third corps. It is not to be believed, however,
that Lee risked the fate of the battle in this partial attack, and
that he will not yet make a decisive effort with all the rest of his
army. Every one, therefore, is waiting; the wounded are carried
off and the ranks re-formed. Along the front, where the struggle
has been carried on hand to hand, the combatants, coming from
the right and left, are all mixed up. Humphreys has massed his
troops behind the Second corps; a portion of Birney's division,
which, like himself, has followed Meade, has taken poeition on
the left, ready to strike the enemy in flank should he attempt to
advance farther; the whole of Doubleday's division has marched
toward the elevated point occupied by Stannard; while Robinson
arrives at the same time to reinforce the right of the Second
corps. Two brigades of the Twelfth corps, summoned by Meade .
from the other extremity of the line, appear shortly after the ter
mination of the struggle. The general-in-chief confers upon
Newton the command of the First, Second, and Third corps, in
the place of Hancock, charging him to restore order on the scene
of the last combat. But Pickett's experience having proved how
dangerous it was to cross the open space intervening between the
enemy and Ziegler's Grove, Meade hastoE'ns to the left in the hope
of taking the offensive on that side. This wing is composed of
the Fifth corps and the largest portion of the Sixth. The for
mer, which is fortified on the summit of the Round Tops and at
their bases, can reinforce Crawford's division, which has suffered
but little as yet. Sedgwick, after leaving two brigades east of the
Great Round Top-Shaler's near Geary, and Neill'sldong Rock
Creek-has still three brigades (one under Wright and two under
Wheaton) that have not yet been engaged, and ·which occupy the
space comprised between the Fifth corps and McGilvery's artillery.
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Wheatonon the left and Wright on the right are formed eeverallines
deep. On their right Caldwell's division, by order of Hancock,
holds itself ready to take the offensive. Among the troops that
have suffered, like it, on the previous day, there are many
which, encouraged by the success they have just witnessed, might
renew the combat against an enemy that bas been still worse
punished. The soldiers, although fatigued by long marehes,
are yet able to make a vigorous effort. Against which point of
the enemy's line should this effort be directed? An English
officer, Colonel Freemantle, who was with Longstreet, and could
form a cool judgment of passing events, has declared that, despite
the disorder of the infantry, the artillery would have sufficed, in
his opinion, to put a stop to any direct attack. But it was feasible
to manreuvre offensively without repeating the error committed
by the enemy, who had only succeeded in the attacks made under
cover of the woods and ravines adjoining Plum Run: it was
expedient to operate in this direction. The fOrrel arranged in
front formed a vast semicircle, the two extremities of which rested
on the Emmettsburg road, and whose summit touched the slopes
of the Great Round Top: from this height one could perceive
the six or seven brigades ranged along this long line and isolated
from the rest of the army by the disorganization of the centre.
It is Hood and )IcLaws, therefore, who must be surprised,
struck, and destroyed.

Such is, no doubt, Meade's idea as he is proceeding to the left.
But he dares not hazard a great movement, which alone could
prove effective. Being but recently placed in command, he does
not possess self-reliance enough to risk a great deal in order to gain
a great deal. Where are the old colleagues whose advice might
have inspired him with a bold determination? Reynolds was the
first and most illustrious victim of this great conflict; Hancock,
the master-spirit of the defence, is wounded: he has indeed been
able to dictate from his couch a note imploring his chief to take
the offensive, but he is not on the spot to execute what he sug
gests; Gibbon has received a serious wound in return for the
glory he has acquired; Sickles, who on the previous day com
mitted an error which may well be pardoned, but whose clear
judgment, coolness, and irresistible ardor have so frequently fired
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the hearts of his companions-in-arms,-4nckles, now lying muti
lated on his bed of sickness, is l08t to the .Army of the Potomac;
and Butterfield, although only slightly wounded, is for the pres
ent unfit for active service.

Besides, nothing has been prearranged for the offensive. If
Pleasonton, who has neither command nor responsibility on the
battlefield, exhorts Meade to seize this opportunity to show him
self at one stroke a great leader, on the other hand hesitation is
marked upon the countenances of many-a hesitation very natural,
for some months afterward a number of general officers come for
ward to decla.re under oa.th before the Committee of Congress on
the Conduct of the War that in their opinion any attack would
have failed.

They are under the impression of having escaped from a ter
rible danger, and of having done enough for the occasion. The
invasion is repulsed; by attempting any further effort everything
might be compromised. In short, they are all paralyzed by the
common error of the Uniou chiefs, who believe the enemy to be
much stronger numerically than he is in reality. The aggressive

• audacity of the Confederates has achieved the result, always so
important in war, of deceiving the enemy regarding their real
strength, thus protecting them at the critical moment. Under
this impression Meade is desirous of feeling them before making
a serious attack. He gives Sedgwick no instructions, merely
directing Sykes to push a reconnoiaaance on the left over the
ground which should have been occupied in great force, without
even pointing out the importance of such movement. This oper
ation is thus entrusted to a single brigade of Crawford's division,
which, under McCandless, has held since morning that portion of
the Trostle wood adjoining the right bank of Plum Run, Leav
ing Ba.rtlett to keep guard over this wood, Crawford and McCan
dless advance across the wheat-field on which hundreds of dead,
dying, and wounded soldiers have been lying since the day before.
Without stopping to" contemplate this sad spectacle, the Fed
erals penetrate about five o'clock into the wood situated west of
this field.

As we have before observed, the position of the Confederates is
very much exposed on this side. IAlw, having sent Anderson's
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brigade to keep Kilpatrick in check on the Emmettsburg road,
has been obliged to deploy the remainder of his division upon a
long, attenuated line. His old brigade (under Robertson) on the
right faces eastward, along the lower slopes of Round Top; Ben
ning occupies the hill of Devil's Den, supporting Kershaw, who
forms the right of McLaws' division. The rest of this division
covers the po~ition of the orchard: Semmes and Wofford have
their troops massed close to the houses; Barksdale's are deployed
as skirmishers, whORe line extends as far as the positions occupied
by Wilcox before the attack. Toward four o'clock, shortly before
McCandless receives the order to advance, Law, who underslands
the danger to which Pickett's check exposes him, decides to bring
his troops to the rear. The two brigades on the right fall back
toward the Emmettsburg road without molestation. Kershaw,
having received a similar order from McLaws, abandons the wood
he has captured the day before from Caldwell, and starts in the
direction of the orchard. Benning has misunderstood his instrno
tions, and instead of following this movement he prolongs his
line to occupy the position which Kershaw has just left. His
left, being thus extended, encounters McCandless, who after a
short engagement captures from him about one hundred prisoners,
compelling the whole brigade to make a speedy retreat. Kershaw
finds himself isolated in his turn, and, believing himself already
surrounded, in order to escape from the enemy resorts to a
manreuvre which we mention on account of its singularity. He
sends the color-bearers of his regiments to plant their flags a few
hundred yards in the right-rear, across the tributary of Plum
Run, subsequently ordering his soldiers to break ranks and
to re-form in this new position. An active enemy would
not have allowed them to again get together, but McCandle.'ll,
not daring to venture farther without support, stops before
the ravine, satisfied with having recaptured nearly the entire
battlefield of the previoUs day and picked up more than
two hundred and fifty prisoners. The sad task of carrying
off the large number of wounded, who had remained without
care or assistance for the space of twenty-four hours, detains him
at every step, and keeps him occupied until the night is far
advanced.
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The darkness which envelops the battlefield renders anyaerious
undertaking henceforth impracticable. Wheaton, who has at last
been ordered to support McCandless, advances on the right of the
latter with Nevin's brigade, followed by that of Bartlett; but it
is too late, and he comes to a halt at a considerable distance from
the orchard. When the information obtained by McCandless
finally reaches Meade neither party thinks of anything but to
calculate the results of the day's conflict.

Before proceeding to describe the occurrences of the next day we
must mention a cavalry combat which, during the great struggle,
took place east of Gettysburg and BOuth of the York road. Stuart,
not being able to participate in the infantry fight, has since morn
ing been making preparations to take advantage of the victory
if it should crown Lee's efforts. The latter has directed him
to get around the Federal right, in order to strike the enemy's
columns in flank if they should retire in the direction of West
minster-a well-conceived plan which would have been product
ive of disastrous consequencea to the Federals had they been
beaten on the heights of Gettysburg.

At three o'clock in the morning Stuart, leaving the positions he
has occupied to the right of Rock Creek and north of the York
road, follows the road which leads from the York road to the
Reever house. He thus covers the left of the Second corps and
reaehes the extremity of Brinkerhoff's Ridge. Rapidly ascend
ing the summit of this ridge, he perceives the enemy's cavalry
posted along the slopes upon which stands the Reever house. He
at once proposes to separate it from the right of the Army of the
Potomac and to strike the road to Westminster between the bridge
over Rock Creek and that over 'Vhite Run, a stream which re
ceives the waters of Cress' Run a little before reaching this road.
In order to accomplish this it is necessary for him to conceal his
movement from the enemy and detain him in the vicinity of the
intersection of the Hanover and Dutch~. Sheltered behind.
the high ground of Cress' Ridge, while a screen of skirmishers 0c

cupies the edge of the woods which cover a portion of them, and at
the same time keep off those of the enemy, the Confederate troopers
will be able to reach the Baltimore turnpike unobserved. Without
waiting for the issue of the great struggle, they may be able to

VOL.III.--43
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create a panic in the rear of the Union army, the effect of which
will be decisive on the battlefield. Stuart puts Chambliss' and
Jenkins' brigades, which are with him, on the march along the
western slopes of Cress' Ridge. ~"itzhugh Lee and Hampton
have rerna.rned behind, near the York road. He sends them an
order to join him by following closely in his tracks, so as not to
attract the attention of the enemy.

The troops which Stuart has seen near the Reever house belong
to Kilpatrick's division. After suuset of the previous day, Gregg,
being summoned back by Pleasonton, has left this position in
order to take another in the rear of the army. He has bivou
acked near the bridge over White Run on the Baltimore road;
but in the mean time, Kilpatrick, returning from Hunterstown
and finding the important highway from Bonaughtown unoccu
pied, has left Custer's brigade there. On the morning of the 3d,
Gregg, having been ordered to advance again, so as to cover
the right flank of the army, has proceeded along Cress' Run,
south of the Hanover road. He thus keeps in yiew the eastern
slopes of Wolf Hill, upon which Stuart must debouch if he passes
beyond Brinkerhoff's Ridge. On leaming of Custer's presence
near the Bonaughtown road he sends him word to go into pc:x;Ii
tion on his right, which seems to him to be much exposed, and
to extend his line in front of the Reever house. Although he
has been ordered by Kilpatrick to repair to Two Taverns, Custer
complies with Gregg's request. Stuart thus has three brigades in
front of him, numbering about five thousand troopers. He has
himself no less than six thousand sabres in the four brigades
placed under his command. He knows nothing of the position of
Gregg, who will do~btless soon discover the march of Chambliss
and Jenkins. But this march is interrupted from the beginning
by an unforeseen inci~ent: Hampton and Fitzhugh Lee, impru
dently showing to the enemy a portion of their forces, have
unmasked it. .
. The Dutch road north of the highway follows a ridge but
slightly elevated and runniug parallel with Crees' Run. The
plain which stretches out, a little more than half a mile in width,
between these elevatiou, cultivated and intersected by some
fences, is watered by a small stream, Little's Run, the source of
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which is found in the Rummel farmyard at the foot of Cress'
Ridge, four hundred yards south-west of the cr088-road connect
ing the Dutch road with the York turnpike. This cross-road
passes through two small pieces of wood situated on either
side of the plain-one on the slopes of Cress' Ridge, the other
on the hillocks that the Dutch road follows. On. the south the
plain is bounded by hills adjoining Cress' Run, and which the
Hanover road traverses near the Howard house before reaching
the c1"088-road.

Along these hills Custer has taken position. About ten o'clock
in the morning Hampton and Lee, following;he cross-road
beyond the point where Stuart has left it, deoouch from the
woods on Rummel's farm. Their artillery immediately opens
fire upon Custer. The latter, menaced on his .right, deploys en
potence a portion of his brigade which he has till then kept in
reserve, and his guns BOOn silence those of the Confederates.
Hampton and Lee, finding out their mistake, speedily fall back
behind the wood, where Custer takes good care not to follow
them. But at the sound of the conflict Stuart, who has already
advanced somewhat, stops: if the enemy menaces his flank he
cannot proceed farther. He sends for Hampton and Lee to
show them from the summit of Brinkerhoff's Ridge the lay of
the ground and to explain his plan to them. But his messengers
lose their way, and he waits for his lieutenants in vain. Mean-.
while, Custer, having received new orders from Kilpatrick, has
set off to join his division on the left of the army beyond Round
Top. Gregg has sent one of his two brigades, under McIntosh,
to relieve Custer. He hlil:l remained with the other, commanded
by. his namesake, Irvin Gregg, in the poiitions taken in the
morning. It is near two o'clock. The echoes from the hills
which separate the two bodies of cavalry fsom the field of battle
around Gettysburg have been repeating for the last hour the
!!ounds of the· cannonade which precedes the great attack of
Longstreet. The Federals, who have dismounted, anxiously
listen to the distant roar of cannon. They feel that the critioal
moment of the battle has arrived. Although they cannot take
part in the combat, nor even follow its movements with the eye,
this thought seems to fire their ardor. In fact, McIntosh, 8CarC61y
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established in the position which Custer has just vacated in the
vicinity of the Howard house, determines to take the offensive
a happy inspiration, for he thereby haiBes Stuart's plan at the
very moment when he is about to execute it. The Confederate
general, equally urged on by the sound of the combat, would
like to continue his movement with the brigades of Chambliss
and Jenkins undl'.r the shelter of Cress' Ridge, while Hamp
ton and Lee detain the enemy north of the Hanover road.

McIntosh, in advancing upon Rummel's farm, has obliged these
two last-mentioned brigades to deploy in order to hold him in
check. GenetW Lee is in command of both, while Hampton is
vainlyendeavorlllg to join Stuart. He has placed his dismounted
troopers behind a strong fence. His artillery unmasks, and MOo
Intosh stops, soon realizing the fact that he ha.'! to contend WIth
too strong a force.

Gregg, summoned in haste, meets Custer, and brings him back
to the aid of his first brigade. Irvin Gregg, posted a consider
able distance off, reaches the cr088-roads a little later, and re
mains in reserve. Custer could not arrive more opportunely with
his four splendid Michigan regiments. Stuart has seen them
from a distance. Finding the enemy's forces, whiC'h are JlUL'i'>ing
on his flank, increasing, he determines to send Jenkins' brigade
against them, retaining only that of Chambliss to continue his
movement. The sole object of this movement, however, is nmy
limited to the task of turning the left flank of the Union cav
alry in order to assure its defeat: he is, in fact, obliged to begin
by fighting it before striking the rear of the Army of the
Potomac.

In the mean time, Gregg is preparing to attack the Confeder
ates, although the latter, posted along the slopes of Cress' Ridge
and within the enclosures of the Rummel farm-buildings, have
every advantage of position. Two of Custer's regiments, the
Fifth and Sixth Michigan, reinforce McIntosh's line, which rests
to the right on the woods situated along the Dutch road, and, to
the left, on the Hanover road: the other two regiments are kept
in reserve. The artillery is posted on the hill neal' the Howard
house, and opens fire upon the Rummel farm-buildings, occupied
by Fitzhugh Lee's skirmishers. Lee, who has vainly tried to
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turn McIntosh's right, has gradually brought into action the
greater portion of his brigade. Jenkins' men are in position on
his right, extending as far as the Hanover road. Custer's troop
ers, on foot, with carbine in hand, are marching in skirmishing
order against the enemy, who is speedily dislodged from the
farm-buildings by the Federal guns. Gregg, leaving his right
firmly established on the wood on the Dutch road, brings his left
toward Cress' Ridge, thus drawing near the positions occupied by
Stuart. The greater portion of Jenkins' brigade, deployed as
skirmishers like the Federals, BOon comes forward to meet them.
But owing to BOme strange negligence it BOon finds itself short" of
ammunition, and the Sixth Michigan sends it rapidly to the right
about. Gregg, taking advantage of its withdrawal, sends for
ward in the centre a portion of McIntosh's brigade. Fitzhugh
Lee's men, who have lost their hold on the Rummel farm
buildings, fall back in their turn, becoming separated from those
of Jenkins. Stuart, finding that the latter are in great jeopardy,
orders Chambliss to go to their assistance. The latter dismounts
one of his regiments and directs it against the Federal centre;
the others hold themselves in readiness to support it. The prog
ress of the Unionists is stopped, but Stuart has no one left with
whom to accomplish the manreuvre he ha,s undertaken. The
combat, brought on in spite of him, is of too serious a character
not to engage thenceforth his whole attention. Indeed, the regi
ment sent out by Chambliss has found the Federals strongly
posted behind a fence near Little's Run. The Fifth Michigan,
armed with repeating carbines, receives it with a well-sustained fire:
the attack of the Confederates is repulsed. Fitzhugh Lee, who,
from his position on the left of the Rummel farm, has anxiously
watched all the phases of the combat, thinks that the moment has'
arrived for striking a decisive blow. He orders the First Vir
ginia to charge mounted upon McIntosh's right. The First New
Jersey, whose ammunition is exhausted, has no time to retire in
good order; it is quickly driven back upon the side of the woods.
Custer most opportunely hurls against the assailants the Sev
enth Michigan, which comes to meet them mounted, but stops
behind a fence and opens an ineffective fire upon them; the
Virginia troopers reply in the same manner. During this firing
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Lee causes a portion of his men to advance on foot, who soon
demolish the obstacles and put the Federals to a speedy retreat.
Their centre falls back in disorder, their left being obliged to form
en potence behind a fence in order not to be taken in flank.

But this very success has exhausted the strength of the First
Virginia. The fusillade takes it in flank, while the shells are
pouring into its ranks. It falls back, dragging along with it
beyond the Rummel house the whole of Lee's brigade. Hamp
ton, having returned to his command without finding Stuart,
concludes that he can no longer remain inactive, for Cham
bliss on his right is as hard pressed as Lee on his left, the
defeat of the latter having decided the Federals to resume the
offensive along the whole line. Consequently, he orders two
regiments, the First North Carolina and the J eiL Davis Legion,
to charge the enemy. The latter come up at a gallop, sabres in
hand, and rush upon one of the Federal batteries, without allow
ing themselves to be staggered by its rapid and murderous dis
charges. But Gregg hurls against them the First Michigan,
which has till now been kept in reserve. Custer leads it with
spirit against the Confederates, much superior in number, but
whose front ranks have been decimated by the Union artillery.
The latter does not cease firing till the two bodies of cavalry
meet almost in front of the cannons' mouths. The Southern
column is repulsed after a bloody struggle, but it receives prompt
assistance. Lee mounts all of his troopers that are left him and
gives the signal for the charge. In compliance with an order
from one of Hampton's aidffi-de-camp, the brigade of the latter
follows his example. This strong reinforcement i!'l soon in the
middle of the plain in which Custer continues to fight: ita arrival
gives the Confederates a momentary advantage. Meanwhile,
before even becoming engaged, the new-oomers are exposed to the
fire of the artillery and of the Union skirmishers posted on their
right behind the fences. Gregg and McIntosh call their reserves,
remount a portion of their skirmishers, and hurl them upon
both flanks of the Southern column.· The combat with the

* On the part of McIntollh's brigade, the Third Penn"ylvania and Fil'lIt NeW'
Jersey cavalry regiments had the heaviest pari of the fighting, and in the final
ch~ R88isted the First Michigan by also charging mounted with the I!8bre upon
both flanks of the Confederate column. Those regiments suffered Beverely.-ED.
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steel becomes general; the two columns force and repel each
other with desperate fury, without achieving any decided success.
Hampton, who has joined his brigade, is seriously wounded; &

large number of officers of both armit's fall around him. At
length the .Federals fall back, but they thus unmask their artil
lery, which compels the Southerners to beat a still more speedy
retreat. The ground so stubbornly disputed is abandoned by
both parties.* The Unionists have lost 736 men, of whom 112
are killed, 289 wounded, and 335 taken prisoners: Custer's
brigade haa suffered the most. They have, however, accom
plished their object and frustrated the plan of their adversaries.
By their first attack, and subsequently by their vigorous resist
ance, they have interrupted Stuart's flank movement. The latter,
it is true, watches till evening to hear the sound of the cannon
which is to announce the defeat of the enemy. He still hopes to
be able to strike the Westminster road in the midst of the flying
Federals; but night at length comes to dissipate this pleasing
dream. He withdraws to the York road, for it is no longer an
object with him to destroy shattered battalions or to achieve a vio
tory, but rather to cover the retreat of a decimated army and long
columns of wounded men.

In fact, when the sun sets over this bloody field for the third
time the decree of the God of armies has been irrevocably pro
nounced. ~he Confederates feel themselves conquered; there
fore, such must be the case. Their heroic efforts arid the enor
mous 10!!8e8 of their adversaries have not sufficed to secure victory
to them. The positions which the Federals have so well defend
ed in a. strategic point of view are only of secondary importance;
but it having been rendered necessary for Lee to attack the
Army of the Potomac on the spot where he met it, these poeitions
have acquired a fortuitous value by enabling it to defend itself
with advantage. In order to drive this army completely van-

* In the official reports of Generall Ple8lIOnton, Gnlflg, and CUlter it illtated
that the Union cavalry remained maBters of the field of the engagement, while
General StURrt c1aimB in hil report that they were driven from it. A detailed
account of thil brilliant en~ement iB given by Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel
William Brooke-Rawle in TM Right Flank at GdtytJburg. That writer, who WaB

preBent, lIIIIertli that the ConfederateB were driven back beyond the Rummel
farm-buildings, which in the beginning of the fight had been in their p<-..
lion, and tluit the poIition 11'''8 held by the UnioniBta until the end.-ED.
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quished on the Baltimore road, it would have been neooil8ll.rJ to
conquer at least one of the three .commanding points of iiB line
of defence-Culp's Hill on the right, Cemetery Hill in the cen
tre, or the Round Tops on the left. Everything has been tried ;
nothing has succeeded. Since the 2d, and, still later, the next
day, it was noticed that the troops did not go a second time into
action with the same ardor they had displayed in the first com
bat, and on the evening of the 3d of July there only remained
two brigades that had not been engaged. Moreover, the anni
hilation of Pickett's division, accomplished under the eyes of a
large portion of the army, leaves a profound impression among
all the spectators. A new hecatomb is all the advantage accruing
to the Union army, more numerous and more easily recruited
than that of Lee. In short, material considerations prevent the
Confederates from renewing the struggle. On the one hand, they
have to carry into Virginia all the booty gathered on the soil of
the free States, not for the mere sake of lucre, but throngh a
sagacious foresight, because the shoes, the clothes, and the cattle
obtained in Pennsylvania through requisitions will contribute
more to prolong the struggle than a barren victory. On the
other hand, the infantry ammnnition has greatly diminished,
while that of the artillery is so reduced that the latter could not
keep up for more than an hour a cannonade like that of the
3d. Communications with Virginia are too uncer¥iin for the
Confederates to rely on the arrival of supply-trains sent from
Richmond. Lee as a conqueror would have procured provisions
at the expense of the enemy; being repulsed, he is obliged on
that account alone to return to Virginia; an inexorable logic wills
it so. One may imagine the anguish of that heart so entirely
devoted to the cause it has espoused, and more passionately still
to the glory of the army which it animates with its own ardor
and which it has sustained in the midst of every trial. At the
moment when the stragglers are su~unding the ~neral-in-ehief
like an irresistible flood he has, so to speak, sacrificed himself in
flrder to rally his soldiers by telling them that he alone was
responsible for the disaster. But when the first emotion has
passed away, and the fear of an aggressive movement on the
part of the enemy has subsided, how bitter must have been his
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own reflections I Yonder, in front of him, in the midst of the
enemy's guns, lies that small clump of trees at the foot of which
Armistead has fallen mortally wounded; there it is that the
onward march of the Army of Northern Virginia came to a
stop. Master of this point, it would undoubtedly have seen the
enemy's army abandon the battlefield to it, and would have been
able to cast a victorious glance over the Capitol of Washing
ton and the spires which overlook the city of Philadelphia.
Peace imposed upon the government in the 'White House, every
one returning to his home happy and triumphant,-all this
brilliant vision, which he believed to be on the point of realiza
tion, has vanished with the smoke that enveloped the combatants.
It has given place to gloomy prospects: the relinquishment of
that invasion which alone could save the Confederacy; the
avowal of defeat at the moment when Vicksburg, exhausted, is
about to deliver the keys of the Mississippi into the hands of
Grant; the return to that unfortunate Virginia, unable 'to feed
her children in return for the blood they have shed for her. In
short, at the close of these trying campaigns, which have reduced
his brilliant army to a handful of veterans, does not Lee's per
spicacity yet enable him to foresee as an inevitable result the
painful capitulation which in less than two years will mark the
fall of the Confederacy, and at the bottom of which he will be
obliged to affix his signature, a victim to his own self-devotion l'
Those who on that evening approach the general-in-chief may
indeed believe that a prophetic glance into the future has revealed
to him the end of the great drama, so much' moral suffering is
depicted upon his features. May he not say to himself that this
turn of the wheel of fortune, so rapid and irrevocable, would
not have taken place if the movements of his army had been
better managed, if it had not been developed on too long a line,
and if all his lieutenants had carried out his instructions with
their wonted zeal? .

Fortunately for them, his soldiers do not share these gloomy
presentiments: while acknowledging their defeat, they entertain
no doubt as to the final success of the campaign, and are satisfied
that a new manreuvre after Jackson's fashion will take them to
Baltimore. But Jackson is no longer in their midst, and while
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these hopes of victory allay the agonies of the wounded, who are
lying in all the houses of the village and the adjoining farms,
since sunset the able-bodied soldiers have been ordered to take
the first step in retreat. The inhabitants of Gettysburg, who have
passed two days and a half in a terrible state of suspense, and
who, in order to follow the progress of the battle and to guess
on which side victory is leaning, have anxiously questioned the
countenances of their enemies located in their midst, find .them
selves suddenly delivered from doubt. Ewell, called back by
Lee,quicklyabandons all his positions, and before daybreak he
has posted his three divisions north of the seminary on the Cash
town road. Longstreet, on his part, has fallen back to the rear
of the orchard and the Emmettsburg road, so that on the morn
ing of the 4th the whole Southern army occupies from north to
south, along the ridge of Seminary Hill, a straight line not much
extended and very solid. Intrenchments rapidly made render it
still stronger. Lee only seeks for temporary protection, for he
knows full well that every day of inaction in the presence of the
enemy will make his situation worse; but while waiting for the
hour of retreat he can in this position brave his adversary if the
latter is imprudent enough to seek 'him there. His powerful
artillery, which is ranged along the ridge and is resting on the
edge of the wood, commands all the approaches; his infantry,
placed in the rear, is completely sheltered; Longstreet, with his
troops massed west of the orchard, no longer allows his right to
be turned. The Confederate cavalry protects the two wings of
the army; Stuart, who has been obliged to make a d~tour north
ward, not having been informed in time of Ewell's retreat, covers
the left flank with three brigades; Fitzhugh Lee, with the fourth,
ha.~ gone to Cashtown to guard the supply-trains assembled at
that point; Imboden, who, after a very useless effort at McCon
nellsburg, has just joined the army with one brigade of cavalry,
a battery, and some infantry, protects at the south the extremity
of Longstreet's line; finally, Robertson and Jones, returning to
the rear, occupy on the morning of the 4th the defiles of South
Mountain, which the army is about to cross.

In the mean while, as soon as nightfall has put an end to the
conflict, the Federals han applied themselves to the task of n!-
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forming their regiments, rectifying their positions, and collecting
the wounded: Birney about nine o'clock has made a portion of
his BOldiers, who are following the tracks of Wheaton's troops,
advance toward the battlefield, which is still covered with their
dead comrades. The night is cloudless, the full moon casts its
quiet light upon the motionless forms of those who are already
enjoying the sleep of eternity, or who, too weak to complain, are
awaiting death as a deliverance. But in spite of the horror of
such a spectacle this calm night is chiefly employed by the
exhausted combatants in resting safely. Every one is waiting
for daylight to see what the enemy is going to do. In the morn
ing his concentration on Seminary Ridge is noticed. On the
right, Slocum advances as far as the York road; on the left, Sedg.
wick occuf)ies the whole battlefield of the 2d; in the centre,
Howard, with a portion of the Eleventh corps, comes down from
his citadel into the town of Gettysburg. The cavalry is alone
pushed forward to feel the enemy. Buford and his first two
brigades start from Westminster early in the morning for Fred
erick; Merritt, with the third, leaves the battlefield to join him
at that place, whence they proceed in the direction of WillillDl8
port; Kilpatrick, taking with him Huey's brigade of Gregg's
division, besides his qwn two brigades, marches upon Monterey
by way of Emmettsburg; Gregg's brigade watches the right, and
presently follows the Cashtown road, the terminus of which
McIntosh occupies at the entrance of Gettysburg. .As the day
is advancing, the Federals are enabled to examine the position of
their adversaries, and they BOOn find that, notwithstanding the
prestige of victory, by attacking it they would expose themselves
to as bloody a check as that which Magruder experienced when
he hurled his troops intoxicated with success upon the slopes of
Malvern Hill. It is evident that, although imperceptible to
their view at this moment, Lee is nevertheless preparing for a
great movement. But is it a retreat or that grand flank march
which they have been dreading for the last two days? In the
latter case they cannot abandon the positions whose preservation
has cost them BO dearly before seeing the enemy in motion, in
order to surprise him in the midst of the operation. In the
former case, however expedient it might be to get in advance of
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the Confederates along the line of the Potomac, it is still neces
BaI'J, so long as they are within reach, to protect against an
aggressive return the thousands of wounded men who are lying
on the battlefield. If Meade had been aware of the numeri~

superiority of his army, he might, while maintaining his posi
tions, menace one of the enemy's Banks and thereby embarrass
his movements, whatever might be their object. The Sixth
corps, which has not suffered severely, reinforced by Cra'wford's
division, might from seven in the morning operate against Lee's
extreme right, and would thus be advantageously posted for the
purpose of harassing him during his retreat.

The indications by which the instincts of a true soldier enable
him to fathom the projects of his adversaries should not have left
:Meade in any kind of uncertainty regarding the impending retreat
of the Southern army: the movements of the supply-trains of the
enemy, and the rePorts of the inhabitants coming from within
the Confederate lines, must have enlightened him: in short, he
should have listened to the almost unanimous sentiment of his
army, which only asked to be led forward, for in such cases the
judgment of all is generally correct. But the Federal staff,
attributing very different designs to the adversary, is only
preparing against fresh attacks. Toward, noon, while the two
armies are thus watching each other, torrents of rain pour down
upon them, breaking up the roads and fields and rendering it
impossible for the artillery to manamvre with rapidity. This is
a new source of suffering for the fatigued and ill-fed soldiers,
and each man only thinks of securing shelter to the best of his
ability against the storm thns suddenly let loose.

Lee avails himself of this lUlpite imposed by the elements to
complete his preparations for the slow and methodical retreat
which he has no longer any interest in delaying. All the neces
sary orders are issued for the army to be ou the march at sunset.
The large supply-trains, containing provisions 'and booty, assem
bled at Cashtown, are directed toward Chambersburg. The
facility with which they again cross the chain of South )Ioun
!ain shows that Lee did not mention the real motives of the
attack of the 2d when he alleged the impoesibility of falling
back as far as the western slope of the mountains with his sup-
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ply-trains. There are two routes behind him-that of Cham
bersburg at the north, and that of Fairfield at the 8OUth: the
latter is the shortest and covers the first. This is the one which
the entire army will follow-Hill at the head, followed by Long
street, and the latter by Ewell, who cloees the march. During
this time the wounded who can bear transportation are crowded
into all kinds of vehicles: with the exception of those loaded
with ammunition all the wagons that have followed the army
join this convoy, which starts along the Cashtown road, where
it overtakes the remainder of the train of the ilrmy. Imboden,
with fresh troops of both infantry and cavalry, is entrusted
with the difficult mission of escorting through a hostile country
this immense column comprising ten thousand beasts of burden
and nearly sixteen miles in length: he conducts it, without any
halt, by way of Chambersburg and Hagerstown, to the banks
of the Potomac, crossing the river over the bridge of boats which
the army has left at Williamsport, and brings it to Winchester.
Lee gives him several batteries of artillery to assist in the execu
tion of this task, and entrusts him with his first report to President
Davis. At four o'clock in the afternoon the head of column
takes up the line of march westward, and when, about midnight,
it overtakes the other supply-trains on the other side of Cash
town, the rear has not yet left the neighborhood of the battle
field. It is a terrible night for the thousands of victims wllOm
a false point of honor urges forward, either willingly or unwill
ingly, in the track of the vanquished army. Happy those who
are deemed 80 seriously wounded as to be left in the hands of the
enemy I The mournful procession moves slowly along the rough
roads in the midst of the storm, which is drowning the complaints
of the wounded, and an intense darkness which screens their pale
countenances from observation. There is no one near to assist
them, for all abl~bodied men have remained in the ranks; only
at long intervals a platoon doing guard-duty is marching silently
alongside of the wagons with head bent, but musket ready, for
some kind of surprise may be expected any moment. When the
march is interrupted by some obstacle, the occasion is taken
advantage of to unload the bodies of those who have just expired
and give them a hasty burial. Another column, composed of two
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thousand able-bodied Federal prisoners, whom Lee cannot take
along with him, and whom he releaseB on paroles irregularly
given, is proceeding at the same time in the direction of Harris
burg, with an escort which is to deliver them to the proper
authorities at the first Union post.

While the Confederates are thus beginning their retreat, :Meade
has summoned another council of war:. he wishes to consult his
generals regarding the condition of the army and what may be
expected from it the next day. The seven army col'tJS, which 11

few days before· the battle numbered eighty-six thousand men
under arms, both infantry and artillery, and which had since
received a reinforcement of four thousand, can only produce p

total effective of fifty-one thousand five hundred and fourteen
men on the morning of the 4th. There are therefore thirty
eight thousand wanting at the roll-call. Out of this number,
about fifteen thousand are neither killed nor w~unded nor taken
prisoners: they are stragglers left along the roads during the
late marches, deserters who have left their comrades, or men that
have strayed and been separated from their regiments during the
fight. They will all no doubt again join their colors, but they
will not be present the next day to take part in any operation,
while their number shows the disorganization of certain army
corps. "Must we remain at Gettysburg, or, without waiting
for the movements of the enemy, undertake to-morroweither a
manreuvre on his flank or make an attack against his front? If
he retires, must we follow him directly, or try to reach Williams
port in advance of him by way of the Emmettsburg road?" Snch
are the questions put by Meade to his council. The unanimous de
cision is not to approach the enemy, either directly or by attack6
ing him, if he remains in his positions, nor follow the same route
if he retires. Opinions in regard to other points being divided,
:Meade determines to wait twenty-four hours 10qger, and if the en
emy retreats to follow him on·his flank by way of Emmettsburg.
The Confederate general does not allow him to remain long in
suspense: on the morning of the 5th his army had disappeared,
Seminary Ridge was deserted, and the battle of Gettysburg ended.

We have seen how this battle was brought about, and, withont
pretending to say that the Confederates ought to have come out
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victorious, we have pointed out the errors which rendered their
defeat inevitable: we will once more rapidly enumerate thoee
errors. The principal cause of the defeat was the absence of
Stuart, which produced the fortuitous encounter at Gettysburg,
delaying the concentration of the army, and rendering it impos
sible for that army either to resume a defensive position along
South Mountain, where Meade would have been obliged to attack
it, or to manoouvre in order to dislodge him from those he oc
cupied. I-ee, who had four brigades of cavalry with him, failed
to turn them to account: he left Robertson and Jones in Vir
ginia, and sent Imboden as far as possible from the enemy, only
retaining Jenkins, who at the critical moment found himself in
the rear of the infantry. After the battle of the 1st of July the
excessive confidence which most of his lieutenants and all his
soldiers shared with him made him forget the numerical inferior
ity of his army and the difficulties which the ground interposed
against his usual tactics. This open country, affording command
ing positions, rendered all disguised marches and sudden attacks
impracticable, and required a perfect harmony of action in the
movement~ in order to secure success. I-ee did wrong in giving
his line too large an extension and a concave form, which ren
dered all communications from one extremity to the other very
slow: he made matters worse by directing the principal attacks
by his two wings. Desiring to strike Culp's Hill and mp-n
ace the Round Tops at the same time, he was unable to suf
ficiently outflank either of these two points j then, after having
failed in both instances, he hurled a portion of his troops, com
paratively so weak as to be doomed to certain destruction, against
the centre of Meade's line, where the latter could easily bring
together a large portion of his army; finally, whether his orders
were issued too late, or that he was unable to make himself under
stood or obeyed by' his subordinates, he lost two days, the 2d and
3d, in making useless preparations. The extreme independenCtJ
which he encouraged among his corps commanders, and which
the division and brigade generals imitated in their turn, rendered
the best conceived plans and the most daring efforts fmitless.
During the day of the 2d, Longstreet, after beginning his attack
too late, failed to engage the whole of McLaws'divi8ion in time

•
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to support. that of Hood; Rodes and Early, although clOfie to
each other, did not attack Cemetery Hill together; the Third
corps, with the exception of three brigades, afforded no assistance
to the troops engaged on its right and left. On the 3d, Long
street, while reluctantly executing the orders of his chief, did not
give to Pickett's desperate attack the support of all the force
placed at his disposal, and did not cause any diversion to be made
in his favor by the two divisions under Hood and McLaws.

The Army of the Potomac undoubtedly achieved a victory
because it had the double advantage of numbers and the defen
sive; but this advantage had not prevented its being lx>aten at
Chancellorsville. It conquered at Gettysburg because chance
afforded it strong positioJ;ls, which Buford and Reynolds pre
served for it, and which Meade turned to excellent account.
Eight days after his appointment this fortunate chieftain gave
his soldiers a decisive victory: there was the less reason for
begrudging him his glory because, being born on European soil,
he could not aspire to the Presidency,'" which fact prevented poli
ticians who were ambitious of attaining that position from harbor
ing jealousy toward him. He was not indebted for this victory
either to the inspirations of genius or to the possession of extra
ordinary qualities. But he knew how to use all the forces under
his command: his lieutenants, according to their own testimon)",
felt that they were at last well handled, while, on their part, ha,'
ing always entertained pleasant relations with their old comrnde,

* Gen. Meade W88 born Dec. 31, 1815, at Cadiz, Spain, where bis parents. who
were American citizen.~, temporarily rl.'8irled. His (ather, Richard W. Meade,
at the time held the appointment o( United States Naval Agent at the port o(
Cadil, and Gen. Meade was born under the American ft~.

Whatel'er question there may be 88 to what the law might have been at the
time o( Gen. Meade's birth, the'r'everse o( what is stated in the text seems to
havl.' IJ..en settled by the Act o( CongreB8 o( February 10, 185,'>, the Jl8I'l'llIll! o(
which "'lIB brought about by a pamphlet written by the late Horace Binney in
1853, on TAt Alimig_ oj the Uflil.ed StaJu. That act providEll that" all chilo
dren hel'etofore born •••. out o( the limits and jurOOiction o( the Uni&t.>d &ateo,
whoee (athers were .... at the time o( their birth citizens thereof, are dl.'CIRred to
be citizens o( the United States;" that ill, they are declared to be flahtr"I-blW"lt citi·
zeDII 88 contradistinguished (rom ""'uralized citizens, and the Constitution pro
vidEll that" no person except a natural-born citizen shall be eligible to the o8ice
oC Preeideot."-ED.

•
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they gave him the moat devoted support. If suc~ however,
covered the faults committed by Meade, which may be palliated
on account of his recent appointment, that is no reason why we
should ignore them. On the 1st of July he should have gone to
Gettysburg himself, instead of sending Hancock there: the con
centration of the army would have been effected with more speed;
on the morning of the 2d he indicated in too vague terms the
position which Sickles was to occupy, and on finding that this
general considered that position bad he should have gone to
examine it in person, without waiting to be summoned there by
the combat; at a later period he should not have deprived the
right wing of Geary and his two brigades; on the 3d, when he
saw Pickett advancing, he had a quarter of an hour's time to pre
pare for his ~ption: he does not appear to have had the slight,...
est idea of the point where his line would be attacked, and con
sequently came very near having it pierced; finally, if in the
evening, instead of throwing a single brigade forward, he had
launched three divisions against Longstreet's right, as he could
have done, his victory would have been more decisive.

The strength of the two armies has given rise to lively discus
sions. The returns, nsed at the :North and South in similar forms,
have been increased by some and reduced by others at their own
pleasure. These returns were under three heads: the first rep
resented the total number of officers and soldiers inscribed on the .
rolls, whether absent or present; the second represented those
present on active duty, comprising all men who were in the
field-hospitals, under arrest, or detached on special service; the
third contained the real number of combatants present under
arms. The first head was therefore quite fictitious; the second
mentioned the number of men to be fed in the army, including
non-combatants; the third, the effective force that could be
brought on the battlefield. The latter number is evidently the
most important to know, but, as we have observed, it varied
greatly, for a long march in a week of bad weather was sufficient
to fill the hospitals. In ordinary times it was from twelve to
eighteen per cent. less than under the second head. It did not
even always represent exactly the preci8e number of combatants:
in fact, when, after a long march, the stragglers did not an8w~r

YOL. III.--U
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to roll-eall, they were not immediately set down as deserters,
which would have caused them to lose a portion of their pay;
a few days' grace were granted to them, and the result was thai;

thousands of soldiers separated from their commands followed the
army at a distance, unable to take part in any battle, and yet fig
uring on the returns as able-bodied combatants. In this respect
there was much more tolerance shown in the Union anny than
among the Confederates; on this account the falling off in the nnm
ber of combatants is a new source of mistakes and discus.,>ions.

We have stated that this diminution !mounted to thirteen thou
sand for the Army of the Potomac between the 10th of June and
the 4th of July. We will spare the reader the details of our
calculations, simply presenting the figures that have been given
us, which we believe to be as near the truth as possible.

The Army of the Potomac, without French's division, which
had not gone beyond Frederick, numbered on its returns on
the 30th of June ]67,251 men, more than 21,000 of whom
were on detached service and nearly 28,000 in the h08pitals.
The number of men present with their corps was 112,988, lUld
that of men under arms, 99,475; but this last figure included
those doing duty at head-quarters, who formed a total of 2750
men who could not be counted among the combatants. Stan
nard's and Lockwood's bIjgades having brought Meade a rein
forcement of about five thousand men on the 1st of July, the
effective forces borne on the returns may be stated as follows:

Troopil taking no part in battle.................................... 2,750
Artillery......... 7,000
Cavalry.............. 10,500
Infantry....................................................... 8-'),500

TotaL 105,750
And 352 pieces of artillery.

The artillery and inflUltry, which were alone seriously engaged,
even on the battlefield of Gettysburg, form, therefore, a total of
about ninety-one thousand men and three hundred and tweuty
seven pieces of cannon, Meade having left twenty-five heavy
guns in reserve at Westminster. But in order to ascertain the
real number of combatants that the Union general could bring
into line, it is proper to deduct from three to four thousand
left as additional guards near the supply-trains, the batteries
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remaining at Westminster, and for all men detached on extra
duty, and from four to five thousand for the stragglers entered
on the returns. The latter were the much more numerous on
account of the fact that, the returns having only been prepared at
the end of July, all t.hose who joined the army after the battle
were entered 88 being present; so that these roll'! only represent
the number of those absent without leave at the totally insignif
icant figure of 3292. This deduction makes the effective forces of
Meade amount to from eighty-two to eighty-four thou'land men.

The Army of Northern Virginia on the 31st of May, 1863,
contained an effective force of 88,754 officers and soldiers present,
74,468 of whom were under arms. The latter consisted of-

GeneraletafF and infantry 59,420Cavalry ]0,292

Artil1eryT~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'.:::::::::::::: 7~~~~
And 206 piecee of artillery.

During the month of June its effective force was increased by
the return of a certain number of sick, who, thanks to the mild
weather, had been restored to health, and thOlle who had been
wounded at the battle of Chancellorsville, by the arrival of
recruits, the result of the conscription law, and by the addition
of four brigades-two of infantry under Pettigrew and Davis,
one of cavalry under Jenkins, and one made up of mixed troops
under Imboden. The first W88 nearly four thousand strong;
that of Davis, consisting of four regiment.'! which are not borne

.on the returns of the 31st of May, although two of them had for
merly belonged to the army, numbered about twenty-two hun
dred men; the other two contained each about the same effective
force. The increase of artillery amounted to fifteen batteries,
comprising sixty-two pieces of cannon and about eight hundred
men. On the other hand, this effective force W88 diminished
first by the absence of Corse's brigade of Pickett's division and
one regiment of Pettigrew's brigade left at Hanover Junction,
and three regiments of Early's division left at Winchester
say, about three thousand five hundred men; then by the losses
sustained in the battles of Fleetwood, Winchester, and Aldie,
amounting to fourteen hundred men; finally, by the admission
to the hOBpitals of men unable to bear the fatigue of the- long
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marches which the army had to make, and by the absence of thOlle
who, voluntarily or othprwise, remained behind during these
marches. It is difficult to reckon precisely the number of the
disabled, of stragglers, and of deserters that the army had lost dur
ing the month of June. Private information and the comparison
of some figures lead us to believe that it was not very large, and
did not exceed five per cent. of the effective force of the army
say three thousand seven hundred and fifty men in all. We can
therefore estimate the diminution of the army at about three
thousand seven hundred men on the one hand, and its increase
on the other hand, by the addition of three brigades and some
artillery, at seven thousand. We believe that the difference of
seventeen hundred between thpse two figures must be lessened at
least from one thousand to twelve hundred by the return of the
sick and wounded and the arrival of a number of cOllscripts;
that, consequently, the Army of ~orthern Virginia arrived on
the battlefield of C'rettysburg with about five thousand combat
ants more than it had on the 31st of May, 1863-that is to say,
in the neighborhood of eighty thousand men. As we have done
in regard to the Federal army in order to find out the amount of
force really assembled on the battlefield, we will deduct the num
ber of mounted men, which was increased by Jenkins' and Imbo
den's forces, and reduced in the same proportion,* making about
eleven thousand men; and we may conclude that during the first
threc days of July, 1863, Lee brought from sixty-eight to sixty
nine thousand men and two hundred and fifty guns t against the
eighty-two or eighty-four thousand Unionists with three hundred
guns collected on this battlefield. Meade had, therefore, from
eighteen to nineteen thousand men more than his adversary-iL
superiority of nearly one-fourth, which, unfortunately for him,
he was unable to turn to advantage.

The losses on both sides were nearly equal, and enormous for
the number of combatants engaged, for they amounted to twenty
seven per cent. on the side of the Federals, and more than

* Twelve hundred cavalrymen lost in the bltttles of Fleetwood, Aldie, Upper
ville, and Hanover, two hundred maimed or sick.

t These figures relate to the guns actually on the battlefield, deducting thOle
attached to Stuart's command on the one hand and to Plen80nton'a on the other.
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thirty-six per cent. for the Confederates. Upon this point also
the official reports are precise. The Federals lost 2834 killed,
13,709 wounded, and 6645 prisoners-23,186 men in all; the
Confederates, 2665 killed, 12,599 wounded, and 7464 missing
22,728 men in all; which, with the 300 men killed or wounded
in the cavalry on the 2d and 3d, foot up their total losses at a
little more than 23,000 men; that is to say, precisely the same
number as those of their adversaries. These figures, however, do
not yet convey a correct idea of the injury the two armies had
inflicted upon each other in these bloody battles. Thllil, while the
Federal reports acknowledge only 2834 killed, the reports made
by the hospitals bear evidence to the burial of 3575 Union
corpses: the number of dead in the Army of the Potomac may
be estimated at about four thousand, one thousand or eleven hun
dred having died of their wounds. On the other hand, Meade has
13,621 Confederate prisoners, but, as there are 7262 wonnded
among them, there only remains 6359 able-bodied men; the num
ber of 7464 reckoned by Lee as the number of men missing must
therefore represent, besides these able-bodied prisoners, most of
the men seriously wounded during the attack made by Pickett
and Heth and abandoned on the battlefield. We must therefore
estimate the number of Confederate wounded to more than thir
teen thousand six hundred. It is reasonable to suppose that
after the combat the number of their dead increased more rap
idly for a few days than in the Union army.

The battle which was so murderous for all was particularly so
for those superior officers who had -most gallantly exposed them
selves on both sides and had fallen by the hundreds. The Con
federates lost seventeen generals, thirteen of whom were wound
ed, three killed, and one captured. The Federals had ten gen
erals wounded, two of them slightly, two more being left in the
hands of the enemy, without counting Schimmelpfennig, who
remained concealed for three days in Gettysburg. Five generals
were wounded, one of whom was a corps commander; four col
onels in command of brigades were killed and one wounded
twenty officers in all wearing the stars of generals or performing
the dutieS of that rank. The Confederates left forty-one stands of
colors and three guns in the hands of their adversaries; a few flags
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less and five or six guns constituted the trophies which bore evidence
to their gallantry without compensating them for their defeat.

In the mean while, the North was anxiously waiting for the
result of the great conflict. Uneasiness and excitement were per
ceptible everywhere; terror prevailed in all those places belieyed
to be within the reach of the invaders. Rumor and fear exag
gerated their number, and the remembrance of their SUcce9J

caused them to be deemed invincible. In those localities where
devotion to the Union or the anti-slavery aentiment predominated
all able-bodied men were arming f!.nd enlisting. But there were
many districts whose secret sympathies were in favor of the'
Secessionists: people only waited for Lee's victories to openly
announce them. Fortunately for the Federal government, the
most turbulent individnals had joined the Southern army at the
beginning of the war; leaders were wanting to entice the rest.
But this was not the case in the large cities of the East, which
contained all the elements for a terrible insurrection. This
insurrection was expected to break out in New York, despite
Lee's defeat: one may judge from this what it would have been
if Lee had achieved a victory. On the 4th of July, the day
when America celebrates the anniversary of her independence, a
proclamation of President Lincoln, written in that simple and noble
style of which at times he seemed to possess the secret, announced
to the people of the North that the invasion of the free States
had been stopped. Three days later it was learned that at the same
hour Pemberton had capitulated with his army and the citadel of
Vicksburg, Joy was the more keenly felt because the danger had
been 80 great. The war was about to enter into a new phase.

The South, however, on learning her disasters, did not allow
herself to become discouraged. She had gone too far to srop,
and still believed in her ability to tire out her adversaries. The
lutter, it is true, were very far as yet from having achieved that
decisi\'e success which alone could put an end to the war to their
advantage, while the inhabitants of the North, who, in the plen
itude of their joy, already believed Lee's army ready to lay down
its arms, were harboring great illusions. This compact army, .
resolute and formidable despite its 10SBeS, was destined to hold in
check for a long time yet the conquerors of Gettysburg.



BOOK IV.-THIRD WINTER.

CHAPTER 1.

HA GERSTOWN.

I N the evening of July 4th the two armies present near Gettys
burg have already had time to review their situation and to

estimate the extent of their losses. Including prisoners, the
Confederate infantry has been reduced by more than one-third,
the Federal infantry by over one-fourth. On both sides the
officers exposed themselves gallantly, and the most adventurous
chiefs were struck. Moreover, the Army of the Potomac, in
addition to its positive losses, is still further reduced by the
absence of from twelve to fifteen thoutlllnd men who did not
answer to their names at the morning roll-call on the 4th.

The retreat of the Confederate army is begun; Lee's plan is
decided on. His objective is the ponton bridge left by hini on
the Potomac at Falling Waters, four miles below the ford at
Williamsport. To recruit his strength before risking further
battles, his army must again set foot on the friendly soil of
Virginia. Still, as we have said, Meade cannot as yet realize the
full extent of his own success. He hesitates, and wishes to wait
twenty-four hours before deciding what course to pursue. This
first fault will be followed by many another which will entail
upon the Army of the Potomac the loss of part of the advan
tages which its victory ought to have secured.

Indeed, the recollC9tion of the check experienced by the Con
federates in their ineffectual assaults upon the Unionist positions
will haunt the mind of Meade so long as he will find himself
alone confronting Lee; He will think of nothing but obliging
Lee to renew those assaults; he will constantly avoid assuming
the offensive when he finds Lee posted in his front; and, as the
Southern general is above aU anxious to be sparing of his troops,

G~5
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battles will be followed by evolutions. The Army of the Po
tomac, which since its arrival at Fort Monroe has fought eleven
pitched battles in sixteen month.'.i, is now going to remain ten
months without renewing those great contests. But that will
not be for want of marching or for not feeling its adversary's
pulse. A result so important for the Confederate cause is almost
sufficient to justify the campaign, highly imprudent in other re
spects, which was unexpectedly interrupted at GettJsburg.

As we said, Lee, with about forty thousand men on Seminary
Hill, was covering the two roads of Fairfield and Cashtown.
One large train has taken the latter. Another, composed princi
pally of the wagons of the Second corps, follows the first, which
is shorter, and on which it precedes the army. Stuart will recon
noitre on its flank toward Emmettsburg, and Robertson and
Jones will protect it in the defiles of South Mountain. As soon
as the sun is down Hill's corps begins i.ts march. That of Long
street, which follows, is guarding the four thousand Federal
prisoners; Pickett's division will conduct them as far as Wil
liamsport, without allowing itself to be turned aside by the
strategic movements which may be prescribed to the remainder
of the First corps. The Second, by its position, the most remote
from. the Fairfield road, closes the line of march. Each corps
is followed by qui~ a considerable number of wagons and by its
artillery, and Early's division, having charge of the rear-guard,
which left its bivouac at two in the morning, sees the sun rising
above the heights of Gettysburg without being able to advance
on the encumbered road: the Confederate army seems to regret
leaving these heights, at the base of which so many valiant soldiers
lie. Early's position is perilous, for, Stuart having started with
three brigades for Emmettsburg, a mere curtain of cavalry covers
his retreat, and the Federal signal corps stationed on tbe sllmmit
of Round Top have for some time past been signalling his move
ments. Fortunately for him, Meade, as yet, bas given no order.

Before proceeding any further we must inc'licate rapidly
the configuration of the country which the two armies are
going to cross in order to reach the banks of the Potomac.
We have already said that South Mountain, a prolongation
of the Blue Ridge, separates the fertile Cumberland Valley
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from the undulating plain which lies between the Potomac
on the south, the Susquehanna on the north, and Chesapeake
Bay on the east. It was by the Cumberland Valley that Lee
penetrated Pennsylvania: he had gone out of it to march on
Gettysburg; he returned to it to resume the road to Virginia.
Besides the railroad which from Harrisburg and Carlisle is ex
ten9.ed through Chambersburg and Greenmstle as far as Hagers
town, the Cumberland Valley is furrowed by several great roads
and numerous ways, all practicable in summer-time. A flourish
ing agriculture spares the ancient forests only on the mountain
sides and in soH naturally poor. Everywhere else the cultivation
of the cereals alternates with pasturage which feeds numerous
herds of cattle. The country is consequently open, although it
is unfavorable to military evolutions, as it opposes to manreuvres
in line the obstacle of frequent fences either of wood or stone.

During the previous year, before the battle of Antietam, Lee
had defended the crest of South Mountain. But this crest is
very long, its passages are very numerous, and paths which scale
the summit allow of the principal gaps being turned. For this
reason the Southern general did not think it would be possible
for him the day after a defeat to pause on that line. Full of confi
dence, doubtless, in the slowness of his adversaries, he did not even
think of availing himself of such an obstacle if they should ven
ture to cross the river in his rear. Thanks to the course of the Po
tomac between Hancock and Harper's Ferry, he hoped to be able
to cross over into Virginia before Meade came up with him. At
Hancock, the most northerly point of its course, the river almost
reaches the boundary-line of Pennsylvania; at Williamsport it
receives, by the Conococheague, the greater part of the waters of
'the Cumberland Valley; then, as it nears Harper's Ferry before
plWing the mountains, it winds between the smaller heights which
run parallel to the principal chain and furrow the plain. From
Hancock to Williamsport its course is east-south-east; from that
point to Harper's Ferry it gradually inclines to the south. The
country situated on the left bank of the river in this latter part
of its course is much more undulating and lCflS fertile than the
remainder of the Cumberland Valley. It is intersected by an
important stream, the Antietam, and by rivulets that are very
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marshy and which are swollen by the first rainfall, enclosed by
hills the sides of which are generally wooded.

Lee directed his conrae toward Williamsport, because it is the
point on the Potomac the least remote from Gettysburg. The
angle fonned by the river at this place offered another advantage
for the crossing of the Confederate army. If Meade followed
that army step by step, the two branches of the angle protected
both its flanks as BOOn as the passage should be effeCted, and the
army could then descend by the right bank as far as Harpers
Ferry fully covered by the river; for the fear of exposing 'Vash
ington prevented Meade from penetrating Virginia by Wil
liamsport. For the same reason he could not CJ'08S the Poto
mac in advance of his adversary, and if he sought the passage of
South Mountain in order to. return from there on Williams
port, he would make a detour which would give Lee abundant
time to pass into Virginia. The pontons on which Longstreet
and Hill had crossed the river were at Falling Waters, inside of
a bend near which runs the turnpike road from Martinsburg to
Williamsport. To reach this last point Lee could avail himself
of a high road which was all the better because it had not as yet
been travelled by either of the two armies. This road, which
begins at Gettysburg, crosses Marsh Run at Black Horse Tavern,
and reaches, after running seven miles, the village of Fairfield, at
the foot of one of the bases of South Mountain called Jack's
Mountain: following this base, it strikes, three miles farther on,
at Fountain Dale, the village of Monterey Springs. From there,
passing several secondary ranges, it descends to the town of
Waynesboro' at the entrance into the Cumberland Valley.
The distance from Gettysburg to Waynesboro' is twenty miles;
from there to Hagerstown, through Leite1'8burg, the road runs
eleven more, and finally six miles before reaching Williamsport.
Only two other principal roads cross South Mountain-the one
from Chambersburg to Gettysburg to the north, followed by Lee's
army iu its offensive march, and that to the BOUth, the road from
Washington to Hagerstown through Turner's Gap, which W88

carried by McClellan in 1862. But between the Potomac and
the Monterey Gap several roads, some of them even passable
for artillery, debouch into the Cumberland Valley: all, with

----~--
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one exception, have a double obstacle to pass, for on the south of
Jack's Mountain South Mountain forks, one branch, parallel to the
principal chain, following it on the east under the name of Catoc
tin Mountain. In the valley of Catoctin Creek, which separates
them, are found the vill~ of Myersville, Middletown, Jeffer
son, Burkittaville, and finally Knoxville and Berlin on the Poto
mac. Frederick is at the foot of the eastern slope of the second
ary chain. The only pa.BBage situated to the north of this fork
branches off into the high road between Fairfield and Monterey,
and descends on Ringgold by the passage of Riker's Gap. The
first passage to the south goes from Mechanicstown to Hagers
town, crossing the principal chain at Harmon's Gap, above the
village of Cavetown; the second connects LewistowI;l. with Ber
lin, where it crosses the Catoctin, JUld at the debouch of Brad
dock's Gap in South Mountain forks-<>n the right to Funks
town. and to Hagerstown, on t1.J.e left to Boonsboro', a large vil
lage at the foot of the mountain. Quite close to Turner's Gap,

\

Fox's Gap opens a passage to the direct road from Middletown
to Sharpsburg by Springvale. Farther to the south the road
from Burkittaville to Rohrersville crosses the well-known pass
of Crampton's Gap; finally, the towpath of the canal lateral to
the Potomac, with the railroad at Knoxville, goes round the
extremity of South Mountain. There was, therefore, no scar
city of roads for Meade to penetrate the Cumberland Valley:
the most of them terminate at Hagerstown, the central nucleus
in this region, as Gettysburg is farther north on the opposite
slope.

The wagon-train sent by Lee on the Fairfield road had reached
that village on the afternoon of July 4th, and, escorted by Jones'
and Robertson's cavalry brigades, it had ,continued its march
toward Monterey. Aawe said, the Federal army had remained
immovable that day, with the exception of Kilpatrick's division,
which had been sent at daybreak on the 4th on the Emmettaburg

'road. Pleasonton and his division commanders knew that bold
ness and promptness are qualities indispensable in cavalry, and
when once the order was given to follow the enemy, they construed
it in the broadest sense. So, while Buford was hurrying his.horse
men on the road to Frederick, Kilpatrick, after having on his way
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been joined by Huey's brigade, had already left Emmettsburg.
The enemy had not appeared there, consequently he was not
manoouvring for the purpose of turning the left of the Federal
army. It was now necessary to ascertain if he were retreating
upon Hagerstown. In that aI8e the bulk of his column should
follow the Fairfield and Monterey road.

Kilpatrick unhesitatingly seeks him there. He reaches that
road at Fountain Dale about 9 P. Y.; he learns that a large
Confederate train had passed through that village a few hours
previously; he starts in pursuit of it in the narrow gorge which
the road follows to scale the acclivities of South Mountain. A
heavy rain increases the obscurity: the wind whistling in the
gorge and the torrents roaring on the rocks drown all otJler noise.
The long column of the Confederate wagons, divided into several
divisions, pursues its laborious way, Jones' squadrons guarding it
in front and in rear, the escort being unable to march on the sides
of the road, which is hewn in the mountain's side. The Confed
erate army is far off, for it is only ten at night, and Hill's
first battalions began their march at sunset. Stuart, who is to
cover their flank, has by Lee's orders begun to move at the B8Dle
hour, and by cross-roads takes the direction of Emmettsburg.
He little suspects that a division of the enemy has got the start
of the army on the very road it is to follow.

The Federal horsemen unexpectedly come up with the rear of
the Confederate column at some distance from Monterey. The
first squadrons, being received with a sharp volley of musketry,
turn rein and dash back to the bulk of the troop; but the road
is narrow, the passage is barred against them, and Kilpatrick
brings back his men to the front: the Confederate rear-guard is
overthrown in its turn and driven back upon its wagons, which
it is unable to defend. The drivers attempt to fly, some with
their loads, others by cutting the traces: they rush wildly in all
directions, pursued by the Federal horsemen. Jones' brignde,
bewildered among the teams, is hurried along in their rout. Its
chief, left almost alone, escapes with the head of the train and
Robertson's brigade. Presently the whole road in the direction
of Monterey is illumined by the light of a conflagration. It
is the wagons, which the Federals have set on fire, having been
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unable to remove them. They have taken a stand of colors
and captured more than thirteen hundred prisoners, but the
majority of these succeed in eluding their escort and reach the
mountain.

Kilpatrick folloWB the remainder of the train as far 88 Mon
terey; then, finding that it will be impoesible for him to overtake
it, he turns to the left, and in two columns moves along the west
ern side of the mountains which he has just croesed. He thus
outstrips the Confederates' in reaching the Cumberland Valley,
and while he halts, on the morning of July 5th, with the bulk of
his division at Smithsburg, one of his regiments enters Hagers
town without firing a shot, on the very line of Lee's coIDDlunica
tions with Virginia.

These communications had been interrupted in a much more
serious manner two days before. French had remained at Fred
erick with his infantry division and the cavalry which McRey
nolds had brought back from the disaster at Winchester to
cover 'fashington and to watch the neighborhood of Harper's
Ferry. In the afternoon of the 2d some Unionists gave notice
to McReynolds that Jones and Robertson, after croesing the
Potomac on the 1st of July on the pontons near Falling Waters,
had left an insignificant guard at that place. The dull BOund of
the cannon had summoned to Gettysburg, since the previous
day, all those detachments which the Confederate army had left
behind. It was an excellent opportunity. One of McReynolds'
regiments had started on the evening of the 2<1, under the
command of Major Foley, and by a rapid march had arrived
at Falling Waters on the 3d. The surprise of the Confed
erates was complete; they dispersed, leaving about a dozen pris
oners in the hands of the Federals. The platform of the bridge
was burnt; the boats were cut loose and left to be swept away by
the current. At the time when Pickett made his decisive charge
the only safe means remaining to Lee for crosaing into Virginia
no longer existed. The following day it commenced raining; the
waters of the Potomac rose rapidly; from the 5th all the fords
below Han('ook were snbmerged. The elements seemed' to con
spire with man to shut off all retreat to the vanquished heroes
of Gettysburg.
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Lee, however, is still ignorant of this new danger when he
resumes his march southward in the midst of his columns.
Hill's corps passes through the village of Fairfield on the morn
ing of the 5th, and, crossing the Monterey Gap, bivouaal in the
evening at Frogtown, on the western slope of the mountain.
The d~bris of the yet smoking vehicles along the route prove
to the Confederates that Kilpatrick has prereded them. Stuart,
who rE-aches Emmettsburg on the morning of the ~th for the
purpO&e of covering the left flank, is apprised of his passage, and
immediately starts iQ pursuit. Fearing lest Kilpatrick might
overtake the great supply-train which is proceeding to Williams
port by way of Chambersburg, and has no other escort than
Imboden's brigade in the Cumberland Valley, he directs his
march toward Cavetown by way of the road which leads from
Mechanicstown to Hagerstown. On reaching the culminating
point of O'Eiler's Gap this road becomes divided, running in the
direction of Leitersburg on the right and toward Smithsburg and
Cavetown on the left. Stuart, taking the cross-road on the right
with Chambl~, sends Jenkins' brigade, commanded by Colonel
Ferguson, in the direction of the main turnpike on the left.

At Smithsburg, Kilpatrick occupies the terminus of this last
mentioned road; he has posted a detachment at the point where
the cross-road emerges from the defile. Toward two o'dock
Ferguson appears before Smithsburg, and attacks the Federals
vigorously. The lat,ter, who were taking a rest to which they
were fully entitled, are speedily under arms; they keep the
assailants in check, not allowing them to reach the plain. But in
the mean while Stuart, making his troopers dismount, has succeeded,
after a desperate engagement, in dislodging from the rocks the de
tachment charged with watching the road on the right: he emerges
into the valley, while Ferguson, retracing his steps, takes advan
tage of the pass being open on this side to go in pursuit of
Cbambliss. ~nstead, however, of renewing the attack by way
of the plain and with all the forces gathered around him, Stuart
leaves Kilpatrick at Smithsburg and marches in the direction of
Leitersburg, in order to draw near the column of infantry; and
night finds the two adversaries at a considerable distance from
each other.
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While this is going on the remainder of the Confederate army
has taken up the line of march, following Hill. Longstreet's
corps arrives at Fairfield on the 5th at eight o'clock in the morn
ing, but he reaches Monterey, where Hood's and McLaws' divis
ions are resting, only at midnight, while Pickett continues his
march toward Williamsport with the Federal prisoners. The
column is advancing so slowly that the Second corps reaches
Fairfield only at four o'clock in the afternoon. All the farm
houses, barns, and out-buildings lomted along the road 8.'1 far
as Fairfield w:e filled with the wounded who cannot be mrried
any farther. The drivers of wagons and the stragglers who
have left their respective corps to follow the supply-trains block
up the way, rendering the movements of infantry very difficult.
Unaccountable panics suddenly take possession of this crowd,
rendering fatigue and want of sleep still more unendurable.
On the morning of the 5th some mounted· men rush into
Fairfield at a gallop; at Hagerstown, on the 6th, two old women
in a mrriage suffice to make the veterans of Ewell and Long
street rush for their arms. Once engaged, Lee's soldiers will
certainly fight as well as on previous ocmsions, but if the Fed
erals seriously desire to take the offensive all the advantage will
be on their side. From Gettysburg to Fairfield the great turn
pike is intersected by numerous roads, which would enable them
to strike either flank of the hostile army, while the latter, de
veloped in a single column, could not concentrate quick enough
neal' the point menaced to offer an effective resistance. They
could crush Early's division, which closes the march, even
before Ewell could go ~ its assistance, or by this attack they
could at least detain Lee on the eastern slope of South Mountain
and thus embarrass his retn>at.

But will Meade prevent this retreat, which is the most con
el usive proof of his victory? We dare not answer in the affirm
ative. At all events, he can hardly think so. The Sixth Fed
eral corps, which occupies the extreme left, and whose insignificant
losses naturally designate it as entitled to take the advance in the
new operations, has been ordered on the evening of the 4th of
July to hold itself in readiness to make a reconnoissance along
the enemy's right at half-past four o'clock in the morning the
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next day: General Warren is to accompany Sedgwick in this
operation. On the morning of the 5th this corps, the largest in
the army, is on the march along the EmmettBburg road. Sedg
wick thus follows a direction that takes him far away from the
enemy; nevertheless, whether he has been kept back by Meade
or he is unwilling to hurry on his troops, the march is very
slowly executed. In the mean while, the pickets of the Third
corps, having witnessed the retreat of the ~nemy, follow step by
step the Confederate troopers that are covering Early's rear
guard. At noon this rear-guard, formed by Gordon's brigade, is
yet at some little distance from Willoughby'H Run. Birney, who
is advancing with a few detachments, has arrived in ~ight of the
point where the Fairfield road crosses the stream: he asks Meade
to allow him to attack the troops that are falling back before
him, but he is refused permission, for fear of embarrassing Sedg
wick and in~ering with his march upon Emmettsburg.

The general-in-chief, however, finally becomes convinced that
the enemy is in full retreat, and resolves at once to put the whole
army in motion. This determination is both fortunate and timely,
but, recalling to mind the opinion expressed the day before by the
council of war, Meade, instead of pursuing his adversary, deter
mines to execute a march parallel with the enemy. His army is
made to follow the eastern slope of South Mountain in three
columns, which concentrate at Middletown on the 7th. The one
on the right, formed. by the First, Second, and Sixth corps, skirts
the foot of Catoctin Mountain by way of Emmettsburg, :Mechan
icstown, and Lewistown, crossing this chain at Hamburg; the cen
tre column, composed of the Fifth and Eleventh corps, after reach
ing Emmettsburg by a by-road, moves through Creagerstown and
Utica, and across the High Knob in the Catoctin Mountain;
finally, the SecOnl,l and Twelfth corps, with the artillery reserve,
make a wide d~tour to the left by way of Taneytown, Middleburg,
und Woodsboro', in order to strike at Frederick the road from
Washington to Hagerstown. The base for supplying the army,
which should always be located along a l'IJIIIway line, is trans
ferred from Westminster to Frederick. These supplies, there
fore, can be promptly and easily obtained: the soldiers, who are
short of shoes and provisions, can receive them by hauling over
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•
to Middletown. It was probably this consideration which de-
cided Meade to undertake so eccentric a movement; it would
have been better to have waited another day, if necessary, in
order to ensure the distribution of provisions, and to follow a
more direct line, leaving the task of renewing the equipment of
a few battalions to a later period.

But it is evident that Meade did not intend to have a new
encounter with his adversary north of the Potomac. Foresee
ing neither the destruction of the bridge at Falling Waters by
McReynolds nor the rise in the river, he thought that the inva
ders would surmount this obstacle as easily as they had done a
short time before in order to enter Maryland, and he simply
proposed to reach the Valley of Virginia before them. It is with
this controlling idea that, fearing lest Lee should descend toward
Harper's Ferry in order to effect his passage, he ordered French
to occupy this point with a portion of his force and to intrench
himself among the gorges of Turner's and Crampton's Gape.
He wants to compel his adversary to cross the Potomac above
the Antietam; but by directing his course toward Middletown
he evidently gives up the hope of overtaking him before he
reaches Virginia. This plan is attended by the serious incon
venience that it cannot be carried out until it is ascertained
that the enemy has re-entered the Cumberland Valley; for so
long 1I.'l an aggressive return is possible the Federals cannot
leave Gettysburg uncovered---an inconvenience to which they
would not be exposed if they followed Lee's retreat a little
closer.

Everything, however, is urging Meade to avail himself of the
advantages afforded him by this retreat of an army whose infan
try and artillery did not number more than forty thousand men
all told. If, on his part, he cannot bring together more- than
fifty-five thousand combatants of both arms on the morning of
the 4th, he knows that two days of rest would bring him back at
least ten thousand stragglers. Moreover, the President and Gen
eral Halleck, stimulated by the hope of seeing Lee cTll8hed before
he has croased the Potomac, do not hesitate any longer to supply
him with reinforcements. Besides French's eleven thousand men,
already attached to his army, all the-troops of Couch are placed

VOL. III.-46
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•
under his command. The latter consist of from seven to eight
thousand men collected near Harrisburg, and five thousand more
under W. F. Smith. The latter, whom we have left at Car
lisle, were advancing in the Cumberland Valley, following the
western slope of South Mountain, and were only fifteen miles
distant from the Chambersburg and Gettysburg road on the even
ing of the 4th. French's soldiers have long been under arms,
proving a useful reinforcement for the Army of the Potomac.
Those of Couch and Smith, on the contrary, were only militia,
absolutely raw recruits, who inspired their chie£~ with well
founded mistrust. The first marches of Smith had caused one
half of his troops to disperse along the road; the other half were
unfit for a campaign. Nevertheless, in the hands of so experi
enced a chief they could have rendered some service, by the side
of more experienced troops, in the rear or on the flank of the
enemy. After summoning Smith to Gettysburg, :Meade gave him
a counter-order, directing him to follow the Confederates, step by
step, in the Cumberland Valley; but by leaving him alone he
dooms him to inaction. Finally, all that could be drawn from
the Baltimore garrison and the large dep()ts of Washington are
placed at Meade's disposal. It is true that these .reinforcements
are, for the most part, regiments of too recent organization, or
rather too old, as, for example, those that are returning from the
Carolinas to be ~ustered out of service, and who, being thus
caught on the wing, are forwarded to Meade, although having
only three or four days still to serve. Some of them consented
to prolong this term, others refused; and Meade finally asked
Halleck not to send him any troops having less than ten days
to perform field-duty: it must be allowed that he was not very
exacting. For a while the desire to reinforce him causes all
the prejudice which ordinarily prevailed in Washington to be
discarded: unfortunately for the Federals, this resolution was
adopted too late, for the experienced troops which might have
given a decided support to the Army of the Potomac were too
far away to join it in time.

In the mean while, Birney has seen Early's rear-guard disap
pear. Sedgwick has left the Emmettsburg road, to reach the
·Fairfield road near Marsh ·Run, and, remaining himself at Black
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Horse Tavern with two of his divisions, he has charged Wright
to follow the enemy with the third.

The narrowness of the road and the steep acclivities impede
the march of the Confederate column on its entrance into the
mountain; hence a forced halt at Fairfield. While a large num
ber of vehicles and cannon, escorted by Early, are waiting for the
passage to be free, Gordon has formed his brigade on this side of
the village across the road by which the Federals are expected to
arrive. They make their appearance, in fact, about four o'clock
in the afternoon j but, instead of making a vigorous attack upon
an enemy embarrassed by the blocking up of the road, Wright
merely makes a feeble demonstration, which only costs the Con
federates ten men. It is true that he acts conformably to Meade's
instructions, who hM recommended Sedgwick carefully to avoid
any encounter. In order to be more certain that he will not
allow himself to be involved iu a fight, the general-iu-chief has
not allowed him to take along his supply of ammunition.
As soon as Sedgwick shall have witnessed the retreat of the
enemy, he is to return to Emmettsburg and take his place in the
column on the right, whose command legitimately belongs to him.
Nevertheless, Wright's report, simply bearing evidence to the
presence of the enemy's rear-guard at Fairfield, suffices to renew
Meade's hesitations. Being again impressed with the idea that
Lee's retreat is a mere feint, he suspends on the evening pf the
5th the movement in the direction of Middletown which had
been ordered a few hours before, and is preparing, with the four
army corps which are to form the right and centre columns, to
support the Si~th if the latter is attacked by Lee---a veryimprob
able hypothesis, although Sedgwick is made uneasy by the move
ments of the Confederates in the direction of Cashtown. Finally,
a confusion that has sprung up at head-quarters having caused
the Fifth corps to be prematurely despatched in the direction of
the Emmettsburg road, the First is ordered to hold· it.eelf in
~iness to assist Sedgwick. The only result of all these changes
is to make the Federals waste another day, which might have
been precious for the purpose of pursuing the enemy.

The 5th is thus occupied by Meade while waiting for fresh
information from Sedgwick, without which he cannot form any
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decision: he is still waiting on the morning of the 6th. In the
mean time, the Confederate army has resumed its march. Long
street's corps, which is to take the advance on that day, has left
Monterey at daybreak, and by a forced march he reaches Hagers
town in the afternoon: Hill, who follows him, remains all the
afternoon on the western slope of South Mountain, within sup
porting-distance of the rear-guard if the latter is too hard pressed.
Ewell still closes the march, but after having bivouacked in the
evening a little more than a mile on the other side of Fairfield,
Early has yielded the post of honor to Rodes' division for that
day. In order to make the evacuation of the defile certain, the
Second corps remains in the positions it occupied the previous
evening till noon on the 6th.

On the morning of the 6th, Sedgwick has advanced with the
bulk of his corps 08 far 08 the vicinity of Fairfield, having des
patched NeHl's brigade to make a reconnoissance beyond this vil
lage; but, believing the entire Southern army to be arrayed in
front of him in strong positions, he already WL'lhes to return to
Emmettsburg. Meade insists on his feeling closer the enemy,
who all reports have represented as being in full retreat~ Neill,
on his part, has mane at an early hour the reconnoissance he has
been ordered to execute: deploying the largest portion of his bri
gade as skirmishers, he has advanced against the Confederate
rear-guard. Rodes immediately places Daniel's and Doles' bri
gades in line of battle, and a musketry-fire breaks out at once.
But Neill, satisfied with having compelled the enemy to show his
strength, halts after a skirmish which only costs the Confederates
nine men. Shortly after, Sedgwick, having arrived in person
with the rest of Howe's division, causes a demonstration -to be
made on the right of Rodes by way of the Emmettsburg and
Fairfield road; but, like Neill, he contents himself with aaoer
mining the fact of the presence of the enemy and with examining
from a distance the positions he occupies. Being convinced at
last that these positions are impregnable, he leads his troope bapk
toward Fairfield. Rodes at once takes advantage of the depart,
ure of the Federals to make for the road, henceforth free, which
opens behind him: he takes up the line of march about three
o'clock.
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Being promptly informed of the retreat of the Confederates,
Sedgwick orders Neill to follow them, step by step, with the cav
alry brigade of McIntosh, which haa been placed under his com
mand. While waiting for instructions, which he soon receives,
he makes preparations for putting his whole corps in motion in
the direction of Emmettsburg, being convinced that Lee's rear
guard could not without great sacrifices be dislodged from the
position it may take in the defile. Two whole days, the 5th and
the 6th, were thus almost totally frittered away by the Federals;
and Meade himself seems to have been aware of the fact, for in
his report he says that the 5th was employed in caring for the
wounded and in burying the dead. On the 6th, at five o'clock in
the evening, when he was finally convinced that Lee was retn>at
ing, the head of column of the enemy's army had already passed
beyond Hagerstown and was almost in sight of the Potomac.
Undoubtedly, if nothing else had been attempted but to follow
this column along the great turnpike, Lee's rear-guard could
easily have kept the assailants in check in the gorges of Jack's
Mountain. But a multitude of paths and a few roads would
have enabled the Federals quickly to turn all the positioIl8
taken to bar their passage along the road: a portion of the
army could have followed Stuart in the direction of Cavetown
without encountering a single foot-soldier of the enemy; there
would have been no necessity for the left column to be extended
farther south than Turner's Gap, where the great turnpike would
have ttffordetl-.aJ.! easy passage for all the supply-trains; and
Meade could in the course of two days have descended into
the Cumberland Valley on the Bank of his adversary. A
pieoo of information-not entirely unforeseen-which he re
ceived during the day of the 6th ought to have decided him:
the Potomac had risen seven feet at Harper's Ferry; it was still
rising, and at this rate of increase it could not fail to submerge
all the fords below Hancock. The general-in-chief had been
informed, the day before, of the destruction of the bridge at
Falling Waters. Lee therefore was blockaded: Providence
seemed determined to compel the Federals to fight him once
more on the soil of the free States. But Meade merely and
simply resumed the project that we have explained above: in
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delaying its execution twenty-four hours he had l08t the only good
chance left him of surprising his adversary. Orders to that effect
were issued on the 6th before dark. The three columns were to
effect a junction on the evening of the 8th near Middletown.

The Federal cavalry, however, has not remained inactive dur
ing the 6th, so unfortunately wasted by the rest of the army j for
its two columns have got in advance of Lee along the rood he is
to follow in order to rp.Rch the Potomac. Buford, who had
arrived at Frederick the previous evening, has started at four
o'clock in the morning with his whole division, to which he
imparts his own ardor. Anxious to reach Williamsport, where
he hopes to surprise the enemy's supply-trains, he rapidly CI'08SCll

the two chains of mountains and the Antietam, and, following
the direct road to Boonsboro', finally reachC1:3 during the afternoon
the heights commanding the Potomac ford toward which Lee
had directed Imboden with the principal portion of his supply
trains. This train, thus escorted, has also made a forced' march
to reach the river, having scarcely made any halt since the even
ing of the 4th. In the defiles of South Mountain, between Cash
toWll and Chambersburg, it has succeeded in escaping from
Gregg's troopers, who have not been able to overtake it, and from
Smith's troops, which this general has not dared to push into the
defiles alone before an enemy whose strength he has not been
able to ascertain. Once in the Cumberland Valley, the column
led by Imboden bears westward in the direction of Bridgeport
and Mercersburg, in order to get away from the enemy's open
roads, protected on the left flank by Fitzhugh Lee's and Hamp
ton's brigades. Several wagons have been abandoned on the
way near Mercersburg: Gregg's advance-guard reaches the rear
of the supply-trains and captures the baggage of Lee's brigade,
which the latter had entrusted to Imboden. Finally, on the 6th
all the wagons are massed at the foot of the heights command
ing the Potomac and the Conococheague at the point of their
confluence. But the swollen river bars the passage to the Con
federates, while the destruction of the bridge at Falling Waters
deprives them of all means for crotlBing. The teams are
parked near the bank while Imboden's troopers are vainly
sounding the waters to find a practicable ford: they are
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obliged to relinquish the attempt, confining themselves to the
task of establishing, by meanB of a few boats, a kind of ferry
spanning the river for the purpose of enabling a portion of the
wounded to cross into Virginia, and to bring back provisions, of
which the army is greatly in want-a perilous undertaking, for
the enemy is approaching. Fortunately, Imboden has met on
the north bank of the Potomac the two regiments left by Ewell
at Winchester. His force makes a junotion with these foot
soldiers in order to speedily occupy some positions which cover
the approaches of Williamsport on the side toward Boonsboro'.
This is opportunely done, for Buford, who has come up by
way of Downsville in order to draw nearer to the river, has
about five o'clock encountered the Southern scouts near St. James'
College on the right bank of the stream oolled Marsh Run., He
pushes rapidly forward, driving them before him, and presently
attacks the main body of the Confederates at a distance of
little more than a mile from Williamsport. The situation of
Imboden is peculiarly critiool, as the destruction of the sup
ply-tmins entrusted to his care would be more fatal to Lee's army
than the loss of a battle. Fortunately for him, his positions are
good, enabling him to hold Buford in check, whose soldiers are
extremely tired. But Kilpatrick is not far away, and his arrival
gives the Federals a decided superiority. If, prompted by the
same spirit that had actuated him the day before, he had marched
on the evening of the 5th from Smithsburg to Hagerstown, he
would probably have surprised the supply-train with its feeble
escort on the way, and at all events he would have arrived in
sight of Williamsport before Buford. He left Smithsburg at sun
set, but, fearing perhaps to venture too far in the presence of Stu
art after the combat he has just fought, he follows the foot of the
mountains, reaching Boonsboro' with his two brigades at eleven
o'clock at night. In this village he obtains positive information
regarding the march of the enemy's train: it is too late to inter
cept it before reaching Williamsport, beal.use his men require
rest, but it might yet be overtaken on the banks of the river.
Nevertheless, instead of taking the direct route, which would
still enable him to reach Williamsport considerably in advance
of Buford, he proceeds in the direction of Hagerstown. Here he
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finds, not the prey he is looking for, but Stuart's troopers, whom
this time he has allowed to precede him on the road. In fact, on
the morning of the 6th, having ascertained that the pass of Mon
terey had been successfully effected by the whole army, and find
ing himself reinforced by Jones' and Robertson's brigades, which
have covered this pass, Stuart has taken up the line of mareh
southward. He is the more impatient to get ahead of Kilpatrick
---of whose departure from Boonsboro' he has been apprised-for
the reason that General Jones, who has just returned from Wil
liamsport, has informed him of the rise in the river and the danger
which threatens the supply-train. While the latter general, who
has resumed the command of his brigade, is proceeding towan!
Funkstown for the. purpose of clearing the Boonsboro' road,
and Chambliss and Robertson are marching in the direction of
Hagerstown by way of Leitersburg, Stuart, with Jenkins' bri
gade, takes a cross-road which leads him to the same point by
way of Chewsville.

The columns of oovalry are therefore converging toward
Hagerstown from both sides. Chambliss is the first to reach
this toWll; then Robertson, closely followed by a detachment
of infantry commanded by General Iverson. But he has scarrely
taken position when the outposts of the Tenth Virginia are
attacked by the Eighteenth Pennsylvania:* it is Farnsworth's old
brigade, which is coming to dispute Hagerstown to the Confeder
ates. A brisk combat takes place in the streets. The Federals,
despite their losses, gain some ground, while Kilpatrick, who has
just arrived with Custer's brigade, is preparing to dislodge the
Southern troopers, when the appearance of Stuart on his right
flank with Jenkins' and Joncs' brigades changes the aspect of
the fight. Most of the Unionists who have penetrated the town
are made prisoners, and Kilpatrick soon discovers that he has too
strong a force to cope with. It is three o'clock; he ought to be
at Williamsport. Buford's cannon, roaring in the distance, soon
remind him of the fact. He is anxious to get away from Stuart
in order to join Buford, but the former, fathoming his design,
makes great efforts to detain him.

* The attacking force consisted of two squadrons of the Eighteenth PeDIJI11
Tania and one squadron 0{ the First West Virginia.-Eo.
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The struggle, in fact, is taking place between Imboden and
Buford in the vicinity of the Potomac. The latter has caused
Merritt and Gamble to advance, one to the right, the other to the
left, of the Downsville road: Devin, who is kept in reserve, is
ready to support them. At a distance of about one mile from
Williamsport, Gamble is vigorously attacked by the Confederate
infantry. His troopers, dismounting, receive them with a well
sustained fire. The Southerners are repulsed, but they have
stopped the movement of the Unionists in that direction. Without
losing a moment's time, they take advantage of it to throw them
selves once more upon Merritt. The latter, supported by a bat
teryof artillery, has so well posted his dismounted regulars that
the Confederates dare not approach him from the front, but they
occupy his attention by manreuvring, thereby gaining time. This
is all they require, for Fitzhugh Lee has been signalled along the
Greencastle road with his brigade and that of Hampton. The
presence of Kelley's Federal division along the upper Potomac
has obliged him, as we have stated, to make this dlitour in order
to cover the right flank of the supply-train. He reaches Wil
liamsport at the most critical moment for the Confederates:
Imboden has vainly tried to turn Merritt's right; the regulars
have resumed the offensive, while the sound of cannon, drawing
near, announces the arrival of Kilpatrick.

The'latter, leaving two regiments and one battery before
Hagerstown in order to delay Stuart's march, has quickly pro
ceeded toward Williamsport with the remainder of his force. At
four o'clock he arrives in sight of the Potomac, re-forms his line
to the right of Merritt, and advances against the Confederates,
wh08e confidence has been restored by the arrival of Fitzhugh
Lee; but at this moment the news from his rear-guard paralyzes
his attack.

Stuart ~ upon his track. .As soon as the Federals had relin
quished the offensive he assumed it in his turn, and, knowing that
the head of Longstreet's column was approaching Hagerstown, he
left that city. Chambliss, followed by Jones, presses close the
Federal rear-guard along the great turnpike, while Robertson and
Jenkins are endeavoring to turn it on the left by way of a par
allel road. The Fifth New York and the First Vermont, form-
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ing this rear-guard, have taken a strong position upon 8 piece of
ground behind some wooden enclosures. The Federal guns are well
posted; Chambliss, and Robertson next, charge them in vain both
in front and in flank. They are repulsed: Jenkins' troopsare made
to dismount for the purpose of dislodging the small Federal forre.
The latter does not, however, yield as yet before such superior
forces. While the artillery keeps the enemy's line in check the
Fifth New York charges it sword in hand. But it is driven back
by the Fifth North Carolina and the Eleventh Virginia. Jon('S'
brigade determine.~ the defeat of the Federals, who are vigorously
driven back along the Williamsport road. Kilpatrick witnesses
their appearance closely followed by Stuart's four brigades. He
has not a moment to lose in order to avoid the fate which he
thought he was on the point of making Imboden suffer. Rally
ing the Fifth New York, he succeeds in stopping these new adver
saries for a sufficient length of time to enable him to withdraw
the troops engaged before Williamsport and bring back his two
brigades on the Boonsboro' road. This movement uncovers
Buford's right, who finds himself, in his turn, menaced in flank
by Stuart and in front by Lee. Devin, passing to the first line,
protects the retreat of the remai~der of the two divisions, which,
following the Boonsboro'road, halt for the night at 80me distance
from that village.

During the combat Longstreet arrives at Hagerstown with his
heads of column. Notwithstanding the extreme fatigue of his
men, who have made two forced marches, he only halts them
halfway from Williamsport, 80 as to be able to protect Imbodl'n
against any new attack. Pickett, after giving some rest to his
division, conducts the prisoners entrusted to his care as far as the
banks of the river. Lee's supply-train is saved.

There was nothing left for the Federal cavalry to do but to
watch the movements of the enemy's infantry. On the 7th, while
Meade's whole army was at last in motion, that of Lee was com
pleting the last stage which brought it near the Potomac. During
the evening Johnson's division, which closed the march, arrived at
Hagerstown. Being obliged to halt for the water to subside or
till the construction of a bridge might enable him to re-enter
Virginia, Lee concentrated all his army near this village, 80 as to
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cover the points of Cl"088ing, without, however, allowing himself
to be pushed back in the direction where stood the obstacle.
Wofford's brigade, detached by Longstreet, was posted at Downs
ville in order to close the entrance of the lUigle in the middle of
which Falling Waters is located. The cavalry, bearing to the
right along this point, envelops the army eastward as far north
as Hagerstown. Its outposts are pressing hard upon Buford and
Kilpatrick, who are holding the line of the Antietam. At the Con
federate head-quarters boats are being collected for removing the
wounded into Virginia, constructing a bridge, and gathering sup
plies-the latter a very difficult matter to accomplish, for the rise
in all the streams stops the working of the mills and does not
allow grain to be ground.

Meade was leaving Gettysburg on the same day. On reaching
Frederick, he was informed of the combat at Williamsport and
of the rise of the Potomac waters. The rain, which was falling
incessantly, was a sure guarantee that Lee would not be able to
cross the river for some days. Some effort must therefore be
made to overtake him on Maryland soil. But the Union army
was ranged en khelon east of the Catoctin Mountain, on all the
roads between Gettysburg and Middletown, and it was necessary,
before altering its direction, that it should be brought together in
the vicinity of the last-mentioned village, where there was only
a single division belonging to the Eleventh corps. French, with
about four thousand men, had occupied the defiles of Crampton's
and Turner's Gaps since the 7th of July: from this-latter point
he commanded Boonsboro', where Buford and Kilpatrick had
just retired after recrossing the Antietam. On the 6th he had,
in pursuance of Meade's orders, sent Kenly's brigade to take p0s

session of :Maryland Heights, for the purpose of closing the pas
sage of Harper's Ferry to the enemy. This position had been
occupied ufter a slight skirmish. The plank floor thrown over
the stringers on the railway bridge at Harper's Ferry had been
destroyed the day before by a squad of Federal cavalry. Meade
did not want it replaced, fearing, no doubt, that the enemy would
take possession of it. He soon had cause to regret his action,
for if he had been able to send a portion of his cavalry to the
right bank of the river on the 8th or the 9th by means of this
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crossing, he would have harassed Lee, and probably prevented
him from reconstructing the pontons at Falling Waters.

The Confederate army has arrived at Hagerstown worn out by
fatigue. In order to secure some rest for it until it could cross
the river, Lee orders Stuart on the morning of the 8th to assume
the offensive against the Federal cavalry, to drive it back into the
mountain, and to compel the enemy to show the forces he has on
this side. Knowing the anxious and hesitating character of his
adversary, he intends by 'this vigorous demonstration to lead him
astray with regard to his designs, and thus to gain sufficient time
to prepare for the passage of the Potomac. Stuart, assembling
four brigades and all his artillery on the left bank of the Antie
tam south of Hagerstown, is advancing along the Boonsboro'
turnpike. Jones, who leads the march, finds the Federals posted
along Beaver Creek, a small tributary of the Antietam, a few
miles from the last-mentioned village. Kilpatrick on the right
of the road, Merritt's brigade on the left, are making a stand
against Stuart, who has successively deployed Chambliss', Hamp
ton's, and Fitzhugh Lee's brigades to support Jones. The ground
is so completely saturated by the rain that the horses cannot
leave the turnpike; on either side the mounted men are obliged
to fight on foot. The Federals, who are on the defensive, find in
this a great advantage. But presently Jenkins' brigade, coming
from Downsville, crosses the Antietam below the point of its
confluence with Beaver Creek, strikes Merritt's line in the rear,
and compels him to retreat. Kilpatrick is carried along by
Merritt. Buford hastens to the place of conflict with his other
two brigades, but, finding no favorable position above Boons
boro', falls back upon this village by manamvring in the open
plain which surrounds him: avoiding any encounter in the streets,
he seeks a point of support more to eastward, near the beginning
of the ascent to Turner's Gap. His artillery, posted along these
slopes, commands all the approaches of Boonsboro'; farther on,
French's infantry is ready to support him. It is five o'clock.

In the mean while, Meade, believing that the enemy's whole
army is advancing tOward Harper's Ferry, has directed the troops
that have already crossed. the chain of the Catoctin to proceed
toward the passes of South Mountain. At two o'clock he orders
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Howard to march in great haste upon Turner's Gap with the
First and Eleventh corps; a little later, at five o'clock, he directs
Slocum to occupy Crampton's Gap with the Twelfth: the gar
rison of Maryland Heights, reinforced by several regiments that
have come from Washington, numbers more than six thousand
men. Uselees precautions, for Stuart has not the least intention
of attacking Buford in the strong position he occupies; the object
of his demonstration has been accomplished: he halts outside of
Boonsboro'. Buford, who finds himself supported, resumes the
offensive. It is the Confederates' turn to fall back-Jenkins on
the Downsville road, the rest of the Southern cavalry upon
Hagerstown. Night separates the combatants near the banks
of Beaver Creek.

If Meade has been able to push his heads of column as far
as South Mountain during the 8th, his army, however, is not
yet in a condition to descend into the Cumberland Valley. Its
concentration around Middletown is not completed. The col
umn commanded by Slocum has only passed through Frederick
in the morning, and arrived with difficulty to go into encamp
ment at Jefferson; the Twelfth corps will not therefore be able
to occupy Crampton's Gap until the following day. The Third
corps has found the road which bad been marked out for it so
much encumbered that it is compelled to proceed in the direc
tion of the great turnpike at Frederick, night having overtaken
it halfway between that city and Middletown. Schurz's division
of the Eleventh corps, which arrives at Turner's Gap before six
o'clock in the evening, is the only one to Cl'088 South Mountain,
and it occupies Boonsboro'; the First is at Turner's Gap. But
the soldiers, worn out by fatigue and without shoes, have need
of some rest, equipments, and rations. The d~pOts of Frederick
possess them in abundance. A portion of the 8th is employed
by some, and the morning of the 9th by others, in procuring
supplies. Besides, Meade is in no hurry. He does not intend,
as was the case at Gettysburg, to let the choice of a battlefield
depend on the chance of a sudden encounter, and, deceived by
Stuart's demonstration, he thinks of naught else but to get his
army together. The very activity displayed by the government
at Washingron in sending him reinforcements is made by him
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the occasion of further delay, for he desires to allow these rein
forcements time to join the army, while Halleck, far from hurry
ing him, advises him to wait for them. He therefore confines
himself on the 9th to the task of forming his army along the
ridge and the western slope of South Mountain. Three good
roads enable him to divide this army in order to effect the pas
sage. On the right, the First corps remains at Turner's Gap,
while the Sixth and the remainder of the Eleventh join Schurz
at Boonsboro'; the Third comes to a stop at Fox's Gap, while the
Fifth, preceding it, descends as far as the village of Springvale;
Slocum leads the left column, by way of Crampton's Gap, to
Rohrersville, at the entrance of Pleasant Valley, which adjoins
the Potomac below Maryland Heights.

The enemy is not disturbed by this movement. Stuart, who
was so active the day before, remains immovable on Beaver Creek,
where he covers the approaches to Hagerstown and the upper
course of the Antietam. On all sides Federal detachments that
are following in the track of the great army of invasion, ready
to throw themselves upon it if any disaster befalls it, have
advanced without meeting any resistance. Gregg, after L'lCer-:

taining that this army has completely vacated Pennsylvania, has
gone to the assistance of McIntosh and Hill, who have emerged
from behind it in the direction of Waynesboro'; Smith reaches
the same village on the 8th with such militia as have been able
to endure a few days' march and consented to cross the Maryland
line. At the west, Kelley is massing his forces in the vicin
ity of Hancock and watching the fords of th-e upper Potomac;
some Federnl scouts have proceeded as far as Clear Spring.
From all these points the Confederates are retiring in the direc
tion of Hagerstown and Williamsport.

Meade, although still expecting to be attacked, becomes at last
convinced that the Southern army is massed between these two vil
lages. In reality, the whole of it is asaembled around the first named,
and Lee takes care not to put it in motion without sufficient cause.
About three o'clock in the afternoon, however, the Union general,
alarmed by false reports, causes the army corps of each column
which, being destined to form a second litle, are following the first
at a certain distance-to cloee their ranks. The same idea prompts
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the orders which he issues for the march of the following day.
The army, advancing no farther than six miles on the left and
three miles and a half on the right, crosses the Antietam and Bea
ver Creek, and takes position along the right bank of these two
streams. Slocum, on the left, with his two army corps, is resting
on the Potomac, and occupies the road from Sharpsburg to Ha
gerstown at Bakersville; the Third and Fifth corps, ranged one
behind the other, are following the road from Boonsboro' to Wil
liamsport, stopping at a short distance on the other side of the
Antietam; the other three corps are posted along Beaver Creek,
fronting Hagerstown. Actuated by the same impressions as their
chief, the Union generals exec~te this movement slowly and with
great caution, still ready to fight on the defensive. The passage of
the small river Antietam, swollen by rainfalls, delays the march of
the left and the centre. As we have remarked, above this stream
the country adjoining the Poto~ac is very rough: an army expect
ing to encounter the enemy cannot fail to have its march impeded
at every step by woods, ravines, and swamps. This is not the case
with the open country between Boonsboro' and Hagerstown. By
advancing with all his forces on this side, and by simply making his
cavalry clear his left, Meade could have overtaken his adversary after
the afternoon of the 10th: he would thus have kept his army con
centrated, instead of leading it through divergent roads. He ought
to have manreuvred in such a manner as to drive the enemy to
ward the Potomac, back him against this insurmountable obstacle,
and shut him up, if possible, within one of the angles of the river.
Hagerstown, therefore, should have been his only objective point.
Consequently, it is the only point before which the Confederates
proffer him any resistance. While on their right Jenkins prompt
ly retires before the Federal advance, Longstreet despatches
Semmes and Anderson's brigades to assist the Southern cavalry
in defending the approaches to Hagerstown. They arrive just in
time, for Buford, crossing Beaver Creek, has pushed his ontposts
toward Funkstown, a small village situated on the left bank of the
Antietam, at the point where the turnpike crosses that stream.
Stuart, who occupies this place, tries.in vain to defend himself;
he is dislodged after a vigorous fight. Fortunately for him, just
as he is about to be driven back upon' Hagerstown, the two bri·
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gades of infantry make their appearance on the other side of the
Antietam. They cross the river, and, supported by the mounted
artillery, attack Buford in turn. The latter calls in vain for
the aid of the infantry of the Sixth corps, which is 'within sup
porting-distance: Sedgwick, being aware of his chief's circum
spection, refuses to respond to this call, and the Federals fall back
again upon Beaver Creek.

Lee was still waiting for Meade to shadow out his movement
in order to select the position in which to receive his attack. The
10th was therefore another day gained, allowing his soldiers time
to recuperate and the river to subside. In the afternoon, how
ever, the demonstrations of the Federal right along the Boons
boro' and Hagerstown road decided him. to fortify himself on that
side. The Third corps left Hagerstown in order to draw ncar
Williamsport, halting halfway between these two points. Early's
division, encamped north of the first, took the positions which
Hill had just abandoned at the BOuth-west.

The reports which Lee received during the evening, however,
left him no more doubt regarding Meade's intentions and the direc
tion he has given to his columns. A large number of men are ac
tively at work repairing the old boats, in fitting for use those that

. have been found on the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, in constructing
new ones, and in rebuilding the bridge at Falling Waters. In
advancing beyond Bakersville the Federals threaten to interrupt
this work. It is necessary to bar the direct road from Falling Wa
ters to Williamsport by way of Downsville against them. Lee
has foreseen this eventuality: with the perspicacity of an engin
eer officer he has chosen the line along which his troops will be
posted. It forms a vast semicircle, of which Williamsport is the
centre, having a radius of nearly four miles and intersecting the
three roads leading from this village to Bakersville, Boonsboro',
and Hagerstown. On the right it rests on the Potomac at a pOint
where the river, after running north-eastward, suddenly takes a
southerly direction; following a little stream as far as Downsville,
it again joins, at a distance of about two miles from this village,
at St. James' College, the course of Marsh Creek, running
straight along its left bank to the vicinity of its source, a little
less than a mile above the college, and, following subsequently
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a course running perpendicular to the road from H~ooerstown t;()

Williamsport, intersects it at the point where Kilpatrick's rear
guard kept Stuart in check on the 6th. The ridge defended on
that day by the Confederates affords an excellent position, but far
ther on the extremity of the line terminates a little to the north of
the Clear Spring road, without any other place of support than
a small work hastily constructed. The left of the line, running
through an open country, is evidently its weakest part: it is
covered by the troops which Lee, at the last moment, has left in
Hagerstown in order to deceive his adversary. On the right a
few detachments are watching the whole lower course of Marsh.
Creek: thanks to this obstacle and the density of the woods, it is
easy for them to obstruct the march of the Federals.

On the 11th the Confederate army is ordered into the positions
chosen by its chief. Eaoh of the three army corps occupies one
of the three roads converging upon Williamsport, and is deployed
on both sides 80 as to form a continuous line. Toward noon
Longstreet is posted around Bakersville, Hill on the Boonsboro'
road, Ewell on the Hagerstown road; Rodes' division, which forms
the extreme left of the Second corps, remains in the city until
dark. The cavalry being no longer needed on the right, where
the two armies are sufficiently near each other, Jenkins remains
alone on this side; Stuart in the course of the evening vacates the
entire left bank of the Antietam, concentrating his cavalry, with·
the two brigades sent by Longstreet, in Hagerstown, the task of
keeping guard over it having been transferred to him by Rodes.

These positions are occupied without striking a b]ow, although
those on the right are within reach of the Federals, who might
have been the first to take possession of them if they had res0

lutely advanced on the morning of the 11th. But everything
conspires to delay their march. Three new brigades are an
nounced to arrive in Frederick on that day, while other troops
are leaving Washington to join the army. Couch, marching on
the track of Smith, has reached Chambersburg with a second
division of militia under General Dana. Nearly fifteen thousand
men, badly disciplined no doubt, are menacing Hagerstown by
way of the north, and their advance-guard has even ventured
sufficiently near that city to compel Stuart to send some troops to

VOL. III.-4S
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meet it. Finally, Meade, more cautious than ever, orders a kind
of march in battle-line for all his forces on the 11th-a difficult
~anreuvre even for a single division, which an army could not
execute in a rough and wooded country except at the cost of
immense delays and endless groping in the dark. Consequently,
he does not expect to accomplish more than from one to two
miles during this entire day. By a singular coincidence, the posi
tions he has indicated are opposite to those which Lee has just
occupied with his soldiers. The line he has traced for his troops
forms a circular arc, convex like that of the Confederates, having
alike a radius of from four to five miles, but much more opell,
"iiB chord being nearly six miles in length. It has Boonsboro' for
iiB centre, and the road from this point to Williamsport divides
it into two equal parts. The contact of these two arcs occurs on
the Confederate right centre, in the neighborhood of St. James'
College. We have stated that two roads running almost parallel
form a junction at Williamsport after passing through the country
comprised between the Antietam and the Potomac. The Keedys
ville road, the first to cross the Antietam a little above the battle
field of September 17, 1862, passes the villages of Bakersville and
Downsville, crossing the Marsh Run hetween the two; that from
Boonsboro' crosses this stream in sight of St. James' College,
after passing the Antietam near iiB junction with Beaver Creek.
These two roads are intersected by the great turnpike from
Hagerstown to Sharpsburg, which runs southward by following
the dividing-line of the waters between the Antietam and Marsh
Run: the intersection of the first-mentioned road is called Jonf!JI
cross-roads; that of the second is in the immediate neighborhood
of Bakersville: at an equal diRtance from the two intersectioDS
are the adjoining villages of Fairplay and Tilghmanton.

The movement of the Federals is nearly completed by noon.
The Twelfth corps, forming the extreme left, resiB on Marsh
Run, near the bridge on the road from Bakersville to Williams
port, and, passing above Fairplay, extends as far as Jones' C1'08Il

roads on its right; the Second and the Fifth corps occupy tbe
space intervening between the Sharpsburg road and the Antietam :
the line is continued along the east side of this river by tbe
Si~th, then by the Eleventh corps, drawn up perpendicularly tD
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the road running from Boonsboro' 00 Hagersoown-Qne to the left,
the other to the right, the latter extending as far as the road from
Hagerstown 00 Smoketown. The First and Third corps are kept
in reserve along the roads running from Boonsboro' 00 Hagers
town and Williamsport, the former at Beaver Creek bridge, the
latter at the Antietam bridge. This disposition of the troops is
equally unfortunate for the offensive and defensive. In the for
mer case the divergent routes followed by the various corps and
the deployment of almOllt the entire army on a single front ren
ders all harmony of action impOBSible; in the second case the
line extends too far, being deprived of all support at both wings,
especially on the left, where it does not reach the Pooomac. The
Federals, although sufficiently well informed regarding the posi
tion taken by the three corps of the enemy, make no attempt 00
harass them. On the left, owing to the want of cavalry 00 clear
their front, they have allowed themselves 00 be intimidated -in the
morning on Marsh Creek by a handful of men. In the after
noon, Buford, being summoned back from the right with two bri
gades, comes to reinforce this portion of the line at Bakersville;
but the country is 80 rough and marshy that he soon realizes the
impossibility of attempting any serious operation on that side. At
the centre, Gregg, who has joined the army by way of Cashtown
with his cavalry division, arrives alone in sight of St. James'
College; but, being detained by a formal defence, he merely
watches the outposts of the enemy along the left bank of Marsh
Creek. Meade makes his army advance in the direction of
Hagerstown only in order -to verify the reports announcing the
evacuation of that city. Some reconnoissances are made along
both sides of the Antietam: east of this stream, the Confederates
since their trifling success of the previous day have again taken
position in front of Beaver Creek. In attacking them this time
the Federal cavalry is supported by the infantry. Grant's bri
~e of the Sixth corps, deployed as skirmishers, advances with
Kilpatrick upon Funkstown. It soon encounters Anderson's
troops on foot, and attacks them vigorously, and, after losing
sixty-eight men, remains master of the field. Kilpatrick takes
possession of Funkstown without any difficulty, and advances 00
within a m~le and a half of Hagerstown, which he finds still
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strongly occupied.. With the exception of these trifling move
ments the whole afternoon is employed. by Meade and his gener
als in rectifying the positions of the various corps.

The Confederates, on their part, having promptly taken posi
tion, take advantage of the respite which their adversary has so
imprudently granted. them. Before sunset the outlines of earth
works and redoubts are defined along all the important points of
their line; the shovel and the axe are constantly at work. At this
Beason of the year the nights are short; that of the 11th to the
12th of July has been succeeded by a damp, cloudy morning.
The mist hides the positions of the Southerners, who are at work
fortifying them. Rodes, having been relieved by Stuart, has
taken position on Early's left on the other side of the Williams
port road; his line extends as far as the Clear Spring road,
resting on a small work of which we have spoken. Every
passing hour diminishes the chances of success for the Federals,
so that Lee is anxious to be attacked by them and to be obliged
to fight a second battle of Antietam. He has received a supply
of ammunition; his soldiers are rested; and on the 11th he
addresses them a special order to stimulate their courage. Hav
ing no further interest in postponing this battle, he finally cau...QElS
the curtain to fall which until then had masked his movements.
Stuart is ordered. to leave Hagerstown and to go with his five
brigades to fill up the interval which separates Ewell's left from
the Conococheague, in order to cover thereby the weakest portion
of the Confederate line.

The soldiers of both armies are full of ardor and only desire
to come to blows. The Southerners have not accepted. the check
experienced at Gettysburg as a positive defeat; they are burning
with a desire to be revenged; they are still in hopes of forcing
their way into Washington and Baltimore. The Unionists,
encouraged by victory, would like to make a supreme effort to
drive Lee's army into the river which is barring his retreat.
Although the risks attending the attack are greater than on the
previous day, they must be run in order to prevent him from
rendering his position impregnable. The confidence of the
Union army in its leaders would even be less shaken by a reverse
than by inaction at such a crisis. This check could. not, in fact,
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prove a decisive one. If, after having repulsed the Federals,
Lee should pretend to follow them, they could easily stop him
among the defiles of South :Mountain; if, on the contrary, he
should recross the Potomac, his success would llSBume the charac
ter of a defeat in the eyes of the country.

But, as usual, :Meade exaggerates the forces of his adversary :
he is the more disposed to hesitate because several regiments are
asking to be mustered out of service at the very moment they
come to join him. Moreover, he has not that confidence in him
.self indispensable to a chief about to 8.88ume great responsibili
ties. It is true that he has taken as chief of the general staff, in
the place of Butterfield, the mOBt able division commander in his
whole army-Humphreys, an accomplished officer of the engineer
corps, who at Gettysburg has shown himJlf to be an admirable
manoouvrer under the enemy's fire J a cool and active chief, firm
and just, loved and respected by his subordinates, and possessing
all the qualities required for the difficult pOBition he occupied on
the evening of the 9th. Experience and authority are alone
wanting to him.

The Federals could suddenly attack Lee's right and centre or
manoouvre for the purpose of turning his left.: in either aJse it
would have been necessary for him to gather the largest number
of troops possible at some given point. But :Meade insists upon
continuing his march in line of battle, on a front which is becom
ing more and more extended, by keeping every portion of this
long line closely connected. His various corps will clear their
way by means of reconnoissances in force, the general-in chief
reserving to himself the privilege of selecting ,the point of attack
according to the reports he may receive.

These reconnoissances are effected in such a minute and pru
dent manner that they return too late to be of use, and generally
without having compelled the enemy to show his strength. Meade
himself passes the greatest part of the day in watching some
movements in detail. He has ordered Sedgwick to direct his.
right wing, formed of the First, Sixth, and Eleyenth corps,
toward Funkstown, and to cross the Antietam if the enemy is
not in sufficient force to defend the passage. In order to cover
this movement, Kilpatrick, who already occupies Funkstown,
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advances upon Hagerstown with one brigade of infantry of
Ames' division. At eight o'clock in the morning he overtakes,
at the entrance of the town, the rear-guard of Stuart, who is
already on the march to assume his new position. After a slight
engagement, in which they capture a number of stragglers, the
Federals take possession of Hagerstown. Then all their right
wing makes a half-wheel to the left in order to follow the enemy,
whom Kilpatrick finds strongly posted along the Williamsport
road. This wing has cr08Bed the Antietam: at the extremity of
the line the First corps follows the route from Hagerstown to
Smoketown; the Eleventh is posted across the Boonsboro' road;
the Sixth, on the left, extends in the direction -of the Sharpsburg
road; the Fifth and~nd corps have formed on the other side
of the latter road, the left of the Second resting on Jones' Cr0ss
roads. The First, having inclined to the right for the purpose
of assisting Sedgwick, leaves an interval between the two corps
which is filled up by a portion of the Third. To the left of
Jones' Cross-roads the Twelfth, and, farther on, Buford's cavalry,
are po8ted. With the exception of a trifling inclination in the
rear of itR extreme right the Federal army present.<; a front per
fectly compact of nearly seven miles in length, from Bakersville
to the vicinity of Hagerstown. Although this line is occupied
by all the Union forces with the exception of two brigades held
in reserve, it is 80 extended that the corps commanders, becoming
uneasy on account of its weakness, are intrenching themsel\""es
and asking for reinforcements.

The cavalry alone has made important reconnoissances. On
the left, Buford, piercing the line of the enemy's outpost.<;, has
penetrated to within two hundred and fifty yards of Downsville,
where he informs Slocum that no enemy can be found at a less
distance thau two miles and a half from his front; but he has
also ascertained that no offensive movement would be practicable
along the line of the Potomac. At the centre Hney has vigor
ously driven the outposts of Anderson's division across Marsh
Run as far as St. James' College, and noticed the line of
intrenchments that the Confederates are constructing.

In the afternoon, Meade, believing, according to the report of
his spit'S, that the Confederates are concentrating their forces OD
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their centre, orders the Second, the Fifth, and the Sixth corps on
the left to close their lines, imposing a new march on his soldiers
without drawing them nearer the enemy. Lee looks upon this
movement as a preliminary step to an attack, and summons Ear
ly's division from the left in order to reinforce this portion of his
line. Toward evening it looks as if the combat is about to open
spontaneously on that Ride: the Federal skirmishers advance
against the college, capturing a few prisoners. But they are soon
brought to a halt by superior orders, and the day of the 12th,
like the preceding one, ends without seeing the two armies come
in contact.

Night has supervened, and the Union generals, assembled at
the hea.d-quarters of their chief, are still discussing the advan
tages and perils of an attack. Not daring'to take the responsi
bility of ordering it, Meade, under some pretext or other, has
summoned his corps commanders for the purpose of consulting
them. Does he explain to them all the reasons which militate in
favor of an immediate 8BB8ult? Does he show them the despatch
he has just received from Sandy Hook, informing him that on
the 13th the Williamsport ford will be practicable, and that,
consequently, Lee will be able to cross the Potomac if the occa
sion for preventing him is not taken advantage of? We know
nothing about it. Whatever may be the case, five of the oldest
generals declare themselves against the offensive, and Meade has
the weakness to adopt their opinion, although not sharing it,
according to his own statement. So that since the morning of
the 13th he has been beset by regrets. On receiving the despatch
in which he announced the result of the council of war, Halleck
replied to him frankly, directing him to summon his generals for
the purpose of giving them instructions, and not to ask their
advice. "You are strong enough," said he to him, "to attack
the enemy and beat him before he has crossed the Potomac."
These formal instructions enabled Meade to risk a battle without
troubling himself about the consequences: he received these
instructions during the night. Smith has joined his right with
one division. There is yet time to attack Lee, either in front
or in Bank, during the day of the 13th. But Meade is still
hesitating: he dares not reject the decision adopted by the

•
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council of war a few hours previous. The rain, which follows
the mist of the day before, seems to presage another rise in the
waters of the river, which will detain the enemy for one or two
days more. With the exception of a slight forward movement
on his right to cover Hagerstown at the south-west, he only
orders new reconnoissances to be made, the result of which
he is waiting for in order to decide what course to pursue. But
Lee's outposts, both very strong and extremely active, keep. the
Federals at a distance of one hundred and fifty or two hundred
yards: the latter, blinded by the rain, can only discover such
of the enemy's positions as he allows to be seen. Sedgwick,
who has made a half-wheel to the left in order to form a con
nection with the Eleventh corps, posted on the Williamsport road
above Hagerstown, perceives a continuous line of intrenchments.
Howard and Kilpatrick, on the extreme right, are under the
impression that the enemy might be turned on that side, but they
make no effort to ascertain definitely, the cavalry not being author
ized to advance in the direction of the Conococheague, where it
would only have encountered Stuart's troops; while the Eleventh
corps merely drives from Hagerstown toward the Clear Spring
road a small detachment of Ramseur's brigade of Rodes' division,
which is easily repulsed.

This inaction, however, astonishes the Federal soldiers, making
them uneasy. Meade finally realizes his danger. It may be
that a despatch which he received during the evening has open
ed his eyes. General Kelley telegraphs him at half-past four
o'clock from Fairview, on the upper Potomac, that Lee, according
to reliable information, has at last Bucoeeded in throwing a pon
ton across. Consequently, at nine o'clock in the evening he
finally makes up his mind as to his course. He decides to make
a direct attack, thinking, no doubt, that a man<lluvre along the
right would require too much time. The four army corps form
ing his left and centre, each of them with at least one division,
are to make a reconnoissance in force at seven o'clock in the
morning of the next day, holding themselves ready to march
against the weakest point of the enemy's line. In a section of
country easy to defend and difficult to penetrate this mode of

•
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attack was the only practicable one. But it is too late: the plan
should have been adopted on the 12th.

The bridge at Falling Waters is indeed completed during the
morning, and the waters have subsided sufficiently to render the
Williamsport ford practicable, although still dangerous. Lee is
warned by the rain to make haste, for' before twenty-four hours
have expired another freshet will probably leave him no other
means of cr0B8ing except the bridge, which would make his
retreat extremely perilous. Provisions are collected with great
difficulty; a raid on the part of the enemy's cavalry into the
valley of the Shenandoah, or a movement of the Federal army
in the direction of Winchester, would cut off all communication
with Richmond. Lee does not lose a single moment. During
the day, while all the wagons are passing the right bank, the
troops that are in front of the enemy deceive him through their
activity. The outposts are reinforced, and the number of men
at work in the trenches is doubled. As soon as it becomes dark
the infantry begins to move; Stuart is alloted the task of cover
ing it. As soon as the bridge was passable he sent Jones' brigade
into Virginia in order to clear the roads which the army has to
follow and form a junction with Corse's brigade, which has
arrived at Winchester: the rest of his cavah-y, dismounted, forms
a long line of skirmishers, relieving those. of the infantry.
Fitzhugh Lee takes the place of the First corps-Baker, with
Hampton's brigade, that of the Third. The other three bri
gades fortify themselves in Ewell's positions, which are the most
exposed. The storm, added to the darkness, conceals this move
ment from the Federals, but it also renders the march of the
Confederates much .more difficult. Ewell proceeds toward
Williamsport, where he fords the Potomac; Longstreet and
Hill reach the bridge at Falling Waters, and cross it success
ively. A line of earthworks has been constructed on the heights
at a distance of little more than a mile from the bridge, so as to
enable the rear-guard to cover its approaches.

The Second corps, which is following a macadamized road,
promptly arrives at Williamsport, but the crossing of the ford
is full of danger. The banks are rugged, and there is not a
single boat to carry the ammunition. Large fires have been
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lighted on the opposioo hank to guide the soldiers through the
river, but they are incessantly extinguished by the rain, and in
their fitful glimmer that land of Virginia from which they are
separated by a roaring torrent seems to be still more distant.
However, they have to hasOOn onward, for the waoors are increas
ing anew. Notwithstandirig the confusion which prevails along
the shore, the column dashes bravely into the current: the fore
most find it difficult to struggle against its violence, but they
soon form a chain; the middle-sized men have waOOr up to their
shoulders, and the tallest ones are carrying the smallest. Before
daybreak Johnson and Rodes have crossed. Early, who brings
np the rear, follows at dawn with three brigades; the fourth,
under Hays, is guarding as far as the bridge at Falling Wsoom
all the artillery of the corps, which could not attempt the pas
sage. About six: o'clock in the morning Ewell's corps is 8m!eID

bled on the right bank, not having lost a single man, but a great
deal of ammunition has been damaged, thirty thousand of Rodes'
cartridges having been wet.

The march of the two other corps toward the Potomac is
much more difficult than that of the Second. The road which
they are following is narrow, winding, broken, and encumbered
with wagons. The soldiers are stumbling in the mud, fatiguing
themselves without moving forward. Longstreet at last reaches
the bridge, which, being lit by moving torches, is detached like
a trail on the black and deep watel"6 of the Potomac. But there
they have to halt, an ambulance full of wounded men having
been overturned in the river; the flooring has been broken. In
the midst of the inevitable confusion of such an occurrence two
hours pass before the communication is re-established. The First
corps is not assembled on the Virginia bank until nine o'clock
on the morning of the 14th. It is now Hill's turn to cross the
river.

But it has been daylight during the last five hours. What has
happened in the Federals' camp? They have been keeping good
watch at the outposts, and yet nothing has been seen, nothing
found out. As at Yorktown, at Corinth, and still on other 0cca

sions, the first news of the Confederaoo troops' retreat is brought
by a negro, whose staooment is received with but little credence.
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Stuart's movements, it is true, have been signalled from three
o'clock in the morning, and at daybreak Kilpatrick has sent
Custer's brigade to reconnoitre toward Williamsport. But it is
only at half-past six o'clock that the first official news of the
evacuation of the enemy's camps Comes to Meade: at half-past
eight he does not yet give full credence.to the news, for he limits
himself to ordering his corps commanders to push on their recon
noissance until they have found the enemy, who, says he, seems
to have made his retreat. This communication arrives too late.
The reconnoissance has been made, but, the enemy having dis
appeared, it has entirely ceased. Custer has soon arrived at
Williamsport, but only to see the last of Early's 'soldiers reach
the opposite bank.. Kilpatrick, who joins him promptly, on
learning that the artillery of the Second Southern corps has
taken the road to Falling Wate1'8 follows it in that direction
with two brigades.

Meade does not seem to have suspected the exact place where
the Confederates' pontons were to be found, for he does not
make it an objective point to any of his corps. Besides, the
Federal infantJ:'y, having been ordered to march only after ten
o'clock in the morning, had no chance to overtake the enemy.
An hour sooner, it is true, Meade, having received the first report
of his cavalry, has sent Howard and Newton to Williamsport,
but when they occupy that town Ewell is not even any longer in
sight on the other bank. During that time Kilpatrick, with
Custer's brigade, arrives near the bridge at Falling Wate1'8. The
Southern cavalry, which was to protect the approaches to it,
has gone to the ford at Williamsport, and has thus exposed the
bridge. However, the whole of Longstreet's corps is not yet on
the right bank, and Hill's crossing is not commenced. The situ
ation may become critical for the latter, as it is only four
or five miles from Fairplay, w~ere the Federal left wing is, to
the works erected near the bridge. Heth, who has resumed the
command both of his division and that of Pender, which have
been united in consequence of their losses, has been ordered to
retard the pUl'8uit as much as possible. His first line, which has
been posted two miles in advance of the bridge, checks for a cer
tain time the Federal cavalry, but a&r a lively skirmish it
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is compelled to fall back upon the main body of the division,
leaving one gun and a few prisoners in the hands of the as.<Wl
ants. The latter soon make their appearance before the positioD8
occupied by Heth, at a distance of fifteen hundred yards, upon a
hill which the road ascends before coming in sight of the Potomac.
The left of the Confederates, formed by Lane's brigade, is sup
ported by the works we have spoken of. Pettigrew is in
the centre, astride of the road; Brockenbrough, on the right,
extends as far as the inside of the woods. On the Federal side
the Sixth Michigan is the first regiment which reaches Heth's
positions, after having captured on the road a gun from the
enemy. Believing that they had to deal only with a retreating
rear-gnard, a Federal squadron* makes a bold attack on the road.
Astonished at so much daring, and not knowing that Fitzhugh
Lee, whose duty was to cover the retreat, .b,as already removed
his men, the Confederates take the Federal cavalry to be a
friendly troop, and allow them to approach. U ndeceived when
the latter are in their midst, they surround them and take pris
on~ all those who are not killed; but in the first instant of
confusion General Pettigrew has been mortally wounded. At
the 88.Dle time the rest of the Federal regiment ~es a demon
stration against Brockenbrough. The latter, after having repelled
them, assumes the offensive, but the First Michigan comes to the
rescue of the Sixth, and these two regiments, fighting on foot, vig
orously attack the Southern brigade, drive it back in disorder to
its first positions, and capture a considerable number of prisoners.

However, Kilpatrick soon learns that he has superior forces
before him, and that, in order to fall upon them with advan
tage, he must wait either for their retreat or the arrival of the
Union infantry. Therefore, he limits himself to keeping the
enemy in check by a skirmishing fire. It might be a splendid
opportunity for the Federals. If Meade pushed his reconnois
sance on his left, Slocum would arrive just in time to cl"1l8h the
Southern rear-guard, which is fatigued by a weary march and
unnerved by the ever-melancholy sights of a retreat. But at
eleven o'clock Slocum has not yet made his appearance, and the
precursory movements of an approaching departure are perceived

* Portion of the Sixth Michigan, under Major P. A. Weber.-ED.
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in the enemy's mnks. In fact, Heth, after having recalled the
rest of his troops and requested a few pieces of artillery from
Hill in order to cope with those of the enemy's cavalry, has
received from his chief the impemtive order to fall back. The
bridge is free, and it is necessary to p8S8 on. Whatever may be
the losaes which the rear-guard may sustain while retreating, they
will be less than they would be if they allowed themselves to be
trifled with on the left bank. While entrusting to Lane's bri
gade the care of covering the dangerous movement which he is
performing, Heth orders the remainder of his troops to march to
the bridge at Falling Waters. Kilpatrick immediately takes
the offensive with his two brigades, and closely presses the Con
federates near the road. Buford, who has at last found and fol
lowed the track of the enemy, arrives jnst in time to fall on their
right flank, and causes Brockenbrough's brigade to sustain serious
losses. The Fedeml cavalry gather up a large number of strag
glers and capture small detachments, but they are not able to
break through the Southern infantry, Lane's soldiers not allowing
them to approach the bridge. When the remainder of Heth's
troops havec~ the river that valiant brigade at length treads
upon the narrow floor which trembles beneath their footsteps,
and at the very moment in which Kilpatrick arrives to take p0s

session of it the bridge is hauled up on the right bank. ~t is
one o'clock in the afternoon. The last tie which bound the Con
federate army to the soil of Maryland, so eagerly coveted, is
finally broken.

If the Confederate genemls had committed faults before and
during the battle of Gettysburg, they had since well redeemed
them. During those ten days of retreat the army, under the
most difficult circumstances, had been led with precision and
judgment. Lee could not foresee the inundation which nearly
caused the loss of his trains; Stuart was able to prevent this dis
aster. Brought to a standstill at the Potomac, the general-in
chief of the Confederates had but fifty thousand men, infantry
and artillery, to oppose Meade. In order to conceal his posaage
it was necessary to keep the enemy from the river, and with his
reduced forces he did not fear to occupy a line of nearly eleven
miles in length. While intimidating his adversary, he could,
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without being molested, remain forty-eight hours in that po&ition,
and then reach the river: he took advantage of a transient oppor
tunity to cross the still swollen waters, which again from the 14th
were no longer fordable; but if on that day he was fortunate, he
was deservedly 80, and the success of his retreat is the condemna
tion of Meade's hesitations.

The latter would have smarted for them had not the victory
of ~ttysburg been so recent. The Iirmy was greatly disap
pointed: it felt that their commander had been deceived by Lee,
and the confidence which he had won on the battlefield was
irrevocably shaken. The chagrin of the Northern people burst
out so much the more noisily as it was believed, very wrongly,
that Lee was to renew at Williamsport the capitulations of Vicks
burg and Port Hudson, which were still filling the minds of all;
and what carried the exasperation of the moment to. its highest
pitch was the fact that his withdrawal, as his retreat was foolishly
called, was coincident with the dreadful riot in New York, which
will be spoken of hereafter. The President, through the-medium
of Halleck, manifested his displeasure to Meade. The latter by
offering his resignation* obtained, it is true, a sort of retraction
of this blame, but he was not the less conscious of his fault, and
the feeling inspired him with an activity which up to that
moment he had not shown.

Two thousand prisoners, three stands of colors, and two guns
have heen gathered by the Unionist cavalry; At noon, Meade,
knowing that the pursuit would have no result, stops the move
ments of his army. His resolution is promptly taken, and his
new orders for marching are immediately despatched. He adopts
the plan of campaign followed by McClellan on a similar occasion
after the battle of Antietam. Lee, on re-entering the Virginia
Valley, will absorb the few resources which this country, already
exhausted by the incessant passage of the armies, still posse;..c=es.
Halleck charges Meade to keep himself between the enemy and
Washington, in order to shield the capital and thus be able to
keep with him the forces especially intended for its protection.
Therefore, the Army of the Potomac, instead of following Lee,

* General Meade did not tender hiB resignation as an officer, but requested to
be relieved of hi. command.-ED.
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will establish itself in Virginia on the eastern declivity of
the Blue Ridge, and march on a parallel line with the Southern
army while holding the narrow passes of the mountains. After
a few days a double equipage of bridges is 888embled at Berlin:
on the 16th these bridges will connect the two banks of the Poto
mac. The railroad bridge at Harper's Ferry is rebuilt since the
preceding day. These will be the two croasing-points of the
army. Four corps, the First, Fifth, Sixth, and Eleventh, are led in
two columns through Crampton's and Turner's Gaps over the first;
the three others through the Antietam's defiles over the second.
This march will take place on the 15th and 16th. Gregg, how
ever, with two brigades,.has been Bent to Harper's Ferry at the first
news of Lee's retreat, in order to harass him on the Virgi;oia side.

The Confederate army was still in great need of rest. The two
columns which had crossed at Williamsport and Falling Watel'S
were united upon the main road to Winchester. The first halt
ing-place was between Hainesville and Martinsburg. On the
15th, Lee led his soldiers as far as Darksville, and halted between
thi~ village and Bunker Hill. In this beautiful plain, which sep
arates the Opequon from North Mountain, they were within reach
of the supplies which the Richmond government had Bent to Win
chester. Separated from Meade on one side by the Potomac, on
the other by the Shenandoah and the crests of the Blue Ridge, the
army could enjoy during a few days a security precious indeed after
the constant anxiety of an active campaign; the corps could get
clear of their sick and receive the men restored to health during
the invasion. Stuart undertook to watch over their repose.

The Federal cavalry would willingly have interrupted it. On
the morning of the 15th one of the two brigades of Gregg, com
manded· by his namesake, Irvin Gregg, was debouching from
Bolivar and proceeding toward Shepherdstown. It was to
be supported by that of H uey in order to atrempt a surpriBe of
the Confederate rear-guard. Gregg takes possession of Shep
herdstown after a skirmish with the Twelfth Virginia, detached
on that side by Jones, in which the colonel of that regiment is
taken prisoner, and establishes himself in the village. But the
following day Huey, delayed in his march, has not arrived.
Gregg awaits him, and during that time Stuart, being forewarned,
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commences an attack upon him. He orders Jenkins, who is at
Martinsburg, ro advance on the left, while he is bringing from
Bunker Hill Fitzhugh Lee's and Chambliss' brigades by the
direct road to Shepherdstown. Jones, if poElBible, will have to
support this attack on the right. At the moment of marching
Stuart is called ro head-quarters, but Fitzhugh Lee, in his pJa<oe,
gives the order of departure. Three or four Confederate brigades,
therefore, are going ro be united against a single Union brigade.
For the latter the danger is great, but it is saved by the cool
ness of its chief, and, it must be said, by the desire of Fitzhugh
Lee of having, before the attack, a crushing numeriml superi
ority. In fact, the Southern general spends the whole morning
in simple skirmishes in order to give Jenkins the necessary time
ro join him.

About four o'clock, not seeing Jenkins appear, Lee makes his
troops dismount in order ro attack the Federals, but finds them
well established in a hilly country. The Federals even take the
offensive. It is true, they are repelled and 10fle, with their first
position, one or two miles of their ground. But, having S06

ceeded in deceiving the enemy as ro the smallness of their nom
bera, Lee, seeing them re-form behind a wall on a crest difficult of
accesR, still awaits, before attacking them again, the arrival of
Jenkins. The latter at last makes his appearance, but the com
bined attack is of' no avail against the resistance of the enemy.
The Southerners 10fle in these unsucceJlllful attacks about a hnn
dred men, among whom is the colonel of the First Virginia, and
night at length comes to separate the combatants. The darknfSl
favoring him, Gregg falls back without being pursued.

The Federal army, however, is assembled, on the evening of
the 16th, on the bank of the Potomac. Having the control over
Harper's Ferry, it has been able not only to repair the railroad
bridge over that river, but ro throw a bridge over the Shenandoah,
whOfle rising has submerged all the fords. The boats brought
from Washington have been launched in the river at Berlin; the
two floors have been fixed on the morning of the 17th, and fonn
a double way-one being reserved for the troops, and the other
for the wagons.

On that day the croesing commences at the same time upon the

___ :::1
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pontons and the railroad bridge. On the 18th four corps are
in Virginia: the Second and the Third near Harper's Ferry; the
First and the Fifth, with Meade, at Lovettsville, opposite Berlin.
Buford, who has crossed the river at this last place, has pushed
forward east of the Blue Ridge as far as Purcellville. On the
following day all the army has left Maryland. The three corps
which have crossed at Harper's Ferry also cross the Shenan
doah, and, following the base of Loudoun Mountain, have ranged
themselves en~ on the eastern slope of that mountain, from
Hillsboro' to Woodgrove, at the foot of Snicker's Gap, which is
occupied by a cavalry brigade. The remainder of the army is
stationed a little more to the east, at the base of the western slope
of the Catoctin, between Waterford, .Hamilton, and Purcellville.
Buford has pushed forward to Rector's Cross-roads, whence he
can proceed to Ashby's Gap or occupy, a little farther on, the
railroad and Manassas Gap. This movement is performed with
out Lee being able to detect it.

Stuart, after having forced Gregg to return to Harper's Ferry,
intended to seize upon the passes of the Blue Ridge and to watch
from there, as he had done a month before, the march of the
enemy. But the waters of the Shenandoah have raised before
him an insurmountable barrier. At length, on the 19th, Lee
learns that all the Federal army has crossed the Potomac and
already occupies Snicker's Gap, and seems to direct itself
toward the south. He naturally comes to the conclusion that
Meade, seeing himself covered by the rising of the Shenan
doah, is rapidly ascending the right bank to croes Manassas or
Chester Gap, and thus cut off the communications of the Con
federate army with Richmond. The execution of this plan is as
easy for Meade as it is dangerous for Lee. Therefore, Lee imme
diately takes the resolution to leave the banks of the Shenandoah
for a position less exposed in the valley of the Rappahannock.
Thus he will return near the point from which he started five
weeks before with an army full of hopes and illusions: how
ever, he Will halt in the upper part of that valley, either
sheltering himself with the principal branch or withdrawing
behind the Rapidan; for, having the idea of soon again tak-

. ing the offensive, he is not willing to go as far as Fredericksburg,
VOL. III.-47
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where the river would oppose to his movements an insuperable
obstacle.

The Virginia Valley has been sufficiently described. The
reader no doubt will remember that it is situated between the
two parallel chains of North Mountain on the west and the Blue
Ridge on the east. It is divided by its geographical configuration
into two parts--one on the south, the other on the north, of Front
Royal. In the first, the Shenandoah is formed of two branches
separated by the foot-hill called M8S88nutten Mountain: the passes J

through the Blue Ridge which give access to the western branch
-designated under the improper name of Southern branch-iU"e
Fisher's and Thornton's Gaps. In the second part the river,
whose two branches are united, leaves on the left a large plain
which extends as far as North Mountain, whilst it is bordering
the western declivity of the other chain, passing successively at
the foot of the paAAe8 of Chester, Manassas, Ashby's, and finally
8nicker's Gap, which is the last before its confluence with the
Potomac.

On the evening of the 19th, Longstreet is ordered to lead the
first corps to Millwood, to crOSl! the Shenandoah at Berry's Ford,
and to take possesaion of Ashby's Gap: while master of this
passage he will annoy the Federals on the other declivity of the
mountain, and cover, as he had done before the invasion, the
march of the rema.inder of the army. Whether he yields simply
to the exigencies of the situa.tion, or whether he does not wit;h to
give the fiery Stuart the opportunity of going too far from the
army, Lee divides his cavalry. Fitzhugh Lee and ChambliM
march rapidly upon Front Royal in order to occupy l\fanasaas and
Chester Gaps before the Federals; Robertson will accompany the
First corps; Baker and Jones will protect the rear-guard when
ordered to march.

On the evening of the following day Longstreet arrives at
Millwood, but the Shenandoah's waters are 80 high that he can
not cross. his infantry; and on hearing that the Federals are
already well established in Ashby's Gap, he decides to go up the
river in order to reach Chester Gap as soon as poseible, thia beiDg

. the crossing that all the army is to take in its march toward Cul
peper, and which it is of importance, above all, to seize upon. The
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route which the army will follow crosses the Shenandoah at
Hand's Ford, a little below the confluence of its two branches:
the engineers have been ordered, on the evening of the 19th, to
build at that point a tfflltle bridge, because it has been necessary
to leave at Falling Waters the roughly-prepared pontons on
which they had c1"OB8ed the Potomac. Longstreet depends on
this bridge to reach Front Royal with ease. He proceeds to Hand's
Ford, while assigning to General Benning's brigade the difficult
task of crossing Berry's Ford and guarding Ashby's G.lp. But
the bridge is not completed, and the river does not appear
fordable. , However, Corse, who in the morning has taken the
advance with his brigade, does not allow himself to be stopped
by that obstacle, but makes his men crOR'l the ford in spite
of the violence of the stream, and, placing several batteries
upon the right bank, immediately hastens his march on Ches
ter Gap. The rest of Pickett's division, which is arriving
with Longstreet, follows his example: the men, after having
trusted their ammunition to a boat whieh carries it ashore,
boldly throw themselves into the stream and soon re-form upon
the Front Royal and Man!lB88B Gap road. The milroad gives
the last-named gap a great importance, and it is necessary at
any price to close its entrance to the Federal infantry. For
tunately for the Confederates, this is still far off. The Shen
andoah, which separates the two adversaries, prevents them
from observing each other. Meade, ll.'ltonished at not having
fallen in with even a cavalry picket on the right bank, seems
not to have guessed the natural cause of this absence, and to
have imagined that Lee hll.'l remained near the Potomac in order
to re-enter Maryland behind the Union army while it is push
ing toward the BOUth. This fanciful fear decides him to stop on
the 21st the march of most of his corps' and to slacken the
progress of the others--e. fatal resolution in a moment when, had
he hastened, he could have fallen npon the flank of the long col
umn of his enemy.

An unforeseen incident gives him, however, the chance of
cutting this column in two, or at least of crushing its rear. In
fact, the 1ll.'lt corps which form it have been delayed in their
march. After the return of the Confederates to Virginia 011
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the 15th of July, Halleck has ordered General Kelley to
cross the rapid Potomac with all the forces which he is able to
concentrate, ih order to hal'll88 the right flank and rear of the
enemy's army. Kelley has well performed his part. Crossing
the river above the mouth of Back Creek, he has boldly
marched on Martinsburg, and on the 19th he dislodges from
the village of Hedgesville Baker's cavalry brigade, which
covers the Southern army on' that side. At this news, without
countermanding the marching orders given to Longstreet, Lee
forms the plan of surprising the little troop which seems to defy
him by risking so near an approach. Ewell is charged with this
expedition. On the evening of the 20th, Early's division marches
by a very CircuitOU8 route to cut off the retreat of Kelley,
who has halted at Hedgesville. On the 21st Ewell crosses
North Mountain at Mill Gap, follows the course of Back Creek,
and invests Hedgesville on the west and north, whilst Ewell is
coming from Martinsburg with his two other divisions in order
to attack the village in front. The Southern general believes
that he has completely surrounded Kelley, but the latter is too
well experienced in mountain-warfare to allow himself to be sur
prised in that manner: he has left a few hours before, and Ewell's
march has been of no avail. It is not only a disappointment for
the commander of the Second corps, but the consequences of this
failure may be fatal to him, it being true that in war small opera
tions are dangeroU8 digressions.

It has made him lose, in fact, one, day and a half, as we will
soon see; and in consequence of this delay the Federals will corne
very near stopping his passage. He will make his escape, thanks
only to the hesitations of their chief. On the mor~ing of the
22d the Third corps, which takes the lead since the passage of the
Potomac, is no farther than Upperville, near the foot of Ashby's
Gap. The Twelfth and Second corps, which are following, are
ranged I'7t oohelon at Snickersville and Woodgrove; the other co)
umn is disposed on a parallel line on the bank of Gooee Creek
between Middleburg and Mount Gilead. Buford, with Merritt's
brigade, arrives on the 20th at Mana.~ Gap, in time to prevent
Fitzhugh Lee from taking p0BBe88ion of it. But the latter pre
cedes the Federals in the neighboring Chester Gap, and easily
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keeps off Gamble's brigade, which arrives to occupy it soon after
his arrival.

Meade, however, is not long undeceived. His 8OOu1H occupy at
Ashby's Gap the crest of the Blue Ridge, and the officers of the
signal corps inform him of the movemen1H of thE! enemy's col
umns, which they see afar off, marching toward Front Royal.
All the Confederate army is in motion: the three corps follow
each other on the same route, having the distance of a halting
place between them. On the 21st, Hill has led the Third COiPS j

from Bunker Hill to Winchester; on the 22<1 he marches to
Front Royal, whilst Longstreet, having left this last village,
marches toward Chester Gap; on the evening of the 21st, Ewell,
with his two divisions, has returned to the village of Darks
ville, which he should have marched from in the morning, but
he has left behind Early, who will not be able to leave Hedgesville
until the following day: to give the latter time to join him Ewell
will be obliged to stop at Winchester; finally, Benning's brigade,
being sure that the Federals are Dot descending from Ashby's
Gap, moves at the same hour on Manassas Gap along the Blue
Ridge. Therefore, the Federal signal corps on the crest can take
in at a glance the whole of the enemy's army unfolding i1Helf at
their feet. As soon as he has received i1H repom, Meade con
ceives the plan of cntting that long column in two by debouching
upon i1H flank through the gorges of Manaasaa. Unfortunately, the

. recent interrnption of his march deprives this operation of i1H best
chance of success. Nevertheless, he does his utmOBt to make
amends for that delay-so much the more as Buford, feeling
himself seriously menaced, urgently asks him for help.

In fact, Corse has arrived in Chester Gap as Gamble is return
ing to dispute the po88eB8ion of it with the Confederate cavalry, and
his presence has compelled the Federals to make a rapid retreat.
In the mean time, he has detached the Seventeenth Virginia in
the direction of Manassas Gap. This regiment has been stopped
by Buford at the entrance of the pass, but Pickett soon comes to
i1H help, and his deployed infantry drives back the Union cavalry
as far 88 the entrance. Manassas Gap is composed of a suc
cession of gorges, not on the same line, which are open through
88 many parallel hills. The road and railroad wind side by
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side from Springfield to the banks of the Shenandoah, plI98

ing on to Linden Station, and then to the confluence of the
streams, beyond which the level of the hills is gradually lowering.
On the evening of the 21st, Buford has brought back the main
body of his force to Linden Station. Pickett occupies Wapping
Heights, the most important of the numerous hills which com
pose the western slope of the Blue Ridge, and whence he com
mands the egress of the defile.

eAt last, at midnight, the bridge acra88 the Shenandooh is com
pleted. Hood's division, commanded by Law, as well as that of
McLaws, crosses it immediately with the artillery and all the trains,
and soon reaches Front Royal. Law goes to Wapping Heights,
where Benning during the day will join Pickett's division, and
the latter marches on and follows McLaws, who has taken the
direct road to Chester Gap. These precautions, taken by Long
street to cover the movement of his corp.'l, are not useless, for
the Union cavalry, returning once more to the charge, boldly
attack it in both defiles. At Manassas, Merritt does not succeed,
it is true, in dislodging Law from his position, and at Chester
Gap Wofford's brigade repels still more promptly the lI.'lBl1ult of
Gamble; but, while thns employing the Confederates, BUford
prevents them from making their advance and seizing upon the
pl188age, which will allow the Union infantry to come down to
the banks of the Shenandoah.

It is the best service he can render to the Army of' the Poto
IDllC, whose greater part is now marching to Manassas Gap. The
Third corps continues the advance: leaving Upperville on the
22d, it arrives in the evening at Piedmon~where French leaves
-two divisions; then he follows the road with the third, that of
Birney, commanded by Ward, and before midnight reaches lin
den Station. On the same e,'ening the Sixth corps has pushed on
aB far aB Barbee's C1"088-roads to observe Chester Gap and to pre
vent any offensive return of the enemy's troops, who have passOO,
aB wellaB to cover French's rear. The Second and Twelfth corps,
which are following the Third, are ranged en kMlon at Upper
ville and SnickersviIle; the Fifth and the First are at Rectortown
and White Plains on the Alexandria Railroad; the Eleventh is
a little more to the rear, at Mountville. Therefore Meade can
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begin the attack very early on the 23d, and concentrate before
night four corps, the Third, Sixth, Second, and Fifth, in the
Manll8S88 gorges. The Confederates, being taken by surprise,
omnot concentrate so rapidly, and it will be sufficient to occupy
Front Royal to separate their force into two part& The prompt
ness with which Meade's orderB have been executed on the 22d
is of good omen for the operations of the following day.

But the hope of the commander-in-chief is not realized. The
Third corps, which alone on the 23d is within reach of the
enemy, has within a few days lost its chief and the two division
commanders who had bravely led them in several lAittles. The
gallant Sickles has been replaced by General French, one of the
old regulars, grown gray in the servioe, and almost worn out, of
a slow and exacting mind, and having in his favor no important
military exploit; sickness has forced Birney to leave his division,
and Humphreys has left his for the staff. Finally, recruits who
have arrived from Washington demand the removal of their
commander, a recently-improvised general; and it hll8 been fool
ishly conceived, in order to take him away from them, to place
him at the head of one of the oldest and best brig-ades of the
Army of the Potomac, to the detriment of colonels who have
shared its-dangers at Gettysburg. In the presence of a corps in
which the command is so disorganized t.he Confederates will be
able to easily evade the blow which Meade desires to strike.

The mw-eh of the Southern army southward is 118 regular 118 it
is rapid. On the evening of the 22d, Hill's corps has arrived a.t
Front Royal, where it bivOUBa!. Benning has joined Law on
the slopes of Wapping Heights. The latter has immediately
left that position to the care of the former in order to reinforce
Longstreet with the remainder of his division by a night-march,
before the Third corps hB8 encumbered the Chester Gap road.
Day dawns, and the morning is being spent without the enemy
making his appearance in front of Benning at Wapping Heights.
At nine o'clock he in his turn is relieved by Colonel Walker with
a brigade detached from Hill's corps. This corps, having made
a long march, already ascends the Cll8tern slopes of Chester Gap,
where Benning will soon rejoin it.

Those first hours of the day, so precious to the Federals, have
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been occupied by French in making insignificant reconnoissances.
Having only a single division, he is perhaps waiting for the two
others to cross the defile: the latter, which have been travelling
over ten miles from Piedmont, arrive at nine o'clock; and at
last he decides to move, but only with great caution. Birney's
'division, under Ward, moves forward in line of battle. The
uneven ground renders its march slow and difficult: however,
its left makes at length its appearance before Wapping Heights,
occupied by Walker'8 8kirmishers.

The position of the latter" alone with six hundred men, and
having before him a Whole corps, seems singularly critical. For
tunately for him, the reinforcements come opportunely, thanks to
the regularity which characterizes all the movements of the vari
ous Confederate corps. Ewell, having started very early, arrives
at the moment with Rodes' division to mask the Manassas gorges,
while the remainder of his corps will follow the route to Chester
Gap. He sees the danger at a glance. Walker, feeling himself
too much exposed on Wapping Heights~ has left there only a line
of skirmishers, and has deployed his brigade on a hill less ele
va.ted, it is true, but also less extended and very steep, which is
situated more to the west. Ewell sends immediately two hun
dred and fifty men to reinforce him, and forms the remainder of
Rodes' division in a position still more to the rear: he deploys a
whole brigade 88 skirmishers to cover his front, and awaits the
attack of the Federals. He has well estimated their forces, and
guessed the concentration which Meade is making behind the line
of the Blue Ridge. Therefore, he understands that he can no
longer' think of following the remainder of the army through
Chester Gap. His resolution has been immediately taken.
'Johnson remains with his divison at Front Royal, in order to
watch the ford where the Strasburg road crosses the south
branch of the Shenandoah, and the road to Milford, which runs
along the right bank of that stream. This last route will be
taken at night by the divisions to reach Thornton Gap. .As
long 88 daylight lasts the enemy will be prevented, at anyoost,
from debouching into the valley. Early, who is too far off to arrive
in time, and would run the risk of being cut off, will move on
Strasburg with the trains, to follow in the shelter of Massanutren
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Mountain the course of the north branch of the Shenandoah,
this being a considerable but necessary d~ur•
. The Federals have thus lost the opportunity of crushing Walk
er's brigade when it was isolated. While Ewell is making his
dispositions, Wam has easily taken possession of Wapping
Heights. But, instead of availing himsel~ of this slight advan-'
tage, French, who sees the enemy's train lengthening itself in the
direction of Strasburg, is hesitating anew. The line of Ward's
division being broken by the march, he re-forms it on the left to
avert an imaginary danger, and pushes forward the Second division
under the command of General Prince, who is Humphreys' suo
cessor. When at length he moves forward the day is already far
spent, and he still retards Prince's march by the exaggerated
importance he gives to his skirmishing lines. Reaching the strong
position of Walker, the Federals engage him with musketry,
which, despite its being brisk, cannot be of any avail. French
at length has had the Excelsior brigade formed into an attacking
column. This experienced body is commanded by General Spi
nola, a new-comer, who follows more than he directs his soldiers;
but the latter, knowing their profession, vigorously attack and dis
lodge the enemy. The losses are serious on both sides. Spinola
has bravely redeemed. his inexperience by two wounds. Walker
has also been wounded, and all the superior officers of his brigade
are hor8 de comhat, as well as a seventh part of his effective force.

The day is on the decline. French, however, can still avail
himself of his advantage. If he promptly debouches into the
plain, the Fifth corps, which is deployed behind him, the Sixth,
which is disposing itself in masses in the defile, will support him;
similar forces will soon easily have the best of Rodes, throw him
back to the Shenandoah, and close the valleys of both Milford
and of Luray against the whole of Ewell's corps. They will
then find it easy to precede him to Port Republic, and the Fed
erals will perhaps obliterate on the battlefield of Cross Keys the
sad souvenirs left there by Fremont in the preceding year. A
prompt and vigorous action would be necessary; and yet French
will engage only a brigade. He is uselessly feeling the position
of O'Neal's skirmishers, and is overtaken by night before he haa
made an Il.ttack upon them.
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Two Confederate brigades have thus detained a Federal
corps during a whole day, at a 008t of less than a hundred men
killed and wounded. The Southern army has been pushing for
ward, whilst the Union troops were uselessly forming iniD
IIUl88e8 in the Manassas gorges: before the end of the day the
Fifth, and then the Sixth corps, have gone beyond Linden Station.
Meade, who has committed the fault of not being present at tbis
first essay of his new lieutenant, arrives too late to redeem his
remissness. He does not even appear to have stimulated .him, and
therefore must share the responsibility of his fault. On the ev~

Ding of the 23d he has three corps in the defile and two others
within supporting-distance, and he trusts on the following day iD
attack with these foI'WJ the enemy's army, believing that it is still
in large numbers on the north of Front Royal. He fancies that
a single Confederate corps has passed through Chester Gap, and
comes to the conclusion that the two others will not be able to
escape him during the night without leaving this one exposed
to the greatest dangers.

Our readers have foreseen the bitter deception which is in store
£Or him. On the morning of the 24th, Longstreet and Hill are
already on the south-eastern slope of the Blue Ridge, and push
ing forward: they are to encamp, the M.t at Culpeper Courtr
house, the second at Newby's Cl'Of!8ooroads. During the Wap
ping Heights combat Early has received, at Cedarville, the orders
of his chief, and has marched toward Strasburg. Finally, Ewell
at the close of the day has brought both Rodes' division and
Walker's brigade back to Front Royal, where he has reinforced
Johnson. .After having allowed his troops to rest near that town,
on the 24th, at daybreak, he begins his march toward Luray.
When, at the same hour, Meade marches toward Front Roml,
looking for the enemy, whom he believes entirely in his powt>r, he
finds no one. Lee has esmped. him, and he can no longer meet
him in the Virginia Valley. The brilliant operation, the idea
of which he has conceived from the plan formed by McClellan
the preceding year, has utterly failed, not having been executed
at the right moment. Nothing remains for him but to look for a
suitable position for a new campaign. Wammton Junction is
the only. point around which he can concentrate and supply his
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army. While turning hiB back to Lee's army he marches the
troops he has near him toward the south-ea.st, between the Blue
Ridge and Bull Run Mountain. After having stationed them on
the Manll8Sll8 Gap Railroad, they reach Warrenton Junction on
the 25th and 26th.

In the mean time, the Confederate army was completing its
movement. Longstreet, coming down from Chester Gap to
Flint Hill, and reaching from that place Newby's Cross-roads,
arrived on the 24th at Culpeper. The march of the Third corps,
which was following him on the Bame route, was to be, it seemed,
more dangerous, for on the evening of the 22d, Sedgwick,
bivouacking at Barbee's Cross-roads, was only seven miles and a
half from that road, and Flint Hill was much Jllore exposed
than Front Royal to the blows of the enemy. Hill, fortunately,
did not encounter the Federal cavalry. The latter, to cover the
right Hank of its marching army, had from the 24th strongly
occupied the route from Barbee's Cross-roads to Waterloo.

While Buford was halting at Barbee's Cross-roads the two bri
gades. which had been occupying Warrenton for a few days had
come forward on the road to Thornton's Gap as far as Waterloo
and Amissville. On learning in this village that one of the
enemy's columns is within reach, the Federals move with a
few guns to Newby's Cross-roads, where that column is to cross
Thornton's River, an amuent of the Rappahanock. But they are
too feeble to dispute the crossing, being held in check by Walker's
brigade of Heth's division; then, attacked by that of Mahone,
they fall back at the moment when Benning, who has crossed
before their arrival, returns to Hank them. On the morrow Hill
joins Longstreet at Culpeper.

Foreseeing that he could not maintain himself long in that
position, Lee ordered Ewell, who by short mal'<.'hes was coming
from Luray, to push on directly to Madison Court-house, seven
teen miles from Culpeper, behind the principal branch of the
Rapidan, called Robertson's River. The three divisions of the
Second corps were assembled in this town on the 29th, but Early,
pushing on, went to occupy Orange Court-house on the south of
the Rapidan, which in case of a retreat was to become the baBe
of the army's operations.



CHAPTER II.

BRISTOE STATION.

A FTER fifty days' marching and fighting, the campaign
which commenced on the 11th of June was at last brought

to a close. The two adversaries, after having during all that
time kept, as two wrestlers, in Ii. close grapple, at last separated,
returning very near to their respective starting-pointB to take
breath. But this repose could not last· long. The Federals,
having the offensive, were compelled to keep it; they could
either directly attack the Confederates at Culpeper or renew,
with better chances of SUCCffiB, Burnside's march on Fredericks
burg. But the New York riots, which we will relate in the
next volume, had ocresioned a profound sensation in the North.
Far from sending reinforcements to Meade, the Federal govem
ment, compelled ·to concentrate a considerable number of troops
in the large cities, was inclined to ask him for some, and he re
ceived on the 30th 'of July the order to limit himself to annoy
ing his adversary by threatening demonstrations.

This order was executed with success. On the 1st of August
Buford croesecl the Rappahannock with his cavalry and advanced
toward Culpeper, pushing before him Baker's Confederate bri
gade, which had vainly tried to stop him. Anderson's division,
sent by Lee, encountered him on the west of Brandy Station.
Buford, after a lively skirmish, fell back on the Rappahannock,
and croesecl it again shortly after. But this demonstration was
sufficient to determine Lee to leave Culpeper--a. poor situation
for a defensive rdle, to which he was again reduced, for, although
much exposed, it covered neither Chancellorsville nor Frederick&
burg. On the 2d of August he brought back his army behind
the Rapidan, the cavalry being left on the Rappahannock to

watch the Federals.
'148
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The latter felt but little inclined to attack. The regiments
raised for nine months in the preceding year had been mustered
out; the growing rate of bounties was retarding the enlist
ments, many waiting in the hope that the rise would continue.
The operations of the conscription, interrupted for a while, had
just been resumed. They had not yet given any result; on the
contrary, they had weakened the active army, a great display of
forces being necessary to protect them in the large cities. Gor
don's division of the Eleventh corptl embarked on the 6th of
August at Alexandria for New York; all the other corpa fur
nished important detachments for the same service.* The system'
of breaking up the army, which had been abandoned at the hour
of greatest peril, was gradually regaining favor: a division was
taken from the Army of the Potomac and despatched to South
Carolina. The cavalry, which had suffered greatly in the "last
campaign, repaired suooessively by brigades to Washington to
recuperate and supply themselves. Finally, numerous leaves
of abBence were granted, both to· the officers and soldiers of all
arms. The army itself, encamped nnder the beautiful shades of
the green foliage of the Virginia forests, enjoyed in this warm
season the beneficent repose which circumstances were allowing
it. Therefore, during the whole month of August we have to
signalize only an insignificant affair. It WBB, strange to say, a
combined expedition of the navy and the cavalry. The Con
federates having fallen unexpectedly upon two vEHle1s in Chesa
peake Bay, had hid them in the winding stream of the lower
Rappahannock. Kilpatrick's division, then under the command
of Custer, came to occupy the right bank of the river and cover
two Union gunboats sent in quest of the Confederates. The
Second corptl, for a short time under the command of the gal
lant General Warran, marched to Falmouth to support the move
ment. The two vessels and crews were surprised at Port Con
way by Custer and destroyed with artillery; but that insignif
icant resnlt was not worth the risk run by the cavalry and the

* .Gi>rdon's division went to reinlbrce General Gillmore in the OperatiOIlll

against Charleston, S. C. Later in the month about ten thousand men, selected
mm the various corpe, under Gilnerals Ayres and Ruger, were sent to New
York.-ED.
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fatigue imposed on a whole army corps. The first part of the
month of September also passed tranquilly. Meade was waiting
the return of the troops sent to the North and the arrival of the
new recruits, when he was suddenly roused from his inaction by
unexpected news.

That inaction had been a very. fortunate occurrence for the
Confederate army. It had returned to the banks of the Rap
idan, very proud, no doubt, of the manner in which it had been
fighting, but it had lost the illusions which until then it had
cherished of the facilities and results of an invasion of the free

.States. The reaction of the public feeling in the Southern States
had been very bitter, and Lee's brave soldiers wrongly thought that
in the expression of that sentiment there was a blame which they
did not deserve. Their commander, it appears, did not share the
disappointment of his fellow-citizens. After Chancellorsville he
had not approved of their joy and confidence. It was an un
fruitful battle, said he, where his army had suffered irretrievable
losses, and which did not prevent his adversaries from re-forming
themselves quietly before his own eyes in order to look for a new
opportunity of attacking him. On the contrary, the invasion of
Pennsylvania, and the shocks which the Army of the Potomac
had ret-eived at Gettysburg, had made, according to his mind, an
impression on the Federals which was to prevent them from seri
ously disturbing him for several months. He was right. How
ever, he had soorooly arrived at Orange Court-house on the 8th
of August when he deemed it incumbent upon himself to offur
his resignation to President Davis in a letter full of dignity and
modesty. This was of course laid aside and concealed with care
from the public: the Army of Northern Virginia was not e"en
to know that their illustrious commander might have left i~.

When assured by the reports of his scouts that the Federals ,vere
preparing no offensive movement, Lee granted numerous leaves
of absence to the soldiers who had just made with him such an
arduous campaign. By an order of the 16th of August leaves
of absence for fifteen or thirty days,. acoording to the States to
which they belonged, were granted as a reward in the proportion
of twenty-four per cent. of the number of men on the rolls and
in al tive service.
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Bnt, great events were about to take place in the West.
The Confederate government was secretly concentrating, under
the command of Braxton Bragg, all the forces which could be
disposed of. To Jefferson Davis' favorite was reserved the task
of redeeming Lee's defeat and the disaster of Pemberton. To
provide him with the necessary means the law of the 16th of
July, mlling under arms all the inhabitants of the Confederacy
between eighteen and forty-five years of age, was not sufficient.
It was resolved in the first days of September that Longstreet's
corps should go by railway to reinforce Bragg's army: his arrival
was to mark the opening of the oampaign which we will relate·
in the next volume. He left Ii day or two before the lOth, and
the Army of Northern Virginia was thus reduced to 37,806 men
in active service, not including the mvalry.

Meade receives the news of Longstreet's departure on the
11th of September. He resolves to take the offensive, even·
without asking the consent of Halleck. But his forces are scat
tered, and must be called together. The cavalry, which is to pre
cede the army in its march toward the Rapidan, is compelled
to wait for Kilpatrick. The latter leaves the neighborhood of
Falmouth on the morning of the 12th, and early on the follow
ing day the Federal cavalry presents itself before the principal
fords of the upper Rappahannock-Kilpatrick, on the left, at
Kelly's Ford; Buford, in the centre, at Rappahannock 'Bridge;
Gregg, on the right, at Sulphur Springs. The Second corps is
marching forward to support them on the road taken by Buford.
The remainder of the army is to move forward as 800n as the
position of the enemy is better known.

On that long line the Southerners have only two cavalry bri
gades, those of Jones and W. H. F. Lee, commanded by General
Lomax and Colonel Beale, with a battery of artillery. The river
is guarded only by pickets, the main body of the troops being at
at Culpeper. Wamed on the evening of the 12th, Lomax has
all the stores collec~ted in that town withdrawn, and on the
morning of the 13th he sends reconnoitring detachments on the
various roads from Culpeper. The latter are soon repelled on
all sides. Buford has reached Brandy Station j Gregg comes to
join his right, and 800n after Kilpatrick appears on the left.
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The three divisions are marching in line of battle through 8

country known by all as a manreuvring-ground-for they have
been fighting on it several times this yea.r-and are pushing
before them the Confederate cavalry. Thus they arrive in sight
of Culpeper, where Lomax, supported by his battery, is stroDg
ly posted awaiting them, being determined to win the neces
sary time to complete the evacuation of the dl!pllta. While on
his front a simple pretence of attack is maintained, Kilpatrick
extends his command on the left to cut off his retreat. At a
given signal the Federal line moves forward; the Confede
rates are driven back to the village in the greatest confusion.
Kilpatrick springs forward to attack them from the opposite
direction and capture a train which is leaving the station, but
he is stopped by an impassable ditch. Before he is able to pass
it the Southern cavalry, leaving three pieces of artillery in the
hands of their assailants, have reached the Orange road. Custer
presses them closely, and takes a great number of prisoners, but
he is himself wounded. A prompt retreat 8S8Ures the safety of
the two Confederate brigades. On the following day the Union
ists were occupying the whole country from the Rappahannock
to the Rapidan: Buford, on the left, was on Robertson's River;
Kilpatrick, on the right, toward James City; Gregg, in the rear,
at Rappahannock Station.*

A few days after, the railway bridge having been repaired,
Meade concentrated his army in the neighborhood of Culpeper,
which became the, central d~p6t of supplies. He halted in that
position, for, on the 15th, Halleck had reoommended him not
to attack Lee on the Rapidan: the stonn which was brewing in
the West could no longer be averted, and the government, in
order to concentrate all ita resources in that quarter, did not
wish the Army of the Potomac to fight a battle which might
necessitate ita reinforcement on the morning after the struggle.
It would have heen better, perhaps, to adopt a bolder plan-to
sacrifice for a time Tennessee and Kentucky, to bring back Rose-

* A slight misapprehension hss crept into the text. Gregg drove the enemy
to, through, and beyond Culpeper, followed him to Rapidan Station, and held
the line at and near that point until relieved by the infantry on the 17& Jkt.
ford took poIlition lower down the Rapidan.-ED.
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crans' anny to the Ohio, and to take advantage of Lee's weaknt188
to crush him before the end of the summer season by a decisive
blow. But that audacity did not suit the military authorities at
\Vashington, and therefore their prudence was jnstified. In fact,
on the 20th of September the united force!! of Bragg and Long
street were inflicting on Rosecrans a. signal defeat. Hardly had
the first details of the battle of Chickamauga. become known than,
on the 23d, Halleck was ordering Meade to detach from his army
and despatch to Washington the Eleventh and Twelfth oorp8
with their artillery: Hooker was to command them and go to
the prompt assistance of the Federal annies of the West. Hal
leck's order was received by Meade just at the moment when he
had matured a plan for crossing the Rapidan. He at once sus
pended the projected offensive movement, and ordered the troop8
required of him to march without delay.

This departnre settled again the former proportion between
the forces of the two armies. On both sides they were going to
try to make up for their weakness by recalling the absent, and
completing by new recruits the effe(ltive force of the old regi
ments. From the 10th to the 20th of September the number of
officers and soldiers present under arms in the Confederate anny
had received an addition of exactly nine thousand men. The
Federal ranks were being filled up more slowly: the reci'uilB
were to serve an apprenticeship of a OPrtain time before being
placed before the enemy. In short, at the commencement of
October abont two-thirds of the troop8 sent to the North had
returned, and Meade, finding himself at the head of seventY
four thousand men, of whom sixty~ight thousand were able to
march, thought the moment had come to take the field again:
the season being still favorable, it was DOOI!S8ary to take advan
tage of it. .Unforeseen news oome to hasten his resolution. His
signal corps, posted on the summit of Cedar Mountain, had
on the 7th of October observed and :read the enemy's signals:
the Confederate army was preparing for new operations. The
reports of the spies aL~ showed that the enemy was marching
toward the south-west. In fact, by a singular coincidence, at the
very moment when Meade had resolved upon action, Lee was
preparing, not to retreat, but to take the offensive. A change ef
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position by the Second Federal corps had encouraged him, it is
said, by making him believe that another detachment was leaving
the Army of the Potomac for the West.

Lee has commenced his movement before Meade. He assigns
a double task to his cavalry, which has just been divided into
two divisions, under Generals Fitzhugh Lee and Hampton. On
the 8th of October, while the former remains on the Rapidan
with some infantry to mask the departure of the army, Stuart
concentrates Hampton's division at Madison Court-house. He
will pI"8Cede the infantry and cover their right in the flank march
which they are undertaking. The Southern general, not forget
ting that the pure defensive leads infallibly to defeat, relumes the
aggressive strategy in which he has before so well succeeded, and
returns nearly to the plan already followed in August, 1862.
But finding, no doubt, that his adversary guards himself bettw
than Pope on the Rapidan, he will turn him by c1'08Iling Rob¢
son's River near its source to gain access to Culpeper by the
north-west. In order to conceal this movement, Hill at the front
and Ewell in his rear have directed their march toward the south
east, and will make a wide d~tour to reach Madison Court-hoOlle.
They will separate at that point: Hill will pass on the north of
Culpeper, whilst Ewell will march directly on that town through
James City. Lee hopes to take the Union army by surprise
and compel it to tight an offensive battle to regain its commu
nications.

The position of the Federals seems to justify that hope: the
Second and Fifth corps are at Culpeper, the Third three miles to

the north-east of Griffinshurg, the First and Sixth, which are
watching the Rapidan at Cedar Mountain and Raccoon Foro,
are about six miles from each other and ten miles from the
remainder of the army. :Meade believes his adversat"}' has
retreated: learning on the morning of the 9th that he has with
drawn the pickets posted along the Rapidan, he resolves to seek
him beyond that river. Buford will prpceed on the same day to

Germanna Ford with his cavalry, cr088 the Rapidan on the
following day, and ascend the right bank to &&'lure to the
infantry the passage of the upper fords. Newton, with the First
'Corps, will Cl'OBS one of these fords; the Sixth corps will move
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from Cedar Mountain, and the Fifth from Culpeper, to take
position within supporting-distance of him. That plan WM

deficient in being too bold in conception and too prudent in
execution. While Meade was despatching orders his signal corps
was signalling to him of the numerous bivouac-fires in the
direction of Madison, and had interc,epted a despatch from Stu
art revealing his presence on the right flank of the Federals.
There was, then, a great uncertainty as to Lee's designs: the
best means to unravel them was perhaps to promptly crOS<! the
Rapidan with almost all the army, to outstrip and baffle the
enemy. But by dividing his force.~ Meade was playing into his
adversary's hands: notbing was more perilous than slowness at
such a moment.

On the evening of the 9th detachments from Hampton's divis
ion, crossing Robertson's River, drive in C6.ster's outposts toward
James City, and Meade learns that the enemy is apparently making
a movement on his right. In fact, during the day all the Con
fedetate army has crossed the upper Rapidan, and, turning to the
north, has been marching toward Madison. Its march has been
very slow, because Lee has made his troops follow unfrequented
roads. Neverthele.-.s, his army early on the 10th is so placed
that it can easily outflank tile Federals' right. Although since
morning Meade is positively informed of the presence of the
enemy at Madison, he persists in his first design: he is persuaded
that Stuart's movement against his "right is only a feint to mask
the retreat of the Confederate army. The First corps will come
down the Rapidan as far as Morton's Ford-an excellent ford
which it will cross to join Buford coming from Germanna Ford;
then he will come up as far as Raccoon Ford, where the Sixth
corps will wait for him, to cross in its turn.

While the Federals are thus tardily and slowly employing them
selves the enemy is vigorously executing the movement prepared
the day before. At daybreak Stuart crosses Robertson's River
with the whole of Hampton's division: his right moves forward
with circumspection between Thoroughfare and Cedar Mountains
against Custer, who, being ordered not to open the battle, gradu
ally falls back before it. The main body of the division follows
the James City road, which 8seends the northern extremity of
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Thoroughfare Mountain. Kilpatrick awaits the enemy in that
position with his second brigade, which Colonel Davis com
mands since the death of Farnsworth; General Prince, who,
with a division of the Third corps, iH encamped between
Griffinsburg and James City, sends him the One-hundred
and-twentieth New York. But this reinforcement of less than
three hundred men is not sufficient to enable Kilpatrick
to cope with the forces of the Confederates. The Union
troopers have dismounted and formed as skirmishers, with the
infantrJ' on the slopes of the hill. While Stuart makes Gordon's
brigade, also on foot, confront them, he places himself at the
head of Young's cavalry, and, making a detour, arrives on their
flank at a gallop. The soldiers of the One-hundred-and-twentietb
Ncw York are the first exposed to his blows: almoet all the regi
ment falls into his hands. The Union cavalry rapidly retrealB
to James City, closely pursued by Stuart. Kilpatrick, to retard
t.he pursuit, brings forward his reserves, and a charge of the
Fifth New York and Fifth Michigan succeeds in setting (ree a
large number of the prisoners. Despite a new reinforcement
brought by Prince, the Federals are overmatched. Pleasonton
orders Kilpatrick to cover Prince's retreat by falling back slowly
on the Second and Third corps, stationed on the west of Culpeper,
and orders Custer to join him at James City. But Stuart is
already within sight of this village, and throws shells into it j

Pleasonton evacuates it, and bring:! Davis back to Bethel Church.
Custer, who about three o'clock arrives from the south, finds his
adversaries established at James City, and after an unsuooessful
attempt to dislodge them goes to join Kilpatrick at Bethel. The
Confederate troopers who had attacked him in the morning have
availed themselves of his departure to occupy Cedar Mountain.
At Bethel, Kilpatrick, reinforced by the remainder of Prince's
troops, prepares to resist, but Stuart, whose mission is simply to
cover Lee's right, is waiting for night at James City. However,
the news of the engagement at Thoroughfare Mountain has reached
Meade's head-quarters about noon: Hill's movement, being sig
nalled on the road from :Madison to Sperryville, cannot leave him
in any doubt. The question is no longer to pursue the retreat of
the enemy, but to avert the blow which Lee is preparing to strike
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at the Army of the Potomac. The three corps which were
ma.l:ching toward the Rapidan are immediately recalled to Cul
peper. Sedgwick and Newton, being informed in time, retrace
their steps. But Buford has already passed G€rmanna Ford: at
Morton's Ford he of course does not find the troops which he
was to join, and while he is awaiting them he is vigoro1l8ly
attacked by Fitzhugh Lee. The latter, hoping to conceal still
longer the movement of the Southern army, will not allow the
Federals to reconnoitre the right bank of the Rapidan. Calling
together his division, much superior in numbers to that of Buford,
he compels him to return to the other bank, Hnd after an engage
ment which costs him dearly he forces open to his followers the
PllBSllgEl of the ford. Night, fortunately for the Federals, soon
comes to stop him.

During that day the Confederate infantry has been executing
the movement which we have before indimted. Whilst Ewell,
leaving the banks of the Rapidan, reaches Madison, Hill, who
has &en mmping near this town, has moved toward the north,
as though he intended to reach Thornton's Gap and the Virginia
Valley by way of Sperryville: he has croesed Robertson's River,
and is already as far as Griffinsburg. Lee hopes that the fol
lowing day will not pass without his forcing Meade to give
him battle before Cplpp'per. That hope was to be deceived. On
the evening of the 10th some officers were urging the Union
general to move upon his adversary at Madison, and, if the latter
was continuing his march, to boldly pursue him. This plan
offered some chance of success, but was perilous. Meade, always
-dreading an offensive battle, preferred retreating beyond the Rap
pahannock while it was yet praetimble. The army was imme
diately ordered to recross that river early on the following day,
the 11th; it was still to fall back on the third day to place ~elf

between the village of Warrenton and Warrenton Junction. In
that position, which he hoped to reach before Lee, since he could
follow the chord of the arc which his adversary had to describe, .
:Meade was covering his double line of communication-the rail
way from Orange to Manassas Junction and the main road from
Warrenton to Alexandria: on these two parallel roads he in
tended to resolutely await the Confederates' atta{)k.
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All the Federal infantry, being assembled in the neighbor
hood of Culpeper on the morning of the 11th,818ily reached tDe
Rappahannock during the day without encountering the enemy,
who, believing them still near the Rapidan, was completing his
movement on the north-west of Culpeper. But it was not so
with the Union cavalry, which was compelled to bear the burden
of conflict in covering the retreot.

Gregg's division, called from .Bealeton Station on the morning
of the 10th, had arrived at four o'clock at Culpeper. PleasontoD
had, then, his three divisions to accomplish that hard task, but
that of Buford was on the Rapidan in a very hazardous position.
Whilst Meade, following the main body of his army, leaves Cul
peper about noon, Pleasonton concentrates in that village Kil
patrick's dh·ision to prevent Stuart outstripping Buford on the
Rappahannock, and sends Gregg to Rixeyville, on Hazel River,
to cover on the north the Hank of the army.

At daybreak Stuart, finding no one before him at James City,
has ordered Hampton's division to march forward through
Bethel Church to Griffinsburg. At this latter place he en
counters Custer's cavalry, which is falling back on Culpeper.
For his part, Fitzhugh Lee from the break of day follows
Buford closely, who, at last apprised of Meade's movement, has
taken the road to Stevensburg in order to join him. This route
will lead him to Bra'ndy Station on the east of Culpeper. Hamp
ton, however, comes in sight of this village, which on his ap
proach is evacuated by Kilpatrick. A little farther on the Fed
erals pretend to stop on the left bank of Mountain Run. Two
squadrons of the Second New York, crossing the brook again,
rush on Gordon's Southern brigade to retard its march; Captain
Griggs is killed at their head. But the noise of the guns of
FitzJ1.ugh Lee, who is approaching behind them, warns the Fed
erals that the enemy is going to outstrip them in reaching Brandy
Station.

Stuart, for his part, will not allow them to entirely escape
from him. As soon 88 he perceives them marching forward he
finds out their design and endeavors to detain them. Hamp
ton's division, taking the 'full trot, follows on the north of
the railway a route parallel to the road on which Kilpatrick's
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column is rapidly moving. Having arrived within reach of
that column, Stuart sends two regiments of Jones' brigade against
its left flank. The critica.l moment has arrived for the Federals:
they will have to fight on all sides at the same time. In fact,
Fitzhngh Lee is approaching the railway from the south. He hIlS
kept on the left with the main body of his division, in the hope
of joining Hampton near Culpeper, and thus falls, by chance, on
the right of the Federals. One of his brigades, following the
direct route, reaches their line of retreat, and, dismounting, it
lines with troops a rising ground which lies across the railway.
Kilpatrick, whom Pleasonton lea~es entirely free in the com
mand of his dh'ision, is preparing to confront all these enemies.
He has not a moment to lose to fight them separately. He sends
the Second :Xew York against Jones' two regiment..., which are
going to attal;k his left. This valiant regiment, encountering
the Confederate column in a narrow pMBage, overthrows the
6rst squadron and pushes the others back in the greatest con
fusion on the remainder of the brigade, behind which they find
it hard to rally. Hampton is compelled to halt. But in that
instant Fitzhugh Lee's guns op~n fire on the right flank of Kil
patrick. The latter, instead of answering, leaves before them a
few regiments in close line, and directs his artillery to continue
moving with the remainder of the divisio~. The object is, in
fact, not to give a pitched battle, but to reach Brandy Station
as promptly as possible. The Federals thus approach the posi
tion of the enemy's force which obstructs their way. Kilpatrick
has deployed his two brigades in line of regiments in columns of
squadrons-Davis on the right, Custer on the left, holding his
flag in his own hand. The charge is sounded. Three thousand
sabres are glittering in the ~un, but the Federals find no enemy
before them. The Confederate brigade, feeling that it could not
resist them, has gone aside to leave the passage free. However,
Hampton and Lee are pushing before them the Union rea.r
guard and endeavoring again to surround Kilpatrick. Bu
ford fortunately comes, in his turn, to take part in the battle,
which, thus engaged on all sides at the same time, becomes a real
m&e. Clouds of dust soon envelop the combatants. Gordon's
and Young's brigades are pressing the Federals on the north of
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the railway j the brigade of Jones charges them near the road j

Fitzhugh Lee, who hllS mlled all his forces together, attacks them
on the south. But Pleasonton re-forms his two divisions, shaken
for a while, and repelling, right and left, the 888aultB of Stuart,
reaches the hill of Fleetwood, and there firmly waitB a new
ll88ault. The Confederates do not go after him, and, thanks to
the obscurity, he is soon able to reach again, without any trouble,
the Rappahannock bridge. During that struggle, Lee, observing
that Meade is escaping him, makes his columns converge upon
Culpeper j but when the most part of his forces is assembled in
the neighborhood of this village the BOund of the cannon, get
ting fainter, informs him that the Army of the Potomac has
outstripped him. Despite his wish to follow it, he is obliged
to halt all the afternoon at Culpeper to give time to dis
tribute rations to the various corps-a necessary precaution
in the exhausted country which he is crossing. It is only
on the morning of the 12th that he will be able to order his
columns forward, so 88 to renew the manQmvre which he
hllB just been performing. He will pass the upper Rappa
hannock lIS he has just crossed the Rapidan, and will still en
deavor to outflank Meade's right. His objective point is War
renton: if he reaches it without striking a blow, he will compel
his adversary, while. leaving the large railroad bridge at Rappa
hannock Station, either to fall back farther or give that offen
sive battle which they both seek to avoid.

Meade is in II suitable position to receive him at this time. All
his army is stationed behind the Rappahannock, from Kelly's
Ford on the BOuth to Freeman's Ford on the north. This last
ford is situated near the confluence of Hazel River and Hedge
man's River; the Third corps, which forms the rear-guard,
occupies it rather late in the night after having passed the Rap
pahannock at Beverly Ford. But, through an unhappy inspira
tion, the Union general loses all the advantages of this situ
ation. The vigor of Stuart's attack on Pleasonton and the cloud!;
of dust which have been observed make him suppose, with rea
BOn, that the most part of the enemy's army is 88llembled at Cul
peper. He wishes to be sure of it, believing, wrongly, that they
will expect him there the following day; and, not daring to trust
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that task to the cavalry alone after the fight which they have just
had, he takes the resolution to recr08S the Rappahannock with
three corps and Buford's division i that is to say, with about
thirty thousand men.

The Second, Fifth, and Sixth corps will uftdertake this move
ment on the 12th at daybreak; the two others will remain on the
Rappahannock-the Third on the right, the First on the left.
Finally, Gregg is ordered to proceed to Rixeyville beyond Sul
phur Springs, where he arrives at nine o'clock in the evening.
He is to guard the crossings of Hedgeman's River and to watch
with care the road from Culpeper to Warrenton through Jefferson
--a very important mission, for this is the route which the enemy's
army will follow if it attempts a new turning movement.

On the morning of the 12th the three Federal corps cross
the river i the Fifth remains near Beverly Ford in readiness to
support, in case of a retreat, the two others, which are ad
vancing in the direction of Culpeper. Buford is recon
noitring, and covers the front of the infantry, which on this
unprotected ground has a deployment of more than three miles.
The two corps are thus marcning in line of battle, flanked right
and left by battalions en khelon: a strong reserve follows the
centre of each. It was, we believe, the first time in this war that
the Federals were, with 80 large a force, manoouvring as if on the
drill-ground. .

The movement is badly chosen, for Lee, whom they look for
in vain at Culpeper, endeavors meanwhile to outflank their
right. From da.ybreak his army is making its way in two
columus: Hill, on the left, is marching from Griffinsburg to
Amissville i Ewell, following on the right a parallel direction,
takes the road from Culpeper,to Warrenton, which CI'08Se8 Hazel
River at Rixeyville and Hedgeman's River at Sulphur Springs i
Stuart crosses it before him with the main body of his cavalry.
Since the preceding day one of his regiments, the Eleventh Vir
ginia, has been pushing on as far as the village of Jefferson,
in which place Gregg, while fa.lling back, has left a strong rear
guard, the Thirteenth Pennsylvania.

The Union general has sent another regiment, the First
Maine, to Amissville. These troops are thus watching the two
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routes followed by the enemy. He again cn&le8 Hedgemau's
River on the morning of the 12th, and, remaining at Snlphor
Springs with a single brigade, sends Colonel Taylor with the
other to 8000t the country toward W&rrenton. All~
prealutions seem too be taken to learn if Lee is endeavoring to
tum the Federal right wing, bot neither Gregg nor Meade is
promptly informed of the fact. These preamtioos will be of DO

use, however, owing to a singular concwrence of fortuitous cir
c.umstances and culpable negligenre.

In the first place, the First )Iaine, coming back from Amiss
ville in the night, faUs unexpectedly near Jefferson on the out
posts of the Eleventh Virginia. Dreading some ambush, the
former falls back on Little Washington, and th08 it cannot give
any information to Gregg, from whom it will be separated for
several days. The Thirteenth Pennsylvania, attacked in its tam
on the morning of the 12th, repels all the assaultB of the Elev
enth Virginia, but its commander neglects to inform Gregg
of the enemy's presenre. At length, about ten o'clock, Stuan
makes his appearanre before Jefferson with the whole of Jones'
brigade, commanded by Colonel ,FlIDsten, and the Federals
are promptly dislodged. They fall back slowly, fighting
on foot, and their stubborn resistanre retards Stuart's march;
but they cannot inform Gregg of their retreat, for a part of the
Southern cavatry, Banking them, threatens to cut them oft: The
Thirteenth Pennsylvania thllS arrives, still fighting, near Hroge
man's River. A small wood spreads itBelf on the right bank at
a. distanre of three hundred and fifty yards from Thompson's
Ford: the Federals take advantage of its shelter to cope with
their adversaries. Gregg, at last informed of the danger which
threatens him, has hastily recalled ,Taylor, and orders the Tenth
New York to cross the river to rescue the Pennsylvanians. This
reinforrement arrives when the Federals, dislodged from the wood
and closely followed by the enemy, are debouching on the declivity
which leads to Thompson's Ford. It stops Stuart and retakes po&

Be8Bion of the wood. But the Confederates have still an immense
numerical superiority. The two Union regiments are driven beck
upon the river. They look in vain for a rallying-place near the
ford, and cross it in disorder, leaving behind them a large num-
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ber of prisoners. Gregg cannot rescue them, but their resistance
has given him time to make some dispositions for defending the
~ing of the river.

Stuart not daring to attempt this crossing without the
support of the infantry, a few hours elapse, during which, by
some oversight, Gregg does not think of sending a single despatch
to Meade to inform him of the situation. At last, Ewell arrives
with the head of his column aud a part of his artillery. The
latter shell the left bank; the infantry cross the stream after
the cavalry, henceforth assured of a strong support. Hedgeman's
River is crossed, and the bridge at Thompson's Ford promptly
repaired, despite the efforts of Gregg. Instead of yielding the place
to the enemy, this gallant officer continues fighting stubbornly:
his troops are almost decimated around him, and at last are forced
back upon Fayetteville, after having lost more than five hundred
of their number. A part of his force has been cut oiF, and cannot
rejoin him until the following day. However, night has come.
Ewell stops at Sulphur Springs, and Stuart pushes on in the direc
tion of Warrenton. Hill, for his part, has arrived near Amissville.
The sound of the guns, which, strangely, has not reached Meade's
ears, has of course been heard by French at Freeman's Ford: he
has prepared to receive the attack of the enemy, but, unfortu
nately, has not thought of informing his commander of what
was passing above his p08ition.

The two Federal corps which we have left marching in line of
battle have advanced during the day as far as Brandy Station.
Buford, who precedes them, has BOon encountered Rosser's Con
federate cavalry brigade. This officer, folloWing the idea of the
Federals at Jefferson, tries to deceive his adversaries by ordering
his men to fight on foot, as if they were the skirmishers of an
army corps. The rose does not succeed, despite the reinforcement
of Young's brigade, which comes in haste from James City.
Buford vigorously pushes the Southern cavalry until he is
in sight of Culpeper and assures himself that there is not an
infantryman left in the town. His report, promptly despatched,
reaches Meade in the afternoon, and throws him into great perplex
ity. He has received no message from Gregg, and cannot conceive
what has become of Lee's army. In this uncertainty he suspends all
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marching orders. :Meanwhile, hours pass away in the same silence;
night oomes: Meade, sitting near the fire with his staff not far
from the large bridge on the Rappahannock, is waiting for news.
At length, near ten o'clock, he receives Ii. despatch of Gregg's
dated from Fayetteville, giving the details of the fight which had
been going on since the morning, his defeat, and the c1"088ing
of the enemy's army at Sulphur Springs. How could Gregg have
left his chief so long without sending information as to what was
taking place on the right of the army? We have said that Gregg
himself no doubt did not receive any information from the detach
ments which he had sent to scout the oountry: the enemy making
their appearance unexpectedly on Hedgeman's River, the snrpritie
made him neglect that important duty; but he oommitted an in
excusable error in not taking advantage of the respite that Stuart
gave him after the first engagement. He endeavored to retrieve it
by despatching several oouriers to Meade during the battle of Sul
phur Springs, but they were killed or lost their way. It would have
been better for the army had he not given battle and had he done
more to communicate with his chief. In fact, the position of the
army is very critical. Two oorps are at Brandy Station; the three
others are placed en khdon along the Rappahannock, on a line
nearly nine miles in length-at Kelly's Ford, at Beverly Ford,
and at Freeman's Ford. French, who occupies this last point, is
especially exposed, for the enemy's army while descending the
Rappahannock could crush him before any of the other oorpe,
except the Fifth, could oome to his rescue. Bnt Lee does not
know the position of his adversary, and has no other thought
than to outflank him in order to cut the railroad in his rear. His
objective point is Bristoe Station on Broad Run. It is the point
on the entire railroad where he has the greatest chance to outstrip
Meade, who has the same distance to travel over; but Lee depends
on the marching superiority of his soldiers. If he outstrips Meadt",
Broad Run will give him magnificent positions for a defensive
battle. His orders are therefore given to resume the march
through Warrenton on the morning of the following day.

At the news of the engagement at Sulphur Springs, Meade does
not lose a moment in concentrating his army. The useless oounter
march of the 12th has made him lose not only the line of the
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Rappahannock, but also that from 'Varrenton to Warrenton J unc
tion; for Lee will reach the first of these two points before him.
The motives which decided him not to fall upon the flank of
his adversary two days before will still prevent his attacking
the Confederate army in its march at the foot of Bull Run
Mountain. Troubled by the remembrance of Pope's disaster, he
does not consider himself secure behind Broad Run. He will
croas Bull Run, and halt only at Centreville. This resolution
was not worthy. of the conqueror of Gettysburg. He ought to
have known that his adversary had not more than thirty-six
thousand infantry present under arms: even had he believed
him stronger, he should not have allowed himself to be pushed
back almost under the guns of Washington without a serious
effort to prevent it. The soldiers, who had not the infonnation
of their commander, but who knew their own strength, desired
nothing better than fighting.

They were not to have this satisfaction. Before daybreak the
Second and Sixth corps, having promptly retraced their steps by
a nighli-march, have recrossed the Rappahannock: all the army
being on the left bank, the Federals burn the railroad bridge,
which had just been rebuilt, thus depriving themselves for some
time of the means to advan.ce against Culpeper. The Fifth corps
from Beverly Ford, and the First from Kelly's Ford, with the
Sixth, form the principal column, which is following the line of
the railroad in the direction of Bristoe Station. The Secondcorp8
hastens to Fayetteville, in order to cover the left of the army
against the forces which the day before fought Gregg: it will
remain there until the Third has passed it, and will follow
as far as Auburn on the road to Greenwich. Kilpatrick accom
panies the left, whilst Gregg marches with the main column, and
Buford takes the advance with all the trains of the army on a road
which will lead him to Bull Run. Meade, who believes himself
already outflanked, pushes forward his fatigued soldiers : the
column becomes entangled, encumbering the narrow roads of
the country: all are marching with the constant thought of a
sudden attack. In this manner the army moves over a great
distance without halting. The Sixth corps, which leads the
advance on the right, has passed beyond Kettle Run, after
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having marched over thirty miles during the last twenty-four
hours; the two oorps which follow are moving en khelon;
the Third has arrived at Greenwich at ten o'clock in the eveo
jng; the Second, which has left Fayetteville very late, and
has been retarded by numerous trains, has halted at Auburn
about nine o'clock. Warren posts Caldwell's division, with three
batteries of artillery, upon the hills which at this point overlook
the right bank of Cedar Run and command the ford on the 1"08<1
from Warrenton to Greenwich. In fact, Warren expects shortly
to see the enemy debouching along this route.

As we have said, the main body of the Confederate army on
the evening of the 12th had not reached the banks of the Rap
pahannock. Hill was at Amissville, Ewell beyond Jefferson.
The two roads which they were following unite at ",rarrenton :
they met in this town about midday on the 13th. All the Fed
eral army was then marching in two columns at some di8tance
from each other. It was a fair opportunity for the two Confed
erate oorps, thus united on their flank, to throw disorder into th~
oolumns by a prompt and general attack. Lee did not, howeyer,
make the attempt, his numerical ,weakness rendering him Yel')'

prudent. Besides, the delay which the oountermarching from
Culpeper had brought into the :Federals' movements made him
think that the latter were halting between Catlett's and Warren
ton Junction. He'dared not oontinue any farther towan! Bri:;.
toe, and, while taking advantage of the union of his troops
at Warrenton to have a fresh supply of rations issued to them,
he ordered Stuart to reconnoitre the supposed position of the
Federals in the vicinity of Catlett's. Stuart started with three
brigades and two batteries of artillery. The road from Fayette
ville to Greenwich is clear, for the Third and Seoond oorpB of the
Army of the Potomac, which follow it and form the left column,
are still at some distance. About four o'clock in the afternoon,
leaving Lomax's brigade at Auburn to watch this route, Stuart
oontinue8 his movement toward Catlett's, with Funsten and
Young. Arriving on the edge of a wood commanding Cedar Run
Valley and the untimbered slopes of the right bank, he pel"cehu
the Federal infantry, which is following the railroad, accompanied
by its cumbersome supply-trains. Without betraying his pJ'lS-
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ence, he discovers that the greater part of the enemy's army is
marching, and that, instead of giving battle, it is moving rapidly
toward Broad Run. This discovery is sufficient: he hastily re
sumes his march on the Warrenton road to rejoin his commander
and give him an account of his observations.

But in the mean time the Third Federal corps has continued
ita march, and Graham's brigade, which forms the advance, has
reached Auburn on the banks of Cedar Run. French, believing
himself far from the enemy., neglectB reconnoitring, and the
advance of his column is unexpectedly welcomed by the sharp
fire of Lomax's cavalry, which occupies the accessible parts of the
village. After the first moment of disorder, in which he loses
about fifty men, Graham deploys his brigade and compels Lomax
to leave the crossing. The latter falls back toward Warrenton,
but does not appear to have informed Lee of the perilous situa
tion in which he leaves Stuart with the two other brigades.
Indeed, this peril is great. Whilst Stuart returns toward Au
burn, where he expects to find Lomax, French is quietly pur
suing his march toward Greenwich, and his long column forms
a living wall between the Southern cavalry and Lee's army.
On approaching Auburn, Stuart's scouta discover with surprise
this formidable obstacle. A rapid reconnoisaance convinces Stuart
that he cannot turn it on any side, and that he is thus caught
between the column obeerved near Catlett's and that which so un
expectedly has just cloaed his passage on the north. He throws
himself immediately, with his men, into one of those thickets of
young pines which in Virginia cover the old tobacco-ll!antations.
Cavalry and teams are pressing each other, as game at the sight
of hunters, in the thick copse which, a few hundred yards on the
south-east of the road and of the village, affords a safer asylum
than the tall trees of the old forest. Fortunately, French's sol
diers, fatigued by a long march, are not making better reconnois
sances on their flanks than on their advance. No one is searching
the woods. However, night comes, and the Federals continue pass
ing almost under Stuart's eye. Following the Third corps and its
trains, the Second corps continues the uninterrupted march. The
situation of the Confederates BOOn becomes still more critical:
Caldwell, who halta on the Auburn hills, bivouacs only a few
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hundred yards from ~ir hiding-place. At this time a J:Ilml

gun-ahot or the neighing of a hol'l:le would be sufficient to be
tray them. Stuart for a moment thinks of abandoning his
artillery, and, favored by the darkness, of makillg, nt'oOO ill
hand, a passage for his command; but he soon resolves to await
daylight, wid sends to Lee three messengers, who, having their
knapsacks on their backs and their guM on their shoulders, <roI!iS

the lines of the Second corps without anybody distinguishing the
dark gray of their uniform from the Union blue.

Auburn is situated on the road which Lee has ll88igned to Ewell
for the D18J'ch of the 14th i he has then but to order him to accel
erate this marching in order to effect Stuart's .reJCue. He hll8 at
last been apprised of the Federals' retreat, and notwithstanding
the time lost at Warrenton he hopes to outstrip them to Broad Run.
His two lieutenants will move OD Bristoe. Hill, on the left,
will follow through New Baltimore the road from Warrentoo. to
Alexandria; then, turning to the right before coming to Buck
land Mills, he will arrive at Bristoe from the north-west: this way,
though the longest, is the best. Ewell will reach Auburn after
having rescued Stl.UU1:, and will follow the road to Greenwich,
and near this village will join Hill's right; the two corps unital
will move toward the railroad, which Ewell will reach a little
to the west of Bristoe: they will thus occupy in force the right
bank of Broad Run and will bar its passage against the Federal
anoy.

Rodes, who leads the march of the Second Confederate corps,
has started long before daybreak, and Stuart at the moment when
dawn seems to increase his peril hears the sound of musketry,
which informs him of his appr08ching deliveranoo. Never, per
haps, had a whole cavalry division spent a night in a more singu
iar position. Shortly after their bivouac a few Federnls, wander
lDg at random, had penetrated into the pine woods: if a single
ODe of them had seen them and then made his escape, Stuart was
lost. Fortunately, all were seized without the firing of a pistol, but
the peril was so obvious that an officer of the Union staff having
been also caught, and being invited by Stuart to share his frugal
repast, did not fear to answer him, "All right, general; we sup
with you to-night, you dine with us to-morrow•." At the first~
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Bhot the Southern cavalry are in the saddle: they must face it out
to the last. Stuart's artillery is advancing to the edge of the
wood, concealed by the morning's haze, whilst Caldwell's soldiers,
grouped on the heights around their fires, are in full sight of the
Coufederate gunners. A first volley, well aimed, makes great
havoc among them; a single shot, it is said, kills seven. Attacked
at the same time on the Warrenton road by Rodes' adva.nce, the
Fed~rals believe themselves surronnded. Whilst they endeavor
to discover where they are, Stuart starts, and at a gallop makes
a wide dlitour to the south, and, crossing Cedar Run, succeeds in
joining without accident Ewell's column, congmtulating himself
in having got so well out of the scrape.

Despite the surprise which they have just experienced, Cald
well's soldiers are contending with Rodes' division, whilst the
remainder of the Second corps, which had been camping on the
bank of Cedar Run, is already marching toward Greenwich. In
fact, Meade has ordered all his army forward on the 14th at day
break to Centreville, where he is going very early. He believes
that the enemy's army, outstripping him, is at Buckland, whilst
it has not yet moved beyond Warrenton. The Federals are yield
ing perhaps to a superstitious fear of the Bull Run battlefield, and
wish to spare themselves a third enrounter on the ground which
has been the scene of McDowell'll and Pope's defeats. The main
column follows, as on the preceding day, the line of the railroad,
the Sixth corps taking the lead, then the First, and after it the
Fifth. Warren has been ordered to march from Auburn to Cat
lett's to take the same route in the rear of this last corps, the
road from Auburn to Greenwich appearing too much exposed to
run the risk of following it. Gregg, alone on this road, covers
the left of the army and the rear-guard of the Third ('orps, which,
having bivouacked at Greenwich, will be able early to cross Broad
Run and take again, between Buckland and Gainesville, the main
road from Warrenton to Alexandria. This route leads to Centre
ville by way of the Stone Bridge: to reach th~ last point the re
mainder of the army will cross Broad Run 8 little above Bristoe
and Bull Run, at Blackburn's Ford. In consequence of the d~tour

which it must make in order to reach Catlett's, the Second corps
finds itself cllarged alone to cover the retreat. Its situation seems

VOL. III.-l9·
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more critical than it really is. In fact, in the midst of theen~
ment with Rodes, Caldwell's soldiers hear a lively dischlU:ge of
musketry from the other side of Cedar Run, on the very route
through which they are to fall back. A force of the enemy, cross
ing that stream above Auburn and descending the left hank, bars
the way against Hays' division, which leads the march of the Sec
ond corps. Warren understands that if he allows himself to be
detained at Auburn he will be separated from the remainder of
the army. He orders Caldwell to cross the brook lUld fall back
fighting; Hays in the mean time will break the enemy's line
formed before him. Fortunately, this line is composed only of
a cavalry regiment, the Fifth North Carolina, which, after a
few bold charges, is driven back by two Federal regiments.
Caldwell, who has a whole division on his hands, with difficulty
withdraws in good order. Ewell, however, who is to wove toward
Greenwich, not wishing to engage the enemy on the way to Cat
lett's, soon stops pursuing him, and the two armies resume their
parallel march.

At six o'clock in the morning the Third Federal corps crosses
Broad Run and proceeds to Gainesville, leaving behind it a large
number of stragglers. Gregg's division, aJTiving at Greenwich
after its departure, follows it at some distance. The main oolumn
has also commenced marching early, for the Si~th corps will
arrive abont three o'clock at Centreville, after having travelled
over a distance of more than sixteen miles; the First cnasse;
Broad Rnn behind it; and the Fifth, coming from a greatcr dis.
tance, halts about eleven o'clock on the right bank of thi.~ stmun.
The Second is not yet in sight.

In the mean time, Hill's corps, following the turnpike to
Alexandria, soon reaches Broad Run Church, near Buckland.
At the moment of turning on the right toward Greenwich its
commander learns that a column of the enemy has just crossed
the stream a short distance off. It is Gregg, who is covering
the Third corps' retreat. Owing to the oblique direction of the
road followed by the Federal cavalry, the Confederate> can still
hear the rolling of the wagons which they are guarding. Pnr
suing his way with two divisions, Hill leaves Scales' brigade and
a battery of artillery at Buckland, and orders Anderson's divisiOil
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to cross Broad Run. The Confederates, ad\Oancing on the m:l.in
road, encounter Gregg's rear-guard and push it rather closely;
but the Federal cavalry, falling back on the infantry, soon makes
its escape from Anderson, who, giving up the pursuit, reaches
Greenwich. Fitzhugh Lee, after having observed the enemy's
infantry, halts in turn and retraces his steps to reconnoitre Hill's
left. flank. But it is 000 late, for the latter, with Heth's division,
under Wilcox, has already marched beyond Greenwich, and is
advancing to Bristoe. The third division, under Wilcox, is still
very far in the rear.

We must describe here, in a few words, the ground on which
the Confederates are about to debouch; and which will be the
theatre of a bloody conflict. Abont three miles from Manassas
Junction, near a brick viaduct with a wooden floor thrown over
the deep valley of Broad Run, a few houses grouped on the two
banks comprise the village of Bristoe. 'Vhat remains of thffie
houses at the time of which we are speaking consists simply
of high chimneys blackened by fire. On the north-east are the
plains of l\!an8ssns, untimbered and bordered only by a skirt
of wood four or five hundred yards in width which commands
the rather rugged slopes of the left bank. The railro:l.d crosses
Kettle Run two miles south-west of the Bristoe viaduct. The
ground which separate'! the two streams is rather uneven. 'Voody
along the railroad, which cnts it in a straight line from the south
west to the north-east, it is culti\Oated on the north-west in the
direction of Greenwich. The most elevated part is near the
viaduct: for a space of six hunrlred yards between a small
meadow, wlrich it crosses on an embankment, and the station of
Bristoe, the road pllSSes through a rather deep cnt. It emerges
suddenly near the station, and, overlooking on the right the dale
which descends to Broad Run, it passes immediately over the
embankment which lends to the viaduct. On the north of the
railroad three or four isolated hiJIs command the unprotected
plain; several like elevations on the south rise from twelve to
thirteen yards above the copse. Broad Run waters the meadows
situated between two untimbered declivities. A road parallel to
the right crest leads from Greenwich to Brentsville, and cuts the
railroad at the station. About fourteen hundred yards before

.,
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reaching that point it crosses a windiug path coming from Weavers
V,ille, which, beyond the crossing, de8cends into the valley, passes
over the brook, and ascends near the village of Milford the slopes
of the left bank, and strikes at Groveton the road to Alexandria.

A road runniug parallel to the railroad, roughly built by the
Union soldiers whilst they were occupying it, facilitated very
much the march of Meade's army. On the north-west of the
road it encountered the path from Weaversville to Groveton, and
pas.~ed 011 the other side of the woods to reach a ford situated a
little below the viaduct. This ford was commanded by slight
fortifications raised on the south-east of tile railroad.

The road followed by Reth's division cuts in two the right
Rllgle formed at Bristoe by the railroad and Broad RUD. At a
mile and a half from the station it passes through a pine wood,
beyond which is a view of both the valley and the Milford ford,
which the greater part of the Federal column has just crossed.
About noon, before reaching the wood, Rill, who is expecting to

meet the enemy, forms Heth's division in lilll~ of battle. Cook's
brigade deploys on the right, and that of Kirkland on the left,
of the road; 'Valker, who follows the latter, is ordered to pro
long his left; Davis remains as a reser\'e on the road. During
this movement the scouts have per<:eived the Fifth Federal corps,
which, as we have said, has been halting 011 the right bank of
the stream, and has just resumed its march. A battery is
ad\'lm<'Cd on the crest which overlooks the bank, and from that
point opens fire upon the rear-guard of the enemy, which is cross
ing Broad Run. All the Union army is beyond that stream except
the Second corps, which is following, at some distance, the same
route as the Fifth. The latter, on seeing the enemy make his
appearance on its rear, should have halted to defend the pa.o;sage
until Warren llad crossed it in his turn. Perhaps Sykes, at the
head of his column, is not informed of what is going on in the
rear; however that may be, llc continues marching. Hill, on
seeing the Federals marching off, is of coun'c persuaded that they
form the rear-guard of the Army of the Potomuc, and pushes his
soldiers forward in order to prevent them making their CS('3pe.
Cook and Kirkland, without waiting for Walker to get into line,
march through the wood and reach the crest of the plateau.
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They are preparing to cross Broad Run when a sharp discharge
of musketry bursts suddenly on the right flank of Cook, who is
compelled to halt and to make a change of front with one of his
regiments.

It is Warren who arrives on the battlefield. The resistance he
has offered in' the m.orning to Ewell has retarded his march, but
he has recovered a part of the l08t time. While approaching
Bristoe he has changed the order of his column: Webb has taken
the advance with the division the command of which he has won
by his. gallantry at Gettysburg; it is preceding that of Hap.:
Caldwell brings up the rear. The Federals follow the track of
the railroad; some detachments flank the column on right and
left; nothing makes them suspect the enemy's proximity. At the
moment their scouts arrive in sight of Broad Run, Warren sud
denly hears near his colunm the cannon-shots fired by Hill upon
the Fifth corps, and an instant after his flankers encounter Cook's
extreme right on the south of the road from Greenwich to Brents
ville. The enemy is approaching the railroad; there is not a mo
ment to lose to prevent his barring the passage against the Second
corps. At a glance Warren has become familiar with the ground;
his plan is formed and his orders are given. While the detach

.ment already engaged with the enemy keeps him at a distance
without betraying by too much daring the forces which follow,
Webb quickens the steps of his soldiers, and, concealing his
.march in the railroad-cut, reaches the entrance to the viaduct:
then he turns to the left in line of battle, supporting his right on
Broad Run Valley and posting his line on the south of the road,
which thus forms for his front a large trench; the earthworks
already mentioned and the hills cro~ned by his artillery form a
second line behind that front. A battery is placed on the left
bank of the stream to rake the road and flank the Federal po.'li
tion. Hays, following Webb closely, deploys on his left behind
the, railroad embankment; Caldwell, facing to the rear in line
of battle, places himself en potence, his right on the cut, so WJ to
cover Hays' left. 'Varren thus leans toward the stream the
crossing of which he must control, presenting a solid front to
Hill's attacks, and barring the way against the enemy's troops
who might follow his steps.
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Whilst the Union general is making these dispositiolll;, Hill or
ders Hendenmn, who is still near Greenwich, to advance in haste
and form on Heth's right to attack the new enemy who has just
revealed himself on that side. He then orders Heth's troop6 to
resume their march toward the viaduct. But Cook immediately
finds his flank exposed to the fire both of Webb's division and
the artillery posted by Warren a little to the rear. He is com
pelled to wheel on his right and to face the railroad. Kirkland
follows this movement. The two brigades occupy a front nearly
equal to that of Webb's division, from which they are separated
by the railroad-cut. Walker, who is still mO\'ing through the
wood, has oot het>o able, in consequence of this change of front,
to occupy the position which has been assigned to him on Kirk
land's left: following his orders, he does not change the diroo
tion of his march, but crosses Broad Run.

However, on the Federal side the Fifth corps has disappeared;
the Second is in position and ready to receive the enemy. The
attack has not been long in coming. Cook exchanges a sharp
fire with Webb's left; Kirkland is soon in line to support him.
The two brigades are moving forward on the ground which sep
arates them from the railroad, but their ranks are thinning; they
halt, and then resume firing. To support them, Hill brings for
ward on the left Poague's four batteries, which go into position
on the heights north of the railroad and shell the woods occupied
by Webb. A battery sent by McIntosh places itself nearer the
enemy and behind Cook's left, and mingles its fire witb POll.gue's.
The Federals are suffering seriously. Hill, wishing at an:)" rost
to close the passage of Brood Run against them, resolves to make
a final effort with the troops he has with him. Davis' brigade
supports Poague's artillery; .Anderson, 'who arrives on the field,
is ordered to deploy Posey's and Pt'.rry's brigades on Heth's right;
McIntosh P08ts near these troops the three batteries which he has
remalDmg.

Kirkland follows,"io two lines, the slopes of the plateau between
the small wood which marks its crest and the road to Brentsvillel

which on his left descends to Bristoe Station: he thus hopes to
I!Ieparate the Unionists from the viaduct and the neighboring
fords, but is seriously wounded before giving the order for the
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attack: his soldiers nevertheless eagerly rush forward, reach the
road, and, their two lines having been united, scale the side of
the trench, beyond which they are awaited by Colonel Heath,
whom Webb bas placed on his right with Harrow's brigade. But
this effort has exhausted tlIem, and after a short struggle, almost
hand to haud, they are repulsed, and withdraw in disorder. The
Federal buttery posted on the opposite bank of the stream, and
whose fire Poague has not been able to silence, overwhelms them
with shot and shell at the moment when they throw themselves
into the trench: a number are killed; others, perhaps remember
ing the danger through which they had passed, under Heth and
Pender, at Gettysburg, prefer surrendering to crossing the road,
or hide themselves among rocks, where they are soon captured.
The Twenty-sixth and Twenty-eighth North Carolina are nearly
annihilated. On the right, General Cook has been wounded

. almost at the same time l.lS Kirkland, but Colonel Hall, who has
as.~umed command, on seeing the troops of the latter pushing on,
has also brought his own forward. The firing is interrupted; the
whole line moves forward-not so fast, however, as the next bri
gade. Being themselves exposed to a terrific fire, Hill's soldiers
have soon to witness the defeat of their comrades. At twenty
five yards from the road, the left, composed of the Forty-eigbtb
~orth Carolina, breaks its decimated ranks and carries away with
it the remainder of the troops. In this retreat the two Southern
brigades inadvertently pass beyond the battery placed by McIn
tosh to support them, their immediate commanders ignoring ita
presence. Warren, whom no incident of the battle escapes, pushes
forward his skirmishers, kill~ng or capturing the gunners, seizing
the guns, and bringing five of them into his lineR. Walker, who,
perceiving the change :)f position made by his neighbors on the
right, has immediately recrossed the stream, arrives too late to
save the guns, but he forms, with Davis and with Poague's artil
lery, a new line, which covers the d~bris of the two other bri
gades, whose defeat has been bloody and complete.

On the right of the Confederates, Anderson's two brigades
composed, before Cook's and Kirkland's attack, the prolong
ation of their line. They have not come forward, because their
commander has been ordered to join Ewell, whom he vainly
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looks for while extending his right. However, they have a
rather lively fight with Hays' division, which C08ts them
about. fifty men killed or wounded: among the latter is Gen
eral Posey. GnWually the firing ceases. Warren has no in
terest in taking the offensive; he h8.ij only to keep his potrition
until night to be able afterward to join the army at Centreville.
lIill has as many combatants as Warren,.but the defeat which
he has just experienced deceives him as to the enemy's forces.
He in vain awaits Ewell, who, it appears, has l08t his way:
Fitzhugh Lee's division of cavalry alone is seen arriving,
then that of Hampton, led by Stuart. At night Warren
onlers his troop8 to resume the mal'(~h. They have suffered bot
little: Webb, who alone has sustained a seriou~ struggle, has all
the advantage of the position. The 1088CB of the Second corps
amount to two hundred men. However, the day'8 work hu
been rough: at the outset the surprise at Auburn; then a long
march; five hours' fighting, during which the remainder of the
army seems to have forgotten the rear-gnanl; finally, after the
victory, the necesBit.y of undertaking a night-march. On the
whole, the aifuir has been brilliant both for themselves and their
young commander: 'Varren has agaiu shown the coup d'aJit, the
coolue&'l, and the activity which mark him as a distinguished
commander.

The Confederates have had more than five hundred men killed
and wounded, among whom are three general officers. Besides,
they have left about five hundred prisoners, five ~8, and two
Bags in the hands of their adversariCt!. They had hoped to be
able to bar the way against the Army of the Potomac, but have
been outstripped j they were manamvring to secure the advan
tage of the defensive, and they have been compelled to give an
offensive battle, the result of which has been adverse to them.

The Sixth corps has been ordered on the same evenin~ toward
Chantilly by Meade, who still fears to be cut off. The main
body of the army has reached C-entreville before ni~ht, except
t.he Fifth corp8, which the commander-m-chief at the news or
the battle at Bristoe has sent to the help of the Second. Sykes,
having retraced his step8, has halted on learning of the 8Uet.lOB8

of his comnWM-in-arms. On the morning of the 15th all the
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Army of the Potomac is on the left bank of Bull Run, except
the trains guarded by Buford, which have not been able to reach
Brentsville, and' are thus greatly exposed. This time Meade has
resolved·to await his adveraary in the position he has chosen be
tween Chantilly, Centreville, and Blackburn's Ford. But Lee
discovers that it is too strong to attack.

The march which has brought the ConfederatEs from the R,\p
idan to Broad Run has been well directed, except on the 14th'.
On that day, forgetting tha.t in a country like Virginia all the
advantage belongs to the army which retreats to its d~p()ts, with
a railroad by which to remove its Bupplies, they believed in their
ability to outstrip the Federals, and have been beaten in the
race. Hill, wishing 1:0 regain lost time, has heen defeated in the
Bristoe attack. Without this unfortunate afFair, which has re
vealed Lee's real designs, they might declare themselves satisfied
with the results. In fact, these results are oonsidemble. Through
the skilfulness of their manreuvres with a less numerous army
they have compelled their adversary t6 make a retreat of over
sixty miles, without the latter having attempted once to inter
rupt this bold deviation of the line toward Washington. All
the country BOuth of Bull Run being abandoned by the Anny
of the Potomac, the Confederate soldiers complete on the rail
road the work of destruction begun by the Unionists. Meade
has set the bridgES on fire; Lee burns the croBS-ties, twists the
rails, and destroys the water-stations. He has nothing more to
gain by continuing the pursuit, and has put it beyond the power
of his enemy to begin anew an active campaign on the Rapidan
before the bad weather commences, and has inflicted on the
Army of the Potomac a humiliation which will weaken its mo
rale by destroying the prestige of the conqueror of Gettysburg.

From the morning of the loth, therefore, Lee is preparing his
movement in retreat. The cavalry is ordered to conceal it by
vigorous demonstrations. In the mean time, Meade thinks only
of establishing himself firmly in his defensive position before
Washington, and, fearing for his right wing, he brings it back
toward the Potomac. The Third corps is bivouacking at Fair·
fax Conrt-house and Chantilly, where i1B former commander,
General Sickles, mutilated and scarcely restored to health, comes'
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to claim in vain the command of the soldiers whoee love he has
won. The Sixth corps extends itself on the right from Chan
tilly to Frying Pan. The immense tmin, whose march was
retarded on the 14th, is .nearing Bull Run under Buford's guard.

Meanwhile, alarm reigns again in the mpital; troops BCllrcely
organized arrive in haste from New York. To do Hallet>k
justice, it must be said that he does not share thege fears. He
has divined Lee's numerical weakness, and understands that he
endeavors to conceal it by his bold movements: he insists nllOn
Mende attacking the Confederates in the position which they
occupy so far from their base of supplies. The Union gen
eral, despite his reluctance to again push forward his fatigned
soldiers, resolves to obey, and the forward movement is fixed
for the 16th.

But Stuart will neglect nothing to retard it. On the morn
ing of the 15th, whilst the Confederate infantry halts on Broad
Run, he moves his cavalry toward the Federal Jines: a few
hours after Fitzhugh Lee reaches Bull Run at Bla('kburn's
Ford and ex('hanges a few shots with Warren's troops. Find
ing them strongly posted at this point, Stuart, with Hampton's
division, descends Bull Run in search of the large Federal train.
He meets it at Yates' Ford,* parked near the ron, which the
wagons are crossing singly. The operation is slow and peril
ous, but Buford, reinforced by an infantry brigade of the Third
corps, keeps a good watch, and after a slight skirmish the
Confederates give up the idea of an attack.

Night has come, and it is only on the 16th that Stuart mn per
form 8",O"Ilinst Meade's flank the movement which is to kl'ep him
at a standstill until the Confederates have completed the thor
ough destruction of the railroad. Leaving Fitzhugh Lee at M:ana...e:
sas, Stuart, at the head of Hampton's division, will endeavor to
outflank Meade on his right. In order to avoid Groveton, which is
strongly occupied, he reaches Gainesville, crosses the Aldie road,
and, bearing at last toward the right, reaches Frying Pan in the

* A brisk attack by Qordon's brigade of cavalry was made llOuth of thi8 place
upon the rear-guard, composed of the Third Pennsylvania cavalry, which was
temporarily serving with Buford, but was I'lsisted by that regiment alone for
ICveral hol11'll, its reinforcement being delayed until near nightfall.-ED.
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evening. Contrary to his expectation, the Federals are strongly
posted at this point: after having learned their strength he
declines going any farther,and soon commences retracing hi~

steps. The main purpo..;e of his expedition is lSuCcessful. The
elements seem to conspire with him: a hard rain on the 16th
swells Bull Run and deepens all the fords. The pontolls, which
Meade hOB immediately sent for, are with the great trains, parked
far away; the roads are so bad that the cr0S8ings will not be re
etltablished in less thau twenty-four or thirty-six hours.

Moode's plans are again altered on the morning of the 17th.
Astonished at seeing the enemy show himself almost on his rear,
he fancies that Lee is moving toward the Potomac and preparing
a new invasion. He is not even undeceived on the evening of the
17th, when the enemy's cavalry stops pre<>sing him. In his
unoortainty he forms the resolution to still wait and to have Lee's
positioDB felt by his cavalry. Therefore, only the latter cross
Bull Run on the 18th.

At the Mme time, Lee gives to his army the order of re
treat: it takes the Bame roads over which it has been march
ing a few days before, but in a contrary direction: almost
all the wagoDB meet on the Warrenton road. . Stuart relllains to
cover the roads between Groveton and Manassas; he will not
hazard any serious battle on the left bank of Bl'Oad Run. There
fore, when Pleasonton's cavalry appears in force he orders his
command to retreat slowly. The Unionists follow in two par
allel direetioDB: on the left, Merritt, who leads Buford's advance,
rea~'hes Bristoe about eleven o'clock in the morning, but is soon
halted by the enemy's rear-guard; on the right, Kilpatrick has
been ordered, but only at three o'clock in the afternoon, to march
forward; at five o'clock he encounters the Southern cavalry near
Groveton, and pushes it as far as Gainesville. But darkn~ soon
interrupts the movements of the Federal cavalry; it has not been
able to reach the main body of the enemy's army, which appa
rently is in full retreat.

Meade has at last .seen his error: the pontoDB have arrived,
and, besiies, Bull Rnn is fordable; but it is too late to
make up for the start that the enemy has. At daybreak the
army moves forward in two columDB, the Third and Sixth corps
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in the adv8nee--Qne on the left, on the railroad, the other 011

the right, on the road to 'Varrenton. But whatever may be
tJleir activity, they will not reach Broad Run before night.
Meade has therefore ordered his mvalry to push on the t.radI.:
of the enemy as far as possible.

Merritt, on the left, on the same evening occupies Catlett's
Station, which he finds deserted. But Stuart, mlling together all
his forces, has resolved to give Kilpatrick a lesson which will
paralyze the daring of the Federal cavalry for the remainder of
the retreat. At daybreak the Union ·general leaves Gainesville
with his two brigades-Custer in the advance, followed by D.l.vis
-and moves forward on the road to Warrenton. Stuart is wait
ing for him at Buckland Mills on Broad Run, where the hills of
the right bank offer 8 defensive position. Kilpatrick detc'lcbes 8

regiment on his right on the Haymarket road, and another on the
left toward Greenwich, to reconnoitre the flanks. Then the
Federal artillery opens the fight. Stuart's answers· sharply.
Custer attempts several times to cross the stream under tlle
fire of the enemy's troopers, who, dismounted, are lining the
bank, but without success. At last., Kilpatrick, h8vin~ learned
that no enemy has appeared on his flank, resolves to turn the
enemy's position. A part of Custer's brigade Cl"OllSeS Broad Run
on the right and takes in reverse the Confederate line. The
remainder of this detachment rushes forward to the bridge on the
main rood, which has been spared by the war, and takes possession
of it by force. Stuart falls back on the road in good order,
determining to make the Federals smart for this BUCCft!8. Fitz
hugh Lee, whose division left Blistoe the day before, has just
reached Auburn. The commander-in-chief's gallant nephe'"
proposes to Stuart a plan which is immediately adopted: Hamp
ton's division will fall back, through New Baltimore, upon War
renton, endeavoring to attract after them the Federals, who
already believe themselves conquerors. When their column will
have lengthened itself on the road, Lee's division, following a
cross-cut which, running from Auburn, intersects that road
between New Baltimore and Buckland Mills, will arrive in
dense ma..~ses upon its flank to cut in two and scatter it.

Kilpatrick, with Custer's brigade, has halted near the Aubum
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road, but Davis, being ordered to keep up the pursuit, has passed
New Baltimore. In the mean time, Lee h88 rejoined his division,
given the order to saddlt:, and approaches the Federals, who,
deceived by their 8OOul:8, do not suspect his presence. At a short
distance from the road he orders a part of his troops to dismount,
and fonna it 88 a line of infantry. The outposta, stationed rather
badly by Custer on the Auburn road, have scarcely signalled the
presence of the Southerners when they appear before them. Cus
ter haa barely the time to deploy his command, also on foot,
in a parallel line with the rood, so 88 to dispnte the possession
of it to the assailants; the battery which accompanies him opens
tire, and Fitzhugh Lee answers it. At the noise of the cannonade
Stuart suddenly halts and resumes the offensive. Davis, warned
by the sound, understands the danger which is menacing him. He
falls back rapidly upon New Baltimore, whence his commander
calls him in great h88te. But each of the Union brigades has
for it.'! antagonist a division of the enemy. Custer vainlv endeav
ors to defend the road and to extend his right to join lJav18.

Lee leads his cavalry impetuously to the attack. The Southern
ers advance on the Federal battery, whioh sweeps the Auburn road
without being able to stop them. They are twenty paces from the
guns, which must not be given up j they must be carried away.
This movement detemlines the retreat of Custer's command. The
Confederates reach the road and separate the two UDion bri
gades; then they closely press Custer and force him to recross
Broad Run, and attack him below the bridge on the left bank of
that stream. In the mean time, Davie, defending himself as well
as he can, withdraws before Hampton's division. Arriving near
Buokland Mills, he observes Lee, who bars the way against him j

but Kilpatrick has despatched him orders, and he throws himself
on the north of the road to reach the Manassas Gap road through
£:rest-paths to avoid being caught between the enemy's two divis
ions. The retreat, at a gallop from New Baltimore, has not been ef
fected without loss; but Hampton's squadrons have also been greatly
reduced by this rapid movement, and Lee being wholly oooupied
in his fighting with Custer beyond Broad Run, Davis can follow
the direction which opens him 8 chance of safety. From the hills
where Custer has formed his command Kilpatrick has observed
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him, and is ready to Bhare his danger. Followed by a dozen
troopers, he CI'088eS Broad Run above the road, dashes, sword in
hwld, through the Coofedemte skirmishers, and joins Da,-is' ool
umn. Fortunately, the smgeon-in-ehief knows the country from
his infancy, and leads the Federal cavalry by unfrequented piths
through the forest, aod brings it in front of its adversaries on 1he
MaO!l8fl38 Gap road. Stuart, who is following it ,,;th a grestly
reduced force, cannot attack its rear-guard, which is protected by
thickets agaiost any turning movement. He gathers a few wagons
and some stragglers, and gi'-es up the chase before reaching Hay
market.

In the mean time, Lee has dislodged Custer from his pot'itioo
00 the left bank of Broad Run, but he has not followed him long,
and the Union general falls back, without being hllraS'ied, on
Gainesville, where the two brigades are brought together at about
half-past seven in the evening. The Federals have left in Stuart's
hands about two hundred prisoners, a hundred killed and wound
00, a few wagons, and Kilpatrick's baggage and papers. They
could truly congratulate themseh'es on being free at so little 00t"t,
but the moral 1ffiree8S won by Stuart far exceedt.'<i the material
advantages which he had gained.

This combat is the last of the campaign. Stuart, after having.
met on the south of Haymarket the outposts of the First Federal
corps, behind which' Kilpatrick has taken refuge, returns to
Buckland Mills, which his two divisions evacuate on the morn
ing of the 20th. The Union cavalry now confines itself to
escorting the infantry. The Confederates therefore retreat at
leisure: after having completely destroyed the railroad as far 88

the Rappahannock, they camp on the 22d and 23d near the banks
of that river. The Federals, abandoning the idea of overtaking
them, limit their march to that of the trains which are to suppl~'

them. On the 20th the cavalry occupies Warrenton; the Fifth
corps is at New Baltimore; the Sixth between these two points;
the Third, after having marched on the right toward Haymarket,
proceeds to Catlett's Station. On the morning of the 25th the
}i~ederal a.rmy, awaiting the reconstruction of the railroad 88 far
as this point, has not gone beyond the line of Cedar Run: the
Third corps is still at Catlett's Station, the Fifth at Auburn, the
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Sixth at Warrenton, and the Second near New Baltimore j the
FirAt still occupi~ Bristoo j Buford's wva!ry reaches Bealeton Sta
tion only on the 27th. Then the whole army isconcentratoo. on
the line from Warrenton to Warrenton Junction, where it wn
be easily provided for. Under the protection of the cavalry the
rood is being repaired as far as the Rappahannock. Whilst this
work is going on the Federals are condemi;ed to inaction. Hal
leck desires to organize a grand wvalry expedition, the aim of
which shall he to destroy the communications between Richmond
and the enemy's army j but these raids, when they are not coin
cident with operations of the infantry, are only a useless and
expensive fancy. Such is Meade's opinion. It is almost useless
to add that his adversary takes good care not to attack him at
Warrenton.

Lee's prompt retreat caused a disappointment in the South, for
it was believed that he was already' established under the walls
of Washington. It gives him, on the contrary, in our opinion,
the greatest credit. The results of a victory won at Gettys
burg would have justified all the sacrifices made to secure it, but
it was not so with a battle fought in Virginia. Lee, as though he
already foresaw the rough adversary whom he is.to encounter a
few months later, felt that he must spare his forces and sustain
him..'1Clf. At the cost of a thousand men killed and wounded and
five hundred ca:ptured by the enemy at Bristoe--whose loss was
compensated by the two thousand prisoners whom he had taken
he had paralyzed his advel'Sary for four or five weeks, and owing
to the approaching bad weather had rendered any offensive cam
paign almost impossible until the following spring. More could
not be asked of him.

The Valley of Virginia during this campaign has been the
thf'.atre of some small military exploits which are now to be
briefly mentioned, for they are closely connected with those we
have just related. In leaving the banks of the Shenandoah, Lee
has left in this valley Imboden's brigade, which, having fought in
it for a year, is familiar even with its smallest paths. The two
opposing armies once settled on the banks of the Rapidan, Imbo
den oontents himself with occupying the upper part of the val
ley: his force does not allow him to watch the main passes of the
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large hills of the .Alleghany which divide the Shenandoah from
the upper Potomac. Among those hills the central point is
Moorefield, situated on the BOuth branch C1f the Potomac, above
Romney: the Federals had establi8hed there five squadrons of
the First Weat Virginia, under command of Major Stephens.
Imboden was informed by his partisans of their numbers aDd
isolated position. As soon as Meade and Lee had, by leaving
the Valley of Virginia, dispensed with his mountmg guard on
the banks of the Shenandoah, he resolved to take Stephena by
surprise. On the 6th of September, at daybreak, twelve or fif
teen hundred Confederates surround the Unionists' camp. The
latter are only two hundred and fifty strong, but they are alert,
and repulse the Southerners, who, after having spent all day in
useless assaults, retreat into the mountain. Stephens believeJ
hirw;elf no longer liable to a new attack, but Imboden, taught
by experience, is preparing his revenge. The Federals, after 80

expedition of a few days, had just re-entered Moorefield, and
were preparing to change the position of their camp, when in
the night of the 11th the Southerners, arriving unexpe<1edly,
dash into their midst before they have been able to take up
arms. Stephens uselC83ly tries to rally his men, and succeeds
only in making his escape with a few soldiers, leaving in the
hands of the enemy one hundred and fifty prisoners.

A month la.ter, when Lee set orit for the North, he ordered
Imboden to descend the Valley of the Shenandoah and occupy
the Blue Ridge passes, through which the enemy, coming from
Harper's Ferry, could have menaced his left flank. Calling
around bim all tile partisans who were making war in that
country, Imboden marches in the direction of Winchester, where
the Federals are not in force, and halts at Berryville, a point
from which he covers all the defiles entrusted to his care.

In order to defend the approach to Harper's Ferry, Colonel
Simpson, commanding the Ninth Maryland Union regiment,
occupies with this force and a few sqnadrons of cavalry the small
town of Charlestown; but, far from ob!erving the enemy, he
appears to have protected himself very badly. Harry Gilmor,
the indefatigable chief of the Southern partisans, is promptly
informed of this neglect. While a part of his troop is going to
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tempt fortune on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and cap
tures a post which waa guarding Back Cleek bridge, he maket
h.imself acquainted with all the approachet to CharlEll!town, and
proposes to Imboden to take its garrison. by surprise. Starting
at night, the Confederates come in sight of its suburbs on the
18th of October before daybreak. They have not been observed.
Gilmor makes a d~tour with his men and a regiment of cavalry,
the Eighteenth Virginia, to cut off the enemy's retreat on Harper's
Ferry: shortly after, Imboden, with the remainder of the bri
gade, about eight hundred men, presents himself before the town
and summons Simpson to surrender. The latter, who is taken
by surprise, endeavors to defend himself, but the assailants do not
give him the time: attacked and pressed upon all sides, the Fed
erals fight in detachments in the town. A great number are taken;
the others, with a part of their wagons, reach the road to Harper's
Ferry: Gilmor, who is awaiting them, scatters the first who pre
sent themselves, and captures some prisoners; but the Eighteenth
Virginia not supporting him in due time, the fugitives soon over
run him by their increasing number. Simpson makes a passage,
and reaches Harper's Ferry with the debris of his command.
More than four hundred men, wagons, horses, and equipmentB
fall into the Confederates' hands, to whom this brilliant SUOOeB8

has cost only about twenty soldiers killed and wounded. They
again take the route to the south, well knowing that the garri80n
of Harper's Ferry will soon come to dispute their victory. This
is soon realized, but when the Federals re-enter Charlestown,
Imboden is no longer within reach. He halts only at Front
Royal, where he well knows they will not come.

After this bold stroke the two parties keep themAelves at a
distance, and the year will end without fresh combats on the banks
:>f the Shenandoah.

VOL. III.-60



CHA.PTER III.

MINE RUN.

WE left the Confederate army at the end of Odooo posted
on the right bank of the upper Rapaphannock and around

Culpeper, where Lee has established his head-quartel"8. The
Union army has not been able to go beyond the line of War
renton and Warrenton Junction: it occupies A.uburn and Cat
lett's Station. But the cavalry, which is pushed on beyond
Bealeton, protects the reconstruction of the railroad as far a'J this
point. Owing to the intelligent direction of .Colonel McCallum,
this great work is completed on the 2d of November. The fine
days of this season, which are called in America the "Indian
Bummer," still allow of the making of a short campaign, and it is
necessary to take advantage thereof. Lee, having destroyed the
railroad with great care, does not suspect the promptness with
which it has becn rebuilt; therefore, he can be taken by surprise.
Meade can perform anew, with better chances of success, the ma
nreuvre which Burnside attempted the preceding year on the
same ground. 'Vhile the enemy's army is encamped in den..qe
mass on the upper Rappahannock, he can conceal from it one
or two marches by directing his troops on the lower course of
the river; he can arrive opposite Fredericksburg with his bridge
equipage before Lee, and can seize the famous heights which
command the town. In order to reach the same point by cJ'O!c&
ing the upper Rappahannock at Kelly's Ford, he can descend
the right bank, cross the Rapidan at Germanna Ford, and
rcach Fredericksburg through Chancellol"8ville: this move
ment, counselled, it is said, by Pleasanton; would certainly suc
ceed, for instead of having, like Hooker, the enemy's army
before him, Meade would leave it behind at Cul]>eper,' with
Gut a chance of its outstripping him. Fredericksb'Jrg once in
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his possession, before the bad weather he can reach Bowling
Green, and perhaps the North A.nna River, thus making a long
step on the road to Richmond. This plan involves a change of
base: the army would leave the Orange and A.lexandria Rllil
road for the Aquia Creek line. Halleck forbids Meade to exe
cute it, urging, as it appears, the necessity of protecting the rail
way which has just been rebuilt from Manassas Junction to
Bealeton-a puerile motive if it did not conceal others, for in
that manner the army, instead of using the railroads, would have
been simply their guardian.

Meade, having no longer the choice of operations, resolves to
attack the Confederates directly. After having had their posi
tions reeonuoitred by his cavalry, on the 6th of November he
orders his army to move forward on the following day. Lee
oc,cupies the right bank of the Rappahanuock: he has placed
Hill on the left and Ewell on the right of the railroad; the
cavalry covers the two wings; the artillery has been withdrawn,
but the infantry has been placed as near the river as possible
while securing good encampments for it. This precaution
seems necessary, for Lee hopes to spend the winter in the;;e
encampments. However, in order to be able, if required, to
resume the offensive, he has resolved to keep a hold on the left
bank of the Rappahannock by the side of the large bridge burnt
by Meade-a central point nPAr which his two corps join. The
rebuilding of the bridge being too difficult, he throws over a
ponton a hundred yards higher up. On the two banks hills
not commanded by any great heights cover the crossing and offel'
excellent positions. On the right batteries with eight guns com
mand the approaches to the bridge. On the left the former Fe<l
eral works have heen surrounded by earthworks mounted with
four pieces of artillery: this point is entrusted to Ewell's care.
The divisions of Johnson and Early occupy it alternately, the one
not on guard remaining at Culpeper and at Brandy Station.
Rodes' division is encamped behind Kelly's Ford; only out
posts watch the remainder of the river's course.

Rappahannock Bridge and Kelly's Ford are, in fact, the· only
practicable crossings. On these two points ~feade is moving
his army. Early on the 7th, Sedgwick leaves '~arrentoIl
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,\;th the Sixth corps, and marches to Fayetteville. The SEumd,
Third, and Fifth corps, encamped behveen Auburn, Catlett's Sta
tion, and Warrenton Junction, will follow the line of the rail
road. The First corps, stationed on the left of the army, will
join the Second and the Third at Bealeton, and form with them
a column which, being directed by Meade and commanded by
French, will take toward the south the road to Kelly's Foro.
The Fifth corps will join the Sixth to form the right, which
&>dgwick will lead against the Rappahannock bridge. The two
columns, although they have to travel a distance of sixteen
miles, arrive about noon, as Meade has ordered, at the points
de:-ignated. This long march, executed with so much precision
at the outset of a campaign, shows that the Union army bas
at la..,t acquired the essential qualities of troops inured to war.
The left column having first commenced the march, we will
follow it.

Rodes is guarding Kelly's Ford. Three and five miles higher
up are "'heatley's and Norman's Fords, and a third, Stevens' Ford,
is a little lower down, near the confluence of Mountain Run.
The:<e three crossings being very difficult, Rodes has entrusted
the holding of them merely to outposts, and has disposed his
divil:iiou in masses a mile behiud Kelly's Ford, on the Stevens
burg road. The configuration of the ground does not permit
him to defend the· ford itself, which is in the centre of a l.'Urye
described by the Rappahannock. The right bank, of a com'ex
form, is uncovered and low; at a certain distance the ground
gently rises, and does not afford any protection for the space
of a mile, as far as a grove, beyond which is the village of
Kellysville. On the opposite bank rugged and woody decliv
ities form a semicircle of heights which completely command it.
Above the ford, in the rapids, determined men could find a
crossing without losing their feet. The Second North Carolina,
of Ramseur's brigade, a regiment of not more than three hun
dred and fifty men, guards all the fords entrusted to Room'
keeping. The main body, encamped near Kelly's Ford, is at
the fh'Rt signal to occupy the tr011.8 de lottp dug alongside the
bank. The Thirteenth North Carolina, whoae effective force is
something over five hundred men, is placed as a reserve, with
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a battery of artillery, about one mile behind the ~ord, on the
edge of the grove.

Birney's division, under Ward, the former having command of
the Federal Third corps, has arrived at a short distance from Kel
ly's Ford. The crest which commands the left bank allows him
to make his dispositions for fighting without the enemy's know
ledge. - De Trobriand has charge of the attack with his brigade
and a regiment of sharPBhooters commanded by Colonel Trepp.
The latter relieve the cavalry, .which for several days has occu
pied the crest of the heights, and rapidly descen~ the bank of
the river. Colonel Stallings, who commands the Second North
Carolina, quickly appears with his command on the opposite
bank, and a brisk fire is opened from the one bank to the other.
But the Unionists, armed with telescopic rifles, have a marked
advantage; the Confederate battery, which has advanced to de
fend the approaches of the ford, is exposed to the cross-fire of
the Federal artillery, which compels it to make a prompt retreat.
De Trobriand takes advantage of this to make a lludden attack.
Protected by a part of his skirmishers, Trepp reaches the rapids,
throws himself boldly into the water, and reaches the opposite
bank. Ramseur, to defend the passage, has brought forward
the Thirteenth North Carolina, but despite the efforts of its
commander the regiment breaks and in disorder seeks refuge
near a neighboring farm-house, while the Federals take in
reverse the defenders of the main ford. De Trobriand in
his turn springs forward at the head of his brigade, ascends the
opposite bank, and captures all the men of the Second North
Carolina who fail to find safety in a rapid flight. However,
Rodes has arrived on the scene of combat with his division, but
the fire of Birney's artillery, which sweeps all the uncovered
ground of the right bank, does not permit him to come to the
rescue of the Carolinians who have sheltered themselves in the
farm-house. The latter suffer themselves to be surrounded,
and surrender without l'C8istance. Three hundred 'prisoners and
about fifty wounded men remain in the hands of the Federals,
to whom this brilliant affilir costs but about a hundred men.
The pontons having arrived, the whole Third corps is preparing
to follow De Trobriand. Before this deployment of fOreefl
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Rodes withdraws to a better position a few miles to the rear.
He forms his right toward the Stevensburg road, and his left
on the river, near Wheatley's Ford, and awaits with confiden('e
the attack of the Unionists, for he knows that Johnson's di
vision is marching to joiu him. In fact, as soon as he is aware
of the arrival of the Federals in force before Kelly's Ford,
Ewell has ordered this division to the menatoOO point, and has
hlJ8tily gone to place himself near his lieutenant. Shortly after
sunset the two forces are strongly established on a line which
entirely closes the angle between the Rappahannock and Moun
iBin Run. Meade has not taken advantage of the last hours of
the day to pursue his success. The bridge on which the whole
left (.'Olumn is to pass has been built. rather late, the soldiers are

fatigued by the long march; in short, .the. Union general is
waiting to hear from his right.

The news he is expecting will render useless Ewell's dis
positioDs to resist him. Sedgwick, as we have said, has ar
rived since noon, with the Fifth and Sixth corps, at a shon
distance from Rappahannock Bridge. But he is preparing for
the fight with his usual circumRpection, this time justified by
the nature of the ground and the position of the enemy. The
hill occupied by the latter is divided into two parts by a deep
depression, through which the railroad, after having followed
a direction oblique to that of the stream, pa.."SeS to reach the
bridge destroyed a few weeks before. Two small works ri...~ on
both sides of the road on the opposite hills and at two hun
dred and fifty yards from each other. That on the right, on
the 8Outh--lISt, is an old Federal redoubt without its moat, and
placed on the declivity in such a manner that the assailants
have a sight of the interior. The other has already sustained
two transformations: it is a lunette built by the Soutllerners
and afterward reshaped by their adversaries, who had raised
II. parapet with a most through its gorge; the Confederatell
have transformed it II. second time, while availing themselvl'S
of the two flanks to give it the form of a horn-work: it
is badly disposed for receiving artillery. An intrenchment
starting from the bank of the river joins the redoubt, cuts the
railroad to touch on the work, and prolongs itself to the rrest
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of the hill; then, descending on the declivity which ovedooks
the river, it stops, after having passed through a grove, at the
bank a few hundred yards above the pontons. This part of the
intrenchment is easy of access to the enemy, who can shelter
themselves behind the hill and grove. On the other side the
railroad embankment presents a similar shelter to within a short
distance of the two works. A battery placed on the right bank
to rake it is not armed. The low and uncovered ground which
extends nearly a mile beyond the hills occupied by the Con
federates is cut by two ditches parallel to the river; that nearest
to the hills is dry, the second has three feet of water., This
plain is encircled on the east and north-east by a line of hills
occupied by small detachments of cavalry.

The latter about noon have signalled the arrival of Sedgwick's
column-an hour later· the movement, in the dismnce, of the
rear of the Federal Third corps. Early's division relieved on
the preceding da.y that of Johnson. Although this change is
definitive, they are not yet settled close to the river; Gordon's
and Pegram'8 brigades have been placed on the west, that of
Hoke on the east of Brandy Station; Hays alone occupies the
works on the left bank of the Rappahannock with five Louisi
ana regiments and Green's battery, which has plared two guns
in each small fort. At the first news of the presence of the
Federal troops near Rappahannock Bridge, Early has ordered
Colonel Goodwin, who commands Hoke's brigade, to proceed at
once to Hays' rescue. As soon as he has been able to lL'lSemhle
the remainder of his soldiers, occupied in building the winter
qnarters which they will not enjoy, he takes the same direction
witl. his two other brigades.

However, the Sixth corps has deployed on the right on each
side of the railroad, and the Fifth on its left. The Confederate
vedettes are dislodged from the heights, and Sedgwick has them
occnpied by the First division of the Sixth corps, temporarily
commanded by General Russell. From this point he sees in a
glance the Southerners' positions and the ground which separates
him from them. It is three o'clock. RU88ell moves forward
with two bligades without t,horoughly engaging the enemy, while
the artillery on the crest opens a sharp fire against the enemy's
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works. RWRll'H brigade on the right of the railroad, and on tl.e
left that of Bartlett, rommauded by Colonel L pton, are - each
deploying in two lines. The first line, composed of the Sixth
Maine and the Fifth Wisconsin on the right, and of the Fifth
Maine and the One-hundred....oo-twenty-first :Sew York on the
left, is slowly advancing, and crosses the first ditch, driving beck
the akinnisbers who oo\"er Hays' front. The Federal artillery
overwhelms with projectiles the enemy's positions, and, although
it mnnot see the bridge, it renders its pessage "ery dangerous.
The Confederate batteries on the right bank cannot reach it,
and Green's four guns alone answer effectively.

About four o'clock Hoke CI"ClSSeS the river. Hays places bim
dB l.is left, behind the breastwork which extends upward to the
bank. His own brigade occupies the two works on the righ&
aDd the remainder of the defences. He bas kept as a reserve
the Kinth Louisiana. His force consists of nearly two thoosand
two hundred men. Earl)' soon after brings fonvaro Gordoo's
and Pegram's brigades, and, l~ving them on the right bank,
gOffi to examine Hays' po6ition. IJe finds it badly pre)lllred for
the defence. But Lee, who has Just arrived, does not believe
the Federals daring enough to attack it, and a garrison of two
brigades seems to him sufficient. Wishing neither to reinforce
nor reroll it, he endeavors to place the artillery on the rigM
bank so as to flank- Hays' front. But the Union skirmishers,
who have already reached the opposite bank above and below,
do not allow him to do 80, and he 800n stops a useless fire.

The afternoon is thus spent. Russell's brigade bas JIfISlOO.
beyond the dry ditch, and on the right closely presses Hoke's
po6itions. On the left Upton has halted at about sixty yards
from the works occupied by Ha~,.s' brigade. Along the line the
Confederates confine themselves to defending tbeit' works. Their
artillery exchanges a few shots with Sedgwick's, but with little
damage on either side. Russell, always on his skirmish-line,
has studied the enemy's po6ition, and proposes to his commaDder
to lLlJl8ult it as soon as night has come. If the Federals can break.
into it by surprise and engage its defenders muzzle to muzzlE.", the
batteries on the right bank cannot, in the darkness, fire on them,
and the enemy will lose his best positions.
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At dusk the artillery-fire has completely ceased. The darkuE!8Il
increases and the weather is cloudy; a violent south-west wind
carries away from the Confederates all the sounds which could
reveal to them the danger with which they are threatened. In
fact, the Federals make their advance so silently that no sentinel
detects them. Russell's brigade, which has but a short distance
to travel, is only a few steps from the breastwork. In the twink
ling of an eye the soldiers of the Sixth Maine scale the parapet
and attack, hand to hand, those of Hoke: farther on the left the
Fifth Wisconsin seizes upon the two guns placed in the horn
work, dislodges its defenders, and finnly establishes itself in it.
But this combat of less than ten minutes has cost Russell half of
his command. The Confederates perceive this, and, recovering
from their first surprise, endeavor to drive the assailants· back
beyond the works which they have just scaled. Hays is prepar
ing to bring his reserves to the rescue of Hoke's brigade.

Unfortunately for the Southerners, the violence of the wind
drowns the sound of the fight. From the right bank Lee has
seen the flash of the first shots fired by his soldiers, but the strug
gle having been afterward at close quarters, lle neither sees nor
hears anything more, and, believing it a mere feint, returns at once
to his head-quarters. Early, having received from Hays a reaJ'lo

suring message, does not send him any reinforcements. The wind
also prevents the Louisianians stationed in the works on the right
from attaching more importance to Russell's attack than Lee did:
they allow Upton's two regiments to leave the shelter of the rail
road Bnd approach to within twenty-five yards of their intrench
ments before discovering them. Their surprise is complete. The
Fifth Maine and One-hundred-and-twenty-first New York, after
having received a volley from the pickets, drive them out of their
works without firing a single shot. The redoubt thus conquered
with its artillery offers them a solid point d'appui from which
they cannot be dislodged. This success is so prompt that Hays
halts with the Ninth L0uisiana, and thinks only of coverinK the
bridge. This success relieves the Federal right, a part of which
was already driven beyond the breastwDrks by Goodwin's repeated
assaults. Finally, the arrival of the two reserve regiments of
Russell's brigade prevents Goodwin from returning against Up.
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ton, and promptly determines the issue of the combat. The line
which he had formed is scattered. A part of the Confederate
soldiers are closely collected around their colofll, planted on the
parapet itself, and suffer themselves to be surrounded rather thaD
abandon them. The others fall hack on the bridge, but it is too
late. Whilst the Federals, who on their right have reached the
river above the bridge, are again descending its course, the Sixth
Maine makes, in a contrary direction, a similar movement. Lea'\"
ing the One-hundred-and-twenty-first New York to occupy the
captured works, this regiment bears to the right, takes in reverse
the Confederates who are struggling against the Fifth Wisconsin,
and, passing between the river and the combatants, reaches the
head of the ponton bridge, the only way of retreat for the two
Southern brigades. The net being thus closed around them, the
latter continue their resistance in isolated groups. In the midst
of one of these is Colonel Goodwin, who vainly endeavors to open
a passage to the bridge: the troops who follow him, pressed on
all sides, melt away visibly, and he is brought to a stand at the
river with the most resolute of his soldiers.

Early at last is warned of the shuation of his men by th<l8e
who have succeeded in reaching the bridge before the enemy.
But he cannot again open the passage to the bridge to rescue
them, nor fire upon the enemy for fear of firing into his own men.
He and his men are powerless to prevent this bloody revenge for
Ball's Bluff. By the flash of the guns they follow the mo..·e-

. m.ents of the despairing struggle progressing on the other side of
the dark river, which forms before them an impassable abyss. A
dam situated below the bridge gives it, in this place, a depth and
width which render any crossing impossible. A large number of
stragglers throw themselves into these chilly water8, but very few
reach the friendly bank. The Federals are reunited, and com
plete the investment of those who are still struggling. The firing
soon ceases, the conquered are disarmed, and a bright light
reflected on the waters informs the two armies of the :result of
this nocturnal combat. It is Early who has set the pontoos QD

fire, thus i~flicting on the Confederates a serious loss. About
four hundred and fifty have eScaped, among them General Hays,
who, after having surrendered, has been carried off hy his horse,
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under a shower of balls, over the bridge already occupied'by the
enemy, and has thus been saved almost in spite of himself.
The vicwry won by the Federals has cost them nearly three
hundred men, and put into their hands more than sixteen hun
dred prisoners, eight flags, and four cannon. This remarkable
result has been obtained by scarcely three thousand men. Thp.
assailants were hardly superior in numbers to the experienced
troops whom they have dislodged .from the works, swttered, and
disarmed; so true it is that the best soldiers, when surprised by
night, generally lose all their advantages. We find the proof
of the moral effect of this surprise in the report of General
Hays, an experienced soldier, who estimates the number of the
8&'ll\ilants at twen y-five thousand.

Lee at the news of this defeat, the most painful which had as
yet heen inflicted on his army, i~mediately orders a retreat. At
three o'clock in the morning Early has left the banks of the Rap
pahannOl~k. On the morning of the 8th he joins the remainder
of Ewell's corps, which, without waiting for Meade's attack, has
crossed Mountain Run, and, marching through Stevensburg, has
reached at daybreak the heights of Pony Mountain. Hill falls
back ropidly from the upper Rappahannock on Culpeper. Up to
November 7th the Confederates have lost in all two thousand and
thirty-three men. Dislodged from all their positions, they can
not cope with the enemy until they have re-formed behind the
Rapidan, and Meade, while quickening the steps of his soldiers,
has the chance of attacking separately their retreating columns.
In fact, Hill before joining Ewell must go through Culpeper:
the three Federal corps which have crossed the Rappahannock
at Kelly's Ford have only to march rapidly forward to separate
these two columns, and pursue the second or outstrip the first at
Culpeper. But Meade cannot take so bold a resolution. HaStily
reaching Rappahannock Bridge before daybreak, he cannot per
suade himself that Lee has given up the strong position which he
occupied on the right bank. On the morning of the 8th, a thick
f9g hiding it from his sight, he dares not attempt the crossing,
and awaits French, who has ascended that bank from Kelly's
Ford to the roins of the bridge. This movement takes up all the
morning. At last, the Third corps, after having encountered
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Early's rear-guard, reaches the railroad: the Union soldiers
show themselves on the banks of the Rappahannook and in t.lte
deserted batteries. With their help a ponton is BOOn thrown over
the river, and the Sixth corps rapidly crosses. But the day is on
the wane, and Meade has lost all chance of engaging the enemy.
The two Federal corps resume the march in line of battle, already
performed on the same gronnd four weeks before, but without go
ing this time beyond Brandy Station. The following day all the
army is over the Rappahannook, but Lee has cr08Bed the Rapidan.
The Federals are compelled to halt until the reoccupied part of the
railroad is repaired so as to allow the march forward.

Owing to the zeal of the officers entrusted with that task, the
great bridge is rebuilt in eight days, and on the 19th Brandy
Station is reached. Four days are still necessary to bring Illld
distribute the numerous supplies which the army will require.
Meade has been thus detained a fortnight between the Rappahllll
nock and Culpeper-a delay which in view of the approaching
winter deprives the campaign of its best chance of succe;s. He
has, however, taken advantage of this forced .inaction to be accu
rately informed of his adversary's positions.

The Rapidan, a mere stream when it leaves the Blue Ridge,
flows toward the south, then toward the soutb-east, and takes at
Liberty Mills a north-east direction, which it follows until it loses
itself in the Rappahannock. It has strategical importance only
below its confluence with Robertson's River, a little above Rap
idan Station, where it is crossed by the Orange and Alexandria
Railroad. This part of its course may be divided into two pa.ri8
-one above and ~e other below Mine Run, a large brook which
descends on the right bank and takes iIB source in the rugged
plateau of the Wilderness.

Above Mine Run the country is tolerably open and cultivated,
but extremely rough near Rapidan Station, where the group of
hills called Clark's Mountain commands the river for a dista~.

Lower down it is tolerably level, but very steep declivities, which
command the opposite bank, facilitate everywhere the defence
both of the southern bank and some fords. Those of the lower
part, less difficult to force, are, following the course of the stream,
Jacobs', Germanna, Culpeper, and Ely's Fords. The embaok-
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ment of the river renders the first and' the second inaccessihle to
wagons. If the fords are more practicable below than above
Mine Run, the country, on the contrary, is much less BO.

Although cut with numerous glades along Wilderness Run,
the large forest in which was fought the battle of Chancellors
ville, with ita impenetrable thickets, ita deep ravines, and ita
hills, extends as far as Mine Run. The paths are few and wind
ing. The valley of Mine Run, wide, marshy, with clusters of
trees, lies between steep declivities crowned with woods.

The old and new Fredericksburg roads to Orange, very near
each other and parallel to the Rapidan, traverse all that country.
Our readers are acquainted with them. The first, called the turn
pike, is the nearest to the Rapidan; it crosses Wilderness Run
near Carter's Tavern, which sheltered the wounded Jackson, and
at which terminates the Culpeper rood by way of Germanna Ford.
Then it extends as far as Orange on a straight line twenty-five
milf;8 in length. Nearly five miles from Wilderness Tavern is
Locust Grove, also called Robertson's Tavern, where there is
an important cross-road, and a little over two miles from there
the turnpike cro. Mine Run. The new or plank road sepa
rates from the former at Dowdall's Tavern, and passes five
miles farther the solitary house called Parker's Store; then, at
three miles' distance, New Hope Church. After having crossed
several ravines, whose waters form Mine Run, it comes nearer
the turnpike and approaches the village of Verdiersville, which
lies between the two roads six miles from New Hope Church
and fourteen from Orange. Several roads connect these two
roads with the fords of the Rapidan. We have mentioned the
Germouna road, which strikes the turnpike at Wilderness Tavern
and continues on to the plank road. A forest-path which
separates from it at the left bank of Wilderness Run leads to
the mine called Culpeper, situated near the river, and whence
one can easily reach the ford of the same name. Two roads
lead from Robertson's Tavern-one through successive forks
to Germanna, Jacobs', and Mitchell's Fords, beyond Mine
Run; the other, much higher still, to Raccoon Ford and to Rap
idan Station. To reach these three crossings of the river one
C1'08Se8 Mine Run at Bartlett's and TiDl:lley's Mills, and by a

•
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bridge a mile below Bowers' Mill, and not far from Zoar
Church,* which is on the l~ft bank.

Lee has chosen for his main line of defence that. part of the
Rapidan which lies between the railroad bridge and Mine Run.
A few works erected opposite each ford are sufficient ~: prevent
the Federal cavalry patrols from guarding the whole course of
the river, and to signal their presence on the opp08ite bank in
time to oppose them with considerable force if they have the
imprudence to attempt a cro88ing. Not being able to cover at
the same time Fredericksburg and Orange Court-house, Lee, to
protect the railroads at Gordonsville, abandons the former of
these two towns and the lower fords of the Rapidan. He brings
his extreme right back en potf!TIce on the strong line of Mine Run,
and, refusing his left wing, he plllL'eS it along the upper Rapidan
from the railroad to Liberty Mills. Hill is on the left, Ewell on
the right. Although their front, for fear of a turning moyem('nt,
is much prolonged, they enn be rapidly concentrated either on
the upper Rapidan or on Mine Run, thanks to the Orange Rail
road to Gordonsville and to the plank road, which facilitate the
movements parallel to their front and allow dIm to obtain th('ir
supplies whilst observing the course of the river. Lee, de8iring
a central position for his head-quarters, has placed them on the
side of Clark's Mountain.

Meade, better informed than USUAl, estimates the army of hill
adversary at forty-Ih'e thoui>and men, a number nearly correct,
as he has forty-eight thouMml two hundred and sixty-nine
men, of all arms, present for cluty. He has alflo been informed
of an important fact. The defensive works rapidly built on the
front of that army cover the Rapidan and the lower part of :Mine
Run; but they stop at Bartlett's Mill, and no work has ~n
erected either 011 the turnpike or on the plank rond-a serious
error, for these two roads thus remain open on the Confederate
flank. •

Meade can neither turn the enemy's left, from fear of unCtwcr
ing Washington, nor confront him, nor remove his base of o}.era-

* This ZoHr Church must not be mistaken for the chnrch of the same name
situated between Chllnc('lJoNvillc and Fredericksburg. Bartlett's Mill is also
called Barclay's and Bartley's Mill.
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tions' to the lower Rappahannock, since Halleck forbids it. He
resolves to cross the Rapidan at that part of the river which his
adversary is not defending, and will attempt to outflank his
right and attack him on that extremity by the two parallel
roads. He thus hopes to be able to crush Ewell's corps beft're
Hill can come to its rescue, and then inflict the same fate on the
latter, and, pushi!lg the enemy's army before him, seize upon
Gordonsville. This plan resembles the one Hooker had adopted
for the campaign of Chancellorsville, except that, once in the
Wilderness, the A.rmy of the Potomac will face the right and not
the left. It presents the same advantages and drawbacks. It
places the Federals on the flank of the Confederates, and compels .
them to form a new line of battle on one of their wings. But to
succeed it is necessary to conceal this movement from the enemy
and to outmarch him. Thi~ last condition is hard to perform,
for the huge mllSS of men, horses, and wagons which comprises
the A.rmy of the Potomac to reach these two roads will have to
cross fords difficult of access and move through a country ~vhere

the roads se'em to have been made on purpose to mislead trav
ellers and delay the marching of troops. Meade is informed of
this drawback, but, not having the choice of operations, he per
sists in his design, confident that his lieutenants will punctually
execute the movements which he has combined with an indis
putable skill. .

The army will march in three colnmns. French, with the
Third corps, will place himself in advance on the right and cross
.the river at Jacobs' Ford, one mile and a half below the mouth
of Mine Run, and proceed toward Robertson's Tavern, where he
will join the Second corps. The latter, forming the centre, under
Warren's command, will cross Germanna Ford, and instead of
taking the direct road to Robertson's Tavern will make a d~tour

to Orange Grove on the road to ChancellorSville, to reach the
turnpike between Wilderness Church and Robertson's Tavern.
Sykes, with the Fifth rorps, will have the advance on the left,
cross the Rapidan at Culpeper Ford, follow the road coming from
Germanna Ford to the point where it forks on the plank road,
and then, turning to the right on that route, will go, if possible,
to take position at Parker's Store. Gregg's cavalry division will
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cover the left of the army, and thus form the extremity of the
marching wing. Passing Ely's Ford, it will take the route des
ignated on the map as the Brock road, the same which Jackson
had followed during the battle of Chancellorsville, and will halt
at Corbin's Bridge, a bridge thrown across the river Po not far
from Todd'R Tavern, a place whose Dame is already known to
our readers. The two other ffivalry divisions remain lx>hind.
Custer will observe the fords of tJle Rapidan on the right, and
Merritt will guard the trains parked at Richardsville near the con
fluence of the Rapidan with the Rappahannock. Meade, rightly
t~inking that he will at first encounter his adversaril'8 on his

. right, and wishing to separate them in their first resiRtance and
not allow them time to concentrate, orders the Sixth corps to fol
low the Third. The column led by French will comprise nearly
thirty thousand men. Newton, while leaving a division to guard the
railroad, will march with the other two in Sykes' steps, thus giv
ing to tIle right about twenty-five thousand men. The centre, com
pot'ed of a single corps and of the reserve artillery, will have an
effective force of about ten thousand. This plan has the objec
tion of giving the better roads to the weaker columns and com
pelling the most numerous to follo,v the narrower and winding
ones. The movement was to commence on the 24th, hut a heavy
rain having soaked all the roads on the 23d, it was definitively fixed
for the 26th of November. After a fine and late autumn the bad
wp.ather at last gives unmistnkable. signs of its approach.

Meade believes that the whole army will eross the Rnpidan
before sunset on the same day, and will occupy on the 27th, at
noon, Robertson's Tavern and Parker's Store. He has ordered
pight daYR' provisions to be taken in the soldiers' knsp&'lcks and
in the division trains, and will thus find himself during one
week entirely free in his movements. Eaeh of the tlm'e col
umns is accompanied by a bridge-train-a very wise precaution,
for the slightest flood may submerge the fords.

The First and Sixth corps, being at a greater distance from
the Rapidan, will pass behind the Fifth and Third j each co~
will march at six o'clock in the morning. .As Meade h&'3
reckoned, the Fifth corps on the left, and the Second in the
Centre, arrive before ten o'clock at the Rapidan. But the right
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column i..q behind time. When the Sixth corps reaches Brandy
Station it finds the Third still occupied with the first prepa
rations for its departure; several hours are lost before the col
umn is able to march---iln unpardonable delay, justly attributOO
by Meade to General French. The Third corps reaches Jacobs'
Ford only at noon. Unforeseen difficulties impede its cr088
ing. The banks of the river are steep, and a day's work would
not suffice to cut them away sufficiently for the crossing of the
artillery and wagons. French despatches these to Germanna
Ford, where the river is more accessible. But the boats must
be brought down, and this retards the building of the bridge
for several hours.

However, Meade, who accompanies Warren, fearing to reveal
too soon his design, does not allow the remainder of hi.q troops
to commence the crossing before the right column has landed
on the southern bank. This prudence retards the movementB
of the whole army. At length, about half-past one, he resolves
to wait no longer, and orders 'Varren and Sykes to prepare for
crossing. But the waters of the Rapidan have been swollen by
the last rain.. At Germanna Ford the soldiers in the advance
of the Second corps are in the water up to their necks, and
reach the opposite bank only after great difficulty. The fords
being impracticable, the poptonniers launch their boats, but in
consequence of the overflow the bridges are found too short, and
in order to lengthen them it is necessary to hastily cut trees and
make trestles. While the heads of columns are thus detained,
the troops who follow advance slowly as the way is opened.
Nothing is more tiresome than a march interrupted by long
halts, during which the soldiers cannot even make their coffee
for fear of being interrupted by the order to move. The
bridges are at last practicable. Sykes on the left, Warren in
the centre, and French on the right, cross them before sunset
with a part of their forces. But night stops tllem at a short
distance from the river. The Second corps reaches Flat Run,
four miles from Germanna Ford: the advance of the Third
corps having lost its way, French finally returns to the river
bank with his fatigued soldiers. It is after midnight when
he gives up the bridge to the Sixth corps for crossing. The

VOL. III.--61
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entire night is spent before the army has left the Rapidan, more
than twelve hours having already been lost.

A few troops, it is true, move forward on the 27th at dawn
while the remainder are taking a little needed rest; but Lee
is already on his guard. Custer's demonstration at Raccoon
Ford has awakened hiB attention, and soon Stuart's awalry h88
informed him of the arrival of the Federal columns on the Rap
idan. To deceive the enemy, BOrne troops have retreated with
out exchanging a single shot with them. Before tht' end of the
day ue has found out his adversary's plan, and gives his
marching orders for the following day. Hill, calling together
hiB corps at Orange Court-house, will move by the plank road
toward Verdiersville. That the army may ha,:e time to form
in the relatively open country lying on the left of )Iine Run.
Ewell will cross that stream and attack the enemy in the midst
of the thickets which cover its right bank. The first encountt'r
must take place in the open forest, in the wood-paths where the
artillery is powerless, and where every struggle is confined to
resisting the advance of the column, whatever may be the foroos
which are following.

All the Confederate army has been marching forward on the
27th before daybreak: the sharp and piercing weather cauEeS the
soldiers to regret the rough cabins which their adversaries com
pel them to leave tor the second time thiB winter. Lee is the
first on horseback. He starts at three o'clock in the morning
from the town of Orange, and soon outstrips the column
marching on the plank road. He is looking for Stuart, whom
he finds at Verdiersville, and receives hiB report, and makes his
dispositions for an encounter which seems imminent. The Fed
erals Dot having yet appeared on the main roads, the Second
corps has time to cross Mine Run; Hill will therefore be able
to arrive on this stream. The line of defence is excellent; thl'
whole army will occupy it on the 28th. The three divisions
of the Sel-'Qnd corps are marching in three parallel columns:
Early, on the right, follows the plank road; Rodes, in the
centre, has taken the road to Rapidan Station, which crosses
·'Mine Run near Zoar Church; finally, Johnson, on the left,
will cross that stream at Bartlett's Mill, and promptly en-
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counter the troops whieh have crossed the R.:~pjdan at Jacobs'
Ford.

Upon their part, the Union soldiers are leaving without regret
the cold and damp ground on which they have heen stretching
themselves for a few hours. The Second corps about ten o'clock
reaches. the turnpike at Robertson's Tavern, p1L<!hing before
them, with artillery, the enemy's cavalry: they stop there with
out being molested, for Ewell has not yet crossed ~Iille Run.
Sykes, covered on the left by Gregg, 'is moving fonmrd on the
plank road in the direction of New Hope Church. The march
ing wing thus takcs the position which its commander has
assigned it. But fresh delays impede the right. Prince's divis
ion, having sUJ,rted before daybreak, leads the advance of the
Third corps. After marching a mile on the Tinsley's Mill and
Robertson's Tavern road, Prince arrh'cs ahout nine o'elock near
the :\Iorris house, in a glade where the road forks; the right branch
strikC8 not far from Bartlett's Mill the Raccoon Ford road; the
left one leads, after a few detours, to Robertson's Tavern. The
skirmishers of Johnson's Confederate division, who have just paSl-l
ed Bartlett's Mill, already show themselves on the former road.
Prince hem'S afar off 'Varren's cannon, and to join him on the
turnpike, according to Meade's orders, he wants to take the left
road; but on seeing the enemy on the right he sends for instruc
tions to French, who is some distance in the rear. For two
hours the whole column vainly awaits an order from .French,
who seems lost in the thickness of the forest. At last he ordel'S
Prince to take the right, but at the same time writes to Me-ade
that he is near the turnpike and is halting for Warren. This
piece of information is obviously false, ond he receives for an
answer a formal order to bring his corps to Robert<;on's Tavern,
for the general is waiting for him to commence the mo\"ement
toward Mine Rnn on the two roads. It is eleven o'clock. The
\vhole of Ewell's corps has crossed this strcam. Early, who follows
the turnpike, finding 'Varren already halted at Robertl'!on's Tav
ern, deploys his division, and thus succeeds in intimidating the
Federals. Meade dares not attack him before the centre column
is supported by the two others. Sykes, on the left, ('.annot vet
fall in; but Dothi~g excuses French's new delays, A fter having
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at last placed Prince on the right road, he alters once more his
plans and orders him to the right against Halford's brigade,
which is at the head of the enemy's column. Meade is informed
of these new di'lp08itions, and imperatively orders French again
to come to Robertson's Tavern, and if the enemy bar the way to
at least push forward his left as far as the turnpike. The hours
PlLqg away, however: the Third corps, motionless, closes the road
to the Sixth, and the whole right is paralyzed at the moment when
the success of the movemeJ1t depends on it~ prompt execution.

French receives Meade's orders about two o'clock, and, refus
ing to obey, pushes Prince forward in the direction of Bartlett's
Mill, and confines himself to deploying Carr's division on
the left of the road in the glade, as if he could in that manner
reach the road, from which he is separated by more than three
miles. Prince, while leaving his battery in the glade, engages the
enemy in the thicket. But French's remissness has given Johnson
time to be prepared. 'Vhen, about three o'clock, Prince becomes
seriously engaged with Halford, he finds him supported by the
remainder of the enemy's division, and after a bloody struggle he
is thrown back to the glade. Carr is engaged in his turn. Bu~

Johnson, by a vigorous ~ult against his left, causes the retire
ment of Smith's brigade, deployed on a too extended front in the
vain hope of joining the Second corps. The two other brigade!,
short of ammunition, are about to follow his example, and the
remainder of the column, squeezed betwcen the two ~n hills,
cannot rescue the troops so seriously engaged. Fortunately,
Birney has been able to deploy his men, taking Carr's place, and
with a few guns stops the enemy. Johnson has attained his end
in having pl'evellted the Ft>derals from completing their move
ment. This murderous combat has cost him more than five
hundred men; the Union losses are about seven hundred killed
llnd wounded. Night finds the combatants face to face. French
allows himself to he overtaken by it in a poeition ,vhich he has
not known how to leave; darkness renders all movements of the
troops impossible in the midst of the labyrinth of the forest. On
the 27th the right column has not been able to travel over the
seven miles which separate Jacobs' Ford from Robertson's Tav
ern. This deplorable result, which Meade in" his report attrib-
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ute! alone to French's conduct, would be sufficient to defeat the
whole plan of the campaign. Iu fact, Warren in the centre,
awaiting the right, does not go beyond RobertEon's Tavern, and
Meade, while fearing to risk his left, detains Sykes near New
Hope Church.

The Confederates have taken advantage of the remissness of
their adversaries. While Johnson fights on the right, Early and
Rodes have been marching forward on the two roods which unite
at Robertson's Tavern. Thus menared by two strong divisions,
Warren has deployed Hays on each side of the rood, and Webb
on the right across the road to Rapidan Station; but on both
sides they avoid taking the offensive on ground which compels
the assailant to march absolutely in the dark. Meade, think
ing that the Confederates would not take advantage of the two
roods which unite before Robertson's Tavern, orders Newton,
who was to follo\v Sykes ou the plank road, to take the turnpike
and reinforce Warren. The two divisions of the First corps reach
that oentrnl position toward evening. Gregg is at Parker's Store.
He hoped to continue his march toward the south as far as Cor
bin's Bridge, but he has fouud on the plank road General ROeser
with a part of Stuart's cavalry, and after a lively engagement
drives him in an opposite direction as far as New Hope Church.
In his turn, Rosser, reiuforced, has compelled Gregg to look for
support to Sykes, who is advancing in his steps. He encamps
with the Fifth corps in the neighborhood of New Hope Church.

On the evening of the 27th, Lee has averted the principal dan
ger which menaced him: Hill's corps has arrived on Mine Run;
the concentration of his army is assured. Ewell is ordered to
fall back by night and take position on the left of the Third
corps on the lower stream of Mine Run. The audacity with
which he has moved forward on the 27th has not only retarded
the Unionists' march, but deceived them as to his intentions.
Meade is persuading himself that the Confederates wish to crush
his right and separate him from the Rapidan: to parry this at- .
tack he renonnces the extension of his left on the plank road, and
Sykes is ordered to return to the turnpike at Robertson's Tavern,
where Newton has already brought to Warren the reinforcement
of his two divisions. The Sixth corps will leave the right to
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likewise increase the centre column, which will comprise the whole
army except the Third corps. Meade in this manner sacrifices his
plan of turning the defences of .Miue Run, in the vain hope of
seeing the euemy expose himself by an imprudent msnreuvrc.

On the morniug of the 28th the two divisions of the First
corps, placing themselves ou the left of the Secoud, form with
it on each side of the turnpike a line of battle which is advan
ced toward the west, sometimes deployed, but oftener in parallel
columns. The right resumes the march interrupted on .the pre
ceding day; the Third corps, passing behind the Second, follows
toward Rowe's Mill; the Sixth changes direction on reaching
Warren's right wing, when they form themselves into line of
battle to march toward Mine Run by the paths which run
through the forest. But the enemy, whom the Federals hoped
to take by surprise in the woods, has disappe-ared, and wben they
reach the crat between Rowe's and Bartlett's Mills, which oom
mmds :\Iine Run at the height of more than thirty-five yards,
they perceive before them the whole Confederate army posted on
the opposite bank. At their feet the stream inundates a part of
the valley. The rain which 11ad swollen it, reu,ing for two days,
has begun again, and tbe forest-paths are almost impracticable;
the artillery and troops whieh are not on the first line cannot
take a step forward without stumbling in the mire. Finally, a
fog which is 'gradually thiekening renders all objects indistinct
and exaggerates distances. Whilst the Thil·d corps, passing be
hind the line of battle, plac.es itself on the left of the First,
and Sykes, returned by s night-march to Robertson's Tavern, is
moving forward in column on the turnpike, tbe "Unionist gen
erals are observing the enemy's positions and looking for the
weak points which they can attack.

The time which they employ in that way is not lost to their
adversaries. Hill, arriving on the evening of the 27th with all
his corps after a very long march, h8.'! stationed it on Ewell's
right and behind Mine Run. Though, if the Confederate army
is assembled, nothing is prepared for the defence of this new
ground: the Federals can still on tbat dav attack the South
erners on an equal footing above Bartlett's Mill. But the latter
are working, while Meade and his lieutenants are watching and
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reflecting. On the morning of the 28th the engineers of each
Confederate division have hastily marked out the works designed
to cover their front and shelter the artillery. The trees on the
edge of the forest are cut, and lines of freshly-dug earth soon
cover the crest of the hills. Lee himself directs these works.
In the evening, when the Union generals assemble in the tent
of their chief, they state that the positions of tJle Confederates on
the left bank of Mine Run are reciprocally flanking each other,
'JOmmanding the whole valley, and are already strongly forti
5.ed, and not to be carried.

However, a. resolution must be made, for every hour spent in
immobility diminishes the Federals' chances. They have but to
turn ~Iille Run Valley while approaching its sources, and return
on the plank road, so imprudently abandoned on the preceding
day. Warren, who has proposed this plan, takes upon himself
to direct the extreme left of the army. He will feel the enemy's
right and shake it by his attacks, or will manreuvre in order to
turn it, though to obtain this result he is to extend his lines on
the south as far 118 Fredericksburg. He is reinforced by Terry's
division, tem}lorarily withdrawn from Sedgwick; his men receive
several days' ratious and extra cartridges, for the trains will not
be able to follow them; he will take with him only three bat
teries of artillery.

He starts on the morning of the 29th. The march is long and
laborious, for his forces cannot follow the turnpike, encumbered
by the troops· and the wagons which are moving toward the west,
and to reach ~ew Hope Church they fQllow a short cut already
broken up by Sykes' movement in a contrary direction. On the
plank road Warren deploys Caldwell's two brigades, and moves
forward while pushing before· him the skirmishers of Hill's
corps. He arrives at lllBt before that corps, whose positions
on Mine Run are less strong than Ewell's, and are as yet
lacking artificial defences. However, he does not attack tllem
vigorously, 88 the enemy is appearing behind him. On the
Catharpin road * Rosser has 80 sharply attacked Gregg's cavalry
that Terry has been compelled to detach Shaler's brigade to assist
it. Warren endeavors to outflank the Confederate right, but 8S

it At Parker'. Store, by the road coming from the Catharpin road.-ED.
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he extends his line toward the south, Hill, discovering his design,
prolongs his line of battle. Webb, of the Second Union corps,
deploys a brigade on the right to join Prince of the Third on the
turnpike, and to l:'Upport by another brigade on the left of Cald
well's division, which on each side of the unfinished embankment
of the milroad extends to nine hundred yards on the south of the
plank road as fur as the Catharpin road, and thus ends Warren's line
at sixteen miles on the north of Frederickshall. Finally, when
his troops are in place, Wan'en has but the time before night to
examine Hill's positions on :Mine Run. The attack caDDot take
place before the following day, the 30th.

Whilst he is executing this movement the remainder of the
army has remained stationary; the rear-guards have joined their
corps, the stragglers have come up, and a fresh distribution of
rations has been made. The reconnoi83ance of the enemy's line
has given encouraging resulta. Howe's division of the Sixth
corps, which occupies the ext.reme Federal right in the direction
of Bartlett's Mill, outflanks the opposite wing of the enemy. A
turning of the valley allows a cross artillery-fire on the extremity
of that wing; the declivities it occupies seem ac~iblc; a grove
on the right bank offers a shelter to prepare the attack and con
ceal the reserves.

Meade, who has been vainly looking for the weak point of the
enemy's line, receives with pleasure, about six o'clock in the even
ing, Howe's report. The point designated by the lat.ter will be
attacked on the 30th by the Sixth, supported by the Fifth corps,
whilst the left will also assume the offensive. Warren, who comes
personally for the orders of his chief, assures him that the enemy
on this side has no natural or artificial defence. He undertakes to

dislodge him on the morning of the following day if Hill does
not prevent it by a pl'ompt retreat. Giving full credit to this
information, Meade orders Carr's and Prince's divisions to mureh
by night to increase to twenty-six thousand men the force with
whi('h Warren is to strike the decisive blow. Sykes, leaving the
right, is to support Sedgwick's attack; the centre is oocupit-d only
by two divisions of the First corps and Birney's of the Third.
These troops will not move forward unless the enemy's line baa
been brokM on one side or the other.
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During the night Warren and Sedgwick prepare the orders for
the attacks which have been entrusted to them, that of the for
mer to take place at eight o'clock in the morning. Immediately
after, the }'ederal artillery will open fire along the whole line,
and at nine o'clock the positions of the Southern extreme left ~vill

be assailed by Sedgwick. He closes in mUB8 Howe's division in
the grove opposite the enemy'!! positions, and his batteries are
placed during the night; rations and ammunition are distributed
to the troops. Warren h~ placed in line of hattIe, on a front of
sixteen hundred yards, his five divisions, each formed two or thrce
lines dcep: Terry, on the left, occupies the Catharpin road; Hays
Rod Webb of the Second corps are'respectively on the south and
the north of the unfinished railroad; Prince is on Webb's right;
Carr joins him at the plank road; Caldwell of the Second corps'
is in reserve on this road.

The demonstration made by Warren on Mine Run in the after
noon of the 29th, which has cost him about twenty men, has of
course attracted Hill's attentioll toward his extreme right, which
he has hastily reinforced. The concentration of the Federal
forces on the south of the plank road could the less ~pe him
since 'Varren, far from concealing tllem, has, on the contrary,
applied himself, while placing iliem in sight of the enemy and
lighting large fires, to making them appear frtill more considerable
than they were in reality. He has himself stated this fact, with- '
out explaining the reason of these tacties, which are incompre
hensible on the eve of an attnck. If he hoped to intimidate the
enemy, he was greatly mistaken. Hill, well warned, brings back
all his forces on ilie south of the plank road, thus opposing about
twenty thousand men to the twenty-six thousand of his adver
sary, and hastily constructs a few intrenchments.. A small stream
and a space of about six hundred yards separate the combatants.
The night is long and cold.

The dawn, impatiently waited for on both sides, at length makes
its appearance. Meade's manreuvre has been hamed. The South
ern army, closed in mass behind Mine Run, presents eVf~rywhere

a formidable front; the intrenchments roughly sketched the day
before by Hill have been completed during the night; the artil
lery, concealed in the woods, is displayed on all the heights.
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The Federals study with attention, then with uneasiness, the
positions which they are about to assault. Almost all ba\'e wit
nessed Fredericksburg and Gettysburg; they know by a double
experience that a bloody defeat is reserved to the one of the hro
armies which takes the offensive. It is said that most of them
on the morning of the 30th took care to pin to their coats pieces
of paper bearing their names. They wished that their names
might be placed over the fresh earth which was to cover them in
their everlasting sleep. No hope of glory was occupying their
minds at that supreme hour, but they were anxious to secure
on that distant soil the modest epitaph which allows the soldier's
family to distinguish his remains, instead of having to kneel at
the grave of the unknown. It was in this manner, it is relatro,
that they silently showed the conviction that they were going to
be asked for a useless sacrifice. If it is only a legend-for legends
are sometimes easily made-it is worth being quoted, for it perfect
ly describes the character of the Army of the Potomac.

A few minutes more and it will be eight o'clock: every oue
is waiting for the signal; faoes are grave but resolute. '" arren,
however, has been still more struck than his soldiers by the for
midable aspect of the enemy's positions: those which seemed
smrcely defended on the evening of the preceding day are cov
ered with artillery. His first examination had perhaps been too
superficial. He ought to have foreseen that by parading his
forces on the evening of the 29th, and leaving to his adversaries
fourteen hours' respite, he was inviting them to pnt themselves on
their defence. But Warren will not lose time in useless regrets:
he has a rapid coup d'reil and a correct judgment, and does not
shrink from responsibility. His decision is quickly made: the
attack trusted to his care cannot succeed, and he does not hesitate
to postpone it. He must have great moral courage to take tbis
step, for he will be pardoned more easily, he knows, an un
fortunate act of daring than the most justifiable prudence. The
fatal hour has come: the regiments under arms receive no orders
-a painful waiting to those who are ready to march to death,
and which at first arouses in them a feverish impatience. Bot
they soon divine the wise hesitation of Warren; they whisper to
each other that the attack is abandoned, and every one imme-
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diately forgets the future oonHictB and the present sufferings to
think only of the absent family and of home, sweet home.

However, on the front of the right wing the Federal artillery'
has opened exactly at eight o'clock; its firing disturbs the Con
federates, who answer without any success. Birney, always dar
ing, has pushed his skirmishers forward: they have already
crossed. Mine Run and dislodged the enemy from the troUB de
[oup which they occupied on the left bank. Sedgwick's guns
concentrate their projectiles on the point which the Sixth corps
is going to attack. All are astonished at not hearing anything on
the left, when at ten minutes to nine Warren's despatch informs
Meade of the grave resolution which he has just taken, and
asks the commander-in-chief to come and judge personally his
motive. Immediately the artillery· is ordered to cease firing,
Birney recalls his skirmishers, and Sedgwick does not order
his troops forward. The attack of the right being subordinate
to that of the left, "Meade does not hesitate to give this counter
order. lIe is wrong, perhaps. The eight :Federal divisions
united near the turnpike have before them only Ewell's corps,
since Hill has concentrated all his forces on tile plank road oppo
site 'Varren. The two armies are thus each divided into two
groups, separated from each other by a space of five or six miles,
and Lee cannot more promptly reinforce his left than Meade his
right. The Federal troops ready for tbe attack on this side might
perhaps RUcceed, and are profoundly disappointed by the inaction
imposed upon them.

Meade has promptly joined Warren; he approves and con
firms his decision. To remain faithful to his plan of campaign,
he ought to manceuvre still more on the south in order to out
flank the enemy's right. But the only roads running from east
to west which cross this country are wood-paths souked by the
min; by going from the Rapidan his communications would be
exposed to the dangers of sudden freshets, which are frequent
in this season; and on the supplies being exhausted it would
be necessary to order the trains to come from Richardsville: in
short, he would cease covering the capital, contrary to Halleck's
formal instructions. He has then but one favorable chance left:
it is to concentrate anew on the turnpike and attack Lee's left
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before it ll.as been reinforced. He immediately orders the two
divisions of the Third corps til join Birney's, and Sykes and
Sedgwick to close in mass around them.

But the Confederates are prepared. all along the line to receive
their adversaries. The latter have wanted once more to rec0n

cile two incompatible conditions in war: they have had the pre
tension to take by surprise a vigilant enemy, and grant to them
selves the necessary time to survey his positions. The delay
of the 30th has allowed Lee time to complete the works which
render his front impregnable. When the Federal troops, who
have assembled on the turnpike only after sunset on the morn
iDg of the next day, perceive the new obstacles which are cover
ing this front, the doubt is no longer possible. If Meade were
free to direct his movements, he wQuld conceal himself from the
enemy and march on Fredericksburg, and thus derive a great
advantage from this campaign's d(jbut, but a preposterous order
forbids him. Nothing, therefore, remains but to bring his army
back to its camps. To conceal this retreat the movement must
commence on the evening of the 1st of December.

Lee, however, after having availed himself of the respite
which his adversaries were granting, and awaiting them ,,;th
confidence, begins to fcel impatient: perhaps he is afraid tllst
Meade may escape him and reach Fredericksburg. Two divisions
advance· on the plank road; on the morning of the 2d they find
nothing before them. The Federals, sad and silent, have takeD
advantage of this long winter night to return to the fords of the
Rapidan, and have crossed in the morning. The retreat has been
well conducted. On the morning of the 3d the Union army
re-enters its camps. Lee, soon informed of the crossing by Stu
art's scouts, halts his troops and brings them back to their former
positions. He experienced, it is said, a great disappointment OD

seeing the Federals vanish like an autumnal fog in the midst of
the forest without his alert cavalry being able to gather up a
cannon, a cai8BOn, or an ambulance.

In this campaign, so short and in which so little blood has been
..lIed, he has inaugurated the system of improvised defences which
will allow him in tJle following year to cope with Grant. The
enormous losses the latter will sustain before positions not 80 well
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pl'~pared as those of Mine Run will be the justification of the
resolution taken on the 30th of November by Meade and Warren,
who did not command all the forces of the republic as he did.
French's delays on the 26th and 27th, the false manreuvre of the
28th, in short, the remissness of all the Federal movements, were
the immediate causes of the failure of an operation which, it must
be said, was otherwise well conducted. However, Meade had
other things for which to reproach himself: French had not his
oonfidence, and he had the right to ask for his removal; he could
have required of Halleck an entire freedom of action; in short,
he ought to have obtained from his corps commanders a greater
promptness in their movements, and have given them the example
by using less time in his reconnoissances. Besides, the season
rendered success almost impossible: the winter rains could from
day to day transform each brook into an insurmountable obstacle;
the fogs, the long nights, and a country unknown to the Union-
islB, were all in favor of the defence. .

Taught by this experiment, the Federals will wait the anniver
sary of Chancellorsville to resume active operations on the Rapi
dan, and the month of December will be marked only by insig
nificant cavalry encounters. On the II th a Federal regiment
leaves 'Villiamsburg on the Virginia peninsula, and Cl'08Ses the
Chickahominy, reaching on the 12th Charles City Court-house,
and captures about a hundred Confederate recruits, and immedi
Btely returns to its starting-point. Shortly after, in the Valley
of Virginia, the Federals attempt a coup de main, despite the
rigor of the season. Taking advanta,.,o-e of the fact that Imboden
has been called to the west of the Shenandoah to fight Averell,
Colonel Boyd, with the ~irst New York cavalry, leaves the banks
of the Potomac to give chase to the small bands of guerillas who
are scouting in this rich country. He reo.ches New Market with
out opposition, bot is at last stopped by a detachment of Early's
division encamped since the end of the campaign at Staunton.
He escapes from the Confederates by a prompt retreat. In the
mean time, Rosser, the Southern general, has made, with a few
bold troopers, a raid around Meade's army: crossing the Rappa
hannock near Fredericksburg, he arrives at Front Royal, but has
not been able to destroy the Federal de~ts nor the railroad, but
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arrives in time to reinforce the Confederates in the Shenandoah
Valley. Pleasonton, fearing at the same time for Boyd and
AvereB, the latter being seriously engaged in Western Virginia,
starts four regiments of Gre~'s cavalry division after ~<>er.

Colonel Smith, in command, leaves Bealeton on the 21st of De
cember, passes through Sulphur Springs and the village of Sperry
ville, forces Thornton's Gap on the following day, puts to flight on
the 23d a Confederate detachment near Luray, and, after cro;;sing
the Shenandoah, goes through an almost inaccessible gorge of

. Massanutten Mountain called Fort Valley, in the remotc!'t part of
which one of the boldest of the Southern partisans, Major Gilmor,
has made his base of operations. After having ~ttered the guard
and destroyed the stores, Smith retraces his steps through Little
Washington, and re-enters on Christmas Day the Union lineI'.

Before closing this chapter we must say a word of the expe
ditions and combats of which Western Virginia was the theatre
during the 11lSt six months of 1863. The small corps wlli('h carry
the colors of the two sides continue the war between the Ohio and
the Alleg-hanies without any such great battles as are being fought
in the Enst and 'Vest, and seem to have little influeIll'C on the
struggle in which they ha\"e engaged from the first days of
Secession.

The invasion of Pennsylvania has, however, sUllpendNI for a
month this local warfare, postponed only for want of combatants.
Jones and Imboden are accompanying Lee'll army; Kelley, with
the greater part of the Federal troops which were ()('('upying
'Vestern Virginia, is guarding the upper Potomac. As!!OOn lIS

I..ee has rCl'ros.'lCd the river the Unionists prepare to assume the
offensive along the ehain of the Alleghanies. We will n!{'ntion
here only the operations in Virginia, tho.'*l of which E'l8tern
Tenneflsee were the theatre belong to another chapter, for they
are closely connected with the struggle around Chattanooga.

Let us briefly recall the configuration of Western Yirginia.
The main chain of the Alleghanies between the two gaps opened
by the waters of the Potomae on the north and New River 011 the
BOuth forms an insuperable wall for the armiee, except at a 8in~le

point in the centre, where a practicable route, coming from
Buckhannon and Beverly on the wert, crosses the mountain
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between the Traveller's Repose Tavern and Monterey. To go
through the wild region between the Alleghanies and the Blue
Ridge the Federals are compelled either to start from the Poto
mac and cross the neighboring p8B8 of the Traveller's Repose, or
to follow one of the routes which concentrate at Lewisburg on
the west of the Alleghanies near New. River, and which cross the
chain in its least rugged part. These roads descend on the east
into parallel valleys, some poor and narrow, others rich and
broad, whose waters join to form Jackson's River, known below
under the name of James River. Except for the saltpetre, the
Confederates derive but few supplies from the country between
the Potomac and New River. The Union expeditions, to have a
really useful end, should be directed toward the more southern
region, whence descends on the east the Roanoke, on the west
New River, on the south the Cumberland. In fact, it is at that
point that the Virginia and East Tennessee Railroad passes: the
importance of this road in a military point of view has been
stated elsewhere. This line has been already reached by Carter
at the end of 1862 i its destruction will be henceforth the Union
ists' real objective point in Western Virginia.

They lose no time in taking the field. The Confederates have
crossed the Potomac on the evening of the 13th of July i on the
same day all the movable force which their adversaries have
retained in the Kanawha Valley are preparing to destroy the
Tennessee Railroad. This small column, composed of two regi
ments--one of cavalry, the other of mounted infantry-under the
C',ommand of Colonel Toland, leaves Brownsville on the banks of
the Ohio, follows Coal River, and takes on the right the only road
which crosses this country through Guyandotte Mountain to the
village of Oceana, whence it breaks into the Alleghanies through
the valley of Tug Fork, one of the afHuents of Sandy River, and
arrives on the 17th at the town of Jeffersonville, near the source
of Clinch niver, where it captures a d~p6t with thirty-five men.
The Federals, after a night's rest, resume their rapid march, succes
sively climb the large hills of the main chain, and at last reach the
town of Wytheville on the left hank of New River, in the large
valley watered by an affluent of that stream and followed by the
Tennessee Railroad. Until then they have met w.ith no resistance,
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but the direction taken from Jeffersonville has revealed their
design, and the Confederates hastily call together at Wytheville
all the detachments which are found in the neighborhood. The
inhabitants are almost all armed and join them. When the fis
squadrons of the Unionist Second Virginia enter the streets at a
gallop, they are welcomed by a murderous fire from all the win
dows, which throws them into disorder: the remainder of the
regiment comes to their support, and they charge through the town,
capturing two guns placed in battery at the market-place, and
reach a small bridge on whieh a railroad passes to enter the city.
The Federals burn the bridge, and thus cut the road, but their
position soon becomes .critical. The railroad brings a reinforce
ment of two hundred men to the Southerners, who move forward
from house to house, sheltered from the enemy's balls. The
Federal officers serve as a target to the skilful Virginia hunters.
Colonel powell, commanding the Unionist cavalry, is serioU',ly
wounded. Despite Toland's arrival with the Thirty-fourth Ohio,
the Federals, driven from all the streets, are compelled to take
refuge in the market-plaoo; Toland is soon killed and t~e num
ber of wounde<l rapidly increases. The Unionists, to keep oft' the
enemies they cannot reach, set the houses on fire and retreat, leav
ing their wounded and the guns which they have captured. The
Confederates drive them out of the town, rescue the prisoners,
sud capture part of their guard.

Althou~h weakly pursued, the situation of the Federal~ is
critical. The bridge which they have burnt can be so easily
rebuilt that their expedition may be considered a failUn'; the
Wytheville fight has been for them a complete defeat; the orders
that Toland was carrying are written in cipher, and no one has
the key. It is therefore necessary that his successor, Lieutenant
colonel Franklin, should retreat by the shortest road through
the Kanawha Valley. On this route of course the Con
federates will await him. He takes a northerly direction,
Cl"OBSeB East Mountain, and halts at Raleigh Court-house. The
Federals' supplies are exhausted, and they march for two days
upon what they can gather up in this almost deserted country.
When they reach East Mountain the enemy's cavalry has the
audacity to forbid them the access to it, but they h8,oe all the
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energy of despair, and force open the p8888ge by a brilliant charga.
The natural obstacles of the road detain them longer: in the mids&
of a dark night they have to climb and then descend rugged
and rocky slopes; the exhausted horses can no longer carry their
riders.

The column debouches at length on the western side of the
Alleghanies, but the country is 1>0 poor that the Union soldie1'8
can find nothing to stay their stomachs. After a four days' fast
they reach Fayetteville on the Kanawha, hardly able to drag
themselves along, and for the most part deprived of their horses,
which have been starved to death. All their sufferings have
been in vain; the expedition has had DO results, because it was
undertaken with too few men.

The Federals wait, therefore, to renew it with larger
forces at their disposal. The month of August has amved;
all fear of a return of Lee to the Potomac seems to have
vanished. Imboden has withdrawn to the upper Shenandoah.
Kelley, henceforth free to direct his movementB, organizes an
expedition to invade the centre of the mountainous region.
Averell, who commands a cavalry brigade under him, will break
through the western· hills of the Alleghanies at the Traveller's
Repose and descend to Lewisburg, where General Scammon will
bring him· all the disengaged troops which are in the Kanawha
Valley. These combined forces will be able to move without
fear into the heart of the enemy's country: if Averell marches
southward, he can reach even the TenneJ36ee Railroad with ease.
This line has at this moment an especial importance, for it takes
to Bragg's army the reinforcementB which the government at
Richmond senns it: it is the same whioh has just been used to
transfer Longstreet's corps to the West. Therefore, the Oonfed
erates have put themselves in position to protect it. General
Samuel Jones* is charged with the defence of the mountains with
a strong divisidn composed of infantry and cavalry. One of
these brigades, under General Jackson's orders--often designated
nnder the sobriquet of "Mudwall," to distinguish him from his
illustrious namesake" Stonewall "-is awaiting Averell in the

* He must not be mistaken for W. Jones, who has the command of a brigade
in Stuart's cavalry.

VOL. III.--li2
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upper valley of Greenbrier River. He is repnlsed in some par
tial engagementB, and pushed beyODd the principal clWn of the
Alleghanies upon the one which extends itself -on the easl of
Warm Springs and Jackson's Ri,-er, and the Federals, after ha,-
ing descended for BOme time the course of the ri,-er, turn to the
right to reach through White Sulphur Springs the town of Lew~
burg, where they are to meet Scammon. But before arri,,;ng at
the first of these two pointB, a summer health-resort formerly
much frequented, they find General Jones, who, with Colonel
Potter's brigade and a few monon, bars the way again:."'t them.
The Confederates have taken a very strong position on a hill
which the rood ascends after having cn&led Rocky Springs brook.
During the 26th of August, Averell vainly endeavors to di:J.
lodge him. Hoping that Scammon will come and fall upon hi~

adversaries from an opposite direction, he resumes the attack on
the morning of the 27th. But Scammon does not appear, for he
has not reached Lewisburg: Jones, emboldened, attacks him in hi5
tum, and about noon A,-erell, fearing lest his small troop shonld
be brought to a halt in one of the gorges of that monntaioou~

country, resolves to take again the road to the north. He has
lost nearly a hundred and fifty men; the Confederates, more than
two hundred. The U nionistB leave about a hundred wounded
and a broken gun, and halt at Huttonsville, near Beverly, on the
western side of the'Alleghanies.

Two months pass away before either of the two sides shakes off
its inaction. At last, stimulated no doubt by the news that Meade
is going to cr088 the Rappahannock, Averell leaves Beverl}' on the
1st of Kovember with a column composed of all three arms. As
in the month of August, he will have to proceed to Lewisburg to
concentrate his troops, established in the Kanawha Valley, which
will be brought to him by Colonel Duffili.

Scarrely entering through the pass at Traveller's Repose in the
rich valley of the Greenbrier, Averell finds Jones, his old adver
1'lII.ry. The latter has scattered his troops, that they may take up
their winter quarters: surprised by the Federals' rapid DllI1'Ch on
Huntersville, he mnuot fall back toward the east, and ia com
pelled to collect his forre and bring it back to the south by the
J..ewisburg road. The brigade that fought at Rocky Spring1'
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under Potter, and whose command General Eohols has resumed,
is in this town: he orders it to meet·Averell with a part of Jen
kins' force, while Jackson, who has remained with his brigade
near Huntersville, rapidly falls back to meet him. On the 6th
of November, after having closely pressed, at Mill Point, Jack
son's rear-guard, whose retreat he endeavors to cut off, tile Union
ist general finds four miles south of Hillsboro' all the Confederote
forces, stationed, as at Rocky Springs, in a well-selected position
on the Lewisburg road. It is called Droop Mountain, which,
while detached from the Greenbrier chain, runs east to the bank
of Greenbrier River, closely shutting the valley on the left bank.
The road which follows that bank ascends, in a zigzag way,
the northern declivity of Droop Mountain, to come down on the
other side, and afterward reascend the side of another height
called Spring Creek Mountain, whose summit commands the
crest of Droop Mountain and its southern reverse, this reverse,
88 well as the extremity neighboring the river, being woody. The
declivities opposite to the north, which are to be ascended by the
Federals, are bare, very steep, and ('.overed with rocks. Jackson,
who has arrived first at Droop Mountain with eight regiments,
has had time to build a few intrenchments on the crest: his artil
lery commands all the approaches of the hill. AvereH com
mences the attack with two regiments on foot and fmIr in the
saddle. His artillery opens, despite the superiority which the
plunging fire gives to his adversaries: he then detaches, on his
right, his smalt infantry force to turn the enemy's position
through the point where the hill is separated from the principal
chain. In the mean time, his four mvalry regiments dismount
and colllpel Jackson, by a strong demonstration, to keep on the
road the main body of his force. The Federal infantry ascend,
under a murderous fire, the rugged declivities whieh crown the
left wing of the Confederates, and seize the key of the poRition
before its defenders have been reinforced. At the sight of this
success Averell gives to the remainder of his soldiers the signal
to attack: his mvalry, carbine in hand, advance in good order
in spite of the unfavorable nature of the ground and the bul
lets and grape which fall upon them. An instant after all the
C1'\:st is in their poesession, and the disordered enemy can no

•
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longer hold the heights of Spring Creek Mountain. The led.
horses have closely followed the assailants, and the Federal cav
alry, leaping into their saddles, at a gallop charge the enemy in
their flight. Night alone stops them, more than twelve milee
from Spring Creek MOJIDtain. Their success is complete, and
has cost only about a hundred men; they have gathered up nearly
as many wounded enemies and a good number of prisoners, and
inflicted an irretrievable blow on Jackson's troops. They must
take ach'antage of this success. After having taken po&'leS8ion or
a piece of artillery and some horses and equipments, and destroyed
all Jackson's Mp6ts, Averell arrives on the evening of the 7th at
Lewishurg, where he hag the satisfaction of finding Colonel Duffi~

with his brigade.
It is perhaps the opportunity to turn aside southward to the

Tennes.<;ee Railroad, but on being compelled to part from Duffi~,

who returns to the Kanawha, Averell prefers moving to the east
and returning to his starting-point by going along the other side
of the principal chain of the Alleghanies. He halts only a few
hours at Lewisburg; on the 8th of November, after crossing the
battlefield of Rocky Creek, he reaches White Sulphur Springs,
and on the following day, while a detachment is reconnoitring
his right on the side of Union, he pnsses the Alleghanies by the
'\Varm Springs road and coneentrates his column for the night
at Callaghan's. From thL~ point he ascend'3 Jackson's River as
far as its souree, enters Crab Bottom, the basin of the Potomac,
reaches Petersburg, where he halts two days, arid arrives on the
17th of Kovember at New Creek, on the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad. The Confederates, intimidated by their defeat at
Droop Mountain, have not fired a shot to disturb him;. he has
destroyed a few d6p6t8, a few manufactories of saltpetre, and
scared a few farmers; but this unfruitful military promenade
is not the worthy coronation of a movement commenced in such
a brilliant manDer.

Averell has felt it, and is scarcely back when he prepares,
under the supervision of General Kelley, an expedition against
the TeDnes."CC Railroad. The undertaking will be perilous, but
the end proposed to the Federals is really worth the risks whicla
tJ.ey will have to run. The preceding campaign has acquainted
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them with a part of the country which they are going tu cross.
They also understand that instead of endeavoring w bring to
gether in a hostile country two columns, one starting f!"Om the
banks of the Ohio and the other from those of the Potomac, it
is better wassign them a separate task and to divide the enemy's
attention. Thoburn's brigade, which occupies Petersburg, will
march on the south-east in the direction of Staunwn, to annoy
Imboden and detain on this side Early's forces, whilst, as we
have said, Colonel Boyd will follow the same end by ascending
the course of the Shenandoah. On the other side, Duffie's bri
gade will push forward from Kanawha w the valley of Green
brier; but whilst his commander will threaten Lewisburg, Col
onel Moor, with a detachment of this force, will proceed wward
the upper part of the valley, and occupy,..if necessary, the gaps
which command the Traveller's Repose. In the mean time,
Averell will penetrate more on the east inw Jac~n's River
Valley, and W reach Callaghan's follow the way through which
he has effected his return in the preceding month.

Jackson's River, after running along the eastern side of the
crest of the Alleghanies, forces a passage through the secondary
chains to reach, taking the name of James River, the plain
of Virginia. The first of these chains borders the river on the
east under the designation of Warm Springs Mountain. On
the south of the gap opened by the waters it is called Peter's
Mountain, and is united to the principal chain twenty-two miles
distant, thus forming on its eastern reverse a small valley wa·
tered by Dunlap's Creek. .The wwn of Covington is situated
near the gap on the left bank of Jackson's River; the viJ1'lgC of
Sweet Springs is in the ,mountain, near the source of Dunlap's
Creek; that of Callaghan's is at the point where the road from
Lewisburg to CovingtQn crosses that stream. The second height,
thirteen miles on the east of the preceding one, is called Mill ~Ioun
tain on the left, and then Rich Patch Mountain until it nears
Potts' Mountain on the right of Jackson's River. In the valley.
which spreads itself on the east of Mill Mountain flows the
Cow-Pasture River; it is crossed by a railroad from Charlott~

ville and Staunton, which ascends Jackson's River, and which,
in 1863, stopped at Covington. The opposite valley, comprised
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between Peter's Mountain and Potts' Mountain, is only 8 narrow
passage which Potts' Creek crosses on the north to empty ib;elf
at Covington in~o Jackson's River. On the east of these moun
tainE! there are two or three lines of secondary hills, then a large
vall~y spreading itself as far as the Blue Ridge, which is the
prolongation of the valleys of the Cumberland and the Shen
andoah. On the north of Staunton tile yalley, rich and fer
tile, is watered by the affioents of the James, which, to leave it,
throws itself among the rocks of the Blue Ridge, forming Bal
cony Falls. These affiuents are, on the right, Cmig's Creek, a
sinuous torrent, near which is found the village of New<a.;tle,
and, more to the southward, the Catawba, upon which, at a
short distance, is situated Fincastle, the principal county-town;
on the left, North River, on which is the town of Lexington,
renowned in Virginia for the military affidemy in which Jack
son * was a.professor, and which had the honor of having for its
president General Lee during the last years of his life. The
road from Fincastle to Lexington crOE'Ses the James on Buck
hannon Bridg-e. A gap like that of Balcony FalL'J, from which
it is separated by the large group of the Peak,; of Otter, opens a
pa~!"age to the Roanoke River, which rises in Catawba Mountain
and waters a more 80uthern section of the large passage situatro
on the west of the Blue Ridge. The Tennessee Railroad, while
passing at the foot of the peaks of La Loutre, penetrates by the
defile of Buford's Gap into this basin, nnd for a space ascends the
Roanoke before g-oing through the valleys whose waters descend
to the Ohio by the New River. Salem is the principal station
on this part of the line; it is the main point of the nearest rail
road from Callaghan's, from which it is separated only by thirty
eight miles as a crow flies: however, lIB it occupies the centre of
the only section of this line whi('h the Federals did not seem to
threaten, the Confederate authorities had chosen it 88 a suitable
place for their d~p~ts intended to provide for Longstreet's corp!
in the 'Veflt. That WllS an especial reason for Averell's blow.

This general, despite the rigor of the I'C8S0n, leaves New Creek
on the 8th of December with two l'('giments of mounted infantry,
a cavalry regiment, and 8 battery of artillery. He passes Peter&

* "StonewalI."-ED.
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burg on the 10th, and makes a. part of the march with Thoburn,
who leaves him before the end of the day to perfllrm the special
task with which he is entrusted. Duffie abo is on the march,
and bis column is moving on the valley of Greenbrier.

The Confederates could oppose superior forces to their adver
saries. Imboden keeps good watch on the Shenandoah; Jones'
troops, enmmped along the Greenbrier from Huntersville, where

- Jackson is, to Lewisburg, which is occupied by Echols, are begin
ning to recover from tl.ie disaster of Droop Mountain. In order
to be .able to support the one or the other, we have said that Early,
with a part of his infantry, has taken position on the Charlottes
ville Railroad at Staunton. Fitzhugh Lee, with a cavalry bri
gade, is in this last town, in readiness to move promptly to any'
place where the enemy are signalled.

Averell has the advantage of the initiative: he selects his route.
With the exception of Lee's cavalry, which are not numerou~, the
Confederates ha\'e, as it were, nothing but infantry, and therefore
cannot march as fast as their adversaries. The latter, therefore,
easily penetrate the valley of Jackson's River. Whilst Thoburn
makes a demonstration on the Staunton road, Averell, passing
behind Jackson, who is occupied by the movement'i of Moor's col
umn, captures one of his trains, again destroys his depOts, crosses
to Callaghan's on the 13th, and bivouacs at night on the hv.nks
of Dunlap's Creek, without having met with any resistance. But
the direction taken by the Federals does not allow them to conceal
their design any longer: it must therefore be executed promptly.
On the 14th, at two o'clock in the morning, they are all in the
saddle, and soon reach Sweet Springs. The column, following
the Union road to Fincastle, crosses successively the chains of
Peter's and Potts' Mountains; then, turning to the right, ascends
Craig's River, passes Newcastle, and crosses the Catawba Rapids
and Catawba Hills, arriving on the 16th, at ten o'clock in the
morning, before Salem. The Unionists in this fifty-six hours'
march have not halted more than two or three times. Everywhere
astonishment is depicted on the faces of the inhabitants at the tlight
of their uniforms. No one thinks of molesting them: a wedding
party which they meet in the Potts' Mountain gap is scattered and
runs at their approach. Fa~ored by the weather, they have punctu..
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ally performed what they desired, and enter Salem without striking
a blow. The 16th is employed in the destruction of the Confederate
stores; the railroad is wrecked for a length of eighteen miles, in
cluding five bridges. This time success is complete, for one of
the principal arteriM of the Confederacy is interrupted for a fort
night. At four o'clock Averell gives the order of departure.
The most difficult part of his task still remains to be performed.
The elements now seem to conspire against him: clear and dry
weather is followed by a cold rain, which is soon changed to
sleet, which covers the roads, rocks, and trees with a coat of
ioe.

In order that Averell should not escape him, Early, who com
mands the Confederates, haa undertaken to guard all tlle crossings
and roads between Staunton on the north-€llSt and Newport, on New
River, on the south-west. In front of the Federals, who return from
the south-east, Jones on the right, with Eehols' brigade and some
other troops, guards Peter's Mountain crest above Sweet Springs
and the road followed by Averell in going to Salem. JackBon,
who is concealed from Moor, has crOtlSed the Alleghanies, and,
going through Jackson's River, has descended that river; he
occupies Covington and Callaghan's, thus shutting closely the
entrance of the valley against the Federals if they endeavor to tum
Ech9ls' left. Covington is especially important. The rood and
railway, which aaoend the right bank of Jackson's River before
reaching the town, pass on the left bank through two large
wooden bridges at a point called Island Ford, and follow a nar
row defile between the river and the extremity of Warm Springs
Mountains. At length, Imboden and Fitzhugh Lee proceed to
Lexington and take position on Jackl:lOn's left, completing the
line opposed to Averell while clinging toothe banks of the Jamf.ll
River. They take the lead with their cavalry; Early's infantry
follows them.

The Confederate dispositions are excellent, and it seems that
there is no longer any chance of safety for AvereB. After leav~

ing Salem he has travelled about eight miles; then halted to give
his troops an indispensable rest. On the 17th of December he
resumes his march in the direction of Newcastle, but is compelled
to cross seven times the swollen and. frozen waters. of Craig'.
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Creek; the oroesing of the artillery hM been very perilous; the
greater part of the supplies have been damaged, the soldiers being
able to save only their coffee. The advance, arriving at Newcas
tle at eleven o'clock in tlle evening, fortunately finds something
with which to feed the men and ho~s,and on the 18th, while the
rear painfully keeps up its marehiog to regain the lost time, Av
erell pushes his cavalry forward in order to look for a crossing.
Perhaps his presence 00 the road from Newcastle to Lexington hM
led the Confederates into error about his designs. However that
may be, Early, deceived by false rumors, fancies that the Union
ists wish to cross tile Jam'es below the point where the swollen
Jackson's River takes this new name; and he orders Lee to pro
ceed to Buckhannon, where he expects to 8ee them appear. Jack
Son, for his part, in order to shut them off from the entrance of
the valley of Cow-Pasture River, quits Callaghan's and Coving
ton, leaving but a mere guard on the bridges at Island Ford, with
orders to burn them if ne~ry,and proceeds to establish himself at
Clifton Forge, an old iron-works situated at the foot of a rugged
mountain which divides in two passages the gorge between Mill
Mountain and Rich Patch Mountain. This manoouvre is very
imprudent, for it is difficult to believe that AvereB will throw
himself on the Lexington road before tile main body of his
enemies, and it seems to invite him to force the passage of Cov
ington between Jones and Jackson, who no longer meet. A mere
chance comes to aggravate the consequences of this fault tor the
Confederates. A courier whom Jones sends to Early, his Ruperior
officer, to report on the new positions taken by Echols and Jackson
falls into the hands of the enemy. Averell thus learns that the
po.ssage to Covington is not yet guarded. He hastens to take
advantage of it. On the 18th, whilst his rear-guard rallies at
Newcastle and his Cavalry are skinnishing with that of Jones
in Potts' Mountain, a new chance facilitates the execution of
his design. On the maps of Virginia is found a road which
descends from Sweet Springs by the narrow valley of Potts'
Creek to join, a few miles above the brid.ges at Island Ford, the
rood from Newcastle to Covington: this road has not been travelled
over during the war by a single wagon; Jones believes it out of
repair, and. does not even think of having it reconnoitred. A
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Union farmer informs Averell that it is, on the contrary, yery
practicable, and that by following it one can promptly reach the
bridges. The Union general's plan is soon formed. On tile
morning of the 19th, whilst the rt'llr-guard and the trains take
the direct Covington road,.Averell, ascending witJl a part of
his cavalry the slopes of Peter's Mountain, feigns a vigorous
attack ill the direction of Sweet Springs. Jones, persuaded that
hE' wishes to reach the banks of Dunlap's Creek by the rood whieh
he has followed in advancing, concentrates all his troops in front
of Sweet Springs, and does not think of extending his line as far
as Covington. But AvereB suddcnly disappears, descends the
valley of Potts' Creek, and his advance, arriving at a gallop on
the bridges at Island Ford, takes possession of them before the
Confederate guard has been able to Eat them on fire. The cr0ss

ing is guaranteed; a great part of the column has reached the
banks of the river and crossed the hridges, but the train and itll
escort are still two or three miles behind. Jackson, inforDled
of AvereH's movement, hastens to make up for his error. He
IlSCends the right bank of Jackson's River: whilst the main body
of his column takes the road from Newcastle to Coving1,on, he
detaches about fifty men in the hope of outstripping the ]....ederals
near the bridges. The small pal-ty of Confederates finds A,-erell
already on the other bank, but it retards the march of his rear
guard by placing itself between it and him. Night is coming,
and when day dawns a",oain this rear-guard has not yet reached
the approaches of the bridge'!, whilst Jackson, bringing his troops
by a circuitous route, prepares to attack him. Averell resolves to
burn them, and reascends the left. bank of Jackson's River. The
detachment which he has left on the other bank, aftel' having
destroyed all the wagons, disengages itself by an offensive move
ment from the enemy's clutches, rapidly reaches the water's edge,
and has the good luck to find a ford, and thus rejoins the remain
der of the column, while leaving behind it about sixty prisoners
and four men drowned.

Averell 8lTives at Covington, and at a stretch pursues his route
88 far as Callaghan's. The fin:t game is won: the Confederates
have been bafBed; their greatest for~ is henceforth behind the
Fedemls or too far away to be able to overtake them. But all
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the perils are not averted, nor the BuffeJ:ings. The 1088 of the
greater part of the train compels the Federals to live on what
they are able to gither on their way. Frozen, famished, ex
hausted by marches and want of sleep, they cannot halt long
enough to rest themselves: even thlil fires which would warm
them are forbidden to the outposts. In fact, the enemy still sur-
rounds them on three sides: Jackson follows them olosely; Jonel,
hastily returning from Sweet Springs, occupies the pas.'l6S of the
Alleghanies and the Lewisburg rood; Fitzhugh Lee, with his
cavalry, can easily, while following the Lexington road to Hunt
ersville, prevent the return of the Federals on the north. For
tunately, a mountain-pathway which crosses the Alleghanies and
runs in the small valley of Anthony's Creek allows Averell to
avoid-at the cost of great suffering, it is true-the Lewisburg
road: he reaches in this manner the Greenbrier Valley, close to
Droop Mountain, without meeting Jones, who is looking after
Duffill. The. demonstration made by Moor farther to the north
has decided the Confederates to leave Huntersville and the west
ern sides of the Alleghanics, so that Averell can reach, without
any impediment, the Traveller's Repose, and cross the passes
which bring him to Elkwater in the basin of the Monongahela.
A well-supplied train which the Federals meet at this point makes
them forget their sufferings, and, returning by short marches
through the friendly country, they reach at last their encamp
ments on the Ohio Railroad on the 1st of January, 1864.

The small column which Averell has led to the heart of the
Virginia mountains has lost about a hundred prisoners and a
small number of wagons, but not one gun, despite the impedi
ments it has encountered. Not being able to keep all the pris
oners whom they have captured, they bring back a hundred and
twenty, among whom are forty officers. They have, we have
said, interrupted for a fortnight one of the main railroad lines
of the Confederacy and destroyed dfp6ts precious to the enemy's
army; they have kept on the move forces fourfold their own.
Although this expedition can have no decisive influence on the
grand operations which winter has just interrupted both in the
East and in the West, we have related it in detail, because it has
.leen skilfully conducted and can give the reader an idea of the
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manner in which war was made in the Alleghanies. He will
admit that the Federals, taught by experience, will henceforth offer
to the Confederates the same re~;ults by the raids of which the
latter seemed, until then, to p~ the secret. Redeeming the
error which had brought to him disgrace after Chancellorsville,
Averell has learned, like Stuart, how to evade all the dispositions
made by his adversaries in order to surround him, and his cam
paign h~ in a brilliant manner terminated the year 1863, which
has witnessed so much blood8hed between the Rappahannock and
the Susquehanna.
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APPENDIX TO VOL. III.

DETAILED STATEMENTS OF THE SITUATIONS, TO FACILJTATE A

PROPER UNDEBBTANDING OF VOL. III.

THE BATTLE OF CHANCELLORSV1LLE.

FOR the first time we are enabled to give herewith complete and
official details of the situations, together with statements of the effective
forces of both armies, for which we are indebted to the courtesy of
the Secretary of War, and especially to General Townsend. In
these details will be found the designation not only of brigades, but
also of each regiment. As the mention in full of the States to which
these regiments belonged would Occupy considerable space, we have
adopted the official abbreviatiolls, the key to which we append here:

..

Alabama,
Arkansas,
California,
North Carolina,
South Carolina,
Connecticut,
Delaware,
Florida,
Georgia,
Illinois,
Indiana,
Iowa,
Kansas,
Kentucky,
Louisiana,
Maine,
Maryland,

Ala.
Ark.
Cal.
N.C.
S. C.
Conn.
Del.
Fla.
Ga.
Ill.
Ind.
Ia.
Kan.
Ky.
La.
Me.
Md.

MBl!B8.chusettB, M888.
Michigan, Mich.
Minnesota, Minn.
Mississippi, MiBB.
Mi8BOuri, Mo.
New Hampshire, N. H.
New Jersey, N. J.
New York, N. Y.
Ohio, O.
Pennsylvania, Pa. .
Rhode Island, R. L
Tennessee, Tenn.
Texas, Tex.
Vermont, Vt.
Virginia, Va.
Wisconsin, Wis.

U. S., abbreviation for United States, designates those bodies of trooops
that were raised directly by the Federal government.

The statements of effective forcP8 are a summary oi: those furnished
monthly by the general staff to the Departments at Washington and
Richmond, which contain thousands of figures. It will be seen from
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this what was the condition of the two armies. Fortunately, both
parties continued to employ the forms adopted in the old army of
the United States, which render comparisons easy.

....3d
4th

FEDERAL ARMY OF THE POTOMAC.*
(APRIL 30, 1863.)

Commander-in- Chief, MAJOR-GENERAL J. HOOKER.
Chief of Staff, Brigadier-general D. Butterfield.

FIRST ARMY CoRPS, Major-general John Reynolds.
1st division, Brig.-gen. Wadsworth.

1st brigade, Col. Phelps-22d, 23d, 24th, 84th N. Y.
2d .. Brig.-gen. Cutler-7th Ind., 76th, 95th, I47th N. Y.,

66th Pa.
Brig.-gen. Paul-22d, 29th, 30th, 31st N. J., 137th Pa.
Brig.-gen. Meredith-19th Ind., 24th Mich., 6th, 7th

Wis.
Artillery-1st N. H. (Bat. H), 1st N. Y. (Bat. L), 4th U. S. An.

(Bat. B).

..3d

2d division, Brlg.-gen. Robinson.
1st brigade, Col. Root-16th Me., 94th, 104th N. Y., 107th Pa.
2d .. Brig.·gen. Baxter-12th Mass., 26th N. Y., 90th, 136th

Pa.
Col. Leonard-13th Mass., 83d, 97th N. Y.,18th, 88th

Pa.
Artillery-2d, 6th Bats. Me., Pa. Bat., 6th U. S. Art. (Bat. C).

3d division, Maj.-gen. Doubleday.
18t brigade, Brig.-gen. Rowley-121st, 135th, 142d, 151st Pa.
2d .. Col. Roy Stone-143d, 149th, 150th Pa.
Artillery-1st Pa. Art. (Bats. B, G, I).

SECOND ARMY CORPS, Major-general Couch.
1st division, Maj.-gen. Hancock.

1st brigade, Brig.-gen. Caldwell--6th N. H.,61st N. Y., 81st, 148th
Pa.

• In some minor details this statement is inaccurate. See revised l'O!'ter in
Addenda, for which, and for the other valuable statements thl'l't'in containl'd, we
are indebted to General Richard C. Drnm, adjutant-general of the army. and
Colonel Robert N. Scott, in charge of tbe publication of tbe official recorda ci
the Union and Confederate armies.-ED.
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"
"

3d
4th

2d brigade, Brig.-gen. Mellogher-28th Mass.,63d, 69th, 88th N. Y.,
116th Pa.

Brig.-gen. Zook-52d, 57th, 66th N. Y., 140th Pa.
Col. Brooke-27th Conn., 2d Del., 64th N. Y., 53d,

14,'>th Pa. .
Artillery-1st N. Y. Art. (Bat. B), 4th U. S. Art. (Bat. C).

"
"2d

3d

2d division, Brig.-gen. Gibbon.
1st brigade, Brig.-gen. Sully-19th Me., 15th Mass.,lst Minn., 34th,

82d N. Y.
Brig.-gen. Owen-69th, 71st, 72d, 108th Pa.
Col. Hall-19th, 20th Mass., 7th .Mich., 51st, 59th N. Y.,

127th Pa.
Detached-Col. Anrlrews-Sharpshooters.
Artillery-1st R. I. Light Art. (Bats. B, H).

"

"2d

3d

3d division, Maj.-gen. French.
1st brigade, CQI. Carroll-14th Ind., 24th, 28th N. J., 4th, 8th 0.,

7th Va.
Brig.-gen. Hays-14th Conn., 12th N. J.,108th N. Y.,

130th Pa.
Brig.-gen. Max Weber-1st Del., 4th, 10th N. Y., Bat-

talion 132d Pa. .
Artillery-1st N. Y. Art. (Bat. G), 1st R. I. Art. (Bat. G).

"2d

THIRD ARMY CORPS, Major-general Sickles.
1st division, Brig.-gen. Birney.

1st brigade, Brig.-gen. Graham-57th, 63d, 68th, 105th, 114th,
141st Pa.

Brig.-gen. Ward-20th Ind., 3d, 4th Me., 38th, 40th
N. Y., 99th PRo

3d " CoL Haym~n-17th Me., 3d, 5th Mich., 1st, 37th N. Y.
Artillery-1st N. J. Art. (Bat. B), 1st R. I. Art. (Bat. E), 3d U. S.

Art. (Bats. F, K). .

Ie2d

2d division, Maj.-gen. Berry.
1st briga,de, Brig.-gen. Carr-lst,l1th,16th Mass., 11th N. J.,26th

Pa.
Brig.-gen. Revere-70th, 71st, 72d, 73d, 74th, 120th

N.Y.
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3d brigade, Brig.-gen. Mott-5tb, 6th, 7th, 8th N. J., 2d N. Y.,
115th Pa.

Artillery-1st N. Y. Art. (Bat. D), 4th N. Y. Art. (Bat. Indep.),
18t U. S. Art. (Bat. H), 4th U. S. Art. (Bat. K).

3d tlivision, Brig.-gen. Whipple.
1st brigade, Col. Franklin-86th, 124th N. Y., 122d Pa.
2d " Col. Bowman-12th N. R., 84th, llOth Pa.
3d .. Col. Berdan-1st and 2d U. S. Sharpshooters.
Artillery-10~h N. Y. Art., Indep., 11th N. Y. Art., Indep., 1st O.

Art. (Bat. H).

"

..2d

3d

FIFTH ARMY CoRPS, Major.general Meade.

1st division, Brig.-gell. Griffiu.
1st brigade, Brig.-gen. Barnes-2d Me., 18th, 22d MII.SS., 1st }Iicb.,

13th, 25th N. Y., 118th Pa.
Col. McQuade-9th, 32d MII.SS.,4th Mich., 14th N. Y.,

62d Pa.
Col. Stockton-20th Me., 16th Mich., 12th, 17th, 44th

N. Y., 83d Pa.
Artillery-Ma.."S. Art. (Bats. C, E), R. I. Art. (Bat. C), 5th U. S. Art.

(Bat. D).

..2d

2d division, Maj.-gell. Sykes.
1st brigade (regulars), Brig.-gen. Ayres-3d, 4th, 12th, 14th U. S.

Inf.
(regulars), Col. Burbank-2d, 6th, 7th, 11th, 17th U. S.

Inf.
3d .. Col. O'Rorke-5th, 140th, 146th N. Y.
Artillery-1st O. Art. (Bat. L), 5th U. S. Art. (Bat. I).

3d division, Brig.-gen. Humphreys.
1st brigade, Brig.-gen. Tyler-91st, 126th, 129th, 134th Pa.
2d " Col. Allabach-123d, 131st, 133d, 155th Pa.
Artillery-1st N. Y. Art. (Bat. C), 1st U. S. Art. (Bat. E).

SIXTH ARMY CoRPS, Major-general Sedgwick.

1st division, Brig.-gell. Brooks.
18t brigade, Brig.-gen. Torbert-lat, 2d, 3d, 4th, 15th, 23d N. J.
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2d brigade, Brig.-gen. Bartlett-5th Me., 16th, 27th, 121st N. Y.,
96th Pa.

3d" Brig.-geD. R"ussell, 18th, 32d N. Y., 49th, 95th, 119th Pa.
Artillery-1st Md. Art. (Bat. A), 1st Mass. Art. (Bat. A), 1st N. J.

" Art. (Bat. A), 2d U. S. Art. (Bat. D).

2d division, Brig.-gen. Howe.
]st brigade, Col. Grant-26th N. J., 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th Vt.
2d " Brig.-gen. Hall-7th Me., 21st N. J., 20th, 33d, 49th,

77th N. Y.
Artillery-1st N. J. Art., Indep., 5th U. S. Art. (Bat. F).

3d division, Maj.-gen. Newton.
1st brigade, Col. Shaler-65th, 67th, 122d N. Y., 23d, 82d Pa.
2d " Col. Browne-7th, 10th, 37th MIIS8., 36th N. Y., 2d R. I.
3d " Brig.-gen. Wheaton-62d N. Y.
Artillery-1st Pa. Art. (Bat. C), 2d U. S. Art. (Bat. G).
Light brigade, Brig.-gen. Pratt-6th Me., 31st, 43d N. Y., 61st Pa.,

5th Wis., 3d N. Y. Batt.

ELEVENTH ARllrIY CORPS, Major-general Howard.

1st division, Brig.-gen. Devens.
1st brigade-4bt, 45th, 54th N. Y., 153d Pa.
2d " -17th Conn., 25th, 55th, 75th, 107th O.
.Artillery-13th N. Y. Bat.

2d division, Brig.-gen. von Steinwehr.
1st brigade-29th, 154th N. Y., 27th, 73d Pa.
2d " -33d Mass., 134th, 136th N. Y., 73d O.
Artillery-1st N. Y. Art. (Bat. I).

3d division, Maj.-gen. Carl Schurz.
1st brigade, Brig.-gen. Schimmelpfennig-82d lit,68th, 157th N. Y.,

61st 0., 74th Pa.
2d " -58th, 119tb N. Y., 82d 0., 75th Pa., 26th Wis.
Artillery-1st O. Art. (Bat. I).
Corps Artillery, Lieut.-col. Schirmer-2d N. H. Art. (Bat. Indep.),

1st O. Art. (Bat. K), 1st Va. Art. (Bat. C).
Corps Cavalry-Cos. A and B 1st Ind. Cav.

Vol. III.-63
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"
"2d

3d

TWELFTH ARMY CORPS, Major-general Slocum.

1st division, Brig.-gen. Williams.
1st brigade, Brig.-gen. Knipe-5th Conn., 10th Me., 28th N. Y., 46th,

128th Pa.
Col. Ro8&--20th Conn., 3d Md., 123d, 145th X. Y.
Brig.-gen. Ruger, 27th Ind.,2d Mll&l., 13th K. J., 10ith

N. Y., 3d Wis.
Artillery-1st N. Y. Art. (Bats. K, M), 4th U. S. Art. (Bat. F).

2d division, Brig.-gen. Geary.
1st brigade, Col. Candy-5th, 7th, 29th, 66th 0., 28th, V7th Pa.
2d " Brig.-gen. Kane-29th, 109th, 111th, 124th, 12-')th Pa.
3d " Brig.-gen. Greene-6Oth, 78th, 102d, 137th, 149th X. Y.
Artillery-Hampton's Bat., Knap's Pa. Bat.

CAVALRY CORPS, Major-general Stoneman.

1st division, Brig.-gen. Pleasonton.
1st brigade, Col. Davis-8th Ill., 3d Ind., 8th, 9th N. Y.
2d ,,' Col. Devin-1st Ind., 1st Mich., 6th N. Y., 8th, 17th Pa.

2d division, Col. Duffie.
1st brigade, Col. Sargent--1st Mass., 4th N. Y., 6th 0., 1st R. L
2d " Col. Irvin Gregg-3d, 4th, 16th Pa.

3d division, Brig.-gen. D. M. Gregg.
1st brigade, Col. Kilpatrick-1st Me., 2d, 10th N. Y.
2d " Col. Wyndham-12th Ill., 1st Md., 1st N. J., 1st Pa.
Regular brigade, Brig.-gen. Buford-6th Pa., 1st, 2d, 5th, 6th U. S.

Cav.
Regular brigade of mounted artillery, Capt. Robertson-6th N. Y.

(Bat., Indep.), 2d U. S. Art. (Bats. B, L, M), 5th U. S. Art. (Bat. E).
Reserve Artillery, Captain Graham-1st Conn. Art., foot (Bats. B.

M), 32d Mas.~. (inf. Co. C); 5th, 15th, 29th, 30th, 31st, 32d indepl'Ddent
N. Y. batteries; 1st U. S. Art. (Bat. K), 2d U. S. Art. (Bat. A), 3d
U. S. Art. (Bat. C), 4th U. S. Art. (Bat. G), 5th U. S. Art. (Bat. K).
. Ellgineer brigade, Brig.-gen. Benham-15th, 50th N. Y., Battalion

of U. S. engineers.
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CONFEDERATE ARMY OF NORTHERK VIRGINIA.

(MAY 1ST, 1863.)

Commander-in- Chief, GENERAL ROBERT E. LEE.

GENERAL STAFF.

Chief of Staff, Brigadier-general Chilton.
Chief QuartennQJJter, Lieut.-colonel Corley.
Commissary-in- Chief, Lieut.-colonel Cole.
Chief of Ordnance, Lieut.-colonel Baldwin.
...4a.nstant Adjutant- General, Lieut.-colonel Murray.
Chief of Engineera, Lieut.-colonel Smith.
Military &cretary, Colonel Long.

FIRST ARMY CORPS.

In the absence of Lieutenant-general Longstreet ,,£ith Hood's,
Pickett's, and Ransom's divisions, the remainder of the corps is
under the immediate control of the general-in-chief.

"

"
"

"

2d
3d

4th
5th

1st division, Maj.-gen. Anderson.
1st brigade, Brig.-general Mahone-6th, 12th, 16th, 41st, 66th Va.,

Grandy's Battery.
Brig.-gen. Perry-2d, 5th, 8th Fla.
Brig.-gen. Wilcox-8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 14th Ala.,

Lewis' Battery.
Brig.-gen. Posey-12th, 16th, 19th, 48th :\Ii;:s.
Brig.-gen. Wright-3d, 22d, 48th, 2d Bat. Ga.

"

"
"

2d

3d
4th

5th divh,ion, :\Iaj.-gen. McLaws.
1st brigade, Brig.-gen. Wofford-16th, 18th, 21st Ga., Phillips' and

Cobb's Legions.
Brig.-gen. Kershaw-2d, 3d, 7th, 15th S. C., James'

Battery.
Brig.-gen. Barki"rlale-13th, 17th, 18th, 2ht Miss.
Brig.-gen. Semmes-10th, 50th, 51st, 53d Ga., Cable's

Artillery.
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6th

5th

::u.."'.J~D AElIT c.::.U'S. LV.::.;-~:-;-:-~ T_ ~_ .J~

I~t .i~.~-~ ':1, lL.;'~::.... A.. p_ II=..
1... ~,r.~i.o:., B~~/..;>:~ H,,:'::'-4-.r ..:.. -l;~~ .)~,- ~j :&:;. \""1-
~ .. Br.,;.-;~ lI~.iv...aa-b-:. ~::-..=..,. l:~ i~ 5.. C- Qo::--.

~~

Bri?~..;,=D. T!J{f.DM-I4th. 315t. -lL-a,. -l~..h Ga.
Bri~.-~.,~ ~1;tb. 1~~ :.!~~ :.:;;.1. :'>..:. ~. C
Bri?-;ieD...\.reher-l-t, ;~ U:.h Tt:Ln-.~.i~ Ra:;..

.lla.
Brig.-gJ;:n. Pender-l:>U1, 16th. ·")o."1d, 3-kh. s.~til ~. C

2<1 diyi-i.JO, Br¥.-'~n. R,-olio,.,., -tcl!l~::orari:y .

ht lJri~'311,=, Brig.-g,=n. &JO]I:l!-:3-l. .:;:h. tjth. ] ::!th. :!"..:. ~. c.
2i1 u Brig/~,=n. CII·iuin~til. l~~lb. ::!::;'1. 27th. :."'da Gs.
:~l U Bri:f.-:;.,n. D,ic..--hh, l:!ln. :!I~ -Hth~
41h U Brig.-g':D. RaUL"*ur-:!,J, 4tb. Blh. 14th X. C_
5th " Brig~-~f;D .. 1\·er~)n-~5th, l~th, 21Jth, 21~ X. c.

"
"

3d rlirision, Brig.-g-en. Early.
ht hrigade, Bri~''1:~n. Hayzt--.'jth. 6th. 7th, 8th, 9th La.
2<] •• Bri:;.-gen. Gurdon-13th, :!6th, 31st, 38th, 60th, 6~

va.
nri~.-gen. Hoke-6th, 215t, 24th. 5,th, l~ BatL S. C.
Brig.-gen. Smith-13th, 49th, 52d, 58th Ya.

3d
4th

4th dh'ision, Brig.-gen. Trimble.
l~t brigade, Brig:-gen. Colston-10th, 230, 37th Ya., 1st., 3d X. C.
2rl .. Brig.-gen. Paxton, 2<1, 4th, 5th, 27th, 33d Ya.
3d " Brig.-gen. Nicholls-bt, :lrl, 10th, 14th, 1.5th .La..
4th" Brig.-gen. Jones-21st, 42d, 44tb~ 48th, 50th Va., En·

gineer Sappel'll.

SECOYD CORPS ARTILLERY.

J{'·."l-rve artillery, Brig.-gen. Pendleton-Washington Artillery,
AJ('xu/Hlcr's Artillery.

CAVALRY DIVISION.

::\Iajor-general J. E. B. Stuart.
Brig-uue of Brig.-gen. W. H. F. Lee.

" "Fitzhugh Lee.
" "Hampton.
" II Jones (on the Shenandoah).
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Effective Furca of the Army of the Pofmnac Before and After the Batti4
of' GhancellorB11ille.

I
leannon.!I DATIlII.

Prpsent Cor PrueuL Abient, Total.dilLy.

I Aril 30, 186a.

St~~a:I1I~~.~..~~..~~~~ } 3,774 4,485 2,116 6,601

Artillerv reserve.............. '" 1,610 1,776 216 1,992
,First curlJll........................ 17,130 19,59,5 6,862 26,4-57
iSecond corps...................... 16,8:{6 19,051 9,313 2M,364
Third corps....................... 18,9M6 20,79.5 6,R62 27,657
Fifth corps....................... 15,!J20 18,292 6,il76 25,168
Sixth corps........................ 23,730 26,496 6,564 33,060
Eleventh corps.................. 13,.539 15,412 4,358 19,770
Twelfth corps.................... IH,45n H,895 4,793 19,688
jCavalry corpll....................1~778 17,19:3 4,84ii 22,('38I TomL................. 138,758 Vi7,990 52,805 210,795 404

. May 10, 1863,

B~~d~ut;:':: ..~.t..~~.~~~~ } 3,881 4,439 1,499 5,938

Artillety reserve................. 1,733 1,872 229 2,101
First corps.......................;. 16,289 18,·~.'i4 7,126 25,680
Second corps..................... 14,5-13 16,834 8,5»7 25,391
Third corps........................ 14,a89 16,231 8,71i1) 24,!XI6
Fifth corps........................ 14,304 16,371 6,377 22,748
Sixth corp8........................ 18,.1.54 20,440 9,138 29,578
Eleventh corps................... 11.282 12,826 4,585 17,411
,Twelfth corps..................... 10,699 11,944 5,486 17,430
ICaValrY corpa..................... 11',398 17,193 4,845 22,038----- - ---------

Total.................. 118,922 136,704 56,607 193,311 402

Comparative Detail8 of tlwse Present and Absent in the ttlJO Preoeding
Tables..

~~ A oJ.. 01 oJ • ~ ...
.2 ,,~ 'eli • .;c; .

~
~.. ,.:. ... ~ ... Co> .. " ..DATll&. ,,~

rB "'- .. m
~" " ;;.. " Ol= .

i!'" ,,'" fll ~I 0 ..
" i! II0 ... ".c

ll< .co>
<.1 " ~

..q
0-------

19,6\)61 2,327
-----

April 30. 138,758 6,323 12,480 809 1,704 24,911

May 10... 118,822 5,446 11,698 498 19,14-5 2,087 8,259 32,316

The special duty comprises posts and detachments of every descrip- ,
tion, most of the men being able to join the ranks again on the day
of battle. The reader will observe, by comparing the two I!tatements,
an increase in the number of absentees without authority after a great
battle, such absentees being nearly all within the lines, and not in the
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hands of the enemy. The increase of men absent sick is owing to the ad
mission into the hospitals of those who had been wounded at Chancello~
ville. The diminution in the total effective force is due somewhat to the
number of killed, but especially to the disbanding of regiments whose
term of service had expired.

Effective Force of the Army of Northern Virginia before the Battle.

We have not been able to procure an account of the effective force
of this army up to a date as near the battle as for the Army of the
Potomac: we suhjoin that of March 31, 1863, whose figures do not
differ materially from those of the following month:

IPrE"IJeol
D~TE. (or Pft""ut. Alleeut. Tola\.

duty.
--- --- ---

March 31, 1863.

I
Staff......................... ...................... 337 37 2 39
First corps, Anderson's division............. 8,232 9.960 4,4'19 14.419

l\IcLllwS' .. ............ 8,1>67 10,095 3,646 13.i41
A. P. Hill's II

11.3.~9 13,614 5,797 )9..H1.._.........
[Second corps, D. H. Hill'lI II ............. 9,632 )1,418 4,'),1;5 1.;'703

Ellrh"s " ............. 8,234 9,939 4,1)31 14,470
Trimble's " ............ 6,229 8,095 4,383 12.478

Cavalry, Stuart................................... 6,9ti6 8,41)3 3,:;22 12,275lIn the Valley of Virginia.................... 3,402 3,796 1,007 4,863
Detached artillery and small corps......... _~,74~~!..~ 2,460

Total ............................. 64,399 '77,379 32,480 109,859

Cannon, 96.

Preseut (or I Abo~nt on 00 lean Without I Abonl
duty. SI.I<. OO-'r'- d....hfOd

:n~ lem. I .lel<.dUly. aervice.

64,399 6,308 5,050 1,222 6,2-51 4,140 • 5,963 16,136

The statements subsequent to the battle having been prepared
after Longstreet's return with the largest portion of his corps, all
comparison with the above is out of the question: one of these
statements will be found in the latter part of this volume. on tht'
occasion of the battle of Gettysburg.
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THE VICKSBURG CAMPAIGN.

Carr.

Hovey.

"

"

"

"12th

FEDERAL ARMY OF THE TENNESSEE.

(JUNE, 1863).

Cbmmander-iB- Chief, MAJOR-GENERAL U. S. GRANT.

TmRTEENTH ARMY CORPS, Major-general McClernand.
9th division, Brig.-gen. OsterhaUl!. Brigade, Garrard.

. " Sheldon.
10th" "A. J. Smith. .. Burbridge.

" Landram.
" McGinnis.
" Slack.
" Lawler.
" Benton.

13th

Steele.

Tuttle.

"

"

"

"

FIFTEENTH ARMY CoRPS, Major-general 'V. T. Sherman.

5th division, Brig.-gen. Blair. Brigade, Giles A. Smith.
" T. Kilby Smith.
" Ewing.
" Mower.
" Buckland.
" John E. Smith.
" Woods.
" Manter.
" Thayer.

8th

11th

SIXTEENTH ARMY CORPS, Major-general Hurlbut.
1st division, Brig.-gen. W. S. Smith.
2d" "~imball.

4th" "Lauman.

Logan.""

SEVENTEENTH ARMY CORPS,* Major-general McPherson.

7th division, Brig.-gen. Quinby. Brigade, Sanborn.
" Holmes.
" Boomer (killed May 22).
" Stevenson.
U J. E. Smith.

3d

* The Thirteenth, FifteeDth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth corps formed the
Army of the Tennessee proper; the thirteen divisions compOlling it were num
bered consecutively.
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6th division, Brig.-gen. McArthur. Brigatie, Leggett.
.. Ransom.

NINTH ARMY CoRPS, Major-general Parke.
1st division, Brig.-gen. Welsh.
2d " Brig.-Gen. Potter.

HERRON'S DIVISION.

Engineer corps, Major Tweeddale.
1st cavalry division, Col. Mizner.
2d" "Brig.-gen. Grierson.
We have not been able to procure the necessary documents t{) com

plete this account of the composition of Grant's army.- But, on the
other hand, we are enabled to give a detailed statement of the effective
force of this army, month after month, during the entire Vicksburg
campaign:

Effective Force of the Federal Army of the TenntJ38ee.

Pre.ent
for duty. Preoent Service-

DATES. Bud ou Sick. - Present. alld ahle CaDaon.
apecial absent. bonea.
duty.

--- ---------

--:-1Janunry 31, 1863.
Thirte"nth corps ......... 23,810 5,600 29,410 38.790 4,800
:Fifleenth corps............. 17,074 6,728 23,802 30,329 2,015 32
ISixteenth corps ........... 40,532 2,273 42,805 51,024 2,231 60
Seventeenth corps....... . 32,060 2,417 34,477 43,464 1,517 56
Engineers................... 636 5 641 811, --- --------- ------

Total .................. 114,112 17,02.1 131,135 i 164,-118 10,563 I 160

February 28. IThirteenth corps .......... 23.090 6,256 29,346 38,091 5,975 I 68
Fifteenth corps............ 20,549 6,041 21i,I)90 33,1)98 800 36
:,ixteenth corps ........... 4'i,686 5,047 50',733 61,937 3,680 41>
S~ve.nteenth corps........ 19,510 1,674 21,184 26,547 1,393 60
Engmeel'li.................. 687 84 771 963

--- ------ --------
Total .................. 109.522 19.10'l 128,624 161,136 11,~48 209

March 31.
Thirteentll corps.......... 25,'>29 3,885 29,414 40,674 4,261 61
Fifteenth corps............ 20,537 4.749 25,286 33,021 791 40
Sixteenth corps............ 48,223 5/i47 53,770 64,746 9,015 161
8,,,ve.nteenth corps ........ 19,890 1,152 21,042 26,321 1,388 60
E.ngmeers.................. 824 54 8i8 1,063

--- --- --
Total .................. 115,003 15,387 130,390 165,82? 15,460 822

* See revised l'08t.er in Addenda.-ED.
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Effective Force of the Army of the Tenne&8u (continued).

CaODOD.
Service

able.
bDn...

PrPBent
and

aboent.
Present.Sick.

Pre••nt
fur duty,
and on
• """Ial
dUlY.

I DUB&

I~ April 30.
Thirteenth corps.......... 'Zl 33.') 2,683 30,018 39,493 3,740 36
Fiftl't'nth corps............. 26:172 5,242 31,414 40,476 850 36
Sixteenth corps............ 45,411 4,329 49,740 58,444 8,137 175
Seventeenth corps........ 20,1.~2 1,206 21,358 ~~~ 1,276 ~

Total 119,070 13,460 132,530 16'1,704 14,003 307

:May 31.
Thirteenth corps.......... 26,986 2,.')50 29,m6 38,180 909 33
Fifteenth corps............ 17,829 1,244 18,0i3 27,937 1,3.')3 44
Sixtleenth corps ........... 51,;>58 4,815 56,373 69,909 2,472 93
Seventeenth corps ........ 15,4S7 1,106 16,593 25,216 1,074 56

----- --- -----
Total .................. 111,860 9,715 120,575 161,242 5,778 226

June 30.
Thirteenth corps ......... 25,264 4,6.56 29,920 41,729 280
IFifteenth corps............. 16,543 2,793 19,336 27,347 1,338 60
Sixteenth corps ........... 41,601 5,171 4li,ii2 57,661 4,471 74
Seventeenth corps......... 15,531 1,~44 17,37,5 24,19,,) 1,277 40
lS"inth corps................ 8,218 482 8,700 11,934 340 16
Herron's division......... 4,490 706 6,196 6,102 3~3 12
Engineers and colored } 3,614 685 4,299 5,026regiments.............

--- ------ --- -----
Total .................. 115,261 16,337 131,598 173,994 8,049 192*

CONFEDERATE ARMY OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

(MAY 1, 1863.)
Commander-in-Ohief of the Armies of the MiBsissippi and Tenne88ee,

GENERAL JOSEPH E. JOHNSTON.

Commander-in-Chief of the Army of the JfissWippi, LIEUTENA'ST

GENERAL PEMBERTON.

Division, Bowen. Brigade, Green.
" .. Cockerell.

" Gates.
• M. L. Smith. " Vaughn.

" Shoupe.
•• Baldwin.

* Incomplete.
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Division, Stevenson. Brigade, Reynolds.
" Moore.
" Lee.

"Forney, "Hebert.
" . " Harris.
" " Tilghman.
"Loring. "Buford.
" .. Feathershm.

Division, Gardner, at Port Hudson, Brigade, Gregg.
" Maxey.
" Beall.

Cavalry brigade, Wirt Adams.
Reinforcements arrived at Jackson: Brigade, W. H. Walker.

" Gist.
This list baving been prepared, not from official sources, but simply

from information collected here and there from various reports, is very
incomplete, and contains perhaps some inaccuracies. We have found
it impossible to correct it and supply the documents that are wanting.

DETAILED STATE~IENT OF THE FORCES.

THE following statement of the forces of the two armies, although
made from returns having the difference of one month's date between
them, may be useful for comparing the various elements of these
armies and their respective forces. It will be noticed, for instance,
that the disabled men play by far a greater part in the Confederate
than in the Federal army. In fact, the total number of soldiers and
officers on the sick-list, either in field or general hospitals, under arre,1,
absent with leave, or deserters, amonnts for the Confederates to 45,423;
that is, more than three-ninths of an aggregate force of 133,680 men;
for the Federals to 26,704, or two-ninths of an aggregate force of
167,251 men.

The total number sick, absent with leave, and in arrest is greater
in the Southern than in the Northern army.
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Army or Northero VIrginia
(May 31).

Preeent : {officers.. .......• 6,116
Under arDlll......... enlisted men ~J343

TotaL 74,4ii9

S• '- { officers........... 456IC............... ...... enlisted men... 6,931

o tra d t { officers........... 200
n ex u r...... en1i~ted men... 6,751

U d t. { officers........... 112
n er arrea .. ..... enlisted men... 836

88,745 - 88,74.')
Absent (officel1l and enlisted men):

On dl'tached service..................... 7,R47
On lenve _......... 3,404
Without leave.... 7,767
Sick 25,917 ~

TotaL 44,935 -_44,9:1{)
Grand total.. ....... 133,680

Cannon.......... 206

843

Army or the Potomac
(Juoe 30).

6.422
~3,053

99,476
190

3,168
333

9,311
68

443
112,988-112,988

21,428
] ,65.'>
3,2:/2

27.H88
64,263-,54,263

167,2.il
352

Here is now the detailed statement of the forces of the two armies at
the dates above stated. It will be remarked that between this date and
that of the 30th of June, to which relates the statement of the compo
sition of the Army of Northern Virginia by regiments, that army has
been greatly altered. But in this organization, of which we have spoken
elsewhere, there has been but little modification in the whole of its
effective force; the aim has been to divide the army into three corps
instead of two. A new brigade has been formed for General Davis
of the Second and Eleventh Mississippi, which were long separated
from the army, and of two new regiments, the Forty-second Missis
sippi and the Fifty-fifth North Carolina; Pettigrew's strong brigade,
recently arrived from North Carolina, and Archer's and Pender's
brigades, borrowed from Hill, have been added to it to form a divis
ion commanded by General Heth; Hill's division has been placed
under General Pender; and Anderson's, taken from Longstreet, with
the two preceding ones forms the Third corps, commanded by Hill.
The First and Second corps have thus found themselves reJuced to
three divisions each. Longstreet has kept the first, and Ewell the
second. From the 31st of May to the 1st of July the army has
gained-1st, Pettigrew's brigade; 2d, Jenkins' and Imboden's; it has
lost-1st, Corse's brigade and a regiment of Pettigrew's, left at Han
over Junction; 2d, three regiments of Early's division, left at Win
chester.

* In this number are included the wounded of Chancellorsville.
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ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA..

Effectiw Force May 31st.

Preoen~ Total Aheent. TcKaLunder arlUs. prt"..eot.

G:':n~~~..~ ..~~~~.. o.~ ..~~.~} 47 47 1 48

{A"""""'. d;';",oo. 7,440 9,159 4,517 13.676
. MeLaws " 7,311 8,736 4,066 12,802

FinIt corps... Hood's " 7.720 9,148 3.439 12,587
Pickett's " 6.61\7 7,945 4,10-5 12,050fHn.. " 9,299 11,335 7,073 18,408
Rod~ " 8,4.3 10,229 5,579 15,799

Second corps Early's " 6,943 8,3.j() 4.713 13,063
,Johll8On's " 5,564 6,.13 5.158 11,Sil

Sinort's cavalry division.............. 10,292 11,922 4,807 16,729
Artillery .................................. 4,703 5,170 1,477 6;647

Total................................. 74,479 88,754 . 44,93.', 133,680

ARMY OF THE POTOMAC.

Effective Farce June 80, 1863.

PrE"tM"nt Total Prt!llt'nt Cannon.under arms. p........nL IUId abllellt.

H:fdtl~~~~.~~.~.~~~~.~~~.~~} 2,580 3,031 4,125

Artillery reserve........................ 2,868 2,745 3,138 150
First COrpl'............................... 10,3.')5 12.157 17.502 28
~onrl ('orpll.............................. 13.01i6 14,373 22.317 24
Third c,orpll.............................. 12,630 13,881 22,403 30
Fifth corpll............................... 13,211 15,102 21,365 26
Sixth corps............................... 11i,710 17,62-') 24,036 48
Eleventh corps.......................... 10,576 12.096 17.374. 26
Twelfth corp!!...................... ,..... 8.,')97 9,816 14.574 20
Cavalry ................................... 10,192 12,162 20,417

Total................................. 99,475 112,988 167,251 302

The absent are composed 88 follows :
On detached service 21,428
On. leave............... 1,665
Sick ?:l,8R8
Without leave........................................................... 3,292

54,263
Present and equipped :

Infantry 77,208
Artillery....................... 6,692
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ROSTER OF TROOPS.*
FEDERAL ARMY. OF THE POTOMAC

(July, 1863).

CoMMANDER-IN-CHIEF, MAJOR-GENERAL GEORGE G. MEADE.

Brigadier-general Patrick, provOEt-guard.
" "Benham, engineer brigade.
" "Tyler, artillery reserve.

1st brigade, Major McGilvery.
2d " ---.
3d " ---- 150 caimon.

"2d

FIRST CORPS.

MAJOR-GENERAL J. F. REYNOLDS.

1st division, Major-general Wadsworth.
1st brigade, Meredith, 19th Ind., 24th Mich., 2d, 6th, 7th Wis.

(Iron brigade).
Cutler, 56th Pa., 14th, 76th, 95th, 147th N. Y.

2d division, Brigadier-general Robinson.
1st brigade, Paul, 94th, 104th N. Y., 107th Pa., 16th Me.
2d " Baxter, S3d N. Y., 2d Mass., 88th, 90th Pa.

3d division, Major-general Doubleday.
1st brigade, Rowley, 20th N. Y., 121st, 142d Plio.
2d " Stone, 142d, 149th, 150th Plio. (Bucktails).
3d " Stannard, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th Vt.
Corp!! artillery. 28 cannon. .

SECOXD CORPS.
MAJOR-GENERAL HANCOCK.

1st division, Brigadier-general Caldwell.
1st brigade, Cross, 5th N. H., 61st, 81st N. Y.
2d " Kelly, 28th Mass., 63d, 69th, 88th N. Y., 116th Pa.
3d " Zook, 52d, 57th, 66th N. Y., 140th Pa.
4th ." Brooke, 27th Conn., 2d Del., 64th N. Y., 53d, 145th Pa.

2d division, Brigadier-general Gibbon.
1st brigade, Harrow, 19th Me., 15th Mass., 82d N. Y., let Minn.
2d " Webb, 69th, 71st, 72d, 106th Plio.
3d " I-laIl, 19th, 20th ~{888., 7th l\fich., 42d, 59th N. 'Y.

* For revised roster see Addenda.-ED.
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3d division, Brigadier-general Hays.
1st brigade, Carroll, 14th Ind., 4th, 8th 0., 2d W. Va.
2d " Smyth, 14th Conn., 1st Del., 10th, 12th, 108th, 136th

N.Y.
3d " Willard, 37t.h, 111th, 125th, 126th N. Y.
Corps artillery, Captain Hazard, 24 cannon.

"3d

THIRD CORPS.

MAJOR-GENERAL SICKLES.

1st division, Brigadier-general 13irney.
1st brigade, Graham, .57th, 63d, 68th, 105th, 114th, 14l!!t Pa.
2d " Ward, 4th, 5th Me., 20t1l Ind., 99th Pa., 86th, 124th

N. Y., 1st, 2d Berdan Sharpshooters.
Trobriand, 17th Me., 3d, 6th Miell., 40th N. Y., 110th

Pa.

2d division, Brigadier-general Humphreys.
1st brigade, Carr, 1st, 11th, 16th Mass., 12th N. H., 11th N. Y.,

26th Pa.
2d " Brewster, 70th, 718t, 72d, 73d, 74th, 120th N. Y.
3d " Burling, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th N. J., 115th Pa.
Corps artillery, Captain Randolph, 5 batteries, 30 cannon.

FIFTH (.'ORPS.

MAJOR-GENERAL SYKES.

1st division, Brigadier-general Barnes.
1st' brigade, Tilton, 18th, 22d Ma..~., 118th Pa.
2d " Sweitzer, 9th, 32d .Ma..~., 4th Mich., 62d Pa.
3d " Vincent, 16th Mich., 44th N. Y., 83d Pa., 20th Me.

2d division, Brigadier-general AyreS.
1st brigade, Day, 3d, 4th, 6th, 12th, 14th U. S. infantry.
2d " Burbank, 2d, 7th, 10th, 11 th, 17th U. S. infantry
3d H Weed, 140th, 146th N. Y., 91st, 155th Pa.

3d divillion, Brigadier-general Crawford.
1st brigade, McCandless, 1st, 2<1, 6th Pa. Res., 1st Pa. Rifles.
2d " Fish('r, 5th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th Pa. Res.
Corps artillery, Captain --, 5 batteries, 26 cannon.
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SIXTH CORPS.

MAJOR-G~NERAL SEDGWIC~.

1st division, Brigadier-general Wright.
1st brigade, Torbert, 1st, 2d, 3d, 15th N. Y.
2d " Bartlett, 5th Me.; 121st N. Y., 95th, 96th Pa.
3d " Russell, 6th Me., 49th, 119th Pa., 5th Wis.

2d division, Brigadier-general Howe.
1st brigade, Grant, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th Vt.
2d " Neill, 7th Me., 43d, 49th, 77th N. Y., 61st Pa.

3d division, Brigadier-general 'Vheaton.
1st brigade, Shaler, 65th, 122d N. Y., 23d, 82d Pa.
2d " Eustis, 7th, 10th, 37th Mass.
3d " Nevin. 62d N. Y., 93d, 98th, 139th Pa.
Corps artillery, Captain --,8 batteries, 48 cannon.

ELEVENTH CORPS.
MAJOR-GENERAL HOWARD.

1st division, Brigadier-general Barlow.
1st brigade, Von Gilsa, 41st, 4:tth, 68th N. Y., 153d Pa.
2d " Ames, 17th Conn., 75th, 107th O.

2d division, Brigadier-general Von Steinwehr.
1st brigade, Costar, 134th, 154th N. Y., 73d Pa.
2d " Smith, 3Sd M8&l., 55th, 73d O.

"2d

3d division, Major-general Schurz.
1st brigade, Von Amsberg, 82d Ill., 45th, 157th N. Y., 61st 0.,

74th Po..
Krzyzanowski, 58th, 119th N. Y., 82d 0., 75th Pa., 26th

Wis.
Corps artillery, Captain --, 5 batteries, 26 cannon.

"
"2d

3d

TWELFTH CORPS.
MAJOR-GENERAL SLOCUM.

1st division, Brigadier-general Williams.
1st brigade, Ruger, 5th, 20th Conn., 3d Md., 123d. 146tb, 149th

N.Y.
Colgrove, 27th Ind., 2d Mass., 107th N. Y., 13th N. J.
Lockwood, 1st E. Shore, 1st Md., 150th N. Y.

•
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2d division, Brigadier-general Geary.
1st brigade, Candy. 5th, 7th, 66th 0., 28th, 128th, 147th Pa.
2d " Kane, 29th, 109th, l1lth Pa.
3d " Greene, 60th, 78th, 102d, 137th N. Y.
Corps artillery, Captain --,4 batteries, 20 cannon.

CAVALRY CORPS.

MAJOR-GENERAL PLEASONTON.

1st division, Brigadier-general Buford.
1st brigade, Gamble, 8th, 12th Ill., 8th Ind., 8th N. Y.
2d " Devin, 6th, 9th N. Y., 17th Pa,
3d " Merritt, 1st, 2d, 5th U. S. cavalry.

2d division, Brigadier-general Gregg.
1st brigade, McIntosh, 1st, 3d Pa., 1st N. J., 2d MIlS8.
2d " Irvin Gregg, 1st Me., 10th N. Y., 4th, 16th Pa.
3d " Huey, 8th Pa., 1st ~Id., 6th 0., 2d N. Y.

"2d

3d division, Brigadier-general Kilpatrick.
1st brigade, Farnsworth, 5th N. Y., 1st 0., 18th PL, 1st Vt., 1.

W.Va.
Custer, 5th, 7th Mich.

CONFEDERATE ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA
(June, 1863).

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF, GENERAL R. E. LEE.

FIRST- CORPS.

LIEUTENANT-GENERAL J. LoNGBTREF1".

1st division, Major-general J. B. Hood.
1st brigade, D. R. Anderson, 7th, 8th, 9th, 11th Ga.
2d " Bennings, 2d, 15th, 17th, 20th Ga.
3d " Law, 4th, 15th, 44th, 47th, 48th Ala.
4th " Robemon, 1st, 4th, 5th Texas, 3d Ark.
Artillery battalion, Major Henry, 4 batteries.

2d division, Major-general McLaws.
1st brigade, Barksdale, 13th, 17th, 18th, 21st Miss.
2d " Kershaw, 2d, 3d, 7th, 8th, 15th, 3d Batt. S. C•

•
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3d brigade, Wofford, 16th, 18th, 24th Ga., Cobb's Legion, Philliptl'
Legion (Ga.).

4th .. Semmes, 10th, 50th, 51st, 53d Ga.
Artillery battalion, Colonel Cabell, 4 batteries.

3d division, Major-general Pickett.

1st brigade, Kemper, 1st, 3d, 7th, 11th, 24th Va.
2d " Armistead, 9th, 14th, 38th, 53d, 57th Va.
3d .. Garnett, 8th, 18th, 19th, 28th, 56th Va.

(Brigades of Corse and Jenkins absent.)
Artillery battalion, Major Dearing, 4 batteries.
Corps artillery, Major Eschelmann, Washington Art., Alexander's

Batt., 10 batteries.

BEOOND CORPS.

LIEUTENANT-GENERAL EWELL.

1st division, Major-geueral J. Early.

1st brigade, Smith, 31st, 49th, 52d Va.
2d." Hoke (Avery), 6th, 21st, 57th N. C.
3d .. Hays, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th La.
4th " Gordon, 13th, 26th, 31st, 38th, 60th, 61st Ga.
Artillery battalion, Lieutenant-colonel Jones, 4 batteries.

2d division, Major-general Ed. Johnson.

1st brign.de, Jones, 21st, 25th, 42d, 44th, 50th Va.
2d " Walker, 2d, 4th, 5th, 27th, 33d Va. (Stonewall Bri

gade).
3d " Stewart, 10th, 2-3d, 37th Va., 1st, 3d N. C., 1st Md.
4th " Nichols, 1st, 2d, 10th, 14th, 15th La.
Artillery battalion, Lieutenant-colonel Andrews, 4 batteries.

3d division, Major-general Rodes.

lBt brigade, Neal, 3d, 5th, 6th, 12th Ala.
2d " Ramseur, 2d, 4th, 14th, 30th N. C.
3d " Dole, 4th, 12th, 21st, 44th Ga.
4th u Iverson, 5th, 12th, 20th, 23d N. C.
5th " Daniel, 32d, 43d, 45th, 53d, 2d Batt. N. C.
Artillery battalion, Lieutenant-colonel Carter, 4 batteries.
Corps artillery, Colonel Brown's Battalion, 1st Va. Ba.tterY. 8 bat

teries.
VOL. III.-64.
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THffiD CORPS.

LIEUTENANT-GENEIUL A. P. HILL.

1st division, Major-general R. H. AndereoD.

1st brigade, Mahone, 6th, 12th, 16th, 41st, 61st Va.
2d Cl W right, 3d, 22d, 48th, 2d Batt. Ga.
3d " Perry, 2d, 5th, 8th Fla.
4th " Posey, 12th, 16th, 19th, 48th Miss.
5th " Wilcox, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 14th Ala.
Artillery battalion, Lieutenant-colonel Cutts, 3 batteries.

2d division, Major-general Pender.

1st brigade, McGowan (Perrin), 1st, 12th, 13th, 14th S. C., Orr'.
Riflel!.

2d " Thomas, 14th, 35th, 45th, 49th Ga.
3d. " Lane, 7th, 18th, 28th, 33d, 37th N. C.
4th " Scalel!, 13th, 16th, 22d, 34th, 38th N. C.
Artillery battalion, Major Poague, 4 batteries.

3d division, Major-general H. Heth.

1st brigade, Archer, 1st, 7th, 14th Tenn., 5th, 13th Batt. Ala.
2d " 'Pettigrew, 11th, 26th, 4ith, 52d N. C.
3d " Brockenbrough, 40th, 47th, 55th, 22d Batt. Va.
4th " Davis, 2d, 11th, 26th, 42d ~fiss., 55th N. C.
Artillery battalion, Lieutenant-colonel Garnett, 4 batteries.
Corps artillery, Major McIntosh, McInt()l;h's and Pegram's battal

ions, 9 batteries.

CAVALRY DIVISION.

MA.TOR-GENERAL J. E. B. STUART.

18t brigade, Robertson, 4th, 5th, 59th, 63d N. C.
2d " W. Hampton, 1st N. C., 1st, 2d S. C., Cobb's, Davis',

and Phillips' Legions.
3d " Fitzhugh Lee, 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th Va.
4th " W. H. F. Lee, 9th, 10th, 13th, 15th Va., 2d N. C.
5th " Jones, 6th, 7th, 11th, 12th, 35th Batt. Va.
6th " Jenkins, 14th, 16th, 17th, 26th, 34th Batt. Va.
Horse artillery, 7 batteries.
Independent brigade, Imboden.



ExrotrrxVE MANSION,

WtMhington, D. 0., January 26, 1863.

NOTES.
NOTE A, PAGE 2.

More than sixteen years after Hooker's appointment, and only a
few months before that brave soldier's death, the public was made
acquainted with the confidential Jetter that the President addresse.d
to him in transmitting his order of &...<lSignment as commander of the
Army of the Potomac. The paternal tone of this letter, mingled
with a vein of humor, and the practical good sense whir.:h it breathes
throughout, portray so admirably the character of Mr. Lincoln that
we deem it proper to insert its full text:

MAJOR-GENERAL HOOKER:
GENERAL: I have placed you at the ht'ad of the Army of the

Potomac. Of course I have done this upon what appears to me to
be sufficient reasons, and yet I think it best for you to know that
there are some things in regard to which I am not quite satisfied
with you. I believe you to be a brave and skilful soldier, which,
of course, I like. I also believe you do not mix politics with your
profession, in which you are right. You have confidence in yourself,
which is a valuable, if not an indispensable, quality. You are ambi
tious, which, within reasonable bounds, does good rather than harm j

but I think that during General Burnside's command of the army
you have taken counsel of your ambition, and thwarted him as much
88 you could, in which you did a great wrong to the country and to
a most meritorious and honorable brother-officer. I have heard, in
Buch way as to believe it, of your recently saying that both the army
and the Government needed a dictator. Of course it was not for this,
but in spite of it, that I have given you the command, Only those
generals who gain successes can set up dictators. What I now ask
of you is military fIluccess, and I will risk the dictatorship. The
Government will support you to the utmost of its ability, which is
neither more nor less than it has done and will do for all commanders.
I much fear that the spirit which yon have aided to infuse into the
army, of criticising tht'ir commander and withholding confidence
from him, will now turn upon you. I shall 8llBist you as far 88 J
can to put it down. Neither you nor Napoleon, if he were alive
again, could get any good out of an army while such a spirit prevails
in it. And now beware of rashness. Beware of rashness, but with
energy and sleepless vigilance go forward and give us victories.

Yours, very truly, A. LINCOLN.
861
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL KOTE.

WE will not here give all the documents from which we have al
ready borrowed the elements of our history, and which are enumerated
at the end of the first and second volumes. But lIS we progress in this
work and years pass away documents become more numerous and
complete. The Federal reports, the statements of the contributoI'!! to
the newspapers, are better written, clearer, and more circumstantial;
everyone has made some advance in his military education, both in
the North and in the South. The military operations, while being
condensed, so to speak, are also more easily related: war, being made
in a more methodical manner, lends itself better to a narration of the
events. In short, the ardent passions which animated the combatants
having, than)! God! been calmed before the principal actors of the
great drama have passed away, its history has become for them an
inexhaustible subject of courteous controversy, of which the great
public of the United States is to-day the arbitrator. This controversy
is pUrlmed sometimes in the periodicals exclusively devoted to one of
the two armies, as the Army and Navy Journal in the North and the
Southern Historical Society', Papers in the South. It is remarkable
that sometimes in the very same journal, such as the Weekly Timu of
Philadelphia, the most interesting light is thrown by both sides upon
the facts which we have undertaken to relate. Besides, it is not lim
ited to the discussion of facts between officers of the opposing armies,
for it is Illore lively. perhaps between those who fought uneler the
same flag, and who bandy with each other the responsibility of the
defeats which have been successively experienced by each of the two
parties. Before commencing the narration of the deci.-;ive battle of
Gettysburg we provoked on the causes of Lee's defeat a discu!lSion of
this kind, which has been to us of great help; it has heen publi,.hed
in the Southern Historical Society', Papers, thanks to the kindness or
the editor, the Rev. J. Wm..Jones, who solicited on this point the
opinion of some of the principal officers of the Confederate army.

The special works of Hotchkiss and Allan on Chancellorsville, of
Bates on Gettysburg-the one written from the Southern standpoint,
the other from the Northern-as well as the maps published by the
former and that of Bachelder of Gettysburg, have been for us invalu
able guides. But the most useful documents for such a work are
those which emanate from the actors themselves, and which are writ
ten at the first moment, when facts are too recent to allow any gloss
ing of the truth. Unfortunately, the printed reports of Lee and his
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subordinates st{)P after the battle of Cbancellorsville. However, the
Rev. J. \Vm. Jones has published a great number of them, furnished
by the authors and their families, and has thus made up for this
blank. On the other side we owe to the kindness of Colonel Meade,
the general's son, the use of all the military papers of his father,
which he kindly permitted us to have copied. In this voluminous
coUection, which contains the rep(JrU! of his subordinates, the direc-

.. tions that he gave them, and his telegraph despatches, one finds the
most lifelike description of all the incidents of the strnggle and the
motives which inllpired each movement, and finds fortuitous or volun
tary errors, which, on being later IWCredited, have covered the faults
of the one and unju~tly condemned the others.

We have largely borro\ved, for the same campaigl18, from the fol
lowing works: .. Four Years with General Lee," by Gelleral Taylor;
" Personal 'Reminiscences of Gelleral Lee," by the Rev. J. \Vm. Jones ;
"Life of General Lee," by J. Eaten Cooke; "Pickett and his Men,"
by W. Harrison; and for that of Vicksburg a narratiou of the siege
by a resident has furnished us with some curious details. Let us
quote, in short. among our authors, the most illustrious of all, General
Sherm8ll, to whom we owe, under the form of .. Memoirs," the pages
the most original, brilliant, and instructive which have ever been
written on the war. General Sherman, who has never been ambi
tious for any political post nor solicited the votes of any political
party, has had the rare courage to say frankly in these Memoirs what
he thought of the officers who served near or under him. Judgments
without any reticence, thu8 expressed by the commander of an army,'
clash with many feelings of 8elf-Iove, and sometimes wound legitimate
IlU8ceptibilities and excite some manifestations of anger; but they
have, in the eyes of the historian, an incomparable value.



ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO VOLS. I. AND II.

SINCE the publication of the preceding volumes we have received
l\ large number of documents from America, either recently printed
or in manuscript, and their examination hIlS enabled us to detect
some inaccuracies of detail in those volumes: some of them have
even thrown a new light upon events which we have narrated.
Recognizing it as the fil'Bt duty of an historian to dispel as promptly
and as far as he can the clouds of error which so readily gather
about and obscure the truth, we shall not wait for a second edition
(suppOBing that one be issued) to point out to our readel'B the prin
cipal errors into which scanty or inaccurate information may have
led us.

We herewith append these corrections, indicating the. volume and
page to which each note refel'B..

VOLUME I.
PAGE 35.

Although victorious at the battle of San Pascual, the AmericaDll
were still obliged to repel the attacks of their advel'BaMes for two
days. Fortunately for them, the naval division of Commodore
Stockton was waiting for them at San Diego, and a detachmeot
of marines and soldiel'B, sent by the latter, brought them a. relief
of which they stood greatly in need. After resting for a fortnight
at San Diego, Kearney's small band, reinforced by more than four
hundred and fifty men, resumed its march under the supreme com
mand of Stockton. On the 8th of .TlI.null.ry, 1847, the Americans
dispersed the enemy's forces that had rallied ~inst them at Rio
San Gabriel, and beat them again the next day before Los Angeloll.
After a violent quarrel with Stockton, who disputed the command
with him, Kearney continued his march, overtook a Mormon bat
talion on the 21st, which had arrived from the North, and finally
occupied Upper California, in conjunction with Lieutenant-colODe1
Fremont.

85~
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PAGE 142.
The Virginia ordinance of secession was freely voted for by the

legislature, the majority of which 'was in favor of separation..

PAGE 187.
The Federal arsenals of the North, although dugarnished, were

DOt absolutely empty.
PAGE 248.

JohDllton did not stop the trains, with hill army on board, in the _
open country; he landed his troops at Manassas Junction, and thence
led them to battle.

PAGE 249.
Elzey takes the place of Kirby 'Smith in the command of. the lat

ter's brigade.
PAGE 254.

The official d{)cumentB we have before us, and particularly one
despatch from Patterson to General Scott, dated July 20, informing
the latter of the departure of Johnston's troops for Manassas J UllO

tion, do not justify us in persisting to blame General Patterson as we
have done: by mistake we exaggerated his forces j besides, he had
with him only troops whose terms of service were about to expire, and
who would return to their homes. But even if he had had a more
numerous and better organized army at his disposal, he could not
long have prevented Johnston from escaping him, as the latter had
in his rear a line of railway connecting him with Beauregard. Gen
eral Scott, in advising him to watch and detain the Confederates, told
him that the battle between Beauregard and McDowell would take
place on the 18th. Now, on that day Johnston was still at Winchester;
he only started during the day; and Patterson did all that could be
expected from him by announcing this departure to his chief in a
despatch which, had it been speedily forwarded, might have reached its
destination in time to have been of use to McDowell before Bull Run.

PAGE 297, line 18.

Hominy is made of hulled and broken grains of white Indian corn.

PAGE 308.
The forwarding of arms deposited in the arsenals of the North to

the Sooth by Mr. Floyd has excited violent discuesions and given
place to searching inquiries. The result of these inquiries, without
lessening the culpability of the Federal Secretary of War in our
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PAGE 415.
The original of the despatch found in Baker's bat was dejM"

ited in the War Department, where, without any consideratiun ~.:

the memory of a brave officer, which required the deilpatch to ;..;

made known, it was buried away among the files. Fortunately.,
copy of it had been preserved, and its publication vindicated d..
victim of Ball's Bluff from mOllt of the accusations that had bas
directed against him.

PAGE 422, line 13.
The Naval School of Annapolis was only founded in 1845.

e.;timation, diminishes the amount of damage be thus caused r ;:,
army, of which he was the respousible chief. It is on 1'eCli1li::..:
to the 20,000 muskets which were already in the arsenaJ,: ~I ~

Southern States, and which did not quite represent the qu·,;a :
those States, he added 115,000, taken from the arsenals of the ~ ~..:.

But there yet remained a large quantity of them in the lauer'::'"
lishments. The lack of percu&lion-caps, and the rival preten;iw ..
the seceded States in regard to the di:ltribution of these arID$., !iii~;

allow the Confederate government to derive as prompt a benefu fr.,:.

them as it had hoped.

\'

1

PAGE 506.
Albert Pike was not a half-breed, but a white man-a Northera

man who, by his lofty stature, his daring and natural genius, had
acquired great influence over the Indian tribes.

PAGE 526.
Beauregard, on leaving Mana.ssas for the borders of the Missi..~ppi.,

had taken no troops with him. A work published in the South,
whose worthlessness we have since discovered, led us into error upon
this point.

PAGE 620.
General Shields was not an officer of th~ old regular army.

VOLUME II.
PAGES 69, 70.

On the strength of information obtained a few days after the battI~

of Fair Oaks, we stated that in the afternoon of the 31st of May
General McClellan, while ordering Sumner to cross the Chickahom
iny, had tried to make the largest portion of his right wing effect the
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passage of this .river in front of the latter's encampments-that is to
BaY, in the vicinity of New Bridge, where two bn.tges were already
nearly completed; that Generals Franklin and Porter having repre
sented to him that these bridges would not be available for artillery
before night, he decided to defer this passage till next day; that
finally, on the morning of the 1st of June, these last-mentioned
officers, more prudent than Sumner, had taken advantage of the
latitude of action granted them by their chief to relinquish an
operation which appeared to them impracticable. This hesitation,
we said, bad saved the Confederates from an imminent disaster.

Since then, General McClellan on the one band, and Generals
Franklin and Porter on the other-that is to say, the three persons
interested-having concurred in assuring us that the former had not
ordered the latter to cross the river either on the evening of the 31st
or on the morning of the 1st, we have no alternative but to accept.
such evidence as irrefutable: the conclusions we had arrived at nat
urally fall to the ground at the Bame time. These, then, to sum up,
are the modifications which it is proper to make to our narrative:
When, at the first news of the combat that was taking place along
the left wing in the afternoon of the 31st, McClellan ordered
Sumner to hold himself ready to cross the Chickahominy, the
bridges in process of construction at New Bridge and above that
place were not completed. Thinking that it would be impossible
to make use of them on that day, he simply gave orders to the
officers of the engineer corps in the evening to hasten their com
pletion during the night. Smith's division, which was only within
half a mile's .distance, could cross over them at the first intimation
of their availability. It would undoubtedly have been of great
advantage to the Federals to have supported Sumner's movement
of the 31st on that side, but the testimony of all those who had
charge of the construction of the bridges shows that Qven the infan
try could not have made use of them on that day. Thanks to their
incessant efforts, at a quarter-past eight in tbe morning on the 1st of
June, notwithstanding the rise in the river, a bridge of boats was built
alongside the crumbling pier of the New Bridge, and, availing them
selves of the old causeway, they succeeded in making the approaches
accessible to troops of all arms: a trestle-bridge, erected a little higher
up, surrounded by muddy ground, was only accessible to the infan
try. These contrivances for cr08lling the river were very fragile, for
on the same day, at noon, the swollen waters of the Chickahominy
had submerged them; the opposite bank had complete command of
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the narrow causeway over which the Federals were obliged to traverae
the marshy Boil of the valley, and the enemy would have required but
a. BDlall force to BtoP them. If they had Bucceeded in taking position
on the other side of the river, it looked as if they would IlOOn be de
prived of all communication with the rest of the army, and probably
be attacked in this position by a more numerous enem)". General
McClellan, being detained on the morning of the 18t of June among
the troops of his left, who had just fought such a hard battle, a wit
ness to the material l~es and the demoralization ot a portion of his
forces, did not deem it advisable to order so hazardous a movement
as the passage of the Chickahominy by his right wing. Franklin
and Porter, who were in command, took no part in this decision.
They could not act without orders, and the general-in-chief was alone
responsible for the immobility of his right wing. We believe that the
passage was not impossible: from eight o'clock till twelve the bridges
were available. This was more time than was required to effect the
passage of two divisions; a third (Slocum's) could even have cl'C8lled
the river higher up, near Mechanicsville. A simple movement of
Sumner toward his right would have sufficed to menace the rear of
the Confederate troops if they had at.tempted to oppose this passage.
The army of which G. W. Smith had just taken the command after
the battle of the 31st was· not in a condition during the new Iltruggle
that was taking place on the morning of the 1st to dispute the right
bank of the Chickahominy to Franklin and Porter: their appearance
on its left might therefore have turned its retreat into a positive eli&
aster. From the first step taken in that direction they could have
assisted Sumner without troubling themselves about the rise in the
river on their rear for the future. We are convinced, therefore, that
their immobility was a great misfortune to the Federals. But the
writer who, in order to form a judgment of certain events, gathera
around him d&cuments which lay before him the dE'tails of the inte
rior situation of both parties, should not condemn the actors B8 if the
latter had known all these details: McClellan, therefore, should not
be blamed for not having attempted a bold manalUvre which, in the
existing state of affairs,' seemed to him singularly hazardous, aDd
which, if it held out chances of pot'itive 8Uooess, seemed also likely
to compromise the very existence of his army.

PAGE 80.
Captain Royall was seriously but not mortally wounded. H•

•urvived both his wound and the war.
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Although the charge of General Cooke was made under unfavorable
circumstances, he must be praised for having ordered it. He could
not select his ground, and by sacrificing a portion of the Fifth cavalry
he saved several Federal batteries, to which he gave time to withdraw.

PAGE 103.
IDIltead of Richardson, read French.

PAGE 285.
Sigel and Reynolds occupy in the afternoon, after 11 slight skirmish,

the road from \Varrenton to Centreville--one at Groveton, the other
more to the eastward. King, who, instead of preceding, follows them,
attacks the enemy more to the westward along this road, at the point
where it inclines toward Young's Branch;

PAGES 286-293, or Note D, Appendix, pages 760-762.
The second battle fought in the vicinity of Bull Run shares with

the first the pri'<;ilege of provoking mOJ;e recriminations and discus
sions in the Northern States than all the other events of the war.
These di<;cussions, after having occupied the attention of a court
martial summoned too soon to have been able to judge the question
with Il. full knowledge of the facts, have been continued in the new~

papers, in pamphlets, and in books. Theorecent decision of a high
commission of inquiry, which annulled the sentence of the court
martial, failed to put an end to them. The animosities which inspired
them and kept them alive have rendered extremely difficult the task
of the historian '\'I'ho is desirous to eliminate the truth from the m8.S8
of exaggerations that surround it. Reing obliged hy conflicting rep
resentations t9 inquire once more into this question, and being now
furnished with fuller particulars, and enlightened by the evidence we
had not been able to collect before 9ur narrative was written, we have
been able to detect some errors in this account, which we hasten to'
rectify.

The first relates to certain movements of Longstreet's corps during
the afternoon of the 29th of August. We said that that general, taking
advantage of the inactivity of Porter's corps, which was opposed to
him, had sent Hood's division to Jackson's relief, whose timely arrival
along the Warrenton road would have checked the offensive move
ments of King. Hood, as we will presently explain, had been in the
position where King met him since eleven o'clock in the morningo
It was Wilcox's division that Longstreet, after having at first trans
ferred it from his left to his right in order to watch Porter, had
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brought baok again to the left, near Jackson's, but it arrived too
late to take part in the battle.

Our second mistake was in blaming Porter for having remained
immovable while hearing the sound of battle in the direction of
Groveton. Irrefutable testimony has proved to us that while the
combat was limited to the extreme Federal right during the success
ive attacks of Hooker and Kearny-that is to say, during the whole
afternoon-this sound did not reach the point where Porter was sta
tioned; the distant booming of cannon, which alone could be heard,
had re.'lOunded so frequently in the forests of Virginia without an
nouncing anything more than a trifling artillery-duel that people
had ceased to pay any attention to it. It was only the sound of
Ki~g's attack, much nearer than the attacks preceding it, which
reached Porter's ears at the very moment he was preparing 8

movement which, as will be seen, was interrupted by darkne88.
\Vhile waiting for a second edition to correct the few pages we

have devoted to the events of the 29th of August, we give a sum
mary of what took place on that day at the left wing of the Federals
or the right wing of the Confederate5; that is to say, of the facts
bearing upon the merits of a quarrel already twenty years old-a
sketch far more complete and precise than the one contained in our
second volume, and which, having drawn it up with great care, we
have the pretension to believe to be scrupulously correct:

Longstreet, arriving from Gainesville with General Lee, and fol
lowing the Warrenton turnpike, reached an elevated position to the
right of Jackson on the 29th of August, between ten and eleven
o'clock in the morning. He brought with him, in the order we
enumerate them, the following provisional divisions: Hood (two
brigades), accompanied by Evans' independent brigade; 'Vilcox
(three brigades); Kemper (three brigades); D. R. Jones (three
brigades). Anderson, with the'last three brigades of the First
corps, was too much in the rear to appear on the battlefield on that
day. At noon this corps W88 deployed in two linell, each division
occupying part of its front. Hood, being naturally fir.!t in line,
had since eleven o'clock taken position across the turnpike, placing
Law's brigade on the left and Wofford's on the right, in front of
Groveton. Evans W88 on his right; Wilcox on his left, but slightly
in the rear, connected the two corps of the Confederate army at the
foot of the hill upon which Lee had posted a portion of his artillery.
His division was on Evans' right; the first brigade, under Huot.on,
was drawn close to the latter; the other two, extending acl'08ll •
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rough country, formed but a partial connection with D. R. Jones'
division. About noon the three brigades of this division had planted
themselves on the extreme right in very strong JlOI!itioll8 among the
woods, resting upon the Manassas railroad Dear the point where it
I!trikes the road from Gainesville to Bristoe and Manassas Junction.
Robertson's cavalry cleared Longstreet's flank on the other side of
the railway.

Before Longstreet's arrival Sigel's troops outflanked Jackson's
right, and for a moment they even caused considerable alarm on
his retr; but Stuart's cavalry soon put a stop to a. movement which
Sigel was not strong enough to follow up vigorously; and at eleven
o'clock Hood's arrival mnde Jackson's 88.fety completely secure on
that side. During this time McDowell and Porter were carrying
out the new ill8tructioll8 they had received from Pope, who, as we
have stated (page 288), directed them to march from Manassas
Junction upon Gainesville in order to strike the flank and rear of
the enemy on the right; Porter, with his two divisions, was march
ing along the road above mentioned; he was followed by King's
division, which was temporarily attached to his command. General
McDowell was with this column, while Ricketts, at the head of the
Second division of his own corps, had borne more to the right, and
was to strike the turnpike north of Groveton. The direction followed
by Porter brought bim face to face with D. R. Jones. He therefore
found himself suddenly in the presence of an enemy upon whom
neither Pope nor himl!elf had counted, and utterly unable to con
tinue the movement which had been prescribed to' him. McDowell
was not long in joining him. Resuming the command of King's .
division, he sought to deploy it to the right of Porter in order to
assist Ricketts, and thus form a continuous front of attack agaill8t
the enemy he had so unexpectedly encountered.

But the impenetrable thickets ,,;hich covered the ground on that
side rendered such deployment imp08l!ible, and McDowell, justly
thinking that the presence of the enemy on the road from Gainesville
to Bristoe would not permit him to strike his flank, as Pope desired,
determined, instead of attacking him in front with his forces and
those of Porter combined, to bring King back to the rear in order
to overtake Ricketts and operate with his whole corps in a less
eccentric fashion against Jackson's right wing. This decision, which
justified the latitude left by Pope's orders, was certainly the best,
and it is only to be regretted that he did not take along with him the
whole of Porter's corps, leaving only a small force before Longstreet.
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The support of this corps, if it had arrived in time for that purpoee,
would probably have secured the SUCCel!I! of King's attack. It is
difficult to know precisely what orders McDowell, the senior officer
of the two, gave to Porter; but, at all events, these orders do ,not
appear to have been positive, and the retrograde movement under
taken by the former was no encouragement to the latter to attempt
a direct attack with his reduced forces. This attack had not been
cOlltemplated in the instructions of the general-in-chief. Porter was
entirely ignorant of what was taking place on his right. Finally,
his scouts having taken some prisoners, he learne.d from therp that
he had before him a portion of Longstreet's corpe, which the general
staff still believed to be among the defiles of the Alleghanies. Con
sequently, Porter, while McDowell was pursuing his way with King
through a long and sinuous road, confined himself to watching the
enemy in front of him. Longstreet, on his part, as soon as he wu
informed by Robertson of the appearance of a large Federal column
on his right wing, hastened to reinforce it, and at half-plUlt four
o'clock withdrew Wilcox's division from the place it occupied on
his left, to scnd it to take a pollition between Kemper llnd Jones.
Porter, therefore, by his mere presence had succeeded in drawing
or in detaining at the extreme Confederate right six brigades; that
is to say, one half of Longstreet's corps: two of Kemper's brigades,
which did not participate in the fight that King WI\8 engaged in
along the road, could promptly have supported Jones and 'Vilcox
if Porter, interpreting his instructiolls differently, had attacked them
vigorously, and it is natural to infer that any success achieved at
first by the latter would speedily have been neutralized by the arrival
of considerable reinforcements. It is true that toward six o'dock
Longstreet, perceiving at a distance King's division on the march,
called back Wilcox's division to his left in great haste; but the latter
did not leave his second position before Ilunset, and did not reach the
turnpike until after the termination of the combat between Hood and
King. It was, in fact, on the road where Pope, still belie\;ng in his
ability to outflank Jackson's right, and ignorant of Long8treet's pres
ence, had despatched the new division that McDowell had brought him.
At the same time, Longstreet, wishing to relieve the Second corp!'.
ordered Hood to advance, whose fresh troupe dashed against th08e of
King, while his artillery on the left and Evans' and Hunton's brigades
on the right pressed them close on both flanks. The combat W88 long
and desperate: the Federals, inferior in numben;, made a good stand
in the dark, but they could naturally gain no ground over their ad-
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versanes. The result of the battle was the same at every point: the
Confederate lines had not been broken; they were compact and ready
to resume the offem,ive: this, therefore, was a serious check for the
Federals, and left them in a position all the more dangerous because
their chieftain did not as yet appreciate its gravity.

Far from endorsing the reproaches Pope hIlS lavished upon Porter,
we have been led, while writing this new account, to modify the judg
ment, far too severe, we had oUl'8elf passed upon the latter general.

This recital, in fact, clearly proves that if Porter exhibited too
much prudence in a situation which, altogether unfhreseen, restored to
him his freedom of action, this excess of prudence was productive of
no evil effects upon the Federal army; for if he remained immovable
with six brigades in front of him or within reach, the Confederates
kept eight which did not fire a single musket-shot during the whole day.
As we stated (p. 292), he did not receive the order of attack, which
Pope sent him at half-pllSt four o'clock, in time to execute it: this
order only reached him about halfpast six o'clock, and the nature
of the ground rendered any aggre88ive movement in the dark impos
sible. Even if he had been able to execute this movement, the day's
results could certainly not have been changed.

PAGE 553.
Colonel Farnsworth of the Eighth Illinois is not the General

Farnsworth who was killed the following year at Gettysburg.

PAGE 555.
The information furnished by General McClellan himself enables

• us to correct a few errors in our account of his removal from com
mand. McClellan was alone in his tent when Buckingham entered.
The latter, although a stranger to the Army of the Potomac, was not
unknown. He had many friends in it-among others, the general
in-chief himself. He bad been in search of Burnside, and was desirous
that the latter should be present at the painful interview he was about
to have.

PAGE 681, line 19.
Besides the President, a small number of magistrates and employ6s

take the oath to support the Constitution in the Republic of the
United States.

PAGE 697.
Of these twenty-five millions of bonds, eighteen millions were

issued.

•





ADDENDA BY THE EDITOR.

Organization of the Army of the Powmnc, commanded by M.vOR-GBN

ERAL JOSEPH HOOKER, in the ChancellorfJ'lJ'ilk Campaign, May 1-5,
1863.

GENERAL HEAD-QUARTERS.

PROVOST GUARD.

Colonel William F. Rogers.
lRt MlU'Yland Light Artillery, Battery B. 80th New York.
21st New York. Ohio Light Artillery, 12th Battery.
23<1 New York. 8th U. S. Infantry, Uompany G.
35th New York. .

HEADQUARTERS GUARD.

Colonel John S. Crocker.
93<1 New York.

ENGINEER BRIGADE.

Brigadier-geneni.l Henry W. Benham.
15th New York. 50th New York. Battalion United States.

8lGNAL CORPS.

Captain S. T. Cushing.

GUARDS AND ORDERLIES.

Lieutenant-colonel Rufws Ingalls.
Independent Company Oneida (N. Y.) Cavalry.

ARTILLERY.
Brigadier-general Henry J. Hunt.

ARTILLERY BF.llERVJ:.

Captain William M. Graham.'
1st Connecticut Heavy Artillery, Bat. B. New York Li/{ht Artillery, 32d Bat.
1st Connecticut Heavy Artillery, Bat. M. 1st U. S. Artillery, Battery K.
New YOrk Light Artillery, lith Battery. 3d U. S. Artillery, Battery C.
New York Light Artillery, 15th Battery. 4th U. S. Artillery, Battery G.
New York Light Artillery, 29th Battery. lith U. S. Artillery, Battery K.
New York Li/{ht Artillery, 30th Battery. 3211 MlL888.chWlettll Infantry, Co. C.
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FIRST ARMY CORPS.

MA.JOR-GENERAL JOHN F. REYl!l'OLDS.

E9CORT.

Captain Comt&ntine Taylor.
1st Maine Cavalry, Company L.

Jl'IR8T DIVIBION.

Brigadier-general Jamee S. Wadaworth.

Third Brigad~.

Brlg.-geo. Gabriel R. Paul.
2'M New Jersev.
29th New Jersev.
30th New Jersey.
31st New Jersey.
13/th Penmylvania.

&cond Brigad~.

Brlg.-gen. Lyunder Cutler.
7th Indiana.
76th New York.
95th New York.
147th New York.
56th Pennsylvania.

F'irl't Brigade.
Colonel Walter Phelpo, Jr.

22d New York.
24th New York.
30th New York.
84th New York (14th Militia).

Fov.rlh Brigatk.
Brlg.-gen. Solomon Meredith.

19th Indinna.
24th Michi/pLD.
2d WisconslD.
6th Wiscomin.
7th Wisconsin.

Arlilkry.
Captain John A. Reynolds.

New Hampshire Lt. Art'y., 1st Bat.
lst New York Lt. Artillery, Bat. L.
4th U. S. Artillery, Battery B.

FirBt Brigade.
Colonel Adrian R. Root.
16th Maine.
94th New York.
l04th New York.
100th PenDllylvania.

BECOND DIVI8ION.

Brigadier-general John C. Robinson.

Swmd Brigade. Third Brigath.
Brig.•gen. Heory &"I..r. Colooel Samnel H. Leonard.
12th M81188chusetta. 13th MlI8S8chusett&.
26th New York. 83d New York.
90th Pennsylvania. 97th New York.
136th Pennsylvania. 11th PennsylVllnia.

88th Pennsylvania.
Artillery.

Captain Dnnbar R. Ransom.
Maine Light Artillery, 2d Battery. Pennsylvania Light Artillery, Bat.{',
Maine Light Artillery, 5th Battery. 5th U. S. Artillery, Battery C.

Artillery.
Major Ezra W. Matthe....
1st Pa. Lt. Art., Bat. B.
1st Pa. Lt. Art., Bat.. F.
1st Pa. Lt. Art..'Eat. G.

THmD DIVI8ION.

Major-general Abner Doubleday.

S«mW. Brigade.
Colonel Roy Stone.

143d Pennsylvania.
149th Pennsylvania.
150th Pennsylvania.

Fir'" Brigade.
Brlg.-gen. Tbomas A. Ro..ley.

121f1t Pennsylvania.
135th Pennsylvania.
142d Pennsylvania.
lolst Pennsylvania.
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BEOOND .ARMY OORPS.

MAJOB-OBNEBAL DARIUS N. CoUCH.

BIlCORT.

Captain Riley Joho80n.
6th New York Cavalry, Companies D and K.

Fir81 Brigade.
Brlg.-~.n. Jobu C. Cald...II.

5th New Hampshire.
61st New York.
81st Pennsylvania.
148th Pennsylvania.

FIRST DIVISION.

Major-general Winfield S. Hancock.
8wmd Brigade. Tliird Brigade.

Brlg.-~en. Thomas F. Meagber. Brlll.·gen. Samnel K. Zook.
28th MllI!IlI\Chusetls. 52d New York.
63d New York. 5,th New lork.
69th JIlew York. 66th JIlew York.
88th New York. 140th Penns,·lvania.
116th Pennsylvania (Battin.). .

A ,·/il/(1'Y.
CaptaIn Ruful D. Pettit.

1st New York Light Artillerv, Batlery B.
4th U. S. Artillery, Battery C.

FwrtA Brigade.
Colonel John R. Brooke.
27th Connecticut.
2d Delaware.
64th New York.
53d Pennsylvania.
14.5th Pennsylvania.

.Artillery.
1st Rhode Island Light Art., Bat. A.
1st Rhode Island Light Art., Bat. B.

Tl&ird Brigade.

Colonel Norman J. Hall.

19th Massachusetts.
20th }1ll.'\8nehusetls.
7th MichiJ.(an.
42d Xl'W York.
59th JIlew York.
127th Pennsylvania.

Not Brigadec/.
1st Co. Massachusett/l Shnrpshooters.

SECOND DIVISION.

Brigadier-general John Gibbon.
&eond Brigade.

Brlg.-gen. Joehua T. O..en.

69th Penosylvania.
718t Pennsylvania.
72d Pennsvlvanill.
l06th PenDs)·lvania.

Fir" Brigade.
(1) Brl~.-llen. Alfred Rnlly.
(2) Colonel Byrou LaAln.

19th Maine.
15th MlIllSllChusetls.
1st )Iinllesota.
34th Nt'w York.
82d New York.

Fir~t B,·igade.

Colonel Samuel So Carroll.

14th Indiana.
24th New Jersey.
28th New Jersey.
4th Ohio.
8th Ohio.
7th West Virginia.

THIRD DIVISION.

Major-general William H. French.
SecmuJ. Brigade. Tliird Brigade.

(1) Brlg.~n. WID. Hayl.· Colonel John D. MacGregor.
(2) Col. Chas. J. Po...ero.

14th Connecticut. ht Delaware.
12th New Jersey. 4th New York.
108th New York. 10th New York (BattIn.),
130th Pennsylvania. 132d Penmylvania.

Artilkry.
lit New York Light Art., Bat. G. 1st Rhode Island Light Art., Bal. G.

• Captured May S.
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TffiRD ARMY CORPS.

MAJOR-GENERAL DANIEL E. SICKLES.

Third Brigad&

17th Maine.
3d MichilSan.
5th MichIgan.
18t New York.
37th New York.

Colonel Samuel B. Harm...

Fir,t Brigade.
(I) Brlg.-Il'en. Cha•. K. Graham.•
(2) Colonel Thoma. W. Egan.

57th Pennsylvania.
63d Pennsylvania.
68th PennsyIvania.
105th Pennsylvania.
114th Pennsylvania.
1418t Pennsyh·ania.

FIRST DIVI8IOlf.

Brigadier-general David B. Birney.

&ctmd Brigade.
Brlg.-gen. J. H. iI. Ward.

20th Indiana.
3d Maine.
4th Maine.
38th New York.
40th New York.
99th Penn~ylvania.

Artillery.
Captain A. Judson Clark.

New .Tersey Light Artillery, Bat. B. 3d U. S. Artillery, Batleriee F and K.
lst Rhode Island Light Art., Bat. E.

Fir3t B,igade.
(1) Brig."1len. J ...eph B. Carr.
(2) Colonel William Blaladeli.

lat. Mas.;achusetts.
11th Mass<'lchusetta.
16th Mall8achllsetta.
11Lh New Jel"l'ey.
2uth Penn~yl\"8nia.

8ECOND DIVISION.

(1) MeJor-~eneral Hiram G. Berry.t
(2) BrigadIer-general Joseph B. Carr.

&coM Brigade. Third BrigatU.
0) Brlg.•gen. JOIeph W. Ren..... (1) Brlg.•gen. Gerahom KOILl
(2) Colonel J. Egbert Farnum.; (2) Colond Wm. J. Sewell.

70th New York. 5th New JertleY.
718t New York. 6th New Jersev.
72d New York. 7th New Jersey.
73d New York. 8th New Jersey.
74th New York. 2d New York.
120th New York. 115tl1 PennsylVll.llia.

Artillery.
Captain Thoma. W. Osborn.

lat New York Light Art./ Battery D. 1st U. S. Artillery, Battery H.
New York Light Art., 4th Battery. 4th U. S. Artillery, Battery K.

THIRD DIVISION.

(1)
(2)

First Brigade.
Colonel Emlen Franklin.

861h New York.
124th New York.
l22d Pennsylvania.

Brigadier-general Arniel W. Whipple.1I
Brigadier.general Charles K. Graham.

&cond Bn:gade. Third Brigade.
Colon pi Samuel M. Bowman. Colonel Hiram Berd...

12th New Hampehire. lilt U. S. SbRrpllhootAlra.
84th Pennsy!vanil!- 2d U. S. Shar(lllhootera.
110th PennsylvanIa.

ArtiUery.
(I) Captain Albert A. Von PuttlralDlDer.
(21 Captain Jamea F. Huntington.

New York Lil{ht Artillery, 10th Battery. 1st Ohio Light Art., Battery H.
New York Light Artillery, 11th Battery.

• A••lgnPd 10 commend of 3d DlyWon Mar 4.
: Alligned to command Mar 3. f Wounded Mar 3.

t KII1..t Kar l-
I Wounded KarC.
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FIFTH ARMY CORPS.

MAJOR-GENERAL GWBGE G. MEADE.

Brlg.-geo. James Baroes.

Third B,·igad8.

Colooel T. B. W. Stock too.

20th Maine.
16th Michil\'&n.
12th New York.
17th New York.
44th New Y(,Jrk.
83<1. Pennsylvania.

:rUI8T DIVI8ION.

Brigadier-general Charlee Griffin.

&t:ood Brigade.(ll Colooel James McQuade.
(2 Colooel Jacob B. Sweitzer.

91h MII88lLChusetts.
32d MlISIllIChusetts.
4th Michigan.
14th New York.
62d Pennsylvania.

Firrt Brigade.

2d Maine.
18th Massachusetts.
22d M&!I8l\chusetts.
2d Co. M&!I8. Sharpshooters.
1st Michigan.
13th New York (Battalion).
25th New York.
118th Pennsylvania.

Artillery.
Captain Aogu.toa P. Martin.

Massachusetts Light Artillery, Bat. C. 1st Rhode Island Light Art.bBut. C.
MlI88lLChusetts Light Artillery, Bat. E. 6th U. S. AJ:tillery, Battery .'

BECOND Drv18l0N.

M~or-generalGeorge Sykee.

Fif'llt Brigade. &CIJ7ldBrigade.
Brlg.-gen. Romero B. Ar"'., Colonel Sidoey Burbank.

3d U. S. Inf., Cos. B, C, F, G, I and K. 2d U. S. Inf., Cos. B, C, F, I and K.
4th U. S. Inf., Cos. C, F, Hand K. 6th U. S. Inf., Cos. D, F, G, H and I.
12th U. S. Inf., Cos. A, B, C, D, G (lst 7th U. S. Inf., Cos. A). B, R and I.

Battin.}, A, C and D (2d Battin.). 10th U. R Inf., CoR. lot and H.
14th U. S. Inf., Cos. A, B, D, E, F, G 11th U. S. Inf., Cos. BJ. C, DLE, F, G

(1st BattIn.), F and G (2d BaUln.). (lst Battin.), C and JJ (2d .lSattln.).
17th U. S. Inf., Cos. A, C, D, G, H (lsi

BattIn.), A and B (2d BattIn.).

Third Brigade.
Colooel Patrick H. O'Rorke.

5th New York.
140th New York.
146th New York.

Artillery.
Captain Stepben H. Weed.

18t Ohio Light Artillery, Battery L.
lit11 U. S. Artillery, Battery I.

TUmD DIVIBION.

Brigadier-general Andrew A. Humphreys.

• Firrt Brigade.
Brlg.-geo. Eraatu. B. Trier.

91st Pennsylvania.
126th Pennsylvania.
129th Pennsylvania.
134th Pennsylvania.

&t:ood Brigad~.

Colonel Peter H. Allabacb.
123d Pennsylvania.
131si Pennsylvania.
133d Pennsylvania.
155th Pennsylvania.

- D1aabled Mar 4.

Artillery.
CaptaIn Alaoloo M. Randol.
1st N. Y. Lt. Art., Bat. C.
1st U. S. Artillery, Bat. E.
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SIXTH ARMY CoRPS.

MAJOR-GENERAL JOHN SEDGWICK.

ESCORT.

Major Hugh H. Janeway.
1st New Jersey Cavalry, Co. L. 1st Pennsylvania Cavalry, Co. H.

18th New York.
32d !'lew York.
49th Penll8vlvania.
95th Penusvlvania.
119th PennSylvania.

5th Maine.
16th !'lew York.
27th New York.
121st New York.
96th Pennsylvania.

FIR9T DIVISION.

Brigadier-general William T. H. Brooks.
Fir3t Brigade. S«xmd BriglJde. 2'llird Brigade.

(1) Colonel Henry W. Bro"n.-
(2j (~llonel WlUlam H. Pellroae. "ft J J BIB I D 1d B"--"(a Colonel SRl\luel r•. Buck.t B.....'1Jen. _ph . art ell. r g.-gen. av A. .........
(4 (',olonel William H. PenrOie.

1st New' Jel'llev.
2d New Jersey.
3d New Jersey.
4th New ,f el1leY.
15th New Jel'lley.
23d New Jel'lley.

Artillery.
Major Jolin A. TompkIns.

MlIll84chusettB Light Artillery. Bat. A. Maryland Light Artillery, BaL A.
New Jersey Light Artillery, Bat. A. 2d U. S. Artillery, Bauery D.

Artilluy.
Major J. WaUl de Peyater.

New York Lt. ArL, 1st Bat.
5th U.S. Artillery, Bat. F.

.')e(',()fla Brigade.
Colonel Le,,11 A. Grant.

26th New Jersey.
2d Vermont.
3d Vermont.
4th Vermont.
5th Vermont.
6th Vermont.

SF.cOND DIVISION.

Brigadier-general Albion P. Howe.
Third Brigade.

Brlg.-gen. Thom.. H. NeilL

7th Maine.
218t New Jel'lley.
20th New York.
33d New York.
49th New York.
7ith New York.

•

Third Brigade.

Brlg.-gce. Frank Wbeatoa.

6211 New York.
93d Penusylvania.
98th PennsylvaniA.
102d Penll8ylvania.
139th Pennsylvania.

LigAi. Brigade.
Colonel Hiram BUl'Dham.

6th Maine.
3lst New York.
43d New Yorl.
61st PennsylvaniL
5th Wisconsin.
New York Lt. Art., 3d Bauery.

THIRD DIVISION.

Major-general John Newton.
Swmd Brigade.

(Il Colonel William H. Browne.
(2 Colollel Hellry L. EUILia.

7th MlLBlIIlChuseltB.
10th MlLBlII1ChusettB.
37th MlI8llI1chusetts.
36th New York.
211 Rhode Island.

65th New York.
67th New York.
122d New York.
23d PennBylvBn~

82d PeDll8ylvania.
Artillery.

Captain Jeremiah McCartby.
lst Pa. Lt. Art., Bats. C, D.
2d U. S. Artillery, Bat. G.

First Brigade.
Colonel Alesaoder Sbller.

- Wounded May 8. tDiaabled.
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ELEVENTH ARMY CORPS.

M.uoB-GENERAL OLIVU O. HOWABD.

EllOORT.

Captain Abram Sharra.
1st Indiana Cavalry, Companiell I and K.

871

Arlilkry.
1st Ohio ~ight Artillery, Battery I.

FIRST DIVISION.

(1) Bri~ier-geneml Charlell DeveDll, Jr.*
(2) Briglldier-general Nathaniel C. McLean.

Fil'st Brigade. &rond Brigade.
Colonel Leopold voo Gil... Brlg."1J'!". Nathaniel C. MC~II.

41st New York. lith Connecticut.
4.5th New York. 25th Ohio.
Mth New Yurko Il6th Ohio.
153d Pennsvlvania. 75th Ohio.

• - 10ith Ohio.

Urwuadwl. ArtiJlery.
Captain Jullul DleckoJalln.

8th New York (one company). New York Light Art., 13th Battery.

BECOND DIVISION.

Brigadier-general Adolph von Steinwehr.
First Brigade. &rond Brigade.

Colonel Adolpbul BUllChbeck. Brlg.-geu. Frall.l. C. Barlo...

29th New York. 33d MlIIlIIlIChusetls.
154th New York. 134th New York.
27th Penn..ylvania. Iltith New York.
73d Pennsylvania. 73d Ohio.

ArlUkry.
CaptaIn MI.I,ael Wledrleh.

1st New York Light Artillery, Battery I.

THIRD DIVISION.

Major-general Carl Schurz.
Fir.t Brigade. &etmd Brigade.

Colollel .Ale"ander SchlmmeJreoolg. Colonel W. K ...." ..no....kl.
82d Illinois. 58th New York.
68th New York. 119th New York.
157th New York. 75th Pennsylvania.
618t Ohio. ~th WiIIcoDBin.
74th PenDBylvania.

Unatta.ehed.
82d Ohio.

RESERVE ARTILLERY.
Lleuleoanwo!ooel Loul. SchIrmer.

New York Light Artillery, 2d Battery.
1st Ohio Light Artillery, Battery K.
lst Wellt Virginia Light Artillery, Battery C.

• Woullded Ma" 2.
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TWELFTH ARMY CORPS.

MAJOB-GENERAL HENRY W. SLOCtJ)(.

Firat Brigade.
Jlril.-Btln. Jonph F. Knipe.

5th Connecticut.
28th New York.
46th Pennaylvania.
128th PennBylvania.

FIRST DIVIllION.

Brigadier-general Alphens S. Williams.

&eond Brigcuk. Thi"d Brigalle.,
Colonel Bamuel Roao.. Brlg.-gen. Thom.. H. Rupr.
20th Connecticut. 27th Indiana.
3d Maryland. 2d MlIll8llchllBetts.
123<1. New York. 13th New Jersey.
145th New York. I07th New York.

3d WiBcooain.
Artillery.

Captain Robert H. FIt.hugh.
1at Nl!w York Light Artillery, Battery K.
lBt New York Light Artillerv, Battery M.
4th U. S. AJ:tillery, Battery F.

Third Brigade.
Brlg.-gen. George 8. G.....n..

60th New York.
78th New York.
102d New York.
13ith New York.
149tb New York.

10th Maine Infantry (Det.).

SECOND DIVISION.

Brigadier-general John W. Geary.

&eond Brigade.
Brlg.-gen. Thom.. 1.. Kane.

29th Pennaylvania.
I09th PenJ1~ylvania.

111th PenlJsylvanla.
124th Pennsylvama.
125th PenDBylvania.

Firat Brigade.
Colonel Chari... Cand,..
5th Obio.
7th Obio.
29th Ohio.
66th Ohio.
28th Pennsylvania.
147th Pennaylvania.

A,·tillery.
Captain Joaeph II. Knap.

Pennaylvania Light Artillery, Bat E.
Pennsylvania Light Artillery, Bat F.

CAVALRY CORPS.

BBIGADIER-GENERAL GEOllOE SToNElI:AN.

FIBST DIVI8ION.

Brigadier-general AHred PleBllOnlon.t

.Flr.t Brigade.t &emItl BrigtMlc.
Colonel Benjamin F. Dan.. ('olonel Thom.. C. Dntn.

8th Illinois. 1st Michigan, Co. L
3d Indiana. . 6th New York.
8th New York. 8th PeilnaylvanlL
9th New York. 17th Penll8ylvania.

Arhl/e''!I.
New York Light Artillery, 6th Battery.

• Wounded lIa,.8. t Auumed command 01 Flnt and Second DIYI.lolla"" 4.
~ Detached .lIh General Anrell to> lIa,. ..
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SECOND DIVIBION.

Brigadier-general William W. Averell.

Firlt Brigade.
Colonel HOl'IICa B. Sargent.

1st MlI8IIaChusetta.
4th New York.
6th Ohio.
1st Rhode Island.

8«tmd Brigade. ArtiUtry.
Colonel John B. Mcintooh.
3d Penllllyl'lllnia. 2d U. S. Artillery, Bat. A.
4th Pennsylvania.
16th Penosy,Jvania.

THIRD DIVISION.

Brigadier-general David McM. Gregg.

&coM B,igade. Reg. lleurtIe (lzll. Brigade.
Colonel Perc" W"ndham. Brig.-gen. John Burord.

12th Illinois. 6th Pennsylvania.
1st Maryland. 1st United States.
18t New Jersev. 2d United States.
lst Pen.nsylv.wia.* 5th United States.

6th United States.

Firat Brigade.
Colonel Judoon Kilpatrick.

18t Maine.
2d lS"ew York.
10th New York.

Artillery.
Captain John M. RoberllOn.

2d U. S. Artillery, Batteries Band L.
2d U. S. Artillery, Battery M.
4th U. B. Artillery, Battery E.t

Organization of the Army of Northern Virginia at the BaJile of OMn
eeUoraville, Va;, May 1-3, 18B",!

FIRST CORPS.'

M"LAw8' DIVISION.

Major-general Lafayette Ml'LaWL

Wofford', Briga.tk.
Brlgadler;raneral W. T. Wolford.

16th Georgia.
18th Georgia.
24th Georgia.
Cobb'8 Georgia Legion.
Phillip&' Georgia Legion.

K8T8havll Bri.gatk.
Brlgadler"1(eneral J.m.. D. Kanh.w.

2dSouth Carolina, Col. John D. Kennedy.
3d South Carolinn., Major R. C. MatJett.
7th South Carolina, Col. Elbert Bland.
8th S. C.• Col. John W. HenaRD".
15th B. C., Lt.-col. J08Pph H. Gi.qt.
3d S. C. Battalion, Lt.-col. W. G. Rice.

• Detached On IJ!eC'lal dul". t Detached wllh General Burord'a brtlP'de.
t Cayalry not Included; onl" Iwo hrl~P1I, Flta. Lee'. and W. H. F. Lee'., ware proBenl..
I Llaulananl-general Longst......t. wIth Hood'. and PickeU'. division. and Dearln". and

Heur,,'. artillery battalion.. In South-.utern VirgInia.
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l

&mmd Brigack.
Brlpdier-geoeral Paul J. Semmes.

10th Georgia, Lieut.-ool. W. C. Holt.
50th Georgia.
518t Georgia.
53d Georgill, Col. J lUIleB P. Simms.

BarhdaW. Brigarh.
Brlpdier-geoeral William Barkldale.

13th Missi88ippi, Colonel J. W. Carter.
17th MisoWIUppi, Colonel W. D. Holder.
18th Mi88issippi, Col l'hOll. M. Griffin_
21st Mi88i88ippi, Lt.-ool. B. G. Hum-

phreys.

Artillery.
Colooel H. C. Cabell and )I";or S. P. Hamilton commandera.

Carlton's Geo~ia Battery (Troup Artillery).
Fraser's Georgia Battery.
McCarthy's Va. Bat. (bt IJowitzeTll).
Manly's ~orth Carolina Buttery.

AIi!'DER80~'S DIVISION.

Major-general Richard H. AndeTBOn..
Wilcox'. Brigo.de.

Brigadier-general C. M. Wilcox.
8th Alabama, Oll. Y. L. Royston, Lt.-

col. H. A. Herbert.
9th Alabamll, Maj. J. H. J. WilIilWl8.
10th Alabama, Col. J. H. Fomey.
11th Alabama, Col. J. C. C. &lIders.
14th Alabamll, Col. L. Pinckard.

Wright'. Brigade.
Brlgadler-general A. R. Wright.

3d Georgill, MlIJ. J. F. Jones, Capt. C.
H. Andrews.

22d Geor¢a., Lieut.-col. :T. Warden.
48th Georgia. Lt.-co1. R. W. Cal'llwell.
2d Georgia Batt., Major Geo. W. ROIlS.

Pm"';. BI-igade.
Brlgadler.general E. A. Perry.

2d Florida.
lith Florida.
8th Florida.

Malaoni. Brigade.
Brl~adl"r-generaJ Willlaw Mabone.

6lh- Virginia, Col. Geo~ T. Rogers.
12th Virginia, Lt.-col. E. M. Field.
16th Virginia., Lt.-col. R. O. Whitehead.
41st Virginia, Col. Wm. Allen Parham.
61st Virginia, Col. Y. D. Groner.

Pouy'. BI·igadt.
Brlll"dler.g~neral Carnot P_y.

12th Mis-iB8ippi, Lt.-col. M. B. Harris.
Major S. B. Thom8l.

16th MissiB8ippi, Col. Samuel E. Baker.
19th Mis.issippi, Col. :N. H. Harris.
48th Mbsissippi, Col. JOlIeph M. Jayne.

Artillery.
Llelll.-coJ. J. J. Game"
~laj. ('hal. RlchardlOn.

Grand)"s ViTKinia Battery.
Lewis' Virginia Battery.
Maurin's Louisiana Battt>ry.
Moore's [Hugt'r's] Virginia Battery.

ARTILLERY RESERVE, FIRST CORPS.

.Ale:mfl.der'. Batte/lion.
Ooloopl E. P. Alexaoder.

Eubank's Vi~nia Battery.
Jordan's VirglDia Battery.
Moody's Louisiana Battery.
Parker's Virginia Batterv.
Rhett's South Carolina Battery.
Woolfolk's Virginia Battery.

WaahiRglon (La.) .ArtiUcrr•
Colonel J. B. WallO••

F.Jlhleman's 4th Company.
Miller's 3d Company.
Richard80n's 2d Company.
Squires' Jilt Company.
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SECOND CORPS.

LIEUTENAl'lT-GENERAL TnOlllA8 J. JACXllON.

M.uOR-OENERAL AIlIBROSE P. HILL.

BRIOADIER-GENERAL R. E. RoDEIil.

M.uOR-OENERA.L J. E. B. STUART.

87~

Brll{lldle!"-ll"neral Henry Hetb.
Colonel J. M. Brockenbrougb.

40th Virginia, Col. J. M. Brockpnbrough,
Lt.-col. F. W. Cox, Capt. T. E. Betts.

4ith Virginin, Co!. Robert M. Mayo.
55th Virginin, C-ol Francis Mallory, I.t.

col. Wm. S. Christian, Mlljor A. D.
Saunders, Adjntant R. L. Williams,
Mojor Evan Rice.

2211 Virginia Battalion, Colonel E. P.
Tayloe.

HILL'S DIVIBION.

M~or-~eneral A. P. Hill.
Brigadier-general Henry Heth.
Brigadier-general W. D. Pender.
Brigadier-geneI'll1 J. J. Archer.

Hrlh'. Brigade. JfeGurron'. Brigade.
Brh,adler-general S. )IoGowan.
('uloQ". o. K F.d warda.
Colonel A.. Perrin.
Colunel D. H. H.mIUon.

1st South Carolina, Col. D. H. Hamil
ton, Cllptain 'V. P. Shooter.

1st South C"rolina Riftrs, C<.l. James
M. Perrin, Lt.-ool. F. E. Harri/mn.

12th South Carolina.
13th Sonth Carolinll, Colonel O. E. Ed

wardH, Lt.-col. B. T. Brockman.
14th Sonth Carolina, Col. A. Perrin.

TMmlli Brigade.
Brlgadler-general E. L. Thoma..

14th Georgia., Colonel R. W. Folsom.
35th Georgia, Captain John Duke.
45th Georgia, Liellt.-ool W. L. Grice.
49th Georgia, M~or S. T. Player.

Areher'. (5th) Brigade.
Brlll'ad ler-general J. J. A.rcber.
Colonel B. D. Fry.

13th Alabama, Col. B. D. Fry.
5th Ala. Batt., Copt. B. D. StAlwart, Capt.

A. N. Porter.
1st Tenn. (Prov. Army\ Lt.-eol. N. J.

George.
7th Tenn_e, Lt.-col. John A. Fite.
14th Tenn_, Col. Wm. McComb,

Capt. R. C. Wilson.

LaM, (4th) BrigOlle.
Brllfa,lIer-tleoeral J. H. Lane.

7th North Carolina, Colonel E. G. Hay
wood, Lt.-col. J. L. Hill, Maj. Wm.
L. Davidson, Capt. N. A. Pool.

18th North Carolma, Col. TholJllIs J.
Punlie, Lt.-col. F. George, Major
John D. Barry.

28th North Carolina, Col. S. D. Lowe,
Capt. Edward F. Lovell.

38d N. C., Colonel ClIlrk M. Avery.
Capt. JOIIeph H. Saunders.

3ith North Carolina, Colonel W. M.
Barbour.

Pendera Bl·igade.

Jlrlgadler-general W. D. Ppnder.

13th North Carolina, Col. A. M. Scales,
Lt.-ool. J. H. Hyman.

16th North Carolina, Col. John S. Mc
Ilroy, I,t.-coL Wm. A. SIOWP.

22d North Carolina, Lt.-col. Chris. C.
Cole. .

34th North Cnrolina.
38th North Carolina, Lieut.-ooL John

Ashford.
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Artilkry.
Colonel R. L. Walker.

Brunson's South Carolina Battery.
(''rell8haw's Virginia Battery.
Duvid80n's Virginia Battery (Letcher .Art..).
McGraw's Virginia Battery.
Marye's Virginia Battery.

D. H. HILL'S DIVlllION.

Brigadier-general R. E. Rodes.
Brigadier-general S. D. Ramseur.

1lodd Brigade.
Brl~dler-general R. E. Rod...
Culonel. E. A. O'Neal and J. M. Hall.

3d Alabama, Capt. M. F. Bonhllm.
5th Alabamll, Col. J. M. Hall, Lt.-col.

E. L. Hobson, Capt. W. T. Renfro,
Capt. T. M. Riley. "

6th Alabama, Col James N. Li~htfoot.
12th Alabama, Col. Saml. B. PlCkins.
26th Alabama, Col. E. A. O'Neal, Lt.-

col. John S. Garvin, Lieut. M. J.
Taylor.

Colquitt'. Brigade.
Brlgadler-general A. H. Colquitt.

6th Georgia, Col. John T. Lofton.
19th Geo~ia, Col. A. J. Hutchins.
23<1 Georgia, Col. Emory F. Best.
27th Georgia, Col. C. T. Zachry.
28th Georgia, Col Tully Graybill.

Barueur', Brigade.

~:~le::Il)i~'i-r::k~r~' Ramleur.

2d North Carolina, Col. W. R. Cox.
4th North Carolina, Col. Brynn Grimes.
14th North Carolina, Col. R. T. Bennett.
30th North Carolina, Col. F. M. Parker.

Dolti Brigatk.
Brll(adle"1lenerol George Doles.

4th Georgia, Col. Philip Cook, Lt.-col
D. R. E. Winn.

12th (h>orgia, Col. Edward Willis.
21st GeorgiR, Col. J. 1'. Mercer.
44th Georgia, Col. J. B. Estes.

l11e1'/lOfI', B,·igade.
BrI~dler-generai Alfred Ivenon.

5th North Carolina, Col. Tholl1llll H.
Garrett, Lt.-col. J. W. Lea, Major
Wm. J. Hill, Capt. S. B. Weill

12th North Carolina, LL-col. R. D.
Johnston of the 23d N. C., Major D.
P.RowP.

20th North Carolina, Col. 1'. F. 1'oon,
Lt.-col. N. Slough.

23d NQrth Carolina, CoL D. H. Christie.

Artillery,

Lleutenanwolonel D. H. CArter.

Bondurant's Ala. Battery (Jeff. Davis
Art.).

Cart<>r's Va. Battery (King William
.Art. ).

Fry's Va. Battery (Orange Artillery).
Page's Va. Battery (Morris Artillery).

EARLY'S DIVISION.

Major-general Jubal A. Early.

OONlDn', Brigade. 8m.illlB Brigfuk.
Brlgadler-j{eneral John B. Gordon. Brlgadle"1leneral William Smith.

13th Georgia. 13th VirWnia.
26th Georgia. 49th Virginia.
318t Georgia. 52d Virginia.
38th Georgia. 58th Va., Col. F. H. Board.
60th Georgia.
618t Georgia.
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IloU, Brigad6.
Brlgadler-general Robert F. Hoke.

6th North Carolina.
21st North Carolina.
64th North Carolina.
67th North Carolina.
1st N. C. Battalion.

Hayt Brigruk.
BrtgadleT>1renerai Harr,. T. Ha,.•.

5th Louisiana.
6th Louisiana.
7th Louisiana.
8th Louisiana.
9th Louisiana.

Artillery.
Lleutenant.-eolonel R. S. Andre....

Brown's Maryland Battery (Chesapeake Art.).
Carpenter's Virginia Battery.
Dement's Maryland Battery.
Raine's Virginia Battery (Lee Art.).

TRIMBLE'8 DIVISION.

Brigadier-general R. E. ~lston.

Pur/ma', (l.t) Brigade.

Brlgadler-~eneral E. F. Paxton.
CoI~nel J. H. S. Funk.

2d Virginia.
4th Virginia.
5th Va.• Col. J. H. S. Funk.
27th Va., Lt.-col. J. K. Edmondson.
33d Virginia.

OolM.~, (Sd) Brigadll.
Colonel E. T. H. Warren.
Colonel T. V. WllIlama.
Lleutenanl-eolonel !ol. T. Walker.
Lleutenanl-eolonel S. D. Thrn8ton.
L1entenanl""olonel H. A. Brown.

lilt North Carolina, Col. J. A. McDow
ell, Lt.-col. H. A. Brown.

3d North Carolina, Lt.-col. S. D. Thrua-
ton. .

10th Virginia, Col. E. T. H. Warren,
Lt.-col. S. T. Walker, Maj. J08hua
Stover.

23<1 Virginia.
37th Virginia, Col. T. V. WillilUIll.

JOfld (fd) Brigade.
Brlgadier-If.meral J. R. Jones.
Colon.1 T. S. Garnett.
Colonel A. S. Vanderventer.

21st Virginia.
42d Virginia, Lt.-col. R. W. Withers.
44th Virginia. .
481h Virginia, Col. T. S. Garnett, MI\i.

Oscar White.
50th Virginia, Col. A. S. Vanderveriter,

Major L. J. Perkins, Captain --
Kelly, Captain --- Mathews.

NicholJ.i (4th) Brigade.

1st Louisiana.
2d Louisiana, Col. J. M. WilliAms.
10th Louisiana, Lt.-col. John M. Leg-

ett.
14th Louilliana.
15tl1 Louisiana.

Artilltry.
Lteulenant-eolonel H. P. Jon...

Carrin/{ton's Virginia Battery (Charlotteville Art.).
Garber's Virginia Battery (Staunton Art.). .
lAtimer's Virginia BatterT (Courtney Art.).
Thompson's Battery (Lowaiana Guard Art.).
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ARTILLERY RESERVE, SECO:XD OOlU'8.

Colonel S. Crutchfield.

Brovm.'& Ballaliml..
Colonel J. TbOlU}lIOD Bro"n.

Brooke's Virl{inia Batkry (Brooke Art.).
Dance's Va. Battery (Powhatan Art.).
Grnham's Va. Battery {Rockbridge Art.).
HnJlp's Va. Blltter1 (Mlero Art.).
SlIllth's Bllt. (3d Rl<·hmond Howitzers).
Watson's But. (2d Richmond Howitzers).

Mclntoek's Baltalioll.
Ml\Ior D. G. McIntoeh.

Hurt's Virginia Battery.
Johnson's Vi~Dia Battery.
Lusk's Virl(ima Batterv.
Wooding's Va. Battery (Danville Art.).

RESERVE ARTILLERY ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA.

BRIOAD~-GENERALWn.LUK N. PF.NDLETON.

Sufllt~ (Ga.) Battalion.
L1eutenant-coloDel A. S. Cutta.

Patterson's Battery (B).
ROHa' Bnttery (A).
Wingfield's BRtterv (e).

NclMm'8 Ballali01l.
L1.lIl.nanl~olunel W 1'.1500.

Kirkpatrick's Va. Bat. (Amherst Art.).
MaMie's Va. Batter.v (Fluvanna Art.).
Milledge's Georgia Battt'ry.



Organization of the Union fOTc68, commanded by MAJOR GENERAL

U. S. GRANT, in the operations agailillt Vick8bttrg, Mw.

April 30, 1863.

ARMY OF THE TENNESSEE.
M.UOR-GENERAL ULYll8Ell S. GRAllT.

EI!CORT.

Captain E. D. D.!band.
4th Illinois Cavalry, Co. A.

ENGINEERS.

Major William Tweeddale.
. 18t Battalion Engineer Regiment of the WIlllt.

THIRTEENTH ARMY CORPS.

MAJOR-GENERAL JOml' A. McCLERNAliD.

IIICORT.

Captain David R. Sparks.
3d Illinois Cavalry, Co. L.

NINTH DIVIBION.

3d Ill., CoB. A, E and K.

Firlt Brigalh.
Brlg.-gen. Theopbllu. T. Garrard.

1I8th Illinois.
49th Indiana.
69th Indiana.
7th Kenlncky.
120th Ohio.

Brigadier-general Peter J. Osterhau8.

&eorul Bl"iflCllk.
Col. Lionel A. Sheldon.t

54th Indiana.
22d K pntucky.
16th Ohio.
42d Ohio.
114th Ohio.

Artilkry.
Michigan Li~ht Artillery, 7th Battery.
Wisconsin Light Artillery, 1st Battery.

TENTH DIVl8ION.

Brigadier-general Andrew J. Smith.

ESCORT.

4th Indiana Cavalry, Co. C•

o-lry.

• Succeeded by Brtg.-gtln. A. L. Lee, May 18, and be In lurn (being wounded) by Col.-Jamea
K.I~..lu, Hay 19.

t Succeeded by Colonel Daniel W. Lindaey, Hay-.
8711
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Firat Brigade.
Brig.-gen. Stephen G. Burbridge.

16th Indiana. .
60th Indiana..
67th Indiaoa.
8311 Ohio.
96th Ohio.
2~ Wiscon$l.

&emu/. Brigcuk.
Colonel William J. Landram.

77th I1linoill.
97th llIinoill.
108th lIlinoiB.
130th lIlinoiB.
19th Kentucky.
48th Ohio.

Artillery.
IllinoiB Light Artillery, Chicago Mercantile Battery.
Ohio Light Artillery, 17th Battery.

TWELFTH DIVISION.

Brigadier-general Alvin P. Hovey.

JIIlCOll.T.

1st Indiana. C-avalry, Co. C.

Fir. Brigade.
Brig...gtln. George F, McGlnDIa.

11th Indiana.
24th Indiana.
34th Indiana.
46th I ndil\lla.
29th WillCOnsin.

&cmad Brigad&
Colonel Jam.. R. 81ac1l:.

47th Indiana.
24th Iowa.
28th Iowa.
56th Ohio.

Artillery.
2d 1IIinoiB Light Artillery, Battery A.
1st MiSl!Ouri Li~hl Artillery, Battery A.
Ohio Light Al"tJllery, 2d Battery.
Ohio Light Artillery, 16th Battery.

FOURTEENTH DIVISION.

Brigadier-Ktlnecal Eugene A. Carr.

lI:SCORT. •

3d IllinoiB Cavalry, Co. G.

Firat Brigade.
BriR.·gen. William P. Benton.

3311 IllinoiB.
99th illinoiB.
8th Indiana.
18th Indiana.
1st United Statee.

ArtiUery.
Indiana Lt. Art., 1st Battery.
Iowa Light Art., lilt BattelJ'.t

S«muJ, Brigark
Colonel William Jl.. Stone-

21st Iowa.
22d Iowa.
23d Iowa.
11th Wisconsin.

URaUo.eW
2d IlliDoiB Oavalry, CoB. F, G, H, I and K.
Kentucky Infantry (Pionee1'8), Pattenlon's

Company.
6th Mil«>uri Cavalry, CoIl. B, E, F, G, H, I

and K.

• !!lteeeeded by Brlg.-j(en. Mleha.1 K. Lawler, May 2
t Temporarll:r delaebed from lot Dlvlalon. 15th CorpL
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FIFTEENTH ARMY CORPS.

M.uoR-GENERAL 'VILLlAM: T. SHERMAN.

FIRST DIVISION.

Major-general Fredllrick Steele.
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FirB! Brigade.
Colonel Francis II. Manter.

13th Illinois.
27th Missouri.
29th Mil'8Ouri.
30th ?tli.s!!Olll'i.
31st MiS80uri.
32<1 Mis!!Ouri.
Third Brigade.

Brlg.ogen. John M. Tha:rer.

4th Iowa.
9th ~wa.

26th 1owa.
30th Iowa:

Second Brigade.
Colonel Charles R. Wood••

25th Iowa.
31st .Iowa.
3d Mi"''l()uri.
12th Mi9l!Ouri.
17th Mil1llOuri.
76th Ohio.

A.rtillery.

Iowa Light Artillery, 1st Battery.*
2d Missouri Light Artillery. Battery F.
Ohio Light Artillery, 4th Battery.

First Brigade.
Culonel Gile. A. Smith.

113th III inois.
11 6th 1lIinois.
6th 1\1 iSllOuri.
8th Mi!'8ollri.
13th U. S. (Ist BattIn.).

TMrd B,·;gade.
Brlg.-gcn. Hugh E ..lng.

30th Ohio.
37th Ohio.
47th Ohio.
4th West Virginia.

CUvalry.
Kane County, Illinois.
3d lllinois, Co. D.

SECOND DIVISION.

Major-general Frank P. Blair.
&rond Brigade.

Colonel Thomas Kllb:r Smlth.t

55th Illinois.
127th Illinois.
83d Indiana.
54th Ohio.
57th Ohio.

Artilkry.

1st minois Lip;ht Artillery, Battery A.
1st Illinois LiKht Artillery, Battery B.
1st IlIinois Light Artillery, Battery H.
Ohio Light Art., 8th B",tlery (Section).

CUmlry.
Thielemann's Illinois Battalion, Cos. A and B.
10th MiSllOuri, Co. C.

THIRD DIVISION.

Brigadier-general John M. Tnttle.

Firsl Brigade. Swmd Brigade.
Brlg..gen. RRJph P. Buckland. Brlg.-gen. Joaeph A. Mo...r.

II4th J1linoiS. 47th Illinois.
93d Indiana. 5th Minnesota.
7211 Ohio. 11th Mi880uri.
95th Ohio. 8th WiscoMin.

• Tem"",...rtl:r attached to 14th D1..talon. 18th Co."..
t Succeeded Ma:r 24 b:r Brlg.-gen. J. A. J. L1llbtburn.
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Third B,'igade.
Brlg.•gen. Charles L. M.Ubll'B.

8th Iowa.
12th Iowa.
36th Iowa.

.A ,·tillery.
Captain Nelson T. Spoor.

1st Illinois Light Artillery, Battery E.
Iowa Light Artillery, 2d Battery.

UNATTACHED.

4th Iowa Cavalry.

SEVENTEENTH ARMY CORPS.

MAJOR-GENERAL JAKEl! B. MCPHERSON.

EIlCORT.

Captain John S. Foster.
4th Company Ohio Cavalry.

THIRD DIVISION.

Major-general John A. Logan••

EIlCORT.

Captain John R. Hotaling.
2d Illinois Cavalry, Co. A.

Fir~t Brigacl~. &coruI Brigade.
Brlg.-gen. John E. Smltb. Brlg.-jl'l'D. Ell.. 8. Dennls.-

20th Illinois. 30th JIIinoill.
31st Illinois. 20th Ohio.
45th Illinois. 68th Ohio.
124th Illinois. 78th Ohio.
23d Indiana.

Third Bri~.
BrIg.1Ien. John D. 8tennlOn.

8th 111inois.
17th Illinois.
8lst Illinois.
7th Mi880uri.
32<1 Ohio.

Artl1kry.
MIJor Cbarles J. Stolbrand.

lst Illinois Light Artillery, Battery D.
2d JIlinois Light Artillery, Battery G.
2d Illinois Light Artill~ry, Battery L.
Michi~ Light Artillerv, 8th Battery.
Ohio Light Artillery', 3d Battery.

SIXTH DIVISION.

Brigadier-general John McArthur.
EIlCORT.

11th Illinois Cavalry, Co. G.
Firtd Brigade. &cmui BrigaJ~.

Brig.-gen. Hugb T. Reid. Brlg.-gen. Thom.. E. G. Ranaom.
1st Kansas (Mounted). 11th Illinois.
16th Wisconsin. 72d Illinois.

95th IIlinoia.
14th Wisconsin.
17th Wisconsin.
1Hth Wisconsin.t

• Su""eedPd by Brlll."1f'!n. M. D. Lellgetl MlY til.
t A••igned to lot Brigade. 7tb DIvIa1on, 'May 18.
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A,·till~,.,.

HaJor Thorn... D. Maurice.
2d Illinois Light Artillery, Buttery F.
MinnE!NOta Light Artiller~', 1st Battery.
1st Mi"""uri Light Artillery, Battery C.
Ohio Light Artillery, 10th Battery.

IllI:VENTH DIVISION.

Colonel John B. Sanbom.t

Third Brignck.
Brlg.-gen. M. lIf. Croekpr.•

11th Iowa.
13th Iowa.
15th Iowa.
16th Iowa.

ESCORT.

2d Illinois Cavalry, Co. E.
4th Mill90uri Cavalry, Co. F.

FirtJI. Brigade.
ColoDel Jeue I. AleuDder.t

48th Indiana.
69tll Indiana.
4th Minnesota.

Third BrigaJU.
CoIoDPI George B. Boomer.f

93d llIinoill.
6th lown..
10th Iowa.
26th Mi'l8ouri.

&cond Brigade.
Colonel Semupl A. Holwl!L

66th Illinois.
17th Iowa.
10th 1\1issollrio
24th Mi!l8Ouri, Co. E.
80th Ohio.

Artillery.
Captain Frank C. Sanda.

lRt Mi!lllOllri Li/l'ht Artillerv, Batterv :U.
Ohio Li,!ht Artillery, lIth'Battery:
Wi!K.'Ol1sln Light Artillery, 6th Balt(>r~·.

Wisconsin Light Artillery, 12th Battery.

May 81, 1863.

ARMY OF THE TENNESSEE.
M.uOR-GENERAL ULYBSUS S. Gp.A.NT.

ESCORT.

Captain E. D. Osband.
4th Illinois Cavalry, C',o. A.

ENGINEERS.

Major Willi&m Tweeddale.
lst BattiUion Engineer Regiment of the West.

THIRTEENTH ARMY CORPS.

MA.TOR-GENERAL JOHN A. McCLERNAND.1I

nlCORT.

Cnptain David R. Sparks.
3d Illinois Cavalry, Co. L .

• A••!IlDPd to 71h llly!.lon May 2, and .urc.oded by Col. Wm Hall.
t SuccPt'ded by Brlll.-gpn. 111. M. CrO<'ker, lIlay 2. Brlg.-gen. Isaac F. Qnlnby (the pernla

nent. comlnander) TI"t1UUlptl command May 17.

i Rllcc.l'tlt'd hy ('"I"n.1 Milhorn, Ma. 2. JRllccPodod by Colonel Holden Putnam, 1I10y 22,
Succeeded hy MaJor-general E. O. C. Oro, Ulle 19.
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NINTH DIVII!lON.

Brigadier-general Peter J. O¢erhaus.
First B,·igade. &cond Brigade.

Colo".1 Jalue. Keigll'in. Colonel Daniel W. Lindler.
118th Illinois. 54th Indiana.
49th Indiana. 22<1 Kentucky.
69th Indiana. 16th Ohio.
7th Kentucky. 42d Ohio.
120th Ohio. 114th Ohio.

Ow.llry.
3d Illinois, Cos. A, E and K.

Artillery.
Michigan Li/tht Artillery, 7th Battery.
Wiscomin Light Artillery, 1st Battery.

TENTH DIVISION.

Brigadier-general Andrew J. Smith.

ESCORT.

4th Indiana Cavalry, Co. C.

FirBt Brigade.
Brlg..gen. Stepben G. BurbrIdge.

]6th Indiana.
60th Indiana.
67th Indiana.
83d Ohio.
9t>th Ohio.
23d Wisconsin.

&cond Brigade.
C"'lonol William J. LandralD.

77th Illinois.
. 97th Illinois.

] ORIlI Illinois.
130th III inois.
]9th Kentnckv.
48th Ohio. •

Artillery.
Illinois Light Artillery, Chicago Mercantile Battery.
Ohio Light Artillery, 17th Battery.

TWELFrH DIVISION.

Brigadier-general, Alvin P. Hovey.

~RT.

1st Indiana Cavalry, Co. C.
Fir~t Brigade. Second Brirl',rle.

Brlg.ilon. George F. McGlnnlo. Colonel Jam.. R. Slut.
] lth Indiana. 47th Indiana.
24th Indiana. 24th Iowa.
34th Indiana. 28th Iowa.
46th Indiana.. 56th Ohio.
29th WiscoMin.

Artillery.
] st Mil.sonri Light Artillery, Battery A.
Ohio Light Artillery, 2d Battery.
Ohio Light Artillery, ]6th Battery.

FOURTEENTH DIVISION.

Brigadier-general Eugene A. Carr.

ESCORT.

3d Illinois Cava.lry, Co. G.·



Firat Brigade.
Coillnel Henry D. Wa.bburn.•

33d IlHnois.
99th I1Iinois.
8th Indiana.
18th Indiann._
1st United States.

ADDENDA.

&cood B,·igadt;.
Brlg.-gen. Mlcbael K. Lawler.

21Rt Iowa.
22d Iowa.
23d Iowa.
11th Wi.lCOll8ID.
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AI·tillery.

2d Illinois Lt. Art., Bat. A.
Indiana Lt. Arl., 1st Bat.

Iowa Light Artillery, 1st Battery.
2d Missouri Light Artillery, Battery F.
Ohio Light Artillery, 4th Battery.

1st Illinois Light Artillery, Battery A. •
1st Illinois Light Artillery, Battery B.
1st Illinois Light Artillery, Battery H.
Ohio Light Artillery, 81b Battery.

UNA.TTACHED.

2d Illinois Cavalry (7 companies).
Kentucky Infantry (Pioneers), Patterson's Co.
6th Missouri Cavalry (7 companies).

FIFTEENTH ARMY CORPS.

MAJOR-GENERAL WILLIAM T. SHERMAN.

FIRST DIVISION.

Major-general Frederick Steele.
Fir8/. Brigooe. Second Briyooe.

Colonel Francis H. M.nter.t Colonel Chari.. R. Wood..
13th Illinois. 25th Iowa.
27th Missouri. 31st Iowa.
29th MiS80uri: 3d Missonri.
30th Missouri. 12th Mill8Ouri.
3bt Missouri. 17th Missouri.
32d Missouri. 76th Ohio.

Third B,·igade. Ar/ilk"!!.
Brlg.-gen John M. Tbayer.

4th Iowa.
9th Iowa.
26th Iowa.
30th Iowa.

QIvalry.
Kane Connty, lllinoiD.
3d Illinois, Co. D.

SECOND DIVIBION.

MajOl'-general Frank P. Blair.
First Brigade. Serond Brigade.

Colonel Gil•• A. Smith. Brig.-gen. J. A. J. Llgbtburu.
113rh IIlinoiD. 55th Illinois.
116th Illinois. 127th Illinois.
6th ~Ii68ouri. 83d Indiana.
8th Missouri. 54th Ohio.
13th U. S. (1st Battin). 67th Ohio.

TMrd Brigade. Ar/illery.
Brlg.-geD. Hugb Ewing.

30th Ohio.
37th Ohio.
47th Ohio.
4tb West Virginia.

• Suee.PdOO Brlg.-gen. W. P. Benton (on sick leave), May 81, and w"" In turn relieved by
('.olonel David Shunk. Jl1ne 27.

t Succeeded by Culonel Bernard G. Farrar, June 18.
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Cbmlry.
Thielemann's Illinois Baualion, CoB. A aud B.
10th Missouri, Co. C.

THIRD DIV1IIION.

Brigadier-general John M. Tuttle.
Fi,·1t Brigade. _ &cond Brigade.

1I<Ig.-geo. Ralph P. Bucklalld.- 1I<Ig.-geo. J.-ph A. Mo.er.
114th Illinois. 47th Illinois.
93d Indiana. 5th Minnesota.
7:l.d Ohio. 11th Mill8Ouri.
95th Ohio. 8th WisooDllin.

Thi.rd Brigade.
Brlg.-geu. Chari.. 1.. Mattbl...t

8th Iowa.
12th Iowa.
35th Iowa.

Artillery.

1st Illinois Light Artillery, Batlery E.
Iowa Light Artillery, 2d Battery.

UNA'l"J'ACHED.

4th Iowa Cavalry.

SIXTEE~TH ARMY CORPS.

Third BrigaIU.
Colonel George E. Brr-&.t

28th TIl inois.
a2d Illinois.
12th WilIcooIIin.

FOURTH DIVISION•

. Brigadier-general Jacob G. Lauman.

Fir'''' Brigade. &ctmd Brigade.
Colfloe/loaac C. Pugh. Colouel Cyrus Hall.

41st Illinois. 14th Illinois.
lio3d Illinois. 15th Illinois.
3d Iowa. 46th Illinois.
33d WisconaiD. 76th Illinois.

lio3d Indiana.

Artilkry.
CaptaIn George C. Gumbart..

2d Illinois Light Artillery, Battery E.
2d Illinois Light Artillery, Battery K.
Ohio Light Arlillery, 5th BaUtory.
Ohio Light Artillery, 7th Battery.
Ohio Light ArLillery, 15th Batlery.

Qu,alry.
M~r Jamea G. Wll8on.

15th Illinois, CoB. F aud L

SEVENTEENTH ARMY CORPS.

MAJOR-GENERAL JAKES B. MCPHEBllON.

ESCORT.

Caplain John S. FOllter.
4th Company Ohio Cavalry•

• 8ucceeded by Colonel WlIllalll 1.. McKmen, Jane 12.

tSucceeded by Colonel Joa.pb J. Wood., June 1.
Succeeded b,. Colonel Amol'J' It. Jobnoon, Jllne I.
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THIRD DIVISION.

M-.jor-general John A. Logan.

EllCORT.

2d Illinois Cavalry, Co. A.

Fir.t Brigade. Sewnd Brigatk.
Brlg.-gen. Jobn E.8mllh.· Brlg.-gen. llilortlm.r D. Lewtt.t

20th Illinois. 30th Illinois.
31-t Illinois. 20th Ohio.
4-')th 1Ilinois. 68th Ohio.
J24th Jllinois. 78th Ohio.
23d Indiana.
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Thi"d B,·igade.
Brig.-gen. John D. Stenn.on.

8th llIinois.
17th Illinois.
81st lIIino;g.
7th Mi880Uri.
32d Uhio.

Artillery.
Major Chari... J. Stolbraud.

lst Illinois Light Artillery, Battery D.
:!d Illinois Light Artillery, Hauery G.
:'d Illinois Light Artillery, Battery L.
Michiglln Light Artillery, 8th Battery.
Ohio Light Artillel"y. 3d Batrery.

Unattached.
63d Illinois.

8IXTH DIVI8ION.

Brigadier-general John McArthur.

EBCORT.

11th illinois Cavalry, Co. G.

First Brigad6. &crm.d BI'igadlJ.
Brlg.-g..... Hugh T. Reld. Brlg.-g:en. TbolDaa E. G. RauaoID.

lst Kansos (Mounted). 11th Illinois.
16th Wisconsin. 72d Illinois.

95th Illinois.
14th Wisconsin.
17th Wisconsin.

Third Brigade.
('.olouel William Hall':

11th Iowa.
13th Iowa.
15th Iowa.
16th Iowa.

Artillery.
Major Thom... D. !fallrfce.

2d Illinois Light Artillery, Battery F.
Minnesota Light Artillery, 1st Battery.
1st Mi8Ronri Lil{ht Artillery. Battery C.
Ohio Light Artillery, 10th Battery.

BEVEl'ITH DIVISION.

Brigadier-general Isaac F. Quinby.•

ESCORT.

2d Illinois Cavalry, Co. E.
4th MilllOuri Cavalry. Co. F.

• Sl1eeeedPd by BrIR.-een. M. D. I....Illl"tt., Jlllle 8.
t Sl1eeeecJed by ColoDel MaDlliol F. Force, .Tune 8.
t 811eet'elled by Colonel Alex"Ddpr Chamber&, JUDe 4.
18uoeeecJed by Brla...g"o. Jobu E. Smith, JUlie &.
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Firwt Brigade.
00lonel Jobn B. Sanborn.

48th Indiana.
59th Indiana.
4th Minnl'SOta.
18th WiscoWlin.

7'hi"d Brigade.
Oolonel Holden PutnaOl.t

93d IIIinois.
6th Iowa.
lOth Iowa.
26th MiSBOuri.

ADDENDA.

&coml Brigack.
Oolonel Samuel A. HolmeL

66th Illinois.
lith Iowa.
10th Mill9Oul'i.
24th l\lilltiOuri, Co. E.
80th Ohio.

Artillery.
Captain Franlt C. tlanda.f

lBt MiSBOuri Light Artillery, Battery M.
Ohio Li~ht Artillery, 1lth Battery.
WisoonsID Light Artillery, 6th BlIttery.
Wisconsin Light Artillery, 12th Battery.

Jun6 30, 1863.

ARMY OF THE TENNESSEE.

MUOR-GENERAL ULYSSES S. GRANT.

ESCORT.

Captain E. D. Otiband.
4th Illinois Cavalry, Co. A.

ENGINEERS.

Major William Tweeddale.
1st Battalion Engineer Regiment of the West.

NINTH ARMY CORPS.

MuOR-GENERAL JOllN G. PARKE.

FIRST D1VI8IOll'.

Brigadier-general ThumM Welsh.

Pir,t Briyade. 7'Mrd BrigtMk.
Oolonel Henry Bowman. Colonel Daniel Leunre.
86th MB8l!8chusetlB. 2d Michi(l8D.
17th Mirhigan. 8th MichIgl1D.
27th Michigan. 20th Michi~.

40th Pennsylvania. 79th New York.
100th Pennsylvania.

.Artillery.
Pennsylvania Light Artillery, Battery D.

- !!ueeeeded by ("olonel Gr...n B. R.uln. June 10.
t !",,«"""I'd hy Brilli."""n. Cbarl•• 1•. Malthie.. June 2
: Succeeded by Capl.a.\n Henry DIllon, June-.
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2d New York Light Artillery, Battery L.

Arti1lery Ram,e.
2d United States Artillery, Battery E.

SECOND DIVISION.

Brigadier-general Robert B. Potter.
FirtJi Brigade. SeMncl Bri!JOlk.

Colonel Simon U. Griffin. Brig.-gen. Edward Ferrero.
6th New HamIJllhire. 3::ith MIl.'l8aChWlells.
9th New HampBhire. 11th New HampBhire.
7th Rhode Island. 51st New York.

51st Pennsylvania.

.Artillery.Third Brigade.
Colonel Benjamin C. Chrl.t.
29th MlIl!lI&Ilhusetts.
46th New York.
50th Pennsylvania.

THIRTEE~TH AR~Y CORPS.

M.uOR-GJl:NERAL EDWARD O. C. ORD.

ESCORT.

3d Illinois Cavalry, Co. L.

NINTH DIVISION.

Brigadier-general Peter J. Osterhaus.
First Brigade. SeC/md Bri.gade.

Colonel Jam... Kelgwln. C<llone1 Daniel W. L1nd.e,..
118th Illinois (Mounted). 54th Indiana.
49th Iudiana. 22<1 Kentucky.
69th Indiana. 16th Ohio.
7th Kentucky. 42d Ohio.
120th Ohio. 114th Ohio.

O:&oolry. Artilkry.
2d Illinois (3 companies). }Iichigaa Li$ht Artillery, 7th Battery.
3d Illinois, Cos. A, E and K. Wisconsin Light Artillery, 1st Battery.
6th Missouri (7 companies).

TE]O"TH DIV1SION.

Brigadier-genernl Andrew J. Smith.

EllCORT.

4th Indiana Cavalry, Co. C.
First Brigade. SeMncl B,.igade.

Brlg.-g8n. Stephen G. Burbridge. Colonel William J. Landram.
16th Indiana. 77th Illinois.
60th Indiana.* 97th Illinois.
67th Jndiana. 130th Illinois.
83d Ohio. 19th Kentucky.
96th Ohio. 48th Ohio.
23d Wisconsin.

Artilkry.
minois Light Artillery, Chicago Mercantile Battery.
Ohio Light Artillery, lith Battery.

• Temporarlly attacbed 10 U,b Dld.lun.
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TWELFTH DIVISION.

Brigadier-general Alvin P. Hovey.

ESCORT.

1st Indiana Cavalry, Co. C.
Fir" Brigade. &ctmd Brigade.

Brlg.-g~D. Geo. F. AlcGiDDIII. Colonel James B. SIadt.
11th Indiana. 87th Illinois..
24th Indiana. 47th Indiana.
34th Jndiana. 24th Iowa.
46th Indiana. 28th Iowa.
29th Wisconsin. 66th Ohio.

Artillery.
lst MillllOuri Li~ht Artillery, Battery A.
Ohio Light Artillery, 2d Battery.*
Ohio Light Artillery, Illth Battery4

FOURTEENTH DIVISlON.

Brigadier-general Eugene A. Carr.

ESCORT.

3d Illinois Cavalry, Co. G.
Fir,t Brigade. Seeand Brigade.

Colouel Duld Shuuk. Brlg.-geD. Michael K. lAwler.
33d Illinois. 21st Iowa.
99th Illinois. 22d Iowa.
8th Indiana. 23d Iowa.
18th Indiana. 11th Wisconsin.
1st United States..
ArtiUuy.

2d Illinois Light Artillery, Bat. A.
Indiana Light Artillery, lat Bat.

UNATTA.CHED.

2<1 Illinois Cavalry (detachment).
Kentllcky Ini. (Pioneers), PatterIlon'lI Co.

FIFTEENTH ARMY CORPS.

M.uOR-GENERA.L WILLIAK T. SHERMAN.

llmJry.
Knne County, Illinois.
3d Illinois, Co. D.

FlR8T DIVISION.

Msjor-geneoo Frederick Steele.
Swmd Brigade.

ColoDel Charles B. Wood•.
25th Iowa.
31st Iowa.
3d Missouri.
12th Missouri.
17th MiB80uri.
76th Ohio.

Firat B,-igatk.
Colonel BerDard G. Farrar.

13th Illinois.
27th MiRllOuri.
29th Mi8llOuri.
30th Mi88onri.
3lMt Mi880uri.
32d Mi8llOuri.

Artillery.
Iowa Light Artillery, 1st Battery.
lid Mi8llOUri Li~ht Artillery, Battery F.
Ohio Light Artillery, 4th Battery.

Tlaird Brigade.
Brl,.-geD. JohD H. Tbayu.

4th Iowa.
9th Iowa.
26th Iowa.
80th Iowa.

•

• Temporarily attacbed to 9th Dl<laloD•
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Arlilkry.

IDIlCOl!fD DIVISlOl!f.

Major·general Frank P. Blair.
&xmd Brigcuk.

Brlg•..,en. J. A. J. LlgbLburn.
55th Illinois.
127th Illinois.
88d Indiana.
54th Ohio.
57th Ohio.

1st Illinois Light Artillery, Battery A.
lst Illinoie Light Artillery, Battery B.
let IIlinoie Light Artillery, Battery H.
Ohio Light Artillery, 8th Battery.

CarxJlry.
Thielemann's Illinois Battalion, Cos. A and B.
10th Missouri, Co. C.

Fir,t Brigade.
Colonel GUea A. Bmllb.

113th Illinois.
116th Illinois.
6th Missouri.
8th Missouri.
13th U. S. (lst BattIn.).

Third BrigaiU.
Brlg...,en. Hugb Ewing.

30th Ohio.
37th Ohio.
47th Ohio.
4th Weet Virginia.

Third Brigade.
Colonel Jooepb J. Wooclo.

8th Iowa.
12th Iowa.
86th 10wlI.

THIRD DIVISION.

Brigadier-general John M. Tuttle.

Sunnd Brigade.
Brlg...,en. Josepb A. Mower.

47 th Illinois.
5th Minnesota.
11th Mill8Ouri.
8th Wisconsin.

Fir" Brigade.
Colonel William L. McMillen.

114th IIIinois.
Dad Indiana.
72d Ohio.
95th Ohio.

Artilkry.
1st Illinois Light Artillery, Battery E.
Iowa Light Artillery, 2d Battery.

UNATTACHED.

4th Iowa Cavalry.

SIXTEENTH ARMY OORPS.

Third Brigade.
Colonel JOIepb R. C'.ocI<erllL

97 th IU1liana.
99th Indiana.
5ad Ohio.
70th Ohio.

ArtilkJ'Y'
CaptaIn William Copwell.

1st Illinois Light Artillery, Rattl>ry F.
lst Illinois Light Artillery, Battery I.
lst lIIinois Light Artillery, Battery M.
lIIinois Lircht Artillery, Coll8well's Bat.
Indiana Light Artillery, 6th Battery.

a-dry.
7th Illinois, Co. B.

FIRST DIVISION.

Brigadier-general W. 800y Smith.
&cond B,-i.gade.

Colonel Stephen G. Hick..
40th Illinois.
lOad Illinois.
15th Michigan.
46th Ohio.

Firat Brigade.
Colonel Jobn M. Loomis.

26th Illinoie.
90th Illinois.
12th Indiana.
looth Indiana.

Fuurlh Brigcuk.
Colonel William W. S&nford.

48th Illinois.
49th Illinois.
119th Illinois.
6th Iowa.
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PROV18IONAL DIV18ION.*

Brigadier-general Nathan Kimball
Eflgel",,'n71'~ BrigaA1e.

Colon~1 Adolph EUllelmouu.

43d Illinois.
61st IllinollJ.
l06th IlIinollJ.
12th Michigan.

MootgomenJ. B,·igade.
Colon.1 Millon !o(ontgowery.

40th Iowa.
3d MinnellOta.
2'>th Wiscunsin.
27th WiRconsin.

RidlfrIOfIlf. Brigade.
Colouel Jonathau RlehmoucL

18th Illinois.
64th Illinois.
126th III inoill.
22d Ohio.

ArliUery.

Ohio Light Artillery, 11th Battery.

FOURTH DIVJ!lIOX.t

Brigadier-general Jacob G. Lauman.
Fir~t Brigade. &wM, Brigade.

Colon~l haoe C. Puch. Colon~1 Cyrns Hall.

41st Illinois. 14th Illinois.
53d Illinois. 15tIt IIIinollJ.
3d Iowa. 46th Illinois.
33d Wisconsin. 76th Illinois.

ArliUc-y.
Captain George C. Gumbart.

2d lllinollJ Light Artillery, Battery E.
2d lIIilloi~ Light Artillery, Battery K.
Ohio Light Artilkry, 5th Battery.
Ohio Light Artillery, 7th Battery.
Ohio Light Artillery, 15th Battery.

Ch1lalry.
Major James G. Wilson.

15th Illinois, Cos. F and I.

Third Brigade.
Colonel Amory K. JohnROn.

28th IllinollJ.
32d Illinois.
53d Indinna.
12th Wisconsin.

SEVE~TEENTH ARMY CORPS.

MAJOR-GEYERAL J AM!S B. McPHERSON.

ESCORT.

Captain John S. F08wr.
4th Company Ohio Cavalry.

THIRD DIVISION.

Major-general John A. Logan.

ESCORT.

2d IllinollJ Cavalry, Co. A.

a ("ompollf'd 01 the lsI and 2d BrfllOd.. 01 the 3d DIYlolou. aud lonr regiments from Ute Itb
Dlvi8ion.

t Temporarily attached to the 13th CorpL
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Firat Brigade.
Brlg.-gen. Mortimer D. LeggeU.

20th Illinois.
31st Illinois.
45th Illinois.
124th Illinois.
23d Indiana.

Third Brigarh.
Brlg.-gen. John D. StevenlDn.

8th Illinois.
17th Illinois.
8lBt III inDia.
7th Mi880uri.
32d Ohio.

ooond B,·jgade.
(',olonel Manning F. Foree.

30th Illinois.
20th Ohio.
68th Ohio.
78th Ohio.

A,·tillery.
Mlljor Charles J. Stolbrand.

1st Illinois Light Artillery, Battery D.
2d Illinois Light Artillery, Battt'ry G.*
2d Illinois Light Artillery, Battery L.
Michigan Light Artillery. 8th Battt'ry.
Ohio Light Artillery, 3d Battery.

Thi,·d Brignde.
Colonel AI.xander Charubers.

lIth Iowa.
13th Iowa.
15th Iowa.
16th Iowa.

SIXTH DIVISION.

Brigadier-general John McArthur.

ESCORT.

11th Illinois Cavalry, Co. G.

First Brigade. Swmd Brigade.
Brig.-gen Hugh T. ReId. Brlg.-gen. Thuruas E. G. Ransom.
lst KlIllR3S (Mounted). 11th Illinois.
16th Wiscollllin. 72d Illinois.

95th Illinoi~.

141h Wiscollllin.
17th Wiscollllin.

A,"tI1Ie1-g.
Mojor Thom"" D. Maurlee.

2d Illinois Light Artillery, Bnttery F.
Minnesota Light Artillery, 1st Battery.
1st Mi!'80uri Light Artillery, Battery C.
Ohio Light Artillery, 10th Battery.

SEVENTH DIVI8ION.

Brigadier-general John E. Smith.

ESCORT.

4th Mi880uri Cavalry, Co. F.
First Brigade. &rond BI·igade.

Colonel Jobn B. Sanborn. Colonel Green B. aaum.
48th Indiana. 56th Illinois.
59th Indiana. 17th Iowa.
4th Minnesota. ] Oth Missonri.
18th Wisconsin. 24th Mi880uri, Co. E.

80th Ohio.

Third Brigade.
Brlg.-gen. CharI.. L. Matthl...

93d Illinois.
5th Iowa.
10th Iowa.
26th Missouri.

Artillery.
Captain Henry DlUon.

ht Mill80nri Lill'ht Artillery, Battery M.
Ohio Light Artillery! 11th Battery.
Wisconsin Light Artillery. 6th Battery.
Wisconsin Light Artillery, 12th Battery•

• Temporarily attached to Battery D, 1st Illinois Light Arlillery.
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HERRON'S DIVISION.

Major-general Francis J. Herron.
First Brigade. Swmd Bdgade.

Brlg.-gen. William Vandever. Brlg.-gen. W. \Y. Orm••
3ith Illinois. 94th Illinois.
26th Indiana. 19th Iowa.
20th Iowa. 20t Wisconsin.
34th Iowa. 1st Missouri Light Artillery, Battery B.
38th Iowa. C

1st Mi8llOuri Light Artillery, Battery E. UNA'lTACHED AVALRY.
1st Missouri Light Artillery Battery F Colonel Cyrul Bu_,..

, . 5th Illinois.
3d Iowa.
2d Wisconsin.

DISTRICT NORTH-EAST LOUISIANA.

BRIGADIER-GENERAL ELIAS S. DENNIS.

63d Illinois.
108th Illinois.
120th Illinois.
13lst lllinois.

10th Illinois Cavalry, Cos. A, D, G and K.

UNITED STATES COLORED TROOPS.
Colonel Isaac F. Shepard.

Poslof Milliken's Bend, TAo. Post oj Good,icA's LaMing, IA.
Colo",,) Hiram Beolleld. Colonel William F. Wood.

8th Louisiana. 1st Arkansas.
9th Louisiana. 10th Louisiana.
11 th Louisiana.
13th Louisiana.
1st Missi8llippi.
3d Mi811iesippi.
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Organization of the Army of the Potomac, comma~ed by MAJOR-GENE

RAL GEORGE G. MEADE, at the Battle of Gettysburg, July 1-3, 186/1.

[Complied rrom the record. or the AdJutln!-general'. OIlIceo]

FIRST ARMY CORPS.

MAJOR-GENERAL JOHN F. REYNOLDS.*

FIRST DIVISION.

Brigadier-general J. S. Wadsworth.
Firel Brigade. &:oml Brigack.

(1) Brlg"1len. S. !\Ieredlth, wounded. Brlg-gtln 1.. Cutler
(2) Colon.1 W. W. Robinoon. .••

19th Indiana. 7th Indiana.
24th Michi~n. 76th New York.
2d WisconSin. 9·5th New York.
6th Wisconsin. 147th New York.
7th Wisconsin. 14th N. Y. State }Iilitia.

66th Pennsylvania.

12th Massachusetts.
83d New York.
97th New York.
11th Pen~lvania.

88th Pennsylvania.
90th Pennsylvania.

SECOND DIVlSIOX.

Brigadier-general John C. Robinson.
Fir.t Brigade. Second Brigade:

(I) Brlg.-gt'n. Gabriel R. Paul, wounded. BrI~.-en. Hen.... &"ter.
(2) Colonel Rlcbard Cuuller. D D -,

Hith Maine.
13th MlIIlIIIlChusetts.
94th New York.
l04th New York.
107th Pennsylvania.

ARTILLERY BRIGADE.
Colonel C. S. Wain wrtgbL

2d Maine.
5th Maine.
i L, lst New York.
B, 1st Pennsylvania.
B, 4th United States.

THIRD DIVJ.BION.

Major-general Abner Donbleday.t
Firat Brigade. &:oml Brigade.

(1) Col. Ro,. Stone, wounded.
(2) Col. Langborne Wlaler, wounded.
(8) Col. Edmund L. nanL

143d Pennsylvania.
149th Pennsylvania.
150th Pennsylvania.

Brlg.-gcn. Tbomu A. Rowle,..

20th N. Y. State Militia.
12111t Penns\"lvania.
142d Penn.Ylvania.
151st Pennsylvania.

Thi"d Brigade.
Brlg•.,.n. George J. Siannard.

12th Vermont.i
13th Vennont.
14th Vennont.
15th Vermonti
16th Vennont.

• o..neral a.-,.nnldl wu kl1led Jul,. I, wblle In command or the left wing or the arm,..
M'Jo..,eneral Abner Doubleda,. comluanded tbe corpl Jul,. 1, and Major-general Jobn New.
lun on the 2d and lld.

t G.n,ral Doubleday commanded the cor"" on lhe hi or Jul,.. o..neral T. A. Rowle,. helnl!
10 command or the dhillon, and Colonel Cbae.man Biddie or the lit Brigade.

: Not engaged. ill;, lit New York Hea.,. Artillery, attached.
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SECOND ARMY CORPR.
M....JOR-GENERAL 'WIXFIELD S. HANCOCK.*

Colonel Patrick Kell,..

27th Connecticut.
211 Delaware.
64th New York.
53d Penl1llylvania.
1451h Pennsylvania.

28th M8IlIl8ChUBett8.
63d New York.
69th New York.
88th New York.
116th Pennsylvania.

Fourtl. B,·igcuh.

Colonel Jobn R. Brooke.

FIRST DIVISION.

Brigadier-gen€'ral John C. Caldwell.
Firll Brigade. &eund BrigaiU.

(1) Colonel E. E. Cro.., killed.
(2) Colonel H. B. M"Keen.

5th New H&DIJIlIhire.
61st New York.
8lst Pennsylvania.
148th Pennsylvania.

Third Brigade.
(1) Brlll.-gen. B. K. Zook, killed.
(2) L1eut.-eul. John Fra..r.

5211 New York.
57th New York.
66th New York.
140th Pennsylvania.

Third Brigade.
Colonel N. J. Hall

19th MMll8CllUllettll.
20th MlL"8l1chUBetI8.
7th MichiltBn.
42d New York.
59th New York.

Third Brigad~.

(I) Cnl. G. L. Will.n!, klllt'd.
(21 Col. E11.klm Sherrill, killt'd.
(8) Lleut.-eol. J.m.. M. Bull.

39th New York.
l1lth New York.
12-'ith New York.
126th New York.

C....V....LRY SQUADRON.
Captain Riley Joh1lllOn.

D and X, 6th New York.

(1) Col. Tho•. A. Sm..th ....ounded.
(2) Lleut.-eol. .'. E. Pleree.

Unal/.a.ehed.
Andrew (MWl8.) SharJlllhooters.

THIRD·DIV18ION.

Brigadier-general Alexander Hays.
Second Brigade.

14lh Connecticut.
1st Delaware.
12th ~ew Jersey.
10lh N. Y. (baltalion).
108th New York.

ARTILLERY BRIGADE.
Captain J. G. Hazard.

A. lsi Rhode Island.
B, 1st Rhode Island.
I, 1st United States.
A, 4th United States.

Jiirll Brigade.

14th Indiana.
4th Ohio.
81h Ohio.
7th Virginia.

Colonel B. S. Carroll.

SECOND DIVISION.

(1) Brigadier-gen€'ral John Gibbon, wounded.
(2) Brigadier-gelleml William Hurow.

First Brigade. ~ond Brigade.
(1) BrI~.-ll"n. WlIIt.1ll narrow.
(2) Colunel Franel. E. Heath. Brlll·-gen. A. S. Webb.

19th Maine. 69th PennsylvAnia.
15th MlIl!Rl\chullettB. 71st Pennsvlvania.
1st Minnesota. 7:.ld l'enns'·lvania.
8211 New Yor~ l06th Pennsylvania.

• Arlpr the dpath or (}pnpr.1 Rpynold•• Genpral H.ncock "u u.llfIIl'd to th.. comm."" or
.11 Ihp Iroope on lhp ftdd or bailie, rplininl( (}enprol Ho....rd, ...ho h.d .ueet'Oded UeDerai
RrynolrlJ. (;.f-nE'ral Hlhhon, of thi' 2d Divi!'lob, AMumf-d command of Lhe roTpS. Th.....
IItl{nnU"DII tt>rminatttd on the e'Vt"Ding or .luI,. 1. RlmUar changtol In commaDdfln oeeUrrN:
dllrln~ tlw b.lllp or Ihp 24, ... hpn 0.n"r.1 IIanrO<'k ..... pUL tn command 01 tbe 3d Corpo, ID
.ddllJon to tbat 01 bl. OWO. H • ..... wounded ou tbe Bd.
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THIRD ARMY CORPS.

(I) MA.JOB-GENERAL DA.XIEL E. SICK~ wounded.
(2) MA..10B-GENElUL D. B. B1:B.laY.

FIRST DIVIBION.

(1) Major-general D. B. Birney.
(2) Brigadier-general J. H. H. Wanl.
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FirtJt Brigade.
(II Brig.•gen. C. K. Graham, wounded.
(2 Colonel A. H. Tippin.

57th Pennsylvania.
63d Pennsylvania.
68th Pennsvlvania.
10,5th Penn'sylvania.
114th Penns~·JvlWia.

141st PeunsYlvania.

&cond Brigade.
(1) Brlll.-gen. J. H. H. Ward.
(2) Colonel H. Benlan.
1st U. S. Sharpt'hoote1'8.
2d U. S. Sharpshoote1'8.
3d Maine.
4th Maine.
20th Indiana.
99th Pennsvlvania.
86th New York.
124th New York.

Third Brigade.
Colonel P. R. d. Trobrlud.

3d MiphiF'
6th Michigan.
40th New York.
17th Maine.
I10th Pennsylvania.

SECOND DIVIsION.

Brigadier-general A. A. Humphreys.

First Brigade.
Brlg.-gou. Jos.ph B. Carr.

1st Ma88oohusetts.
11th MlIll8aChusetts.
16th MBllMchu!!etts.
26th Peol1llJlvania.
11th New Jersey.
84th Pennsylvania.*
12th New Hampshire.

Vol. 111.-67

&ccmd Brigade..
Col. WlIllam R. Browat.er.

70th New York.
71st New York.
72d New York.
73d New York.
74th New York.
120th New York.

ARTILLERY BRIGADE.
Captain Georg. E. Randolph.

E, 1st Rhode Island.
B, 1st New Jersey.
D, 1st New York.
K, 4th United Btatell.
4th New York.

I Not enppd.

Thin/. Brigad.e.
Col. George C. Burling.
5th New Jersey.
6th New Jersey.
7th New Jersey.
8th New .Jersey.
115th Pennsylvania,
2d New Hampshire.
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FIFTH ARMY CORPS.

MAJOR·GENERAL GEORGE SYKl!8.

Third Briga&.
(I) Col. Strong Vincent. killed. _
(2) Col. Jam"" C. Rice.

20th }l:line.
44th !\ew York.
83d Penns" lvania.
16th Michigan.

9th Massachusetts.
32d Ma.osachuBetts.
4th Michigan.
62d PenDllylvania.

FIRST DIVlBION.

Brigadier-general Jam~ Barnes.

&cond Brigad~.

Colonel J. B. SweItzer.

Ji'i.r~t Bligad~.

Colonel W. 8. Tilton.

18th Mllll88Chusetts.
22d MIlB.'IlI.'i,usettB.
118th Pennsylvlmia.
18t Michigan.

SECOND DIVIllION.

Brigadier-general R. B. Ayres.

Firllt Brigad~. &cons Brigade.
Cnlonel Hannibal Day. Colonel Sidney Burbank.

3d Fnited States. 2d United States.
4th United States. 7th United Stales.
6lh United Stutes. 10th United Stales.
12th United Stales. 11th United States.
14th Uniled Slates. 17th United Slates.

Third Brigade.
(I) Brllf.-gen. S. H. Weed, ktned.
(2) Colonel Kenller Garrard.

140th New York.
146th New York.
91st Pennsylvania.
155th Pemillylvania.

THIRD DIVIllION.

Brigadier-general 8. W. Crawford.

First Bri!!ad~.

Colonel WillIam McCandl-.
1st Pennsylvania Rifles.
1st Pennsdvllnia Reserves.
2d P('nn8~'lvRniaRt'serves.
6th Pennsylvania Re8erves.

Third Brigad~.

Colonel J. W. Flaber.

5th Pennsylvania ReAerves.
9th Pennsylvania REservE'll.
10th Pennsylvania Reserve&.
11th Pennsylvania Reserve&.
12th Pennsylvania Reserve&.

ARTILLERY BRIGADB.
Captain A. P. Martin.

D, 5th United States.
I, 5th United States.
C, 1st New York.
L, 1st Ohio.
C, 3d Mn.s8Ilchusetta.

PROV08T GUARD.
CaptaIn H. W. Rider.

D and E, 12th New York.
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SIXTH ARMY CORPS.

M..uOR-GENERAL JOHN SEDGWICK.
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Finl Brigade.
Brlll.1l"n. A. T. A. Torben.

1st New Jersey.
2d New Jen<ey.
3d New Jersey.
15th New Jersey.

FIRllT DIVlllION.

Brigadier-general H. G. Wright.

Surma, Brigack.
BrIJ/,'.-geo. J. J. Bartiett.

5th Maine.
'1218t New York.
ll5th Pennsvlvania.
96th PennsYlvllnia.

Third Br;gad~.

Brlg.-t<en. D. A. Ru..ell.
6th Maine.
49th Pennsylvllnia.
119th Penns,1vallia.
5th WiscoDllJn.

SECOND DIVISION.

Brigadier-general A. P. Howe.

Secrmd Brigade. Third Brignde.
Colonel L. A. Grant. BrIK.-gen. T. H. Neill.

2d Yermont. 7th Maine.
3d V£>rmont. 43d New York.
4th Vermont. 49th New York.
5lh Vermont. nth New York.
6th Vermont. 61st Pennsylvania.

THIRD DIVISION.

Brigadier-general Frank Wheaton.

First Brigade.
Brlj{.-gen. Alexander Sbaler.

65th New York.
67th New York.
122d New York.
2:ld Pennsvlvania.
82d Pennsylvania.

Swmd Brigade.
Colonel H. L. Eustis.

7th M8llSSChusetts.
10th ?of88Rachuaetts.
37th Massachusetts.
2d Rhode Island.

1st Mn!!l!llchusetts.
D,2d United States.
G, 2d united Slates.
Io', 5th United States.

Third Brigade.
Colonel DavId I. Nevin.

62d N('w York.
93d Pennsvlvanill.
98th Pennsylvania.
102d Pennsvlvanill.*
139th Pl;nn.~ylvania.

ARTILLERY lIRJGADE.
Colonel C. H. Tompkins.

C, 1st Rhode Island.
G, 1st Rllode Island.
1st New York.
;.J New York.

CAVALRY DETACHMENT.
Captain William L. Craft.
H, 1st Pennsylvania.
L, 1st New Jersey.

• Not engaged.
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5~th Nl'w York.
68th New York.
153d PenosylvaniL
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ELEVENTH ARMY OORPS.

MA.JOB-GENERAL O. O. HOWARD.*.

J'IllST DIVl8ION.

(1) Brigadier-general F. C. Barlow, wounded.
(2) Brigadier-general Adelbert Amllfl.

Firrt Brigade. &txnul Brigade.
Colonel Leopold .on Gu... (1) Brlg.-Iren. Adelbert Am...

(2) Colonel A. 1.. Harr'"

17th Connecticut.
25th Ohio.
75th Ohio.
l07th Ohio.

SIIlOOND DIVISION.

Brigadier-general A. von Steinwehr.

Firll Brigade. Second BrigatIa.
Colonel C. R. Coater. Colonel Orland Smith.

27th PennsylvaniL 33<1 MlIl!B&ChUllt'tlB.
73£1 PennsvlvaniL 1361h New York.
134th New York. Mlh Ohio.
IMth New York. 73<1 Ohio.

THIRD DIVISION.

58th New York.
1]9th New York.
75th Pennsylvania.
82d Ohio.
2tith Wisconsin.

MeJor-general Carl Schurz.

Firat Brignde. Swmd Brigad&
(1) Brig.-gen. A. SchlmmHrennlg, capt'd. Colonel W. Krzyu.no...kL
(2) Colonel George Von Am.berg.

4-'ith New York.
]57th Jliew York.
74th Pt>nllllylvaniL
6MOhio.
82d Illinois.

ARTILLERY BRIGADE.
Major T. W. Osborn.

I, 1st N..w York.
I, 1.t Ohio.
K, 1st Ohio.
G, 4th United States.
13th New York.

UNATTACHED.

I llnd K, 1st Indiana Cnalry.
Independent comp"ny, 8th New York Infantry,

• Durin, tbe Intenal betwepn tbe death or Gpneral Reynold. and tbe arrl".1 or o<-n....
Hancoek on the .r,ernoon or July I, alltbe troop. 00 the fl"ld or battle were comnlaadod by
General Howard, nener"l Scburz taking commalld oC tbe llLh Corpa, and General Ilcb.....
Cennlg oC the 3d Dioioloo,
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TWELFTH ARMY OORPS.
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FIll8I' DIVISION.

Brigadier-general ThoIl1ll8 H. Ruger.

Pint Brigade. t &oofId Brigade.
Colonel A. 1.. McDougall Brlg.•gen. H. H. Lockwood.

5th Connecticut. lliOth New York.
20th Connecticut. Illt Maryland (Potomac Home
123<1 New York. Brigade).
145th New York, 1st Maryland (Eutem Shore).
46th Penn'ylvania. .
3d Maryland.

Third Brigade.
Colonel S. Colgrove.

2d M888BCbusetts.
107th New York.
13th New Jersey.
27th Indiana.
3d W iscollllin.

BEOOND DIVISION. .

Brigadier-general John W. Geary.

Fine Brigade.

Colonel Cbarlee Candy.

28th Pennsy1vo.nia.
147th Pennsylvania.
5th Ohio.
7th Ohio.
29th Ohio.
66th Ohio.

&cmul Brigade.
(1) Colonel George A. Cobham, Jr.
(2) Brig.-gon. Thom... 1.. Kane.

29th Pennsvlvania.
109th Pennsv Ivania.
HUh Pennsylvania.

Third Brigad&
Brlg.-gen. George B. Greene.

60th New York.
78th New York.
102d New York.
137th New York.
149th New York.

ARTILLERY BRIGADE.

Lieutenant Edwanl D. Mublonberr.

~ 4th United States.
K, 5th United States.
M, 1st New York.
Knap's Pennsylvania.

HKAD-QUARTEB8 GUARD.

BattaHon 10th Maine•

• Daring the battle Major-jfeneral H. W. B1ocom, the proper commander at t.h& tIOIp8, held
temporary command oC the rlKht wing oC tbe army.

t Unaoalgned during progre.. oC battle; afterward attaChed to let D1v!B1on aa ti Bdpde.
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CAVALRY CORPS.

B-w Brigatl&
Brlg.-gen. Weoley Kern&&.

1st United State&.
2d United Stales.
5t" United States.
6th United ~tales.

6th PeDD81lvania.

6th New York.
9t" New York.
17th Penns,·lvnnia.
3d VirgiuiA (delachm't.).

FIRllT DIVl8ION.

Brigadier-general John Buford.

Suxmd Brigatk.
Colonel Thomas C. DedD.

Firwt Brigad&
ColoDel WIllI.m Gamble.

8th New York.
8th IJIinois.
12th Illinois (detachm't.).
3d Indiana (detachment).

8l!lCOl'lD DIVISION.

Brigadier-general D. MeM. Gregg.

(Head-quarters Guard.-A, 1st Ohio.)

Fird Brigatk. * &cund B,'ignde. TIIird BrigtuI&
Colonel J. B. McIntoeb. ColoDel Pennock Huey. Colonel J. L G......

1st New Jersey. 2d New YOI·k. 1st Maine.
lst Pennsylvania. 4th New York. 10th New York.
3d Pennsvlvania. 8th Pennsylvania. 4th Pennsylvania.
1st Maryiand. 61h Ohio. 16th PenDll)'lYlIDia.

~t Pnrnell (MaryIRnd).
lk1 Penna. Reavy Art., Bee. Bat. H.

lstMieh~.
61h Michigan.
6th Michigan.
7th Michigan.

THIRD DIVIBION.

Brigadier-general Judson Kilpatrick.

(Head-qua.rterB Guanl.-e, 1st Ohio.)

Firat Brigade. &txmJ, lJriga4&
(1l Brljt.1feD. E. J. F.rn....ortb. Brlll.-geD. Goo...... A. Cuter.
(2 COIODd N. P. RlchwODd. -..-

6th New York.
18th Pennsylvania.
lst Vennont.
I8t Virginia.

HOB8E~T.

Fir" Brigade.
Captain JobD IlL RobertlOL

B and L. 2d United States.
M. 2d United Statell.
E. 4th United States.
6th New York.
9th KicbipD.

Suond Brigad&
Capl.ln John C. TidbalL

1';' lSI Unitt>d Stales.
K, 1st Uniled BbllllL
A, 2d United Btatea.
C, 3d United BtatieL

e.o&lDppL
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ARTILLERY RESERVE.

(1) BIuGADIER-GENERAL R. O. TYLER, disabled.

(2) CUT.&.Dr JOHN M. ROBERT80N.
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Fir,t Regular Brigade.
Captain D. R. RanlOm.

H, 1st United States.
F and K, 8d United States.
C, 4th United Statl'll.
C, 5th United States.

Swmd Volunteer Brigade.
Captain E. D. Tan.

B, 1st Connecticut.*
lI, 1st Connecticut.* •
5th New York.
2d Connecticut.

FrmrtA Volunteer Brigade.
Captain R. H. F1Lahugh.

B, 1st New York.
G, 1st New York.
K, 1st N. Y. (11th Bat. attached).
A, 1st Maryland.
A, 1st New Jersey.
6th Maine.

Flf'fIt VoluttLeer Brigade.
Lleutenanwolonel F. MeGU,ery.

15th New York.
C and F, PenIUlylvalli&.
5th lIas8.1l·husetls.
9th MR.8lJaChusetts.

TMrd Volunlur Brigade.
Captain .TaDles F. Huntlogton.

F and G. 1st Pennsylvania.
H, 1st Ohio.
A, 1st New Hampllhire.
C, 1st Virginia.

7i-ain Guard.
Major Chari•• E......g.

4th New Jersey Infantry.

Head-quarter, Guard.
Coplaln J. C. ~·ull.r.

C, 32d Massachusetts.

DETACHMENTS AT HEAD-QUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC.

COJOlA1lD OF THE PROVOST MU"lBAIM}E.NEII.A.L.

Brigadier-general M. :a,. Patrick.

93d New York.* 2d Pennsylvania Cavalry.
8th Unitt'd States.* E and I, 6th Pat Cavalry.
1st Massachusetts Cavalry. Detachment Regular Cavalry.

ENGINEER BRIGADE.

Brlg.-gen. H. W. Benham.

15th New York.*
50th New York.*
Battalion United States.*

GlTARD8 A.ND ORDERLIJ&

Captain D. P. Mann.

Independent Company Oneida Cavalry.

• Not l\IICapcl.
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Brlg.ifen. J. B. Ke..h.....

2d South Carolina.
3d Soulh Carolina.
7th Soulh Carolina.
8th South Carolina.
15th South Carolina.
3d 80uth Carolina Batt.

Organization of tlte Army of Northern Virginia, GENERAL R. E. LEE

commanding, during the Gettysburg campflign.

FIRST CORPS.

LlEUT~ANT-GENERAL JAMES LoNG8TREET.

MCLAW DIVISION.

Major-general Lafayette McLaWB.

Ktrahavl. (lit) Brigade. &mmei (~d) Brigwk.
BTIIl.-l!en. P. J. Storum.. (",ouDded).
Colond Goode Bry.D.

10lh Georxia:
50th Georgia.
518t GeorgilL
53d Georgia.

,ArtilUry.
CoIODel H. C. Cabell.

Carlton's Georltia Battery (Troup Artillery).
FraKer's Gl'o~ia Battery (Pulaski Artillery).
MeCarthy's Battery (18t Richmond Howitzers).
Manly's North Carolina Battery.

Ba"brlalh (3d) BrigQ,cU.
BTI/C.-gell. W. BaTkBdale (",ouDded).
ColODel B. G. HlllllphTeya.

dih Missi"8ippi.
17th MilIsiR.~ippi.

18th Mi88L'lI'ippi.
21st Mi88issippi.

Wofford'a (4th) BrigatU.

Brlll.-g<!D. W. 't. Woll'onJ.

16th Georgia.
18th Georgia.
24th Georgia.
Cobb's Georgia Legion.
Phillipll' Georgia Legion.

PICKE'M"S DIVDIJON.

Major-general George E. Pickett.
Game/t'a (lAl) BrigcuJe. AMRi~f~. (!d) Brigatk.

Br1lf.-geD. R. B. Garnett (killed). Brlll.-Ilen. L. A. Armlatead (killed).
Major GeoTlle C. Cabell. ColoDel W. R. Ay letL

8th Virginia. 9th Virginia.
18th Virginia. 14th Virginia.
Il1th Virginia. 88th Vi~inia.

28th Virginia. 53d Virginia.
56th Virginia. 67th Virginia.

Kemper'. (3d) Brigade. CorK' (4th) BrigfMk*
Brlll.-gen.•r. I~ Kemper (...ouuded), Brfg.pD II: D Cone.
Colonel JOlleph Mayo, Jr. • ...

lst Vil'Kinia. 15th Virginia.
3d Vil'Kinia. 17th Virginia.
7th Virginia. 29th Virginia.
11th Virginia. 30th Virginia.
24th Virginia.

• Not eugaged at Get'ylbDr,; eaeamped at GordoDlYllIe July 1~
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Artillery.
Xa,jor Ja..... DeariDg.

Blount's Virginia Battery.
Caskie's Virginia Ba~lery (Hampden Artillery).
Macon's Battery (Richmond Faye~te Artillery).
Stribling's Virginia Ba~tery (1"arquhar Artillery).

HOOD'S DIVISION.

MaJor-general John B. Hood (wonnded).
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Lo.IIIs (1sl) Brigad&
Brlg.~n.E. M. La...
Colollel Jaa. L. Sheffield.

4th Alabama.
loth Alabama.
4-lth Alabama.
47th Alabama.
48th Alabama.

Rober"~s (3d) Brigade.
Mg.-PII. J. B. Rober&oon.

3d Arkansas.
1st Tex&8.
4th'l'exu8.
oth TexU8.

AndNIOn's (2<1) Brigade.
Brlg.•gell. Geo. T. Alldonon (wounded).
Colouel W. W. White.

7th Georgia.
8th Georgia.
9th Georgia..
I ILh Geo.ogia.
09th Georgia.

Benning'. (4th) Brigade.
Brlg.-lleu. H. L. Benning.

2d Georgia.
loth Georgia.
lith Georgia.
2U~h Georgia.

Artillery.
Ya,jnr Y. W. Henr,..

Bachman's South Carolina Battery (German Artillery).
Garden's Son~h Carolina Battery (Palmetto Li~ht Artillery).
Latham's North Carolina Battery (Branch Artlllery).
Reilly's North Carolina Battery (Rowan Artillery).

RE!JERVE ARTILLERY, FIRST CORl'S.

Colonel J. B. Wu.lton, Chief of Artillery.

Ak:r:ander', BattaJ.icm.
Colonel E. P. Aleunder.

Jordan's Virginia Battery (Bedford Artillery).
Moody's Louisiana Battery (Madison LightArtiJlery).
Parker's Virginia Battery.
Rhet~'s South Carolina Battery (Brooks' Artillery).
Taylor's Virginia Battery.
Woolfolk's Virginia Battery (Ashland Artillery).

WalhingtoB (La.) Artillery.
Yajo'!' B. F. Eohleman.

Miller's 3d Company.
Norcom's 4th Company.
Richardson's 2d Company.
Sqnil"fll' la$ Company.



Brig.-gen. Harry T. HlYI.

5th Louisiana.
6th Louisiana.
7th Louisiana.
8th Louisillna.
9th Louisiana.
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SECOND CORPS.

LlEuTENANT-GENERAL RICHARD S. EwELL.

EARLy'S DIVlSlON.

Major-general Jub&! A. Early.

Hayr (lilt) Brigatk. Hok~. (2d) Brigade.
Brlg.-gen. R. F. Hoke.
Col. Isaac E. Avery (wouudl'd).
Col. A. C. Godwlu.

6th North Carolina.
21st North Carolina.
54th North Carolina.
57th North Carulina.
1st N. C. Battalion.

Smith'. (3d) Brigalk.•
Brlg.-geu. William Smith.
Col. John 8. Holfmln.

13th Virginia.
31st Virginia.
49th Vir~nia.
52d Virgmia.
58th Virginia.

Gordon'~ (4th) Brigad&.
Brlg.-gen. J. B. Gordon.

13th Georgia.
26th Georgia.
31st Georgia.
88th Georgia.
60th Georgia.
61st Georgia.

.Artilltry.
IJeotenant-colonel H. P. Jonea.

Carrin~'sVirginia Battery (Charlottesville Art.).
Gllrber's Virginia Battery (Staunton Art.).
Green's Battery (Louisiana Guard Art.).
Tanner's Virginia.Battery (Courtney Art.).

.JOHNSON'S DIVlSlON.

Major-general Edward Johnson.

Steuart. (1./) Brigath.
Brlg.-gen. George H. Steuart.

1st Marvland Battalion.
1st Norih Carolina.
3d North Carolina.
10th Vi~inia.
23<1 Virgmia.
37th Virginia.

Walker'. (3d) Brigade.

Brlg.-gen. J~el A. Walker.

2d Virginia.
4th Virginia.
5th Virginia.
27th Vil'l!inia.
88d VirglDia.

Nicholf. (2d) Brigath.
('olonel J. M. Williams.
Brlg.-gen. A. henon.*

1st Lolli-iana.
2d Lonisiana.
10th Louisiana.
14th Louisiana.
15th Louisiana.

Jrrnd (4th) Bf'igatJ&
Brlll.-I!en. John M. Jonea (wouDded).
Lieul.-eol. R. H. Dungan.
Colonel B. T. Johoson.

21st Virginia.
25th Vi~nia.
42d Virgmia.
44th Virginia.
48th Virginia.
50th Virginia.

* AlIlgDed JaIJ Iltll.,



Brlg.-g.n. Junius Daniel.

32d Nnrth Carolina.
43d North Carolina.
45th North Carolina.
63d North Carolina.
2d North Carolina BattIn.

ADDENDA.

ArCilltry.
L1euleDut.eoloDel B. S. ADd,.,"I.

Brown's Maryland Battery (Chesapeake Art.).
Carpenter's Virginia Battery (Alleghany .A.rt.).
Delllent's lst Maryland Battery.
:&ine's Virginia Battery (Lee Battery.).

BODBS' DIVISION.

Mlljor-general R. E. Rodes..

Daniel'. (lilt) Brigark. btr3011'. (Sd) Brigade.*
Brfg.-gen. Alfred herson.
Brlg.-gen. S. D. Rlmleur.

5th North Carolina.
12th North Carolina.
20th North Carolina.
23d North Carolina.
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Dola (3d) Brigade.
Brlg.-geD. George Dol...

4th Georgia.
12th Georgia.
21st Georgia.
44th Georgia.

(JNeJ. (5th) Brigade.
Brlg.-!len. E. A. O'Neal.
Colonel C. A. BaUle.

3d Alabama.
5th Alabama.
6th Alabama.
12th Alabama.
26th Alabama.

.BamIeur'. (4th) Brigade.*
Brlg.-gen. S. D. Ramleur.

2d North Carolina.
4th North Carolina.
14th North Carolina.
30th North Carolina.

Lleutenant-coloDel Thomas H. Carter.

Cartt>r's Va. Battery (King William
Art).

Fry's Va. Battery (Orange Artillery).
Page's Va. Batlery (Morris Artillery).
Reeee's Alabama Battery (Jell: Davia

Art.).

:BE8EBVE ARTILLERY, SECOND COBP8.

Colonel J. Thompson Brown, Chief of Artillery.

Brmrm'. BaUaliOfl.t
Captain W. J. Dance.

Dance's Virginia Battery <Powhatan Artillery).
Hupp's Vi~niaButtery (Ralem Artillery).
Graham's Vl"Kinia Battery (Rockbridge Artillery).
Smith's Bnttery (3d Ri"hmond Howitzers).
Watson's Battery (2d Richmond Howitzers).

N6lMm'. BaLlaliOfi.
LleuteDant-oolonel William Neleon.

Kirkpatrick's Virginia Battery (AIiJherst Artillery).
Ma88ie's Virginia Batler,. (Fluvanna A.rb.Ilery).
Milledge's Georgia Battery. .

• Temporarily coneolldaled JolylO, IlI8lL t 11& VJrglDla Art.llle"..
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THIRD CORPS.

LnroTENANT-GENERAL AXBBOSE P. HILL.

ANDERSON'S DIVIlllON•

.Major-general R. H. Andel'lOn.

Brlg.-gen. C. M. Wilcox.

8th Alabama.
9th Alabama.
10th Alabama.
11th Alabama.
14th Alabama.

Perry/a (4th) Briga.(k.
Oolonel DRYld Lang.
Brlg.•gen. K. A. Porry.

2d Florida.
6th Florirla.
8th Florida.

Brlg.•gen. William MabonI'.

6th Virginia.
12th Virginia.
16th Virginia.
41st Virginia.
61st Virginia.

Poat.y'a (5th) Brigade.

Brlg.-gen. Carnol Posey.

12th Mi!!8iseippi.
16th MiseillRipVi.
19t.h Mi,siMippi.
48th MilI8iseippi.

Wright. (8d) Brigade.
Brlg...,..o". A. R. Wright.
Colon_I Wm. Gihllon.
('olon,·1 II:. J. WaJltPr.
CR!'!. D. C. McCurry.
Cal't. C. H. Andenon.

3rl Georgia.
22rl Georgia.
48th Georgia.
2d Gtoorgia BaulD.

Artillery (Sumter BaItlA.).

M.Jor Jobn L&IIe.

Pattef'!'On's Georgia BaL
RoM' Georgia Battery.
Winl'"field'R Georgia BaL

(Irwin Artillery).

HETH'S DIVISION.

Ml\ior-~eneralHenry Heth.
Brigadier-general J. J. Pettigrew.

Firat Brigad~.*

Brljkll"n. J. J. Pettlgre.... (....ounded).
Major J. Jon....
Lt."'o\. W. J. Martin.
Colonel J. K. Marshal1.
Culonel T. C. Singeltary.

11th North Carolina.
26th North Carolina.
44th North Carolina.t
47th North Carolina.
6211 North Carolina.

Third Brigade.*
Brlg.-jlen. Jame. J. ArcbOT.
Colonel B. D. Fry.
Colonel S. G. Shepard.
Brlg.-gen. H. H. Walker.

13th Alabama.
lith Alabama Battalion.
1st Tenn. (Prov. Army).
7th Tenn_.
14th Tenn-.

Brlll.-gfln. Chari... W. FIeld.
Colonel J. M. Bro<'1tenhrough.
Brlg.-geD. H. H. W.Ilter.f

40th Vil'R'inia.
47th Virginia.
56th Virginia.
22d Virginia BaItln.

Fourtla Brigade.

Brlg.-gen. Joaepb R. na'rlL

2d Mi""iseiPl'i.
11th MillSi8l<lPl?i.
42d Mil,sillKippl.
55th North Carolina.

• Temponlrlly consolidated July 10tb, Dnder PettlJfJ1l....•• command.

~
fl at nanoyer Junction. and not engaged at G<>tty.burg.

AulllUed July 19th. Appears In reLurn for July 3lBt ... commandIng both 2d &ad III
b •.
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Artillery.
•LI.ulenant..,olonel John J. GRrnett.

MaJur Cbarl"" Rlcbard,ulI.

Grandy's Virginia Battery (Norfolk Light Artillery Bluee).
Lewis' Vi"ginia Batter·y.
Muurin's Louisiana Battery (DonaldBonville Artillery).
Moore's Virgin", Battery.

PENDER'8 D1VI8ION.

MRjor-~neralWilliam D. Pender (wounded).
Brigadier-general James H. Lane.

Fi"1ll Briyade.
Brl~"llen. S. ~lcGo ..an.
Colonel A. P..rln.

1st Sooth Carolil\a.
lilt Suuth Carolina RiDes.
12th Houth Carolina.
13th South Carolina.
14th Suuth Carulina.

Third Briyade.

Brlg.iloD. E. L. Thomu.

14th Georgia.
3.')th Georgia.
451 h Georgia.
49th Georgia.

&mnd Brigade.*

llrlg.-gen. J 010"" H. Lane.

7th North Carolina.
18th North Carolina.
28th North Carolina.
33d North Carolina.
37th North Cal'l>lina.

Frmrth B,·igade.*
J1rf~.-I:.n. A. M. 8<-.1... (wounded).
Colonel W. Lee J. Lowrauce.

13th North Carolina.
16th North Carolina.
22d North Carolina.
34th Norlh Cnrolina.
38th North CarolillL

Artillery.
MoJor William T. Poague.

BrookP's VirWnia BnttM"v.
Grahnlll's Xorth Carolina Batten.
Ward's Mississippi Battery (MlldillOn LiKht Art.).
Wyatt's Virginia Battery (Albemarle Artillery).

RnJERVE ARTILLERY, THIRD CORPB.

Colonel R. L. Walker, Chief of Artillery.

Mc[fll08h's Baltalicm.

MoJor D. G. McIntosh.

Hurt'a Alahama Battery (Hardaway
Artillery.

LlIak's Virllinia Battery.
•10hn80n'a Virginia Buttery.
Rice'a Virginia Battery (Danville Ar

tillery).

Pegram's BattDlicm.
MoJor W.•1. Ppl(ram.
CaptaIn E. B. Brunson.

Brander's Virginia Battery (Letcher Az.
tillerv).

Brunson's Routh Carolina Battery (Pee
Dee Artillery)•

eren.haw's Virginia Battery.
Mcnraw's Virginia Battery (PurcellAr

tillery.
Marye's Virginia Battery (Fredericb

burg Art.) .

• Under Trlmble'o command JulT BeL
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CAVALRY.

M.uOR-GENERAL J. E. B. STuART.

Hampton'. (lit) BrigaAU.
Brlg.•p;en. Wade Hamp~oo.

Colonel L. B. Baker.
1st North Carolina.
1st South Carolina.
2d South Carolina.
CoLb's Georgia Legion.
Jeff. Davis Legion.
Phillips' Georgia Legion.

Fila. Lees (3d) Brigade.
Colonel Thomaa T. Munford.

1st Mllryland Battln (1).
1st Virginia.
2d Virginia.
3d Virginia.
4th Virginil\.
6th Virgiuia.

JaneK (5/1.) Brigade.
Brlg.-gen. William E. Jones.

6th Virginia.
7th Virginia.
11th Virginia.
12th Virginia.
36th Virginia Battln.

BobertMn'. (2d) Brigade.'"

Brlg.-gen. B. H. Robe"""D.

4th North Carolina.
6th l\orth Carolina.

Jenkifllr (4/1.) Brigade.
Brlll.-gen. A. G. JenklnL

14th Virginia.
16th Virginia.
17th Virginia.
34th Virginia Battln.
36th Virginia Battin.

• W. H. F. Lds (6th) Brigatk.
Colonel J. R. ChambliN.

2d North Carolina.
9th Vir,.,inia.
10th Virginia.
13th Virginia.
15th Virginia.

Not BrigabJ. (1).
Imboden's Command.

43d Virginia (M081Jy'S) Battalion.

Stuart Hm'lIe ArtiUery.t
Major R. F. Beckham (1).

Breathed's Maryland Battery.
Chew's Virginia Battery. .
Griffin's 2d Mnr"lllnd Ratterv.
Hart's South Carolina Bnt. ('\Vu8hington Art.).
McGregor's Virginin n"ttery.
Moormlln's Virginia Battery•

• Rrlleved at hla own rpqlle.t Aup;nal., 1863.
t Caprain ThumM F.:. .Tack_onl• halter" appears on return tor July31, 1863, •• 10 tbe .....1.,.

dlvillloo, but It t. Dol meDtloned 10 reporla of tbe campaign.
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Itinerary of the Army of the Potomac and Co-operating Forcu in th6
GettYBburg Campaign, June and July, 1863.*

JUNE 5.
THE Army of the Potomac, commnnded by Major-general J 08l'ph Hooker, WlIIl

posted on the north bank of the Rappahannock Riv~r, confronting the Vanfed
erate Army of KorthI'm Virginio, under General R. E. Lee, mainly concen
trated about the town of Fredericksburg, on the south bank of the river. The
several corps of the Army of the Potomac wt're distributed as follows: First
corps (Reynolds'), in the vicinity of White Oak Church; Second corps (Couch's),
near Falmouth i Third corps (Birney's), at Boscobel, near Falmouth i Fifth
corps (Meade's), in the vicinity of Banks', United States, and acljacent fords on
the Rappahannock; Sixth corps (Sedgwick's), m'ar White Oak Church, with the
~nd division (Howe's), thrown forward to Franklin's Cl"08Iling of the Rap
pahannock, a little below Fredericksb~, near the mouth of Deep Run; Elev
enth corps (Howard's), near Brooke's Station, on the Aquia Creek Railroad;
and the Twelfth corps \Slocum's), ~ear Stafford Conrt-houKe and Aquia Land
ing. The cavalry corps (Pleasonton's) had two divisions in the vicinity of War
renton Junction Ilnd 0111' division in the neighborhood of Brooke's Station.

J"CNE 6. .
Howe's (Second) division, Sixth army corps, croIllled the Rappahannock at

Franklin's CrOfiSing. Wright's (Finrt) and Newton's (Third) divisions were
moved to the sl1!De point from White Oak Church, taking position on the north
bank of the river.

JUNE 7.
Wright's (First) division, Sixth corps, W&8 sent &Cl'OIIII the Rappahannock at

Franklin's Croesing, relieving Howe's (Second) diviRion, which returned to the
north side.

JUNE 8.
The cavalry corps (PleRSOnlon's), consisting of Buford's (First), D. McM.

Gregg's (Third), and Duffie's (Second) divisions, and the regular rl'8erve brigade,
supported by detachments of infantry under Generals Ames and Russell, moved
to Kelly's and Beverly Fords, preparatory to Cl'081ling the Rappahannock on a
reconnoill8llDce toward Culpeper.

JUlI"E 9.
Newton's (Third) division, Sixth corps, relieved Wright's (First) division on

the south bank of the Rappahnnnock at Franklin's Cl'Olllling. The cavalry
corps, supported by Generals Ames' and Russell's infantry, croesed the Rappa
hnnnock at Kelly's Bnd Beverly Fords, fought the enemy at or near Beverly
Ford, Brandy Station, and SteVl'nsburg, and reC1'088ed the river at Rappahan
nock Station and Beverly Ford.

• Complied under the direction of Brlgadle....general Rlcha'" C. Drum, AdJataDI1eDeral
U.8. Army, b:r Joseph W. Klrkle:r, of the AdJulan\.general'. OlIlce.
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JUNE 10.
The cavalry corps took position in the neighborhood of Warrenton Junctioo.

ItlI infantry supportll in the reconnoissance of the day previous rejoined their re
spective commands. Howe's (Second) division, Sixth corpe, moved from
Franklin's Cr0B8ing to Aquia Creek.

JUNE 11.
The Third corps marched from BOBCObel, near Falmouth, to Hartwood

Church.
JUNE 12.

The First corps marched from Fitzhugh's plantation anil White .oak Church
t.o Deep Run i the Third corps, from Hartwood Church to Bealeton, with Hum
phreys' (Third) divillion advanced to the Rappahannock; lind the Eleventh
corps, from the vicinity of Brooke's Station to Hartwood Church.

JUNE 13.
The First corps marched from Deep Rlln to Bealeton; the Fifth corp!I, from

the vicinity of Banks' Ford, vill Grove Church, toward Morrisville i Wright'.
(First) and Newton's (Third) divillions, Sixth corps, frllm Fr,mklin's Cro6Bing to
Potomac Creek; the Eleventh corps, from Hartwood Church to C'.atlett'8 Sla
tion i and the Twelfth corps, from near Stafford Court-houBe ,md Aquia Creek
Landing, 1m route to Dumfries. McReynolds' (Third) brigade of Milroy's division,
Eighth army corps, marched from Berryville to Winchellter.

JUNE 14.
The First and Third corps marched from Bealeton to :Manal!l'M Junction j the

Fiflh CQTpB arrived at Morrillville, and mar<'hed thence, via Bristersbnrg, to Cat
lett's Station; Wright's (First) and Newton's (Tbird) divilliou., Sixth COrp&,

moved from Potomac Creek to Stafford Court-house i the Elevemh oorl'8, from
Catlett's Station to :Man&-88ll Junction, and thence toward Centreville j the
Twelfth corps reached Duinfrits. Tyler's command of the Eighth .. rmy corps fell
back from Martinsburg to Maryland Heights.

JUNE 15.
The Second corps (Hancock's*) moved from Falmouth to near Aqnia; the

Firth corps, from Catlett's Station, via Bristoe St.ation, to Mana".'l8ll Junction;
the Sixth corps, from Aquia Creek and Stafford Court-hou..~e to Dumfries j the
Twelfth corl'S, from DumfriBl! to Fairfax Court-house i and the cavalry corps from
'Warrenton Junction to Union Mills and Brilltoe Station; the Ele\"enth corps
arrived at C~ntreville. Milroy's (Set'Ond) division of the Eighth army corps
evacuated Winchester and fell back to Maryland Heights and Hancock, Md.

JUNE 16.
The Second corps marched from near Aquia, tlid Dumfrit'll, to Wolf Run

Shoals, on the Occoqnan i the Sixth corpR, from Dumfries to Fairfax Station;
and the cavalry corps, from Union Mille and Brietoe Station toMa~ Junc
tion and Bull Run.

• General Hancock a••umed command of ~hfl 8eeond corpa JUDe 9, 1863, lucct>edlnl Ge1laral
Couch, wbo was a••igned to ~be.colDmand of tbe Department 01 lbe SWlquehannL
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JUNE 17.
The First corps marched from Man8llllllll Junction to Hemdon Statiml; the

Second COlp', from Wolf Run Shoals to Sangster's Station; the Third corps,
from Mana._ Junction to Centreville; the Fifth corps, from Manatll88 Jmw
tion to Gum Springs j the Eleventh corps, from Centreville to Cowhom Ford, or
Trappe Rock, on GOOlIe Creek i and the Twelfth corps, from Fairfax Court-hoWl8
to near Dranesville. The cavalry corps moved from ManlUl8llll Junction an.
Bull Run to Aldie.

JUNE 18.
The Sixth corps moved from Fairfax Station to Germantown, and the Twelft.la

corps, from near Dranesville to Leet!burg. J. I. Gregg'a cavalry brigade 1Ui
vanced from Aldie to Middleburg, and returned to a point midway between the
two placeB.

JUNE 19.
The FiJ'IItcorps marchl'd from Herndon Station to Guilford Station; the Third

corps, from Centreville to Gum Springs j and the Fifth corps, from Gum Springs
to Aldie. Gregg's cavalry division, except McIntosh's brigade, advanced to
Middleburg. McIntosh's brigade moved from Aldie to Haymarket.

JUNE 20.
The Second corps moved from Sangster's Station to Centreville, and theooe

toward Thoroughfare Gap j the Second diviaion (Howe's), Sixth corps, from
Germantown to Brietoe Station.

JUNE 21.
The Second corps arrived at Gainesville and Thoroughfare Gap. The cavalry

corps (except McIntosh'a brigade of Gregg's division), supported by Barne&'
(First) division, Fifth corpll, marched from Aldie and Middleburg to Upper
ville. McIntosh'a cavalry brigade marched from Haymarket to Aldie, and
thence to Upperville. Stahel's division of cavalry, from the defenc611 of Wash
ington, moved from Fairfax Court-house. "id Centreville and Gainesville, to
Buckland Mills.

JUNE 22. .
The cavalry corps and Bame&' (Firet) division of the Fifth corps retumeli

from Upperville to Aldie. Stahel's cavalry division moved from Buckland Mil..
vi4 New Baltimore, to Warrentoo.

JUNE 23.
Stahel's cavalry division moved from Warrenton, "id Gainesville, to Fairfax

Court-house.
JUNE 24.

Newton's (Third) division, Sixth corpll, moved from Germantown to Centr&
ville, and the Eleventh corps from Cowhom Ford, or Trappe Rock, on Goose
Creek, to the south bank of the Potomac at Edwards' Ferry. Stahel's cavalry
division moved from Fairfax Court-house to near Dranesville.

JU1O: 25.
The Firet corps marched from Guilford Station, Va., to Bamesville, Md. j the

Third corps. from Gum Springs, Va., to the north side of the PotomllC at Ed
Vol. lII.--b8
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wanls' Ferry and the mouth of the Monocacy j and the Eleventh corps, from
Edwanls' Ferry, Va., to Jefferson, Md. These corps C1'08IIed the Potomac at
Edwanls' Ferry. The Second corps marched from Thoroughfare Gap and
Gainesville to Gum Springs. Howe's (Second) division, Sixth corps, moved
from Briatoe Station to Centreville. Crawfonl's division (two brigadetl) of
,Pennsylvania Reserves, from the defences of Washington, marched from Fair
4'ax Station and Upton's Hill to Vienna. Stannard's Vermont brigade, from the
defences of W8Bhington, left the mouth of tile Occoquan om rouu to join the
Army of the Potomac. Stallel's cavalry division moved from near Dranesville,
·Va., wil1 Young's Island Fonl on the Potomac, om r01Ull to Frederick City, Md.

JUNE 26.
The First corps marched from Barnesville to Jefferson, Md.; the Second

corps, !rom Gum Springs, Va., to the north side of the Potomac at Edwnnls'
Ferry i the Thinl corps, from the mouth of the Monocacy to Point of Rocks,
Md.; the Fifth corps, from Aldie, Va., vid Carter's Mills, Leesbllrg, and Ed
.wanls' Ferry, to witbin fOllr miles of the mouth of the Monocacy, Md.; the
Sixth corps, from Germantown and Centreville to Dranl'llville, Va.; the Elev
enth corps, from Jefferson 10 Middletown, Md.; the Twelfth corps, from r-..
burg, Va., vid. Edwards' Ferry, to the month of the Monocacy, Md.; and the
cavalry corps (Bufonl's and Gregg's divisions), from Aldie to Leesburg, Va.
Btahel's cavalry division was en route between the Potomac and Frederick City,
Md. Crawford's Penne)·lvania Reserves moved from Vienna to Goose Creek.

JUNE ?:T.
, The First corps marched from Jefferson to Middletown, Md.; the Second
Corps, from near F..dwanls' Ferry, vid Poolesville, to Barnesville, Md.; the Thinl
corps, from Point of Rocks, vid Jefferson, t{) Middletown, Md.; the :Fifth corpl,
from a point between Edw:trds' Ferry and the mouth of the Monocacy to Bal
linger's Creek, near Frederick City, Md. j the Sixth corps, from Drnne8ville, t'itI

'Edwanls' Ferr)', to m'ar Poolesville, Md.; the Twelfth corps, from near the
mouth of the Monocacy, '!lid Point of Rocks, to l(noxville, Md. j Bufonl's cav
,alry'division, from Leesburg, Va., vid F..dwanls' Ferry, to near Jefferson, Md.;
'and Gregg's CIlvalry divi_ion, from Leesburg, Va., "id Edwanls' Ferry, toward
Fr,derick City, Md. Slahel's cavalry division reached Frederick City, Md.
Crawford's Penllsylvania Reservl's moved from Goose Creek, -Va., '!lid Edwards'
Ferry, t{) the mouth of 'he Monocacy, Md.

JUNE 28.
The Fi1'9t corps marched from Middletown to Frederick City; the Second

corps, from BlImesvilie to Monocacy Junction; the Thinl corps,* from Middle
town to near Woodsboro' j the Sixth corps, from near Poolesville to HyattBtown;
the Eleventh corps, from Middll'town to near Frederick; lind the Twelfth COlJ.8,

"from Knoxville to Frederick City. Bufonl'M cavalry division moved from near
Jeffel'ROn to Middletown. Grl'gg'M cavalry division rpached Frederick City, and
marehed thence to :New Market and Ridgeville. Crawfonl's Pennsylvania Roe-

• Gpoeral Sickles ......ume<l command of the ThIrd corpll, relie,ID, GeDeral BlrDe,. who had
been temporarily In command.
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IIlll"Vll8 mlU'Ched from the mouth of the Monocacy, and joined the Fifth corpe*
at Ballinger's Creek.

JUNE 29.
The First and Eleventh corps marched from Frederick City to Emmettsburg i

the Second corps. from Monocacy Junction, "id Liberty and Johnsville, to
Uniontown; the Third corps, from near Wnod.boro' to Taneytown; the Fifth
corps, fl"Om Ballinger's Cn>ek, vid Frederick City and Mount Pleasant, to
Liberty i the Sixth corps, from Hyattstown, m'd New Market and Ridgeville,
to New Windsor; the Twelfth corps, from Frederick City to Taneytown and
Brnceville; Gamble's (First) and Devin's (Second) brigades, of Buford's (First)
cavalry division, from Middletown, "ilf Boonsboro', Cavetown, Rnd Monterey
Springs, to near Fairfield; and Merritt's reserve cavalry brig".lde, of the same
division, from Middletown to Mechanicstown; Gregg's (Second) cavalry <V"ision,
from New Market and Ridgeville to Wl'ltminster, and Kilpatrick's (Third)
cavalry division, formerly Slahel's division, from Frederick City to Littlestown.

JUNE 30.
The First COrpll marched from Emmetlsburg to Marsh Run; the Third corps,'

from Taneytown to Bridgeport; tbe Fifth corpll, from Liberty, t'id J ohns\'ille,
Union Bridge, and Union, to Union Mills; the Sixth corps, from ~ew Windsor
to Manchester; the Twelfth corps, from Taneytown and Bruceville to Lillles
town; Gamble's and Devin's brigades of Buford's cavalry division, from ncar
Fairlield, "ilf Emmpttsburg, 10 Gettysburg; Gre~g's <'8valry division, from West
minster to Manchester; and Kilpatrick's cavalry divi~ioll, from Littleslown to
Hanover. K('nly's and Morris' brigades, of French's division, left Maryllind
Heights for Frederick City, and Elliott's and Smith's brigade.~, of the sallie
di ..ision, moved from the Heights, by way of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal,
for Washington City.

JULY 1.
Balik of Geflysbu,'g, Fir.! Day.-The First corps mOl'ed from Marsh Run, and

the Eleventh corps from Emmetlsllllrg, to Gettyaburg i the S'.'concl corps, from
Uniontown, vid Taneytown, to near Gettysburg; the Third corp! from Bridge
port, viti Emmett<hurg, to the field of Gettysburg i the Fifth corps, from Union
Mills, "it! Hanover and McSherrystown, to BonlLughtown; the Sixth corps, from
Manchl'lt~r en rrmte to Gettysburg; and the Twelfth corps from Littll.'810Wn, t·id.
Two Taverns, to the field of G"tt.vsburg. Gregg's cavalry division marched
from Manchester to Hanover Junction, whence McIntosh's and J. 1. Gregg's
brigades procel'ded to Hanover, while Huey's brigade returned to Man('hester.
Kilplltrick's cavalry diviaion moved from I1llIlover, vit1 Abbottsdlle, to Berlin.
Stannard's Vermont bri~e, from the defpoces of Washington, joined the First
corl'S on the fipld of Gettysburg. W. F. Smith's (First) diviaion of the D.,p.'1l'tr
ment of the Susquehanna marched from the vicinity of Harrisburg to Cllrli.le.
Kenly's and Morris' brigadl'll of French's division reached Frederick City.

JULY 2.
Battle of Gettysburg, Serond Day.-The Second, Fifth, and Sixth corps, Lock

wood's brigade from the Middle Depllrtment, McIntosh's and J. 1. GrE'gg's
• Genenll Meade rellnqlli.h.d eommand of the Fifth eorpo to General 8ykes; and _umed

eommand of tbe Army of tbe POlom..."
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brigades of D. McM. Gregg's CAvalry division, and Kilpatrick's cavalry dirilion,
reach..d the field of Getty~burg. G1Lmbl..'s and Devin's brigades of Bufon!'.
cavalry division marched from Gettysburg to Taneytown, and Merritt's reserve
brigade from M~'ChaniCBtown to Emmettsburg.

JULY 3.
BaUIe of Getly8Uurg, Tlird nay.-Gamble's and Devin's brigades, af Buford'.

CBvalry division, moved from Tane.vtowD to Westminster j Merritt's reserve
brigade, from EmmettBburg to the field of Gettysburg; and Huey's brigade,
of Grpgg's cavalry division, from Manch8:lter to Westminster.

JULY 4.
Gamble's and Devin's brigades, of Buford's cavalry division, marehed from

WestminBter, and Merritt's reserve bl'igade from Gettysburg, en rouU to Fred
erick City; Huey's hrigade, of Grejrg's cavalry division, from Westminster, "i4
Emmett~burg, 10 Monterey j J. 1. Gregg's cavalry brigade, from Gettysburg to
Hunterstown j and Bufi>nl's cavalry division, from Gettysburg, lri'd Emmett.~burg,

to Montprey. Smith's division of Couch's command moved from Carlisle, "i4
Mount Holl.v, to Pine Grove, and the remainder of Couch's troops from the
vicinity of Harrisburg toward Shippensburg and Chambersburg. Elliott's and
Smith's brigades, of French's division, arri,'ed at \VW<hinglon from Maryland
HeighlB, and moved to Tennallytown. Morris' brigade. of French's division,
msrched from l"rederick City to Turner's Gap in South Mountain.

JULY 5.

Leaving Gettysburg, the Second corps marclled to Two Taverns; the Fifth
corps, to Marsh Run i the Sixth corps, to Fairfield j the Eleventh corpll, to
Rock Creek; the Twelfth corps, to Littll'stown; and MclntOBh's brib'ftde, of
Gregg's cavalry division, to Oraefenbul"g Spring. Buford's cavalry .livision
real'hed Frederick City. J. I. Gregg's cavalry brigade moved fn,nI Hunter&
town to Greenwooo. Kilpatrick's cavalry division and Huey's brigade, of
Gregg's cavalry division, marched from Monterey, via SmiLhsburg, to BooD&
001'0' .

JULY 6,

Tilt" Fil'8t corpl mUl'hed from Gettysburg to Emmetb<bllrg j the Fifth rorJlBt
from Marsh Run to Morilz Cros..-rl'ads; the Sixth corP". from Fairficld Lo

Emmettsl,uJ'!J, except Ncill's (Third) lJligllde, of Howe's (Second) division,
which, in conjunction with Mclntosh's brigade of cavalry, W88 left at Fairfield
to Jlun<ue tile ..nemy; the Elevent h corps, from R~k Creek to EmmettBburg;
Buford's cavalry division, from Fred. rick, City to Williamsport, and tllenee
hHck 10 Jones' Cr088-roaOs i Kilpatrick's cantlry division aDd lIuey's briwuJ.e,
of Greg~s cavalry division, from Boonsboro', t·id Hagerstown * and Wj\li~

port, to Jones' Cross-ronds i Melntosll's brigadl', of Gregg's cavalry dh'i!lion,
from Graefenburg Spring to Fairfield; and J. 1. Gregg's brigade, nf Gregg'.
cavalry division, from {;reenwood In Marion. Smith's divWOD of Couch's COlD
mand moved from Pine Grove to N"wman's Pass. Kenly's brigade, of French'•

• RichDl()nd'. brigade, or Kilpatrick'. dhillon. remaiDed at HageratowD, wheDce i' reU....
toward Boon.boro'.
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division. marched from Frederick City en rouU to Maryland Heights. Elliott's
and Smith's brigades. of Frt'nch's division, left Tennallytown, "IC! Washington
and the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, en route to Frederick City.

JULY 7.

Th" First corpe marched from Emmf'ttsburg to Hamburg j tile Second corps,
from Two Taverns to Taneytown j the Third corpe, from GettyBburg, "ieS
ElIImettsburg, to MechaniCBtown; the Fifth corps, from Moria Cl'OIlS-roada,
M Emmettsbu"K, to Utica; the Sixth corpe, frum Emmeltsbllrg to Mountain
Pallll, near Hamburg; the Eleventh corps, from Emmeltsburg to Middletown;
and the Twelfth corpe, from Littlestown to Walkersville. Buford's and Kil
patrick's C8\'alry divisiollll and Huey's brigade, of Gregg's cavalry division,
moved from Jones' C'rnas-ronds to Boou~boro'. J. I. Gregg's cavalry brigade
11'88 moving en route from Chambersburg to Middletown. McIntollh's brigade
of cavalry and Xeill's brigade, of the Sixth corpe, moved from Fairfield to
WaYDl'8boro'. Smith's division, of Couch's command, marched from Newman's
P8llB to Altodall'. Kenly's brigade, of Frl'nch's divi'ion, with other troops
forwarded by Schenck f.·om Baltimore, reoccupied Maryland Heights. Elliott's
and Smith's brigades, of French's division, reached Frederick City from Wash·
ington.

JULY 8.
The First Corpe marched from Hamburg to Tumer's Gap in South Mountain j

the Second corpe, from Tanl'ytown to Frederick City i the Third corpll, from
Mechanicstown to a point three mile'! south-west of Fretlerick City; the Fifth
corps, from Utica to Middletown; the Sixth corps, from near Hamburg to
Middletown i the Ele\'euth corps, from Middletown to Turner's Gap in South
Mountain, Schurz's (Third) division being advanced to Bool1llboro', and the·
Twelfth corpe from Walkersville to Jefferson. J. I. Gregg's cavalry bri~
WRB moving mroute from Chamlxol'Rbn"K to Middletown. Smith's division, of
Couch's command, moved from Altodale to Wayne-boro'. Campbell's aDd
Mulligan's brigad!'8, of Kelley's command, Department of Wl'llt Vi~nia, were
concentrated at Hancock, whence they moved to Fairview, on North Monntain.

JULY 9.
The Second corpe marched {rom Frederick Chy to Rohrersville; the Third

corp., from near Frederick City to Fox's Gap in South Mountain; the Fifth
corl'8, from Middletown, !lid Fox's Gap, to near Boonsboro'; the Sixth corps,
(rom Middletown to Boonsboro'; and the TWl'lfth corps, from Jeffill'llOn to
Rohrersville. J. I. Gregg's cavalry brigade reached Middletown from Cham
bersburg. Elliott's and Smith's brigades, of French's division, marched from
Frederick City to Micldletown.

JULY 10.
The First corpe marched from Tumer's Gap to Beaver Creek, where it was

joined by Kenly's brigade, of French's division, {rom Maryland H"ights; the
Second corpe, from Rohrel'!'ville to near TiIghmanton i the Third corpe, from
Fox's Gap, through Boonsboro', to Antietam Creek, in tha vicinity of Jones'
Cl'O!l8-roadH, where it was joined by Elliott's and Smith's hrigades, of French'.
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division, which marched from Middletown, and Morris' brigade, of the same
diviRion, which marched from Turner's Gap; the Fifth corp", from near Boons
boro' to Delaware Mills, on Antietam Creek; the Sixth cOrps, from Boonsboro'
to Beaver Crel·k; tb~ Eleventh ('orps. from Turner's Gap to Beaver Creek; and
the Twelfth co"ps, from Rohrersville to Bakersville, Buford's and Kilpatrick's
cavalry diviRions mo\·ed from Boonsboro' to Funkstown, ami Huey's brigade, of
Gregg's cavalry division. from Boonsboro' to Jones' CI'OIIS-roads.

JULY n.
The Second corps mO\'ed from near TilghlDanton to the neighborhood of

.fone,' CI'Ol'S-roads: the TweIrth corps, from Bakersville to Fairplay and Jonetl
CroS!l-l'oads; Gamble's and Devin's brigades, of Buford's cavalry division, from
Funk,town to Bakersville; J, 1. Gregg's cavalry brigade, from Middletown to

Boonsboro' ; Kilpatrick's cavalry division, from Funkstown to near Hagerstown ;
and Neill's brigade, of the Sixth corps, McIntosh's cavalry brigade, and Smith's
division, of Couch's command, from Waynetlboro' to Leiterabll1"ll"

JULY 12.

The First, Sixth, and Eleventh corps moved from Bt-aver Creek to Fnnktl
town; McIntosh's cavalry brigade. from Leiteraburg to Boonsboro'; Kilpatrick's
cavalry divi,ion and Arne!" (First) division, Eleventh corps, occupioo Hagers
town; Neill's brigade, of the Sixth corps, moved from Leite,rsbllrg to Funk&
town, where it rejoined iIB corps; Smith's division (except one brigade left a&
Waynesboro'), from Leite1'>'burg to Cavetown; Dana's (Second) division, of
Couch's command, from Chambersburg to Greenca.~tle: and Averell's cavalry
brigade, Department of West Virginia, from Cumberland ell ,'ouie to Fairview.

JULY 13.
The Sixth corps moved from Funkstown to the vicinity of Hagerstown;

Smith's division, of Couch's command, from Waynesboro' and Cavetown to
Hag-erstowlI and Beaver Creek. Averell's cavalry brigade joined Kelley'.
infantry at Fairview.

JULY 14.
The Firat corps marched from Funkatown to Willia!Dllport; the Second

corps, from near Jones' Cr08S-roads to near Falling Waters j the Third COrpl,

from Antietam Creek, near J onetl' CrOss-roads, &cro88 Marsh Creek; the Fi~h

corps, from the vicinity of Roxbury Mills, on Antietam Creek, to near Willi81D8
port; the Sixth corps, from the neighborhood of Hagerstown to Williamsport;
the Eleventh corps, from Funkstown, wid. Hagerstown, to Williamsport j and
WilliaDlR' (First) division of the Twelfth corps, from JOOM CroM-roeda to
nell I' Falling Waters, and thence to Dear Williamsport. Buford's cavalry
division moved from Bakersville to Falling Waten j McIntosh's and J. L
Gregg's brigades, of D. McM. Gregg's cavalry diviqion, from Boonsboro' to
Harper'R Ferry, and Huey's brigade, of same divi.p.on, from Jonflll Cross-roeda,
"id Williamsport, to Falling Waters; and Kilpatrick's cavalry division, from
Hagerstown. wid Williamsport, to Falling Waters. Kelley's command, Depart
ment of West Virginia, marched from Fairview to Williamaport.
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JULY 15.

The Firs' corp" marched from Williamsport to Rohrersville; the Second
corps, from near Falling Walers to near Sandy Hook; the Third corps, from
Marsh Greek to near Burnside'.. Bridge, on the Antietam i the Fifth corps, from
near Willhunaport to Burkittsville i the Sixth corps, froan Williamsport to
Booll8boro'-; the Eleventh corps, from Williamsport, flU! HageTBtown, to Middle
town; amI the Twelfth corP'l, from Fairplay and near Williamsport to Sandy
Hook. Buford's cavalry division moved from Falling WateTB to Berlin;

_ McInto!<h's and J. I. Gr8Kg's brigades, of D. McM. Gregg's cavalry division,
from Harper'a Ferry to Shepherd.~town, and Huey's brigade, of aalJle division,
from Falling Waters to Boonaboro'; Bnd Kilpatriek's cavalry division from
Falling WaleTB, flid Williamsport and Hagerstown, to Boonsboro', Kelley's
command, Department of West Virginia, marched from Williamsport to Indian
Spring.

JULY 16.

The FiTBt corps marched from ~hrersville to near Berlin; the Third corps,
from Burnside's Bridge to Pleasant Valley, near Sandy Hook j the Fifth corps,
from Burkittsville, flid Petersville, to Dear .Berlin; the Sixth corps, from Boons
boro' to near Berlin; the Eleventh corps, from Middletown, t'id Jetrerson, to
Berlin; and the Twelfth COrpl, from SaUlly Hook to Plewlant Valley, Buford'.
cavalry division moved from Bel'lin to Petersville ; lIuey's brigade, of Gregg's
cavalry division, from Boonsboro', flit! Harper's Ferry, to Shepherdstown j and
Kilplltrick's division from Boonsboro' to Berlin, whence De Forest's (Fir,st) bri
gade proceeded to Harper's Ferry.

JULY 17.
The Third corps moved from near Sandy Hook, Cl'088ed the Potomac at Har

per's Ferry, and proceeded to a poiDt three miles south of the Ferry; the Fifth
corps moved from near Berlin to Lovettsville. CI'088ing the Potomac at Berlin.
Gregg'. cav8Jry division marched from Shepherdstown to Harper's Ferry; Kil
patrick'. cavalry division, from Berlin and Harper's Ferry to Purcellville
Culter. brigade CI'088ing the Potomac at .Berlin, and De Forest's brigade 'he
Shenandoah at Harper's Ferry. Kelley's command, Department of West Vir
ginia, moved from Indian Spring to Hedgesville, croeaing the Potomac at Cherry
Run.

JULY 18.

The First corps moved from near Berlin to Waterford, CI'088ing the Potomac
at Berlin; the Second corps, from near Sandy Hook to Hillsboro', l'rosRing the
Potomac and ShenaDdoah rivers at Harper's Ferry j the Third corps, from near
Harper's Ferry to Hillsboro' ; the Fifth corps. from Lovettsville 10 near Purcell
ville; and Bufurd's cavalry division, from Petersville to Purcellville, croaaing
the Potomac at Berlin.

JULY 19.
The Fil'llt corps marched from Waterford to Hamilton; the Second and Third

corps, from Hillsboro' to Woodgrove; the Fifth corps, from near Purcellville to
a point on the road 10 Philomont; the Sixth corps, from near Berlin to WheU
land; and the EleveDth cor!Jll from Berlin to near Hamilton, both corps CI"Oe'
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ing the Potomac at Berlin; the Twelfth corps, from Pleasant Valley to near
IIillsboro', cr<Jlllling the Potomac and Shenandoah riv8l'1l at Harpe.r's Ferry.
Buford'HCl1valry divillion moved from Purcellville, !lid Philomont, to near Rec
tor's CI"OI<Il-ruads. MclntOllh's brigade, of Gregg's cava.iry division, moved from
Harl,er's Ferry toward Purcellville, I\lId HueY'H and J. 1. Gregg's hrigades, of
the same division, from Harper's Ferry to Lovettsville. Kilpslrick's division
of Cl~valry marched from Purcellville to Upperville. Kelley's command, Depart
mBDt of West Virginia, fell back from Hedg8>lville to the Maryland side of the
Potomac at Cherry Run.

JULY 20.
The First corps marched from Hamilton to Middlebnrg; the Second and

Third corps, from Woodgrove, the former going t6 Bloomfield, and the latter to
Upperville i the Fifth corp8, from a point on the Purcellville and Philomont
roall, via Union, to Panther Skin Creek; the Sixth corps, from 'Wheatland to
near Beaver Dam; the Eleventh corps, from near Hamilton, vid Mount Gilead,
10 Mountville i and the Twelfth corps, fronItnear Hillsboro',vid Woodgrove, to
Sllickersvilie. Buford's cavalry division moved from near Reclor's CrOll8-roads
to Rectortown, Gamble's brigade going thence to Chester Gap, Devin's brigade
&0 Salem, 8n,1 Merritt's brigade to Manassas Gap. McIntOllh's brigade, of Gregg's
cavalry division, reached Purcellville, and marched thence to Hillsboro'. Huey's
and J. 1. Gregg's brigades, of same division, moved from Lovettsville to GOOlI8
Creek.

JULY 21.
Huey's and J. 1. Gregg's brigades, of D. McM. Gregg's cavalry division,

moved from Goose Creek 10 Bull Run. Kelley's command, Department of
West Virginia, l'ecrOSlled the Potomac from Maryland into Virginia at Cher'Y
Run.

JULY 22.
The First corps moved from Middleburg to White Plains; the &oond corps,

from Bloomfield to Paris j the Third corp8, from Upperville, vid Piedmont, to
Linden; the Fifth corps, frum Panther Skin Creek to Rectortown j and the
Sixth corp<, fmm near Beaver Dam to Rectortown. Devin's brigade, of Bnfonl'e
C!lvalry division, moved from Salem to Barbee's CI'Ollll-roads; Huey's and J. I.
Gregg's brigades, of D. McM. Gregg's cavalry division, from Bull Run to Broad
Run; and Kilpatrick's cavalry division, from Upperville to Piedmont.

JULY 23.
Tile First corpll marched from White Plains to Warrenton j the Second oorp8,

from Paris to Linden j the Third corps, from Linden to Man8SS88 Gap; the
Fifth corp!!, from Rectortown, "ilt Markham Station, Farrowsville, and Linden,
to Manassas GlIp; the Sixth corps, from Rectortown to White Plains and Bar
bee's Cr08l!-roads; the Eleventh corps, from Mountville to New Baltimore; and
the Twelfth corps, from Snickersville to Ashby's Gap, and thence to Markham
Station. Buford's cavalry division concentrated at Barbee's Cross-roads; Mo
Intoilh's brigade, of Gregg's cavalry division, moved from Hillsboro' to Snick
ehville, and Kilpatrick's cavalry division from Piedmont to Amissville.
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JULY 24.
The Second corps moved from Linden to Markham Station; the first division

(Wright's), Sixth corps, from White PlaiQll to New B&ltimor8; the II800Ud
division (Howe's), Sinh corps, from Barbee's CrosII-roads to Markham Station,
and thence to Orleans; the third division (Wheaton's), Sixth corp', from Bar
bee's CJ"08Il-roads to Thumb Run; and the Twelfth corpe, from Markham Station
to Linden, countermarching, "id Markham Station, to Piedmont. Hoey's and
J. I. Gregg's brigades, of D. Mc:\f. Gregg's cavalry division, moved from BI'OIId
Ron to Warrenton Junction. Kelley's command, Department of W8lIt Virginia,
advanced from Cherry Run to Hedgesville.

JULY 25.

The First corps marched from Warrenton to Warrenton J unct.ion, the second
division (Robinson's) going on to Bealeton: the Second corps, f..om Markham
Station to White Plains; the Third corp!, from ManlllllJ8ll Gap to near Salem;
the Fifth corps, from ManuB88S Gap, "id Farrowsville and Barbee's Cl'OlIll-roads,
to Thumb Run i the Sixth corps concentrated at Warrenton, Wright's (first)
division moving from New Baltimore, Howe's (second) division fnlm OrleDJl8,
and Wheaton's (third) division from Thumb Run; the Eleventh corps moved
from New Baltimore to Warrenton Junction, and the Tw~lfth corp! from Pied
mont, wid Rectortown and White Plains, to Thoroughfare Gap. Kelley's com
mand, Department of West Virginia, occupied Martinsburg.

JULY 26.
The Second corp! marched from White Plains to near Germantown; the

Thinl corps, from near Salem to the vicinity of Warrenton; the Fifth corps,
from Thumb Run to the vicinity of Warrenton, Crawford's (third) divi.ion
taking position at Fayetteville; and the Twelfth corps, from Thoroughfare Gap,
"id Greenwich and Catlett's Station, to Warrenton Junction. Buford's cavalry
division took po8ition at Warrenton and Fayetteville. McIntosh's brigade, of
Gregg's cavalry division, marched from Snickel'llVille eft route to Warrenton.
Kelley's command, Department of W8lIt Virginia, occnpied Winchester.

JULY'l:l.

The Fifth corps encamped between Warrenton and Fayetteville. McIntosh's
brigade, of Gregg's cavalry division, reached Warrenton from Snickersville,
wid Upperville and Middleburg.

JULY 28.

McIntosh's brigade, of Gregg's cavalry division, moved from Warrenton to
Warrenton J nnction.

JULY 29.
McIntosh's and J. I. Gregg's brigades, of D. McM. Gregg's cavalry divillion,

moved from Warrenton Junction to Warrenton.
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JULY 30.
Kenly'8 (third) division, First corps, moved {rom Warrenton Junction to

Rappahannock- Station; the· Second corpe, from near Germantown to Elk
Run; Melnt08h'8 and J. I. Gregg'8 brigades, o{ D. MeM. Gregg's cavalry
division, from Warrenton to Amissville; and Kilpatrick's cavalry divwon, •
from Amissville to Warrenton.

JULY 31.

The Second corpe marched {rom Elk Run to Morrisville; Howe's (second)
division, Sixth corps, from .Warrenton to near Waterloo; the Twelfth corps,
{rom Warrenton Junction to Kelley'iI Ford; and Kilpatrick's cavalry division,
from Amissville to Warrenton Junction.
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J un: 29, 1863.
M.uOa-GEN. FRENCH, Collldg. H.U"per's Ferry:

The major-general commanding directs that you remove the property of
the government at Maryland Heights, etc. by canal to Washington-that
you march with your cotnmand to join thill army without delay. For the
PUrpOllll of removing and escorting the property to Washington, you will detach
such portion of your command B8 may be neceBllll1'y, and order them to report
to Maj.-Gen. Heintzelman. Thill force should not exceed three thousand men,
and of course, in your discretion, may be 1etl8 than that.

The head-quarters of thi8 army will be at Middleburg to·night, and the army
are all in march for the line between Emmettsburg and Westmin8ter. Where
the head-quarters will be after to-night will depend upon the information
derived from the front of the enemy and hi8 movements. Your march must
be B8 rapid B8 po8Sible in view of the efficiency of yOUl troops to join.

You will require to carry the amount of ammunition and supplies ordered
for the Anny of the Potomac. If your supplies do not hold out, you must
purchase from the people through your quarterma8ter and commissary. Some
supplies may pOll8ibly be found at Frederick B8 you march through j upon thill
you cannot conut with any certainty.

The commanding general expects to engage the enemy within a few day&, and
looks anxioUllly for yonl command to join.

Pl_ acknowledge receipt of this order by bea1'lll.
Very lespectfully, etc.,

DARIEL BUTrERFIELD,

Major-Gen. and Ohuf of &o/f.

(OmjidmatUJl.] JULY 1, 1863.
MAJ.-GEN. FRENCH:

The major-general commanding enclOll6ll for your information the orders as to
his dispoeition for an attack from the enemy, which will be understood by con
sulting the map of Frederick county. He directs that you will hold Frederick,
camping your troops in its immediate vicinity j also the Monocacy bridges, both
rail and turnpike. You will also guard the Baltimore and· Ohio R. R. from
Frederick to a junction with Gen. Schenck, to whom you will communicate
your instructloDll.

In the event of our being compelled to withdraw and retire before the enemy,
you will be in readinetl8 to throw your command by rail or march, as may be
most practicable and speedy, into the defences of Washington.

He desires that for the present y'on will hold the line of communication to
Frederick. Keep it open, and send up from Frederick all straggler&, keeping
the town clear and in good ·order.

Very respectfolly, etc.,
S. WILLIAKl!,

Alit. Alijulam-Gmeraz.




